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|

HE

thordh, or five books of Moses,

which contains an

account of the founding of the Old Testament king-

dom

of God, and the laws which were given through

is followed in the Hebrew canon by the writings
of the " earlier prophets," DWCtn D'tOSJ, prophetce priores.
This

Moses,

collective

name

is

given to the four historical books of Joshua,

Judges, Samuel, and Kings, which trace, in the light of divine

and of the gradual unfolding of the plan of salvation,
kingdom of God from the death
of Moses, the mediator of the old covenant, or from the entrance

revelation,

the historical development of this

of the people of Israel into the land of
fathers,

till

Canaan promised

to their

the dissolution of the kingdom of Judah, and the

Babylonian captivity
nine hundred years.

from the men

whom

;

the whole embracing a period of nearly

The names given

to these books are taken

the God-king of Israel called and appointed

and rulers of His people and kingdom, and indicate, very suitably on the whole, the historical periods
to which the books refer.
The book of Joshua describes the introduction of the people of
Israel into the promised land of Canaan, through the conquest
effected by Joshua, and the division of the land among the tribes
of Israel. As Joshua only completed what Moses had commenced
but had not been permitted to carry out, on account of his sin at
the water of strife (Num. xx. 12)
and as he had not only been
called by the Lord, and consecrated by the laying on of the hands
of Moses, to accomplish this work, but had also been favo ured wi th
direct revelations from God, and with His miracnJeiSfl^lfi inVth^rr"
at different times as the leaders

;

A

/V

"

i,»„
UN
/ON
Cobtife' **™,
1
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execution of

it

;

the book which

is

named

and contains
more closely
form and contents, than any
after him,

the account of what he did in the power of the Lord,
related to the Pentateuch, both in

othpr book of the

its

Old Testament.

In

is

this respect, therefore,

it

might be regarded as an appendix, although it was never actually
joined to it so as to form part of the same work, but was from the
very first a separate writing, and simply stood in the same dependent relation to the writings of Moses, as that in which Joshua stood
to Moses himself, of whom he was both the servant and successor.
The book of Judges embraces the period of 350 years, from the
death of Joshua to the rise of Samuel as a prophet of the Lord
that

to say, the time appointed to the people of Israel to establish

is

themselves in .the complete and sole possession of the land that had

been given them for an inheritance, by fighting against the Canaanites who remained in the land and exterminating them, and, when
settled in this inheritance as the congregation of the Lord, to set
up the covenant concluded with God at Sinai, and to maintain and
build

up the kingdom of God according

The Lord had promised His
on the

conflict

principles and
Moses in the law.

to the

ordinances, the laws and rights, prescribed by

help to the covenant nation in carrying

with the remaining Canaanites, on condition that

His covenant, and willingly obeyed
was but very imperfectly, however, that
the tribes of Israel observed these conditions, which had been earnestly impressed upon their hearts, not only by Moses, but also by
Joshua before his death. They soon grew weary of the task of
fighting against the Canaanites and destroying them, and contented
themselves with making them merely tributary ; in fact, they even
began to form friendships with them, and worship their gods. As a
punishment for this, the Lord gave them over to their enemies, so
that they were repeatedly oppressed and deeply humiliated by the
Canaanites, and the nations that were living round about Canaan.
But whenever they repented and turned again in their distress to
the Lord their God, He raised up helpers and deliverers for them
in the persons of the judges, whom He filled with the power of His
Spirit, so that they smote the enemy, and delivered both the people
and the land from their oppression. But inasmuch as in every
instance the judge was no sooner dead than the people fell into
idolatry again, they sank deeper and deeper into bondage to the
heathen, the theocratic constitution fell more and more into decay,
and the life of the nation as a religious community was rapidly
they adhered with

fidelity to

His commandments.

It
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coming to an end.

Lord

3

This constant alternation, of apostasy from the

and Astartes and the consequent
punishment by deliverance into the power of their enemies on the
one hand, and of temporary retnrn to the Lord and deliverance by
the judges out of their bondage on the other, which characterizes
to the Canaanitish Baals

the post-Mosaic period of the Israelitish history,
in

is

clearly set forth

the book of Judges, and placed distinctly before the eye in

and deliverances of
and the whole arranged
in chronological order.
Whilst the book of Joshua shows how the
Lord fulfilled His promise to Israel with a mighty arm, and led His
people into the land promised to the fathers, the book of Judges
separate pictures of the various oppressions
Israel,

each one being complete in

itself,

shows how Israel continually broke the covenant of its God in the
land which He had given it for an inheritance, and thus fell into
bondage to its foes, out of which the judges were not able to secure
it

a permanent deliverance

a

new

tion,

;

so that the

Lord was

obliged to create

thing in Israel, in order to carry out His purpose of salva-

and

medium

to found

and

erect

His kingdom in Canaan, through the

This new thing consisted in the
prophecy as promised by Moses, or rather in the intro-

of the children of Israel.

institution of

duction of

by which

it

it

into the political

was henceforth

to

and national life, as a spiritual power
be pervaded, guided, and controlled

as neither the judges, nor the priests as custodiers of the sanctuary,

were able to uphold the authority of the law of God in the nation,
or turn the idolatrous nation to the Lord.
It is true we meet with
certain prophets as early as the times of the judges

;

but the true

founder of the Old Testament prophecy (prophetenthums, prophethood) was Samuel, with whom the prophets first began their continuous labours, and the prophetic gift was developed into a power
which exerted an influence, as strong as it was salutary, upon the

future development of the Israelitish state.

The books

of

Samuel contain the history of

from the

Israel

appearance of Samuel as a prophet to the end of the reign of David,

and include the renewal of the theocracy by the labours of Samuel,
and the establishment of the earthly monarchy by Saul and David.

At

the close of the period of the judges,

when

the ark of the cove-

nant had fallen into the hands of the Philistines, and the removal
of this visible symbol and substratum of the presence of

God from

the tabernacle had caused the central sanctuary of the congregation
to lose all its significance as the place
self,

where

God

and when the judgments of God had even

manifested himfallen

Digitized by
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members

of the high-priesthood

worthless sons,

when

itself,

in the death of Eli

and

his

the word of Jehovah was dear, and there was

—

prophecy to be found (1 Sam. iii. 1), the Lord raised up
Samuel, the son of the pious Hannah, who had been asked for of
the Lord and consecrated to His service from his mother's womb,
to be His prophet, and appeared to him continually at Shiloh ; so
little

that all Israel acknowledged him as the prophet appointed by the
Lord, and through his prophetic labours was converted from dead
idols to serve the living God.
In consequence of this conversion,

the Lord gave to the Israelites, in answer to Samuel's prayer, a

complete and wondrous victory over the Philistines, by which they
were delivered from the heavy oppression they had endured for
forty years at the hands of these foes. From that time forward
Samuel judged all Israel. But when he had grown old, and his
sons, who had been appointed by him as judges, failed to walk in
his steps, the people desired a king to judge them, to go before
them, and to conduct their wars. In accordance with the command
of God, Samuel chose Saul the Benjamite as king, and then laid
down his own office as judge. He continued, however, to the very
end of his life to labour as a prophet, in and through the schools of
the prophets, which he had called into existence for the strengthening and confirmation of Israel in its fidelity to the Lord ; and not
only announced to King Saul his rejection by God, on account of

command, as made known to
David to be his successor as king
over Israel. He died at the close of the reign of Saul, and did
not live to see the accession and reign of David, with which the
second book of Samuel is occupied. The reason why the name of
Samuel is given to both these books, which form, both in style and
his frequent resistance to the divine

him by

the prophet, but anointed

contents, an indivisible whole,

is

in all probability therefore, that

Samuel not only inaugurated the monarchy in Israel by anointing Saul and David, but exerted so decided an influence upon the
spirit of the government of both these kings, through his prophetic
labours, that even the latter

may be

regarded in a certain sense as

the continuation of that reformation of the Israelitish state which
It was in David that the true king of
kingdom of God under the Old Testament arose, a mighty
warrior in conflict with the enemies of Israel, and yet at the same
time a pious servant of the Lord, a man of true humility and
faithful obedience to the word and commandment of God, who not
only raised the state to a lofty height of earthly power and glory,

the prophet himself began.

—

the

—
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through the strength and justice of his rule, but who also built up
kingdom of God, by reviving and organizing the public worship

the
of

God, and by stimulating and fostering the true

through the cultivation of sacred song.
rest

from

to the

all his

Lord.

He gave him

When God

fear of God,
had given him

enemies round about, he wished to build a temple

But God

did not grant

him

this desire of his heart

He would build
kingdom for ever and
that He would raise up his seed after him, who would build a house
to the name of the Lord (2 Sam. vii.).
This promise formed not
only the culminating point in the life and reign of David, but the
a promise, however, instead,

him a house, and

viz. that

establish the throne of his

;

indestructible basis for the further development of the Israelitish
state

and kingdom, and was not only a sure pledge of the continu-

ance of the Davidic monarchy, but a firm anchor of hope for the
covenant nation in all time to come.
Lastly, the books of Kings carry on the history of the Old
Testament kingdom of God through a period of 450 years, viz.
from the accession of Solomon to the Babylonian captivity, and
furnish the historical proof that the promise given by the Lord to
His servant David was stedfastly fulfilled. Notwithstanding the
attempt of Adonijah to usurp the throne, He preserved the whole
of the kingdom of David to his son Solomon, who had been chosen
as his successor, and at the very commencement of his reign renewed
His promise to him, so that Solomon was able to carry out the work
of building the temple ; and under his wise and peaceful government in Judah and Israel every one could sit in safety under his
own vine and fig-tree. But when Solomon allowed himself to be
drawn away by his foreign wives to turn from the Lord and worship
idols, the Lord chastened him with the rod of men, and with the
stripes of the children of men; but His mercy did not depart
away from him, as He had promised to David (2 Sam. vii. 14,
After Solomon's death, the ten tribes, it is true, revolted
15).
from the house of David, and founded a kingdom of their own
under Jeroboam ; but one tribe (Judah along with Benjamin)
remained with his son Rehoboam, and along with this tribe the
capital, Jerusalem, and the temple.
During the whole time that
this one brother-nation was divided into two distinct kingdoms,
which were frequently engaged in hostility with one another, the
Lord preserved the throne to the seed of David and the kingdom
of Judah survived the kingdom of the ten tribes of Israel 134
years, having as firm a political foundation in the unbroken suc;
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cession of the royal family of David, as

it

had a strong

spiritual

foundation in the capital Jerusalem, with the temple which had been

In the
sanctified by the Lord as the dwelling-place of His name.
kingdom of the ten tribes, on the other hand, Jeroboam introduced
the germ of what eventually led to it3 destruction, by establishing
as the state religion the unlawful worship of the golden calves.

The

destruction of his house was at once foretold to

him on account

of this sin (1 Kings xiv. 7) ; and this threat was carried out in the
person of his son (1 Kings xv. 28 sqq.). As the kings of Israel who

followed did not desist from this sin of Jeroboam, but, on the contrary, the

Omri attempted

dynasty of the house of

to

make the

worship of Baal the leading religion of the kingdom, and the king

and people gave no heed

to the voice of the prophets,

kingdom and people

to

and did not

He

gave up the sinful
the consequences of their sins, so that one

return with sincerity of heart to the Lord,

dynasty overthrew another; and after the lapse of 250 years, the

kingdom, which was already shattered by the frequently recurring
civil wars, fell a prey to the Assyrians, by whom the whole land
was conquered, and its inhabitants were led into captivity. The

kingdom of Judah was also hard pressed by this powerful empire,
and brought to the very verge of destruction ; but in answer to the
prayer of the pious king Hezekiah, it was delivered and preserved
by the Lord for His own and His servant David's sake, until at
length the godless king Manasseh filled up the measure of its sins,
so that even the good king Josiah could only suspend the destruc-

A

a certain time, but could not ward it off altogether.
judgment fell upon Judah and Jerusalem on account of the sins of Manasseh (2 Kings xxiii. 26, 27,
xxiv. 3), when King Nebuchadnezzar came from Babylon, conquered the land, and laid it waste and having taken Jerusalem,
tion for

short time after his death the

;

away Jehoiachim to Babylon, with a considerable portion of the
people.
And when even Zedekiah, who had been raised by him to
the throne, rebelled against him, the Chaldeans returned and put
an end to the kingdom of Judah, by destroying Jerusalem and
led

burning the temple, Zechariah himself being deprived of his sight,
and led away into captivity with a large number of prisoners. Yet
even when Judah and its king were rejected and scattered among
the heathen, the
light shining

;

Lord did not

leave His servant

David without any

but after Jehoiachim had been in prison for thirty-

own and his father's sins, he
imprisonment by Evil-merodach, the king of

seven years, paying the penalty of his

was released from

his
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Babylon, and his seat was placed above the seats of the kings who
were with him in Babylon (2 Kings xxv. 27-30). This joyful
turn in the destinies of Jehoiachim, with which the books of Kings
are brought to a close, throws the first gleam into the dark night of

was to dawn upon the seed
upon the people of Israel when they should

the captivity of that better future which
of David,

and through

it

be delivered out of Babylon.

These four

historical

writings have been very justly called

prophetical books of history : not, however, because they all, but
more especially the books of Samuel and the Kings, give very full

accounts of the labours of the prophets in Israel

;

cause, according to the early Jewish tradition, they

nor merely bewere written by

; but rather because they describe the history of the
Old
Testament covenant nation and kingdom of God in the light of

prophets

the divine plan of salvation, setting forth the divine revelation, as

it

was accomplished in the historical development of Israel, or showing how the Almighty God and Lord of the whole earth continued
as

King

of Israel uninterruptedly to

fulfil

the covenant of grace

which He had concluded with the fathers and had set up at Sinai,
and built up His kingdom, by leading the people whom He had
chosen as His own possession, notwithstanding all the opposition of
their sinful nature, further and further onwards towards the goal
of their divine calling, and thus preparing the way for the salvation of the whole world.
These books, therefore, do not contain a
general history of the natural development of the Israelitish nation
from a political point of view, but trace the history of the people of
God, or Israel, in its theocratic development as a covenant nation,
and as the channel of that salvation which was to be manifested to
all

nations in the fulness of time.

Their authors, therefore, by

virtue of prophetic illumination, have simply selected

and described

such events and circumstances from among the rich and plentiful
variety contained in the accounts

handed down by tradition, whether

relating to families, tribes, or the nation as a whole, as were of im-

portance to the history of the kingdom of

God

;

that

is

to say, in

word and deed, the wondsrs
wrought by God, and the prophetic declarations of His counsel and
will, they have recorded chiefly such points in the life and conduct of
the nation and its more prominent members as affected advantageously or otherwise the development of the divine kingdom in Israel.
Whatever had no inward connection with this higher aim and pecuaddition to the divine revelations in

liar

calling of Israel, was, as a rule, passed over altogether, or, at all
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was only touched upon and mentioned so far

as it served

to exhibit the attitude of the nation generally, or of its rulers
leaders, towards the

Lord and His kingdom.

and

This will help to

explain not only the apparent inequality in the treatment of the his-

and there we have long periods merely
few general remarks, whereas, on the other hand,
the adventures and acts of particular individuals are depicted with

tory, or the fact that here

referred to in a

biographical minuteness, but also another distinctive peculiarity,
viz. that

the natural causes of the events which occurred, and the

subjective motives which determined the conduct of historical per-

and
and influence
are constantly brought into prominence, and, so far as they were
manifested in an extraordinary manner, are carefully and circumsonages, are for the most part left unnoticed, or only briefly
cursorily alluded to, whilst the divine interpositions

stantially described.

In all these respects the prophetic histories are so intimately connected with the historical narrative in the books of Moses, that they
may be regarded as a simple continuation of those books. This
not only applies to the book of Joshua, but to the other prophetic
histories also.

Just as the book of Joshua

of Moses, so the book of Judges

Joshua

;

whilst the books of

is

is

linked on to the death

linked on to the death of

Kings commence with the termination

of the reign of David, the point to which the history of David

is

brought in the books of Samuel. These books, again, are connected just as closely with the book of Judges ; for, after giving an
account of the high-priesthood of Eli, and the birth and youth of
Samuel, which forms the introduction to the labours of Samuel,
they describe the continuance and close of the subjugation of Israel
by the Philistines, the commencement and prolongation of which
are related in the last section of the book of Judges, although in

somewhat hidden by the appenbook of Judges (chap. xvii.-xxi.), and by the introduction
to the history of Samuel (1 Sam. i.-iii.). This close connection between all the writings in question, which is still further strengthened
by their evident agreement in the selection and treatment of the
historical materials, does not arise, as some suppose, from the fact
that they received a last finish from the editorial hand of some one
man, by whom this harmony and the so-called theocratic pragmatism which is common to them all was stamped upon the history
but it arose from the very nature of the historical facts themselves,
i.e. from the fact that the history of Israel was not the result of a
this case the link of connection is

dices to the
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purely natural development, but was the fruit and result of the
divine training of the covenant nation. The prophetic character,

by which these works are distinguished from the other sacred
tories

of the

Israelites, consists in the fact that

his-

they do not trace the

theocratic history from an individual point of view, but according
to its actual course,

and in harmony with the successive

steps in the

development of the divine counsels of salvation and thus furnish
their own proof that they were written by prophets, to whom the
;

Spirit of the

Lord had given a

law

spiritual insight into the divine

of the kingdom.

With regard
and the date of
certainty

is,

books of history,
can be determined with
composed some time after the last

to the origin of the prophetical
their composition, all that

that they were all

event which they record, but were founded upon written contemto.
Although
no sources are mentioned in the books of Joshua, of the Judges,
and of Samuel, with the exception of the u book of Jasher" (Josh.
x. 13, and 2 Sam. i. 18), from which the poetical extracts contained
in the passages have been taken, there can be no doubt that the
historical materials even of these books have been obtained, so far
as everything essential is concerned, either from public documents
or private writings. In the books of Kings we meet for the first

poraneous accounts of the different events referred

time with the original sources regularly cited at the close of each
and, judging from the titles, " book of the Acts of
;

king's reign

41), and " book of the Chronicles (or
contemporaneous history) of the Kings of
Israel and Judah" (1 Kings xiv. 19, 29, etc.), they were in all
probability fuller annals to which reference is made, as containing

Solomon" (1 Bangs
'

daily occurrences,'

xi.

i.e.

further accounts of the acts and undertakings of the several kings.

We

work

under
works are referred to for
the history of particular kings, such as words of Samuel the seer,
Nathan the prophet, and Gad the seer (1 Chron. xxix. 29) of
find a similar

cited in the books of the Chronicles

different titles, whilst certain prophetic

;

Shemaiah the prophet, and Iddo the

seer (2 Chron.

xii.

15),

and

Chron. xxxii. 32),
and words of Jehu the prophet (2 Chron. xx. 34), both of which
are expressly said to have been received into the book of the kings
of Israel (or of Judah and Israel). It is obvious from these stateothers

;

also the prophecies (vision) of Isaiah (2

ments, not only that prophetic writings and collections of oracles
were incorporated in the more comprehensive annals of the kingdom, but also that the prophets themselves were engaged in various
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ways

The founda-

in committing the history of Israel to writing.

had no doubt been laid in the companies or
schools of the prophets, which had been called into existence by
Samuel, and in which not only sacred music and sacred song were
cultivated, but sacred literature also, more especially the history of
tion for this occupation

Consequently, as Oehler supposes, in

the theocracy.

the foundation was laid even in the caenobium at
xix.

all

probability

Ramah

(1

Sam.

19 sqq.) for that great historical work, which was composed by

prophets during the following centuries and
to in the books of Kings,

is

frequently referred

and which certainly lay before the writer

of the Chronicles, though possibly in a revised form.

writing

down

the history of the theocracy

mezappim :

vid.

The

task of

closely con-

Called as they were to be watchers

nected with a prophet's vocation.
(zop/iim or

was very

Micah

vii.

4; Jer.

vi.

17; Ezek.

iii.

17,

was their special duty to
test and judge the ways of the nation and its rulers according to
the standard of the law of God, and not only to work in every
possible way for the recognition of the majesty and sole glory of
Jehovah, to bear witness before both high and low against every
instance of apostasy from Him, against every violation of His
ordinances and rights, and to proclaim judgment upon all who
hardened themselves against the word of God and salvation and
deliverance to the penitent and desponding ; but also to set forth
the guidance of Israel in the light of the saving purpose of God,
and the inviolable rule of divine retribution, to pass sentence upon
the past circumstances of the nation, particularly the life and conduct of its kings, according to the standard of the law, and to
exhibit in their fate the reality of the divine promises and threats
and through all this to hold up, in the past history of the fathers,
a mirror for the warning and comfort of future generations.
xxxiii. 7) of

the theocracy of the Lord,

it

—

—

With

all

these facts before us,

we

are fully warranted in assuming,

that the prophetic works of history were employed as sources even

But this is not a probable
we can
any organized prophetic labours by which

in the composition of the books of Samuel.

supposition so far as the times of the judges are concerned, as
find

no certain

the national

traces of

life

could be at

all

deeply influenced, notwithstanding

the fact, that beside the prophetess Deborah (Judg.

iv. 4),

there

is

a prophet mentioned in Judg. vi. 7 sqq., and 1 Sam. ii. 27. But
even if the author of our book of Judges could not avail himself
of any prophetic writings, we must not on that account deny that
he may have made use of other written statements and accounts,
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banded down by contemporaries of the events. In the book of
Joshna it is almost universally admitted, that at all events the geographical portions have been taken from public documents. For
further remarks upon this subject, see the introductions to the

—

different books.

The employment

of written sources, from living auditors or

eye-witnesses of the events, in

all

the prophetic books of history,

is

evident as a general fact from the contents of the books, from the

abundance of genuine historical details which they contain although
many of them extend over very long periods of time ; from the
exactness of the geographical data connected with the different
accounts, and the
lars

;

many genealogical as

well as chronological particu-

and, in fact, from the clearness and certainty of the descrip-

and occurrences which are often very
But this is still more obvious from
the style in which the different books are written, where the gradual
development of the language, and the changes which occurred in
the course of centuries, are unmistakeably apparent.
For whilst the
books of Kings, which date from the time of the captivity, contain
many words, forms, and phrases that indicate that corruption of
the Hebrew through Aramaean idioms, which commenced with the
invasions of Israel and Judah by the Assyrians and Chaldeans,
there are no certain traces of the decline of the language to be
found in the books of Samuel and Judges, but the style throughout
is the pure style of the age of David and Solomon ; whilst in the
book of Joshua, as a whole, we still find the old forms of the Mosaic

tions given of circumstances

complicated in their character.

times,

although the actual archaisms of the Pentateuch

•different
fact, that

have

This difference in the words employed in the

already disappeared.

books cannot be satisfactorily explained from the simple
the sources used, and from which extracts were made,

were written in

different ages.

To

quote but one example, since

the fuller discussion of this point belongs to the introduction to the

from the use of the word
Kings x. 15
since the author of our books of Kings cannot possibly have taken
this word from his original sources for the history of Solomon's reign,
as it was not till the time of the Chaldean and Persian dominion
that this foreign word was adopted into the Hebrew language.
The peculiarities in the language of the different prophetic books
of history do furnish decisive evidence, however, against the hypothesis propounded by Spinoza, and lately revived by&t<ik?lm ^udt^

separate books, this
rrins,

is

perfectly obvious

in connection with Solomon's governors, in 1

V.
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Bertheau, viz. that " in the historical books, from Gen.

i. to 2 Kings
form and connection in which we possess them now,
we have not several historical works which have been composed
independently of one another, bat rather a connected treatment of
the history from the beginning of the world to the time of the
captivity" (Bertlieau), or " one work, which owes its present form
to one man, or at any rate to one age" (Stahelin).
The arguments
adduced in support of this are all very weak. " The close connec-

xxv., in the

tion in

which these writings stand

in succession

supposes

is

all. that

to

one another, so that each book

closely connected with the

one before

it,

and pre-

the latter contains, and none goes back to an earlier

period than that at which the previous book closes" (St&helin), does

prove indeed that they have not been written independently of
one another ; but it by no means proves that they belong to one
author, or even to one age. Nor can we infer that they have been
composed or finally revised by one man, from the fact, " that very

some one

often, in

find

two

so that

writing, as

different styles, or

we can with

upon two

a

it

has come down to us,

totally different

mode

certainty conclude that the

different sources, but these sources

we not only

of description,

work

is

founded

run through writings

that are separated from one another, and are frequently ascribed to
entirely different ages."

For the circumstance,

that a writing

is

founded upon two sources, is no proof at all that it is nothing more
than a portion of a larger work ; and the proof which StdJielin
adduces of his assertion, that the same source runs through several
of the works in question, is much too weak and untenable to be
regarded as an established fact, not to mention that, according to
the first rules of logic, what applies to several cannot therefore be
predicated of

all.

The

actual root of this hypothesis

in the naturalistic assumption of

modern

critics,

is

to

be found

that the theocratic

which is common to all the prophetic histories, was not to be
found in the historical facts, but was simply the " theocratic pragmatism" of the historians themselves, which had at the most a certain
subjective truth, but no objective reality. From such an assumpspirit,

however, it is impossible to come to a correct conclusion with
regard to either the contents or the origin of the prophetic histories
of the Old Testament.
tion,
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INTRODUCTION.
CONTENTS, DATE, AND CHARACTER OF THE BOOK.

|HE

book of Joshua derives

or ww? Navri
its

by Joshua

author, but

from

Canaan, the land promised to the
Nun. It commences immediately

command

addressed by the

to Joshua, to lead the children of Israel over the Jordan

into Canaan,

divide

Nawj

JJCVV, 'Ii;<7o0?
its

the son of

after the death of Moses, with the

Lord

name,

contents, viz. the history of the guidance of Israel

into the land of
fathers,

its

(LXX.), not from

it

and not only

among

to take possession of this land,

the tribes of Israel (chap.

i.

but to

1-9), and closes with

the death and burial of Joshua and his contemporary, the high
priest Eleazar (chap. xxiv. 29-33).

The

—

contents

may be

divided

two parts of nearly equal length, the conquest of Canaan
(chap. i.-xii.), and the division of it among the tribes of Israel
(chap, xii.-xxiv.) ; chap. i. 1-9 forming the introduction, and chap.

into

29—33 the conclusion. After the introductory notice, that
when Moses was dead the Lord commanded Joshua, who had
xxiv.

been called to be the leader of Israel in his stead, to carry out the
work entrusted to him, and encouraged him by the promise of His
omnipotent help in the completion of

it

(chap.

i.

1-9), the history

opens in the first part, (1) with the preparations made by Joshua
for advancing into Canaan ; viz. (a) the command of Joshua to the

summons to the two
and a half to help their brethren to conquer Canaan (chap. i.
(b) the
10-18), and the despatch of spies to Jericho (chap, ii.)
crossing of the river, which had been laid dry by a divine miracle
(chap. iii. and iv.) ; and (c) the preparation of Israel for the conquest of the land, by the performance of circumcision and the
people to prepare for crossing the Jordan, the
tribes

;
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Then

passover at Gilgal (chap. v. 1-12).

and subjugation of Canaan

viz. (a)

;

follow (2) the conquest

commencement

the

of

it

by

the miraculous fall of Jericho (chap. v. 13-vi. 27), the attack upon
Ai, and capture of that town, after the expiation of the guilt that

had been brought upon the congregation through the sin of Achan
against the ban (chap. vii.-viii. 29), and the solemn act of setting
up the law in the land on Ebal and Gerizim (chap. viii. 30-35)
(J) the further conquest of the land through the subjugation of the

Gibeonites,

who had

from

which guaranteed

Israel

succeeded surreptitiously in obtaining a treaty
their safety (chap, ix.)

victories over the allied kings of

Canaan

;

the two great

in the south (chap, x.)

and north (chap, xi.), with the capture of the fortified towns of
;
and lastly, at the close of the first part, the list of the
conquered kings (ch. xii.). The second part commences with the
command of God to Joshua to divide the whole land among the
nine tribes and a half for a possession, although several parts of it
still remained unconquered ; as two tribes and a half had already
received from Moses their inheritance on the eastern side of the
Jordan, the boundaries and towns of which are then described
the land

—

(chap.

xiii.).

Accordingly Joshua, with the heads of the people

appointed for the purpose, proceeded to the distribution of the

camp

where Caleb was the
and then, according to
the lot, the tribes of Judah (chap, xv.) and Joseph, i.e. Ephraim
and (half) Manasseh (chap. xvi. and xvii.) and afterwards (6) at
Shiloh, where the tabernacle was first of all erected, and a deland,

first

first to

of

all

(a) in the

at Gilgal,

receive his inheritance (chap, xiv.),

;

scription of the land to be divided written

and then the

down

—Benjamin

rest of the tribes

(chap, xviii. 1—10),

(chap, xviii. 11-28),

Simeon, Zebulun, Issachar, Asher, Naphtali, and Dan (chap, xix.)
received their inheritance, after which the cities of refuge were

—

selected (chap, xx.),

and forty-eight

were given up by the
and finally,
;
beyond Jordan were sent

cities

twelve tribes for the Levites to occupy (chap, xxi.)
(c)

the warriors belonging to the tribes

back by Joshua to their own inheritance (chap. xxii.). To this
there is appended, in the next place, an account of what Joshua
did towards the end of his life to establish the tribes of Israel
securely in their inheritance viz. (a) an exhortation to the heads
of the tribes, who were gathered round him, to carry out their
calling with fidelity (chap, xxiii.) ; and (b) the renewal of the
covenant at the diet at Shechem (chap. xxiv. 1-28). This is followed by an account of the close of Joshua's life, and the conclu:
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the whole book (chap. xxiv. 29-33). Thus the two parts
book correspond exactly to one another, both in

or halves of the

As the events described in ch. i. 10-v. 12
were preparatory to the conquest of Canaan, so the diets held by
Joshua after the distribution of the land by lot (chap, xxiii.-xxiv.
28) had no other object than to establish the covenant people
firmly in the inheritance bestowed upon them by God, by exhortform and in contents.

ing them to be faithful to the Lord.
off

the

first part,

And

as a kind of appendix

just as chap. xii. rounds
which completes the his-

tory of the conquest of the land, so chap. xxii.

is obviously an
appendix to the distribution of the land among the triluw, which
brings to a close 'the dismission of the people to the separate por-

tions of their inheritance.

The book

of Joshua

is

not intended merely as a continuation of

the history of Israel from the death of
still

less as

the book

is

Moses to the death of Joshua,

a description of the acts of Joshua only.
rather to

ful covenant

God

show how,

The purpose of

after the death of Moses, the faith-

fulfilled to the children of Israel,

whom He had

adopted as His people of possession through the mediation of His
servant, the promise which He had made to the patriarchs ; how the

Canaanites were destroyed, and their land given to the tribes of
an hereditary possession through the medium of Joshua,

Israel for

whom he had consecrated as leader of the
people through the laying on of hands and by putting some of his
the servant of Moses,

honour upon him. As the servant of Moses treading in his footsteps, Joshua finished the work which Moses was not allowed to
bring to a conclusion on account of his sin at the water of strife,
viz. the planting and establishment of Israel in Canaan, the land
of its inheritance, which the Lord had selected for His dwelling
(Ex. xv. 17) and chosen as the nursery ground of His kingdom.
As Joshua simply carried on in this respect, and brought to completion, the work which Moses had begun, arranged, and set on foot,
the book of Joshua is naturally connected very closely with the
books of Moses, though without forming an integral part, or the
last portion of it, and without being written by Joshua himself.
The origin of the book of Joshua is involved in obscurity, as
we can neither find out its author, nor determine with certainty the
date of its composition. Whereas, on the one hand, the historical
account bears throughout the mark of having been written by an
eye-witness, and even by one who had taken part in the events
described,

and the

description given of the possessions allotted to
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the different tribes according to their respective boundaries and the
cities which they contained is unquestionably founded upon contemporaneous writings, and in one passage the writer actually classes
himself with those who crossed over Jordan into Canaan under the
guidance of Joshua (chap. v. 1, " until we were passed over ") ; on

the other hand

we

find a

number

of historical statements in the

of Joshua and are opposed to
was written by Joshua himself. We do not include in these either the closing accounts of the death of Joshua
and Eleazar (chap. xxiv. 29, 33), or the allusion to the " book of
the righteous" (chap. x. 13) for these accounts might have been
appended to a writing of Joshua's by a later hand; just as in the
case of the Pentateuch ; and the book of the righteous is not a work
that was composed after the time of Joshua, but a collection of
odes in praise of the acts of the Lord in Israel, which were composed by pious minstrels during the conquest of the land, and were
added one by one to this collection. Even the frequent repetition

book, which point beyond the
the idea that

life

it

:

of the statement that this or the other has continued " to this day,"
furnishes no certain proof that the book was not written in the
closing years of Joshua's

life,

when we

consider the purely relative

which is sometimes used in connection
with things that only lasted a few years. Apart from such passages
as chap. xxii. 3, 17, and xxiii. 8, 9, in which no one has discovered
any allusion to a later time than that of Joshua, we find the formula
" to this day" in chap. iv. 9, v. 9, vi. 25, vii. 26, viii. 28, 29, ix. 27,
xiii. 13, xiv. 14, xv. 63, and xvi. 10.
But if the remark made in
chap. vi. 25 with regard to Kahab, " she dwelleth in Israel unto
this day," was certainly written during her lifetime, such statements
as that the first encampment of Israel in Canaan " is called Gilgal
signification of the formula,

unto

on account of the circumcision of the people that
Achan was stoned is
called Achor "unto this day" (chap. v. 9, vii. 26), or that the
memorial stones set up in the bed of the Jordan (chap. iv. 9), and
the heaps of stones raised upon the bodies of Achan and the king
of Ai (chap. vii. 26, viii. 29), remain "unto this day;" that "unto
this day" Ai remains an heap (chap. viii. 28), the Gibeonites are
hewers of wood and drawers of water to the congregation (chap. ix.
27), and Hebron is the inheritance of Caleb (chap. xiv. 14); that
the Geshurites and Maachathites have not been expelled (chap. xiii.
13), nor the inhabitants of Jerusalem and Gezer (chap. xv. 63, xvi.
10), but dwell among and by the side of Israel " unto this day,"
this day,"

took place there, and that the valley in which
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may

be just as easily understood,

if

they were

made

years after the conquest and division of Canaan, as
made after an interval of eighty or a hundred years.

giving names, the remark that the

day

is

if

they were

For even

in

has remained to this

of greater significance at the end of ten years than after an

interval of a century, since
if it

new name

ten or fifteen

made

its

way

The formula " to

its

permanence would be

fully secured

to general adoption during the first ten years.

this

day " proves nothing more than that the

written record was not quite contemporaneous with the events
it

does not warrant us in concluding that the book

itself

; but
was written

several generations, or even centuries, after the settlement of Israel
in Canaan.

It

is

different with the accounts of the conquest of

Caleb, Debir by Othniel, and

Leshem by

Hebron by

the Danites (chap. xv.

13-19 and xix. 47). Considered by themselves, these conquests
could no doubt have taken place before the death of Joshua, as he
lived for some time after the distribution of the land and the settlement of the different tribes in the possessions allotted to them
(compare chap. xix. 50 and xxiii. 1, with chap. xxii. 4 and xxi.
But if we compare these accounts with the parallel
43, 44).
accounts of the same conquests in Judg. i. 10-16 and xviii., there
can be no doubt that it was after Joshua's death that the places
mentioned were taken permanently from the Canaanites, and came
into the actual and permanent possession of the Israelites. For,
according to Judg. i. 1-15, the Israelites inquired of the Lord, after
the death of Joshua, who should begin the war with the Canaanites, i.e. with those who had not yet been destroyed, and received
behold, I have delivered the land
this reply, " Judah shall go up
into his hand;" whereupon Judah and Simeon smote the Canaanites at Bezek, then advanced against Jerusalem, took this city
and set it on fire, and " afterward " (ver. 9) proceeded against the
:

Canaanites on the mountains and in the south, and took Hebron
and Debir. From this account it is evident at once that even the
capture of Jerusalem did not take place

till

after the death of Joshua,

and that even then the Jebusites were not driven out of Jerusalem,
but continued to dwell there by the side of the Benjamites (Judg.
i. 21), so that the same statement in Joshua xv. 63 also points
It is equally evident from Judg.
beyond the death of Joshua.
xviii. that the Danites of Zorah and Eshtaol did not enter upon the
expedition against Leshem or Laish till after Joshua's death. This
also applies to the other statements

concerning the failure to expel

B
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the Canaanites out of different districts and towns, which are com-

mon

book and the book of Judges (compare chap. xiii. 2-5,
and xvii. 11, 12, with Judg. iii. 3, i. 29, and i. 27, 28), so
that we might infer from every one of these passages that this book
of Joshua was not written till after Joshua's death, and therefore
to this

xvi. 10,

29-33 formed
a part of the original work.
If we endeavour to determine the date of composition more
exactly, we have first of all to bear in mind the fact, that the wars
and conquests just referred to cannot have occurred a very long
time after Joshua's death ; for, in the first place, it was in the very
that the closing accounts of his death in chap. xxiv.

nature of things, that

when

the different tribes of Israel proceeded

into their different possessions, even if they did not

commence the

attack upon the remaining Canaanites immediately, they would

might obtain complete
Moreover, when the division

certainly do so very, soon, in order that they

and undisputed
of the land by

possession of the land.
lot

took place, Caleb was eighty-five years old

;

and

yet he lived to see the capture of Hebron and Debir, and even took

inasmuch as he not only promised but was able to give
to the conqueror of Debir for a wife (chap. xv. 13-19
Judg. i. 11 sqq.). It was no doubt shortly after these wars, in
which Judah took possession of the mountains, but was unable to
part in
his

it,

daughter

destroy the Canaanites

who

dwelt in the valley, because of their

possessing iron chariots (Judg.

i.

19), that the Danites felt obliged

to go northwards to conquer Leshem, and take

«n account

it

for a possession,

of the inheritance assigned them by lot between

Judah

and Ephraim being too small for them, because the Canaanites had
not been expelled. And whilst all these occurrences, which are
mentioned in the book of Joshua, fell within the period immediately
succeeding the death of Joshua, we can find distinct evidence in
the book itself that it was not written after, but before, the establishment of the monarchy in Israel. According to chap. xvi. 10, the
Canaanites were still dwelling in Gezer ; yet they were destroyed
at the close of David's reign, or the

commencement

of that of

Solomon, when Pharaoh, the king of Egypt, conquered the town

According to chap. xv. 63, the Jebusites had not
but this was accomplished by
;
David at the beginning of his reign over all the tribes of Israel
(2 Sam. v. 3, 6-9). According to chap. ix. 27, the place for the
temple had not yet been chosen, but this was done in the time of
(1

Kings

ix.

16).

yet been driven out of Jerusalem

David (2 Sam.

xxiv. 18 sqq.

;

1 Chron. xxi. 16 sqq).
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Gibeonites were

still hewers of wood and drawers of water to the
congregation for the altar of the Lord, by virtue of the treaty which
Joshua and the elders had made with them ; whereas this treaty

was violated by Saul, who endeavoured to destroy the Gibeonites
If we add to this, that our book shows no
(2 Sam. xxi. 1 sqq.).
traces whatever of later times and circumstances either in its style
or contents, but that it is closely connected with the Pentateuch
in the language as well as in its peculiar stand-point,
for example,
.

—

when the only Phoenicians mentioned

are the Sidonians, and they

are reckoned as belonging to the Canaanites

destroyed (chap.

xiii.

who were to be
we find

4-6), whereas in the time of David

the circumstances entirely changed (2 Sam. v. 11

1 Kings v. 15
and again when Sidon is referred to as the chief
city of Phoenicia, and the epithet "great" is applied to it (chap. xi.
8, xix. 28), whereas Tyre had outstripped Sidon even in the days
of David, the conclusion becomes an extremely probable one, that
the book was written not later than twenty or twenty-five years
1 Chron. xiv. 1)

;

;

;

—

after the death of Joshua, in all probability

who

by one of the

elders

crossed the Jordan with Joshua, and had taken part in the

(vid. chap. v. 1, 6), but who survived Joshua
a considerable time (chap. xxiv. 31 ; Judg. ii. 7).
But even if the book of Joshua was not composed till some time
after -the events recorded (and the authorship cannot be determined
with certainty), this does not affect its hittorico^prophetic character

conquest of Canaan

for both the contents and form of the book show it to be an independent and simple work composed with historical fidelity, and a

work which is as thoroughly pervaded with the spirit of the Old
Testament revelation as the Pentateuch itself. However closely it
is connected with the Pentateuch both in language and contents,
there is no tenable ground for the hypothesis set up in various
forms by modern critics, that it has arisen, just like the Pentateuch,
from the fusion of two or three earlier writings, and was composed
by the so-called " Deuteronomist." For, even if we leave altogether
out of sight the fact that this hypothesis is unfounded and untenable
in the case of the Pentateuch, the supposed community of authorship between the book of Joshua and that of Deuteronomy, as well
as the rest of the Pentateuch, in the revised form in which it has
come down to us, is founded chiefly upon the opinion that the death
of Moses, with which the Pentateuch closes, " does not form a
fitting conclusion for a work which commenced with the creation,
and treated the earlier history in the manner in which this is done
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in

the Pentateuch ;" because "

historical work,

hardly conceivable that a

is

it

which was written at any rate some time after the

conquest of the land of Canaan by the
all

the preparations that were

and then break

off

made

Israelites,

should describe

for the conquest of the land,

without including either the capture of the

land, or the division of

among

it

the remaining tribes" (Bleek's

and others). But, in the first place, it is to be
observed that the Pentateuch was not written " some time after the
conquest of Canaan by the Israelites," and is not to be regarded as
a historical work in the sense intended by these critics. It is the
law book of the Old Testament, to which, as even Bleek admits,
the book of Deuteronomy forms an appropriate close. And, in the
second place, although the book of Joshua is closely connected with
the Pentateuch, and carries on the history to the conquest of the
promised land by the Israelites, there is evidence that it is an independent work, in the fact that it repeats the account of the conquest
of the land on the east of Jordan, and its distribution by Moses
among the two tribes and a half, and also of the cities of refuge
which Moses had already appointed in that part of the land, for the
purpose of giving a full and complete account of the fulfilment of
the promise made by God to the patriarchs, that their seed should
receive the land of Canaan for a possession and still more in the
peculiarities of language by which it is obviously distinguished from
the books of Moses.
In the book of Joshua not only do we find
none of the archaisms which run pretty uniformly through all the
books of the Pentateuch, such as wn for wn, 1W for n-jjH, fon
Einleitung, Stdhelin,

;

for n ?^,

and other words which are peculiar to the Pentateuch
on the other hand, words and expressions which never
occur in the Pentateuch, e.g. the constant form Irnr (chap. ii. 1-3,
etc., in all twenty-six times) instead of the form inv, which is quite
but we

find,

(Num.

as uniformly adopted in the Pentateuch

in all eleven times)

and

Og

xxxii.
KJi?

(chap.

33

;

(Ex. xx.

(chap.

vi.

xiii.

Deut.

27,

iii.

25) for hkt (Deut.
(chap.

i.

also

:

4, 10, etc.)

5, xxxiv.
ix. 9),

14

for

;

fire

18) ;

;

Deut.

Nlaj?

iv.

VOp (Gen.
10, v.

26,

for

iv.

(chap. xxiv. 19) instead of

24, v. 9, etc.)

xxix. 13, etc.)

14, vi. 2, viii. 3, x. 7)

bottle (chap. ix. 4, 13), for

on

xxii. 1, xxvi. 3,

n»?OD, for the kingdom of Sihon
12, 21, 27, Z0, 31), instead of rofeo (Num.

etc.,

Don (Gen.

etc.)

^n

;

\J3

xxi.

and

;

;

t,
>

VOW,

fama

(chap. xxii.

!

^nn niaa
18) 1&, a

lastly,

(Deut.

U,

N

iii.

15, 19)

;

;

mta, to set

viii. 8, 19) ; rus, to spring down (chap. xv.
a prince or leader (chap. x. 24) ; age*, to rest (chap. xi. 23,

or burn (chap.

PViJ,
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xiv. 15) ; and other words besides, which you seek for in vain in
1
the Pentateuch, whereas they frequently occur in the later books.

Whilst the independence of the book of Joshua

beyond

all

doubt,

its

is

thus placed

internal unity, or the singleness of the author-

ship, is evident in general

from the arrangement and connection of

the contents, as shown above, and in particular from the fact, that
in the different parts of the book

we

neither meet with material

two different
which
was
formerly
made
by
styles. The attempt
De Wette, Hauff,
material
discrepancies
show
that
there
were
in the
and others, to
different parts, has been almost entirely given up by Bleek and
differences or discrepancies, nor are able to detect

Stahelin in their introductions.
respect, in chaps,

iii.

and

iv., viii.

What

Bleek

still

notices in this

1-20 and other passages,

will

be

examined in our exposition of the chapters in question, along with
the arguments which Knobel employs against the unity of the book.
The many traces of different modes of thought which were adduced by St&helin in 1843, have been dropped in his special introduction (1862) the only one that he insists upon now is the fact,
that the way in which Joshua acts in chap, xviii. 1-10 is very different from chap. xiv. sqq. ; and that in the historical sections, as a
rule, Joshua is described as acting very differently from what would
be expected from Num. xxvii. 21, inasmuch as he acts quite independently, and never asks the high priest to give him an answer
through the Urim and Thummim. This remark is so far correct,
that throughout the whole book, and not merely in the historical
sections, Joshua is never said to have inquired the will of the Lord
through the medium of the Urim and Thummim of the high priest,
and Eleazar is not mentioned at all in the historical portions. But
it does not follow from this that there is any such difference in the
mode of thought as would point to a difference of authorship. For,
:

1

How

completely the hypothesis that the book of Joshua was written by

is wrecked on these differences in language, is evident even
from the attempts which have been made to set them aside. For example, when
StOhelin observes that the later editor retained the form ^m? in the Pentateuch

the Deuteronomist

as

he found

the original

it

in the original work, whereas in the book of Joshua he altered

work

into the form he

commonly

used, this assumption

just as

is

incredible as the hitherto unheard of assertion that the archaistic use of

a feminine instead of ton

is

traceable to a later form.

What can have

the later editor, then, to alter the form rD^DD, which he so

Deuteronomy, into

rM^DD

in Joshua?

tttil

commonly

The "reliable" Bleek

as

induced
uses in

prefers, there-

to take no notice of these differences, or at least to express no opinion
about them.
fore,
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on the one hand, Joshua is blamed in chap. ix. 14 for having made
a treaty with the Gibeonites, without asking at the mouth of
Jehovah, and in this there is evidently a gentle allusion to Num.
xxvii. 21 ; and on the other hand, even Num. xxvii. 21 by no means
implies that God would only make known His will to Joshua
through the Urim and Thummim so that when Joshua is there
:

referred to the high priest for instructions,

all

other communications,

such as those which he received directly from the Lord with regard
to the conquest

and

division of

Canaan, are thereby precluded.

If

Lord made known to him what he was to do in this respect,
partly by the direct communication of His will, and partly by His
the

angel (chap. v. 13 sqq.), there was no occasion at

be mentioned in the
of the
the

army

official

Joshua in
Eleazar

is

all

for Eleazar to

historical portion of the book, since the direction

and conquer towns did not form part of
if he did accompany
campaigns. In the geographical portion, however,

to fight battles

functions of the high priest, even
his

only mentioned in connection with the committee of heads

of the nation appointed according to the law in

Num. xxxiv.

17 sqq.

for the distribution of the land (chap. xiv. 1, six. 51, xxi. 1) ; and
even here he does not stand out with any peculiar prominence, as

Joshua was still at the head of the whole nation when this was performed (chap. xiii. 1, 7). Consequently, not only did Caleb apply
to Joshua with the request for the inheritance promised him by the
Lord (chap. xiv. 6 sqq.) but even in other cases, where there was
no reason for enumerating the different members of the commission
for dividing the land, Joshua is mentioned as appointing and super;

intending the casting of the lots (chap,

xviii.

3-10, xx. 1).

The

proofs adduced of the " double style" of the book are equally weak.

The

word generally used for
is the word
employed in the geographical sections, and that in the latter the
word macfialoketh is altogether wanting (chap. xi. 23, xii. 7). But
the interchange of shebet and matteh may be fully explained from
the difference in the meaning of these two words, shebet denoting
the tribe as a political corporation, possessing independence and
power, and matteh having simple regard to its genealogical aspect,
a distinction which is not overthrown by the assurance, that " in
chap. vii. 14, 16, 18, and xxii. 1, as compared with chap. xiii. 29,
and in chap. xii. 12, as compared with Num. xxxiv. 18, the charge
is perfectly arbitrary."
But whether it be involuntary or carefully
considered, there is no ground for inferring that there have been
principal ones are the fact, that the

tribe in the historical sections is shebet,

whereas mattek
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two writers engaged upon the work, for the simple reason that both
words occur in the historical as well as the geographical sections,
sometimes, in fact, in the very same verse, e.g. chap. xiii. 29 and
Num. xviii. 2, where we cannot possibly imagine a fusion of dif(For further remarks, see
ferent documents to have taken place.
at chap. vii. 1.)

mous with

The word

machaloketh, however,

is

not synony-

mishpacJuth, as Stdhelin supposes, but denotes the various

subdivisions of the tribes into families, fathers' houses and families

and

this also not only occurs in chap. xi.

geographical portion
viz.

also, in

Ctrtn and
10,

iii.

tr\tfo? in

we

23 and

xviii. 10.

that u in the place of the rfaK 'EW},

in the geographical sections,

i.

chap,

find

who

xii. 7,

The

but in the

other remark,

are the leading actors

the elders,

judges,

heads

the historical, or else simply the shoterim (chap,

2, viii. 33, xxiii. 2, xxiv. 1), or the elders," is neither quite

nor in the least degree conclusive. It is incorrect, inasmuch as even in the geographical portion, namely chap. xvii. 4, the
CtPfcO are mentioned instead of the ntaK 'Ptn, along with Eleazar
and Joshua. But the notion upon which this argument is founded
is still more erroneous, viz. that " the Of^fi, ntoK Wi, D'JjJT, tftpBtf
correct,

and anti& are

all

the same, as

we may clearly see from Deut. i. 15 ;"

for the identity of the terms elders

and
in

officers

and heads with the terms judges

(shoterim) cannot possibly be inferred from this passage,

which the judges and shoterim are

the elders of the nation.

Even

said to

have been chosen from

the " heads of the fathers' houses"

vi. 14) were only a section of the princes and heads of
and those mentioned in the book of Joshna are simply
those who were elected as members of the distribution committee,
and who are naturally referred to in connection with the division of
the land by lot ; whereas the judges and shoterim had nothing to do
with it, and for this very reason are not mentioned at all in the

(see at

Ex.

the nation,

geographical sections.
words,

we

—And

if,

instead of confining ourselves to the

turn our attention to the

facts, all the peculiarities that

we meet with in the different parts of the book may be explained
in this way, and the seeming differences brought into harmony. In
a work which embraces two such different subjects as the forcible
conquest and the peaceable distribution of the land of Canaan, the
same ideas and expression cannot possibly be constantly recurring,
if

the words are to be at

all

in conformity with the actual contents.

And

not the smallest conclusion can be drawn from such differences
as these with regard to the composition of the book ; much less can
they be adduced as proofs of diversity of authorship. Moreover, the
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is not to be overthrown by proving, or showing
be probable, that the author made use of written documents

unity of authorship
it

to

for

some of the

sections

—such,

for example, as the official records

prepared for the distribution of the land by

lot

—

in bis description

of the possessions of the different tribes.
Lastly, the historical fidelity of the book of Joshua cannot justly

and so far as all the narratives and descripwhich lie within the sphere of the ordinary
This applies not only to
is generally admitted.

be called in question

;

tions are concerned,

laws of nature, this

the description of the possessions of the different tribes according

and towns, which are almost universally acknowhave
been
derived from authentic records, but to such
ledged to
historical passages as the words of Caleb (chap. xiv. 6 sqq.), the
to their boundaries

address of Phinehas, and the reply of the two tribes and a half (chap,
xxii.),

the complaint of the children of Joseph on account of the

smallness of the possessions that had fallen to their

lot, and Joshua's
which are so thoroughly original, and so
perfectly appropriate to the persons and circumstances, that their

answer (chap.

xvii.

14

bistorical credibility

sqq.),

cannot be disputed. 1

It is chiefly at the mira-

culous occurrences that the opponents of the biblical revelation have

taken offence

:

partly therefore because of the miracles themselves,

and partly because the statement that God commanded the destruction of the Canaanites

is

irreconcilable with correct (?) views of

the Godhead, they deny the historical character of the whole book.

But the

miracles recorded in this book do not stand alone

;

on the

contrary, they are most intimately connected with the great
of divine revelation,

and the redemption of the human race

;

work

so that

is only through unscriptural assumptions as to the character of
God, and His operations in nature and the world of men, that they
can be pronounced unreal, or altogether denied. And the objection, that the destruction of the Canaanites, as an act commanded
by God, " cannot be reconciled even with only half correct notions
of the Deity," as Eichhorn maintains, rests upon totally unscriptural
and irrational views of God and the divine government, which
it

1

Even Eichhorn,

for example, says in his Introduction, "

The words of
had been
promised him, bear too strongly the characteristics of an appeal from the mouth
of an old man of eighty years of age, and breathe too thoroughly in every word
his spirit, and age, and peculiar situation, for it to be possible that it should be
Caleb, in chap. xiv. 1 sqq., in which he asks for the inheritance that

merely the composition of a later -writer, who placed himself in imagination in
and put the words into his mouth."

his situation,
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deny a priori all living influence on the part of the "Deity" upon
the earth and its inhabitants. Bnt the true God is not a Deity
who can neither help nor injure men (Jer. x. 5) He is the almighty creator, preserver, and governor of the world. This God was
Jehovah, who chose Israel for His own people, " a living God, an
;

everlasting King" (Jer. x. 10) ; who not only fixed for the nations
the hounds of their habitations, but their appointed times as well,
that they should seek

Him,

if

haply they might feel after Him, and

(Deut. xxxii. 8 ; Acts xvii. 26, 27) ; who, because He
has given to every nation upon earth life and being, property and
find

Him

land, to be rightly used,

and

the glorification of the

name

to

promote their own happiness through

of God, possesses both the power and

and wipe out
and disgrace
every trace of them from
abuse
the
blessings
an
obstinate
of
and gifts
the name of God by
entrusted to them. Thus the only true God, who judges the earth
in eternally unchangeable wisdom and righteousness, and manifests
His wrath in great judgments, as well as His mercy in innumerable
blessings to all the children of men, had promised to Abraham that
He would give him the land of Canaan for a possession for his
the right to deprive them of

all their possessions,

the earth, if they dishonour

seed the children of Israel,

possessed

(Gen.

it

xii. 7,

at that time,

xv. 13-16).

when

was

the iniquity of the Amorites,

full, i.e.

The

had reached

its full

who

measure

expulsion of the Canaanites, there-

from possessions which they had no doubt rightfully held, but
which they had forfeited their right through the misuse they had

fore,

to

made of them,

is

to be regarded quite as decidedly as

an act of

penal justice on the part of God, as the presentation of this land to
Israel

was an

act of His free grace;

Canaanites by the

and the destruction of the

Israelites, as well as their

capture of the pos-

which the Canaanites had forfeited through their sins (yid.
Lev. xviii. 24-28 ; Deut. xii. 29-31), was perfectly justifiable, if, as
our book affirms, the Israelites were only acting as instruments in
the hands of the Lord. It is true they were not warranted in
carrying on a war of extermination against the Canaanites simply
because the land had been given them by God, any more than David
was warranted in putting Saul to death and wresting the kingdom
from him, although he had been rejected by the Lord, simply
because Samuel had promised him the kingdom by the command of
God, and had even anointed him king over Israel. But the Israelites
did not proceed from Egypt to Canaan of their own accord, or
by their own power they were brought out of this land of their
session

;
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bondage by the God of their fathers with a mighty arm, and led by
Him through the wilderness into the promised land. Joshua acted,
as Moses had done before him, by the immediate command of God
and the fact that this command was real and well-founded, and not
a mere fancy, is proved by the miraculous signs through which God
accredited the armies of Israel as the servants of His judicial righteousness, who were fighting in His name and by His command,
when the Lord of the whole earth divided the waters of Jordan
before them, threw down the walls of Jericho, filled the Canaanites
with fear and despair, killed them with hailstones at Gibeon, and
brought to nought all their plans and endeavours to resist the
advance of Israel, so that Joshua smote great and mighty nations,
and no one could stand before him. Hence the Psalmist was able
to write, " Thou didst drive out the heathen with Thy hand, and
plantedst them (the Israelites) ; Thou bast destroyed nations, and

For they got not the land in possession by their own
own arm help them ; but Thy right hand,
and Thine arm, and the light of Thy countenance, because Thou
hadst a favour unto them" (Ps. xliv. 2, 3). And whilst the Israelites
cast them out.

sword, neither did their

—

were thus proved to be the executors of the penal judgments of
God, they acted in perfect accordance with this vocation by the
manner in which they carried out the judgment entrusted to them.
They submitted cheerfully and obediently to all the appointments
of Joshua ; they sanctified themselves by the circumcision of all
who had remained uncircumcised in the desert and by keeping the
passover at Gilgal ; they set up the law of the Lord upon Ebal and
Gerizim ; they executed the ban upon the Canaanites, as the Lord
had commanded, and punished Achan and his house for transgressing this ban, that they might expunge the sin from their midst
they vowed, in the most solemn manner, that when they had come
into peaceable possession of the promised inheritance, they would
renounce all idolatry, would serve Jehovah their God alone, and
would hearken to His voice, to renew the covenant with the Lord
and they served the Lord as long as Joshua lived, and the elders
after him, who knew all the works of the Lord which He had done
for Israel.
(For further remarks upon this subject, see Hengstenbercfs Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. ii. pp. 387-417, Eng.
trans., Art. " On the Right of the Israelites to Palestine.")

—

Thus

the contents of the book have their higher unity and their

truth in the idea of the justice, holiness, and grace of God, as they

were manifested in the most glorious manner in the great historical
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1-9.

Whilst justice was

subject of the whole.

revealed in the case of the Canaanites, and grace in that of the
Israelites,

the holiness of the Almighty

—in the Canaanites, who were

both,

God was

liable to

manifested in

judgment, through

; and in the Israelites, who were chosen to fellowwith the Lord, through the sanctification of their lives to the
faithful performance of the duties of their vocation, both to the
honour of God and the glory of His name.
The different views that have been expressed as to the time
when the book was written are given more fully in KeiCs Commentary on Joshua (1847, Eng. trans. 1857), where the exegetical aids

their destruction

ship

are also given.

EXPOSITION.

THE PREAMBLE.
Chap.

i.

1-9.

After
of

the death of Moses the Lord summoned Joshua, the servant
Moses, whom He had appointed as the leader of Israel into

Canaan, to go with

all

the people across the Jordan, and take the

land which bad been promised to the fathers on oath, assuring

the same time of His powerful

him

on condition that he observed
the law of Moses faithfully. This summons and promise of God
form the preamble to the whole book, which is linked on to the
conclusion of the Pentateuch by the introductory words, " And it
at

came

aid,

to pass after the death of Moses, the servant of the Lord,"

though

it is

not so closely connected as to warrant the conclusion

—

by the same author. Ver. 1.
mode of expressing
of thought, " simply attaches itself by

that the two works have been written

The imperfect with vav

consec, the standing

a continued action or train
the conjunction 'and' to a completed action, which has either
been mentioned before, or is supposed to be well known" (Ewald,

" After

of Moses" i.e. after the expiration of
mourning for him (yid. Deut. xxxiv. 8).
" Servant of Jehovah" is a standing epithet applied to Moses as an
honourable title, and founded upon Num. xii. 7, 8 (vid. Deut.
xxxiv. 5 ; 1 Kings viii. 56 ; 2 Kings xviii. 12
Ps. cv. 26, etc.).
§

231,

&.).

the death

the thirty days of general

;
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On

" Joshua, Moses minister," see at Ex.
1

xvii.

9 and Num. xiii. 16.
Although Joshua

Minister (meshareth), as in Ex. xxiv. 13, etc.

had already been called by the mouth of the Lord to be the successor of Moses in the task of leading the people into Canaan
(Num. xxvii. 15 sqq.), and had not only been presented to the people
in this capacity, but had been instituted in this office by the Lord,
with the promise of His help (Deut. xxxi. 3-7 and 23), the word
of the Lord came to him a second time after the death of Moses,
with the command to enter upon the office to which he had been
called, and with the promise that He would help him to fulfil its
" Because even
duties, as he had already helped His servant Moses.
some of the bravest men, although fully prepared beforehand, either
stand still or hesitate when the thing has to be done this exhortation to Joshua, to gird himself at once for the expedition, was by
no means superfluous ; though his call was ratified again not only
for his own sake, but in order that the people might not hesitate to
follow him with their minds collected and calm, when they saw
that he took no step without the guidance of God" (Calvin).
Joshua received this word of the Lord by a direct address from
God, and not through the intervention of the Urim and Thummim
:

—

of the high priest ; for this appointed

medium

for the revelation of

the will of God, to which he had been referred on the occasion of
his first call

(Num.

whenever difficulties should arise in
was not sufficient for the renewal and
divine calling, since the thing required here was

connection with his
confirmation of his

xxvii. 21),
office,

not merely that the will of

God

should be

that he should be inspired with courage

ment

of

it,

i.e.

made known

to him, but

and strength for the

fulfil-

for discharging the duties of his office, just as he

afterwards was when in front of the fortified town of Jericho which
he was directed to take, where the angel of the Lord appeared to

him and assured him of its fall (chap. v. 13). Moreover, the conquest
of Canaan formed part of the work which the Lord entrusted to His
servant Moses, and in which therefore Joshua was now Moses'
successor.
Consequently the Lord would be with him as He had
been with Moses (ver. 5) and for this reason He revealed His will
directly to him, as He had done to Moses, though without talking
with him mouth to mouth (Num. xii. 8). Ver. 2. As Moses had
died without having brought the Israelites to Canaan, Joshua was
to arise and go with all the nation over this Jordan (i.e. the river
then before him) into the land which the Lord would give them.
;

—

Ver.

3.

" Namely, every place that

the sole

of your foot shall tread
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1-9.

I have given you the whole land, not excepting a single

The

foot's breadth.

God

I.

perfect,

"

have given" refers to the counsel

and being now about to
These words, which are connected with
Deut. xi. 24, sp far as the form is concerned, rest upon the promise
of God in Ex. xxiii. 30, 31, to which the words " as I said unto
of

as having been formed long before,

be carried into execution.

—

Ver. 4. The boundaries of the land are given as in
with
the simple difference in form, that the boundary
xi. 24,
line from the desert (of Arabia) and Lebanon, i.e. from the southern

Moses"

refer.

Deut.

and northern extremity, is drawn first of all towards the east to the
great river, the Euphrates, and then towards the west to " the great
toward the going down of the sun," i.e. the Mediterranean ; and
then between these two termini ad quern the more precise definition
sea,

is

inserted, "

;

all

the land of the Hittites " whereas in

Deuteronomy

the southern, northern, and eastern boundaries are placed in antithesis to the western boundary,

the country to be taken
tribes that

were

to

is

and the more precise

definition of

given by an enumeration of the different

be destroyed by the Israelites (ver. 23).

On

the oratorical character of these descriptions, see at Gen. xv. 18.

The demonstrative pronoun "this," in connection with Lebanon,
may be explained from the fact that Lebanon, or at all events Antilibanus, was visible from the Israelitish camp.
The expression " the
Gen. x. 15) is used here in a broader sense for
Canaanites in general, as in 1 Kings x. 29 ; 2 Kings vii. 6 ; Ezek.
xvi. 3.
The promise in ver. 5a is adopted from Deut. xi. 25,
Hittites" (see at

where it was made to the whole nation, and specially transferred to
Joshua ; and ver. 5i is repeated from Deut. xxxi. 8, as compared

—

6.
Vers. 6-9. The promise is followed by the condition
upon which the Lord would fulfil His word. Joshua was to be
firm and strong, i.e. well-assured, courageous, not alarmed (vid.
Deut. xxxi. 6). In the first place (ver. 6), he was to rely firmly
upon the Lord and His promise, as Moses and the Lord had already
told him (Deut. xxxi. 7 and 23), and as is again repeated here,
whilst at the same time the expression, " thou shalt divide for an
inheritance," recalls to mind Deut. i. 38, iii. 28
and in the second
place (vers. 7, 8), he was to strive to attain and preserve this firm" Observe to do" etc., as
ness by a careful observance of the law.
Moses had already impressed upon the hearts of all the people (Deut.
The suffix in ^st? is to be exv. 29, cf. xxviii. 14 and ii. 27).
plained on the supposition that the speaker had the book of the law

with ver.

;

in his

mind.

The

further expansion, in ver. 8,

is

not only attached
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Moses urges upon all the people in
an uninterrupted study and laying to
heart of the commandments of God, but even more closely to the
directions to the king, to read every day in the law (Dent. xvii. 19).
" Not to depart out
of the mouth" is to be constantly in thcmouth.
The law is in our mouth, not only when we are incessantly preaching it, but when we are reading it intelligently for ourselves, or conversing about it with others. To this there was to be added medinjn
tation, or reflection upon it both day and night (vid. Ps. i. 2).
does not mean theoretical speculation about the law, such as the
Pharisees indulged in, but a practical study of the law, for the purpose of observing it in thought and action, or carrying it out with
the heart, the mouth, and the hand. Such a mode of employing it
would be sure to be followed by blessings. u Tlien shall thou make
to the exhortations, with which

Dent.

vi. 6, 7,

and

xi.

18, 19,

thy way prosperous," i.e. succeed in all thine undertakings (vid.
Deut. xxviii. 29), " and act wisely" (as in Deut. xxix. 8). Ver. 9.
In conclusion, the Lord not only repeats His exhortation to firmness,
but the promise that He gave in vers. 5 and 6. " Have I not"

—

(nonne)

is

a rhetorical mode of saying, " Behold, I have," the assur-

ance being clothed in the form of an affirmative question.
words u be not afraid" etc., see Deut. xxxi. 6 and 8.

On

the

I.—THE CONQUEST OF CANAAN.

Chap,

i.-xii.

preparations fob entering canaan.

—chap.

i.

10-n. 24.

In consequence of the divine command (chap. i. 2-9), Joshua
began without delay to make the necessary preparations for carrying out the work appointed him first of all by issuing instructions
;

to the people to

make ready

for crossing the river

(i. 10, 11)
Reuben, Gad, and half Manasseh of their promise to help the other tribes to conquer Canaan,
and calling upon them to fulfil it (vers. 12-18) ; and thirdly, by

secondly,

by reminding the

tribes of

sending two spies to Jericho, to explore the land, and discover the
feelings of

Chap.

its

i.

inhabitants (chap.

ii.).

10-18. Preparations

for crossing the Jordan.
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10-18.

—Vers. 10,

11. For the purpose of carrying oat the commands of
Joshua first of all directed the officers of the people
see at Ex. v. vi.), whose duty it was, as the keepers of

the Lord,

(shoterim

:

the family registers, to attend not only to the levying of the

who were bound
the

commands

men

to serve in the army, but also to the circulation of

of the general, to issue orders to the people in the

camp to provide themselves with

food, so that they might cross the
Jordan within three days, and take the land that was promised
them by God. By zedah, provision for a journey (Gen. xlii. 25,
etc.), we are not to understand manna, for that had already ceased
(see at chap. v. 12),

country.

The

but simply the natural produce of the inhabited

expression " in

comparing Gen.

xl. 13, 19,

tliree

days,"

i.e.,

as

we may

see

from

with ver. 20, on the third day from the

command, "

will ye go over the Jordan" is not to
be regarded as a prediction of the time when the crossing actually

publication of the

took place, but to be taken as the latest time that could be allowed

the people to prepare for crossing : viz. in this sense, " Prepare
you victuals for crossing over the Jordan within three days," ue.
that you may be able to leave Shittim within that time, to cross
to

over the Jordan, and commence the conquest of Canaan.

understand the words in

and

this

If

we

way, they are in perfect harmony with

According to chap, ii., Joshua sent out spies from
who were obliged to hide themselves for three
days in the mountains after their flight from that city (chap. ii. 22),
before they could return to the Israelitish camp ; so that they were
absent three or four days at any rate, and came back at the earliest
in the evening or night of the fourth day after they had been sent
out.
It was not till the morning after this that the Israelites left
chap.

ii.

iii.

Shittim to Jericho,

Shittim and proceeded to the Jordan, where they halted again.
Then, three days afterwards, they went across the river (chap. iii.
1, 2), so that at least 4 + 1 + 3, i.e. eight whole days must have
intervened between the day when the spies were sent out and the
day on which the people crossed the river.
Joshua no doubt
intended to proceed to the Jordan and cross it within three days
after despatching the spies ; he therefore sent the spies to Jericho
on the same day on which he issued the command to the people to

prepare for crossing within three days, so that he might reasonably

hope that they would
three days.
three

But

fulfil their

commission and return in two or

as they were compelled to hide themselves for

days in the mountains,

in

consequence of the unexpected

discovery of their arrival in Jericho, and the despatch of
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pursuit of them, Joshua could not remove with the people

Shittim and proceed to the Jordan

till

from

the day after their return

and even then he could not cross the river at once, but waited three
days after reaching the bank of the river before he crossed to the
other side (vid. chap.

iii.

1 sqq.).

1

Vers. 12-18. Joshua's appeal to the two tribes and a half, to
remember the condition on which Moses gave them the land on the
east of the Jordan for an inheritance, and to fulfil it, met with a

ready response; so that these tribes not only promised to obey his

commandments in every respect, but threatened every one with
death who should refuse obedience. In recalling this condition to
the recollection of the tribes referred
sions in Deut.

iii.

to,

Joshua follows the expres-

18-20, where Moses himself recapitulates his

former command, rather than the original passage in Num. xxxii.
expression " this land" shows that the speaker was still on the
other side of the Jordan. D , ?'on> voiih the loins girded, i.e. prepared
for war, synonymous with O^n j n Deut. iii. 18 and Num. xxxii. 32

The

Ex. xiii. 18). tyl niarjr, all the mighty men of valour, i.e.
the brave warriors (as in chap. vi. 2, viii. 3, x. 7, and very frequently
(see at

in the later books),
as

is

not

Knobel maintains, but

common
is

The word "all"

(see p. 9).

must not be
about 40,000

pressed.

men

to this

book and Deuteronomy,

altogether strange to the Pentateuch
(ver. 14, like

According

Num.

xxxii. 21,

to chap. iv. 13, there

27)

were only

belonging to the two tribes and a half who crossed

the Jordan to take part in the war; whereas, according to

Num.

were 110,000 men in these tribes who were
capable of bearing arms, so that 70,000 must have remained behind
for the protection of the women and children and of the flocks and
herds, and to defend the land of which they had taken possession.
On ver. 15 see Deut. iii. 18 ; and on the more minute definition of
" on this side (lit. beyond) Jordan " by " toward the sun-rising"
xxvi. 7, 18, 34, there

1

way the different

statements in the three chapters harmonize perBut the majority of commentators have arranged the order of
differently and in a very arbitrary way, starting with the unwarrant-

In this

fectly well.

succession

able assumption that the time referred to in this verse, " within three days," is

with that in chap. iii. 2, " it came to pass after three days." Upon
the strength of this groundless assumption, Knobel maintains that there is great
confusion in the order of succession of the events described in chap, i.-iii., that
identical

chap.

i.

11

is

iii. 1-6, and that accounts written by
mixed up together in these chapters. (For

irreconcilable with chap.

three different authors have been

the different attempts to reconcile the accounts, see Keits
Joshua, pp. 72-75, note, Eng. trans. Clark, 1857.)
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II. 1.

compare the remarks on Num. xxxii. 19. The answer of the two
tribes and a half, in which they not only most cheerfully promise
their help in the conquest of Canaan, but also express the wish that
Joshua may have the help of the Lord (ver. 17 compared with
ver. 4), and after threatening all who refuse obedience with death,
close with the divine admonition, "only be strong and of a good
courage " (ver. 18,
inspired

them

to

cf. ver. 6),

furnishes a proof of the wish that

help their brethren, that

all

the tribes might

speedily enter into the peaceable possession of the promised inherit-

ance.

The

expression " rebel against the

commandment "

is

used

Sam. xii. 14, to denote resistance to
the commandments of the Lord here it denotes opposition to His
representative, the commander chosen by the Lord, which was to
in Deut.

i.

26, 43, ix. 23, 1

;

be punished with death, according to the law in Deut.

xvii. 12.

—

Chap. ii. Two Spies sent over to Jericho.
Ver. 1.
Although Joshua had receiwd a promise from the Lord of His
almighty help in the conquest of Canaan, he still thought it necessary to do what was requisite on his part to secure the success of
the work committed to him, as the help of God does not preclude
human action, but rather presupposes it. He therefore sent two
men out secretly as spies from Shittim the place of encampment
at that time (see at

Num.

xxv. 1), to view,

i.e.

especially Jericho, the strongly fortified frontier

(chap.

vi.

1).

The word " secretly "

is

explore, the land,

town of Canaan

connected by the accents

with "saying," giving them their instructions secretly; but this

This was done partly
might not hear of it, and partly in

implies that they were also sent out secretly.
in order that the Canaanites

order that, if the report should prove unfavourable, the people

might not be thrown into

despair, as they

had been before

in the

The spies proceeded to Jericho, and towards evening
the house of a harlot named Kahab, and lodged there,

time of Moses.
they entered

Jericho
lit. laid themselves down, intended to remain or sleep there.
was two hours' journey to the west of the Jordan, situated in a plain
that was formerly very fertile, and celebrated for its palm trees and
balsam shrubs, but which is now quite desolate and barren. This
plain is encircled on the western side by a naked and barren range
of mountains, which stretches as far as Beisan towards the north and
Every trace of the town has long
to the Dead Sea on the south.
since

passed away, though

it

probably on the northern side

evidently stood somewhere near, and

the miserable and dirty village of

of,

C
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the Wady Kelt (see Robinson, Pal. ii. pp. 279 sqq., 289
Raumer, Pal. pp. 206 sqq.). Rahab is called a zonah, ix.
a harlot, not an innkeeper, as Josephus, the Chaldee version, and
the Rabbins render the word. Their entering the house of such a
person would not excite so much suspicion. Moreover, the situation
of her house against or upon the town wall was one which facili-

Mha, by
sqq.

;

v.

tated escape.

But the Lord

so guided the course of the spies, that

who was the most suitable
and upon whose heart the tidings of the miracles
wrought by the living God on behalf of Israel had made such an
impression, that she not only informed the spies of the despondency
of the Canaanites, but, with believing trust in the power of the God
of Israel, concealed the spies from all the inquiries of her countrymen, though at the greatest risk to herself.
Vers. 2-6. When the king of Jericho was informed of the fact
that these strange men had entered the house of Rahab, and suspecting their reason for coming, summoned Rahab to give them
up, she hid them (lit. hid him, i.e. each one of the spies for this
change from the plural to the singular see Ewald, § 219), and said
to the king's messengers : J3, recte, u It is quite correct, the men
they found in this sinner the very person
for their purpose,

:

came to me, but I do not know where they were from ; and when
the darkness the gate was at the shutting

in

ought to be shut : for
this construction, see Gen. xv. 12), they went out again, I know
not whither.
Pursue them quickly, you will certainly overtake
them." The writer then adds this explanation in ver. 6 she had
hidden them upon the roof of her house among stalks of flax. The
expression " to-night" (lit. ilie night) in ver. 2 is more precisely de(i.e.

:

was coming on, before the town-gate
would have been in vain for them to attempt

fined in ver. 5, viz. as night

was

shut, after

which

it

" Stalks of flax," not " cotton pods " (Arab.,
" tree-flax, i.e. cotton," as Thenius explains it, but
flax stalks or stalk-flax, as distinguished from carded flax, in which
there is no wood left, Xivoicakaur}, stipula lini (LXX., Vulg.). Flax
stalks, which grow to the height of three or four feet in Egypt,
and attain the thickness of a reed, and would probably be quite as
large in the plain of Jericho, the climate of which resembles that of
Egypt, would form a very good hiding-place for the spies if they
were piled up upon the roof to dry in the sun. The falsehood by
which Rahab sought not only to avert all suspicion from herself of
any conspiracy with the Israelitish men who had entered her house,
but to prevent any further search for them in her house, and to
to leave the town.

J.

D.

Mich.), or
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7-14.

them,

is

not to be justified as a

lie

of

good purpose, nor, as Grotius maintains, by the
unfounded assertion that, " before the preaching of the gospel, a
necessity told for a

salutary lie

can

it

was not regarded as a fault even by good men." Nor
it was thought " allowable," or even " praise-

be shown that

worthy," simply because the writer mentions the fact without express-

any subjective opinion, or because, as we learn from what folBahab was convinced of the truth of the miracles
which God had wrought for His people, and acted in firm faith
that the true God would give the land of Canaan to the Israelites,
and that all opposition made to them would be vain, and would be,
in fact, rebellion against the Almighty God himself.
For a lie is
always a sin. Therefore even if Rahab was not actuated at all by
the desire to save herself and her family from destruction, and the
motive from which she acted had its roots in her faith in the living
God (Heb. xi. 31), so that what she did for the spies, and thereby
for the cause of the Lord, was counted to her for righteousness
(" justified by works," James ii. 25), yet the course which she
adopted was a sin of weakness, which was forgiven her in mercy
ing

lows (vers. 9 sqq.),

because of her faith. 1

Upon

on the part of the woman,
the spies by the road to
the Jordan which leads across the fords.
Both the circumstances
themselves and the usage of the language require that we should
interpret the words in this way ; for ririawsn ?y cannot mean u as
Vers. 7-14.

this declaration

the king's messengers (" the

far as the fords,"

and

it is

very improbable that the

have gone across the fords.
the spies

officers

should

If they did not succeed in overtaking

and apprehending them before they reached the fords, they

certainly could not
in

men ") pursued

hope to do

this

on the other

the neighbourhood of the Israelitish camp.

with the article

we

side of the river

By

" the fords"

are to understand the ford near to Jericho which

was generally used at that time (Judg. iii. 22 ; 2 Sam. xix. 16 sqq.)
but whether this was the one which is commonly used now at the
1

Calvin'g estimate is also a correct one : " It Las often happened, that even

when good men have endeavoured to keep a straight course, they have turned
aside into circuitous paths.
Rahab acted wrongly when she told a lie and said
that the spies had gone and the action was acceptable to God only because
Yet, although
the evil that was mixed with the good was not imputed to her.
God wished the spies to be delivered, He did not sanction their being protected
by a lie." Augustine also pronounces the same opinion concerning Rahab as
that which he expressed concerning the Hebrew midwives (see the comm. on
;

Ex.i.21).
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mouth of Wady Shaib, almost in a straight line to the east of Jericho,
or the more southerly one, el Helu, above the month of Wady Hesii. p. 254), to the south of the bathing-place of
Christian pilgrims, or el Meshra {Lynch, p. 155), or el Moektaa

ban (Rob. Pal.
(Seetzen,

ii.

p. 320),

it is

(On

impossible to determine.

other fords near Beisan, and as far up as the Sea

these

and

of Galilee, see Rob.

After the king's mesp. 259, and Ritter Erdk. xv. pp. 549 sqq.)
sengers had left the town, they shut the gate to prevent the spies

ii.

from escaping, in case they should be still in the town. ">^S3 nn«
for 1SW nrw is uncommon, but it is analogous to i^« J?"*™*? in Gen.
vi. 4.
Vers. 8 sqq. Notwithstanding these precautions, the men
escaped. As soon as the officers had left Rahab's house, she went
to the spies, who were concealed upon the roof, before they had lain
down to sleep, which they were probably about to do upon the roof,
a thing of frequent occurrence in the East in summer time, and
confessed to them all that she believed and knew, namely, that God
had given the land to the Israelites, and that the dread of them had
fallen upon the Canaanites (" us," in contrast with "you," the Israelites, signifies the Canaanites generally, and not merely the inhabitants of Jericho), and despair had seized upon all the inhabitants of

—

—

—

The description of the despair of the Canaanites (ver. 9)
connected, so far as the expressions are concerned, with Ex. xv.

the land.
is

15 and

16, to

show

after crossing the

that

what Moses and the

Red Sea was now

Israelites

fulfilled, that

had sung

the Lord had

His promise (Ex. xxiii. 27 compared with Deut. ii. 25 and
and had put fear and dread upon the Canaanites. Ver. 10.
The report of the drying up of the Red Sea (Ex. xiv. 15 sqq.), of
the defeat of the mighty kings of the Amorites, and of the conquest
of their kingdoms, had produced this effect upon the Canaanites.
Even in the last of these occurrences the omnipotence of God had
been visibly displayed, so that what the Lord foretold to Moses
(Deut. ii. 25) had now taken place it had filled all the surrounding nations with fear and dread of Israel, and the heart and courage
of the Canaanites sank in consequence. Ver. 11. " Wlien we Iieard
fulfilled

—

xi. 25),

;

"

—Rahab

—

proceeded to

them, transferring the feelings of
her own heart to her countrymen " our heart did melt " (it was thus
that the Hebrew depicted utter despair ; " the hearts of the people
melted, and became as water," chap. vii. 5), " and there did not rethis

main any more

spirit in

tell

—

:

any one "

i.e.

they

lost all

strength of

mind

for acting, in consequence of their fear and dread (yid. chap. v. 1,
though in 1 Kings x. 5 this phrase is used to signify being out of
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CHAP. N. 15-24.

one's-self

God

from mere astonishment).

" For Jehovah your God

To

in heaven above, and upon the earth beneath!'

sion of faith, to

which the

Israelites

is

this confes-

were to be brought through the

miraculous help of the Lord (Deut.

iv.

39),

Kahab

also attained

;

although her confession of faith remained so far behind the faith
which Moses at that time demanded of Israel, that she only discerned in Jehovah a Deity (Elohim) in heaven and upon earth, and
therefore had not yet got rid of her polytheism altogether, however
close she

had come to a true and

full confession of the

Lord.

But

these miracles of divine omnipotence which led the heart of this

sinner with

thus

its

became

to

susceptibility for religious truth to true faith,

her a savour of

life

unto

life,

and

produced nothing but

hardness in the unbelieving hearts of the rest of the Canaanites, so
that they could not. escape the

judgment of death.

—Vers. 12-14.

After this confession Rahab entreated the spies to spare her family

and made them promise her on oath as a sign of
on the capture of Jericho, which is tacitly assumed
as self-evident after what had gone before, they would save alive
her parents, and brothers and sisters, and all that belonged to them
(i.e., according to chap. vi. 23, the children and families of her
brothers and sisters), and not put them to death ; all of which they
promised her on oath. " A true token," lit. a sign of truth, i.e. a
(father's house),

their fidelity, that

sign

by which they guaranteed the

truth of the kindness for which

This sign consisted in nothing but the solemn oath

she asked.

with which they were to confirm their assurance, and, according to
it.
The oath itself was taken in these
words, u our soul shall die for you," by which they pledged their life

ver. 14, actually did confirm

Rahab and her family in this sense God shall punish
if we are faithless, and do not spare thy life and
the lives of thy relations. Though the name of God is not really
expressed, it was implied in the fact that the words are described as
swearing by Jehovah. But the spies couple their assurance with

for the life of

:

us with death

this condition,
sc.

so that

we

we show

"if ye

do not betray us,
endangered ; " then

utter not this our business,"

should be pursued, and our

life

mercy and truth" (cf. Gen. xxiv. 27).
Rahab then let them down by a rope through the
window, namely, into the open country ; for her house stood against
or upon the town wall, so that she lived upon the wall, and advised
will

thee

Vers. 15-24.

them to get to the mountains, that they might not meet the men
who had been sent out in pursuit of them, and to hide themselves
there for three days, when the pursuers would have returned.
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spies guarded against any arbiand application of their oath, by imposing three
on the non-fulfilment of which they would be released
rwn for ntftn is to be explained in ver. 17 from
oath,

Vers. 17-20.

In conclusion, the

trary interpretation
conditions,

from then-

the fact that the gender

noun

is

often disregarded in the use of the pro-

Ewald, § 183, a.), and in ver. 18 from the fact that there
the gender is determined by the nomen rectum (see Ewald, § 317, d.).
Ver. 18. The first condition was, that when the town was taken
Hahab should make her house known to the Israelites, by binding
(see

—

" the cord of

made of crimson
them down. The
demonstrative " this" leads to the conclusion adopted by Luther and
others, that " this cord" is the rope (ion) mentioned in ver. 15, as no
other cord had been mentioned to which they could refer ; and the
crimson thread"

this

thread, in the

i.e.

this cord

window from which she had

let

fact that nothing has been said about the sign in question being

either given or received, precludes the idea that the spies

cord to

Rahab

=

cord (^B*
life,

"OB*

The crimson

for a sign.

njCTn

see at Ex. xxv. 4), as the colour of vigorous

;

made this cord an

gave the

or scarlet colour of the

expressive sign of the preservation of Rahab'

and the lives of her relations. The second condition was, that
when the town was taken, Rahab should collect together her parents,
and her brothers and her sisters, into her own house. Ver. 19.
Whoever went outside the door, his blood should be upon his own
life

—

he was

by the Israelitish soldiers, he should
But every one who was with her
in the house, his blood should fall upon their (the spies') head, if
any hand was against them, i.e. touched them or did them harm
(yid. Ex. ix. 3).
The formula, " his blood be upon his head," is
synonymous with the legal formula, " his blood be upon him"

head

;

i.e. if

slain outside

bear his death as his

(Lev. xx.

9).

The

own

fault.

third condition (ver. 20)

of the principal condition laid

Ver. 21.

men

When Rahab

down

had accepted

is

simply a repetition

at the very outset (ver. 14).
all

these conditions, she let the

go, and bound the red cord in the window.

supposed that she
necessary.

It is

subject to a close.

mountains,

till

did this at once,

be
was

It is not to

but merely as soon as

it

mentioned here for the purpose of bringing the
Ver. 22. The spies remained three days in the

—

the officers returned to the town, after searching for

them the whole way

in vain.

The mountains

referred to are pro-

bably the range on the northern side of Jericho, which afterwards
received the name of Quarantana (Arab. Kuruntul), a wall of rock
rising almost precipitously

from the plain

to the height of
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IV.

1500 feet, and full of grottoes and caves on the eastern side. These
mountains were well adapted for a place of concealment ; moreover,
they were the nearest to Jericho, as the western range recedes
considerably to the south of Wady Kelt (vid. Bob. ii. p. 289).
Vers. 23, 24. After this they returned to the camp across the
Jordan, and informed Joshua of all that had befallen them, and
all that they had heard.
On ver. 24, see ver. 9.

PASSAGE THE0U6H THE JORDAN.

The

—CHAP.

III.

AND

IV.

following morning, after the return of the spies into the

camp, Joshua proceeded with the people from Shittim to the bank
of the Jordan, to complete the necessary preparations there, and
then cross the river and enter Canaan (chap. iii. 1). The crossing
of this boundary river of Canaan, or rather the passage through the

bed of the river, which had been dried up by a miracle of divine
omnipotence at the place of crossing, is narrated in these two
chapters in the following
preparations for crossing

;

manner : first (chap. iii. 16-6), the final
and then the passage through the bed

of the river, and the erection of stones as a permanent, memorial of

This

this miracle.

commencement of
and chap.

iv.

15-24,

the following plan

mand

God

of

2, 3, iv. 15,

is

to

16)

;

arranged in three parts

the crossing

:

chap.

;

viz. vers.

:

1-14,

The account

its close.

in

iv.

its

7-17, the

further progress
'

is

also

arranged upon

every one of these three sections the com-

Joshua

is

mentioned

first (cf.

then the communication of this

people by Joshua; and finally

its

chap.

iii.

7, 8, iv.

command

execution (chap.

iii.

to the

9-17,

iv.

This arrangement was adopted by the author
for the purpose of bringing distinctly out to view, not only the
miracle itself, but also the means with which God associated the
4-13,

iv.

17-20).

performance of the miracle, and

memory
doing

also of impressing deeply

upon the
In

of the people both the divine act and the end secured.

this,

however, some repetitions were inevitable, in conse-

quence of the endeavour, so peculiar to the Hebrew mode of writing
history, to

described,

mark and round off the several points in the occurrences
by such comprehensive statements as anticipate the actual

course of events.

It

is

to this

arrangement and dovetailing of the

we must attribute the distribution of the revelation and commands which Joshua received from God, over the
several portions of the history; and consequently we are not to
different points that

suppose, that at each separate point during the passage

God revealed
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Joshua what he was to do, but must rather assume that He
and commanded whatever was requisite all at once,
1
on the day before the miraculous passage.
Chap. iii. 1-6. Arrangements for the Passage through the Jordan.

to

actually revealed

—When

they reached the Jordan, the Israelites rested

till they
pass the night ; then in a wider sense to tarry,
Prov. xv. 31 ; here it means to rest. According to ver. 2, they
stayed there three days. " At the end (after the expiration) of three

passed over.

JO, to

days" cannot refer to the three days mentioned in chap.

i.

11, if

apart from the reasons

only because of the omission of the

article,

given in the note upon chap.

which preclude the supposition

three days

by the

i.

11,

The

that the two are identical.

reasons

given, but they are not difficult to guess

before

it

why

the Israelites stayed

side of the Jordan, after leaving Shittim, are not
;

for, in the first place,

could be possible to pass into an enemy's country, not only

with an army, but with

all

the people, including wives, children,

and especially when the river had first of
all to be crossed, it must have been necessary to make many preparations, which would easily occupy two or three days. Besides this,
the Jordan at that time was so high as to overflow its banks, so that
it was impossible to cross the fords, and they were obliged to wait
But as soon as Joshua was
till this obstruction was removed.
assured that the Lord would make a way for His people, he issued

and

all their possessions,

the following instructions through the proper officers to all the
people in the camp : " When ye see the ark of the covenant of the
Ijord your God, and (see) the Levitical priests bear

it, then ye shall
remove from your place, and go after it : yet there shall be a space
between you and it, about two thousand cubits by measure : come not

near unto

it; that

ye

have not passed this

may know tlie way by which ye must go : for ye
way yesterday and the day before" On the

expression " the Levitical priests," see at Deut. xxxi. 25, as com-

pared with ver. 9 and

^3, both here and in chap. viii. 11,
Ewald, § 266, a.). This commarch
referred
simply
to
the
from
the last resting-place by
mand
into
the
river
itself,
and
not
to
the passage through the
Jordan
the
xvii. 9.

should probably be pointed

fa'3 (vid.

made by Paulus, Eichhorn, Bleek, Knobel, and others, that
compounded from two different documents, is founded upon
nothing else than a total oversight of the arrangement explained above and
doctrinal objections to its miraculous contents.
The supposed contradictions,
which are cited as proofs, have been introduced into the text, as even Hauff
1

The

assertion

the account

is

acknowledges (Offenbarungsgl. pp. 209, 210).
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1-6.

daring which the priests remained standing with the ark in
bed of the river until the people had all passed through (vers. 8
1
and 17).
The people were to keep about 2000 cubits away from
the ark. This was not done, however, to prevent their going wrong
in the unknown way, and so missing the ford, for that was impossible under the circumstances ; but the ark was carried in front of
the people, not so much to show the road as to make a road by
dividing the waters of the Jordan, and the people were to keep at
a distance from it, that they might not lose sight of the ark, but
keep their eyes fixed upon it, and know the road by looking at the
ark of the covenant by which the road had been made, i.e. might
know and observe how the Lord, through the medium of the ark,
was leading them to Canaan by a way which they had never traversed before, i.e. by a miraculous way. Vers. 5, 6. Joshua then

river,

the

—

issued instructions (a) to the people to sanctify themselves, because

on the morrow the Lord would do wonders among them

and

;

(b)

to the priests, to carry the ark of the covenant in front of the people.

The

issuing of these

commands with

the prediction of the miracle

presupposes that the Lord had already

made known His

will to

Joshua, and serves to confirm our conclusions as to the arrangement
of the materials.

The

washing of their

sanctification of the people did not consist

which

mentioned in Ex.

xix. 10,

14, in connection with the act of sanctification, for there

was no

in the

time for this

;

nor did

clothes,

it

consist in

is

merely changing their clothes,

which might be a substitute for washing, according to Gen. xxxv. 2,
or in abstinence from connubial intercourse (Ex. xix. 15), for this
was only the outward side of sanctification. It consisted in spiritual purification also, i.e. in turning the heart to God, in faith and
trust in His promise, and in willing obedience to His commandments, that they should lay to heart in a proper

way

the miracle of

grace which the Lord was about to work in the midst of them and

on their behalf on the following day. " Wonders :" those miraculous displays of the omnipotence of God for the realization of His
covenant of grace, which

He

had already promised in connection

1
Knobel maintains that this statement, according to which the Israelites
were more than 2000 cubits from the place of crossing, is not in harmony with
ver. 1, where they are said to have been by the Jordan already; but he can only
show this supposed discrepancy in the text by so pressing the expression, they
" came to Jordan," as to make it mean that the whole nation was encamped so
close to the edge of the river, that at the very first step the people took their

feet

would touch the water.
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with the conquest of Canaan (Ex. xxxiv. 10).

command
also

to the priests

is

In ver.

6,

where the

command

given, the fulfilment of the

is

mentioned, and the course of events anticipated in consequence.
Vers. 7-17. Commencement of the Crossing.
First of all (in

—

made by God to Joshua, that He
would begin this day to make him great, Le. to glorify him before
the Israelites, and the command to the priests who bore the ark of
the covenant to stand still in the river, when they came to the water
of the Jordan then (vers. 9-13) the publication of this promise and
command to the people; and lastly (vers. 14-17), the carrying out
of the command. ?n?> I will begin to make thee great. The miraculous guidance of the people through the Jordan was only the
beginning of the whole series of miracles by which the Lord put
His people in possession of the promised land, and glorified Joshua
vers. 7

and

8), the revelation

;

He

in the sight of Israel in the fulfilment of his office, as
fied

Moses

before.

the people, as the servant of the
the miraculous division of the

Lord

He

in

whom

Red Sea (Ex.

accredited as the leader of Israel,

ledged as

had

glori-

Just as Moses was accredited in the sight of
they could trust, by

xiv. 31), so

Joshua was

whom the Almighty God acknow-

had His servant Moses, by the similar miracle, the
Only the most important points

division of the waters of Jordan.

command of God to the priests are given in ver. 8. The
command itself is communicated more fully afterwards in the ad-

in the

dress to the people, in ver. 13.

the end of the waters of Jordan,
to the nearest

bank

;

water in the bed of the

that

is

When
i.e.

they came with the ark to

not to the opposite side, but

to say, as soon as they reached the.

—they were

river,

we

to stand

6till

{yid. ver. 15,

from what follows, to form a
dam as it were against the force of the water, which was miraculously arrested in its course, and piled up in a heap.
Moses divided
the waters of the Red Sea with his rod; Joshua was to do the same
to the Jordan with the ark of the covenant, the appointed symbol and
vehicle of the presence of the Almighty God since the conclusion of
the covenant. "Wherever the ordinary means of grace are at hand,
God attaches the operations of His grace to them ; for He is a God
of order, who does not act in an arbitrary manner in the selection
Vers. 9, 10. The summons to the children of Israel,
of His means.
i.e. to the whole nation in the persons of its representatives, to draw
near (Wl for *&&, as in 1 Sam. xiv. 38 ; Ruth ii. 14) to hear the
words of the Lord its God, points to the importance of the following announcement, by which Israel was to learn that there was a

and chap,

iv.'ll), in order, as

see

—
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living

God

Jehovah

is

it, who had the power to fulfil His word.
" living God," in contrast with the dead gods of

in the midst of
called a

a

God who

proved himself to be living, with special
" divine operations by which God had shown
that He was living and watchful on behalf of His people ; just as
His being in the midst of the people did not denote a naked presence,

the heathen, as

reference to those

but a striking degree of presence

on the part of God

in relation to

performance of extraordinary operations, or the manifestation

the

of peculiar

as

a living

Canaanites, seven tribes of
(see

the

of these

The God of Israel would now
God by the extermination of the
whom are enumerated, as in Deut. vii. 1

care" (SeJ. Schmidt).

manifest himself

remarks on

this passage).

Joshua mentions the destruction
God had in view in the mira-

nations as the purpose which

guidance of Israel through the Jordan, to fill the Israelites
1
promised land.
Vers.

culous

—

with confidence for their entrance into the

11-13.

After

what the
nant

of

this inspiriting promise,

Joshua informed the people

Lord intended to do first " Belwld, the ark of the coveLord of the whole earth will go before you into Jordan"
:

the

a genitive dependent upon rvnan tf-iK, the strict subof the construct state being loosened in this case by the
article before the nomen regens.
The punctuators have therefore
separated it from the latter by sakeph-katon, without thereby explaining it as in opposition or giving any support to the mistaken exposition of Buxtorff and Drusius, that " the ark of the covenant is
}*i«iT73

]i*re» is

ordination

called
as

the ruler of the whole earth."

"Lord

The

of the whole earth," which

is

description of

Jehovah

repeated in ver. 13,

is

very appropriately chosen for the purpose of strengthening confidence in

the omnipotence of the Lord.

This epithet " exalted

government of God over all the elements of the world, that the
Israelites might have no doubt that as seas and rivers are under His
control, the waters, although liquid by nature, would become stable
at His nod" (Calvin).
The expression, "passeth over before you into
the

Jordan," is

more

precisely explained in the course of the narrative

"

He extends the force of the miracle beyond their entrance into the land,
and properly so, since the mere opening of a way into a hostile country, from
which there would be no retreat, would be nothing but exposure to death. For
1

fall, through being entangled in difficulties and in an
unknown region, or they would perish through want. Joshua therefore foretold,
that when God drove back the river it would be as if He had stretched out His
hand to strike all the inhabitants of the land, and that the proof which He gave
of His power in their crossing the Jordan would be a certain presage of victory,
to be gained over all the tribes."

they would either easily
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the ark of the covenant went (was carried) before the people into
the river, and then stood

still,

as the

bulwark of the people,

till

the

passage was completed; so that the word "before" indicates the
protection which

For what

it

would

afford.

—Ver.

12. " And take to

you

(i.e.

men

out of the tribes of Israel, one for each tribe"
purpose is not stated here, but is apparent from what

appoint) twelve

follows (chap. iv. 2 sqq.).

The choice or appointment of

men

these

was necessarily commanded before the crossing commenced, as they
were to stand by the side of Joshua, or near the bearers of the ark
of the covenant, so as to be at hand to perform the duty to be entrusted to them (chap. iv. 3 sqq.). Joshua then concludes by foretelling the miracle itself : "It will come to pass, that wlien the soles
of the feet of the priests who bear the ark of the Lord shall settle down
in the water of the Jordan, the waters of the Jordan slut 11 be cut off
namely, the waters flowing down from above, and shall stand still as
one heap." " Shall be cut off" so as to disappear ; namely, at the
place where the priests stand with the ark of the covenant.

took place through the waters standing

This

a heap, or being
heaped up, at some distance above the standing-place. *1HK 13 is an
accusative of

more

precise definition.

still

The

as

expression

the song of Moses (Ex. xv. 8).

priests,

taken from

—Vers.

14—16.

the people left their tents to go over the Jordan,

and the

The

When

is

event corresponded to the announcement.

going before with the ark of the covenant, dipped their
brim of the water," ver. 15, as in ver. 8),

feet in the water (" the

although the Jordan was filled over all
whole time of harvest, the waters stood

its

banks throughout the

still:

the waters flowing

down from above stood as a heap at a very great distance off, by
the town of Adam, on the side of Zarthan and the waters flowing
down to the salt sea were entirely cut off, so that the people went
;

through the dried bed of the river opposite to Jericho. Vers. 1416 form one large period, consisting of three protases (vers. 14, 15),
the first and third of which are each of them more precisely defined

by a circumstantial

clause,

and

also of three apodoses (ver. 16).

the protases the construction passes from the infinitive
Nta3) into the finite verb ($>3tM),

In

(VW3 and

—a thing of frequent occurrence

Ewald, § 350). The circumstantial clause (ver. 15J), "and
the Jordan was filed over all its banks all the days of harvest,"
brings out in all its fulness the miracle of the stoppage of the water
by the omnipotence of God. Every attempt to explain the miracle
as a natural occurrence is thereby prevented; so that JEiclihorn
(see
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7-17.

III.

banks

full,

in this

manner

to

full against all its

or "full to the brim" {Robinson,

LXX. and Vulg.) ; but if we
compare chap. iv. 18, "the waters of Jordan returned to their place,
and went over all its banks as before," with the parallel passage in
Isa. viii. 7, " the river comes up over all its channels and goes over

Pal.

ii.

all its

p. 262, according to the

banks," there can be no doubt that the words refer to an

overflowing of the banks, and not merely to their being

"go

brim, so that the words must be rendered

filled to

But we must not therefore understand them as meaning that
whole of the Ghor was flooded. The Jordan flows through
Ghor, which

is

two hours' journey broad

broader to the south of that (see at Deut.
quarter of an hour in breadth which

i.

the

over the banks."
the
the

and even
a valley about a

at Beisan,
1), in

lies forty

or fifty feet lower,

and, being covered with trees and reeds, presents a striking contrast

sandy slopes which bound

it

on both

this strip of vegetation occupies

a

still

to the

valley,

which

enclosed

is

sides.

In many places

deeper portion of the lower

by shallow banks not more than two or
we might distinguish

three feet high, so that, strictly speaking,

three different banks at the places referred to
or outer banks, which form the

first

:

namely, the upper

slope of the great valley

lower or middle banks, embracing that strip of land which
with vegetation

;

and then the true banks of the

is

river's

;

the

covered

bed

(see

Burckhardt, Syr. pp. 593 sqq., and Robinson, Pal. ii. pp. 254 sqq.,
and Bibl. Researches, pp. 333 sqq.).
The flood never reaches

beyond the lower line of the Ghor, which is covered with vegetation,
but even in modern times this line has sometimes been overflowed.
For example, Robinson (Pal. ii. p. 255, compared with p. 263) found
the river so swollen when he visited it in 1838, that it filled its bed
to the very brim, and in some places flowed over and covered the
ground where the bushes grew. This rise of the water still takes
place at the time of harvest in April and at the beginning of May
(see at Lev. xxiii. 9 sqq.;, and therefore really at the close of the
rainy season, and after the snow has been long melted upon Hermon,
as it is then that the lake of Tiberias reaches its greatest height, in
consequence of the rainy season and the melting of the snow, so
that it is only then that the Jordan flows with its full stream into
the

Dead Sea

(Robinson,

ii.

p. 263).

At

this

time of the year the

cannot of course be waded through even at its shallowest
fords, whereas this is possible in the summer season, when the water
river
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low. It is only by swimming that it can possibly be crossed, and
even that cannot be accomplished without great danger, as it is ten
or twelve feet deep in the neighbourhood of Jericho, and the current

is

very strong (vid. Seetzen, R. ii. pp. 301, 320-1 ; Rob. ii. p. 256).
Crossing at this season was regarded as a very extraordinary feat in

is

it is mentioned in 1 Chron. xii. 15 as a heroic
on the part of the brave Gadites. It may possibly have been
in this way that the spies crossed and recrossed the river a few days
before.
But that was altogether impossible for the people of Israel
with their wives and children. It was necessary, therefore, that
the Lord of the whole earth should make a road by a miracle of
His omnipotence, which arrested the descending waters in their
course, so that they stood still as a heap "very far" se. from the
place of crossing, '* by the town of Adam" (0^3 must not be altered
into D"ttf?> from Adam, according to the Keri), " which is by the side
of Zarlhan." The city of Adam, which is not mentioned anywhere
else (and which Luther has erroneously understood as an appellative, according to the Arabic, "people of the city"), is not to be
confounded with Adamah, in the tribe of Naphtali (chap. xix. 36).
The town of Zarthan, by the side of which Adam is situated, has
also vanished.
Van de Velde and Knobel imagine that the name
Zarthan has been preserved in the modern Kurn (Horn) Sartabeh,
a long towering rocky ridge on the south-west of the ford of Damieh,
upon which there are said to be the ruins of a castle. This conjecture is not favoured by any similarity in the names so much as by
its situation.
For, on the one hand, the mountain slopes off from
the end of this rocky ridge, or from the loftiest part of the horn,
into a broad shoulder, from which a lower rocky ridge reaches to
the Jordan, and seems to join the mountains on the east, so that
the Jordan valley is contracted to its narrowest dimensions at this
point, and divided into the upper and lower Ghor by the bills of
Kurn Sartabeh; and consequently this was apparently the most
suitable point for the damming up of the waters of the Jordan (see
Robinson, Bibl. Researches, pp. 293-4). On the other hand, this

ancient times, so that
act

site tallies

very well with

all

the notices in the Bible respecting the

town of Zarthan, or Zeredetha (1 Kings vii. 46,
compared with 2 Chron. iv. 17) : viz. at 1 Kings iv. 12, where
Zarthan is said to have been by the side of the territory of Bethshean; also at 1 Kings vii. 46, where Zarthan and Succoth are
opposed to one another and at Judg. vii. 22, where the reading
should be nnns, according to the Arabic and Syriac versions.

situation of the

;
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IV. 1-14.

Adam

was situated

in the neighbour-

hood of the present ford Damieh, near to which the remains of a
bridge belonging to the

Expedition).

The

Roman

distance of

era are

still

to be

found (Lynch,

Kurn Sartabeh from

Jericho

is

more than fifteen miles, which tallies very well with the
expression "very far."
Through this heaping up of the waters
coming down from above, those which flowed away into the Dead
a

little

iv. 49) were completely cut off
«an are to be taken together, so that ran merely expresses

Sea (the sea of the plain, see Deut.
(tfrpj

the adverbial idea wholly, completely),

probably in

a straight line from

and the people went

Wady Hesban

to Jericho.

over,

—Ver.

17.

But the priests stood with the ark of the covenant " in Hie midst of
Jordan," i.e. in the bed of the river, not merely by the river, " upon
dry ground, J5H," Ut. firmando,

went over

i.e.

with a firm foot, whilst all Israel
all the people were passed over"

upon dry ground, " till

This could easily have been accomplished in half a day,

if

the people

formed a procession of a mile or upwards in breadth.

Chap.
crossing,

iv.

1-14. Crossing the River.

the main point

is

—In

the account of the

their taking twelve stones with

them

from the bed of the river to the opposite side to serve as a memorial.

To

set

the

command of God

forth the importance of this fact as a divine appointment,
to

Joshua

then the repetition of this
for the

work

(vers.

structions (ver. 8).

is

mentioned

first

of

all (vers. 2,

command by Joshua to the men

3)

appointed

4-7) ; and lastly, the carrying out of the inThis makes it appear as though God did not

command to Joshua till after the people had all crossed
whereas the twelve men had already been chosen for the
purpose (chap. iii. 12). But this appearance, and the discrepancy
that seems to arise, vanish as soon as we take the different clauses,
which are joined together here by vav consec, according to the
simple form of historical composition adopted by the Hebrews,
" and Jehovah spake, saying," etc. (vers. 2, 3) ; " and Joshua called
and arrange them in logical order,
the twelve men," etc. (ver. 4),
and with their proper subordination to one another, according to our
own modes of thought and conversation, as follows : " Then Joshua
called the twelve men,
as Jehovah had commanded him, saying,
1
Take you twelve men out of the people,' etc., and said to them,"
give the
over,

—

—

—

1

So far as the meaning

is

—

concerned, Kimchi, Calvin, and

perfectly correct in taking vers.

many

others,

were

16-3 as a parenthesis, and rendering notf*l as a

and from a Hebrew point of view,
not correspond to oar pluperfect, bnt

pluperfect, though, grammatically considered,

the historical sense with

vav

consec. does
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etc.

—Vers. 1

When

sqq.

Joshua issued

all

to the twelve

twelve tribes the

command

his shoulder, according to the

ites" or, as

command

it is

1

men who had been appointed by the
God " Go before the
of Jordan, and take every man a stone

given to him by

ark of Jehovah into the midst

upon

the people had crossed over Jordan,

:

number of the

tribes

of the Israel-

expressed in the fuller explanation in the divine

in ver. 3,

"from

(pn

the standing-place

of the priests, the setting
used as a substantive, or

up of

twelve stones

else

should be pointed as a substantive), and carry them over with

it

and

down

is

an

infinitive

encampment where ye shall
their taking the twelve
6,
stones with them and setting them up) was to be a sign in Israel
the stones were to serve as a memorial of the miraculous crossing
of the Jordan to all succeeding generations. For the expression
a if your children ask to-morrow (in future)," etc., see Ex. xiii. 14,
xii. 26, 27, and Deut. vi. 20, 21.—Ver. 8. The children of Israel

you,

pass

lay them

the niglit."

—Vers.

in the place of
7.

carried out these instructions.

This

(viz.

The

execution

is

ascribed to the

" children of Israel," i.e. to the whole nation, because the men
selected from the twelve tribes acted in the name of the whole
nation, and the memorial was a matter of equal importance to all.
WrBJ does not signify that they set up the stones as a memorial, but
simply that they laid them down in their place of encampment.
The setting up at Gilgal is mentioned for the first time in ver. 20.
In addition to this, Joshua set up twelve stones for a memorial, on
the spot where the feet of the priests had stood as they bore the ark
of the covenant, which stones were there " to this day" i.e. the time
when the account was written. There is nothing to warrant our
calling this statement in question, or setting it aside as a probable
gloss, either in the circumstance that nothing is said about any
divine command to set up these stones, or in the opinion that such
always expresses the succession either of time or thought. This early Hebrewform of thought and narrative is completely overlooked by Knobel, when he
pronounces vers, lft-3 an interpolation from a second document, and finds the
apodosis to ver. la in ver. 4. The supposed discrepancy namely, that the setting
up of the memorial is not described in vers. 5 sqq. as a divine command, as in
vers. 8, 10
by which Knobel endeavours to establish his hypothesis, is merely a
deduction from the fact that Joshua did not expressly issue his command to the
twelve men as a command of Jehovah, and therefore is nothing more than an

—

—

unmeaning argumentum e silentio.
1
The piska in the middle of ver.
Masorites have

that

it

left,

1 is

an old pre-Masoretic mark, -which the
and showing

indicating a space in the midst of the verse,

was the commencement of &parashah.
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failed of its object, as

it

could not possibly

have remained, but would very speedily have been washed away by
The omission of any reference to a command from
the stream.

God proves

nothing, simply because divine

commands are frequently
them has to be gathered

hinted at but briefly, so that the substance of

from the account of their execution (compare chap. iii. 7, 8, with
iii. 9-13, and iv. 2, 3, with iv. 4-7) ;
and consequently we may

command was given, as the
commentators have done. Moreover, the monument did not
fail of its object, even if it only existed for a short time. " The
account of its erection, which was handed down by tradition, would
assume without hesitation that such a
earlier

remembrance of the miraculous
cannot be so absolutely affirmed that these

necessarily help to preserve the

occurrence.

But

it

would be carried away at once by the stream, so that they
never be seen any more. As the priests did not stand in the
middle or deepest part of the river, but just in the bed of the river,
and close to its eastern bank, and it was upon this spot that the
stones were set up, and as we neither know their size nor the firmness with which they stood, we cannot pronounce any positive
stones

could

It is not likely that

opinion as to the possibility of their remaining.

remained there for centuries ; but they were intended rather as
a memorial for the existing generation and their children, than for
a later age, which would be perpetually reminded of the miraculous
help of God by the monument erected in Gilgal.
Vers. 10, 11.
Whilst Joshua was carrying out all that Jehovah had commanded
him to say to the people, according to the command of Moses,
that is to say, whilst the people were passing through the Jordan
before the ark, and the twelve men were carrying over the stones
out of the river to the resting-place on the other side, and Joshua
himself was setting up twelve stones in Jordan for a memorial,
during all this time, the priests stood with the ark in the bed of the
they

—

but after all the people, including the twelve men who took
the stones out of the Jordan, had finished crossing, the ark of the
Lord passed over, with the priests, before the people : that is to say,
it stationed itself again, along with the priests, at the head of the
river

;

The words "according to all that Moses had commanded
Joshua" do not refer to any special instructions which Moses had
given to Joshua with reference to the crossing, for no such instructions are to be found in the Pentateuch, nor can they be inferred
people.

from

Num.

that

Joshua carried out

xxvii. 23,

Dent.
all

iii.

28, or xxxi.

the

23

;

they simply affirm

commands which

the

Lord had
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given him, in accordance with the charge which he received from

Moses at the time when he was first called. Moses had called him
and instructed him to lead the people into the promised land, in
consequence of a divine command ;-and had given him the promise,
at the same time, that Jehovah would be with him as He had
been with Moses. This contained implicite an admonition to Joshua
to do only what the Lord should command him.
And if this was
how Joshua acted, the execution of the commands of God was also
an observance of the command of Moses. The remark in ver. 106,
" and the people hastened and passed over" i.e. passed hastily through
the bed of the river, is introduced as an explanation of the fact that
the priests stood still in the bed of the river the whole time that the
crossing continued.

As

the priests stood in one spot whilst all the

people were passing over,

it

was necessary that the people should

hasten over, lest the strength of the priests should be exhausted.

This reason for hastening, however, does not preclude the other,
namely, that the crossing had to be finished in one day, before night

came

The

on.

statement in ver. 11, that

when

all

the people had

passed over, the ark of the Lord also passed over with the priests,
is

so far anticipatory of the actual course of the events, that

this

time nothing has been said about the fighting

to the

two

has the
(vers.

tribes

and a half having passed over

command

15

sqq.),

of

God

up

to

men belonging
13) ; nor
mentioned

(vers. 12,

for the ark to pass over been

though both of these must have preceded the crossing
It is to be observed, that, in the words

of the ark in order of time.

u the ark of

the

Lord passed

and tlie priests," the priests are
was through the medium of the

over,

subordinate to the ark, because

it

ark of the Lord that the miracle of drying up the river had been
:
it was not by the priests, but by Jehovah the Almighty

effected

God, who was enthroned upon the ark, that the waters were commanded to stand still. "Before the people" (Eng. Ver. "in the
presence of the people") has the same signification in ver. 11 as in
chap.

iii.

6, 14.

—Vers.

12, 13.

The account

of the fighting

men

of

the tribes on the east of the Jordan passing over along with them,

number about 40,000, is added as a supplement, because there
was no place in which it could be appropriately inserted before, and
yet it was necessary that it should be expressly mentioned that these
tribes performed the promise they had given (chap. i. 16, 17), and
in what manner they did so.
The words "131 '"^JW do not imply
in

men crossed over behind the priests with the ark,
which would not only be at variance with the fact so expressly

that these 40,000
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IV. lfr-24

that the ark of the covenant was the

when

that

ver. 18,

medium

of the miracu-

of the water, but also with the distinct statement in

lous division

the priests, with the ark, set their feet upon the

filled the river again as 'they had done before.
The imperfect with vav consec. here expresses simply the order
" Arboili Jericho" die steppes of
of thought, and not of time.
Jericho, were that portion of the Arabah or Ghor which formed
the environs of Jericho, and which widens here into a low-lying
plain of about three and a half or four hours' journey in breadth,

dry land, the waters

on account of the western mountains receding considerably to the

Wady Kelt {Rob. Pal. ii. pp. 263
14 the writer mentions still further the fact that
the Lord fulfilled His promise (in chap. iii. 7), and by means of
this miracle so effectually confirmed the authority of Joshua in

south of the opening of the
sqq.).

—In

ver.

of Israel, that the people feared him all the days of his
they
had feared Moses. " This was not the chief end of
as
miracle, that Joshua increased in power and authority; but

the eyes
life

the

since it

was

interests

were concerned,

established,

a matter of great importance, so far as the public

it is

that the government of Joshua should be

very properly mentioned, as an addition to the

that were otherwise conferred, that he was invested as
were with sacred insignia, which produced such a feeling of
veneration among the people, that no one dared to treat him with
benefits
it

disrespect" {Calvin).

Vers. 15-24. Termination of the miraculous Passage through the
As soon as the priests left their standing-place in the river

—

Jordan.

with the ark of the covenant, according to the

command

of

God

them by Joshua, and the soles of their feet " tore
tliemselves hose upon the dry ground" n ?"J0v
constructio
v
(
prcegnans, for they tore themselves loose from the soft soil of the
river, and trode upon the dry or firm ground), the waters of the
Jordan returned again to their place, and went over all its banks as

made known

to

^h

iii. 15).
This affirms as clearly as possible that
was the ark which kept back the stream. Ver. 19. The crossing
took place on the tenth day of the first month, that is to say, on

before (vid. chap.

—

it

the

same day on which,

forty years before, Israel

had begun

to

prepare for going out of Egypt by setting apart the paschal lamb

After crossing the river, the people encamped at
on the eastern border of the territory of Jericho. The
place of encampment is called Gilgal proleptically in vers. 19 and
20 (see at chap. v. 9). Vers. 20 sqq. There Joshua set up the
(Ex.

xii. 3).

Gilgal,

—
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twelve stones, which they had taken over with them out of the

Jordan, and explained to the people at the same time the importance of this memorial to their descendants (vers. 21, 22), and the
design of the miracle which had heen wrought by

On
ii.

vers. 21, 22, see vers. 6, 7.

22).

The

miracle

"WK

God

the similar one at the

itself, like

(ver. 24).

(ver. 23), quod, as (see

omnihand of the Lord (compare

had a double

intention, viz. to reveal to the Canaanites the

potence of the

God

Ex.

with chap.

xiv. 4, 18,

of the

Lord

is

Deut.

Dead Sea,

of Israel, the strong

vi. 6 ; and for the expression " the hand
mighty," see Ex. iii. 19, vi. 1, etc.), and to serve as

an impulse to the
at Ex. xiv. 31).

Israelites to fear the

Lord

God

their

always (see

CIRCUMCISION OP THE PEOPLE, AND CELEBRATION OP
PASSOVEE AT GILGAL.— CHAP. V. 1—12.

THE

When the Israelites had trodden the soil of Canaan, Joshua
began immediately to make arrangements for conquering the land,
and destroying its inhabitants. As the Lord had only promised
him His assistance on condition that the law given by Moses was
faithfully observed (chap. i. 7 sqq.), it was necessary that he should
proceed first of all to impose it as an inviolable obligation, not only
upon himself, but also upon all the people entrusted to his charge,
to fulfil all the precepts of the law, many of which could not be
carried out during the journey through the wilderness, whilst

others

had only been given with

special reference to the time

the people should be dwelling in Canaan.

The

first

many
when

duty which

devolved upon him in this respect, was to perform the rite of circumcision upon the generation that had been born in the wilderness,

and had grown up without circumcision,

so that the

whole congre-

gation might be included in the covenant of the Lord, and be able
to keep the passover,

which was

to

be celebrated in a few days in

the manner prescribed by the law.

—

Vers. 1-9. Circumcision op the People. Ver. 1. Whilst,
on the one hand, the approach of the passover rendered it desirable
that the circumcision of those who had remained uncircumcised
should be carried out without delay, on the other hand the existing circumstances were most favourable for the performance of this
covenant duty, inasmuch as the miracle wrought in connection with
the passage through the Jordan had thrown the Canaanites into
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such alarm that there was no fear of their attacking the

camp.

To

Israelitish

indicate this, the impression produced by this miracle

is

Canaan had been thrown
into despair in consequence.
All the tribes of Canaan are grouped
together here under the names of Amorites and Canaanites, the
tribes in possession of the mountains being all called Amorites, and
those who lived by the sea, i.e. by the shore of the Mediterranean,
Canaanites (yid. chap. i. 4) for the Amorites upon the mountains were the strongest of all the Canaanitish tribes at that time
(see at Gen. x. 16); whilst the name Canaanite, i.e. the bent one
(see at Gen. ix. 25), was peculiarly appropriate to the inhabitants
of the lowlands, who relied upon trade more than upon warfare,
and were probably dependent upon the strong and mighty Amorites.
The application of the expression " beyond Jordan" (Eng. Ver. " on
described, namely, that all the kings of

:

the side of") to the country on this side,

ground that the historian was

still

may

be explained on the

writing from the stand-point of

But in order to prevent any misunderstanding, he
adds " towards the west," as he had previously added " towards the
the crossing.

sunrise," in chap.
side.

i.

That we have

15,

when speaking

of the land, on the eastern

the report of an eye-witness here

is

evident

from the words, " until we were passed over :" the reading of the
Keri, D"J3jf (till they were passed over), is nothing but an arbitrary
and needless conjecture, and ought not to have been preferred by
Bleek

and

others, notwithstanding the fact that the ancient versions

and some mss. also adopt

it.

—Vers.

2-8.

At

that time (sc. the

encampment at Gilgal, and when the Canaanites were
in despair) Joshua had the people " circumcised again, the second
time."
The word n\Jt? (a second time) is only added to give em-

time of their

an explanation of it, and is not to be pressed,
though it denoted the repetition of
the same act in every respect, i.e. of an act of circumcision which
had once before been performed upon the whole nation. It merely
expresses this meaning, u circumcise the people again, or the second
phasis to 3}gf, or as
either

here or in

time, as it

Isa. xi. 11, as

was formerly circumcised"

(t.e.

a circumcised people, not

same manner in which it once before had circumcision performed upon it). When the people came out of Egypt they were
none of them uncircumcised, as distinctly affirmed in ver. 5 but

in the

;

during their journey through the wilderness circumcision had been
neglected, so that
therefore it

now

the nation was no longer circumcised, and

was necessary

that circumcision should be performed

npon the nation as a whole, by circumcising

all

who were
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cumcised.

The opinion of Masius and

0.

v.

Gerlach, that the expres-

"the second time" refers to the introduction of circumcision,
when Abraham was circumcised with all his house, is very farsion

D^v

fetched.

nta"in are

not " sharp knives," but " stone knives,"

which were used according
literally

to ancient

custom (see at Ex.

knives of rocks (the plural zurim

iv.

25),

occasioned by charboth,

is

Num. xiii. 32, etc. ; the singular might have been used : see
Ewald, § 270, c). Ver. 3. Joshua had the circumcision performed
" at the hill
of the foreskins" as the place was afterwards called
from the fact that the foreskins were buried there. Vers. 4-7.
as in

—

—

The

reason for the circumcision of the whole nation was the follow-

ing :

all

the fighting

men who came

wilderness

by the way ;

cumcised

but

;

all

out of Egypt had died in the

for all the people that

came out were

cir-

that were born in the wilderness during the jour-

ney had not been circumcised (pntiao aJ| *'??> on their coming out
of Egypt, which only came to an end on their arrival in Canaan).
They walked forty years in the wilderness ; till all the people that
is to say, all the fighting men
who came out of Egypt were consumed, becaus^ they had not hearkened to the voice of the Lord,
and had been sentenced by the Lord to die in the wilderness (ver. 6
cf. Num. xiv. 26 sqq., xxvi. 64, 65, and Deut. ii. 14-16).
But
He (Jehovah) set up their sons in their place, i.e. He caused them
to take their place ; and these Joshua circumcised (Le. had them
circumcised), for they were uncircumcised, because they had not
been circumcised by the way. This explains the necessity for a
l

—

—

all the people, but does not state the reason
born in the wilderness had not been circumaffirmed in vers. 5 and 7 is, that this had not

general circumcision of

why those who were

All that is
taken place " by the way."
cised.

ver. 6, if

we compare

The

true reason

the statement

made

may be

gathered from

in this verse, " for the

children of Israel walked forty years in the wilderness,

men that were capable of bearing arms were consumed
Lord sware

. . .

till all

the

unto whom

He

would not show them the land promised to
by God to which these
words refer, viz. Num. xiv. 29-34. The Lord is then said to have
sworn that all the men of twenty years old and upwards, who had
murmured against Him, should perish in the wilderness ; and though

the

that

the fathers," with the sentence pronounced

their sons should enter the promised land, they too should pasture,
i.e.

lead a

nomad

life,

for forty years in the wilderness,

the apostasy of their fathers,

and bear

had fallen in the desert.
This clearly means, that not only was the generation that came out
till

their bodies
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to die in the wilderness because of its rebellion

against the Lord, and therefore rejected
this

generation had to bear the whoredom,

by God, but the sons
i.e.

of

the apostasy of their

fathers from the Lord, for the period of forty years, until the latter
had been utterly consumed ; that is to say, during all this time they
were to endure the punishment of rejection along with their fathers
with this difference alone, that the sons were not to die in the wilderness, but were to be brought into the promised land after their
fathers were dead. The sentence upon the fathers, that their bodies
should fall in the desert, was unquestionably a rejection of them on
the part of God, an abrogation of the covenant with them.
This
punishment was also to be borne by their sons ; and hence the reason
why those who were born in the desert by the way were not circumcised. As the covenant of the Lord with the fathers was abrogated, the sons of the rejected generation were not to receive the
covenant sign of circumcision. Nevertheless this abrogation of the
covenant with the generation that had been condemned, was not a

complete dissolution of the covenant relation, so far as the nation
as a whole was concerned, since the whole nation had not been
rejected, but only the generation of

ing arms

when they came out

men

that were capable of bear-

of Egypt, whilst the younger genera-

which had grown np in the desert was to be delivered from the
it as well, and brought into the land of
Canaan when the time of punishment had expired. For this reason
the Lord did not withdraw from the nation every sign of His grace
but in order that the consciousness might still be sustained in the
young and rising generation, that the covenant would he set up
again with them when the time of punishment had expired, He left
them not only the presence of the pillar of cloud and fire, but also
the manna and other tokens of His grace, the continuance of which
therefore cannot be adduced as an argument against our view of
the time of punishment as a temporary suspension of the covenant.
But if this was the reason for the omission of circumcision, 1 it did
tion

ban, which rested upon

1

This reason was admitted even

Hengstenberg (Diss.
sition to this

ii.

pp. 13 sqq.).

We

have already observed that

not given in ver. 7 ; and the further remark,
the people that were born in the wilderness by the way as

5 (" all
came forth out

that in ver.

Calvin, and has been well supported by
The arguments adduced by Kurtz in oppo-

view are altogether unfounded.

the reason for the suspension

they

by

is

of Egypt,

them they had not circumcised ") the book

of

Joshua dates the suspension not from the sentence of rejection, but expressly
and undoubtedly (?) from the departure from Egypt, has no force whatever,
unless

we

so press the

word

all

(" all the people that were born in the desert ")
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not commence till the second year of their journey, viz. at the time
when the murmuring nation was rejected at Kadesh (Num. xiv.)
so that by " all the people that were born in the wilderness " we are
to understand those who were born after that time, and during the
last,

thirty-eight years of their wanderings, just as "all the people

came out of Egypt" are

be understood as signifying only
old and upwards when they came
out. Consequently circumcision was suspended as long as the nation
was under the ban of the divine sentence pronounced upon it at
Kadesh. This sentence was exhausted when they crossed the brook
that

those

to

men who were twenty years

Zared and entered the country of the Amorites (compare Deut. ii.
14 with Num. xxi. 12, 13). Why, then, was not the circumcision
performed during the encampment in the steppes of Moab either
as not to allow of the slightest exception.

the fact, that

we cannot imagine

it

But

this is decidedly precluded

possible for

God

by

to have established His

covenant with the people at a time when they had neglected the fundamental
law of the covenant, the transgression of which was threatened with destruction
(Gen. xvii. 14), by neglecting to circumcise all the children who had been born
between the departure from Egypt and the conclusion of the covenant at Sinai.
We are also prevented from pressing the little word " all " in this manner by
the evident meaning of the words before us. In vers. 4 and 5 the Israelites are
divided into two classes: (1) All the people that came out of Egypt and were
circumcised; and (2) All the people that were born in the desert and were
The first of these died in the wilderness, the second came to

uncircumcised.

Canaan and were circumcised by Joshua at Gilgul. But if we should press the
all " in these clauses, it would follow that all the male children who
were under twenty years of age at the time of the exodus, either died in the
desert or were circumcised a second time at Gilgal.
Lastly, it does not follow
from ver. 6 that the circumcision was suspended for exactly forty years for
the forty years during which Israel journeyed in the desert until the murmuring generation was consumed, are to be interpreted by Num. xiv. 88, 34,
and amounted, chronologically considered, to no more than thirty-eight years
and a few months (see the commentary on Num. xxiv. 28 sqq.). On the other
hand, the other very general view which Kurtz adopts namely, that the circumcision was omitted during the journey through the desert on account of the
hardships connected with travelling, and because it was impossible to have regard
to particular families who might wish for longer rest on account of their children who had just been circumcised, and were suffering from the wound, just
at the time when they had to decamp and journey onward, and they could not
well be left behind—throws but little light upon the subject, as the assumption
that the people were constantly wandering about for forty years is altogether
an unfounded one. The Israelites were not always wandering about not only
"word "

;

—

:

did they stay at Sinai for eleven whole months, but even after that they halted
for weeks and months at the different places of encampment, when they might
havo circumcised their children without the slightest danger of their suffering

from the wound.
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before or after the numbering, since

all

who had been sen(Num. xxvi. 65) ?

those

tenced to die in the wilderness were already dead

The

different answers which have been given to this question are
some of them wrong, and others incomplete. For example, the
opinion held by some, that the actual reason was that the forty
years had not yet expired, is incorrect (see Dent. ii. 14). And the

uncertainty

how long

they would remain in the steppes of

Moab

cannot be adduced as an explanation, as there were no circumstances
existing that were likely to occasion a sudden and unexpected de-

The

parture from Shittim.

reason

circumcision before the end of his

why Moses

own

life, is

did not renew the

to

be sought for in

the simple fact that he would not undertake an act of such import-

ance without an express command from the Lord, especially as he
was himself under sentence to die without entering the promised

But the Lord

land.

sign

did not enjoin the renewal of the covenant

before Israel had been conducted into the promised land,

because

He

saw

carry out His
It

grace.

is

fit first

of all to incline the hearts of the people to

commandment through
the rule of divine grace

As the Lord did
Abraham himself

this magnificent proof of
first to

His

give and then to ask.

not enjoin circumcision as a covenant duty upon
till

He

had given him a

practical proof of

His

grace by leading him to Oanaan, and by repeated promises of a

numerous
just as

posterity,

He

and of the eventual possession of the land

;

and

did not give the law to the children of Israel at Sinai

He had

redeemed them with a mighty arm from the bondage
and borne them on eagles' wings,' and brought them to
Himself, and had thereby made them willing to promise gladly to
fulfil all that He should say to them as His covenant nation ; so
till

of Egypt,

now He

did not require the renewal of circumcision, which involved

covenant sign the observance of the whole law, till He had
given His people practical proofs, through the help afforded in the
defeat of Sihon and Og, the kings of the Amorites, and in the
as the

He was able to
remove all the obstacles that might he in the way of the fulfilment
of His promises, and give them the promised land for their inheritance, as He had sworn to their fathers.
Ver. 8. When the rite of circumcision had been performed upon
them all, the people remained quietly in the camp till those who
were circumcised had recovered. " They abode in their places"
miraculous division of the waters of Jordan, that

ue. sat still

revive

(Gen.

as they were, without attempting anything.
xlv.

27

;

Job

xiv. 14), or recover (2

Kings L

JWf, to
2, viii. 8,
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The circumcision of the people could not be performed
than the day after the crossing of the Jordan, i.e., according
to chap. iv. 19, not earlier than the 11th day of the first month.

etc.).

earlier

Now,

as the passover was to be kept, and actually was kept, on the
14th (ver. 10), the two accounts are said to be irreconcilable, and
the account of the circumcision has been set down as a later and
unhistorical legend.

But the

—

credibility of this account

circumcision

made a person

objections

viz. that
ill

made

to the historical

the suffering consequent

for several days,

upon

and according

to

Qen. xxxiv. 25 was worst on the third day, so that the people could
not have kept the passover on that day, and also that the people
could not possibly have been all circumcised on one day are founded
upon false assumptions. In the latter, for example, the number of
persons to be circumcised is estimated, most absurdly, at a million

—

whereas, according to the general laws of population, the whole
of the male population of Israel, which contained only 601,730 of

twenty years of age and upwards, besides 23,000 Levites of a
month old and upwards, when the census was taken a short time
before in the steppes of Moab, could not amount to more than a
million in all, and of these between 280,000 and 330,000 were
thirty-eight years old, and therefore, having been born before the
sentence was pronounced upon the nation at Kadesh, and for the
most part before the exodus from Egypt, had been already circumcised, so that there were only 670,000, or at the most 720,000, to
Consequently the proportion between the
be circumcised now.
circumcised and uncircumcised was one to three or three and a

and the operation could therefore be completed without any
the course of a single day. As regards the consequences of this operation, Gen. xxxiv. 25 by no means proves that
the pain was most acute on the third day and even if this really
were the case, it would not prevent the keeping of the passover, as
the lambs could have been killed and prepared by the 280,000 or
330,000 circumcised men ; and even those who were still unwell
could join in the meal, since it was only Levitical uncleanness, and
not disease or pain, which formed a legal impediment to this (Num.
x
But if there were about 300,000 men of the age of
ix. 10 sqq.).
forty and upwards who could not only perform the rite of circumcision upon their sons or younger brothers, but, if necessary, were
able at any moment to draw the jsword, there was no reason whathalf

;

difficulty in

;

1 For the basis upon which this computation
Joshua, p 139 (Eng. trans. 1857).

rests, see

Keifs
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V. 1-9.

ever for their being afraid of an attack on the part of the Canaanites,

even

if

the latter had not been paralyzed by the miraculous

—

Ver. 9. When the circumcision was comLord said to Joshua, " This day have I rolled away the
reproach of Egypt from off you." u The reproach of Egypt" is the
reproach proceeding from Egypt, as " the reproach of Moab," in
Zeph. ii. 8, is the reproach heaped upon Israel by Moab (cf. Isa. li.
7 ; Ezek. xvi. 57). We are not to understand by this the Egyptian
crossing of the Jordan.
pleted, the

bondage, or the misery which

Egypt, and the
their journey,

still

still

cleaved to the Israelites from

further misery which they had suffered during

on account of the displeasure of Jehovah (Knobel),

but the reproach involved in the thoughts and sayings of the
Egyptians, that Jehovah had brought the Israelites out of Egypt
to destroy

Dent.

ix.

restlessly

Num.

xiv. 13-16
was condemned
the wilderness. This

in the desert (Ex. xxxii. 12

28), which rested upon

wander

to

them

;

Israel as long as it

about and to die in

reproach was rolled away from Israel with the circumcision of the
people at Gilgal, inasmuch as this act was a practical declaration of
the perfect restoration of the covenant, and a pledge that the

Lord

would now give them the land of Canaan for their inheritance.
From this occurrence the place where the Israelites were encamped
received the name of Gilgal, viz. " rolling away," from ??$, to roll.
This explanation and derivation of the name is not to be pronounced incorrect and unhistorical, simply because it merely preserves the subordinate idea of rolling, instead of the fuller idea of

the rolling

away

For the

of reproach.

intention

a word which should comprehend the whole

minuteness, but simply to invent a striking
recall the occurrence, like the

following explanation

:

name Tomi,

illo

consecuisse sui (Trist.

is

that the

different

way, and that

this Gilgal

to

name which should
Ovid gives the

est

iii.

quia fertur in

9, 33).

Knobel

name should be explained
is

form

with exhaustive

of which

Inde Tomos dictus locus

membra soror fratris
wrong in maintaining

was not

affair

in a

the same as Geliloth (circles)

17 (see the explanation given at chap. xv. 7). The
word gilgal, formed from \hi, to roll, signifies primarily rolling, then
a wheel (Isa. xxviii. 28) ; and if by possibility it signifies orbis also,
like 7?), this is neither the original nor the only meaning of the
word. According to Josephus (Ant. v. 1, 4), Israel encamped fifty
stadia, ix. two hours and a half, from the Jordan, and ten stadia, or
half an hour, from Jericho,
that is to say, in the plain or steppe
between Jericho and the Jordan, in an uninhabited and uncultiin chap, xviii.

—
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vated spot, which received the

name

of Gilgal for the

first

time, as

No

town or village
ever existed there, either at the period in question or at any later
time.
The only other places in which this Gilgal can he shown to
be evidently referred to, are Micah vi. 5 and 2 Sam. xix. 16, 41 and
the statement made by Eusebius in the Onom. s. v. Galgala, hekcinnat
6 T07ro? eprj/ws <o? lepos 0fn)<TKev6/Aevo$, which Jerome paraphrases
thus, " Even to the present day a deserted place is pointed out at
the second mile from Jericho, which is held in amazing reverence
by the inhabitants of that region," by no means proves the existence of a town or village there in the time of the Israelites. Consequently it is not to be wondered at, that in spite of repeated
search, Robinson has not been able to discover any remains of*
Gilgal to the east of Jericho, or to meet with any Arab who could
tell him of such a name in this locality (see Rob. Pal. ii. pp. 287-8
and 278). On the situation of the GHgal mentioned in chap. ix. 6,
the place where the Israelites were encamped.

;

x. 6, etc., see at chap. viii. 35.

The Passoveb at

Vers. 10-14.

Gilgal.

—When

the whole

nation had been received again into covenant with the

Lord by

which had no doubt been
suspended from the time that they left Sinai (Num. ix. 1 sqq.), on
circumcision, they kept the passover,

the 14th of the

month (Nisan),

in the evening (according to the
Lev.
xxiii.
18,
5, Num. xxviii. 16, Dent. xvi. 6).
The next day, i.e. on the 16th, or the day after the first feast-day,
they ate unleavened loaves and parched corn (" roasted grains," see
at Lev. ii. 14) of the produce of the land ("WW, 1 which only occurs

law in Ex.

xii. 6,

and 12, is synonymous with nwaFi 2 in ver. 12), i.e. corn
that had grown in the land of Canaan, as the manna entirely
ceased from this day forwards. " The morrow after the passover"
is used in Num. xxxiii. 3 for the 15th Nisan
but here it must be
in vers. 11

;

understood as signifying the 16th, as the produce of the land, of

which they ate not only on that day, but, according to ver. 12,
throughout that year, canuot mean the corn of the previous year,
but the produce of this same year, i.e. the new corn, and they were
not allowed to eat any of that

Lord by the

the passover (Lev.
presentation

was
1

1

xxiii. 11).

to take place

it had been sanctified to the
wave sheaf on the second day of

till

presentation of the

According to Lev. xxiii. 11, the
on the day after the Sabbath, ue. the

Rendered " old corn" in the Eng. version.
Rendered fruit in our version.
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27.

which was kept as a Sabbath, or
Mazzoth commenced
" On the morrow
on the 15th (Lev. xxiii. 6 ; Num. xxviii. 17).
after the passover" is the same as " on the morrow after the Sab-

first

feast of Mazzoth,

the 16th of Nisan, as the seven days' feast of

bath" in Lev.

xxiii. 11,

the term passover being used here not in

which it applies exclusively
which took place on the
evening of the 14th, and is expressly distinguished from the seven
Num. xxviii.
days' feast of Mazzoth (Ex. xii. 23, 27 ; Lev. xxiii. 5
16), but in the broader sense, which we have already met with in
Dent. xvi. 2, in which tbe name was gradually extended to the
whole of the seven days' feast. The writer assumed that the facts
themselves were already well known from the Mosaic law, and
therefore did not think it necessary to give any fuller explanation.
Moreover, the words, " they did eat of the fruit of the land," etc.,
are not to be understood as signifying that they began to eat unleavened bread for the first time on the 16th Nisan (they had
already eaten it as an accompaniment to the paschal lamb) ; but
unleavened bread of the produce of tbe land, the green corn of
that year, was what they ate for the first time on that day.
Especial prominence is given to this by the words, u in the self-

its

original

and more

restricted sense, in

to the observance of the paschal meal,

;

same day," because not only did the eating of the new corn commence on that day, but from that day forward u the children of
This statement is evidently related to
Israel had manna no more''
Ex. xvi. 35, and must be understood, according to that passage,
as merely signifying, that on that day the gift of the manna
entirely ceased (see Pentateuch, vol. ii. pp. 70 sqq.).

APPEARANCE OF THE ANGEL OP THE LORD, AND CONQUEST OP
JERICHO.

—CHAP. V. 18-VI.

27.

Having been confirmed and fortified in the covenant with the
Lord through the observance of the passover, Joshua determined
to proceed at once to the work entrusted to him, viz. the conquest
But the town of Jericho, which was surof the land of Canaan.
rounded with strong walls, as the border defence of Canaan against
any foe approaching from the east, had its gates shut before the
children of Israel.
And whilst Joshua was deep in meditation
concerning its capture, the angel of the Lord appeared to him to
announce that the Lord had given Jericho and its king into his
power, and would miraculously throw down its walls.
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Chap.

v. 13-vi. 5.

Appeabanoe and Message op the Angel

—Vers. 13-15. When Joshua was by Jericho,
Jericho (2 expressing immediate proximity, the entrance
were
some other
JEwald,
217), — that

op the Lord.
lit.

it

in*"?'?,

in

object, vid.

into

is

§

as

to say,

—

in

he saw, on
in thought, meditating upon the conquest of it,
up his eyes, a man standing before him with a drawn sword
his hand and on going up to him, and asking, " Dost thou belong

to

us or to our enemies ?" he received this reply

inside

it

lifting

;

to be altered into

\b,

which

is

:

"

Nay

(JO

is

not

the reading adopted in the Sept.,

Syr., and a few mss.), but I am the prince of the army of Jehovah ;
now I am come." The person who had appeared neither belonged
to the Israelites nor to their enemies, but was the prince of the
army of Jehovah, i.e. of the angels. u The Lord's host" does not
mean " the people of Israel, who were just at the commencement
of their warlike enterprise," as v. Hofmann supposes for although
the host of Israel who came out of Egypt are called " the hosts of
the Lord" in Ex. xu. 41, the Israelites are never called the host or
army of Jehovah (in the singular). "The host of Jehovah" is
synonymous with " the host of heaven" (1 Kings xxii. 19), and
;

signifies the angels, as in Ps. cxlviii. 2 and ciii. 21.
With the
words " now I am come" the prince of the angels is about to enter
upon an explanation of the object of his coming; but he is interrupted

by Joshua, who falls down before him, and says,
" What saith my lord to his servant?" so that now he first of all commands Joshua to take off his shoes, as the place on which he stands
is holy.
It by no means follows that because Joshua fell down
upon the ground and VWB* (Eng. Ver. " did worship"), he must
have recognised him at once as the angel of the Lord who was
equal with God ; for the word njnne'n, which is connected with the
falling down, does not always mean divine worship, but very frequently means nothing more than the deep Oriental reverence paid
by a dependant to his superior or king (e.g. 2 Sam. ix. 6, xiv. 33),
and Joshua did not address the person who appeared to him by the
name of God, 'i^N, but simply as ,3UW, " My lord." In any case,
however, Joshua regarded him at once as a superior being, £.«. an
angel.
And he must have recognised him as something more than
a created angel of superior rank, that is to say, as the angel of
Jehovah who is essentially equal with God, the visible revealer of
the invisible God, as soon as he gave him the command to take
off his shoes, etc.,
a command which would remind him of the
appearance of God to Moses in the burning bush, and which imin his address

—
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VI. 1-5.

the person who now appeared was the very person who
had revealed himself to Moses as the God of Abraham, Isaac, and

plied that

(On

Jacob.

command to take off the shoes, see
The object of the divine appearance

the meaning of the

the exposition of Ex.

iii.

5.)

was indicated by the drawn sword in the hand (cf Num.
by which he manifested himself as a heavenly warrior,
.

describes himself to Joshua, as prince of the

army

xxii. 31),

or, as

he

of Jehovah.

The drawn sword contained in itself this practical explanation
" I am now come with my heavenly army, to make war upon the
Canaanites, and to assist thee and thy people" (Seb. Schmidt).

was not in a

vision that this appearance took place, but

It

was an
actual occurrence belonging to the external world
for Joshua
saw the man with the drawn sword at a certain distance from
himself, and went up to him to address him,
a fact which would
it

;

—

be perfectly incompatible with an inward vision.

Chap.

1-5.

vi.

army

of the

of

But

(vers. 2-5).

When

Joshua had taken

God made known

to

off his shoes,

him the

the prince

object of his coming

before relating the message, the historian

first

of

a remark concerning the town of Jericho, in the form
of an explanatory clause, for the purpose of showing the precise
inserts

all

meaning of the declaration which follows.1 This meaning is to
be found not merely in the fact that the Lord was about to give
Jericho into the hands of the Israelites, but chiefly in the fact
that the town which He was about to give into their hands was so
strongly fortified. Ver. 1. " Jericho was shutting its gates (yid. Judg.

—

ix.

51),

and

closely shut."

The

the emphatic

form n7?9?

permanence
and passive in

participles express the

of the situation, and the combination of the active

(LXX.

<TvyK€K\eio-ftei»)

xal wyypafievv

;

Vulg. clausa erat atque munita) serves to strengthen the idea, to

which
1

still

further emphasis

If there is

so here

;

is

given by the clause, " no one was

any place in which the

division of chapters

is

unsuitable,

it is

for the appearance of the prince of the angels does not terminate with

bat what he had come to communicate follows in chap. vi. 2-5, and
an explanatory clause inserted before his message,
which serves to throw light upon the situation (vid. Ewald, § 841). If we
regard the account of the appearance of the angel as terminating with chap. v.
15, as Knobel and other commentators have done, we must of necessity assume
either that the account has come down to us in a mutilated form, or that the
appearance ceased without any commission being given. The one is as incredible
chap. t. 15,

chap. vi. 1 merely contains

The latter especially is without analogy for the appearance in
the other.
Acts x. 9 sqq., which 0. v. Gerlach cites as similar, contains a very distinct
explanation in vers. 13-16.
as

;
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going out and in"

—Ver. 2. "And

i.e.

the

chap. v. 15, as ver. 1

army

prince of the

Jehovah, who
teuch, vol.

Jericho

i.

and

is

is

said to Joshua:" this

is

in.

the sequel to

merely a parenthesis and Jehovah

is

the

of Jehovah (chap. v. 14), or the angel of

frequently identified with Jehovah (see Penta-

pp. 184 sqq.).

its

no one could go out or

so firmly shut that

Lord

king,

tlie

"

See,

I

have given into thy hand

mighty men of valour."

("

Have

given,"

was already resolved upon,
" The mighty men
the future.)

referring to the purpose of God, which

though the fulfilment was

still

in

of valour" (brave warriors) is in apposition to Jericho, regarded as
a community, and its king. In vers. 3-5 there follows an explanation of the way in which the Lord would give Jericho into the

hand of Joshua. All the Israelitish men of war were to go round
. *?$}, "going round
the town once a day for six days. nnK DVB
.

.

about the city once," serves as a fuller explanation of Wtia? ("ye
As they marched in this manner round the city,
shall compass").

seven priests were to carry seven jubilee trumpets before the ark,

which implies that the ark itself was to be carried round the city in
solemn procession. But on the seventh day they were to march
round the town seven times, and the priests to blow the trumpets

and when there was a blast with the jubilee horn, and the people
on hearing the sound of the trumpet raised a great cry, the wall of
the town should fall down " under itself." The " jubilee trumpets"
(Eng. Ver. " trumpets of rams' horns") are the same as the " jubilee
horn" (Eng. Ver. " rams' horn") in ver. 5, for which the abbreviated
form shopliar (trumpet, ver. 5 ; cf. Ex. xix. 16) or jobel (jubilee
Ex. xix. 13) is used. They were not the silver trumpets of the

(Num. x. 1 sqq.), but large horns, or instruments in the
shape of a horn, which gave a loud far-sounding tone (see at Lev.
xxiii. 24, xxv. 11).
For *Ba Jfj?n, blow the trumpet (lit. strike the
priests

trumpet), in ver. 4, fji?? W?, draw with the horn, i.e. blow the horn
with long-drawn notes, is used in ver. 5 (see at Ex. xix. 13). The
i.e. press into the town over the fallen
" every one straight before him," i.e. every one was to go
straight into the town without looking round at his neighbour either
on the right hand or on the left (vid. ver. 20).

people were then to go up,
wall

;

—

In the account of this we
a brief statement of the announcement of the
divine message by Joshua to the priests and the people (vers. 6, 7)
Vers. 6-27.

have

first

of

Taking op Jericho.

all

then the execution of the divine

command

(vers.

8-20)
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burning of Jericho and deliverance of Rahab

Vers. 6, 7. In communicating the divine
to

05

VI. 6-27.

(vers.

21-27).

command with

reference

the arrangements for taking Jericho, Joshua mentions in the

first

The

place merely the principal thing to be observed.

nOK»1 (" they said"), in ver. 7, must not be altered, but

is

plural
to

be

make the proclamamedium of the shoterim,

explained on the ground that Joshua did not
tion to the people himself,

who were appointed
2, 3).

In

but through the

to issue his

this proclamation the

commands

more minute

(see chap.

i.

10, 11,

iii.

instructions concerning

the order of march, which had been omitted in vers. 3-5, are given

namely, that Y^^\} was to march in front of the ark. By r&nri,
u the equipped (or armed) man," we are not to understand all the

men, as Knobel supposes; for in the description of the
march which follows, the whole of the fighting men (" all the men
of war," ver. 3) are divided into P^nri and IBNB? (Eng. Ver. " the
armed men" and " the rereward," vers. 9 and 13), so that the former
can only have formed one division of the army. It is very natural
therefore to suppose, as Kimchi and Bashi do, that the former were
the fighting men of the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and half Manasseh
(K3Jrn "vbn, chap. iv. 13), and the latter the fighting men of the rest
of the tribes.
On the meaning of 1BNB, see at Num. x. 25. If
fighting

we turn

to the account of the facts themselves,

we

shall see at once,

that in the report of the angel's message, in vers. 3-5, several

other points have been passed over for the purpose of avoiding too

many

repetitions,

and have therefore

description of what actually occurred.

we have

to

be gathered from the

First of

all,

in vers. 8-10,

the appointment of the order of marching, namely, that

the ark, with the priests in front carrying the trumpets of jubilee,

was

form the centre of the procession, and that one portion of
men was to go in front of it, and the rest to follow
after ; that the priests were to blow the trumpets every time they
marched round during the seven days (vers. 8, 9, 13) ; and lastly,
that it was not till the seventh time of going round, on the seventh
to

the fighting

day, that the people were to raise the war-cry at the

Joshua, and then the walls of the town were to

command

of

fall (vers. 10, 16).

There can be no doubt that we are right in assuming that Joshua
had received from the angel the command which he issued to the
people in vers. 17 sqq., that the whole town, with all its inhabitants
and everything in it, was to be given up as a ban to the Lord, at the
time when the first announcement concerning the fall of the town
was made.
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—

Vers. 8-20. Execution of the divine Command. Vers. 8—11.
the first day ; and the instructions as to the

The march round on

war-cry to he raised hy the people, which are appended as a supplement in ver. 10. " Before Jehovah" instead of " before the ark of

Jehovah," as the signification of the ark was derived entirely from
the fact, that

was the medium through which Jehovah communiIn ver. 9, Wpn is in the
and we must supply the relative "it?K, which is some-

it

cated His gracious presence to the people.
perfect tense,

times omitted, not only in poetry, but also in prose, after a definite

noun in the accusative (e.g. Ex. xviii. 20 ; see Ewald, § 332, a.).
There is not sufficient ground for altering the form of the word
into 'Vph, according to the Keri, as

Vi?fi is

construed in other cases

with the accusative "^Bfy instead of with 3, and that not only in
poetry, but also in prose (e.g. Judg. vii. 22, as compared with vers.

^n,

" trumpeting continually" (Eng. Ver. " going
is used adverbially, as in Gen. viii. 3, etc.
on and blowing").
Ver. 11. " So the ark of the Lord compassed the city" not " Joshua
caused the ark to compass the city."
The Hiphil has only an
18-20).

tfprn

—

^

meaning here, as in 2
12—14. The march on each of the next five
" So they did six days." In ver.
the first.
for Jf'pri'!, but corresponds to Wpni in ver. 8 ;
active, not a causative,

is

used interchangeably with the

Judg.
tion.

inf. abs.

Sam.

v. 23, etc.

—Vers.

days resembled that on
13,

typn"!

and the

"rfon,

as in

does not stand
participle "HTin

Gen.

xxvi. 13,

24, etc., so that the Keri w[J is an unnecessary emendathe seventh day the marching round the town
Vers. 15-19.

iv.

—

commenced very

On

dawning of the day, that they might
go round seven times.
&??'??, in the manner prescribed and
carried out on the previous days, which had become a right through
precept and practice. On the seventh circuit, when the priests had
blown the trumpet, Joshua commanded the fighting men to raise a
war-cry, announcing to them at the same time that the town, with
all that was in it, was to be a ban to the Lord, with the exception
of Rahab and the persons in her house, and warning them not to
take of that which was laid under the ban, that they might not
bring a ban upon the camp of Israel. The construction in ver. 16,
u it came to pass at the seventli time the priests had blown the trumpets,
." is more spirited than if the conjunction 1 K'lQ
then Joshua said,
had been used before WpR, or V^pna had been used. Because the
Lord had given Jericho into the hands of the Israelites, they were
to consecrate it to Him as a ban (cherem), i.e. as a holy thing belonging to Jehovah, which was not to be touched by man, as being
early, at the

*

.

.
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Canaan. (On cherem, see the remarks
Lev. xxvii. 28, 29.) Eahab alone was excepted from this ban,
along with all that belonged to her, because she had hidden the
spies.
The inhabitants of an idolatrous town laid under the ban
were to be put to death, together with their cattle, and all the properly in the town to be burned, as Moses himself had enjoined on
the basis of the law in Lev. xxvii. 29. The only exceptions were
metals, gold, silver, and the vessels of brass and iron ; these were
to be brought into the treasury of the Lord, i.e. the treasury of the
the first-fruits of the land of
at

tabernacle, as being holy to the

Whoever

Lord

(ver.

19

;

vid.

Num.

xxxi. 54).

took to himself anything that had been laid under the

ban, exposed himself to the ban, not only because he had brought

an abomination into
in

his house, as

relation to the gold

and

Moses observes

silver of idols,

in Deut.

vii.

25,

but because he had

wickedly invaded the rights of the Lord, by appropriating that

which had been laid under the ban, and had wantonly violated the
ban itself. The words, u beware of the ban, that ye do not ban and
take of the ban" (ver. 18), point to this. As Lud. de Dieu observes,
u the two things were altogether incompatible, to devote everything
to God, and yet to apply a portion to their own private use
either
the thing should not have been devoted, or having been devoted, it
was their duty to abstain from it." Any such appropriation of
what had been laid under the ban would make the camp of Israel
itself a ban, and trouble it, i.e. bring it into trouble (conturbare, cf.
Gen. xxxiv. 30). In consequence of the trumpet-blast and the
war-cry raised by the people, the walls of the town fell together,
and the Israelites rushed into the town and took it, as had been
;

foretold in ver. 5.

The

position of DJfn JTW

as signifying that the people

trumpet-blast, but
instructions in ver.

But any

had

is

not to be understood

raised the war-cry before the

may be

explained on the ground, that in his
16 Joshua had only mentioned the shouting.

misinterpretation

is

prevented by the

fact, that it is ex-

pressly stated immediately afterwards, that the people did not raise

the great shout

As

till

they heard the trumpet-blast.

far as the event itself

is

concerned, the different attempts

which have been made to explain the miraculous overthrow of the
walls of Jericho as a natural occurrence, whether by an earthquake,
or by mining, or by sudden storming, for which the inhabitants,

who had been thrown into a false security by the marvellous procession repeated day after day for several days, were quite unprepared
(as Ewald has tried to explain the miracle away), really deserve no
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serious refutation, being all of
text.

It is only

from the

them

arbitrarily forced

upon the

naturalistic stand-point that the miracle

could ever be denied; for it not only follows most appropriately
upon the miraculous guidance of Israel through the Jordan, but is
in perfect harmony with the purpose and spirit of the divine plan
" It is impossible," says Hess, " to imagine a more
of salvation.
striking way, in which it could have been shown to the Israelites
that Jehovah had given them the town. Now the river must retire
to give them an entrance into the land, and now again the wall
of the town must fall to make an opening into a fortified place.
Two such decisive proofs of the co-operation of Jehovah so shortly
after Moses' death, must have furnished a pledge, even to the most
sensual, that the same God was with them who had led their fathers
so mightily and so miraculously through the Red Sea."
That this
was in part the intention of the miracle, we learn from the close
of the narrative (ver. 27).

But

of the miracle, or the reason
Israelites

this does

not explain the true object

why God gave up

this

town

to the

without any fighting on their part, through the miraculous

overthrow of their walls.

The

reason for this

we have

to look for

was not only the first, but the strongest
town of Canaan, and as such was the key to the conquest of the
whole land, the possession of which would open the way to the
whole, and give the whole, as it were, into their hands. The Lord
would give His people the first and strongest town of Canaan, as
the first-fruits of the land, without any effort on their part, as a
sign that He was about to give them the whole land for a possession, according to His promise; in order that they might not
in the fact that Jericho

regard the conquest of

own

exertions,

it

as their

own work,

and look upon the land

or the fruit of their

as a well-merited possession

which they could do as they pleased with, but that they might ever
use it as a gracious gift from the Lord, which he had merely conferred upon them as a trust, and which He could take away again,
whenever they might fall from Him, and render themselves unworthy of His grace. This design on the part of God would of
necessity become very obvious in the case of so strongly fortified a
town as Jericho, whose walls would appear impregnable to a people
that had grown up in the desert and was so utterly without experience in the art of besieging or storming fortified places,

and

in

would necessarily remain impregnable, at all events for a long
time, without the interposition of God.
But if this was the reason
fact

why

the

Lord gave up Jericho

to the Israelites

by a miracle,
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VI. 8-20.

not explain either the connection between the blast of trumpets or
the war-cry of the people and the falling of the walls, or the reason

town was

for the divine instructions that the

to

be marched round

Yet
must have had

every day for seven days, and seven times on the seventh day.
as this

was an appointment of divine wisdom,

it

some meaning.

The

significance of this repeated

marching round the town cul-

minates unquestionably in the ark of the covenant and the trumpetblast of the priests

us the ark

is

who went

before the ark. In the account before

constantly called the ark of the Lord, to show that the

Lord, who was enthroned upon the cherubim of the ark, was going
round the hostile town in the midst of His people ; whilst in ver. 8
Jehovah himself is mentioned in the place of the ark of Jehovah.
Seven priests went before the ark, bearing jubilee trumpets and
blowing during the march. The first time that we read of a trumpetblast is at Sinai, where the Lord announced His descent upon the

mount to the people assembled at the foot to receive Him, not only
by other fearful phenomena, but also by a loud and long-continued
trumpet-blast (Ex. xix. 16, 19, xx. 14 (18)). After this we find the
blowing of trumpets prescribed as part of the
connection with the observance of the seventh
xxiii.

24),

xxv. 9).

and

Israelitish

worship in

new moon's day (Lev.

at the proclamation of the great year of jubilee (Lev.

Just as the trumpet-blast heard by the people when the

covenant was made at Sinai was as

it

were a herald's

call,

announcing

Lord their God to complete
His covenant and establish His kingdom upon earth; so the blowing
of trumpets in connection with the round of feasts was intended
partly to bring the people into remembrance before the Lord year by
year at the commencement of the sabbatical month, that He might
come to them and grant them the Sabbath rest of His kingdom, and
to the tribes of Israel the arrival of the

partly at the end of every seven times seven years to announce on
the great day of atonement the coming of the great year of grace

and freedom, which was to bring to the people of God deliverance
from bondage, return to their own possessions, and deliverance from
the bitter labours of this earth, and to give them a foretaste of the
blessed and glorious liberty to which the children of God would
attain at the return of the Lord to perfect His kingdom (vid. Pentateuch, vol. ii. pp. 466-7). But when the Lord comes to found, to
build up, and to perfect His kingdom upon earth, He also comes to
overthrow and destroy the worldly power which opposes His kingdom.
The revelation of the grace and mercy of God to His children, goes
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ever siae

by side with the

the ungodly

who

was the signal

Lord

of the

revelation of justice

are His foes.

and judgment towards

If therefore the blast of trumpets

to the congregation of Israel of the gracious arrival

God

its

to enter into fellowship with

no

it,

proclaim the advent of judgment to an ungodly world.

less

did

it

This shows

enough the meaning of the trumpet-blast at Jericho. The
who went before the ark of the covenant (the visible throne
of the invisible God who dwelt among His people) and in the midst
of the hosts of Israel, were to announce through the blast of trumpets
both to the Israelites and Canaanites the appearance of the Lord of
the whole earth for judgment upon Jericho, the strong bulwark of
the Oanaanitish power and rule, and to foretel to them through the
falling of the walls of this fortification, which followed the blast of
trumpets and the war-cry of the soldiers of God, the overthrow of
all the strong bulwarks of an ungodly world through the omnipotence
of the Lord of heaven and earth. Thus the fall of Jericho became
the symbol and type of the overthrow of every worldly power before
the Lord, when He should come to lead His people into Canaan
and establish His kingdom upon earth. On the ground of this
clearly

priests,

event, the blowing of trumpets

is

frequently introduced in the

writings of the prophets, as the signal and symbolical

omen

of the

through which

He

destroys one worldly power after another, and thus maintains

and

manifestations of the

Lord

in great judgments,

extends His kingdom upon earth, and leads

it

completion to which

when He descends

from heaven

it

will eventually attain

His glory at the time of the

on towards that

last

trump, with a

great shout, with the voice of the archangel and the

trump of God,

to raise the

in

dead and change the

living, to

the devil, death, and hell into the lake of

and new

earth,

and

God among men

for

in the
all

judge the world, cast

fire,

new Jerusalem

create a

new heaven

erect the tabernacle of

eternity (1 Cor. xv. 51 sqq.

;

1 Thess. iv.

Rev. xx. and xxi.).
The appointment of the march round Jericho, which was to be
continued for seven days, and to be repeated seven times on the
16,

17

;

The number seven is a
day, was equally significant.
symbol in the Scriptures of the work of God and of the perfection
already produced or to be eventually secured by Him ; a symbol
founded upon the creation of the world in six days, and the completion of the works of creation by the resting of God upon the seventh
day. Through this arrangement, that the walls of Jericho were

seventh

not to

fall till after

they had been marched round for seven days,
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VI. 21-27.

had been repeated seven times on the seventh
blast of the jubilee trumpets and the

and then amidst the

war-cry of the soldiers of the people of God, the destruction of
town, the key to Canaan, was intended by

God

this

become a type
of the final destruction at the last day of the power of this world,
which exalts itself against the kingdom of God. In this way He not
only showed to His congregation that it would not be all at once,
but only after long-continued conflict, and at the end of the world,
that the worldly power by which it was opposed would be overthrown, but also proved to the enemies of His kingdom, that
however long their power might sustain itself in opposition to the
kingdom of God, it would at last be destroyed in a moment
Vers. 21-27. After the taking of Jericho, man and beast were
banned,

i.e.

to

put to death without quarter (ver. 21 ;
relations being the only exceptions.

cf. ver.

17)

Rahab and her

Joshua had
directed the two spies to fetch them out of her house, and in the
first instance had them taken to a place of safety outside the camp
of Israel (vers. 22, 23).
"Her brethren" i.e. her brothers and
"
sisters, as in chap, ii; 13, not her brothers only. "All that she had
does not

mean

her house

;

her possessions, but

all

the persons belonging to

and " all her kindred " are

all

her relations by birth or

all

marriage, with their dependants

(cf.

chap.

ii.

correct in observing, that as Rahab's house

was

town-wall, and rested partly upon

ii.

it

(chap.

13).

Clericus

is

built against the

when

15),

the wall

down, that portion against or upon which the house stood
cannot have fallen along with the rest, " otherwise when the wall
fell no one would have dared to remain in the house."
But we
must not draw the further inference, that when the town was burned
Rahab's house was spared. 1 'W pnp tnmw (ver. 23 ; cf. Gen. xix.
" they let them rest" i.e. placed them in safety, " outside the
16),
camp of Israel" sc. till they had done all that was requisite for a
fell

formal reception into the congregation of the Lord,

up idolatry and heathen

superstition,

God

and turning

viz.

by giving

to the

God

of

which circumcision had to be added
in the case of the men), and by whatever lustrations and purifications were customary at the time in connection with reception into
the covenant with Jehovah, of which we have no further information.
Vers. 24, 25. After man and beast had been put to death,
Israel as the only true

(to

—

1

they
of

The statements made by travellers in the middle ages, to the effect that
had Been Rahab's house (Rob. Pal. ii. pp. 295-6), belong to the delusions

pious superstition.
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and Rahab and her relatives had been placed in security, the
town on fire with everything in it, excepting the
metals, which were taken to the treasury of the tabernacle, as had
been commanded in ver. 19. On the conquest of the other towns
of Canaan the inhabitants only were put to death, whilst the cattle
and the rest of the booty fell to the conquerors, just as in the case of
the conquest of the land and towns of Sihon and Og (compare chap,
viii. 26, 27, x. 28, with Deut. ii. 34, 35, and iii. 6, 7), as it was only
the inhabitants of Canaan that the Lord had commanded to be put
under the ban (Deut. vii. 2, xx. 16, 17). In the case of Jericho,
on the contrary, men, cattle, and booty were all put under the ban,
and the town itself was to be laid in ashes. This was because
Jericho was the first town of Canaan which the Lord had given up
to His people.
Israel was therefore to sacrifice it to the Lord as
the first-fruits of the land, and to sanctify it to Him as a thing
placed under the ban, for a sign that they had received the whole
land as a fief from his hand, and had no wish to grasp as a prey
that which belonged to the Lord.
Ver. 25. But Rahab and all
that belonged to her Joshua suffered to live, so that she dwelt in
Israel " unto this day."
It is very evident from this remark, that
the account was written not very long after the event. 1
Vers. 26, 27. But in order to complete the ban pronounced
upon Jericho in perfect accordance with the command of God in
Deut. xiii. 17, and to make the destruction of it a memorial to posterity of the justice of God sanctifying itself upon the ungodly,
Joshua completed the ban with an oath : " Cursed be the man before
the Lord that riseth up and buildeth this city Jericho ; he shall lay
the foundation thereof at the price of his first-born, and set up its
gates at the price of his youngest son " (3 denoting the price of a
Israelites set the

—

no doubt the same person as the Rachab mentioned in the
who married Salmon the tribe prince of Judah, to
whom she bore Boaz, an ancestor of David (Matt. i. 5). The doubts which
Theophylact expressed as to the identity of the two, and which J. Oulhov has
since sought to confirm, rest for the mo6t part upon the same doctrinal scruples
as those which induced the author of the Chaldee version to make Rahab
an innkeeper, namely, the offence taken at her dishonourable calling. Jerome's
" In the genealogy of the
view, on the other hand, is a very satisfactory one.
Saviour," he says, " none of the holy women are included, but only those
whom the Scriptures blame, that He who came on behalf of sinners, being
himself born of sinners, might destroy the sins of all." The different ways in
which the name is written, viz. $ '¥*%*& in Matthew, and 'P««/3 in the Sept.
version of Joshua, and in Heb. xi. 31 and James ii. 25, is not enough to throw
1

Rahab

is

genealogy of Jesus Christ,
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26, 27.

rhythmical parallelism

is

unmistakeable in this curse.

The two last clauses express the thought that the builder of the
town would pay for its restoration by the loss of all his sons, from
the first-born to the very youngest. The word " buildeth," however, does not refer to the erection of houses upon the site of the
town that had been burnt to ashes, but to the restoration of the
town as a fortification, the word fua being frequently used to denote
the fortification of a town (e.g. 1 Kings xv. 17 ; 2 Chron. xi. 6, xiv.
This is evident in general from the fact that a town is not
5, 6).
founded by the erection of a number of houses upon one spot, but
by the joining of these houses together into an enclosed whole by
means of a surrounding wall, but more particularly from the last
words of the verse, in which nja is explained as '"if|B" (lay the foundation thereof) and "TO*! 2 T. (set up the gates of it). Setting up
the gates of a town is not setting up doors to the houses, but erecting town-gates, which can only be done when a town-wall has been
built.
But if setting up the gates would be a sign of the completion of the wall, and therefore of the restoration of the town as a
fortification, the " founding" (laying the foundation) mentioned

in the parallel clause can only be understood as referring to the

foundation of the town-wall.

This view of the curse, which

supported both by the language and the

facts, is also

is

well

confirmed by

Joshua himself allotted Jericho to the
Benjamites along with certain other towns (chap, xviii. 21), which
proves that he intended them to inhabit it; and accordingly we
find the city of palms, i.e. Jericho, mentioned afterwards as an in-

the subsequent history.

habited place (Judg.
the time of

Ahab

iii.

13

;

2 Sam.

x. 5),

and yet

Bethelite undertook to

make

it

into a fortified

was not

till

when Hiel

the

it

that Joshua's curse was fulfilled,

town

(1

Kings

xvi.

any doubt upon the identity of the two, as Josephus always calls the harlot
Rahab h 'Pax*/**- Th e chronological difficulty, that Salmon and Rahab hVed
much too soon to hare been the parents of Booz, which is adduced by Knobel
as an argument against the identity of the mother of Booz and the harlot
Rahab, has no force unless it can be proved that every link is given in the
genealogy of David (in Ruth iv. 21, 22 1 Chron. ii. 11 Matt. i. 5), and that
Boaz was really the great-grandfather of David whereas the very opposite,
viz. the omission from the genealogies of persons of no celebrity, is placed
beyond all doubt by many cases that might be cited. Nothing more is known
The accounts of the later Rabbins, such as that she was married to
of Rahab.
Joshua, or that she was the mother of eight prophets, and others of the same
;

;

;

kind, are fables without the slightest historical foundation (see Lightfoot, hor.
hebr. et talm.

in Matt.

i.

5).
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$4).'

— Ver.

27.

Thus

promise to him (chap.

the
i.

Lord was with Joshua,

fulfilling

His

5 sqq.), so that his fame spread through

all

the land.

achan's theft and punishment.

—CHAP.

VII.

Ver. 1. At Jericho the Lord had made known to the Oanaanites
His great and holy name ; but before Ai the Israelites were to learn
that He would also sanctify Himself on them if they transgressed
His covenant, and that the congregation of the Lord could only
conquer the power of the world so long as it was faithful to His
covenant. But notwithstanding the command which Joshua had
enforced upon the people (chap. vi. 18), Achan, a member of the
tribe of Judah, laid hands upon the property in Jericho which had
been banned, and thus brought the ban upon the children of Israel,
the whole nation. His breach of trust is described as unfaithfulness (a trespass) on the part of the children of Israel in the ban, in
consequence of which the anger of the Lord was kindled against
->J?t? 7PD, to commit a breach
the whole nation.
of trust (see at
Lev. v. 15), generally against Jehovah, by purloining or withholding what was sanctified to Him, here in the matter of the ban, by
appropriating what had been banned to the Lord. This crime was
imputed to the whole people, not as imputatio moralis, i.e. as though
the whole nation had shared in Achan's disposition, and cherished
in their hearts the same sinful desire which Achan had carried out
in action in the theft he had committed
but as imputatio civilis,
according to which Achan, a member of the nation, had robbed the
whole nation of the purity and holiness which it ought to possess
before God, through the sin that he had committed, just as the
whole body is affected by the sin of a single member.* Instead of
;

1

KnobeVs opinion, that the Jericho mentioned between the times of Joshua

and Ahab

in all probability did not stand

upon again,

to build

upon the old

site -which

at variance with 1 Kings xvi. 34, as it

Hiel

was the

not stated
there that he rebuilt the old site of Jericho, but that he began to build the
town of Jericho, which existed, according to 2 Sam. x. 5 and Judg. iii. 18, in
the time of David, and even of the judges, i.e. to restore it as a fortified town
and it is not raised into a truth by any appeal to the statements of Strabo,
Appian, and others, to the effect that Greeks and Romans did not choose places
for building upon which any curse rested.
2 In
support of this I cannot do better than quote the most important of the
remarks which I made in my former commentary (Keil on Joshua, pp. 177-8,
Eng. trans.) " However truly the whole Scriptures speak of each man as indifirst

is

is

:
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VII. 2-5.

Achan (the reading here and in chap. xxii. 20) we find Achar in
1 Ghron. ii. 7, the liquids n and r being interchanged to allow of a
play upon the verb "DP in ver. 25. Hence in Josephus the name is
spelt Acharos, and in the Cod. Vat. of the LXX. Achar, whereas the
Cod. Al. has Aclian. Instead of Zabdi, we find Zimri in 1 Chron.
Zerah was the twin-brother of
ii. 6, evidently a copyist's error.
Pharez (Gen. xxxviii. 29, 30). Matteh, from ntM, to spread out, is
used to denote the tribe according to

its genealogical ramifications
whilst shebet (from an Arabic root signifying " uniform, not curled,

but drawn out straight and long without any curvature at

all ")

was

applied to the sceptre or straight staff of a magistrate or ruler (never

upon which a person rested), and differed from matteh
primary and literal meaning, but also in the derivative meaning tribe, in which it was used to designate the division
to the stick

not only in

its

of the nation referred
fications

to,

not according to

and development, but

its

genealogical rami-

body possessing authothe ideas expressed by the two

as a corporate

and power. This difference in
words will explain the variations in their use : for example, matteh
is used here (in vers. 1 and 18), and in chap. xxii. 1-14, and in
fact is the term usually employed in the geographical sections;
whereas shebet is used in vers. 14, 16, in chap. iii. 12, iv. 2, and on
rity

many
in

other occasions, in those portions of the historical narratives

which the

tribes of Israel are introduced as military powers.

Vers. 2-5.
Israel,

The anger

was manifested

attempt to take Ai.
the east of Bethel.
xxviii. 19),

virtually

of

God, which Achan had brought upon

to the congregation in connection with their

This town was situated near Bethaven, on
Bethel was originally called

Imz

(see at

Gen.

a place on the border of Ephraim and Benjamin (chap.

an object of divine mercy and

justice,

they teach just as truly that a

nation is one organic whole, in which the individuals are merely members of the

same body, and are not atoms isolated from one another and the whole, since
the state as a divine institution is founded upon family relationship, and intended
As
to promote the love of all to one another and to the invisible Head of all.
all then are combined in a fellowship established by God, the good or evil deeds
of an individual affect injuriously or beneficially the welfare of the whole society.
And, therefore, when we regard the state as a divine organization and not merely
as a civil institution, a compact into which men have entered by treaty, we fail
to discover caprice and injustice in consequences which necessarily follow from
the moral unity of the whole state ; namely, that the good or evil deeds of one
member are laid to the charge of the entire body. Caprice and injustice we
shall always find if we leave out of sight this fundamental unity, and merely
look at the fact that the

many

share the consequences of the sin of one."
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xvi. 2, xviii. 13).

It

is

frequently mentioned, was well

known

at a

time as the city in which Jeroboam established the worship
of the calves, and was inhabited again even after the captivity
It has been preserved, in all
(see v. Raumer, Pal. pp. 178, 179).
later

probability, in the very extensive rains called Beitin (see Robinson,

Pal.

pp. 126 sqq.), about four hours' journey on horseback to the

ii.

north of Jerusalem, and on the east of the road which leads from

Jerusalem to Sichem (Nablus). 1 No traces have ever been discovered of Bethaven. According to chap, xviii. 12, 13, the northern
boundary of the tribe of Benjamin, which ran up from Jericho to
the mountains on the west, passed on to the desert of Bethaven,

and so onwards

to

Luz

statement in 1 Sam.
Israel

encamped

at

we compare with this the
who came against

If

(Bethel).

xiii. 5,

that the Philistines

Michmash before

(in

front of) Bethaven,

according to which Bethaven was on the east or north-east of
desert of Bethaven may very possibly
have been nothing more than the table-land which lies between
the Wady Mutyah on the north and the Wadys Fuwar and

Michmash (Mukhmas), the

Suweinit (in Robinson's map), or Wady Tuw&r (on Van de Velde's
map), and stretches in a westerly direction from the rocky moun-

Kuruntel

Abu Sebah

Bethaven would then lie
In that case, however,
Ai (Sept. Gai or Aggai, Gen. xii. 8) would neither be found in the
inconsiderable ruins to the south of the village of Deir Diwan, as
Robinson supposes (Pal. ii. pp. 312 sqq.), nor on the site of the
present Tell el Hajar, i.e. stone hill, three-quarters of an hour to
the 8.E. of Beitin, on the southern side of the deep and precipitous Wady Mutyah, as Van de Velde imagines but in the ruins of
Medinet Chai or Gai, which Krafft* and Strauss 9 discovered on the
flat surface of a mountain that slopes off towards the east, about
forty minutes on the eastern side of Geba (Jeba), where " there
tain

to

to the south or south-east of

(Subbah).

Abu

Sebah.

;

by a circular wall, whilst the
defended on the south by the valley of Farah, and on the
north by the valley of Es Suweinit, with steep shelving walls of
are considerable ruins surrounded
place

is

rock" (Strauss:
advice of the

vid.

C. Ritter Erdk. xvi. pp. 526-7).

men who were

sent out to explore the land,

On

the

and who

'

The statements of the Onomaslicon of Eusebius $. v. hyyai agree with
Ktirtxi BcciSii'K <ItiW«» tl; A/ Ai'«» dvo Niec; troXta; it 'ha.ioi; ri; c°3o£

1

'

this

:

to iuZixcCTCDi ai' Al'Ai'xi vnfiuo*.

df*4)l

AM*i A-xoStv mfttlois i0
1

(twelve

Topograph, v. Jerusalem, p.

Roman
ix.

Also

s. V.

BaidijA

:

xctl

tvr tori xafen,

miles are four or five hours' journey).
*

Sinai u. Golgoth. pp. 326-7.
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described the population on their return as small (" they are but

few"), Joshua did not send the whole of the fighting men against
Ai, but only about 3000 men. As there were not more than
1

"2,000 inhabitants (chap.

viii.

25), there could hardly have been

3000 fighting men, who might

easily

have been beaten by 3000

But when the Israelites attacked the town
inhabitants, who slew about thirty-six men, and

Israelitish warriors.

they fled before

its

pursued them before the gate, i.e. outside the town, to the stone
quarries, and smote them on the sloping ground.
The Skebarim,

from

sheber, a breach or fracture, were probably stone quarries
near the slope on the east of the town. Nothing more can be

decided, as the country has not been thoroughly explored

On

lers.

account of this repulse the people

" The hearts of the people melted" (see chap.
is

strengthened

still

further

by the

by

lost all their
ii.

15)

:

travel-

courage.

this expression

additional clause, "

and became

as water"
•

Vers. 6-9. Joshua and the elders of the people were also deeply

not so much at the loss of thirty-six men, as because
which was invincible with the help of the Lord, had been
beaten, and therefore the Lord must have withdrawn His help.
In the deepest grief, with their clothes rent (see at Lev. x. 6) and
ashes upon their heads, they fell down before the ark of the Lord
(rid. Num. xx. 6) until the evening, to pour out their grief before
the Lord.
Joshua's prayer contains a complaint (ver. 7) and a
affected,
Israel,

question addressed to

God

Lord Jehovah, wherefore

The complaint, " Alas, O
Thou brought this people over Jordan,

(vers. 8, 9).

hast

us into the hand of the Amorites, to destroy us ?" almost
amounts to murmuring, and sounds very much like the complaint
which the murmuring people brought against Moses and Aaron in
to deliver

(Num. xiv. 2, 3) ; but it is very different from the
murmuring of the people on that occasion against the guidance of
God ; for it by no means arose from unbelief, but whs simply the

the desert

bold language of faith wrestling with

God

could not comprehend the ways of the

in prayer,

—

Lord,—and

faith

which

involved the

most urgent appeal to the Lord to carry out His work in the same
glorious

manner in which it had been begun, with the

firm conviction

God

could neither relinquish nor alter His purposes of grace.
The words which follow, u Would to God that we had been content
that

Deut. i. 5) to remain on the other side of tlie Jordan," assume
one hand, that previous to the crossing of the river Israel
had cherished a longing for the possession of Canaan, and on the
(see at

on the
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other hand, that this longing might possibly have been the cause of

the calamity which had fallen upon the people now, and therefore
express the wish that Israel had never cherished any such desire,

Lord had never

it.
(On the unusual form
anm. 4, and Ewald, § 41, b.) The
inf. abs. ^V<} (with the unusual i in the final syllable) is placed for
the sake of emphasis after the finite verb, as in Gen. xlvi. 4, etc.
The Amorites are the inhabitants of the mountains, as in Gen. xlvi.
Vers. 8, 9. The question which Joshua addresses to God
4, etc.
he introduces in this way " Pray ('3 contracted from '??), Lord,
wliat shall I say t" to modify the boldness of the question which
follows.
It was not because he did not know what to say, for he
proceeded at once tp pour out the thoughts of his heart, but because
he felt that the thought which he was about to utter might involve
a reproach, as if, when God permitted that disaster, He had not
thought of His own honour ; and as he could not possibly think
this, he introduced his words with a supplicatory inquiry.
What
he proceeds to say in vers. 8, 9, does not contain two co-ordinate
clauses, but one simple thought how would God uphold His great
name before the world, when the report that Israel had turned their
back before them should reach the Ganaanites, and they should,
come and surround the Israelites, and destroy them without a single
trace from off the face of the earth. 1 In the words, " the Ganaanites
and all the inhabitants of the land" there is involved the thought
that there were other people living in Canaan beside the Ganaan-

or that the

™!! for rnagn, see Ges.

gratified

§ 63,

—

:

:

ites,

Thy

to

passages,
wilt

The
name?"

the Philistines.

e.g.

regard

Ex.

Thou

great

xxxii. 11, 12,

preserve

Thy

thus far in the sight of

question, "

What

Num.

great name, which

all

unit

Thou do with

according to the parallel
xiv. 13 sqq., Deut. ix. 28, " How

signifies,

Thou

hast acquired

nations through the miraculous guidance

of Israel, from being misunderstood and blasphemed among the
heathen 1" (" what wilt Thou do ? " as in Gen. xxvi. 29).

The answer of the Lord, which was addressed to
and not through the high priest, breathed anger
of Israel. The question, " Wherefore liest thou upon

Vers. 10-15.

Joshua

directly

against the sin
1

Calovius has therefore given the correct interpretation

"

:

When they

have

destroyed our name, after Thou hast chosen us to he

Thy people, and brought
become of Thy name ? Our name

us hither with such great wonders, what will
is of little moment, but wilt Thou consult the honour of Thine own name, if
Thou destroyeet us ? For Thou didst promise us this land and what people
is there that will honour Thy name if ours Bhould be destroyed ?"
;
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?" (" fallest," as in Deut. xxi. 1) involved the reproof that
Joshua had no reason to doubt the fidelity of the Lord. Instead
of seeking for the cause of the calamity, in God, he ought to seek
Ver. 11. Israel had sinned, and that
it in the sin of the people.
very grievously. This is affirmed in the clauses which follow, and
which are rendered emphatic by the repetition of D) as an expression
of displeasure. The sin of one man was resting as a burden upon the
whole nation in the manner explained above (on ver. 1). This sin
was a breach of the covenant, being a transgression of the obligation
into which the people had entered in their covenant with the Lord,
to keep His commandments (Ex. xix. 8, xxiv. 7) yea, it was a grasping at the ban, and a theft, and a concealment, and an appropriation
of that which was stolen to their own use. The first three clauses
describe the sin in its relation to God, as a grievous offence
the

thy face

—

;

;

three following according to

and

" They

reckless crime.

(house furniture),
perty.

As

all

its

viz. to

true character, as a great, obstinate,

Jiave

it

among
it

their

own stuff"
own pro-

as their

that had been stolen was a property consecrated to

the Lord, the appropriation of
wickedness.

put

use and appropriate

—

Ver. 12.

not stand before their

On
foes,

And

it

to private use

was the height of

account of this sin the Israelites could
because they had fallen under the ban

ban had been removed from
Lord would not help them any further. Vers.
13-15. Joshua was to take away this ban from the nation. To
discover who had laid hands upon the ban, he was to direct the people

(cf.

chap.

vi.

18).

until this

—

their midst, the

to sanctify themselves for the following

day

(see at chap. in. 5),

come before God according to their
tribes, families, households, and men, that the guilty men might be
discovered by lot ; and to burn whoever was found guilty, with all
that he possessed. 3"!??, " to come near" sc. to Jehovah, i.e. to come
before His sanctuary. The tribes, families, households, and men,
and then

to cause

them

to

formed the four classes into which the people were organized. As
the tribes were divided into families, so these again were subdivided
into houses, commonly called fathers' houses, and the fathers'
houses again into men, i.e. fathers of families (see the remarks on
Ex. xviii. 25, 26, and my Bibl. Archaeology, § 140). Each of
these was represented by its natural head, so that we must picture

manner in order to discame before the Lord; and

the affair as conducted in the following

cover the tribe, the twelve tribe princes

:

in order to discover the family, the heads of families of the tribe

that

had been taken and
;

so

on

to the end, each one in turn being
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subjected to the

lot.

For although

it

is

not distinctly stated that

the lot was resorted to in order to discover
that the discovery

was actually made

who was

in this way, this

guilty,
is

and

very evi-

dent from the expression WjapJ—iBta {which the Lord takeih), as this
was the technical term employed, according to 1 Sam. xiv. 42, to
lot upon a person (see also 1 Sam. x. 20).
was frequently resorted to in cases where a crime
could not be brought home to a person by the testimony of eyewitnesses (see 1 Sam. xiv. 41, 42 ; Jonah i. 7 ; Prov. xviii. 18), as
it was firmly believed that the lot was directed by the Lord (Prov.
xvi. 33).
In what manner the lot was cast we do not know. In
all probability little tablets or potsherds were used, with the names
written upon them, and these were drawn out of an urn.
This
may be inferred from a comparison of chap, xviii. 11 and xix. 1,
with xviii. 6, 10, according to which the casting of the lot took
place in such a manner that the lot came up (n?y, chap, xviii. 11,
xix. 10 ; Lev. xvi. 9), or came out (NIT, chap. xix. 1, xvii. 24

denote the falling of the

Moreover, the

Num.
i.e.

lot

xxxiii. 54).

taken by the

fire,

D"in3 ISran, the person taken in (with) the

lot as affected

ban,
with the ban, was to be burned with

of course not alive, but after he had been stoned (ver. 25).

The burning of

the body of a criminal was regarded as heightening

(via". Lev. xx. 14).
This punishment was
upon him, in the first place, because he had broken
the covenant of Jehovah ; and in the second place, because he had
wrought folly in Israel, that is to say, had offended grievously
against the covenant God, and also against the covenant nation.
" Wrought folly :" an expression used here, as in Gen. xxxiv. 7, to
denote such a crime as was irreconcilable with the honour of Israel
as the people of God.
Vers. 16-26. Execution of the Command. Vers. 16-18. Discovery of the guilty man through the lot. In ver. 17 we should
expect "the tribe" (sJiebet) or "the families" (mishpachoth) of
Judah, instead of " the family" The plural mishpachoth is adopted
in the LXX. and Vulgate, and also to be met with in seven MSS.

the punishment of death

to be inflicted

—

conjecture rather than the original reading.

Mishpacliah
employed in a collective sense to denote
all the families of Judah. There is no ground for altering 0^33^ (man
by man) into 0^2? (house by house) in ver. 17, according to some
of the mss. ; the expression " man by man" is used simply because
it was the representative men who came for the lot to be cast, not
only in the case of the fathers' houses, but in that of the families also.
but this

is

is

either used generally, or
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When Achan

had been discovered to be the criminal,
honour and praise to the Lord, and to
confess without reserve what he had done. It is not ironically, or
with dissimulation, that Joshua addresses him as " my son," but
with "sincere paternal regard." 1 " Give glory to the Lord:" this
19.

Joshua charged him

is

to give

a solemn formula of adjuration, by which a person was sum-

moned

to confess the truth before the face of God (cf. John ix.
Him praise :" the meaning is not, " make confes-

" And give

24).

sion," but give praise, as

confession of the truth

Ezra

to render to

Omniscient, the praise and honour that were due.

Achan then acknowledged

Through a
God, as the

11 clearly shows.

x.

Achan was

—Vers. 20, 21.

and confessed that he had
appropriated to himself from among the booty a beautiful Babylonish cloak, 200 shekels of silver, and a tongue of gold of 50
shekels weight. The form n £"!£} is not to be abbreviated into &OJO,
according to the Keri, as the form is by no means rare in verbs n*i>.
"A Babylonish cloak" (lit. a cloak of Shinar, or Babylon) is a
costly cloak, artistically worked, such as were manufactured in
Babylon, and distributed far and wide through the medium of
commerce. 2 Two hundred shekels of silver was about £25. " A
tongue of gold " (according to Luther, " ornaments made in the
his sin,

shape of tongues") was certainly a golden ornament in the form of a
tongue, the use of which is unknown ; it was of considerable size,
as it

weighed 50

to suppose that

it

shekels,

i.e.

13,700 grains.

was a golden dagger,

as

many

It

is

not necessary

do, simply because

Romans gave the name lingula to an oblong dagger
formed in the shape of a tongue. Achan had hidden these things
in the ground in the midst of his tent, and the silver " under it"
i.e. under these things (the suffix is neuter, and must be understood
the ancient

as referring to all the things

with the exception of the

silver).

The

Babylonish cloak and the tongue of gold were probably placed in
1

To

lose all

" This example serves as a lesson to
crimes they should moderate their rigour, and not

these remarks Calvin also adds

judges, that

when punishing

the feelings of humanity

;

:

and, on the other hand, that whilst merciful

they should not be careless or remiss."
* PUnius h. n. viii. 48
Colores diversos picture vestium intexere Babylon
maxime celebravit et nomen imposuit. (See Heeren Ideen. i. 2, pp. 205 sqq., and
Movers Phbnizier, ii. 8, pp. 258 sqq.) The Sept. rendering is i/'Aij xoixi'm,
It is called t^/Ai) because
i.e. a Babylonian cloak ornamented with pictures.
it was cut smooth, and «i*/)iii because it was covered with coloured figures,
either of men or animals, sometimes woven, at other times worked with the
needle (Fischer de vers, grsec. libr. V. T. pp. 87-8).
:

F
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a chest ; at any rate they would be carefully packed up, and the
silver was placed underneath.
The article in Yjixn, which occurs
twice, as it also does in chap.
is

viii.

33, Lev. xxvii. 33,

Micah

ii.

12,

probably to be explained in the manner suggested by Heng-

stenberg, viz. that the article

and noun became

—Vers.

so fused into one,

Joshua sent
two messengers directly to Achan's tent to fetch the things, and
when they were brought he had them laid down before Jehovah,
i.e. before the tabernacle, where the whole affair had taken place.
JWl, here and in 2 Sam. xv. 24, signifies to lay down (synonymous
with J*??), whilst the Hiphil form is used for pouring out. Vers.
24, 25. Then Joshua and all Israel, i.e. the whole nation in the
person of its heads or representatives, took Achan, together with
the things which he had purloined, and his sons and daughters, his
cattle, and his tent with all its furniture, and brought them into
the valley of Achor, where they stoned them to death and then
burned them, after Joshua had once more pronounced this sentence
upon him in the place of judgment : "How hast thou troubled us"
u The Lord will
{">??> as in chap. vi. 18, to bring into trouble)
trouble thee this day"
It by no means follows from the expression
"stoned him" in ver. 25, that Achan only was stoned.
The
singular pronoun is used to designate Achan alone, as being the
principal person concerned.
But it is obvious enough that his
children and cattle were stoned, from what follows in the very same
" They burned them (the persons stoned to death, and their
verse
things) with fire, and heaped up stones upon them"
It is true that
in Deut. xxiv. 16 the Mosaic law expressly forbids the putting to
death of children for their fathers' sins and many have imagined,
therefore, that Achan's sons and daughters were simply taken into
the valley to be spectators of the punishment inflicted upon the
father, that it might be a warning to them.
But for what reason,
then, were Achan's cattle (oxen, sheep, and asses) taken out along
with him ? Certainly for no other purpose than to be stoned at
the same time as he. The law in question only referred to the
punishment of ordinary criminals, and therefore was not applicable
at all to the present case, in which the punishment was commanded by the Lord himself. Achan had fallen under the ban
by laying hands upon what had been banned, and consequently
was exposed to the same punishment as a town that had fallen
away to idolatry (Deut. xiii. 16, 17). The law of the ban was
founded upon the assumption, that the conduct to be punished was
that the former lost

its

proper force.

22, 23.

—

I

:

;
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VIII. 1-29.

not a crime of which the individual only was guilty, but one

m

which the whole family of the leading sinner, in fact everything
connected with him, participated. Thus, in the case before us, the
things themselves had been abstracted from the booty by Achan
alone ; but ho had hidden them in his tent, buried them in the
earth, which could hardly have been done so secretly that his sons
and daughters knew nothing of it. By so doing he had made his
family participators in his theft ; they therefore fell under the ban
along with him, together with their tent, their cattle, and the rest of
their property, which were all involved in the consequences of His
crime. The clause O^KS tint* vpCW does not refer to the stoning
as a capital punishment, but to the casting of stones

upon the bodies

and had been burned, for the purpose of
erecting a heap of stones upon them as a memorial of the disgrace
(vid. chap. vhi. 29 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 17).
In ver. 26, the account of
the whole affair closes with these two remarks (1) That after the
punishment of the malefactor the Lord turned from the fierceness
of His anger ; and (2) That the valley in which Achan suffered
his punishment received the name of Achor (troubling) with special
reference to the fact that Joshua had described his punishment as
well as Achan's sin as "i?P (troubling: see ver. 25), and that it
after they were dead

—

:

retained this

name down

to the writer's

the situation of this valley,

24 that

it

it is

own

With regard

time.

evident from the word

*?J|9

to

in ver.

was on higher ground than Gilgal and Jericho, probably

in one of the ranges of hills that intersect the plain of Jericho, and

from chap. xv. 7, where the northern border of the possessions of
Judah is said to have passed through this valley, that it is to be
looked for to the south of Jericho. The only other places in which
there is any allusion to this event are Hos. ii. to and Isa. lxv. 10.

CONQUEST OF

AI.

BLESSINGS AND CUBSES
EBAX. CHAP. VIII.

—

UPON GEKIZIM AND

—

Vers. 1-29. Conquest and Burning op Ai. Vers. 1, 2.
After the ban which rested upon the people had been wiped away,
the Lord encouraged Joshua to make war upon Ai, promising him
that the city should be taken, and giving him instructions what to

do to ensure the success of

his undertaking.

With

evident allusion

Joshua's despair after the failure of the first attack, the Lord
commences with these words, " Fear not, neither be thou dismayed"
(as in Dent. i. 21, xxxi. 8), and then commands him to go against
to
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Ai with

all

the people of war.

hardly to understand

all

the

By

men

"

all

the people of

war" we are
who were

out of the whole nation

capable of bearing arms

but as only a third of these were contri;
buted by the two tribes and a half to cross over into Canaan and
take part in the war (see p. 32), the other tribes also are not likely
to have levied more than a third, say about 160,000, which would

form altogether an army of about 200,000 men.

army

But even such an

as this seems out of all proportion to the size of Ai, with its

12,000 inhabitants (ver. 25).

must bear

in

mind

On

the other hand, however,

that the expression "all the people of

we

war"

simply denotes the whole army, in contrast *rith the advice of the
spies that only a portion of the

we

army should be

sent (chap.

vii.

3),

word "all" too
1
absolutely; and also that this command of God was not given with
reference to the conquest of Ai alone, but applied at the same time
to the conquest of the whole land, which Joshua was not to attempt
by sending out detachments only, but was to carry out with the
r6y, to go up, is applied to
whole of the force at his command.
the advance of an army against a hostile town, independently
of the question whether the town was situated upon an eminence
or not, as every town that had to be taken was looked upon as a
height to be scaled, though as a fact in this instance the army had
really to ascend from Jericho to Ai, which was situated up in
the mountains.
(On ver. 16, see chap. vi. 2.) " His land" is the
country round, which belonged to the town and was under its king.
Ver. 2. Joshua was to do the same to Ai and her king as he had
already done to Jericho and her king, except that in this case the
conquerors were to be allowed to appropriate the booty and the
cattle to themselves.
In order to conquer the town, he was to lay
an ambush behind it. 2 a^N, a collective noun, signifying the persons
concealed in ambush a"]ND (ver. 9), the place of ambush. " Behind
so that

are not warranted in pressing the

—

;

on the west of the town.
Vers. 3-13. Accordingly Joshua set out with all the people of
war against Ai, and selected 30,000 brave men, and sent them out
in the night, with instructions to station themselves as an ambuscade

it," i.e.

" As we have just before seen how their hearts melted, God consulted their
by putting no heavier burden upon them than they were able to bear,
until they had recovered from their alarm, and hearkened readily to His commands." Calvin.
2 The
much agitated question, whether it could be worthy of God to employ
stratagem in war, to which different replies have been given, has been answered
1

weakness,
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behind the town, and at no great distance from

from Gilgal

Ai was about

it.

As

the distance

and the road runs pretty
straight in a north-westerly direction from Jericho through the
Wady Faran, the detachment sent forward might easily accomplish
the distance in a night, so as to arrive on the western side of Ai
to

before the break of day.
readiness to fight.

He

fifteen miles,

They were then

to hold themselves in

(Joshua) himself would approach the town

with the people of war that remained with him ; and if the inhaAi should come out against him as they did before, they

bitants of

would flee before them till they had drawn them quite away from
their town (ver. 5). This was to be expected ; "for they will say,
Tliey flee before us, as at the first: and we will flee before them"
When thi3 was done, the warriors were to come forth
(ver. 6).
from their ambush, fall upon the town, and set it on fire (vers. 7, 8).
Having been sent away with these instructions, the 30,000 men
went into ambush, and posted themselves u between Bethel and Ai,
on the west side of Ai" (ver. 9), i.e., according to Strauss, in the
Wady es Suweinit, to the north-west of Ai, where it forms almost
a perpendicular wall, near to which the ruins of Cliai are to be
found, though " not near enough to the rocky wady for it to be

down its almost perpendicular wall " (Hitter, Erdk.
Joshua remained for the night in the midst of the
people, i.e. in the camp of that portion of the army that had gone
with him towards Ai ; not in Gilgal, as Knobel supposes. Ver. 10.
The next morning he mustered the people as early as possible, and
then went, with the elders of Israel, " before the people of Ai."
The elders of Israel are not " military tribunes, who were called
possible to look
xvi. p. 528).

—

elders

because of their superiority in military

affairs," as

Masius

supposes, but, as in every other case, the heads of the people,

—

who

accompanied Joshua as counsellors. Ver. 11. The whole of the
people of war also advanced with him to the front of the town, and
encamped on the north of Ai, so that the valley was between it
This was probably a side valley
(u'a, as in chap. iii. 4) and Ai.
branching off towards the south from the eastern continuation of
the Wady es Suweinit. In vers. 12, 13, the account of the prepara-

—

" Surely," he says, " wars are not carried on by
but they are considered the best generals who succeed through
. Therefore, if war is lawful at all, it is
art and counsel more than by force.
beyond all controversy that the way is perfectly clear for the use of the customary arte of warfare, provided there is no breach of faith in the violation of
treaty or truce, or in any other way."
qnite correctly

striking alone

by Cahin.

;

.

.
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tions for the attack is

rounded

off

by a

repetition of the notice as to

the forces engaged, and in some respects a more exact description
it is stated in ver. 12, took about 5000
ambush between Bethel and Ai, on the
west of the town. As the place where this ambuscade was posted
is described in precisely the same terms as that which was occupied,
according to ver. 9, by the 30,000 men who were sent out to form
an ambuscade in the night before the advance of the main army
against Ai (for the substitution of " the city " for Ai cannot possibly
indicate a difference in the locality), the view held by the majority
of commentators, that ver. 12 refers to a second ambuscade, which
Joshua sent out in addition to the 30,000, and posted by the side of
them, is even more than questionable, and is by no means raised
into a probability by the expression topJTTiK (Eng. " their liers in

of their disposition.

men and

Joshua,

placed them in

The description of the place, " on the west of
the city," leaves no doubt whatever that " their hers in wait " are

wait ") in ver. 13.

simply the ambuscade (31K) mentioned in ver. 12, which was sent
out from the whole army, i.e. the ambuscade that was posted on the
west of the town, agy signifies literally the lier in wait (Ps. xlix. 5),

from 3\W, insidiari, and is synonymous with 3?K. The meaning
which Gesenius and others attach to the word, viz. the rear or
hinder part of the army, cannot be sustained from Gen. xlix. 19.
If we add to this the fact that ver. 13a is obviously nothing more
than a repetition of the description already given in ver. 11 of the
place where the main army was posted, and therefore bears the
character of a closing remark introduced to wind up the previous
account, we cannot regard ver. 12 as anything more than a repetition of the statements in vers. 3, 9, and can only explain the
discrepancy with regard to the number of men who were placed in
ambush, by supposing that, through a copyist's error, the number
which was expressed at first in simple letters has in one instance
been given wrongly. The mistake, however, is not to be found in
the 5000 (ver. 12), but in the 30,000 in ver. 3, where n has been
confounded with ^. For a detachment of 5000 men would be quite
sufficient for an ambuscade that had only to enter the town after
the soldiers had left it in pursuit of the Israelites, and to set it on
fire, whereas it hardly seems possible that 30,000 men should have
been posted in ambush so near to the town. 1 In ver. 13a, OJ«l

—

1

We

need have no hesitation in coming to the conclusion that there is a
mistake in the number given in rer. 3, as the occurrence of such mistakes in
the historical hooks

is fully

established

by a comparison

of the
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is to be taken as the subject of the sentence : " The
had set all the host, that was on the north of the city, and its
ambuscade on Vie west of the city" In the night, namely the night
before the army arrived at the north of the town, Joshua went
through the midst of the valley, which separated the Israelites from
the town, so that in the morning he stood with all the army close

(the people)

veople

before the town.
Vers. 14-23. When the king of Ai saw the Israelites, he hurried
out in the morning against them to battle at the (previously)
appointed place (*Wto?, in locum condictum, as in 1 Sam. xx. 35)
before the steppe (Arabah, not the valley of the Jordan, but the
steppe or desert of Bethaven see at chap. vii. 2), as he knew nothing
;

—Ver.

of the ambuscade behind the town.

them beat them, and
16, 17.

And

all

fled

15.

But

the Israelites let

along the desert (of Bethaven).

—Vers.

the people in the town were called together to

pursue the

Israelites,

not a man,

i.e.

and were drawn away from the town, so that

not a single soldier

who could take part in the pursuit,

remained either in Ai or the neighbouring town of Bethel, and the
town stood open behind them. It is evident from ver. 17 that the
inhabitants of Bethel, which was about three hours' journey from
Ai, took part in the battle, probably in consequence of a treaty

which the king of Ai had made with them in the expectation of
a renewed and still stronger attack on the part of the Israelites.
Nothing further is known upon this point ; nor can anything be
inferred from the fact that the king of Bethel is included in the
list of the kings slain by Joshua (chap. xii. 16).
Consequently, we
cannot decide whether the Bethelites came to the help of the Aites
in the books of Samuel and Kings with those in the books of Chronicles, and is
admitted by every commentator. In my earlier commentary on Joshua, I
attempted to solve the difficulty by the twofold assumption : first, that ver. 12
contains a supplementary statement, in which the number of the men posted in
ambush is given for the first time ; and secondly, that the historian forgot to
notice that out of the 30,000 men whom Joshua chose to make war upon Ai,
5000 were set apart to lie in ambush. But, on further examination of the text,
I have come to the conclusion that the second assumption is irreconcilable with
On the other hand,
the distinct words of ver. S, and feel obliged to give it up.
I still adhere to the conviction that there is not sufficient ground either for the
assumption that vers. 12, 13, contain an old marginal gloss that has crept into
the text, or for the hypothesis of Ewald and Knobel, that these verses were
introduced by the last editor of the book out of some other document. The

hypothesis amounts to a charge of thoughtlessness against the latest editor,
is hardly reconcilable with the endeavour, for which he is praised in other
places, to reconcile the discrepancies in the different documents.
last

which
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for the

first

time on the day of the battle

what

itself, or,

is

more

had already sent men
pected attack of the Israelites upon that town. Vers. 18, 19. At
the command of God Joshua now stretched out the javelin in his
to Ai, to help to repulse the ex-

probable,

—

hand towards the town. At this sign the ambuscade rose hastily
from its concealment, rushed into the town, and set it on fire.
)iT33 ntM signifies to stretch out the hand with the spear.
The
object T, which is missing (cf. vers. 19, 26), may easily be supplied
from the apposition TT3 "'??. The raising of the javelin would
probably be visible at a considerable distance, even if it was not
provided with a small flag, as both earlier and later commentators
assume, since Joshua would hardly be in the midst of the flying
Israelites, but would take his station as commander upon some
And the men in ambush would have
eminence on one side.
scouts posted to watch for the signal, which had certainly been
arranged beforehand, and convey the information to the others.
Vers. 20, 21. The men of Ai then turned round behind them, being
evidently led to do so by the Israelites, who may have continued
looking round to the town of Ai when the signal had been given
by Joshua, to see whether the men in ambush had taken it and set
it on fire, and as soon as they saw that this had been done began to
offer still further resistance to their pursuers, and to defend them-

On looking back to their town
smoke of the town ascending towards heaven
were not hands in tliem to flee hither and thitJier" i.e. they

selves vigorously against them.

the Aites saw the

" and there
were utterly unable

" Hands" as the organs of enterprise
"
and labour, in the sense of strength," not " room," for which we
should expect to find tan? instead of DH3. There is an analogous
passage in Ps. lxxvi. 6, " None of the men of might have found
their hands."

to flee.

For the people that

fled to

the wilderness

(the

army) turned against the pursuers (the warriors of Ai),
or, as is added by way of explanation in ver. 21, when Joshua and
all Israel saw the town in the hands of the ambuscade, and the
smoke ascending, they turned round and smote the people of Ai
and (ver. 22) these (i.e. the Israelites who had formed the ambuscade) came out of the town to meet them. " These" (Eng. the
Israelitish

othei-), as

back

contrasted with " the people that fled " in ver. 20, refers

to " the

ambush "

side,

and smote them

them remain : r as in

In this way
who came from

in ver. 19.

the midst of the people of Israel,

man. " So
35 and Deut.

to the last

Num.

xxi.

the Aites were in
this side

that they let
iii.

3,

and that
none of

except that in
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—

by ByW, " or escape" Ver.
23. The king of Ai was taken alive and brought to Joshua.
Vers. 24-29. When all the men of Ai, who had come ont to
pursue the Israelites, had been slain upon the field (namely) in the
desert, all Israel returned to Ai and smote it (the town, i.e. the inhabitants), so that on that day there fell of men and women 12,000,
all the people of Ai
for Joshua did not draw back his hand, which
had been stretched out with the javelin, till all the inhabitants of
Ai were smitten with the ban, i.e. put to death ; according to the

this case it is

strengthened

still

further

:

common custom
signal

of war, that the general did not lower the war-

the conflict was to cease (see Suidas in Xijueia, and

till

Lipsius de militia,

and the

Rom.

iv.

dial.

12).

—Ver. Only the
—Ver. Joshua had
27.

cattle

rest of the booty the conquerors retained for themselves,

according to the word of the Lord (ver. 2).
the town burnt

down and made

28.

heap of rubbish for ever.
Ver. 29. He had the king of Ai hanged upon a tree, i.e. put to
death, and then suspended upon a stake (see Num. xxv. 4) until
the evening ; but at sunset he had him taken down (in accordance
with Dent. xxi. 22, 23), and thrown at the entrance of the towngate, and a heap of stones piled upon him (as in the case of Achan,
chap.

vii.

26).

Vers. 30-35. Blessings

Ebal.

into a

—After the capture

and Curses upon Gkrizim and

of Ai, Israel had gained so firm a foot-

ing in Canaan that Joshua was able to carry out the instructions of
Moses in Deut. xxvii., that, after crossing the Jordan, he was to
build an altar upon Mount Ebal for the setting up of the covenant.
The fulfilment of these instructions, according to the meaning of
this solemn act, as a symbolical setting up of the law of the Lord

be the invariable rule of life to the people of Israel in the land
Canaan (see at Deut. xxvii.), was not only a practical expression
of thanksgiving on the part of the covenant nation for its entrance
into this land through the almighty assistance of its God, but also
a practical acknowledgment, that in the overthrow of the Canaanites thus far it had received a strong pledge of the conquest of
the foes that still remained and the capture of the whole of the

tc

of

promised land, provided only
ness
is

towards the Lord

attached,

its

it is true, to

it

God.

persevered in covenant faithful-

The account

of this transaction

the conquest of Ai by the introduction,

" Then Joshua built" etc. (ver. 30) ; but simply as an occurrence
which had no logical connection with the conquest of Canaan and
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the defeat of

its

kings.

The

particle TK (sequ. imperf.) is used, for

example, in cases where the historian either wishes to introduce

contemporaneous

do not carry forward the main course

facts, that

of the history, or loses sight for the time of the strictly historical

sequence and simply takes note of the occurrence of some particular
event

(vid.

Rnobel

Ewald,

§ 136, b.).

The

assertion of

modern

critics,

which

repeats, that this account is out of place in the series

events as contained in chap.

vi.-xii., is so

of

far correct, that the pro-

mulgation of the law and the renewal of the covenant upon Ebal

form no integral part of the account of the conquest of Canaan
but it by no means proves that this section has been interpolated
by the Jehovist from his first document, or by the last editor of
this book from some other source, and that what is related here
did not take place at the time referred

to.

The circumstance

that,

had only effected the conJericho
south
the
quest of
in the
of
land from Gilgal as a base, and
that even in chap. ix. and x. he was still engaged in the south, by
no means involves the impossibility or even the improbability of
a march to Shechem, which was situated further north, where he
had not yet beaten the Canaanites, and had not effected any conquests,
The distance from Ai to Shechem between Gerizim and
Ebal is about thirty miles in a straight line. Robinson made the
journey from Bireh (Beeroth) to Sichem on mules in eleven and a
half hours, and that not by the most direct route (Pal. iii. pp. 81-2),
and Ai was not more than an hour to the south of Beeroth ; so that
Joshua could have gone with the people from Ai to Gerizim and
Ebal in two days without any excessive exertion. Now, even if
the conquests of the Israelites had not extended further north than
Ai at that time, there was no reason why Joshua should be deterred
from advancing further into the land by any fear of attack from
the Canaanites, as the people of war who went with him would be
able to repulse any hostile attack ; and after the news had spread of
the fate of Ai and Jericho, no Canaanitish king would be likely to
venture upon a conflict with the Israelites alone. Moreover, Shechem
had no king, as we may gather from the list of the thirty-one kings
who were defeated by Joshua. To the further remark of Knobel,
that " there was no reason for their hurrying with this ceremony,
and it might have been carried out at a later period in undisturbed
according to chap,

security,"

vi.-viii.

we simply

29, Joshua

reply, that obedience to the

command

of

God

was not a matter of such indifference to the servant of the Lord as
Knobel imagines. There was no valid reason after the capture of
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Ai for postponing any longer the solemn ceremony if setting up
the law of Jehovah which had been enjoined by Moses and if we
consider the reason for this solemnity, to which we have already
referred, there can be no doubt that Joshua would proceed without
the least delay to set up the law of the Lord in Canaan as early as
possible, even before the subjugation of the whole land, that he might
thereby secure the help of God for further conflicts and enterprises.
;

The account

of this religious solemnity

is

given very

briefly.

It

presupposes an acquaintance with the Mosaic instructions in Deut.
xxviL, and merely gives the leading points, to

show

that those

were carefully carried out by Joshua. Of the three
distinct acts of which the ceremony consisted, in the book of Deuteronomy the setting up of the stones with the law written upon
them is mentioned first (Deut. xxvii. 2-4), and then (vers. 5-7)
Here, on
the building of the altar and the offering of sacrifice.
the contrary, the building of the altar and offering of sacrifice are
mentioned first (vers. 30, 31), and then (ver. 32) the writing of
the law upon the stones ; which was probably the order actually
observed. In ver. 30 Jehovah is called " the God of Israel" to
show that henceforth no other god was to be worshipped in Canaan
than the God of Israel. On Mount JEbal, see at Deut. xi. 29 and
xxvii. 4.
Ver. 31. " As Moses commanded:" namely, Deut. xxvii.
" As it is written in the book of the law of Moses :" viz. in Ex.
5.
instructions

—

—

xx. 22 (25).

On

the presentation of burnt-offerings and slain-

—

In ver. 32 nothing is mentioned
but the writing of the law upon the stones all the rest is presupposed from Deut. xxvii. 2 sqq., 'to which the expression "the
stones" refers. " Copy of the law :" as in Deut. xvii. 18 ; see the
explanation at Deut. xxvii. 3. In connection with the third part
of the ceremony, the promulgation of the law with the blessing
and cursing, the account of the Mosaic instructions given in Deut.
xxvii. 11 sqq. is completed in ver. 33 by the statement that " all
Israel, and their elders (i.e. with their elders), and shoterim, and
judges," stood on both sides of the ark before the Levitical priests,
the stranger as well as the native, i.e. without any exception, one
half {i.e. six tribes) towards Mount Ebal, and the other half towards
Mount Gerizim. For further remarks, see at Deut. xxvii. 11 sqq.
u As Moses commanded to bless the people before:" i.e. as he had
previously commanded. The fact that the thought itself does not
suit the context is quite sufficient to show that the explanation given
by many commentators, viz. that they were to commence with the
offerings, see at Deut. xxvii. 6, 7.

;
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But if, on the other hand, we connect the
word " before" with the principal verb of the sentence, " commanded," the meaning will be that Moses did not give the command
to proclaim the blessings and cursings to the people for the first
time in connection with these instructions (Deut. xxvii.), but bad
blessings, is incorrect.

done so before, at the very outset, namely, as early as Deut. xi. 29.
" And afterwards (after the people had taken the place

—Ver. 34.

assigned them) he read to them all the words of the law" i.e. he had
by the persons entrusted with the procla-

the law proclaimed aloud

mation of the law, viz. the Levitical priests. K"}iJ, lit. to call out or
proclaim, then in a derivative sense to read, inasmuch as reading
aloud is proclaiming (as, for example, in Ex. xxiv. 7). The words

"

and the curse" are in apposition to " all the words of
which they serve to define, and are not to be understood
as relating to the blessings in Deut. xxviii. 1-14, and the curses in
Deut. xxvii. 15-26 and xxviii. 15-68. The whole law is called
" the blessing and the curse" with special reference to its contents,
inasmuch as the fulfilment of it brings eo ipso a blessing, and the
In the same manner, in Deut.
transgression of it eo ipso a curse.
xi. 26, Moses describes the exposition of the whole law in the
In
steppes of Moab as setting before them blessing and cursing.
ver. 35 it is most distinctly stated that Joshua had the whole law
read to the people ; whilst the expression " all Israel," in ver. 33,
the blessing

the law,"

is

in

more
its

fully explained as signifying not merely the congregation

representatives, or even the

men

congregation of Israel, with the women, and the
the strangers that were in the midst of

" all the
ones, and

of the nation, but
little

it."

Nothing is said about the march of Joshua and all Israel to
Gerizim and Ebal. All that we know is, that he not only took with
him the people of war and the elders or heads of tribes, but all the
people. It follows from this, however, that the whole of the people
must have left and completely vacated the camp at Gilgal in the
valley of the Jordan. For if all Israel went to the mountains of
Gerizim and Ebal, which were situated
taking even the

women and

in the midst of the bind,

children with them,

it is

not likely that

and other possessions behind them in Gilgal,
exposed to the danger of being plundered in the meantime by the
So again we are not inCanaanites of the southern mountains.
formed in what follows (chap. ix. sqq.) in which direction Joshua
and the people went after these solemnities at Ebal and Gerizim
were over. It is certainly not stated that he went back to Gilgal

they

left their cattle
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Jordan valley, and pitched his tent again on the old site.
doubt we find Gilgal still mentioned as the encampment of
Israel, not only in chap. ix. 6, x. 6, 9, 15, 43, but even after the

in the

No

defeat and subjugation of the Canaanites in the south and north,
when a commencement was made to distribute the land (chap. xiv.
But when it is asked whether this Gilgal was the place of
6).
encampment on the east of Jericho, which received its name from

the circumcision of the whole nation which took place there, or the

town of Gilgal by the

side of the terebinths of Moreh, which is
mentioned in Deut. xi. 30, and by which Moses defines the situation
of Gerizim and Ebal, this question cannot be answered unhesitat-

ingly according to the traditional view, viz. in favour of the en-

campment
all

in the

Jordan

valley.

For when not only the army, but

the people with their wives and children, had once proceeded

from the Jordan valley to the mountains of Gerizim and Ebal, we
cannot imagine any reason why Joshua should go back again to the
plain of Jericho, that is to say, to the extreme corner of Canaan on
the east, for the purpose of making that the base of his operations
for the conquest and extermination of the Canaanites. And there
is just as much improbability in the assumption, that after Joshua
had not only defeated the kings of southern Canaan, who had
allied themselves with Adonizedek of Jerusalem in the battle
fought at Gibeon (chap, x.), but had also overthrown the kings
of northern Canaan, who were allied with Jabin of Hazor at the
waters of Merom above the Sea of Galilee (chap, xi.), he should
return again to Gilgal in the Jordan valley, and there quietly
encamp with all the people, and commence the distribution of the

The only thing that could bring us to assent to such
extremely improbable assumptions, would be the fact that there was
no other Gilgal in all Canaan than the encampment to the east of
land.

Jericho, which received the

the Israelites themselves.

name of Gilgal for the first time from
But as the other Gilgal by the side of

Moreh i.e. the present Jiljilia, which stands upon
an eminence on the south-west of Shiloh at about the same distance
from Jerusalem as from Sichem was a well-known place even
in Moses' days (Deut. xi. 30), and from its situation on a lofty
ridge, from which you can see the great lowlands and the sea
towards the west, the mountains of Gilead towards the east, and
far away in the north-east even Hermon itself (Rob. Pal. Hi. p.
81), was peculiarly well adapted for a place of encampment, from
which Joshua could carry on the conquest of the land toward both
the terebinths of

—
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the north and south,

we can come

to

no other conclusion than

that this Gilgal or Jiljilia was the Gilgal mentioned in chap. ix. 6,
x. 6, 9, 15, 43, and xiv. 6, as the place where the Israelites were

encamped.
We therefore assume, that after the setting np of
the law on Gerizim and Ebal, Joshua did not conduct the people
with their wives and children back again to the camp which they
had left in the Jordan valley on the other side of Jericho, but
chose the Gilgal which was situated upon the mountains, and only
seven hours' journey to the south of Sichem, as the future place of
encampment, and made this the central point of all his further
military operations and that this was the place to which he returned
after his last campaign in the north, to commence the division
of the conquered land among the tribes of Israel (chap. xiv. 6),
and where he remained till the tabernacle was permanently erected
at Shiloh, when the further distribution was carried on there (chap,
xviii. 1 sqq.).
This view, which even Van de Velde (Memoir, p.
316) has adopted as probable, is favoured still further by the fact
that this Gilgal or Jiljilia, which is still a large village, is frequently
mentioned in the subsequent history of Israel, not only in 2 Kings
ii. 1 and iv. 38, as the seat of a school of the prophets in the time
of Elijah and Elisha, and in Hos. iv. 15, ix. 15, xii. 12, Amos iv. 4,
v. 5, as a place which was much frequented for the purpose of
idolatrous worship ; but even at an earlier date still, namely, as one
of the places where Samuel judged the people (1 Sam. vii. 16), and
as the place where he offered sacrifice (1 Sam. x. 8 ; cf. xiii. 7-9),
and where he gathered the people together to confirm the monarchy
of Saul (1 Sam. xi. 14, 15), at a time when the tabernacle at Shiloh
had ceased to be the only national sanctuary of Israel, on account
of the ark having been taken away. Gilgal had no doubt acquired
this significance along with Bethel, which had been regarded as a
holy place ever since the time of Jacob, from the fact that it was
there that Joshua had established the camp of Israel with the ark
of the covenant, until the land was divided, and Shiloh was ap;

.

pointed as the

site

for the national sanctuary.

STRATAGEM OF THE GIBEONITES, AND THEIB CONSEQUENT
PBESEBVATION.

The

IX.

victorious advance of the Israelites in the land induced

the kings of Canaan to form a
resisting

—CHAP.

them.

common

league for the purpose of

But, as frequently happens, the
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1, 2.

towns and provinces of Canaan were not

make a common and

vigorous attack.

all

united, so

Before the league had

been entered into, the inhabitants of Gibeon, one of the largest
towns in the central part of Canaan, together with the smaller
neighbouring towns that were dependent upon it, attempted to

which threatened them by means of a

strata-

to enter into a friendly alliance with the Israelites.

And

anticipate the danger

gem, and

they succeeded, inasmuch as Joshua and the elders of the congregation of Israel

fell into

the snare that was laid for them by the

ambassadors of the Gibeonites, who came to the camp at Gilgal,
and made the desired treaty with them, without inquiring of the

Lord.

" This account," as 0. v. Gerlach

Church of God of

says,

" is a warning

to the

ages against the cunning and dissimulation

all

of the world, which often seeks for a peaceable recognition on the
part of the kingdom of God, and even for a reception into

whenever

it

may

be

its

advantage to do

it,

so."

Vers. 1, 2, form the introduction to chaps. ix.-xi., and correspond to the introduction in chap. v. 1. The news of the miraculous passage of the Israelites through the Jordan had thrown all
the kings of Canaan into such despair, that they did not venture
to make any attack upon Israel. But they gradually recovered
from their first panic, partly, no doubt, in consequence of the
failure of the first attack of the Israelites upon Ai, and resolved to
join together in making war upon the foreign invaders. The kings
of Canaan did this when they heard, sc. what Israel had hitherto
undertaken and accomplished, not merely " what Joshua had done
that is to say, all the kings across
to Jericho and Ai" (Knobel)
the Jordan, ue. in the country to the west of the Jordan (JTJVJ 1?¥>
as in chap. v. 1), viz. " upon the mountains" (not only the mountains of Judah, as in chap. x. 40, xi. 16, etc., but all the mountains
which run throughout the whole length of Canaan, as in Deut. i. 7
and Num. xiii. 17 : see the explanation of the latter passage) ; " t»
:

"

the

lowlands" (shephelah, the low-lying country between the moun-

tains

and the

of hills

towards

;

sea-coast,

see at Deut.

Lebanon"

i.e.

i.

which is simply intersected by small ranges
7) ; " and on all the coast of the Great Sea

the narrow coast of the Mediterranean Sea

from Joppa up to the Ladder of Tyre (see at Deut. i. 7). The
different tribes of the Canaanites are also mentioned by name, as
chap. iii. 10, except that the Girgashites are omitted. These
gathered themselves together to fight with Joshua and Israel with
one mouth, or with one accord (1 Kings xxii. 13).
in
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Vers. 3-5. But the inhabitants of a republic, which included
not only Gibeon the capital, but the towns of Chephirah, Beeroth,
and Kirjath-jearim also, acted differently from the rest. Gibeon
(Taficuov,

Gaboon,

LXX.

Vulg.)

was larger than Ai, being one

of the royal cities (chap. x. 2), and was inhabited by Hivites, who
were a brave people (chap. x. 7, xi. 19). It was afterwards allotted
to the tribe of Benjamin,

and

set apart as

a Levitical town (chap,

After the destruction of Nob by Saul, the tabernacle was removed thither, and there it remained till the building
of Solomon's temple (1 Chron. xvi. 39, xxi. 29 ; 1 Kings iii. 4, 5
xviii. 25, xxi. 17).

2 Chron. i. 3 sqq.). According to Josephus, it was forty or fifty
stadia from Jerusalem, and judging from its name was built
upon a hill. It is to be found in the modern Jib, two good hours'
journey to the north-west of Jerusalem, a village of moderate
size,

on a long chalk

hill

which overlooks a very

fertile,

well culti-

vated plain, or rather a basin, consisting of broad valleys and
plains,

and

a vineyard, in the form of separate terraces

rises like

(Strauss, Sinai, p. 332).

of great antiquity are

The remains

still

to

and two large subterraneous

When

of large massive buildings

be seen there, also some fountains,
reservoirs (vid. Bob. Pal.

ii.

p. 136).

the Gibeonites heard of the fate of Jericho and Ai, they

In the expression nan 0)

also did (something) with stratagem.

a reference implied to what Joshua had
done at Jericho and Ai ; not, however, to the stratagem resorted to
in the case of Ai, as such an allusion would not apply to Jericho.
(" they also") there

They

set

is

out as ambassadors

:

VVBiP,

from TO, which occurs

in every

other instance in the form of a noun, signifying a messenger (Prov.
xiii.

17, etc.).

In the Hithpael

it

means

ambassadors, to travel as ambassadors.

make themselves

to

The

translators of the

ancient versions, however, adopted the reading Vi'BSP, they provided
; but this was nothing more than a conjecture
founded upon ver. 12, and without the slightest critical value.
They also took " old sacks upon their asses, and old mended wine-

themselves with food

Orryto

from "ny, lit. bound together, is veiy characteristic
f
There are two modes adopted in the East of repairing skins when
torn, viz. inserting a patch, or tying up the piece that is torn in the
form of a bag. Here the reference is to the latter, which was most
in harmony with their statement, that the skins had got injured
upon their long journey. Also u old mended sandals upon their
feet, and old clothes upon them (upon their bodies) and all the bread
of their provisions had become dry and quite mouldy." 0^?, lit.
skins."

;
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pointed, speckled (Gen. xxx.

LXX., evpwri&v

;

32

sqq.).

Theod., fiefipwfievoi

;

Luther schimmlicht, mouldy; whereas the rendering adopted by
Aquila is h^advp<ofUvo<s by Symmachus, Karropo^, i.e. adustus,
;

and by the Vulgate, in frusta comminuti, i.e. crumbled.
Vers. 6-15. Having made these preparations, they went to the

torridus

;

Israelitish

men

camp

of Israel

at Gilgal (Jiljilia), introduced themselves to the

(E*s<,

in a collective sense, the plural being but little

viii. 4, Isa. liii. 3, and Ps. cxli. 4)
come from a distant land, and asked them to make a
league with them. But the Israelites hesitated, and said to the

used, and only occurring in Prov.

as having
Hivites,

i.e.

who were

the Gibeonites

Hivites, that they

haps be living in the midst of them (the

Israelites),

i.e.

might per-

in the land of

looked upon as their own and
make a league with them? This hesitation
on their part was founded upon the express command of God, that
they were not to make any league with the tribes of Canaan (Ex.

Canaan, which the

how

if so,

Israelites already

xxiii. 32, xxxiv.

12

;

Num.

xxxiii.

55

to this the Gibeonites simply said, "
i.e.

;

could they

;

Deut.

vii. 2, etc.).

In reply

We

we

are thy servants" (ver. 8),
are at thy service, which, according to the obsequious lan-

guage common

in the East,

was nothing more than a phrase

in-

tended to secure the favour of Joshua, and by no means implied a
readiness on their part to submit to the Israelites and pay them

and others suppose ; for, as Grotius
what they wished for was " a friendly alliance,
by which both their territory and also full liberty would be secured
to themselves." The Keri "ofa (ver. 7) is nothing more than a
tribute, as Rosenmuller, Knobel,

correctly observes,

critical conjecture,

which
tive

is

noun with a

*3"jp3,

which

much by

the singular B^K,

The

plural verb, as

by the singular

suffix

attached to

be explained on the ground that only one of the
Joshua) was speaking as the mouthpiece of all the

is to

Israelites (viz.
rest.

occasioned not so

frequently construed in the historical writings as a collec-

plural ViDSta

of the people.

—Ver.

8.

is

used, because

To

Joshua spoke

the further question put

where they had come from, the Gibeonites

in the

name

by Joshua,

" From a very
name of Jehovah

replied,

distant land have thy servants come, because of the

" for
:
have heard the fame (Jama) of Him, and all that He did in Egypt,
and to SUwn and Og, the two kings of the Amorites." They very
thy God," or as they themselves proceed at once to explain

vie

wisely say nothing about the miracles connected with the crossing
of the Jordan and the taking of Jericho, since, " as the inhabit-

o
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ants of a very far distant region, they could not have heard any-

thing about things that had occurred so
(Masius).

—Vers. 11

were sent

off

sqq.

by the

When

even by report"

lately,

these tidings reached them, they

elders (the leaders of the republic)

and the

inhabitants of the land to meet the Israelites, that they might offer

them

their service,

and form an

mended

skins

and

clothes.

—Vers. 14,

15.

of Israel) took of their provisions

Lord"

;

and

The

their torn

Israelites suffered

" The men (the elders

themselves to be taken in by this pretence.

the

In confirmaand

alliance with them.

tion of this, they point to their dried provisions,

but they did not

ask. the

of
matter through the Urim and

Thummim

mouth

Lord

in this

of the high priest

(Num.

Instead of inquiring the will of the

some of the bread
that was shown them, and tasting it ; as if the dry mouldy bread
furnished a safe guarantee of the truth of the words of these
foreign ambassadors.
Some commentators regard their taking of
their provisions as a sign of mutual friendship, or of the league
which they made ; but in that case their eating with them would
at any rate have been mentioned. Among the Arabs, simply eating
bread and salt with a guest is considered a sign of peace and friendship.
Ver. 15. So Joshua made (granted) them peace {yid. Isa.
xxvii. 5), and concluded a covenant with them (DJv, in their
favour), to let them live ; and the princes of the congregation sware
unto them. Letting them live is the only article of the league that
is mentioned, both because this was the main point, and also with
xxvii. 21), they contented themselves with taking

—

special reference to the fact that the Gibeonites, being Canaanites,

ought properly to have been destroyed.

It

is

true that Joshua and

the princes of the congregation had not violated any express com-

mand

of

God by

law was making

doing this

;

for the only thing prohibited in the

with the Canaanites, which they did not
suppose the Gibeonites to be, whilst in Deut. xx. 11, where wars
treaties

with foreign nations (not Canaanites) are referred

permission

to,

is

make peace with them, so that all treaties with foreign
nations are not forbidden. But they had failed in this respect, that,
given to

trusting to the crafty words of the Gibeonites,

and

to

outward

appearances only, they had forgotten their attitude to the Lord
their God, who had promised to His congregation, in all important
matters, a direct revelation of His

own

will.

Vers. 16-27. Three days after the treaty had been concluded,
the Israelites discovered that they had been deceived, and that
their allies dwelt

among them

(see ver. 7).

They

set
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and reached

their

towns Gibeon, Che-

phirah, Beeroth, and Kirjath-jearim on the third day.

Chephirah,

which was afterwards allotted to the tribe of Benjamin along with
Gibeon and Beeroth, and was still inhabited after the captivity
(chap, xviii. 25, 26 ; Ezra ii. 25 Neh. vii. 29), is to be seen in the
ruins of Ke/ir, an hour's journey to the east of Yalo, in the mountains, and three hours to the west of Gibeon (see Bob. Bibl. Res.
Beeroth, Bnpa>0,
p. 146, and Van de Velde, Memoir, pp. 303-4).
according to Eusebius (Onom. a. v.) a hamlet near Jerusalem, and
;

seven miles on the road to NicopoUs

(it

in the tribe of Benjamin (2 Sam.

iv.

should read NeapoUs),

was

and still exists in the
large village of Bireh, which is situated upon a mountain nine
Roman miles to the north of Jerusalem in a stony and barren
district, and has still several springs and a good well, besides
the remains of a fine old church of the time of the Crusades (see
Bob. Pal. ii. pp. 130 sqq. Seetzen, R. ii. pp. 195-6). Kirjathjearim, also called Kirjath-baal (chap. xv. 60), Baalah (chap. xv.
9), and Baal-Jehuda (2 Sam. vi. 2), was allotted to the tribe of
Judah. It stood upon the boundary between Judah and Benjamin
(chap. xv. 60, xviii. 15) and the ark remained there, after it had
been sent back by the Philistines, until the time of David (1 Sam.
vii. 2 ; 2 Sam. vi. 2 ; 1 Chron. xiii. 5, 6).
According to the
Ononu, s. v. KapuU)iapelfi and BadX, it was nine or ten Roman
miles from Jerusalem, on the road to Diospolis (Lydda), and is
probably to be seen in the present Kuryet el Enab, a considerable
village with a large number of olive trees, figs, pomegranates, and
vineyards, from the last of which the old " town of the forests" has
received the more modern name of " town of the vine" (see Bob.
Pal. ii. p. 335, and Bibl. Res. pp. 156-7 ; and Seetzen, ii. p. 65).
These towns, which formed one republic with Gibeon, and were
governed by elders, were at so short a distance from Gilgal (Jiljilia),
that the Israelites could reach it in one or two days. The expression
" on the third day" is not at variance with this ; for it is not stated
that Israel took three days to march there, but simply that they
arrived there on the third day after receiving the intelligence of the
2),

;

;

—

Ver. 18. " 27te Israelites smote them
with the edge of the sword, " because the princes of the
congregation had sworn to them" sc. to let them live (ver. 15) ; hut,
arrival of the ambassadors.
not," sc.

notwithstanding the murmuring of the congregation, they declared
that they

what

we

might not touch them because of their oath. " This (sc.
have sworn) we will do to them, and let them live (JW$}t inf.
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emphasis instead of the finite verb), lest wrath come
upon us because of the oath" Wrath (*c. of God), a judgment such
as fell upon Israel in the time of David, because Saul disregarded
this oath and sought to destroy the Gibeonites (2 Sam. xxi. 1 sqq.).
abs. with special

But how could
by

the elders of Israel consider themselves

bound

their oath to grant to the Gibeonites the preservation of life

which had been secured

to

them by the

treaty they

had made, when

the very supposition upon which the treaty was made, viz. that the

Gibeonites did not belong to the tribes of Canaan, was proved to be

and the Gibeonites had studiously deceived them by pretending
come from a very distant land ? As they had been
absolutely forbidden to make any treaties with the Canaanites, it
might be supposed that, after the discovery of the deception which
had been practised upon them, the Israelitish rulers would be under
no obligation to observe the treaty which they had made with the
Gibeonites in full faith in the truth of their word.
And no doubt
from the stand-point of strict justice this view appears to be a right
one.
But the princes of Israel shrank back from breaking the oath
which, as is emphatically stated in ver. 19, they had sworn by Jehovah
false,

that they had

God of Israel, not because they assumed, as Hauff supposes, "that
an oath simply regarded as an outward and holy transaction had an
absolutely binding force," but because they were afraid of bringing
the

name of the God of Israel into contempt among the Canaanites,
which they would have done if they had broken the oath which they
had sworn by this God, and had destroyed the Gibeonites. They
were bound to observe the oath which they had once sworn, if only
to prevent the sincerity of the God by whom they had sworn from
being rendered doubtful in the eyes of the Gibeonites ; but they were
not justified in taking the oath. They had done this without asking
the mouth of Jehovah (ver. 14), and thus had sinned against the
Lord their God. But they could not repair this fault by breaking
the oath which they had thus imprudently taken, i.e. by committing
a fresh sin ; for the violation of an oath is always sin, even when
the oath has been taken inconsiderately, and it is afterwards discovered that what was sworn to was not in accordance with the will
of God, and that an observance of the oath will certainly be hurtful
1
(yid. Ps. xv. 4).
By taking an oath to the ambassadors that they
the

1 "
The binding power of an oath ought to be held so sacred among us, that
we should not swerve from our bond under any pretence of error, even though
we had been deceived since the sacred name of God is of greater worth than
:

all

the riches of the world.

Even though a person should have sworn
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As

of

God

that they were

soon therefore as they discovered

were bound to do all in their
from the congregation the danger which might
arise of their being drawn away to idolatry
the very thing which
the Lord had intended to avert by giving that command. If this
could by any possibility be done without violating their oath, they
were bound to do it for the sake of the name of the Lord by which
they swore ; that is to say, while letting the Gibeonites live, it was
their duty to put them in such a position, that they could not
their error or their oversight, they

power

to

ward

off

—

possibly seduce the Israelites to idolatry.
Israel proposed to do,

by granting

And

this the princes of

to the Gibeonites

on the one hand

the preservation of their lives according to the oath they had taken,

and on the other hand by making them slaves of the sanctuary.
That they acted rightly in this respect, is evident from the fact that
their conduct is never blamed either by the historian or by the
history,

inasmuch as

after being

made

it is

not stated anywhere that the Gibeonites,

into temple slaves, held out

the Israelites to join in idolatrous worship, and
fact, that at a future period

Saul

God

any inducement to
still more from the

himself reckoned the attempt of

to destroy the Gibeonites, in his false zeal for the children of

an act of blood-guiltiness on the part of the nation of Israel
made (2 Sam. xxi. 1 sqq.), and consequently approved of the observance of the oath which had been

Israel, as

for which expiation must be

sworn to them, though without thereby sanctioning the treaty itself.
Ver. 21. The princes declared again most emphatically, " They
slw.ll live" Thus the Gibeonites became hewers of wood and drawers
of water to the congregation, as the princes had said to them, i.e.
had resolved concerning them. This resolution they communicated

—

to the congregation at the time, using the expression

W

(let

them

but the historian has passed this over at ver. 21a, and instead
of mentioning the resolution proceeds at once to describe its execution.
Vers. 22, 23. Joshua then summoned the Gibeonites, charged
them with their deceit, and pronounced upon them the curse of
live)

;

—

without sufficient consideration, no injury or loss will release him from his
This is the opinion expressed by Calvin with reference to Ps. xv. 4 ;
yet for all that he regards the observance of their oath on the part of the princes
of Israel as a sin, because he limits this golden rule in the most arbitrary
manner to private affairs alone, and therefore concludes that the Israelites were
not bound to observe this " wily treaty."
oath."
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" There shall not be cut off from you a servant," i.e.
ye shall never cease to be servants, ye shall remain servants for ever
(vid. 2 Sam. iii. 29
1 Kings ii. 4), u and that as hewers of wood
and drawers of waters for our God's house." This is a fuller definition of the expression " for all the congregation" in ver. 21.
The
Gibeonites were to perform for the congregation the slaves' labour
eternal servitude

:

;

of hewing

—

wood and drawing water for the worship of the sanctuary,

a duty which was performed, according to Deut. xxix. 10, by the
lowest classes of the people. In this way the curse of Noah upon

Canaan (Gen.

ix.

25) was

Gibeonitish republic.

literally fulfilled

— Vers.

24, 25.

The

upon the Hivites of the
Gibeonites offered this

excuse for their conduct, that having heard of the

command

of

God

which had been issued through Moses, that all the Canaanites were
to be destroyed (Deut. vii. 1, xx. 16, 17), they had feared greatly
for their lives, and readily submitted to the resolution which
Joshua made known to them. Vers. 26, 27. "And so did he
unto tliem, and delivered them out of the hand of the children of
Israel, that they slew them not.
He made them hewers of wood and
drawers of water for the congregation, and indeed for the altar of the
Lord," (assigning them) u to the place which God would choose"
Dlperr?K (to the place) is grammatically deviz. for the altar.
pendent upon
(he "gave them"). It by no means follows,
however, that Joshua sent them there at that very time, but simply
that he sentenced them to service at the altar in the place which
would be chosen for the sanctuary.
From the words. "unto this
day," it no doubt follows, on the one hand, that the account was
written after the fact had taken place ; but, on the other hand, it
also follows from the future "iny (should, or shall choose), that it
was written before the place was definitely fixed, and therefore

—

DW

before the building of Solomon's temple.

VICTOBT AT GIBEON, AND CONQUEST OF SOUTHERN CANAAN.
CHAP. X.

The report that Joshua had taken Ai, and put it,
under the ban, and that the Gibeonites had concluded
a treaty with Israel, filled Adonizedek the king of Jerusalem with
alarm, as Gibeon was a large town, like one of the king's towns,
even larger than Ai, and its inhabitants were brave men. He
therefore joined with the kings of Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish, and
Eglon, to make a common attack upon Gibeon, and punish it for
Vers. 1-5.

like Jericho,
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alliance with the Israelites, and at the same time to pat a check
upon the further conquests of Israel. Adonizedek, i.e. lord of righteousness, is synonymous with Melchizedek (king of righteousness),
and was a title of the Jebusite kings, as Pharaoh was of the Egypits

tian.

Jerusalem, ue. the founding or possession of peace, called

Salem, in the time of

Abraham (Gen.

adv. 18),

was the proper name
by the name of its

of the town, which was also frequently called

Canaanitish inhabitants Jehus (Judg. xix. 10, 11

;

1 Chron. xi. 4),

or "city of the Jebusites" (Jr-Jebusi, Judg. xix. 11), sometimes
also in a contracted form, Jebusi (^DO^ chap, xviii. 16, 28, xv. 8
1
2 Sam. v. 8).
On the division of the land it was allotted to the

Benjamin (chap, xviii. 28) ; but being situated upon the
border of Judah (chap. xv. 8), it was conquered, and burned by
the sons of Judah after the death of Joshua (Judg. i. 8). It was
tribe of

very soon taken again and rebuilt by the Jebusites, whom the sons
of Judah were unable to destroy (Judg. xv. 63, xix. 12), so that
both Benjaminites and Judahites lived there along with the Jebu(Judg. i. 21, xv. 63) ; and the upper town especially, upon the

sites

summit

of

Mount

Zion, remained as a fortification in the possession

of the Jebusites, until David conquered
it

it

the capital of his kingdom, and called

Sam. v. 6 sqq.), made
by his own name, " the

(2
it

which the old name of Jebus fell into disuse.
Hebron, the town of Arba the Anakite (chap. xiv. 15, etc. ; see at
Gen. xxiii. 2), was twenty-two Boman miles south of Jerusalem, in
a deep and narrow valley upon the mountains of Judah, a town of
city of David," after

the greatest antiquity (Num. xiii. 22), now called el Khalil, ue. the
friend (of God), with reference to Abraham's sojourn there. The

ruins of an ancient heathen temple are
well as the

ing to

Haram,

Mohammedan

to be seen there, as
which contains, accord-

still

built of colossal blocks,

tradition, the burial-place of the patriarchs

Gen. xxiii. 17). Jarmuth, in the lowlands of Judah (chap.
xv. 35 ; Neh. xi. 29), according to the Onom. (s. v. Jermiis) a hamlet,
Jermucha ('lep/xo^w?), ten Boman miles from Eleutheropolis, on
the road to Jerusalem, is the modern Jarmuk, a village on a lofty
hill, with the remains of walls and cisterns of a very ancient date,
the name of which, according to Van de Velde (Mem. pp. 115-6),
is pronounced Tell 'Armuth by the Arabs (see Sob. Pal. ii. p. 344).
Lachish, in the lowlands of Judah (chap. xv. 39), was fortified
(see at

1 In onr English version, we have the Hebrew word itself simply transposed
Joshua xviii. 16, 28 whilst it is rendered " the Jebusite " in chap. xv. 8,
and " the Jebusites " in 2 Sam. v. 8.—Tu.

in

;
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(2 Chron. xi. 9), and besieged by Sennacherib and
Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xviii. 14, xix. 8 Jer. xxxiv. 7), and was
still inhabited by Jews after the return from the captivity (Neh.
xi. 30).
It is probably to be found in Um Lakis, an old place
upon a low round hill, covered with heaps of small round stones
thrown together in great confusion, containing relics of marble

by Kehoboam

;

columns ; it is about an hour and a quarter to the west of Ajlun,
and seven hours to the west of Eleutheropolis.1 Eglon ; also in
the lowlands of Judah (chap. xv. 39).

The

present

name

is

Ajldn,

a heap of ruins, about three-quarters of an hour to the east of

Um

Lakis (see Rob. Pal. ii. p. 392, and Van de Velde, Mem. p. 308).
In the Onom. (s. v. Eglon) it is erroneously identified with Odollam ;
whereas the situation of Agla, " at the tenth stone, as you go from
Eleutheropolis to Gaza" {Onom. s. v. BydaXat/i, Bethagla), suits
Eglon exactly. Ver. 5. These five kings marched against Gibeon
and besieged the town. The king of Jerusalem headed the expedition, as his town was so near to Gibeon that he was the first to
fear an attack from the Israelites.
Vers. 6-11. The Gibeonites then sent to Joshua to the camp
at Gilgal, and entreated him to come to his help as speedily as
" Slack not thy hand from thy servants" i.e. withhold not
possible.
thy help from us. The definition appended to " the kings of the
Amorites" ("tliat dwelt in the mountains") is to be understood a
potiori, and does not warrant us in drawing the conclusion, that
all the towns mentioned in ver. 3 were in the mountains of Judah.
The Amorites who dwelt in the mountains were the strongest of
all the Canaanites.
Ver. 7. In accordance with this petition Joshua
advanced from Gilgal (??5, not went up) with all the people of war,
even (vav. expl.) all the men of valour. Ver. 8. The Lord then
renewed the assurance of His help in this particular war, in which
Joshua was about to fight for the first time with several allied kings
of Canaan (cf. chap. ii. 24, vi. 2, viii. 1, 18). Ver. 9. Joshua came

—

—

—

—

Um Lakis with the ancient
but " not on any reasonable ground " ( Van de Velde,
Mem. p. 320). The statement in the Onom. (s. v. Lochis), that it was seven
Roman miles to the south of Eleutheropolis, cannot prove much, as it may easily
contain an error in the number, and Robinson does not admit its authority even
in the case of Eglon (Pal. ii. p. 392).
Still less can KnobeFs conjecture be
correct, that it is to be found in the old place called Sukkarijeh, two hours and
a half to the south-west of Beit Jibrin (Eleutheropolis), as Sukkarijeh is on the
1

It is true that Robinson disputes the identity of

Lacliish (Pal.

ii.

p. 888),

east of Ajlun, whereas, according to vers. 31-36, Lachish is to be

on the west

sought fo*

of Eglon.
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suddenly upon them (the enemy), as he had marched the whole night

from Gilgal,

had accomplished the entire distance in a night.
from el-Jib. Ver. 10. " Jehovah threw
them into confusion," as He had promised in Ex. xxiii. 27, and in
all probability, judging from ver. 11, by dreadful thunder and
lightning (yid. 1 Sam. vii. 10 Ps. xviii. 15, cxliv. 6 it is different
" Israel smote them in a great slaughter at Gibeon,
in Ex. xiv. 24).
and pursued them by the way of the ascent of Bethhoron" i.e. Upper
Bethhoron (Beit Ur, eUFokd), which was nearest to Gibeon, only
four hours distant on the north-west, on a lofty promontory between
two valleys, one on the north, the other on the south, and was
separated from Lower Bethhoron, which lies further west, by a
long steep pass, from which the ascent to Upper Bethhoron is very
steep and rocky, though the rock has been cut away in many places
now, and a path made by means of steps (see Rob. Pal. iii. p. 59).
This pass between the two places leads downwards from Gibeon
towards the western plain, and was called sometimes the ascent, or
going up to Bethhoron, and sometimes the descent, or going down
from it (ver. 11), avd/3acri<: ical Kardfiao-K Batdcap&v (1 Mace. iii.
Israel smote the enemy still further, "to Azekah and
16, 24).
Makkedah :" so far were they pursued and beaten after the battle
If we compare ver. 11, according to which the
(cf. vers. 16, 21).
enemy was smitten, from Bethhoron to Azekah, by a violent fall of
hail, it is very evident that the two places were on the west of Bethhoron. And it is in perfect harmony with this that we find both
places described as being in the lowland Azekah in the hill-country
between the mountains and the plain (chap. xv. 35), Makkedah in
Azekah, which was fortified by
the plain itself (chap. xv. 41).
Rehoboam (2 Chron. xi. 9), besieged by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. xxxiv.
7), and still inhabited after the captivity (Neh. xi. 30), was not far
from Socoh, according to chap. xv. 35 ; whilst sideways between the
two was Ephes-dammim (1 Sam. xvii. 1). Van de Velde has discovered the latter in the ruins of Damum, about an hour's journey
east by south from Beit Nettif (Mem. p. 290), and consequently
imagines that Azekah is to be found in the village of Ahbek, which
stands upon a lofty mountain-top a mile and a half to the north
of Damum, and about four or five miles N.N.E. of Shuweikeh,
supposing this to be Aphek. The statement in the Onom. (s. v.
i.e.

—

Jiljilia is fully fifteen miles

;

:

;

'Africa), avdfieaov 'EXevdepoTroXewi teal Al\ia<s, agrees with this.

Makkedah

is

described in the Onom. as being eight

the east of Eleutheropolis,

Roman

and hence Knobel supposes

it
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been near Terkumieh, or Morak ; but he is wrong in his supposition,
as in that case it would have been in the hill-country or upon the

was one of the towns in the plain (chap. xv.
332) is a much more probable
one, viz. that it is to be found in Sumtneil, a considerable village on
an eminence in the plain, with a large public well 110 feet deep
and 11 feet in diameter, with strongly built walls of hewn stones,
where there is also part of an old wall, which to all appearance
must formerly have belonged to a large square castle built of uncemented stones, resembling in some respects the oldest foundation
wall of Beit Jibrin (Rob. Pal. ii. p. 368). It is two hours and a
half to the north-west of Beit Jibrin, and there Van de Velde discovered the large cave (see at ver. 16), which Robinson has not
observed (see his Journey through Syria and Palestine). Ver. 11.
The large stones which the Lord threw upon the flying foe at the
slope of Bethhoron were hail-stones (see Isa. xxx. 30), not stonehail, or a shower of stones, but a terrible hail-storm, in which hail
fell upon the foe in pieces as large as stones (see Wisd. xlvi. 6),
and slew a greater number of them than the swords of the Israelites.
This phenomenon, which resembled the terrible hail in Egypt
(Ex. ix. 24), was manifestly a miraculous occurrence produced by
the omnipotent power of God, inasmuch as the hail-stones slew the
enemy without injuring the Israelites, who were pursuing them.
By this the Israelites were to be made to see that it was not their
own power, but the supernatural help of their God, which had given
them the victory ; whilst the enemy discovered that it was not only
the people of Israel, but the God of Israel, that had devoted them
mountains, whereas

41).

Van de

it

Velde's conjecture (p.

—

to destruction.

Vers. 12-15. In firm reliance upon the promise of God (ver. 8),
Joshua offered a prayer to the Lord during the battle, that He
would not let the sun go down till Israel had taken vengeance upon
their foes
and the Lord hearkened to the prayer of His servant,
and the sun hastened not to go down till the defeat of the Amorites
was accomplished. This miraculous victory was celebrated by the
Israelites in a war-song, which was preserved in the " book of tlte
Righteous."
The author of the book of Joshua has introduced the
passage out of this book which celebrates the mighty act of the
Lord for the glorification of His name upon Israel, and their foes
the Amorites. It is generally admitted, that vers. 12-15 contain a
quotation from the " book of Jasher," mentioned in ver. 13.
This
quotation, and the reference to the work itself, are analogous to the
;
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u the book of the wars of the Lord," in Num. xxi.
14,
and to the strophes of a song which are there interwoven with the
notice of

; the object being, not to confirm the historical
account by referring to an earlier source, but simply to set forth

historical narrative

before other generations the powerful impression which was

upon the congregation by
" book of Jasher"

these mighty acts of the Lord.

made
The

book of the upright, or righteous man, that
*n£
of the theocracy, or godly men.
(Jasher, the righteous) is used to denote the genuine Israelite, in
the same sense as in Num. xxiii. 10, where Balaam calls the Israelites " the righteous," inasmuch as Jehovah, the righteous and
upright one (Deut. xxxii. 4), had called them to be His people, and

is

i.e.

to say, of the true

members

walk in His righteousness. In addition to this passage, the
" book of the righteous (Jasher)" is also mentioned in 2 Sam. i. 18,
as a work in which was to be found David's elegy upon Saul and
Jonathan. From this fact it has been justly inferred, that the book

to

was a collection of odes in praise of certain heroes of the theocracy,
with historical notices of their achievements interwoven, and that
the collection was formed by degrees ; so that the reference to this

work

is neither a proof that the passage has been interpolated by a
hand, nor that the work was composed at a very late period.
That the passage quoted from this work is extracted from a song,

later

is

evident enough, both from the poetical form of the composition,

and

also

from the parallelism of the sentences.

The

quotation,

however, does not begin with lOtta (and he said) in ver. 125, but
with TVf tftei (in the day wlien the Lord delivered) in ver. 12a, and
vers. 13 and 14 also form part of it
so that the title of the book
from which the quotation is taken is inserted in the middle of the
quotation itself. In other cases, unquestionably, such formulas of
;

quotation are placed either at the beginning (as in

Num.

xxi. 14,

27 ; 2 Sam. i. 18), or else at the close of the account, which
frequently the case in the books of Kings and Chronicles ; but

by no means follows that there were no exceptions to

is
it

this rule,

especially as the reason for mentioning the original sources is a
totally different

one in the books of Kings, where the works cited are

not the simple vouchers for the facts related, but works containing
fuller

and more

elaborate accounts of events which have only been

The poetical form of the passage in ver. 13
no doubt whatever that vers. 13 and 14 contain the
words of the old poet, and are not a prose comment made by the
Historian upon the poetical passage quoted.
The only purely hiscursorily described.
also leaves
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torical statement is ver.

15

and

;

repetition of ver.

this is repeated in ver. 43, at the

Bat

wars and the victory.

close of the account of the

this literal

15 in ver. 43, and the fact that the statement, that

Joshua returned with

all

the people to the

camp

at Gilgal, antici-

pates the historical course of the events in a very remarkable

manner, render it highly probable, if not absolutely certain, that
ver. 15 was also taken from the book of the righteous.
In the day when Jehovah delivered up the Amorites to the
children of Israel (" before," as in Deut. ii. 31, 33, etc.), Joshua
said before the eyes
Israelites

(i.e.

in the presence) of Israel, so that the

words (yid. Deut. xxxi. 7) " Suti,
and, Moon, in the valley of Ajalon."

were witnesses of

his

:

stand still (wait) at Gibeon ;
DOT, to be silent, to keep one's self quiet or
9).

The address

to the

still,

to wait (1

Sam.

xiv.

sun and moon implies that they both of them

heavens at the time ; and inasmuch as
Lord,
involves a prayer that the Lord and
to the
Creator of the world would not suffer the sun and moon to set till
Israel had taken vengeance upon its foes.
This explanation of the
prayer is only to be found, it is true, in the statement that the

were
was spoken

stood, or
it

visible in the

sun and moon stood

still

at Joshua's

as included in the prayer itself.
to denote the people of Israel,

expression.

" and

Hie

In the sequel

sun stood

still

(ver.

^3
is

word

;

but

we must imagine it
article, when used

without an
to

be regarded as a poetical

135) the sun only

in the midst of heaven,

is

spoken of
to go

and hasted not

down about a whole day." The poetical word pK, to press or hurry,
founded upon the idea that the sun runs its course like a strong
man, with vigour, and without weariness or cessation (Ps. xix. 6, 7).
It follows from this, that Joshua merely prayed for the day to be
lengthened, i.e. for the setting of the sun to be delayed ; and that
he included the moon (ver. 12), simply because it was visible at the
time. But even if this is the case, we are not therefore to conclude,
as C. v. Lapide, Clericus, and others have done, that Joshua spoke
these words in the afternoon, when the sun was beginning to set,
and the moon had already risen. The expression D^OB'n Wia, « t'n
the half," i.e. the midst, " of tlie sky," is opposed to this view, and
still more the relative position of the two in the sky, the sun at
Gibeon and the moon in the valley of Ajalon, i.e. in the fine broad
basin on the north side of Yalo (see at chap. xix. 42), the present
Merj Ibn Omeir (Rob. iii. pp. 63, 64), which is four hours' journey
to the west of Gibeon.
As Joshua smote the enemy at Gibeon,
and they fled to the south-west, he was no doubt on the west of
is
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Gibeon when he commanded the sun and moon to stand still ; and
from his point of view the sun would be in the east when
it stood over Gibeon, and the moon in the far west when it stood
over the valley of Ajalon. But that could only be the case before
noon, a few hours after sunrise, when the moon had not yet set in
the western sky. In all probability the battle took place quite
early in the morning, as Joshua had marched from Gilgal the night
before, and fell quite suddenly upon the enemy (ver. 9). But after
the conflict had lasted for some hours, and Joshua began to be
anxious lest he should be unable to overcome the enemy before
night came on, he addressed the prayer to the Lord to lengthen out
the day, and in a short time saw his prayer so far fulfilled, that the
sun still stood high up in the sky when the enemy was put to flight.
take for granted that these words were spoken by Joshua before
the terrible hail-storm which fell upon the enemy in their flight,
when they were near Bethhoron, which is about two hours from
Gibeon, and smote them to Azekah. There is nothing to prevent
our assuming this. The fact, that in the historical account the
hail is mentioned before the desire expressed by Joshua and the
fulfilment of that desire, may be explained on the simple ground,
therefore

We

that the historian, following the order of importance, relates the
principal incident in connection with the battle first, before proceeding to the special point to be cited from the book of the righteous.
Q*Dn Dta), " towards (about, or as it were) a whole day," neither
signifies " when the day was ended" (Clerious), nor " as it usually
does when the day is perfected or absolutely finished" (RosenmUller) ;

but the sun did not hasten or press to go down, delayed

its

setting,

almost a whole day (" day" being the time between sunrise and
sunset).

What
is

conception are

we

to

form of

this miraculous

not stated that the sun actually stood

—

still

in

event f

It

one spot in the

And if the expression,
heavens,
say, for instance, in the zenith.
" the sun stood still in the midst of heaven," which is added as an
explanation of DVw,

is

miraculously stopped in

so pressed as to
its

course, this

is

mean

that the sun was

hardly reconcilable with

" it hasted not to go down," as these words, if taken
merely denote a slower motion on the part of the sun, as
many of the Rabbins have observed. All that is clearly affirmed in
vers. 12 and 13 is, that at Joshua's word the sun remained standing
To this there is added,
in the sky for almost a whole day longer.
in ver. 14, " There was no day like that before it, or after it, that

W37

}*X

K?,

literally,
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to the voice of a man ; for Jehovah fought for
This expression must not be pressed too far, as the analogous passages (" there was none like him," etc.) in 2 Kings xviii. 5
and xxiii. 25 clearly show. They merely express this thought
no other day like this, which God so miraculously lengthened, ever
occurred either before or afterwards. So much, therefore, is obvious

Jehovah liearkened
Israel."

enough from the words, that the writer of the old song, and also
the author of the book of Joshua, who inserted the passage in his
narrative, were convinced that the day was miraculously prolonged.
At the same lime, it must be borne in mind that it is not stated
that God lengthened that day at the request of Joshua almost an
entire day, or that He made the sun stand still almost a whole day,
but simply that

God hearkened

permit the sun to go down
enemies.

This distinction

till

is

to the voice of Joshua,
Israel

had avenged

i.e.

itself

not without importance

:

did not

upon

its

for a mira-

culous prolongation of the day would take place not only if the
sun's course or sun's setting was delayed for several hours by the
omnipotent power of God, and the day extended from twelve to
eighteen or twenty hours, but also if the day seemed to Joshua and
all Israel to be miraculously prolonged ; because the work accom-

plished on that day was so great, that it would have required almost
two days to accomplish it without supernatural aid. It is not easy
to decide between these two opposite views ; in fact, it is quite impossible if we go to the root of the matter.
When we are not in
circumstances to measure the length of the day by the clock, it is

very easy to mistake

its

actual length, especially in the midst of

The

time had
and during the confusion of the battle it is hardly likely that Joshua, or any one else
who was engaged in the conflict, would watch the shadow of the
sun and its changes, either by a tree or any other object, so as to
discover that the sun had actually stood still, from the fact that for
hours the shadow had neither moved nor altered in length. Under
such circumstances, therefore, it was quite impossible for the Israelites to decide whether it was in reality, or only in their own imagination, that the day was longer than others.
To this there must
be added the poetical character of the verses before us. When
David celebrates the miraculous deliverance which he had received
from the Lord, in these words, u In my distress I called upon the
Lord. . .
He heard my voice out of His temple. . . He bowed
the heavens also, and came down. . . He sent from above, He took
the pressure of business or work.

neither sun-clocks nor

any other kind of

Israelites at that

clock;

.

.

.
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He drew me out of many waters"

(Ps. xviii. 7-17),

who would

ever think of interpreting the words literally, and supposing

them
came down from the sky, and stretched
out His hand to draw David out of the water? Or who would
understand the words of Dehorah, u They fought from heaven, the
to

mean

that

God

actually

fought against Sisera" (Judg. v. 20), in their
is to be sought
for in the subjective sphere of religious intuition, and not in a
And it may be just the same
literal interpretation of the words.
stars in their courses

literal sense ?

The

truthfulness of such utterances

with these verses, without their actual contents being affected,
the day was merely subjectively lengthened,
religious conviction of the Israelites.

—

that

But even

if

is

if

to say, in the

the words really

affirmed that a miraculous and objective lengthening of the day did
actually take place,

we should have no

reason whatever for ques-

tioning the credibility of the statement. All the objections that have

been raised with reference to the reality or possibility of such a
miracle, prove to have no force when we examine the subject more
closely.
Thus, for example, the objection that the annals of the
other nations of the earth contain no account of any such miracle,
which must have extended over the whole world, loses all its significance from the simple fact that there are no annals in existence
belonging to other nations and reaching back to that time, and that
it is altogether doubtful whether the miracle would extend far
beyond the limits of Palestine. Again, an appeal to the unchangeableness of the motions of the stars according to eternal and unchangeable laws,

The

is

not adapted to prove the impossibility of such a

more than phenomena, or forms of manifestation, of those divine creative powers,
the true character of which no mortal has ever fathomed. And
does not the almighty Creator and Upholder of nature and all its
forces possess the power so to direct and govern the working of
these forces, as to make them subservient to the realization of His
purposes of salvation? And lastly, the objection that a sudden
stoppage of the revolution of the earth upon its axis would have
dashed to pieces all the works of human hands that were to be
found upon its surface, and hurled the earth itself, with its satellite
miracle.

the

eternal laws of nature are nothing

moon, out of

their orbits, cannot prove anything, because

it

hand of God, which
but gave them the power to revolve with

leaves out of sight the fact that the omnipotent

not only created the stars,
such regularity in their orbits as long as this universe endures,.
which upholds and governs all things in heaven and/tfffigHE^

v%

^^^T/js
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not too short to guard against any such disastrous consequences as

But

these.

to this

literal interpretation

we may

add, that even the strictest

the fathers and earlier theologians did, that the sun
miraculously

made

and most

of the words does not require us to assume, as

to stand

stopping of the sun in

its

still,

course,

—

itself

was

but simply supposes an optical
that is to say, a miraculous sus-

which would
itself were
standing still. Knobel is by no means warranted in pronouncing
this view of the matter an assumption at variance with the text.
For the Scriptures speak of the things of the visible world as they
appear ; just as we speak of the sun as rising and setting, although
we have no doubt whatever about the revolution of the earth.
Moreover, the omnipotence of God might produce such an optical
pension of the revolution of the earth upon

make

it

appear to the eye of an observer as

its axis,

if

the sun

stoppage of the sun, or rather a continuance of the visibility of the

sun above the horizon, by

unknown

celestial

phenomena which are altogether

to us or to naturalists in general, without interfering

with

the general laws affecting the revolution of the heavenly bodies.

Only we must not attempt, as some have done, to reduce the
whole miracle of divine omnipotence to an unusual refraction of
the light, or to the continuance of lightning throughout the whole
night.

Vers. 16-27.
that was at

The

five

Makkedah.

kings fled and hid themselves in the cave

When

they were discovered there, Joshua

ordered large stones to be rolled before the entrance to the cave,

and men

to be placed there to watch, whilst the others

enemy without
and prevented

ceasing,

and smote their rear

their entering into their cities.

pursued the

Deut. xxv. 18),
himself remained

(vid.

He

21).—Vers. 20, 21. When the great battle and
the pursuit of the enemy were ended, and such as remained had
reached their fortified towns, the people returned to the camp to
Joshua at Makkedah in peace, i.e. without being attacked by anyat

Makkedah

(ver.

" There pointed not (a dog) its tongue against the sons of
any one" (see at Ex. xi. 7). K*N? is in apposition to
Vwf? 'P.??, and serves to define it more precisely. It is possible,
however, to regard the 7 as a copyist's error, as Houbigant and
Afaurer do, in which case K*K would be the nominative to the verb.
Vers. 22-27. Joshua then commanded the five kings to be fetched
body.

Israel, against

—

out of the cave, and directed the leaders of the army to set their
feet upon the necks of the kings ; and when this had been done,
he ordered the kings to be put to death, and to be hanged upon
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X. 28-89.

their bodies

were to be thrown into

the cave in which they had concealed themselves.

did not take place

till

not return from their pursuit of the foe to
till

Of

course this

army could
the camp at Makkedah

the day after the battle, as the

the night after the battle

;

possibly

it

did not take place

the

till

In ver. 24, " all
N*3 ?'^, with n
the men of Israel" are all the warriors in the camp.
artic., instead of the relative pronoun (see Ges. §109; Ew. § 331, b.)
second day,

if

and the ending

the pursuit had lasted any longer.

w for

^

or

p,

as in Isa. xxviii. 12 (see

Ew.

§

190,

b.).

The fact that the military leaders set their feet at Joshua's command upon the necks of the conquered kings, was not a sign of
barbarity,

which

it is

necessary to excuse by comparing

it

with

greater barbarities on the part of the Canaanites, as in Judg.

still
i.

7,

but was a symbolical act, a sign of complete subjugation, which was
customary in this sense even in the Eastern empire (see Bynceus de
calceis, p. 318, and Constant. Porphyrogen de cerimon. aula Byzant.
ii. 19).
It was also intended in this instance to stimulate the
Israelites to further conflict with the Canaanites.
This is stated
in the words of Joshua (ver. 25) : " Fear not, nor be dismayed (yid.
chap. i. 9, viii. 1) for thus shall the Lord do to all your enemies."
On the putting to death and then hanging, see chap. viii. 29 and
Deut. xxi. 22, 23. The words 'W *?&! (ver. 276) are generally
understood as signifying, that after the bodies of the kings had been
;

cast into the cave, the Israelites placed large stones before the

entrance, just as in other cases heaps of stones were piled upon the

graves of criminals that had been executed
that these stones remained there

till

(vid.

chap.

vii.

25),

and

the account before us was

written.
But this leaves the words 05|y "ijf unexplained, as DW
never occurs in any other case where the formula " until this day"
is used with the simple meaning that a thing had continued to the
W? Dto Dify expresses the thought that the day
writer's own time,

was the very same day about which the author wa»
and no other (see chap. v. 11 ; Gen. vii. 13, xvii. 23 ; Ex.
If, therefore, it has any meaning at all in the present
xii. 17, etc.).
instance, we must connect the whole clause with the one preceding,
and even construe it as a relative clause : " where they (the kings)
had hidden themselves, and they (the Israelites) had placed large
referred to
writing,

stones at

kings

tlie

mouth of

the cave until that very

day" (on which the

were fetched out and executed).

Vers. 28-39. Further prosecution of the victory, by the conquest of the fortified towns of the south, into which those

who

H
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—

escaped the sword of the Israelites had thrown themselves. Ver. 28.
On the same day on which the five kings were impaled, Joshua
took

Makkedah

(see at ver. 10),

and smote the town and

with the edge of the sword, banning the town and
in

it, i.e.

putting

all

the inhabitants to death

all

its

king

the persons

(many HSS. and some

editions adopt the reading Pink for DTIN, as in ver. 37), taking the

and the property in the town as booty, as in the case of Ai
viii. 27, 28), and treating its king like the king of Jericho,
who was suspended upon a stake, to judge from chap. viii. 2, 29,
cattle

(chap.

although this

is

not stated in chap.

vi.

—Vers. 29, 30.

From Mak-

kedah he went with all Israel, i.e. all the men of war, against Libnah,
and after effecting the conquest of it, did just the same as he had
done to Makkedah. IAbndh was one of the towns of the plain or
of the hill-country of Judah (chap. xv. 42) ; it was allotted to the
priests (chap. xxi. 13), revolted from Judah in the reign of Joram
/2 Kings viii. 22), and was besieged by Sennacherib (Isa. xxxvii. 8).
It is to be sought on the north-west of Lachish, not on the south
as Knobel erroneously infers from Isa. xxxvii. 8. According to the
Onom. («. v. Lebna), it was at that time villa in regione Eleutheropolitana, quce appellator Lobna.
It has not been discovered yet
but according to the very probable conjecture of V. de Velde (Mem.
p. 330), the ruins of it may perhaps be seen upon the hill called

Ardk

el

Memhiyeh, about two hours

Um Lakis

to the west of Beit Jibrin.

—

1

same
Ver. 33. Joshua also smote the king of Gezer, who had come
fate.
with his people to the help of Lachish, and left no one remaining.
Nothing is said about the capture of the town of Gezer. According
to chap. xvi. 10 and Judg. i. 29, it was still in the possession of the
Oanaanites when the land was divided, though this alone is not
sufficient to prove that Joshua did not conquer it, as so many of the
conquered towns were occupied by the Oanaanites again after the
Israelites had withdrawn.
But its situation makes it very probable
that Joshua did not conquer it at that time, as it was too much out
Gezer (LXX. Ta£ep, in
of his road, and too far from Lachish.
1 Chron. xiv. 16 Tatyipd, in 1 Mace. Taltfpa or Tafytpa plur., in
Vers. 31, 32. Lachish,

i.e.

—

1

Knobel

is

decidedly

wrong

in his supposition, that Libnah, is to be seen in

the considerable ruins called Hora, which
Velde)

and are

lie

Hawara by Robinson.
name signifies white, and

called

the fact that the

(see at ver. 3), shared the

in the plain (Seetzen

and

V. dt

He
is

founds his conjecture upon
the Arabic translation of the

Hebrew name. But Hora is only two hours and a half
and is not in the plain at all, but in the Negeb.

to the north of Beersheba,
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Josephus rdtjipa, Ant.

vii. 4, 1, viii. 6, 1,

and

also

rdSapa,

v. 1, 22,

was on the southern boundary of Ephraim (chap. xvi. 3),
and was given up by that tribe to the Levites (chap. xvi. 9, 10,
xrL 20, 21. It is very frequently mentioned. David pursued
the Philistines to Gezer (Gazer), after they had been defeated at
Gibeon or Geba (2 Sam. v. 25 ; 1 Chron. xiv. 16). At a later
period it was conquered by Pharaoh, and presented to his daughter,
who was married to Solomon and Solomon built, i.e. fortified it
(1 Kings ix. 16, 17). It was an important fortress in the wars of

xii. 7,

4)

;

the Maccabees (1 Mace.
vii.

45,

(*. v.

xiii.

Gazer),

it

was four

Anwas, and was
chap. xvi.

3,

ix.

52

;

2

Mace

53, xiv. 34, xv. 28, 35).

Roman

called TaXppa.

32 cf 1 Mace. iv. 15,
According to the Onom.
x.

;

.

miles to the north of Nicopolis, Le.

This

is

not only in harmony with

according to which the southern border of Ephraim

ran from Lower Bethhoron to Gezer, and then on to the sea, but
also with all the other passages in which Gezer is mentioned, 1 and
answers very well to the situation of el Kubab, a village of considerable size on a steep hill at the extreme north of the mountain
1

The statement

in 1 Mace.

vii.

45, that Judas Maccabaens pursued the

army

of Nicanor, which had been beaten at Adasa, for a day's journey, as far as

Gazera (" a day's journey from Adasa into Oazera"), is perfectly reconcilable
with the situation of el Kubab ; for, according to Josephus (Ant. xii. 10, 5),
Adasa was thirty stadia from Bethhoron, and Bethhoron is ten miles to the
west of Kubab (measuring in a straight line upon the map); so that Judas pursued the enemy fifteen miles, a distance which might very well be called " a
day's journey," if we consider that the enemy, when flying, would not always
take the straightest road, and might even make a stand at intervals, and so
delay their pursuers. Still less do the statement in 1 Mace. xiv. 34, that Simon
fortified Joppa on the sea, and Gazara on the border of Ashdod, the combination of Joppa, Gazara, and the tower that is in Jerusalem (1 Mace. xv. 28,
35), and the fact that the country of Gadaris, with the town of Gadara, occurs
between Joppa and Jamnia in Strabo xvi. 759, warrant us in making a distinction between Gazara (Gezer) and the place mentioned in the Onom., as
Grimm does (on 1 Mace. iv. 15), and identifying it with the village of Jaz&r,
an hour and a half from Jaffa, although Arvieux calls this village Gesser. The
objections of Van de Velde against the identity of Kubab and Gazer are without any force. It does not necessarily follow from the expression " went up,"

—

that Lachish stood on higher ground than Gezer, as going

up often

signifies

nothing more than making a hostile attack upon a fortification. And no importance can be attached to the conjecture, that with the great distance of
Lakis, the king of Gezer would have come to the help of the
Kubab from
kings of Makkedah and Libnah, who were much nearer and were attacked first,
as the circumstances which determined his conduct are too thoroughly unknown
to us, for it to be possible to pronounce an opinion upon the subject with any

Um

certainty.
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chain which runs to the north-west of Zorea, and slopes off towards
the north into the broad plain of Merj el Omeir, almost in the

middle of the road from Ramleh to Yalo.

For

this village,

with

which Van Semden identifies Gezer (Van de Velde, Mem. p. 315),
was exactly four Roman miles north by west of Anwas, according
to Robinson's map, and not quite four hours from Akir (Ekron),
the most northerly city of the Philistines so that Josephus (Ant.
vii. 4, 1) could very properly describe Gazara as the frontier of the
territory of the Philistines.
Robinson discovered no signs of anti;

quity,
bility

it is true, on his journey through Kubab, but in all probahe did not look for them, as he did not regard the village

as a place of

any importance

in connection with ancient history

(Bibl. Res. pp. 143-4).

Vers. 34, 35. From Lachish Joshua proceeded eastwards against
Eglon (Ajlan, see ver. 3), took the town, and did to it as he had
done to Lachish. Vers. 36, 37. From Eglon he went up from the
lowland to the mountains, attacked Hebron and took it, and did to
this town and its king, and the towns belonging to it, as he had
already done to the others. The king of Hebron cannot of course
be the one who was taken in the cave of Makkedah and put to
death there, but his successor, who had entered upon the government while Joshua was occupied with the conquest of the towns
mentioned in vers. 28-35, which may possibly have taken more
than a year. " All the cities tltereof" are the towns dependent upon
Hebron as the capital of the kingdom. Vers. 38, 39. Joshua then
turned southwards with all Israel (i.e. all the army), attacked Debir
and took it, and the towns dependent upon it, in the same manner

—

—

as those mentioned before.

Debir, formerly called Kirjath-sepher,

7ro\t? ypa/ifidreov (LXX. chap. xv. 15 Judg. i. 11),
and Kirjath-sanna, i.e. in all probability the city of palm branches
(chap. xv. 49), was given up by Judah to the priests (chap. xxi. 15).
It stood upon the mountains of Judah (chap. xv. 49), to the south
of Hebron, but has not yet been certainly discovered, though V. de
i.e.

book town,

Velde

is

;

probably correct in his supposition that

the ruins of Dilbeh, on the peak of a

hill to

it is

to

be seen in

the north of

Wady

Dilbeh, and on the road from Dhoberiyeh to Hebron, about two

hours to the south-west of the
there

is

latter.

For, according to

a spring at Dilbeh, the water of which

is

Dr Stewart,

conducted by an

aqueduct into the Birket el Dilbeh, at the foot of the said hill,
which would answer very well to the upper and lower springs at
Debir, if only Debir might be placed, according to chap. xv. 49, so
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40-48.

by the Canaanites,

Hebron and Debir were taken
Joshua had

particularly the Anakites, as

had thoroughly cleared
mountains of Judah of them, but had left them still in the

not entirely destroyed them, although he
the

towns of the Philistines (chap.

was

xi.

Consequently,

21, 22).

when

were Anakites living in both Hebron
and Debir ; so that Caleb, to whom these towns were given as his
inheritance, had first of all to conquer them again, and to extermi2
cf. Judg. i. 10-13).
nate the Anakites (chap. xiv. 12, xv. 13-17
the land

divided, there

:

Vers. 40-43.

Canaan.
allied

—In the

Summary of the Conquest of the whole of Southern
further prosecution of his victory over the five

kings, Joshua smote the whole land,

Canaan from Gibeon onwards,

south of

i.e.

in all

its

the whole of the
districts,

namely

Kndbel imagines that Debir is to be found in the modern village of Dho(Dhabarije), five hours to the south-west of Hebron, on the south-west
border of the mountains of Judah, upon the top of a mountain, because, in
1

beriyeh

addition to the situation of this village,

which

is

perfectly reconcilable with

49, there are remains of a square tower there (according to Kraffl, a
Roman tower), which point to an ancient fortification (yid. Rob. Pal. i. pp. S08
sqq. ; Bitter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 202 sqq.), and because the name, which signifies
" placed behind the back," agrees with Debir, the hinder part or back (?), and
chap. xv.

by the Arabic words, which signify " extremitas,
But both reasons prove very little. The meanings assigned to
Debir and Kirjath-sepher are improbable and arbitrary. Moreover, it has not
been shown that there are any springs near Dhoberiyeh, such as there were in
the neighbourhood of Debir (chap. xv. 19 sqq.). The view held by RosenmUller,
Kirjath-sepfier, if interpreted

margo, ora."

—

and adopted by Bunsen, with regard to the situation of Debir, namely, that it
was the same as the modern Idwirban or Dewirb&n, an hour and a quarter to
the west of Hebron, because there is a large spring there with an abundant
supply of excellent water, which goes

untenable
Debir
rests

;

for it

is entirely

by the name of Ain Nunk&r,

—

is also

quite

at variance with chap. xv. 49, according to which

was not on the west of Hebron, but upon the mountains to the south, and
upon the erroneous assumption that, according to ver. 38 (3B>*I,

entirely

came from Eglon, he conquered Hebron first, and
town turned back to Debir, to take it also. But M5>

he turned round), as Joshua
after

the conquest of this

mean only to turn round or
very evident that this is the
according to chap. xv. 49, Debir was
" By this simple assumption we
does not

turn back

and

sense in which it

it is

:

it signifies

turning generally

used in ver. 38, since,
on the south of Hebron.
is

get rid of the pretended contradictions,
have discovered between chap. x. 36-39 on the one
hand, and chap. xi. 21, 22, and xiv. 12, xv. 13-17 on the other, and on account
of which Knobel would assign the passages last named to a different document. On the first conquest of the land by Joshua, Masius observes that " in

Tvhich neological critics
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the mountains (chap. xv. 48), the

Negeb

21), the lowlands (chap. xv. 33),

and the

(the south land, chap. xv.
slopes,

i.e.

the hill region

and comm. on Nam. xxi. 15), and all the kings of these
different districts, banning every living thing (JVB&Y73 = B^"^,
vers. 28, 30, i.e. all the men ; vid. Deut. xx. 16), as Jehovah had
commanded, viz. Num. xxxiii. 51 sqq. ; Deut. vii. 1, 2, xx. 16.
He smote them from Kadesh-barnea, on the southern boundary of
Canaan (chap. xv. 3 see at Num. xii. 16), to Gaza (see at Gen.
x. 9), and all the country of Goshen, a different place from the
Goshen of Egypt, deriving its name in all probability from the
town of Goshen on the southern portion of the mountains (chap.
xv. 51).
As the line "from Kadesh-barnea to Gaza" defines the
extent of the conquered country from south to north on the western
(chap.

xii. 8,

;

side, so

the parallel clause, " all the country of Goshen, even unto

Gibeon," defines the extent from south to north on the eastern side.

There is no tenable ground for the view expressed by Knobel, which
rests upon very uncertain etymological combinations, that the land
of Goshen signifies the hill country between the mountains and the
plain, and is equivalent to nfat5>'K.
Ver. 42. All these kings and
their country Joshua took "once," i.e. in one campaign, which
lasted, however, a considerable time (cf. chap. xi. 18). He was able
to accomplish this, because Jehovah the God of Israel fought for

—

Israel (see ver. 14).

camp

After this he returned with the army to the

at Gilgal (Jiljilia, see p.

93

;

cf. ver.

15).

DEFEAT OF THE KINGS OF NORTHEEN CANAAN.

THE WHOLE LAND.
Vers. 1-15.

On

The War

—CHAP.

SUBJUGATION OF

XI.

in Northern' Canaan.

—Vers.

1-3.

receiving intelligence of what had occurred in the south, the

king of Hazor formed an alliance with the kings of Madon,
Shimron, and Achshaph, and other kings of the north, to make a
common attack upon the Israelites. This league originated with
Jabin the king of Hazor, because Hazor was formerly the head of
Joshua ran through the southern region with an armed band,
manner to depopulate it entirely. All that he needed was to
strike such terror into the hearts of all through his victories, that no one should
henceforth offer any resistance to himself and to the people of God. Those
whom he pursued, therefore, he destroyed according to the commands of God,
not sparing a single one, but he did not search out every possible hiding-place
in which any could be concealed.
This was left as a gleaning to the valour of
each particular tribe, when it should take possession of its own inheritance."

this expedition

in too hurried a
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1-8.

the kingdoms of northern Canaan (ver. 10).
Hazor, which
Joshua conquered and burned to the ground (vers. 10, 11), was
afterwards restored, and became a capital again (Judg. iv. 2
1 Sam. xii. 9) ; it was fortified by Solomon (1 Kings ix. 15), and
taken by Tiglath-Pileser (2 Kings xv. 29). It belonged to the

all

tribe of Naphtali (chap. six. 36), but has not yet been discovered.

According

was above the Lake of
Huleh. Robinson conjectures
that it is to be found in the ruins upon Tell Khuraibeh, opposite to
the north-west corner of the lake of Huleh, the situation of which
to Josephus (Ant. v. 5, 1), it

Samochonitis, the present

Bahr

el

would suit Hazor quite well, as it is placed between Bamah and
Kedesh in chap. xix. 35, 36 (see Bibl. Res. p. 364). On the other
hand, the present ruins of Huzzur or Hazireh, where there are the
remains of large buildings of a very remote antiquity (see Rob.
Bibl. Res. p. 62), with which Knobel identifies Hazor, cannot be
thought of for a moment, as these ruins, which are about an hour
and a quarter to the south-west of Yathir, are so close to the Ramah
of Asher (chap. xix. 29) that Hazor must also have belonged to
Asher, and could not possibly have been included in the territory
of Naphtali.
There would be more reason for thinking of Tell
Hazur or Khirbet Hazur, on the south-west of Szafed (see Rob.
Bibl. Res. p. 81) ; but these ruins are not very ancient, and only
belong to an ordinary village, and not to a town at all. Madon is
only mentioned again in chap. xii. 19, and its situation is quite
unknown. Shimron, called Shimron-meron in chap. xii. 20, was
allotted to the tribe of Zebulun (chap. xix. 15), and is also unknown. For Meron cannot be connected, as Knobel supposes, with
the village and ruins of Maron, not far from Kedesh, on the southwest (see Rob. Pal. iii. p. 371), or Shimron with the ruins of
Khuraibeh, an hour to the south of Kedesh; as the territory of
Zebulun, to which Shimron belonged, did not reach so far north,
and there is not the slightest ground for assuming that there were
two Shimrons, or for making a distinction between the royal seat
mentioned here and the Shimron of Zebulun. There is also no
probability in Knobel a conjecture, that the Shimron last named is
the same as the small village of Semunieh, probably the Simonios of
Josephus (Vita, § 24), on the west of Nazareth (see Rob. Pal. iii.
Aclishaph, a border town of Asher (chap. xix. 25), is also
p. 201).
unknown, and is neither to be sought, as Robinson supposes (Bibl.
Res. p. 55), in the ruins of Kesdf, which lie even farther north than
Abel (Abil), in the tribe of Naphtali, and therefore much too far
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to the north to have
identified with

has nothing in

common

Naphtali (chap. xx.

—Ver.

2.
the

7),

(chap. xix. 35),

and "

Galilee,

;

nor to be

Acco

with Aclishaph except the letter caph (see

"upon

also at chap. xix. 25).

kings of the north

reth

formed the boundary of Asher

(Ptolemais), as Knobel imagines, since

Acco

Jabin also

and " in
i.e.

i.e.

with the

the mountains of

Arabah to the south of ChinneGhor to the south of the sea of

the

in the

in the lowland,"

allied himself

mountains,"

i.e.

the northern portion of

it,

as far

and " upon tlie heights of Dor." The town of Dor,
which was built by Phoenicians, who settled there on account of the
abundance of the purple mussels (Steph. Byz. s. v. A5>poi), was
allotted to the Manassites in the territory of Asher (chap. xvii. 11
cf. xix. 26), and taken possession of by the children of Joseph
It was situated on the Mediterranean Sea,
(1 Chron. vii. 29).
below the promontory of Carmel, nine Roman miles north of
Csesarea, and is at the present time a hamlet called Tantura or
Tortura, with very considerable ruins ( Wilson, The Holy Land, ii.
249, and V. de Velde, Journey, i. p. 251). The old town was a little
more than a mile to the north, on a small range of hills, which is
covered with ruins (Ritter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 608-9 V. de Velde, Mem.
p. 307), and on the north of which there are rocky ranges, with
many grottos, and houses cut in the rock itself {Buckingham, Syria,
i. pp. 101-2).
These are " the heights of Dor," or " the high range
of Dor" (chap. xii. 23
1 Kings iv. 11).—Ver. 3. "Namely, toitlt
the Canaanites on the east and west, the Amorites " and other tribes
dwelling upon the mountains (vid. chap. iii. 10), and " the Hivites
under the Hermon in the land of Mizpah" i.e. the country below
Hasbeya, between Nahr Hasbany on the east, and Merj Ayun on

down

as Joppa,

;

;

the west, with the village of Mutulleh or Mtelleh, at present inhabited

by Druses, which stands upon a hill more than 200 feet high, and
from which there is a splendid prospect over the Huleh basin. It
is from this that it has derived its name, which signifies prospect,
specula, answering to the Hebrew Mizpah (see Robinson, Bibl. Res.
p. 372).

Vers. 4-9. These came out with their armies, a people as numerous as the sand by the sea-shore (vid. Gen. xxii. 17, etc.), and

very
sc.

many

horses and chariots.

All these kings agreed together,

concerning the war and the place of

Merom

battle,

and encamped

at

The name Merom (Meirim in the
Arabic version) answers to Meir&m, a village whose name is also
pronounced Meirum, a celebrated place of pilgrimage among the
to fight against Israel.
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6-9.

Shammai, Simeon ben Jochai, and other

noted Rabbins are said to be buried there (see Robinson, Pal.

iii.

two hours' journey north-west of Szafed, upon a
rocky mountain, at the foot of which there is a spring that forms a
small brook and flows away through the valley below Szafed {Seetzen,
R. ii. pp. 127-8 ; Robinson, Bibl. Res. pp. 73 sqq.). This stream,
p. 333), about

which

said to reach the

is

of Bethsaida,

of Merom,"

is

as,

Lake

of Tiberias, in the neighbourhood

in all probability to be regarded as the " waters of

according to Josephus (Ant. v.

1, 18),

encamped at Berothe (de. Bell. Jud. xx. 6, and Vit.
l
city of Upper Galilee, not far from Kedese."

37,

" these kings
'

Meroth'), a

Vers. 6 sqq. On account of this enormous number, and the
might of the enemy, who were all the more to be dreaded because
of their horses and chariots, the Lord encouraged Joshua again, 3 as
in chap. viii. 1, by promising him that on the morrow He would
deliver them all up slain before Israel ; only Joshua was to lame
s
their horses (Gen. xlix. 6) and burn their chariots.
Siitf before Ifli
gives emphasis to the sentence " I will provide for this ; by my
power, which is immeasurable, as I have shown thee so many
times, and by my nod, by which heaven and earth are shaken, shall
:

these things be done " (Masius).

—Vers.

7, 8.

With

this to inspirit

upon the enemy and smote them, chasing
them towards the north-west to Sidon, and westwards as far as
Misrephothmaim, and into the plain of Mizpah on the east. Sidon
is called the great (as in chap. xix. 28), because at that time it was
the metropolis of Phoenicia ; whereas even by the time of David it
had lost its ancient splendour, and was outstripped by its daughter
city Tyre.
It is still to be seen in the town of Saida, a town of
five or six thousand inhabitants, with many large and well-built
them, the

1
The
name for

Israelites fell

traditional opinion that

the

Lake of

" waters of Merom "

Samochonitis, or Huleh,

is

is the Old Testament
not founded upon any historical

is simply an inference of Hadr. Reland (Pal. 111. p. 262), (1)
from the statement made by Josephus (Ant. v. 5, 1), that Hazor was above the
Lake of Samochonitis, it being taken for granted without further reason that
the battle occurred at Hazor, and (2) from the supposed similarity in the meaning of the names, viz. that Samochonitis is derived from an Arabic word signifying to be high, and therefore means the same as Merom (height), though here
again the zere is disregarded, and Merom is arbitrarily identified with Marom.

evidence, bnt

*

"As

was so much more difficulty connected with the destruction
and well-disciplined an army, it was all the more necessary that

thero

of so populous

he should be inspired with fresh confidence. For this reason God appeared to
and promised him the same success as He had given him so many times

Joshua,

before."— Calvin.
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houses (see Rob. Pal.

iii.

p. 415,

and Movers, Phonizier,

ii.

1,

pp.

86

Misrephothmaim (mentioned also at chap. xiii. 6), which the
Greek translators have taken as a proper name, though the Rabbins
and some Christian commentators render it in different ways, such

sqq.).

as salt-pits, smelting-huts, or glass-huts (see Get. Thes. p. 134.1), is

a collection of springs, called Ain Mesherji, at the foot of the promontory to which with its steep pass the name of Ras el Nakhura
is given, the scala Tyriorum or Passepoulain of the Crusaders (see
V. de Velde, Mem. p. 335, and Ritter, Erdk. xvi. p. 807). nexo nppa
(Eng. Ver. u the valley of Mizpeh") is probably the basin of the
Huleh lake and of Nahr JIasbany, on the western side of which lay
the land of Mizpah (ver. 3). Ver. 9. Joshua carried out the command of the Lord with regard to the chariots and horses.
Vers. 10-15. After destroying the foe, and returning from the
pursuit, Joshua took Hazor, smote its king and all the inhabitants
with the edge of the sword, and burned the town, the former leader
of all those kingdoms. He did just the same to the other towns,
except that he did not burn them, but left them standing upon
Djrojf nneVn (ver. 13) neither contains an allusion to
their hills.
any special fortification of the towns, nor implies a contrast to the
towns built in the valleys and plains, but simply expresses the
thought that these towns were still standing upon their hill, i.e.
upon the old site (cf. Jer. xxx. 18 the participle does not express
the preterite, but the present). At the same time, the expression
certainly implies that the towns were generally built upon hills.
The pointing in D?R is not to be altered, as Knobel suggests. The
singular " upon their hill" is to be taken as distributive: standing,
now as then, each upon its hill. With ver. 15, " as Jeliovah commanded Hie servant Moses " (cf. Num. xxxiii. 52 sqq. ; Deut. vii. 1
sqq., xx. 16), the account of the wars of Joshua is brought to a
close, and the way opened for proceeding to the concluding remarks
with reference to the conquest of the whole land (vers. 16-23).
T3H Tpn k? he put not away a word, i.e. left nothing undone.
}

—

:

—

Vers. 16-23.

Retrospective View op the Conquest op

the whole Land.

—Vers.

16,

17.

Joshua took

all

this land,

namely, those portions of Southern Canaan that have already been
mentioned in chap. x. 40, 41 ; also the Arabah, and the mountains
of Israel and its lowlands (see ver. 2), i.e. the northern part of the
land (in the campaign described in vers. 1-15), that is to say,
Canaan in all its extent, "from the bald mountain which goeth up to
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XI. 18-28.

which is mentioned
boundary of Canaan, is

(ffalak),

as the southern

which stretches obliquely across the
Dead Sea and forms the dividing
line that separates this valley into el-Ghor and eUAraba {Rob.
Pal. ii. pp. 489, 492), or the present Madara, a strange-looking
chalk-hill to the south-west of the pass of Sufah (Rob. ii. p. 589),
a steep bare mountain in a barren plain, the sides of which consist
of stone and earth of a leaden ashy hue (Seetzen, R. iii. pp. 14, 15)
but in all probability the northern edge of the Azazimeh mountain
with its white and glistening masses of chalk. Baal-gad, i.e. the
place or town of Baal, who was there worshipped as Gad (see Isa.
lxv. 11), also called Baal-hermon in Judg. iii. 3 and 1 Chron. v.
23, is not Baalbek, but the Paneas or Casarea Philippi of a later
time, the present Banjos (see at Num. xxxiv. 8, 9). This is the
opinion of v. Raumer and Robinson, though Van de Velde is more
disposed to look for Baal-gad in the ruins of Kalath (the castle of)
Bostra, or of Kalath Aisafa, the former an hour and a half, the
latter three hours to the north of Banjas, the situation of which
would accord with the biblical statements respecting Baal-gad

Arabah

cliffs

eight miles below the

The "valley of Lebanon" is not Cosle-Syria, the
modern Bekda, between Lebanon and Antilibanus, but the valley at
exceedingly well.

the foot of the southern slope of Jebel Sheik (Hermon).

—Vers. 18

Joshua made war with the kings of Canaan along time judging from chap. xiv. 7, 10, as much as seven years, though Josephus
(Ant. v. 1, 19) speaks of five (see at chap. xiv. 10).
No town
submitted peaceably to the Israelites, with the exception of Gibeon
they took the whole in war. "For it was of the Lord" (ver. 20),
sqq.

ue.

;

God

ordered

it

so that they (the Canaanites)

make war upon

they might

hardened their

under the ban,
and be destroyed without mercy. On the hardening of the heart
as a work of God, see the remarks upon the hardening of Pharaoh
(Ex. iv. 21). It cannot be inferred from this, that if the Canaanites
had received the Israelites amicably, God would have withdrawn
His command to destroy them, and allowed the Israelites to make
peace with them ; for when they made peace with the Gibeonites,
they did not inquire what was the will of the Lord, but acted in
opposition to it (see at chap. ix. 14). The remark is made with
special reference to this, and has been correctly explained by
Augustine (qu. 8 in Jos.) as follows " Because the Israelites had

heart to

Israel, that

fall

:
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to some of them of their own accord, though in oppo
command of God, therefore it is stated that they (the
made war upon them so that none of them were spared,

shown mercy
sition to the

Canaanites)

were not induced to show mercy to the neglect of
the commandment of God."
In vers. 21, 22, the destruction of the Anakites upon the mountains of Judah and Israel is introduced in a supplementary form,
which completes the history of the subjugation and extermination
This supof the Canaanites in the south of the land (chap. x.).
plement is not to be regarded either as a fragment interpolated by
a different hand, or as a passage borrowed from another source.
On the contrary, the author himself thought it necessary, having

and the

Israelites

special regard to

Joshua

whom

Num.

also rooted out

xiii.

28, 31 sqq., to mention expressly that

from

their settlements the sons of

Anak,

the spies in the time of Moses had described as terrible

and drove them into the Philistine cities of Gaza, Gath,
and Ashdod.
"At that time" points back to the "long time,"
mentioned in ver. 18, during which Joshua was making war upon
the Canaanites. The words "cut off,"* etc., are explained correctly
by Clericus : " Those who fell into his hands he slew, the rest he
put to flight, though, as we learn from chap. xv. 14, they afterwards
returned."
(On the Anakim, see at Num. xiii. 22.) They had
their principal settlement upon the mountains in Hebron (el Khulil,
see chap. x. 3), Debir (see at chap. x. 38), and Anab.
The last
place (Anab), upon the mountains of Judah (chap. xv. 50), has been
preserved along with the old name in the village of Anab, four or
five hours to the south of Hebron, on the eastern side of the great
Wady el Khulil, which runs from Hebron down to Beersheba
giants,

(Bob. Pal.

ii.

p. 193).

"And from

all (the rest of) the

mountains

of Judah, and all the mountains of Israel:" the latter are called the
mountains of Ephraim in chap. xvii. 15. The two together form
the real basis of the land of Canaan, and are separated from one

another by the large

Wady

Hanina (see Rob. Pal. ii. p. 333).
names from the fact that the southern
portion of the mountain land of Canaan fell to the tribe of Judah
as its inheritance, and the northern part to the tribe of Ephraim
and other tribes of Israel. 1 Gaza, Gath, and Ashdod were towns

They received

Beit

their respective

1
The distinction here made may be explained without difficulty even from
the circumstances of Joshua's own time. Judah and the double tribe of Joseph
(Ephraim and Manasseh) received their inheritance by lot before any of the

others.

But whilst the

tribe of

Judah proceeded

into the territory allotted to
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16-23.

Gaza and Ashdod were

allotted to the

(chap. xv. 47), but were never taken possession of

Israelites,

although the Philistines were sometimes subject

to the Israelites (see at chap.

xiii.

—With

3).

" thus Joshua

ver. 23a,

Canaan by
Joshua is brought to a close ; and ver. 236, " and Joshua gave it
for an inheritance unto Israel" forms a kind of introduction to the
took the whole land" etc., the history of the conquest of

second part of the book.
xii. is

The
and

The

list

simply an appendix to the

of the conquered kings in chap.

first part.

taking of the whole land does not imply that

all

the towns

had been conquered, or that all the
Canaanites were rooted out from every corner of the land, but
simply that the conquest was of such a character that the power of
the Canaanites was broken, their dominion overthrown, and their
whole land so thoroughly given into the hands of the Israelites,
that those who still remained here and there were crushed into
powerless fugitives, who could neither offer any further opposition
villages to the very last

to the Israelites, nor dispute the possession of the land with them,

they would only

strive to fulfil the

commandments of

their

if

God and

persevere in the gradual extermination of the scattered remnants.

Moreover, Israel had received the strongest pledge, in the powerful
help which it had received from the Lord in the conquests thus far
obtained, that the faithful covenant God would continue His help
in the conflicts which still remained, and secure for it a complete
victory and the full possession of the promised land.
Looking,
them

in the south, all the other tribes

later period,

still

remained in Gilgal

when Ephraim and Manasseh were

;

and even at a

in their possessions, all Israel,

with the exception of Judah, were still encamped at Shiloh. Moreover, the
two parts of the nation were now separated by the territory which was afterwards assigned to the tribe of Benjamin, but had no owner at this time ; and
in addition to this, the altar, tabernacle, and ark of the covenant were in the
midst of Joseph and the other tribes that were still assembled at Shiloh. Under
snch circumstances, then, would not the idea of a distinction between Judah, on
the one hand, and the rest of Israel, in which the double tribe of Joseph and
then the single tribe of Ephraim acquired such peculiar prominence, on the
other, shape itself more and more in the mind, and what already existed in the
germ begin to attain maturity even here ? And what could be more natural
than that the mountains in which the "children of Judah" had their settlements should be called the mountains of Judah ; and the mountains where all
the rest of Israel was encamped, where the " children of Israel " were gathered
together, be called the mountains of Israel, and, as that particular district
really belonged to the tribe of Ephraim, the mountains of Ephraim also ? (chap,
xix.

60, xx.

7

;

also xxiv. 80.)
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from this point of view,
whole
land, and could now
possession
the
had
taken
of
Joshua
proceed to finish the work entrusted to him by the Lord, by dividing the land among the tribes of Israel. Joshua had really done
For the Lord had not only
all that the Lord had said to Moses.
promised to Moses the complete extermination of the Canaanites,
but had also told him that He would not drive out the Canaanites
at once, or "in one year," but only little by little, until Israel
multiplied and took the land (Ex. xxiii. 28—30 ; cf. Deut. vii. 22).
Looking at this promise, therefore, the author of the book could
say with perfect justice, that " Joshua took tlie whole land according
to all that (precisely in the manner in which) the Lord had said to
therefore, at the existing state of things

Moses."

But

this did not preclude the fact, that

remained to be done before

all

exterminated from every part of the land.

enumeration of towns and

a great deal

still

the Canaanites could be utterly

Consequently, the

were not yet conquered,
and of Canaanites who still remained, which we find in chap. xiii.
1-6, xvii. 14 sqq., xviii. 3, xxiii. 5, 12, forms no discrepancy with
the statements in the verses before us, so as to warrant us in
adopting any

critical

districts that

hypotheses or conclusions as to the composition

of the book by different authors.

The

Israelites could easily

have

unconquered, and

taken such portions of the land as were

still

could have exterminated

who remained, without

all

the Canaanites

any severe or wearisome conflicts ; if they had but persevered in
fidelity to their God and in the fulfilment of His commandments.
If, therefore, the complete conquest of the whole land was not
secured in the next few years, but, on the contrary, the Canaanites
repeatedly gained the upper hand over the Israelites ; we must
seek for the explanation, not in the fact that Joshua had not
completely taken and conquered the land, but simply in the fact
that the Lord had withdrawn His help from His people because
of their apostasy from Him, and had given them up to the
power of their enemies to chastise them for their sins. The distribution of the land for an inheritance to the Israelites took place

—

"according to their divisions by their tribes"

nipwiD denote the

division of the twelve tribes of Israel into families, fathers' houses,

and households; and is so used not only here, but in chap. xii.
7 and xviii. 10.
Compare with this 1 Chron. xxiii. 6, xxiv. 1,
etc., where it is applied to the different orders of priests and
" And the land rested from war :" i.e. the war was ended,
Levites.
so that the peaceable task of distributing the land
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1-6.

15; Judg.

(yid. chap. xiv.

11, 30,

iii.

v.31).

LIST OF THE KINGS SLAUGHTERED BT THE ISRAELITES.
CHAP. in.

In the historical account of the wars of Joshua in the south
and north of Canaan, the only kings mentioned by name as having
been conquered and slain by the Israelites, were those who had
formed a league to make war upon them whereas it is stated at
the close, that Joshua had smitten all the kings in the south and
north, and taken possession of their towns (chap. x. 40, xi. 17). To
;

complete the account of these conquests, therefore, a detailed list is
given in the present chapter of all the kings that were slain, and
not merely of those who were defeated by Joshua in the country on
this side of the Jordan, but the two kings of the Amorites who had
been conquered by Moses are also included, so as to give a complete
picture of all the victories which Israel had gained under the omnipotent help of its God.
Vers. 1-6. List of the kings whom the Israelites smote, and
whose land they took, on the other side of the Jordan, namely, the
land by the brook Arnon (Mojeb see Num. xxi. 13) to Hermon
(Jebel es Sheikh, Dent. iii. 8), and the whole of the eastern Arabah

—

;

(the valley of the Jordan on the eastern side of the river).

—Vers.

Sihon and his kingdom, see Num. xxi. 24 ; Deut. ii. 36,
" AroSr on tJie Arnon :" the present ruins of Araayr,
iii. 16, 17.
on the northern bank of the Mojeb (see Num. xxxii. 34). -'run ifim,
"and (from) the middle of the valley onwards :" i.e., according to
the parallel passages in chap. xiii. 9, 16, and Deut. ii. 36, from
the town in the Arnon valley, the city of Moab mentioned in

On

2, 3.

Num.

xxii. 36, viz.

Ar

or Areopolis (see at

Num.

xxi. 15) in the

neighbourhood of Aroer, which is mentioned as the exclusive terminus a quo of the land taken by the Israelites along with the
" Ualf-Gilead," i.e. the mountainous
inclusive terminus Aroer.
district on the south side of the Jabbok (see at Deut. iii. 10), " to
the river Jabbok,"

(see at

Num.

i.e.

the upper Jabbok, the present

xxi. 24).

—Ver.

3.

" And (over)

the

Nahr Amm&n
Arabah,

etc.,

Sihon reigned" fa. over the eastern side of the Ghor, between the
Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea (see at Deut. iii. 17). "By the

way

to

JBethjeshimoth,

Pugah'' (see at

Num.

and towards
xxi. 15 and

the south below the slopes
xxvii. 12),

i.e.

of

to the north-
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eastern border of the desert

—Vers.

4, 5.

" And

On

by

Dead Sea (see at Num. xxii. 1).
of Og" se. they took possession of

the

the territory

vid. Deut. iii. 11 ; and on his residences, Ashbe seen in Tell Ashtereh) and Edrei (now Draa
or DSra), see at Gen. xiv. 5 and Num. xxi. 33.
On his territory,
see Deut. iii. 10, 13, 14.
Ver. 6. These two kings were smitten
by Moses, etc. vid. Num. xxi. 21 sqq., and xxxii. 33 sqq.

(ver. 1).

Og,

taroth (probably to

—

:

Vers.

7-24. List of the thirty-one kings of Canaan whom
side of the Jordan, "from Baal-gad,

Joshua smote on the western

up towards
This land Joshua gave to the other

in the valley of Lebanon, to the bald mountain that goeth

Seir" (see chap.

xi.

tribes of Israel.

(On

17).

the different parts of the land, see at chap.

—Vers. 9

sqq. The different kings are given
which they were defeated: Jericho (chap. vi. 1);
Ai (chap. vii. 2) ; Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish, and
Eglon (chap. x. 3) ; Gezer (chap. x. 33) ; and Debir (chap. x. 38).
Those given in vers. 136 and 14 are not mentioned by name in
chap. x.
Geder, possibly the same as Gedor upon the mountains
of Judah (chap. xv. 58), which has been preserved under the old
name of Jedur (Rob. Pal. ii. p. 186, and Bibl. Res. p. 282).
Hormah {i.e. banning) was in the south of Judah (chap. xv. 30),
and was allotted to the Simeonites (chap. xix. 4). It was called
Zephath by the Canaanites (Judg. i. 17 ; see at Num. xxi. 3), was
on the southern slope of the mountains of the Amalekites or
Amorites, the present ruins of Sepdta, on the western slope of the
table-land of Rakhma, two hours and a half to the south-west of
Khalasa (Elusa see Ritter, Erdk. xiv. p. 1085). Arad, also in the
Negeb, has been preserved in Tell Arad (see at Num. xxi. 1).
Adullam, which is mentioned in
Libnah (see at chap. x. 29).
the
towns
of
the plain between Jarmuth and
chap. xv. 35 among
neighbourhood
of
the
a large cave in which David
Socoh, was in
flying
from
Saul
when
took refuge
(1 Sam. xxii. 1 ; 2 Sam. xxiii.
Rehoboam
by
fortified
It was
(2 Chron. xi. 7), and is men13).
the
city
of Odollam.
xii.
as
The Onomast.
2
Mace.
38
tioned in
ix. 1, x.

40,

and

xi. 2.)

in the order in

:

Roman

describes

it

as being ten

but this

is

a mistake, though

far as the situation
well, a place

large

is

it

miles to the east of Eleutheropolis

has not yet been discovered.

concerned, Deir

Dubbdn would

suit

So
very

about two hours to the north of Beit Jibrin, near to a
in the white limestone, which form a kind of

number of caves

labyrinth, as well as

and Van de

some vaulted grottos (see Rob. Pal. ii. p. 353,
Makkedah : possibly Summeil

Velde, Reise. pp. 162—3).
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XII. 7-24.

i.e.

Beitin (see chap.

viii.

17).

The

towns which follow in vers. 17 and 18 cannot be
determined with certainty, as the names Tappuach, Aphek, and
Hefer are met with again in different parts of Canaan, and Lassituation of the

But if we observe, that just as from
10 onwards those kings'-towns are first of all enumerated,
the capture of which has already been described in chap, x., and
then in vers. 15 and 16 certain other towns are added which had
been taken in the war with the Canaanites of the south, so likewise
in vers. 19 and 20 the capitals of the allied kings of northern
Canaan are given first, and after that the other towns that were
taken in the northern war, but had not been mentioned by name in
chap. xi. : there can be no doubt whatever that the four towns in
vers. 17 and 18 are to be classed among the kings'-towns taken in
the war with the king of Jerusalem and his allies, and therefore
are to be sought for in the south of Canaan and not in the north.
Consequently we cannot agree with Van de Velde and Knobel in
identifying Tappuach with En-Tappuach (chap. xvii. 7), and looking for it in Atuf, a place to the north-east of Nablus and near the
valley of the Jordan ; we connect it rather with Tappuach in the
lowlands of Judah (chap. xv. 34), though the place itself has not
yet been discovered. Hefer again is neither to be identified with
Gath-hepher in the tribe of Zebulun (chap. xix. 13), nor with
Chafaraim in the tribe of Issachar (chap. xix. 19), but is most
probably the capital of the land of Hefer (1 Kings iv. 10), and to
be sought for' in the neighbourhood of Socoh in the plain of Judah.
Aphek is probably the town of that name not far from Ebenezer
(1 Sam. iv. 1), where the ark was taken by the Philistines, and is
most likely to be sought for in the plain of Judah, though not in
the village of AJibek (Rob. Pal. ii. p. 343) but it has not yet been
traced.
Knobel imagines that it was Aphek near to Jezreel (1
Sam. xxix. 1), which was situated, according to the Onom., in the
neighbourhood of Endor (1 Sam. xxix. 1 ; 1 Kings xx. 26, 30)
but this Aphek is too far north. Lassaron only occurs here, and
hitherto it has been impossible to trace it. Knobel supposes it to be
the place called Saruneh, to the west of the lake of Tiberias, and
conjectures that the name has been contracted from Lassaron by

saron does not occur again.
ver.

;

.

aphaeresis of the liquid.

This

is

quite possible, if only

look for Lassaron so far to the north.

imagine

it

to

we

could

Bachienne and Rosentnuller

be the village of Sliaron in the celebrated plain of that

name, between Lydda and Arsuf.

— Vers.

19, 20.

Madon, Hezor,

I
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Shimron-meron, and Achshaph (see at chap.

xi. 1).

—Ver. 21.

Taa-

was allotted to the Manassites in the territory of Issachar,
and given up to the Levites (chap. xvii. 11, xxi. 25), bat was not
entirely wrested from the Canaanites (Judg. i. 27), is the present Tell
TaSnak, an hour and a quarter to the south-east of Lejun, a flat hill
sown with corn ; whilst the old name has been preserved in the small
nach, which

village of Tadnak, at the south-eastern foot of the Tell (see
Velde,

i.

p. 269,

and Rob. Pal.

iii.

p. 156).

Van de

Megiddo, which was also

allotted to the Manassites in the territory of Issachar,

though without

the Canaanites having been entirely expelled (chap. xvii. 11; Judg.

by Solomon (1 Kings ix. 15), and is also well
were Ahaziah died (2 Kings ix. 27), and where
Josiah was beaten and slain by Pharaoh Necho (2 Kings xxiii. 29,
30; 2 Chron. xxxv. 20 sqq.). Robinson has shown that it was
preserved in the Legio of a later time, the present Lejun (Pal. iii.
pp. 177 sqq. ; see also Bibl. Res. p. 116). Ver. 22. Kedesh, a Levitical city and city of refuge upon the mountains of Naphtali (chap,
xix. 37, xt. 7, xxi. 32), the home of Barak (Judg. iv. 6), was conquered and depopulated by Tiglath-Pileser (2 Kings xv. 29), and
was also a well-known place after the captivity (1 Mace. xi. 61 sqq.).
It is now an insignificant village, still bearing the ancient name,
to the north-west of the lake of Huleh, or, according to Van de
i.

27),

known

was

fortified

as the place

—

Velde (Reise. ii. p. 355), nothing but a miserable farmstead upon
a Tell at the south-west extremity of a well-cultivated table-land,

with a large quantity of antiquities about,

viz.

hewn

stones, relics

of columns, sarcophagi, and two ruins of large buildings, with an

open and extensive prospect on every side (see also Rob. Bibl. Res.
pp. 367 sqq.). Jokneam, near Carmel, was a Levitical town in the
territory of Zebulun (chap. xix. 11, xxi. 34).
Van de Velde and

Robinson (Bibl. Res. p. 114) suppose that they have found it in
Tell Kaimon, on the eastern side of the Wady el Milh, at the
north-west end of a chain of hills running towards the south-east
this Tell

being 200 feet high, and occupying a very commanding

governed the main pass on the western side of
Kaimdn is the Arabic form
of the ancient Kafifuova, Cimana, which JSusebius and Jerome
describe in the Onom. as being six Roman miles to the north of

situation, so that

it

Esdraelon towards the southern plain.

Legio, on the road to Ptolemais.
Gilgal

Gen.

:

—Ver. 23.

the seat of the king of the

xiv. 1), in all probability the

Galgulis mentioned in the Onom.

Goyim

Dor :

same place

(s. v.

see chap. xi. 2.

(a proper

name, as in
nomine

as the villa

GelgeT) as being six
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chap, xm.-xxiv.

which still exists in the Moslem
(now almost a ruin ; see Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 136),
village is only two miles E.S.E. of Kefr Saba, the

miles to the north of Antipatris,
village

of Jiljule

although this

ancient Antipatris (see Bitter,
capital

of the kings of Israel

xiv. 17,

Erdk.

xvi. pp.

down

to the time of

xv. 21, 33, xvi. 6 sqq.),

and

elevated

by

rounded

is

568—9).

(1

Kings

probably the present Talluza, an

beautifully situated place, of a considerable size, sur-

large olive groves, two hours to the north of

Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 302, and Van de Velde,

(see

Thirza, the

Omri

ii.

p.

Shechem

294).

n.-DIVISION OF THE LAND OF CANAAN AMONG THE TRIBES OF
ISRAEL.

Chap, xiii.-xxtv.

The

among

distribution of the conquered land

introduced

by the command

of the

Lord

to

the Israelites

Joshua

to enter

is

upon

now

that he was old, although different portions of land
unconquered (chap. xiii. 1-7) ; and to this there is appended a description of the land on the east of the Jordan which
had already been conquered and divided among the two tribes and
a half (chap. xiii. 8-33). The distribution of the land on this side
among the nine tribes and a half is related in its historical order
so that not only are the territories assigned by lot to the different
this

work,

were

tribes

still

described according to their respective boundaries and towns,

and
These

but the historical circumstances connected with the division
allotting
historical

of the land are also introduced into the description.

accounts are so closely connected with the geographical

descriptions of the territory belonging to the different tribes, that
the latter alone will explain the course
the land,

and

pursued in the distribution of

the various ways in which the different territories are

described (see the remarks

on chap.

account of the inheritance which

xiv. 1).

fell

For example,

in the

to the lot of the tribes of

Judah and Benjamin, not only are the boundaries .most carefully
traced, but the towns are also enumerated one by one (chap. xv.
and xviii. 11-28) ; whereas in the tribe of Joseph (Ephraim and
half Manasseh) the list of the towns is altogether wanting (chap.
xvi. and xvii.) ; and in the possessions of the other tribes, either
towns alone are mentioned, as in the case of Simeon and Dan
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mixed up
them given incompletely, as in the case of
Asher, and Naphtali (chap. xix. 10-16, 17-23,

(chap. xix. 1-9, 40-48), or the boundaries and towns are
together, but both of

Zebulun, Issachar,
24-31, 32-39).

This incompleteness, particularly in the territories

of the tribes mentioned

last,

may

in northern Canaan there were

be explained from the

still

very

many

tracts of

fact,

that

land in the

hands of the Canaanites, and the Israelites had not acquired a
complete knowledge of the country, either
through Joshua's campaign in the north, or through the men who
were sent out to survey the northern land before it was divided
(chap, xviii. 4—9), to enable them to prepare a complete account of
the boundaries and towns at the very outset. In the same way, too,
we may explain the absence of the list of towns in the case of the
tribes of Ephraim and half Manasseh,
namely, from the fact that
a large portion of the territory assigned to the tribe of Joseph was
still in the possession of the Canaanites (vid. chap. xvii. 14-18) ;
whilst the omission of any account of the boundaries in the case
of Simeon and Dan is attributable to the circumstance that the
former received its inheritance within the tribe of Judab, and the
latter between Judah and Ephraim, whilst the space left for the
Danites was so small, that Ephraim and Judah had to give up to
them some of the towns in their own territory. Thus the very
inequality and incompleteness of the geographical accounts of the
sufficiently exact or

—

possessions of the different tribes decidedly favour the conclusion,

which were drawn up at the time when
There is nothing to preclude this supposition in the fact that several towns occur with different names,
e.g. Beth-shermah and Irshemesh (chap. xv. 10, xix. 41, xxi. 16),
Madmannali and Beth-marcaboth, Sansanna and Hazar-susa (chap,
xv. 31, xix. 5), Shilchim and Sharuchen (chap. xv. 32, xix. 6),
Hetneth and Jarmuth (chap. xix. 21, xxi. 29), or in other smaller
differences.
For variations of this kind may be sufficiently explained from the fact that such places were known by two different
names, which could be used promiscuously whilst in other cases
the difference in the name amounts to nothing more than a different
mode of writing or pronouncing it e.g. Kattah and Kartdk (chap,
xix. 15, xxi. 34), JEshtemoh and Eshtemoa (chap. xv. 50, xxi. 14),
Baalah and Balah (chap. xv. 29, xix. 3) ; or simply in the contraction of a composite name, such as Ramoth in Gilead for Ramothmizpeh (chap. xxi. 36, xiii. 26) Bealoth and Baalatk-beer (chap. xv.
24, xix. 8), Lebaoth and Beth-lebaoth (chap. xv. 32, xix. 6), Hammatk
that they are the very

lists

Joshua divided the land.

;

:

;
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XIII. 1-7.

and Hammoth-dor (chap.

xix. 35, xxi. 32).
If the author, on the
had drawn from later sources, or had simply given the
results of later surveys, as Knobel supposes, there can be no doubt
that much greater uniformity would be found in the different lists. 1

other hand,

COMMAND OP GOD TO DIVIDE THE LAND OP CANAAN. DESCRIPTION OP THE TERRITORY OP THE TWO TRIBES AND A HALF.

—CHAP. XIII.
Introduction to the Division op the Land.
of the Lord to Joshua to distribute the
Canaan by lot among the nine tribes and a half. Ver. 1
only the commencement of the divine command the con-

Vers. 1-14.

—Vers. 1-7.
land of
contains

Command

;

clusion follows in ver. 7.

Vers. 2-6 form a parenthesis of several

When Joshua
was
advanced in
grown old, the Lord commanded him, as he
years, and there was still much land to be taken, to divide " this
land" i.e. the whole of the land of Canaan, for an inheritance to
clauses,

denning the

last clause

of ver. 1 more fully.

had

1

The arguments employed by Knobel in support of his assertion, consist on
hand of inconclusive and incorrect assertions, and are founded on the
other hand upon arbitrary assumptions.
In the first place, for example, he
asserts that " a large number of towns are omitted from the lists, which were
within the boundaries mentioned and were in existence in the very earliest
times, viz. in the south, Tamar (Gen. xiv. 7), Arad (Num. xxi. 1), Atbach,
Rachal, Aroer, and Siphamoth (1 Sam. xxx. 28 sqq.), Gerar (Gen. xx. 26)
in
the Shephelah, Gaza, Askalon, Gath, Ashdod, Jabne, and Joppa (see chap. xv.
45 sqq.); in Benjamin, Michmash and Nob (1 Sam. xiii. 2 sqq., xxii. 19); in the
north, Aphek, Lassaron, Madon, Shimron-meron, and Merom (chap. xi. 6, xii.
18-20), as well as Meroz and A jjalon (Judg. v. 23, xii. 12) and these with other
places would assuredly not be wanting here, if Joshua and his associates had
distributed the towns as well as the land, and furnished our author with the
lists." But it would be difficult to bring forward the proofs of this, since Knobel
himself acknowledges that there are gaps in the lists which have come down to
the one

;

;

—

some of which can be proved to be the fault of the copyists, such, for
want of a whole section after chap. xv. 19 and xxi. 35. Moreover, the Philistine towns of Ashdod and Gaza are really mentioned in chap. xv.
46, and the others at all events hinted at ; whereas Knobel first of all arbitrarily rejects chap. xv. 45-47 from the text, in order that he may afterwards
be able to speak of it as omitted.
Again, with many of the places mentioned
as omissions, such as Atbach, Rachal, Siphamoth, etc., it is very questionable
whether they were towns at all in Joshua's time, or, at all events, such towns
as we should expect to find mentioned.
And lastly, not only are no catalogues
of towns given at all in the case of Ephraim and Manasseh, but we have only
ns,

example, as the

imperfect catalogues in the case of Zebulun, Asher,

and Naphtali

;

and, as
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the nine tribes and a half, and promised

him

at the

same time that

would drive out the Canaanites from those portions of the land
and
that were not yet conquered (ver. 6). The words " grown old
advanced
denote
come into years" (vid. Gen. xxiv. 1, xviii. 11, etc.)

He

age in

its

different stages

up

to the near approach of death (as,

Joshua might be ninety or a hundred years old at this time. The allusion to Joshua's great age
As
serves simply to explain the reason for the command of God.
for example, in chap, xxiii. 1).

he was already old, and there still remained much land to be taken,
he was to proceed to the division of Canaan, that he might accomplish this work to which he was also called before his death ; whereas
he might very possibly suppose that, under existing circumstances,
the time for allotting the land had not yet arrived. In vers. 2-6
the districts that were not yet conquered are enumerated separately.

—

of the Philistines (geliloth, circles of
The reference
well-defined districts lying round the chief city).
are mentioned
princes
whose
Philistines,
is to the five towns of the

—Vers.

2, 3.

in ver. 3.

"

All the

And all

circles

Geshuri:" not the

district of

Geshur

in Persea

have already observed, this incompleteness and these gaps can be satisfactorily
explained from the historical circumstances under -which the allotment of the
land took place. Secondly, Knobel also maintains, that " Joshua's conquests
did not extend to the Lebanon (chap. xiii. 4, 5), and yet the author mentions
towns of the Asherites there (chap. xix. 28, 80) : Bethel was not taken till after
the time of Joshua (Judg. i. 22 sqq.), and this was also the case with Jerusalem
(Judg. i. 8), and in the earliest times of the judges they had no Hebrew inhabitants (Judg. xix. 12), yet the author speaks of both places as towns of the
Benjamites (chap, xviii. 22, 28) ; Jericho and Ai were lying in ruins in Joshua's
time (chap. vi. 24, viii. 28), yet they are spoken of here as towns of Benjamin
that had been rebuilt (chap, xviii. 21, 23) ; it is just the same with Hazor in
xi. 13, xix. 36) ; and according to Judg. i. 1, 10 sqq., Hebron

Naphtali (chap.

and Debir also were not conquered till after Joshua's time." But all this rests
(1) upon the false assumption, that the only towns which Joshua distributed by
lot among the tribes of Israel were those which he permanently conquered,
whereas, according to the command of God, he divided the whole land among
the Israelites, whether it was conquered or not; (2) upon the erroneous opinion,
that the towns which had been destroyed, such as Jericho, Ai, and Hazor, were
allotted to the Israelites as " rebuilt," whereas there is not a word about this
in the text.
It is just the same with the arguments used by Knobel in proof
The
of the composition of chap, xiii.-xxi. from three different documents.
material discrepancies have been forced

upon the

text, as

we

shall see

when we

an explanation of the passages in question and the verbal differences
prove nothing more than that the geographical account of the boundaries and
towns contains no allusion to the priesthood, to sacrifice, or to certain other
things which no one would think of looking for here.

come

to

;
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14), but the territory of the Geshurites,

a small tribe in the south of Philistia, on the edge of the north-

western portion of the Arabian desert which borders on Egypt ;
only mentioned again in 1 Sam. xxvii.
tines

The

8.

it is

land of the Philis-

and Geshurites extended from the Sichor of Egypt (on the
Ekron (on the north). Sichor (Sihor), lit.

south) to the territory of

the black river,

not the Nile, because this

is

"before Egypt," i.e.
middle of the land.

xli. 1,

always called ^ion

;

modern

(nuchal) of Egypt, the 'Pivaicopovpa, the

which

is

3 Ex. i. 22), and was not
to the east of it, but flowed through the
The "Sichor before Egypt" was the brook

(the river) in simple prose (Gen.

Wady

el

Arish,

mentioned in chap. xv. 4, 47, etc., as the southern border
of Canaan towards Egypt (see at Num. xxxiv. 5). Ekron (fAppakuv, LiXX.), the most northerly of the Ave chief cities of the
is

was first of all allotted to the tribe of Judah (chap. xv.
on the further distribution it was given to Dan (chap.
xix. 43) ; after Joshua's death it was conquered by Judah (Judg.
i. 18), though it was not permanently occupied.
It is the present
Akir, a considerable village in the plain, two hours to the southwest of Kamlah, and on the east of Jamnia, without ruins of any
antiquity, with the exception of two old wells walled round, which
Philistines,

11, 45), then

probably belong to the times of the Crusaders (see Mob. Pal.

" To

p. 23).

iii.

the Canaanites is reckoned (the territory of the) Jive

lords of the Philistines," i.e. it was reckoned as belonging to the
land of Canaan, and allotted to the Israelites like all the rest. This

remark was necessary, because the Philistines were not descendants
of Canaan (see at Gen. x. 14), but yet were to be driven out like
the Canaanites themselves as being invaders of Canaanitish territory (cf. Deut.

ii.

po, from

%

23).

]"].?,

princes of the Philistines (vid. Judg.

not

8), does
D^fe' (cf.

mean

kings, but princes,

3, xvi.

and

title

is

title

5 sqq.

;

1

rate, it

of the Philistine princes, though

derived from the same root as Sar, but

is

of the

Sam.

v.

interchangeable with

At any

1 Sam. xxix. 6 with vers. 4, 9).

native or Philistian

rotce,

the standing

iii.

was the
it is

not

connected with seren, axis

in the tropical sense of princeps, for

which the Arabic fur-

nishes several analogies (see Ges. Thes. p. 972).

The

capitals of

Azzah (Gaza, i.e. the strong)
of Judah and taken by the Judseans

these five princes were the following.
this

was

allotted to the tribe

(chap. xv. 47

;

Judg.

i.

18), but

was not held long.

It is at the

present time a considerable town of about 15,000 inhabitants, with
the old

name

of Ghazzeh, about an hour from the sea, and with a
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seaport called

Majuma ;

it is

the farthest town of Palestine towards

the south-west (see Rob. Pal.
pp. 35

sqq.

Azotus)

:

;

this

Gaza,

Stark,

was

ii.

etc.,

pp. 374 sqq.
pp. 45

;

Hitter,

Erdk. xvi.

Ashdod ( At,arroi,
of Judah (chap. xv.

sqq.).

also allotted to the tribe

46, 47), the seat of Dagon-worship, to which the Philistines carried

the ark (1 Sam. v. 1 sqq.).

It was conquered by Uzziah (2 Chron'
was afterwards taken by Tartan, the general of Sargon
(Isa. xx. 1), and was besieged by Psammetichus for twenty-nine
years (Herod, ii. 157). It is the present Esdud, a Mahometan
village with about a hundred or a hundred and fifty miserable huts,
upon a low, round, wooded height on the road from Jamnia to
Gaza, two miles to the south of Jamnia, about half an hour from
the sea (vid. Rob. i. p. 368). Ashkalon: this was conquered by
the Judseans after the death of Joshua (Judg. i. 8, 9) ; but shortly
afterwards recovered its independence (vid. Judg. xiv. 19 1 Sam.
vi. 17).
It is the present Askuldn on the sea-shore between Gaza
and Ashdod, five hours to the north of Gaza, with considerable and
widespread ruins (see v. Raum. pp. 173-4 Hitter, xvi. pp. 69 sqq.).
Gath (Ted) : this was for a long time the seat of the Rephaites,
and was the home of Goliath (chap. xi. 22 ; 1 Sam. xvii. 4, 23
2 Sam. xxi. 19 sqq.; 1 Chron. xx. 5 sqq.); it was thither that the
Philistines of Ashdod removed the ark, which was taken thence
to Ekron (1 Sam. v. 7-10).
David was the first to wrest it from
the Philistines (1 Chron. xviii. 1).
In the time of Solomon it was
a royal city of the Philistines, though no doubt under Israelitish
supremacy (1 Kings ii. 39, v. 1). It was fortified by Rehoboam
(2 Chron. xi. 8), was taken by the Syrians in the time of Joash
(2 Kings xii. 18), and was conquered again by Uzziah (2 Chron.
xxvi. 6 ; Amos vi. 2)
but no further mention is made of it, and
no traces have yet been discovered 1 (see Rob. ii. p. 420, and v.
xxvi. 6),

;

;

;

1

According to the Onom.

(s. v.

Geth),

it

was a place

five

Roman

Eleutheropolis towards Diospolis, whereas Jerome (on Micah

i.)

miles from

Bars

:

" Gath

was near the border
is

still

of Judaea, and on the road from Eleutheropolis to Gaza ; it
a very large village ;" whilst in the commentary on Jer. xrv. he says

" Gath was near to and conterminous with Azotus," from which it is obvious
enough that the situation of the Philistine city of Gath was altogether unknown
to the Fathers. Hilzig and Knobel suppose the BunoyccPpx of Ptolemy (v. 16,
6), Betogabri in Tab. Peuting. ix. e. (the Eleutheropolis of the Fathers,

and the

present Beit Jibrin, a very considerable ruin), to be the ancient Gath, but this
is only founded upon very questionable etymological combinations
whereas Thenius looks for it on the site of the present Deir Dubban, though
without any tenable ground.

opinion
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the Avviles

(Awaeans) towards

Avvim appear

to have
belonged to those tribes of the land who were already found there
by the Canaanites, and whom the Philistines subdued and destroyed
the south."

ii.

23, the

when they entered the country. They are not mentioned in Gen.
15-19 among the Canaanitish tribes. At the same time, there

x.

ground for identifying them with the Geshurites
Moreover, it cannot be decided whether they were descendants of Ham
or Sbem (see Stark. Gaza, pp. 32 sqq.). JO^O (from, or on, the
is

as

not

sufficient

Ewald

does, or with the Anakites, as Bertheau has done.

south) at the
as

it is

commencement

(the Awites).

4 should be attached to ver. 3,
and Vulgate, and joined to D'Wn

of ver.

in the Septuagint, Syriac,

The Awaeans

dwelt to the south of the Philistines,

on the south-west of Gaza. It gives no sense to connect it with
what follows, so as to read " towards the south all the land of the
Canaanites;" for whatever land to the south of Gaza, or of the
territory of the Philistines,

not possibly be called "

all

by Canaanites, could
If, howadopt the opinion held by Masius and

was

still

inhabited

the land of the Canaanites."

we were disposed to
RosenmUUer, and understand these words as relating to the southern
boundaries of Canaan, " the possessions of the king of Arad and
the neighbouring petty kings who ruled in the southern extremity
of Judaea down to the desert of Paran, Zin, Kadesh," etc., the
fact that Arad and the adjoining districts are always reckoned as
belonging to the Negeb would at once be decisive against it (compare chap. xv. 21 sqq. with chap. x. 40, xi. 16, also Num. xxi. 1).
Moreover, according to chap. x. 40, 41, and xi. 16, 17, Joshua had
smitten the whole of the south of Canaan from Kadesh-barnea to
Gaza and taken it ; so that nothing remained unconquered there,
which could possibly have been mentioned in this passage as not
yet taken by the Israelites. For the fact that the districts, which
Joshua traversed so victoriously and took possession of, were not
all permanently held by the Israelites, does not come into consideraever,

tion here at

all.

these places, he

If the author had thought of enumerating

would have had

to include

many

all

other districts as

well..

still

Beside the territory of the Philistines on the south-west, there
remained to be taken (vers. 4, 5) in the north, " all the land of

Canaanites" i.e. of the Phoenicians dwelling on the coast, and
" the eaves which belonged to the Sidonians unto Aphek." Mearah (the
the

cave) is the present

Mugr

Jezzin,

i.e.

care of Jezzin, on the east of
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Sidon, in a steep rocky wall of Lebanon, a hiding-place of the
Druses at the present time (see at Num. xxxiv. 8 ; also F. v. Richter,
Wallfahrten in Morgenland, p. 133). Aphek, or Aphik, was allotted
it was called
to the tribe of Asher (chap. xix. 30 ; Judg. i. 31)
"Ajxuca by the Greeks there was a temple of Venus there, which
Constantine ordered to be destroyed, on account of the licentious
nature of the worship (Euseb. Vita Const, iii. 55). It is the present
Afka, a small village, but a place of rare beauty, upon a terrace of
Lebanon, near the chief source of the river Adonis (Nahr Ibrahim),
with ruins of an ancient temple in the neighbourhood, surrounded
by groves of the most splendid walnut trees on the north-east of
Beirut (see 0. F. v. Richter, pp. 106-7 ; Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 663
and V. de Velde, Reise. ii. p. 398). " To the territory of the AmoWe cannot imagine the reference to be to
rites :" this is obscure.
the territory of Og of Bashan, which was formerly inhabited by
Amorites, as that did not extend so far north ; and the explanation
given by Knobel, that farther north there were not Canaanites, but
Amorites, who were of Semitic origin, rests upon hypotheses which
cannot be historically sustained. Ver. 5. There still remained to
be taken (2) " the land of the Gfiblites," i.e. the territory of the
population of Gebal (1 Kings v. 32
Ezek. xxvii. 9), the Byblos
of the classics, on the Mediterranean Sea, to the north of Beirut,
called Jebail by the Arabs, and according to Edrisi {ed. Jaubert,
i. p. 356), " a pretty town on the sea-shore, enclosed in good walls,
and surrounded by vineyards and extensive grounds planted with
fruit trees" (see also Abulfed. Tab. Syr. p. 94).
It is still a town
with an old wall, some portions of which apparently belong to the
time of the Crusades (see Burckhardt, Syr. p. 296, and Ritter,
Erdk. xvii. pp. 60 sqq.).1 " And all Lebanon toward the sunrising ;"
i.e. not Antilibanus {Knobel), but the Lebanon which is to the east
of the territory of Gebal, " from Baal-gad under Mount Herman,"
i.e. Paneas Banjos at the foot of Hermon (see at chap. xi. 17),
" unto the entering in to Hamath," i.e. as far up as the territory of
;

;

—

;

the

kingdom of Hamath, with the

capital of the

same name on the

Orontes (see at Num. xxxiv. 8). Lastly, there still remained (3)
" all the inhabitants of the mountains, from Lebanon to Misrephoth-

maim," i.e. the promontory of Nakura (see at chap. xi. 8), namely
" all the Sidonians," i.e. all the Phoenicians who dwelt from Lebanon
southwards, from the boundary of the territory of Hamath down
1
The evidence adduced by Movers (Phbnizier, ii. 1, p. 103), that the Giblites
did not belong to the Canaanites, has more plausibility than truth.
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the promontory of Nakura* According to ancient usage, the
Sidonians stand for the Phoenicians generally, as in Homer, on
account of Sidon being the oldest capital of Phoenicia (see Ges. on
to

L pp. 724 sqq.). All these the Lord would root out before Israel,
and therefore Joshua was to divide the whole of northern Canaan,
which was inhabited by Phoenicians, among the Israelites. " Only
divide thou it by lot for an inheritance," etc.
P?, only, i.e. although
Is.

thou hast not yet taken

it.

reference to the

to divide

lot, i.e.

T'BfJ,

to cause

by

to fall, here used with
" Fulfil thy duty in the

it

lot.

distribution of the land, not even excepting

grasp of the

enemy ;

what

is still

in the firm

what I have
promised. From this we may learn to rely so perfectly upon the
word of God, when undertaking any duty, as not to be deterred by
for I will take care to perform

doubts or fears" (Calvin).
Vers. 8-14.

To

command

God

on this
and a half (ver. 7), the
historian appends the remark, that the other two tribes and a half
had already received their inheritance from Moses on the other
side (ver. 8).
This he proceeds to describe in its full extent (vers.
9-13), and then observes that the tribe of Levi alone received no
landed inheritance, according to the word of the Lord (ver. 14).
After this he gives a description in vers. 15-33 of the land assigned
by Moses to each of the two tribes and a half. 1 The remark in
ver. 8 is so closely connected with what precedes by the expression
u with whom" (Ut. with it), that this expression must be taken as
somewhat indefinite : " with whom," viz. with half Manasseh, really
signifying with the other half of Manasseh, with which the Reubenites and Gadites had received their inheritance (see Num. xxxii.
and Deut. iii. 8-17). The last words of ver. 8, " as Moses the
side the

the

of

Jordan among the nine

to divide the land

tribes

servant of Jehovah gave them," are not a tautological repetition of
the clause " which Moses gave them," but simply affirm that these

land given them by Moses, in the manner commanded by Moses, without any alteration in his arrangements. The

tribes received the

boundaries of the land given in vers. 9-13 really agree with those

given in chap.
1

xii.

2-5 and Deut.

KnobeVs remark, that

vera.

iii.

8,

although the expression

8-14 anticipate the following section

(vera.

15-33) in an unsuitable manner, rests upon a thorough misunderstanding of the
whole ; for the account of the division of the land to the east of the Jordan
among the two tribes and a half (vers. 15-33) could not be introduced in a more
appropriate manner than by a description of the circumference of the land and
of its principal parts (vers. 9-13).
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varies in

some

respects.

The words

of ver. 9, u the city that

is in

of the river" i.e. the city in the valley, viz. Ar, are more
distinct than those of chap. xii. 2, " and from the middle of the
the midst

river."

" All

the plain" is the

Amoritish table-land, a tract of land

from the Arnon to
Hcshbon, and towards the north-east to Rabbath-Amman (see at
Deut. iii. 10), which is called in Num. xxi. 20 the field of Moab.
Medeba, now called Medaba (see at Num. xxi. 30). Dibon, now a
ruin called Dibdn, to the north of Arnon (see at Num. xxi. 20). Ver.
Ver. 11. Gilead is the whole country of that
10, as in chap. xii. 2.
name on both sides of the Jabbok (see at chap. xii. 2 and Deut. iii.
10), the present Belka and Jebel Ajlun, for the description of which
" The territory of the Geshursee the remarks at Num. xxxii. 1.
ites and Maachathites" is referred to in chap. xii. 5 as the boundary
of the kingdom of Og, and in Deut. iii. 14 as the boundary of the
land which was taken by Jair the Manassite here it is included in
the inheritance of the tribes on the other side of the Jordan, but it
was never really taken possession of by the Israelites, and (according to ver. 13) it had probably never been really subject to king
Og. The other notices in vers. 11 and 12 are the same as in chap,
xii. 4, 5.
Ver. 14. The tribe of Levi was to receive no land, but
the firings of Jehovah, i.e. the offerings, including the tithes and
first-fruits (Lev. xxvii. 30-32, compared with Num. xviii. 21-32),
were to be its inheritance; so that the God of Israel himself is
called the inheritance of Levi in ver. 33 as in Num. xviii. 20, to
which the words " as He said unto them" refer (see the commentary on Num. xviii. 20).
for the most part destitute of trees, stretching

—

—

;

—

Possessions of the Two Tribes and a
tribe of Reuben received its inheritance
in
territory from Aroer in the Arnon valley,
and from Ar in that valley, onwards, and the plain (table-land) by
Medeba (see ver. 9), with Heshbon the capital and her towns, i.e.
the towns dependent upon it, in the plain. Heshbon, almost in the
centre between the Arnon and the Jabbok, was situated upon the
border of the inheritance of the Reubenites, and was ceded to the
Gadites, who gave it up to the Levites (chap. xxi. 39 ; 1 Chron. vi.
66 see at Num. xxxii. 37). Dibon, called Dibon of Gad in Num.
xxxiii. 45, because the Gadites had built, i.e. fortified it, was ou the
south of Heshbon, only an hour from Aroer, on the Arnon (ver. 9).
Vers. 15-33.

The

—Vers. 15-23. The
the south—namely, the

Half.

:

Bamoth-baal, also called

Bamoth simply (Num. xxi. 20
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on the Jebel Attarus

(see at

was thence that Balaam saw the end of the

(Num.

Num.

xxi. 20).

Israelitish

camp

BethbaaUmeon, the present ruin of Myun, threequarters of an hour s.B. of Heshbon (see at Num. xxxii. 38). Jahza,
where Sihon was defeated, was to the east of Medeba, according to
xxii. 41).

the Onom. ; and Dibon was on the border of the desert (see at

Num.

Kedemoih, on the border of the desert, to the north-west

xxi. 23).

of Kalaat Balua,

is

to

be sought on the northern bank of the

Balua, or upper Arnon (see at

Num.

xxi. 13).

Mepliaaih, where

there was a garrison stationed (according to the Onom.) as a defence
against the inhabitants of the desert, is to be sought for in the
neighbourhood of Jahza, with which it is always associated (Jer.
xlviii. 21).
Kedemoth and Mephaath were given up to the Levites
(chap. xxi. 37
1 Chron. vi. 64), Vers. 19, 20. Kirjathaim, where
Chedorlaomer defeated the Emim, is probably to be found in the
ruins of et-Teym, half an hour to the west of Medaba (see at Gen.
xiv. 5).
SibmaJi (Num. xxxii. 38), according to Jerome (on Isa.
xvi. 8), only 500 paces from Heshbon, appears to have hopelessly
disappeared. Zereth-hashacliar, i.e. splendor aurora, which is only
mentioned here, was situated " upon a mountain of the valley"

—

;

According to ver. 27, the valley was the Jordan valley, or rather
(according to Gen. xiv. 3, 8) the vale of Siddim, a valley running
down on the eastern side of the Dead Sea. Seetzen conjectures
that the town referred to is the present ruin of Sard, on the south
of Zerka Maein. Beth-peor, opposite to Jericho, six Boman miles
higher than (to the east of) Libias : see at Num. xxiii. 28. The
" elopes of Pisgah" (chap. xii. 3 ; Deut. in. 17) : to the south of the
former, on the north-eastern shore of the Dead Sea (see at Num.
xii. 3), in the Ghor el Seisab&n,
Dead Sea (see at Num. xxii. 1). In
ver. 21a, the places which Beuben received in addition to those
mentioned by name are all summed up in the words, " and all the

xxvii. 12).

on the

Beth-jeshimoih (chap.

north-east side of the

(other) towns of the plain,
as

it

and

extended over the plain.

implied in the context

:

are mentioned in ver. 17

the
;

all the

kingdom of Sihon,"

These

limitations of the

first

sc. so far

words are

in the fact that towns in the plain

the second in the fact that, according to

" the

rest of the kingdom of Sihon," i.e. the northern
was given to the Gadites. The allusion to Sihon
induced the author to mention his defeat again see at Num. xxxi.,
where the five Midianitish vassals who were slain with Sihon are

ver. 27,

portion of

it,

;

noticed in ver. 8, and the death of

Balaam

is

also mentioned.
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" Dukes of Sihon" properly vassals of Sihon; D^p? does not signify
anointed, however, but means literally poured out, i.e. cast, moulded,

The word points to the " creation of a prince by the
communication or pouring in of power" (Gusset. *. v.). Ver. 23.
" And (this) was the boundary of the sons of Reuben, the Jordan and
its territory" i.e. the Jordan, or rather land adjoining it.
The
meaning is, that the territory of Reuben, viz. with the places mentioned last (ver. 20), reached to the territory of the Jordan
for so
far as the principal part was concerned, it was on the east of the
Dead Sea, as it only reached from the Arnon to Heshbon, i.e. up
" The
to the latitude of the northern extremity of the Dead Sea.
enfeoffed.

—

;

towns and their villages"

ivn,

farm premises, used, as in Lev. xxv.
by a wall.
Vers. 24-28. Inheritance of the tribe of Gad. This tribe
received JaSzer (probably es Szyr: see at Num. xxi. 32) and " ail
the towns of Gilead" i.e. of the southern half of Gilead, which
belonged to the kingdom of Sihon ; for the northern half, which
belonged to the kingdom of Og, was given to the Manassites
(ver. 31), u and the half of the land of the sons of Amman, to AroSr
31, to denote places not enclosed

before

Rabbah"

i.e.

—

that portion of the land of the

Ammonites

between the Arnon and the Jabbok, which the Amorites under
Sihon had taken from the Ammonites, namely, the land on the east
of Gilead, on the western side of the upper Jabbok (Nahr Anunftn
Deut. ii. 37, Hi. 16 ; cf. Judg. xi. 13) ; for the land of the Ammonites,

i.e.

the land which they

still

held in the time of Moses, on

Nahr Amman, the

Israelites were not allowed to
AroSr before Rabbah, i.e. Amman (see Deut.
iii. 11), is Aroer of Gad, and must be distinguished from Aroer of
Reuben on the Arnon (ver. 16). It is only mentioned again in
Judg. xi. 33 and 2 Sam. xxiv. 5, and was situated, according to
2 Sam., in the valley of Gad, that is to say, in a wady or valley
through which Gesenius supposes an arm of the Jabbok to have
flowed, and Thenius the Jabbok itself, though neither of them has
sufficient ground for his conjecture.
It is also not to be identified

the eastern side of
attack (Deut.

ii.

19).

with the ruin of

Ayra

wady at all but

in

to the south-west of Szalt, as this is not in a

it is to be sought for to the northRabbah, in the Wady Nahr Amman, on the side of the
Kalat Zerka Gadda, the situation of which suits this verse and
2 Sam. xxiv. 5 very well, and may easily be reconciled with Judg.
xi. 33.
In ver. 26 the extent of the territory of Gad is first of
all described from north to south : viz. from Heshbon (see ver. 17)
;

all

probability

east of

—
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Ramath-mizpeh, or Hamoth in Gilead (chap. xx.

8), probably on
" and Betonim"
probably the ruin of Batneh, on the mountains which bound the
Ghor towards the east between the Wady Shaib and Wady Ajlun,
to

the site of the present Szalt (see at Dent.

same

in the

latitude as Szalt (V. de Velde,

secondly, the northern

boundary

is

iv.

43),

Mem.

p.

298)

;

and then,

described from west to east,

"from Mahanaim to the territory of Lidbir." Mahanaim (doublecamp Gen. xxxii. 2), which was given up by Gad to the Levites
:

(chap. xxi. 30), in which Ishbosheth was proclaimed king (2

Sam.
from Absalom (2 Sam. xvii. 24,
ii. 8), is not to be sought for, as Knobel supposes, in
27
the ruins of Met/sera, to the south of Jabbok, four hours and a half
from Szalt, but was on the north of the Jabbok, since Jacob did
not cross the ford of the Jabbok till after the angel had appeared
It was in or by the
to him at Mahanaim (Gen. xxxii. 3, 23).
valley of the Jordan (according to 2 Sam. xviii. 23, 24), and has
probably been preserved in the ruins of MaJineh, the situation of
which, however, has not yet been determined (see at Gen. xxxii. 3).
lAdbir is quite unknown ; the lamed, however, is not to be taken as
a prefix, but forms part of the word. J. D. Michaelis and Knobel
suppose it to be the same as Lo-debar in 2 Sam. ix. 4, 5, xvii. 27, a
place from which provisions were brought to David at Mahanaim
on his flight from Absalom, and which is to be sought for on the
ii.

and
1 Kings

8, 9),
;

east of

to

which David

fled

—Ver. 27.

On

Mahanaim.

the north, the territory of

Gad

seems to have extended to the Jabbok, and only to have stretched
beyond the Jabbok at Mahanaim, which formed the boundary of
half-Manasseh, according to ver. 30. In the valley of the Jordan,
on the other hand, the boundary reached to the Sea of Galilee.
" The valley " is the valley of the Jordan, or the Arabah from

Wady

Hesb&n above the Dead Sea up

to the

Sea of

Galilee, along

the east side of the Jordan, which belonged to the kingdom of Sihon
(chap.
of

xii.

3

;

Deut.

iii.

The

17).

Reuben must have touched

the

Wady

Hesb&n.

northern boundary of the tribe

the Jordan in the neighbourhood of

In the Jordan valley were Beth-haram, the
(see at Num. xxxii. 36) BethRoman miles to the north, the
at Num. xxxii. 36) Succoth, according

future lAbias, and present er

Rameh

;

nimra, according to the Onom. five
present ruin of Nimrein (see

;

Onom. trans Jordanem in parte Scythopoleos (see at Gen.
xxxiii. 17) ; Zaphon (i.e. north), probably not far from the southern
extremity of the Sea of Galilee. " The rest of the kingdom of Sihonf
to the

the other part having been given to the Reubenites (ver. 21).
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Vers. 29-31. The territory of the half tribe of Manasseh extended from Mahanaim onwards, and embraced all Bashan, with
the sixty Jair towns and the (northern) half of Gilead (see the

comm. on Deut.
(For the fact

iii.

itself,

13-15).
see

—Ver. 32

Num.

the concluding formula.

is

—Ver. 33

xxxiv. 14, 15.)

is

a repeti-

tion of ver. 14.

COMMENCEMENT OF THE DIVISION OP THE LAND OP CANAAN.
INHERITANCE OP CALEB.

—CHAP. XIV.

Vers. 1-5 form the heading and introduction to the account of
the division of the land

among

reaches to chap, xix., and

formula in chap.

xix. 51.

is

the nine tribes and a half, which

brought to a close by the concluding

The

according to the boundaries laid

Canaan
2-12 was

division of the land of

down

Num.

in

xxxiv.

carried out, in accordance with the instructions in

Num.

xxxiv.

16-29, by the high priest Eleazar, Joshua, and ten heads of fathers'
houses of the nine tribes and a half, whose names are given in

" By the lot of their inheritance," t.«. by casting
dependent
upon the previous clause, " which they
lots for it : this
" As the Lord commanded
them''
inheritance
to
distributed for
through Moses " (Num. xxvi. 52-56, xxxiii. 54, and xxxiv. 13), u to
tlie nine tribes and a half" (this is also dependent upon the clause
" which they distributed for inheritance "). Vers. 3, 4. So many

Num.

xxxiv. 18-28.
is

—

were to receive their inheritance, for the two tribes and a half
had already received theirs from Moses on the other side of the
Jordan, and the tribe of Levi was not to receive any land for an
According to this, there seem to be only eight tribes
inheritance.
tribes

to be provided for (2£ + 1 + 8£ = 12) ; but there were
and a half, for the sons of Joseph formed two tribes in
consequence of the adoption of Ephraim and Manasseh by the
But although the Levites were
patriarch Jacob (Gen. xlviii. 5).
to have no share in the land, they were to receive towns to dwell

and a half

really nine

in,

with pasture adjoining for their cattle

;

these the other tribes

were to give up to them out of their inheritance, according to the
instructions in Num. xxxv. 1-8 (see the notes upon this passage).

So

far as the division of the land itself

be distributed by

lot,

according to

Num.

was concerned,

xxvi. 52 sqq.

;

it

was

was carried out with such special regard
more numerous
received a larger share of the land than one that was not so

same time, the

distribution

to the relative sizes of the different tribes, that the
tribe

to

but, at the
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This could only be accomplished, however, by their

restricting the lot to the discrimination of the relative situation of

the different tribes, and then deciding the extent
their respective possessions according to the

and boundaries of

number

of families of

which they were composed. 1 The casting of the lots was probably
effected, as the Rabbins assumed, by means of two urns, one filled
with slips having the names of the tribes upon them the other, with
an equal number, representing separate divisions of the land so that
when one slip, with a name upon it, was taken out of one urn,
another slip, with a division of the land upon it, was taken from the
other.
The result of the lot was accepted as the direct decree of
God ; " for the lot was not controlled in any way by the opinion,
or decision, or authority of men" (Calvin).
See the fuller remarks
In the account of the casting of the lots, the
at Num. xxvi. 56.
first fact which strikes us is, that after the tribes of Judah and
Joseph had received their inheritance, an interruption took place,
and the camp was moved from Gilgal to Shiloh, and the taberafter which the other tribes
nacle erected there (chap, xviii. 1-9)
manifested so little desire to receive their inheritance, that Joshua
reproved them for their indolence (chap, xviii. 3), and directed them
to nominate a committee of twenty-one from their own number,
whom he sent out to survey the land and divide it into seven parts
and it was not till after this had been done that the casting of the
lots was proceeded with, and each of these seven tribes received its
inheritance.
The reason for this interruption is not given ; and the
commentators have differed in their opinions as to the cause (see
Keits former Comm. on Joshua, pp. 347 sqq.). The following
appears to be the most probable supposition. When Joshua received
the command from the Lord to divide the land among the tribes,
they made an approximative division of the land into nine or ten
parts, according to the general idea of its extent and principal
features, which they had obtained in connection with the conquest
;

:

;

" This was the force of the lot there were ten lots cast in such a manner
some were to be next to the Egyptians, some to have the seacoasts, some to occupy the higher ground, and some to settle in the valleys.
When this was done, it remained for the heads of the nation to determine the
boundaries of their different territories according to some equitable standard.
It was their place, therefore, to ascertain how many thousand heads there were
in each tribe, and then to adjudicate a larger or smaller space according to the
Or, as Clericus observes (Num. xxvi. 52), " the lot
size of the tribe " {Calvin).
seems to have had respect to the situation alone, and not to the extent of terri1

:

as to decide that

tory at all."

E
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and then commenced distributing it without any
more minute survey or more accurate measurement, simply fixing
the boundaries of those districts which came out first according
As soon as that
to the size of the tribes upon whom the lots fell.
was^done, these tribes began to move off into the territory allotted
The exact delineation of the
to them, and to take possession of it.
of the country,

boundaries, however, could not be effected at once, but required a

longer time, and was probably not finally settled

taken possession of

its

land.

In

this

till

manner the

the tribe

had

Judah,
inheritance one

tribes of

Ephraim, and half Manasseh had received their
And whilst they were engaged in taking possession,
Shiloh was chosen, no doubt in accordance with divine instructions,
as the place where the tabernacle was to be permanently erected
and there the sanctuary was set up, the whole camp, of course,
removing thither at the same time. But when the casting of the
lots was about to be continued for the remainder of the tribes, they
showed no great desire for fixed abodes, as they had become so
accustomed to a nomad life, through having been brought up in the
desert, that they were much more disposed to continue it, than to
take possession of a circumscribed inheritance, a task which would
require more courage and exertion, on account of the remaining
Canaanites, than a life in tents, in which they might wander up and
down in the land by the side of the Canaanites, and supply their
wants from its productions, as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob had formerly done, since the Canaanites who were left were so weakened by
the war that the Israelites had no occasion for a moment's anxiety
about them, provided they did not attempt to expel or to exterminate them.
But Joshua could not rest contented with this, if he
would remain faithful to the charge which he had received from
the Lord. He therefore reproved these tribes for their tardiness,
and commanded them to take steps for continuing the casting of
lots for the land.
But as the tribe of Joseph had expressed its

after another.

—

dissatisfaction with the smallness of the inheritance allotted to

it,

and by so doing had manifested its cowardice, which prevented it
from attacking the Canaanites who were still left in the territory
that had fallen to their lot, Joshua may possibly have had his eyes
opened in consequence to the fact that, if the casting of lots was
continued in the manner begun, and with nothing more than an
approximative definition of the different portions of the land, there

was a

possibility of still greater dissatisfaction arising

among

the

other tribes, since some of them at any rate would be sure to receive
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more numerous
and still stronger than in the possessions of Ephraim. He therefore
gave orders, that before the casting of lots was proceeded with
any further, the rest of the land should be carefully surveyed and
divided into seven districts, and that a statement of the result should
be laid before him, that these seven districts might be divided by lot
among the seven tribes. This survey of the land no doubt very
clearly showed that what remained, after deducting the possessions
of Judah and Joseph, was too small for the remaining seven tribes,
in proportion to what had been already divided.
Moreover, it had
also been discovered that Judah' s share was larger than this tribe
required (chap. xix. 9). Consequently it was necessary that certain
partial alterations should be made in the arrangements connected
with the first division. The lot itself could not be pronounced
invalid when it had once been cast, as its falling was regarded as
the decision of God himself, and therefore it was impossible to

portions of the land in which the Canaanites were

make a

fresh division of the whole land

among

all

The

the tribes.

only thing that could be done was to leave the two tribes in those
districts

which had

fallen to

them by

leave the lot in

all its integrity, as

but to take
which would

lot (chap, xviii. 5),

certain parts of their territory for the other tribes,

the lot

itself

had not determined

This will serve to explain both
the interruption to the casting of the lots, which had been comeither the size or the boundaries.

menced

at Gilgal,

and

also the peculiar

manner

in

which

it

was

continued at Sbiloh.
Vers. 6-15. Caleb's Inheritance.

—Vers. 6

sqq. Before the
Joshua along with
the sons of Judah, and asked for the mountains of Hebron for his
possession, appealing at the same time to the fact, that forty-five
years before Moses had promised it to him on oath, because he had
not discouraged the people and stirred them up to rebellion, as the
other spies (hat were sent from Kadesh to Canaan had done, but
had faithfully followed the Lord.1 This occurred at Gilgal, where

came

easting of the lots commenced, Caleb

1

The grounds upon which Knobtl

follows

to

Maurer and othenuin

affirming

that this account does not belong to the so-called Elohist, but is merely a
fragment taken from the first document of the Jehovist, are formed partly

from misinterpretations

To the former
Joshua was not one of
tions.

of particular verses

and partly from

baseless

assump-

belongs the assertion, that, according to vers. 8, 12,
the spies (see the remarks on ver. 8) ; to the latter the

assertion, that the Elohist does not represent

Joshua as dividing the land, or

Caleb as receiving so large a territory (see on the contrary, however, the
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the casting of the lots was to take place.

Caleb was not " the head

of the Judahites," as Knobel maintains, but simply the head of a

Judah, and, as we may infer from his surname,
"the Kenizzite" or descendant of Kenaz ("</te Kenizzite" here
and Num. xxxii. 12 is equivalent to "son of Kenaz," ch. xv. 17,
and Judg. i. 13), head of the father's house which sprang from
Kenaz, i.e. of a subdivision of the Judahite family of Hezron
for Caleb, the brother of Jerahmeel and father of Achzah, according to 1 Chron. ii. 42 (cf. 1 Chron. ii. 49), was the same
person as Caleb the descendant of Hezron mentioned in 1 Chron.
ii. 18.
From the surname "the Kenizzite" we are of course not
to understand that Caleb or his father Jephunneh is described as a
father's house of

descendant of the Canaanitish tribe of Kenizzites (Gen. xv. 19)

;

but

Kenaz was a descendant of Hezron, the son of Perez and grandson of
Judah (1 Chron. ii. 5, 18, 25), of whom nothing further is known
Consequently it was not the name of a tribe, but of a person, and,
as we may see from 1 Chron. iv. 15, where one of the sons of
Caleb is called Kenaz, the name was repeated in the family. The
sons of Judah who came to Joshua along with Caleb were not the
Judahites generally, therefore, or representatives of

all

the families

members or representatives of the father's
house of Judah which took its name from Kenaz, and of which
Caleb was the head at that time. Caleb reminded Joshua of the
word which the Lord had spoken concerning them in Kadeshbarnea, i.e. of the promise of God that they should both of them
enter the land of Canaan (Num. xiv. 24, 30), and then proceeded
" When I was forty years old, and was sent by
to observe (ver. 7)
Moses as a spy to Canaan, I brought back an answer as it was in my
of Judah, but simply

:

mind,"

man

i.e.

according to the best of

my convictions,

or regard to the favour of the people.

—Ver.

without fear of

8.

Whereas

the

other spies discouraged the people by exaggerated reports concern-

ing the inhabitants of Canaan, he had followed the

(Num.

Lord with

He

had not been made to
waver in his faithfulness to the Lord and His promises either by
the evil sports which the other spies had brought of the land, or
by the murmuring and threats of the excited crowd (see Num. xiv.
6-10). " My brethren" (ver. 8) are the rest of the spies, of course

perfect fidelity

xiii.

31-33).

with the exception of Joshua, to

whom

Caleb was speaking. 1 VDpn,

exposition of ver. 13), as well as the enumeration of
are said to be foreign to the Elohistic document.
1

all

kinds of words which

That Joshua was not included was evident from this circumstance alone,
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for *Don (see Ges. § 75,

noo

= DDO (see chap.

ii.

and Ewald, § 142, a.), from
Jehovah swore at that time,
(Caleb's) foot had trodden should be

anm.

11).

17,

—Ver.

that the land upon which his

149

6-15.

9.

an inheritance for him and his sons for ever. This oath is not
mentioned in Num. xiv. 20 sqq., nor yet in Deut. i. 35, 36, where
Moses repeats the account of the whole occurrence to the people.
For the oath of Jehovah mentioned in Num. xiv. 21, 24, viz. that
none of the murmuring people should see the land of Canaan, but
that Caleb alone should come thither and his seed should possess it,
cannot be the one referred to, as the promise given to Caleb in this
oath does not relate to the possession of Hebron in particular, but
to the land of

sworn

Canaan

tion to

what

is

possession of
is

Hebron

tlie

land which Jehovali had

We must assume, therefore,

mentioned in

promise to Caleb, which
time,

generally, "

to their fathers."

is

Num.

xiv. 24,

that in addi-

God gave a

special

passed over there, with reference to the

itself,

and that Joshua, who heard

here reminded of that promise by Caleb.

at the

it

This particular

God was closely related to the words with which
Caleb endeavoured to calm the minds of the people when they rose
up against Moses (Num. xiii. 30), viz. by saying to them, "
are

promise from

We

well able to overcome
in

Hebron and had

it,"

filled

account of their gigantic

notwithstanding the Anakites

who dwelt

the other spies with such great alarm on
size.

With

reference to this the

Lord

had promised that very land to Caleb for his inheritance. Upon
this promise Caleb founded his request (vers. 10-12) that Joshua
would give him these mountains, of which Joshua had heard at
that time that there were Anakites and large fortified cities there,
inasmuch as, although forty-five years had elapsed since God had
spoken these words, and he was now eighty-five years old, he was
From the words, " The Lord
quite as strong as he had been then.
hath kept me alive these forty-five years," Theodoret justly infers,
that the conquest of Canaan by Joshua was completed in seven
years, since God spake these words towards the end of the second
year after the exodus from Egypt, and therefore thirty-eight years
before the entrance into Canaan.
The clause 'W ?]?n "it^s (ver. 10)
and consequently it is a complete perversion on tho part of Knobel to argue,
tbat because the expression is a general one, i.e. because Joshua is not expressly
excepted by name, therefore he cannot have been one of the spies, not to
mention the fact that the words " concerning me and thee," in ver. 6, are
to show to any one acquainted with the account in Num.
Joshua was really one of them.

sufficient

that

xiii.,
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dependent upon

is also

'Ul D\tf3"]K fit;

viz. "these forty'five

years

wandered in the desert" (on this use of "HSfc, see
Ewald, § 331, c). The expression is a general one, and the years
occupied in the conquest of Canaan, during which Israel had not
yet entered into peaceful possession of the promised land, are
that Israel has

reckoned as forming part of the years of wandering in the desert.
As another reason for his request, Caleb adds in ver. 11 : " / am
still

as strong to-day as at that tune

;

as

my

strength

was

then, so is

—

now for war, and to go out and in" (see Num. xxvii. 17). Ver.
12. " The mountain," according to the context, is the mountainous
region of Hebron, where the spies had seen the Anakites (Num.
it

xiii.

22, 28).

The two

clauses, in ver. 12,

beginning with

'3

are

not to be construed as subordinate to one another, but are coordinate clauses, and contain two distinct motives in support of his

"for thou heardest in that day" sc. what Jehovah said
and also "for (because) the Anakites are there ;" .
.
"perhaps Jehovah is with me ('nk for WK, see Ges. § 103, .1, anm.
1, and Ewald, § 264, £.), and I root them out" (vid. chap. xv. 14).
The word "perhaps" does not express a doubt, but a hope or
desire, or else, as Masius says, " hope mixed with difficulty
and
whilst the difficulty detracts from the value, the hope stimulates
the desire for the gift." Ver. 13. Then Joshua blessed Caleb, i.e.
implored the blessing of God upon hjs undertaking, and gave him
Hebron for an inheritance. Hebron is mentioned as the chief
city, to which the surrounding country belonged ; for Caleb had

petition

to

me

:

viz.

then,

.

;

—

asked for the mountains (ver.

9),

i.e.

the mountainous country with

and around Hebron, which included, for example, the fortified
town of Debir also (chap. xv. 15). Ver. 14. This inheritance, the
historian adds, was awarded to Caleb because he had followed the
God of Israel with such fidelity. In ver. 15 there follows another
The
notice of the earlier name of Hebron (see at Gen. xxiii. 2).
expression MB? (before), like the words " to this day," applies to
the time when the book was composed, at which time the name
Kirjath-arba had long since fallen into disuse; so that it by no
means follows that the name Hebron was not so old as the name
Kirjath-arba, which was given to Hebron for the first time when
it was taken by Arba, " the great man among the Anakites," i.e.

—
—

the strongest and most renowned of the Anakites (vid. chap. xv.
13).

The remark, " and

the land Jiad rest

from war,"

again at the close of this account from chap.

although there were Anakites

still

dwelling in

xi. 23, to

is

repeated

show that

Hebron whom Caleb
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hoped to exterminate, the work of distributing the land by lot was
not delayed in consequence, but was carried out in perfect peace

INHERITANCE OP THE TRIBE OP JtJDAH.

— CHAP. XV.

Under the superintending providence of God, the inheritance
which fell to the tribe of Judah by lot was in the southern part of
Canaan, where Caleb had already received his inheritance, so that
he was not separated from his tribe. The inheritance of Judah is
first of all described according to its boundaries (vers. 1-12) ; then
for the sake of completeness it is stated once more with regard to
Caleb, that he received Kirjath-arba for his inheritance, and took
possession of it by expelling the Anakites and conquering Debir
(vers. 13-20) ; and after this a list is given of the towns in the
different parts (vers. 21-63).

Vers. 1-12 —Boundaries of the inheritance of the tribe of Judah.
Ver. 1. Its situation in the land. " And there was (i.e. fell, or

—

came out ;
ing

to its

cf . chap. xvi. 1, xix. 1) the lot to the tribe of Judah accord-

families to the frontier of JEdom (see at

the desert

of Zin southward, against

end or extremity of the
it

south),

i.e.

Num.

the extreme south"
its

inheritance

xxxiv. 3), to
(lit.

from the

fell to it,

so that

Edom and the desert of Zin, in which
at Num. xiii. 21), on the extreme south

reached to the territory of

Kadesh was

situated (see

—Vers.

of Canaan.

2-4.

The southern boundary.

This was

also

the southern boundary of the land of Israel generally, and coin-

cided with the southern boundary of Canaan as described in
xxxiv. 3-5.

from

It

went out "from

the

end of the

the tongue which turneth to the south,"

point of the

Thence

it

Dead

Sea, which

proceeded "

is

now a

i.e.

salt

salt sea,

Num.

namely,

from the southern

marsh.

—Vers.

3, 4.

southern boundary of the ascent of
of lofty whitish cliffs which intersects the

to the

i.e. the row
Arabah about eight miles below the Dead Sea (see at Num.
xxxiv. 4), " and passed across to Zin," i.e. the Wady Murreh (see
at Num. xiii. 21), " and went up to the south of Kadesh-barnea,"
"and passed over to
i.e. by Ain Kudes (see at Num. xx. 16),
Hezron, and went up to Adar, and turned to Karkaa, and went over
to Azmon, and went out into the brook of Egypt" i.e. the Wady el

Akrabbim,"

Arish.

On

Azmon,

see at

dary were

the probable situation of Hezron, Adar, Karkaa, and

Num.

to the

xxxiv. 4, 5.

"

And

the outgoings

sea" (the Mediterranean).

marked boundary,

takes

first

of the boun-

The Wady

of all a northerly

el Arish, a
and then a north-
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westerly course, and opens into the Mediterranean Sea (see Pent,
vol.

ii.

p. 58).

i"1

^

in the singular before the subject in the plural

—

(see Ewald, § 316, a.).
The words
your south coast " point back to the southern boundary of Canaan as laid down in Num. xxxiv. 2 sqq., and show that
the southern boundary of the tribe-territory of Judah was also the

must not be interfered with
"

this shall be

southern boundary of the land to be taken by Israel.

" The eastern boundary was
i.e.

the

entered

Dead

Sea, in

all its

—

Ver. 5a.
end of the Jordan]'
length up to the point where the Jordan
the salt sea to the

it.

In vers. 56-11 we have a description of the northern boundary,
which is repeated in chap, xviii. 15-19 as the southern boundary
of Benjamin, though in the opposite direction, namely, from west
to east.
It started "from the tongue of the (salt) sea, the end (i.e.
the mouth) of the Jordan, and went up to Beth-hagla" a border
town between Judah and Benjamin, which was afterwards allotted
to the latter (chap, xviii. 19, 21), the present Ain Hajla, an hour
and a quarter to the south-cast of Riha (Jericho), and three-quarters of an hour from the Jordan (see at Gen. 1. 11, note),
"and
went over to the north side of Belh-arabah," a town in the desert of
Judah (ver. 61), afterwards assigned to Benjamin (chap, xviii. 22),
and called Ha-arabah in chap, xviii. 18, about twenty or thirty
minutes to the south-west of Ain Hajla, in a " level and barren
steppe" (Seetzen, E. ii. p. 302), with which the name very well

—

agrees (see also Rob. Pal.

ii.

pp. 268 sqq.).

"

And the

border went

of Bohan, the son of Reuben." The expression
"went up" shows that the stone of Bohan must have been on
higher ground, i.e. near the western mountains, though the opposite
expression " went down " in chap, xviii. 17 shows that it must have
been by the side of the mountain, and not upon the top. According

up

to

to the

chap,

stone

xviii.

18, 19, the border

went over from the stone of

Bohan in an easterly direction " to the shoulder over against (Beth)
Arabah northwards, and went down to (Beth) Arabah, and then
icent over to

tlie

shoulder of Beth-Iiagla northwards,"

i.e.

on the

north side of the mountain ridge of Beth-arabah and Beth-hagla.

This ridge is " the chain of hills or downs which runs from Kasr
Hajla towards the south to the north side of the Dead Sea, and is
called Katar Hhadije, i.e. a row of camels harnessed together."
Ver. 7. The boundary ascended still farther to Debir from the
valley of Achor.
Debir is no doubt to be sought for by the Wady
Daber, which runs down from the mountains to the Dead Sea
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Kasr Hajla,

possibly not far from the rocky grotto
Daber, between the Wady es Sidr and the Khan
Cliadrur on the road from Jerusalem to Jericho, about half-way

to

called Choret ed

On

between the two.

the valley of Achor see at chap.

Then "it turned northwards

to

Gilgal,

24.

vii.

opposite to the ascent

of

Adummim

south of the brook."
Gilgal, which must not be confounded, as it is by Knobel, with the first encampment of tlin

Canaan,

the

Gilgal between

Israelites

in

Jordan,

called Geliloth in chap, xviii. 17.

is

which

place,

is

viz.

The

only mentioned again in Judg.

Jericho and the
situation of this
iii.

was

19, and

certainly not a town, probably only a village or farm,

defined

is

more precisely by the clause " opposite to the ascent of Adummim."
Maaleh Adummim, which is correctly explained in the Onom. (s. v.
Adommim) as avafSaav} irvppav, ascensus rufforum, " was formerly
a small villa, but is now a heap of ruins, which is called even to
the present day Maledomim
on the road from JElfa to Jericho
It is mentioned by ancient travellers as an inn called a
(Tobler).
terra ruffa, i.e. "the red earth;" terra russo, or "the red house."

—

By

later travellers

being

ground

;

described as a small place

is

it

named Adomim,

called " the red field, because this is the colour of the

still

with a large square building like a monastery

still

stand-

ing there, which was in fact at one time a fortified monastery,

though
is

it is

deserted

now"

(Arvieux, Merk. Nachr.

the present ruin of Kalaat

el

Dem,

ii.

p. 154).

to the north of the road

It

from

Kalaat ed Domm, near the Khan Chadrur.
was probably the " small round valley "
or "field of Adommim," of which Pococke speaks as being at the
foot of the hill on which the deserted inn was standing (viz. ed
Domm ; see Pococke, Reise ins Morgenland, ii. p. 46). The valley

Jerusalem

to Jericho, or

Gilgal, or Geliloth (circle),

which Gilgal or the ascent
and which was therefore to the north of these

(nachal, rendered river) to the south of

of

Adummim

places,

may

lay,

possibly be the

the upper part of

its

Wady Kelt,

or the brook of Jericho in

we have only to go a quarter or half
Khan Chadrur, when a wide and splendid

course, as

an hour to the east of

Wady Kelt as far as
map, a brook-valley runs
Kelt on the north-east of

prospect opens towards the south across the

Taiyibeh
in

;

and according to Van de

a northerly direction to the

Kalaat ed

Dem.

It

is

Velde's

Wady

probable, however, that the reference

is

to

which there are a great many in the neighboundary
then passed over to the water of En
The
bourhood.
the
(sun-fountain),
i.e.
present Apostle's Well, Ain el Hodli
Shemesh
some other

valley, of
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or Bir

el

Khot, below Bethany, and on the road to Jericho (Tobler,

Jerus. ii. pp. 398, 400 ; Van de Velde, Mem. p. 310),
and then ran out at the fountain of Sogel (the spies), the present
deep and copious fountain of Job or Nehemiah at the south-east

Topogr.

v.

corner of Jerusalem, below the junction of the valley of

Hinnom

and the valley of Jehoshaphat or Kedron valley (see Rob. Pal. i.
Ver. 8. It
p. 491, and Tobler, Topogr. v. Jerus. ii. pp. 50 sqq.).
then went up into the more elevated valley of Ben-hinnom, on the

—

south side of the Jebusite town,

and

still

farther

up

i.e.

Jerusalem (see at chap. x. 1),
mountain which rises on the

to the top of the

west of the valley of Ben-hinnom, and at the farthest extremity of

The

the plain of Rephaim towards the north.

valley of Ben-hin-

nom, or Bne-hinnom (the son or sons of Hinnom), on the south side
of

Mount

Zion, a place which was notorious from the time of

Moloch

Kings

Ahaz

10 ; 2 Chron.
xxviii. 3, xxxiii. 6
Jer. vii. 31, etc.), is supposed to have derived
its name from a man who had possessions there, but of whom
nothing further is known (see Bobinson, Pal. i. pp. 402 sqq.). The
plain of Rephaim (LXX. yfj 'Paipaelv, in 2 Sam. v. 18, 22, xxiii. 13
KoCkas t&v TiTavtov), probably named after the gigantic race of
Rephaim, and mentioned several times in 2 Sam. as a battle-field, is
on the west of Jerusalem, and is separated from the edge of the
valley of Ben-hinnom by a small ridge of rock.
It runs southwards to Mar Elias, is an hour long, half an hour broad, and was
very fertile (Isa. xvii. 5) ; in fact, even to the present day it is carefully cultivated (see Rob. Pal. i. p. 323 ; Tobler, Topogr. v. Jerus.
ii pp. 401 sqq.).
It is bounded on the north by the mountain ridge
already mentioned, which curves westwards on the left side of the
road to Jaffa. This mountain ridge, or one of the peaks, is " the
as the seat of the worship of

(2

xxiii.

;

mountain on the west of the valley of Hinnom," at the northern end
of the plain referred to.
Ver. 9. From this mountain height the
boundary turned to the fountain of the waters of Nephtoah, Le.,
according to Van de Velde' 8 Mem. p. 336, the present village of
Liftah (nun and lamed being interchanged, according to a wellknown law), an hour to the north-west of Jerusalem, where there
is a copious spring, called by the name of Samuel, which not only
supplies large basons, but waters a succession of blooming gardens

—

(Tobler, Topogr. v. Jerus.

ii.

pp. 758 sqq.

;

Dieterici, Beisebilder,

It then " went out to the towns of

ii.

Mount Ephraim,"
which is not mentioned again, but was probably the steep and lofty
mountain ridge on the west side of the Wady Beit Hanina (Terepp. 221-2).
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binth valley), upon which Kulonia, a place which the road to Joppa
passes, Kastal

on a

lofty

peak of the mountain, the fortress of

Milcme, Soba, and other places stand (Seetzen, R.

Rob. Bibl. Res.

p. 158).

The boundary then ran

modern Kureyet

ii.

pp. 64, 65;

to Baala,

i.e.

Enab, three hours to the
north-west of Jerusalem (see at chap. ix. 17). Ver. 10. From tnis
point " the boundary (which had hitherto gone in a north-westerly
direction) turned westwards to Mount Seir, and went out to the
shoulder northwards (i.e. to the northern side) of Har-jearim, that
Kirjaih-jearim, the

el

—

Chesalon, and went down to Beth-shemesh, and passed over to
Timnah." Mount Seir is the ridge of rock to the south-west of
Kureyet el Enab, a lofty ridge composed of rugged peaks, with a
wild and desolate appearance, upon which Saris and Mishir are
is

situated (Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 155).
Chesalon is the present Kesla
on the summit of a mountain, an elevated point of the lofty ridge
between Wady Ghurdb and Ismail, south-west of Kureyet el Enab
(Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 154).
Beth-shemesh (i.e. sun-house), a priests'
city in the territory of Judah (chap. xxi. 16 ; 1 Chron. vi. 44), is
the same as Ir-shemesh (chap. xiz. 41), a place on the border of
Dan, where the ark was deposited by the Philistines (1 Sam. vi.
9 sqq.), and where Amaziah was slain by Joash (2 Kings xiv. 11,
12 2 Chron. xxv. 21). It was conquered by the Philistines in the
time of Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii. 18). According to the Onom. it
was ten Roman miles, i.e. four hours, from Eleutheropolis towards
Nicopolis.
It is the present Ain Shems, upon a plateau in a splendid situation, two hours and a half to the south-west of Kesla (Rob.
Pal. iii. p. 17 ; Bibl. Res. p. 153). Timnah, or Timnatah, belonged
to Dan (chap. xix. 43) ; and it was thence that Samson fetched his
wife (Judg. xiv. 1 sqq.). It is the present Tibneh, three-quarters
of an hour to the west of Ain Shems (Rob. Pal. i. p. 344).
Ver.
11. Thence "the border went out towards the north-west to the
shoulder of Ekron (Akir : see at chap. xiii. 3), then bent to Shichron,
passed over to Mount Baalah, and went out to Jabneel." Shichron
is possibly Sugheir, an hour to the south-west of Jebna (Knobel).
But if this is correct, the mountain of Baalah cannot be the short
range of hills to the west of Akir which runs almost parallel with
the coast (Rob. Pal. iii. p. 21), as Knobel supposes; but must be a
mountain on the south side of the Wady Surar, since the boundary
had already crossed this wady between Ekron and Shichron.
Jabneel is the, Philistine town of Jabneh, the walls of which were
demolished by Uzziah (2 Chron. xxvi. 6), a place frequently men;

—
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tioned in the books of Maccabees as well as by Josephus under the

name of Jamnia. It still exists as a good-sized village, under the
name of Jebnah, upon a small eminence on the western side of
Nahr Rubin, four hours to the south of Joppa, and an hour and a
From Jabneh the bounhalf from the sea (Rob. Pal. iii. p. 22).
dary went out to the (Mediterranean) Sea, probably along the
course of the great valley, i.e. the Nahr Rubin, as Robinson supposes
(Pal.

ii.

The

p. 343).

western boundary was the Great Sea,

i.e.

the Mediterranean.

Vers. 13-19.

The account

of the conquest of the inheritance,

which Caleb asked for and received before the lots were cast for
the land (chap. xiv. 6-15), by the extermination of the Anakites
from Hebron, and the capture of the fortified town of Debir, is
repeated with very slight differences in Judg. i. 10-15, in the
enumeration of the different conflicts in which the separate tribes
engaged after the death of Joshua, in order to secure actual possession of the inheritance which had fallen to them by lot, and is
neither copied from our book by the author of the book of Judges,
nor taken from Judges by the author of Joshua ; but both of them
have drawn it from one common source, upon which the accounts
of the conquest of Canaan contained in the book of Joshua are geneVcr. 13. As an introduction to the account of the
rally founded.
conquest of Hebron and Debir, the fact that they gave Caleb his
portion among the sons of Judah, namely Hebron, is first of all
repeated from chap. xiv. 13. 10? impers., they gave, i.e. Joshua
(chap. xiv. 13). The words " according to the command of Jehovah
to Joshua" are to be explained from chap. xiv. 9-12, according to
which Jehovah had promised, in the hearing of Joshua, to give
Caleb possession of the mountains of Hebron, even when they
were at Kadesh (chap. xiv. 12). The " father of Anak" is the
tribe father of the family of Anakites in Hebron, from whom this
town received the name of Kirjath-arba ; see at Num. xiii. 22 and
Gen. xxiii. 2. Ver. 14. Thence, i.e. out of Hebron, Caleb drove
(yf\, i.e. rooted out : cf. 13?, Judg. i. 10) the three sons of Anak,
i.e. families of the Anakites, whom the spies that were sent out
from Kadesh had already found there (Num. xiii. 22). Instead of
Caleb, we find the sons of Judah (Judaeans) generally mentioned
in Judg. i. 10 as the persons who drove out the Anakites, according

—

—

to the plan of the history in that book, to describe the conflicts in

which the several tribes engaged with the Canaanites. But the
one does not preclude the other. Caleb did not take Hebron as an
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but as the head of a family of Judaeans, and with their
Nor is there any discrepancy between this account and

Joshua had already con-

the fact stated in chap. xi. 21, 22, that

quered Hebron, Debir, and

all

the towns of that neighbourhood,

and had driven out the Anakites from the mountains of Judah,
and forced them back into the towns of the Philistines, as Knolel

For

fancies.

that expulsion did not preclude the possibility of the

Anakites and Canaanites returning to their former abodes, and
taking possession of the towns again,

when

the Israelitish

army had

withdrawn and was engaged in the war with the Canaanites of the
north ; so that when the different tribes were about to settle in the
towns and districts allotted to them, they were obliged to proceed
once

more

to drive out or exterminate the Anakites

who had forced
39, p.

way

their

117, note).

and Canaanites

in again (see the remarks on chap. x. 38,

—Vers. 15, 16. From Hebron Caleb went against

the inhabitants of Debir, to the south of

Hebron.

This town,

which has not yet been discovered (see at chap. x. 38), must have
been very strong and hard to conquer ; for Caleb offered a prize to

Achzah for a wife
any one that should take it, just as Saul afterwards promised to
give his daughter to the conqueror of Goliath (1 Sam. xvii. 25, xviii.
17).
Ver. 17. Othniel took the town and received the promised
the conqueror, promising to give his daughter

to

—

Othniel, according to

prize.

Judg.

after Joshua's death,

Israelites

is

9 the

iii.

called

2»

first

^nx

judge of the

Hi? j3,

i.e.

either

"the son of Kenaz (and) brother of Caleb," or " the son of Kenaz
the brother of Caleb."

(comp. 2
the

Sam.

xiii. 3,

more usual ; and

The second rendering

32, with 1 Chron.

ii.

is

quite admissible

13), but the

have separated achi Caleb from ben-Kenaz by a tiphchah.
is

former

is

for this the Masorites have decided, since they

the correct one, as " the son of

Kenaz"

is

And

this

equivalent to " the

i. 13 and iii. 9,
him his daughter
daughter was not forbidden

Kenizzite" (chap. xiv. 6).
According to Judg.
Othniel was Caleb's younger brother. Caleb gave
for

a wife, as marriage with a brother's

in the

law

(see

my

Bibl. Archaol.

When Achzah had become

ii.

§

107, note 14).

—Vers.

his wife (" as she came,"

i.e.

18, 19.

on her

coming to Othniel, to live with him as wife), she urged him to ask
:" in Judg. i. 14 we find " the
"
field

her father for a field.

A

had the particular field in his mind. This was
not " the field belonging to the town of Debir" {Knobet), for
Othniel had no need to ask for this, as it naturally went with the
town, bnt a piece of land that could be cultivated, or, as is shown
field,"

as the writer
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what

one that was not deficient in springs of water.
is not stated, but only what Achzah did to attain
her end, possibly because her husband could not make up his mind
to present the request to her father. She sprang from the ass upon
which she had ridden when her father brought her to Othniel. TOt,
in

What

follows,

Othniel did

which only occurs again in Judg. iv. 21, and in the parallel passage,
Judg. i. 14, is hardly connected with W2f, to be lowly or humble
((?«*.) ; the primary meaning is rather that suggested by Fiirst,
to force one's self, to press away, or further; and hence in this
case the meaning is, to spring down quickly from the animal she
had ridden, like ?BJ in Gen. xxiv. 64. Alighting from an animal was
a special sign of reverence, from which Caleb inferred that his
daughter had some particular request to make of him, and therefore asked her what she wanted u What is to thee
or, " What wilt

V

:

thou ?"
She then asked him for a blessing (as in 2 Kings v. 15)
" for" she added, " thou 'hast given me into barren land" 3M? JH»

(rendered a south land)

is

accus. loci; so that negeb is not to

be

taken as a proper name, signifying the southernmost district of

an appellative, " the dry or arid
"
land," as in Ps. cxxvi. 4.
Give me springs of water" i.e. a piece of
land with springs of water in it. Caleb then gave her the " upper
springs and lower springs :" this was the name given to a tract of
land in which there were springs on both the higher and lower

Canaan

(as in ver. 21, etc.), but as

ground.

It

must have been somewhere

Debir, though, like the town

itself, it

in the

neighbourhood of

has not yet been found.

Ver. 20 contains the closing formula to vers. 1-19,
scription of the territory of

Judah by

its

i.e.

to the de-

boundaries (yid. chap,

xviii. 20).

In vers. 21-63 there follows a list of the towns of the tribe of
Judah, arranged in the four districts into which the land was
divided, according to the nature of the
(negeb),

soil, viz.

the south-land

the lowland (shepJielah) on the Mediterranean Sea, the

mountains, and the desert of Judah.

—

Vers. 21-32. The towns in the south land. Negeb (south-land)
was the name given to the southernmost district of Canaan in its
full extent, from the Arabah, at the southern end of the Dead Sea,
right across to the coast of the Mediterranean, and from the
southern border of Canaan, as described in vers. 2-4, as far north
as Wady Sheriah, below Gaza, on the western side, and up to the
mountains and desert of Judah on the east, stretching across the
wadys of es Seba, Milh, and EJideib, above which that part of
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commences where rain is more abundant, and to which,
we have already observed at Num. xiii. 17, the Negeb formed a

Palestine
as

kind of intermediate link between the

was a

fertile

land and the desert.

and there
which tracts of heath prevailed,
for the most part covered with grass and bushes, where only grazing
could be carried on with any success. The term which Eusebius
and Jerome employ for Negeb in the Onom. is Daromas, but they
carry it farther northwards than the Negeb of the Old Testament
(see Reload, Pal. 111. pp. 185 sqq.). The numerous towns mentioned
in vers. 21-32 as standing in the Negeb, may none of them have
been large or of any importance. In the list before us we find that,
as a rule, several names are closely connected together by the copula
vav, and in this way the whole may be divided into four separate
groups of towns.
Vers. 21-23. First group of nine places. Ver. 21. The towns
"from," t.e. at " the end of the tribe-territory ofJudah, towards the
territory of JEdom." Kabzeel : the home of the hero Benaiah (2 Sam.
xxiii. 20), probably identical with Jekabzeel, which is mentioned in
Neh. xi. 25 in connection with Dibon, but has not been discovered.
This also applies to JEder and Jagur. Ver. 22. Kinah : also unknown. Knobel connects it with the town of the Kenites, who
settled in the domain of Arad, but this is hardly correct ; for with
the exception of Judg. i. 16, where the Kenites are said to have
settled in the south of Arad, though not till after the division of the
land, the Kenites are always found in the western portion of the
Negeb (1 Sam. xv. 6, xxvii. 10, xxx. 29), whereas Kinah is unDimonah, probably the
questionably to be looked for in the east.
same as Dibon (Neh. xi. 25) ; possibly the ruins of el Dheib, on the
south side of the wady of the same name, to the north-east of
Arad (V. de Velde, Mem. p. 252), although Robinson (Pal. ii. p. 473)
writes the name Ehdeib.
Adadah is quite unknown. Ver. 23.
Kedesh, possibly Kadesh-barnea (ver. 3).
Hazor might then be
Hezron, in the neighbourhood of Kadesh-barnea (ver. 3). Ithnan
It

line of steppe-land, with certain patches here

that admitted of cultivation, but in

—

—

—

is

unknown.

—

Vers. 24, 25. Second group of five or six places. Of these,
Zvph and Telem are not met with again, unless Telem is the same
as Telaim, where Saul mustered his army to go against the
Amalekites (1 Sam. xv. 4). Their situation is unknown.
There
was another Zvph upon the mountains (see ver. 55). Knobel supposes the one mentioned here to be the ruins of Kuseifeh, to the
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south-west of

Arad (Rob.

contracted from Ceziph

;

Pal. ii. p. 620).
Ziph would then be
but the contraction of Achzib (chap. xix.

29) into Zib does not present a corresponding analogy, as in that
case the abbreviated form is the later one, whereas in the case of

Ziph a lengthening of the name must have taken place by the
addition of a

K.

iv. 33,

same as the Simeonitish
Baal simply in 1 Chron.
Ramath-negeb (chap. xix. 8) and

Bealotk, probably the

Baaloth-beer (chap. xix. 8), which

and which was

also called

is

called

Ramoth-negeb (1 Sam. xxx. 27). It is not to be identified with
Baalath, however (chap. xix. 45 ; 1 Kings ix. 18), as V. de Veldt
supposes (Reise, ii. pp. 151-2).
Knobel fancies it may be the
ridge and place called Kubbet el Baul, between Milh and Kurnub

(Rob.

ii. p. 617)
Hadatta (Cfiazor

;

but Baul and Baal are very different.
ChadatJiaJi),

i.e.

new Hazor, might be

Hazor

the ruins

el Hudhaira on the south of Jebel Khulil (Rob. Appendix).
Kenoth was supposed by Robinson (Pal. ii. p. 472, and Appendix)
to be the ruins of el Kuryetein, on the north-east of Arad and at
the foot of the mountains, and with this V. de Velde agrees. Reland
(Pal. p. 708) connects the following word Hezron with Kenoth, so

of

as to read Kenoth-hezron,

This

is

i.e.

Hezron's towns, also called Hazor.

favoured by the Sept. and Syriac, in which the two words

by the Chaldee
by the absence of the copula vav (and) before Hezron,
not omitted anywhere else throughout this section, except

are linked together to form one name, and probably
as well, also

which
at the

is

beginning of the different groups of towns,

as,

for example,

and Atnam in ver. 26, and therefore
stand before Hezron if it is an independent town. The

before Ziph in ver. 24,

ought to

Masoretic pointing cannot be regarded as a decisive proof of the
contrary.

Vers. 26-28. Third group of nine towns.

—Ver.

is

quite

unknown.

26.

Amam

is

which is
called Sheba in chap. xix. 2, and is mentioned among the towns of
the Simeonites between Beersheba and Moladah, is supposed by
Knobel to be the ruins of Sadwe (Sdweh) between Milh and Beersheba (sec V. de Velde, ii. p. 148). Molada, which was given to the
Simeonites (chap. xix. 2 1 Chron. iv. 28) and was still inhabited
by Jews after the captivity (Neh. xi. 26), was the later MdkaSa,
an Idumsean fortress (Josephus, Ant. xviii. 6, 2), which Eusebius
and Jerome describe as being twenty Roman miles, i.e. eight hours,
to the south of Hebron on the road to Aila (Elath).
It has been
identified by Robinson (Pal. ii. p. 621) in the ruins of el Milk, by
not mentioned again, and

Shetna,

;
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29-32.

—

Wady Malaih or Malahh. Ver. 27. Hazar-gaddah, Heshmon,
and Beth-palet have not yet been identified. The last of the three
is mentioned again in Neh. xi. 26, by the side of Molada, as still
inhabited by Judaeans. Ver. 28. Hazar-shual, i.e. fox-court, which
was assigned to the Simeonites (chap. xix. 3) and still inhabited
the

—

after the captivity (Neh. xi. 27), answers, so far as the

concerned, to the ruins of Thdly (Rob. Pal.

iii.

App.).

name

is

Beersheba,

which was a well-known place in connection with the history of
the patriarchs (Gen. xxi. 14 sqq., xxii. 19, etc.), and is frequently
mentioned afterwards as the southern boundary of the land of
Israel (Judg. xx. 1 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 11, etc.), was also given up to
the Simeonites (chap. xix. 2), and still inhabited after the captivity
(Neh. xi. 27).
It is the present Bir es Seba on the Wady es Seba
(see at Gen. xxi. 31).
Bizjothjah is unknown.
Vers. 29-32. The four groups of thirteen towns in the western
portion of the Negeb. Ver. 29. Baalah, which was assigned to
the Simeonites, is called Balah in chap. xix. 3, and Bilhah in 1
Chron. iv. 29. Knobel identifies it with the present Deir Belah,
some hours to the south-west of Gaza (Bob. iii. App. ; Bitter, Erdk.
xvi. pp. 41, 42) ; but it cannot have been so far to the west, or so
near the coast as this. Iim (or Iwim, according to the Aveifi of

—

the

LXX.)

is

probably the ruins of Beit-auwa (Bob.

Azem, which was

iii.

App.).

up to the Simeonites (chap. xix. 3; 1
supposed by Knobel to be Eboda, the present

also given

Chron. iv. 29), is
Abdeh, eight hours to the south of Elusa, a considerable mass of
ruins on a ridge of rock (Bob. i. p. 287), because the name signifies
firmness or strength, which is also the meaning of the Arabic name
a very precarious reason. Ver. 30. Eltolad, which was given to
the Simeonites (chap. xix. 4), and is called Tolad (without the
Arabic article) in 1 Chron. iv. 29, has not been discovered.
Chesil, for which the LXX. have Bat0rj\, is probably, as Beland
supposes, simply another name, or as Knobel suggests a corrupt
reading, for Bethul or Bethuel, which is mentioned in chap. xix. 4
and 1 Chron. iv. 30, between Eltolad and Hormah, as a town of
the Simeonites, and the same place as Beth-el in 1 Sam. xxx. 27.
As this name points to the seat of some ancient sanctuary, and
there was an idol called Khalasa worshipped by the Arabs before
the time of Mahomet, and also because Jerome observes (rite Hilar.
c. 25) that there was a temple of Venus at Elusa, in which the
Saracens worshipped Lucifer (see 7\ich, Deutsch. Morgenl. Ztschr.
iii. pp. 194 sqq.), Knobel supposes Bethul (Chesil) to be Elusa, a

—

—
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considerable collection of ruins five hours

and a half

to the south

of Beersheba (see Rob. i. p. 296) : assuming first of all that the
name el Khulasa, as the Arabs called this place, was derived from

Mahometan

the

and secondly, that the

idol already referred to;

Saracen Lucifer mentioned by Jerome was the very same idol whose
image and temple Janhari and Kam.ua call el Khalasa. Hormah
Zephoth, the present Sepata (see at chap. xii. 14). Ziklag, which
was assigned to the Simeonites (chap. xix. 5 1 Chron. iv. 30), burnt
down by the Amalekites (1 Sam. xxx. 1 sqq.), and still inhabited
after the captivity (Neh. xi. 28), is supposed by Rowland to be the
ancient place called Asluj or Kasluj, a few hours to the east of
Zepata, with which Knobel, however, in a most remarkable manner,
identifies the Asluj to the south-west of Milh on the road to Abdeh,
which is more than thirty-five miles distant (see Rob. Pal. ii. p.
621). Both places are too far to the south and east to suit Ziklag,
which is to be sought for much farther west. So far as the situation is concerned, the ruins of Tell Sheriah or Tell Mellala, one of
which is supposed by V. de Velde to contain the relics of Ziklag,
would suit much better ; or even, as Ritter supposes (Erdk. xvi. pp.

i.e.

;

132-3), Tell

el

Hasy, which

is

half an hour to the south-west of

Ajlan, and in which Felix Fabri found the ruins of a castle and
of an ancient town, in fact of the ancient Ziklag, though Robinson
(i.

pp.

389

any way
Madmannah and
any certainty.
Madmannah,

sqq.) could discover nothing that indicated in

the existence of a town or building of any kind.

Sansannah cannot be traced with
which is confounded in the Onom. (a. v. Medemena) with Madmena,
a place to the north of Jerusalem mentioned in Isa. x. 31, though
elsewhere it is correctly described as Menois oppidum juxta civitatem
Gazam, has probably been preserved in the present Miniay or
Minieh, to the south of Gaza.
Sansannah, Knobel compares with
the Wady Suni, mentioned by Robinson (i. p. 299), to the south of
Gaza, which possibly received its name from some town in the
neighbourhood.
{i.e.

But in the place of them we find Beth-mareaboth
and Hazar-susa (i.e. horse-court) mentioned in

carriage-house)

iv. 31 among the towns of the Simeonwhich Reland very properly regards as the same as Madmannah and Sansannah, since it is very evident from the meaning
of the former names that they were simply secondary names, which
were given to them as stations for carriages and horses. Ver. 32.
Lebaoth, one of the Simeonite towns, called Beth-lebaoth (Le.
lion-house) in chap. xix. 6, and Beth-birei in 1 Chron. iv. 31, has

chap. xix. 5 and 1 Chron.
ites,

—
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not been discovered yet.
6,

and Shaaraim

in 1

ShUchim, called Sharuchen in chap.

Cbron.

iv.

31,

may

xix.

possibly have been pre-

Gaza and BeerAin and Rimmon are given as

served in Tell Sheriah, almost half-way between

sheba (V. de Velde,

ii.

p. 154).

Simeonite towns, and being written without the copula, are treated
as one name in chap. xix. 7 and 1 Chron. iv. 32, although they are

reckoned as two separate towns in chap.

En Rimmon

also called

single place in

Neh.

xi.

xix. 7.

after the captivity,

29, they

But

as they

and are given

were probably so

that in the course of time they grew into one.

were

as one

close together

Rimmon, which

is

mentioned in Zech. xiv. 10 as the southern boundary of Judah,
probably the Eremmon of the Onom. (" a very large village of the
Judseans, sixteen miles to the south of Eleutheropolis in Daroma"),

was probably the present ruin called Um er Rummanim, four hours
to the north of Beersheba (Rob. iii. p. 8).
Not more than thirty
or thirty-five minutes distant from this, between Tell KJmweilifeh
(Rob. iii. p. 8) or Cliewelfeh (V.de Velde) and Tell Hhora, you find
a large old but half-destroyed well, the large stones of which seem
to belong to a very early period of the Israelitish history (V. de
Velde, ii. p. 153).
This was mentioned as a very important drinking-place even in the lifetime of Saladin, whilst to the present day
the Tiyalah Arabs water their flocks there (see Rob. iii. p. 8). To
" All
all appearance this was Ain (see V. de Velde, Mem. p. 344).
the cities were twenty and nine, and their villages."
This does not
agree with the number of towns mentioned by name, which is not
twenty-nine, but thirty-six ; so that the number twenty-nine is
probably an error of the text of old standing, which has arisen
from a copyist confounding together different numeral letters that
resembled one another. 1
1

Some commentators and

that originally the

list

critics explain this difference

on the supposition

contained a smaller number of names (only twenty-

was afterwards enlarged by the addition of several other
number of the whole was left just as it
was before. But such a conjecture presupposes greater thoughtlessness on the
part of the editor than we have any right to attribute to the author of our

nine),

but that

places

by a

it

different hand, whilst the

book. If the author himself made these additions to his original sources, as
Hdvernick supposes, or the Jehovist completed the author's list from his second
document, as Knobel imagines, either the one or the other would certainly have
altered the sum of the whole, as he hag not proceeded in so thoughtless a
manner in any other case. The only way in which this conjecture could be
defended, would be by supposing, as J. D. Michadis and others have done, that
the names added were originally placed in the margin, and that these marginal glosses

were afterwards interpolated by some thoughtless copyist into the
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Vers. 33-47.
(sheplielali),

Towns

which

in the lowland or shephelah.

—The lowland

generally rendered y TeBnij in the Sept.,

is

i. 7), but which is transferred as a proper
Obad. 19, Jer. xxxii. 44, xxxiii. 13, as well as
in 1 Mace. xii. 38, where even Luther has Sephela, is the name
given to the land between the mountains of Judah and the Medi-

rarely to TreStw (Deut.

name y

Xetjyrpui in

terranean Sea,

—a broad plain of undulating appearance, intersected

by heights and low ranges of
fields alternate

hills,

with

fertile soil, in

which corn

with meadows, gardens, and extensive olive groves.

is still tolerably well cultivated, and is covered with villages,
which are situated for the most part upon the different hills.
Towards the south, the shephelah was bounded by the Negeb
(ver. 21)
on the north, it reached to Ramleh and Lydda, or Diospolis, where the plain of Sharon began,
a plain which extended
as far as Carmel, and was renowned for the beauty of its flowers.
Towards the east the hills multiply and shape themselves into a hilly
landscape, which forms the intermediate link between the mountains and the plain, and which is distinguished from the shephelalt
itself, in chap. x. 40 and xii. 8, under the name of Ashedoth, or
slopes, whereas here it is reckoned as forming part of the shephelah.
This hilly tract is more thickly studded with villages than even the
actual plain. (See Rob. Pal. ii. p. 363, and iii. p. 29.)
The towns

It

;

—

in the shephelah are divided into four groups.

Vers. 33-36.

The first group contains the towns

in the northern

part of the hilly region or slopes, which are reckoned as forming
part of the lowland

:

in all, fourteen towns.

The most

part of this district was given up to the tribe of
division (chap. xix.

41

text.

Bat

in the

Dan

northerly

the second

Eshtaol and Zoreah, which were

sqq.).

assigned to the tribe of

Dan on

(chap. xix. 41), and were partly in-

by the circumstance that,
towns contained in our book, not only do other differences of the

this conjecture is also rendered improbable

lists

of

same kind occur,
and in chap. xix.

as in ver. 36, •where

we

find only fourteen instead of fifteen,

where only thirteen are given instead of fourteen, but also
namely, where the gross sum given is
differences of the very opposite kind,
larger than the number of names, as, for example, in chap. xix. 15, where only
five names are given instead of twelve, and in chap. xix. 88, where only sixteen
are given instead of nineteen, and where it can be shown that there are gaps in
the text, as towns are omitted which the tribes actually received and ceded to
the Levites. If we add to this the fact that there are two large gaps in our
Masoretic text in chap. xv. 59, 60, and xxi. 35, which proceed from copyists,
amd also that many errors occur in the numbers given in other historical books
of the Old Testament, we are not warranted in tracing the differences in question to

6,

any other cause than

—

errors in the text.
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33-36.

25, xviii. 2, 8, 11)

and partly by

who had gone out from Kirjath-jearim

(1 Chron.

53, iv. 2), probably after the removal of the 600 Danites to
Laish-Dan (chap. xix. 47 ; Judg. xviii.), were situated, according
ii.

Onom.

to the

(s. v.

Esthaul and Saara), ten

Roman

north of Eleutheropolis, on the road to Nicopolis.
of Samson,
xiii. 2,

who was

xvi. 31),

was

miles to the

Zoreah, the

home

buried between Zoreah and Eshtaol (Judg.

fortified

by Rehoboam, and

still

inhabited

by

Judseans after the captivity (2 Chron. xi. 10 ; Neh. xi. 29) ; it has
been preserved in the ruins of Surd, at the south-western end of
the mountain range which bounds the

{Rob.

ii.

p. 341,

been preserved

Ashnah

in

and Bibl. Res.

Wady

p. 153).

es

Surar on the north

Eshtaol has probably

Um Eshteiyeh, to the south-west (Rob.

possibly to be read Ashvah, according to the

ii.

p. 342).

LXX.,

Cod.
might resemble a town on the east
of Zorea (Tobler, p. 180), as Knobel supposes.
Ver. 34. Zanoah
was still inhabited by Judaeans after the captivity (Neh. xi. 30,
iii. 13), and is the present Zanua, not far from Zoreah, towards the
east (see Rob. ii. p. 343). Engannim and Tappuah are still unknown.
Enam, the same as Enaim (Gen. xxxviii. 14 rendered " an open
place"), on the road from Adullam to Timnah on the mountains
(ver. 57), has not yet been discovered.
Ver. 35. Jarmuth, i.e.
Jarmuk; see chap. x. 3. Adullam has not yet been discovered with
certainty (see at chap. xii. 15).
Soeoh, which was fortified by
Rehoboam, and taken by the Philistines in the reign of Ahaz
(2 Chron. xi. 7, xxviii. 18), is the present Shuweikeh by the Wady
Sumt, half an hour to the south-west of Jarmuk, three hours and a
half to the south-west of Jerusalem (see Rob. ii. pp. 343, 349).
The Onom. (s. v. Socoh) mentions two viculi named Soclioth, one
upon the mountain, the other in the plain, nine Roman miles from
Eleutheropolis on the road to Jerusalem. On Azekah, see at chap.
x. 10.
Ver. 36. Sharaim, which was on the west of Socoh and
Azekah, according to 1 Sam. xvii. 52, and is called Haicapifi or
is

Vat. (^Aaoa).

In that case

it

—

:

—

—

Sapyapel/j. in the Sept.,

Tell Zakariya

and the

is

probably to be sought for in the present

Kefr Zakariya opposite, between
which there is the broad deep valley called Wady Sumt, which is
only twenty minutes in breadth (Rob. ii. p. 350). This is the more
probable as the Hebrew name is a dual. Adithaim is unknown.
Gederah is possibly the same as the Gederoth which was taken by
the Philistines in the time of Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii. 18), and the
Gedrus of the Onom. (s. v. Gadur, or Gahedur), ten Roman miles
village of
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to the south of Diospolis,

on the road

to Eleutheropolis, as the

Gederoth in ver. 41 was in the actual plain, and therefore did not
stand between Diospolis and Eleutheropolis.

posed
is

by Winer, Knobel, and
no doubt, but

possible

the

name from

of towns

obtained

it is

others, to

Gederothaim

be an ancient

This

not certain, as neither the omission of

the Sept., nor the circumstance that the full

given as fourteen, and that this

is

sup-

is

gloss.

not the

is

number
number

we reckon Gederothaim, can be adduced as a decisive
may have arisen in the same manner as

if

proof, since this difference

the similar discrepancy in ver. 32.

Vers. 37-41.
actual plain in

The

its full

second group, containing the towns of the
extent from north to south, between the hilly

region and the line of coast held

—Ver.

by the Philistines : sixteen towns
same as Zaanan (Micah i. 11),

37. Zenan, probably the

in

all.

is

supposed by Knobel to be the ruins of Chirbet-es-Senat, a short

distance to the north of Beit-jibrin (Tobler, Dritte

Hadashah, according to the Misknah Erub.
in

Wand.

fifty houses, is unknown, and a different
Adasa of 1 Mace. vii. 40, 45, and Joseph. Ant. xii.
was to the north of Jerusalem (Onom.). Migdal-gad

Judah, containing only

place from the
10, 5, as this
is

p. 124).

the smallest place

v. vi.

unknown.

—

Knobel supposes

with ruins upon

it,

it

to

be the small

hill called

Jedeideh,

towards the north of Beit-jibrin {V. de Velde,

—

K. ii. pp. 162, 188). Ver. 38. DiUan is unknown ; for Bet Dula,
three full hours to the east of Beit-jibrin, with some relics of antiquity {Tobler, pp. 150-1), with which Knobel identifies it, is upon
the mountains and not in the plain. Mizpeh, i.e. specula, a different
place from the Mizpeh of

Benjamin (chap,

was on the
Maspha),
Alba Specula, or Alba
xviii.

north of Eleutheropolis, according to the Onom.

and therefore may possibly be the

castle

26),
(s.

v.

Custodia of the middle ages, the present Tell es Saphieh, in the

middle of the plain and upon the top of a lofty hill, from which
there is an extensive prospect in all directions (see Rob. ii. p. 363).
Joktheel has possibly been preserved in the ruins of Keitulaneh
(Rob. Pal. iii. App.), which are said to lie in that neighbourhood.
Ver. 39. Laehish,

unknown

:

i.e.

Um

Lakis (see at chap.

according to Knobel,

Tubakah, on the south of

Um

it

may

x. 3).

Bozkaih

is

possibly be the ruins of

Lakis and Ajlan (Rob. ii. pp. 388,
Ajlan; see at chap. x. 3. Ver. 40. Cabbon,
probably the heap of ruins called Kubeibeh or Kebeibeh, " which
must at some time or other have been a strong fortification, and
have formed the key to the central mountains of Judah" (V. de
648).

Eglon,

i.e.

—
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p. 156), and which he to the south of Beit-jibrin, and
and a half to the east of Ajlan (Rob. Pal. ii. p. 394).
Lachmas : according to Knobel a corruption of Lachmam, which it>
the reading given in many mss. and editions, whilst the Vulgate
has Lelteman, and Luther (and the Eng. Ver.) Lahmam. Knobel

R.

Velde,

ii.

two hours

connects

it

with the ruins of

Lahem

el

to the south of Beit-jibrin

unknown, unless

found
R. ii.
Ver. 41. Gederoth, Beth-dagon, and Naamah have not
p. 157).
yet been traced.
The village mentioned in the Onom. (s. v. Bethdagon) as grandis vicus Capher-dagon, and said to lie between
Diospolis and Jamnia, the present Beit-dejan (Rob. iii. p. 30), was
far beyond the northern boundary of the tribe of Judah.
Mahhdah ; see at chap. x. 10.
Vers. 42-44. The third group, consisting of the towns in the
Kit/dish (Chitlii)

(Tobler).

is

chap.

—

nine towns. Ver. 42. Libnah
:
Ether and Aslian, which were afterwards given

x. 29.

Simeonites (chap. xix.

to the

to be

—

southern half of the hilly region
see at

it is

Ckilchis, to the 8.8.E. of Beit-jibrin (V. de Velde,

in Tell

7),

and are probably

to

be sought for

on the border of the Negeb, have not yet been discovered.

iii.

is

probably the same as Kor-ashan (1

Sam. xxx.

became a

30),

afterwards (1 Chron. vi. 44 ; see at chap. xxi. 16).
Jiphtah, A.$hnah, and Nezib have not yet been traced.
city

to

The

connected with the ruins of Attdrah (Rob.
App.) in the province of Gaza, is a very uncertain one. Ashan,

conjecture that Ether

the east of Beit-jibrin

on the

Wady

Sur (Rob.

ii.

priests'

—Ver. 43.
Beit-riesib,

p. 344,

and

iii.

the Neesib of the Onom., seven Roman miles to the east of
Eleutheropolis, does not suit this group so far as its situation is

p. 13),

—

within the limits of the first group. Ver. 44.
mentioned in the history of David (1 Sam. xxiii.),
and then again after the captivity (Neh. iii. 17), is neither the
KeeiXd, Ceila of the Onom., on the east of Eleutheropolis, the present
Kila (Tobler, Dritte Wand. p. 151), which lies upon the mountains
concerned, as
Keilah,

of

which

is

Judah ; nor

Jugaleh (Rob.
of

it lies

is it

iii.

to be found, as

App.), as they

Hebron, whereas Keilah

at all

is

Knobel supposes,

lie to

to

in the ruins of

the south of the mountains

be sought for in the shephelah, or

events to the west or south-west of the mountains of Hebron.

Acheib (Micah

i.

14), the

same as Chesib (Gen.

xxxviii. 5), has

been preserved in the ruins at Kus&abeh, a place with a fountain
{Rob.

ii.

p. 391),

i.e.

the fountain of Kes&ba, about five hours south
fortified by Rehoand was the place where

by west from Beit-jibrin.

Mareshah, which was

boam (2 Chron.

Micah

xi.

8

;

cf.

i.

15),
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Asa

defeated Zerah the Ethiopian (2 Chron. xiv. 9), the

home

of

town of
Marissa (see v. Raumer, Pal. pp. 211-12), was between Hebron and
Ashdod, since Judas Maccabasus is represented in 1 Mace. v. 65-68
(where the reading should be MapUraav instead of Ha/uipeiap,
according to Joseph. Ant. xii. 8, 6) as going from Hebron through
Marissa into the land of the Philistines, and turning to Ashdod.
According to the Onom. (s. v. MareshaK), it was lying in ruins in
the time of Eusebius, and was about two Roman miles from Eleutheropolis,
a description which applies exactly to the ruins of
Maresh, twenty-four minutes to the seuth of Beit-jibrin, which
Robinson supposes for this reason to be Maresa (Rob. ii. p. 422),
Eliezer (2 Chron. xx. 37), and afterwards the important

—

whereas Knobel finds
south of Beit-jibrin.

Vers. 45-47.

it

in Beit-mirsim, a place four hours to the

1

The

fourth group, consisting of the towns of the

Philistine line of coast, the northern part of

given up to the tribe of

Dan

which was afterwards

(chap. xix. 43), but which remained

almost entirely in the hands of the Philistines (see at chap. xiii. 3).*
Ekron, i.e. Akir (see chap. xiii. 3). " Her daughters"

—Ver. 45.

are the other towns of the principality of Ekron that were dependent
upon the capital, and D^rt the villages and farms. Ver. 46. Judah
was also to receive "from Ekron westwards all that lay on the side of
Ashdod and tlteir (i.e. Ekron's and Ashdod' s) villages." The different

—

Judah never actually
Ashdod, now Esdud, and
Also " the daughter towns

places in this district are not given, because

obtained possession of them.

Gaza,

now Ghuzzeh :

—Ver. 47.

see at chap.

xiii. 3.

1
Knobel founds his opinion partly upon 2 Chron. xiv. 9, according to which
Mareshah was in the valley of Zephatah, which is the bason-like plain at Mirsim,
and partly upon the fact that the Onom. also places Moraste on the east (southeast) of Eleutheropolis ; and Jerome (ad Mich. i. 1) describes Morasthi as haud
grandem viculum juxta Eleutheropolin, and as sepulcrum quondam Michese prophetse nunc ecclesiam (ep. 108 ad Eustoch. § 14) ; and this ecclesia is in all
probability the ruins of a church called Santa Hanneh, twenty minutes to the
south-east of Beit-jibrin, and only ten minutes to the east of Marash, which
makes the assumption a very natural one, that the Maresa and Morasthi of the
fathers are only different parts of the same place, viz. of Moreseth-gath, the home
of Micah (Micah i. 1, 14 ; Jer. xxvi. 18).
But neither of these is decisive. The
valley of Zephatah might be the large open plain which Robinson mentions
(ii. p. 855) near Beit-jibrin ; and the conjecture that Morasthi, which Euseb.

and

Jer. place Tpif eii/eero^tif, contra orientem Eleutheropoleos, is preserved in
the ruins which lie in a straight line towards the south from Beit-jibrin, and
are called Marash, has not much probability in it.
3

There

is

no force in the reasons adduced by Ewald, Bertheau, and Knobel,
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CHAP. XV. 48-60.

and villages, unto the brook of Egypt (Wady el Arish : see ver. 4),
and the great sea with its territory" i.e. the tract of land lying
between Gaza and the coast of the Mediterranean.
Gath and
Askalon are not mentioned, because they are both of them included
in the boundaries named. Askalon wa3 between Ashdod and Gaza,
by the sea-coast (see at chap. xiii. 3), and Gath on the east of Ekron
and Ashdod (see chap. xiii. 3), so that, as a matter of course, it was
assigned to Judah.
Vers. 48-60. The towns on the mountains are divided into five,
or more correctly, into six groups. The mountains of Judah, which
rise precipitously from the Negeb, between the hilly district on the
west, which is reckoned as part of the shephelah, and the desert of
Judah, extending to the Dead Sea on the east (ver. 61), attain the
height of 3000 feet above the level of the sea, in the neighbourhood
of Hebron, and run northwards to the broad wady of Beit-hanina,
above Jerusalem. They are a large rugged range of limestone mountains, with many barren and naked peaks, whilst the sides are for
the most part covered with grass, shrubs, bushes, and trees, and the
whole range is intersected by many very fruitful valleys. Josephus
describes it as abounding in corn, fruit, and wine; and to the
present day it contains many orchards, olive grounds, and vine-

up the
and lower grounds yield

yards, rising in terraces

sides of the mountains, whilst the

valleys

plentiful harvests of wheat, millet,

and other kinds of corn. In ancient times, therefore, the whole of
this district was thickly covered with towns (see Rob. ii. pp. 185,
191-2, and C. v. Raumer, Pal. pp. 45 sqq.).
for

regarding these verses as spurious, or as a later interpolation from a different
For the statement, that the " Elohist" merely mentions those towns

source.

which the Hebrews had taken possession, and which they held either paror wholly in his own day, and also that his list of the places belonging to
Judah in the shephelah never goes near the sea, are assertions without the least
foundation, which are proved to be erroneous by the simple fact, that according
to the express statement in ver. 12, the Mediterranean Sea formed the western
boundary of the tribe of Judah and according to chap. xiii. 6, Joshua was to
distribute by lot even those parts of Canaan which had not yet been conquered.
The difference, however, which actually exists between the verses before us and
the other groups of towns, namely, that in this case the " towns" (or daughters)
are mentioned as well as the villages, and that the towns are not summed up at
the end, may be sufficiently explained from the facte themselves, namely, from
the circumstance that the Philistine cities mentioned were capitals of small
principalities, which embraced not only villages, but also small towns, and for
that very reason did not form connected groups, like the towns of the other
of

tially

;

districts.
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Vers. 48-51.

The

group consists of eleven towns on the
Ver. 48. Shamir has probably been

first

south-west of the mountains.

(iii.

—

Um

preserved in the ruins of

Shaumerah, mentioned by Robinson

App.), though the situation of these rains has not yet been pre-

Jattir, which was given up to the priests (chap,
and is mentioned again in 1 Sam. xxx. 27, is described in
the Onom. (s. v. Jether) as a large place inhabited by Christians,
twenty miles from Eleutheropolis, in interiori Daroma juxta Malathan,
a description which suits the ruins of Attir, in the southern
portion of the mountains (see Rob. ii. p. 194 ; called Ater by Seetzen,
R. iii. p. 6). Soeoh, two hours N.w. of this, the present Shuweikeh
(Rob. ii. p. 194), called Suiche by Seetzen (R. iii. p. 29), a village
about four hours from Hebron. Ver. 49. Dannah {Sept., Syr.,
Renna) is unknown.
Knobel imagines that Dannah should be
Danah, for Deanah, plur. Deanoth, which would then be suggestive
of Zanute, the last inhabited place upon the mountains, five hours
from Hebron, between Shuweikeh and Attir (see Sob. ii. p. 626

cisely determined.
xxi. 14),

—

—

;

Seetzen,

iii.

Kirjath-sannah, or Debir, has not been

pp. 27, 29).

traced (see at chap. x. 38).

Socoh

—Ver.

(see at chap. xi. 21).

50. Anab, on the north-east of
Eshtemoh, or Eshtemoa, which was

ceded to the priests (chap. xxi. 14 ; 1 Chron. vi. 42), and is mentioned again in 1 Sam. xxx. 28, 1 Chron. iv. 17, 19, is the present
Semua, an inhabited village, with remains of walls, and a castle of
ancient date, on the east of Socoh (Rob.
iii.

28

;

and

v.

Schubert, R.

ii.

p. 458).

ii. pp. 194, 626 ; Seetzen,
Anim, contracted, accord-

ing to the probable conjecture of Wilson, from

a place

still

Ayanim (fountains),

preserved in the ruins of the village of

el

Ghuwein, on
it with Ain

the south of Semua, though Robinson erroneously connects
(ver.

32

:

Giloh, are

see Rob. Pal.
still

unknown.

ii.

p.

On

626).—Ver.

51.

Goslieti, see at

given up to the priests (chap. xxi. 15

;

Goshen, Holon, and

chap. x. 41.

1 Chron. vi. 43)

;

Holon was
and Giloh

mentioned in 2 Sam. xv. 12 as the birth-place of Ahithophel.
Vers. 52-54. The second group of nine towns, to the north of
the former, in the country round Hebron. Ver. 52. Arab is still
unknown ; for we cannot connect it, as Knobel does, with the ruins
of Husn el Ghurab in the neighbourhood of Semua (Rob. i. p. 312),
is

—

group of towns. Duma, according to Eusebius the largest place in the Daromas in his time, and
seventeen miles from Eleutheropolis, is probably the rained village
of Daumeh, by the Wady Dilbeh (Rob. i. p. 314), which is fourteen
as these ruins lie within the former

miles in a straight line to the south-east of Eleutheropolis according
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65-57.

map.

Et?an (Eshean) can hardly be identified with Asar.
Van de Velde supposes, but is more likely Koratan (1 Sam. xxx. 30).
In that case we might connect it with the
rains of Khursah, on the north-west of Daumeh, two hours and a
to the
(1

Chron.

iv.

32), as

half to the south-west of

Hebron (Rob.

iii.

p. 5).

As

the Septua-

Eshean

is a corrupt
and connects it with the ruins
of Simia, on the south of Daumeh (Seeteen, iii. 28, and Rob. iii. App.).
Ver. 53. Janum is still unknown. Beth-tappuah has been preserved in the village of Teffuh, about two hours to the west of
Hebron (Rob. ii. p. 428). Apheka has not been discovered. Ver. 54.
Hwntah is also unknown. Kirjath-arba, or Hebron : see at chap,
x. 3.
Zior has also not been traced though, " so far as the name
is concerned, it might have been preserved in the heights of Tugra,

gint

reading

reading for

Xo/id, Knobel conjectures that

is

Shema

(1 Chron.

ii.

43),

—

—

;

near to

Hebron"

(Knobel).

The third group of ten towns, to the east of both
former groups, towards the desert. Ver. 55. Maon, the home
of Nabal (1 Sam. xxv. 2), on the border of the desert of Judah,
which is here called the desert of Maon (1 Sam. xxiii. 25), has been
preserved in Tell Main, on a conical mountain commanding an extensive prospect, east by north of Semua, three hours and three-quarters
to the 8.S.E. of Hebron (Rob. ii. p. 193).
Camel, a town and
mountain mentioned in the history of David, and again in the time
of Uzziah (1 Sam. xv. 12, xxv. 2 sqq. ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 10).
In
the time of the Romans it was a large place, with a Soman garrison
(Onom.), and is the present Kurmul, on the north-west of Maon,
Vers. 55-57.

—

the

where there are considerable ruins of a very ancient date (Rob.

ii.

Ziph, in the desert of that name, to which David
pp. 196 sqq.).
fled from Saul (1 Sam. xxiii. 14 sqq., xxvi. 2, 3), was fortified by
Behoboam (2 Chron. xi. 8), and has been preserved in the ruins
upon the hill Ziph, an hour and three-quarters to the south-east of
p. 191). Juttah, which was assigned to the priests
and was a view praegrandis Judceorum in the time
of the fathers (Onom. t. v. Jethari), was eighteen Roman miles to
the south (south-east) of Eleutheropolis, and is the present Jutta or
Jitta, a large Mahometan place with ruins, an hour and threequarters to the south of Hebron (Seetzen, iii. p. 8 ; Rob. ii. pp. 191,

Hebron (Rob.

ii.

(chap. xxi. 16),

—Ver.

628).

56. Jezreel, the

xxvii. 3, etc.),

home

of

Ahinoam

(1

Sam. xxv. 43,

a different place from the Jezreel in the plain of

This also applies to Jobdeam and Zanoah, which are only met with here. Ver. 57. Cain

Esdraelon, has not yet been discovered.

—
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(Hakkairi)

is

possibly the

same as Jukin, on the south-east of Hebron

Gibeah cannot be the Gabatha near Bethlehem,
mentioned in the Onom. (s. v. Gabathon), or the Gibea mentioned
by Robinson (ii. p. 327), i.e. the village of Jeba, on a hill in the
(Rob.

Wady

ii.

p. 449).

this does not come within the limits of the
must rather be one of the two places (Gebaa and
Gebathd) described as viculi contra orientalem plagam Daromce,
el

Musurr, as

present group

;

it

though their situation has not yet been discovered. Tlmnah, probably the place already mentioned in Gen. xxxviii. 12 sqq., has not

been discovered.

The

fourth group of six towns, on the north of
two groups. Halhul, according to the Onom.
(s. v. Elul) a place near Hebron named Alula, has been preserved
in the ruins of HaUiul, an hour and a half to the north of Hebron
BetJi-zur,
(Rob. i. p. 319, ii. p. 186, and Bibl. Ees. p. 281).
which was fortified by Rchoboam (2 Chron. xi. 7), and is frequently
Vers. 58, 59.

Hebron or of the

last

mentioned in the time of the Maccabees as a border defence against
the Idumaeans (1 Mace. iv. 29, 61, etc.), was twenty (? fifteen)
Roman miles from Jerusalem, according to the Onom. (s. v. BethIt is the present heap of ruins called
zur), on the road to Hebron.
Beit-zur on the north-west of Halhul (Rob. Bibl. Res. pp. 276-7
Gedor, the ruins of Jedur, an
Ritter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 236, 267-8).

hour and a half to the north-west (Rob. ii. p. 338 Bibl. Res.
Ver. 59. Maarath and Eltekon have not yet been dispp. 282-3).
Beth-anoth (probably a contraction of Beth-ayanoth) has
covered.
been discovered by Wolcott in the ruins of Beit-anum, on the east
;

—

of Halhul (Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 279

Between

;

cf.

Pal.

ii.

p. 186).

59 and 60, the fifth group of towns given in the
Septuagint is wanting in the Masoretic text. This group lay to
the north of the fourth, and reached as far as Jerusalem. It comvers.

now
we have not an

prised a district in which even

there are at least fifteen places

arbitrary interpolation made by
Jerome assumed, but rather a gap in the Hebrew
text, arising from the fact that an ancient copyist passed by mistake
from the word t!? '?.V 7! in ver. 59 to the same word at the close of
the missing section.
In the Alexandrian version the section reads
as follows in Cod. Al. and Vat. : 8etca> ical 'Ecppadd, avrrj earl
BaidXee/M, ical $aytop ical Alrav ical KovKov ical Tarap, ical O tofins

and

ruins, so that

the

LXX.,

as

,

(Cod.

A

I.

%<opi)<;)

l

ical

Kapep,

ical

BatOfjp) Kal Mavo%tb, TroAet? evoe/ca

the well-known Tekoah, the

home

TaXep.
ical

ical

Qeffijp

(Cod. Al.

al K&pai airr&v.

of the wise

— Theko,

woman and
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60.

Amos

i.

1),

was

fortified

inhabited after the captivity (2 Chron.

is

xi.

by Reho6 Neb.
;

the present Tehua, on the top of a mountain covered

with ancient ruins, two hours to the south of Bethlehem (Rob.
pp.
i.e.

iv.

181-184 ;

ii.

Denkbl. aus Jerus. pp. 682 sqq.). Ephratah,
Bethleliem, the family seat of the house of David (Ruth i. 1,
11 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 4, xvii. 12 sqq. ; Micah v. 2), was fortified by
Toiler,

Rehoboam

(2 Chron. xi. 6), and is a place frequently mentioned.
was the birth-place of Christ (Matt. ii. 1 sqq. ; Luke ii. 4), and
still exists under the ancient name of Beit-lahm, two hours to the
It

Jerusalem (Seeteen, ii. pp. 37 sqq. ; Mob. ii. pp. 159 sqq.
Topogr. v. Jerus. ii. pp. 464 sqq.). Bethlehem did not receive
the name of Ephratah for the first time from the Calebite family
of Ephrathites (1 Chron. ii. 19, 50, iv. 4), but was known by that
name even in Jacob's time (Gen. xxxv. 19, xlviii. 7). Phagor,
which was near to Bethlehem according to the Onom. (s. v. Fogor),
and is also called Phaora, is the present Faghur, a heap of ruins to
the south-west of Bethlehem {Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 275).
Aetan was
fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chron. xi. 6), and has been preserved in
the Wady and Ain Attan between Bethlehem and Faghur {Tobler,
dritte Wand. pp. 88, 89).
Kulon, the present village of Kulomeh,
an hour and a half west by north from Jerusalem on the road to
Ramleh (see Rob. ii. p. 146 Bibl. Res. p. 158 it is called Kolony
by Seeteen, ii. p. 64).
Tatam cannot be traced. Sores (for Thobes
appears to be only a copyist's error) is probably Saris, a small
village four hours to the east of Jerusalem, upon a ridge on the
south of
Tobler,

;

south of

Wady Aly

:

{Rob. Bibl. Res. pp. 154-5).

Karem, now Ain

Karim, a large flourishing village two hours to the west of Jerusalem,

with a Franciscan convent dedicated to John the Baptist in

the middle,

and a fountain (Rob.

ii.

p.

141

;

Bibl. Res. p. 271).

Galem, a different place from the Gallim on the north of Jerusalem (Isa, x. 30), has not yet been discovered.

Baither,

now a

small dirty village called Bettir or Bittir, with a beautiful spring,

and with gardens arranged in terraces on the western slope of the

Wady

Jerusalem (Rob. Bibl. Res. p.
Manocho, possibly the same place as Manachat (1 Chron.
viii. 6), has not been found.
Ver. 60. The sixth group of only two towns, to the west of
Jerusalem, on the northern border of the tribe of Judah. Kirjathbaal, or Kirjath-jearim, the present Kureyet el Enab ; see at ver. 9,
and chap. ix. 17. Rabbah (Ha-rabbah, the great) is quite unknown.
Bittir, to the south-west of

266).
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Vers. 61, 62. The toumt in the desert of Judah, which ran
along the Dead Sea from the northern border of J adah (vers. 6, 7)
to

Wady

Fikreh on the south, and reached to the

districts

Ziph, Tekoah, and Bethlehem towards the west.

land

is

of

Maon,

This tract of

for the most part a terrible desert, with a soil composed of

and limestone, and with bald mountains covered with
and hornstone, and without the slightest trace of vegetation on
the side bordering on the Dead Sea (see v. Schubert, Reise, iii.
pp. 94, 96 ; Rob. ii. pp. 202, 475, 477). Yet wherever there are
springs even this desert is covered with a luxuriant vegetation, as
chalk, marl,
flint

far as the influence of the water extends (Seetzen,

ii. pp. 249, 258)
which are now completely desolate, there are
traces of the work of man of a very ancient date in all directions
(Rob. ii. p. 187). Six towns are mentioned in the verses before
us.
Beth-arabah : see at ver. 6. Middin and Seeaca are unknown.
According to Knobel, Middin is probably the ruins of Mird or
Mardeh, to the west of the northern end of the Dead Sea (Rob. ii.
Ver. 62. Nibsan, also unknown. The city of salt (salt
p. 270).
town), in which the Edomites sustained repeated defeats (2 Sam.
viii. 13 ; Ps. lx. 2 ; 2 Kings xiv. 7 ; 1 Chron. xviii. 12 ; 2 Chron.
xxv. 11), was no doubt at the southern end of the Dead Sea, in the
Salt Valley (Rob. ii. p. 483).
Engedi, on the Dead Sea (Ezek.
xlvii. 10), to which David also fled to escape from Saul (1 Sam.
xxiv. 1 sqq.), according to the Onom. (s. v. Engaddi) a vicus proegrandis, the present Ain-Jidi, a spring upon a shelf of the high
rocky coast on the west of the Dead Sea, with ruins of different
ancient buildings (see Seetzen, ii. pp. 227-8 Rob. ii. pp. 214 sqq.
Lynch, pp. 178-9, 199, 200). In ver. 63 there follows a notice
to the effect that the Judseans were unable to expel the Jebusites
from Jerusalem, which points back to the time immediately after
Joshua, when the Judseans had taken Jerusalem and burned it
(Judg. i. 8), but were still unable to maintain possession. This
notice is not at variance with either chap, xviii. 28 or Judg. i. 21,
since it neither affirms that Jerusalem belonged to the tribe of
Judah, nor that Judah alone laid claim to the possession of the
town to the exclusion of the Benjamites (see the explanation of
Judg. i. 8).

and even

in those parts

—

;

—
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1-4.

INHERITANCE OF THE TBIBE OF JOSEPH.

The descendants
of the

of Joseph drew one

— CHAP. XVI. XVII.

lot,

that the inheritance

half tribe of Manasseh might not be separated from that of

the tribe of

Ephraim.

Bat

the territory was immediately divided

between the two separate tribes of the children of Joseph,
receiving the southern portion of the land that
lot,

had

Ephraim
it by

fallen to

and half Manasseh the northern.
Accordingly we find the
boundary of the whole territory described first of all in

southern

both the boundary which separated it from the tribe
Benjamin (chap, xviii. 11 sqq.), and that which divided it from
Dan (chap. xix. 40 sqq.) ; then the territory of Ephraim is given,
with a minute description of the northern boundary (chap. xvi.
5-10) ; and finally the territory assigned to the families of Manasseh
(chap. xvii. 1-13), without any precise delineation of its northern
chap. xvi. 1-4,
of

boundaries, all that

Asher

and

scattered
tribes

is

stated being that the Manassites touched

Issachar towards the north, and also received some

towns with their

(chap. xvii. 10, 11).

villages in the territory of both those

To

this

there

is

appended in

vers.

14-18 the complaint of the children of Joseph concerning the

had fallen to them.
Chap. xvi. 1—4. Territory oftlie Tribe of Joseph.

inheritance that

—Ver.

1.

"

And

of the children of Joseph from Jordan by
" The lot came out," viz. from the urn (cf chap. xix. 1,
Jericho."
The expression " came up" is used in the same sense in
17, 24).
there

came out

the lot

.

chap, xviii. 11.
of the sentence,

The connection of these two words with the rest
"from Jordan by Jericho," may be explained on

which came out of the urn determined
we might paraphrase
" There came out the lot to the children
the verse in this manner
of Joseph, namely, the inheritance, which goes out from, or whose
boundary commences at, the Jordan by Jericho," i.e. from that part
of the Jordan which is opposite to Jericho, and which is still more
precisely denned by the additional clause, " by the water of Jericho
eastward."
The water of Jericho is the present fountain of es
Sultan, half an hour to the north-west of Riha, the only large fountain in the neighbourhood of Jericho, whose waters spread over the
plain, and form a small brook, which no doubt flows in the rainy
season through the Wady Kelt into the Jordan (see Rob. ii. pp.
283-4 ; Tobler, Topogr. v. Jerus. ii. pp. 558-9). " The wilderness"
the supposition that the lot

the inheritance that fell to the tribe, so that
:

is

in opposition to

" the

lot," so that

the sense

is,

" namely, the desert
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going up
chap,

from Jericho

xviii. 12,

was on the

Mutyah

to the

the reference

east of Bethel,

mountains
is

to

According to
which
Suwar (Tuwar) and

Bethil"

to the desert of Beth-aven,

between the

Wady

Towards the east this desert ter
niinates with the Jebel Kuruntul (Quarantana) on the north-west
of Jericho, where it descends precipitously into the valley of the
Jordan, or v. v., where it rises out of the Jordan valley. According
to chap, xviii. 12, the same boundary went up by the shoulder of
Jericho towards the north, i.e. along the northern range of mountains by Jericho, which cannot be any other than the " conspicuous
double height, or rather group of heights," in front of the mountain
of Quarantana, at the eastern foot of which lies the fountain of A in
es Sultan (Rob. ii. p. 284).
In all probability, therefore, the boundary ran up towards the north-west, from the Sultan fountain to
Ain Duk, and thence in a westerly direction across to Abu Seba
(along which road Robinson had a frightful desert on his right
hand Pal. ii. p. 310), and then again towards the north-west to
(see at chap. vii. 2).

:

Beitin (Bethel), according to chap, xviii. 13, along the southern
shoulder (or side) of Luz, i.e. Bethel. Ver. 2. " And it went out

—

from

Bethel to Luz."

Bethel

is

passage, because the reference

is

was

called

Luz by

distinguished from

Luz

in this

not to the town of Bethel, which

the Canaanites (vid. Gen. xxviii. 19), but to the

southern range of mountains belonging to Bethel, from which the

boundary ran out to the town of Luz, so that this town, which stood
upon the border, was allotted to the tribe of Benjamin (chap, xviii.
From this point the boundary went over " to the territory of
22).
the A rkite to Ataroth."
We know nothing further about the Arkite
than that David's friend Hushai belonged to that family (2 Sam.
xv. 32, xvi. 16; 1 Chron. xxvii. 33). Ataroth, called Ataroth-Adar
in chap, xviii. 13, was not the present village of At&ra, an hour and
a half to the south of Jiljilia (Rob. iii. p. 80), as I once supposed,
but the ruins of Atdra, three-quarters of an hour to the south of
Bireh (Beeroth, Rob. ii. p. 314), with which the expression " de-

13 perfectly harmonizes.
Consequently the
drawn in a south-westerly direction from
boundary was first of
Beitin to Bireh (chap, xviii. 25), and then southwards to Autrah.
Ver. 3. From this point " it went down westward to the territory
scended" in chap,

xviii.

all

—
of

of lower Beth-lioron" or, according
" to the mountain (or range) which is on the south

the Japhletites to the territory

to chap, xviii. 13,

by lower Beth-horon."
the Asherite of this

The Japhletite is altogether unknown, as
name cannot possibly be thought of (1 Chron.
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Lower Beth-horon is the present Beit-Ur Tachta, a
upon a low ridge. It is separated from Upper Beth-horon,
which lies farther east, by a deep wady (see at chap. x. 10, and
Rob. iii. p. 59). " And to Gezer," which was probably situated
vii.

32, 33).

village

" AncTthe goings
out thereof are at the sea" (the Mediterranean), probably running
towards the north-west, and following the Wady Muzeireh to the
north of Japho, which was assigned to the Danites, according to
near the village of

chap. xix. 46.
lines

Kubab

el

—Ver.

4.

mentioned was

(see at chap. x. 33).

The

commencing at the boundary
Ephraim and Manasseh as theit

territory

allotted to

inheritance.

Vers. 5-10. Territory of the tribe of Ephraim, according to its
Ver. 5. " The border of their inheritance teas from the

families.

—

Atroth-addar and (along the line)

—

Upper Beth-horon"
which is more minutely
described in vers. 1-3. Upper Beth-horon is mentioned here instead
of Lower Beth-horon (ver. 3). This makes no difference, however,
as the two places stood quite close to one another (see at chap. x. 10).
In vers. 6-8 the northern boundary of Ephraim is given, namely,
from the middle, or from "a central point near the watershed"
(Knobel), first towards the east (vers. 6 and 7), and then towards
the west (ver. 8). The eastern half of the northern boundary went
HBJ, i.e. when regarded from the west, or looked at towards the west,
to the north side of Michmethah.
According to chap. xvii. 7, this
place was before Shechem, and therefore in any case it was not far
from it, though it has not been discovered yet. Knobel supposes it
to have been on the site of the present Kabate (Seetzen, ii. p. 166),
Kubatiyeh, an hour and a half to the south of Jenin (Rob. iii. 154),
assuming that Michmethah might also have been pronounced Chemathah, and that b may have been substituted for m. But Kabate
is six hours to the north of Shechem, and therefore was certainly
not " before Shechem" (chap. xvii. 7). It then turned " eastward
east

to

brief description of the southern boundary,

LXX.), according to the Onom.
from Neapolis (Sichem), on the
way to the Jordan, most probably the Thena of Ptol. (v. 16, 5), the
present Tana, Ain Tana, a heap of ruins on the south-east of
Nabulus, where there are large cisterns to be found (see Rob. Bibl.
Res. p. 295 ; Ritter, Erdk. xv. p. 471). And " then went by on the
east to Janoah" (i.e. Jano in Acrabittena regione, twelve Roman
Onom.), the present ruins of Jan&n, a misermiles from Neapolis
to

TaanatJi-shiloh" (Trjvdd SrfXxo,

(». v.

Thenath) ten

Roman

miles

:

able village, with extensive ruins of great antiquity, about three

M
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hours to the south-east of Nabulus, three-quarters of an hoar to the

Akrabeh {Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 297 Van de Velde, R. ii.
7. From Janoah the boundary went down " to
Ataroth and Naarath." Ataroth, a different place from the Ataroth
or Atroth-addar mentioned in vers. 3 and 5, is apparently to be
sought for on the eastern slope of the mountains by the side of the
Ghor, judging from the expression "went down ;" but it has not
yet been discovered. Naarath, probably the same as Naaran, in
eastern Ephraim (1 Ohron. vii. 28), is described in the Onotn.
north-east of

p. 268).

;

—Ver.

(s. v. Naarailid) as viculus Judceorum Naarath, five Roman miles (i^.
two hours) from Jericho, probably on the north-east. The boun-

dary line then touched Jericho,

i.e.

the district of Jericho,

namely

on the north side of the district, as Jericho was allotted to the tribe
of Benjamin (chap, xviii. 21). At this point it also coincided with
the southern boundary of the tribe of Joseph (ver. 1) and the
northern boundary of Benjamin (chap, xviii. 12). Ver. 8. The
western half of the northern boundary went from Tappuah westwards to the Cane-brook, and terminated at the sea. Tappuah, called
En-tappuah in chap. xvii. 7, as the southern boundary of Manasseh, which is there described, and which ran from Michmethah to
En-tappuah, coincides with the northern boundary of Ephraim,
must not be identified with the royal town of that name mentioned
in chap. xii. 17, and therefore was not Kefr Rud (Capereota), on
the west of Jenin (Ginaa). This place was so far to the north,
viz. seven hours to the north of Nabulus, that the boundary from
Michmethah, in the neighbourhood of Shechem (Nabulus) onwards,
would have run from south to north instead of in a westerly direcStill less can En-tappuah be found, as Van de Velde suption.
poses, in the old well of the deserted village of Atuf, five hours to
the east of Nabulus. It must have been to the west of Shechem
but it has not yet been discovered, as the country to the west of
Nabulus and Sebastieh has "not been examined" {Van de Velde).
The Cane-brook is no doubt the brook of that name mentioned
by Bohad. (vita Salad, pp. 191, 193) ; only it is not quite clear
" whether the Abu Zabura is intended, or a brook somewhat farther south, where there is still a Nahr el Kassab." Ver. 9. The
tribe of Ephraim also received some scattered towns in the territory
of the tribe of Manasseh, in fact all those towns to which Tappuah
1
belonged, according to chap. xvii. 8, with the dependent villages.

—

—

—

1

The reason why the Ephraimites received scattered towns and villages in
the tribe-territory of Manasseh, is supposed by Calvin, Masius, and others, to
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Gezer, however (see ver. 3), they could not drive
still dwelt among the Ephraimites,

out the Canaanites, so that they

but were reduced to a state of serfdom. This notice resembles the
one in chap. xv. 63, and is to be interpreted in the same way.
Chap. xvii. 1-13. The inheritance of Manasseh on this side of
the Jordan was on the north of Ephraim.
Vers. 16-6. Before

—

proceeding to the more detailed description of the inheritance, the
historian thinks

it

necessary to observe that the Manassites received

a double inheritance. This remark
u for he was the firstborn
of Joseph."
to the territory already given to

introduced with the words

is

On

him

this account, in addition

in Gilead

and Bashan, he

received a second allotment of territory in Canaan proper.

word

^Of

With

Machir) the more minute account of the divi'W ^30? is first of all written
sion of the Manassites commences.
the

(for

absolutely at the beginning of the sentence, and then resumed in

vn

"

to Machir, the first-born of Manasseh .
.
to him were
Gilead and Bashan assigned, because he was a man of war" ue. a
warlike man, and had earned for himself a claim to the inheritance
i?

:

.

of Gilead and Bashan through the peculiar bravery which he had
displayed in the conquest of those lands.

By Machir,

we

however,

are not to understand the actual son of Manasseh, but his family

and

mean " father of Gilead," but lord (possessor)

IP?!? '3K does not

of% Gilead, for Machir's son Gilead
the article (vid. chap.
1 Chron.

vii.

11, 31 Num.

the lot

fell

3

;

Num.

is

always called Ijra without

xxvi. 29, 30, xxvii. 1, xxxvi. 1

17), whereas the country of that

constantly called
;

xvii.

"vfos>}

xxxii.

40

(the lot

is

name

is

just as

(see ver. 1, the last clause, ver. 5, chap.
;

Deut.

iii.

10

sqq.).

to be repeated

from

"

And

xiii.

there came,

i.e.

ver. 1), to the other

descendants of Manasseh according to their families" which are then
enumerated as in Num. xxvi. 30-32. " These are the male descendants of Mana8seJi." D^W) must not be altered, notwithstanding the
fact that it is preceded and followed by D^nfan ; it is evidently used
deliberately as an antithesis to the female descendants of Manasseh
mentioned in ver. 3. Vers. 3 sqq. Among the six families of
Manasseh (ver. 2), Zelophehad, a descendant of Hepher, left no
son ; but he had five daughters, whose names are given in ver. 3

—

have been, that after the boundaries had been arranged, on comparing the territory allotted to each with the relative numbers of the two tribes, it was found

Ephraim bad received too small a possession. This is quite possible at
same time there may have been other reasons which we cannot discover now,
precisely the same thing occurs in the case of Manasseh (chap. xvii. 11).

that

;

the
as
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Num.

xxvi. 33, xxvii. 1, xxxvi. 10).
These daughters had
Moses for a separate portion in the promised land, and
their request had been granted (Num. xxvii. 2 sqq., compared with
chap, xxxvi.). They therefore came before the committee appointed
for dividing the land and repeated this promise, which was at once
fulfilled.
Consequently there were ten families of Manasseh who
had received portions by the side of Ephraim, five male and five
" And (ver. 5) tliere fell the measurements of Manasseh
female.
(as) ten" i.e. ten portions were assigned to the Manassites (on the
(as in

petitioned

west of the Jordan), beside the land of Gilead, because (as

is

again

observed in ver. 6) the daughters of Manasseh, i.e. of Zelophehad
the Manassite, received an inheritance among his sons (i.e. the rest
of the Manassites).

Vers. 7-13. Boundaries and extent of the inheritance of the ten

—

Vers. 7- 10a, the southern boundary, which
families of Manasseh.
coincides with the northern boundary of Ephraim described in
chap. xvi. 6-8, and
in certain points.

Shechem."

Asher

distinct locality

;

is

It
is

merely given here with greater precision

went "from Asher

Michmethah, before

to

not the territory of the tribe of Asher, but a

according to the Onom.

(s. v.

Asher) a place on

the high road from Neapolis to Scythopolis, fifteen

Roman

miles

from the former. It is not to be found, however, in the ruins of
Tell Urn el Aschera (V. de Velde) or Tell Urn Ajra (Bob. Bibl.
Kes. pp. 310, 327), an hour to the south of Beisan, as Knobel
supposes, but in the village of Yasir, where there are magnificent
ruins, about five hours and ten minutes from Nabulus on the road
Miehto Beisan (V. de Velde, Mem. pp. 237, 289 ; R. ii. p. 295).
methah, before Shechem, is still unknown (see chap. xvi. 6). Shechem
was founded by the Hivite prince She*chem (Gen. xxxiii. 18), and
is frequently mentioned in the book of Genesis.
It stood between
Ebal and Gerizim, was given up by Ephraim to the Levites, and
declared a free city (city of refuge

:

chap. xxi. 21, xx. 7).

It

was there that the ten tribes effected their separation from Judah
(1 Kings xii. 1 sqq.), and Jeroboam resided there (1 Kings xii. 25).
In later times it was the chief city of the country of Samaria, and
and the name of
the capital of the Samaritans (John iv. 5)
Neapolis, or Flavia Neapolis, from which the present Nabulus or
Nablus has come, was given to it in honour of Vespasian (see v.
Raumer, Pal. pp. 161 sqq.). From this point the boundary went
r?'IT'? (i.e. either " to the right side," the south side, or to Yamin),
" to the inhabitants
En-tappuah" Whether Yamin is an appella;

of
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tive

or a proper

a place,

it is

name

is

doubtful.

quite certain that

it

But even

an hour to the south-east of Taanuk {Rob.
as this is

much

too far north, and, judging

to the territory of Asher.

if it

name

be the

of

cannot be the village of Yamon,
iii.

pp. 161, 167, etc.),

from

ver. 11,

belonged

In the case of En-tappuah, the inha-

bitants are mentioned instead of the district, because the district

belonged to Manasseh, whilst the town on the border of Manasseh
was given to the Ephraimites. The situation of the town has not yet
been discovered : see at chap. xvi. 8. From this point the boundary
ran

down

to the

Cane-brook (see chap. xvi. 8), namely to the south
" These towns were assigned to Ephraim in the

side of the brook.

midst of the towns of Manasseh, and (but) the territory of Manasseh
was on the north of the brook." The only possible meaning of these

words

is

the following

:

From Tappuah,

to the Cane-brook and crossed

it,

really belonged to the territory of

on

the boundary went

down

so that the south side of the brook

Manasseh

;

nevertheless the towns

were allotted to Ephraim, whilst only the territory
to the north of the brook fell to the lot of the Manassites.
This is
expressed more plainly in ver. 10a " To the south (of the brook the
this south side

:

land came)

Ephraim, and to the north to Manasseh" In ver.
10b the northern and eastern boundaries are only briefly indicated
" And they (the Manassites) touched Asher towards the north, and
Issachar towards the east" The reason why this boundary was not
described more minutely, was probably because it had not yet been
fixed.
For (ver. 11) Manasseh also received towns and districts in
(within the territory of) Issachar and Asher, viz. Beth-shean, etc.
Beth-shean, to the wall of which Saul's body was fastened (1 Sam.
xxxi. 10 sqq. ; 2 Sam. xxi. 12), was afterwards called Scythopolis.
It was in the valley of the Jordan, where the plain of Jezreel slopes
off into the valley
its present name is Beisan, a place where there
are considerable ruins of great antiquity, about two hours from the
Jordan (yid. Seetzen, ii. pp. 162 sqq. ; Rob. iii. p. 174 ; Bibl. Res.
This city, with its daughter
p. 325 ; v. Raumer, Pal. pp. 150-1).
towns, was in the territory of Issachar, which was on the east of
Manasseh, and may have extended a considerable distance towards
the south along the valley of the Jordan, as the territory of
Manasseh and Ephraim did not run into the valley of the Jordan
but Asher (Yasir) is mentioned in ver. 7 as the most easterly place
in Manasseh, and, according to chap. xvi. 6, 7, the eastern boundary
of Ephraim ran down along the eastern edge of the mountains as
At the same
far as Jericho, without including the Jordan valley.
to

;

;
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time, the

Ghor on

the western side of the Jordan below Beisan, as

far as the plain of Jericho,

was of no great value

this district, according to Josephua (de Bell.

10, 7),

was uninhabited because of

towns, Ibleam,

etc.,

its

Jud.

to

any

tribe, as

iv. 8, 2,

barrenness.

and

The

iii.

other

with the exception of Endor perhaps, were in

on the south-west border of
vi. 55
a
Levitical
town
xxi.
was
not
very
far
from
(see
at
chap.
(70),
25),
Megiddo (2 Kings ix. 27), and has probably been preserved in the
ruins of Khirbet-Belameh, half an hour to the south of Jenin ;
according to Schultz, it is the same place as Belarhon, Belmen, or
Belthem (Judith iv. 4, vii. 3, viii. 3). With "W*T ^fmt" the construction changes, so that there is an anacolouthon, which can be
explained, however, on the ground that ? njn may not only mean
to be assigned to, but also to receive or to have.
In this last sense
nttt is attached.
The inhabitants are mentioned instead of the
towns, because the historian had already, the thought present in his
mind, that the Manassites were unable to exterminate the Canaanites
from the towns allotted to them. Dor is the present Tortura (see
at chap. xi. 2).
Endor, the home of the witch (1 Sam. xxviii. 7),
four Roman miles to the south of Tabor (Onom.}, at present a
village called Enddr, on the northern shoulder of the Duhy or
Little Hermon (see Rob. iii. p. 225 ; Bibl. Ees. p. 340).
Taanach
and Megiddo, the present Taanuk and Lejun (see at chap. xii. 21).
The three last towns, with the places dependent upon them, are
connected more closely together by nwn JIBOB', the three-hillcountry, probably because they formed a common league.
Vers.
12, 13. The Manassites were unable to exterminate the Canaanites
from these six towns, and the districts round ; but when they grew
the territory of Asher, and almost

the plain of Esdraelon.

all

Ibleam, called Bileam in 1 Chron.

—

stronger, they

made them

tributary slaves (cf. chap. xvi. 10).

Vers. 14-18. Complaint of the Descendants of Joseph respecting
the inheritance allotted to them.
Ver. 14. As the descendants of

—

Joseph formed two

(Ephraim and Manasseh), they gave
utterance to their dissatisfaction that Joshua had given them
(" me," the house of Joseph, ver. 17) but one lot, but one portion
('?£, a measure, then the land measured off), for an inheritance,
although they were a strong and numerous people. " So far hath
Jehovah blessed me hitherto." "itPtoy, to this (sc. numerous people),
is to be understood de gradu; n'3""ig, hitherto, de tempore.
There
was no real ground for this complaint. As Ephraim numbered
only 32,500 and Manasseh 52,700 at the second census in the time
tribes
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of

Moses (Num.

xxvi.),

and therefore Ephraim and half Manasseh

together did not amount to more than 58,000 or 59,000, this tribe

and a half were not so strong as Jndah with
even weaker than

Dan

with

its

men, and therefore could not

its

76,500, and were

64,400, or Issachar with

64,300

its

more than the
Moreover, the land allotted to them
territory of a single tribe.
was in one of the most fertile parts of Palestine. For although as
a whole the mountains of Ephraim have much the same character
as those of Judah, yet the separate mountains are neither so rugged
nor so lofty, there being only a few of them that reach the height
of 2500 feet above the level of the sea (see Ritter, Erdk. xv. pp.
475 sqq. ; V. de Velde, Mem. pp. 177 sqq.) ; moreover, they are
intersected by many broad valleys and fertile plateaux, which are
covered with fruitful fields and splendid plantations of olives, vines,
and fig trees (see Rob. in. p. 78, Bibl. Res. pp. 290 sqq. ; Seetzen,
ii. pp. 165 sqq., 190 sqq.).
On the west the mountains slope off
into the hill country, which joins the plain of Sharon, with its
invariable fertility.

"The

fathomable depth, which

is

justly lay claim to

soil

here

nearly

a black clay

is

all

ploughed, and

of un-

soil
is

of such

unusual fertility that a cultivated plain here might furnish ah
almost unparalleled granary for the whole land.
Interminable
fields full of wheat and barley with their waving ears, which were
very nearly

ripe,

with here and there a

field of millet, that

was

already being diligently reaped by the peasants, presented a glorious

—

sight" (Ritter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 567-8). Ver. 15. Joshua therefore
sent them back with their petition, and said, " If thou art a strong
into the wood and cut it away" i.e. make room for
and meadows, by clearing the forests, " in the land of
the Perizzites and Rephaim, if the mountain of Ephraim is too
narrow for thee." The name " mountain of Ephraim" is used here
in a certain sense proleptically, to signify the mountain which
received its name from the tribe of Ephraim, to which it had only
This mountain, which is also called the mounjust been allotted.
tain of Israel (chap. xi. 16, 21), was a limestone range running
from Kirjath-jearim, where the mountains of Judah terminate (see
at chap. xi. 21), to the plain of Jezreel, and therefore embracing

people, go

up

houses, fields,

the greater part of the tribe-territory of Benjamin.

which

is

The wood,

distinguished from the mountain of Ephraim, and

described in ver. 18 as a mountainous land,

is

is also

either the mountain-

ous region extending to the north of Yasir as far as the mountains
of Gilboa,

and lying

to the west of Beisan, a region

which has not
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yet been thoroughly explored, or else, as Knobel supposes, "the
broad range of woody heights or low woody hills, by which the
mountains of Samaria are connected with Carmel on the northill. p. 1 89), between Taanath and Megiddo on the east,
and Csesarea and Dor on the west." Possibly both may be intended,
as the children of Joseph were afraid of the Canaanites in Beisan
and in the plain of Jezreel (ver. 16). The Rephaim were dwelling
there, a tribe of gigantic stature (see at Gen. xiv. 5), also the
Ver. 16. The children of Joseph
Perizzites (see at Gen. xiii. 7).
replied that the mountain (allotted to them) would not be enough
and that all the
for them (**?, as in Num. xi. 22 ; Zech. x. 10)
Canaanites who dwelt in the land of the plain had iron chariots,
both those in Beth-shean and its daughter towns, and those in the

west (Rob.

—

;

poyn"ps, the land of the plain or valley land,
includes both the valley of the Jordan near Beisan, and also the
plain of Jezreel, which opens into the Jordan valley in the neighvalley of Jezreel.

bourhood of Beisan (Rob. iii. p. 173). The plain of Jezreel, so
called after the town of that name, is called the "great field of
Esdrelom" in Judith i. 4, and to fieya ireo'lop by Josephus. It is
the present Merj (i.e. pasture-land) Jbn Aamer, which runs in a
south-westerly direction from the Mediterranean Sea above Carmel,
and reaches almost to the Jordan. It is bounded on the south by
the mountains of Carmel, the mountain-land of Ephraim and the
range of hills connecting the two, on the north by the mountains of

on the west by the southern spurs of the Galilean highand on the east by the mountains of Gilboa and the Little
Hermon (Jebel Duhy). Within these boundaries it is eight hours
in length from east to west, and five hours broad; it is fertile
throughout, though very desolate now (see v. Raumer, Pal. iii. pp.
39 sqq.). " Iron chariots" are not scythe chariots, for these were
introduced by Cyrus, and were unknown to the Medes, Persians,
and Arabians, i.e. to the early Asiatics before his time (Xen. Cyr.
Galilee,

land,

vi.

1,

27, 30), as well as to the ancient Egyptians (see Wilkinson,

Manners and Customs,

i. p. 350) ; they were simply chariots tipped
with iron, just as the Egyptian war-chariots were made of wood

nails and tips (Wilkinson, pp. 342,
the answer of the children of Joseph

and strengthened with metal
348).

—Vers.

17, 18.

As

indicated cowardice and want of confidence in the help of God,
Joshua contented himself with repeating his first reply, though
" Thou art a strong
more fully and with the reasons assigned.
people, and hast great power ; there mil not be one lot to thee :" i.e.
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1.

because thou art a numerous people and endowed with strength,
there shall not remain one lot to thee, thou canst

" For the mountain will be

tend thine inheritance.

and thou

and

wilt ex-

thine,

for

it

hew it out, and its goings out will become
thine."
the
mountain
we are not to understand the mountains
By
of Ephraim which were assigned to the Ephraimites by the lot, but
the wooded mountains mentioned in ver. 15, which the children of
Joseph were to hew out, so as to make outlets for themselves.
u The outgoings
of it" are the fields and plains bordering upon the
forest.
For the Canaanites who dwelt there (ver. 15) would be
driven out by the house of Joseph, just because they had iron
chariots and were strong, and therefore only a strong tribe like
Joseph was equal to the task. " Not one of the tribes of Israel
wilt

is

forest,

is

able to fight against

them (the Canaanites) because they are
you have strength enough to be able to expel them

strong, but

(Bashi).

THE TABERNACLE SET UP AT SHILOH.
THAT HAD STILL TO BE DIVIDED.
TRIBE OF BENJAMIN. CHAP. XVIII.

SURVEY OP THE LAND
INHERITANCE OF THE

—

Ver.

1.

The Tabernacle

set up at Shiloh.
<

Ephraim had> received

—As

soon as

Joshua commanded the whole congregation to assemble in Shiloh,'. and -there
set up the tabernacle, in order that, as the kind was conquered, the
worship of Jehovah might henceforth be regularly observed in
the tribe of

accordance with the law.

The

its

selection of Shiloh as the site for

the sanctuary was hardly occasioned

purpose, on account of

inheritance,

by the

fitness of the place for

being situated upon a mountain in
the centre of the land, for there were many other places that would
this

its

have been quite as suitable in
be found in the

name

this respect

;

the reason

of the place, viz. Shiloh,

i.e.

is

rather to

rest,

which

mind

the promised Shiloh (Gen. xlix. 10), and therefore
appeared to be pre-eminently suitable to be the resting-place of the
called to

sanctuary of the Lord, where His

name was

to dwell in Israel,

He

should come who'was to give true rest to His people as the
Prince of Peace. In any case, however, Joshua did not follow his
until

own judgment

in selecting Shiloh for- this purpose, but acted in

simple accordance with the instructions of God, as the

Lord had

expressly reserved to himself the choice of the place where His

name should

dwell (Deut.

xii.

11).

Shiloh, according to the Onom.,
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was twelve Roman miles or five hours to the sooth of Neapolis
(Nablus), and about eight hours to the north of Jerusalem ; at
present it is a heap of ruins, bearing the name of Seilun (see Hob.
iii. p. 85).
The tabernacle continued standing at Shiloh during
the time of the judges, until the ark of the covenant

fell into

the

hands of the Philistines, in the lifetime of Eli, when the holy tent
was robbed of its soul, and reduced to the mere shadow of a sanctuary.
After this it was removed to Nob (1 Sam. xxi. 2) but in
consequence of the massacre inflicted by Saul upon the inhabitants
;

of this place (1

4

Sam.

xxii. 19), it

see Keil, Bibl. Arch.

:

i.

was taken to Gibeon (1 Kings

From

§ 22).

this time

continued to decline, because the Lord had rejected

60
as

;

Jer.

vii.

Knobel

12, xxvi. 6).

it

(Ps. lxxviii.

was destroyed by the Assyrians,

it

affirms, is not stated in the history.

Vers. 2-10.

divided.

That

iii.

forward Shiloh

Survey of the Land that had tet to be

— Ver.

2.

After the tabernacle had been set up, the

casting of the lots and division of the land

among

the other seven

were to be continued namely at Shiloh, to which the congregation had removed with the sanctuary. Vers. 3, 4. But, for the
reasons explained in chap. xiv. 1, these tribes showed themselves
" slack to go to possess the land which the Lord had given them," i.e.
not merely to conquer it, but to have it divided by lot, and to enter
in and take possession. Joshua charged them with this, and directed
tribes

;

—

them

to appoint three

men

for each of the seven tribes, that they

might be sent out to go through the land, and describe it according
to the measure of their inheritance. " According to their inheritance?
i.e. with special reference to the fact that seven tribes were to receive
it for their inheritance.
The description was not a formal measurement, although the art of surveying was well known in Egypt in
ancient times, and was regularly carried out after the annual inundations of the Nile (Herod, ii. 109 ; Strabo, xvii. 787 ; Diod. Sic. >.
69) ; so that the Israelites might have learned it there. But 3TI3
does not mean to measure ; and it was not a formal measurement
that was required, for the purpose of dividing the land that yet
remained into seven districts, since the tribes differed in numerical
strength, and therefore the boundaries of the territory assigned them
could not be settled till after the lots had been cast. The meaning
of the word is to describe ; and according to ver. 9, it was chiefly to
the towns that reference was made so that the description required
by Joshua in all probability consisted simply in the preparation of
:
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11-20.

of the towns in the different parts of the land, with an account

and character ; also with " notices of the quality and
soil ; what lands were fertile, and what they produced ; where the country was mountainous, and where it was level
which lands were well watered, and which were dry ; and any other
things that would indicate the character of the soil, and facilitate a
of their size

condition of the

comparison between the different parts of the land" {Rosenmuller).

The reasons which induced Joshua to take steps for the first time
now for securing a survey of the land, are given in chap. xiv. 1.
The men chosen for the purpose were able to carry out their task
without receiving any hindrance from the Canaanites.
the latter were crushed,

if

the Israelites had gained,

For

whilst

not exterminated, by the victories which

was not necessary for the twenty-one
and every
town that was still inhabited by the Canaanites, in order to accomplish their end.
Vers. 5, 6. " And divide it into seven parts" viz.
for the purpose of casting lots. Judah, however, was still to remain
in its land to the south, and Ephraim in its territory to the north.
The seven portions thus obtained they were to bring to Joshua, that
he might then cast the lot for the seven tribes " before the Lord,"
Israelitish

men

it

to penetrate into every corner of the land,

—

Le. before the tabernacle (chap. xix. 51).

seven tribes that had

still

— Ver.

There were only

7.

to receive their portions

;

for the tribe of

Levi was to receive no portion in the land (yid. chap. xiii. xiv.),, and
Gad, Reuben, and half Manasseh had received their inheritance
already on the other side of the Jordan. Vers. 8, 9. Execution of
this command.
Ver. 10. Joshua finishes the casting of the lots at

—

—

Shiloh.

—

of the Tribe op Benjamin.
the inheritance. Ver. 11. The terri-

Vers. 11-28. Inheritance
Vers. 11-20. Boundaries of
tory of their lot

(i.e.

came out (through the falling out of the lot) between the sons
Judah and the sons of Joseph. Vers. 12, 13. The northern

lot)

of

—

the territory assigned to the Benjaminites by

—

boundary (" the boundary towards the north side") therefore coincided with the southern boundary of Ephraim as far as Lower
Beth-horon, and has already been commented upon in the exposition

The western boundary follows in ver. 14. At
curved round and turned southwards on
boundary
Beth-horon the
namely
from
the mountain before (in front of)
side,
the western
Beth-horon southwards and " the goings out thereof were at Kirjathbaal, which is Kirjath-yearim" the town of the Judaeans mentioned
of chap. xvi. 1-3.

;
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in chap. xv. 60, the present Kureyet el Enab (see at chap. ix. 17).
Vers. 15-19. " As for the southern boundary from the end of Kirjathtlie (southern) boundary went out on the west (i.e. it
from the west), and werd out (terminated) at the fountain of
the water of Nephtoah." Consequently it coincided with the northern
boundary of Judah, as described in chap. xv. 5-9, except that it is
given there from east to west, and here from west to east (see at
chap. xv. 5-9). In the construction ^3an vrriwrtn, the noun .*33? is
in apposition to the suffix the outgoings of it, namely of the border
(see Ewald, § 291, b.).
Ver. 20. The eastern boundary was the

jearim onwards,
started

:

—

Jordan.

The towns of Benjamin are divided .into two
The first group (vers. 21-24) contains twelve towns in the

Vers. 21-28.
groups.

eastern portion of the territory.

chap.

ii.

Keziz

:

Jericho

now Ain Hajla

1).

Beth-hoglah,

the

name has been

:

the present MUia (see at

(see chap. xv. 6).

preserved in the

Wady

el

Emek-

Kaziz, on the

road from Jerusalem to Jericho, on the south-east of the Apostle's

Van de Velde, Mem. p. 328).—Ver. 22. Beth-arabah : see
Zemaraim, probably the ruins of es Sumrah, on the
road from Jerusalem to Jericho, to the east of Khan Hadhur, on
Van de Velde s map. Bethel: now Beitin (see chap. vii. 2). Ver. 23.
Avvim (i.e. ruins) is unknown. Phara has been preserved in the
ruins of Fara, on Wady Fara, three hours to the north-east of
Jerusalem, and the same distance to the west of Jericho.
Ophrah
is mentioned again in 1 Sam. xiii. 17, but it is a different place from
the Ophrah of Gideon in Manasseh (Judg. vi. 11, 24, viii. 27).
According to the Onom. (s. v. Aphra), it was a xmfir) 'A<f>ptj\ in the

Well

(see

at chap. xv. 6.

—

time of Eusebius (Jer. vicus Effrem), five Roman miles to the east of
Bethel ; and according to Van de Velde, v. Raumer, and others, it is
probably the same place as Ephron or Ephrain, which Abijah took

from Jeroboam along with Jeshanah and Bethel (2 Chron. xiii. 19),
also the same as Ephraim, the city to which Christ went when He
withdrew into the desert (John xi. 54), as the Onom. (s. v. Ephron)
speaks of a villa pragrandis Ephraa nomine ('E<f>patfi in Euseb.),
although the distance given there, viz. twenty Roman miles to the
north of Jerusalem, reaches far beyond the limits of Benjamin.
Ver. 24. Chephar-haammonai and Ophni are only mentioned here,
and are still unknown. Gaba, or Geba of Benjamin (1 Sam. xiii. 16
1 Kings xv. 22), which was given up to the Levites (chap. xxi. 17
1 Chron. vi. 45), was in the neighbourhood of Ramah (1 Kings xv.
22, 2 Chron. xvi. 6). It is mentioned in 2 Kings xxiii. 8, Zech.
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the northern boundary of the kingdom of Judah, and

inhabited after the captivity (Neh.

place from Gibea, and

is

vii.

30).

It

is

a different

not to be found, as I formerly supposed,

by the Wady el Jib, between
but in the small village of Jeba,
which is lying half in ruins, and where there are relics of antiquity,
three-quarters of an hour to the north-east of er-Kam (Bamah), and
about three hours to the north of Jerusalem, upon a height from
in the

Beitin

Moslem

and

village of Jibia,

Sinjil (Rob.

iii.

p. 80),

which there is an extensive prospect (yid. Rob. ii. pp. 113 sqq.). This
eastern group also included the two other towns Anathoth and
Almon (chap. xxi. 18), which were given up by Benjamin to the
Levites.
Anatlwth, the home of the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. i. 1,
xi. 21 sqq.), which was still inhabited by Benjaminites after the
captivity (Neh. xi. 32), is the present village of An&ta, where thers.
are ruins of great antiquity, an hour and a quarter to the north
of Jerusalem (Rob. ii. pp. 109 sqq.).
Almon, called Allemeth in
1 Chron. vi. 45, has been preserved in the ruins of Almit (Rob.
Bibl. Kes. pp. 287 sqq.), or el-Mid (Tobler, Denkbl. p. 631), on the
south-east of An&ta.
Vers. 25-28. The second group of fourteen
towns in the western portion of Benjamin. Ver. 25. Gibeon, the
present Jib : see at chap. ix. 3. Ramah, in the neighbourhood of
Gibeah and Geba (Judg. xix. 13 ; Isa. x. 29 ; 1 Kings xv. 17
Ezra ii. 26), most probably the Ramah of Samuel (1 Sam. i. 19,
ii. 11,
xxv. 1, xxviii. 3), is the present village of er-Rdm, upon
a mountain with ruins between Gibeon and Geba, half an hour
to the west of the latter, two hours to the north of Jerusalem
(see Rob. ii. p. 315).
Beeroth, the present Bireh ; see at chap.
ix. 17.
Ver. 26. Mizpeh, commonly called Mizpah, where the war
with Benjamin was decided upon (Judg. xx. xxi.), and where
Samuel judged the people, and chose Saul as king (1 Sam. vii. 5
sqq., x. 17), was afterwards the seat of the Babylonian governor
Gedaliah (2 Kings xxv. 23; Jer. xl. 6 sqq.). According to the
Onom. (s. v. Massephd), it was near Kirjath-jearim, and Robinson
(ii. p. 139) is no doubt correct in supposing it to be the present Neby
Samvil (i.e. prophet Samuel), an hour and a quarter to the east of
Kureyet Enab (Kirjath-jearim), two hours to the north-west of
Jerusalem, half an hour to the south of Gibeon, a place which stands
like a watch-tower upon the highest point in the whole region,
and with a mosque, once a Latin church, which is believed alike
by Jews, Christians, and Mahometans to cover the tomb of the
prophet Samuel (see Rob. ii. pp. 135 sqq.). Chephirah, i.e. Kefir : see

—

—

—
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Mozah

at chap. ix. 17.

is

only mentioned here, and

is still

unknown

—

and Taralah. Ver. 28
Zelah, the burial-place of Saul and his family (2 Sam. xxi. 14), is
Gibeath or GibeaJi, i.e. Gibeah of Benjamin,
otherwise unknown.
which was destroyed by the other tribes of Israel in the time of the
judges, on account of the flagrant crime which had been committed
Ver. 27. This also applies to Rekem, Irpeel,

there (Judg. xix. xx.),

home and

capital of

is

of Saul, as being the

also called GibeaJi

Saul (1 Sam.

x. 26, xi. 4, etc.),

and was

situated,

according to Judg. xix. 13 and Isa. x. 29, between Jerusalem and
Kamah, according to Josephus (Bell. Jud. v. 2, 1, 8) about twenty
or thirty stadia from Jerusalem. These statements point to the Tell
i.e. bean-mountain, a conical peak about an hour
from Jerusalem, on the road to er-Rihn, with a large heap of stones
upon the top, probably the ruins of a town that was built of unhewn
stones, from which there is a very extensive prospect in all direcConsequently modern writers have very
tions (Rob. ii. p. 317).
naturally agreed in the conclusion, that the ancient Gibeah of Benjamin or Saul was situated either by the side of or upon this Tell (see

or Tuleil el Phid,

Rob. Bibl. Res.

p.

Pal. p. 196).

Kirjath has not yet been discovered, and

286; Strauss, Sinai,

331, ed. 6;

etc., p.

v.

Rattmer,

must not

be confounded with Kirjath-jearim, which belonged to the tribe of

Judah

(ver.

14

;

cf.

chap. xv. 60).

INHERITANCE OF THE TRIBES OF SIMEON, ZEBULUN, ISSACHAB,
ASHER, NAPHTALI, AND DAN. CHAP. XIX.

—

Vers.

1-9.

The inheritance of Simeon

fell

within the

inheritance of the children of Judah, because the land allotted to

was larger than they required (ver. 9). Thus the
pronounced
upon Simeon by Jacob of dispersion in Israel
carse
was
fulfilled upon this tribe in a very peculiar
xlix.
(Gen.
7)
manner, and in a different manner from that pronounced upon
Levi. The towns allotted to the tribe of Simeon are divided into
two groups, the first (vers. 2-6) consisting of thirteen or fourteen
towns, all situated in the Negeb (or south country) ; the second
(ver. 7) of four towns, two of which were in the Negeb and two in
the shephelah. All these eighteen towns have already been enumerated among the towns of Judah (chap. xv. 26-32, 42), and are
mentioned again in .1 Chron. iv. 28-32, in just the same order,

them

at Gilgal

and with only
names.

slight differences in the spelling of

some of the

If the classification of the names in two groups might
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seem to indicate that Simeon received a connected portion of land
Judah, this idea is overthrown at once by the circumstance that

in

two of the four towns in the second group were in the south land
and two in the lowland, and, judging from chap. xv. 32, 42, at a
great distance from one another. At the same time, we cannot
decide this point with any certainty, as the situation of several of

—

unknown. Ver. 2. Beersheba : see at chap. xv.
wanting in the Chronicles, hut has no doubt been
omitted through a copyist's error, as Shema answers to it in chap.

the towns is

Sheba

28.

xv. 26,

—On

where

it

Moladah

stands before

just as

Sheba doe3 here.

the names in vers. 3-6a, see the exposition of chap. xv.

28-32.
not

still

is

—The sum

tally, as

total

given in ver. 6b,

there are fourteen names.

viz. thirteen

On

towns, does

these differences, see

—

the remarks on chap. xv. 32 (p. 163, the note). Ver. 7. Ain
and Rimmon were in the south land (chap. xv. 32), Eilwr and

—

Ashan

in the lowlands (chap. xv. 42).
Vers. 8, 9. In addition
towns mentioned, the Simeonites received all the villages
round about the towns to Baalath-beer, the Ramah of the south.
This place, up to which the territory of the Simeonites extended,
to the

though without

its

being actually assigned to the Simeonites,

simply called Baal in 1 Chron.

iv.

Bealoth in chap. xv. 24, though

its

mined (see
with

Ramet

at chap. xv. 24).
el

and

is

probably the same as
situation has not yet been deter33,

It cannot

is

be

identified,

however,

Khulil, an hour to the north of Hebron, which

Roediger supposes to be the

Ramah

of the south, since the territory

and had only two
towns in the shephelah, cannot possibly have extended into the
mountains to a point on the north of Hebron.
So far as the
situation is concerned, V. de Velde would be more likely to be
correct, when he identifies Rama of the south with Tell Lekiyeh on
of Simeon, which was situated in the Negeb,

the north of Beersheba,

if this

conjecture only rested upon a better

foundation than the untenable assumption, that Baalath-beer

same as the Baalath of
Vers. 10-16.

Dan

is

the

in ver. 44.

The dteeebitanob op Zebulun

fell

above the

and the mountains of Naphtali,
on
was
bounded
by
Asher
the west and north-west (ver.
so that it
north
and
north-east (ver. 34), and by
Naphtali
on
the
27), by
Issachar on the south-east and south, and touched neither the
Mediterranean Sea nor the Jordan. It embraced a very fertile

plain of Jezreel, between this plain

country, however, with the fine broad plain of el Buttauf, the fteya
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above Nazareth called Asochis in Joseph, vita, § 41, 45 (see
p. 189, Bibl. Res. pp. 105 sqq. ; Ritter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 742,
Ver. 10. " And the boundary (the territory) of their
This is no doubt the centre of
inheritance was (went) to Sarid."
trehiov

Rob. iii.
758-9).

—

the southern boundary, from which

it is

traced in a westerly direc-

same
manner fis in chap. xvi. 6. Unfortunately, Sarid cannot be determined with certainty. KnobeTs opinion is, that the name, which
tion in ver. 11,

and in an

easterly direction in ver. 12, in the

"hole" or "incision," after the analogy of 1~W, perforavit,
does not refer to a town, but to some other locality, probably the southern opening of the deep and narrow wady
which comes down from the basin of Nazareth, and is about an
hour to the south-east of Nazareth, between two steep mountains
(Seetzen, ii. pp. 151-2
Rob. iii. p. 183). This locality appears
suitable enough.
But it is also possible that Sarid may be found
in one of the two heaps of ruins on the south side of the Mons
pracipitii upon V. de Velde's map (so called from Luke iv. 29).
Ver. 11. From this point " the border went up westwards, namely
to Mar'ala, and touched Dabbasheth, and still farther to the brook of
Jokneam." If Jokneam of Carmel has been preserved in the Tell
signifies

and

B"ijp, incidit,

;

Kaimun

(see at chap. xii. 22), the brook before

bably the

Wady

el

Jokneam

is

pro-

Milh, on the eastern side of which, near the

it opens into the plain, stands KaimHn, and through
which the road runs from Acca to Ramleh, as this wady separates
Carmel from the small round hills which run to the south-east (see
Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 114, and V. de Velde, i. p. 249).
Here the
boundaries of Zebulun and Asher met (ver. 27).
Mar'ala and
Dabbasheth are to be sought for between Kaimun and Sarid. The
Cod. Vat. has MayeXBd instead of MapCKa. Now, however little
importance we can attach to the readings of the LXX. on account
of the senseless way in which its renderings are made,
as, for
example, in this very passage, where ">V\ *i ")Br"iy is rendered
'EaeSe/cydtika,
the name Magelda might suggest a Hebrew reading
Magedlah or Mageldah, and thus lead one to connect the place with
the village of Mejeidil {Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 114), or Mshedil {Seetzen,
ii. p. 143), on the west of Mons pracipitii, though neither of these
travellers visited the place, or has given us any minute description
of it.
Its situation upon a mountain would suit Mar'ala, to which
the boundary went up from Sarid. In the case of Dabbasheth, the
name, which signifies " lump" (see Isa. xxx. 6), points to a moun-

point where

—

,

:

—

tain.

Upon

this

Knobel has founded the conjecture that Gibeah
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uncommon word, and that this
connected with the Gabaihon of the Onom. (juxta campum
Legionis), the present Jebdta between Mejeidil and Kaimun, upon
or Gibeath took the place of this

is

an isolated height on the edge of the mountains which skirt the

where there are signs of a remote antiquity (Rob.
and
Bibl. Ees. p. 113; Bitter, Erdk. xvi. p. 700);
201,
p.
although Tell Thureh (i.e. mountain) might be intended, a village
plain of Jezreel,
iii.

upon a low and

isolated hill a little farther south (see

Ees. p. 116, and Ritter, ut sup.).

—Ver.

12.

boundary turned eastwards toward the sun-rising to the
Chisloili-tabor, and went out to Dabrath, and went up
Chisloth-tabor,

i.e.

according to

KimcMs

Rob. Bibl.

"And from

Sarid the

territory
to

of

Japhia."

explanation lumbi Taboris

was at any rate a place on the side of Tabor,
possibly the same as Kesulhth in ver. 18, as Masius and others
suppose, and probably the same place as the Xahth of Josephus
(Bell. Jud. iii. 3, 1), which was situated in the " great plain," and
the vieus Chasalus of the Onom. (juxta montem Thdbor in campestribus), i.e. the present village of Iksdl or Ksdl, upon a rocky height
on the west of Thabor, with many tombs in the rocks (Rob. iii. p.
Dabrath, a place in the tribe of Issachar that was given up
182).
to the Levites (chap. xxi. 28
1 Chron. vi. 57), called Dabaritta
in Josephus (Bell. Jud. ii. 21, 3) and Dabira in the Onom. (yillula
in monte Thabor), the present Deburieh, an insignificant village
which stands in a very picturesque manner upon a stratum of rock
at the western foot of Tabor {Rob. iii. p. 210 ; V. de Velde, B. ii.
Japhia certainly cannot be the present Hepha or Haifa
p. 324).
(Khaifa) on the Mediterranean, and near to Carmel (Rel. Pal. p.
826, and Ges. Thes. *. v.) but it is just as certain that it cannot
be the present Jafa, a place half an hour to the south-west of
Nazareth, as Robinson (Pal. iii. p. 200) and Knobel suppose, since
the boundary was running eastwards, and cannot possibly have
turned back again towards the west, and run from Deburieh
If the positions assigned to Chisloth-tabor and
beyond Sarid.
correct,
Japhia must be sought for on the east of
Dabrath are
(French,

les flancs),

;

;

Deburieh.

—Ver.

13.

"From

thence

it

went over towards the east

to

Rimmon,
Gath-hepher, the home of the
which is marked off to Neah."
prophet Jonah (2 Kings xiv. 25), was " haud grandis viculus Geth"
in the time of Jerome (see prol. ad Jon.).
It was about two miles
from Sephoris on the road to Tiberias, and the tomb of the prophet
was shown there.
It is the present village of Meshed, a place
the sun-rising to Gath-hepher, to Eth-kazin,

and went out

to

N
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about an hour and a quarter to the north of Nazareth (Rob. iii. p.
209 ; V. de Velde, Mem. p. 312). Eth-kazin is unknown. Rimmon,

a Levitical town (chap. xxi. 35 1 Chron. vi. 62), has probably
been preserved in the village of Rummaneh, about two hours and a
half to the north of Nazareth (Rob. iii. p. 195). Ham-methoar is
not a proper name, but the participle of 1WJ1, with the article in the
place of the relative pronoun, " bounded off," or pricked off. Neali
it is possibly the same place as Neiel in the tribe of
is unknown
Asher (ver. 27), as Knobel supposes. Ver. 14. " And the boundary
turned round it (round Rimmon), on the north to Channathon, and
;

;

—

the outgoings thereof were the valley

of Jiphtah-el."

Judging from

the words 3D3 and Jta*?, this verse apparently gives the north-west

boundary, since the

last definition in ver. 13,

points to, the eastern boundary.

" to Gath-hepher," etc,

Jiphtah-el answers no doubt to the

present Jefdt, two hours and a half to the north of Sefurieh,

and

the Jotapata which was obstinately defended by Josephus (Bell.

is

iii. 7, 9 : see Rob. Bibl. Res. pp. 104 sqq.).
Consequently
the valley of Jiphtah-el, at which Zebulun touched Asher (ver. 27),

Jud.
is

probably " no other than the large

rise in

107).

the

hills in

And

Wady

Abilin, which takes its

the neighbourhood of Jefat" (Rob. Bibl. Res. p.

if this

be correct, Channathon

(LXX.

'EwaOdoO)

is

home of Nathanael (John ii. 1, 11,
Kana el Jelil, between Rummaneh and

probably Cana of Galilee, the
iv.

46, xxi. 2), the present

Yef&t, on the northern edge of the plain of Buttauf, upon a Tell,

from which you overlook the plain, fully two hours and a half in
a straight line from Nazareth, and directly north of that place,
where there are many ruins found (see Rob. iii. p. 204 ; Bibl. Res.
Ver. 15. The towns of Zebulun were the following.
p. 108).
Kattath, probably the same as Kitron, which is mentioned in
Judg. i. 30 in connection with Nahalol, but which is still unknown.
Nehalal, or Nahalol (Judg. i. 30), is supposed by V. de Velde (Mem.
p. 335), who follows Rabbi Schwartz, to be the present village of
Maalul, a place with rains on the south-west of Nazareth (see
Seetzen, ii. p. 143 ; Rob. iii. App. ; and Ritter, Erdk. xvi. p. 700).
Simron is supposed by Knobel to be the village of Semunieh (see at

—

chap.

xi. 1).

But

neither of these

is

very probable.

Idalah

is

supposed by V. de Velde to be the village of Jeda or Jeida, on the
west of Semunieh, where are a few relics of antiquity, though

Robinson (Bibl. Res. p. 113) states the very opposite. Bethlehem
(of Zebulun), which many regard as the home of the judge Ibzan
(Judg. xii. 8), has been preserved under the old name in a miser-
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on the north of Jeida and Semunieh

(see Seetzen,

ii.

p.

Bob. Bibl. Res. p. 113). The number of the towns is given
as twelve, though only five are mentioned by name.
It is true that
some commentators have found the missing names in the border
places mentioned in vers. 11-14, as, after deducting Chisloth-tabor
and Dabrath, which belonged to Issachar, the names Sarid, Maralah, Dabbasheth, Japhia, Gittah-hepher, Eth-kazin, and Ohannathon
139

;

give just seven towns.
in this conjecture.

Nevertheless there

For, in the

is

first place,

very

little

probability

not only would

it

be a

surprising thing to find the places mentioned as boundaries included

among the towns of the territory belonging to the tribe, especially
as some of the places so mentioned did not belong to Zebulun at
but the copula vav, with which the enumeration of the towns
;
commences, is equally surprising, since this is introduced in other
cases with O^n vrn (^'7?5)> e -9- chap, xviii. 21, xv. 21.
And, in
the second place, it is not a probable thing in itself, that, with the
exception of the five towns mentioned in ver. 15, the other towns of
Zebulun should all be situated upon the border. And lastly, the
towns of Kartah and Dimnah, which Zebulun gave up to the Levites
all

(chap. xxi. 34), are actually wanting.

Under

a natural conclusion that there
as in chap. xv. 59 and xxi. 36.

a gap in the text here, just

it is

Vers. 17-23.

is

The Inheritance of

these circumstances,

Issachar.

—In

this in-

stance only towns are given, and the boundaries are not delineated,

with the exception of the eastern portion of the northern boundary

and the boundary line ; at the same time, they may easily be traced
from the boundaries of the surrounding tribes. Issachar received
for the most part the large and very fertile plain of Jezreel (see at
chap. xvii. 16, and Bitter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 689 sqq.), and was bounded
on the south by Man^sseh, on the west by Manasseh and Asher, on
the north by Zebulun, and farther east by Naphtali also, and on
the east by the Jordan. Ver. 18. " And their boundary was towards
Jezreel, the
Jezreel," i.e. their territory extended beyond Jezreel.
xviii.
residence
and
his
house
Kings
summer
of Ahab
45, 46,
(1
etc.), was situated upon a mountain, with an extensive and splendid
It was
prospect over the large plain that was called by its name.
afterwards called Esdraela, a place described in the Onom. (s. v.
Jezreel) as standing between Scythopolis and Legio ; it is the pre-

—

sent

Zerin, on the north-west of the mountains of Gilboa (see

Seetzen,

ii.

pp. 155-6; Bob.

iii.

pp. 161 sqq.;

Van de

Velde,
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Chesulloth, possibly the same as Chisloth-tabor (see
Sunem, the home of Abishag (1 Kings i. 3-15, etc.),
also mentioned in 1 Sam. xxviii. 4 and 2 Kings iv. 8, was situated,
according to the Onom., five Soman miles (two hours) to the south
of Tabor it is the present Solam or Sulem, at the south-western
foot of the Duhy or Little Hermon, an hour and a half to the north
of Jezreel (see Rob. iii. pp. 170 sqq.
Van de Velde, R. ii. p. 323).
Ver. 19. Haphraim, according to the Onom. (s. v. Aphraim) villa

pp.

sqq.).

at ver. 12).

;

;

Affarcea, six

Roman

miles to the north of Legio,

is

identified

by

Knobel with the village of Afuleh, on the west of Sulem, and more
than two hours to the north-east of Lejun (Rob. iii. pp. 163, 181).
Sion, according to the Onom. villa juxta montem Thabor, has not
yet been discovered.

Anaharath

is

supposed by Knobel to be

Hermon (Bibl. Res. p. 337)
but he regards the text as corrupt, and following the Cod. Al. of
the LXX., which has 'Pevdd and 'AppavW, maintains that the readNa'urah, on the eastern side of the Little

ing should be Archanath, to which Ardneh on the north of Jenin
in the plain corresponds (Seetzen,

ii.

p.

156

;

Rob.

iii.

p. 157).

But

the circumstance that the Cod. Al. has two names instead of one

—

makes its reading very suspicious. Ver. 20. Harabbit is supposed
by Knobel to be Araboneh, on the north-east of Araneh, at the
southern foot of Gilboa (Rob. iii. p. 157).
Kiskion, which was
given up to the Levites (chap. xxi. 28) and is erroneously written
Kedesh in 1 Chron. vi. 57, is unknown. This also applies to Abez

—

or Ebez, which is never mentioned again. Ver. 21. Remeth, for
which Jarmuth stands in the list of Levitical towns in chap. xxi. 29,
and Ramoth in 1 Chron. vi. 58, is also unknown.1 En-gannim,
which was also allotted to the Levites (chap. xxi. 29 also 1 Chron.
v. 58, where it is called Anem), has been associated by Robinson
;

(iii.

p.

155) with the Fwala of Josephus, the present Jenin. The
signifies fountain of gardens^ and Jenin stands at

name En-gannim

the southern side of the plain of Jezreel in the midst of gardens
1
Knobel imagines Remeth, whose name signifies height, to be the Tillage of
Wezar, on one of the western peaks of Gilboa (Seetzen, ii. p. 156 ; Rob. iii.
p. 166, and Bibl. Res. p. 339), as the name also signifies " a lofty, inaccessible
mountain, or a castle situated upon a mountain." This is certainly not impossible, but it is improbable.
For this Mahometan village evidently derived its

name from the
a distance

fact that it has the appearance of a fortification

(see Rilter, Brdk. xv. p. 422).

all

seen from

in

common

quoted by him say
about the ruins which he mentions in connection with Wezar

therefore with the

nothing at
(Wusar).

when

The name has nothing

Hebrew Remeth, and the

travellers
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and orchards, which are watered by a copious spring (see Seetzen,
pp. 156 sqq.) " unless perhaps the place referred to is the heap

ii.

;

Um

Ghanim, on the south-east of Tabor, men"
p. 240, and Van de Velde, Mem. p. 142
(Knobel).
En-chadda and Beth-pazzez are only mentioned here, and
have not yet been discovered. According to Knobel, the former of
the two may possibly be either the place by Gilboa called Judeideh,
with a fountain named Ain Judeideh (Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 337),
or else Beit-kad or Kadd near Gilboa, mentioned by Seetzen (ii.
Ver. 22. " And the boundary
p. 159) and Robinson (iii. p. 157).
touched Tabor, Sahazim, and Beth-shemesh" Tabor is not the mountain of that name, but a town upon the mountain, which was given
to the Levites, though not by Issachar but by Zebulun (1 Chron.
vi. 62), and was fortified afresh in the Jewish wars (Josephus,
Bell. Jud. iv. 1, 8).
In this passage, however, it appears to be
reckoned as belonging to Issachar, since otherwise there are not
sixteen cities named.
At the same time, as there are several discrepancies between the numbers given and the names actually
of ruins called

tioned

by Berggren,

el

ii.

—

mentioned,

it is

number
Tabor was upon the border of

quite possible that in this instance also the

sixteen is incorrect.

In any

case,

Zebulun (ver. 12), so that it might have been allotted to this tribe.
There are still the remains of old walls and ruins of arches, houses,
and other buildings to be seen upon Mount Tabor ; and round the
summit there are the foundations of a thick wall built of large and
to a great extent fluted stones (see Rob. iii. pp. 453 sqq. ; Seetzen,
ii. p. 148 ; Buckingham, Syr. i. pp. 83 sqq.).
The places which
follow are to be sought for on the east of Tabor towards the Jordan,
as the boundary terminated at the Jordan. Sachazitn (Shahazimah)
Knobel connects with el Hazetheh, as the name, which signifies
heights, points to a town situated upon hills ; and el Hazetheh stands
upon the range of hills, bounding the low-lying land of Ard el
Hamma, which belonged to Naphtali. The reason is a weak one,
though the situation would suit.
There is more probability in
the conjecture that Beth-shemesh, which remained in the hands of
the Canaanites (Judg. i. 33), has been preserved in the ruined
village of Bessum (Rob. iii. p. 237), and that this new name is only
a corruption of the old one, like Beth-shean and Beisan. It is probable that the eastern portion of the northern boundary of Issachar,
towards Naphtali, ran in a north-easterly direction from Tabor
through the plain to Kefr Sabt, and thence to the Jordan along the
Wady Bessum. It is not stated how far the territory of Issachar
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ran down the valley of the Jordan (see the remarks on chap.

xvii.

11, p. 182).

Vers. 24-31.
its

The Inheritance of Ashek. —Asher received

along the Mediterranean Sea from Carmel to the

territory

northern boundary of Canaan

going

first

of

all

itself.

The

description

commences

the neighbourhood of Acco (ver. 25),
towards the south (vers. 26, 27), and then to the

with the central portion,

viz.

—Ver. 25.

The territory of the Asherites was
was given up to the Levites (chap. xxi.
31, and 1 Chron. vi. 75, where Huhok is an old copyist's error), is
the present Jelka, three hours to the east of Acco (Akka : SchoLz,
Reise, p. 257), or Jerka, a Druse village situated upon an eminence, and judging from the remains, an ancient place (Van de
Velde, R. i. p. 214; Rob. iii. App.).
Halt, according to Knobel
possibly Julis, between Jerka and Akka, in which case the present
name arose from the form Halit, and t was changed into s. Beten,
according to the Onom. (s. v. Barvat: Bathne) a vicus Bethbeten,
north (vers. 28, 30).
as follows.

Helhath, which

Roman miles to the east of Ptolemais, has not yet been found.
Achshaph is also unknown (see at chap. xi. 1). The Onom. («. v.
Achsaph) says nothing more about its situation than that it was tn
tribu Aser, whilst the statement made s. v. Acsaph QAicaafi), that
it was villula Chasalus (tcmfin 'EI;a8ow), eight Roman miles from
Diocsesarea ad radicem montis Thabor, leads into the territory of
Zebulun. Ver. 26. Alammalech has been preserved, so far as the
name is concerned, in the Wady Maleh or Malik (Rob. Bibl. Res.
p. 110), which runs into the Kishon, since in all probability the
wady was named after a place either near it or within it. Amad
is supposed by Knobel to be the present Haifa, about three hours to
the south of Acre, on the sea, and this he identifies with the sycamore city mentioned by Strabo (xvi. 758), Ptolemy (v. 15, 5), and
Pliny (h. n. v. 17), which was called Epha in the time of the
Fathers (see Ritter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 722 sqq.). In support of this
he adduces the fact that the Hebrew name resembles the Arabic
noun for sycamore, an argument the weakness of which does not
need to be pointed out. Misheal was assigned to the Levites (chap.
xxi. 30, and 1 Chron. vi. 74, where it is called Mashal).
According to the Onom. (*. v. Masari) it was on the sea-coast near to
Carmel, which is in harmony with the next clause, " and reacheth to
Carmel westwards, and to Shihor-libnath." Carmel (i.e. fruit-field),
which has acquired celebrity from the history of Elijah (1 Kings
eight

—

—
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a wooded mountain ridge which stretcnes in a

is

north-westerly direction on the southern side of the Kishon, and
projects as a promontory into the sea.

well chosen

for whilst the lower part

;

olive trees, the

caves about

river, in the

is

figs

most beautiful flowers.

it (yid. v.

Returner,

The

705-6).

xvi. pp.

name, " fruit-field,"

covered with laurels and

and oaks, and the whole mounThere are also many
and Ritter, Erdk.
Pal. pp. 43 sqq.

upper abounds in

tain is full of the

Its
is

;

Shihor-libnath

is

neighbourhood of Acre, but

not the Belus, or glass-

is

to be sought for

on the

south of Oarmel, where Asher was bounded by Manasseh (chap,
xvii.

10),

i.e.

to the south of Dor,

in the territory of

probability the

Asher (chap.

Nahr

which the Manassites received

xvii.

11);

it

is

therefore in all

Zerka, possibly the crocodile river of Pliny

(Reland, Pal. p. 730), which

is three hours to the south of Dor,
might answer both to shihor (black) and
libnath (white).
Ver. 27. From this point the boundary " Homed
towards the east" probably following the river Libnath for a short
distance upwards, "to Beth-dagon," which has not yet been discovered, and must not be identified with Beit Dejan between Yafa
and Ludd (Diospolis), "and touched Zebulun and the valley of
Jiphtah-el on the north of Beth-emek, and Nehiil, and went out on
The north-west
the left to Cabul," ue. on the northern side of it.
boundary went from Zebulun into the valley of Jiphtah-el, i.e. the

and whose name

(blue)

—

Here therefore the
upper part of the Wady AbiUn (ver. 14).
eastern boundary of Asher, which ran northwards from Wady
Zerka past the western side of Issachar and Zebulun, touched the
The two places, Beth-emek and
north-west corner of Zebulun.
Nehiel (the latter possibly the same as Neah in ver. 13), which
were situated at the south of the valley of Jiphtah-el, have not
been discovered ; they may, however, have been upon the border
of

Zebulun and yet have belonged

XafSmKw

to Asher.

Cabul, the k&jm]

of Josephus (Vit. § 43), in the district of Ptolemais, has

been preserved in the village of Kabul, four hours to the southeast of

Acre {Rob. BiW. Res.

p. 88,

and Van de

Velde,

R.

i.

p.

218).

28-30 the towns and boundaries in the northern part of
on the Phoenician frontier, are given, and
cities
Sidon, Tyre, and Achzib are mentioned as
the Phoenician
boundary.
First of all we have four towns in ver. 28,
the
marking
reaching as far as Sidon, no doubt in the northern district of Asher.
Ebron has not yet been traced. As Abdon occurs among the towns

In

vers.

the territory of Asher,
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which Asher gave up to the Levites (chap. xxi. 30 1 Chron. vi. 59),
and in this verse also twenty MSS. have the reading Abdon, many
writers, like Reland (Pal. p. 514), regard Ebron as a copyist's error
This is possible enough, but it is by no means certain.
for Abdon.
As the towns of Asher are not all given in this list, since Acco,
Achlab, and Helba (Judg. i. 31) are wanting, Abdon may also
have been omitted. But we cannot attach any importance to the
reading of the twenty mss., as it may easily have arisen from chap,
xxi. 30 ; and in addition to the Masoretic text, it has against it the
authority of all the ancient versions, in which the reading Ebron is
adopted. But even Abdon cannot be traced with certainty.
On
the supposition that Abdon is to be read for Ebron, Knobel connects
it with the present Abbadiyeh, on the east of Beirut (Rob. iii. App.
Ritter, Erdk. xvii. pp. 477 and 710), or with Abidat, on the east
(not the north) of Jobail (Byblus), mentioned by Burckhardt (Syr.
though he cannot adduce any
p. 296) and Robinson (iii. App.)
other argument in support of the identity of Abdon with these two
places, which are only known by name at present, except the resem;

;

blance in their names.
is

On

the supposition, however, that

not the same as Ebron, Van de Velde's conjecture

is

a

Abdon

much more

be found in the ruins of Abdeh,
Rekob cannot be traced.
The name occurs again in ver. 30, from which it is evident that
there were two towns of this name in the territory of Asher (see at
ver. 30).
Sckultz and Van de Velde connect it with the village of
Hatnul by the wady of that name, between Ras el Abyad and ftas
natural one

on the

;

namely, that

Wady Kurn,

it is

to

to the north of Acca.

en Nakura ; but this is too far south to be included in the district
which reached to great Sidon. KnobeVs suggestion would be a

more probable

Hammana, on

one, namely, that

it is

connected with the village of

the east of Beirut, in the district of el Metn, on the

heights of Lebanon, where there

is

now a Maronite monastery

(vid.

260 ; Rob. iii. App. ; and Ritter, xvii. pp. 676 and 710),
if it could only be shown that the territory of Asher reached as far
Kanali cannot be the village of Kdna, not far
to the east as this.
from Tyre (Rob. iii. p. 384), but must have been farther north, and
near to Sidon, though it has not yet been discovered. For the
Seetzen,

i.

p.

supposition that

it is

connected with the existing place called

Ain

Kanieh (Rob. iii. App. ; Ritter, xvii. pp. 94 and 703), on the north
of Jezzin, is overthrown by the fact that that place is too far to the
east to be thought of in this connection ; and neither Robinson nor
Ritter makes any allusion to u Ain Kana, in the neighbourhood of
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Jurjera, six hours to the south-east of Sidon," which Knobel

men-

without quoting his authority, so that the existence of such a
place is very questionable.
On Sidon, now Saida, see at chap. xi.
tions

8.

—Ver. 29.

" And

tory of Sidon) to

the

boundary turned (probably from the

Ramah,

terri-

town of Zor"

Robinson
supposes that Rama is to be found in the village of Rameh, on the
south-east of Tyre, where several ancient sarcophagi are to be seen
" The fortified town of Zor," i.e. Tyre, is not the
(Bibl. Kes. p. 63).
insular Tyre, but the town of Tyre, which was on the mainland,
the present Sur, which is situated by the sea-coast, in a beautiful

and

to the fortified

fertile plain (see Ritter,

pp. 118 sqq.).

"

Erdk.

xvii. p.

320, and Movers,

And the boundary

turned to Hosah,
and the outgoings thereof were at the sea, by the side of the district of
Achzib" Hosah is unknown, as the situation of Kausak, near to
Phonizier,

the

ii.

Rameh

1,

already mentioned (Rob. Bibl. Kes. p. 61), does not suit

in this connection.

«no,

lit.

from the

district, i.e.

by the

side of

Achzib, where the Asherites dwelt with the Canaanites (Judg.
31, 32), is the

Onom.

(». v.

it.
i.

Ekdippa of the Greeks and Romans, according to the

AchzipK) nine

Roman

miles, or according to the Itiner.

Eieros. p. 584, twelve miles to the north of

Acco by the

sea, the

present Zib, a very large village, three good hours to the north of

Acre,

—a

place on the sea-coast, with considerable ruins of antiquity

(see Ges. Thes. p.

—In

ver.

674 ; Seetzen, ii. p. 109 ; Ritter, xvi. pp. 811-12).
30 three separate towns are mentioned, which were

probably situated in the eastern part of the northern

district of

Asher, whereas the border towns mentioned in vers. 28 and 29
describe this district in

its

western half.

Ummah (LXX.

'Afifid)

may perhaps have been preserved in Kefr Ammeih, upon the Lebanon, to the south of Hammana, in the district of Jurd (Rob. iii. App.;
Ritter, xvii. p. 710).

Aphek is the present Afka

(see at chap.

xiii.

4)

Rehob cannot be traced with certainty. If it is Hub, as Knobel supposes, and the name Hub, which is borne by a Maronite monastery
upon Lebanon, in the diocese of el-Jebail (to the north-east of
Jebail), is a corruption of Rehob, this would be the northernmost
town of Asher (see Seetzen, i. pp. 187 sqq., and Ritter, xvii. p.
The number " twenty-two towns and their villages" does not
791).
tally, as there are twenty-three towns mentioned in vers. 26-30, if
we include Sidon, Tyre, and Achzib, according to Judg. i. 31, 32.
The only way in which the numbers can be made to agree is to
reckon Nehiel (ver. 27) as identical with Neah (ver. 13). But this
point cannot be determined with certainty, as the Asherites received
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Acco and Aclaph, which are wanting in
and may possibly have simply fallen out.

other towns, such as
list,

this

—

Vers. 32-39. The Inheritance op Naphtali. This fell
between Asher and the upper Jordan. It reached northwards to the
northern boundary of Canaan, and touched Zebulun and Issachar

on the south. In vers. 33 and 34 the boundary lines are given viz.
in ver. 33 the western boundary towards Asher, with the northern
and eastern boundaries in ver. 34 the southern boundary ; but
with the uncertainty which exists as to several of the places
named, it cannot be traced with certainty. Ver. 33. " Its boundary was (its territory reached) from Heleph, from the oak-forest
at Zaanannim, and Adami Neheb and Jabneel to Lakkum; and
Heleph is unknown, though in
its outgoings were the Jordan."
all probability it was to the south of Zaanannim, and not very
According to Judg. iv. 11, the oak-forest (allon : see
far distant.
the remarks on Gen. xii. 6) at Zaanannim was near Kedesh, on
There are still many oaks in that
the north-west of Lake Huleh.
neighbourhood (Rob. Bibl. Ees. p. 386) ; and on the south of Bint
Jebail Robinson crossed a low mountain-range which was covered
with small oak trees (Pal. Hi. p. 372).
Adami Iiannekeb, i.e.
Adami of the pass {Neheb, judging from the analogy of the Arabic,
signifying foramen, via inter montes), is supposed by Knobel to be
Deir-elrahmar, i.e. red cloister, a place which is still inhabited,
three hours to the north-west of Baalbek, on the pass from the
cedars to Baalbek (Seetzen, i. pp. 181, 185 ; Burckhardt, Syr. p. 60
and Ritter, Erdk. xvii. p. 150), so called from the reddish colour of
the soil in the neighbourhood, which would explain the name Adami.
Knobel also connects Jabneel with the lake Jemun, Jemuni, or Jammune, some hours to the north-west of Baalbek, on the eastern side
of the western Lebanon range (Rob. Bibl. Kes. p. 548 ; Ritter, xvii.
pp. 304 sqq.), where there are still considerable ruins of a very early
date to be found, especially the ruins of an ancient temple and a
celebrated place of pilgrimage, with which the name " God's building" agrees. And lastly, he associates Lakkum with the mountains
of Lokham, as the northern part of Lebanon on the Syrian mountains, from the latitude of Laodicea to that of Antioch on the
western side of the Orontes, is called by the Arabian geographers
Isztachri, Abulfeda, and others.
So far as the names are concerned,
these combinations seem appropriate enough, but they are hardly
tenable.
The resemblance between the names Lakkum and Lokham
:

:

—
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Hebrew name

is

Moreover, the mountains of

name

written with p and

Lokham are much

be adduced as an explanation of
Lakkum. The interpretation of Adatni Neheb and Jabneel is also
irreconcilable with the circumstance that the lake Jamun was two
hours to the west of the red convent, so that the boundary, which
starts from the west, and is drawn first of all towards the north, and
then to the north-east and east, must have run last of all from the
red convent, and not from the Jamun lake to the Jordan.
As
Jabneel is mentioned after Adami Neheb, it must be sought for to
the east of Adami Nekeb, whereas the Jamun lake lies in the very
too far

north for the

to

namely, directly to the west of the red convent.
The three places mentioned, therefore, cannot be precisely deter-

opposite direction,

The Jordan, where the boundary of Asher terwas no doubt the upper Jordan, or rather the Nahr

mined at present.
minated,

Hasbany, one of the sources of the Jordan, which formed, together

Huleh lake and the Jordan itself, between Lake Huleh
Sea of Tiberias, and down to the point where it issues from

with the

and the

the latter,

the eastern boundary of Asher.

Jordan below the

Lake

—Ver.

of Tiberias, or speaking

34.

more

From

exactly,

the

from

which the Wady Bessum enters the Jordan, " the boundary (of Asher) turned westwards to Asnoth-tabor, and went thence
out to ffukkok." This boundary, i.e. the southern boundary of Asher,
probably followed the course of the Wady Bessum from the Jordan,
which wady was the boundary of Issachar on the north-east, and
then ran most likely from Kefr Sabt (see at ver. 22) to Asnothtabor, i.e., according to the Onom. (e. v. Azanoth), a vicus ad regionem Diocaesareoe pertinens in campestribus, probably on the' southeast of Dioccesarea, i.e. Sepphoris, not far from Tabor, to which the
boundary of Issachar extended (ver. 22). Hukkok has not yet been
traced. Robinson (Bibl. Ees. p. 82) and Van de Velde (Mem. p. 322)
are inclined to follow Rabbi Parchi of the fourteenth century, and
identify this place with the village of Yakuk, on the north-west of
the Lake of Gennesareth ; but this village is too far to the north-east
to have formed the terminal point of the southern boundary of
Naphtali, as it ran westwards from the Jordan. After this Naphtali
touched " Zebulun on the south, Asher on the west, and Judah by the
Jordan toward the sun-rising or east." " The Jordan" is in apposition to " Judah," in the sense of " Judah of the Jordan," like
the point at

u Jordan of Jericho " in
pointing,

Num.

xxii. 1, xxvi. 3, etc.

The Masoretic

which separates these two words, was founded upon some
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false notion respecting this definition of the

the commentators great perplexity, until C.

boundary, and caused
Raumer succeeded in

v.

removing the difficulty, by showing that the district of the sixty
towns of Jair, which was upon the eastern side of the Jordan, is
called Judah here, or reckoned as belonging to Judah, because Jair,
the possessor of these towns, was a descendant of Judah on the
father's side through Hezron (1 Chron. ii. 5, 21, 22)
whereas in
chap. xiii. 30, and Num. xxxii. 41, he is reckoned contra morem,
;

against the rule laid

i.e.

down

in

Num.

xxxvi. 7, as a descendant

of Manasseh, on account of his descent from Machir the Manassite,

on

his mother's side.

Vers. 35 sqq.

Ziddim

1

The

fortified

be preserved in Chirbet
extremity of the

Lake

to the west of the

Zer

is

also

unknown.

p. 263),

iii.

Reload, p. 1026),

Saudeh, to the west of the southern

Bessum,

As
it

the

i.e.

LXX.

iii.

App.)

;"

but this place

is

in the territory of Issachar.

and Syriac give the name

as

with Kerak, which signifies fortress as well

Zor (= liVD), a heap

(Rob.

es

of Tiberias (Rob.

Wady

Zor, Knobel connects
as

towns of Naphtali were the following.
that " it may possibly

unknown, though Knobel suggests

:

of ruins at the southern end of the lake

the place which Josephus calls

—a very doubtful

combination

!

Tarichece (see

Hammath

(i.e.

a Levitical town called Hammoth-dor in chap. xxi. 32,
and Hammon in 1 Chron. vi. 61, was situated, according to statements in the Talmud, somewhere near the later city of Tiberias, on
thermce),

Lake

and was no doubt
neighbourhood of Tiberias,
a place with warm baths (Jos. Ant. xviii. 2, 3 ; Bell. Jud. iv. 1, 3).
There are warm springs still to be found half an hour to the south
the western shore of the

of Gennesareth,

identical with the kvjiti 'A/i/juiow in the

of Tabaria, which are used as baths (Burckhardt, Syr. pp. 573-4
Rob. iii. pp. 258 sqq.). Rakkath (according to the Talm. and Rabb.
ripa

littus)

was

situated, according to rabbinical accounts, in the

immediate neighbourhood of Hammath, and was the same place as
Tiberias ; but the account given by Josephus (Ant. xviii. 2, 3 ; cf.
Bell. Jud. ii. 9, 1) respecting the founding of Tiberias by Herod the
tetrarch

is

at variance with this

;

so that the rabbinical statements

appear to have no other foundation than the etymology of the name
See C: v. Rammer's article on " Judaea on the east of Jordan," in Tholuck's
Anz. 1834, Nos. 1 and 2, and his Palastina, pp. 233 sqq. ed. 4 ; and for the

1
litt.

made to explain the passage by alterations of
the text and in other ways, see RosenmUlkr's Bibl. Alterthk. ii. 1 pp. 301-2 ; and
KeiFs Comra. on Joshua, pp. 438-9.
arbitrary attempts that had been

,
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35-39.

given in the Targums as ip^?,

">pi3',J,

">Di3J,

According to Josephus (Bell. Jud. iii. 10, 8), this
name was given to a strip of land on the shore of the Sea of Galilee,
which was distinguished foi its natural beauty, its climate, and its
fertility, namely the long plain, about twenty minutes broad and
an hour long, which stretches along the western shore of this lake,
from el-Mejdel on the south to Khan Minyeh on the north (Burckhardt, Syr. pp. 558-9 Rob. iii. pp. 279, 290). It must have been in
this plain that the town of Chinnereth stood, from which the plain
and lake together derived the name of Chinnereth (Deut. iii. 17) or
Chinneroth (chap. xi. 2), and the lake alone the name of " Sea of
Chinnereth," or " Sea of Chinneroth" (chap. xii. 3, xiii. 27 ; Num.
Tewno-dp.

i.e.

;

xxxiv. 11).

—Ver. 36.

that as

Adamah

Ras

Ahmar,

Adamah

is

unknown.

Knobel

signifies red, the place referred to

is

of opinion,

may

possibly be

on the north of Safed (Rob. iii. p. 370
Bibl. Ees. p. 69).
Ratnah is the present Rameh (Ramed), a large
well-built village, inhabited by Christians and Druses, surrounded
by extensive olive plantations, and provided with an excellent well.
It stands upon the slope of a mountain, in a beautiful plain on the
south-west of Safed, but without any relics of antiquity (see Seetzen,
ii. p. 129 ; Rob. Bibl. Res. pp. 78-9).
Hazor has not yet been traced
with certainty (see at chap. xi. 1). Ver. 37. Kedesh (see at chap,
xii. 2).
Edrei, a different place from the town of the same name
in Bashan (chap. i. 2, 4), is still unknown. En-hazor is probably
to be sought for in Tell Hazur and Ain Hazur, which is not very
far distant, on the south-west of Rameh, though the ruins upon
Tell Hazur are merely the ruins of an ordinary village, with one
el

i,e.

red-Jiead,

—

single cistern that has fallen to pieces {Rob. Bibl. Res. pp. 80, 81).
is probably the present village of Jarun, an
hour to the south-east of Bint-Jebeil, with the ruins of an ancient

Ver. 38. Jireon (Iron)

Christian church (Seetzen,

ii.

name

MigdaUel, so far as the

pp.
is

123-4

;

Van de

Velde,

R.

i.

p. 133).

concerned, might be Magdala (Matt,

on the western shore of the Lake of Gennesareth, between
Capernaum and Tiberias (Rob. iii. pp. 279 sqq.) the only difficulty

xv. 39),

;

is,

that the towns upon this lake have already been mentioned in

Knobel connects Migdal-el with Chorem, so as to form one
el Chorem in the present Mejdel Kerum, on
the west of Rameh (Seetzen, ii. p. 130 ; Van de Velde, i. p. 21 5), a

ver. 35.

name, and finds Migdal

common Mahometan

village.

But

there

is

nothing to favour this

combination, except the similarity in sound between the two names

whereas

it

has against

it

not only the situation of the village, which
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more than three hours from Acca,
have reached so far, but
also the very small resemblance between Cliorem and Kenan, not to
mention the fact that the accents separate Chorem from Migdal-el,
whilst the omission of the copula (yav) before Chorem cannot have
any weight, as the copula is also wanting before Zer and Rakkaih.
Chorem and Beth-anath have not yet been discovered. From the
latter place Naphtali was unable to expel the Ganaanites (Judg. i.
Beth-ahemesh, a different place from the town of the same
33).
name in Issachar (ver. 22), is also still unknown. The total number
was so far

to the west, being not

that the territory of Naphtali can hardly

of towns

given as nineteen, whereas only sixteen are mentioned

is

by name.

It

is

hardly correct to seek for the missing places

among

the border towns mentioned in vers. 33 and 34, as the enumeration
of the towns themselves is introduced by "i¥3© nyi in ver. 35, and
in this

way the

list

To

boundaries.

of towns

this

is

we may

separated from the description of the
add, that the town of

Karthan

or

Kirjathaim, which Naphtali gave up to the Levites (chap. xxi. 32
1 Chron.
in the
is

vi. 61),

list

among the border towns or
we may see that the list of towns

does not occur either

of towns, from which

an imperfect one.
Vers. 40-48.

This

The Inheritance op the Tribe op Dan.

the west of Benjamin, between

fell to

—

Judah and Ephraim,

and was formed by Judah giving up some of its northern towns,
and Ephraim some of its southern towns, to the Danites, so as to
furnish them with a territory proportionate to their number. It
was situated for the most part in the lowland (slieplwlaK), including, however, the hill country between the Mediterranean and the
mountains, and extended over a portion of the plain of Sharon, so
that it belonged to one of the most fruitful portions of Palestine.
The boundaries are not given, because they could be traced from
those of the adjoining territories.

—Ver.

41.

From Judah

the

Dan

received Zorea and Eshtaol (see at chap. xv. 33),
and Ir-shetnesh, also called Beth-shemesh (1 Kings iv. 9), on the

families of

border of Judah (see chap. xv. 10) ; but of these the Danites did
not take possession, as they were given up by Judah to the Levites
(chap. xxi. 16 : see at chap. xv. 10).
Saalabbin, or Sacdiim, which
remained in the hands of the Ganaanites (Judg. i. 35), is frequently
mentioned in the history of David and Solomon (2 Sam. xxiii. 32

1 Chron.

xi.

Selbit (Bob.

33
iii.

;
1 Kings iv. 9).
App. ; Bibl. Bes.

It

may

p. 144),

possibly be the present

some distance
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40-48.

vi.

i.

54).

Ajalon, which was also
35),

was assigned

to the

It is mentioned in the

wars with the Philistines (1 Sam. xiv. 31 ; 1 Chron. viii. 13), was
fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chron. xi. 10), and was taken by the
Philistines from King Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii. 18).
It has been
preserved in the village of Yah (see at chap. x. 12). Jethlah is
only mentioned here, and has not yet been discovered.
the

name

is

concerned,

it

may

So

far as

possibly be preserved in the

Wady

on the west of Yalo

(Bibl. Res. pp. 143-4).—Ver. 43. Eton,
mentioned again in 1 Kings iv. 9, with the addition of
Betk-hanan, has not yet been traced ; according to Knobel, it " may
possibly be Ellin, near Timnath and Beth-shemesh, mentioned by

Atallah,

which

is

Robinson in his Pal. vol. iii. App."
Thimna (Thimnathah) and
Elcron, on the boundary of Judah (see at chap. xv. 10, 11).
Ver.
44. EUeheh and Gibbethon, which were allotted to the Levites (chap.

—

have not yet been discovered.

xxi. 23),

Under the

earliest kings

of Israel, Gibbethon was in the hands of the Philistines (1 Kings xv.

Baalath was fortified by Solomon (1 Kings ix. 18).
According to Joeephus (Ant. viii. 6, 1), it was " Baleth in the
neighbourhood of Geser;" probably the same place as BaalaJi, on the
border of Judah (chap. xv. 11). Ver. 45. Jehud has probably been
preserved in the village of Jehudieh (H%dieK), two hours to the
27, xvi. 15, 17).

—

north of

Lndd

(Diospolis), in a splendidly cultivated plain (Berg-

R. iii. p. 162 ; Mob. iii. p. 45, and App.). Bene-berak, the
present Ibn Abrah, an hour from Jehud (Scliolz, R. p. 256). Gathrimmon, which was given to the Levites (chap. xxi. 24 ; 1 Chron.
vL 54), is described in the Onom. (s. v.~) as villa prcegrandis in duogren,

—a statement

decimo milliario Diospoleos pergentibue Eleutheropolin,

which points to the neighbourhood of Thimnah, though it has not
yet been discovered.
Ver. 46. Me-jarkon, i.e. aquce Jlavedinis, and
Rakhm, are unknown ; but from the clause which follows, " with
the territory before Japho," it must have been in the neighbourhood
of Joppa (Jaffa). u Tlie territory before Japho" includes the places

—

in the environs of Joppa.

Consequently Joppa

itself

does not

appear to have belonged to the territory of Dan, although, according to Judg. v. 17, the Danites must have had possession of this
town. Japho, the well-known port of Palestine (2 Chron. ii. 15

Ezra

iii.

7

;

Jonah

i.

3),

the present Jaffa (see v.
xvi.

pp.

574

sqq.).

which the Greeks called 'Icrmrq (Joppa),
Raumer, Pal. pp. 204-5, and Ritter, Erdk.

—Ver. 47. Besides

this inheritance, the
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of Zorea and Eshtaol went, after Joshua's deatb, and conquered the

town of Leshem or Laish, on the northern boundary of Canaan,
and gave it the name of Dan, as the territory which was allotted to
them under Joshua was too small for them, on account of their
inability to drive out the Amorites from several of their towns
(Judg.

i.

34, 35, xviii. 2).

conquest, see Judg.

xviii.

For further particulars concerning this
Leshem or Laish (Judg. xviii. 7, 27), i.e.

Dan, which the Onom. describes as vieulus quarto a Paneade milliario euntibus Tyrum, was the present Tell el Kadi, or el Leddan,
the central source of the Jordan, to the west of Banjas, a place with
It was
p. 351 ; Bibl. Res. pp. 390, 393).
up the golden calves (1 Kings xii. 29, 30,
etc.) and it is frequently mentioned as the northernmost city of the
Israelites, in contrast with Beersheba, which was in the extreme
south of the land (Judg. xx. 1 ; 1 Sam. iiL 20 2 Sam. iii. 10 see
also Bitter, Erdk. xv. pp. 207 sqq.).
Vers. 49-51. Conclusion of the Distribution of the Land. Vers.
49, 50. When the land was distributed among the tribes according
to its territories, the Israelites gave Joshua an inheritance in the
midst of them, according to the command of Jehovah, namely the
town of Timnath-serah, upon the mountains of Ephraim, for which
he asked, and which he finished building ; and there he dwelt until
" According
the time of his death (chap. xxiv. 30 Judg. ii. 9).
to the word of the Lord" {lit. " at the mouth of Jehovah") does not
refer to a divine oracle communicated through the high priest, but
to a promise which Joshua had probably received from God at the
same time as Caleb, viz. in Kadesh, but which, like the promise

ancient ruins (see Rob.

there that

Jeroboam

iii.

set

;

;

:

—

;

given to Caleb,
xv. 13, xiv. 9).

is

not mentioned in the Pentateuch (see at chap,

Timnath-serah, called Timnath-heres in Judg.

ii.

9,

must not be confounded with Timnah in the tribe of Dan (ver. 43,
chap. xv. 10), as is the case in the Onom. It has been preserved in
the present ruins and foundation walls of a place called Tibneh,
which was once a large town, about seven hours to the north of
Jerusalem, and two hours to the west of Jiljilia, standing upon two
mountains, with many caverns that have been used as graves (see
Eli Smith in Ritter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 562 sqq., and Rob. Bibl. Res.

—Ver.

p. 141).;

51. Closing formula to the account of the distri-

bution of the land, which refers primarily to chap, xviii. 1 sqq., as
the expression " in Shiloh" shows, but which also includes chap,
xiv.—xvii.
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—CHAP. XX.

SELECTION OP CITIES OP EEFUGE, OB FREE CITIES.

After the distribution of tie land by lot among the tribes of
six towns were set apart, in accordance with the Mosaic

Israel,

instructions in

Num.

xxxv., as places of refuge for unintentional

Before describing the appointment and setting apart

manslayers.

of these towns, the writer repeats in vers. 1-6 the main points of the

Mosaic law contained in

Num.

xxxv. 9-29 and Deut. xix. 1-13,

with reference to the reception of the manslayers into these towns.
M? un, u give to you" i.e. appoint for yourselves, " cities of refuge,"
etc.

In

ver. 6, the

two regulations, " until he stand before the conand " until the death of the high priest," are

gregation for judgment,"

be understood, in accordance with the clear explanation given in
xxxv. 24, 25, as meaning that the manslayer was to live in
the town till the congregation had pronounced judgment upon the
to

Num.

matter, and either given

him up

to the

avenger of blood as a wilful

murderer, or taken him back to the city of refuge as an unintentional manslayer, in

which case he was to remain there

death of the existing high priest.

For

Num.

the cities:

xxxv.

till

the

further particulars, see at

Levitical
were
—Vers. 7-9. List of
Commentary on the Penta262.—Ver.
In the land on
Canaan)
cities

chosen, for the reasons explained in the
teuch,

iii.

p.

this side (viz.

7.

In the north, Kedesh (see at
chap. xii. 22), in Galil, on the mountains of Naphtali.
Galil (a
circle) was a district in the northern part of the subsequent province
of Galilee ; it is called O'fiin 793, circle of the heathen, in Isa. viii.
23, because an unusually large number of heathen or. Gentiles were

they sanctified the following

living there.
tains of

cities.

In the centre of the

Ephraim

land, Shechem,

(see at chap. xvii. 7).

And

upon the moun-

in the south, Kirjath-

Hebron, upon the mountains of Judah (see at chap. x. 3).
The cities in the land on the other side had already been
appointed by Moses (Deut. iv. 41-43). For the sake of completeness, they are mentioned here again : viz. Bezer, Ramotk in Gilead,
and Golan (see at Deut. iv. 43). The subject is brought to a close
arba,

i.e.

—Ver.

8.

in ver. 9.

rnjflBn 'iy signifies neither urbes congregationis

nor urbes asyli (Gesenius), but

cities of

appointment,

(Kimchi)

—those which

received the appointment already given and repeated again in

what

follows.
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APPOINTMENT OP TOWNS FOE THE PRIESTS AND LEVITE8.
CHAP. XXI.
Vers. 1-3. After the

towns were

also selected,

for the priests

and Levites

Num.

instructions in

cities

of refuge had been set apart, the

which the

different tribes

were

to give

to dwell in according to the

up

Mosaic

xxxv. 1-8, together with the necessary fields

as pasturage for their

cattle.

-The

setting apart of the cities of

refuge took place before the appointment of the Levitical towns,

because the Lord had given

commandment through Moses in Num.

xxxv. 6, that they were to give to the Levites the six cities of
refuge, and forty-two cities besides, i.e. forty-eight cities in all.

From

the introductory statement in vers.

the fathers (see Ex.

1,

2, that

the heads of

25) of the Levitical families reminded
the distribution committee at Shiloh of the command of God that
had been issued through Moses, that towns were to be given them
to dwell in,

we

vi. 14,

cannot infer, as Calvin has done, that the Levites

had been forgotten,

they came and asserted their claims.

All
" that when the business had reached
that point, they approached the dividers of the land in the common
that

is

name

till

stated in these words

is,

members of their tribe, to receive by lot the cities
They simply expressed the commands of God,
and said in so many words, that they had been deputed by the
Levites generally to draw lots for those forty-eight cities with their
suburbs, which had been appointed for that tribe" (Masius).
The
clause appended to Shiloh, u in the land of Canaan" points to the
instructions in Num. xxxiv. 29 and xxxv. 10, to give the children
of the

appointed for them.

of Israel their inheritance in the land of Canaan.
Vers. 4-8. Number of the cities which the different families of

Levi received from each
three branches,
ites (see

Num.

tribe.

The

—the Gershonites,

iii.

and Ex.

vi.

tribe of

Levi was divided into
and the Merar-

the Kohathites,

The Kohathites again were
Amram, Izhar, Hebron, and

16-19).

divided into the four families of

and the family of Amram into two lines, conMoses and Aaron (Ex. vi. 20). The
priesthood was committed to the line of Aaron (Num. xviii. 1-7)
Uzziel (Ex.

vi.

18)

;

sisting of the descendants of

;

but the other descendants of Amram, i.e. the descendants of Moses,
were placed on a par with the other descendants of Levi, and

numbered among the simple Levites (Num.

iii. ; 1 Chron. v. 27different
families
towns
in
which
the
of Levi were to
The
34).
dwell were determined by lot; but in all probability the towns

vi.
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4-8.

which each tribe was to give up to them were selected first of all,
so that the lot merely decided to which branch of the Levites each
particular

town was

—Ver.

4. The first lot came out for
among these again for the sons of
They received thirteen towns from the

to belong.

the families of Kohath, and

Aaron,

i.e.

the priests.

Judah, Simeon, and Benjamin. " This did not happen
by chance ; but God, according to His wonderful counsel, placed
them just in that situation which He had determined to select for
His own temple" (Calvin). Ver. 5. The rest of the Kohathites,
Le. the descendants of Moses, Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziel, received
ten towns from Ephraim, Dan, and half Manasseh. Ver. 6. The
Gershonites received thirteen towns from Issachar, Asher, Naphtali,
and half Manasseh in Bashan. Ver. 7. The Merarites received
twelve towns from Reuben, Gad, and Zebulun.
The number of towns thus assigned to the Levites will not
appear too large, if we consider, (1) that judging from the number
of towns in so small a land, the greater part of them cannot 'have
been very large ; (2) that the Levites were not the sole possessors
of these towns, but simply received the number of dwelling-houses
which they actually required, with meadow land for their cattle in
the suburbs of the towns, whilst the rest of the space still belonged
to the different tribes ; and (3) that if the 23,000 males, the
number of the Levites at the second census which was taken in
the steppes of Moab, were distributed among the thirty-five towns,
it would give 657 males, or 1300 male and female Levites for
every town. On the other hand, offence has been taken at the
statement, that thirteen towns were given up to the priests
and
under the idea that Aaron could hardly have had descendants
enough in Joshua's time from his two sons who remained alive to
fill even two towns, to say nothing of thirteen, the list has been set
down as a document which was drawn up at a much later date
{Maurer, etc.). But any one who takes this ground not only attributes to the distribution commission the enormous shortsightedness
of setting apart towns for the priests merely to meet their existing
wants, and without any regard to the subsequent increase which
would take place in their numbers, but he also forms too large an
estimate of the size of the towns, and too small an estimate of the
number of the priests. Moreover, it was never intended that tho
towns should be filled with priests' families; and the number of
priests alive at that time is not mentioned anywhere.
But if we

tribes of

—

—

—

;

bear in

mind

that

Aaron died

in the fortieth year of the journeys
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(Nam. xxxiii. 38), ana
was
eighty-three
years
the
time
therefore
old at
of the exodus from
Egypt, his descendants might have entered upon the fourth generation seven years after his death. Now his two sons had twenty-four
male descendants, who were the founders of the twenty-four classes
instituted hy David (1 Chron. xxiv.).
And if we only reckon six
males to each of the next generations, there would be 144 in the
third generation, who would be between the ages of twenty-five and
thirty-five when the distribution of the land took place, and who
might therefore have had 864 male children living at that time so
that the total number of males in the families of the priests might
have amounted to more than 1000, that is to say, might have consisted of at least 200 families.
1
Vers. 9-42. Names of tlte Levitical Towns.
Vers. 9-19. The
priests' towns : (a) in Judah and Simeon (vers. 9-16) ; (b) in Benjamin (vers. 17—19). Vers. 9 sqq. In the tribe of Judah the
of the Israelites, at the age of 123 years

;

—

—

Hebron, with the necessary pas-

priests received Kirjath-arba, or

turage round about the town (see

Num.

of the town with the villages belonging to

xxxv. 2), whilst the field
remained in the hands

it

of Caleb and his family as their possession (chap. xiv. 12 sqq.).

Ver. 13 contains a repetition of ver. 11, occasioned by the parenthetical

remark in

ver.

12.

They

lowland (see chap. xv. 42, x. 29)
1

;

also received Libnali in the

Jattir (chap. xv. 48), EshtemoaJi

a similar list in 1 Chron. vi. 54-81, though in some respects
and with many variations in the names, and corruptions of
different kinds in the text, which show that the author of the Chronicles has
inserted an ancient document that was altogether independent of the book before
us.
Thus in the Chronicles there are only forty-two towns mentioned by name
instead of forty-eight, although it is stated in vers. 45 sqq. that 13
10
13
The names
12, i.e. forty-eight towns in all, were given up to the Levites.
omitted are (1) Jutta in Judah; (2) Gibeon in Benjamin; (3 and 4) Ethekeh
and Gibbethon in Dan ; (5 and 6) and Jokneam and Nahalal in Zebulun (compare vers. 16, 17, 23, 34, and 85, with 1 Chron. vi. 59, 60, 68, 77. In some
cases also the author of the Chronicles gives different names, though some of
them indeed are only different forms of the same name, e.g. Hilen for Holon,
Alemeth for Almon, Ashtaroth for Beeshterah, Mashal for Misheal, Hammon for
Hammoth-dor, Kirjathaim for Kartan (compare 1 Chron. vi. 58, 60, 71, 74, 76,
with Josh. xxi. 15, 18, 27, SO, 32) ; or in some cases possibly different names of
the same town, e.g. Jokmeam for Kibzaim, and Ramoth for Jarmuth, and Aaem
for En-gannim (1 Chron. vi. 68, 83, and Josh. xxi. 22, 29) ; whilst some evidently
give the true reading, viz. Ashan for Ain, and Bileam for Gath-rimmon (1 Chron.
vi. 59, 70 ; Josh. xxi. 16, 25).
The majority, however, are faulty readings, viz.
Aner for Tanach, Kedesh for Eishon, Hukok for Helkath, Rimmon and Tabor
(compare 1 Chron. vi. 70, 72, 75, 77, with Josh, xxi 25, 28, 31, 34, 35).
There

is

differently arranged,

+

+
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(chap. xv. 50),
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6-42.

(chap. xv. 51), and Debir (chap. xv. 15, 49,

Judah Ain, for which we should read
44 ; cf. chap. xv. 42), in the tribe of Simeon
(chap. xix. 7) Juttah on the mountains (chap. xv. 55) ; and Bethshemesh in the lowland (chap. xv. 10).
Vers. 17 sqq. In the
tribe of Benjamin they received Gibeon (see chap. ix. 3), Geba
(chap, xviii. 24), also Anathoth and Almon, which are missing in
the list of the towns of Benjamin (see at chap, xviii. 24). Vers.
20-42. Towns of the Levites.—Vers. 20-26. The other Kohathites
received four towns from the tribe of Ephraim (vers. 21, 22), four
from Dan (vers. 23, 24), and two from the half tribe of Manasseh
on this side of the Jordan (ver. 25). From Ephraim they received
Shechem (see chap. xvii. 7), Gezer (chap. x. 33), Kibzaim for
which we find Jochneam in 1 Chron. vi. 68, possibly a different
name for the same place, which has not yet been discovered and
BetJt-horon, whether Upper or Lower is not stated (see chap. x. 10).
From Dan they received EUhekeh and Gibbelhon (chap. xix. 44),
Ajalon and Gath-rimmon (chap. xix. 42, 45). From half Manasseh
x.

38) on the mountains of

Ashan (1 Chron.

;

vi.

;

—

—

—
—

they received Taanach (chap.
this is

xvii. 11, xii.

21) and Gath-rimmon

—

evidently a copyist's error, occasioned by the wandering of the

eye to the previous verse, for Bileam (1 Chron. vi. 70), i.e. Jibleam
(chap. xvii. 11). Ver. 26. Thus they received ten towns in all.

—

27-33. The Gershonites received two towns from eastern
Manasseh : Golan (chap. xx. 8 ; Deut. iv. 43), and Beeshterah.
Beeshterah (contracted from Beth-esliterah, the house of Astarte),
called Ashtaroth in 1 Chron. vi. 56, may possibly have been the
Vers.

capital of

the

two

Onom.
Jerome as duo
in the

Og

king

villages

(Ashtaroth-karnaim, Gen. xiv. 5), if not one of
Astaroth, which are mentioned by Eusebius

named
(s.

v.

Attharoth-Jcarnaim), and are described

by

novem inter se millibus separata
inter Adaram et Abilam civilates, though Adara and Abila are too
indefinite to determine the situation with any exactness.
At any
rate, the present Busra on the east of the Hauran cannot be thought
of for a moment ; for this was called Booaopa or Boaoppd, i.e. Jr^,
in ancient times, as it is at the present day (see 1 Mace. v. 26, and
Joseph. Ant." xii. 8, 3), and was corrupted into Bostra by the Greeks
and Romans. Nor can it be the present KuTat Bustra on the north
of Banyas upon a shoulder of the Hermon, where there are the
ruins of a magnificent building, probably a temple of ancient date
(Burckhardt, Syr. pp. 93, 94 ; Rob. Bibl. Kes. pp. 414-15); as Knobel
castella in Batancea,

supposes, since the territory of the Israelites did not reach so far north,
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the land conquered by Joshua merely extending to Baal-gad, t.e.
Banyas, at the foot of the Hermon (see chap. xi. 17), and the land
to the east of the Jordan, or Bashan, only to the Hermon itself, or
more correctly, merely to the districts of Geshuri and Maacah at the
south-eastern border of the

28, 29.

From

Hermon

(see at

Deut.

Issachar they received four towns

iii.

8, 14).

—Vers.

Kishon (chap. xix.

:

Jarmulh = Remeth (see chap. xix. 21),
and En-gannim (chap. xix. 21, or Anem, 1 Chron. vi. 73). Vers.
30, 31. From Asher they received four towns Miskal or Masai
(chap. xix. 26; cf. 1 Chron. vi. 74), Abdon (chap. xix. 28), Hd20), Dabrath (chap. xix. 12),

—

:

hath (chap. xix. 25, called

Hukoh

in 1 Chron. vi. 75, probably

—

Ver. 32. From
Kedesh (chap. xix. 37 and
xii. 22), Hammoih-dor (called Hammath in chap. xix. 35, and
Hammon in 1 Chron. vi. 76), and Kartan (contracted from Kartain
for Kirjathaim, 1 Chron. vi. 76 like Doihan in 2 Kings vi. 13,
from Dothain in Gen. xxxvii. 17). Kartan is not mentioned among
the towns of Naphtali in chap. xix. 33 sqq. ; according to Knobel
a copyist's error), and Rehob (chap. xix. 28).

Naphtali they received three towns:

;

it

may

possibly be Katanah, a place with ruins to the north-east

147).— Ver.
They received
Mem.
—Vers. 34-40. The Merarites received twelve

of Safed (Van de Velde,
thirteen towns in

towns.

From

all.

33.

p.

the tribe of Zebulun they received four

:

Jokneam

Kartah and Dimnah? which
are not mentioned among the towns of Zebulun in chap. xix. 11 sqq.,
and are unknown, and Nahalal (chap. xix. 15). Vers. 36, 37. From
Reuben they received four : Bezer (chap. xx. 8 see Deut. iv. 43),
Jahza, Kedemoth, and Mephaath (chap. xiii. 18).'
Vers. 38, 39.
From Gad they received four towns: Ratnoth in Gilead, and
Mahanaim (see at chap. xiii. 26), Heshbon (chap. xiii. 17) wadJaeser
(chap. xiii. 25 : see at Num. xxi. 32).
Ver. 40. They received
(chap. xix. 11

:

see at chap.

xii.

22),

—

:

—

—

1

Many commentators

sufficient reason

in this passage, as
3

li.

identify

Dimnah with Rimmono

in 1 Chron. vi. 77,

no doubt corrupt
has only two names, Rimmono and Tabor, instead of four.
Jacob ben Chajlm has omitted vers. 36 and 37 from his Rabbinical Bible

but without

;

for the text of the Chronicles is

it

1525 as spurious, upon the authority of Kimcki and the larger
Masora ; but upon insufficient grounds, as these verses are to be found in many
good mss. and old editions of an earlier date than 1525, as well as in all the
ancient versions, and could not possibly have been wanting from the very first,
since the Merarites received twelve towns, which included the four that belonged
to Reuben.
In those mss. in which they are wanting, the omission was, no
doubt, a copyist's error, occasioned by the ipoivriKturiv (see de Rotsi varim
{ecU. ud A. 2., and /. H. Michaelis' Note to his Hebrew Bible).
of the year
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twelve towns in

towns

all.

—In

41 and 42 the

list

of the Levitical

closed with a statement of their total number, and also with

is

remark that " these

the repetition of the

suburbs round about them."

their
city,

vers.

215

with

its

pasture round about

cities

were every one with

'Dl VJJ YJJ, city city, i.e.

every

it.

Vers. 43-45 form the conclusion to the account of the division
of the land in chap, xiii.-xxi., which not only points back to chap,

23, but also to chap.

xi.

By

book together.

death of Moses was
Israel the

2-6, and connects the two halves of our

among

promise which Joshua had received from

Israel, the

xii.

i.

the division of Canaan
fulfilled (chap.

i.

2 sqq.).

the tribes of

God

after the

The Lord had given

whole land which He had sworn to the fathers (Gen.
compared with Josh. i. 3, 4); and they had now

7, xv. 18,

—

it to dwell therein.
Ver. 44. He had also procured them rest round about, as He had sworn to their fathers,
inasmuch as not a man of all their enemies stood against them.
The expression " gave them rest," etc., points back to Deut. xii.

taken possession of

9, 10,

and

refers to all the divine promises of the Pentateuch

which

assured the Israelites of the peaceable possession of Canaan, such as

Ex.

xxxiii. 14,

Deut.

iii.

20, etc.

No enemy had

been able to with" The
i. 5).

stand them, as the Lord had promised Joshua (chap.

Lord

delivered all their enemies into their hand''

Canaanites were not

become

all

exterminated ; but those

It

is

who were

true the
left

had

so powerless, that they could neither accomplish nor attempt

anything against

Israel, so

long as the Israelites adhered faithfully

God, or so long as Joshua and the elders who were his
contemporaries were alive (Judg. ii. 6 sqq.), because the Lord had
overwhelmed them with fear and terror before the Israelites. 1
Ver. 45. Of all the good words which the Lord had spoken to the
house of Israel not one had fallen, i.e. remained unfulfilled (Num.
3ten "i:nrn>3
vi. 12) ; all had come to pass (vid. chap, xxiii. 14).
to their

—

relates to the gracious promises of

God

with regard to the peaceful

possession of Canaan, which formed the basis of

promised to
1

is

"

If

Israel,

all

and the pledge of the fulfilment of

the salvation
all

the further

any one should raise a question as to their actual peace, the solution
The tribes of Canaan were so alarmed and broken down with

easy enough.

their fear, that in their opinion nothing could serve their purpose better than to

purchase peace from the children of Israel by the most obsequious servility.
Clearly, therefore, the land was subdued and their home at peace, since no one
disturbed them, or attempted anything against them ; there were no threats, no
snares,

no

violence,

and no conspiracy."

Calcin
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Notwithstanding the fact that many a tract of
remained in the hands of the Oanaanites, the promise
that the land of Canaan should be given to the house of Israel for a
possession had been fulfilled ; for God had not promised the immediate and total destruction of the Oanaanites, but only their gradual
promises of God.

country

still

extermination (Ex.

xxiii.

29,

And even though

30 ; Deut. viL 22).

the Israelites never came into undisputed possession of the whole of
the promised land, to the full extent of the boundaries laid down in

Num.

xxxiv. 1-12, never conquering

the promises of

Tyre and Sidon for example,

God were no more broken on

that account than

they were through the circumstance, that after the death of Joshua

and the elders his contemporaries, Israel was sometimes hard pressed
by the Oanaanites since the complete fulfilment of this promise was
;

inseparably connected with the fidelity of Israel to the Lord.

1

RETURN OF THE TWO TBIBES AND A HALF TO THEIB OWN
INHERITANCE.

—CHAP. XXII.

Vers. 1-8. After the conquest and division of the land, Joshua
sent the auxiliaries of the tribes of Reuben, Gad,

and half Manasseh

back to their homes, with a laudatory acknowledgment of the help
they had given to their brethren, and a paternal admonition to
adhere faithfully to the Lord and His law, and with a parting
By the expression " then Joshua called," etc.,
blessing (vers. 1-6).
the occurrence described in this chapter

manner

after the conquest

is

placed in a general

and subjugation of Canaan, though not

of necessity at the close of the distribution of the. land.

summons
assist

As

the

go with their brethren into Canaan, to
them in the war, formed the commencement of Joshua's plans
to these tribes to

1 With reference to this apparent discrepancy between the promises of God
and the actual results, Calvin observes, that " in order to remove every appear-

ance of discrepancy,

it is

right to distinguish well between the clear, unwavering,

and certain fidelity of God in the fulfilment of His promises, and the weakness
and indolence of the people, which caused the blessings of God to slip from
their hands. Whatever war the people undertook, in whatever direction they
carried their standards, there was victory ready to their hand ; nor was there
anything to retard or prevent the extermination of all their enemies except their
slothfulness.
Consequently, although they did not destroy them all, so as

own

to empty the land for their

had

own

possession, the truth of

God

stood out as dis-

would have been no difficulty in their accomplishment of all that remained to be done, if they had only been disposed to
grasp the victories that were ready to their hand.

tinctly as if they

;

for there
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for the conquest of

home very

their

Canaan

(chap.

i.

12 sqq.), their dismission to

properly forms the conclusion to the history of the

conquest of this land hy the

Israelites.

We might therefore assume,

without in any way contradicting the words of the
auxiliaries

Even

had been dismissed immediately

after the

text, that these

war was ended.

in that case, the account of their dismission would stand in

proper place, u since

was only right that the history itself,
and possession of the land, should he
fully completed before any other narratives, or any casual occurrences which took place, were introduced to break the thread"
(Lightfoot, App. i. p. 42).
On the other hand, however, the circumstance that the two tribes and a half were dismissed from
Shiloh, where the tribes assembled for the first time during the
its

which

it

relates to the conquest

casting of the

lots,

favours the conclusion that the dismission did

had been cast ; that is to say, contemporaneously with the advance of the other tribes into their possessions.
Vers. 2, 3. Joshua acknowledged that they had done all

not take place

after the lots

till

—

that they were under
self

the

(Num.

20

xxxii.

commandment,"

i.e.

commandment

any

obligation to do towards

sqq.

;

Josh.

i.

16, 17).

Moses and him" Kept the charge of

observed what had to be observed in relation

Lord (see at Lev. viii. 35 and Gen.
back to chap. i. 15. " Unto your tentt"
for to your homes,
an antiquated form of expression, as in Deut.
xvi. 7, Judg. vii. 8, etc.
Ver. 5. Remembering, however, the
changeableness of the human heart, Joshua appends to the acknowledgment of their fidelity in the performance of their duty the
pressing admonition, to continue still to observe the law of Moses
faithfully, to walk in the ways of the Lord and serve Him with the
whole heart, which was simply a repetition of what Moses had impressed in a fatherly way upon the hearts of the people (see Deut.
iv. 4, 29, vi. 5, x. 12, xi. 13, etc.).
Ver. 6. Thus Joshua dismissed
them with blessings. In ver. 7, the writer, for the sake of clearness, refers again to the fact that only half of Manasseh had
received its inheritance from Moses in Bashan, whereas the other
had received its inheritance through Joshua on the west of the
Jordan (cf. chap. xiv. 3, and xviii. 7). To us such repetitions
appear superfluous ; but they are closely connected with the copious
breadth of the early historical style of the Hebrews, which abounded
The verb ft} (gave) wants its object, ttWlN or tn?ro }
in repetitions.
which may easily be supplied from the context. This interpolation
involved a further repetition of the fact, that Joshua also dismissed
to the

xxvi. 5).

—Ver. 4

of the

points

—

—

—

—
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them

(the Manassites of the other side) with a blessing, in order that

the words might be appended with which Joshua dismissed the two

and a half

tribes

to their

homes, namely, the admonition to share the

rich booty which they

had accumulated with their brethren at home,
in accordance with the instructions which Moses had given them
with reference to the war with the Midianites (Num. xxxi. 25 sqq.j.
Vers. 9-12. On the way home, when the two tribes and a half
had reached the border of Canaan, they built a large conspicuous
altar in the district of the Jordan, in the land of Canaan, i.e. on this
" a great aliar to see to" i.e. one which caught
side of the Jordan
the eye on account of its size, since it was to serve for a memorial
(vers. 24 sqq.).
The definition appended to Shiloh, " in the land of
Canaan" (ver. 9), serves to bring out the antithesis " into the land
of Gilead," by which we are to understand the whole of the country
to the east of the Jordan, as in Num. xxxii. 29, Deut. xxxiv. 1,
Judg. v. 17, etc. tn&, both in the form and meaning the same as
in Num. xxxii. 30, made possessors, i.e. settled down.
HF?— ni^a,
the circles of the Jordan, is synonymous with fjnvi "•?? in Gen. xiii.
10, and signifies that portion of the Ghor which was upon the
:

—Vers.

western side of the Jordan.
side)

heard that the

11, 12.

tribes in question

had

The

Israelites

(on this

built the altar " opposite

land of Canaan" (lit. in the face or in front of the land of
Canaan), "^ipK, " <*t tlie opposite region of the children of Israel"

to the

(two descriptions which
the

name

of

Canaan

is

may be

explained on the supposition that

used in a restricted sense, the valley of the

Jordan being expressly excepted, and Canaan considered as only
extending to the valley of the Jordan).

whole congregation (in
Shiloh, to go up,
against them.

i.e.

The

its

they heard

this, the

with the intention of going, to

make war
had been

congregation supposed that the altar

built as a place for sacrifice,

violation of the

When

heads and representatives) assembled at

and therefore regarded

commandment

God

of

it

as

a wicked

with regard to the unity of

Deut. xii. 4 sqq.), which they
ought to punish according to the law in Deut. xiii. 13 sqq. This zeal
was perfectly justifiable, and even praiseworthy, as the altar, even
if not erected as a place for sacrifice, might easily be abused to that
the sacrificial altar (Lev. xvii. 8, 9

;

purpose, and thus become an occasion of sin to the whole nation.

In any

case, the two tribes and a half ought not to have erected
such a building without the consent of Joshua or of the high priest 1
1 " We know how sternly the law prohibited the
use of two altars because
was the will of God that His worship should be restricted to one place. When,
:

it
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The congregation
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18-20.

therefore sent Phinehas, the son

and his presumptive successor in this office, with
ten princes, one from each tribe (not the tribe-princes, but a head
of the

high

priest

of the fathers' houses of the families of Israel), to Gilead, to the

two tribes and a half, to call them to account for building the altar.
Ver. 16. Assuming at the outset that the altar was intended for
a second place of sacrifice in opposition to the command of God,
the delegates, with Phinehas no doubt as their speaker, began by
reproaching them for falling away from the Lord. u What faith-

—

lessness is this

God of

pyo

:

see at Lev. v. 15) that ye have committed against

away

day from Jehovah, in that ye
this day against
Jehovah t" TiD (to rebel) is stronger than ?J?0. Vers. 17 sqq. To
show the greatness of the sin through apostasy from the Lord, the
speaker reminds them of two previous acts of sin on the part of the
nation, which had brought severe judgments upon the congregation.
" Is there too little for us in the iniquity of Peor (i.e. with Peor, or
through the worship of Peor, Num. xxv. 3), from which we have not
cleansed ourselves till this day, and there came the plague upon the
congregation of Jehovah f" fiJflK is an accusative see Ges. § 117, 2
Ewald, § 277, d. That plague, of which 24,000 Israelites died, was
stayed through the zeal of Phinehas for the honour of the Lord
Hie

Israel, to turn

this

have builded you an altar, that ye might rebel

—

:

(Num.

xxv. 4-9, 11).

The

guilt connected with the worship of

Peor had thereby been avenged upon the congregation, and the
congregation itself had been saved from any further punishment in
consequence of the sin. When Phinehas, therefore, affirmed that
the congregation had not yet been cleansed from the crime, he did
not mean that they were still bearing or suffering from the punishment of that crime, but that they were not yet cleansed from that
sin, inasmuch as many of them were still attached to idolatry in
their hearts, even if they had hitherto desisted from it outwardly
from fear of the infliction of fresh judgments. Ver. 18. " And

—

from the very appearance it could not fail to occur to the mind of any
one that they were establishing a second altar, who would not have condemned
them as guilty of sacrilege, for introducing rites and ceremonies at variance with
therefore,

the

law of God ?

And

since it

might so naturally be regarded as a wicked deed,

they ought certainly to have consulted their brethren in so grave and important

and it was especially wrong to pass by the high priest, when the will
God might have been learned from his lips. They were deserving of blame,

a matter
of

;

if they had been alone in the world, and did not
what offence might easily arise from the novelty of their proceedings."

therefore, because they acted as

consider
Calvin.
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away from the Lord again" and aie about to bring
His wrath upon the whole congregation again through a fresh
rebellion.
Ver. 19. " And truly" the speaker continued, u
the
to-day ye turn

—

if

land of your possession should be unclean" sc. so that you think it
necessary to have an altar in the neighbourhood to expiate your

and wipe away your uncleannesses, " pass over into the land of
Jehovah's possession, wliere His dwelling-place stands, and settle in
the midst of us (' settle,' as in Gen. xxxiv. 10) ; but do not rebel
against Jehovah nor against us, by building an altar beside the (one)
*no is construed first of all with 3, and
altar of Jehovah our God."
sins

then with the accusative

;

the only other place in which the latter

—Ver. 20.

He finally reminded them of the
had brought the wrath of God upon the
whole congregation (chap, vii.); and, moreover, Achan was not the
only man who had perished on account of the sin, but thirty-six
men had fallen on account of it at the first attack upon Ai (chap,
vii. 5).
The allusion to thi3 fact is to be understood as an argument a minori ad majus, as Masius has shown. " If Achan did
occurs
sin of

Job xxiv.
Achan, how
is

13.

that

not perish alone when he committed sacrilege, but God was angry
with the whole congregation, what think ye will be the conse-

quence

if ye, so

great a number, commit so grievous a sin against

God?"
Vers. 21-29. In utter amazement at the suspicion expressed by
the delegates of the congregation, the two tribes and a half affirm

with a solemn oath, that

an

it

never entered into their minds to build
away from Jehovah. The

altar as a place of sacrifice, to fall

combination of the three names of

Elohim,
existing

the

Supreme Being

One, the covenant

God

to be feared

God

invocation of God, as in Ps.

;

—

(ver.

22)

1

and

1.

;

El, the strong one
and Jehovah, the truly
;

serves to strengthen the

this is

further by the repetition of these three names.
let Israel also

done.

know,

sc.

The DK which

" Verily

(it

was) not in

strengthened

still

God knows, and

what they intended, and what they have
is the usual particle used in an oath.

follows

rebellion,

nor in apostasy from Jehovali,"

sc.

" Mayat Thou not
help us to-day" sc. if we did it in rebellion against God. An appeal
addressed immediately to God in the heat of the statement, and
introduced in the midst of the asseveration, which was meant to
remove all doubt as to the truth of their declaration. The words
which follow in ver. 23, " that we have built," etc., continue the
oath If we have done this, to build us an altar, to turn away from
that this was done, or that

we

built the altar.

:
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the

Lord, or

offering,

to offer

may Jehovah

thereon burnt-offering, meat-offering, or peace-

himself require

it

Q?Tl, as in Deut. xviii. 19

cf.
Sam. xx. 16). Another earnest parenthetical adjuration, as
" But truly
the substance of the oath, is continued in ver. 24.
(X? DW, with an affirmative signification) from anxiety, for a reason
(lit. on account of a thing) have we done this, thinking ("foK?, since
we thought) in time to come your sons might say to our sons, What
i.e. He does not
have ye to do with Jehovah, the God of Israel
concern you ; He is our God. " Jehovah has made the Jordan a
boundary between us and your sons ; ye have no part in Jehovah.
Thus your sons might make our sons cease to fear Jeltovah" i.e. might
make them desist from the worship of Jehovah (for the infinitive
form Kfr instead of the abbreviated form K*v used in 1 Sam. xviii.
29, there are analogies in p^P in Ezek. xxiv. 3, and fi&O, Eccl. v. 11,
whereas nKV is the only form used in the Pentateuch). There was
some reason for this anxiety. For, inasmuch as in all the promises
and laws Canaan alone (the land on this side of the Jordan, Num.
xxxiv. 1-12) is always mentioned as the land which Jehovah would
give to Hia people for their inheritance, it was quite a possible
thing that at some future time the false conclusion might be drawn
from this, that only the tribes who dwelt in Canaan proper were
the true people of Jehovah. Vers. 26 sqq. " So we thought, we will
make ourselves to build an altar (an expression derived from, the
language of ordinary, life, for * we will build ourselves an altar'),
not for burnt-offerings and slain-offerings ; but it shall be a witness
between us and you, and between our generations after us, that we
may perform the service of Jehovah before His face (i.e. before the
tabernacle in which Jehovah was enthroned), with our burnt-offerings, slain-offerings, and peace-offerings,"
in order, as they repeat
in ver. 276 from vers. 24, 25, that they might not be denied a part
in Jehovah in time to come.
For if it should so happen in time to
said
come, that this should be
to them and to their descendants,
"
they would say (or reply), Behold the copy of the altar of Jehovah,

1

V

—

—

which our fathers made, not for burnt-offerings" etc. (ver. 286, as in
vers. 26&, 27a).
For this reason they had built the altar according
to

the pattern of the altar before the tabernacle, and that not in
own land, but on the western side of the Jordan, where the

their

dwelling-place of Jehovah was standing, as a witness that they

worshipped one and the same God with the tribes on this side.
The speakers conclude with an expression of horror at the
nrpn, " far be it
thought of rebelling against Jehovah. *3BD

Ver. 29.

w
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from us away from Him (^BO = HjiVD, 1 Sam.
1 Kings xxi. 3), to rebel against Jehovah" etc.

xxiv. 7, xzvi. 11

Vers. 30-34. This explanation pleased the delegates of the congregation, so that Phinehas bore this testimony to the tribes on the

Jordan

east of the

"

:

Now

(to-day)

we

Jehovah

perceive that

is in

midst of us ; because (p&X, quod, as in Gen. xxxi. 49, etc.) ye
have not committed this unfaithfulness towards JehovaJt, since (W,
the

had only this intention) ye have saved the children of
hand of Jehovah," i.e. preserved them from His
judgments. Vers. 32, 33. They then returned to Canaan and
then, if ye

Israel out of the

—

informed the congregation. And the thing pleased them, so that
they praised the Lord, sc. for having kept their brethren on the
other side from rebellion, and they thought no more of going to

war against them, or laying waste the land
east of the Jordan.

—Ver. 34.

of the tribes

on

The Reubenites and Gadites

the

(half

Manasseh

is omitted in vers. 33, 34, for the sake of brevity) called
the altar u witness is it between us that Jehovah is God" ('3 intro-

duces the words).

namely in

This

this sense

:

is

at once a

name and an
name

they gave the altar the

was to be a witness that they
ledged and worshipped Jehovah as the true God.
between us," because

it

joshua's farewell and death.

explanation,

of " witness
also

acknow-

—chap. xxm. xxrv.

After the division of the land among the tribes, Joshua had
withdrawn to Timnath-serah, on the mountains of Ephraim (chap,
xix. 50), to spend the last days of his life there in the quiet enjoy-

ment of

his

own

inheritance.

But when the time of

his departure

from the earth was drawing near, remembering the call which he
had received from the Lord (chap. i. 6-8), he felt constrained
to gather the people together once more in the persons of their
representatives, to warn them most earnestly of the dangers of
apostasy from the Lord, and point out the evils that would follow
(chap, xxiii.)
and then after that, in a solemn assembly of the
nation at Shechem, to review the abundant mercies which the
Lord had conferred upon Israel from the calling of Abraham to
that day, that .he might call upon them to remain stedfast and
faithful in the worship of their God, and then solemnly renew the
;

covenant with the Lord. 1
1

by

" The pious solicitude of Joshua furnishes an example worthy of imitation
who have the charge of others. For just as a father would not be

all
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1, 2.

Chap, xxiii. Exhortation to the Tribes of Israel to
remain faithful to their calling. Vers. 1, 2. The intro-

—

duction to the discourse which follows

is

attached in

its first

part to

chap. xxii. 3, 4, and thus also to chap. xxi. 43, 44, whilst in the

second part

it

points back to chap.

xiii.

1.

The Lord had given

the people rest from all their enemies round about, after the land

had been subdued and divided by lot (chap. xxi. 43, 44). Joshua
was already an old man at the termination of the war (chap. xiii.
1) ; but since then he had advanced still further in age, so that he
may have noticed the signs of the near approach of death. He
therefore called together the representatives of the people, either to

Timnath-serah where he dwelt (chap.

xix. 50), or to Shiloh to the

tabernacle, the central sanctuary of the whole nation, as the most

" All Israel" is still further defined
by the apposition, " its elders, and its heads, and its judges, and its
This is not to be understood, however, as referring to
officers."

suitable place for his purpose.

four different classes of rulers

term used to denote

all

;

but the term elders

is

the general

the representatives of the people,

divided into heads, judges, and

And

officers.

who were

the heads, again,

were those who stood

at the head of the tribes, families, and fathers'
and out of whose number the most suitable persons were
chosen as judges and officers (Deut. i. 15 see my Bibl. Arch. ii.
Joshua's address to the elders of all Israel consists of two
§ 143).
parts, which run parallel to one another so far as the contents are
concerned, vers. 26-13 and vers. 14-16. In both parts Joshua commences with a reference to his age and his approaching death, in
consequence of which he felt constrained to remind the people once
more of all the great things that the Lord had done for them, and
to warn them against falling away from their gracious covenant
God. Just as Joshua, in this the last act of his life, was merely
treading in the footsteps of Moses, who had concluded his life with
the fullest exhortations to the people to be faithful to the Lord
(Deut. i. 30), so his address consists entirely of reminiscences from
the Pentateuch, more especially from Deuteronomy, as he had

houses,

;

he merely thought of the interests of his
death, and did not extend his thoughtfulnesB on their behalf still further, and as far as was in his power endeavour to
provide for their welfare when he himself should be dead bo good rulers ought
regarded as sufficiently careful
children

up

to the time of his

if

own

;

to look forward that they
state,

but

—Cabin

may

may

also strengthen

not only leave behind them a well-organized

and secure

(with special reference to 2 Pet.

its existence for
i.

18-16).

a long

time-fcr.cofl»y'
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nothing fresh to announce to the people, but could only impress the
old truth

upon

minds once more.
Joshua commenced

their

his address by reminding
them of the greatest manifestations of grace which they had received from the Lord, namely, by referring to what the Lord had

Vers. 26-13.

done to all these nations (the Canaanites) before them, when He
fought for Israel, as Moses had promised them (Deut. i. 30 and iii.
Ver. 3. " Before you," sc. smiting and driving them away.
22).

—
—Ver.

He

4.

now

(Joshua) had

by

divided

of Israel as their inheritance these

lot

among

the tribes

remaining (Canaanitish)

still

Lord had commanded (chap. xiii. 6, 7), "from
Jordan and further aU the 'nations, which 1 have exterminated (i.e.
which Joshua had destroyed when Canaan was taken), and the great
nations, as the

sea (for

'

to the great sea') in the west."

Canaan

of

is

The

breadth of the land

here given in a peculiar manner, the terminus a quo

being mentioned in the

and the terminus ad quern

clause,

first

(though without the preposition "J?) in the second ; and through the
parallelism which exists between the clauses, each clause is left to

So that the whole sentence would
.
. . from Jordan to
the great sea, also all the nations which J have cut off from Jordan,
and to the great sea westward." Ver. 5. For the Lord would drive
all these still remaining nations before the Israelites, and cut them
off, and give the Israelites their land for a possession, as He had
promised (chap. xiii. 6 cf. Ex. xxiii. 23 sqq.). 1*in, as in Deut.
vi. 19, ix. 4 ; and the form OSRn^, with Chateph-kametz, on account
be completed from the other.

read thus:

"All

which remain

these nations

—

;

of the weakness of the n, as in
i.

15.

—Vers. 6

sqq.

Only

let

the law of Moses without

Num.

fail (cf.

OFivy, as in chap,

xxxv. 20.

them be

strong,

chap.

fellowship with these remaining nations

i.

i.e.

be brave, to keep

7), to enter into

(ttia,

no

to enter into close

; see ver. 12), and not to pay reverence to
any way, but to adhere stedfastly to the Lord their
God as they had hitherto done. To make mention of the names of
the idols (Ex. xxiii. 13), to swear by them, to serve them (by sacrifices), and to bow down to them (to invoke them in prayer), are

intimacy with a person
their gods in

the four outward forms of divine worship (see Deut.

The

concluding words, "as ye have done unto

vi.

this

13, x. 20).

day" which

attachment they had
" do not affirm that the Israelites had

express a reason for persevering in the
hitherto

shown

to Jehovah,

hitherto done all these things fully

not

know how few

mortals there are

who

does

devote themselves to

God

and perfectly;

who
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with

all

the piety and love which

He

justly

demands

?

But

because the nation as a whole had kept the laws delivered to them
by Moses, during the time that the government had been in the

hands of Joshua, the sins of individual men were left out of sight
on this occasion" (Masiui). Vers. 9, 10. For this reason the Lord

—

had driven out great and strong nations before the Israelites, so
that no one was able to stand before them.
The first hemistich
points to the fulfilment of Deut. iv. 38, vii. 1, ix. 1, xi. 23 ; the
second to that of Deut. vii. 24, xi. 25. DRNl is placed at the
beginning absolutely. In ver. 10a, the blessing of fidelity to the
law which Israel had hitherto experienced, is described, as in Deut.
xxxii. 30, upon the basis of the promise in Lev. xxvi. 7, 8, and

—

Deut.

To

xxviii. 7,

and

in ver.

10b the thought of ver. 36

is

repeated.

this there is attached, in vers. 11-13, the admonition to take

heed for the sake of their souls
their

God

(on the love of

God

(cf.

Deut.

as the

sum

iv.

15), to love the

Lord

of the fulfilment of the

For if they turned, i.e. gave
up the faithfulness they had hitherto displayed towards Jehovah,
and attached themselves to the remnant of these nations, made
marriages with them, and entered into fellowship with them, which
the Lord had expressly forbidden (Ex. xxxiv. 12-16; Deut. vii.
3;, let them know that the Lord their God would not cut off these
nations before them any more, but that they would be a snare and
This threat is founded upon such passages of
destruction to them.
the law as Ex. xxiii. 33, Deut. vii. 16, and more especially Num.
The figure of a trap, which is employed here (see Ex.
xxxiii. 55.
x. 7), is still further strengthened by na, a snare (cf. Isa. viii. 14,
Sholet, a whip or scourge, an emphatic form of the word
15).
derived from the poel of DW, only occurs here. u Scourges in your
tides, and thorns in your eyes" (see Num. xxxiii. 55).
Joshua
crowds his figures together to depict the misery and oppression
which would be sure to result from fellowship with the Canaanites,
because, from his knowledge of the fickleness of the people, and
the wickedness of the human heart in its natural state, he could
foresee that the apostasy of the nation from the Lord, which Moses
had foretold, would take place but too quickly ; as it actually did,
law, see Deut. vi. 5, x. 12, xi. 13).

ii. 3 sqq., in the very next generation.
The
words " until ye perish," etc., resume the threat held out by Moses
in Deut. xi. 17 (cf. chap, xxviii. 21 sqq.).
Vers. 14-16. In the second part of his address, Joshua sums

according to Judg.

up

briefly

and concisely the leading thoughts of the
F

first
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giving greater prominence, however, to the curse which would
follow apostasy from the Lord.

—Ver.

going the way of

(all

the earth

all

14.

Now

that

Joshua was

the inhabitants of the earth),

going to die (1 Kings ii. 2), the Israelites knew with all the
all the soul, i.e. were fully convinced, that of all the good
words (gracious promises) of God not one had failed, but all had

i.e.

heart and

come to pass (vid. chap. xxi. 45). But it was just as certain that
Lord would bring upon them every evil word that He spake
through Moses (Lev. xxvi. 14-33 ; Deut. xxviii. 15—68, and xxix.
u The evil word" is
14—28), if they transgressed His covenant.

the

" Until

the curse of rejection (Deut. xxx. 1, 15).

stroyed:" see Deut.

vii.

24,

and

The

xxviii. 48.

He

liave de-

other words as

If they went after other gods and served them, the
wrath of the Lord would burn against them, and they would be
quickly destroyed from the good land which He had given them

in ver. 13J.

(vid.

Deut.

xi. 17).

Chap. xxiv. 1-28. Renewal op the Covenant at the national Assembly in Shechem. Ver. 1. Joshua brought his
public ministry to a close, as Moses had done before him, with a
solemn renewal of the covenant with the Lord. For this solemn

—

act he did not choose Shiloh, the site of the national sanctuary, as

some MSB. of the LXX. read, but Shechem, a place which was
sanctified as no other was for such a purpose as this by the most
sacred reminiscences from the times of the patriarchs.
He therefore

summoned

all

the tribes of Israel, in their representatives (their

Shechem, not merely because it
Shechem, i.e. on Gerizim and Ebal, that the solemn establishment of the law in the land of Canaan, to which the renewal of
the covenant, as a repetition of the essential kernel of that solemn
ceremony, was now to be appended, had first taken place, but still
more because it was here that Abraham received the first promise
from God after his migration into Canaan, and built an altar at the
time (Gen. xii. 6, 7) and most of all, as Hengstenberg has pointed
out (Diss. ii. p. 12), because Jacob settled here on his return from
Mesopotamia, and it was here that he purified his house from the
strange gods, burying all their idols under the oak (Gen. xxxiii. 19,
xxxv. 2, 4). As Jacob selected Shechem for the sanctification of
his house, because this place was already consecrated by Abraham
as a sanctuary of God, so Joshua chose the same place for the
elders, etc., as in chap, xxiii. 2), to

was

at

;

renewal of the covenant, because

this

act

involved a practical
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2-16.

all idolatry.

is

also

made

Joshua expressly
to it in the account

" The exhortation to be faithful to the Lord, and to
purify themselves from all idolatry, could not fail to make a deep
impression, in the place where the honoured patriarch had done the
very same things to which his descendants were exhorted here. The
example preached more loudly in this spot than in any other"
" And they placed themselves before God." From
(Heng&tenberg).
"
the expression
before God," it by no means follows that the ark
in ver.

26.

had been brought to Shechem, or, as Knobel supposes, that an altar
was erected there, any more than from the statement in ver. 26
that it was " by the sanctuary of die Lord." For, in the first place,
" before God" (Elohim) is not to be identified with " before
Jehovah," which

used in chap,

is

xviii.

6 and xix. 51 to denote the

presence of the Lord above the ark of the covenant ; and secondly,

even " before Jehovah" does not always presuppose the presence of
the ark of the covenant, as Hengstenberg has clearly shown. " Before

God"

simply denotes in a general sense

the- religious

character of

shows that the act was undertaken with a distinct reference to the omnipresent God ; and in the case before us it may be
attributed to the fact that Joshua delivered his exhortation to the
people in the name of Jehovah, and commenced his address with
1
the words, " Thus saith Jehovah."
Vers. 2-15. Joshua's address contains an expansion of two
thoughts.
He first of all recalls to the recollection of the whole
an

act, or

nation,

whom

he

is

addressing in the persons of

its

representatives,

the proofs of His mercy which the Lord had given, from the

all

Abraham

day (vers. 2-13) ; and then because of
upon the people to renounce all idolatry,
and to serve God the Lord alone (vers. 14, 15). Jehovah is decalling of

these divine acts

he

to that
calls

scribed as the "

God of Israel" both at the commencement (ver. 2)
and also at the close of the whole transaction, in perfect accordance
with the substance and object of the address, which is occupied
throughout with the goodness conferred by God upon the race of
1

"

It is stated that

they

all

stood before God, in order that the sanctity and

may be the more distinctly shown. And
can be no doubt that the name of God was solemnly invoked by Joshua,
and that he addressed the people as in the sight of God, so that each one might
fed for himself that God was presiding over all that was transacted there, and
that they were not engaged in any merely private affair, but were entering into
a sacred and inviolable compact with God himself." Calvin.
religions character of the assembly

there
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The

Israel.
Israel,

and

was the

first

practical proof of the grace of

calling of

Abraham from

his introduction to the land of

God

towards

his idolatrous associations,

Canaan, where the Lord so

Esau received the mountains of Seir for
1
The
Jacob went into Egypt with his sons.
dwelt "from eternity" i.e. from time imme-

multiplied his seed, that
his family, whilst

ancestors of Israel

morial, on the other side of the stream (the Euphrates), viz. in

Ur

of the Chaldees, and then at

Haran

Mesopotamia (Gen.

in

xi.

Of
28, 31), namely Terah, the father of Abraham and Nahor.
Terah's three sons (Gen. xi. 27), Nahor is mentioned as well as
Abraham, because liebekah, and her

nieces

Leah and Rachel, the
him (Gen. xxii. 23,

tribe-mothers of Israel, were descended from
xxix. 10,

16

sqq.).

And

they (your fathers, Terah and his family)

served other gods than Jehovah,

who

revealed himself to

Abraham,

Nothing
and brought him from his father's house to Canaan.
definite can be gathered from the expression " other gods," with
reference to the gods worshipped by Terah and his family ; nor is
there anything further to be found respecting them throughout the
whole of the Old Testament. We simply learn from Gen. xxxi. 19,
34, that Laban had teraphim, i.e. penates, or household and oracular
2
gods.
The question also, whether Abraham was an idolater before
his call, which has been answered in different ways, cannot be
determined with certainty. We may conjecture, however, that he
was not deeply sunk in idolatry, though he had not remained
entirely free from it in his father's house
and therefore that his
call is not to be regarded as a reward for his righteousness before
God, but as an act of free unmerited grace. Vers. 3, 4. After his
;

—

1

" He commences with

by which God had

pre-

cluded them from the possibility of boasting of any pre-eminence or merit.

For

God had bound them

their gratuitous training,

by a closer bond, because when they were on
an equality with others, He drew them to himself to be His own peculiar people,
for no other reason than His own good pleasure. Moreover, in order that it may
be clearly seen that they have nothing whereof to glory, he leads them back to
their earliest origin, and relates how their fathers had dwelt in Chaldsea, worshipping idols in common with the rest, and with nothing to distinguish them
to himself

from the crowd." Calvin.
2 According
to one tradition, Abraham was brought up in Sabteism in his
father's house (see Hottinger, Histor. Orient, p. 246, and Philo, in several passages of his works) ; and according to another, in the Targum Jonathan on Gen.
xi 23, and in the later Rabbins, Abraham had to suffer persecution on account
of his dislike to idolatry, and was obliged to leave his native land in consequence. But these traditions are both of them nothing more than conjectures

by the

later Rabbins.
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God

call,

Gen.

conducted

xii.),

him

Abraham through

all

the land of

Canaan

(seo

protecting and shielding him, and multiplied his seed,

and giving to Isaac Jacob and Esau, the ancestors
the latter He gave the mountains of Seir for a
possession (Gen. xxrvi. 6 sqq.), that Jacob might receive Canaan
giving
of

Isaac,

To

two nations.

for his
this,

descendants as a sole possession.

Joshua took

But

instead of mentioning

for granted that his hearers were well acquainted

with the history of the patriarchs, and satisfied himself with
tioning the migration of
pass at

God

Jacob and

his sons to

men-

Egypt, that he might

once to the second great practical proof of the mercy of

in the guidance of Israel, the miraculous deliverance of Israel

—

bondage and oppression of Egypt. Vers. 5-7. Of this
he merely mentions the leading points, viz. first of all, the
sending of Moses and Aaron (Ex. iii. 10 sqq., iv. 14 sqq.), and
" I smote Egypt," i.e. both
then the plagues inflicted upon Egypt.
land and people.
^3 is used in Ex. vii. 27 and xii. 23, 27, in connection with the plague of frogs and the slaying of the first-born in
Egypt. The words which follow, " according to tliat which I did
out of the
also

among them, and afterward I brought you out," point back to Ex. iii.
20, and show that the Lord had fulfilled the promise given to Moses
at his call.
He then refers (vers. 6, 7) to the miraculous deliverance of the Israelites, as they came out of Egypt, from Pharaoh
who pursued them with his army, giving especial prominence to the
crying of the Israelites to the Lord in their distress (Ex. xiv. 10),

and the relief of that distress
19, 20).

"

And

many days,"

third
into

lastly,
i.e.

great act of

by the angel

he notices

forty years

God

of the

Lord (Ex.

xiv.

their dwelling in the wilderness

(Num.

xiv. 33).

—Vers. 8-10.

for Israel was his giving

The

up the Amorites

the hands of the Israelites, so that they were able to conquer

land (Num. xxi. 21-35), and the frustration of the attack
made by Balak king of the Moabites, through the instrumentality
of Balaam, when the Lord did not allow him to curse Israel, but
compelled him to bless (Num. xxii.-xxiv.). Balak " warred against
Israel? not with the sword, but with the weapons of the curse, or
animo et voluntate (Vatabl.). " I would not hearken unto Balaam,"
i.e. would not comply with his wish, but compelled him to submit
" and delivered you out of his (Balak's)
to my will, and to bless you
hand," when he sought to destroy Israel through the medium of
Balaam (Num. xxii. 6, 11). Vers. 11-13. The last and greatest
benefit which the Lord Conferred upon the Israelites, was His
leading them by miracles of His omnipotence across the Jordan
their

;

—
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into Canaan, delivering the u lords (or possessors) of Jericho" not
" the rulers, i.e. the king and his heroes," as Knobel maintains (see

2 Sam. xxi. 12

;

1

" and

Sam.

11, 12

xxiii.

;

and the commentary on

of Canaan into tlieir hand" and
sending hornets before them, so that they were able to drive out the
Canaanites, particularly the two kings of the Amorites, Sihon and
Og, though " not with their sword and their bow" (vid. Ps. xliv. 4)

Judg.

i.e.

it

ix. 6),

all the tribes

was not with the weapons

at their

command

able to take the lands of these two kings.

On

that they

were

the sending of

hornets, as a figure used to represent peculiarly effective terrors, see
at

Ex.

xxiii.

land to the

28, Deut.

Israelites,

In this way the Lord gave the
towns and its rich productions (vinewithout any trouble on their part of wearivii.

with

yards and olive trees),

20.

its

Moses himself had promised them
These overwhelming manifestations of grace on the part of the Lord laid Israel under obligations
" Now therefore
to serve the Lord with gratitude and sincerity.
some

cultivation or planting, as

(Deut.

vi. 10, 11).

—Vers.

14, 15.

Lord (VKV

for UfV, pointed like a verb ri*7, as in 1 Sam. xiL
and serve Him in sincerity and in truth" i.e. without hypocrisy, or the show of piety, in simplicity and truth of heart
" Put away the gods {Elohim = the strange
(vid. Judg. ix. 16, 19).

fear the

24, Ps. xxxiv. 10),

gods in ver. 23) which your fathers served on the other side of the
Euphrates and in Egypt" This appeal does not presuppose any
gross idolatry on the part of the existing generation, which would

have been at variance with the

rest of the book, in

which Israel

is

represented as only serving Jehovah during the lifetime of Joshua.
If the people had been in possession of idols, they would have given
them up to Joshua to be destroyed, as they promised to comply with
his demand (vers. 16 sqq.).
But even if the Israelites were not
addicted to gross idolatry in the worship of idols, they were not
altogether free from idolatry either in Egypt or in the desert.
As
their fathers were possessed of teraphim in Mesopotamia (see at
ver. 2), so the Israelites had not kept themselves entirely free from
heathen and idolatrous ways, more especially the demon-worship of
Egypt (comp. Lev. xvii. 7 with Ezek. xx. 7 sqq., xxiii. 3, 8, and
Amos v. 26) ; and even in the time of Joshua their worship of
Jehovah may have been corrupted by idolatrous elements. This
admixture of the pure and genuine worship of Jehovah with idolatrous or heathen elements, which is condemned in Lev. xvii. 7 as
the worship of Seirim, and by Ezekiel (I. c.) as the idolatrous worship of the people in Egypt, had its roots in the corruption of the
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16-25.

at all times led to

make

to itself

and other impure thoughts and

which it cleaves, without being able to tear itself entirely
away from them. This more refined idolatry might degenerate in

desires, to

the case of

many

persons into the grosser worship of idols, so that

Joshua had ample ground for admonishing the people to put away
the strange gods, and serve the Lord. Ver. 15. But as the true
worship of the living God must have its roots in the heart, and
spring from the heart, and therefore cannot be forced by prohibitions and commands, Joshua concluded by calling upon the
representatives of the nation, in case they were not inclined (" if it
seem evil unto you") to serve Jehovah, to choose now this day the
gods whom they would serve, whether the gods of their fathers in
Mesopotamia, or the gods of the Amorites in whose land they were
now dwelling, though he and his house would serve the Lord.
There is no necessity to adduce any special proofs that this appeal
was not intended to release them from the obligation to serve

—

Jehovah, but rather contained the strongest admonition to remain
faithful to the Lord.
Vers. 16-25.

The

people responded to this appeal by declaring,

with an expression of horror at idolatry, their hearty resolution to

who was their God, and had shown them such great
words, u that brought us up and our fathers out of
the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage," call to mind the
words appended to the first commandment (Ex. xx. 2 ; Deut. v. 6),

serve the Lord,
mercies.

The

which they hereby promise to observe. With the clause which
follows, " who did those great signs in our sight," etc., they declare
to their mind in vers. 3-13.
and thy house (ver. 15).
Vers. 19-21. But in order to place most vividly before the minds
of the people to what it was that they bound themselves by this
declaration, that they might not inconsiderately vow what they
would not afterwards observe, Joshua adds, " Ye cannot serve Jehovah" sc. in the state of mind in which ye are at present, or " by
your own resolution only, and without the assistance of divine grace,
without solid and serious conversion from all idols, and without true
repentance and faith" (J. H. Michaelis). For Jehovah is u a holy
God," etc. Elohim, used to denote the Supreme Being (see at Gen.

their assent to all that

"

ii.

of

We

Joshua had called

also" (ver. 18), as well as thou

On the holiness
the expression " a

4), is construed with the predicate in the plural.

God,

see the exposition of Ex. xix. 6.

jealous God," see

Ex. xx. 5

;

and on

]*$

On

KiW, Ex. xxiii. 21.
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is used for K3£ is Nah. i. 2.
" If ye forsake Hie Lord and serve strange gods, He will turn (i.e.
assume a different attitude towards you) and do you hurt, after He
has done you good," i.e. He will not spare you, in spite of the blessings which He has conferred upon you. jnn is used to denote the
judgments threatened in the law against transgressors. Ver. 21.

only other place in which the form Kisp

—

The
14,

people adhered to their resolution,
i.e.

we

will

tb,

minime, as in chap.

not serve other gods, but Jehovah.

v.

—Vers. 22, 23.

Joshua says to them, " ye are witye will condemn yourselves by this
your own testimony if ye should now forsake the Lord, " for ye
yourselves have chosen you Jehovah to serve Him ;" whereupon
they answer O'fy, u witnesses are we against ourselves" signifying
thereby, " we profess and ratify once more all that we have said"
(Rosenmuller). Joshua then repeated his demand that they should
put away the strange gods from within them, and incline their hearts
(entirely) to Jehovah the God of Israel.
Mf|i?3 ~W* ">??* T&j
might mean the foreign gods which are in the midst of you, i.e.
among you, and imply the existence of idols, and the grosser forms
also signifies " within,"
of idolatrous worship in the nation ; but

Upon

this repeated declaration

nesses against yourselves,"

i.e.

3"Jp3

or "in the heart," in which case the words refer to idols of the
heart.

That the

understood

is

latter is the sense in

pressed their willingness to renounce

any

.

which the words are to be

evident from the fact, that although the people ex-

they did not bring

all idolatry,

Joshua to be destroyed, as was done in other similar
cases, viz. Gen. xxxv. 4, and 1 Sam. vii. 4.
Even if the people
had carried idols about with them in the desert, as the prophet
Amos stated to his contemporaries (Amos v. 26 cf. Acts vii. 43),
the grosser forms of idolatry had disappeared from Israel with the
dying out of the generation that was condemned at Kadesh. The
new generation, which had been received afresh into covenant with
the Lord by the circumcision at Gilgal, and had set up this covenant at Ebal, and was now assembled around Joshua, the dying
servant of God, to renew the covenant once more, had no idols of
wood, stone, or metal, but only the " figments of false gods," as
idols to

;

Calvin calls them, the idols of the heart, which
that

it

might give

its

with divided affections,

—Vera. 24, 25.
people, " the

hearken,"

On

it

was

to

put away,

who is not content
but requires the whole heart (Deut vi. 5, 6).

heart entirely to the Lord,

the repeated and decided declaration of the

Lord our God

will we serve, and to His voice will we
Joshua completed the covenant with them that day. This
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conclusion of a covenant was really a solemn renewal of the cove-

nant

made at Sinai, like that which took place under Moses in the
Moab (Deut. xxviii. 69). " And set them a statute and

steppes of

right at Shechem," sc. through the renewal of the covenant.
These
words recall Ex. xv. 25, where the guidance of Israel to bitter water,

and the sweetening of that water, by the means which the Lord
pointed out to Moses, are described as setting a statute and right for

and then explained by the promise, that if they would hearken
He would keep them from all the diseases
of Egypt. And in accordance with this, by the renewal of the
covenant at Shechem, there were set for Israel a ph, i.e. a statute,
which bound the people to a renewed and conscientious maintenance of the covenant, and a BBB'D, or right, by virtue of which they
might expect on this condition the fulfilment of all the covenant
Israel,

to the voice of Jehovah,

mercies of the Lord.
Vers. 26-28. All these things (n'pv.n D*">:nn are not merely the
words spoken on both sides, but the whole ceremony of renewing
the covenant) Joshua wrote in the law-book of God, i.e. he wrote
them in a document which he placed in the law-book of Moses, and

up a large stone, as a permanent memorial of what had
taken place, on the spot where the meeting had been held, " under
then set

As B"Ji?i?3 neither
Vie oak that was in the sanctuary of Jeliovalt,"
means " at the sanctuary," nor near the sanctuary, nor u in the
place where the sanctuary was set up;" the " sanctuary of Jehovah"
cannot signify " the ark of the covenant, which had been brought
from the tabernacle to Shechem, for the ceremony of renewing
can we understand it as signifying the
was not removed from place to place for
particular sacred ceremonies ; nor can it mean an altar, in which
an oak could not possibly be said to stand ; nor some other illegal
sanctuary of Jehovah, since there were none in Israel at that time.
The sanctuary of Jehovah under the oak at Shechem was nothing
else than the holy place under the oak, where Abraham had formerly built an altar and worshipped the Lord, and where Jacob
had purified his house from the strange gods, which he buried under
This is
this oak, or rather terebinth tree (Gen. xii. 6, 7, xxxv. 2, 4).
the explanation adopted by Masius, J. D. Michaelis, and Uengstenberg
(Diss. ii. p. 12).
In ver. 27 Joshua explains to the people the
meaning of the stone which he had set up. The stone would be a
As a
witness against the people if they should deny their God.
memorial of what had taken place, the stone had heard all the words
the covenant."

Still less

tabernacle

since this

itself,
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which the Lord had addressed to

Israel,

and could bear witness
" Deny

against the people, that they might not deny their God.

your God,"

viz. in feeling,

word, or deed.

—Ver. 28.

all that was in
Lord.

his

Vers. 29-33.

—

With

He

power

Joshua then

He had

dismissed the people, each one to his inheritance.

done

to establish the people in fidelity to the

Death and Bubial of Joshua and Eleazab

the renewal of the covenant Joshua had ended his vocation.

down his office, because there was no imwho had been appointed by God. The ordinary
congregation were enough, when once they were

did not formally lay

mediate successor
rulers of the

Canaan,

settled in

viz. the elders as

together with the high priest,
relation to

who

heads and judges of the nation,
represented the nation in

God, and could obtain for

God through

it

its

the revelation of the will

Urim and Thummim.

In order
Joshua and his times to a close,
nothing further remained than to give an account of his death, with
a short reference to the fruit of his labours, and to add certain other
notices for which no suitable place had hitherto presented itself.
Vers. 29, 30. Soon after these events (vers. 1-28) Joshua died, at
the age of 110, like his ancestor Joseph (Gen. 1. 26), and was buried
in his hereditary possessions at Timnath-serah, upon the mountains
of Ephraim, to the north of Mount Gaash.
Timnath-aerah is still
of

the right of the

therefore to bring the history of

in existence (see at chap. xix. 50).

been discovered.

—Ver. 31.

Mount Gaash, however, has not

Joshua's labours had not remained with-

During his own lifetime, and that of the elders who
and who had seen all that the Lord did for Israel, all
served the Lord. " The elders" are the rulers and leaders

out effect.

outlived him,
Israel

of the nation.

The account

of the burial of Joseph's bones, which

the Israelites had brought with
xiii.

19),

is

them from Egypt

to

Canaan (Ex.

placed after the account of Joshua's death, because

it

could not have been introduced before without interrupting the con-

nected account of the labours of Joshua ; and
pass

it

it

would not do

to

over without notice altogether, not only because the fact of

their bringing the bones with

them had been mentioned

in the hook

of Exodus, but also because the Israelites thereby fulfilled the promise

given by their fathers to Joseph when he died.

The

burial of

Joseph in the piece of field which Jacob had purchased at Shechem
(yid. Gen. xxxiii. 19) had no doubt taken place immediately after the
division of the land,

when Joseph's descendants received Shechem
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and the

field there for

an inheritance.

This piece of field, however,

they chose for a burial-place for Joseph's bones, not only because

Jacob had purchased it, but in all probability chiefly because Jacob
had sanctified it for his descendants by building an altar there
(Gen. xxxiii. 20). The death and burial of Eleazar, who stood by
Joshua's side in the guidance of the nation, are mentioned last of
all (ver. 33).
When Eleazar died, whether shortly before or shortly
after Joshua, cannot be determined.
He was buried at Gibeah of
Phinehas, the place which was given to him upon the mountains
of Ephraim, i.e. as his inheritance.
Gibeath Phinehas, i.e. hill of
Phinehas, is apparently a proper name, like Gibeah of Saul (1 Sam.
xv. 34, etc.).

The

Eusebius (Onom.

Ephraim,

in the tribe

named Gabatha,
about twelve

the

however, is uncertain. According to
Ta^adi), it was upon the mountains of
of Benjamin, and was at that time a place

situation,

s. v.

name also given to it by Josephus (Ant. v.

Koman

miles from Eleutheropolis.

1,

29),

This statement

is

upon an error, at least so far as the number twelve
is concerned.
It is a much more probable supposition, that it is
the Levitical town Geba of Benjamin, on the north-east of Kamah
(chap, xviii. 24), and the name Gibeah of Phinehas might be explained on the ground that this place had become the hereditary
property of Phinehas, which would be perfectly reconcilable with
certainly founded

selection as one of the prieste' cities.
As the priests, for example,
were not the sole possessors of the towns ceded to them in the possessions of the different tribes, the Israelites might have presented
Phinehas with that portion of the city which was not occupied by
its

and

the priests,

also with the field, as

a reward for the services

he had rendered to the congregation (Num. xxv. 7
Caleb and Joshua had been specially considered

Phinehas

might dwell in

The

prie'sts' city.
is

his

own

;

sqq.), just as

in

which case

hereditary possessions in a

"upon the mountains of Ephraim,"

situation,

not at variance with this view, as these mountains extended,

according to Judg.
(see

iv. 5, etc.,

at chap. xi. 21).

The

far into the territory of

majority of commentators,

Benjamin

down

to

Knobel, have thought the place intended to be a Gibeah in the tribe
of

Ephraim, namely the present Jeeb or

Jibia,

by the

on the north of Guphna, towards Neapolis (Sichem
iii.

p. 80),

the

name.

With

though there

is

:

Wady Jib,

see Rob. Pal.

nothing whatever to favour this except

the death of Eleazar the high

Joshua, the times of Joshua

came

priest,

the contemporary of

to a close, so that the account of
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In
an additional

Eleazar's death formed a very fitting termination to the book.

some MSB. and

editions of the Septuagint, there

clause relating to the high priest Phinehas
Israelites after Joshua's
ii.

6,

11 sqq. and

iii.

7,

death ; but this

12

sqq.,

and

is

is

and the apostasy of the

merely taken from Judg.

arbitrarily

appended

to the

of Joshua.
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THE BOOK OF JUDGES.
INTRODUCTION.
CONTENTS AND CHARACTER, ORIGIN AND SOURCES, OF THE
BOOK OF JUDGES.

HE

book of Judges, headed Skophetim in the Hebrew
and Kptrai in the Alexandrian version, and called
liber Judicum in the Vulgate, contains the history of the
Israelitish theocracy for a period of about 350 years,
from the death of Joshua to the death of Samson, or to the time of
the prophet Samuel.
It may be divided according to its contents
into three parts: (1) an introduction (chap, i.-iii. 6); (2) the history
of the several judges (chap. iii. 7-xvi. 31) ; and (3) a twofold appendix
(chap, xvii.-xxi.).
In the Introduction the prophetic author of the
book first of all takes a general survey of those facts which exhibited
Bibles,

most clearly the behaviour of the Israelites to the Canaanites

who

were left in the land after the death of Joshua, and closes his survey
with the reproof of their behaviour
i.

He

1 —II. 5).

of Israel to the

by the angel of the Lord (chap.

then describes in a general manner the attitude

Lord

its

God and

that of the

Lord

to

His people

daring the time of the judges, and represents this period as a con-

through hostile oppression, when
away from its God, and deliverance out of the
power of its enemies by judges whom God raised up and endowed
with the power of His Spirit, whenever the people returned to the
stant alternation of humiliation

the nation

fell

Lord (chap.
(chap.

iii.

ii.

6-iii. 6).

7-xvi. 31)

This

by the

is

followed in the body of the work

history of the several oppressions of

on the part of foreign nations, with the deliverance effected
by the judges who were raised up by God, and whose deeds are
for the most part elaborately described in chronological order, and
introduced by the standing formula, " And the children of Israel
Israel
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did evil in the sight of the Lord," etc.
Israel again did evil (added to

in six historical groups

:

do

or,

;

"

And

(1) the oppression

the children of

They

evil)," etc.

are arranged

by the Mesopotamian

king, Chushan-rishathaim, with the deliverance from this oppression through Othniel the judge (chap.

iii.

7-11)

;

(2) the oppression

by the Moabitish king Eglon, with the deliverance effected through
Ehud the judge (chap. iii. 12-30), and the victory achieved by
Shamgar over the Philistines (chap. iii. 31) ; (3) the subjugation of
Israel

by the Ganaanitish king Jabin, and the deliverance effected

through the prophetess Deborah and Barak the judge (chap,
with Deborah's song of victory (chap, v.)

;

iv.),

(4) the oppression

by

the Midianites, and the deliverance from these enemies through the

judge Gideon, who was called to be the deliverer of Israel through
an appearance of the angel of the Lord (chap, vi.-viii.), with the

Abimelech (chap, ix.),
two judges Tola and Jair (chap. x. 1-5)
(5) the giving up of the Israelites into the power of the Ammonites
and Philistines, and their deliverance from the Ammonitish oppression by Jephthah (chap. x. 6—xii. 7), with brief notices of the three
judges Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon (chap. xii. 8—15) ; (6) the oppression by the Philistines, with the account of the life and deeds of
Samson the judge, who began to deliver Israel out of the power of
these foes (chap, xiii.-xvi.). To this there are added two appendices
in chap. xvii.-xxi. viz. (1) the account of the worship of images by
the Ephraimite Micah, and the transportation of that worship by
the Danites to Laish-Dan (chap. xvii. xviii.) ; and (2) the infamous
conduct of the inhabitants of Gibeah, and the war of revenge which
was waged by the congregation of Israel against the tribe of Benjamin as a punishment for the crime (chap, xix.-xxi.). Both these
history of the three years' reign of his son

and

brief notices of the

:

events occurred in the earliest part of the period of the judges, as

we may

first, from a comparison of chap,
and in that of the second from a comparison of chap. xx. 28 with Josh. xxii. 13 and xxiv. 33 ; and they
are merely placed at the end of the book in the form of appendices,

xviii.

gather, in the case of the

1 with chap.

i.

34,

because they could not well be introduced into the six complete
historical tableaux;

although,

so far as the facts themselves are

concerned, they are intimately connected with the contents and aim
of the book of Judges, inasmuch as they depict the religious and

moral circumstances of the times in the most striking manner in
two pictures drawn from life.
The relation in which the three
parts

stand to one another, therefore,

is

this:

the introduction
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INTRODUCTION.
depicts the basis

on which the deeds of the judges were founded,

and the appendices furnish confirmatory evidence of the spirit
The whole book, howof the age as manifested in those deeds.

pervaded and ruled by the idea distinctly expressed in

ever, is

the introduction (chap.

who had

Canaanites

ii.

1-3, 11-22), that the

Lord

not been exterminated by Joshua

left those
still

in the

them whether it would obey His
commandments, and that He chastised and punished His people
through them for their disobedience and idolatry ; but that as soon
as they recognised His chastening hand in the punishment, and
returned to Him with penitence and implored His help, He had
compassion upon them again in His gracious love, and helped them
land, to prove to Israel through

over their foes, so that, notwithstanding the repeated acts

to victory

Lord remained ever
His deeds, and stedfastly maintained His covenant.
We must not look to the book of Judges, therefore, for a complete history of the period of the judges, or one which throws light
upon the development of the Israelites on every side. The character
of the book, as shown in its contents and the arrangement of the

of faithlessness on the part of His people, the
faithful in

materials, corresponds entirely to the character of the times over

extends. The time of the judges did not form a new stage
development of the nation of God. It was not till the time
of Samuel and David, when this period was ended, that a new stage

which

it

in the

began.

It

was rather a

transition period, the time of free, unfettered

development, in which the nation was to take root in the land presented to

it

by God

as its inheritance, to familiarize itself with the

it by the Mosaic law, and by means
and gifts conferred upon it by God to acquire
for itself that independence and firm footing in Canaan, within the
limits of the laws, ordinances, and rights of the covenant, which
Jehovah had promised, and the way to which He had prepared
through the revelations He had made to them. This task could be
accomplished without any ruler directly appointed by the Lord.
The first thing which the tribes had to do was to root out such
Canaanites as remained in the land, that they might not only establish themselves in the unrestricted and undisputed possession and
enjoyment of the land and its productions, but also avert the danger
which threatened them on the part of these tribes of being led away
to idolatry and immorality.
The Lord had promised them His
help in this conflict, if they would only walk in His commandments.
The maintenance of civil order and the administration of justice

theocratic constitution given to

of the peculiar powers
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were in the hands of the heads of tribes, families, and -households
and for the relation in which the congregation stood to the Lord its
God, it possessed the necessary organs and media in the hereditary
priesthood of the tribe of Levi, whose head could inquire the will
of God in all cases of difficulty through the right of the Urim, and

make

it

known

Now

to .the nation.

as long as the generation,

which had seen the wonderful works of the Lord in the time of
Joshua, was still living, so long did the nation continue faithful to
the covenant of its God, and the tribes maintain a successful conflict with the still remaining Canaanites (chap. i. 1-20, 22-25).
But
the very next generation, to which those mighty acts of the Lord
were unknown, began to forget its God, to grow weary and lax in
its conflicts with the Canaanites, to make peace with them, and to
mix up the worship of Jehovah, the jealous and holy God, with the
worship of Baal and Astarte, the Canaanitish deities of nature, and
even to substitute the latter in its place. With the loss of love and
fidelity to the Lord, the bond of unity which formed the tribes into
one congregation of Jehovah was also broken. The different tribes
began to follow their own separate interests (vid. chap. v. 15-17,
23, viii. 5-8), and eventually even to oppose and make war upon
one another ; whilst Ephraim was bent upon securing to itself the
headship of all the tribes, though without making any vigorous
efforts to carry on the war with the oppressors of Israel (yid. chap,
viii. 1 sqq., xii. 1-6).
Consequently Israel suffered more and more
from the oppression of heathen nations, to which God gave it up
as a chastisement for its idolatry and it would have become altogether a prey to its foes, had not the faithful covenant God taken
compassion upon it in its distress as often as it cried to Him, and
;

iii. 9, 15 ; cf. Neh. ix. 27) in those
both the age in question and the book before us

sent deliverers (CiPE'to, chap.

judges, after

whom

There are twelve of these judges mentioned, or rather
Deborah the prophetess also judged Israel (chap. iv. 4);
but there are only eight (Othniel, Ehud, Shamgar, Deborah and
Barak, Gideon, Jephthah, and Samson), who are described as performing acts by which Israel obtained deliverance from its oppressors.
Of the other five (Tolah, Jair, Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon) we are
merely told that they judged Israel so many years.
The reason
are called.

thirteen, as

for this we are not to seek in the fact that the report of the heroic
deeds of these judges had not been handed down to the time when
our book was written. It is to be found simply in the fact that

these judges

waged no wars and smote no

foes.
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The judges

(shophetim) were

men who

for the people of Israel, not only

by

241
procured justice or right

delivering

them out of the

but also by administering the laws and rights
Judging in this sense was different
of the Lord (chap. ii. 16-19).

power of their

foes,

from the administration of

civil

jurisprudence, and included the

Thus
Sam. viii. 5, 6, the people are said to have asked Samuel to
give them a king " to judge us," to procure us right, i.e. to govern
us ; and in 2 Kings xv. 5 Jotham is said to hare judged, i.e. governed
the nation during the illness of his father. The name given to these
men {shophetim, judges) was evidently founded upon Deut. xvii. 9

idea of government such as would be expected from a king.
in 1

and

xix. 17,

a shophet,

where

it is

who would

assumed that in after-times there would be

stand

by the

side of the high priest as the

The judges themTynans (Josephus, c. Ap.
Carthaginians (qui summus Poenis est

supreme judge or leader of the

state in Israel.

selves corresponded to the huaurrai of the
i.

21) and the Suffetes of the

magistratus, Liv. Hist, xxvii. 37,

and xxx.

7),

with this difference,

however, that as a rule the judges of Israel were called directly by
the Lord,

and endowed with miraculous power for the conquest of
and if, after delivering the people from
;

the enemies of Israel
their oppressors,

they continued to the time of their death to preside

over the public affairs of the whole nation, or merely of several of
yet they did not follow one another in a continuous line
and unbroken succession, because the ordinary administration of
justice and government of the commonwealth still remained in the
hands of the heads of the tribes and the elders of the people, whilst
occasionally there were also prophets and high priests, such as
Deborah, Eli, and Samuel (chap. iv. 4 ; 1 Sam. iv. 18, vii. 15), in
whom the government was vested. Thus " Othniel delivered the
children of Israel," and " judged Israel," by going out to war,
smiting Chushan-rishathaim, the Aramaean king, and giving the
land rest for forty years (chap. iii. 9-11) ; and the same with Ehud
and several others. On the other hand, Shamgar (chap. iii. 31)
and Samson (chap. xiii.-xvi.) are apparently called judges of Israel,
simply as opponents and conquerors of the Philistines, without their
having taken any part in the administration of justice. Others,
again, neither engaged in war nor. gained victories. No warlike
deeds are recorded of Tola; and yet it is stated in chap. x. 1,
that u he rose up after Abimelech to deliver Israel (?N"i^"nsjt JTCW),
and judged Israel twenty-three years ;" whilst of his successor Jair
nothing more is said, than that " he judged Israel twenty-two
its tribes,

Q
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Both of these had delivered and judged Israel, not by
but by placing themselves at the head
of the tribes over whom Gideon had been jtige, at the termination
of the ephemeral reign of Abimelech, and by preventing the recur-

years."

victories gained over enemies,

rence of hostile oppression, through the influence they exerted, as
by what they did for the establishment of the nation in its

well as

fidelity to

who

the Lord.

This also applies to Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon,
Of
xii. 8-15).

followed Jephthah in direct succession (chap.

these five judges also,

or called them.

In

it is

all

not stated that Jehovah raised them up

probability they merely undertook

the

whose judges they were;
government at the wish
observed,
that such cases as these
whilst at the same time it is to be
had
begun to manifest
until
the
desire
for
a
king
did not occur
of the tribes

throughout the nation (chap. viii. 22, 23).
But if all the judges did not fight against outward enemies of

itself

Israel, it

might appear strange that the book of Judges should

close

with the death of Samson, without mentioning Eli and Samuel, as
both of them judged Israel, the one forty years, the other for the

But Eli. was really high
life (1 Sam. iv. 18, vii. 15).
and what he did as judge was merely the natural result of
and Samuel was called to be the prophet
his office of high priest
of the Lord, and as such he delivered Israel from the oppression of
the Philistines, not with the sword and by the might of his arm,
like the judges before him, but by the power of the word, with
which he converted Israel to the Lord, and by the might of his
prayer, with which he sought and obtained the victory from the
Lord (1 Sam. vii. 3-10) ; so that his judicial activity not only sprang
out of his prophetic office, but was continually sustained thereby.
The line of actual judges terminated with Samson ; and with his
death the office of judge was carried to the grave. Samson was
followed immediately by Samuel, whose prophetic labours formed
the link between the period of the judges and the introduction of
royalty into Israel.
The forty years of oppression on the part of
the Philistines, from which Samson began to deliver Israel (chap,
xiii. 1, 5), were brought to a close by the victory which the Israelites gained through Samuel's prayer (1 Sam. vii.), as will be readily
seen when we have determined the chronology of the period of the
judges, in the introductory remarks to the exposition of the body of
the book. This victory was not gained by the Israelites till twenty
years after Eli's death (comp. 1 Sam. vii. 2 with vi. 1 and iv. 18).
Consequently of the forty years during which Eli judged Israel as
whole of his

priest,

;
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twenty fell within the time of the Philistwenty before it. But both Samuel and
Samson were born during the pontificate of Eli ; for when Samson's
birth was foretold, the Philistines were already ruling over Israel
(Judg. xiii. 5). The deeds of Samson fell for the most part within
the last twenty years of the Philistine supremacy, i.e. not only in
high priest, only the

last

tine oppression, the first

the interval between the capture of the ark and death of Eli and

Samuel over these
which victory, however, Samson did not live to see, but also in
the time when Samuel had been accredited as a prophet of Jehovah,
and Jehovah had manifested himself repeatedly to him by word at
Shiloh (1 Sam. iii. 20, 21). Consequently Samuel completed the
deliverance of Israel out of the power of the Philistines, which
Samson had commenced.
The book of Judges, therefore, embraces the whole of the
judicial epoch, and gives a faithful picture of the political development of the Israelitish theocracy during that time. The author
writes throughout from a prophet's point of view.
He applies the
standard of the law to the spirit of the age by which the nation
was influenced as a whole, and pronounces a stern and severe sentence upon all deviations from the path of rectitude set before it in
the law. The unfaithfulness of Israel, which went a whoring again
and again after Baal, and was punished for its apostasy from the
Lord with oppression from foreign nations, and the faithfulness of
the Lord, who sent help to the people whenever it returned to Him
in its oppression, by raising up judges who conquered its enemies,
are the two historical factors of those times, and the hinges upon
which the history turns. In the case of all the judges, it is stated
that they judged " Israel," or the " children of Israel ;" although
the victory which the Israelites achieved through

foes,

very obvious, from the accounts of the different deliverances
most of the judges only delivered and judged those
tribes who happened to be oppressed and subjugated by their enemies

it is

effected, that

at

a particular time.

The

other tribes,

the other hostile invasion, did not

come

who were

spared by this or

into consideration in refer-

ence to the special design of the historical account, namely, to

government of His people, any
and social life of individual members of the congregation in harmony with the law;
inasmuch as the congregation, whether in whole or in part, was

describe the acts of the

Lord

in the

more than the development of the

merely

fulfilling

its

religious

divinely appointed vocation,

so long as

it

observed the law, and about this there was nothing special to be
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related (see the description given of the
berg, Diss,

Lastly,

on the Pentateuch,

we

if

vol.

ii.

book of Judges in Hengsten-

pp. IB sqq.).

take a survey of the gradual development of Israel

during the times of the judges,
the attitude of the

Lord

to

we may

distinguish three stages in

His constantly rebelling people, and

also

in the form assumed by the external and internal circumstances

of the nation

:

viz. (1)

apostasy of the nation

the period from the
till

its

commencement of the

deliverance from the rule of the

Oanaanitish king Jabin, or the time of the judges Othniel, Ehud,

and Shamgar, Deborah and Barak (chap,

iii.-v.)

;

(2) the time of

the Midianitish oppression, with the deliverance effected by Gideon,

and the government which followed, viz. of Abimelech and the judges
Tola and Jair (chap, vi.-x. 5); (3) the time of the Ammonitish
and Philistine supremacy over Israel, with the judges Jephthah,
Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon on the one hand, and that of Samson on
the other (chap. x. 6-xvi. 31).
Three times, for example, the Lord
threatens His people with oppression and subjugation by foreign
nations, as a punishment for their disobedience and apostasy from
Him viz. (1) at Bochim (chap. ii. 1—4) through the angel of the
Lord; (2) on the invasion of the Midianites (chap. vi. 7-10),
through the medium of a prophet ; and (3) at the commencement
of the Ammonitish and Philistine oppression (chap. x. 10-14). The
:

first

time

He

and

threatens, " the Canaanites shall be as thorns in your

be a snare to you" (chap. ii. 3) ; the
second time, " I delivered you out of the hand of the Egyptians,
sides,

their gods shall

and out of the hand of all that oppressed you ; I said unto you, I
am Jehovah, your God ; fear not the gods of the Amorites but
ye have not hearkened to my voice " (chap. vi. 9, 10) ; the third
time, " Ye have forsaken me and served other gods : wherefore I
will deliver you no more ; go and cry unto the gods which ye have
chosen ; let them deliver you in the time of your tribulation " (chap.
x. 13, 14).
These threats were fulfilled upon the disobedient
nation, not only in the fact that they fell deeper and deeper under
the oppression of their foes, but by their also becoming disjointed
and separated more and more internally. In the first stage, the
oppressions from without lasted a tolerably long time: that of
Chushan-rishathaim eight years
that of Eglon the Moabite,
eighteen; and that of the Canaanitish king Jabin, as much as
twenty years (chap. iii. 8, 14, iv. 3). But, on the other hand, after
the first, the Israelites had forty years of peace after the second,
€, ghty 5 and after the third, again forty years (chap. iii. 11, 30, v.
:

;

;
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Under Othniel and Ehud

31).

all

Israel appears to

against its oppressors; but under Barak,

Reuben and

have risen

Gilead,

Dan

and Asher took no part in the conflict of the other tribes (chap. v.
15-17). In the second stage, the Midianitish oppression lasted, it
is

true, only seven years (chap. vi. 1),

years of rest under Gideon (chap.

viii.

and was followed by forty

28)

;

whilst the three years'

government of Abimelech was followed by forty-five years of peace
under Tola and Jair (chap. x. 2, 3) ; but even under Gideon the
jealousy of Ephraim was raised to such a pitch against the tribes

who had

joined in smiting the foe, that

war (chap.

it

almost led to a civil

1-3), and the inhabitants of Succoth and Penuel
refused all assistance to the victorious army, and that in so insolent
a manner that they were severely punished by Gideon in consequence (chap. viii. 4-9, 14-17) ; whilst in the election of Abimelech
as king of Shechem, the internal decay of the congregation of Israel
was brought still more clearly to light (chap. ix.). Lastly, in the
third stage, no doubt, Israel was delivered by Jephthah from the
eighteen years' bondage on the part of the Ammonites (chap. xi.
8 sqq.), and the tribes to the east of the Jordan, as well as the
northern tribes of the land on this side, enjoyed rest under the
judges Jephthah, Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon for thirty-one years
viii.

xii. 7, 9, 11, 14) ; but the Philistine oppression lasted till
Samson's death (chap. xiii. 5, xv. 20), and the internal decay
increased so much under this hostile pressure, that whilst the
Ephraimites, on the one hand, commenced a war against Jephthah,
and sustained a terrible defeat at the hands of the tribes on the east
of the Jordan (chap: xii. 1-6), on the other hand, the tribes who
were enslaved by the Philistines had so little appreciation of the
deliverance which God had sent them through Samson, that the

(chap.

after

men

of

Judah endeavoured

tines (chap. xv.

9-14).

to give

up

their deliverer to the Philis-

Nevertheless the Lord not only helped the

and out of its distress, but came
it might learn that its help
was to be found in God alone. The first deliverers and judges He
stirred up by His Spirit, which came upon Othniel and Ehud, and
filled them with courage and strength for the conquest of their foes.
Barak was summoned to the war by the prophetess Deborah, and
Gideon was
inspired by her with the courage to undertake it.
called to be the deliverer of Israel out of the severe oppression of
the Midianites by the appearance of the angel of the Lord, and the
victory over the innumerable army of the foe was given by the
nation again, both in

nearer and nearer to

its distress

it

with His

aid, that
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Lord, not to the whole of the army which Gideon summoned to the
battle, but only to a small company of 300 men, that Israel might
not " vaunt themselves against the Lord," and magnify their own
power. Lastly, Jephthah and Samson were raised up as deliverers

out of the power of the Ammonites and Philistines; and whilst

Jephthah was called by the elders of Gilead to be the leader in the
war with the Midianites, and sought through a vow to ensure the

God

them, Samson was set
womb, through the appearance of the angel
of the Lord, as the Nazarite who was to begin to deliver Israel out
of the power of the Philistines. At the same time there was given
assistance of

in gaining a victory over

apart from his mother's

to the nation in the person of Samuel, the son for

whom

the pious

Lord, a Nazarite and prophet, who was not
only to complete the deliverance from the power of the Philistines
which Samson had begun, but to ensure the full conversion of Israel

Hannah prayed

to the

Lord

With

its

to the

God.

regard to the origin of the book of Judges,

it is

evident

from the repeated remark, " In those days there was no king in
Israel, every man did that which was right in his own eyes" (chap.
xvii. 6, xxi. 25 ; cf. chap, xviii. 1, xix. 1), that it was composed at
a time when Israel was already rejoicing in the benefits connected
with the kingdom. It is true this remark is only to be found in the
appendices, and would have no force so far as the date of composition is concerned, if the view held by different critics were wellfounded, viz. that these appendices were added by a later hand.
But the arguments adduced against the unity of authorship in all
three parts, the introduction, the body of the work, and the appendices, will not bear examination.
Without the introduction (chap,
i. 1-iii. 6) the historical narrative contained in the book would want
a foundation, which is absolutely necessary to make it intelligible
and the two appendices supply two supplements of the greatest importance in relation to the development of the tribes of Israel in the
time of the judges, and most intimately connected with the design
and plan of the rest of the book. It is true that in chap, i., as well
as in the two appendices, the prophetic view of the history which
prevails in the rest of the book, from chap. ii. 11 to chap. xvi. 31,
is not distinctly apparent ; but this difference may be fully explained
from the contents of the two portions, which neither furnish the
occasion nor supply the materials for any such view,
like the
account of the royal supremacy of Abimelech in chap, ix., in which
the so-called " theocratical pragmatism" is also wanting.
But, on

—
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the other Band, all these portions are just as rich in allusions to the

Mosaic law and the legal worship as the other parts of the book, so
and their form they would be unintel-

that both in their contents
ligible

apart from the supremacy of the law in Israel.

The

dis-

crepancies which some fancy they hare discovered between chap.

L 8 and chap.

i.

21,

and

also

between chap.

i.

19 and chap.

iii.

3,

vanish completely on a correct interpretation of the passages them-

And no

selves.

such differences can be pointed out in language

or style as would overthrow the unity of authorship, or even render
questionable.
Even Stahelin observes (spez. Einl. p. 77) : " I
cannot find in chap. xvii.-xxi. the (special) author of chap, i.-ii. 5 ;

it

and the arguments adduced by Bertheau in favour of this, from
modes of expression to be found in the two sections, appear to me
to be anything but conclusive, simply because the very same modes
of expression occur elsewhere : rDSW ttf > in Ex. ii. 21 ; inn in Num.
x. 29 ; T3 JW, Josh. x. 30, xi. 8, Judg. vi. 1, xi. 21 ; nB>t6 jru,
Gen. xxix. 28, xxx. 4, 9, xxxiv. 8, etc. ; 3^n to ran, Num. xxi. 24,
Dent. xiii. 16, Josh. viii. 24, x. 28, 30, 32, etc
Undoubtedly
'3 PKB* only occurs in Judg. i. 1 and the appendix, and never earlier
but there is a similar expression in Num. xxvii. 21 and Josh. ix. 14,
and the first passage shows how the mode of expression could be
-,

I find no preterites with

so abbreviated.

future with

)

in Judg.

that the preterite

i. ;

for

must be used

it is

is

common

used in the place of the

in vers. 8, 16, 25, etc.

only thing left that could strike us at

which

1,

evident from the construction

all is

to both sections, but which

;

and thus the

the idiom K*N3
is

IW,

too isolated, and

Kings viii. 12 and Ps. lxxiv. 7." But
"
belonging
peculiar
phrases
to a later age," which Stahelin
even the
and Bertheau discover in chap, xvii.-xxi. do not furnish any tenable
proof of this assertion. The phrase " from Dan to Beersheba," in
chap. xx. 1, was formed after the settlement of the Danites in
Laish-Dan, which took place at the commencement of the time of
the judges. Q'Bft ttfeo, in chap. xxi. 23, is also to be found in Ruth
i. 4 ; and the others either occur again in the books of Samuel, or
have been wrongly interpreted.
We have a firm datum for determining more minutely the time
when the book of Judges was written, in the statement in chap. L
21, that the Jebusites in Jerusalem had not been rooted out by the
Israelites, but dwelt there with the children of Benjamin "unto
occurs again moreover in 2

this

day"

The

Jebusites remained in possession of Jerusalem, or

of the citadel Zion, or the

upper town of Jerusalem, until the time
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when David went
acknowledged him
the capital of his
(2

Sam.

v.

6-9 ; 1

had
and made it
kingdom under the name of the city of David
Chron. xi. 4-9). Consequently the book was
against Jerusalem after the twelve tribes
as king, took the fortress of Zion,

written before this event, either during the

first

seven years of the

reign of David at Hebron, or during the reign of Saul, under

whom

the Israelites already enjoyed the benefits of a monarchical govern-

ment, since Saul not only fought with bravery against all the
enemies of Israel, and " delivered Israel out of the hands of them
that spoiled them" (1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48), but exerted himself to
restore the authority of the law of God in his kingdom, as is evident

from the fact that he banished the wizards and necromancers out
Sam. xxviii. 9). The talmudical statement therefore
in Bava-bathra (f. 14& and 15a), to the effect that Samuel was the
author of the book, may be so far correct, that if it was not written
by Samuel himself towards the close of his life, it was written at his
instigation by a younger prophet of his school.
More than this it
is impossible to decide.
So much, however, is at all events certain,
that the book does not contain traces of a later age either in its
contents or its language, and that chap, xviii. 30 does not refer to
the time of the captivity (see the commentary on this passage).
With regard to the sources of which the author made use, unless
we are prepared to accept untenable hypotheses as having all the
of the land (1

validity of historical facts,

more than that he drew

it is

impossible to establish anything

his materials not only

but also from written documents.

This

is

from oral

tradition,

obvious from the exact-

ness of the historical and chronological accounts, and still more so
from the abundance of characteristic and original traits and expressions that meet the reader in the historical pictures, some of which
are very elaborate.
The historical fidelity, exactness, and vividness
of description apparent in every part of the book are only to be
explained in a work which embraces a period of 350 years, on the

made use of trustworthy records, or
who were living when the events occurred.

supposition that the author

the testimony of persons

This stands out so clearly in every part of the book, that
admitted even by

critics

who

it is

are compelled by their own dogmatical

assumptions to deny the actual truth or reality of the miraculous

With regard to the nature of these sources,
however, we can only conjecture that chap. i. and xvii.-xxi. were
parts of the history.

founded upon written accounts, with which the author of the book
of Joshua was also acquainted ; and that the accounts of Deborah
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5.

and Barak, of Gideon, and of the life of Samson, were taken from
different writings, inasmuch as these sections are distinguished from
one another by many peculiarities. (Further remarks on this subject
will

he found in the exposition

itself.)

EXPOSITION.
TOWARDS THE CANAANITES, AND
TOWARDS JEHOVAH ITS GOD.

I.—ATTITUDE OF ISRAEL

Chap.

i._iii. 6.

hostilities between israel and the canaanites after
joshua's death. chap. i. i_ii. 6.

—

After

the death of Joshua the tribes of Israel resolved to con-

war with the Canaanites, that they might exterminate them
had been given them for an inheritIn accordance with the divine command, Judah commenced

tinue the

altogether from the land that
ance.

the strife in association with Simeon, smote the king of Bezek,

conquered Jerusalem, Hebron and Debir upon the mountains,
Zephath in the south land, and three of the chief cities of the
Philistines,

and took possession of the mountains; but was unable

to exterminate the inhabitants of the plain, just as the Benjaminites

were unable to drive the Jebusites out of Jerusalem (vers. 1-21).
The tribe of Joseph also conquered the city of Bethel (vers. 22—26)
but from the remaining towns of the land neither the Manassites,

Naphmake them

nor the Ephraimites, nor the tribes of Zebulan, Asher, and
tali

expelled the Canaanites :

all

that they did was to

The Danites were actually forced back
by the Amorites out of the plain into the mountains, because the
latter maintained their hold of the towns of the plain, although the
house of Joseph conquered them and made them tributary (vers.
34-36). The angel of the Lord therefore appeared at Bochim, and
declared to the Israelites, that because they had not obeyed the
command of the Lord, to make no covenant with the Canaanites,
the Lord would no more drive out these nations, but would cause
them and their gods to become a snare to them (chap. ii. 1-5).
tributary (vers. 27-33).
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From

this divine revelation it is evident,

failure to exterminate the Canaanites

had

on the one hand, that the
its

roots in the negligence

and on the other hand, that the accounts of
the wars of the different tribes, and the enumeration of the towns
in the different possessions out of which the Canaanites were not
expelled, were designed to show clearly the attitude of the Israelites
of the tribes of Israel

;

to the Canaanites in the age immediately following the

death of

Joshua, or to depict the historical basis on which the development
of Israel rested in the era of the judges.

the words "

With

Vers. 1-7.

Now,

after the death

came to pass," the book of Judges takes

up

of Joshua,

it

the thread of the history

where the book of Joshua had dropped it, to relate the further
short time before his death,
development of the covenant nation.
Joshua had gathered the elders and heads of the people around
him, and set before them the entire destruction of the Canaanites
through the omnipotent help of the Lord, if they would only adhere
with fidelity to the Lord ; whilst, at the same time, he also pointed
out to them the dangers of apostasy from the Lord (Josh, xxiii.).
Remembering this admonition and warning, the Israelites inquired,
after Joshua's death, who should begin the war against the Canaanites who still remained to be destroyed ; and the Lord answered,
" Judak shall go up : behold, I have delivered the land into his hand"
njrra 7HV, to ask with Jehovah for the purpose of
(vers. 1, 2).
obtaining a declaration of the divine will, is substantially the same

A

W

as armn DBEtoa
(Num. xxvii. 21), to inquire the will of the
Lord through the Urim and Thummim of the high priest. From
this time forward inquiring of the Lord occurs with greater
frequency (vid. chap. xx. 23, 27 ; 1 Sam. x. 22, xxii. 10, xxiiL 2,
etc.), as well as the synonymous expression " ask of Elohim," in
chap, xviii. 5, xx. 18 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 37, xxii. 13 ; 1 Chron. xiv. 10
whereas Moses and Joshua received direct revelations from God.
The phrase ^warr^s n?jp, "go up to the Canaanites" is defined
more precisely by the following words, " to fight against them ;" so
that
is used here also to denote the campaign against a nation

W

(see at Josh.

viii.

without there being any necessity, however,
f^wo r6y signifies " to go up
to open or commence the war ; not to hold the

1),

for us to take ?K in the sense of 7P.

in the beginning"

commandership
it

i.e.

in the war, as the Sept., Vulgate,

(see chap. x. 18,

where

being the chief or leader).

and others render
from

Onpff? PIT is expressly distinguished

Moreover, 'D does not mean

what person, but, as the answer

clearly shows,

what
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could open the war, and take the lead at the head of the other

tribes,

bat could not be the commander-in-chief. In the present
Judah did not even enter upon the war at the

instance, however,

head of

all

the tribes, but simply joined with the tribe of Simeon to

make a common attack upon the Canaanites in their inheritance.
The promise in ver. 2b is the same as that in Josh. vi. 2, viii. 1, etc.
" The land"

is

not merely the land allotted to the tribe of Judah,

or Judah' s inheritance, as Bertheau supposes, for

Judah conquered

Jerusalem (ver. 8), which had been allotted to the tribe of Benjamin
(Josh, xviii. 28), but the land of Canaan generally, so far as it was
still in the possession of the Canaanites and was to be conquered by

Judah.

The

reason

why Judah was

to commence the hostilities is
Judah was the most numerous
but rather in the fact that Judah

not to be sought for in the fact that
of all the tribes (Rosenmuller),

had already been appointed by the blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 8
Ver. 3. Judah invited
sqq.) to be the champion of his brethren.
Simeon his brother, ».e. their brother tribe, to take part in the
contest. This epithet is applied to Simeon, not because Simeon and
Judah, the sons of Jacob, were the children of the same mother,
Leah (Gen. xxix. 33, 35), but because Simeon's inheritance was
within the territory of Judah (Josh. xix. 1 sqq.), so that Simeon
was more closely connected with Judah than any of the other
" Come up with me into my lot (into the inheritance that
tribes.
has fallen to me by lot), that we may fight against the Canaanites,
and I likewise will go with thee into thy lot. So Simeon went with
Aim," i.e. joined with Judah in making war upon the Canaanites.
This request shows that Judah's principal intention was to make
war upon and exterminate the Canaanites who remained in his own
and Simeon's inheritance.
The different expressions employed,
come up and go, are to be explained from the simple fact that the
whole of Simeon's territory was in the shephelah and Negeb, whereas
Judah had received the heart of his possessions upon the mountains.
Ver. 4. " And Judah went up" sc. against the Canaanites, to
make war upon them. The completion of the sentence is supplied
by the context, more especially by ver. 2. So far as the sense is

—

concerned, Rosenmuller has given the correct explanation of ?J!5,
"Judah entered upon the expedition along with Simeon." " And
they smote the Canaanites

The

result of the

war

is

and

the Perizzites in Bezek,

summed up

10,000 men."
words ; and

briefly in these

then in vers. 5-7 the capture and punishment of the hostile king
Adoni-bezek is specially mentioned as being the most important
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The

event in the war.

and
xiii.

u

two
7 and xxxiv. 30
Perizzites,

the Canaanites "

foe

is 'described

comprising principally those in the lowlands by

the Jordan and the Mediterranean (vid.

and "

the Perizzites " the tribes

On

xvii. 15).

Bezek,

as consisting of Canaanites

which have been already named in Gen.
as representing the entire population of Canaan,
tribes

who

Nam.

29 ; Josh.

xiii.

the Perizzites, see Gen.

xiii. 7.

The

place mentioned,

only mentioned once more, namely in 1 Sam.

is

xi. 3),

dwelt in the mountains (Josh,

xi. 8,

where

described as being situated between Gibeah of Saul (see at

it is

Josh,

28) and Jabesh in Gilead.

xviii.

According to the Onom.

Bezek), there were at that time two places very near together

(«. v.

Roman miles from Neapolis on the
about seven hours to the north of Nabulus

both named Bezek, seventeen
road to Scythopolis,

on the road

to Beisan.

with 1 Sam.

and

muller,

This description

perfectly reconcilable

Rosen-

I.),

the Bezek mentioned here to have

Judah ; though this cannot be
merely based upon an inference drawn from ver.
that Judah and Simeon simply attacked the Canaanites in
in the territory of

it is

own allotted territories,

There

is

the other hand, Clerieus (ad h.

Pawner suppose

v.

proved, since

their

On

xi. 8.

been situated
3, viz.

i.e.

no

is

—an assumption which

opinion of Bertheau, that the tribes of

menced

is

very uncertain.

and erroneous
Judah and Simeon com-

necessity, however, to adopt the opposite

their expedition to the south

from the gathering-place of

the united tribes at Shechem, and fought the battle with the

Canaanitish forces in that region upon this expedition

Shechem

is

the united tribes,

and the

i.e.

since

of the whole of the military force of Israel,

battle fought with

Adoni-bezek did not take place at the

time

when

own

possessions after the casting of the lots

march to their
was over. The simplest
of Judah and Simeon prepared

the tribes prepared to leave Shiloh and

explanation
to

;

not described in Josh. xxiv. as the gathering-place of

is,

that

make war upon

when the

tribes

the Canaanites in the possessions allotted to them,

they were threatened or attacked by the forces of the Canaanites
collected together by Adoni-bezek, so that they had first of all to
turn their arms against this king before they could attack the

own tribe-land. As the precise circumstances
connected with the occasion and course of this war have not been
Canaanites in their
recorded, there

bezek

is

nothing to hinder the supposition that Adoni-

may have marched from

the north against the possessions of

Benjamin and Judah, possibly with the intention of joining the
Canaanites in Jebus, and the Anakim in Hebron and upon the
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mountains in the south, and then making a combined attack upon
This might induce or even compel Judah and Simeon

the Israelites.
to attack this

overtook

him

Adoni-bezek,

enemy

first

of

all,

and even to pursue him till they
and smote him with all his army.

at his capital Bezek,
i.e.

lord of Bezek,

whose proper name

is

is

the

official

title

of this king,

unknown.

In the principal engagement, in which 10,000 Canaanites fell,
Adoni-bezek escaped ; but he was overtaken in his flight (vers. 6, 7),
and so mutilated, by the cutting off of his thumbs and great toes,
that he could neither carry arms nor flee.
With this cruel treatment, which the Athenians are said to have practised upon the
captured -3Dgynetes (^Elian, var.

hist.

ii.

9), the Israelites

simply

executed the just judgment of retribution, as Adoni-bezek was

compelled to acknowledge, for the cruelties which he had inflicted
" Seventy kings," he says in
himself.

upon captives taken by
ver. 7, " with the

ing under

my

D»MfpD

.

.

.

thumbs of

table.

nfaha,

lit.

their

As I
" cut

hands and feet cut

have done, so
in the

God

thumbs of

off,

were gather-

Jutth requited

their

me."

hands and feet"

(see^Ewald, Lehrb. § 284, c). The object to D'pipbo, "gathering
up" (viz. crumbs), is easily supplied from the idea of the verb itself.

Gathering up crumbs under the table, like the dogs in Matt. xv.
is a figurative representation of the most shameful treatment
and humiliation. " Seventy " is a round number, and is certainly an
exaggerated hyperbole here. For even if every town of importance
in Canaan had its own king, the fact that, when Joshua conquered
the land, he only smote thirty-one kings, is sufficient evidence that
there can hardly have been seventy kings to be found in all Canaan.
It appears strange, too, that the king of Bezek is not mentioned in
Bezek
connection with the conquest of Canaan under Joshua.
was probably situated more on the side towards the valley of the
Jordan, where the Israelites under Joshua did not go. Possibly,
too, the culminating point of Adoni-bezek's power, when he con27,

quered so

many kings, was

before the arrival of the Israelites in

Canaan, and it may at that time have begun to decline ; so that he
did not venture to undertake anything against the combined forces
of Israel under Joshua, and it was not till the Israelitish tribes
separated to go to their own possessions, that he once more tried
the fortunes of war and was defeated. The children of Judah took
him with them to Jerusalem, where he died.
Vers. 8-15. After his defeat, Judah and Simeon went against
Jerusalem, and conquered this city and smote

it, i.e. its

inhabitants,
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with the edge of the sword, or without quarter (see Gen. xxxiv. 26),
and set the city on fire. BW3 IW, to set on fire, to give up to the
flames, only occurs again in chap. xx. 48, 2

Kings

viii.

12,

and

king of Jerusalem and
his four allies after the battle at Gibeon (Josh. x. 3, 18-26), but
had not conquered Jerusalem, his capital. This was not done till
Pa. lxxiv. 7.

Joshua had already

slain the

was taken by the tribes of Judah and
and notwithstanding the
fact that it had been set on fire, it did not come into the sole and
permanent possession of the Israelites. After the conquerors had
advanced still farther, to make war upon the Canaanites in the
mountains, in the Negeb, and in the shephelah (vers. 9 sqq.), the
Jebusites took it again and rebuilt it, so that in the following age it
was regarded by the Israelites as a foreign city (chap. xix. 11, 12).
The Benjaminites, to whom Jerusalem had fallen by lot, were no
more able to drive out the Jebusites than the Judseans had been.
Consequently they continued to live by the side of the Benjaminites
(chap. i. 21) and the Judseans (Josh xv. 63), who settled, as time
rolled on, in this the border city of their possessions
and in the
upper town especially, upon the top of Mount Zion, they established
themselves so firmly, that they could not be dislodged until David
succeeded in wresting this fortress from them, and made the city of
Zion the capital of his kingdom (2 Sam. v. 6 sqq.). 1 Vers. 9 sqq.
after Joshua's death,

Simeon.

But even

when

it

after this capture,

;

—

After the conquest of Jerusalem, the children of Judah (together
with the Simeonites, ver. 3) went down into their own possessions,
to

make war upon

the Canaanites in the mountains, the Negeb, and

the shephelah (see at Josh. xv. 48, xxi. 33), and to exterminate
them. They first of all conquered Hebron and Debir upon the

mountains (vers. 10-15), as has already been related in Josh. xv.
1

In this

way we may

reconcile in

a very simple manner the

different

accounts concerning Jerusalem in Josh, xv. 63, Judg. i. 8, 21, xix. 11 sqq.,
1 Sam. xvii. 54, and 2 Sam. v. vi., without there being the slightest necessity

mentioned in this verse to the city that was built round
upon Zion itself
or to follow Bertheau, and refer the account of the Jebusites dwelling by the
children of Judah in Jerusalem (Josh. xv. 63) to a time subsequent to the
conquest of the citadel of Zion by David, an interpretation which is neither
favoured by the circumstance that the Jebusite Araunah still held some property there in the time of David (2 Sam. xxiv. 21 sqq.), nor by the passage in
1 Kings ix. 20 sqq., according to which the descendants of the Amoritea,
Hittites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites who still remained in the land were
to restrict the conquest

Mount

Zion, as Josephus does, to the exclusion of the citadel

—

made

into tributary

bondmen by Solomon, and

set to

work upon the

buildings

that ho had in hand.
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16.

14-19 (see the commentary on this passage). The forms n*?? and
ivniw (ver. 15), instead of rri'?P and niwnn (Josh. xv. 19), are in
the singular, and are construed with the plural form of the feminine
because this is used in the sense of the singular, u a spring"
Ewald, § 318, a.).
Ver. 16. The notice respecting the Kenites, that they went up

rri?l,

(see

out of the palm-city with the children of
of

Judah

Judah

into the wilderness

in the south of Arad, and dwelt there with the Judaeans,

introduced here into the account of the wars of the tribe of
Judah, because this migration of the Kenites belonged to the time
between the conquest of Debir (vers. 12 sqq.) and Zephath (ver.
17) ; and the notice itself was of importance, as forming the intermediate link between Num. x. 29 sqq., and the later allusions to
the Kenites in Jadg. iv. 11, v. 24, 1 Sam. xv. 6, xxvii. 10, xxx.
" The children of the Kenite" i.e. the descendants of Hobab,
29.
the brother-in-law of Moses (compare chap. iv. 11, where the name
is given, but HP occurs instead of *}*g, with Num. x. 29), were
probably a branch of the Kenites mentioned in Gen. xv. 19 along
with the other tribes of Canaan, which had separated from the
other members of its own tribe before the time of Moses and
removed to the land of Midian, where Moses met with a hospitable
reception from their chief Reguel on his flight from Egypt. These
Kenites had accompanied the Israelites to Canaan at the request of
Moses (Num. x. 29 sqq.) ; and when the Israelites advanced into
Canaan itself, they had prfbably remained as nomads in the neighbourhood of the Jordan near to Jericho, without taking any part in
the wars of Joshua. But when the tribe of Judah had exterminated
the Canaanites out of Hebron, Debir, and the neighbourhood, after
the death of Joshua, they went into the desert of Judah with the
Judseans as they moved farther towards the south ; and going to
the south-western edge of this desert, to the district on the south of
Arad (Tell Arad, see at Num. xxi. 1), they settled there on the
border of the steppes of the Negeb (Num. xxxiii. 40). " The palmis

city"
iii.

was a name given

to the city of Jericho, according to chap.

13, Dent, xxxiv. 3, 2 Chron. xxviii. 15.

There

is

no ground

whatever for thinking of some other town of this name in the
desert of Arabia, near the palm-forest, tyowucdiv, of Diod. Sic. (iii.
42) and Strabo (p. 776), as Clericus and Bertheau suppose, even if
it could be proved that there was any such town in the neighbourhood.
^5, " then lie went (the branch of the Kenites just referred
to)

and dwelt with

the

people" (of the children of Judah), that
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say, with the people of Israel in the desert of

to *|S is

3%

s

Judah.

The

subject

the Kenite, as a tribe.

Vers. 17-21. Remaining Conquests of the combined Tribes of
Ver. 17. Zephath was in the territory of

Judah and Simeon.
Simeon.

This

is

—

evident not only from the fact that

Hormah

(Zephath) had been allotted to the tribe of Simeon (compare Josh.
xix.

4 with chap. xv. 30), but

also

from the words, "Judah went

with Simeon his brother," which point back to ver. 3, and express
the thought that Judah went with Simeon into his territory to
drive out the Canaanites

who were

still

to be

found there.

Going

southwards from Debir, Judah and Simeon smote the Canaanites
at Zephath on the southern boundary of Canaan, and executed the
ban upon this town, from which it received the name of Hormah,
i.e. banning.
The town has been preserved in the ruins of Sepdta,
on the south of Khalasa or Elusa (see at Josh. xii. 14). In the
passage mentioned, the king of Hormah or Zephath is named
among the kings who were slain by Joshua. It does not follow
from this, however, that Joshua must necessarily have conquered
his capital Zephath ; the king of Jerusalem was also smitten by
Joshua and slain, without Jerusalem itself being taken at that time.
But even if Zephath were taken by the Israelites, as soon as the
Israelitish army had withdrawn, the Canaanites there might have
taken possession of the town again ; so that, like many ether Canaanitish towns, it had to be conquered again after Joshua's death (see
the commentary on Num. xxi. 2, 3). 'There is not much probability in this conjecture,

however, for the simple reason that the

ban pronounced by Moses upon the country of the king of Arad
(Num. xxi. 2) was carried out now for the first time by Judah and
Simeon upon the town of Zephath, which formed a part of it. If
Joshua had conquered it, he would certainly have -executed the ban
upon it. The name Hormah, which was already given to Zephath
in Josh. xv. 30 and xix. 4, is no proof to the contrary, since it may
be used proleptically there. In any case, the infliction of the ban
upon this town can only be explained from the fact that Moses had
pronounced the ban upon all the towns of the king of Arad. Ver.
18. From the Negeb Judah turned into the shephelali, and took the

—

three principal cities of the Philistines along the line of coast, viz.

Gaza, Askelon, and Ekron, with their territory. The order in
which the names of the captured cities occur is a proof that the
conquest took place from the south. First of all Gaza, the southernmost of all the towns of the Philistines, the present Guzzeh; then
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17-21.

I.

Askelon (Askuldn), which is five hours to the north of Gaza and
lastly Ekron, the most northerly of the five towns of the Philis;

tines,

the present

AMr

(see at Josh.

Ashdod and Gath, do not appear

xiii.

3).

The

other two,

to have been conquered at that

And even those that were conquered, the Judseans were
unable to hold long.
In the time of Samson they were all of
them in the hands of the Philistines again (see chap. xiv. 19, xvi.
1 sqq. ; 1 Sam. v. 10, etc.). In ver. 19 we have a brief summary
time.

—

of the results of the contests for the possession of the land.

" Jehovah was with Judah ;" and with His help they took possession
of the mountains. And they did nothing more ; "for the inhabitants

of

the plain tJiey were unable to exterminate, because they

chariots."

E^n

first (&1j;*l)y

to seize

had iron

has two different meanings in the two clauses

upon a possession which has been vacated by
its former inhabitants ; and secondly

the expulsion or destruction of

(enln^ with the accusative, of the inhabitants), to drive or exterminate them out of their possessions, a meaning which is derived
from the earlier signification of making it an emptied possession
" The mountain" here
(see Ex. xxxiv. 24 ; Num. xxxii. 21, etc.).
includes the south-land (the Negeb), as the only distinction is between
" The valley" is the shephelah (ver. 9).
mountains and plain.
J^nin? to, he was not (able) to drive out.
The construction may
be explained from the fact that (6 is to be taken independently
here as in Amos vi. 10, in the same sense in which T$ before the
infinitive is used in later writings (2 Chron. v. 11 ; Esther iv. 2,
viii. 8 ; Eccl. iii. 14 : see Ges. § 132-3, anm. 1 ; Ewald, § 237, e.).

—

On

the iron chariots,

xvii. 16.

—To

i.e.

the chariots tipped with iron, see at Josh,

this there is

appended, in ver. 20, the statement that
etc., which already occurred in

"they gave Hebron unto Caleb,"

Josh. xv. 13, 14, and was there explained; and also in ver. 21 the
remark, that the Benjaminites did not drive out the Jebusites who
dwelt in Jerusalem, which

is

so far in place here, that

the one hand, that the children of

it

shows, on

Judah did not bring Jerusalem

into the undisputed possession of the Israelites through this con-

quest, and,

on the other hand, that

it

was not

their intention to

diminish the inheritance of Benjamin by the conquest of Jerusalem,

and they had not taken the

city for themselves.

For further

remarks, see at ver. 8.

The

hostile attacks of the other tribes

remained in

the,

land are briefly

these the taking of Bethel

is

upon the Oanaanites who

summed up

more

in vers. 22-36.

Of

fully described in vers. 22-26.

K
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Besides

this,

nothing more

is

given than the

list

of the towns in the

western Manasseh (vers. 27, 28), Ephraim (ver. 29),
Zebulun (ver. 30), Asher (vers. 31, 32), Naphtali (ver. 33), and
Dan (vers. 34, 35), out of which the Canaanites were not exter-

territories of

minated by these

tribes.

because that tribe

made no attempt

Issachar

is

omitted; hardly, however,

to disturb the Canaanites, as

Bertheau supposes, but rather because none of

towns remained

its

in the hands of the Canaanites.

Vers. 22-26. Like Judah, so also ("they also," referring back
to vers. 2, 3) did the house of

Manasseh) renew the

Joseph (Ephraim and western

who were left
The children of

with the Canaanites

hostilities

in their territory after the death of Joshua.

Joseph went up against Bethel, and Jehovah was with them, so
Bethel had indeed been
that they were able to conquer the city.
assigned to the tribe of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 22), but it was
situated on the southern boundary of the tribe-land of Ephraim
(Josh. xvi. 2, xviii. 13) ; so that the tribe of Joseph could not tolerate the Canaanites in this border town, if it would defend its own
This is a
territory against them, and purge it entirely of them.
sufficient explanation of the fact that this one conquest is mentioned, and this only, without there being any necessity to seek for
the reason, as Bertheau does, in the circumstance that the town of

Bethel came into such significant prominence in the later history of
Israel,

and attained the same importance in many respects in relawhich Jerusalem attained in

tion to the northern tribes, as that
relation to the southern.

For the

more

fact that nothing

about the other conquests of the children of Joseph,

is said

may be

ex-

plained simply enough on the supposition that they did not succeed

from the other fortified towns in
and therefore there was nothing to record abont
any further conquests, as the result of their hostilities was merely
this, that they did not drive the Canaanites out of the towns named
VW, they had it
in vers. 27, 29, but simply made them tributary.
in rooting out the Canaanites

their possessions

;

explored, or spied out.

spying laid hold, as

now

it

*Wi

is

construed with a here, because the

were, of

its

object.

Bethel, formerly Luz,

Beitin: see at Gen. xxviii. 19 and Josh.

And
watchmen (i.e. the spies sent
man coming out of the town, and
the

vii.

2.

—Ven

24.

out to explore Bethel) saw a
got him to show

them

the

under a promise that they would show him favour,
i.e. would spare the lives of himself and his family (see Josh. ii.
12, 13) ; whereupon they took the town and smote it without
entrance into

it,
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27, 28.

quarter, according to the law in Deut. xx. 16, 17, letting

the

man and

his family go.

By

none but

" the entrance into the city"

not to understand the gate of the town, but the

way

or

we are
mode by

which they could get into the town, which was no doubt fortified.
26. The man whom they had permitted to go free, went
with his family into the land of the Hittites, and there built a town,
to which he gave the name of his earlier abode, viz. Luz.
The
situation of this Ltiz is altogether unknown.
Even the situation of
the land of the Hittites cannot be more precisely determined for
we find Hittites at Hebron in the times of Abraham and Moses
(Gen. xxiii.), and also upon the mountains of Palestine (Num.
xiii. 29), and at a later period in the north-east of Canaan on the
borders of Syria (1 Kings x. 29). That the Hittites were one of
the most numerous and widespread of the tribes of the Canaanites,
is evident from the fact that, in Josh. i. 4, the Canaanites generally

—Ver.

;

are described as Hittites.

Vers. 27, 28. Manasseh did not root out the Canaanites from

which had been allotted to it in the territory of Asher
and Issachar (Josh. xvii. 11), but simply made them tributary.
'ui JsenV3~ntt e*nin t6, considered by itself, might be rendered
" Manasseh did not take possession of Bethshean," etc. But as we
find, in the further enumeration, the inhabitants of the towns mentioned instead of the towns themselves, we must take B*"tin in the
sense of rooting out, driving out of their possessions, which is the
only rendering applicable in ver. 28 ; and thus, according to a very
frequent metonymy, must understand by the towns the inhabitants
" Manasseh did not exterminate Bethshean," i.e. the
of the towns.
the towns

inhabitants of Bethshean, etc.

All the towns mentioned here have

already been mentioned in Josh. xvii. 11, the only difference being,

same order, and that Endor
mentioned there after Dor ; whereas here it has no doubt fallen
out through a copyist's error, as the Manassites, according to
Josh. xvii. 12, 13, did not exterminate the Canaanites from all the
towns mentioned there. The change in the order in which the
towns occur Taanach being placed next to Bethshean, whereas in
Joshua Bethshean is followed by Ibleam, which is placed last but
that they are not placed in exactly the
is

—

one in the present

—may be explained on

list

the supposition, that

in Josh. xvii. 11, Endor, Taanach, and Megiddo are placed together, as forming a triple league, of which the author of our book
has taken no notice. Nearly all these towns were in the plain of
Jezreel, or in the immediate neighbourhood of the great com-
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mercial roads which ran from the coast of the Mediterranean to

The Canaanites no doubt brought all
upon the defence of these roads and in this
their war-chariots, against which Israel could do nothing in the
plain of Jezreel, were of the greatest service (see ver. 19 ; Josh,
xvii. 16).
For further particulars respecting the situation of the
different towns, see at Josh. xvii. 11. Dor only was on the coast of
the Mediterranean (see at Josh. xi. 2), and being a commercial
emporium of the Phoenicians, would certainly be strongly fortified,
and very difficult to conquer. Ver. 28. As the Israelites grew
strong, they made serfs of the Canaanites (see at Gen. xlix. 15).
When this took place is not stated ; but at all events, it was only
done gradually in the course of the epoch of the judges, and not
Damascus and

central Asia.

their strength to bear

;

—

for the first time during the reign of Solomon, as Bertheau sup-

20-22 and iv. 12, without conDavid the Israelites had already
attained the highest power they ever possessed, and that there is
nothing at variance with this in 1 Kings iv. 12 and ix. 20-22. For
it by no means follows, from the appointment of a prefect by
Solomon over the districts of Taanach, Megiddo, and Bethshean
(1 Kings iv. 12), that these districts had only been conquered by
Solomon a short time before, when we bear in mind that Solomon
poses on the ground of 1 Kings

ix.

sidering that even in the time of

appointed twelve such prefects over

all Israel, to

remit in regular

order the national payments that were required for the maintenance
of the regal court.

Nor

does

it

follow,

that because

employed the descendants of the Canaanites who were

Solomon

left in

the

land as tributary labourers in the erection of his great buildings,
therefore he

Canaanites

was the

who were

first

who succeeded in compelling those
when the land was con-

not exterminated

quered by Joshua, to pay tribute to the different tribes of Israel.
Vers. 29-35. Ephraim did not root out the Canaanites in Gezer

—

(ver. 29), as has already been stated in Josh. xvi. 10.
Ver. 30.
Zebulun did not root out the Canaanites in Kitron and Nahahl.
Neither of these places has been discovered (see at Josh. xix. 15).
Ver. 31. Asher did not root out those in Acco, etc. Acco : a
seaport town to the north of Carmel, on the bay which is called by
its name ; it is called Ake by Josephus, Diod. Sic., and Pliny, and
was afterwards named Ptolemais from one of the Ptolemys (1 Mace.
v. 15, 21, x. 1, etc. ; Acts xxi. 7).
The Arabs called it Akka, and
this was corrupted by the crusaders into Acker or Acre.
During
the crusades it was a very flourishing maritime and commercial

—
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36.

decay, and at the present time

has a population of about 5000, composed of Mussulmans, Druses,

and Christians (see C. v. Raumer, Pal. p. 119 ; Rob. Bibl. Res.
and Ritter, Erdk. xvi. pp. 725 sqq.). Sidon, now Saida : see at
Josh. xi. 8. Achlab is only mentioned here, and is not known.
i.e. Ecdippa : see at Josh. six. 29.
Helbah is unknown.
Aphek is the present Afkah : see Josh. xiii. 4, xix. 30. Rehob is
unknown see at Josh. xix. 28, 30. As seven out of the twenty-

Achzib,

:

two towns of Asher (Josh.

xix. 30)

remained in the hands of the

Canaanites, including such important places as Acco and Sidon,

it

not stated in ver. 32, as in vers. 29, 30, that " the Canaanites
dwelt among them," but that " the Asherites dwelt among the

is

Canaanites," to show' that the Canaanites held the upper hand.

And

for this reason the expression " they became tributaries" (vers.

30, 35, etc.)

is

also omitted.

—Ver. 33.

Naphtali did not root out

the inhabitants of Beth-shemesh and Beth-anath, two fortified towns,
the situation of which

them

tributary.

—Vers.

unknown (see at Josh. xix. 38) so
among the Canaanites, but did not make

is still

that this tribe also dwelt

;

34, 35. Still less were the Danites able to

On

drive the Canaanites out of their inheritance.

the Amorites forced
suffer

them

Dan up

come down

to

into the plain.

to the Danites was almost
If,

into the mountains,

all

the contrary,

and would not

But the territory

allotted

in the plain (see at Josh. xix. 40).

they were forced out of that, they were almost

therefore,

entirely excluded from

their

inheritance.

boldened themselves (see at Deut.

i.

The Amorites em-

5) to dwell in Har-cheres,

On the last two places see Josh. xix. 42,
where Ir-shemesh is also mentioned. This combination, and still
more the meaning of the names Har-cheres, i.e. sun-mountain, and
Ajalon, and Shaalbim.

Ir-shemesh,

i.e.

that Har-cheres

Ain Shems

sun-town,
is

make

only another

(see at Josh. xv. 10,

the conjecture a very probable one,

name for Ir-shemesh,
and Rob. Pal.

iii.

i.e.

the present

pp. 17, 18).

This

pressure on the part of the Amorites induced a portion of the

Danites to emigrate, and seek for an inheritance in the north of
xviii.).
On the other hand, the Amorites were

Palestine (see chap,

made tributary by the powerful tribes of Ephraim and
Manasseh, who bounded Dan on the north. " The liand of the house
of Joseph lay heavy" sc. upon the Amorites in the towns already
named on the borders of Ephraim. For the expression itself, comp.

gradually

1

Sam.

v.

6

;

Ps. xxxii. 4.

Ver. 36. In order to explain the supremacy of the Amorites in
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the territory of Dan, a short notice
extension in the south of Palestine.

is

" The

added concerning their
territory of the Amorites

i.e. extended (viz. at the time of the conquest of Canaan by
the Israelites), " from the ascent of Akrabbitn, from the rock onwards
and farther up" Maaleh-Ahrabbim (ascensus scorpiorum) was the

teas"

sharply projecting line of
the

Dead

land (see at
rock,

is

cliffs

which intersected the Ghor below

Sea, and formed the southern boundary of the promised

Num.

xxxiv. 4

no doubt given

and Josh. xv. 2, 3). J>?f ???, from the
upon the boundary of the

as a second point

Amoritish territory, as the repetition of the
withstanding the omission of the copula

1.

Q

clearly shows, not-

PB?, the

rock,

is

sup-

posed by the majority of commentators to refer to the city of Petra,
the ruins of which are

to be seen in the

still

Burckhardt, Syr. pp. 703 sqq.

Wady Musa

(see

Bob. Pal. ii. pp. 573 sqq., iii. 653),
distinctly mentioned in 2 Kings xiv. 7 under the name

and which is
of PBHj and in

;

Isa. xvi. 1 is called

east of the Scorpion heights.

simply V?0.

Petra

is

to the south-

Consequently, with this rendering

the following word n?v»j (and upward) would have to be taken in
the sense of ulterius (and beyond), and Rosenmuller's explanation

would be the correct one " The Amorites not only extended as
far as the town of Petra, or inhabited it, but they even carried their
dwellings beyond this towards the tops of those southern mountains."
But a description of the territory of the Amorites in its southern
extension into Arabia Petraea does not suit the context of the verse,
the object of which is to explain how it was that the Amorites were
in a condition to force back the Danites out of the plain into the
mountains, to say nothing of the fact that it is questionable whether
the Amorites ever really spread so far, for which we have neither
scriptural testimony nor evidence of any other kind.
On this
ground even Bertheau has taken <tyxr\ as denoting the direction
upwards, i.e. towards the north, which unquestionably suits the
usage of n?vp as well as the context of the passage. But it is by
no means in harmony with this to understand J?Bn as referring tc
Petra ; for in that case we should have two boundary points mentioned, the second of which was farther south than the first.
Now
a historian who had any acquaintance with the topography, would
never have described the extent of the Amoritish territory from
:

south to north in such a

way as this, commencing with the Scorpion

heights on the north, then passing to Petra, which
south,

and

stating that

farther towards the north.

from

this

was farther

point the territory extended

If n>j»j therefore refers to the exten-
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of the territory of the Amorites in a northerly direction, the

expression "

from the rock" cannot be understood as relating to
but most denote some other locality well known
to the Israelites by that name.
Such a locality there undoubtedly
was in the rock in the desert of Zin, which had become celebrated
the city of Petra,

through the events that took place at the water of strife

and

(Num.

xx.

which in all probability this expression refers. The
rock in question was at the south-west corner of Canaan, on the
southern edge of the Rakhma plateau, to which the mountains of
the Amorites extended on the south-west (comp. Num. xiv. 25, 44,
And this would be very appropriately men45, with Deut. i. 44).
tioned here as the south-western boundary of the Amorites, in connection with the Scorpion heights as their south-eastern boundary,
for the purpose of giving the southern boundary of the Amorites in
its full extent from east to west.
Chap. ii. 1-5. The Angel of the Lord at Bochim. To the cursory survey of the attitude which the tribes of Israel assumed
towards the Canaanites who still remained in their inheritances,
there is appended an account of the appearance of the angel of the
Lord, who announced to the people the punishment of God for
their breach of the covenant, of which they had been guilty through
their failure to exterminate the Canaanites.
This theophany is
most intimately connected with the facts grouped together in chap,
i., since the design
and significance of the historical survey given
there are only to be learned from the reproof of the angel
and
since both of them have the same aphoristic character, being restricted to the essential facts without entering minutely into any of
This applies
the attendant details, very much is left in obscurity.
more particularly to the statement in ver. la, " Then the angel of
Jehovah came up from Gilgal to Bochim? The " angel of Jehovah"
8,

10),

to

—

;

is

not a prophet, or some other earthly messenger of Jehovah,

Phinehas or Joshua, as the Targums, the Rabbins, Bertheau,
Lord who is of one essence
with God.
In the simple historical narrative a prophet is never
either

and others assume, but the angel of the

called

Maleach Jehovah.

The

prophets are always called either

or else "man of God," as in
Kings xn. 22, xiii. 1, etc. ; and Hag. i. 13 and Mai hi. 1 cannot
be adduced as proofs to the contrary, because in both these passages
the purely appellative meaning of the word Maleach is established
beyond all question by the context itself. Moreover, no prophet
ever identifies himself so entirely with God as the angel of Jehovah

W33 or K'33 e^K, as in chap.

vi. 8,

1
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The

does here.

prophets always distinguish between themselves

and Jehovah, by introducing their words with the declaration
" *Jius saith Jehovah," as the prophet mentioned in chap. vi. 8 is
said to have done.

On

the other hand,

it is

affirmed that

no angel

mentioned in the historical books is ever said to have addressed the
whole nation, or to have passed from one place to another. Bat
even if it had been a prophet who was speaking, we could not
possibly understand his speaking to the whole nation, or "to all
the children of Israel," as signifying that he spoke directly to the

600,000 men of Israel, but simply as an address delivered to the
whole nation in the persons of its heads or representatives. Thus

Joshua spoke

to "all the people" (Josh. xxiv. 2),

elders of Israel

xxiv. 1).

And

and

its

though only the

heads were assembled round him (Josh,

so an angel, or

"the angel of the Lord," might

heads of the nation, when his message had referAnd there was nothing in the fact of his
the people.

also speak to the

ence to

all

coming up from Gilgal

Bochim

to

When

that was at

all at

variance with

Lord appeared to
Gideon, it is stated in chap. vi. 11 that he came and sat under the
terebinth at Ophra ; and in the same way the appearance of the
angel of the Lord at Bochim might just as naturally be described
as coming up to Bochim.
The only thing that strikes us as pecuThis statement must be
liar is his coming up " from Gilgal."
intimately connected with the mission of the angel, and therefore
must contain something more than a simply literal notice concernthe nature of the angel.

the angel of the

ing his travelling from one place to another.

We are not to conclude,

however, that the angel of the Lord came from Gilgal, because

this

town was the gathering-place of the congregation in Joshua's time.
Apart altogether from the question discussed in pp. 92 sqq. as to the
situation of Gilgal in the different passages of the book of Joshua,
such a view as this is overthrown by the circumstance that after
the erection of the tabernacle at Shiloh, and during the division of
the land, it was not Gilgal but Shiloh which formed the gatheringplace of the congregation when the casting of the lots was finished
(Josh,

who

xviii. 1,

10).

We

says in his Miacell.

cannot agree with H. Witsxw, therefore,

ss. (i. p.

170, ed. 1736) that

"he came from

that place, where he had remained for a long time to

guard

the

camp, and where he was thought to be tarrying still ;" but must
rather assume that his coming up from Gilgal is closely connected
with the appearance of the angel-prince, as described in Josh. v. 13,
to announce to

Joshua the

fall

of Jericho after the circumcision of
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Just as on that occasion, when Israel had
covenant relation to the Lord by circumcision, and was preparing for the conquest of Canaan, the angel of
the Lord appeared to Joshua as the prince of the army of Jehovah,
to ensure him of the taking of Jericho ; so here after the entrance
the people at Gilgal.

just entered into the true

of the tribes of Israel into their inheritances, when they were beginning to make peace with the remaining Canaanites, and instead of
rooting them out were content to make them tributary, the angel
of the

Lord appeared

to the people, to

make known

to all the chil-

dren of Israel that by such intercourse with the Canaanites they
had broken the covenant of the Lord, and to foretell the punishment

which would follow this transgression of the covenant. By the fact,
therefore, that he came up from Gilgal, it is distinctly shown that
the same angel who gave the whole of Canaan into the hands of the
Israelites when Jericho fell, had appeared to them again at Bochim,
to

make known

to

them the purposes of God in consequence of
commands of the Lord. How very far it

their disobedience to the

was from being the author's intention to give simply a geographical
from the fact that he merely describes the
place where this appearance occurred by the name which was given
notice, is also evident

to it in

conseqnence of the event,

situation of this place

LXX.,

is

viz.

altogether

Bochim,

unknown.

weepers. The
The rendering of

i.e.

tov K\av0fi&va kcu evl BcudrjX teal iirl rbv oIkov
no clue whatever ; for rbv RKavdp&va merely arises
from a confusion of 0^33 with ffMS in 2 Sam. v. 23, which the
LXX. have also rendered KXavO/juov, and hrl rbv Batjdrjk k.t.\. is
the

eir\

'Iff/MijX, gives

an arbitrary interpolation of the translators themselves,

who supposed

Bochim to be in the neighbourhood of Bethel, " in all probability
merely because they thought of AlUm-bachuth, the oak of weeping,
at Bethel, which is mentioned in Gen. xxxv. 8" (Bertheau).
With
regard to the piska in the middle of the verse, see the remarks on
Josh. iv. 1.

Jehovah

In

his address the angel of the

Lord identifies himself

14 compared with vi. 2), by describing
himself as having made them to go up out of Egypt and brought
them into the land which He sware unto their fathers. There is
something very striking in the use of the imperfect npyx in the
with

(as in Josh. v.

place of the perfect (cf. chap. vi. 8), as the substance of the address

and the continuation of it in the historical tense N^NJ and "W?tfl require
the preterite.
The imperfect is only to be explained on the supposition that it is occasioned by the imperf. consec. which follows
immediately afterwards and reacts through its proximity. " / will
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my covenant for ever," i.e. will keep what I promised when
making the covenant, viz. that I would endow Israel with blessings
and salvation, if they for their part would observe the covenant
duties into which they had entered (see Ex. xix. 5 sqq.), and obey
the commandments of the Lord. Among these was the commandment to enter into no alliance with the inhabitants of that land, viz.
the Canaanites (see Ex. xxiii. 32, 33, xxxiv. 12, 13, 15, 16 ; Dent,
not break

vii.

2 sqq.

Josh,

;

xxiii.

from Ex. xxxiv.
hearkened

to

my

done" (ntfrno,

" Destroy

12).

their altars :"

voice" recall to

literally

" what

is this

that ye have done") sc. in

have said

expressed in

—

Ver. 3. "And
you:" these words point to the threat already

sparing the Canaanites and tolerating their altars?

I also

taken verbatim

The words "and ye have not
mind Ex. xix. 5. " What have ye

13, Dent. vii. 5.

to

Num.

xxxiii.

55, Josh, xxiii. 13, in the event of their

command of God, which threat the Lord would
From the passages mentioned, we may also explain the

not fulfilling the

now

fulfil.

expression D'to D3P vm, they shall be in your sides, Le. thorns in

your

sides.

D*w

is

an abbreviated expression for D3v$Ei D'rJX? in

Num.

xxxiii. 55, so that there is

that

stands for

it

D^W.

—

Ex. xxiii. 33. Vers. 4,
on account of this reproof.
the place received the

no necessity for the conjecture

The last clause of ver. 3 is formed after
5. The people broke out into loud weeping

name

And

since the weeping,

from which

of Bochim, was a sign of their grief on

account of their sin, this grief led on to such repentance that " they

Lord" no doubt presenting sin-offerings
and burnt-offerings, that they might obtain mercy and the forgiveness of their sins. It does not follow from this sacrifice, however,
that the tabernacle or the ark of the covenant was to be found at
Bochim.
In any place where the Lord appeared to His people,
sacrifices might be offered to Him (see chap. vi. 20, 26, 28, xiii. 16
sqq. ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 25, and the commentary on Deut. xii. 5).
On
the other hand, it does follow from the sacrifice at Bochim, where
there was no sanctuary of Jehovah, that the person who appeared
to the people was not a prophet, nor even an ordinary angel, but
the angel of the Lord, who is essentially one with Jehovah.
sacrificed there unto the
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6-10.

CONDUCT OF ISRAEL TOWARDS THE LORD, AND TREATMENT OF
ISRAEL BY THE LORD, IN THE TIME OF THE JUDGES. CHAP.

—

II. fr-III. 6.

The attitude which the Israelites assumed towards the Canaanwho were left in their possessions, contained the germ of the
peculiar direction given to the development of the nation of God in
the times of the judges. To exhibit the course of this development
ites

in its

most general

Joshua's death

is

principles,

the age which

commenced

after

characterized as a period of constant alternation

between idolatry and consequent subjugation by foreign nations
as a punishment from God for the transgression of His covenant
on the one hand, and return to God after receiving chastisement
and consequent deliverance by judges expressly raised up by God
for that purpose on the other.
In this way the righteousness of
the holy God is displayed so clearly in the punishment of the
rebellious, and the mercy of the faithful covenant God in His
forgiveness of the penitent, that the history of Israel at that time
exhibits to us

an example of the divine holiness and righteousness

on the one hand, and of His grace and mercy on the other, as

God of all times, as a warning for the
ungodly and for the consolation of the righteous.
Vers. 6-10. The account of this development of the covenant
nation, which commenced after the death of Joshua and his contemporaries, is attached to the book of Joshua by a simple repetition of the closing verses of that book (Josh. xxiv. 28-31) in vers.
6-10, with a few unimportant differences, not only to form a link
between Josh. xxiv. and Judg. ii. 11, and to resume the thread
of the history which was broken off by the summary just given
of the results of the wars between the Israelites and Ganaanites
{Bertheau), but rather to bring out sharply and clearly the contrast
between the age that was past and the period of the Israelitish
history that was just about to commence. The vav consec. attached
The
to n5B^ expresses the order of thought and not of time.
apostasy of the new generation from the Lord (vers. 10 sqq.) was
displayed in the church of

a necessary consequence of the attitude of Israel to the Canaanites

who were

left in

the land, as described in chap.

i.

1—ii.

5.

This

meaning
of vers. 6 sqq. as expressed in our ordinary phraseology would be
as follows : Now when Joshua had dismissed the people, and the
children of Israel had gone every one to his own inheritance to take

thought

is

indicated

by the vav

consec. in npB^l

;

so that the
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Lord as long as Joshua
and the elders who survived him were alive ; but when Joshua was
dead, and that generation (which was contemporaneous with him)
had been gathered to its fathers, there rose up another generation
after them which knew not the Lord, and also (knew not) the work
which He had done to Israel. On the death and burial of Joshua,
possession of the land, the people served the

see at Josh. xxiv. 29, 30.

" Gatliered unto their fathers" corresponds

to "gathered to his people" in the Pentateuch

xxxv. 29,

xlix. 29, 33, etc.

:

see at

Gen. xxv.

8).

(Gen. xxv. 8,
They " knew

17,

not

from seeing or experiencing His wonderful deeds,
which the contemporaries of Joshua and Moses had seen and exthe

Lord,"

sc.

perienced.

In the general survey of the times of the judges, commencing
away of the Israelites from the Lord is
mentioned first of all, and at the same time it is distinctly shown
how neither the chastisements inflicted upon them by God at the
hands of hostile nations, nor the sending of judges to set them free
from the hostile oppression, availed to turn them from their idolatry
(vers. 11-19).
This is followed by the determination of God to
tempt and chastise the sinful nation by not driving away the
remaining Canaanites (vers. 20-23) and lastly, the account concludes with an enumeration of the tribes that still remained, and the
attitude of Israel towards them (chap. iii. 1—6).
Vers. 11-19. Repeated falling away of the People from the Lord.
Vers. 11-13. The Israelites did what was evil in the eyes of the
Lord (what was displeasing to the Lord) ; they served Baalim.
The plural Baalim is a general term employed to denote all false
deities, and is synonymous with the expression "other gods" in the
clause " other gods of the gods of the nations round about them"
(the Israelites).
This use of the term Baalim arose from the fact
that Baal was the chief male deity of the Canaanites and all the
nations of Hither Asia, and was simply worshipped by the different
nations with peculiar modifications, and therefore designated by
at ver. 11, the falling

;

—

various distinctive epithets.

In ver. 12

this

minutely described as forsaking Jehovah the
to

whom

apostasy

God

is

more

of their fathers,

they were indebted for the greatest blessing,

viz. their

deliverance out of Egypt, and following other gods of the heathen

them (taken verbatim from Deut vi.
and xiii. 7, 8), and worshipping them. In this way they provoked the Lord to anger (cf. Deut. iv. 25, ix. 18, etc.). Ver. 13.
nations that were round about
14,

Thus they

—

forsook Jehovah, and served Baal and the Asthartes.
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connected with the plural Ashtaroth,

the Canaanitish nations, and those
upon Canaan, were in their nature one and the same
deity, viz. Baal, a sun-god, and as such the vehicle and source of
physical life, and of the generative and reproductive power of
nature, which was regarded as an effluence from its own being (see
Movers, Relig. der Phonizier, pp. 184 sqq., and J. G. M&ller in
Herzog's Cyclopaedia).
Ashtaroth, from the singular Ashtoreth,
which only occurs again in 1 Kings xi. 5, 33, and 2 Kings xxiii.
13, in connection with the Sidonian Astharte, was the general

because the male deities of

all

that bordered

name used
tribes,

to denote the leading female deity of the Canaanitish

a moon-goddess,

who was worshipped

as the feminine prin-

and its influence
upon terrestrial life.
It corresponded to the Greek Aphrodite,
whose celebrated temple at Askalon is described in Herod, i. 105.
In chap. iii. 7, Asheroth is used as equivalent to Ashtaroth, which
is used here, chap. x. 6
The name
1 Sam. vii. 4, xii. 10.
Aslteroth} was transferred to the deity itself from the idols of this
goddess, which generally consisted of wooden columns, and are
called Asherim in Ex. xxxiv. 13, Deut. vii. 5, xii. 3, xvi. 21.
On
the other hand, the word Ashtoreth is without any traceable etymology in the Semitic dialects, and was probably derived from
Upper Asia, being connected with a Persian word signifying a
star, and synonymous with 'Aarpodp^, the star-queen of Sabseism
(see Ges. Thes. pp. 1083-4
Movers, p. 606 and Mailer, ut sup.).
With regard to the nature of the Baal and Astharte worship,
into which the Israelites fell not long after the death of Joshua,
and in which they continued henceforth to sink deeper and deeper,
it is evident from the more precise allusions contained in the
ciple of nature

embodied

in the pure moon-light,

;

:'

;

;

history of Gideon, that it did not consist of direct opposition to the
worship of Jehovah, or involve any formal rejection of Jehovah,
but that it was simply an admixture of the worship of Jehovah

with the heathen or Canaanitish nature-worship. Not only was
the ephod which Gideon caused to be made in his native town of
Ophrah, and after which all Israel went a whoring (chap. viii. 27),
an imitation of the high priest's ephod in the worship of Jehovah ;
but the worship of Baal-berith at Shechem, after which the Israelites went a whoring again when Gideon was dead (chap. viii. 33),
was simply a corruption of the worship of Jehovah, in which Baal
was put in the place of Jehovah and worshipped in a similar way,
1

Rendered groves in the English version.— Tr.
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we may

clearly see

from chap.

ix.

27.

The worship

of Jehovah

could even he outwardly continued in connection with this idolatrous worship.

Just as in the case of these nations in the midst of

which the Israelites lived, the mutual recognition of their different
deities and religions was manifested in the fact that they all called
their supreme deity by the same name, Baal, and simply adopted
some other epithet by which to define the distinctive peculiarities
of each ; so the Israelites also imagined that they could worship
the Baals of the powerful nations round about them along with
Jehovah their covenant God, especially if they worshipped them
in the same manner as their covenant God.
This will serve to
explain the rapid and constantly repeated falling away of the
Israelites from Jehovah into Baal- worship, at the very time when
the worship of Jehovah was stedfastly continued at the tabernacle
in

accordance with the commands of the law.

The

Israelites

simply followed the lead and example of their heathen neighbours.

Just as the heathen were tolerant with regard

to the recognition of

the deities of other nations, and did not refuse to extend this recognition even to

Jehovah the God of

also tolerant towards the Baals of the

Israel, so the Israelites

were

neighbouring nations, whose

sensuous nature-worship was more grateful to the corrupt heart of

man

than the spiritual Jehovah-religion, with

for sanctification of

life.

But

this syncretism,

solemn demands
which was not only

its

reconcilable with polytheism, but actually rooted in

its

very nature,

was altogether irreconcilable with the nature of true religion. For
if Jehovah is the only true God, and there are no other gods
besides or beside Him, then the purity and holiness of His nature
is not only disturbed, but altogether distorted, by any admixture of
His worship with the worship of idols or of the objects of nature,
the true God being turned into an idol, and Jehovah degraded
into Baal.
Looking closely into the matter, therefore, the mixture
of the Canaanitish worship of Baal with the worship of Jehovah
was actually forsaking Jehovah and serving other gods, as the
prophetic author of this book pronounces it. It was just the same
with the worship of Baal in the kingdom of the ten tribes, which
was condemned by the prophets Hosea and Amos (see Hengstenberg, Christology, i. pp. 168 sqq., Eng. trans.).
Vers. 14, 15. On
account of this idolatrous worship, the anger of the Lord burned
against Israel, so that He gave them up into the hands of spoilers
that spoiled them, and sold them into the hands of their enemies.
O'Dfe* from nDB*, alternated with DDP in IBB*, to plunder.
This word

—
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in the Pentateuch, whereas 130, to

sell,

occurs in

Deut. xxxii. 30, in the sense of giving helplessly up to the foe.
" They could no longer stand before their enemies" as they had done

under Joshua, and in fact as long as Israel continued faithful to
the Lord ; so that now, instead of the promise contained in Lev.
xxvi. 7, 8, being fulfilled, the threat contained in Lev. xxvi. 17 was
carried into execution. " Whithersoever they went out," i.e. in every
expedition, every attack that they

made upon

their enemies,

"

the

hand of Jehovah was against them for evil, as He had said" (Lev.
xxvi. 17, 36 ; Deut. xxviii. 25), and " had sworn unto them." There
is no express oath mentioned either in Lev. xxvi. or Deut. xxviii.
it is

implied therefore in the nature of the case, or in virtute ver-

borum, as Seb. Schmidt affirms, inasmuch as the threats themselves
were words of the true and holy God. *lfcD orb "1V5, " and it
i.e. they came into great straits.
But the Lord did not rest content with this. He did
" He raised up judges who delivered them out of the
still more.
hand of their plunderers" to excite them to love in return by this
manifestation of His love and mercy, and to induce them to repent.
But " they did not hearken even to their judges" namely, so as not

became

to

them very narrow,"

Vers. 16, 17.

which the judge had endeavoured
is supported by the
context, viz. by a comparison of vers. 18, 19.
" But Q3 after a
negative clause) they went a whoring after other gods (for the
to fall

back again into

to suppress.

idolatry,

This limitation of the words

—

application of this expression to the spiritual adultery of idolatrous

away (vid. Ex.
from the way which their fathers walked in, to hearken to
the commandments of the Lord" i.e. from the way of obedience to
" They did not so" (or what was right) sc.
the divine commands.
as their fathers under Joshua had done (cf. ver. 7).
Vers. 18, 19.
" And when the Lord raised them up judges, and was with the judge,
and delivered tliem out of the hand of their enemies all tlie days of
Hie judge (i.e. as long as the judge was living), because the Lord

worship, see Ex. xxxiv. 15), and turned quickly
xxxii. 8)

—

had compassion upon

their sighing,

by reason of tliem that oppressed

and vexed them (prh only occurs again as a verb in Joel ii.
8) it came to pass wlien the judge was dead, that they returned and
acted more corruptly than their fathers," i.e. they turned again to
idolatry even more grievously than their fathers had done under
" They did not let fall from their deeds," i.e.
the previous judges.
they did not cease from their evil deeds, and "from their stiffntPj?, hard, is to be understood as in Ex. xxxii. 9 and
necked way."
them,
:
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where Israel is called a hard-necked people which did not
bend under obedience to the commandments of God.
xxxiii. 3,

—

21.

Vers. 20—23. Chastisement of the rebellious Nation. Vers. 20,
On account of this idolatry, which was not only constantly

grow worse and worse, the anger of the
Lord burned so fiercely against Israel, that He determined to
destroy no more of the nations which Joshua had left when he died,
before the people that had broken His covenant. In order to set
forth this divine purpose most distinctly, it is thrown into the form
of a sentence uttered by God through the expression 'U! ^O^n. The
Lord said, " Because this people has transgressed my covenant,
I also will no longer keep my covenant promise (Ex. xxiii. 23, 27
sqq., xxxiv. 10 sqq.), and will no more drive out any of the remaining Canaanites before them" (see Josh, xxiii. 13). Ver. 22. The
purpose of God in this resolution was " to prove Israel through
repeated, but continued to

.

.

—

them (the tribes that were not exterminated), whether they (the
would keep the way of the Lord to walk therein (cf . Deut.

Israelites)

or not"

T\\&i jyop is

not dependent upon the verb 3JJF, as Studer supposes, which yields no
fitting sense ; nor can the clause be separated from the preceding
one, as Bertlieau suggests, and connected as a protasis with ver. 23
2), as their fathers did keep

viii.

it,

would be a thoroughly unnatural construction, for which Isa.
4 does not furnish any true parallel) ; but the clause is attached
in the simplest possible manner to the main thought in vers. 20, 21,
that is to say, to the words " and He said" in ver. 20 : Jehovah
said, i.e. resolved, that He would not exterminate the remaining
nations any further, to tempt Israel through them.
The plural D3,
in the place of the singular Fffl, which the foregoing TfPi requires, is
to be regarded as a constructio ad sensum, i.e. to be attributed to
(this

xlv.

the fact, that keeping the
the

way

floated before the writer's

God

of

commandments of God, and

really consists in observing

that this was the thought which

mind.

The thought

expressed

-in this

Jehovah would not exterminate the Canaanites before
Israel any more, to try them whether they would keep His commandments, just as He had previously caused the people whom He
brought out of Egypt to wander in the wilderness for forty years
with the very same intention (Deut. viii. 2), is not at variance with
the design of God, expressed in Ex. xxiii. 29, 30, and Deut. vii. 22,
verse, that

not to exterminate the Canaanites

all at

once, lest the land should

become waste, and the wild beasts multiply therein, nor yet with
the motive assigned in chap. iii. 1, 2. For the determination not
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exterminate the Canaanites in one single year, was a different
God to suspend their gradual extermina-

to

thing from the purpose of

The former purpose had immediate regard

tion altogether.

well-being of Israel

;

to the

the latter, on the contrary, was primarily

intended as a chastisement for

its

transgression of the covenant,

although even this chastisement was intended to lead the rebellious
nation to repentance, and promote its prosperity by a true conversion to the Lord.

And

harmony with

perfect

the motive assigned in chap.

passage will clearly show.
lution, the

remain

Lord

at rest,

The

rapidly.

i.e.

ii. 2 is in
our explanation of this
Ver. 23. In consequence of this reso-

this intention, as

—

let these tribes (those

mentioned in chap.

quietly, in the land, without exterminating

expression "inp, hastily, quickly,

i.e.

iii.

3)

them

according to the

words of the following clause, through and under Joshua,
appears strange after what has gone before. For what is threatened
in ver. 21 is not the suspension of rapid extermination, but of any
further extermination. This threat, therefore, is so far limited by
distinct

word " hastily," as to signify that the Lord would not exterminate any more of these nations so long as Israel persisted in its
idolatry.
But as soon as and whenever Israel returned to the Lord
its God in true repentance, to keep His covenant, the Lord would
recall His threat, and let the promised extermination of the CanaanHad Israel not forsaken the Lord its God
ites go forward again.
death,
the Lord would have exterminated
after
Joshua's
so soon
the Canaanites who were left in the land much sooner than He did,
the

or

have carried out their gradual extermination

in a

much

shorter

time than was actually the case, in consequence of the continual
idolatry of the people.

Chap.

iii.

1-6. Nations which the

repetition of the reason

why

this

Lord

left

was done.

in

Canaan : with a

—Ver.

1.

The

reason,

which has already been stated in chap. ii. 22, viz. " to prove Israel
by them," is still further elucidated here. In the first place (ver. 1),
{wnfe^TiK is more precisely defined as signifying " all those who had
not known all the wars of Canaan" sc. from their own observation
and experience, that is to say, the generation of the Israelites which
rose up after the death of Joshua. For " the wars of Canaan" were
the wars which were carried on by Joshua with the almighty help
of the

then

Lord

still

for the conquest of Canaan.

The whole thought

further expanded in ver. 2 as follows

:

is

u only (for no other

purpose than) that the succeeding generations (the generations which
followed Joshua and his contemporaries) of the children of Israel,
8
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He

(Jehovah) might teach them war, only those who had not

WT

(the wars of Canaan)."
The suffix attached to
" the wars of Canaan," although this is a feminine noon,
the suffix in the masculine plural being frequently used in connec-

biown them
refers to

tion with a feminine noun.

At

first

sight

it

would appear as though

the reason given here for the non-extermination of the Canaanites

was not
is

in

harmony with the reason assigned in chap. ii. 22, which
4 of the present chapter. But the differences

repeated in ver.

if we only give a correct explanation of
the two expressions, " learning war," and the " wars of Canaan."

are perfectly reconcilable,

Learning war

in the context before

make war upon

us

the nations of Canaan.

is

equivalent to learning to

Joshua and the

Israelites

of his time had not overcome these nations by their own human
power or by earthly weapons, but by the miraculous help of their
God, who had smitten and destroyed the Canaanites before the
Israelites.

The omnipotent

help of the Lord, however,

was

only

granted to Joshua and the whole nation, on condition that they

adhered firmly to the law of

God

(Josh.

i.

7),

and

faithfully

observed the covenant of the Lord ; whilst the transgression of that
covenant, even by Achan, caused the defeat of Israel before the
vii.).
In the wars of Canaan under Joshua,
had experienced and learned, that the power to
conquer its foes did not consist in the multitude and bravery of its
own fighting men, but solely in the might of its God, which it could
only possess so long as it continued faithful to the Lord. This
lesson the generations that followed Joshua had forgotten, and con-

Canaanites (Josh.

therefore, Israel

sequently they did not understand

—the great

how

to

make war.

To

impress

upon which the very existence as well as the prosperity of Israel, and its attainment of the
object of its divine calling, depended in other words, to teach it by
experience, that the people of Jehovah could only fight and conquer
in the power of its God,
the Lord had left the Canaanites in the
land.
Necessity teaches a man to pray. The distress into which
the Israelites were brought by the remaining Canaanites was a
chastisement from God, through which the Lord desired to lead
back the rebellious to himself, to keep them obedient to His commandments, and to train them to the fulfilment of their covenant
duties.
In this respect, learning war, i.e. learning how the congregation of the Lord was to fight against the enemies of God and of
His kingdom, was one of the means appointed by God to tempt
Israel, or prove whether it would listen to the commandments' of
this truth

upon them,

truth,

;

—
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would walk in the ways of the Lord. If Israel
it would learn at the same time to keep the
commandments of God. But both of these were necessary for the
people of God. For just as the realization of the blessings promised
to the nation in the covenant depended upon its hearkening to the
voice of the Lord, so the conflicts appointed for it were also neces(ver. 4), or

should so learn to war,

sary, just as

much

for the purification of the sinful nation, as for

God upon

the perpetuation and growth of the kingdom of

—Ver.

earth.

Josh.

3.

The enumeration

2-6, and, with

adii.

intelligible

its

conciseness

and

through the light thrown upon

five princes of the Philistines are

ing to Josh.

and

of the different nations rests

xiii.

4

sqq.,

it

the

upon

brevity, is only fully

by that passage.

The

Accord-

mentioned singly there.

" all the Canaanites and the Sidonians

the Hioites" are the Canaanitish tribes dwelling in northern

Canaan, by the Phoenician coast and upon Mount Lebanon.
" The Canaanites

:" viz. those

who

dwelt along the sea-coast to the

The Hivitet : those who were settled more in the
heart of the country, " from the mountains of Baal-hermon up to
the territory of Hamath."
Baal-hermon is only another name for
Baal-gad, the present Banjos, under the Hermon (cf. Josh. xiii. 5).
When it is stated still further in ver. 4, that " they were left in
existence (i.e. were not exterminated by Joshua) to prove Israel by
south of Sidon.

them,"

we

are struck with the fact, that besides the Philistines,

only these northern Canaanites are mentioned

many towns

;

whereas, according

were also left in
hands of the Canaanites, and therefore here also the Canaanites
were not yet exterminated, and became likewise a snare to the
Israelites, not only according to the word of the angel of the Lord
to

chap. L,

in the centre of the land

the

(chap.

ii.

3),

but also because the Israelites who dwelt among these

Canaanitish tribes contracted marriages with them, and served their
gods.

This striking circumstance cannot be set
by the simple remark, that u the two

supposes,

aside, as
lists

Bertheau

(that of the

countries which the tribes of Israel did not conquer after Joshua's

here of the nations which
i., and the one given
Joshua had not subjugated) must correspond on the whole," since

death in chap,

the correspondence referred to really does not exist.

It can only

be explained on the ground that the Canaanites who were

power
from the simple fact that the

the different towns in the midst of the land, acquired
to maintain their stand against Israel

Philistines

left in

all their

on the south-west, and several whole tribes of Canaanites
had been left by Joshua neither exterminated nor

in the north,
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even conquered, inasmuch as they so crippled the power of the
by wars and invasions of the Israelitish territory, that
they were unable to exterminate those who remained in the different

Israelites

own

possessions. Because, therefore, the power to
and oppress them for a time resided not so much
in the Canaanites who were dwelling in the midst of Israel, as in
the Philistines and the Canaanites upon the mountains of Lebanon
who had been left unconquered by Joshua, these are the only tribes
mentioned in this brief survey as the nations through which the
Lord would prove His people. Vers. 5, 6. But the Israelites did
not stand the test. Dwelling in the midst of the Canaanites, of
whom six tribes are enumerated, as in Ex. iii. 8, 17, etc. (see at
Deut. vii. 1), they contracted marriages with them, and served their
gods, contrary to the express prohibition of the Lord in Ex. xxxiv.
16, xxiii. 24, and Deut. vii. 3, 4.
fortresses of their

resist the Israelites

—

II.—HISTORY

OF THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL UNDER THE JUDGES.
Chap.

hi. 7-xvi.

In order that we may be able
development of the

si.

to take a distinct

survey of the

Israelites in the three different stages

of their

history during the times of the judges, the first thing of import-

ance to be done

is to determine the chronology of the period of
inasmuch as not only have greatly divergent opinions
prevailed upon this point, but hypotheses have been set up, which
endanger and to some extent directly overthrow the historical
1
character of the accounts which the book of Judges contains.
If

the judges,

we

take a superficial glance at the chronological data contained in

1
Rud. Chr. v. Bennigsen, for example, reckons up fifty different calculations,
and the list might be still further increased by the addition of both older and
more recent attempts (see Winer, Bibl. Real-Worterb. ii. pp. 827-8). Lepsitu
(Chronol. der J3g. i. 315-6, 865 sqq. and 377-8) and Bunsen (JSgypten, i. pp.
209 sqq. iv. 818 sqq., and Bibelwerk, i. pp. ccxxxvii. sqq.), starting from the
position maintained by Ewald and Bertheau, that the chronological data of the
book of Judges are for the most part to be regarded as round numbers, have

sought for light to explain the chronology of the Bible in the darkness of the
history of ancient Egypt, and with their usual confidence pronounce it an indisputable truth that the whole of the period of the Judges did not last longer than

from 169

to 187 years.
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appears a very simple matter to

it

make

the calculation

inasmuch as the duration of the different hostile oppressions, and also the length of time that most of the judges held their
office, or at all events the duration of the peace which they secured
required,

The

for the nation, are distinctly given.

that
1.

we

find

following are the numbers

:

Oppression by Chushan-rishathaim

.

.

.

Deliverance by Deborah and Barak, and rest
4.

Oppression by the Midianites
Deliverance by Gideon, and rest

.

.

.

iii.

8),

.

(chap.

iii.

11),

.

(chap.

iii.

14),

.

(chap.

iii.

30),

.

.

.

Oppression by the Moabitea
Deliverance by Ehud, and rest .
.
3. Oppression by the Canaanitish king Jabin
2.

(chap.

.

....

Deliverance by Othniel, and rest

.

.

(chap. iv. 3),
(chap. v. 31),
(chap. vi. 1),
(chap. viii. 28),

.

.

40

„

.

7

„

40

„

3
23
22

„

(chap. ix. 22),

.

Tola, judge

(chap. x. 2),

.

judge

(chap. x. 3),

.

Total,
5.

6.

Oppression by the Ammonites
.
.
Deliverance by Jephthah, who judged Israel
.

(chap. x. 8),
(chap. xii. 7),

Ibzan, judge

(chap.

xii.

9),

Elon, judge

(chap.

xii.

11),

(chap.

xii.

14),

(chap.

xiii. 1),

Abdon, judge
Oppression by the Philistines
At this time Samson judged Israel

.

for

.

„
„
„

18
80
20

Abimelech's reign
Jair,

8 years.

40

„

„

„

301 years.

.

.

.

18

„

6
7
10

„

8
40

.

.

„
„
„
„

20 years (chap. xv. 20
xvi. 31).

Total,

For

if

to this

we add

(a) the time of Joshua, which

is

390 years.

.

not distinctly

mentioned, and

The time during which

(6.)

Eli

was judge (1 Sam.

iv. 18),

.

We obtain
And
(c.)

if

we add

still

(e.)

The times of Samuel and Saul combined,
The reign of David (2 Sam. v. 4 1 Kings ii. 11),
The reign of Solomon to the building of the temple (1 Kings vi.
;

The whole time from the entrance of Israel
building of the temple amounted to

x

The

.

450

„
„
years. 1

further
.

(d.)

20
40

.

earlier chronologists discovered

into

40

.

.

.

.

.

.40

Canaan

a confirmation of

1),

3

„
„
„

to the

533 years.

this as the length of

time that the period of the judges actually lasted in Acts xiii. 20, where Paul in
his speech at Antioch in Pisidia says, according to the textta receptus, " After
that He gave unto them judges about the space of four hundred and fifty years
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if

we add

the forty years spent in the wilderness, the time

Egypt and the building of
But the interval was not so long as
this ; for, according to 1 Kings vi. 1, Solomon built the house of
the Lord in the 480th year after the children of Israel came out of
Egypt, and in the fourth year of his reign. And no well-founded
that elapsed between the exodus from

the temple was 573 years.

objections can be raised as to the correctness and historical credibility of this statement.

It

is

true that the

LXX. have " the 440th

is proved to be erroneous
by Aquila and Symmachus, who adopt the number 480 in common
with all the rest of the ancient versions, and it is now almost unani
mously rejected (see Ewald, Gesch. ii. p. 479). In all probability
it owed its origin to an arbitrary mode of computing the period
referred to by reckoning eleven generations of forty years each
(see Ed. Preuss ; die Zeitrechnung der LXX. pp. 78 sqq.).
On
the other hand, the number 480 of the Hebrew text cannot rest
upon a mere reckoning of generations, since the year and month of
Solomon's reign are given in 1 Kings vi. 1 and if we deduct this
date from the 480, there remain 477 or 476 years, which do not form
a cyclical number at all. 1 Again, the exodus of Israel from Egypt

year" instead of the 480th ; but this reading

;

Samuel the prophet." The discrepancy between this verse and the statein 1 Kings vi. 1, that Solomon built the temple in the four hundred and
eightieth year after the children of Israel were come out of Egypt, many have
endeavoured to remove by a remark, which is correct in itself, viz. that the
apostle merely adopted the traditional opinion of the Jewish schools, which had
been arrived at by adding together the chronological data of the book of Judges,
without entering into the question of its correctness, as it was not his intention
to instruct his hearers in chronology. But this passage cannot prove anything
until

ment

at

all

;

for the reading given in the led. rec. is merely founded

and Laud., and the text

ing to the Codd. Al., Vat, Ephr. S.

rescr.,

Cant.

but according to the Cod. Sinait.

Teschendorf and several minuscula, as well as the Copt. Sahid.
Vulg.,

is,

xxi xctffXar ffon

airrav

£>{

hiait

IctftwiiK r. vp.

upon Cod.

of Matthtd; whilst the oldest reading not only accord-

iirrcc in yri

rirrpetKoai'ois xetl

This text

Chanaan

is

Arm.

ed.

Vers,

and

Xeu>cccu> x*iTtxXripo*ofinvt» a.vro7; Tift

yq»

-rftTvixomx, xxl firrtl

rxira liaxi- xptrdf

iof

rendered thus in the Vulgate : et destruens gentes

eorum quasi post quadrinad Samuel pro*
phetam, and can hardly be understood in any other sense than this, that Paul
reckoned 450 as the time that elapsed between the call of Abraham (or the
birth of Isaac) and the division of the land, namely 215
215 (according to
the Alex, reading of Ex. xii. 40 see the comm. on this passage) -j- 40
470,
or about 450.
1
Bertheau has quite overlooked this when he endeavours to make the 480
years from the exodus to the building of the temple into a cyclical number, and
septem in terra

sorte distribuit eis terrain

gentos et quinquaginta annos: et post hsec dedit judices usque

+

:
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was an " epoch-making" event, which was fixed in the recollection
of the people as no other ever was, so that allusions to it run through
the whole of the Old Testament. Moreover, the very fact that it
does not tally with the sum total of the numbers in the book of
Judges is an argument in favour of its correctness ; whereas all the
chronological calculations that differ from this bring us back to
these numbers, such, for example, as the different statements of

who

Josephus,

reckons the period in question at 592 years in Ant.

and on the other hand,

612 years in Ant. xx. 10 and
be shown that there are several
things assumed in this chronological survey which have no foundaThis applies both to the assumed succession of
tion in the text.
viii.

c.

3, 1,

Ap.

ii.

2.

1

Lastly,

it

may

at

easily

the Anunonitish and Philistine oppressions, and also to the intro-

duction of the forty years of Eli's

life as

judge after or in addition

to the forty years that the Philistines ruled over Israel.

The

current view, that the forty years of oppression on the part

of the Philistines did not
or

Abdon,

is

that this oppression

(chap.

xii.

commence

after the death of

till

Jephthah

apparently favoured, no doubt, by the circumstance,

15),

and

is

not described till after the death of Abdon
introduced with the usual formula, " And the

is

appeals in support of this to 1 Ghron.

vi.

35 sqq.

(cf. v.

29 sqq.), where twelve

generations are reckoned from Aaron to Ahimaaz, the contemporary of David.

Bat

it is perfectly

who was a boy

arbitrary on his part to include Ahimaaz,

in

the time of David (2 Sam. zv. 27, 36, xviii. 19, 22, 27 sqq.), as the representative of

a generation that was contemporaneous with David

Aliimaar, but his father Zadok,

i.e.

whereas it was not

;

the eleventh high priest from Aaron,

who

anointed Solomon as king (1 Kings i. 39, ii. 35), and therefore there had been
only eleven high priests from the exodus to the building of the temple. If
therefore this period

the

ground

was to be divided into generations of forty years each on

of the genealogies in the Chronicles, there could only be eleven gene-

rations counted,

and

this is just

what the LXX. have done.

Josephus adds together the numbers which occur in the book of Judges.
Beckoning from the invasion of Chushan-rishathaim to the forty years' oppres1

sion of the Philistines (inclusive), these
son's

twenty years

amount

to 390 years,

if

we

regard Sam-

as forming part of the Philistine oppression, or to

410 years

they are reckoned separately. Let us add to this the forty years of the journey
through the wilderness, the twenty-five years which Josephus assigns to Joshua
(Ant. v. 1, 29), the forty years of Eli, the twelve years which he allots to
Samuel before the election of Saul as king (vi. 13, 5), and the forty years

if

which he reckons to Samuel and Saul together, and

lastly,

the forty and a half

years of David's reign and the four years of Solomon's up to the time when
40
12
40 -f 40$
4
the temple was built, and we obtain 40 -f- 25
201$ years ; and these added to 390 make 591$, or added to 410 they amount

+

+

+

+ =

to 611 years.
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children of Israel did evil again in the sight of the Lord," etc.

(chap.

But

xiii. 1).

this formula,

taken by

itself,

does not furnish

any certain proof that the oppression which it introduces did not
take place till after what has been already described, especially in
the absence of any more definite statement, such as the clause introduced into chap. iv. 1, " when Ehud was dead," or the still more
definite remark, that the land had rest so many years (chap. iii.
11, 30, v. 31

;

cf.

chap.

viii.

Now

32).

instead of any such statement as to time,
in chap. x. 6 sqq., that

when

we

in the case before us,
find the general

remark

the Israelites sank into idolatry again,

Jehovah sold them into the hands of the Philistines, and into the
hands of the children of Amnion and after this there simply
follows an account of the oppression on the part of the Ammonites,
and the eventual deliverance effected by Jephthah (chap. x. 8xii. 7), together with an enumeration of three judges who succeeded
Jephthah (chap. xii. 8-15) ; but we learn nothing further about the
oppression on the part of the Philistines which is mentioned in chap.
;

When,

x. 7.

therefore,

Lord

that the

it is still

further related, in chap.

xiii. 1,

hand of the

Philis-

delivered the Israelites into the

tines forty years, this cannot possibly refer to another oppression

on

the part of the Philistines subsequent to the one noticed in chap.
x. 7

;

but the true explanation must be, that the historian proceeds

here for the

first

time to describe the oppression noticed in chap.

and introduces his description with the formula he generally
adopted " And the children of Israel did evil again in the sight of

x. 7,

:

the Lord," etc.

The

oppression

itself,

therefore,

commenced

at the

Ammonites, and continued side by side
with it ; but it lasted much longer, and did not come to an end till
a short time before the death of Elon the judge. This is confirmed
beyond all doubt by the fact, that although the Ammonites crossed
the Jordan to fight against Judah, Benjamin, and Ephraim, it was
chiefly the tribes of Israel who dwelt on the other side of the Jordan
that were oppressed by them (chap. x. 8, 9), and that it was only
by these tribes that Jephthah was summoned to make war upon
them, and was elected as their head and prince (chap. xi. 5-11),
and also that it was only the Ammonites in the country to the east
of the Jordan whom he subdued then before the Israelites (chap. xi.
32, 33). From this it is very evident that Jephthah, and his successors Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon, were not judges over all Israel,
and neither fought against the Philistines nor delivered Israel from
the oppression of those enemies who invaded the land from the

same time

as that of the
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31.

so that the omission of the expression, " the land had
from chap. xi. and xii., is very significant. 1
But if the Ammonitish and Philistine oppressions occurred at
the same time, of course only one of them must he taken into

south-west

;

rest," etc.,

account in our chronological calculations as to the duration of the
;
and the one selected must he the one to the
which the chronological data of the next period are imme-

period of the judges
close of

But this is not the case with the account of the
diately appended.
Ammonitish oppression, of the deliverance effected by Jephthah,
and of the judges who succeeded him (Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon),
because the chronological thread of this series of events

with the death of Abdon, and

off

is

is

never resumed again.

broken
It is so,

however, with the Philistine oppression, which

is said to have lasted
is
not
given in the book of
though
the
termination
of
it
forty years,
Judges. Samson merely began to deliver Israel out of the power
xiii. 5), but did not accomplish their comjudged Israel for twenty years in the days

of the Philistines (chap.

He

plete deliverance.
1

Even

Hitzig,

who

denies that the oppression of the Philistines was contem-

poraneous with that of the Ammonites,
true,

the author

first

of

all

is

obliged to acknowledge that "

it is

war before
with which it had no

disposed very properly of the Ammonitish

entering into the details of the war with the Philistines,

connection, and which was not brought to a close so soon."

When

therefore,

he adduces as evidence that they were not contemporaneous, the fact that " according to the context, and to all analogy (cf. chap,
notwithstanding
iv. 1, iii.

this,

11, 12), the author intends to write, in chap.

death of Abdon,

when

xiii. 1,

there was no judge in Israel, the nation

that after the

back into its
former lawlessness, and as a punishment was given up to the Philistines," a more
careful study of the passages cited (chap. ir. 1, iii. 11, 12) will soon show that
the supposed analogy does not exist at all, since the expression, " the land had
fell

both instances (see chap. iii. 11 and 31), whereas
omitted before chap. xiii. 1. The still further assertion, however, that the
account of the Philistine war ought to have followed immediately upon that of
the war with the Ammonites, if the intention was to describe this with equal
If neither Jephthah nor the three judges who
fulness, has no force whatever.
followed him had anything to do with the Philistines, if they merely judged the
tribes that were oppressed and threatened by the Ammonites, it was natural
that everything relating to them should be attached to the account of the defeat
of the Ammonites, in order that there might be no unnecessary separation of
rest," etc., really occurs in
it is

what was so intimately connected together. And whilst these objections are thus
proved to have no force, the objection raised to the contemporaneous occurrence
of the two oppressions is wrecked completely upon the distinct statement in
chap. x. 7, that Jehovah sold the Israelites into the hands of the Philistines and
Ammonites, which Hitzig can only get over by declaring, without the slightest
foundation, that the words "into the hands of the Philistines" are spurious,

simply because they stand in the

way

of his

own

assumption.
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of the Philistines,
xv. 20)

;

»'.«.

during the oppression of the Philistines (chap.

consequently the twenty years of his labours must not be

taken into account in the chronology of the period of the judges,

inasmuch as they are
tines' rule.

At

all

included in the forty years of the Philis-

the death of Samson, with which the book of Judges

power of the Philistines was not yet broken; and in
first book of Samuel we find the Philistines still
fighting against the Israelites, and that with such success that the
Israelites were defeated by them, and even lost the ark of the
covenant. This war must certainly be a continuation of the Philistine oppression, to which the acts of Samson belonged, since the
termination of that oppression is not mentioned in the book of
Judges ; and on the other hand, the commencement of the oppression
referred to in 1 Sam. iv. 9 sqq. is not given in the book of Samuel.
Consequently even Hitzig supports the view which I have expressed,
that the forty years' supremacy of the Philistines, noticed in Judg.
xiii. 1, is carried on into the book of Samuel, and extends to 1 Sam.
vii. 3, 7, and that it was through Samuel that it was eventually brought
But if this is established,
to a termination (1 Sam. vii. 10 sqq.).
then the forty years during which Eli was judge cannot have
followed the Philistine oppression and the deeds performed by
Samson, and therefore must not be reckoned separately. For since
Eli died in consequence of the account of the capture of the ark by
the Philistines (1 Sam. iv. 18), and seven months (1 Sam. vi. 1)
and twenty years elapsed after this catastrophe before the Philistines were defeated and humiliated by Samuel (1 Sam. vii. 2), only
closes, the

chap.

iv.

of the

the last half of the forty years of Eli's judicial fife falls within the
forty years of the Philistine rule over Israel, whilst the first half

Eli himself was not a
judge in the strict sense of the word. He was neither commander
of the army, nor secular governor of the nation, but simply the
high priest ; and in this capacity he administered the civil law in the
supreme court, altogether independently of the question whether
coincides with the time of the judge Jair.

there

was a secular governor

at the time or not.

After the death

of Eli, Israel continued for more than twenty years utterly prostrate

was during this period that
power of the God of Israel,
though he could not deliver the Israelites entirely from their
oppression.
Samuel laboured at the same time, as the prophet of
the Lord, to promote the inward and spiritual strength of Israel,
and that with such success, that the people came to Mizpeh at his

under the yoke of the

Samson made the

Philistines.

It

Philistines feel the
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summons, and there put away the strange gods that they had hitherto
worshipped, and worshipped the Lord alone after which the Lord
hearkened to Samuel's prayer, and gave them a complete victory
over the Philistines (1 Sam. vii. 2-11). After this victory, which
was gained not very long after the death of Samson, Samuel undertook the supreme government of Israel as judge, and eventually at
their own desire, and with the consent of God, gave them a king in
the person of Saul the Benjaminite. This was not till Samuel himself
was old, and had appointed as his successors in the office of judge
his own sons, who did not walk in their father's ways (1 Sam.
viii.-x.).
Even under Saul, however, Samuel continued to the very
end of his life to labour as the prophet of the Lord for the well;

Israel, although he laid down his office of judge as soon as
Saul had been elected king. He announced to Saul how he had

being of

been rejected by God on account of his disobedience ; he anointed
David as king; and his death did not occur till after Saul had
begun to be troubled by the evil spirit, and to plot for David's life
(1 Sam. xxv. 1), as we may learn from the fact that David fled to
Samuel at Raman when Saul resolved to slay him (1 Sam. xix. 18).
How long Samuel judged Israel between the victory gained at
Ebenezer (1 Sam. vii.) and the election of Saul as king of Israel, is
not stated in the Old Testament, nor even the length of Saul's
reign, as the text of 1 Sam. xiii. 1 is corrupt.
But we shall not be
very far from the truth, if we set down about forty years as the
time covered by the official life of Samuel as judge after that event
and the reign of Saul, and reckon from seventeen to nineteen years
as the duration of Samuel's judgeship, and from twenty to twentytwo as the length of Saul's reign. For it is evident from the
accounts that we possess of the lives and labours of Samuel and
Saul, that Saul did not reign forty years (the time given by Paul
in Acts xiii. 21, according to the traditional opinion current in the
Jewish schools), but at the most from twenty to twenty-two and
this is now pretty generally admitted (see at 1 Sam. xiii. 1). When
David was chosen king of Judah at Hebron after the death of
Saul, he was thirty years old (2 Sam. v. 1—4), and can hardly have
been anointed king by Samuel at Bethlehem before the age of
twenty. For though his father Jesse was still living, and he himself was the youngest of Jesse's eight sons, and was feeding the
flock (1 Sam. xvL 6-12), and even after this is still described as
1JB (1 Sam. xvii. 42, 55), Jesse was JPJ (an old man) at the time
(1 Sam. xvii. 12), at any rate sixty years old or more, so that his
;
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might be forty years old, and David, the youngest, as
For ">?? was not only applied to a mere boy, but
to a young man approaching twenty ; and the keeping of sheep was
not merely a task performed by shepherd boys, but also by the
grown-up sons of a family, among whom we must certainly reckon
David, since he had already contended with lions and bears in the
steppe, and slain these beasts of prey (1 Sam. xvii. 34-36), and
shortly afterwards was not only recommended to king Saul by his
courtiers, as " a mighty valiant man, and a man of war, and wise in
speech," to cheer up the melancholy king by his playing upon the
harp (1 Sam. xvi. 18), but also undertook to fight with the giant
Goliath (1 Sam. xvii.), and was placed in consequence over the
men of war, and was afterwards made captain of a thousand, and
betrothed to his daughter Michal (1 Sam. xviii. 5, 13, 17 sqq.).
But if David was anointed by Samuel at the age of about twenty
years, Saul could not have reigned more than ten years after that
time, as David was made king at the age of thirty. And he cannot
have reigned much longer before that time. For, apart from the
fact that everything which is related of his former wars and deeds
could easily have occurred within the space of ten years, the circumstance that Samuel lived till the last years of Saul's reign, and died
but a few years before Saul's death (1 Sam. xxv. 1), precludes the
assumption that he reigned any longer than that. For Samuel was
already so old that he had appointed his sons as judges, whereupon
the people desired a king, and assigned as the reason, that Samuel's
sons did not walk in his ways (1 Sam. viii. 1—4), from which it is
very evident that they had already filled the office of judge for
some considerable time. If we add to this the fact that Samuel
was called to be a prophet before the death of Eli, and therefore
was no doubt twenty-five or thirty years old when Eli died, and
that twenty years and seven months elapsed between the death of
Eli and the defeat of the Philistines, so that Samuel may have been
about fifty years old at that time, and that he judged the people
from this time forward till he had become an old man, and then
gave the nation a king in the person of Saul, we cannot assign
more than forty years as the interval between the defeat of the
Philistines and the death of Saul, without attributing to Samuel an
age of more than ninety years, and therefore we cannot reckon
more than forty or thirty-nine years as the time that intervened
between the installation of Samuel in his office as judge and the
eldest son

much

as twenty.

commencement of the

reign of Saul.
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According to

may be arranged

this,

the chronology of the times of the judges

as follows

:

a.

From the

b.

the judge (vid. p. 277),
Duration of the Philistine oppression,

r.

Judgeship of Samuel and reign of Saul,

d.

David's reign (7£ and 33 years),
Solomon's reign to the building of the'temple,

t.

a.
b.

oppression of Ghushan-rishathaim to the death of Jair
.

.

.

.

.

.

.......

The wandering in the desert,
The time between the entrance into Canaan and the
the land,

c.

285

31.

Prom

.

301 years.
40
n
39
ii
40
1!
3
11

423 years.
40
ii

division of

7

the division of Canaan to the invasion of Chushan-risha-

thaim,

.

.

.

.10

.

480

years.

These nnmbers are as thoroughly in harmony with 1 Kings vi. 1,
and also with the statement made by Jephthah in his negotiations
with the king of the Ammonites, that Israel dwelt in Heshbon and
the cities along the

(Judg.

xi. 26), as

bank

we

round numbers to

in

of the

Arnon

for three

hundred years

could possibly expect so general a statement
be.

For

instance, as the chronological data

of the book of Judges give 301 years as the interval between

commencement of
Ammonitish oppression, and as only about ten years elapsed
between the division of Canaan, after which the tribes on the east
of the Jordan first established themselves firmly in Gilead, and the
invasion of Chushan, the Israelites had dwelt 310 years in the land
on the other side of the Jordan at the time of Jephthah's negotiations with the Ammonites, or at the most 328, admitting that these
negotiations may possibly not have taken place till towards the end
of the eighteen years' oppression on the part of the Ammonites, so
that Jephthah could appeal with perfect justice to the fact that
they had been in possession of the land for 300 years.
This statement of Jephthah, however, furnishes at the same
time an important proof that the several chronological data contained in our book are to be regarded as historical, and also that
the invasion of Chushan-rishathaim and the
the

the events are to be reckoned as occurring successively ; so that

we

have no right to include the years of oppression in the years of rest,
as is frequently done, or to shorten the whole period from Othniel
to

Jephthah by

arbitrary assumptions of synchronisms, in direct

opposition to the text.

This testimony removes

all

foundation from
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number forty which so frequently occurs is
a so-called round number, that is to say, is nothing more than a
number derived from a general estimate of the different periods

the hypothesis that the

For

according to generations, or cyclical periods.
of the different chronological notices

tallies

the

if

actual duration of the period in question as confirmed

mony, the
that

several notices

must be regarded

sum

total

on the whole with the

by

this testi-

and

as historically true,

the more because the greater part of these data consist of

all

such numbers as 6, 8, 18, 20, 22, 23, which can neither be called
round nor cyclical. Moreover, the purely cyclical significance of
the number forty among the Israelites must first of all be proved.
Even Ewald (Gesch. ii. pp. 480, 481) most justly observes, that " it
is very easy to say that the number forty was a round number in
the case of different nations ; but this round number must first of
all have had its origin in life, and therefore must have had its
limited application."
If, however, we look more closely at the
different occasions on which the space of forty years is mentioned,
between the exodus from Egypt and the building of the temple, we
shall find that at any rate the first and last passages contain very
definite notices of time, and cannot possibly be regarded as containing merely round or cyclical numbers.
In the case of the forty
years' wandering in the wilderness, this is placed beyond the reach
of doubt by the fact that even the months are given of both the
second and fortieth years (Num. x. 11, xx. 1 ; Deut. i. .3), and the
intervening space is distinctly stated to have been thirty-eight years
(Deut. ii. 14). And the forty years that David is said to have
reigned also give the precise number, since he reigned seven and
a half years at Hebron, and thirty-three at Jerusalem (2 Sam. v.
Between these two extreme points we
4, 5 ; 1 Kings ii. 11).
certainly meet with the number forty five times : viz. forty years
of rest under Othniel (Judg. iii. 11), the same under Barak and
Deborah (chap. v. 31), and the same again under Gideon (chap,
also forty years of oppression

viii.

28)

xiii.

1),

and

in addition to these,

;

victory (Judg.

iii.

passages in which

30).

we

we find eighty years
But there are also
called cyclical or

14, iv. 3, vi. 1, ix. 22, x. 2, 3,
is

xii. 7, 9,

Is

it

(1

Sam.

iv.

18)

of rest after Ehud's

twelve or thirteen

round

(viz.

Judg.

iii.

8,

11, 14, xv. 20, xvi. 31).

there then to justify our calling the

or round ?

Philistines (chap,

find either odd numbers, or at all events

numbers that cannot be

What

by the

and the forty years that Eli was judge

number

forty cyclical

the impossibility or improbability that in the coarse
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have had rest from hostile oppression on
and on one for eighty 1 Is there
anything impossible in this? Certainly not. Is there even an
improbability t If there be, surely improbabilities have very often
been perfectly true. And in the case before us, the appearance
of

Israel should

three occasions for forty years,

when we consider that although if we
number forty is repeated, yet it cannot be
that we are to understand that entire years are

itself loses all significance,

take entire years the

taken so

literally as

intended every time.

If David's reign

is

reckoned as forty years

Sam. v. 4, although? according to ver. 5, he reigned seven years
and six months in Hebron and thirty-three years in Jerusalem, it
may also be the case that, although forty years is the number given
in the book of Judges, the period referred to may actually have
been only thirty-nine years and a half, or may have been forty and
To this must be added the fact that the time during which
a half.
the war with the enemy lasted is also included in the years of rest
and this must always have occupied several months, and may sometimes have lasted even more than a year. Now, if we give all these
in 2

circumstances their due weight, every objection that can be raised
as to the correctness

and

historical credibility of the chronological

data of the book of Judges vanishes away, whilst

all

the attempts

have been made to turn these data into round or cyclical
numbers are so arbitrary as to need no special refutation whatever.1
that

1

The

principal representatives of this hypothesis are

Ewald and

his pupil

According to Ewald (Gesch. ii. pp. 473 sqq.), the twelve judges
from Othniel to Samson form the historical groundwork of the book, although
there are distinct traces that there were many more such rulers, because it was
only of these that any reminiscences had been preserved. When, therefore,
after the expiration of the whole of this period, the desire arose to bring out
into distinct prominence the most important points connected with it, the first
thing that was done was to group together these twelve judges, with such brief
Bertheau.

remarks as we find in the case of five of them (Tola, Jair, Ibzan, Elon, and
Abdon) in chap. x. 1-5 and xii. 8-15. In their case, too, the precise time was
given, so far as it could be still remembered. But, independently of this, the
attempt was also made to connect the order of the many alternations of war and
peace during these 480 years which occurred, according to 1 Kings vi. 1, between
the exodus from Egypt and the building of Solomon's temple, to certain grand
and easily remembered divisions ; and for this the number forty at once presented itself. For since, according to the oldest traditions, Israel spent forty
years in the wilderness, and since David also reigned forty years, it might easily
be regarded as a suitable thing to divide the whole into twelve equal parts, and
to assign to each forty years a great hero and some striking event : e.g. (1)
Moses and the wilderness (2) Joshua and the prosperous rule of the elders
(3) the war with Chushan-rishathaim, and Othniel ; (4) the Moabites and
;
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The
Judges

historical character of the chronological data of the

being thus established,

we

for the history of the Israelitish nation, as

following survey, to which
before Christ

Ehud;

book of

obtain a continuous chronology

we append a

we may

see

from the

calculation of the years

:

(5) the Aramteans and Jair; (6) the Canaanites under Jabin, and
(7) the Midianites and Gideon ; (8) Tola, with whose opponents we
;

Deborah

(9) the Ammonites and Philistines, or Jephthah and
;
Samson ; (10) the Philistines and Eli ; (11) Samuel and Saul ; (12) David.
" Finally, then, these twelve judges from Othniei to Samson were necessarily
connected with this different mode of reckoning, so that the several numbers,
as well as the order in which the judges occur, which show so evidently (?) that

are not acquainted

the last editor but one compiled the section extending from chap.

iii.

to xvi. out

many changes."
And the question

of a great variety of sources, must have been the resultant of

But Ewald looks in vain for any reason for this " must."
up at once, how could the idea ever have entered any

starts

one's

mind of
among

dividing these 480 years, from the exodus to the building of the temple,

the twelve judges in this particular manner

whom it was

;

that to

all

the judges, concerning

known how long their period of labour lasted, forty years each
when it was known that Israel had wandered forty years in the

not

were assigned,

had governed forty years with the elders, and Samuel
and Saul together had ruled for the same time, and David also, so that there
only remained for the judges from Othniei to Samson 480
4 X 40, i.e. only 820
wilderness, that Joshua

—

years, or, deducting the first three or four years of Solomon's reign, only 817

or 816 years?

These years,

if

divided

among twelve judges, would give
Or how did they come to

twenty-six or twenty-seven years for each.

only
allot

eighty years to Ehud, and only twenty-two to Jair and twenty-three to Tola,
if the two latter had also conquered the hostile oppressors of Israel?
And
lastly,

why was Shamgar

Philistines ?

left without any, when he delivered Israel from the
To these and many other questions the author of this hypothesis
give any answer at all and the arbitrary nature of his mode of

unable to
;
manufacturing history is so obvious, that it is unnecessary to waste words in
proving it. It is no better with Bertheau's hypothesis (Judg. pp. xvi. sqq.).
According to this hypothesis, out of the twelve generations from Moses to David
which he derives from 1 Chron. vi. 35 sqq., only six (or 240 years) belong to
the judges from Othniei to Samson. These have been variously reckoned. One
is

them as six generations of forty years each another reckons
them more minutely, adopting smaller numbers which were assigned to the
twelve judges and the son of Gideon. But six generations and twelve judges
could not be combined in any other way than by assigning twenty years to each
judge. Now there was not a single judge who judged Israel for twenty years,
with the exception of Samson. And the total number of the years that they
judged is not 240, but 296 years (40
22 -f- 6 -f 7
80
40
23
10
40
Consequently we do not find any trace throughout the book,
8
20
*)•
that the period of the judges was reckoned as consisting of six generations of
forty years each. (Compare with this a more elaborate refutation by Bachman*,

calculation takes

+ + +

;

+ + + + +

pp. 8 sqq.).
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Chronological Survey of the Principal Events from the Exodus
to the Building of Solomon's Temple.

The Principal Events.

Dura-

Tears befere the

tion.

Birth of Christ.

....

Exodus of Israel from Egypt,
The law given at Sinai,

1492

1492—1491

Death of Aaron and Moses in the fortieth year of the
wandering in the desert,

1453

Conquest of Canaan by Joshua,

From the

1452— 144ft

division of the land to the invasion of

1445—1435

Chushan-rishathairo,

Death of Joshua,

Wars of the

War of

c.

tribes of Israel

with the Canaanites,

the congregation with Benjamin,

c.

....
....
....

Oppression by Chushan-rishathaim,
Deliverance by Othniel, and rest,

Oppression by the Moabites,
Deliverance by Ehud, and rest,

1442

1442 onwards

.

8
40
18

80

1436

1435—1427
1427—1887
1387—1369
1369—1289

Victory of Shamgar over the Philistines,

Oppression by Jabin,

20
40

....
....

Deliverance by Deborah and Barak, and rest,

Oppression by the Midianites,
Deliverance by Gideon, and rest,

7

40
3

Role of Abimelech,

23

Tola, judge,

22

Jair, judge,
Eli,

high priest and judge forty years,

.

1289—1269
1269-1229
1229—1222
1222—1182
1182—1179
1179—1166
1166—1134
1164—1114

After repeated apostasy, oppression
(a) In the East.

By the Ammonites 18

(b)

years,

from 1134 to 1116 B.C.
Jephthah judge 6 years,
from 1116 to 1110 B.C.
Ibzan judge 7 years,
from 1110 to 1103 B.C.
Elon judge 10 years,
from 1103 to 1093 B.C.

Abdon judge 8

years,

from 1093 to 1086

By the

Philistines,

40

.

1134—1094

Loss of the ark,

c.

Samson's deeds,

1114 onwards

Defeat of the Philistines,

1094

1094—1075
1076—1055
1055—1048
1048—1015

Samuel, judge,
Saul, king,

David king at Hebron,

„

1114

1116—1096

Samuel's prophetic labours,

„
B.C.

In the West.

.

at Jerusalem,

Solomon's reign to

the

1015—1012

building of the temple,
Total,

480

years.
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All that

is

required to establish our calculation as to the period

of the judges,

is

to justify

our estimate of ten years as the time

and the invasion
founded upon
that
Joshua
was <rrpa29),

that intervened between the division of the land

by Chushan-rishathaim,

since the general opinion,

the statement of Josephus (Ant. v.

1,

death of Moses,

TTjyoi of the nation for twenty-five years after the

and

(vi. 5,

4) that his death was followed

for eighteen years,

Josephus at

all

is

that

was

it

by a

state of

anarchy

at least thirty-five years.

events ought not to be appealed

to, as

But

he had no

other sources of information with regard to the earlier portion of

the Israelitish history than the

Old Testament

itself

;

and he so

frequently contradicts himself in his chronological statements, that

no reliance can be placed upon them even in cases where their incorrectness cannot be clearly proved. And if we consider, on the
other hand, that Joshua was an old man when the two great campaigns in the south and north of Canaan were over, and in fact was
so advanced in years, that God commanded him to divide the land,
although many districts were still unconquered (Josh. xiii. 1 sqq.),
in order that he might finish this part of his calling before his death,
there is very little probability that he lived for twenty-five years
after that time.
The same words are used to describe the last days
of his life in chap, xxiii. 1, that had previously been employed to
describe his great age (chap..xiii. 1 sqq.). No doubt the statement
in chap, rxiii. 1, to the effect that " many days after that the Lord

had given

rest

unto Israel from

all their foes,"

Joshua called together

the representatives of the nation, to renew the covenant of the

Lord before

nation with the

his death,

when taken

in connection

with the statement in chap. xix. 50, that he built the city of Timnath-

had given him for an inheritance after the
by lot was over, and dwelt therein, proves
very clearly that there were certainly " many days" (Eng. Ver. " a
long time") between the division of the land and the death of
Joshua. But this is so comparative a term, that it hardly embraces
more than two or three years. And Joshua might build, i.e. fortify
Timnath-serah, and dwell therein, even if he only lived for two
serah,

which the

tribes

distribution of the land

or three years after the division of the land.

On

the other hand,

there appears to have been a longer interval than the seven or eight

years allowed in our reckoning between the death of Joshua

the invasion of

Chushan

;

since

it

and

not only includes the defeat

of

Adoni-bezek, the capture of Jerusalem, Hebron, and other towns,

by the

tribes of

Judah and Simeon

(chap.

i.

1-14), and the con-
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31.

quest of Bethel by the tribe of Joseph (chap.

war of the congregation with the
xix.-xxi.). But it is only in appearance
the

too short.

i.

tribe of

22 sqq.), but also
Benjamin (chap,

that the interval allowed

All these events together would not require

many

is

years,

but might very well have occurred within the space of about five

And it is quite possible that the civil war of the Israelites
might have been regarded by king Chushan-rishathaim as a favouryears.

able opportunity for carrying out his design of

making

tary to himself, and that he took advantage of

it

Israel tribu-

accordingly.

The

very fact that Othniel delivered Israel from this oppression, after
it

had continued

for eight years, precludes us from postponing the

invasion itself to a longer period after the death of Joshua.

Othniel was not Caleb's nephew, as

Now

brother (see at Josh. xv. 17).

when

old

many

the distribution of the land

For

suppose, but his younger

Caleb was eighty-five years

commenced

(Josh. xiv. 10)

;

even if his brother Othniel was thirty, or even forty years
younger, he would still be fifty-five, or at any rate forty-five years
so that

old,

of

when

the division of the land commenced.

Josephus were

correct,

therefore,

If the statements

Othniel would have been

when he defeated
Aramaean king Chushan-rishathaim ; whereas, according to
our calculation, he would only have been fifty or sixty years old
when Debir was taken, and sixty-three or seventy-three when
Chushan was defeated. Now, even if we take the lower number as
the correct one, this would be a sufficiently great age for such a
ninety-one years old, or at any rate eighty-one,

the

warlike undertaking, especially
for
iii.

some time
11, "

And

afterwards, as

the land

had

when we
is

consider that Othniel lived

evident from the words of chap,

rest forty years:

may

Kenaz

died,"

die

the termination of the forty years'

till

The

though they

and Othniel the son of

not distinctly affirm that he did not
rest.

younger brother Othniel was the first
judge of Israel, also upsets the hypothesis which Bertheau has
founded upon a mistaken interpretation of chap. ii. 11— iii- 6, that a
whole generation of forty years is to be reckoned between the death
of Joshua and the invasion of Chushan, and also the misinterpretation of chap. ii. 7, 10 (cf. Josh. xxiv. 31), according to which the
sinful generation did not grow up until after Joshua and all the
an interpretation
elders who lived a long time after him were dead,
which has no support in chap. ii. 7, since ^nx DW TlNjJ does not
mean u to live long after a person," but simply " to survive him."
The " other generation which knew not the Lord," etc., that arose
fact that Caleb's

—
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after the death of Joshua and the elders who outlived him, was not
a different generation from the succeeding generations, which were

given up to the power of their foes on account of their apostasy
from the Lord, but the younger generation generally, which took
the place of the older men who had seen the works of the Lord
under Joshua in other words, this is only a comprehensive ex;

who

pression for all the succeeding generations
their

God and

So much may be

served Baalim.

forgot

Jehovah

said in vindication

of our calculations as to the period of the judges.

I.

TIMES OF THE JUDGES

:

OTHNIEL

DEBORAH AND BARAK.
In

EHUD AND SHAMOAB

;

—CHAP.

,

7-V.

III.

which embraces a

this first stage of the times of the judges,

period of 206 years, the Israelites were oppressed by hostile nations

on three separate occasions
Chushan-rishathaim,

whom

first

:

years, until Othniel brought
rest for forty years (chap.

of

all

by the Mesopotamian king

they were obliged to serve for eighteen

them

iii.

deliverance,

7-11)

king Eglon for eighteen years, until

;

and secured them

secondly by the Moabitish

Ehud

and smote
had rest for

slew this king

the Moabites, and so humiliated them, that the land

Shamgar

smote a host of
lastly by the
and
31)
Canaanitish king Jabin of Hazor, who oppressed them heavily for
twenty years, until Barak gathered an army together at the summons of Deborah the prophetess and with her assistance, and comeighty years (chap.

12-30), whilst

iii.

Philistines during the

same period (chap.

pletely defeated the foe (chap. iv.).

iii.

also
;

After

this victory,

Deborah celebrated in a triumphal song, the land had

which

rest again

for forty years (chap. v.).

Oppression of Israel by Chuslian-risliathaim, and Deliverance by
Othniel.
Chap. iii. 7-11.

—

The

first chastisement which the Israelites suffered
from the Lord, is introduced with the same
formula which had been used before to describe the times of the

Vers.

7, 8.

for their apostasy

judges generally (chap.

ii.

11, 12), except that instead of ''TIR '3JJW
we have here '""UK ^SE^ (" they forgot

(" they forsook the Lord")

the Lord their God") from Deut. xxxii. 18 (cf. 1 Sam. xii. 9), and
Asheroth (rendered " groves") instead of Ashtaroth (see at chap. ii.

13).
ii.

As a punishment

for this apostasy, the

Lord

sold

them (chap,
Meso-

14) into the hand of Chushan-rishathaim, the king of
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they were obliged to serve for eight years.

All

we know about this king of Mesopotamia is what is recorded
here. His name, Chnshan-rishathaim, is probably only a title which
was given to him by the Israelites themselves. Rishathaim signifies
" double wickedness" and the word was rendered as an appellative
with this signification in the Targums and the Syriac and Arabic
that

formed as an adjective from Cush, and
According to M. v. Niebuhr (Gesch.
Assure u. Babels, p. 272), the rulers of Babylon at that time
(1518-1273) were Arabs. " Arabs, however, may have included
not only Shemites of the tribe of Joktan or Ishmael, but Cushites
also."
The invasion of Canaan by this Mesopotamian or Baby
Ionian king has a historical analogy in the campaign of the five
allied kings of Shinar in the time of Abraham (Gen. xiv.).
Vers. 9-11. In this oppression the Israelites cried to the Lord
for help, and He raised them up ?^ D, a deliverer, helper, namely
the Kenizzite Othniel, the younger brother and son-in-law of Caleb
" The Spirit of Jehovah came upon him."
(see at Josh. xv. 17).
The Spirit of God is the spiritual principle of life in the world of
nature and man ; and in man it is the principle both of the natural
life which we receive through birth, and also of the spiritual life
which we receive through regeneration (yid. Auberlen, Geist des
versions.

Chuslian

is

also

may denote the Cushites.

Menschen, in Herzotfs Cycl. iv. p. 731). In this sense the expressions " Spirit of God" (Elohim) and " Spirit of the Lord"
(Jehovah) are interchanged even in Gen.
vi. 3,

and

i.

2,

so throughout all the books of the

compared with Gen.

Old Testament

former denoting the Divine Spirit generally in

its

;

the

supernatural

and power, the latter the same Spirit in its operations
life and history in the working out of the plan of
salvation.
In its peculiar operations the Spirit of Jehovah manifests itself as a spirit of wisdom and understanding, of counsel and
might, of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord (Isa. xi. 2).
The
communication of this Spirit under the Old Testament was genelally made in the form of extraordinary and supernatural influence
upon the human spirit. The expression employed to denote this is
usually '" rm \by Wil (" the Spirit of Jehovah came upon him :"
thus here, chap. xi. 29; 1 Sam. xix. 20, 23; 2 Chron. xx. 14; Num.
xxiv. 2). This is varied, however, with the expressions ('T, ??) n?y?5
T
" rm tbiJ (chap. xiv. 6, 19, xv. 14; 1 Sam. x. 10, xi. 6, 'xvi. 13)
and 'B-m nt5a!> '» rrn, " the Spirit of Jehovah clothed the man"
causality

upon

human

1

(chap. vi.

34 ;1 Chron.

xii.

18

;

2 Chron. xxiv. 20).

Of

these the
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former denotes the operations of the Divine Spirit in overcoming
the resistance of the natural will of man, whilst the latter represents the Spirit of God as a power which envelopes or covers a
man.
The recipients and bearers of this Spirit were thereby
endowed with the power to perform miraculous deeds, in which the
Spirit of God that came upon them manifested itself generally in
the ability to prophesy (vid. 1 Sam. x. 10, xix. 20, 23
1 Chron
xii. 18
2 Chron. xx. 14, xxiv. 20), but also in the power to work
miracles or to accomplish deeds which surpassed the courage and
strength of the natural man. The latter was more especially the
case with the judges ; hence the Chaldee paraphrases " the Spirit
;

;

vi. 34 as the " spirit of might from the
though in the passage before us it gives the erroneous

of Jehovah" in chap.

Lord

;"

interpretation fiW33 nvi,

understands

instigation of

« the

as signifying

it

spirit of

" the

which he was able

But we

with Chushan."
operations

alone.

upon the judges

The judges

fearlessly to enter

God

in this

upon the war

up the

manner, and to

to the spirit of strength

not only attacked the

also

of bravery, under the

are hardly at liberty to split

ferent powers of the Spirit of
its

Kimchi

prophecy."

spirit

dif-

restrict

and bravery

enemy courageously and

with success, but they also judged the nation, for which the

spirit

and put
down idolatry (chap. ii. 18, 19), which they could not have done
without the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord. u And
of wisdom and understanding was indispensably necessary,

he judged Israel and went out to war."

The

position of BBB^l before

?y?W? WfOl does not warrant us in explaining DBB»1 as signifying
" he began to discharge the functions of a judge," as Rosenmuller

ni

has done

:

for BBt?

must not be limited to a settlement of the civil
means to restore right in Israel, whether

disputes of the people, but

towards

its

heathen oppressors, or with regard to the attitude of the
" And the Lord gave ChusJian-rishathaim

nation towards the Lord.
into his

hand

over him ;"
that he

(cf . chap.

i.e.

And

2,

iii.

28, etc.),
(cf.

and his hand became

chap.

vi. 2),

strong

or smote him, so

was obliged to vacate the land. In consequence of this
had rest from war (cf Josh. xi. 23) forty years.

victory, the land

"

i.

he overcame him

.

then Othniel died:" the expression

TltOT

with

i

consec. does

not necessarily imply that Othniel did not die for forty years, but

simply that he died after rest had been restored to the land.
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12-30.

Oppression of Israel by Eglon, and Deliverance by
Shamgar's heroic Deeds. Chap. iii. 12—31.

—

Ehud;

In vers. 12-30 the subjugation of the Israelites by Eglon, the
king of the Moabites, and their deliverance from this bondage, are
circumstantially described.
jugation.

When

place of 'Ul jnrrnK

.

expression jnn tffog?
etc.,

First of

in vers. 12-14, the sub-

all,

the Israelites forsook the
.

.

.

VWW,

.

.

ver. 7,

ttJD'l,

as in chap. iv. 1, x. 6,

we have

Lord again (in the
here the appropriate

they added to do,
xiii.

1),

the

i.e.

did again, evil,

Lord made. Eglon the

king of the Moabites strong over Israel.

/V p*n, to give a person

strength to overcome or oppress another.

'3

17, instead of the

more usual *itW by

Ps. cxxxix. 14).

Eglon

allied

(cf.

Jer.

by, as in
iv.

himself with the

28

;

Dent. xxxi.

Mai.

ii.

14

Ammonites and

Amalekites, those arch-foes of Israel, invaded the land, took the
palm-city, i.e. Jericho (see at chap. i. 16), and made the Israelites
Sixty years had passed since Jerichc
During that time the Israelites had
rebuilt the ruined city, but they had not fortified it, on account of
the curse pronounced by Joshua upon any one who should restore
it as a fortress ; so that the Moabites could easily conquer it, and
using it as a base, reduce the Israelites to servitude.—Ver. 15. But
when the Israelites cried to the Lord for help, He set them free
through the Benjaminite Ehud, whom He raised up as their
deliverer.
Ehud was " the son of Gera." This probably means
that he was a descendant of Gera, since Gera himself, according to
1 Chron. viii. 3, was a son of Bela the son of Benjamin, and therefore was a grandson of Benjamin ; and Shimei the contemporary
tributary for eighteen years.

had been burnt by Joshua.

of David, a

man

belonging to the tribe of Benjamin,

is

also called

a son of Gera in 2 Sam. xvi. 5, xix. 17. At the same time, it is
possible that the name Gera does not refer to the same person in
these different passages, but that the name was repeated again and
again in the same family. " A man shut with regard to his right
hand,

1

'

i.e.

hindered in the use of his right hand, not necessarily

want of use from
youth upwards. That the expression does not mean crippled, is
confirmed by the fact that it is used again in connection with the
700 brave slingers in the army of the Benjaminites in chap. xx. 16,
and it certainly cannot be supposed that they were all actual
crippled, but in all probability disabled through
his

cripples.

So much

is

mean
(LXX.,

certain, however, that it does not

afifarrepoSegios, qui utraque

manu pro

dextera utebatur
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Vulg.), since

"it?K

signifies clausit

(shut) in Ps. lxix. 16.

It is

merely with reference to what follows that this peculiarity is so
distinctly mentioned.
The Israelites sent a present by him to king
Eglon. fra does not mean in, bnt through, his hand, i.e. through

—

were actually employed

his intervention, for others

present (ver. 18), so that

Ehud merely

Minchah, a gift or present,
as in 2

Sam.

viii.

no doubt a euphemism for

is

Kings

2, 6, 1

to carry the

superintended the matter.

v. 1.

—Ver. 16.

Ehud

tribute,

availed him-

self of the opportunity to approach the king of the Moabites and
put him to death, and thus to shake off the yoke of the Moabites
from his nation. To this end he provided himself with a sword,
which had two edges (rti'B from ne, like i'j?, Deut. xxii. 1, from
fits'), a cubit long ("101, air. X«y., signified primarily a staff, here a
cubit, according to the Syriac and Arabic ; not " a span," cnridaftrj,

LXX.), and

—Ver.

" did gird

it

under his raiment upon his right Uiigh"

he brought the present to
mentioned as a preparation for what
follows
was a very fat man. Vers. 18, 19. After presenting the
gift, Ehud dismissed the people who had carried the present to their
17. Provided with this weapon,

king Eglon, who

—

own homes
some

;

—

as

also

is

—

namely, as

we

learn

distance from Jericho.

stone-quarries at Gilgal,
refers to

some place by

sc.

from

ver. 19, after they

had gone

But he himself returned from the

to Jericho to king Eglon.

In Deut.

Gilgal.

vii.

Bv'DBn

JC

25, Isa. xxi. 9, Jer.

And

if we would retain this meanand others have done, we must
assume that in the neighbourhood of Gilgal there were stone idols
a thing which is very improbable. The
set up in the open air,
rendering " stone quarries," from ?DB, to hew out stones (Ex. xxxiv.
1, etc.), which is the one adopted in the ClwM.ee, and by Rashi and
Gilgal cannot be the
others, is more likely to be the correct one.
Gilgal between Jericho and the Jordan, which was the first encampment of the Israelites in Canaan, as is commonly supposed,
since Ehud passed the Pesilim on his flight from the king's
dwelling-place to the mountains of Ephraim (vers. 26, 27); and we
can neither assume, as Bertheau does, that Eglon did not reside in
the conquered palm-city (Jericho), but in some uncultivated place
viii.

19, pesilim signifies idols.

ing here, as the

LXX.,

Vulg.,

—

in the neighbourhood of the Jordan, nor suppose that after the

murder of Eglon Ehud could possibly have gone from Jericho to
the Gilgal which was half an hour's journey towards the east, for
the purpose of escaping by a circuitous route of this kind to Seirah
in the mountains of Ephraim, which was on the north-west of
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12-80.

be

Gelilotk,

west of Jericho opposite to the ascent of

which was on the

Adummim

(Kaalat ed

Dom), on the border of Judah and Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 17), and
which was also called Gilgal (Josh. xv. 7). Having returned to
the king's palace, Ehud sent in a message to him : " I have a secret
word to thee,
king."
The context requires that we should
understand " he said" in the sense of " he had him told" (or bade
say to him), since Ehud himself did not go in to the king, who was
sitting in

room,

his

afterwards (ver. 20).

till

of this message the king said

™>n)

;

here

it is

Dn,

lit.

be

In consequence

silent (the imperative of

a proclamation, Let there be quiet.

who were standing round

Ehud went

:

(viz. his attendants) left

The king was sitting " in
The "room of cooling" {Luther, Sommerlaube,

in (ver. 20).

of cooling alone."

Thereupon all
the room, and
his upper room

summer-arbour) was a room placed upon the flat roof of a house,
which was open to the currents of air, and so afforded a cool
retreat, such as are still met with in the East (vid. Shaw, pp. 188-9).
Then Ehud said, "
word of God I have to thee ;" whereupon the

A

king rose from his seat, from reverence towards the word of God
which Ehud pretended that he had to deliver to him, not to defend
himself, as Bertlieau supposes, of which there

—Vers.

is

not the slightest

But when the king stood up,
Ehud drew his sword from under his garment, and plunged it so
deeply into his abdomen that even the hilt followed the blade, and
the fat closed upon the blade (so that there was nothing to be seen
of it in front, because he did not draw the sword again out of his
body), and the blade came out between the legs. The last words
intimation in the text.

21, 22.

Luther follows the Chaldee
dirt passed from him,"
taking the aw. \ey. ftfiBhB as a composite noun from EHB, stercus,
and frit?, jecit. But this is hardly correct, as the form of the word
ru^Eha, and its connection with K^, rather points to a noun, pc^s,
with n local. The explanation given by Gesenius in his Thes. and
have been rendered in various ways.

and

Vulgate,

Heb.

lex.

and renders

much more

has

it

"so that the

dissitos habuit,

to the

verb

is

pedum, the
word signifying pedes

in its favour, viz. interstitium

place between the legs, from an Arabic

used as a euphemism for anus, podex. The subject
1
Ver. 23. As soon as the deed was
the blade.

—

At any rate the rendering suggested by Ewald, " Ehud went into the
open air, or into the enclosure, the space in front of the Alija,'" is untenable,
for the simple reason that it is perfectly irreconcilable with the next clause,
" Ehud went forth," etc. (consequently Fr. BSUcher proposes to erase this
1
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accomplished,

Ehud

'went out into the porch or front hall, shut the

door of the room behind him

(^J??, not behind himself, but literally
Eglon ; cf. Gen. vii. 16, 2 Kings iv. 4) and bolted
it (this is only added as a more precise explanation of the previous
Vers. 24, 25. When the servants of Eglon came (to enter
verb).
in to their lord) after Ehud's departure and saw the door of the
upper room bolted, they thought " surely (}K, lit. only, nothing
but) he covers his feet" (a euphemism for performing the necessities of nature ; cf. 1 Sam. xxiv. 3), and waited to shaming (cf. 2
Kings ii. 17, viii. 11), i.e. till they were ashamed of their long
waiting (see at chap. v. 28). At length they opened the door with
the key, and found their lord lying dead upon the floor.
Ehud's conduct must be judged according to the spirit of those
times, when it was thought allowable to adopt any means of destroy-

round him,

i.e.

—

The treacherous assassination of a
ing the enemy of one's nation.
regarded
as an act of the Spirit of God,
hostile king is not to be
and therefore is not set before us as an example to be imitated.
Although Jehovah raised up Ehud as a deliverer to His people
when oppressed by EgloD, it is not stated (and this ought particularly to be observed) that the Spirit of Jehovah came upon Ehud,
and still less that Ehud assassinated the hostile king under the impulse of that Spirit. Ehud proved himself to have been raised up
by the Lord as the deliverer of Israel, simply by the fact that he
actually delivered his people from the bondage of the Moabites, and
it by no means follows that the means which he selected were either
commanded or approved by Jehovah. Vers. 26 sqq. Ehud had
escaped whilst ijne servants of Eglon were waiting, and had passed
the stone quarries and reached Seirah. Seirah is a place that is
never mentioned again; and, judging from the etymology (the
hairy), it was a wooded region, respecting the situation of which all
that can be decided is, that it is not to be sought for in the neighbourhood of Jericho, but " upon the mountains of Ephraim" (ver.
For when Ehud had come to Seirah, he blew the trumpet
27).
" upon the mountains of Ephraim," to announce to the people the
victory that was placed within their reach by the death of Eglon,
and to summon them to war with the Moabites, and then went
down from the mountain into the plain near Jericho ; " and he was
before them" i.e. went in front as their leader, saying to the people,

—

from the text, without any critical authority whatever). For if Ehud
were the subject to the verb, the subject would necessarily have been mentioned,
ao it really is in the next clause, ver. 23a.

clause
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31.

" Follow tne ; for Jehovah has given your enemies the Moabites into
your hand." Then they went down and took (i.e. took possession of)
the fords near Jericho (see at Josh. ii. 7), 3Ntoi>, either "from the
Moabites" or "towards Moab," and let no one (of the Moabites) cross
over,

escape to their

i.e.

own

land.

—Ver. 29. Thus they smote

that time about 10,000 Moabites, all fat

and powerful men,

i.e.

at

the

whole army of the enemy in Jericho and on this side of the Jordan,
not letting a man escape.
The expression " at that time" seems to
imply that they did not destroy this number in one single engage
ment, but during the whole course of the war. Ver. 30. Thus

—

Moab was subdued under

the hand of Israel, and the land had rest

for eighty years.

Ver. 31. After him (Ehud) .was,

Shamgar the
had probably invaded
the land of the Israelites, six hundred men, with an ox-goad, so that
he also (like Othniel and Ehud, vers. 9 and 15) delivered Israel,
"ijjan Tote, o7r. Xey.
signifies, according to the Rabbins and the
}
ancient versions, an instrument with which they trained and drove
oxen and with this the etymology agrees, as *ip? is used in Hos.
x. 11 and Jer. xxxi. 18 to denote the training of the young ox.
According to Rashi, l£3 1D?0 is the same as |3"n, fiov/cevrpov, in
1 Sam. xiii. 21.
According to Maundrell in Paulus' Samml. der
merkw. Beisen nach d. Or. i. p. 139, the country people in Palestine
and Syria use when ploughing goads about eight feet long and six
inches in circumference at the thick end. At the thin end they
have a sharp point to drive the oxen, and at the other end a small
hoe, to scrape off any dirt that may stick to the plough.
Shamgar
may have smitten the Philistines with some such instrument as this,
just as the Edonian prince Lycurgus is described by Homer (H.
vi. 135) as putting Dionysius and the Bacchantines to flight with a
Nothing is recorded about the descent of Shamgar, either
/Soim-Xj/f
here or in the Song of Deborah, in chap. v. 6. The heroic deed
recorded of him must be regarded, as O. v. Gerlach affirms, as
son of Anath.

i.e.

there rose up,

He smote the Philistines, who

;

.

" merely the result of a holy inspiration that suddenly burst forth

weapon that came to his
by a terror for God,
just as Samson did on a later occasion."
For he does not seem to
have secured for the Israelites any permanent victory over the
Philistines.
Moreover, he is not called judge, nor is the period of
his labours taken into account, but in chap. iv. 1 the renewed
apostasy of Israel from the Lord is dated from the death of Ehud.
within him, in which he seized upon the

hand, and put to flight the enemy

when

first

scared
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Oppression of Israel by Jabin, and Deliverance by Deborah and

Barak.

—Chap.

iv.

and

v.

This fresh oppression of the Israelites, and the glorious victory
which they obtained over Sisera, Jabin's general, through the judge
Deborah and the heroic warrior Barak, are so fully described in
Deborah's triumphal song in chap, v., that this song may be regarded as a poetical commentary upon that event. It by no means
follows from this fact, however, that the historical account in chap,
iv. was first of all founded upon the ode, and was merely intended
to furnish an explanation of the song itself.
Any such assumption
is overthrown by the fact that the prose account in chap. iv. contains, as even Bertheau acknowledges, some historical details which
we look for in vain in the song, and which are of great assistance in
the interpretation of it. All that we can infer with any probability
from the internal connection between the historical narrative and
the Song of Deborah is, that the author of our book took both of
them from one common source; though the few expressions and
words which they contain, such as '"lanst? in ver. 18, n:yn in ver. 21,
FDEip in ver. 6, and DHJ1 in ver. 15, do not throw any light upon the
source from which they were derived. For, with the exception of
the first, which is not met with again, the whole of them occur in
other passages, the second in chap. i. 14 and Josh. xv. 18, the third
in the same sense in chap. xx. 37, and the fourth in Ex. xiv. 24
and Josh. x. 10. And it by no means follows, that because in the
passages referred to, " D^J is found in close association with songs
or poetical passages" {Bertheau), the word itself must be borrowed
from the same source as the songs, viz. from the book of Jasher
(Josh. x. 13). For Don is found in the same signification in 1 Sam.

—

10, Ex. xxiii. 27, and Deut. ii. 15, where we look in vain for
any songs whilst it always occurs in connection with the account of
a miraculous overthrow of the foe by the omnipotent power of God.
Chap. iv. The Victory over Jabin and his General Sisera. Vers.
1-3. As the Israelites fell away from the Lord again when Ehud
was dead, the Lord gave them into the hand of the Canaanitish
king Jabin, who oppressed them severely for twenty years with a
powerful army under Sisera his general. The circumstantial clause,
" when Ehud was dead," places the falling away of the Israelites
from God in direct causal connection with the death of Ehud on
the one hand, and the deliverance of Israel into the power of Jabin
on the other, and clearly indicates that as long as Ehud lived he
vii.

;

—

-V,
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chap. ii. 18, 19), and defended
Joshua had already conquered one

(of.

and taken his capital (Josh. xi. 1, 10). The
who lived more than a century later, bore the
same name. The name Jabin, " the discerning," may possibly have
been a standing name or title of the Canaanitish kings of Hazor, as
king, Jabin of Hazor,

king referred to here,

Abimelech was of the kings of the Philistines (see at Gen. xxvi. 8).
He is called " king of Canaan," in distinction from the kings of
other nations and lands, such as Moab, Mesopotamia, etc. (chap. iii.
8, 12), into whose power the Lord had given up His sinful people.
Hazor, once the capital of the kingdoms of northern Canaan, was
situated over (above or to the north of) Lake Huleh, in the tribe of
Naphtali, but has not yet been discovered (see at Josh.
Sisera, the general of Jabin, dwelt in Harosheth of the

oppressed the Israelites most tyrannically (mightily:
1,

1

Sam.

ii.

xi.

1).

Goyim, and

cf.

chap.

viii.

16) for twenty years with a force consisting of 900

chariots of iron (see at Josh. xvii. 16).

The

situation of Harosheth,

which only occurs here (vers. 2, 13, 16), is unknown ; but it is certainly to be sought for in one of the larger plains of Galilee, possibly
the plain of Buttauf, where Sisera was able to develop his forces,
whose strength consisted chiefly in war-chariots, and to tyrannize
over the land of Israel.
Vers. 4-11.

At

that time the Israelites were judged

a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth,

palm between Ramah
(Beitin

:

of

Shallum

gift, like

in 2

Kings

:

by Deborah,

the Deborah-

see at Josh, xviii. 25)

and Bethel

2) in the tribe of Benjamin, upon the
Deborah is called fi^Oi new on account of

vii.

mountains of Ephraim.
her prophetic

Ram

(er

see at Josh.

who dwelt under

Miriam

in

xxii. 14.

Ex. xv. 20, and Hulda the wife
Tins gift qualified her to judge

the nation (the participle fiBBB' expresses the permanence of the act
i.e. first of all to settle such disputes among the people
themselves as the lower courts were unable to decide, and which

of judging),

ought therefore, according to Deut.

xvii. 8, to

be referred

to the

The palm where she

sat in
supreme judge of the whole nation.
Vebora!i-pa\m.
the
Ps.
ix.
was
called
after
her
judgment (cf.
5)
The Israelites went up to her there to obtain justice. The expression " came up" is applied here, as in Deut. xvii. 8, to the place of
justice,

as a spiritual height, independently of the fact that the

place referred to here really stood

But

upon an eminence.

—Vers. 6

sqq.

in order to secure the rights of her people against their outward

foes also, she

summoned Barak

the son of

Abinoam from Kedesh,
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Huleh lake (see at Josh,
and made known to him the commands of the Lord " Up
and draw to Mount Tabor, and take with thee 10,000 men of the
children of Naphtali and Zebulun; and I will draw to thee into the
in the tribe of Naphtali, on the west of the

xii.

22),

:

brook-valley of Kishon, Sisera the captain of Jabin's army,

men

chariots,

and

hand."

H?vfo has been explained in different ways.

Clericus,
(ef.

his multitude (his

and others supply

PJJfi

of war),

Num.

his

Seb. Schmidt,

"iBiB'n,

Ex. xix. 13, Josh. vi. 5), i.e.
upon Mount Tabor, and regard
;

and

into thy

draw with the trumpet
blow the trumpet in long-drawn

or

tones,

ing the people

and give him

conven-

this as the signal for

whilst Hengstenberg (Diss.

pp. 76, 77) refers to
understands the blowing of the horn as the signal
ii.

x. 9, and
by which the congregation of the Lord made known its need to
Him, and appealed to Him to come to its help. It cannot indeed
be proved that the blowing of the trumpet was merely the means

adopted for convening the people together ; in

fact, the

use of the

on the
WE'D is used in a double sense. " The long-drawn
notes were to draw the Lord to them, and then the Lord would
draw to them Sisera, the captain of Jabin's army. Barak first calls
the helper from heaven, and then the Lord calls the enemy upon
earth." Nevertheless we cannot subscribe to this explanation, first of
following 'fiZWO, in the sense of draw,

is

to be explained

supposition that

all

because the supposed

when nothing

tion,

what precedes or

in

is

ellipsis

cannot be sustained in this connec-

said about the blowing of

what follows

;

and

a trumpet either in

secondly, because

Num. x. 9

cannot be appealed to in explanation, for the simple reason that
treats of the

blowing of the

silver

and they must not be confounded with the shopharoth.

made

it

trumpets on the part of the priests,

And the use

of the trumpets at Jericho cannot be transferred to the passage-

before us without some further ground.

word

We are disposed therefore

draw

(intransitive), i.e. proceed
one after another in a long-drawn train (as in chap. xx. 37 and Ex.
xii. 21), referring to the captain and the warriors drawing after

to take the

him

;

iJB'D

whilst in ver. 7

in the sense of

it is

to

be translated in the same way, though

with a transitive signification.
the Greeks (see

LXX.

Hos.

Mount Tabor,

v. 1), the

called 'Irafivpiov by
mountain of Christ's trans-

figuration according to an early tradition of the church, the present

Jebel

et

Tur,

is

a large truncated cone of limestone, which

perfectly insulated,

and

rises to

is

almost

the height of about a thousand feet,

on the north-eastern border of the plain of Jezreel. The sides of
the mountain are covered with a foiest of oaks and wild pistachios,
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is

about half an hour in circum-

ference, there are the remains of ancient fortifications (see Robinson,
iii. pp. 211 sqq., and v. Raumer, Pal. pp. 37, 38).
The words
" and take with thee 10,000 men" are not to be understood as sig-

Pal.

summon the people together upon the
Mount Tabor, but the assembling of the people is presupposed and all that is commanded is, that he was to proceed to
Mount Tabor with the assembled army, and make his attack upon
the enemy, who were encamped in the valley of Kishon, from that

nifying that Barak was to
top of

;

According to ver. 10, the army, was collected at Kedesh in
Nachal Kishon is not only the brook Kishon, which is
formed by streams that take their rise from springs upon Tabor
and the mountains of Gilboa, flows in a north-westerly direction
through the plain of Jezreel to the Mediterranean, and empties
itself into the bay of Acca, and which is called Mukatta by the
natives (see Rob. iii. pp. 472 sqq., and v. Raumer, pp. 39, 50), but
the valley on both sides of the brook, i.e. the plain of Jezreel (see
at Josh. xvii. 16), where the greatest battles have been fought for
the possession of Palestine from time immemorial down to the
most recent times (see v. Raumer, pp. 40 sqq.).
Vers. 8 sqq.
Barak replied that he would not go unless she would go with him
certainly not for the reason suggested by Bertheau, viz. that he

point.

Naphtali.

—

distrusted the divine promise given to

him by Deborah, but because

own strength was such that he felt too weak to
command of God. He wanted divine enthusiasm for

his mistrust of his

carry out the
the conflict,

and

this the presence of the prophetess

was

to infuse

both Barak and the army that was to be gathered round him.
Deborah promised to accompany him, but announced to him as the
into

punishment for

this

want of confidence

taking, that the prize of victory

—should be taken out

in the success of his under-

—namely, the defeat of the
hand

hostile

Jehovah would sell
(i.e. deliver up) Sisera into the hand of a woman, viz., according to
vers. 17 sqq., into the hand of Jael.
She then went with him to
Kedesh, where Barak summoned together Zebulun and Naphtali,
i.e. the fighting men of those tribes, and went up with 10,000 men
in his train (" at his feet," i.e. after him, ver. 14 ; cf. Ex. xi. 8 and
Deut. xi. 6) to Tabor ("went up:" the expression is used here to
denote the advance of an army against a place). Kedesh, where
pyt, Hiphil with ace,
the army assembled, was higher than Tabor,
to call together (cf. 2 Sam. xx. 4, 5).
Before the engagement
with the foe is described, there follows in ver. 11 a statement that
general

of his

;

for
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Heber the Kenite had separated himself from
of Hobab,

who

led a

nomad

life in

his tribe, the children

the desert of

Judah (chap.

i.

16),

oak forest at Zaanannim
(see at Josh. xix. 33) near Kedesh.
This is introduced because of
its importance in relation to the issue of the conflict which ensued
TiW with Kametz is a participle, which is used in
(vers. 17 sqq.).
the place of the perfect, to indicate that the separation was a permanent one.

and had pitched

his tents as far as the

valley

As soon as Sisera received tidings of the march
Mount Tabor, he brought together all his chariots and
men of war from Harosheth of the Goyim into the brookof the Kishon. Then Deborah said to Barak, " Up; for this

is the

day in which Jehovah hath given Sisera

Vers. 12-16.

of Barak to
all his

into thy hand.

(&6n, nonne, as an expression indicating lively assurance),

tlte

Yea

Lord

sc. to the battle, to smite the foe ; whereupon
Barak went down from Tabor with his 10,000 men to attack the
enemy, according to chap. v. 19, at Taanach by the water of Megiddo.
Ver. 15. "And the Lord discomfited Sisera, and all his chariots,
and all his army, with the edge of the sword before Barak" on%
as in Ex. xiv. 24 and Josh. x. 10, denotes the confounding of
the hostile army by a miracle of God, mostly by some miraculous
phenomenon of nature see, besides Ex. xiv. 24, 2 Sam. xxii. 15,
Ps. xviii. 15, and cxliv. 6.
The expression Dnjl places the defeat
of Sisera and his army in the same category as the miraculous
destruction of Pharaoh and of the Canaanites at Gibeon ; and the
combination of this verb with the expression " with the edge of the
sword" is to be taken as constructio prcegnans, in this sense Jehovah
threw Sisera and his army into confusion, and, like a terrible
champion fighting in front, of Israel, smote him without quarter.
Sisera sprang from his chariot to save himself, and fled on foot
but Barak pursued the routed foe to Harosheth, and completely
" All Sisera! s army fell by the edge of the sword;
destroyed them.
there remained not even to one" i.e. not a single man.

goeth out before thee,"

—

:

:

Vers. 17-22. Sisera took refuge in the tent of Jael, the wife of

Heber the Kenite,

to escape the sword of the Israelites, as king
Jabin lived at peace with the house of Heber, i.e. with this branch
of the Kenites.
Ver. 18. Jael received the fugitive into her tent

—

form of oriental hospitality ("iid, as in Gen. xix. 2, 3,
to turn aside from the road and approach a person), and covered
him with a covering (na'DB', air \ey., covering, or rug), that he
might be able to sleep, as he was thoroughly exhausted with his
in the usual
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On his asking for water to drink, as he was thirsty
form for ^NDX), she handed him milk from her
bottle, and covered him up again.
She gave him milk instead of
water, as Deborah emphatically mentions in her song in chap. v.
25, no doubt merely for the purpose of giving to her guest a friendly
and hospitable reception. When Josephus affirms, in his account of
this event (Ant. v. 5, 4), that she gave him milk that was already
spoiled ($ce<f>0opb<} ^Brf), i.e. had turned sour, and R. Tanchum supposes that such milk intoxicated the weary man, these are merely
later decorations of the simple fact, and have no historical worth
whatever. Ver. 20. In order to be quite sure, Sisera entreated his
hostess to stand before the door and turn any one away who might
come to her to seek for one of the fugitives. "lbjj is the imperative
for ^W, as the syntax proves that the word cannot be an infinitive.
The anomaly apparent in the use of the gender may be accounted
for on the ground that the masculine was the more general form,
and might therefore be used for the more definite feminine. There
are not sufficient grounds for altering it into "NOV, the inf. ahs.
19.

flight.

(TlDSj defective

—

'

Whether Jael complied with

this

wish

is

not stated

place of anything further, the chief fact alone

is

namely, that Jael took a tent-plug, and went with a

hand to Sisera, who had
and drove the plug into
earth, or the floor.

fallen

his temples, so that

exhaustion.
to Ul TOCFrt

DTU vxn.
also in

reason

. . .

is

had

:

it

sleep,

penetrated into the

fallen fast asleep through

nbjl is attached as a consequence

*[}&

belongs to the parenthetical clause

:

" the words

by Rosenmuller, and
IJJJ

DT1J indicate the

Sisera neither heard Jael approach him, nor

scious of the

in her

are introduced as
" but he was fallen into

the explanation adopted

the remark of Kitnchi

why

i.e.

so he died."

ViWn, whereas

This

hammer

The words ^J} DTU'KWl

a deep sleep, and exhausted,"

And

but in the

through exhaustion into a deep

explanatory of the course of the events

"

;

given in ver. 21,

was con-

blow inflicted upon him." For the combination of
" then he became exhausted and died," which Stud.

with JlbJI,
and Bertheau support, does not give any intelligible thought at all.
A man who has a tent-peg driven with a hammer into his temples,
so that the peg passes through his head into the ground, does not
ISJl

become exhausted before he dies, but dies instantaneously. And
from *py, equivalent to ^V (Jer. iv. 31), or *18J, and written
with Patach in the last syllable, to distinguish it from tpy, volare,
has no other meaning than to be exhausted, in any of the passages
The
in which it occurs (see 1 Sam. xiv. 28, 31 ; 2 Sam. xxi. 15).
{|JP!,

u
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rendering adopted by the
cally sustained.

—Ver.

LXX.,
When

eo-Kormdrf,

22.

cannot be grammati-

who was

Barak,

in pursuit of

meet him, to show him
the deed which she had performed. Thus was Deborah's prediction
to Barak (ver. 9) fulfilled. The Lord had sold Sisera into the hand
of a woman, and deprived Barak of the glory of the victory.
Nevertheless the act itself was not morally justified, either by this
prophetic announcement, or by the fact that it is commemorated in
the song of Deborah in chap. v. 24 sqq. Even though there can
be no doubt that Jael acted under the influence of religious enthusiasm for the cause of Israel and its God, and that she was prompted
by religious motives to regard the connection of her tribe with
Israel, the people of the Lord, as higher and more sacred, not only
than the bond of peace, in which her tribe was living with Jabin
the Canaanitish king, but even than the duties of hospitality, which
are so universally sacred to an oriental mind, her heroic deed cannot
be acquitted of the sins of lying, treachery, and assassination, which
were associated with it, by assuming, as Calovius, Buddeus, and others
have done, that when Jael invited Sisera into her tent, and promised
him safety, and quenched his thirst with milk, she was acting with
perfect sincerity, and without any thought of killing him, and that
it was not till after he was fast asleep that she was instigated and
impelled instinctu Dei arcano to perform the deed. For Jehovah,
Sisera, arrived at Jael's tent, she

the

God

went

to

of Israel, not only abhors lying lips (Prov.

hates wickedness and deception of every kind.

punishes the ungodly at the hand of sinners

He

;

It

xii.
is

22), but

He
whom

true,

but the sinners

employs as the instruments of His penal justice in carrying out

the plans of His kingdom, are not instigated to the performance of

wicked deeds by an inward and secret impulse from Him. God
so ordered it, that Sisera should meet with his death

had no doubt

in Jael's tent,

where he had taken refuge

;

but this divine purpose

enemy of Israel a hospitable
reception into her tent, making him feel secure both by word
and deed, and then murdering him secretly while he was asleep.

did not justify Jael in giving to the

Such conduct as that was not the operation of the Spirit of
God, but the fruit of a heroism inspired by flesh and blood ; and
even in Deborah's song (chap. v. 24 sqq.) it is not lauded as a
divine act.

Vers. 23, 24. " So

Canaan

God subdued

Jabin Hie king of
hand of Hie Israelites
pressure upon him, until they had

before the children of Israel ;

became heavier and heavier in

its

at that time

and

the
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V.

nts^ "ifbn
T Tftni, " the band • . increased
more and more, becoming heavy." k™, used to denote the progress
or continual increase of an affair, as in Gen. viii. 3, etc., is connected with the infinitive absolute, and with the participle of the

destroyed him."

.

action concerned,

nspjs is

.

.

.

the feminine participle of

ne>j3,

like 713 in

Gen. xxvi. 13 (see Ges. § 131, 3, Anm. 3). The overthrow of Jabin
and his rule did not involve the extermination of the Canaanites
generally.

DeboraKs Song of
This highly poetical song

is

—Chap.

Victory.

so direct

and

v.

lively

an utterance of

the mighty force of the enthusiasm awakened by the exaltation of

and

victory over Sisera, that

its genuineness is generally
After a general summons to praise the Lord for
the courage with which the people rose up to fight against their

Israel,

its

admitted now.

Deborah the singer dilates in the first section (vers.
3-11) upon the significance of the victory, picturing in lively colours
(1) the glorious time when Israel was exalted to be the nation of
foes (ver. 2),

the

Lord

(vers.

3-5)

(2) the disgraceful decline of the nation in

;

the more recent times (vers. 6-8) ; and (3) the joyful turn of
affairs which followed her appearance (vers. 9-11).
After a fresh

summons

to rejoice in their victory (ver. 12), there follows in the

second section (vers. 13-21) a lively picture of the conflict and
victory, in

which there

is

a vivid description (a) of the mighty

gathering of the brave to battle (vers. 13-15a) ; (b) of the cowardice

who stayed away from the battle, and of the bravery with
which the braver warriors risked their lives in the battle (vers.
156-18) and (c) of the successful result of the conflict (vers.
19-21).
To this there is appended in the third section (vers.
22-31) an account of the glorious issue of the battle and the victory : first of all, a brief notice of the flight and pursuit of the foe
(vers. 22-24)
secondly, a commemoration of the slaying of Sisera
by Jael (vers. 24-27) and thirdly, a scornful description of the
disappointment of Sisera's mother, who was counting upon a large
arrival of booty (vers. 28-30). The song then closes with the hope,
founded upon this victory, that all the enemies of the Lord might
perish, and Israel increase in strength (ver. 31a). The whole song,
therefore, is divided into three leading sections, each of which again
is arranged in three somewhat unequal strophes, the first and second
sections being introduced by a summons to the praise of God (vers.
2, 12), whilst the third closes with an expression of hope, drawn

of those

;

;

;
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from the contents of the whole, with regard to the future prospects
of the kingdom of God (ver. 31a).
Ver. 1. The historical introduction (" Then sang Deborah and
Barak the son of Abinoam on that day, saying") takes the place of
a heading, and does not mean that the song of Deborah and Barak
which follows was composed by them jointly, but simply that it
was sung by them together, in commemoration of the victory. The
poetess or writer of the song, according to vers. 3, 7, and 12, was
Deborah. The song itself opens with a summons to praise the
Lord for the willing and joyful rising up of His people.
Ver.

2.

That
That

the strong in Israel

showed themselves strong,

the people willingly offered themselves,

Praise ye the Lord!

The meaning

of JHB and

rrijriB is

Accord-

a subject of dispute.

ing to the Septuagint rendering, and that of Theodot., hi t& apgaadai
apxijyoix} hi 'IapayX,

and endeavour

many

signifying to find one's self at

ing cannot be established in

than to
(see at

let loose

Lev.

the meaning to begin or to lead,
meaning from an Arabic word
the head of an affair. But this meanHebrew. JHB has no other meaning

give

it

to establish this

x. 6)

;

(Deut. xxxii. 42),

from something, to let a person loose or free
and in the only other passage where rrijHB occurs
it

does not refer to a leader, but to the luxuriant

Hence

growth of the hair as the sign of great strength.
passage also

who
The

rrijriB

means comati, the hairy ones,
and JHB, to manifest or put forth

literally

possessed strength ;

persons referred to are the champions in the fight,

before the nation with strength and bravery.
before

V*>B

indicates the reason for praising

The

in this

i.e.

those

strength.

who went

preposition a

God, or rather the

'U1 J^??,
object with which the praise of the Lord was connected.
literally " in the showing themselves strong." The meaning is, " for

the fact that the strong in Israel put forth strength."

3^jr"!

prove one's self willing, here to go into the battle of their

own

will,

without any outward and authoritative command.

duction transports us in the most striking

manner

1

This

,

to

free

intro-

into the time of

when Israel had no king who could summon the nation
but everything depended upon the voluntary rising of the

the judges,
to war,

strong and the will of the nation at large.
this strength

the Lord.

and willingness Deborah

After

this

summons

The

manifestation of

praises as a gracious gift of

to praise the Lord, the first part of

the song opens with an appeal to the kings and princes of the earth
to hear

what Deborah has

to proclaim to the praise of
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V. 8-5.

give ear, ye princes

will I sing,

God of Israel.
Thou wentest out from Seir,

Will sing praise to the Lord, the
4. Lord, -when

When Thou

5.

marchedst out of the

fields of

Edora,

The earth trembled, and the heavens also dropped
The clouds also dropped water.
The mountains shook before the Lord,
Sinai there before the Lord, the

God

of Israel.

" kings and princes" are not the rulers in Israel, for Israel
had no kings at that time, but the kings and princes of the heathen

The

nations, as in Ps. ii. 2.
These were to discern the mighty acts of
Jehovah in Israel, and learn to fear Jehovah as the almighty God.
For the song to be sung applies to Him, the God of Israel. 1ST,
^aXXetv, is the technical expression for singing with an instrumental accompaniment (see at Ex. xv. 2). Vers. 4, 5. To give
the Lord the glory for the victory which had been gained through
His omnipotent help over the powerful army of Sisera, and to fill
the heathen with fear of Jehovah, and the Israelites with love and
confidence towards Him, the singer reverts to the terribly glorious
manifestation of Jehovah in the' olden time, when Israel was
accepted as the nation of God (Ex. xix.). Just as Moses in his
blessing (Deut. xxxiii. 2) referred the tribes of Israel to this mighty
act, as the source of all salvation and blessing for Israel, so the
prophetess Deborah makes the praise of this glorious manifestation
of God the starting-point of her praise of the great grace, which
Jehovah as the faithful covenant God had displayed to His

—

people in her

own

of the

Lord upon

The tacit allusion to Moses' blessing is
But whereas Moses describes the descent

days.

very unmistakeable.

Sinai (Ex. xix.), according to

its

gracious sig-

an objective fact
(Jehovah came from Sinai, Deut. xxxiii. 2), Deborah clothes the
remembrance of it in the form of an address to God, to bring out
the thought that the help which Israel had just experienced was a
renewal of the coming of the Lord to His people. Jehovah's going
out of Seir, and marching out of the fields of Edom, is to be interpreted in the same sense as His rising up from Seir (Deut. xxxiii.
As the descent of the Lord upon Sinai is depicted there as a
2).
rising of the sun from the east, so the same descent in a black
cloud amidst thunder, lightning, fire, and vapour of smoke (Ex.
xix. 1C, 18), is represented here with direct allusion to these phenomena as a storm rising up from Seir in the east, in which the Lord
nificance in relation to the tribes of Israel, as
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advanced to meet His people as they came from the west to Sinai.
Before the Lord, who came down upon Sinai in the storm and
darkness of the cloud, the earth shook and the heaven dropped, or,
as it is afterwards more definitely explained, the clouds dropped
with water, emptied themselves of their abundance of water as they
do in the case of a storm. The mountains shook (vW, Niphal of
5£t,

= w3, Isa.

dropping the reduplication of the h

even the strong rocky mountain of

Sinai,

lxiii.

19, lxiv. 2),

which stood out so

distinctly before the eyes of the singer, that she speaks of it as

"

this Sinai," pointing to it as

though

it

were locally near.

David's

description of the miraculous guidance of Israel through the desert
in Ps. lxviii. 8, 9,

by no means

is

evidently founded

follows

from

upon

this passage,

this that the passage before

though

it

us also treats

of the journey through the desert, as Clericus supposes, or even of

the presence of the

which

it

secured.

by the Lord
its

its

Lord in the battle with Sisera, and the victory
But greatly as Israel had been exalted at Sinai

God,

oppressors through

it

had

its

bondage to
Deborah arose to help it

fallen just as deeply into

own

sins, until

(vers. 6-8).
Ver. 6. In the days of Shamgar, the son of Anath,

In the days of Jael, the paths kept holiday,
wanderers of the paths went crooked ways.

And the
7.

The towns

in Israel kept holiday, they kept holiday,

Until that

I,

That
8.

I

Deborah, arose,

arose a mother in Israel.

They chose new gods
Then was war at the gates
Was there a shield seen and a spear
;

Among

The deep

forty thousand in Israel ?

the

Lord

at Sinai.

had sunk
away from

degradation and disgrace into which Israel

before the appearance of Deborah, through

its

falling

into idolatry, forms the dark reverse of that glorification
Although, after Ehud, Shamgar had also brought help to

by a victory over the Philistines
and although Jael, who proved herself a heroine by
slaying the fugitive Sisera, was then alive, things had got to such a
pitch with Israel, that no one would venture upon the public high
roads.
There are no good grounds for the conjecture that Jael
was a different person from the Jael mentioned in chap. iv. 17
sqq., whether a judge who i3 not further known, as Ewald supposes,
or a female judge who stood at the head of the nation in these
unhappy times (Bertheau). nirnK vjfl, lit. " the paths ceased" to.
the people against their enemies
(chap.

iii.

31),
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6-8.

those

ntoro

wh, « those

who were

wlu> went

obliged to under-

take journeys for the purpose of friendly intercourse or trade,

notwithstanding the burden of foreign rule which pressed upon the
land; such persons went by " twisted patJis," i.e. by roads and

which turned away from the high roads. And
its open towns and villages,
and with their inhabitants, was as forsaken and desolate as the
public highways. The word perazon has been rendered judge or
guidance by modern expositors, after the example of Teller and
Gesenius; and in ver. 11 decision or guidance. But this meaning,
which has been adopted into all the more recent lexicons, has
nothing really to support it, and does not even suit our verse, into
which it would introduce the strange contradiction, that at the time
when Shamgar and Jael were judges, there were no judges in
Israel.
In addition to the Septuagint version, which renders the
circuitous routes

the pnB,

i.e.

word Bvvarol

the cultivated land, with

in this verse

(i.e.

according to the Cod. Vat, for the

and then in the most unmeaning way adopts
the rendering aHf-naop in ver. 11, from which we may clearly see that
the translators did not know the meaning of the word, it is common
to adduce an Arabic word which signifies segregavit, discrevit rem
ab aliis, though it is impossible to prove that the Arabic word ever
had the meaning to judge or to lead. All the old translators, as
well as the Rabbins, have based their rendering of the word upon
TjB, inhabitant of the flat country (Deut. iii. 5, and 1 Sam. vi. 18),
and JtiPB, the open flat country, as distinguished from the towns
surrounded by walls (Ezek. xxxviii. 11 ; Zech. ii. 8), according to
which tfna, as the place of meeting, would denote both the cultivated land with its unenclosed towns and villages, and also the
population that was settled in the open country in unfortified
places,
a meaning which also lies at the foundation of the word in
Hab. iii. 14. Accordingly, Luther has rendered the word Bauern
Cod. Al. has

<f>pd%a>p),

—

(peasants),

wogtf IV for

TOp

lEte

*1J>.

The

contraction of iBto

Dagesh following, and generally pointed with SegJtol,
p, which is closely related
to the gutturals, belongs to the popular character of the song, and
is therefore also found in the Song of Solomon (chap. i. 12, ii. 7,
It is also met with here and there in simple prose
17, iv. 6).
(Judg. vi. 17, vii. 12, viii. 26) ; but it was only in the literature of
the time of the captivity and a still later date, that it found its way
more and more from the language of ordinary conversation into
into &, with

but here with Patach on account of the
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Deborah describes herself as " a mother in
on account of her having watched over her people with
maternal care, just as Job calls himself a father to the poor who
br»d been supported by him (Job xxix. 16; cf. Isa. xxii. 21).
Ver.
that of the Scriptures.
Israel,"

—

8 describes the cause of the misery into which Israel had fallen.
D'cnn BTO is the object to ">ny, and the subject is to be found in
Israel forsook its God and Creator,
the previous term Israel.
and chose new gods, i.e. gods not worshipped by its fathers («"</.
Deut. xxxii. 17). Then there was war (Dn?, the construct state
of DnPj a verbal noun formed from the Piel, and signifying conflict or war) at the gates ; i.e. the enemy pressed up to the very
gates of the Israelitish towns, and besieged them, and there was

among forty thousand in Israel, i.e. there
found
were no warriors
in Israel who ventured to defend the land
DK
the
foe.
indicates
a question with a negative reply
against
assumed, as in 1 Kings i. 27, etc. Shield and spear (or lance) are
not seen a shield or spear

mentioned particularly as arms of offence and defence, to signify
arms of all kinds. The words are not to be explained from 1 Sam.
xiii. 22, as signifying that there were no longer any weapons to be

found among the

Israelites,

away (" not seen"

is

because the enemy had taken them
not equivalent to " not found" in 1 Sam. xiii.

22) ; they simply affirm that there were no longer any weapons to
be seen, because not one of the 40,000 men in Israel took a weapon

The number 40,000

in his hand.

who

is

not the

number of the men

offered themselves willingly for battle, according to ver. 2

(Bert/ieau)

;

for apart

into the battle,

it is

from the

fact that they did not

go unarmed

at variance with the statement in chap. iv. 6, 10,

war and smote the enemy with only
i.e. an approximative statement of the number of the warriors who might have smitten the
enemy and delivered Israel from bondage, and was probably chosen
with a reference to the 40,000 fighting men of the tribes on the
east of the Jordan, who went with Joshua to Canaan and helped
their brethren to conquer the land (Josh. iv. 13).
Most of the
more recent expositors have given a different rendering of ver. 8.
Many of them render the first clause according to the Peshito and
Vulgate, " God chose something new," taking Elohim as the subject,
and chadashim (new) as the object. But to this it has very properly been objected, that, according to the terms of the song, it was
not Elohim but Jehovah who effected the deliverance of Israel, and
that

Barak went

10,000 men.

that the

into the

It is a

Hebrew

for

round number,

new

things

is

not O'C^n, but nichn (Isa.
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V. 0-11.

(Isa. xliii. 19 ; Jer. xxxi. 22).
On these
grounds Ewald and Bertheau render Elohim " judges" (they chose

^cnn

6), or

9, xlviii.

new judges), and appeal

who

rities

But

Elohim.

to

Ex.

where the autho-

xxi. 6, xxii. 7, 8,

name

administered justice in the

God

of

these passages are not sufficient

are called

by themselves

to

meaning "judges," and still less to establish the rendering " new judges" for Eloldm chadashim. Moreover, according
to both these explanations, the next clause must be understood as
relating to the specially courageous conflict which the Israelites in
establish the

their enthusiasm carried

ment, that

on with Sisera

among 40,000

for battle there

was not a

ably at variance with

warriors

who

;

whereas the further

shield or a lance to be seen,

this.

state-

offered themselves willingly
i3

irreconcil-

For the explanation suggested, namely,

that these warriors did not possess the ordinary

weapons for a

well-conducted engagement, but had nothing but bows and swords,

weapons of any kind had only the staffs and tools of
is proved to be untenable by the simple
fact that there is nothing at all to indicate any contrast between
ordinary and extraordinary weapons, and that such a contrast is
or instead of

shepherds and husbandmen,

altogether foreign to the context.
that

W

Moreover, the fact appealed

to,

points to a victorious conflict in vers. 13, 19, 22, as well as

not strong enough to support the view in question, as
employed in ver. 19 in connection with the battle of the kings
of Canaan, which was not a successful one, but terminated in a
in ver. 11, is

IX is

defeat.

The

singer

now

turns from the contemplation of the deep degra-

dation of Israel to the glorious change which took place as soon as
she appeared
Ver. 9.

:

My heart inclines to the leaders of Israel
To

those

who

offered themselves willingly in the nation.

Praise yo

the Lord
10.

Ye that ride upon white asses
Ye that sit upon coverings,
And that walk in the way, reflect

1 1.

With the

voice of the archers among drawers (of water),
There praise ye the righteous acts of the Lord,
The righteous acts in His villages in Israel.

Then the people

of the

"We must supply the

Lord went down to the gates

subst. verb in connection

heart is (sc. inclined) towards the leaders

drawn towards them.
Le.

the

commander or

of

with ?

Israel,"

i.e.

^3?,

" My

feels itself

Ppjn for ppjno (ver. 14), the determining one,

leader in

war

:

as in Deut. xxxiii. 21.
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and willing ones are first of all to praise the Lord for having
crowned their willingness with victory.-?—Ver. 10. And all classes of
the people, both high and low, have reason to join in the praise.
Those who ride upon white, i.e. white-spotted asses, are the upper
classes generally, and not merely the leaders (cf. chap. x. 4, xii. 14).
irntj lit. dazzling white ; but since there are no asses that are perfectly white, and white was a colour that was highly valued both by
Hebrews and Arabs, they applied the term white to those that were
only spotted with white. Those who sit upon coverings (pH? from
ID, a covering or carpet, with the plural termination p, which is to
be regarded as a poetical Chaldaism) are the rich and prosperous
and those who walk on the way, i.e. travellers on foot, represent
the middle and lower classes, who have to go about and attend

leaders

to their affairs.

Considered logically, this triple division of the

first two do not form a true
want of exactness does not warrant our fusing
together the middle term and the first, and understanding by middin
either saddles or saddle-cloths, as Ewald and Bertheau have done
for saddle-cloths are still further from forming an antithesis to
asses, so that those who ride npon white asses could be distinguished,
as the upper classes and leaders, from those who sit upon saddles, or
are " somewhat richer." Moreover, there is no reason for regarding

nation

is

not a very exact one, as the

But

antithesis.

the

these three classes as referring simply to the long line of warriors

hastening from the victory to the triumphal f^te.

On

the contrary,

of the people are addressed, as enjoying the fruits of the

all classes

who ride upon their
home upon their splendid carpets
and the poor travellers, who can now go quietly along the high-road
again without fear of interruption from the foe (ver. 6). VPb is

victory that had been obtained
costly animals

;

rendered " sing" by

from Ps.

:

the upper classes,

the rich resting at

and

many

;

but this rendering cannot be sustained

and it is not necessary in the verse
before us, since the well-established meaning of the word " ponder,"
cv. 2

reflect, sc.

Ver. 11.

upon the

The whole

cxlv. 5,

acts of the Lord,

is

a perfectly suitable one.

nation had good reason to

make

this reflec-

having returned home, were now relating the
mighty acts of the Lord among the women who were watering their
flocks, and the people had returned to their towns once more.
This
tion, as the warriors,

probability the idea of the obscure verse before us, which
has been interpreted in such very different ways. The first clause,
which has no verb, and cannot constitute a sentence by itself, must
be connected with the following clause, and taken as an anakolouAon,
is in all
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as UTP Dt? does not

form a direct continuation of the clause comAfter the words "from the voice of the archers,"
we should expect the continuation " there is heard" or " there
uounds forth the praise of the acts of the Lord." Instead of that,
the construction that was commenced is relinquished at tirt OB*,
and a different turn is given to the thought. This not only seems
to offer the simplest explanation, hut the only possible solution of
the difficulty. For the explanation that fl? is to be taken as signifying " away from," as in Num. xt. 24, etc., in the sense of " far

mencing with MpD.

from the voice of the archers, among the watering women," does not
suit the following word Of, " there," at all. It would be necessary
to attribute to JO the meaning " no more disquieted by," a meaning
which the preposition could not possibly have in this clause. Q'XVnp
are not sharers in the booty, for J^n simply means to cut, to cut in
pieces, to divide, and is never applied to the sharing of booty, for which
P?n is the word used (vid. ver. 30 ; Ps. lxviii. 13 ; Isa. ix. 2). YWP
is to be regarded, as the Rabbins maintain, as a denom. from }*D> t°
hold an arrow, signifying therefore the shooter of an arrow. It was
probably a natural thing for Deborah, who dwelt in Benjamin, to
mention the archers as representatives of warriors generally, since
this was the principal weapon employed by the Benjaminites (see
2 Chron. xiv. 7, xvii. 17). The tarrying
1 Chron. viii. 40, xii. 2
of the warriors among the drawers of water, where the flocks and
herds were being watered, points to the time of peace, when the
warriors were again occupied with their civil and domestic affairs.
;

«JV is a simple aorist. nan, lit. to repeat, then to relate, or praise.
" The righteousness of Jehovah," i.e. the marvellous acts of the Lord
Israel for the accomplishing of His purposes of salwhich
the righteousness of His work upon earth was
vation, in
manifested (cf. 1 Sam. xii. 7, Micah vi. 5). WJ"]B rrifny has been
rendered by modern expositors, either " the righteous acts of His
guidance or of His decision" (Ewald and Bertheau), or u the
righteous acts of His commanders," or " the benefits towards His

in

and upon

princes (leaders) in Israel" (Mos. and others).

But neither of

these

We

must take tffJB here in just the same sense
can be sustained.
as in ver. 7 ; the country covered with open towns and villages,

whom Jehovah had delivered from
had rested upon them, by means of the

together with their inhabitants,
the hostile oppression that

victory obtained over Sisera.

After that victory the people of the

Lord went down again to their gates, from the mountains and hidingplaces in which they had taken refuge from their foes (vers. 6, 7),
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returning again to the plains of the land, and the towns that were

now

delivered from the foe.

Ver. 12 forms the introduction to the second part,

viz.

the

Throwing herself into
the great event which she is about to commemorate, Deborah calls
upon herself to strike up a song, and upon Barak to lead off his
description of the conflict

and the

victory.

prisoners
Ver. 12. Awake, awake, Deborah!

Awake, awake, utter a song
Rise up, Barak, and lead captive thy

to

captives,

son of Abinoam

*y9 has the tone upon the last syllable on the first two occasions,
answer to the rapid summoning burst of the Lord in the opening
"Ot? rot?,

address (Bertkeau).
of the victory

to lead

away

captives, as the fruit

On the form naBh
In the next three strophes

not merely to lead in triumph.

;

with Chateph-patach, see Ewald,

§ 90, b.

of this part (vers. 13-21) the progress of the conflict

and

two the part taken in the
13- 15a, and 15&-1S).

in the first

tribes (vers.

battle

is

described

by the different

down a remnant of nobles of the nation
Jehovah came down to me among the heroes.
14. Of Ephraim, whose root in Amalek
Behind thee Benjamin among thy peoples.
From Machir came down leaders,
And from Zebulun marchers with the staff of the conductor.
15a. And princes in Issachar with Deborah,

Ver. 13. Then came

And

Issachar as well as Barak,

Driven into the valley through his

Looking back

to the

feet.

commencement

of the battle, the poetess

of the nation down from
enemy with Barak and Deborah in the
though the whole nation did not rise as one man

describes the streaming of the brave

men

the mountains, to fight the
valley of Jezreel

against

its

;

oppressors, but only

the nation, with

Masoretic pointing of
the

word

a remnant of the noble and brave in
In ver. 13 the
into the battle.

whom Jehovah went
TV

is

connected with the rabbinical idea of
" then (now) will tJie remnant rule
:

as the fut. apoc. of AT}

over the glorious"

" Jehovah

i.e.

rules for

the remnant left in Israel over the stately foe

me

(or through

me) over the heroes

army," which Luther has also adopted.
tained, this view

is

decidedly erroneous, inasmuch as

irreconcilable with the description

the tribes of Israel into the battle.

in Sisera'3

But, as Schnurr. has mainit is

altogether

which follows of the marching of

TV

is

to be understood in tbe
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V. 13-15.

same sense as VTV in ver. 14, and to be pointed as a perfect TV. 1
" There came down" sc. from the mountains of the land into the

remnant of nobles.

O^N?

used instead of a
bring out the
DP is in
idea of Tib> into greater prominence (see Ewald, § 292).
plain of Jezreel, a

closer subordination

D^N?, and

apposition to

word njn% as
thought

is

through the construct

it

is

not to be connected with the following

by some,

rather this

:

is

state, to

The
among the brave Jehovah

in opposition to the accents.

with the nobles or

v is a dat. commodi, equivalent to
From (*30, poetical for IP) Ephraim"
men not the whole tribe, but only nobles

himself went against the foe.

my joy.

" for
sc.

there

;

'

—Ver.

came

14. "

fighting

;

men, and indeed those whose roots were in Amalek, i.e.
those who were rooted or had taken root, i.e. had settled and spread
themselves out upon the tribe-territory of Ephraim, which had formerly been inhabited by Amalekites, the mount of the Amalekitcs,
mentioned in chap. xii. 15 (for the figure itself, see Isa. xxvii. 6,
" Behind thee" i.e. behind Ephraim,
Ps. lxxx. 10, and Job v. 3).
there followed Benjamin among thy (Ephraim's) people (O^ODV, a
poetical form for D*©?, in the sense of hosts).
Benjamin lived
farther south than Ephraim, and therefore, when looked at from
the stand-point of the plain of Jezreel, behind Ephraim ; " but he
came upon the scene of battle, either in subordination to the more
powerful Ephraimites, or rushing on with the Ephraimitish hosts"
"From Machir" i.e. from western Manasseh, there
(BertJieau).
came down leaders (see at ver. 9), sc. with warriors in their train.
Machir cannot refer to the Manassite family of Machir, to which
Moses gave the northern part of Gilead, and Bashan, for an inheritor brave

ance (comp. Josh.

Manasseh

for

from

whom

xxvi.

29

xvii. 1

with

xiii.

29-31), but

it

stands poetically

Machir was the only son of Manasseh,
the Manassites were descended (Gen. 1. 23 ; Num.

generally, as

all

sqq., xxvii. 1).

Tho

reference here, however,

is

simply

Manasseh which had received its
inheritance by the side of Ephraim, in the land to the west of the
Jordan. This explanation of the word is required, not only by the
fact that Machir is mentioned after Ephraim and Benjamin, and
to that portion of the tribe of

1

The Cod.

xa.TkKup.put.

Al. of the

LXX.

contains the correct rendering, T*rc xarijin

In the Targum also *TV

is

correctly translated nru*, descendit,

although the germs of the rabbinical interpretation are contained in the paraphrase of the whole verse

f

tunc descendit units ex exercitu Israel el regit forliluEcce non ex fortitudine manus eorum fuit hoc ; sed
fortium gentium.
Dominns fregil anle populum suum fortitudinem virorum osorum eorum.
:

dinern
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before Zebulun and Issachar, bat

still

more decidedly by the

intro-

duction of Gilead beyond Jordan in connection with Reuben, in ver.

Hence the
17, which can only signify Gad and eastern Manasseh.
two names Machir and Gilead, the names of Manasseh' s son and
grandson, are poetically employed to denote the two halves of the
tribe of Manasseh ; Machir signifying the western Manassites, and
Gilead the eastern. " From Zebulun marchers (^V®, to approach in
long processions, as in chap.

iv. 6) toith the staff of the conductor."
was the technical name given to the
musterer-general, whose duty it was to levy and muster the troops
(2 Kings xxv. 19; cf. 2 Chron. xxvi. 11); here it denotes the

writer or numberer,

"id'd,

military leader generally.

—Ver. 15a.

*ty,

"my princes"

does not

Deborah nor Barak
not stated anywhere that the

furnish any appropriate meaning, as neither

was of the

*$

and it is
round Deborah as their

tribe of Issachar,

Issacharites gathered
(stat. constr.),

leader.

The reading

adopted by the old versions, must be taken as the

and the introduction of the preposition 3 does not preclude this (compare ysbn nn, 2 Sam. i. 21, and Ew'ald, § 289, b.).
correct one,

which is used to denote an outward equality, as in 1 Sam.
and is substantially the same as the ]3 which follows ("just

OV,

xvii. 42,

as"), is construed without 3 in the first clause, as in Ps. xlviii. 6.

Pppa
in

:

into the valley of Jezreel, the plain of Kishon.

Job

feet

;

battle.

xviii. 8, to

here

it is

be sent

16.

At

incessantly impelled, through his

applied to an irresistible force of enthusiasm for the

The nominative

Ver. 156.

off, i.e.

V?JT3 rrW, as

to

nW is Issachar and Barak.

the brooks of Reuben were great resolutions of heart.

Why remainest thou between the hurdles,
To hear the piping of the flocks ?
the brooks of Reuben were great projects of heart.
Gilead rests on the other side of the Jordan
And Dan
why tarries he by ships?
Asher sits on the shore of the sea,

At
17.

.

.

.

And by his bays he
18. Zebulun,

And
In

reposes.

a people that despises

its

soul even to death,

Naphtali upon the heights of the

this strophe

Deborah

field.

mentions the tribes which
took no part in the conflict (vers. 156-17), and then returns in ver.
18 to thet Zebulunites, who staked their life along with Naphtali for
first

of

all

the deliverance of Israel from the yoke of the enemy.

who remained at a
commences with Reuben (vers. 156 and

meration of the tribes

The

enu-

distance from the conflict
16).

In

this tribe there

did arise a lively sympathy with the national elevation.
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V. 16-18.

meetings, passed great resolutions, but

led to

it

no

practical result

and at length they preferred to remain quietly at home in their

own comfortable pastoral life. The meaning brooks for friapB is
well established by Job xx. 17, and there is no reason whatever for
explaining the word as equivalent to friiDB, rtfa?BD, divisions (2 Chron.
xxxv. 5, 12 ; Ezra vi. 18). The territory of Keuben, which was
celebrated for its splendid pastures, must have abounded in brooks.
The question, Why satest thou, or remainedst thou sitting between
the hurdles?

i.e.

in the comfortable repose of a shepherd's

an utterance of amazement ; and the irony

is

next clause, to hear the bleating of the flocks,

i.e.

the piping of the

shepherds, instead of the blast of the war-trumpets.
Gilead, Dan, and Asher took no part at
of

Gad and

half

all.

Manasseh are intended.

life, is

very apparent in the

— Ver.

17.

By

Gilead, the tribes

The

use of the term

Tiran to denote the whole of the territory of the Israelites on the
east of the

Jordan probably gave occasion

to this, although

*WS

(without the article) does not refer to the land even here, but refers
primarily to the grandson of Manasseh, as the representative of his

family which dwelt in Gilead.

Dan

14.)

also did

not

let

(For further remarks, see at ver.

the national

earthly trade and commerce.

"113,

to

movement

keep one's

disturb

self in

it

a place,

in

is

strued here with the accusative of the place, as in Ps. cxx. 5.

its

con-

The

Dan

included the port of Joppa (see at Josh. xix. 46),
where the Danites probably carried on a trade with the Phoenicians.
territory of

Asher

also in his land

upon the coast did not allow himself

disturbed from his rest, to join in the

DW tfin is used,

as in

Gen.

common war

xlix. 13, for the

of

its

to

be

nation.

shore of the Mediter-

ranean Sea. D^BO, air. \ey., literally a rent,
to a bay, as an incision made in the sea-shore.
and Naphtali acted quite differently. Zebulun
people that despised its life even to death, i.e.

and hence applied
18. Zebulun
showed itself as a

—Ver.

life
its

for the deliverance of

mountain home.

men

its

fatherland.

The two

tribes

at Barak's call (chap. iv. 10),

who

that sacrificed

its

Naphtali did the same in

had raised 10,000 fighting
constituted at any rate the

kernel of the Israelitish army.

If

we run

over the tribes enumerated,

it

seems strange that the

among those
who joined in the battle, or among those who stayed away. The
only way in which this can be explained is on the supposition that
these two tribes were never summoned by Barak, either because
tribes of

Judah and Simeon

are not mentioned either

they were so involved in conflict with the Philistines, that they
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were unable to render any assistance to the northern tribes against
we might infer from chap. iii. 31,

their Canaanitish oppressors, as

or because of some inward disagreement between these tribes and

the rest.

But even

apart from

sympathy on the part of the

Judah and Simeon, the want

tribes that are reproved

proof that the enthusiasm for the cause of the

is

a

of

sufficient

Lord had

greatly

diminished in the nation, and that the internal unity of the congregation was considerably loosened.

In the next strophe the battle and the victory are described
Ver. 19. Kings came,

The kings

of

At Taanach,

.

.

.

:

they fought

Canaan fought
at the waters of Megiddo.

A piece of silver they did not take.
20.

From heaven they

21.

The stars from their courses fought against Sisera.
The brook of Kishon swept them away,
The brook of the olden time, the brook Kishon.

Go

on,

my

fought,

soul, in strength

The advance of the foe is described in few words. Kings came
on and fought. They were the kings of Canaan, since Jabin, like
his ancestor (Josh. xi. 1 sqq.), had formed an alliance with other
kings of northern Canaan, who went to the battle under the command of Sisera. The battle took place at Taanach (see at Josh,
xii. 21), by the water of Megiddo, the present Lejun (see at Josh,
xii. 21), i.e. by the brook Kishon (cf. chap. iv. 7).
Taanach and
Megiddo were not quite five miles apart, and beside and between
them there were several brooks which ran into the southern arm of
the Kishon, that flowed through the plain to the north of both these

The

went into the battle with the hope of
making a rich capture of booty. But
hopes were disappointed. They could not take with them a

towns.

hostile kings

slaying the Israelites and
their

piece of silver as booty.
gain,

from

is

JW3,

which generally

probably to be taken here in

its

signifies booty or
primary sense of frustum,

VVa, to cut off or cut in pieces, a " piece of silver," equivalent

to a single piece of valuable booty.

—Ver. 20.

For not only did

the

them, but the powers of heaven also. " From
more minutely defined by " the stars from their courses."

Israelites fight against

heaven "

is

These words explain the statement in chap. iv. 15, " the Lord discomfited Sisera;" though in our opinion not so clearly as to enable
us to define more precisely the natural phenomenon by which God
threw the enemy into confusion.
In all probability we have to
think of a terrible storm, with thunder and lightning and hail, or
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22-24.

is

poetically described as

left their courses to fight for

—

the

Lord and His kingdom upon earth. Ver. 21. The kings of Canaan
could do nothing against these powers. They were smitten the
brook Kishon washed them (i.e. their corpses) away. The meaning
" to wash away" is well established by the dialects and the context,
though the verb itself only occurs here. As the battle was fought
between Taanach and Megiddo, i.e. to the south of the brook
Kishon, and the smitten foe fled towards the north, many of them
met with their death in the waves of the brook, which was flowing
over its banks at the time. The brook is called BWip pro, i.e. the
;

brook of the old world or the olden time (according to the LXX.
Cod. Vat. yeiiiappov? ap^aimv), as the stream that had been flowing

from time immemorial, and not, as the Chaldee interprets

it,

the

stream that had been celebrated from olden time on account of

mighty acts that had been performed
suggested by Ewald and others^ " brook of
the

is

not well sustained, although

hostile encounter.

The

D"?.i?

is

sometimes used to denote a

last clause interrupts

slaughter and the victory.

The meaning

there.

attacks, or slaughters,"

the description of the

Borne away by the might of the

commemorated, Deborah stimulates her soul,

i.e.

herself, to

acts to

be

a vigorous

continuation of her song. ^"HPi is jussive, and ft an accusative
governed by the verb, in strength, vigorously ; for she had still to
This is done in the
celebrate the glorious results of the victory.

song (vers. 22-31), the first strophe of which
22-24) describes in brief drastic traits the flight of the foe,
and the treatment of the fugitives by the people of the land.
third part of the
(vers.

Ver. 22. Then did the hoofa of the horses stamp
With the hunting, the hunting of bis strong ones.
23. Curse ye Meroz, saith the angel of the Lord
Curse ye, curse ye the inhabitants thereof
Because they came not to the help of Jehovah,
To the help of Jehovah among the mighty.
24. Blessed before women be Jael,
The wife of Heber the Kenite,
Blessed before women in the tent

The

war-chariots of the

flight (ver. 22).

The

tinuous hunting or galloping

hunting (cf . "TO, Kah.

enemy hunted away

iii.

2).

away of the
The repetition

the continuance or incessant duration of the
§

313,

a.).

in the wildest

horses stamped the ground with the con-

BT?N> strong

warriors,

of the

rrirrn,

the

word expresses

same thing

(see

Ewald,

ones, are not the horses, but the warriors

x
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The

in the war-chariots.

The mighty

tively.

suffix refers to

WD, which

is

used

collec-

ones on horses are not, however, merely the

Ewald maintains, but the
who hunted away upon their war-chariots.

Canaanitish princes, such as Sisera, as
warriors generally

The enemy,

Ver. 23.

or at

all

events Sisera, might have been

destroyed in his flight by the inhabitants of Meroz

not come to the help of the Israelites, and brought
of

God upon

of ver.

23

is

That
and more

themselves in consequence.
evident from the context,

blessing pronounced

upon Jael

The

;

but they did

down the

curse

this is the

thought

especially

from the

Meroz,
which is not mentioned again, cannot be determined with certainty
Wilson and v. Raumer imagine that it may be Kefr Must on the
south of Tabor, the situation of which at all events is more suitable than Marussus, which was an hour and a half to the north of
Beisan, and which Rabbi Schwarz supposed to be Meroz (see V. ie
Velde,

Mem.

p. 334).

The

in ver. 24.

situation of

curse upon the inhabitants of this

command of the angel of the Lord,
inasmuch as it was the angel of the Lord who fought for Israel
at Megiddo, as the revealer of the invisible God, and smote the
Canaanites.
Deborah heard from him the words of the curse
upon the inhabitants of Meroz, because they did not come to help
Jehovah when He was fighting with and for the Israelites. " Among
the heroes," or mighty men, i.e. associating with the warriors of
Israel.
Ver. 24. Jael behaved altogether differently, although she
was not an Israelite, but a woman of the tribe of the Kenites,
which was only allied with Israel (see chap. iv. 11, 17 sqq.). For
her heroic deed she was to be blessed before women (|D as in Gen.
iii. 14, literally removed away from women).
The " women in the
tent" are dwellers in tents, or shepherdesses.
This heroic act is
poetically commemorated in the strophe which follows in vers.
25-27.
place

is

described as a word or

—

He

asked water, she gave hira milk
She handed him cream in the dish of nobles.
26. She stretched out her hand to the plug,
And her right hand to the workmen's hammer,

Ver. 25.

;

And hammered Sisera, broke his head,
And dashed in pieces aud pierced his temples.
27.

Between her
Between her

fell,

feet

fell

Where he bowed,

Assuming
think

it

bowed, he
he bowed, he

feet he

there.he

that the fact itself

is

fell

down

he lay down
dead.

well known,

necessary to mention Sisera's

name

Deborah does not

in ver. 25.
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V. 28-30.

curdled milk,

is

used here as synony-

mous with 3?n, in the sense of good superior milk. PBD is only used
here and in chap. vi. 38, and signifies a bowl or vessel for holding
liquids (see Arab., Chald., and Taltn.; also Bochart, Hieroz. i. pp. 625
sqq., ed. Sos.).

are

The dish of

accustomed to hand

nobles

is

a fine costly bowl, such as they

to noble guests.

The whole

verse

is

simply

intended to express the thought, that Jael had given to her guest
Sisera a friendly reception, and treated

him honourably and

simply in order to make him feel secure.

tably,

—Ver. 26.

hospi-

" Her

shown by the antithesis, " her right
hand," which follows. On the form '"ijnpE'n, the third pers. fem.
sing, with >*U attached, to distinguish it the more clearly from the
second pers., see the remarks on Ex. i. 10. OyBJ! J™3? ^ hammer
or mallet of the hard workers, is a large heavy hammer.
For the
purpose of depicting the boldness and greatness of the deed, the
words are crowded together in the second hemistich D?>J, to hammer,

Jiand,"

the left hand, as

i.e.

is

1

:

hammer

or smite with the

through

Y<yo, to

;

;

PDD, air.

"Key.,

to smite in pieces, smite

smite or dash in pieces

;

1?n, to pierce or bore

through. The heaping up of the words in ver. 27 answers the
same purpose. They do not " express the delight of a satisfied
thirst for revenge,"

who was

single blow.
"Wit?,

but simply bring out the thought that Sisera,

now struck dead with a
JH3 1£Wa, at the place where he bowed, there he fell

for years the terror of Israel, was

overpowered and destroyed.

In conclusion, the singer refers

once more in the last strophe (vers. 28-30) to the mother of Sisera,
as

she waited impatiently for the return of her son, and foreboded

his death, whilst
to

the prudent princesses

who surrounded her sought

cheer her with the prospect of a rich arrival of booty.
Through the window there looks out and cries aloud
.
The mother of Sisera, through the lattice work,
Why doea his chariot delay its coming ?
Why tarry the steps of his team ?
29. The wise of her princesses reply
But she repeats her words to herself
30. Surely they are finding and sharing booty
A maiden, two maidens to the head of a man,
Booty of variegated cloths for Sisera
Booty of variegated cloths, garments worked in divers colours,
variegated cloth, two garments worked in divers colours for his neck

Ver. 28.

—

A

as booty.

mother looks out with impatience for the return of her
and cries aloud out of the window, Why is he never coming?

Sisera's
son,
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3M,

foreboding the disastrous result of the war.
to cry

Aramaean

in

;

joyful cry

here

;

it

it is

used for Jpn and

Why

a loud

to denote

does his chariot delay

For
coming ? is

may be

its

The form

evidently expressive of anxiety and alarm.
^"inK,

air. Xey., signifies

evidently signifies a loud cry of anxiety.

the repeated question,
Piel for

$"!,

*">£!$,

per/.

attributed to the influence of the aleph,

which favours the seghol sound, like ^DfP in Gen. xxx. 39. The
combination of vni33"iD 'DPS, " steps of his chariots," cannot be

by Bertheau, on the ground that the word H DJS,
as a general expression for intermittent movement, might also be
applied to the jerking of the wheels in rolling, but simply on the
supposition that ni33"|D, as a synonym for 33"}, is used for the horses
yoked to the chariot in the sense of team, like 33T in 2 Sam. viii. 4,
x. 18, etc.
Ver. 29. The princesses in attendance upon Sisera's
mother sought to console her with the remark, that Sisera would have
to gather together rich booty, and that his return was delayed in
explained, as

it

is

—

In the expression " the wisest of her princesses" (see
Ges. § 119, 2), the irony is very obvious, as the reality put all their
wise conjectures to shame. ^J!
third pers. plur. fern, for WJjm.
consequence.

1

!!,

The second

29 contains a clause inserted as a
" but she ;" 1*? is only an emadversative

hemisticli of ver.

K , >T S)^

parenthesis.

is

:

phatic copula ; the antithesis

by

indicated
repeat.

ing

is

:

W
But

i^OX ^[j,

ton.

is

lies in
lit.

the emphatic change of subject

to bring back her words,

used in a reflective sense, " to herself."

Sisera's

i.e.

to

The mean-

mother did not allow herself to be quieted by
on the contrary, she kept repeat;

the words of her wise princesses

Why does Sisera delay his coming ? In
30 there follows the answer of the wise princesses. They
imagine that Sisera has been detained by the large amount of booty
which has to be divided, wn, nonne, is he not, in the sense of lively
ing the anxious question,
ver.

certainty.

They

will certainly discover rich booty,

u

A girl (or

i.e.

for each

on! } uterus, for puella.
1

the

head of the

man"

cloths or clothes.

^P"!, worked stuff,

is

also

it
to

man. E'WV, coloured things,
or garments worked in divers

colours (see the remarks on Ex. xxvi. 36),

vav cop. to 0\tO¥, and

and divide

indeed probably) two girls

is

attached without the

dependent upon

<vE>.

The

closing

words, 7>f 1TO, "for the necks," or (as the plural is also frequently used to signify a single neck, e.g. Gen. xxvii. 16, xlv. 14)
"for the neck of the booty" do not give any appropriate sense, as 77V
neither signifies animals taken as booty nor the taker of booty.
idea,

however, that

7$ is used

for

*w

e^N, like

^
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5.

in Prov. xxiii.

28 for

'inn e*K,

seems

inadmissible, since t>& has just before been used three times in its

There

literal sense.

iw

is

just the

same objection

to animals taken as booty, not to

to the application of

mention the fact that they

would hardly have thought of having valuable cloths upon the necks
Consequently the only explanation that

of animals taken as booty.

remains,

is

either to alter

^NW?

into

i"iKJvi>

or ^N}V?, or else to

change 5w into ?iE>, the royal spouse. In the former case, 7?V
would have to be taken as in apposition to DlODpn JQV a variegated
cloth, two worked in divers colours for his (Sisera's) neck as booty,
as the LXX. have rendered it (to Tpayr[Kip avrov a/cOXa).
Ewald
and Bertheau decide in favour of the second alteration, and defend
it on the ground that S6e> might easily find its way into the text as
a copyist's error for bm, on account of W>B> having been already
written three times before, and that we cannot dispense with some
such word as ?}& here, since the repetition of ??B> three times, and
the threefold use of ?, evidently show that there were three different kinds of people among whom the booty was to be distributed
and also that it was only a fitting thing that Sisera should set apart
one portion of the booty to adorn the neck of his wife, and that
the wisest of the noble ladies, when mentioning the booty, should
:

not forget themselves.
Ter. 31a. So shall

all

Thine enemies perish,

Jehovah

Bat let those who love Him be like the rising of the sun in

its

strength.

This forms the conclusion of the song. 15, so, refers to the
whole of the song: just in the same manner as Sisera and his
warriors.

The

of its destiny,
victory.

chap.

(cf.

to

a

With
iii.

its strength is a striking image
more and more glorious unfolding

rising of the sun in

of the exaltation of Israel to a

which Deborah anticipated as the result of this
the last clause, " And the land had rest forty years"

11, 30,

viii.

28), the account of this event

is

brought

close.

ii.

tola.

In

and

jaib.

—chap. vi.-x.

5.

this second stage of the period of the judges,

which did not

extend over an entire century (only ninety-five years), Israel was
only punished for

its apostasy from the Lord, it is true, with a seven
by the Midianites but the misery which these
enemies, who allied themselves with Amalekites and other Arabian

years' oppression

;
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hordes, brought

upon both land and people,

so far surpassed the

pressure of the previous chastisements, that the Israelites were

and strongmore heavily the Lord punished
His rebellions nation, the more gloriously did He set forth His
nearness to help, and also the way which would lead to a lasting
peace, and to true deliverance out of every trouble, in the manner
in which He called and fitted Gideon to be its deliverer, and gave
him the victory over the innumerable army of the hostile hordes,
with only 300 chosen warriors. But the tendency to idolatry and
to the worship of Baal had already become so strong in Israel, that
even Gideon, that distinguished hero of God, who had been so
obliged to take refuge from the foe in ravines, caves,
holds of the mountains.

marvellously called, and
to

him from genuine

But

who

the

refused the

fidelity to

title

of king

when

offered

the Lord, yielded to the temptation

to establish for himself an unlawful worship, in a high-priestly
ephod which had been prepared for his use, and thus gave the
people an occasion for idolatry. For this reason his house was
visited with severe judgments, which burst upon it after his death,
under the three years' reign of his son Abimelech ; although, notwithstanding the deep religious and moral depravity which was
manifested in the doings of Abimelech, the Lord gave His people
rest for forty-five years longer after the death of Abimelech nnder
two judges, before He punished their apostasy with fresh hostile

oppressions.

The

Gideon and

history of

his family is related

very

fully,

because the working of the grace and righteousness of the faithful

covenant

God was

so obviously displayed therein, that

it

contained

a rich treasure of instruction and warning for the church of the

Lord

in all ages.

special notices of

The account

contains such an abundance of

separate events

and persons, as can only be

made use of copious
made by contemporaries and eye-witnesses
At the same time, the separate details do not

explained on the supposition that the author
records which had been
of the events.

contain any such characteristic marks as will enable us to discover
clearly, or

determine with any certainty, the nature of the source

or sources which the author employed.

The

to this narrative are the use of the prefix

ti

only things peculiar
for 1B*K, not only in

reports of the sayings of the persons engaged (chap.

vi.

17), but

also in the direct narrative of facts (chap. vii. 12, viii. 26), and the
formula HE'D? rrtrP tvn (chap. vi. 34), which only occurs again in

1 Chron.

xii.

18, 2

Chron. xxiv. 20.

On

the other hand, neither
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vi. 1-10.

vii. 14) and Elohim
57) with Jehovah, nor
Jerubbaal for Gideon (chap. vi. 32, vii. 1,

the interchange of ha-Elohim (chap. vi. 36, 39,

(chap. vi. 40,

viii.

the use of the

3, ix. 7, 9, 13, 23, 56,

name

29, ix. 1, 2, 5, 16, 19, 24, 28), nor lastly the absence of the
" theocratical pragmatism " in chap, ix., contains any proof of the

viii.

nature of the source employed, or even of the employment of two
different sonrces, as these peculiarities are
tents

and materials

of the narrative itself.

founded upon the con-

1

Oppression of Israel by the Midianites, and call of Gideon
tlieir Deliverer.
Chap. vi. 1-32.

to be

—

Vers. 1-10. Renewed Apostasy of the Nation, and
Ver. 1. As the Israelites forsook Jehovah their

ment.

the

—

Lord

delivered

them up

Punish-

its

God

again,

for seven years into the hands of the

The Midianites, who were descendants of Abraham
and Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2), and had penetrated into the grassy
steppes on the eastern side of the country of the Moabites and
Midianites.

1
Even Bertheau, who infers from these data that two different sources were
employed, admits that ha-Elohim in the mouth of the Midianites (chap. vii. 14)
and Elohim in Jotham's fable, where it is put into the mouth of the trees, prove

nothing at all, because here, from the different meanings of the divine names,
the author could not have used anything but Elohim. But the same difference is
quite as unmistakeable in chap. viii. 8, ix. 7, 23, 56, 57, since in these passages,
either the antithesis of man and God, or the idea of supernatural causality,
made it most natural for the author to use the general name of God even if it
did not render

absolutely necessary.
There remain, therefore, only chap.
where the use of ha-Elohim and Elohim instead of Jehovah
may possibly have originated with the source made use of by the author. On
the other hand, the name Jerubbaal, which Gideon received in consequence of
the destruction of the altar of Baal (chap. vi. 32), is employed with conscious
reference to its origin and meaning, not only in chap. vii. 1, viii. 29, 35, but
also throughout chap, ix., as we may see more especially in chap. ix. 16, 19, 28.
And lastly, even the peculiarities of chap. ix. namely, that the names Jehovah
and Gideon do not occur there at all, and that many historical circumstances
are related apparently without any link of connection, and torn away from some
wider context, which might have rendered them intelligible, and without which
very much remains obscure do not prove that the author drew these incidents
from a different source from the rest of the history of Gideon, such, for
example, as a more complete history of the town of Shechem and its rulers in
For these peculiarities may be
the time of the judges, as Bertheau imagines.
explained satisfactorily enough from the intention so clearly expressed in chap,
viii. 34, 35, and ix. 57, of showing how the ingratitude of the Israelites towards
Gideon, especially the wickedness of the Shechemites, who helped to murder
Gideon's sons to gratify Abimelech, was punished by God. And no other
peculiarities can be discovered that could possibly establish a diversity of sources.
vi.

it

20, 36, 89, 40,

—

—

—
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(see at Num. xxii. 4), had shown hostility to Israel
even in the time of Moses, and had been defeated in a war of
But they
retaliation on the part of the Israelites (Num. xxxi.).
had afterwards recovered their strength, so that now, after an
interval of 200 years, the Lord used them as a rod of chastise-

Ammonites

ment

for His rebellious people.
In vers. 1, 2, 6, they alone are
mentioned as oppressors of Israel; but in vers. 3, 33, and chap,
vii. 12, the Amalekites and children of the east are mentioned in
connection with them, from which we may see that the Midianitea
were the principal enemies, but had allied themselves with other

predatory Bedouin

tribes, to

On

devastate their land.

of the people of

make war upon

the Israelites and

the Amalekites, those leading enemies

God who had sprung from

Gen. xxxvi. 12 and Ex.

Esau, see the notes on
" Children of the east " (see Job
for the tribes that lived in the desert on
xvii. 8.

i. 3) is the general name
the east of Palestine, "like the

Josephus (in Ant.

v. 6, 1,

tioned here by the

name

he

name

calls

of Arabs in the time of

mennames of

the children of the east

of Arabs), or in later times the

Hence we find in
who oppressed the Israelites arc

the Nabataeans and Kedarenes" (Bertheau).
chap.

viii.

10, that all the enemies

called " children of the east."

—

Vers. 2-5. The oppression of Israel
Their power pressed so severely upon the
Israelites, that before (or because of) them the latter " made them
the ravines which are in the mountains, and the caves, and the strong-

by Midian and

holds," sc.
(viz. at

its allies.

which were

the time

to be

met with

when our book was

of refuge in time of war.

This

is

all

over the land in after times

written),

and were safe places

implied in the definite article

before niirtjp and the following substantives.

made them "

The words " they
many

are not at variance with the fact that there are

natural caves to be found in the limestone mountains of Palestine.

For, on the one hand, they do not affirm that

found in the land were made by the
the other hand,

nfe'y

all

the caves to be

Israelites at that

time ; and, on

does not preclude the use of natural caves as

places of refuge, since

it

not only denotes the digging and making

of caves, but also the adaptation of natural caves to the purpose
referred
to

to, i.e.

make them

the enlargement of them, or whatever

habitable.

The ait.

"Key.

nviroo does not

was required

mean " light

holes " (Bertheau), or " holes with openings to the light," from

"i>TJ

in the sense of to stream, to enlighten (Rashi, Kimchi, etc.), but
to

r

is

be taken in the sense of " mountain ravines" hollowed out by
"inj, to pour), which the Israelites made into hiding-

torrents (from
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mountain strongholds.
These ravines,
were not merely to serve as hiding-places for
the Israelitish fugitives, but much more as places of concealment
for their possessions and necessary supplies.
For the Midianites,
like genuine Bedouins, thought far more of robbing and plunderffrTOp, fortresses,

places.

and

caves,

fortresses

ing and laying waste the land of the Israelites, than of exterminating the people themselves. Herodotus (i. 17) says just the same
respecting the war of the Lydian king Alyattes with the Milesians.

—Vers.

When the Israelites had sown, the Midianites and
came upon them, encamped against them, and destroyed
the produce of the land (the fruits of the field and soil) as far as
3, 4.

their allies

Gaza, in the extreme south-west of the land (" till thou come," as
Gen. x. 19, etc.). As the enemy invaded the land with their
camels and flocks, and on repeated occasions encamped in the
valley of Jezreel (ver. 33), they must have entered the land on the
west of the Jordan by the main road which connects the countries
on the east with Palestine on the west, crossing the Jordan near
in

Beisan, and passing through the plain of Jezreel

and from

;

left

no sustenance (in the shape of produce of the

Israel,

and

neither sheep, nor oxen, nor asses.

field

For

this

" They

point they spread over Palestine to the sea-coast of Gaza.

and soil) in
came on

they

with their flocks, and their tents came like grasshoppers in multitude"

The

Cliethibh

«C£

is

not to be altered into

Keri and certain Codd.

If

we connect

*K3*,

words, according to the Masoretic pointing,

asyndeton.

It

is

more

according to the

Di?ynto with the previous

we have

a simple

probable, however, that DirKltO belongs to

"And their tents came in such numbers as grass^3, lit. like a multitude of grasshoppers, in such abun" Thus tluy came into the land to devastate it." Ver. 6.

what follows:
hoppers."

—

ance.

The

Israelites

were greatly weakened in consequence

(/?.,

the

imperf. Niphal of p?*), so that in their distress they cried to the

Lord

for help.

—Vers.

7-10.

But

before helping them, the

Lord

sent a prophet to reprove the people for not hearkening to the

voice of their God, in order that they might reflect,

and might

recognise in the oppression which crushed them the chastisement
of

God

for their apostasy, and so be brought to sincere repentance

and conversion by

remembrance of the former miraculous
God. The Lord God, said the prophet to
the people, brought you out of Egypt, the house of bondage, and
delivered you out of the hand of Egypt (Ex. xviii. 9), and out of
the hand of all your oppressors (see chap. ii. 18, iv. 3, x. 12),
their

displays of the grace of
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whom He

is to the Amorites and
Moses
and Joshua) but ye
Canaanites who were conquered by
His
commandment,
that
have not followed
ye should not worship

drove before you (the reference

;

the gods of the Amorites.

The Amorites stand here

for the

Canaanites, as in Gen. xv. 16 and Josh. xxiv. 15

Vers. 11-32. Call of Gideon

to be the

—As

Deliverer of Israel.

the reproof of the prophet was intended to turn the hearts of the

people once more to the

Lord

their

God and

deliverer, so the

which God called Gideon to be their deliverer, and
rescued Israel from its oppressors through his instrumentality, was
intended to furnish the most evident proof that the help and salvation of Israel were not to be found in man, but solely in their God.
God had also sent their former judges. The Spirit of Jehovah
had come .upon Othniel, so that he smote the enemy in the power
of God (chap. iti. 10). Ehud had put to death the hostile king by

manner

in

stratagem, and then destroyed his

the

command

army

;

and Barak had received

of the Lord, through the prophetess Deborah, to

deliver

His people from the dominion of

out the

command

with her assistance.

their foes, and had carried
But Gideon was called to

be the deliverer of Israel through an appearance of the angel of the
Lord, to show to him and to all Israel, that Jehovah, the God of
the fathers, was

still

near at hand to His people, and could work

if Israel would only adhere to Him
and keep His covenant.
The call of Gideon took place in two
revelations from God.
First of all the Lord appeared to him in
the visible form of an angel, in which He had already made himself
known to the patriarchs, and summoned him in the strength of God
to deliver Israel out of the hand of the Midianites (vers. 11-24).
He then commanded him, in a dream of the night, to throw down
his father's altar of Baal, and to offer a burnt-offering to Jehovah
his God upon an altar erected for the purpose (vers. 25-32).
In
the first revelation the Lord acknowledged Gideon ; in the second
He summoned Gideon to acknowledge Him as his God.
Vers. 11-24. Appearance of the Angel of the Lord.
Ver. 11.

miracles as in the days of old,

—

The angel of the Lord, i.e. Jehovah, in a visible self-revelation
in human form (see vol. i. pp. 185 sqq.), appeared this time in the
form of a traveller with a staff in his hand (ver. 21), and sat down
"under tJie terebinth which (was) tn Ophrali, that (belonged) to
Joash the Abi-ezrite." It was not the oak, but Ophrah, that belonged to Joash, as we may see from ver. 24, where the expression
" Ophrah of the Abi-ezrite" occurs. According to Josh. xvii. 2 and
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11-24.

was a family in the tribe of Manasseh, and
was a small family of that tribe. Joask was
probably the head of the family at that time, and as such was the
lord or owner of Ophrah, a town (chap. viii. 27; cf. ix. 5) which was
called " Ophrah of the Abi-ezrite," to distinguish it from Ophrah in
the tribe of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 23).
The situation of the town
I

Chron.

vii.

18, Abiezer

according to ver. 15

it

has not yet been determined with certainty.
calls it

JEphran.

Van de

Josephus (Ant.

Velde conjectures that

to be

it is

the ruins of Erfai, opposite to Akrabeh, towards the s.e.,

Mohammedan Wely

of

Abu

v. 6, 5)

found in
near the

Kharib, on the 8.W. of Janun (Mem.

boundary of the tribe-territory of
Ephraim, if not actually within it. By this terebinth tree was
Gideon the son of Joash " knocking out wheat in the urine-press."
B?n does not mean to thresh, but to knock with a stick. The wheat
pp. 337-8), close to the northern

was threshed upon open floors, or in places in the open field that
were rolled hard for the purpose, with threshing carriages or threshing shoes, or else with oxen, which they drove about over the
scattered sheaves to tread out the grains with their hoofs.

poor people knocked out the

little

Only

corn that they had gleaned with

a stick (Ruth

ii. 17), and Gideon did it in the existing times of
namely in the pressing-tub, which, like all wine-presses,
was sunk in the ground, in a hole that had been dug out or hewn in
the rock (for a description of cisterns of this kind, see Bob. Bibl. Res.
pp. 135-6), " to make the wheat fly" (i.e. to make it safe) " from the
Midianites"% (DW as in Ex. ix. 20).—Ver. 12. While he was thus
engaged the angel of the Lord appeared to him, and addressed him
in these words : " Jehovah (is) with thee, thou brave hero"
This
address contained the promise that the Lord would be with Gideon,
and that he would prove himself a mighty hero through the strength
of the Lord.
This promise was to be a guarantee to him of strength
and victory in his conflict with the Midianites. Ver. 13. But

distress,

—

Gideon,

who

did not recognise the

angel of the

Lord

in the

" Pray, sir,
words which
if Jehovah is with us, why has all this befallen us ?"
naturally recall to mind the words of Deut. xxxi. 17, " Are not

man who was

sitting before him, replied doubtingly,

—

these evils

come upon us because our God

is

not

among us?"

"And

where," continued Gideon, "are all His miracles, of which
our fathers have told us?
.
.
But now Jehovah hath forsaken us,
.

and delivered us into the hands of the Midianites." Gideon may
have been reflecting, while knocking the wheat, upon the misery
of his people, and the best means of delivering them from the
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oppression of the enemy, but without being able to think of any

For
unknown

he could not underand met his promise
with the actual state of things with which it was so directly at
variance, namely, the crushing oppression of his people by their
enemies, from which he concluded that the Lord had forsaken
them and given them up to their foes. Ver. 14. " Tlien Jehovah
them.

possibility of rescuing

stand the address of the

this reason
traveller,

—

turned

him and

to

Go

said,

in this thy strength,

and

deliver Israel

very appropriately uses

Have not I sent Hiee?" The writer
the name Jehovah here, instead of the

angel of Jehovah

by

from

the fiand

of Midian.
;

for

his reply the angel distinctly

mani-

more especially in the closing words,
"Have not I sent thee?" (wn, in the sense of lively assurance),
which are so suggestive of the call of Moses to be the deliverer of
" In this thy strength" i.e. the strength which
Israel (Ex. iii. 12).
thou now hast, since Jehovah is with thee Jehovah, who can still
fested himself as Jehovah,

—

perform miracles as in the days of the fathers. The demonstrative
" this" points to the strength which had just been given to him
through the promise of God. Ver. 15. Gideon perceived from
these words that it was not a mere man who was speaking to him.

—

He

"pray sir" (T^), but "pray, Lord"
Lord God), and no longer speaks of deliverance as
impossible, but simply inquires, with a consciousness of his own
personal weakness and the weakness of his family, " Whereby (with
therefore said in reply, not

Qr^>

i- e '

I

my family (lit. 'thousand,'
Num. i. 16) is the humblest in
Manasseh, and I am the least in my fathers house (my family)."
Ver. 16. To this difficulty the Lord replies, " / will be with thee
what) shall

save Israel?

equivalent to mishpachali

(see

Ex.

iii.

one man,"
xiv. 15).

12, Josh.

i.e.

i.

Behold,

:

see at

5),

and

tliou wilt

—Vers. 17

sqq.

As Gideon

after this promise that the person

speaking in the

smite the Midianites as

at one blow, as they slay a single

name

man

(see

Num.

could no longer have any doubt

who had appeared

of God, he entreated

him

to

to assure

him was
him by a

sign (nis, a miraculous sign) of the certainty of his appearance.

Do a sign that thou art speaking with me," i.e. that thou art really
God, as thou affirmest. •WNE', for nm ifK, is taken from the language of ordinary life.
At the same time he presents this request:
"Depart not hence till I (go and) come to thee, and bring out my
offering and set it before tliee;" and the angel at once assents.
Minchah does not mean a sacrifice in the strict sense {Qvo-ia, saeri"

ficium), nor merely a " gift of food," but a sacrificial gift in the
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sense of a gift presented to God, on the acceptance of which he

which would show whether the person
really God.
This sacrificial gift
consisted of such food as they were accustomed to set before a
guest whom they wished especially to honour. Gideon prepared a
kid of the goats (p&V is used to denote the preparation of food, as
in Gen. xviii. 7, 8, etc.), and unleavened cakes of an ephah (about
22£ lbs.) of meal, and brought the flesh in a basket and the broth
in a pot out to the terebinth tree, and placed it before him.
Vers.
hoped to receive the

who had appeared

sign,

him was

to

—

The angel

Lord then commanded him to lay the flesh
and the cakes upon a rock close by, and to pour the broth upon it
that is to say, to make use of the rock as an altar for the offering
to be presented to the Lord.
When he had done this, the angel
touched the food with the end of his staff, and fire came out of the
rock and consumed the food, and the angel of the Lord vanished
" This rock," i.e. a rocky stone that was
out of Gideon's sight.
lying near. The departure of the angel from his eyes is to be
20, 21.

of the

regarded as a sudden disappearance ; but the expression does not
warrant the assumption that the angel ascended to heaven in this
instance, as in chap.

xiii.

19, 20, in the flame of the sacrifice.

Ver. 22. In this miracle Gideon received the desired sign, that the
person

who had appeared

his soul with fear, so that

him was God. But the miracle filled
he exclaimed, " Alas, Lord Jehovah I for

to

end have I seen tlie angel of the Lord face to face" ^px Fins
an exclamation, sometimes of grief on account of a calamity
that has occurred (Josh vii. 7), and sometimes of alarm caused by
the foreboding of some anticipated calamity (Jer. i. 6, iv. 10, xxxii.
17 ; Ezek. iv. 14, etc.). Here it is an expression of alarm, viz. fear
of the death which might be the necessary consequence of his
seeing God (see Ex. xx. 16 (19), and the remarks on Gen. xvi. 13).
The expression which follows, "for to this end," serves to account
for the exclamation, without there being any necessity to assume
an ellipsis, and supply " that I may die." tS^JP? is always used in
this sense (see Gen. xviii. 5, xix. 8, xxxiii. 10, etc.).
Vers. 23, 24.
But the Lord comforted him with the words, " Peace to thee ; fear
to this

nw

is

—

These words were not spoken by the angel
: thou wilt not die."
he vanished away, but were addressed by God to Gideon, after
the disappearance of the angel, by an inward voice. In gratitude
for this comforting assurance, Gideon built an altar to the Lord,
which he called Jehovah-shalom, " the Lord is peace." _Ihe intennot

as

tion of this altar,

which was preserved u unto thirtfe^,* i;«/tiIDlm^r
'"

v>

"r.'ION
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time when the book of Judges was composed,

name

that was given to

is

indicated in the

was not to serve as a place of sacrifice, but to be a memorial and a witness of the revelation of God
which had been made to Gideon, and of the proof which he had
received that Jehovah was peace, i.e. would not destroy Israel in
wrath, bui cherished thoughts of peace. For the assurance of peace
which He had given to Gideon, was also a confirmation of His
announcement that Gideon would conquer the Midianites in the
strength of God, and deliver Israel from its oppressors.
The theophany here described resembles so far the appearance
of the angel of the Lord to Abram in the grove of Manure (Gen.
xviii.), that he appears in perfect human form, comes as a traveller,
and allows food to be set before him but there is this essential
difference between the two, that whereas the three men who came
to Abraham took the food that was set before them and ate thereof,
that is to say, allowed themselves to be hospitably entertained by
Abraham, the angel of the Lord in the case before us did indeed
accept the minchah that had been made ready for him, but only as
a sacrifice of Jehovah which he caused to ascend in fire.
The
reason for this essential difference is to be found in the different
purpose of the two theophanies. To Abraham the Lord came to
seal that fellowship of grace into which He had entered with him
through the covenant that He had made ; but in the case of Gideon
His purpose was simply to confirm the truth of His promise, that
Jehovah would be with him and would send deliverance through
him to His people, or to show that the person who had appeared to
him was the God of the fathers, who could still deliver His people
out of the power of their enemies by working such miracles as the
fathers had seen.
But the acceptance of the minchah prepared for
Him, as a sacrifice which the Lord himself caused to be miraculously consumed by fire, showed that the Lord would still graciously
accept the prayers and sacrifices of Israel, if they would but forsake the worship of the dead idols of the heathen, and return to
Him in sincerity. (Compare with this the similar theophany in
it.

It

;

—

—

chap,

xiii.)

Vers. 25-32. Gideon set apart as the Deliverer of his People.
order to be able to carry out the work entrusted to

him of

—In

setting

was necessary that Gideon should first of all purify
from idolatry, and sanctify his own life and
labour to Jehovah by sacrificing a burnt-offering. Ver. 25. " In
that night" i.e. the night following the day on which the Lord

Israel free,

it

hfo father's house

—
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VI. 26-32

God commanded him

to destroy his father's

and to build an altar to
" Take
Jehovah, and offer a bullock of his father's upon the altar.
the ox-bullock which belongs to thy father, and indeed the second
bullock of seven years, and destroy the altar of Baal, which belongs
According to
to thy father, and throw down the asherah upon it."
the general explanation of the first clauses, there are two oxen
referred to
viz. first, his father's young bullock
and secondly, an
ox of seven years old, the latter of which Gideon was to sacrifice
(according to ver. 26) upon the altar to be built to Jehovah, and
But in what
actually did sacrifice, according to vers. 27, 28.
follows there is no further allusion to the young bullock, or the
first ox of his father ; so that there is a difficulty in comprehending
for what purpose Gideon was to take it, or what use he was to
Most commentators suppose that Gideon sacrificed
make of it.
both of the oxen,
the young bullock as an expiatory offering for
himself, his father, and all his family, and the second ox of seven
Baal's altar,

with the asherah-idol upon

it,

:

;

—

years old for the deliverance of the

Bertheau supposes,

of both oxen, or of the strength
or

whole nation (see Seb. Schmidt).

on the other hand, that Gideon was

to

make use
down

they possessed for throwing

destroying the altar, and (according to ver. 26) for removing the

^JJ? and the nTWtn

new altar that was to
was only to offer the second in sacrifice to
Jehovah, because the first was probably dedicated to Baal, and therefore could not be offered to Jehovah. But these assumptions are both
of them equally arbitrary, and have no support whatever from the
text.
If God had commanded Gideon to take two oxen, He would
certainly have told him what he was to do with them both.
But
as there is only one bullock mentioned in vers. 26-28, we must
follow Tremell. and others, who understand ver. 25 as meaning that
Gideon was to take only one bullock, namely the young bullock of
his father, and therefore regard 'V 'tf 'Jtfn 1W as a more precise
definition of that one bullock (vav being used in an explanatory
sense, " and indeed," as in Josh. ix. 27, x. 7, etc.).
This bullock is
7JJ to the place of the

be built, but that he

called

" the second bullock," as being the second in age

bullocks of Joash.

The

among

the

reason for choosing this second of the

is to be found no doubt in
mentioned here simply on account of
its significance as a number, as there was no particular age prescribed in the law for a burnt-offering, that is to say, because the

bullocks of Joash for a burnt-offering
its

age (seven years), which

is

seven years which constituted the age of the bullock contained an
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inward

allusion to the seven years of the Midianitish oppression.

For seven years had God given

Israel into the hands of the Midianon account of their apostasy and now, to wipe away this sin,
Gideon was to take his father's bullock of seven years old, and
offer it as a burnt-offering to the Lord.
To this end Gideon was
first of all to destroy the altar of Baal and of the aaherali which his
father possessed, and which, to judge from vers. 28, 29, was the
common altar of the whole family of Abiezer in Ophrah. This
altar was dedicated to Baal, but there was also upon it an asherah,
an idol representing the goddess of nature, which the Canaanites
ites

;

worshipped

;

not indeed a statue of the goddess, but, as

word

we may

hew down, simply a wooden pillar (see
The altar therefore served for the two principal
at Deut. xvi. 21).
deities of the Canaanites (see Movers, Phonizier, i. pp. 566 sqq.).
Whoever
Jehovah could not be worshipped along with Baal.
would serve the Lord must abolish the worship of Baal. The altar
of Baal must be destroyed before the altar of Jehovah could be
builf.
Gideon was to build this altar " upon the top of this stronghold" possibly upon the top of the mountain, upon which the fortress
;"
belonging to Ophrah was situated, na'ipea, "with tlie preparation
the meaning of this word is a subject of dispute.
As nja occurs
in 1 Kings xv. 22 with 3, to denote the materials out of which (i.e.
with which) a thing is built, Stud, and Berth, suppose that maaracali
refers to the materials of the altar of Baal that had been destroyed,
with which Gideon was to build the altar of Jehovah, Stud, refers
it to the stone foundation of the altar of Baal; Bertheau to the
materials that were lying ready upon the altar of Baal for the
presentation of sacrifices, more especially the pieces of wood.
But
this is certainly incorrect, because maaracah does not signify either
building materials or pieces of wood, and the definite article attached
to the word does not refer to the altar of Baal at all. The verb ?]TS> is
not only very frequently used to denote the preparation of the wood
upon the altar (Gen. xxii. 9 ; Lev. i. 7, etc.), but is also used for
the preparation of an altar for the presentation of sacrifice (Num.
xxiii. 4).
Consequently maaracah can hardly be understood in any
loarn from the

other

way than

rro, to

as signifying the preparation of the altar to be

with the
This preparation was to

built for the sacrificial act, in the sense of build the altar

preparation required for the sacrifice.
consist,

according to what follows, in taking the

asherali, that

wood of

the

had been hewn down, as the wood for the burnt-

offering to be offered to the

Lord by Gideon,

mtwn *W
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VI. 25-32.

but pieces of wood from the asherah (that was hewn down).
command of God with ten men of
his servants during the night, no doubt the following night, because
he was afraid to do it by day, on account of his family (his father's
trees,

Ver. 27. Gideon executed this

house),

and the people of the town.

following morning,

when

Baal destroyed and the asherah upon

upon the (newly) erected

sacrificed

—

Vers. 28, 29. But on the
the people of the town found the altar of
it

hewn down, and

altar (the bullock

the bullock

would not be

who had done it, and soon learned
Gideon had done it all. The accusative 3B'n "isri riK is governed
by the Hophal n?jrtl (for r^yn, see Ges. s. 63, Anm. 4), according to
a construction that was by no means rare, especially in the earlier
Hebrew, viz. of the passive with HX (see at Gen. iv. 18). " They
asked and sought," sc. for the person who had done it ; " and they
said," either those who were making the inquiry, according to a
tolerably safe conjecture, or the persons who were asked, and
who were aware of what Gideon had done. Vers. 30, 31. But
when they demanded of Joash, "Bring out (give out) thy son,
Uiat he may die" he said to all who stood round, " Will ye, ye,
entirely consumed), they asked

,

that

—

him f (' ye' is repeated with special
Whoever shall fight for him (Baal), shall be put to

fight for Baal, or will ye save

emphasis).
death
to

"'psrny,

the morning."

till

be joined

till

to ADV", in the sense of

the (next) morning,

"very

is

not

speedily, before the

—

dawning day shall break" (Bertheau), a sense which is not to be
it rather belongs to the subject of the
found in the words
:

clause, or

whole clause in the sense of, Whoever shall
and seek to avenge the destruction of his altar by

to the

fight for Baal,

putting the author of
let

us wait

till

it

to death, shall be put to death himself

to-morrow, and give Baal time to avenge the insult

which he has received.

"If

he be God,

let

him

fight for himself;

for they have destroyed his altar," and have thereby challenged his

revenge.

Gideon's daring act of faith had inspired his father Joash

with believing courage, so that he took the part of his son, and left
the whole matter to the deity to decide.

If Baal were really God,

he might be expected to avenge the crime that had been committed
against this altar.

— Ver.

32.

From

this fact

Gideon received the

name of Jerubbaal, i.e. " let Baal fight (or decide)," since they said,
"Let Baal fight against him, for he has destroyed his altar." fl®"}' is
formed from 3*1} = 3V or 3*v and ?J>3. This surname very soon
became an honourable title for Gideon. When, for example, it
became apparent to the people that Baal could not do him any

Y
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harm, Jerubbaal became a Baal-fighter, one who had fought against
Baal. In 2 Sam. xi. 21, instead of Jerubbaal we find the name
Jeruhbesheth, in which Besheth
Bos/ietli is a nickname of Baal,
which also occurs in other Israel itish names, e.g. in Jshbosheth (2
Sam. ii. 8 sqq.) for Eahbaal (1 Chron. viii. 33, ix. 39). The name
Jerubbaal is written 'IepoftdaX by the LXX., from which in all

=

probability Philo of Byblus, in his revision of Sanchuniathon, has

formed

his 'IepofifiaXos, a priest of the

Gideon's Victory over

Chap.

— When

vi.

33-40.

tlie

god 'Iewu.

Midianites.

—Chap.

vi.

33 -viii.

3.

Equipment op Gideon foe the Battle.

the Midianites and their

allies

once more invaded the

land of Israel, Gideou was seized by the Spirit of God, so that

he gathered together an army from the northern tribes of Israel
33-35), and entreated

(vers.

ing the victory over the

enemy gathered

God

enemy

him by a

to assure

(vers.

36-40).

"And
i.e.

The

together again, went over (viz. across) the Jordan

in the neighbourhood of Beisan (see at chap. vii.

and encamped

sign of gain-

—Vers. 33 sqq.
24 and

viii. 4),

the valley of Jezreel (see at Josh. xvii. 16).
the Spirit of Jehovah came upon Gideon" ( n tfw, clothed,
in

descended upon him, and laid

itself

around him as

it

were

a coat of mail, or a strong equipment, so that he became

like

invulnerable and invincible in

its

might

:

see 1 Chron. xii. 18,

2 Chron. xxiv. 20, and Luke xxiv. 49).
Gideon then blew
the trumpet, to call Israel to battle against the foe (see chap. iii.

" and Abiezer

let itself be summoned after him"
His own
had recognised the deliverer of Israel in the fighter
of Baal, who was safe from Baal's revenge, was the first to gather
round him. Their example was followed by all Manasseh, i.e. the
Manassites on the west of the Jordan (for the tribes on the east of
the Jordan took no part in the war), and the neighbouring tribes
of Zebulun and Naphtali on the north, which had been summoned
by heralds to the battle. " TJiey advanced to meet titem :" i.e. to

27)

;

family, which

meet the Manassites, who were coming from the south to the battle,
to make war upon the enemy in concert with them and under the
guidance of Gideon. n?P is used to denote their advance against
the enemy (see at Josh. viii. 2), and not in the sense of going up,
since the Asherites and Naphtalites would not go up from their
mountains into the plain of Jezreel, but could only go down. Vers.
36 sqq. But before Gideon went into the battle with the assembled
army, he asked for a sign from God of the success of his under-

—
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vi. sa-40.

" If Thou," he said to God, " art saving Israel through my
hand, as Tfiou hast said, behold, I lay this fleece of wool upon the
floor; if there sliall he dew upon the fleece only, and dryness upon all
the earth (round about), 1 know (by this) that Thou wilt save," etc.
taking.

TDVnnfl, die shorn of the wool; i.e. the fleece, the wool that had
been shorn off a sheep, and still adhered together as one whole

The sign which Gideon asked for, therefore, was that God
would cause the dew to fall only upon a shorn fleece, which he
would spread the previous night upon the floor, that is to say, upon
some open ground, and that the ground all round might not be
moistened by the dew. Ver. 38. God granted the sign. "And
so it came to pass; the next morning, Gideon pressed the fleece
together ("IP from "W), and squeezed (y&, from HVD) dew out of the
fleece a vessel full of water" (Hi?? as in Num. xxii. 18, and PB? as
So copiously had the dew fallen in the night upon
in chap. v. 25).
the fleece that was exposed whereas, as we may supply from the
Vers. 39, 40. But
context, the earth all round had remained dry.
as this sign was not quite a certain one, since wool generally attracts
the dew, even when other objects remain dry, Gideon ventured to
fleece.

—

;

—

solicit

the grace of

—namely,

God

to grant

him another

that the fleece might remain dry,

round be wet with dew.

And God

sign with the fleece,

and the ground

granted him this request

all

also.

Gideon's prayer for a sign did not arise from want of faith in the
divine assurance of a victory, but sprang from the weakness of the
flesh,

which crippled the strength of the

spirit's faith,

and often

made the servants of God so anxious and despondent, that God had
to come to the relief of their weakness by the manifestation of His
Gideon knew himself and his own strength,
miraculous power.
and was well aware that his human strength was not sufficient for
the conquest of the foe. But as the Lord had promised him His
1
aid, he wished to make sure of that aid through the desired sign.
"
daring
that
such
man
obtain
most
simple
fact
a
could
the
the
And
was to be a special glorification of God" (0. v. Gerlach).
itself was to manifest the strength of the divine assistance
weakness of faith. Dew in the Scriptures is a symbol of the

victory

The

sign

to bis

1 " From all these things, the fact that he had seen and heard the angel of
Jehovah, and that he had been taught by fire out of the rock, by the disappearance of the angel, by the vision of the night, and by the words addressed to
him there, Gideon did indeed believe that God both could and would deliver
but this faith was not placed above or away
Israel through his instrumentality
;

from the conflict of the

flesh

by which

it

was

tested.

And it is not strange
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beneficent power of God, which quickens, revives, and invigorates

when they have been parched by the burning
The first sign was to be a pledge to him of
the visible and tangible blessing of the Lord upon His people, the
proof that He would grant them power over their mighty foes by
whom Israel was then oppressed. The woollen fleece represented
the nation of Israel in its condition at that time, when God had
the objects of nature,

heat of the sun's rays.

its land, and had withdrawn His blessing from Israel. The moistening of the fleece with
the dew of heaven whilst the land all round continued dry, was a
sign that the Lord God would once more give strength to His
people from on high, and withdraw it from the nations of the earth.
Hence the second sign acquires the more general signification, " that
the Lord manifested himself even in the weakness and forsaken

given power to the foe that was devastating

condition of His people, while the nations were flourishing

all

and when so explained, it served to confirm
and strengthen the first, inasmuch as it contained the comforting
assurance for all times, that the Lord has not forsaken His church,
even when it cannot discern and trace His beneficent influence, but
rules over it and over the nations with His almighty power.
around" (0.

v.

Gerl.)

;

Chap. vii. 1-8. Mustering of the Akmt that Gideon had
collected. Ver. 1. When Gideon had been assured of the help
of God by this double sign, he went to the battle early the next
morning with the people that he had gathered around him. The
Israelites encamped above the fountain of Harod, i.e. upon a height
at the foot of which this fountain sprang but the camp of Midian
was to him (Gideon) to the north of the hill Moreh in the valley

—

;

(of Jezreel

:

see chap. vi. 33).

The

geographical situation of these

two places cannot be determined with certainty. The fountain of
Harod is never mentioned again, though there is a place of that
name referred to in 2 Sam. xxiii. 25 as the home of two of David's
heroes and it was from this, no doubt, that the fountain was named.
The hill Moreh is also unknown.
As it was by the valley (of
;

Jezreel),

we cannot

possibly think of the grove of

Moreh

at

Shechem

height when the work of deliverance was about to be perWherefore Gideon with his faith sought for a sign from God against
the more vehement struggle of the flesh, in order that his faith might be the
more confirmed, and might resist the opposing flesh with the greater force.
And this petition for a sign was combined with prayers for the strengthening
of his faith."—Seb. Schmidt.
it rose to its greatest

formed.
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(Gen.

xii.

6

;

Deut.

amounted to 32,000

xi.

30).

men

1

—Vers.

The army of the Israelites

2, 3.

and
were

(ver. 4), but that of the Midianites

was about 135,000 (chap.

their allies

341

VII. 1-8.

viii.

10), so that they

greatly superior to the Israelites in numbers.
Nevertheless the
Lord said to Gideon, " The people that are with thee are too many for
me to give Midian into their hands, lest Israel vaunt themselves against

My

hand hath helped me." 3"! followed by \o is to be
Gideon was therefore to have a proclamation made before all the people
Whosoever is fearful and
despondent, let him turn and go back from Mount Gilead." The air.
Xey. "IBS, judging from the Arabic, which signifies to plait, viz. hair.,
ropes, etc., and the noun <"iTBy, a circle or circuitous orbit, probably
signifies to twist one's self round
hence in this instance to return in
windings, to slink away in bypaths.
The expression "from Mount
The mountain (or the mounGilead," however, is very obscure.
tains) of Gilead was on the eastern side of the Jordan ; but the
Israelitish army was encamped in or near the plain of Jezreel, in
the country to the west of the Jordan, and had been gathered from
me, saying,

understood as a comparative.

'•'

:

;

the

western tribes alone ; so that even the inadmissible rendering,

home to the mountains of Gilead, would not
any appropriate sense. The only course left therefore is either
to pronounce it an error of the text, as Clericus and Bertheau have
done, and to regard " Gilead" as a mistake for " Gilboa," or to
Let him turn and go

give

conclude that there was also a mountain or mountain ranee
Gilead

by

named

the plain of Jezreel in western Palestine, just as, accord-

was a mountain, or range of mountains,
Judah, of which nothing further
is known.
The appeal which Gideon is here directed to make to
the army was prescribed in the law (Deut. xx. 8) for every war
ing to Josh. xv. 10, there

called

Seir, in the territory of

Bertheau endeavours to settle the position of the place from our knowledge
which is for the most part definite enough. Starting with the
assumption that the fountain of Hand cannot be any other than the " foun1

of the country,

Jezreel" mentioned in 1 Sam. xxix. 1, where Saul and the Israelites
encamped at Gilboa (1 Sam. ixviii. 4) to fight against the Philistines who were
posted at Shunem, a place on the western slope of the so-called Little Hermon,
he concludes that the fountain of Harod must be the present Ain Jalud, and the
hill of Moreh the Little Hermon itself.
These combinations are certainly possible,
for we have nothing definite to oppose to them
still they are very uncertain,
as they simply rest upon the very doubtful assumption that the only fountain
in the plain of Jezreel was the celebrated fountain called Ain Jalud, and are
hardly reconcilable with the account given of the route which was taken by the
defeated Midianites (vers. 25 sqq. and chap. viii. 4).
tain in

;
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in which the Israelites should be engaged, and

its

general object

army by removing the cowardly and
desponding. But in the case before us the intention of the Lord
was to deprive His people of all ground for self-glorification. Hence

was

to fortify the spirit of the

the result of the appeal was one which Gideon himself certainly

the
—namely, more than
—22,000 men the people—turned back, and
only 10,000 remained. —Ver.
number was regarded
But even

did not expect,

two-thirds of

that

gathered round him

soldiers

of

4.

this

by the Lord as still too great, so that He gave to Gideon the still
further command, " Bring them (the 10,000 men) down to the
water," i.e. the waters formed from the fountain of Harod, u and I
will purify them for thee there (I^V, separate those appointed for the

D^),
and tliat," i.e. show thee each
individual who is to go with thee to the battle, and who not.
Vers.
who
6.
Gideon
divide
the
people
by
putting
all
those
was
to
5,
should lick the water with their tongue as a dog licketh into one
class, and all those who knelt down to drink into another, and so
separating the latter from the former.
The number of those who
licked the water into their mouth with their hand amounted to 300,
and all the rest knelt down to drink. " To lick with their hand to
their mouth," i.e. to take the water from the brook with the hollow
of their hand, and lap it into the mouth with their tongue as a dog
does, is only a more distinct expression for " licking with the tongue."
The 300 men who quenched their thirst in this manner were
battle

from the

and tay

to thee,

rest of the

army

;

This shall go with

the singular suffix refers to

thee,

certainly not the cowardly or indolent

—

who

did not kneel

down

to

drink in the ordinary way, either from indolence or fear, as Josephus,
Theodoret, and others supposed, but rather the bravest,

—namely

when they reached a brook before the battle, did not
allow themselves time to kneel down and satisfy their thirst in the
most convenient manner, but simply took up some water with their

those who,

hands as they stood in their military accoutrements, to strengthen
themselves for the battle, and then proceeded without delay against
the foe. By such a sign as this, Bertheau supposes that even an
ordinary general might have been able to recognise the bravest of
his army.
No doubt: but if this account had not been handed
down, it is certain that it would never have occurred to an ordinary
or even a distinguished general to adopt such a method of putting

the bravery of his troops to the test ; and even Gideon, the hero
of God, would never have thought of diminishing

through such a

trial

stilt

farther

an army which had already become so Email,
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army of more than 100,000 men by
if the Lord himself had not

a few hundred of the bravest men,

commanded

it.

Whilst the Lord was willing to strengthen the feeble faith of
Gideon by the sign with the fleece of wool, and thus to raise him

up

to full confidence in the divine omnipotence,

of him,

when thus

He

also required

strengthened, an attestation of his faith, by the

might give the whole glory to Him,
from His hand
alone.
Ver. 7. After his fighting men had been divided into a
small handful of 300 men on the one hand, and the large host of
9700 on the other, by the fulfilment of the command of God, the
Lord required of him that he should send away the latter, " every
man to his place," i.e. to his own home, promising that He would
save Israel by the 300 men, and deliver the Midianites into their
hand. The promise preceded the command, to render it easier to
Gideon to obey it. " All the people," after taking out the 300 men,
that is to say, the 9700 that remained. Ver. 8. "
they (the
300 picked men) took the provision of Hie people in their hand, and
their (the people's) trumpets (the suffix points back to DVn, the
people) ; and all the men of Israel (the 9700) he had sent away every
one to his tents, i.e. to his home (see at Deut. xvi. 7), and the three
hundred men he had kept by himself; but the camp of the Midianites
teas below to him in the valley."
These words bring the preparations for the battle to a close, and the last clause introduces the
ensuing conflict and victory. In the first clause DVn (the people)
cannot be the subject, partly because of the actual sense, since the
300 warriors, who are no doubt the persons intended (cf. ver. 16),
cannot be called " the people," in distinction from " all the men of
purification of his army, that he

and accept the

—

victory over that great multitude

—

and partly
would be construed
Israel,"

&

also because of the expression 1TOTIK,
in that case without

any

which

article in violation of

We must rather read oyn lYTYTiK, as the LXX.
and the Chaldee have done. The 300 men took the provision of
the people, i.e. provision for the war, from the people who had been
sent away, and the war-trumpets ; so that every one of the 300 had
a trumpet now, and as the provision of the people was also probably
kept in vessels 6r pitchers (caddim : ver. 16), a jug as well. The
subject to Vlp* is to be taken from the first clause of the seventh
verse.
The sentences which follow from E^iOS nto are circum-

the ordinary rule.

stantial clauses, introduced to

whi.:h

Gideon was now

placed.

bring out distinctly the situation in

3 P75& the opposite of W&,
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away,

signifies to
1

ix. 2.

S ?,

hold

fast, to

Harod with

his

keep back or by himself, as in Ex.
the fountain of

who was standing by

to him, Gideon,

300 men, the situation of Midian was underneath
and chap. vi. 33).

in the valley (see ver. 1,

Vers. 9-22. Gideon's

The

following night the

—Vers. 9-lla.

Battle axd Victory.
Lord commanded Gideon

He

go down

to

to

hand (the
perfect is used to denote the purpose of God which had already
been formed, as in chap. iv. 14). But in order to fill him with
the

camp

of the enemy, as

had given

confidence for such an enterprise, which to

was

a very rash one,

God

into his

all

human appearance

added, " Jf thou art afraid

Purah dovm

thou with thine attendant

it

to the

to go down, no
camp, and thou tcilt

hear what they say, and thy hands will thereby become strong."

The

down

into

camp of the enemy alone, or to visit the enemy unarmed,
Purah thine armour-bearer with thee, to make sure that thou

take

meaning

of the protasis

not, If

is

thou art afraid to go

the

weapons

to use (Bertheau)

;

for,

hast

apart from the fact that the addi-

unarmed" is perfectly arbitrary, the apodosis " thou wilt
by no means agrees with this explanation. The meaning
is rather this
Go with thy 300 men into (3) the hostile camp to
smite it, for I have given it into thy hand but if thou art afraid
to do this, go down with thine attendant to (?X) the camp, to ascertain the state and feeling of the foe, and thou wilt hear what they
say, i.e., as we gather from what follows, how they are discouraged,
have lost all hope of defeating you, and from that thou wilt gather
courage and strength for the battle.
On the expression " thine
tion "

see,"' etc.,

:

;

hands shall be strengthened," see 2 Sam. ii. 7. The expression which
.}™? 3 ?T^> i s n °t a mere repetition of the command to go

follows,

i"1

down with

his attendant to the hostile

of the stimulus given to his courage
lessly into the hostile

11)

is

to

camp

:

camp, but describes the result
And then thou wilt go fear-

to attack the foe.

narraa.

be distinguished from fl3™?'T7K TV in ver. 10.

TV (vers. 9,
The former

signifies to go down into the camp to smite the foe
the latter, to
go down to the camp to reconnoitre it, and is equivalent to the
following clause " he went to the outside of the camp." Vers.
Hi- 14. But when Gideon came with his attendant to the end of
the armed men (chamushim, as in Josh. i. 14, Ex. xiii. 18) in the
hostile camp, and the enemy were lying spread out with their camels
in the valley, an innumerable multitude, he heard one (of the
fighting men) relate to his fellow (i.e. to another) a dream which he
;

—

:
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" Behold a cake of barley bread was rolling into the camp
:
Midian,
and it came to the tent and smote it, so' that it fell and
of
turned upwards, and the tent lay along." Then the other replied,
" This is nothing else than the sxcord of Gideon the son of Joash the

had had

: God hath given Midian and all the camp into his hand."
" The end of fighting men" signifies the outermost or foremost of
the outposts in the enemy's camp, which contained not only fighting
men, but the whole of the baggage of the enemy, who had invaded

Israelite

the land as nomads, with their wives, their children, and their flocks.

In ver. 12, the innumerable multitude of the enemy is described
once more in the form of a circumstantial clause, as in chap. vi. 5,
not so

much

rally, as to

to distinguish the fighting

men from

the

camp gene-

bring out more vividly the contents and meaning of the

The comparison

following dream.

sea-side recalls Josh. xi. 4,
17, xxxii. 13

;

1

Sam.

and

xiii.

of the

With

5).

enemy

to the

sand by the

frequently met with (see Gen. xxii.

is

the word K3fl in ver. 13, the

thread of the narrative, which was broken

off

by the circumstantial

clause in ver. 12, is resumed and carried further. The air. \ey. ?VS
(Keri, ?yS) is rendered cake, placenta, by the early translators : see

The

Ges. Thes. p. 1170.

and

is

by no means

derivation of the

certain, as

7W

ing, either in the sense of to ring or to

meaning

word has been

disputed,

does not give any suitable mean-

be overshadowed, and the

to roll (Ges. I.e.) cannot be philologically sustained; whilst

n?S, to roast,

can hardly be thought

denote the roasting of

of, since this is

merely used to

and n?j? was the word commonly applied
and even " the roasted of barley bread"

flesh,

to the roasting of grains,

would hardly be equivalent to subcinericeus panis ex hordeo (Vulgate).
" The tent" with the definite article, is probably the principal tent
•»W?, upwards, so that
along" or the tent fell,
" This is
lay in ruins, is added to give emphasis to the words.
nothing if not" i.e. nothing but. The cake of bread which had
rolled into the Midianitish camp and overturned the tent, signifies
nothing else than the sword of Gideon, i.e. Gideon, who is bursting
in the

camp,

the bottom

into the

i.e.

came

the tent of the general.
to the top.

camp with

his sword,

"

'The tent lay

and

utterly destroying

it.

This interpretation of the dream was certainly a natural one
under the circumstances. Gideon is especially mentioned simply
as the leader of the Israelites

;

whilst the loaf of barley bread,

which was the food of the poorer classes, is to be regarded as
strictly speaking the symbol of Israel, which was so despised
among the nations. The rising of the Israelites under Gideon had
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not remained a secret to the Midianites, and no doubt

with fear

;

so that in

a dream

this fear

might

easily

filled them
assume the

form of the defeat or desolation and destruction of their camp by
Gideon. And the peculiar form of the dream is also psychologiAs the tent is everything to a nomad, he might
cally conceivable.
very naturally picture the cultivator of the soil as a man whose life
In this way bread
is all spent in cultivating and baking bread.
would become almost involuntarily a symbol of the cultivator of
the soil, whilst in his own tent he would see a symbol not only of
his mode of life, but of his freedom, greatness, and power.
If we
add to this, that the free pastoral tribes, particularly the Bedouins
of Arabia, look down with pride not only upon the poor tillers of
the soil, but even upon the inhabitants of towns, and that in Palestine, the land of wheat, none but the poorer classes feed upon barley
bread, we have here all the elements out of which the dream of the
Midianitish warrior was formed. The Israelites had really been
crushed by the Midianites into a poor nation of slaves. But whilst
the dream itself admits of being explained in this manner in a perfectly natural way, it acquires the higher supernatural character of
a divine inspiration, from the fact that God not only foreknew it,
but really caused the Midianite to dream, and to relate the dream
to his comrade, just at the time when Gideon had secretly entered
the camp, so that he should hear it, and discover therefrom, as God
had foretold him, the despondency of the foe. Under these circumstances, Gideon could not fail to regard the dream as a divine
inspiration, and to draw the assurance from it, that God had certainly given the Midianites into his hands.
Vers. 15-18. When

—

had heard the dream related and interpreted, he worshipped, praising the Lord with joy, and returned to the camp to
attack the enemy without delay. He then divided the 300 men
into three companies, i.e. three attacking columns, and gave them
all trumpets and empty pitchers, with torches in the pitchers in their
hands. The pitchers were taken that they might hide the burning
torches in them during their advance to surround the enemy's camp,
and then increase the noise at the time of the attack, by dashing
the pitchers to pieces (ver. 20), and thus through the noise, as well
as the sudden lighting up of the burning torches, deceive the enemy
as to the strength of the army.
At the same time he commanded
them, " See from me, and do likewise" a short expression for, As
ye see me do, so do ye also (1?, without the previous 3, or it???, as
in chap. v. 15 ; see Ewald, § 260, a.),
" I blow the trumpet, land
therefore he

—
—
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VII. 9-22.

all

who are with me; ye also
camp" which the 300 men

blow the trumpets round about the entire

surround, " and say, To the

Lord and Gideon? According to ver.
" Sword to (for) the Lord and
thus

20, this war-cry ran fully

divided into three companies were to

:

This addition in ver. 2Q, however, does not warrant us
in inserting " chereb" (sword) in the text here, as some of the
1
early translators and MS8. have done.
Ver. 19. Gideon then proGideon."

—

ceeded with the 100 who were with him,

by himself

led

personally, to the

beginning of the middle watch,
tive defining the time

:

only other watch that

Sam.

xi. 11),

i.e.

company which was

the

hostile

at midnight,

camp, at the
an accusa-

tftfi is

and Ewald, § 204, a. The
mentioned in the Old Testament beside

see Ges. § 118, 2,
is

the middle night-watch,
1

i.e.

end of the

is

the morning night-watch (Ex. xiv. 24

from which

it

has been correctly inferred, that the

The

Israelites divided the night into three night-watches.

division

25 ; Mark vi. 48) was first adopted
by the Jews from the Romans. " They (the Midianites) had only
(just) posted the watchmen (of the middle watch),"
a circumstaninto four watches (Matt. xiv.

—

tial clause,

When

the

introduced to give greater distinctness to the situation.
first sentries

were

relieved,

and the second posted,

so that

they thought they might make quite sure of their night's rest once

more, Gideon and his host arrived at the end of the camp, and, as

we must supply from

the context, the other two hosts at two other

ends of the camp, who
in their

all blew their trumpets, breaking the pitchers
hands at the same time. The inf. abs. fiw, as a continua-

tion of the finite verb WpJV, indicates that the fact

was contempo-

—

raneous with the previous one (see Ewald,

Ver. 20.
§ 351, c).
which they had received (ver. 17), the

According to the command
other two tribes followed his example.
1

" Tlien

the three companies

by Gideon here are recorded by
Polymus (Strateg. ii. c. 37) of Dicetas, at the taking of Heraea, and by Plutarch (Fabius Max. c. 6) of Hannibal, when he was surrounded and completely
shut in by Fabius Maximus. An example from modern history is given by
Niebuhr (Beschr. von Arabien, p. 804). About the middle of the eighteenth
century two Arabian chiefs were fighting for the Imamate of Oman. One of
Similar stratagems to the one adopted

them, Bel- Arab, besieged the other, Achmed ben Said, with four or five thousand
men, in a small castle on the mountain. But the latter slipped out of the castle,

upon his head,
and sent small companies to all the passes. Every one had a trumpet to blow at a given signal,
and thus create a noise at the same time on every side. The whole of the
opposing army was thrown in this way into disorder, since they found all the
passes occupied, and imagined the hostile army to be as great as the noise.
collected together several

hundred men, gave every

soldier a sign

that they might be able to distinguish friends from foes,
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blew the trumpets, broke the pitcliers, and
hands, and the trumpets in

Lord and Gideon
about the camp,"

!

sc.

A nd

tlieir

field the torches in their left

right to blow,

and

cried,

Sword

to Hie

stood evert/ one in his place round

iliey

without moving, so that the Midianites neces-

thought that there must be a numerous army advancing
behind the torch-bearers. 'Ul pvi, " and the whole army ran," i.e.
sarily

there began a running hither and thither in the

who had been

blast of the trumpets, the noise,

warriors

;

camp

of the enemy,

frightened out of their night's rest by the unexpected

" and they (the enemy)

and the war-cry of the Israelitish
lifted up a cry (of anguish and

alarm), and caused to fly" (carried off), sc. their tents (i.e. their
families) and their herds, or all their possessions (cf. chap. vi. 11,

Ex.

ix.

Ken

20).

The

Chethibh

a bad emendation.
trumpets,. " Jehovah set
*Dir

W3J

is

the original reading, and the

—Ver. 22.

Whilst the 300

men blew

sword of one against the other, and
against the wliole camp," i.e. caused one to turn his sword against
the other and against all the camp, that is to say, not merely man
against man, but against every one in the camp, so that there arose
a terrible slaughter throughout the whole camp. The first clause,
tlieir

the

" and the three hundred blew the trumpets," simply resumes the
statement in ver. 20, " the three companies blew the trumpets," for
the purpose of appending to it the further progress of the attack,

and the result of the battle. Bertheau inserts in a very arbitrary
manner the words, " the second time." His explanation of the
next clause (" then the 300 fighting men of Gideon drew the sword
at Jehovah's command, every man against his man") is still more
erroneous, since

it

does violence to the constant usage of the ex-

Sam

pression injna e"K (see 1

Zech.

viii.

10).

"

And

xiv. 20,

all the

2 Chron. xx. 23, Isa.

camp of

tlie

iii.

5,

Midianites fled to Beth-

of Abel-meholaJi, over TabbatJi." The
which are only mentioned here, with the
exception of Abel-meholah, the home of Elisha (1 Kings xix. 16,
iv. 12), has not yet been determined.
According to the Syriac, the
Arabic, and some of the mss., we should read ZeredatlwJi instead
of Zereratltah, and Zeredathah is only another form for ZarUian
(comp. 1 Kings vii. 46 with 2 Chron. iv. 17). This is favoured
by the situation of Zarthan in the valley of the Jordan, probably
near the modern Kurn Sartabeh (see p. 46), inasmuch as in all
probability Beth-shittah and Abel-meholali are to be sought for in
the valley of the Jordan and according to ver. 24, the enemy fled
shittah to Zeredah, to the shore

situation of these places,

;

to the Jordan.

Beth-shittah,

i.e.

acacia-house,

is

not the same place
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VII. 23- VIII. 3.

the village of Shutta mentioned by Robinson

this village,

(iii. p. 219), since
according to Van de Velde's map, was to the north of

For although Shutta is favoured by the circumstance,
from a very ancient time there was a road running from

Gilboa.
that

Jezreel along the valley, between the so-called Little

Hermon

(Duhy) and the mountains of Gilboa, and past Beisan to the
Jordan ; and the valley of Jalud, on the northern side of which
Shutta was situated, may be regarded as the opening of the plain
of Jezreel into the valley of the Jordan (see v. Haunter, Pal. p. 41,

and Hob.

iii. p. 176) ; and v. JRaumer conjectures from this, that
" the flight of the Midianites was apparently directed to Bethsean,

—

on account of the nature of the ground," this assumption is rendered very questionable by the fact that the flying foe did not cross
the Jordan in the neighbourhood of Beisan, but much farther to the
south, viz., according to chap. viii. 4, in the neighbourhood of SuccoUiy
which was on the south side of the Nahr Zerka (Jabbok). From
this we are led to conjecture, that they were not encamped in the
north-eastern part of the plain of Jezreel, in the neighbourhood of
Jezreel (Zerin)* and Shunem (Solam), but in the south-eastern part
of this plain, and that after they had been beaten there they fled
southwards from Gilboa, say from the district of Ginsea (Jenin) to
the Jordan. In this case we have to seek for Abel-shittah on the
south-east of the mountains of Gilboa, to the north of Zeredathah
(Zarthan). From this point they fled on still farther to the " sJwre
of Abel-meholah." neb does not mean boundary, but brink; here

bank of the Jordan, like firm T\Bfc in 2 Kings ii. 13. The
bank or strand of Abel-meholah is that portion of the western bank
of the Jordan or of the Ghor, above which Abel-meholah was
situated.
According to the Onom. (s. v. AfSeXpaeKai, Abelmaula),
this place was in the Aulon (or Ghor), ten Roman miles to the south
of Scythopolis (Beisan), and was called at that time BrjdfiaieKd or
Bethaula. According to this statement, Abel-meholah would have
to be sought for near Churbet es Shuk, in the neighbourhood of the
Wady Maleh (see V. de Velde, Mem. p. 280). And lastly, Tabbath
must Lave been situated somewhere to the south of Abel-meholah.
the

'

viii. 3. Pursuit of the Enemy as far as the Jordan.
As soon as the Midianites had been put to flight, the
Israelitish men of Naphtali, Asher, and Manasseh, let themselves
be convened for the purpose of pursuing them i.e. the men of

Ver. 23-chap.

—Ver. 23.

:

these tribes,

whom

who were on

their

Gideon had sent away before the battle, and
way home, could be summoned back again in
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a very short time to join in tbe pursuit of the flying foe.
omission of Zebulun (chap.

vi.

35)

is,

in all probability, simply to

be attributed to the brevity of the account.
order to cut off the retreat of the

—Vers.

enemy who was

In

24, 25.

flying to the

Jordan, Gideon sent messengers into the whole of the mountains
of Ephraim with this appeal to the Ephraimites, a

Come down (from
your mountains into the lowlands of the Jordan) to meet Midian,
and take the waters from them to Betltbarah and the Jordan" se. by
taking possession of this district (see chap. iii. 28). " TJte waters"
mentioned before the Jordan and distinguished from it, must have
been streams across which the flying foe would have to cross to
reach the Jordan, namely, the different brooks and rivers, such as

Wady

Maleh, Fyadh, Jamel, Tubas,

etc.,

which flowed down from

Ephraim into the Jordan, and
Bethbarah. The situation of Bethbarah

the eastern side of the mountains of

ran through the Ghor to
is

unknown.

Even

Eiisebius could say nothing definite concerning

it is the same as Bethabara,
which has been regarded ever since the time of Origen as the
place mentioned in John i. 28 where John baptized, throws no light
upon the subject, as the situation of Bethabara is also unknown,
to say nothing of the fact that the identity of the two names is
very questionable. The Ephraimites responded to this appeal and

the place; and the conjecture that

took possession of the waters mentioned, before the Midianites,

who

could only

slowly with their flocks and herds, were able

move

They then captured two

to reach the Jordan.

them

the Midianites and put
raven, at the rock Oreb
press of Zeeb.

The

;

to death

is

is

of the princes of

one of them, Oreb,

the other, Zeeb,

Nothing further

rock of Oreb

:

i.e.

i.e.

the

the wolf, at the wine-

known about

only mentioned again in Isa.

these

two

x. 26,

places.

when

the

prophet alludes to this celebrated victory. So much, however, is
evident from the verse before us, viz. that the Midianites were
beaten by the Ephraimites at both places, and that the two princes
fell there,

stance.

and the places received

They were not

their

names from that circum-

situated in the land to the east of the

Jordan, as Gesenius (on Tsa. x. 26), Rosenm&ller, and others infer
from the fact that the Ephraimites brought the heads of Oreb and

Zeeb

"

Gideon VP*?. 3?9 (ver. 25), but on the western side of the
Jordan, where the Ephraimites had taken possession of the waters
and the Jordan in front of the Midianites. XTvZ "'j ?? does not
mean "from the other side of the Jordan," but simply u on the
to

I

1

oilier side

of (beyond)

the

Jordan," as in Josh.

xiii.
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1-12.

Kings xiv. 15 ; and the statement here is not that the Ephraimites
brought the heads from the other side to Gideon on the west of the
river, but that they brought them to Gideon when he was in the
land to the east of the Jordan. This explanation of the words is
required by the context, as well as by the foregoing remark, " they
pursued Midian," according to which the Ephraimites continued
the pursuit of the Midianites after slaying these princes, and also

by the complaint brought against Gideon by the Ephraimites,
which is not mentioned till afterwards (chap. viii. 1 sqq.), that he
had not summoned them to the war. It is true, this is given before
the account of Gideon's crossing over the Jordan (chap. viii. 4),
but in order of time it did not take place till afterwards, and, as
Beriheau has correctly shown, the historical sequence is somewhat
anticipated.

Chap.

viii.

1-3.

When

the Ephraimites

met with Gideon,

after

they had smitten the Midianites at Oreb and Zeeb, and were

pursuing >them farther, they said to him, " What is the thing that
thou hast done to us (i.e. what is the reason for your having done
this to us), not to call us when tliou wentest forth to make war upon
Midian ? And they did chide with him sJiarply," less from any dissatisfied

longing for booty, than from injured pride or jealousy,

because Gideon had made war upon the enemy and defeated them

without the co-operation of this
leadership.

ambition

:

tribe,

which was striving for the

Gideon's reply especially suggests the idea of injured

" What have

as great things as you.

I now

done

" Is not

like

you?"

the gleaning

i.e.

as if I had done

of Ephraim

better

than

of Abiezert" The gleaning of Ephraim is the victory
gained over the flying Midianites. Gideon declares this to be
the vintage

better than the vintage of Abiezer,

i.e.

the victory obtained by

him

the Abiezrite with his 300 men, because the Ephraimites had slain

two Midianitish princes. The victory gained by the Ephraimites
must indeed have been a very important one, as it is mentioned by
Isaiah (x. 26) as a great blow of the Lord upon Midian.
"And
what could I do like you?" i.e. could I accomplish such great deeds
u Then their anger turned away from him."
HV>, the
as you ?
"
breathing of the nose, snorting, hence anger" as in Isa. xxv. 4, etc.
Pursuit of the Midianites.
Other Acts of Gideon
as Judge.
Chap. viii. 4-35.

;

Ids

Appointment

—

Vers. 4-12.

Midiahites.

Pubsuit and complete Overthrow op the

—That the Midianites whom God

had delivered
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hand might be utterly destroyed, Gideon pursued those who
had escaped across the Jordan, till he overtook them on the eastern
boundary of Gilead and smote them there. Vers. 4, 5. When
he came to the Jordan with his three hundred men, who were
his

—

exhausted with the pursuit, he asked the inhabitants of Succoth
for loaves of bread for the people in his train.

construction

is

concerned, the words from

So far

as the

D'S'f1 ^

form a

"Ofc to

circumstantial clause inserted as a parenthesis into the principal
: " When Gideon came to the Jordan,
hundred men . . . then he said to the
men of Succoth." " Exhausted and pursuing" i.e. exhausted with
pursuing. The vav is explanatory, lit. " and indeed pursuing," for

sentence,

and subordinate

passing over he and

ilie

" because he pursued."

LXX.
word Q

to

The rendering

in the Cod. Alex,
,

?*T',

it

three

is

and without any

ireiv&vre<s

adopted by the

merely an arbitrary rendering of the
critical

Gideon had crossed

worth.

the Jordan, therefore, somewhere in the neighbourhood of Succoth.

Succoth was upon the eastern side of the valley of the Jordan
(Josh. xiii. 27), not opposite to Bethshean, but, according to Gen.
xxxiii. 17,

—

Jabbok (Zerka). Ver. 6. The
little sympathy and nationinstead of taking part in the attack upon the

on the south

side of the

princes of Succoth, however, showed so
ality of feeling, that

enemies of

Israel,

they even refused to supply bread to refresh

who were exhausted with the
ion } may be explained
the name of all see Ewald, §

their brethren of the western tribes

pursuit of the foe.

They

4

said (the sing,

on the ground that one spoke in
319, a.), " Is Hie fist of Zebah and Zalmunna already in thy hand
(power), that we should give thine army bread?" In these words
there is not only an expression of cowardice, or fear of the vengeance which the Midianites might take when they returned upon
those who had supported Gideon and his host, but contempt of the
small force which Gideon had, as if it were impossible for him to
accomplish anything at all against the foe and in this contempt
they manifested their utter want of confidence in God. Ver. 7.
Gideon threatened them, therefore, with severe chastisement in
" If Jehovah give ZebaJi and
the event of a victorious return.
Zalmunna into my hand, 1 will thresh your flesh (your body) with
The verb E*W, constructed with a double
desert thorns and thistles."
accusative (see Ewald, § 283, a.), is used in a figurative sense " to
:

;

—

:

thresh," in other words, to punish severely.

are strong thorns, as the desert

The

air. "Key.

D'?^? also

"Thorns of the desert"

the natural

soil

for thorn-bushes.

signifies prickly plants,

according to the

is
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VIII. 4-11.

and the Rabbins, probably u such as grow upon
stony ground " (Bertheau). The explanation " threshing machines

early versions

underneath them/' which was suggested by
by Gesenius, cannot be
sustained.
Vers. 8, 9. The inhabitants of Pnuel on the north
bank of the Jabbok (see at Gen. xxxii. 24 sqq.) behaved in the
same churlish manner to Gideon, and for this he also threatened
them : u If I return in peace" ue. unhurt, " I will destroy this tower"
with stones or

J.

D.

flints

Miehaelis and Celsius, and adopted

—

(probably the castle of Pnuel).

kings were at Karkor with
fifteen

all

—Vers.

The

10-12.

Midianitish

the remnant of their army, about

thousand men, a hundred and twenty thousand having

Gideon followed them thither by the road of the
on the east of Nobah and Jogbeha ; and falling
upon them unawares, smote the whole camp, which thought itself
quite secure, and took the two kings prisoners, after discomfiting
all the camp.
The situation of Karkor, which is only mentioned
here, cannot be determined with certainty. The statement of
Eusebius and Jerome {Onom. s. v. Kapica, Carear), that it was the
castle of Carearia, a day's journey from Petra, is decidedly wrong,
already fallen.

dwellers in tents

since this castle

is

much

too far to the south, as Gesenius (Thes. p.

1210) has shown. Karkor cannot have been very far from Nobah
and Jogbeha. These two places are probably preserved in the
ruins of Nowakis and Jebeiha, on the north-west of Atnmdn
(Babbath-ammon ; see at Num. xxi. 31). Now, as Burckhardt
(Syr. p. 612) also mentions a ruin in the neighbourhood, called
Karkagheisch, on the left of the road from Szalt to Amman, and
at the most an hour and a half to the north-west of Amm&n,
Knobel (on Num. xxxii. 42) is inclined to regard this ruin as
Karkor. If this supposition could be proved to be correct, Gideon
would have fallen upon the camp of the enemy from the north-east.
For " the way of the dwellers in tents on the east of Nobah and
Jogbeha " cannot well be any other than the way which ran to the
east of Nobah and Jogbeha, past the most easterly frontier city of
the Gadites, to the nomads

who dwelt

in the desert.

&'<?£? WB'ri

has the article attached to the governing noun, which may easily
be explained in this instance from the intervening preposition.

The
149,

passive participle ]&& has an intransitive force (see Ewald, §
The verb i^nn in the circumstantial clause acquires the

a.).

force of the pluperfect

the

camp

out of

from the context.

its security,

When

having alarmed

attack, he succeeded in taking the

it

he had startled
by his unexpected

two kings prisoners.

z
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Vers. 13-21. Punishment of the Towns of Stjccoth and
Pnuel, and Execution of the captured Kmos of Midian.

—Vers.
Cinn,

13, 14.

"from by

Gideon returned
the ascent (or

victorious

from the war, *vjn??D

mountain road) of Hecheru? a place

town of Succoth, with which we are not acquainted.
LXX., the Peshito, and the
Arabic ; but the rest of the early translators have merely guessed at
the meaning. The Ckaldee, which has been followed by the Rabbins
and Luther, has rendered it "before sunset," in utter opposition to
the rules of the language; for although chere* is a word used
in front of the

This

is

the rendering adopted by the

poetically to denote the sun, n?jn? cannot

mean

the setting of the

Aquila and Symmachut, on the other band, confound Din
D^n.
with
Gideon laid hold of a young man of the people of
sun.

—

Succoth, and got him to write

down

for

him the princes and

—in

(magistrates and rulers) of the city,

VPKB^

ato*}

is

all

elders

seventy-seven men.

a short expression for " he asked him the names of

them down."
Gideon then reproached
the elders with the insult they had offered him (ver. 6), and had
them punished with desert thorns and thistles. " Men of Sueeotli"
(vers. 15a and 16 J) is a general expression for " elders of Succoth"
the princes and elders of the city, and the boy wrote

WK,

Ut. to

(ver. 16a)

him,

;

i.e.

for him.

—Vers.

15, 16.

and elders a general term applied

tatives of the city, including the princes.

regard to

more

whom

ye have despised me.

to all the represen-

'fitt

">tfc is

BRtnn "\v*} with

the accusative of the

distant or second object, not the subject, as Stud, supposes.

" And he taught the men of Succoth (i.e. caused them to know, made
them feel, punished them) with them (the thorns)." There is no
good ground for doubting the correctness of the reading JH1!. The
free renderings of the

LXX.,

Vulg., etc., are destitute of critical

worth ; and Bertheau's assertion, that if it were the ffiphil it would
be written JTTi% is proved to be unfounded by the defective writing

m

—

Num. xvi. 5, Job xxxii. 7. Ver. 17. Gideon also inflicted upon
Pnuel the punishment threatened in ver. 9.
The punishment
inflicted by Gideon upon both the cities was well deserved in all
respects, and was righteously executed.
The inhabitants of these
cities had not only acted treacherously to Israel as far as they could,
from the most selfish interests, in a holy conflict for the glory of the
Lord and the freedom of His people, but hi their contemptuous
treatment of Gideon and his host they had poured contempt upon
the Lord, who had shown them to be His own soldiers before the
eyes of the whole nation by the victory which He had given them
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VIII. 22-3J.

Having been called by the
was Gideon's duty

Israel, it

—Vers. 18-21.

After punishing these

Gideon repaid the two kings of Midian, who had been taken

prisoners, according to their doings.

From

the judicial proceedings

them (vers. 18, 19), we learn that these
kings had put the brothers of Gideon to death, and apparently not
in open fight; but they had murdered them in an unrighteous and
cruel manner.
And Gideon made them atone for this with their
instituted with regard to

own

lives,

according to the

strict jus talionis.

^S,

in ver. 18, does

mean where ? but " in what condition, of what form, were the
men whom ye slew at Tabor V i.e. either in the city of Tabor or at
Mount Tabor (see chap. iv. 6, and Josh. xix. 22). The kings
not

replied: "As thou so they" (those men), i.e. they were all as stately
intt, one, for
as thou art, " every one like the form of kings* sons."

every one, like

As

alone.

he swore to

*Jnst \thf

in 2

truly as Jehovah liveth, if ye

you

to

Kings xv. 20, or more frequently

E^**

men Who had been slain were Gideon's own brothers,
those who had done the deed, i.e. to the two kings, " As

the

death;" and then

had

let

them

commanded his

live

I should

not have put

first-bom son Jether to slay

them, for the purpose of adding the disgrace of falling by the hand
" But the boy drew not his sword from fear, because he

of a boy.

was yet a boy." And the kings then said to Gideon, " Rise thou
and stab us, for as the man so is his strength," i.e. such strength does
not belong to a boy, but to a man. Thereupon Gideon slew them,
and took the little moons upon the necks of their camels as booty.
" 2%e little moons" were crescent-shaped ornaments of silver or gold,
such as men and women wore upon their necks (see ver. 26, and
Isa. iii. 18), and which they also hung upon the necks of camels,
a custom still prevalent in Arabia (see Schrdder, de vestitu mul. hebr.
pp. 39, 40, and Wellsted, Reisen in Arab. i. p. 209).
Vers. 22-32. Gideon's remaining Acts,
22, 23.

As Gideon had so gloriously

an© DeaYh.

—Vers.

delivered Israel from the severe

and long oppression on the part of the Midianites, the Israelites
him an hereditary crown. " The men of Israel" were hardly

offered
all

the twelve tribes, but probably only the northern tribes of the

western part of the land already mentioned in chap.

vi.

35,

who had

suffered the most severely from the Midianitish oppression, and had

been the
foe.

first

The

to gather

round Gideon to make an attack upon the

temptation to accept the government c f Israel was resisted
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" Neither I nor my son shall rule over you;
Jehovah shall rule over you" was his reply to this offer, containing
an evident allusion to the destination and constitution of the tribes
of Israel as a nation which Jehovah had chosen to be His own
possession, and to which He had just made himself known in so
conspicuous a manner as their omnipotent Ruler and King. This
refusal of the regal dignity on the part of Gideon is not at variance
with the fact, that Moses had already foreseen the possibility that
at some future time the desire for a king would arise in the nation,
and had given them a law for the king expressly designed for such
circumstances as these (Deut. xvii. 14 sqq.). For Gideon did not
decline the honour because Jehovah was King in Israel, i.e. because
he regarded an earthly monarchy in Israel as irreconcilable with
the heavenly monarchy of Jehovah, but simply because he thought
the government of Jehovah in Israel amply sufficient, and did
not consider either himself or his sons called to found an earthly
monarchy. Vers. 24 sqq. Gideon resisted the temptation to put an
earthly crown upon his head, from true fidelity to Jehovah ; but he
yielded to another temptation, which this appeal on the part of the

by

God.

this warrior of

—

people really involved, namely, the temptation to secure to himself

Lord had called and exalted
him to be the deliverer of Israel by
visibly appearing in His angel, and had not only accepted the gift
which he offered Him, as a well-pleasing sacrifice, but had also
commanded him to build an altar, and by offering an atoning burntsacrifice to re-establish the worship of Jehovah in his family and
tribe, and to restore the favour of God to His people once more.
Lastly, the Lord had made His will known to him again and again
whilst by the glorious victory which He had given to him and to
his small band over the powerful army of the foe, He had confirmed
him as His chosen servant to be the deliverer and judge of Israel.
The relation which Gideon thus sustained to the Lord he imagined
that he ought to preserve ; and therefore, after declining the royal
for the future the position to which the

him.

The Lord had

called

dignity, he said to the people,
that ye give

me

"

I

will request

of you one

request,

every one the ring that he has received as booty."

This request the historian explains by adding the remark : " for
they (the enemy) had golden rings, for they were Ishmaelites" from

whom

therefore the Israelites were able to get an

rings as booty.

Ishmaelites

tribes of Arabia, to

xxxvii. 25).

—Vers.

whom

is

the general

name

abundance of

for the

nomad

the Midianites also belonged (as in Gen.

25, 26. This request of Gideon's
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CHAP. VIIL 82-82.
fully fulfilled

:

" They tpread out

the rings), and threw into

booty"

it

had received as

Simlah, the upper garment, was for the most part only.

The weight

large square piece of cloth.

amounted
i.e.

the cloth (brought for collecting

every one the ring that he

to

1700

shekels,

t.e.

about 50

of these golden rings

lbs., (|0

*w)

separate from,

which Gideon had not asked,
kept for themselves, viz. the little moons,

beside, the remaining booty, for

and which the

Israelites

the ear-pendants (netiphoth,

lit. little

drops, probably pearl-shaped

and the purple clothes which were worn
by the kings of Midian (i.e. which they had on), and also apart
from the neck-bands upon the necks of their camels. Instead of
the anakoih or necklaces (ver. 26), the saharonim, or little moons
upon the necks of the camels, are mentioned in ver. 21 as the
ear-drops

:

see Isa.

more valuable
day the Arabs

iii.

19),

portion of these necklaces.

Even

at the present

accustomed to ornament the necks of these
animals " with a band of cloth or leather, upon which small shells
are

sewed in the form of a crescent. The
add silver ornaments to these, which make a rich booty in
time of war" (Wellsted, Reise, i. p. 209). The Midiauitish kings
had their camels ornamented with golden crescents. This abundance of golden ornaments will not surprise us, when we consider
that the Arabs still carry their luxurious tastes for such things to a
very great excess.
Wellsted (i. p. 224) states that " the women in
called cowries are strung or

sheiks

Oraftn spend considerable amounts in the purchase of silver orna-

ments, and their children are

literally

laden with them.

I have some-

times counted fifteen ear-rings upon each side; and the head, breast,

As the
army consisted of 130,000 men, of whom 15,000 only
remained at the commencement of the last engagement, the Israelites
arms, and ankles are adorned with the same profusion."
Midianitish

may

easily have collected 5000 golden rings, or even more, which
might weigh 1700 shekels. Ver. 27. " And Gideon made it into an
ephod" i.e. used the gold of the rings obtained from the booty for
making an ephod. There is no necessity, however, to understand
this as signifying that 1700 shekels or 50 lbs. of gold had been used
for the ephod itself, but simply that the making of the ephod was
accomplished with this gold. The word ephod does not signify
an image of Jehovah, or an idol, as Gesenius and others maintain,
but the shoulder-dress of the high priest, no doubt including the
choshen belonging to it, with the Urim and Thummim, as in 1 Sam.
xiv. 3, xxi. 10, xxui. 6, 9, etc
The material for this was worked
throughout with gold threads ; and in addition to that there were

—
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precious stones set in gold braid upon the shoulder-pieces of the

ephod and upon the choshen, and chains made of gold twist for
fastening the choshen upon the ephod (see Ex. xxviii. 6-30). Now,
if 50 lbs. of gold could not be nsed for these things, there were also
fourteen precious stones to be procured, and the work itself to be
paid for, so that 50 lbs. of gold might easily be devoted to the preparation of this state dress.

The

large quantity of gold, therefore,

does not warrant us in introducing arbitrarily into the text the
establishment of a formal sanctuary, and the preparation of a golden

image of Jehovah in the form of a bull, as Bertheau has done, since
is no reference to 70B or H3DD, as in chap. xvii. xviii. ; and
even the other words of the text do not point to the founding of a
sanctuary and the setting up of an image of Jehovah.' The expression which follows, folk Jin, does not affirm that " he set it up,"
but may also mean, " he kept it in hit city of Ophrah." 2W} is never
used to denote the setting up of an image or statue, and signifies
not only to put up, but also to lay down (e.g. chap. vi. 37), and to
let a thing stand, or leave behind (Gen. xxxiii. 15).
The further
remark of the historian, " and all Israel vent tltither a whoring after
it, and it became a tnare to Gideon and hit house" does not presuppose the founding of a sanctuary or temple in Ophrah, and the
setting up of a golden calf there.
In what the whoring of Israel
there

after the ephod,

i.e.

the idolatry of the Israelites with Gideon's

ephod which was kept in Ophrah, consisted, cannot be gathered or
determined from the use of the ephod in the worship of Jehovah
under the Mosaic law. " The breastplate upon the coat, and the
holy lot, were no doubt used in connection with idolatry" (Oehler),
and Gideon had an ephod made in his town of Ophrah, that he might
thereby obtain revelations from the Lord. We certainly are not
for a moment to think of an exposure of the holy coat for the people
to worship. It is far more probable that Gideon put on the ephod
and wore it as a priest, when he wished to inquire and learn the
will of the Lord.
It is possible that he also sacrificed to the Lord
upon the altar that was built at Ophrah (chap. vi. 24). The motive
by which he was led to do this was certainly not merely ambition,
1
Oehler has correctly observed in Herzog't Cyclopedia, that Bertheau acts
very arbitrarily when he represents Gideon as setting up the image of a boll,

Jeroboam did afterwards, since there is nothing to sustain it in the account
Why cannot Gideon have worshipped without any image of Jehovah,
with the help of the altar mentioned in chap. vi. 24, which was a symbol of
Jehovah's presence, and remained standing till the historian's own time ?
as

itself.
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had maintained an independent

along with his fol-

attitude towards the tribe

of Ephraim in the war itself (chap. viii. 1 sqq.), to act independently of the common sanctuary of the congregation which was
within the territory of Ephraim, and also of the
priest in the time of peace as well.

For

there

is

office

of the high

not the slightest

trace to be found of such ambition as this in anything that he did

during the conflict with the Midianites. The germs of Gideon's
which became a snare to him and to his house, lie unquestionably deeper than this, namely, in the fact that the high-priesthood
had probably lost its worth in the eyes of the people on account of the
error,

worthlessness of

its

representatives, so that they

no longer regarded

medium of divine revelation
Lord had manifested himself

the high priest as the sole or principal

and therefore Gideon, to whom the
directly, as He had not to any judge or leader of the people since
the time of Joshua, might suppose that he was not acting in violation of the law, when he had an ephod made, and thus provided
himself with a substratum or vehicle for inquiring the will of the

Lord.

His

sin therefore consisted chiefly in his

rogative of the Aaronie priesthood, drawing

invading the pre-

away the people from

the one legitimate sanctuary, and thereby not only undermining the
theocratic unity of Israel, but also giving an impetus to the relapse

of the nation into the worship of Baal after his death.

became a snare

to

him and

This sin

to his house.

The history of Gideon is concluded
The Midianites had been so humiliated

—Ver.

in vers. 28-32.

that they lifted

up

28.

their

head no more, and the land of Israel had rest forty years " in the
days of Gideon" i.e. as long as Gideon lived. Vers. 29 sqq. Before
the account of his death, a few other notices respecting his family

—

are introduced for the purpose of preparing the way for the following history of the doings of his sons, in which the sin of Gideon
came to a head, and the judgment burst upon his house. " And
Jerubbaal, the son of Joash, went and dwelt in his house." Both the
word TJ^l, which simply serves to bring out the fact more vividly
(see the

remarks on Ex.

ii.

1),

and

also the choice of the

name

Jerubbaal, merely serve to give greater prominence to the change,

from the heat of the war against the Midianites to the quiet retirement of domestic life. Instead of accepting the crown that was
offered him and remaining at the head of the nation, the celebrated
In addition to the
Baal-fighter retired into private life again.
seventy sons of his many wives, there was a son born to him by a
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concubine,
chap.

ix.

who

18,

lived at

and

king's father.

Shechem and

tew~T)K Dfc^

is

called his maid-servant in

he gave the name of Abimelech,

to this son

not the same as toB'TlK

is

Le.

to give a

K"J£,

person a name, bat signifies to add a name, or give a surname (see

Neh.

ix. 7,

and Dan.

v.

12 in the Chaldee). It follows from this,
name from Gideon as a cognomen

that Abimelech received this

answering to his character, and therefore not at the time of his
birth, but when he grew up and manifested such qualities as led to
the expectation that he would be a king's father.

—Ver. 32. Gideon

died at a good old age (see Gen. xv. 15, xxv. 8), and therefore also
died a peaceful death (not so his sons; see chap, ix.), and was

buried in his father's grave at Ophrah (chap.

vi. 11).

Vers. 33-35 form the introduction to the history of Gideon's

—Ver. 33. After Gideon's death the

Israelites fell once more
which Gideon had rooted out of his father's
city (chap. vi. 25 sqq.), and worshipped Baal-berith as their God.
Baal-berith, the covenant Baal (equivalent to Elrberith, the covenant god, chap. ix. 46), is not Baal as the god of covenants, but,
according to Gen. xiv. 13, Baal as a god in covenant, i.e. Baal
with whom they had made a covenant, just as the Israelites had
their faithful covenant God in Jehovah (see Movers, Phoniz. i. p.
The worship of Baal-berith, as performed at Shechem ac171).
cording to chap. ix. 46, was an imitation of the worship of Jehovah,
an adulteration of that worship, in which Baal was put in the
place of Jehovah (see ffengstenberg, Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 81). Vers. 34, 35. In this relapse into the worship
of Baal they not only forgot Jehovah, their Deliverer from all their
foes, but also the benefits which they owed to Gideon, and showed
no kindness to his house in return for all the good which he had
shown to Israel. The expression JerubbaalrGideon is chosen by
the historian here, not for the purely outward purpose of laying
express emphasis upon the identity of Gideon and Jerubbaal (liertheau), but to point to what Gideon, the Baal-fighter, had justly
deserved from the people of Israel.

sons.

into the Baal-worship

—

Judgment upon

the

House of

Grideon, or Abimelech' s Sins

—Chap.

and End.

ix.

After the death of Gideon, Abimelech, his bastard son, opened
a way for himself to reign as king over Israel, by murdering his
brethren with the help of the Shechemites (vers. 1-6). For this
grievous wrong Jotham, the only one of Gideon's seventy sons who
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ix. l-e.

escaped the massacre, reproached the citizens of Shechem in a

them with punishment from God
npon Shechem within a very
22-49), and eventually reached Abimelech himself

parable, in which he threatened
(vers. 7-21),

which

short time (vers.

first

of

all fell

(vers. 60-57).

Vers. 1-6. Having gone to Shechem, the

home

of his mother

and the
whole family (all the relations) of the father's house of his mother,
and addressed them thus : " Speak, I pray you, in the ears of all
the lords of Shechem," i.e. speak to tbem publicly and solemnly.
(chap.

31), Abimelech applied to

viii.

D3B> 7J?3, the lords,

i.e.

his mother's brothers

Shechem

the possessors or citizens of

(compare ver. 46 with ver. 49, where 7W? 7JQ is interchangeable
with 7*}?
also chap. xx. 5, and Josh. xxiv. 11) : they are not
;

^R

merely Canaanitish
in

citizens, of

Shechem according

" What

therefore chiefly Israelites.

men

there were

some

is better

living

still

town

;

for you, that seventy

man (i.e.
I am your flesh and bone" (blood
The name " sons of Jerubbaal," i.e. of

rule over you, all the sons of Jerubbaal, or (only) one

Abimelech)
relation,

the

whom

to ver. 28, but all the citizens of the

1

and remember

Gen.

xxix. 14).

man who had

adapted to

that

destroyed the altar of Baal, was just as

commend

little

the sons of Gideon to the Shechemites,

who

were devoted to the worship of Baal, as the remark that seventy
men were to rule over them. No such rule ever existed, or was
even aspired to by the seventy sons of Gideon. But Abimelech
assumed that his brothers possessed the same thirst for ruling as he
did himself ; and the citizens of Shechem might be all the more
ready to put faith in his assertions, since the distinction which
Gideon had enjoyed was thoroughly adapted to secure a prominent
place in the nation for his sons.

—Ver.

3.

When

his mother's

brethren spake to the citizens of Shechem concerning him,
respecting

—Ver.

him and

his proposal, their heart

i.e.

turned to Abimelech.

They gave him

seventy shekels of silver from the house
from the treasury of the temple that was dedicated to the covenant Baal at Shechem, as temple treasures were
frequently applied to political purposes (see 1 Kings xv. 18). With
this money Abimelech easily hired light and desperate men, who
followed him (attached themselves to him) ; and with their help he
murdered his brethren at Ophrah, seventy men, with the exception
of Jotham the youngest, who had hidden himself. The number
seventy, the total number of his brethren, is reduced by the exception mentioned immediately afterwards to sixty-nine who were
4.

of Baal-berith,

i.e.
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really pat to death.

P*}, empty,
gurgling up, boiling over ;

lit.

without moral restraint.

TRfe,

figuratively, hot, desperate

men.

i.e.

" Upon (against) one stone" that is to say, by a formal execution
a bloody omen of the kingdom of the ten tribes, which was afterwards founded at Shechem by the Ephraimite Jeroboam, in which

one dynasty overthrew another, and generally sought to establish
its power by exterminating the whole family of the dynasty that
had been overthrown (see 1 Kings xv. 27 sqq., 2 Kings x. 1 sqq.).
Even in Jndah, Athaliah the worshipper of Baal sought to usurp
the government by exterminating the whole of the descendants of
her son (2 Kings xi.). Such fratricides have also occurred in quite
recent times in the Mohammedan countries of the East. Yer. 6.
" Then all the citizens of Shechem assembled together, and all the
house of Millo, and made Abimelech king at. the memorial terebinth

—

at Shechem."
citadel of

Shechem

Millo

is

in vers. 46-49.

is

it

with rubbish.

filled

are described in ver. 46 as "all the
of 3XD

There was
" All

men

doubtful.

JWtJ is

signifies

consisted of two walls, with the

at Jerusalem (2 Sam. v. 9 ; 1 Kings ix. 15).
Millo " are all the inhabitants of the castle, the

The meaning

of the castle or

called the tower of

The word Millo (Chaldee *W?D)

primarily a rampart, inasmuch as

space between them

name

unquestionably the

the town of Shechem, which

may

also

a Millo

the house of

same persons who

(baale) of the tower."

3XD, the thing set up,

is

a

mean a monument or
memorial, and here it probably denotes the large stone set up as a
memorial at Shechem under the oak or terebinth (see Gen. xxxv.
The inhabitants of Shechem, the worshippers of Baal-berith,
4).
military post in Isa. xxix. 3

;

but

it

also

carried out the election of Abimelech as king in the very

place in which Joshua had held the last national assembly,

renewed the covenant of

God

same

and had

Jehovah the true covenant
was there in all probability that

Israel with

(Josh. xxiv. 1, 25, 26).

It

the temple of Baal-berith was to be found, namely, according to

tower of Shechem or the citadel of Millo.
Jotham, who had escaped after the murder,
was told of the election which had taken place, he went to the top
of Mount Gerizim, which rises as a steep wall of rock to the height
ver. 46, near the

Vers. 7-21.

When

Shechem on the south side of
and cried with a loud voice, " Hearken to
me, ye lords of Shechem, and God will also hearken to you."
After
this appeal, which calls to mind the language of the prophets, he
uttered aloud a fable of the trees which wanted to anoint a king
of about 800 feet above the valley of

the city (Rob.

iii.

p. 96),
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"

—

a fable of true prophetic significance, and the earliest
which we are acquainted (vers. 8-15). To the appeal which
is made to them in succession to become king over the trees, the
olive tree, the fig tree, and the vine all reply
Shall we give up our
calling, to bear valuable fruits for the good and enjoyment cf God
and men, and soar above the other trees ? The briar, however, to
which the trees turn last of all, is delighted at the unexpected
honour that is offered it, and says, " Will ye in truth anoint me
king over yout
Then come and trust in my shadow ; but if not, let
pre go out of the briar and consume the cedars of Lebanon." The
rare form nafrp (CJiethib, vers. 8, 12) also occurs in 1 Sam. xxviii.
see Ewald, § 228, b.). '^"D (ver.
8, Isa. xxxh. 11, Ps. xxvi. 2
is
also
rare
Ewald,
The form Winn (Vers. 9,
(see
10)
§ 226, b.).
11, 13), which is quite unique, is not " Hophal or Hiphil, com.
pounded of "'JjnfJ or "WJJ5" (Ewald, § 51, «.), for neither the
Hophal nor the Hiphil of Tin occurs anywhere else; but it is a
simple KaL, and the obscure o sound is chosen instead of the a sound
for the sake of euphony, i.e. to assist the pronunciation of the guttural syllables which follow one after another. The meaning of the
fable is very easy to understand.
The olive tree, "fig tree, and vine
eier them,

with

:

:

do not represent different historical persons, such as the judges

Deborah, and Gideon, as the Rabbins

Othniel,
perfectly

general

way

affirm,

the nobler families or persons

but in a

who

bring

them by God, and
promote the prosperity of the people and kingdom in a manner that
is well-pleasing to God and men.
Oil, figs, and wine were the

forth fruit

and blessing

in the calling appointed

most valuable productions of the land of Canaan, whereas the briar

The noble fruit-trees would
which they had been planted
to soar (JW, float about) above the trees, i.e.

was good for nothing but to burn.
not tear themselves

from the

and had borne fruit,
not

soil in

merely to rule over the trees, but obire et circumagi in rebus
JW includes the idea of restlessness and insecurity

eorum curandis.
of existence.

The

have here what

be a king, to reign or be lord over
else

that very

little

good or sweet

than

float

We

many
about

fruit ever falls to the ground,"

not a truth without exception so far as royalty

at all

at

to

such restlessness and distraction of thoughts, feelings, and de-

sires,
if

it is

namely, very frequently to do nothing

others,
in

explanation given in the Berleb. Bible, "

is

concerned,

is

events perfectly true in relation to what Abimelech aimed

and

attained, to be

by the grace of God.

a king by the

will of the people and not
Wherever the Lord does not found the
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monarchy, or the king himself does not lay the foundations of his
government in God and the grace of God, he is never anything
but a tree, moving about above other trees without a firm root in a
fruitful soil, utterly unable to bear fruit to the glory of. God and
the good of men. The expression " all the trees" is to be carefully
noticed in ver. 14. " All the trees" say to the briar, Be king over
us,

whereas in the previous verse only " the trees" are mentioned.

the trees not one was willing to be king
were unanimous in transferring the honour
to the briar.
The briar, which has nothing but thorns upon it,
and does not even cast sufficient shadow for any one to lie down in
its shadow and protect himself from the burning heat of the sun, is
an admirable simile for a worthless man, who can do nothing but
harm. The words of the briar, u Trust in my shadow" seek refuge
there, contain a deep irony, the truth of which the Shechemites
were very soon to discover. "And if not" i.e. if ye do not find
the protection you expect, fire will go out of the briar and consume
the cedars of Lebanon, the largest and noblest trees.
Thorns
easily catch fire (see Ex. xxii. 5).
The most insignificant and most
worthless man can be the cause of harm to the mightiest and most

This implies that of

all

himself, but that they

distinguished.

In

vers.

16-20 Jotham gives the application of

there was no necessity for any special explanation of
perfectly clear

and

his fable, for

since it was
These verses form a long
so extended by the insertion of
it,

intelligible in itself.

period, the first half of

which

is

parentheses introduced as explanations (vers.

17, 18), that the

commencement of

in ver.

it

(ver. 16) is taken

up again

19a for

the

" If ye have acted in truth and
sincerity, and (i.e. when ye) made Abimelech king ; if ye Itave done
well to Jerubbaal and his house, and if ye have done to him according
to ilie doing of his hands
. as my father fought for you . . . but ye

purpose of attaching the apodosis.

.

.

have risen up to-day against myfatlter's house, and have slain
(I say) ye have acted in truth

house this day

:

away

i.e.

his life,

and

sincerity to

then rejoice in Abimelech.

.

.

."

. .

Jerubbaal and

^BiM

.if
his

T??fy to throw

*1MD, "from before him," serves
Jotham imputes the slaying of his brothers

expose to death.

to strengthen the *]WJ1.

Shechem, as a crime which they themselves had
they had given Abimelech money out
of their temple of Baal to carry out his designs against the sons of
Jerubbaal (ver. 4). In this reproach he had, strictly speaking,
already pronounced sentence upon their doings. When, therefore,

to the citizens of

committed

(ver. 18), because
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further in ver. 19,

towards Jerubbaal

.

.

.
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"If ye have acted

then rejoice,"

etc., this

in truth

turn contains the

bitterest scorn at the faithlessness manifested towards Jerubbaal.

In that case nothing could follow but the fulfilment of the threat
and the bursting forth of the fire. In carrying out this point the
application goes beyond the actual meaning of the parable itself.
Not only will fire go forth from Abimelech and consume the lords
of Shechem and the inhabitants of Millo, but fire will also go forth
from them and devour Abimelech himself. The fulfilment of this
threat was not long delayed, as the following history shows (vers.

—

sqq.).
Ver. 21. But Jotham fled to Beer, after charging the
Shechemites with their iniquity, and dwelt there before his brother
Abimelech (" before," i.e. u for fear of." Jerome). Beer in all pro-

23

bability

(Josh.

is

be.

not the same place as Beeroth in the tribe of Benjamin
17), but, according to the

Roman

eight
plain

;

of the

Onom.

(«. v.

Brjpd), a place

miles to the north of Eleutheropolis, situated in the

at present a desolate village called el Bireh, near the

Wady es

mouth

Sur&r, not far from the former Beth-shemesh (Rob.

Pal.

ii. p. 132).
Vers. 22-24. Abimelech' s reign lasted three years.

*n&, to govern, is used intentionally, as
iptjW,

it

">&£,

from

appears, in the place of

because Abimelech's government was not a monarchical
" Over Israel," that is to

reign, but simply a tyrannical despotism.

say, not over the whole of the twelve tribes of Israel, but only over

a portion of the nation, possibly the tribes of Ephraim and half
Manasseh, which acknowledged his sway. Vers. 23, 24. Then God
sent an evil spirit between Abimelech and the citizens of Shechem,
" An evil spirit" is
so that they became treacherous towards him.
"
not merely an evil disposition," but an evil demon, which produced

—

discord and strife, just as an evil spirit
rvi. 14, 15, xviii. 10)

tual

;

came upon Saul

(1

Sam.

not Satan himself, but a supernatural spiri-

power which was under

his influence.

This

evil spirit

God

sent to punish the wickedness of Abimelech and the Shechemites.

Elohim, not Jehovah, because the working of the divine justice is
referred to here. u That the wickedness to the seventy sons of Jerubbaal might come, and their blood (the blood of these sons that had
been shed), to lay it upon Abimelech" " And their blood" is only

" the wickedness to the seventy sons ;"
is an explanation of the expression " might come."
The introduction of D'fc?, however, brings an anakolouthon into the
construction, since the transitive Dfe presupposes Elohim as the

a more precise
and " to lay it"

definition of
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subject and DOT as the object, whereas the parallel
subject to the intransitive

Kw

:

Don

b

the

that the wickedness might come,

and that God might lav the blood not only upon Abimelech,
the author of the crime, but also upon the lords of Shechem,

had strengthened his hands
him by money, that he might be able

to slay his brethren

;

who

had supported

to hire worthless fellows to

execute his crime (vers. 4, 5).
Vers. 25-29. The faithlessness of the Shechemites towards

Abimelech commenced by their placing Hers in wait for him (tf>,
dat. ineotnm., to his disadvantage) upon the tops of the mountains
(Ebal and Gerizim, between which Shechem was situated), who
plundered every one who passed by them on the road. In what
way they did harm to Abimelech by sending out Hers in wait to
plunder the passers-by, is not very clear from the brevity of the
narrative. The general effect may have been, that they brought his
government into discredit with the people by organizing a system
of robbery and plunder, and thus aroused a spirit of discontent and
rebellion.
Possibly, however, these highway robbers were to watch
for Abimelech himself, if he should come to Shechem, not only to
plunder him, but, if possible, to despatch him altogether. This was
made known to Abimelech. But before he had put down the
brigandage, the treachery broke out into open rebellion.
Ver. 26.
Gaal, the son of Kbed, came to Shechem with his brethren. "UP
with 3, to pass over into a place. Who Gaal was, and whence he
came, we are not informed. Many of the mss. and early editions,
e.g. the Syriac and Arabic, read " son of Eber," instead of " son
of Ebed." Judging from his appearance in Shechem, he was a
knight-errant, who went about the country with his brethren, ue.
as captain of a company of freebooters, and was welcomed in
Shechem, because the Shechemites, who were dissatisfied with the
rule of Abimelech, hoped to find in him a man who would be able
to render them good service in their revolt from Abimelech.
This
may be gathered from the words " and the lords of Shechem trusted
in him."
Ver. 27. At the vintage they prepared BvWTl, « praise-

—

—

offerings," with the grapes

which they had gathered and pressed,
i.e. the temple of

eating and drinking in the house of their god,

Baal-berith, and cursing Abimelech at these sacrificial meals, prob-

ably
to

when they were

Lev.

excited with wine.

D'S?n signifies, according

xix. 24, praise-offerings of the fruits

which newly-planted

The

presentation

by which the vineyard or orchard was

sanctified to

orchards or vineyards bore in the fourth year.

of these

fruits,
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with
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associated, as

sacrificial

meals.

we may learn from the
The Shechemites held a

in the temple of their covenant Baal,

which the law prescribes
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IX. 86-29.

passage before
similar festival

and in his honour, to that

for the Israelites in Lev. xix. 23-25.

Vers. 28, 29. At this feast Gaal called upon the Shechemites to
from Abimelech. " Who is Abimelech," he exclaimed, "and

revolt

who Shechem,
Zebul

that

his officer t

and why should

we

serve

him?

we,

we

Is he not the son of Jerubbaal,

men of Hamor,

Serve the
serve

the father

him (Abimelech) t"

and

of Shechem

The meaning

!

of

these words, which have been misinterpreted in several different

ways,

is

very easily seen,

if

we

bear in mind (1) that 'D (who

is ?)

in this double question cannot possibly be used in two different and
altogether opposite senses, such as " how insignificant or contemp-

Abimelech," and "

how great and mighty is Shechem," but
must be expressive of disparagement and
contempt, as in 1 Sam. xxv. 10 ; and (2) that Gaal answers his own
questions.
Abimelech was regarded by him as contemptible, not
because he was the son of a maid-servant or of very low birth, nor
because he was ambitious and cruel, a parricide and the murderer
of his brethren (RosenmUller), but because he was a son of Jerubbaal, a son of the man who destroyed the altar of Baal at Shechem
and restored the worship of Jehovah, for which the Shechemites
themselves had endeavoured to slay him (chap. vi. 27 sqq.). So
also the meaning of the question, Who is Shechem ? may be
gathered from the answer, " and Zebul his officer." The use of
the personal 1? (who) in relation to Shechem may be explained on
the ground that Gaal is speaking not so much of the city as of its
inhabitants. The might and greatness of Shechem did not consist
in the might and authority of its prefect, Zebul, who had been
appointed by Abimelech, and whom the Shechemites had no need
to serve.
Accordingly there is no necessity either for the arbitrary
paraphrase of Shechem, given in the Sept., viz. t//o« 2t%£p (son of
Shechem) or for the perfectly arbitrary assumption of Bertheau,
that Shechem is only a second name for Abimelech, who was a
descendant of Shechem ; or even for the solution proposed by JRosenmuller, that Zebul was u a man of low birth and obscure origin,"
which is quite incapable of proof. To Zebul, that one man whom
Abimelech had appointed prefect of the city, Gaal opposes "the
men of Hamor, the father of Shechem," as those whom the Shechemites should serve (i.e. whose followers they should be).
Hamor
was the name of the Hivite prince who had founded the city of
tible is

that in both instances

it

;
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Shechem (Gen.
" men of

xxxiii. 19, xxxiv.

Hamor" were

2

compare Josh. xxiv. 32). The
who u derived

;

the patricians of the city,

"

from the noblest and most ancient stock of Hamor
(Rosenmuller). Gaal opposes them to Abimelech and his represen1
In the last clause, "why should we serve him"
tative Zebnl.
(Abimelech or his officer Zebnl) ? Gaal identifies himself with the
inhabitants of Shechem, that he may gain them fully over to his
Ver. 29. "
that this people," continued Gaal, " were in
plans.
their origin

—

my

i.e. could I but rule over the inhabitants of Shechem,
" then would I remove (drive away) A bimelech." He then exclaimed
with regard to Abimelech Q "IBM, as in ver. 546, Gen. xx. 13, etc.),
" Increase thine army and come out I" Heated as he was with wine,
Gaal was so certain of victory that he challenged Abimelech boldly
nan, hnper. Piel with Seghol.
ntflt,
to make war upon Shechem.
imperative, with n— of motion or emphasis.
Vers. 30-45. This rebellious speech of Gaal was reported to

hand,"

Abimelech by the town-prefect Zebul, who sent messengers to him
nonna, either with deceit n 97? ^rom n
(
?l)> *•*• employing deceit,
inasmuch as he had listened to the speech quietly and with apparent assent, or " t'n Tormah," the name of a place, no"in being a
misspelling for nDlK

= nori|< (ver. 41). The Sept. and Chaldee take
= ev Kpwfnj, secretly so also do Rashi

the word as an appellative

and most of the

earlier

;

commentators, whilst R. Kimchi the elder

has decided in favour of the second rendering as a proper name.

As

the

word only occurs

here,

tainty in favour of either view.

it

is

impossible to decide with cer-

D^V DJn, behold they

stir

—

up

the

from "WV in the sense of ~rtt). Ver. 32. At
the same time he called upon Abimelech to draw near, with the
people that he had with him, during the night, and to lie in wait in
the field ( 3"^f, to place one's self in ambush), and the next morning to
spread out with his army against the town ; and when Gaal went
out with his followers, he was to do to him " as \\\s hand should
find," i.e. to deal with him as he best could and would under the
city against thee (D*")*

circumstances.

(On

this formula,

see at 1

Sam.

x. 7,

xxv. 8.)

1

Beriheau maintains, though quite erroneously, that serving the men of
is synonymous with serving Abimelech.
But the very opposite of this
is so clearly implied in the words, that there cannot be any doubt on the
question. All that can be gathered from the words is that there were remnants
of the Hivite (or Canaanitish) population still living in Shechem, and therefore
that the Canaanites had not been entirely exterminated, a fact which would

Hamor

—

sufficiently explain the revival of the

worship of Baal there.
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IX. 80-45.

receiving this intelligence, Abimelech rose up during

the night with the people that were with him,

i.e.

with such troops

he had, and placed four companies ("heads" as in chap. vii. 16)
in ambush against Shechem.
Vers. 35, 36. When Gaal went out
in the morning with his retinue upon some enterprise, which is not
more clearly defined, and stood before the city gate, Abimelech rose
up with his army out of the ambush. On seeing this people, Gaal
said to Zebul (who must therefore have come out of the city with
him) : " Behold, people come down from the tops of the mountains."
Zebul replied, for the purpose of deceiving him and making him
feel quite secure, " Thou lookest upon the shadow of the mountains as
men." Ver. 37. But Gaal said again, " Behold, people come down
from the navel of the land," i.e. from the highest point of the surrounding country, " and a crowd comes by the way of the wizard's
terebinths"
a place in the neighbourhood of Shechem that is not
mentioned anywhere else, and therefore is not more precisely
known. Ver. 38. Then Zebul declared openly against Gaal, and
reproached him with his foolhardy speech, whilst Abimelech was
drawing nearer with his troops : " Where is thy mouth now witli
as

—

—

—

—

which thou

saidst,

thou hast despised
sqq.

Who
f

is

Go

Abimelech ?

out

now and

Is not this the people that
fight with

him I"

— Vers.

Then Gaal went out " before the citizens of Shechem ;"

i.e.

39
not

head as their leader, which is the meaning of *?£>? in Gen.
xxxiii. 3, Ex. xiii. 21, Num. x. 35, etc.,
for, according to vers.
33-35, Gaal had only gone out of the town with his own retinue,
and, according to vers. 42, 43, the people of Shechem did not go
out till the next day, but " in the sight of the lords of Shechem,"
But the battle ended unso that they looked upon the battle.
fortunately for him. Abimelech put him to flight ("fi"! as in Lev.
xxvi. 36), and there fell many slain up to the gate of the city, into
which Gaal had fled with his followers. Ver. 41. Abimelech did
not force his way into the city, but remained (3j£, lit. sat down)
with his army in Arumah, a place not mentioned again, which was
situated, according to ver. 42, somewhere in the neighbourhood of
Shechem. It cannot possibly have been the place called 'Povph
t) xal "Apifia in the Onom. of Eusebius, which was named 'Pi/MJ>i<:
in his day, and was situated in the neighbourhood of Diospolis (or
Lydda). Zebul, however, drove Gaal and his brethren (i.e. his
retinue) out of Shechem.
Vers. 42-45. The next day the people
of Shechem went into the field, apparently not to make war upon
Abimelech, but to work in the field, possibly to continue the
at their

—

—

—

—

SA
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But when Abimelech was informed of it, he divided the
his own men, into three companies, which he placed in
ambush in the field, and then fell upon the Shechemites when they
had come out of the city, and slew them. Ver. 44. That is to say,
Abimelech and the companies with him spread themselves out and
took their station by the city gate to cut off the retreat of the
vintage.
people,

t'.«.

—

city, whilst the other two companies fell
upon all who were in the field, and slew them. Ver. 45. Thus
Abimelech fought all that day against the city and took it ; and
having slain all the people therein, he destroyed the city and
strewed salt upon it. Strewing the ruined city with salt, which
only occurs here, was a symbolical act, signifying that the city was
to he turned for ever into a barren salt desert.
Salt ground is a

Shechemites into the

—

barren desert (see Job xxxix.
Vers. 46-49.

When

("lords of the tower of
ver. 6)

6,

Ps.

cvii. 34).

the inhabitants of the castle of

Shechem"

=

Shechem

"all the house of Millo,"

heard of the fate of the town of Shechem, they betook

themselves to the hold of the house (temple) of the covenant god
(Baal-berith), evidently not for the purpose of defending themselves there, but to seek safety at the sanctuary of their

fear of the vengeance of Abimelech, towards

whom

god from

they also had

The meaning of the word n*"ix,
which answers to an Arabic word signifying arx, palatium, omnis
structiwa elatior, cannot be exactly determined, as it only occurs
again in 1 Sam. xiii. 6 in connection with caves and clefts of the
rock.
According to ver. 49, it had a roof which could be set on
fire.
The meaning "tower" is only a conjecture founded upon
the context, and does not suit, as W"!£ is distinguished from 7^?.
Ver. 47. As soon as this was announced to Abimelech, he went
with all his men to Mount Zalmon, took hatchets in his hand, cut
down branches from the trees, and laid them upon his shoulders, and
commanded his people to do the same. These branches they laid
upon the hold, and set the hold on fire over them (the inhabitants
probably acted treacherously.

who had taken refuge there), so that all the people of
Shechem (about one thousand persons) perished, both
men and women. Mount Zalmon, which is mentioned again in Ps.
of the tower
the tower of

15, was a dark, thickly-wooded mountain near Shechem,
a kind of " Black Forest," as Luther has rendered the name. The
plural kardumoih, " axes," may be explained on the ground that
lxviii.

Abimelech took axes not only for himself but for his people also.
10 in a relative sense, as in Num. xxiii. 3 (see Eicald, § 331, b.).
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5.

by Jotham (ver. 20)
went from Shechem to

length the fate predicted

—Vers.

He

50, 51.

Thebez, besieged the town, and took it. Thebez, according to the
Onom. thirteen miles from Neapolis (Shechem) on the road to
Scythopolis (Beisan), has been preserved in the large village of
Tubas on the north of Shechem (see Rob. Pal. iii. p. 156, and Bibl.
Res. p. 305). This town possessed a strong tower, in which men
and women and all the inhabitants of the town took refuge and
shot themselves in. Bat when Abimelech advanced to the tower
and drew near to the door to set it on fire, a woman threw a millstone down upon him from the roof of the tower and smashed his
skull, whereupon he called hastily to the attendant who carried his
weapons to give him his death-blow with his sword, that men
might not say of him " a woman slew him." 33T npB} the upper
millstone which was turned round, lapis vector (see Deut. xxiv. 6).
PTJ : from JTH, with a toneless t, possibly to distinguish it from T^i
(from jn). ta>??*, an unusual form for ta?pa, which is found in the
edition of Norzi (Mantua, 1742).
Ver. 55. After the death of
Abimelech his army was dissolved. «jn^! &* are the Israelites
who formed Abimelech's army. In vers. 56, 57, the historian

—

closes

this

account with the remark, that in this manner

God

recompensed Abimelech and the citizens of Shechem, who had
supported him in the murder of his brothers (ver. 2), according to
their doings.
After the word "rendered" in ver. 56 we must
supply " upon his head," as in ver. 57. Thus Jotham' s curse was
fulfilled upon Abimelech and upon the Shechemites, who had made

him

king.

The Judges Tola and

Jair.

—Chap.

x. 1-5.

Of these two judges no particular deeds are mentioned, no
doubt because they performed none. Vers. 1, 2. Tola arose after
Abimelech's death to deliver Israel, and judged Israel twenty-three

—

years until his death, though certainly not

all

the Israelites of the

twelve tribes, but only the northern and possibly also the eastern
tribes, to the exclusion of

Judah, Simeon, and Benjamin, as these

southern tribes neither took part in Gideon's war of freedom nor
stood under Abimelech's rule.
to

defend (or save) Israel"

To

explain the clause " there arose

when nothing had been said about any
we need not assume, as

fresh oppression on the part of the foe,

RosenmUller does, " that the Israelites had been constantly harassed

by

their neighbours,

who continued

to suppress the liberty of the
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and from whose stratagems or power the Israelites were
by the acts of Tola f bat Tola rose up as the deliverer
of Israel, even supposing that he simply regulated the affairs of
the tribes who acknowledged him as their supreme judge, and succeeded by his efforts in preventing the nation from falling back
into idolatry, and thus guarded Israel from any fresh oppression on
the part of hostile nations.
Tola was the son of Puah, the son of
Dodo, of the tribe of Issachar. The names Tola and Puah are
already met with among the descendants of Issachar, as founders
of families of the tribe of Issachar (see Gen. xlvi. 13, Num. xxvL
23, where the latter name is written n»), and they were afterwards
Israelites,

delivered

Dodo

repeated in the different households of these families.

is

not

an appellative, as the Sept. translators supposed (vim irarpaZi\xf>ov
avroS), but a proper name, as in 2 Sam. xxiii. 9 (Ken), 24, and
1 Chron. xi. 12. The town of Shamir, upon the mountains of

Ephraim, where Tola judged Israel, and was afterwards buried,
was a different place from the Shamir upon the mountains of Judah,
mentioned in Josh xv. 48, and its situation (probably in the territory of Issachar) is still unknown. Vers. 3 sqq. After him Jair
the Gileadite (born in Gilead) judged Israel for twenty-two years.
Nothing further is related of him than that he had thirty sons who
rode upon thirty asses, which was a sign of distinguished rank in
those times when the Israelites had no horses.
They had thirty

—

second D'Vg in ver. 4

is another form for 0*12, from a
and is chosen because of its similarity in
sound to &*?'?, asses). These cities they were accustomed to call
Havvothrjair unto this day (the time when our book was written), in

cities (the

singular

f$ = TP, a

city,

The

the land of Gilead.

On? before unp*.

of emphasis, " even these they call" etc.

is

placed

first

for the sake

This statement

is

not at

variance with the fact, that in the time of Moses the Manassite
Jair gave the

name

of Havvoth-jair to the towns of

had been conquered by him (Num.

Bashan which

41 ; Deut. iii. 14) ; for
it is not affirmed here, that the thirty cities which belonged to the
sons of Jair received this name for the first time from the judge
Jair,

xxxii.

but simply that this name was brought into use again by the

sons of Jair, and was applied to these cities in a peculiar sense.

(For further remarks on the Havvoth-jair, see at Deut. iii. 14.) The
Camon, where Jair was buried, is altogether uncertain.
Josephut (Ant. v. 6, 6) calls it a city of Gilead, though probably
only on account of the assumption, that it would not be likely that
situation of

Jair the Gileadite,

who

possessed so

many

cities in
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this assumption is

a very question-

Jair judged Israel after Tola the Issacharite, the

assumption is a more natural one, that he lived in Canaan proper.
Yet Reland (Pal. ill. p. 679) supports the opinion that it was in
Gilead, and adduces the fact that Polybius (Hist. v. 70, 12) mentions a town called Ka/wvp, by the side of Pella and Gefrun, as
having been taken by Antiochus. On the other hand, Eusebius
and Jerome (in the Onotn.) regard our Camon as being the same as
the

K<i>fMrj

Ka/i/uova iv t$> (terydkp

north of Legio (Lejun), on the

ireSlto, six

way

Soman

miles to the

which would be
no doubt applicable

to Ptolemais,

in the plain of Jezreel or Esdraelon.

This is
Kvafuov of Judith vii. 3 ; but whether it also applies to our
Camon cannot be decided, as the town is not mentioned again.

to the

in.

PERIOD OF OPPRESSION BT THE AMMONITES AND PHILISTINES.

—CHAP.

The

X. 6-XVI.

third stage in the period of the judges, which extended

from the death of Jair

Samuel as a prophet, was a
Lord gave up His
people into the hands of two hostile nations at the same time, on
account of their repeated return to idolatry ; so that the Ammonites
invaded the land from the east, and oppressed the Israelites severely
for eighteen years, especially the tribes to the east of the Jordan
whilst the Philistines came from the west, and extended their
dominion over the tribes on this side, and brought them more and
more firmly under their yoke. It is true that Jephthah delivered
his people from the oppression of the Ammonites, in the power of
to the rise of

time of deep humiliation for

Israel, since the

;

the Spirit of Jehovah, having

first

of

all

secured the help of

God

through a vow, and not only smote the Ammonites, but completely
subdued them before the Israelites. But the Philistine oppression
lasted forty years ; for although Samson inflicted heavy blows upon
the Philistines again and again, and made them feel the superior
power of the God of Israel, he was nevertheless not in a condition to
destroy their power and rule over Israel. This was left for Samuel to
accomplish, after he had converted the people to the Lord their God.
Israels renewed Apostasy and consequent Punishment.

Chap.

As

x.

—

6-18.

the Israelites forsook the Lord their

the gods of the surrounding nations, the

God

again,

and served

Lord gave them up
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power of the

Philistines

and Ammonites, and

them to groan
Ammonites,
sent them deliver-

left

for eighteen years under the severe oppression of the
till

they cried to

Him

in their distress,

ance through Jephthah, though not

them with

their sins,

till

and

He

He

had

first

of

all

charged

and they had put away the strange gods.

This section forms the introduction, not only to the history of
Jephthah (chap. xi. 1-xii. 7) and the judges who followed him, viz.
Ibzan, Elon, and

Abdon

(chap.

Samson, who began to deliver

xii.

8-15), but also to the history of

Israel out of the

power of the

Philis-

After the fact has been mentioned in the

tines (chap, xiii.-xvi.).

up into the hands of
same time, the Ammonitish oppression, which lasted eighteen years, is more particularly
described in vers. 8, 9. This is followed by the reproof of the
idolatrous Israelites on the part of God (vers. 10-16)
and lastly,
the history of Jephthah is introduced in vers. 17, 18, the fuller
account being given in chap. xi. Jephthah, who judged Israel for
six years after the conquest and humiliation of the Ammonites
(chap. xii. 7), was followed by the judges Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon,
who judged Israel for seven, ten, and eight years respectively, that
introduction (in ver. 7), that Israel was given

the Philistines and the

Ammonites

at the

;

is

to say, for twenty-five

years

(18+6+25)

oppression,

i.e.

years in

after the

all

;

so that

died forty-nine

the

Ammonitish

nine years after the termination of the forty years'

rule of the Philistines over Israel, which
larly in chap.

Abdon

commencement of

xiii. 1,

is

described

more

particu-

for the purpose of introducing the history of

Samson, who judged Israel twenty years under that rule (chap. xv.
It
it to a close, or even surviving it.
was only terminated by the victory which Israel achieved under
20, xvi. 31), without bringing

Samuel

at Ebenezer, as described in 1

Sam.

vii.

Vers. 6-16. In the account of the renewed apostasy of the

from the Lord contained in ver. 6, seven heathen deities
by the Israelites viz., in addition to
the Canaanitish Baals and Astartes (see at chap. ii. 11, 13), the
gods of Aram, i.e. Syria, who are never mentioned by name ; of
Sidon, i.e., according to 1 Kings xi. 5, principally the Sidonian or
Phoenician Astarte of the Moabites, i.e. Chemosh (1 Kings xi. 33),
the principal deity of that people, which was related to Moloch (see
at Num. xxi. 29)
of the Ammonites, i.e. Milcom (1 Kings xi. 5, 33)
or Moloch (see at Lev. xviii. 21) ; and of the Philistines, i.e. Dagon
(see at chap. xvi. 23). If we compare the list of these seven deities
with vers. 11 and 12, where we find seven nations mentioned out
Israelites

are mentioned as being served

:

;

;
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whose hands Jehovah had delivered
between the number seven in these two

of

Israel, the

correspondence

and the significant
use of the number are unmistakeable. Israel had balanced the
number of divine deliverances by a similar number of idols which
it served, so that the measure of the nation's iniquity was filled up
in the same proportion as the measure of the delivering grace of
God. The number seven is employed in the Scriptures as the stamp
of the works of God, or of the perfection created, or to be created, by
God on the one hand, and of the actions of men in their relation to
God on the other. The foundation for this was the creation of the
cases

—

world in seven days. On ver. 7, see chap. ii. 13, 14. The Ammonites
are mentioned after the Philistines, not because they did not oppress
the Israelites till afterwards, but for purely formal reasons, viz.
because the historian was about to describe the oppression of the
Ammonites first. In ver. 8 the subject is the " children of Amnion,"

" They (the Ammonites)
as we may see very clearly from ver. 9.
ground and crushed the Israelites in tlie same year" ix. the year in
which God sold the Israelites into their hands,' or in which they
invaded the land of Israel. J'jn and JYJ are synonymous, and are
simply joined together for the sake of emphasis, whilst the latter

mind Deut. xxviii. 33. The duration of this oppression is
then added : " Eighteen years (they crushed) all the Israelites, who
dwelt on the other side of the Jordan in the land of the Amorites,"
i.e. of the two Amoritish kings Sihon and Og, who (dwelt) in
calls to

Gilead, being a

more

precise epithet for the land of the
wider
sense to denote the whole of the
Amorites, is used here in a
the
Jordan,
so far as it had been taken from
country on the east of

Gilead.

the Amorites and occupied

by the

Israelites (as in

—

Num.

xxxii. 29,

Deut. xxxiv. 1 : see at Josh. xxii. 9). Ver. 9. They also crossed
the Jordan, and made war even upon Judab, Benjamin, and the
house of Ephraim (the families of the tribe of Ephraim), by which
"Wn, as in chap. ii. 15.
Israel was brought into great distress.
Vers. 10-14.

"

We

When

the Israelites cried in their distress to the Lord,

have sinned against Thee, namely, that we have forsaken our

God and

served the Baals" the

Lord

first

of

all

reminded them of

the manifestations of His grace (vers. 11, 12), and then pointed
out to them their faithless apostasy and the worthlessness of their

u and indeed

that," describes the sin more
no necessity to remove it from the text, an
act which is neither warranted by its absence from several M6S. nor
by its omission from the Sept., the Syriac, and the Vulgate. Baalim

idols (vers. 13, 14).

minutely, and there

Stt,

—

is
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a general term used to denote all the false gods, as in chap, it
This answer on the part of God to the prayer of the Israelites
for help is not to be regarded as having been given through an
extraordinary manifestation (theophany), or through the medium
of a prophet, for that would certainly have been recorded ; but it

is

1 1.

was evidently given in front of the tabernacle, where the people
had called upon the Lord, and either came through the high priest,
or else through an inward voice in which

which

God

God

spoke to the hearts

through the voice of their own consciences, by
recalled to their memories and impressed upon their

of the people,

i.e.

of all His own gracious acts, and then their faithless
There is an anakolouthon in the words of God. The construction which is commenced with Br?"?1? is dropped at 'W tWlT»
and the verb 'IW^n, which answers to the beginning of
in ver. 12
clause,
is brought up afterwards in the form of an apodosis
the
« Did I not deliver you (1) from the Egyptians
with Dantjt nyt^NI
(cf Ex. i.-xiv.) ; (2) from the Amorites (cf Num. xxi. 3) ; (3) from
the Ammonites (who oppressed Israel along with the Moabites in
the time of Ehud, chap. iii. 12 sqq.) ; (4) from the Philistines
(through Shamgar: see 1 Sam. xii. 9, where the Philistines are
mentioned between Sisera and Moab) (5) from the Sidonians
(among whom probably the northern Ganaanites under Jabin are
hearts

first

apostasy.

;

.

.

.

;

included, as Sidon, according to chap, xviii. 7, 28, appears to have

exercised a kind of principality or protectorate over the northern

(who attacked the
and afterwards invaded
the land of Israel both with the Moabites, chap. iii. 13, and also
with the Midianites, chap. vi. 3) ; and (7) from the Midianites
tribes of
Israelites

Canaan); (6) from

even at Horeb, Ex.

the Ama.Uh.tes

xvii.

8

sqq.,

V

(see chap. vi. vii.).

The

last is

the reading of the

LXX.

in

Cod

A Id. and

Compl. read Xavaav,
on the other hand, we
have Moon. Were this the original and true reading, we might
perhaps think of the Mehunim, who are mentioned in 2 Chron. xxvi.
7 along with Philistines and Arabians (cf. 1 Chron. iv. 41), and
are supposed to have been inhabitants of the city of Moan on the
Syrian pilgrim road to the east of Petra (Burckhardt, Syr. pp. 734
and 1035 : see Ewald, Gesch. i. pp. 321, 322). But there is very

Al. and

Vat., viz.

also the Vulgate.

little

MaBlafi whereas
;

In the Masoretic

text,

probability in this supposition, as

we cannot

possibly see

how

so small a people could have oppressed Israel so grievously at that

from their oppression could be mentioned
would be very strange that nothing should be said

time, that the deliverance

here ; whilst

it
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17, 18.

about the terrible oppression of the Midianites and the wonderful
deliverance from that oppression effected

by Gideon.

Consequently

the Septuagint (MaBtd/t) appears to have preserved the original
text.

—Ver.

18. Instead of thanking the Lord, however, for these

by manifesting true devotedness to Him, Israel had
and served other gods (see chap. ii. 13). Vers. 14
sqq. Therefore the Lord would not save them any more.
They
might get help from the gods whom they had chosen for themselves.
The Israelites should now experience what Moses had foretold in
his song (Deut. xxxii. 37, 38).
This divine threat had its proper
deliverances

forsaken

effect.

—

Him

The

Israelites confessed their sins,

submitted thoroughly

God, and simply prayed for salvation ; nor
did they content themselves with merely promising, they put away
the strange gods and served Jehovah, i.e. they devoted themselves
again with sincerity to His service, and so were seriously converted
" Then was His (Jehovah's) soul impatient
to the living God.
to the chastisement of

C1¥f?'?> as in Num. xxi. 4) because of the troubles of Israel;" i.e.
Jehovah could no longer look down upon the misery of Israel ; He
was obliged to help. The change in the purpose of God does not
imply any changeableness in the divine nature it simply concerns
the attitude of God towards His people, or the manifestation of the
divine love to man. In order to bend the sinner at all, the love of
God must withdraw its helping hand and make men feel the consequences of their sin and rebelliousness, that they may forsake their
evil ways and turn to the Lord their God. When this end has been
attained, the same divine love manifests itself as pitying and helping grace. Punishments and benefits flow from the love of God,
and have for their object the happiness and well-being of men.
Vers. 17, 18. These verses form the introduction to the account
of the help and deliverance sent by God, and describe the preparation made by Israel to fight against its oppressors. The Ammonites
;

"

let

themselves be called together,"

i.e.

assembled together (pVf}, as

and encamped in Gilead, i.e. in that portion of
Gilead of which they had taken possession. For the Israelites, i.e.
the tribes to the east of the Jordan (according to ver. 18 and chap,
xi. 29), also assembled together in Gilead and encamped at Mizpeh,
ue. Kamath-mizpeh or Ramoth in Gilead (Josh. xiii. 26, xx. 8),
probably on the site of the present Szalt (see at J)eut. iv. 43, and
the remarks in the Commentary on the Pent. vol. i. p. 300), and
resolved to look round for a man who could begin the war, and to
make him the head over all the inhabitants of Gilead (the tribes of
in chap.

vii.

23),
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The "princes of Gilead" are in apposi" The people, namely, the princes of Gilead,"

Israel dwelling in Perea).
tion to

" the people."

the heads of tribes and families of the Israelites to the east of

i.e.

"Read"

the Jordan.

as " captain," or " head

is still

further defined in chap.

Jephthah elected as Prince; Negotiations with
Victory,

xi.

6, 11,

and captain."

Vow, and

Office

the

—Chap,

of Judge}

Ammonites;

xi.-xii. 7.

Election op Jephthah as Prince and Judge
Vers. 1-3. The account begins with his descent and

Vers. 1-11.

—

of Israel.
mode of

early

" Jephthah

life.

a brave hero" (see chap.

(LXX.

12, Josh.

vi.

i.

the Gileadite was

'Ie<f>6d)

14, etc.)

but he was the

;

son of a harlot, and was begotten by Gilead, in addition to other

who were born

sons

of his wife.

Gilead

is

Jephthah.

sonified as the forefather of

Nor

the son of Machir and grandson of Manasseh

unknown father

name

of the father himself ;

Puah,

in chap. x. 1, the

and

name of

We

in his descendant.

of Jephthah.

is

is it

It

of the

mythically per-

name

the

(Num.

that the celebrated ancestor of the Gileadites
instead of the

name

not the

country, as Bertheau supposes, so that the land

of

xxvi. 29), so

is

mentioned here

is

really the proper

just as in the case of

the renowned ancestor

Tola and

was

repeated

by

the fact

are forced to this conclusion

by that wife, are menhalf-brother Jephthah out

that the wife of Gilead, and his other sons

tioned in ver. 2.
1

On

These sons drove

their

the nature of the sources from which the author drew this tolerably

all that can be determined with certainty is, that
they sprang from some contemporary of this judge, since they furnish so clear

elaborate history of Jephthah,

and striking a picture

of his

life

and doings.

Bertheau's hypothesis, that the

section extending from chap. xi. 12 to ver. 28 is founded

upon some

historical

employed in Num. xxi., Deut. ii. iii., and here and there in
the book of Joshua, has really no other foundation than the unproved assumption that the Pentateuch and' the book of Joshua were written towards the close
of the period of the kings.
For the marked agreement between Jephthah's
negotiations with the king of the Ammonites concerning the possession of the
land to the east of the Jordan, and the account given in the Pentateuch, especially
in Num. xx. xxi., may be explained very simply and very perfectly, on the
supposition that the author possessed the Pentateuch itself. And the account
which is wanting in the Pentateuch, namely, that Israel petitioned the king of
Moab also for permission to go through his land (ver. 17), may have been added
from oral tradition, as those glorious victories gained by Israel under Moses were
celebrated in verse by contemporaneous poets (see Num. xxi. 14, 17, 27) ; and
this certainly contributed not a little to keep alive the memory of those evenU
work, which

is also

in the nation for centuries long.
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XI. 1-11.

of the house because of his inferior birth, that

he might not share

them in the paternal inheritance ; just as Ishmael and the sons
of Eeturah were sent away by Abraham, that they might not inherit
along with Isaac (Gen. xxi. 10 sqq., xxv. 6).
Ver. 3. Jephthah
departed from his brothers into the land of Tob, i.e., according to
2 Sam. x. 6, 8, a district in the north-east of Perea, on the border
of Syria, or between Syria and Ammonitis, called Tmfiiov in 1 Mace,
v. 13, or more correctly Tovftlv, according to 2 Mace. xii. 17, where
loose men gathered round him (cf. chap. ix. 4), and u went out with
him," viz. upon warlike and predatory expeditions like the Bedouins.
Vers. 4-6. But when the Ammonites made war upon Israel
some time afterwards, the elders of Gilead (= " the princes of
with

—

—

Gilead," chap. x. 18)

went

to fetch

Jephthah out of the land of

make this brave warrior their leader. In ver. 4 the account
war between the Ammonites and Israel, which is mentioned

Tob, to
of the

resumed, and its progress under Jephthah is then
more fully described. u ln process of time" {&&??, a diebus, i.e.
after the lapse of a long period, which cannot be more precisely
defined), se. after the expulsion of Jephthah from his home (see
in chap. x. 17, is

rVi> signifies a leader in war
and is therefore distinguished in ver. 11 from wth, a
chief in peace and war.
Ver. 7. Jephthah expressed to the elders
his astonishment that they had formerly hated and expelled him,
and now came to him in their distress, sc. to make him their leader
in time of war.
Thus he lays his expulsion upon the shoulders of
the elders of Gilead, although it was only by his brethren that he
had been driven away from his father's house, inasmuch as they
had either approved of it, or at all events had not interfered as
magistrates to prevent it. We cannot indeed infer from this
reproach, that the expulsion and disinheriting of Jephthah was a
legal wrong; but so much at all events is implied, namely, that
Jephthah looked upon the thing as a wrong that had been done to
him, and found the reason in the hatred of his brethren. The
Mosaic law contained no regulation upon this matter, since the rule
laid down in Deut. xxi. 15-17 simply applied to the sons of different wives, and not to a son by a harlot.
Ver. 8. The elders replied,
" Therefore (I??, because we have formerly done thee wrong) we have
now come to thee again to make thee our head, if thou comest with us
The clauses H3?ni Jjiprrai, and
andfightest against the Ammonites."
Wj}, which are formally co-ordinate, are logically to be subordinated
to one another, the first two expressing the condition, the third the

chap. xiv. 8, xv. 1, Josh, xxiii. 1).
(Josh. x. 24),

—

—

?
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consequence, in this sense, " If thou go with us and fight, . . . thou
shall be head to us, namely, to all the inhabitants of Gilead," ue. to the

two

tribes

—

and a half on the east of the Jordan. Ver. 9. Jephthah
" If ye will take me back to make war upon the Am:

assented to this
monites,

and Jehovah

shall give them

up

to

me

{lit.

'

before me,' as in

u I" is emphatic
from ye; and there is no necessity to regard the
sentence as a question, with which the expression in ver. 10, " accord
ing to thy words," which presuppose an affirmative statement on the
part of Jephthah, and not a question, would be altogether irreconcilable.
Ver. 10. The elders promised this on oath. " Jehovah
be hearing between us," i.e. be hearer and judge of the things concerning which we are negotiating ; " truly according to thy word so

Josh. x. 12, Deut.

31, etc),

ii.

I will be your head."

as distinguished

—

will

(&

we do"

Ver. 11.

DK, a particle used in connection with

Then Jephthah went with

an oath).
the elders of Gilead, " and the

people (ue. the inhabitants of Gilead)

and Jephthah spoke

made him head and

captain,

words before Jehovah at Mizpeh ;" t.«. he
repeated in a solemn assembly of the people, before God at Mizpeh,
the conditions and obligations under which he would accept the
honour conferred upon him. " Before Jehovah" does not necessarily
all his

presuppose the presence of the ark at Mizpeh

assume

this, since

;

nor can we possibly

the war was resolved upon primarily

eastern tribes alone,

and they had no ark

at

all.

It

by

the

merely affirms

that Jephthah performed this act, looking up to God, the omni-

present head of Israel.

Still less

do the words warrant the assump-

was an

altar in Mizpeh, and that sacrifices were
offered to confirm the treaty, of which there is not the slightest
" ' Before Jehovah' implies nothing more
indication in the text.
tion that there

than that Jephthah confirmed
berg, Diss.

ii.

all his

words by an oath " (Hengsten-

pp. 35, 36).

Vers. 12-28. Jephthah's Negotiations with the King of
the Ammonites. Ver. 12. Before Jephthah took the sword, he
sent messengers to the king of the Ammonites, to make complaints
" What have
to him of his invasion of the land of the Israelites.

—

we

to

24, 2

do with one another

Sam.

('

what

to

xvi. 10), that thou hast

me and thee V see Josh. xxii.
come to me to fight against my

land?" Jephthah's ambassadors speak in the name of the nation
hence the singulars " me" and " my land." Ver. 13. The king of
the Ammonites replied, that when Israel came up out of Egypt,
they had taken away his land from the Arnon to the Jabbok (on

—
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and
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now
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Jordan (on the west), and demanded that

restore these lands in peace.

(them) refers ad sensum to the

The

plural jnntt

and places in the land in
question.
The claim raised by the king of the Ammonites has one
feature in it, which appears to have a certain colour of justice. The
Israelites, it is true, had only made war upon the two kings of the
Amorites, Sihon and Og, and defeated them, and taken possession
of their kingdoms and occupied them, without attacking the Ammonites and Moabites and Edomites, because God had forbidden
their attacking these nations (Deut. ii. 5, 9, 19) ; but one portion
of the territory of Sihon had formerly been Moabitish and Ammonitish property, and had been, conquered by the Amorites and occupied by them. According to Num. xxi. 26, Sihon had made war
upon the previous king of Moab, and taken away all his land as far
as the Anion (see the comm. on this passage). And although it is
not expressly stated in the Pentateuch that Sihon had extended his
conquests beyond Moabitis into the land of the Ammonites, which
was situated to the east of Moab, and had taken a portion of it from
them,

this is pretty clearly indicated in Josh. xiii. 25, since, accord-

ing to that passage, the tribe of

and

cities

all

Ammon,

Gad

received in addition to Jaezer

the towns of Gilead, half the land of the children of

namely, the land to the east of Gilead, on the western side

of the upper Jabbok (Nahr

Amman

:

see at Josh.

xiii.

26).

1

—Vers.

14, 15. Jephthah then sent ambassadors again to explain to

him

the true state of the case, namely, that Israel had neither taken

away the land

of

Moab nor the

land of the Ammonites.

As

a proof

of this, Jephthah adduced the leading facts connected with the

journey of the Israelites through the desert of Arabia to Canaan, by
1
The explanation which Masius gives of this passage (Eatenut moao sursum
Galaaditidem exporrectam jacuisse Gaditarum hscreditatem, quaienus dimidia
Ammonilarum ditto Galaaditidem ab oriente ambiebat) is not sufficiently in

in

keeping with the words, and too unnatural, to be regarded as correct, as it is by
Reland (Pal. ill. p. 105) and Hengstenberg (Dissertations on the Pentateuch, ii.
p. 29) ; and the reasons assigned by Masius, viz. " that the Israelites were prohibited from occupying the land of the Ammonites," and " the Ammonites are
The
not mentioned in Num. xxi. 26," are too weak to establish anything.

an argumentum e eilentio, which loses all significance when we bear in
mind, that even the allusion to the land of the Moabites is Num. xxi. 26 is
only occasioned by the prominence given to Heshbon, and the poetical saying
founded upon its fall. But the prohibition against taking the land of the
Ammonites from them had just as much force in relation to the land of the

latter is

Moabites, and simply referred to such land as these tribes

still

possessed in the

time of Moses, and not to that which the Amorites had taken from them.
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which

was confirmed,

this assertion

in exact

agreement with the

accounts of the Pentateuch respecting the matter in dispute.—
Vers. 16, 17.
to the

Red

On

leaving Egypt, Israel passed through the desert

came

Sea, and

to

sent messengers to the king of

through his land
14-21).

They

similar refusal.

;

and

Kadesh (Num. xx. 1). They then
Edom, to obtain permission to pass

this the

also sent to the

The embassy to

in the Pentateuch, as

it

king of Edom refused (Num. xx.
king of Moab, who sent back a
the king of

Moab

And Israel abode

in

is

not mentioned

had no direct bearing upon the further

course of the Israelites (see Pentateuch, vol.

"

-

Kadesh" (word

iii.

p. 132,

for word, as in

note 2).

Num. xx.

16),

and " then passed through the desert," .namely to Mount Hor, then
down the Arabah to the Red Sea, and still farther past Oboth to
Ijje-abarim in the desert (Num. xx. 22-xxi. 11).
In this way
they went round the land of Edom and the land of Moab (2b), like
3bo in Num. xxi. 4) and came from the east to the land of Moab
(i.e. along the eastern boundary, for Ijje-abarim was situated
there, according to Num. xxi. 11)
and encamped on the other side
of the Anion (Num. xxi. 13), i.e. on the upper course of the Anion
where it still flows through the desert (see Pent. iii. p. 144). On
this march, therefore, they did not enter the territory of Moab, as
the Arnon formed the boundary of Moab, i.e. the boundary between
Moab and the territory of the Amorites (Num. xxi. 13). Vers.
19-22 are almost verbatim the same as Num. xxi. 21-25. Israel
then sent messengers to Sihon the king of the Amorites at Heshbon,
" Into my plane" i.e.
to ask permission to pass through his land.
But
into the land of Canaan, that Jehovah has appointed for me.
Sihon " trusted not Israel to pass through his land," i.e. he did not
trust to the assurance of Israel that they only wanted to pass
peaceably through his land, but supposed the petition to cover an
intention to take forcible possession of it.
(In Num. xxi. 23 we
;

;

—

have pj kJ instead of P?^ *&) He did not confine himself, therefore, to a refusal of the permission they asked for, but collected his

men

of war, and marched against the Israelites to the desert as far

on the east of Medeba and Dibon (see at Num. xxi. 23),
and fought with them. But he was defeated, and lost all his land,
from the Arnon (Mojeb) on the south to the Jabbok (Zerka) on
the north, and from the desert on the east to the Jordan on the
west, of which the Israelites took possession.
Vers. 23, 24. From
these facts Jephthah drew this simple but indisputable conclusion
" Jehovah the God of Israel has rooted out the, Amoritet before His

as Jahza,

—
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people Israel, and thou wilt take possession of it (viz. the land of the
The suffix to Uttn'l? refers to *P$$, the Amorites,
Amorites)."

The

ue. their land.

people (as in Deut.

construction of
ii.

12, 21, 22,

&?r

ix.

with the accusative of the

1)

may be

explained on the

simple ground, that in order to take possession of a country,
necessary

first

of

all

to get the holders of

it

it is

your power.

into

Jephthah then proved still further how unwarrantable the claim of
the king of the Ammonites was, and said to him (ver. 24), " Is it
not the fact (N?5, nonne), that what thy god Chemosh gives thee for a
possession, of that thou takest possession; and all that Jehovah makes
an appeal the
ownerless before us, of that we take possession?"
validity of which could not be disputed. For Chemosh, see at Num.
xxi. 29.
The verb BMfl combines the three meanings : to drive
out of a possession, to deprive of a possessor, and to give for a
possession ; inasmuch as it is impossible to give a land for a possession without driving away or exterminating its former possessor.

—

—Ver.

25.

But not contenting himself with

this conclusive

deduc-

remove the lost appearance of right
from the king's claim by a second and equally conclusive argument.
u And now art thou better than Balak son of Zippor, the king
of
Moab t Did he strive (aVi, inf. abs. of 2V\ or an) with Israel, or
tion,

Jephthah endeavoured

did he fight against them ?"
ver. 23), the

new argument

to

By the
is

repetition of nnin (ver. 25, cf.

attached to the previous one, as a

second deduction from the facts already described. Balak, the
king of the Moabites, had indeed bribed Balaam to destroy Israel
by his curses ; but he did so not so much with the intention of
depriving them of the territory of the Amorites which they had
conquered, as from the fear that the powerful Israelites might also

remaining kingdom. Balak had neither made war
on
account
of the territory which they had conquered
upon
from the Amorites, nor had he put forward any claim to it as his
own property, which he certainly might have done with some
appearance of justice, as a large portion of it had formerly belonged

conquer his

still

Israel

Moabites (see Num. xxi. 26 and the comm. on this passage).
Balak the king of the Moabites never thought of
looking upon this land as being still his property, or of asking it
back from the Israelites, the king of the Ammonites had no right
whatever to lay claim to the land of Gilead as belonging to him, or
to the

If therefore

away from the Israelites by force, especially after the
and in all
300 years. " As Israel dwells in Heshb&n,
the cities by the side of the Arnonfor three hundred years, why l\ave ye

to take it

lapse of

.

.

.
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away (these towns and lands) within that time" (i.e. during
300 years) T If the Ammonites had had any right to it, they
ought to have asserted their claim in Moses' time. It was much
too late now, after the expiration of 300 years. For " if no prescriptive right is to be admitted on account of length of time, and
if long possession gives no title, nothing would ever be held in
safety by any people, and there would be no end to wars and dissension" (Clericus). On Heshbon and its daughters, see at Num.
Aro&r ("fo^?, another form for lift?, or possibly only a
xxi. 25.
copyist's error) is Aroer of Gad, before Rabbah (Josh. xiii. 25), and
is to be sought for in the Wady Nahr Amman, on the north-east of
Amman (see at Josh. I. c), not Aroer of Reuben, on the border of
the valley of Arnon (Num. xxxii. 34 ; Deut. ii. 36, iv. 48 ; Josh.
This is evident from the fact, that it is distinguished
xii. 2, xiii. 9).
from u all the cities on the side (*T ?J>, see at Num. xxxiv. 3) of
the Arnon," which included Aroer of Reuben. AroSr of Gad,
with its daughter towns, was probably Ammonitish territory before
the time of Sihon. On the 300 years, a round number that comes
not taken

these

very near the

reality,

see the Chronol. p. 285.

—Ver.

27. After

Jephthah had adduced all that could be said, to prove that the
1
Israelites were the rightful possessors of the land of Gilead, he
closed with these words : " / (i.e. Israel, whose cause Jephthah was
pleading) have not sinned against thee, but thou doest me wrong in that
Hwu makest war against me. Let Jehovali the Judge be judge this
day (now) between the children of Israel and the children o/Ammon."
God should decide between the two nations, by giving the victory
Ver. 28. But the
in war to the side whose cause was the just one.
king of the Ammonites did not hearken to the words of Jephthah
" which he had sent to him," i.e. had instructed his messengers to
address to him
so that, it was necessary that Jehovah should

—

;

decide for Israel in battle.

Vers. 29-33.

Jephthah's Victoet over the Ammonites.
of the Ammonites were fruit-

with the king
—As the
Jephthah had no other course
—Ver. In the power of the
negotiations

than to appeal to the sword.

less,

left

him

Jehovah which came upon
he passed through Gilead (the land of the
of Reuben and Gad between the Arnon and the Jabbok)
Spirit of

29.

(see chap. Hi. 10),

tribes
1

" Jephthah urged everything that could be pleaded in support of their pre-

scriptive right

:

possession, length of time, the right of conquest,

and undisputed

occupation."— Rosenmllllcr.
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and Manasseh (northern Gilead and Bashan, which the half tribe
of Manasseh had received for a possession), to gather together an
army to battle, and then went with the assembled army to MizpehGilead, i.e. Ramoth-mizpeh, where the Israelites had already encamped before his call (chap. x. 17), that he might thence attack
the Ammonites. 1?y (to pass over) with an accusative signifies to
come over a person in a hostile sense. Vers. 30, 31. Before commencing the war, however, he vowed a vow to the Lord: u Jf
Thou givest the Ammonites into my hand, he who cometh to meet me
out of tlie doors of my house, when I return safely (in peace, shalom)
from the Ammonites, shall belong to the Lord, and I will offer him
By the words "iBto RSVH, "he that goeth
for a burnt-offering"
out," even if Jephthah did not think "only of a man, or even
more definitely still of some one of his household," he certainly
could not think in any case of a head of cattle, or one of his
" Going out of the doors of his house to meet him" is an
flock.

—

expression that does not apply to a herd or flock driven out of the
stall just at

the

moment

of his return, or to any animal that might

For the phrase

possibly run out to meet him.

applied to

men

in the other passages in

which

rtunpp
it

K£

is

occurs. 1

only

More-

Jephthah no doubt intended to impose a very difficult vow
And that would not have been the case if he had
merely been thinking of a sacrificial animal. Even without any
vow, he would have offered, not one, but many sacrifices after
2
obtaining a victory.
If therefore he had had an animal sacrifice
in his mind, he would certainly have vowed the best of his flocks.
From all this there can be no doubt that Jephthah must have been
thinking of some human being as at all events included in his
vow ; so that when he declared that he would dedicate that which
came out of his house to meet him, the meaning of the vow cannot
over,

upon

1

himself.

Augustine observes in his Qusest. xlix. in

I.

Jud. :

"He

did not

vow

in

these words that he would offer some sheep, which he might present as a holo-

For it is not, and was not, a customary thing for
caust, according to the law.
sheep to come out to meet a victorious general returning from the war. Nor
did he say, I will offer as a holocaust whatever shall come out of the doors of
my house to meet me ; but he Bays, ' Whoever comes out, I will offer Aim;' so
that there can be no doubt whatever that he had then a

human being

in his

mind."
1

" What kind of vow would
if Thou wilt give me

God,
be Thine
'

I'

it

be

if

some great prince or general should

this victory, the first calf that

Parturiunt monies, nascetur ridiculus musl"

—

P/eiffer,

say,

me

shall

diMa

vex.

meets

p. 356.

SB
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have been any other than that he would leave the choice of the
" In his eagerness to smite the foe, and
sacrifice to God himself.
to thank God for it, Jephthah could not think of any particular
object to name, which he could regard as great enough to dedicate
to God; he therefore left it to accident, i.e. to the guidance of
God, to determine the sacrifice. He shrank from measuring what

was dearest

to

God, and

Herzog's Real-encycl.).

God himself" (P. Cassel in
Whomsoever God should bring to meet
left this to

him, he would dedicate to Jehovah, and indeed, as is added afterwards by way of defining it more precisely, he would offer him
is to be
The ) before
to the "Lord as a burnt-offering.

^n^

taken as explanatory, and not as disjunctive in the sense of " or,"

which 1 never has. But whether Jephthah really thought of his
daughter at the time, cannot be determined either in the affirmative
or negative. If he did, he no doubt hoped that the Lord would
not demand this hardest of all sacrifices. Vers. 32, 33. After
seeking to ensure the help of the Lord by this vow, he went
against the Ammonites to fight against them ; and the Lord
delivered them into his hand, so that Jephthah smote them in a
very great slaughter u from AroSr (or Nahr Amman see ver. 2fi)
to the neighbourhood of ('till thou come to;' see at Gen. x. 19)
MinnitJi, (conquering and taking) twenty cities, and to Abel

—

;

Keramim
(s. v.

(of die vineyards)."

Minnilh, according to the Onom.

Mennith), was a place called Manith in the time of Eusebius,

Roman miles from Heshbon on the road to Philadelphia, with
which the account given by Buckingham of the ruins of a large
tity a little to the east of Heshbon may be compared (see v. Bourn.

four

The situation of Abel Keramim (plain of the vineand Eng. Ver.) cannot be determined with the same
certainty.
Eusebius and Jerome mention two places of this name
(Onom. s. v. Abel vinearum), a villa Abela vinetis consita (ttxofiv
a/iire> o<f>6po<; "A/3e\) seven Roman miles from Philadelphia, and a
civitas nomine Abela vini fertilis twelve Roman miles to the east
of Gadara, and therefore in the neighbourhood of the Mandhur.
Which of the two is referred to here remains uncertain, as we
If the northern
have no precise details concerning the battle.
Abela should be meant, Jephthah would have pursued the foe
first of all towards the south to the neighbourhood of Heshbon,
and then to the north to the border of Bashan. Through this
victory the Ammonites were completely subdued before, the
Pal. p. 265).

yards

:

Lutlier

Israelites.
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Vow.—Vers.

34, 35.

When

the

came out to meet
him " with timbrels and in dances," i.e. at the head of a company of
women, who received the conqueror with joyous music and dances
(see at Ex. xv. 20) : " and she was the only one ; he had neither son
nor daughter beside her" USD cannot mean ex se, no other child
of his own, though he may have had children that his wives had
brought him by other husbands; but it stands, as the greater
Masora has pointed it, for niQ», " besides her," the daughter just
victorious hero returned to Mizpeh, his daughter

mentioned,

—the

nearest and

masculine being used for the feminine as the

more general gender, simply because the idea of

" child" was floating before the author's mind. At such a meeting
Jephthah was violently agitated. Tearing his clothes (as a sign of
his intense agony see at Lev. x. 6), he exclaimed, u Omy daughter!
thou hast brought me very low; it is thou who troublest me" (lit.
;

thou art among those who trouble me, thou belongest to their class,
and indeed in the fullest sense of the word ; this is the meaning
of the so-called 3 essentia

see Ges. Lehrgeb. p. 838, and such

:

passages as 2 Sam. xv. 31, Ps.

opened

my

mouth

compare Ps.

lxvi.

to the

Lord

14 with

liv.

19, etc.)

6, lv.

:

" / have

have uttered a vow to Him
xxx. 3 sqq., Deut. xxiii. 23, 24),

(i.e.

Num.

—

and cannot turn it," i*. revoke it. Ver. 36. The daughter, observing
that the vow had reference to her (as her father in fact had, no
doubt, distinctly told her, though the writer has passed this over

because he had already given the

u Do

to

me

as has gone out of thy

vow

itself in ver. 31), replied,

mouth

(i.e.

do to

me what

thou

hast vowed), since Jehovah has procured the vengeance upon thine

Ammonites" She then added (ver. 37), "Let this thing
me (equivalent to, Let this only be granted me) ; let
me alone two months and I will go," i.e. only give me two months to
go, " that I may go down to the mountains (i.e. from Mizpeh, which
stood upon an eminence, to the surrounding mountains and their
D'lwia does
valleys) and bewail my virginity, I and my friends."
enemies the

be done for

mean " youth" (Dmjtt), but the condition of virginity (see Lev.
The Kethibh Vl'jn is a less common form of 'rrtjn (Keri).
xxi. 13).
Ver. 38. The father granted this request. Ver. 39. At the end
not

—

—

of two months she returned to her father again, " and he did to her
the

vow

that he

had vowed, and she knew no man."

of this act of Jephthah and his daughter, "
(a standing custom) in Israel

:

from year

to

it

In consequence

became an ordinance

year (see Ex.

the daughters of Israel go to praise the daughter

xiii.

10)

of Jephthah

the
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njn does not mean Opr/pew, to
Gileadite four days in the year."
lament or bewail (LXX., Chald., etc.), but to praise, as R.
Tanehum and others maintain.
With regard to Jephthah's vote, the view expressed so distinctly
by Josephus and the Chaldee was the one which generally prevailed in the earlier times

among both Rabbins and

fathers of the

church, viz. that Jephthah put his daughter to death and burned

her upon the altar as a bleeding sacrifice to Jehovah.
till

It

was not

the middle ages that Mos. and Dav. Kimchi and certain other

Rabbins endeavoured to establish the view, that Jephthah merely
dedicated his daughter to the service of the sanctuary of Jehovah
And lastly, Ludov. Cappelhis, in his
in a lifelong virginity.
Dtatriba de voto Jephtce, Salm. 1683 (which has been reprinted in
his Nota critic, in Jud. xi., and the Critici Sacri, torn, i.), has expressed the opinion that Jephthah put his daughter to death in
honour of the Lord according to the law of the ban, because

human beings were not allowed
Of these different opinions the

to

be offered up as burnt-sacrifices.
no foundation in the text

third has

Jephthah had simply vowed that
Lord whatever came to meet
him out of his house, with such restrictions only as were involved
in the very nature of the case,
viz. offering it as a burnt-offering
if it were adapted for this according to the law ; and if it were not,
then proceeding with it according to the law of the ban, the
account of the fulfilment of this vow would certainly have defined
with greater precision the manner in which he fulfilled the vow
upon his daughter. The words " he did to her his vow which he
had vowed," cannot be understood in any other way than that he
offered her as fvto, i.e. as a burnt-offering, to the Lord. Moreover,
the law concerning the ban and a vow of the ban could not possibly
give any individual Israelite the right to ban either his own child
or one of his household to the Lord, without opening a very wide
door to the crime of murder. The infliction of the ban upon any
man presupposed notorious wickedness, so that burnt-offering and
ban were diametrically opposed the one to the other. Consequently
the other two views are the only ones which can be entertained,
and it is not easy to decide between them. Although the words
" and I offer him as a burnt-offering " appear to favour the actual
of the Bible.

For supposing

on

he would

his return

that

offer to the

—

—

sacrifice so strongly, that Luther's

he did not

sacrifice her,

marginal note, "some affirm that

but the text

repeated with peculiar emphasis

;

is

yet,

clear enough,"

is

perpetually

on looking more

cjlosely into
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find insuperable difficulties in the

interpretation of the words.

Since

K£ "^ K^

>

'!1

way

of the

literal

cannot be taken

impersonally, and therefore when Jephthah uttered his vow, he
must at any rate have had the possibility of some human being
coming to meet him in his mind and since the two clauses " he
shall be the Lords? and " I will offer him up for a burnt-offering"
;

cannot be taken disjunctively in such a sense as this, it shall either
be dedicated to the Lord, or, if it should be a sacrificial animal, I
will offer it up as a burnt-offering, but the second clause simply
contains a more precise definition of the first, Jephthah must at
the very outset have contemplated the possibility of a human
sacrifice.
Yet not only were human sacrifices prohibited in the
law under pain of death as an abomination in the sight of Jehovah
(Lev. xviii. 21, xx. 2-5 ; Deut. xii. 31, xviii. 10), but they were
never heard of among the Israelites in the early times, and were
only transplanted to Jerusalem by the godless kings Ahaz and
1
Manasseh.
If Jephthah therefore vowed that he would offer a
human sacrifice to Jehovah, he must either have uttered his vow
without any reflection, or else have been thoroughly depraved in a
moral and religious sense. But what we know of this brave hero
by no means warrants any such assumptions. His acts do not
show the slightest trace of impetuosity and rashness. He does not
take to the sword at once, but waits till his negotiations with the
king of the Ammonites have been without effect. Nor does he

—

utter his

vow

in the midst of the confusion of battle, so that

might fancy he had made a vow

we

in the heat of the conflict without

fully weighing his words, but he uttered

the Ammonites (see vers. 30 and 32).

it

before he set out against

So far

as the religious train-

ing of Jephthah was concerned, it is true that he had led the life
of a freebooter during his exile from his country and home, and
before his election as the leader of the Israelites ; but the analogous
circumstances connected with David's
1

" Human

life

preclude us from in-

do not even belong to heathenism generally, but to
They only occur among those nations which
are the most thoroughly depraved in a moral and religious sense." This remark
of Hengstenberg (Diss. iii. p. 118) cannot be set aside by a reference to Euseb.
prtep. ev. iv. 16 ; Baur, Symb. ii. 2, pp. 293 sqq. ; Lasaulx, Siihnopfer der
Griechen und Rbmer, 1841, pp. 8-12 GhiUany, die Menschenopfer der alten
sacrifices

the darkest night of heathenism.

;

Hebraer, 1842, pp. 107 sqq., as Kurtz supposes, since the uncritical character
of the proofs collected together in these writings is very obvious on a closer
inspection, and Evuebiu* has simply taken his examples from Porphyry, and

other writings of a very recent date.
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ferring either moral depravity or religious barbarism

from this.
from his country to escape from
Saul, he also led a life of the same kind, so that all sorts of people
came to him, not pious and virtuous people, bat all who were in
distress and had creditors, or were embittered in spirit (1 Sam.
xxii. 2) ; and yet, even under these circumstances, David lived in
the law of the Lord. Moreover, Jephthah was not destitute of the
fear of God. This is proved first of all by the fact, that when he
had been recalled from his exile he looked to Jehovah to give him
the victory over the Ammonites, and made a treaty with the elders
of Gilead " before Jehovah " (vers. 9 and 10) and also by the
fact, that he sought to ensure the help of God in war through the
medium of a vow. And again, we have no right to attribute to
him any ignorance of the law. Even if Kurtz is correct in his
opinion, that the negotiations with the king of the Ammonites,
which show the most accurate acquaintance with the Pentateuch,
were not carried on independently and from his own knowledge of
the law, and that the sending of messengers to the hostile king was
resolved upon in the national assembly at Mizpeh, with the priests,
Levites, and elders present, so that the Levites, who knew the
law, may have supplied any defects in his own knowledge of the
law and of the early history of his people ; a private Israelite did
not need to study the whole of the law of the Pentateuch, and to
make himself master of the whole, in order to gain the knowledge
and conviction that a human sacrifice was irreconcilable with the
substance and spirit of the worship of Jehovah, and that Jehovah
the God of Israel was not a Moloch. And again, even if we do
not know to what extent the men and fathers of families in Israel
were acquainted and familiar with the contents of the Mosaic law,
the opinion is certainly an erroneous one, that the Israelites derived
their knowledge of the law exclusively from the public reading
of the law at the feast of tabernacles in the sabbatical year, as
enjoined in Deut. xxxi. 10 sqq. ; so that if this public reading,
which was to take place only once in seven years, had been
neglected, the whole nation would have been left without any
instruction whatever in the law.
The reason for this Mosaic
precept was a totally different one from that of making the people
acquainted with the contents of the law (see the commentary on
this passage).
And again, though we certainly do not find the
law of the Lord so thoroughly pervading the religious conscious-

When

David was obliged

to fly

;

ness of the people, received as

it

were in succum

et
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were able to resist the bewitching
power of nature-worship, but, on the contrary, we find them repeatedly falling away into the worship of Baal ; yet we discover
no trace whatever of human sacrifices even in the case of those
who went a whoring after Baalim. And although the theocratical
the time of the judges, that they

knowledge of the law seems to have been somewhat corrupted even
in the case of such men as Gideon, so that this judge had an unlawful ephod made for himself at Ophrah ; the opinion that the
Baal-worship, into which the Israelites repeatedly fell, was associated with human sacrifices, is one of the many erroneous ideas
that have been entertained as to the development of the religious
life not only among the Israelites, but among the Canaanites, and
which cannot be supported by historical testimonies or facts. That
the Canaanitish worship of Baal and Astarte, to which the Israelites
were addicted, required no human sacrifices, is indisputably evident
from the fact, that even in the time of Ahab and his idolatrous
wife Jezebel, the daughter of the Sidonian king Ethbaal, who
raised the worship of Baal into the national religion in the kingdom
of the ten tribes, persecuting the prophets of Jehovah and putting
them to death, there is not the slightest allusion to human sacrifices.
Even at that time human sacrifices were regarded by the Israelites
as so revolting an abomination, that the two kings of Israel who
besieged the king of the Moabites not only the godly Jehoshaphat,
but Jehoram the son of Ahab and Jezebel withdrew at once and
relinquished the continuance of the war, when the king of the

—

—

Moabites, in the extremity of his distress, sacrificed his son as a
burnt-offering upon the wall (2 Kings iii. 26, 27).
With such

on the part of the Israelites towards human
time of Ahaz and Manasseh, who introduced
the worship of Moloch into Jerusalem, we cannot, without further
evidence, impute to Jephthah the offering of a bloody human
sacrifice, the more especially as it is inconceivable, with the diametrical opposition between the worship of Jehovah and the
worship of Moloch, that God should have chosen a worshipper of
Moloch to carry out His work, or a man who was capable of
vowing and offering a human-being sacrifice. The men whom
God chose as the recipients of His revelation of mercy and the
executors of His will, and whom He endowed with His Spirit as
judges and leaders of His people, were no doubt affected with
infirmities, faults, and sins of many kinds, so that they could fall
to a very great depth ; but nowhere is it stated, that the Spirit of
an attitude as

this

sacrifices before the
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God came upon a worshipper of Moloch and endowed him with
His own power, that he might be the helper and saviour of Israel.
We cannot therefore regard Jephthah as a servant of Moloch,
especially when we consider that, in addition to what has already
been said, the account of the actual fulfilment of his vow is apparently irreconcilable with the literal interpretation of the words
nMj? VWTJCTl, as signifying a bleeding burnt-offering.
We cannot
infer anything with certainty as to the mode of the sacrifice, from
the grief which Jephthah felt and expressed when his only daughter
came to meet him. For this is quite as intelligible, as even the
supporters of the literal view of these words admit, on the supposition
that Jephthah was compelled by his vow to dedicate his daughter
to Jehovah in a lifelong virginity, as it would be if he had been
obliged to put her to death and burn her upon the altar as a burntoffering.
But the entreaty of the daughter, that be would grant
her two months' time, in order that she might lament her virginity
upon the mountains with her friends, would have been marvellously
out of keeping with the account that she was to be put to death as
To mourn one's virginity does not mean to mourn
a sacrifice.
because one has to die a virgin, but because one has to live and
remain a virgin. But even if we were to assume that mourning
her virginity was equivalent to mourning on account of her youth
(which is quite untenable, as DvtfB is not synonymous with O^WW),
" it would be impossible to understand why this should take place
upon the mountains.
It would be altogether opposed to human
nature, that a child who had so soon to die should make use of a
temporary respite to forsake her father altogether. It would no
doubt be a reasonable thing that she should ask permission to enjoy
life for

two months longer before she was put

to death

she should only think of bewailing her virginity,

when a

;

bat

that

sacrificial

death was in prospect, which would rob her father of his only child,
would be contrary to all the ordinary feelings of the human heart.
Yet, inasmuch as the history lays special emphasis upon her bewailing her virginity, this must have stood in some peculiar relation to
the nature of the vow. When a maiden bewails her virginity, the
reason for this can only be that she will have to remain a bud that
has not been allowed to unfold itself, prevented, too, not by death,
but by life" (P. Cassel, p. 473). And this is confirmed by the
" If life
expression, to bewail her virginity " upon the mountains."

had been in question, the same tears might have been shed at
home. But her lamentations were devoted to her virginity, and
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each lamentations could not be uttered in the town, and in the

Modesty required the

presence of men.
for these.

The

solitude of the

mountains

virtuous heart of the maiden does not open itself

in the ears of all

;

but only in sacred silence does

it

pour out

its

lamentations of love " (P. Cassel, p. 476). And so, again, the still
further clause in the account of the fulfilment of the tow, " and
she

knew no man,"

sacrificial death.

is

not in harmony with the assumption of a

This clause would add nothing to the description

was already known that she was a virgin. The
if we connect them with the
previous clause, he " did with her according to the vow which he
had vowed," and understand them as describing what the daughter
did in fulfilment of the vow.
The father fulfilled his vow upon
her, and she knew no man ; i.e. he fulfilled the vow through the
fact that she knew no man, but dedicated her life to the Lord, as a
spiritual burnt-offering, in a lifelong chastity.
It was this willingness of the daughter to sacrifice herself which the daughters of
Israel went every year to celebrate,
namely, upon the mountains
whither her friends had gone with her to lament her virginity, and
which they commemorated there four days in the year. And the
idea of a spiritual sacrifice is supported not only by the words, but
also most decisively by the fact that the historian describes the
fulfilment of the vow in the words " he did to her according to his
vow," in such a manner as to lead to the conclusion that he regarded
the act itself as laudable and good. But a prophetic historian could
never have approved of a human sacrifice ; and it is evident that
the author of the book of Judges does not conceal what was blame*
able even in the judges themselves, from his remarks concerning
the conduct of Gideon (chap. viii. 27), which was only a very small
offence in comparison with the abomination of a human sacrifice.
To this we have to add the difficulties connected with such an act.
The words " he did to her according to his vow " presuppose undoubtedly that Jephthah offered his daughter as «w to Jehovah.
But burnt-offerings, that is to say bleeding burnt-offerings, in which
the victim was slaughtered and burnt upon the altar, could only be
offered upon the lawful altar at the tabernacle, or before the ark,
in that case, since it

words only gain their proper sense

—

through the

medium

of the Levitical priests, unless the sacrifice

had been occasioned by some extraordinary manifestation of
God and that we cannot for a moment think of here. But is it
credible that a priest or the priesthood should have consented to
offer n sacrifice upon the altar of Jehovah which was denounced in

itself

;
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the law as the greatest abomination of the heathen

t

This

difficulty

cannot be set aside by assuming that Jephthah put his daughter to

and burned her upon some secret altar, without the assistance
and mediation of a priest for such an act would not have been
described by the prophetic historian as a fulfilment of the vow that
he would offer a burnt-offering to the Lord, simply because it would
not have been a sacrifice offered to Jehovah at all, but a sacrifice
death,

;

slaughtered to Moloch. 1

when

All these circumstances,

rightly considered, almost compel

us to adopt the spiritual interpretation of the words "offer as a
burnt-offering."
It is true that no exactly corresponding parallel-

Old Testament

isms can be adduced from the

in support of the

but the germs of this view, as met with in the
Psalms and the writings of the prophets, are contained in the

spiritual

demand

view

of

;

God

Abraham to offer Him his only son
when compared with the issue of Abra-

addressed to

Isaac as a burnt-offering,

ham's temptation,

—namely,

that

God

accepted his willingness to

up his son as a completed sacrifice, and then supplied him
with a ram to offer up as a bleeding sacrifice in the place of his son.
As this fact teaches that what God demands is not a corporeal but
offer

a spiritual sacrifice, so the rules laid down in the law respecting the
redemption of the first-born belonging to the Lord, and of persons
vowed to Him (Ex. xiii. 1, 13 Num. xviii. 15, 16 ; Lev. xxviL
;

1 sqq.), show clearly

how

and those who belonged
the altar the persons
evident,

to

the Israelites could dedicate themselves

them

to the

Lord, without burning upon

who were vowed

to

Him.

from the perfectly casual reference

And lastly, it is
women who

to the

" The history of
Auberlen's remarks upon this subject are very good.
Jephthah's daughter," he says, " would hardly have been thought -worth preserving in the Scriptures if the maiden had been really offered in sacrifice for,
1

;

would have been reduced, at the best, into s mere family
history, without any theocratic significance, though in truth it would rather
have been an anti-theocratic abomination, according to Deut. xii. 31 (cf. chap,
Jephthah's action would in that case have
xviii. 9, Lev. xviii. 21, xx. 1-5).
stood upon the same platform as the incest of Lot (Gen. xix. SO sqq.), and
would owe its adoption into the canon simply to genealogical considerations, or
But the very opposite is the case here ; and if, from
others of a similar kind.
the conclusion of the whole narrative in chap. xL 89, 40, the object of it is
supposed to be simply to explain the origin of the feast that was held in honour
of Jephthah's daughter, even this would tell against the ordinary view.
Jn the
eye of the law the whole thing would still remain an abomination, and the
canonical Scriptures would not stoop to relate and beautify an institution
in that case, the event

w

directly opposed to the law."
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chap. xa. 1-7.

ministered at the tabernacle (Ex. xxxviii. 8 ; 1 Sam. ii. 22), that
there were persons in Israel who dedicated their lives to the Lord

by altogether renouncing the world. And there
can be no doubt that Jephthah had such a dedication as this in his
mind when he uttered his vow ; at all events in case the Lord, to
at the .sanctuary,

whom

he

offering

left

up

the appointment of the sacrifice, should

of a

human

being.

The word

demand

the

n?ty does not involve the

idea of burning, like our word burnt-offering, but simply that of

going up upon the altar, or of complete surrender to the Lord.
is a whole offering, as distinguished from the other sacrifices,
of which only a part was given up to the Lord. When a virgin,

<W

therefore,

was

set apart as

a spiritual

!w,

it

followed, as a matter

of course, that henceforth she belonged entirely to the Lord

was

:

that

remain a virgin for the remainder of her days.
The fact that Nazarites contracted marriages, even such as were
dedicated by a vow to be Nazarites all their lives, by no means
warrants the conclusion that virgins dedicated to the Lord by a
vow were also free to marry if they chose. It is true that we learn
nothing definite from the Old Testament with regard to this spiritual sacrificial service ; but the absence of any distinct statements
upon the subject by no means warrants our denying the fact.
is

to say,

Even

to

with regard to the spiritual service of the

tabernacle

we have no

precise information

known anything about
had not

we had not

women

at the

and we should not have

women themselves
to make the holy
violation of such women

this institution, if the

offered their mirrors in the time of

fever, or if

by the

;

the account of the

Moses

this respect, therefore, the remarks of
though too frequently disregarded, are very true : " It
was not to be expected, as I have often observed, that so small a
volume as the Old Testament should contain all the customs of the
Hebrews, and a full account of all the things that were done among
them. There are necessarily many things alluded to, therefore,
which we do not fully understand, simply because they are not
mention jd elsewhere."

sons of Eli.

In

Clericus,

Chap.

xii.

1-7.

Jephthah's

AND Office of Judge.

—Ver.

War with
1.

The

the Ephbaimitbs,

jealousy of the tribe of

Ephraim, which was striving after the leadership, had already
shown itself in the time of Gideon in such a way that nothing
And
but the moderation of that judge averted open hostilities.
now that the tribes on the east of the Jordan had conquered the
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Ammonites under the command of Jephthah without the co-opera*
tion of the Ephraimites, Ephraim thought it necessary to assert its
claim to take the lead in Israel in a very forcible manner. The
Ephraimites gathered themselves together, and went over n jto*.
This is generally regarded as an appellative noun (northward);
but in all probability it is a proper name, " to Zaphon" the city
is mentioned in Josh,
27 along with Succoth, that is to say, according to a statement
of the Gemara, though of a very uncertain character no doubt,
'Afiadow (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 13, 5, xiv. 5, 4 ; Bell. Jud. i. 4, 2
Reland, Pal. pp. 308 and 559-60), the modern ruins of Amata on

of the Gadites in the Jordan valley, which
xiii.

the

Wady

Rajib or Ajlun, the situation of which would suit this
They then threatened Jephthah, because he

passage very well.

had made war upon the Ammonites without them, and

said,

" We

will burn thy house over thee with fire"
This arrogance and threat
Jephthah opposed most energetically. He replied (vers. 2, 3), " A
man of strife heme I been, I and my people on the one hand, and the
children of Amman on the other, very greatly" i.e. I and my people
had a severe conflict with the Ammonites. " Then I called you,
but ye did not deliver me out of their hand ; and token I saw that
thou (Ephraim) didst not help me, I put my life in my hand" (i.e. I
risked my own life
see 1 Sam. xix. 5, xxviii. 21, Job xiii. 14.
The Kethibh nofe^K comes from DB« cf Gen. xxiv. 33), " and 1
went against the Ammonites, and Jehovah gave them into my hand."
:

:

.

Jephthah's appeal to the Ephraimites to fight against the Ammonites is not mentioned in chap, xi., probably for no other reason than
because

it

was without

effect.

The

Ephraimites, however,

had very

had
Consequently the Ephraimites had no ground whatever for rising up
against Jephthah and the Gileadites in this haughty and hostile
manner ; and Jephthah had a perfect right not only to ask them,
" Wherefore are ye come up against me now (lit. 'this day'), to fight
against met" but to resist such conduct with the sword.
Ver. 4.
He therefore, gathered together all the men (men of war) of Gilead
and smote the Ephraimites, because they had said, " Ye Gileadites
are fugitives of Ephraim in the midst of Ephraim and Manasseh."
The meaning of these obscure words is probably the following:
Ye Gileadites are a mob gathered together from Ephraimites that
have run away ; " ye are an obscure set of men, men of no name,
dwelling in the midst of two most noble and illustrious tribes"
likely refused their co-operation simply because the Gileadites

appointed Jephthah as commander without consulting them.

—
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8-15

This contemptuous speech did not apply to the

(RosenmUller).

Reuben and Gad as such, but simply to the warriors whom
Jephthah had gathered together out of Gilead. For the words are
tribes of

not to be rendered erepti Ephraim, " the rescued of Ephraim," as

they are by Seb. Schmidt and Stud., or to be understood as referring
to the fact that the Gileadites had found refuge with the Ephraimites

during the eighteen years of oppression on the part of the

Ammonites, since such an explanation is at variance with the use
of the word ByB, which simply denotes a fugitive who has escaped
from danger, and not one who has sought and found protection
with another. The Ephraimites had to pay for this insult offered
Ver. 5. When the Gileadites
to their brethren by a terrible defeat.
had beaten the Ephraimites, they took the fords of the Jordan
before the Ephraimites (or towards Ephraim see chap. iii. 28, vii.
24), to cut off their retreat and prevent their return to their homes.
And " when fugitives of Ephraim wanted to cross, the men of Gilead
asked them, Art thou Ephrathi," i.e. an Ephraimite? And if he said
no, they made him pronounce the word Shibboleth (a stream or
flood, as in Ps. lxix. 3, 16 ; not an ear of corn, which is quite unsuitable here) " and if he said, Sibboleth, not taking care to pronounce
it correctly, they laid hold of him and put him to death at the fords of
the Jordan" In this manner there fell at that time, i.e. during the
whole war, 42,000 Ephraimites. The " fugitives of Ephraim" were
the Ephraimites who had escaped from the battle and wished to
return home. The expression is used here in its ordinary sense,
and not with the contemptuous sense in which the Ephraimites had

—

:

;

used it in ver. 4. From this history we learn quite casually that
the Ephraimites generally pronounced sh (shin) like s (samech).
pan is used elliptically for 3? pan, to direct his heart to anything, pay
22, 1 Chron. xxviii. 2, with 2 Chron.
Jephthah judged Israel six years, though
most probably only the tribes on the east of the Jordan. When
he died, he was buried in one of the towns of Gilead. The plural
1JW *JP3 is used quite indefinitely, as in Gen. xiii. 12, Neh. vi. 2,

heed (compare 1 Sam.
xii.

etc. (see

not

xxiii.

—Ver.

14, xxx. 19).

know

7.

Ges. Lehrgeb. p. 665), simply because the historian did

the exact town.

The Judges lbzan, Elon, and Abdon.

Of

—Chap.

xii.

8-15.

these three judges no particular deeds are related, just as in

the case of Tola and Jair (see the remarks on chap. x. 1). But it
certainly follows from the expression vnrw BBe*j (vers. 8, 11, 13)
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that they were one after another successors of Jephthah,

and there-

fore that their office of judge also extended simply over the tribes

on the
side.

east of the Jordan,

—Vers.

8, 9.

the town of that

and perhaps the northern

lbzan sprang from Bethlehem,

name

tribes

on

this

—hardly, however,

Judah, as Joaephus affirms
Bethlehem "of Judah" (chap. xvii. 7, 9 ; Ruth i. 2 ; 1 Sam. xvii. 12),
or Bethlehem Ephrotoh (Micah v. 1), but probably Bethlehem in
the tribe of Zebulun (Josh. ix. 15). He had thirty sons and thirty
daughters, the latter of whom he sent away rwnn (out of his house),
ue. gave them in marriage, and brought home thirty women in their
places from abroad as wives for his sons.
He judged Israel seven
years, and was buried in Bethlehem.
Vers. 11, 12. His successor
was Elon the Zebulunite, who died after filling the office of judge
for ten years, and was buried at Aijalon, in the land of Zebulun.
This Aijalon has probably been preserved in the ruins of Jalun,
about four hours' journey to the east of Akka, and half an hour
to the 8.8. w. of Mejdel Kerun (see V. de Velde, Mem. p. 283).
Vers. 13-15. He was followed by the judge Abdon, the son of Hillel
of Pirathon. This place, where Abdon died and was buried after
holding the office of judge for eight years, was in the land of
Ephraim, on the mountains of the Amalekites (ver. 15). It is mentioned in 2 Sam. xxiii. 30 and 1 Chron. xi. 31 as the home of Benaiah
the hero ; it is the same as $apa8d> (read $apa(kbv) in 1 Mace ix.
50, and Joseph. Ant. xiii. 1, 3, and has been preserved in the village
of Fertita, about two hours and a half to the 8.8.W. of Nabulus (see
Rob. Bibl. Res. p. 134, and V. de Velde, Mem. p. 340).
On the
riding of his sons and daughters upon asses, see at chap. x. 4.
(Ant. v.

in the tribe of

7, 13), for that is generally distinguished either as

—

Samson's Life, and Conflicts with the Philistines.

— Chap,

xiii.-xvi.

Whilst Jephthah, in the power of God, was delivering the tribes
on the east of the Jordan from the oppression of the Ammonites,
the oppression on the part of the Philistines continued uninterruptedly for forty years in the land to the west of the Jordan
1), and probably increased more and more after the
war during the closing years of the high-priesthood of
Eli, in which the Israelites suffered a sad defeat, and even lost the
ark of the covenant, which was taken by the Philistines (1 Sam. iv.).
But even during this period, Jehovah the God of Israel did not
leave himself without witness, either in the case of His enemies
the Philistines, or in that of His people Israel. The triumphant

(chap.

xiii.

disastrous
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was soon changed
had fallen
down from its place before the ark of God and was lying upon the
threshold of its temple with broken head and arms ; and the inhabitants of Ashdod, Gatb, and Ekron, to which the ark was taken,
were so severely smitten with boils by the hand of Jehovah, that
the princes of the Philistines felt constrained to send the ark, which
brought nothing but harm to their people, back into the land of
the Israelites, and with it a trespass-offering (1 Sam. v. vi.). At
this time the Lord had also raised up a hero for His people in the
person of Samson, whose deeds were to prove to the Israelites and
Philistines that the God of Israel still possessed the power to help
His people and smite His foes.
The hie and acts of Samson, who was to begin to deliver Israel
out of the hands of the Philistines, and who judged Israel for
twenty years under the rule of the Philistines (chap. xiii. 5 and xv.
20), are described in chap, xiii.-xvi. with an elaborate fulness which
seems quite out of proportion to the help and deliverance which he
brought to his people. His birth was foretold to his parents by an
appearance of the angel of the Lord, and the boy was set apart as
a Nazarite from his mother's womb. When he had grown up, the
Spirit of Jehovah began to drive him to seek occasions for showing
the Philistines his marvellous strength, and to inflict severe blows
upon them in a series of wonderful feats, until at length he was
seduced by the bewitching Delilah to make known to her the
secret of his supernatural strength, and was betrayed by her into
the power of the Philistines, who deprived him of the sight of his
eyes, and compelled him to perform the hardest and most degraded
kinds of slave-labour. From this he was only able to escape by
bringing about his own death, which he did in such a manner that
his enemies were unable to triumph over him, since he killed more
of them at his death than he had killed during the whole of his
life before.
And whilst the small results that followed from the
acts of this hero of God do not answer the expectations that might
naturally be formed from the miraculous announcement of his
birth, the nature of the acts which he performed appears still less
to be such as we should expect from a hero impelled by the Spirit
of God. His actions not only bear the stamp of adventure, foolhardiness, and wilfulness, when looked at outwardly, but they are
almost all associated with love affairs ; so that it looks as if Samson
baa dishonoured and fooled away the gift entrusted to him, by
delight of the Philistines at the capture of the ark

into great

and mortal

terror,

when Dagon

their idol
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making it subservient to his sensual lusts, and thus had prepared
the way for his own ruin, without bringing any essential help to his
" The man who carried the gates of Gaza up to the top
people.
of the mountain was the slave of a woman, to whom he frivolously
These locks grew
betrayed the strength of his Nazarite locks.
once more, and his strength returned, but only to bring death at
the same time to himself and his foes " (Ziegler). Are we to discern in such a character as this a warrior of the

Lord?

Can

Samson, the promised son of a barren woman, a Nazarite from his
birth, be the head and flower of the judges f We do not pretend
to answer these questions in the affirmative ; and to justify this view
we start from the fact, which Ewald and Diestel both admit to be
historical, that the deep earnest background of Samson's nature is
to

be sought for in his Nazarite condition, or rather that

it is

in

and of his life
The Nazarite was not indeed

this that the distinctive significance of his character

and deeds as judge all culminates.
what Bertheau supposes him to have been, " a man separated from
human pursuits and turmoil ;" but the significance of the Nazarite
condition was to be found in a consecration of the life to God,
which had its roots in living faith, and its outward manifestations
negatively, in abstinence from everything unclean, from drinking
wine, and even from fruit of the vine of every description, and
positively, in wearing the hair uncut.
In the case of Samson this
consecration of the life to God was not an act of his own free
will, or a vow voluntarily taken ; but it was imposed upon him by
divine command from his conception and birth. As a Nazarite,
i.e. as a person vowed to the Lord, he was to begin to deliver Israel
out of the hand of the Philistines and the bodily sign of his Nazanamely, the hair of his head that had never been
rite condition
touched by the scissors was the vehicle of his supernatural strength
with which he smote the Philistines.
In Samson the Nazarite,
however, not only did the Lord design to set before His people
;

—

—

a man towering above the fallen generation in heroic strength,
through his firm faith in and confident reliance upon the gift of
God committed to him, opening up before it the prospect of a renewal
of its own strength, that by this type he might arouse such strength
and ability as were still slumbering in the nation ; but Samson was
to exhibit to his age generally a picture on the one

strength which the people of

God might

hand of

Lord their God,
which they had sunk

strongest foes through faithful submission to the

and on the other hand of the weakness

the

acquire to overcome their

into
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through unfaithfulness to the covenant and intercourse with the
heathen. And it is in this typical character of Samson and his deeds
that we find the head and flower of the institution of judge in Israel.

The judges whom Jehovah raised up in the interval between
Joshua and Samuel were neither military commanders nor governors of the nation ; nor were they authorities instituted by God and
invested with the government of the state. They were not even
chosen from the heads of the nation, but were called by the Lord
out of the midst of their brethren to be the deliverers of the nation,

which came upon them, or through proGod and the influence
which they exerted, after the conquest and humiliation of the foe
and up to the time of their death, upon the government of the
nation and its affairs in general, was not the result of any official
rank, but simply the fruit and consequence of their personal ability,
and therefore extended for the most part only to those tribes to
whom they had brought deliverance from the oppression of their
foes.
The tribes of Israel did not want any common secular ruler
to fulfil the task that devolved upon the nation at that time (see p.
240). God therefore raised up even the judges only in times of
distress and trouble.
For their appearance and work were simply
intended to manifest the power which the Lord could confer upon
His people through His Spirit, and were designed, on the one hand,
to encourage Israel to turn seriously to its God, and by holding
fast to His covenant to obtain the power to conquer all its foes
and, on the other hand, to alarm their enemies, that they might not
attribute to their idols the power which they possessed to subjugate
the Israelites, but might learn to fear the omnipotence of the true
God. This divine power which was displayed by the judges culminated in Samson. When the Spirit of God came upon him, he
performed such mighty deeds as made the haughty Philistines feel
And this power he possessed by
the omnipotence of Jehovah.
virtue of his condition as a Nazarite, because he had been vowed
or dedicated to the Lord from his mother's womb, so long as he
remained faithful to the vow that had been imposed upon him.
But just as his strength depended upon the faithful observance
of his vow, so his weakness became apparent in his natural chaeither through

His

Spirit

phets and extraordinary manifestations of

racter,

particularly in

Philistines

;

and

in this

;

intrigues with the daughters of the
weakness there was reflected the natural

his

character of the nation generally, and of
fraternize with the heathen.

Love

its

to a

constant disposition to
Philistine

woman

in

iC
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Timnatti not only supplied Samson with the

occasion to

first

bnt involved him in a
severe blows upon the uncir-

exhibit his heroic strength to the Philistines,

which he inflicted
This impulse to fight against the Philistines came from

series of conflicts in

cumcised.

Jehovah (chap. xiv. 4), and in these conflicts Jehovah assisted him
with the power of His Spirit, and even opened up a fountain of
water for him at Lehi in the midst of his severe fight, for the
purpose of reviving his exhausted strength (chap. xv. 19). On the
other hand, in his intercourse with the harlot at Gaza, and his love
affair

ruin.

with Delilah, he trod ways of the flesh which led to his

In

his destruction,

which was brought about by his forfeiture

of the pledge of the divine gift entrusted to him, the insufficiency

of the judgeship in

itself to

procure for the people of

macy over

became

fully manifest

their foes

of the judgeship culminated in

The power

Samson

;

God

so that the

as well as

its

supre-

weakness
strength.

of the Spirit of God, bestowed upon the judges for the

deliverance of their people, was overpowered

by the might of

the

flesh lusting against the spirit.

This special

call received

from God

will explain the peculiarities

observable in the acts which he performed,

—not only the smallness

of the outward results of his heroic acts, but the character of

adventurous boldness by which they were distinguished.

Although

he had been

womb,

was not

set apart as

a Nazarite from his mother's

to complete the deliverance of his people

he

from the hands

commence it, i.e, to show to the
by the manifestation of supernatural heroic power, the possibility of deliverance, or to exhibit the strength with which a man
could slay a thousand foes. To answer this purpose, it was necessary
that the acts of Samson should differ from those of the judges who
fought at the head of military forces, and should exhibit the stamp
of confidence and boldness in the full consciousness of possessing
divine and invincible power.
But whilst the spirit which prevailed in Israel during the time
of the judges culminated in the nature and deeds of Samson both
in its weakness and strength, the miraculous character of his deeds,
regarded simply in themselves, affords no ground for pronouncing
the account a mere legend which has transformed historical acts
into miracles, except from a naturalistic point of view, which
rejects all miracles, and therefore denies a priori the supernatural
working of the living God in the midst of His people. The formal
character of the whole of the history of Samson, which the oppo
of the Philistines, but simply to
people,
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rents of the biblical revelation adduce for the farther support of
this

view, does not yield any tenable evidence of

The

external rounding off of the account proves nothing more than

its

correctness.

life and acts formed in themselves a compact and
well-rounded whole. But the assertion, that " well-rounded circum-

that Samson's

stances form a suitable framework for the separate accounts, and

that precisely twelve acts are related of Samson, which are united
into beautiful pictures
is

and narrated

in artistic order" (Bertheau),

at variance with the actual character of the biblical account.

order to get exactly twelve heroic

Bertheau has to

acts,

fix

In
the

stamp of a heroic act performed by Samson himself upon the
miraculous help which he received from God through the opening
up of a spring of water (chap. xv. 18, 19), and also to split up a
closely connected event, such as his breaking the bonds three times,
1
into three different actions.

If we simply confine ourselves to the
Samson may be divided into two parts.
and xv.) contains those in which Samson

biblical account, the acts of

The

first (chap. xiv.

smote the Philistines with gradually increasing severity ; the second
(chap, xvi.) those by which he brought about his own fall and ruin.
These are separated from one another by the account of the time
that his judgeship lasted (chap. xv. 20), and this account is briefly
repeated at the close of the whole account (chap. xvi. 31). The
first part includes six distinct acts which are grouped together in
twos viz. (1 and 2) the killing of the lion on the way to Timnath,
and the slaughter of the thirty Philistines for the purpose of paying
for the solution of his riddle with the clothes that he took off diem
(chap, xiv.) ; (3 and 4) his revenge upon the Philistines by burning
their crops, because his' wife had been given to a Philistine, and
also by the great slaughter with which he punished them for having
:

1

On

these grounds, L. Diestel, in the article

Samson in Herzog's Cycl., has
and also the division pro-

rejected Bertheau's enumeration as unsatisfactory

posed by Ewald into

;

with three turns in each, because, in order to
arrive at this grouping, Ewald is not only obliged to refer the general statement in chap. xiii. 25, " the Spirit of God began to drive Samson," to some
heroic deed which is not described, bat has also to assume that in the case of
one act (the carrying away of the gates of Gaza) the last two steps of the
five acts

legend are omitted from the present account, although in all the rest Diestel
The views advanced by Ewald
follows EwaltTs view almost without exception.
and Bertheau form the foundation of Roskoff's Monograph, "the legend of

Samson in its origin, form, and signification, and the legend of Hercules," in
which the legend of Samson is regarded as an -Israelitish form of that of
Hercules.
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banned

his father-in-law

and wife (chap. xv. 1-8)

;

(5 and 6) the

bursting of the cords with which his countrymen had bound
for the purpose of delivering

him up

to the Philistines,

him

and the

slaying of 1000 Philistines with the jaw-bone of an ass (chap. xv.

The

9-19).

second part of his

comprises only three acts

life

:

viz.

town gates of Gaza, and carrying them away
(chap. xvi. 1-3)
(2) breaking the bonds with which Delilah
bound him three separate times (chap. xvi. 4-14) and (3) his
heroic death through pulling down the temple of Dagon, after he
had been delivered into the power of the Philistines through the
treachery of Delilah, and had been blinded by them (chap. xvi.
15-31). In this arrangement there is no snch artistic shaping or
(1) taking off the

;

;

rounding

off of the historical materials apparent, as could indicate

any mythological decoration. And lastly, the popular language of
Samson in proverbs, rhymes, and a play upon words, does not
warrant us in maintaining that the popular legend invented

mode

this

of expressing his thoughts, and put the words into his mouth.

All this leads to the conclusion, that there

is

no good ground for
whole account of

calling in question the historical character of the

Samson's

life

Chap.
Israelites
is

and deeds.1

xiii.

Birth op Samson.

by the

Philistines,

which

—Ver.

is

1.

The oppression

of the

briefly hinted at in chap. x. 7,

noticed again here with the standing formula, "

And

tlie

children

of Israel did evil again in the sight of the Lord," etc. (cf. chap. x. 6,
iv. 1,

iii.

12), as

enemies.

an introduction to the account of the life and acts
to deliver Israel from the hands of these
birth of Samson, but the prediction of his

who began
Not only the

of Samson,

birth, also fell, according to ver. 5, within the period of the rule of

the Philistines over Israel.
years,

and Samson judged

Now,

as their oppression lasted forty

Israel for

twenty years during that

No safe or even probable conjecture can be drawn from the character of
the history before us, with reference to the first written record of the life of
1

Samson, or the sources which the author of our book of Judges made use of for
work. The recurrence of such expressions as ^rp followed

this portion of his

by an

infinitive (chap. xiii. 5, 25, xvi. 19, 22), \pib (chap. xiv. 15, xvi. 5),

prtn (chap. xiv. 17, xvi. 16, etc), upon which Bertheau lays such stress,

arises

from the actual contents of the narrative itself. The Bame expressions also
occur in other places where the thought requires them, and therefore they form
no such peculiarities of style as to warrant the conclusion that the life of
Samson was the subject of a separate work (Ewald), or that it was a fragment
taken from a larger history of the wars of the Philistines (Bertheau).
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XIII.

commenced

oppression (chap. xv. 20, xvi. 31), he must have

his

judgeship at an early age, probably before the completion of his
twentieth year ; and with this the statement in chap, xiv., that his

marriage with a Philistine
conflicts with these

woman

furnished the occasion for his

enemies of his people, fully agrees.

the forty years of the supremacy of the Philistines

is

The end of
not given in

this book,

which

minate

the great victory which the Israelites gained over their

till

closes with the death of

Samson.

It did not ter-

enemies under the command of Samuel (I Sam.

vii.).

Twenty

years before this victory the Philistines had sent back the ark which

they had taken from the

for seven months
was within these
twenty years that most of the acts of Samson occurred. His first
affair with the Philistines, however, namely on the occasion of his
marriage, took place a year or two before this defeat of the Israelites,
in which the sons of Eli were slain, the ark fell into the hands of
the Philistines, and the high priest Eli fell from his seat and broke
his neck on receiving the terrible news (1 Sam. iv. 18).
Consequently Eli died a short time after the first appearance of Samson
in their

own land

(1

Israelites, after

Sam.

vii. 2,

and

keeping

vi. 1).

it

It

(see p. 282).

Vers. 2-7. Whilst the Israelites were given into the hands of
the Philistines on account of their

sins,

and were

also severely

oppressed in Gilead on the part of the Ammonites, the angel of the

Lord appeared

to the wife of

Manoah, a Danite from Zorea, i.e.
Judah (see at Josh,

Sur'a, on the western slope of the mountains of
xv. 33).

Mishpachath Dani (the family of the Danites)

is

used

interchangeably with shebet Dani (the tribe of the Danites: see
chap,

xviii. 2, 11,

and

xviii. 1, 30),

which

may

be explained on this

ground, that according to

Num.

but one family^

family of the Shuhamites.

viz. the

xxvi. 42, 43, all the Danites

formed

The angel of

to this woman, who was barren, " Thou wilt
and bear a son. And now beware, drink no wine or strong
drink, and eat nothing unclean : /or, behold, thou wilt conceive and
bear a son, and no razor shall come upon his head ; for a vowed man
of God (Nazir) will the boy be from his mother's womb" i.e. his

the

Lord announced

conceive

whole

life

long, " to the day of his death" as the angel expressly

affirmed, according to ver. 7.

angel of the

Lord imposed upon

The
the

three prohibitions which the

woman were

the three things

which distinguished the condition of a Nazarite (see at Num. vi. 1-8,
and the explanation given there of the Nazarite vow). The only
other thing mentioned in the Mosaic law is the warning against
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defilement from contact with the dead, which does not seem to have

been enforced in the case of Samson. When the angel added still
further, " And he (the Nazarite) will begin to deliver Israel out of
the hand of the Philistines" he no doubt intended to show that his
power to effect this deliverance would be closely connected with his
condition as a Nazarite. The promised son was to be a Nazarite
all his life long, because he was to begin to deliver Israel out of the
power of his foes. And in order that he might be so, his mother
was to share in the renunciations of the Nazarite vow during the

time of her pregnancy.

Lord contained the

Whilst the appearance of the angel of the
Lord still acknow-

practical pledge that the

He

ledged His people, though
their enemies

warning for
foes

;

could only obtain deliverance from

Israel, that it

by seeking

had given them into the hands of

the message of the angel contained this lesson and

after a life of consecration to the Lord,

its

such as the

Nazarites pursued, so as to realize the idea of the priestly character
to

which

Israel

had been called as the people of Jehovah, by

abstinence from the deliciat carnis, and everything that was unclean,
as being emanations of sin,

and

the Lord (see Pentateuch, vol.

also
iii.

by a complete self-surrender to

p. 38).

—Vers.

6, 7.

The woman

husband of this appearance : " A man of God" she said
(lit. the man of God, viz. the one just referred to), " came to me, and
his appearance was like the appearance of the angel of God, very
terrible ; and I asked him not whence he was, neither told he me
" Man of God" was the expression used to denote
his name," etc.
a prophet, or a man who stood in immediate intercourse with God,
such as Moses and others (see at Dent, xxxiii. 1). " Angel of God"
is equivalent to " angel of the Lord" (chap. ii. 1, vi. 11), the angel
told her

whom

men. The woman
her to have been
a prophet, whose majestic appearance, however, had produced the
impression that he was a superior being consequently she had not
ventured to ask him either his name or where he came from.
Vers. 8-20. Being firmly convinced of the truth of this announcement, and at the same time reflecting upon the obligation
which it imposed upon the parents, Manoah prayed to the Lord
that He would let the man of God whom He had sent come to
them again, to teach them what they were to do to the boy that
in

the invisible

God

reveals himself to

therefore imagined the person

who appeared

to

;

TO»n, according to
should be born, i.e. how they should treat him.
the Keri *Wl, is a participle Pual with the D dropped (see Ewald,
§

169,

b.).

This prayer was heard.

The

angel of
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once more to the

woman when

without her husband.

husband, who
" Art thou the

—Vers.

she was sitting alone in the field

10, 11.

Then

she hastened to fetch her

who had appeared,
what has been related
And when this was answered in the affirmative, he
in vers. 3-5) ?
said still further (ver. 12), " Should thy word tlien come to pass,
what will be the manner of .the boy, and his doing?" The plural
'jnTi is construed ad sensum with a singular verb, because the words
form one promise, so that the expression is not to be taken distrifirst

of

all

inquired of the person

man who said to the woman"

butively, as RosenmUller supposes.

(sc.

This also applies to ver. 17.
i.e. the proper treatment

Mishpat, the right belonging to the boy,
of him.

—Vers.

13, 14.

The

angel of the Lord then repeated the

which he had already given to the woman in ver. 4,
simply adding to the prohibition of wine and strong drink the
caution not to eat of anything that came from the vine, in accordance with Num. vi. 3. Ver. 15. As Manoah had not yet recognised
in the man the angel of the Lord, as is observed by way of explanation in ver. 16, he wished, like Gideon (chap. vi. 18), to give a
hospitable entertainment to the man who had brought him such
joyful tidings, and therefore said to him, " Let us detain thee, and
The construction TJBf n ^}£ is a pregnant
prepare a kid for thee."
one " prepare and set before thee." On the fact itself, see chap,
instructions

—

:

vi. 19.

—Ver.

detain

me

(sc.

16.

The angel of the Lord replied, "If thou wilt
may eat), I will not eat of thy food (»N with 3,

that I

i.e. thereof, as in Ex. xii. 43, Lev. xxii. 11) ; but if
thou wilt prepare a burnt-offering for Jehovah, then offer it."
Ver.
17. Manoah then asked his name ^OP 'D, lit. " Who is thy name ?"

to eat thereat,

—

:

no, the nature or quality (see Ewald,
" For if thy word come to pass, we will do thee honour."
This was the reason why he asked after his name. 133, to honour
t? inquires after the person

;

§ 325, a.).

by

presents, so as to

—Ver.

xxiv. 11).

my name f

18.

show

replied,

truly it is wonderful."

form WPB from

K^B, for

Num. xxii. 17, 37,
Why askest thou then after

one's self grateful (see

The angel

"

The Kethihh

*»6b

is

the adjectival

which the Keri has vB, the pausal form of

vB (from the radical n?B = tOB). The word therefore is not the
name of the angel of the Lord, but expresses the character
of his name and as the name simply denotes the nature, it expresses
proper

;

the peculiarity of his nature also. It
lute sense

is

to be understood in

—"absolutely and supremely wonderful"

an abso-

(Seb. Schmidt)

—

as a predicate belonging to God alone (compare the term " Wonderful" in Isa. ix. 6), and not to be toned down as it is by Bertheau,
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who

explains

it

comprehend."
minchali,

i.e.,

as signifying "neither easy to utter nor easy to

—Vers.

Manoah then took

19, 20.

according to

Num.

xv.

4

upon the rock, which
Lord, who is
it as an altar through the
rrt^JP K7DD, " and wonder-

longing to the burnt-offering, and offered
is

called

an

the kid and the

sqq., the meat-offering beit

altar in ver. 20, because the angel of the

of one nature with God,

had

sanctified

miraculous acceptance of the

sacrifice.

fully (miraculously) did he act" (NyS? followed by the infinitive

with

? as in

These words form a circumstantial

2 Chron. xxvi. 15).

which

not to be attached, however, to the subject of the
principal clause, but to ninv : " Manoah offered the sacrifice to the
clause,

is

Lord, whereupon He acted to do wonderfully, i.e. He performed a
wonder or miracle, and Manoah and his wife saw it" (see Ewald,
Lehrb. § 341, b., p. 724, note). In what the miracle consisted
is explained in ver. 20, in the words, " when the flame went up
toward heaven from off the altar ;" that is to say, in the fact that a
flame issued from the rock, as in the case of Gideon's sacrifice
(chap. vi. 21), and consumed the sacrifice.
And the angel of the
Lord ascended in this flame. When Manoah and his wife saw
this, they fell upon their faces to the earth (sc. in worship), because
they discovered from the miracle that it was the angel of the Lord
who had appeared to them.
Vers. 21-25. From that time forward the Lord did not appear
to them again. But Manoah was afraid that he and his wife should
die, because they had seen God (on this belief, see the remarks on
Gen. xvi. 13 and Ex. xxxiii. 20). His wife quieted his fears, however, and said, " Jehovali cannot intend to kill us, as He has accepted
our sacrifice, and has shown us all this" (the twofold miracle). "And
at this time

He

has not

time in which we

live,

let

us see such things as these."

even

if

place in the hoary antiquity.

—

The boy whom the
Samson. ftvfcs& (LXX., Safi-tyxbv)
the sun, from &o& (the sun), but,
fulfilled.

8, 4), laxypos,

form

HV3, at the

may possibly have taken
Ver. 24. The promise of God was
woman bare received the name of

such things

does not

mean

sun-like, hero of

as Josephus explains

it

(Ant.

v.

the strong or daring one, from Dit?OB') from the

from

be strong
an analogous word lit. to
be powerful, then to act powerfully, to devastate. The boy grew
under the blessing of God (see 1 Sam. ii. 21). Ver. 25. When he
had grown up, the Spirit of Jehovah began to thrust him in the
camp of Dan. D?B, to thrust, denoting the operation of the Spirit
intensive

Dg'DB',

DDB>, in its original sense to

or daring, not " to devastate."

T1B> is

:

—
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within him, which took possession of him suddenly, and

him to put forth supernatural powers. Mahaneh-Dan, the
camp of Dan, was the name given to the district in which the
Danites who emigrated, according to chap, xviii. 12, from the
inheritance of their tribe, had pitched their encampment behind,
impelled

i.e.

between

to the west of, Kirjath-jearim, or according to this verse,

Zorea and Eshtaol.

The

situation cannot be determined precisely,

as the situation of Eshtaol itself has not been discovered yet (see
at Josh. xv. 33).

It

judging from chap.

was there that Samson lived with his parents,
The meaning of this verse, which

xvi. 31.

forms the introduction to the following account of the acts of
Samson, is simply that Samson was there seized by the Spirit of

Jehovah, and impelled to commence the

conflict

with the Philis-

tines.

Samson's First Transactions with the Phi1-9. At Tibnath, the present Tibne, an hour's
journey to the south-west of Sur'a (see at Josh. xv. 10), to which
Samson had gone down from Zorea or Mahaneh-Dan, he saw a
daughter of the Philistines who pleased him ; and on his return he
asked his parents to take her for him as a wife (Dp?, to take, as in
Ex. xxi. 9). Vers. 3, 4. His parents expressed their astonishment
at the choice, and asked him whether there was not a woman among
Chap.

listines.

xiv.

—Vers.

—

the daughters of his brethren
or

among

all his

people, that

(i.e.

the

members of

his

own

tribe),

he should want to fetch one from the

Philistines, the uncircumcised.

But Samson repeated

his request,

because the daughter of the Philistines pleased him. The aversion
of his parents to the marriage was well founded, as such a marriage

was not

in accordance with the law.

It

is

true that the only

marriages expressly prohibited in Ex. xxxiv. 16 and Deut.
are marriages with Canaanitish

women; but

vii. 3, 4,

the reason assigned for

was equally applicable to marriages with daughters
In fact, the Philistines are reckoned among the
But
in
Josh.
xiii. 3 upon the very same ground.
Canaanites
Samson was acting under a higher impulse, whereas his parents
did not know that it was from Jehovah, i.e. that Jehovah had so
planned it ; " for Samson was seeking an opportunity on account of
the Philistines" i.e. an occasion to quarrel with them, because, as is
afterwards added in the form of an explanatory circumstantial
clause, the Philistines had dominion over Israel at that time.
fUKfrij o7r. Xey., an opportunity (cf. nJNTin, 2 Kings v. 7).
Vers. 5, 6.
this prohibition

of the Philistines.

—
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When Samson

went down with his parents to Timnath, a young
came roaring towards him at the vineyards of that town. Then
the Spirit of Jehovah came upon him, so that he tore the lion in

lion

pieces as a kid

is

torn

(lit.

although he had nothing,

"

i.e.

like the tearing in pieces of the kid"),

no weapon,

in his hand.

David, when

a shepherd, and the hero Benaiah, also slew lions (1 Sam. xvii. 34,
35 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 20) ; and even at the present day Arabs sometimes kill lions with a staff (see Winer, Bibl. R. W. Art. Lowe).
Samson's supernatural strength, the effect of the Spirit of Jehovah,

which came upon him, was simply manifested in the fact that he
tore the lion in pieces without any weapon whatever in his hand.
But he said nothing about it to his parents, who were not eyewitnesses of the deed.
This remark is introduced in connection
with what follows. Ver. 7. When he came to Timnath he talked
with the girl, and she pleased him. He had only teen her before
(ver. 1) ; but now that his parents had asked for her, he talked
with her, and found the first impression that he had received of her
fully confirmed.
Ver. 8. When some time had elapsed after the
betrothal, he came again to fetch her (take her home, marry her),
accompanied, as we learn from ver. 9, by his parents. On the way
" he turned aside (from the road) to see the carcase of the lion ; and
behold a swarm of bees was in the body of the Hon, also honey." The
word n;BP, which only occurs here, is derived from 7W, like irrmfia
from irhrrfo, and is synonymous with n?33, cadaver, and signifies not
the mere skeleton, as bees would not form their hive in such a place,
but the carcase of the lion, which had been thoroughly dried up

—

—

by the heat of the sun, without passing

into a state of putrefaction.

" In the desert of Arabia the heat of a sultry season will often

dry up

all

the moisture of

men

or camels that have fallen dead,

within twenty-four hours of their decease, without their passing into
state of decomposition and putrefaction, so that they remain for
a long time like mummies, without change and without stench"
(RosenmuUer, Bibl. Aithk. iv. 2, p. 424). In a carcase dried up in
this way, a swarm of bees might form their hive, just as well as in

a

the hollow trunks of trees, or clefts in the rock, or where wild bees
are accustomed to form them, notwithstanding the fact that bees

avoid both dead bodies and carrion (see Bocliart, Hieroz. ed. Rot.
p. 355).

of

it

as

but did

—Ver.

iii.

Samson took it (the honey) in his hands, ate some
he went, and also gave some to his father and mother to eat,
not tell them that he had got the honey out of the dead body

of the lion

;

9.

for in that case they

would not only have refused
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eat it as being andean, but would have been aware of the fact,
which Samson afterwards took as the subject of the riddle that he
proposed to the Philistines. ITT}, to tread, to tread down ; hence to

get forcible possession of, not to break or to take out, neither of

which meanings can be
PB3~7N

is

and take

established.

The combination

of

JTTi

and

a pregnant construction, signifying to obtain possession of
into the hands.

his father

had come down

to the girl («c. to

—

Ver. 10. When
keep the wedding, not

Vers. 10-20. Samson's Wedding and Riddle.

merely to make the necessary preparations for his marriage), Samson prepared for a feast there (in Timnath), according to the
usual custom (for so used the young men to do). Ver. 11. " And
when they saw him, they fetched tliirty friends, and they were with

—

him."

The

parents or relations of the bride are the subject of the

They invited thirty of their friends in Timnath to
the marriage feast, as " children of the bride-chamber" (Matt. ix.
first clause.

Samson had not brought any with him. The reading
from ntn needs no alteration, though Bertlieau would read
Dnina from tfV, in accordance with the rendering of the LXX.
(Cod. Al.) and of Josephus, ev t$> (pofteiaQai avrofa. Fear of
Samson would neither be in harmony with the facts themselves,
nor with the words fail* WW, " they were with him," which it is felt
to be necessary to paraphrase in the most arbitrary manner " they
watched him." Ver. 12. At the wedding feast Samson said to the
guests, " / will give you a riddle.
If you show it to me during Hie
seven days of tlie meal (the wedding festival), and guess it, I will
give you thirty sedinim (arivSives, tunica, i.e. clothes worn next to
the skin) and thirty changes of garments (costly dresses, that were
frequently changed see at Gen. xlv. 22) ; but if ye cannot show it
The custom
to me, ye slw.ll give me the same number of garments."
way
entertainment
is also
banquets
by
of
of proposing riddles at
(For proofs from
to be met with among the ancient Grecians.
15), since

Drrtins

—

:

Athenceus, Pollux, Gellius, see Bochart, Hieroz. P.

ii.

1. ii.

c.

12

and K. O. Midler, Dorier, ii. p. 392). As the guests consented to
this proposal, Samson gave them the following riddle (ver. 14)
" Out of the eater came forth meat, and out of the strong came forth
sweetness''

days.

That

This riddle they could not show, ue. solve, for three
is

to say, they occupied themselves for three days in

trying to find the solution

;

after that they let the matter rest until

the appointed term was drawing near.

day they

—Ver.

15.

On

the seventh

said to Samson's wife, " Persuade thy husband to show us
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the riddle" sc.

through thee, without his noticing

and thy fatlter's houte with

thee

poor ;

In

not so t"

is it

Have ye

fire.

this threat the

came openly to light.
Kal of en), to make

of the Philistines
the

*

from

the inf.

is

inheriting, not the Piel of th\

=

it,

"

we burn
make us

lest

invited us to

barbarism and covetousness
ut?V7n without Metheg in
poor,

fcV>,

—a meaning

derived

*6n, nonne,

to be poor.

strengthens the interrogative clause, and has not the signification
" here"
DVj.
Samson's wife, however, wept over him, i.e. urged

=

him with

tears in her eyes,

and

said,

" TJwu dost but hate me, and

me not ; thou hast put forth a riddle unto the children of my
nnnn is
people (my countrymen), and hast not shown it to me"
lovest

from

Samson

he had not even shown it to his
it to thee?"
Ver. 17. " Thus
his wife wept before him the seven days of the banquet." . This statement is not at variance with that in ver. 15, to the effect that it
was only on the seventh day that the Philistine young men urged
*nn.

father and mother,

replied, that

"and

shall

—

I show

her with threats to entice Samson to tell the riddle, but may be
explained very simply in the following manner. The woman had
already come to Samson every day with her entreaties from simple
curiosity

;

but Samson resisted them until the seventh day, when

she became more urgent than ever, in consequence of this threat

on the part of the

And " Samson

showed it to her,
upon him;" whereupon she immediately betrayed it to her countrymen. Ver. 18. Thus on the seventh day,
Din, chap. viii. 13
before the sun went down (nD"in
Job. ix. 7,
because

site

Philistines.

lay sore

—

with a toneless ah, a softening
see

Ewald,

§ 173, A.), the

men who had been

men

=

;

down

of the feminine termination

of the city

invited) said to

(i.e.

Samson, "

through the whole thing, and replied, " If ye

my

heifer, ye had not hit upon (guessed)

What

is

:

young
sweeter

But Samson saw

than honey, and what stronger than a lion?"
with

the thirty

Jiad not

my

plougJud

—a
—

riddle,"

pro-

meaning of which is perfectly clear. Ver. 19.
Nevertheless he was obliged to keep his promise (ver. 12). Then
the Spirit of Jehovah came upon him. He went down to Ashverbial saying, the

kelon, slew thirty

men

of them,

i.e.

of the Ashkelonites, took their

Sam. ii. 21), and gave the changes of
garments to those who had shown the riddle. This act is described
as the operation of the Spirit of Jehovah which came upon Samson,
because it showed to the Philistines the superior power of the servants
of Jehovah. It was not carnal revenge that had impelled Samson
to the deed.
It was not till the deed itself was done that his anger
clothes (nfcPpn, exuvia

:

see 2
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was kindled ; and even then it was not against the Philistines, to
he had been obliged to pay or give the thirty garments, but
against his wife, who had betrayed his secret to her countrymen,

whom

so that

he returned

Ver. 20. "

to his father's house, viz. without his wife.

And

Samson's wife was given to his friend, whom he had
chosen as a friend." JTM? is no doubt to be understood here in the
sense of " the friend of the bridegroom" (John iii. 29), o wfi<f>arfcoy6?

(LXX.),

the conductor of the bride,

companions (ver. 10),
the marriage festival.
the Israelites

—namely,

whom Samson had
The

faithlessness of the Philistines towards

was no doubt apparent here

went home enraged

one of the thirty

entrusted with this office at

;

for even if

Samson

at the treacherous behaviour of his wife, with-

out taking her with him, he did not intend to break the marriage
tie,

as chap. xv. 1, 2 clearly shows.

at the

wrong by which Samson

felt

So

to mitigate his wrath, the parents of the

irreparable

by giving

that instead of looking

himself aggrieved, and trying

woman made

the breach

their daughter as a wife to his companion.

—

Chap. xv. Further Acts of Samson. Vers. 1-8. His revenge
upon the Philistines. Ver. 1. Some time after, Samson visited his
wife in the time of the wheat harvest with a kid, a customary
present at that time (Gen. xxxviii. 17), and wished to go into the
chamber (the women's apartment) to her; but her father would not
allow him, and said, u I thought thou hatedst Iter, and tlierefore gave

—

—

—

her to thy friend (chap. xiv. 20)

than she ;

let

:

behold her younger sister

—Ver.

is

fairer

Enraged at this
her father and those around

her be thine in her stead."

3.

answer, Samson said to them (i.e. to
him), " Now am I blameless before the Philistines, if I do evil to
n^3 with JD, to be innocent away from a person, i.e. before
them."

him

(see

Num.

xxxii. 22).

he had received from

Samson regarded the treatment which

his father-in-law as

but one effect of the

and
wrong which he had received from
upon the whole nation, or at all

disposition of the Philistines generally towards the Israelites,

therefore resolved to avenge the

one member of the Philistines
events upon the whole of the city of Timnath. Vers. 4, 5. He
therefore went and caught three hundred shualim, i.e. jackals,
animals which resemble foxes and are therefore frequently classed
among the foxes even by the common Arabs of the present day
Their European name is
(see Niebuhr, Beschr. v. Arab. p. 166).
derived from the Persian schaghal. These animals, which are still
fonnd in great quantities at Joppa, Gaza, and in Galilee, herd

—
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together,
iv. 2,

and may

pp. 155

sqq.).

be caught (see Rosenm&Uer, Bibl. Althk.

easily

He

then took torches, turned

coupled the jackals together by their

tails,

tail to tail, i.e.

putting a torch between

and made the animals run into
Then he
burned "from the slioeks of wheat to the standing grain and to the
olive gardens," i.e. the shocks of wheat as well as the standing corn
and the olive plantations. JH CTQ are joined together in the conthe two

the

tails, set

fields

the torches on

fire,

of standing corn belonging to the Philistines.

—

Ver. 6. The Philistines found out at once, that Samson
had done them this injury because his father-in-law, the Timnite,
had taken away his wife and given her to his companion. They
therefore avenged themselves by burning her and her father,
probably by burning his house down to the ground, with its occupants within it,
an act of barbarity and cruelty which fully
justified Samson's war upon them.
Ver. 7. Samson therefore
declared to them, " Jf ye do such things, truly ('?) when I have
avenged myself upon you, then will I cease," i.e. I will not cease till
I have taken vengeance upon you. Ver. 8. " Then he smote them
hip and thigh (lit. 'thigh upon hip;' TV as in Gen. xxxii. 12), a
great slaughter"
i^C, thigh, strengthened by TSP?> lB a second
accusative governed by the verb, and added to define the word
QrriK more minutely, in the sense of " on hip and thigh ;" whilst
the expression which follows, nWTJ nao, is added as an adverbial
accusative to strengthen the verb 15.
Smiting hip and thigh is
a proverbial expression for a cruel, unsparing slaughter, like the
German " cutting arm and leg in two," or the Arabic " war in
struct state.

—

—

—

thigh fashion " (see Bertheau in

loc.).

After smiting the Philistines,

Samson went down and dwelt in the cleft of the rock Etam. There
is a town of Etam mentioned in 2 Chron. xi. 6, between Bethlehem
and Tekoah, which was fortiBed by Rehoboam, and stood in all
probability to the south of Jerusalem, upon the mountains of Judah.
But this Etam, which Robinson (Pal. ii. 168) supposes to be the
village of

Urtas, a place

still

inhabited, though lying in ruins,

is

not to be thought of here, as the Philistines did not go up to the
mountains of Judah (ver. 9), as Bertheau imagines, bat simply

came forward and encamped
mentioned in 1 Chron.
Simeonitish towns, and

Negeb and

iv.
is

in

The Etam of this verse is
Ain Rimmon and other

to be sought for

on the border of the

of the mountains of Judah, in the neighbourhood of

Khuweilifeh (see V. de Velde,

went down "

Jndah.

32, along with

suits this place

Mem.

p. 311).

The

expression " he

very well, but not the
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mountains of Judah, to which he would have had to go up, and not
down, from Timnath.
Vers. 9-17. Samson is delivered up to the Philistines, and smites
tliem with the jaw-bone of an Ass.
Ver. 9. The Philistines came
(" went up," denoting the advance of an army see at Josh. viii. 1)
to avenge themselves for the defeat they had sustained from
Samson and having encamped in Judah, spread themselves out in
Lechi (Leht). Leehi ('rp, in pause w, t.«. a jaw), which is probably
mentioned again in 2 Sam. xxiii. 11, and, according to ver. 17,

—

:

;

received the

name

Samson

of Eamath-lechi from

himself, cannot be

traced with any certainty, as the early church tradition respecting
the place

is

Van de Velde imagines that

utterly worthless.

be found in the flattened rocky

hill el

it is

Lechieh, or Lekieh,

to

upon

which an ancient fortification has been discovered, in the middle of
the road from Tell Klwwelfeh to Beersheba, at the south-western
approach of the mountains of Judah. Vers. 10 sqq. When the
Judseans learned what was the object of this invasion on the part
of the Philistines, three thousand of them went down to the cleft in
the rock Etam, to bind Samson and deliver him up to the Philis-

—

Instead of recognising in Samson a deliverer

tines.

Lord had

up

whom

the

and crowding round him that they
might smite their oppressors with his help and drive them out of
the land, the men of Judah were so degraded, that they cast this
raised

reproach at Samson
us t

We

:

for them,

" Knovsest thou not that the Philistines rule over

Wlierefore hast thou done this (the deed described in ver. 8) ?
to bind thee, and deliver thee into the hand of the

have come down

Philistines."

Samson

upon me yourselves."
him, including in this
killing.

—Ver.

13.

replied,

me

they promised him

cords and lead

Philistines) out of the rock

But when he came

to

that

ye .will not fall

upon

case, according to ver. 13, the intention of

When

him with two new

u Swear

JHB with a, to thrust at a person, fall

(i.e.

to Lechi,

him up

this,

he

(into the

them bind
camp of the

let

the cleft of the rock).

and the

—Ver. 14.

Philistines shouted with joy

came to meet him, the Spirit of Jehovah came upon him,
" and the cords on his arms became like tow that liad been burnt with
The description rises
fire, and his fetters melted from his hands."
up to a poetical parallelism, to depict the triumph which Samson
celebrated over the Philistines in the power of the Spirit of Jehovah.
Ver. 15. As soon as he was relieved of his bands, he seized upon
a fresh jaw-bone of an ass, which he found there, and smote therewith a thousand men. He himself commemorated this victory in a
as they

—
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short poetical strain (ver. 16)

two heaps

;

:

u With

with the ass's jaw-bone

I

the ass's

jaw-bone a heap,

smote a thousand men''

The

=

is chosen on account of the resemform of the word lton*: "iDh
v
hlance to lion, and is found again at 1 Sam. xvi. 20. How Samson
achieved this victory is not minutely described. But the words u a
heap, two heaps," point to the conclusion that it did not take place
The supernatural strength with
in one encounter, but in several.
which Samson rent asunder the fetters bound upon him, when the
Philistines thought they had him safely in their power, filled them
with fear and awe as before a superior being, so that they fled, and
he pursued them, smiting one heap after another, as he overtook
them, with an ass's jaw-bone which he found in the way. The
number given, viz. a thousand, is of course a round number signifying a very great multitude, and has been adopted from the song
Ver. 17. When he had given utterance
into the historical account.
to his saying, he threw the jaw-bone away, and called the place
Ramath-lechi, i.e. the jaw-bone height. This seems to indicate that
the name Lechi in ver. 9 is used proleptically, and that the place
first received its name from this deed of Samson.
Vers. 18-20. The pursuit of the Philistines, however, and the
conflict with them, had exhausted Samson, so that he was very
thirsty, and feared that he might die from exhaustion ; for it was
about the time of the wheat-harvest (ver. 1), and therefore hot
summer weather. Then he called to the Lord, " Thou hast through
(TO) Thy servant given this great deliverance; and now I shall die
for thirst, and fall into the hand of the uncircumcised !" From this

—

prayer

we may

see that

Samson was

fighting for the cause of the Lord.

of this trouble.

came out
8, 11).

of

it,

God
as at

split

is

the

he was

Lord helped him out

the hollow place at Lechi, so that water

Horeb and Kadesh (Ex.

The word BTOD, which

a mortar,

fully conscious that

And

xvii. 6,

and Num.

xx.

used in Prov. xxvii. 22 to signify
explained by rabbinical expositors as denoting the
is

socket of the teeth, or the hollow place in which the teeth are fixed,
like the
ii. c.

Greek

4, § 21.

made

here, as

oK/ita/cos,

mortariolum, according to Pollux,

Accordingly

meaning that

many have
God caused

Onom.

understood the statement
a fountain to flow miracu-

lously out of the socket of a tooth in the jaw-bone which

Samson

had thrown away, and thus provided for his thirst. This view is
the one upon which Luther's rendering, " God split a tooth in
the jaw, so that water came out," is founded, and it has been
voluminously defended by Bocliart (Hieroz. 1. ii. c. 15). But the
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'TO i^K, " the makteth which

this view, since the tooth-socket in the

is at LecM," is opposed to
jaw-bone of the ass would

be simply called ^npn Bfroo or 'TOa

;

expression

Bfcot?

and

so

is

also the

remark

own time.
And the article proves nothing to the contrary, as many proper
names are written with it (see Ewald, § 277, &). Consequently we
must follow Josephus (Ant. v. 8), who takes BW?<?n z& the name
that this fountain was

still

in existence in the historian's

given to the opening of the rock, which was cleft by God to let
water flow out. u If a rocky precipice bore the name of jaw-bone

on account of

(lechi)

its

shape,

figurative epithet, that the

it

name

was a natural consequence of

hole or gap in the rock" (Stttder).

Maktesh, occurs again in Zeph.

i.

this

tooth-hollow should be given to a

11,

Moreover, the same name,

where

it is

applied to a locality

The hollow place was split by Elohim,
although it was to Jehovah that Samson had prayed, to indicate
that the miracle was wrought by God as the Creator and Lord of
nature. Samson drank, and his spirit returned, so that he revived
again. Hence the fountain received the name of En-hakkore, "the
in or near Jerusalem.

crier's well

which

is

at Lechi," unto this day.

According

to the

TEQ (in Lechi), but to
the name given to it unto this

accents, the last clause does not belong to

*W

*?)!>

(he called,

etc.).

It received

This implies, of course, that the spring

day.

itself

—

was

in existence

when our book was composed. In ver. 20 the account of the
judicial labours of Samson are brought to a close, with the remark
that Samson judged Israel in the days of the Philistines, i.e. during
What more is recorded of him in
their rule, for twenty years.
and although even in this
he procured no further
deliverance for Israel. It is impossible to draw any critical conclusions from the position in which this remark occurs, as to a
plurality of sources for the history of Samson.
chap. xvi. relates to his fall and ruin

he avenged himself upon the

Chap.

xvi.

;

Philistines,

—

Samson's Fall and Death. Samson's judicial
when he achieved his great

labours reached their highest point

victory over the Philistines at Lechi.

Just as his love to the

daughter of a Philistine had furnished him with the occasion
designed by God for the manifestation of his superiority to the
uncircumcised enemies of Israel, so the degradation of that love
into sensual lust supplied the occasion for his fall

in this chapter.
lion

;

which

is

related

"Samson, when strong and brave, strangled a

but he could not strangle

his

own

love.

He

burst the fetters

2D
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own

of his foes, but not the cords of his

He

burned up the
when burning
(Ambroe. Apol. ii.,

lasts.

own

crops of others, and lost the fruit of his

virtue

with the flame enkindled by a single woman."

c

David,

iii.)

—Samson

Vers. 1-3. His heroic deed at Gaza.
in

went to Gaza

the full consciousness of his superiority in strength to the

Philistines,

and there went in unto a harlot

Gaza, see Josh.

Gen.

4 and

vi.

ziii.

3.

?K Kta

xxxviii. 16.

chap. xiv. 4, that

it

It

is

is

whom

he saw.

For

used in the same sense as in

not stated in this instance, as in

was of the Lord.

—Ver.

him
be supplied from the following word
to the Gazites, they surrounded

2.

When

this

was

told

(the object to the verb is to
Sb)

and

laid wait for

him

all

night at the city gate, but they kept themselves quiet during the
night, saying, " Till the dawning

("riK, in/in.) of the morning" te.
" then will we kill him." For this construction, see
1 Sam. i. 22.
The verb *1W> "** was told" (according to the
LXX. and Chald. : cf. Gen.^xxii. 20), or Vttptfr, " they said," is

we can

wait,

wanting before DW??> and must have fallen out through a copyist's
error.

The verb

Btyjnn has evidently the subordinate idea of giving

themselves up to careless repose

;

watchmen who were
Samgates and carried them

for if the

posted at the city gate had but watched in a regular manner,

son could not have lifted out the closed

But

away.

as they supposed that

he would not leave the harlot

upon the fact that the gate was shut,
Ver. 3. But at midnight Samson got

before daybreak, they relied

—

and. probably fell asleep.
up, and " laying hold of the folding wings of the city gate, as well
as the two posts, tore

them out of the ground with

his herculean

strength, together with the bar that fastened them,

them up

and

carried

mountain which stands opposite to
Hebron." '?*/$ merely means in the direction towards, as in Gen.
zviii. 16, and does not signify that the mountain was in the front
of Hebron or in the immediate neighbourhood (see Deut. xxxii. 49,
where Mount Nebo, which was on the other side of the Jordan,
and at least four geographical miles from Jericho, is said to have
to the top of the

The
it, and the same expression is employed).
Gaza to Hebron was about nine geographical miles.
To the east of Gaza there is a range of hills which runs from north
to south.
The highest of them all is one which stands somewhat
been over against
distance from

isolated,

called el

From

about half an hour to the south-east of the town, and

this hill there is

is

found upon the top of it.
a splendid prospect over the whole of the

Montar from a wely which

is
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surrounding country.

Hebron

not visible from this hill,
According to an ancient tradi-

itself is

but the mountains of Hebron are.

was to the summit of this hill that Samson carried the city
and both Robinson (Pal. ii. 377) and V. de Velde regard this
tradition as by no means improbable, although the people of Gaza
are not acquainted with it. " The city gate of the Gaza of that
tion, it

gates

;

time was probably not

less than three-quarters of an hour from the
Montar ; and to climb this peak with the heavy gates and
their posts and bar upon his shoulders through the deep sand upon
the road, was a feat which only a Samson could perform " (V. de

hill el

Velde).

Vers. 4-21. Samson and Delilah.

—Ver.

act,

Samson gave himself up once more

fell

in love with a

woman

4.

After this successful

to his sensual lusts.

in the valley of Sorek,

He

named Delilah

(£.«•• the weak or pining one), to whose snares he eventually succumbed. With reference to the valley of Sorek, Eusebius affirms
in the Onom. («. v. Stop^x), that there was a village called Bapfy
(I. Ka<pkp <ra>pfy according to Jerome) near Zorea, and b> opioid (/.
fiopeioK according to Jerome, who has ad septentrionalem plagam) ;
and also (s. v. Saprfic) that this place was near to Eshtaol. Consequently the Sorek valley would have to be sought for somewhere
in the neighbourhood of Samson's birthplace (chap. xiii. 1), and

the dwelling-place of his family (ver. 31).

—Ver.

of the Philistines offered Delilah a considerable

5.

sum

The

princes

(they would

give her one thousand and one hundred shekels of silver each,

i.e.

a thousand shekels or more cf. chap. xvii. 2) if she would persuade Samson, and bring out from him u whereby his strength was
great," and whereby they could overpower and bind .him, tafap,
to bend him, i.e. to oppress him.
The Philistine princes thought
that Samson's supernatural strength arose from something external,
:

which he wore or carried about with him as an amulet. There was
a certain truth at the foundation of this heathen superstition, inasmuch as this gift of divine grace was really bound up with the
possession of a corporeal pledge, the loss of which was followed by
the immediate loss of the gift of

God

(see at ver. 17).

—Ver.

6.

Allured by the reward in prospect, Delilah now sought to get from
him the secret of his strength. But he deceived her three times by
false statements. He first of all said to her (ver. 7), u If they bound
me with strings that have not been dried, I should be weak and like
one of the men " (i.e. like any other man). "W signifies a sinew or
string, e.g.

a bow-string, Ps.

xi.

2,

and in the

different dialects
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As a disDTiajj
B*OT
in
ver. 11,
the
and
the
the strings intended here are those of catgut or animal sinew. The
n amber seven is that of a divine act, answering to the divine power

either a bow-string or the string of a harp or guitar.
tinction is

made here between

which Samson possessed.

—Vers.

8, 9.

When

Delilah told this to

the princes of the Philistines, they brought the seven strings

and Delilah bound Samson with them. "And the spy
room (w, dat. com., lit. 'to her,' i.e.) to help her" namely,
without Samson knowing it, as Delilah had certainly not told him
required,

sat in the

that she should betray the secret of his strength to the Philistines.

He

was

no doubt, that he might be at hand and overpower
it became apparent that his strength
She then cried out to him, "Philistines upon thee,
And he snapped the strings as one would snap a cord

there,

the fettered giant as soon as

was gone.
Samson I"
of tow "when

it

smells fire,"

i.e. is

held to the

fire.

—Vers.

10-12.

Samson had himself bound with new cords,
which had not yet been used for any purpose, and these also he

The second

deception

:

—

Vers. 13 and 14. The third
deception : " If thou weavest together the seven locks of my hair with
the warp. And she drove it in with the plug."
These words are

burst from his arms like a thread.

difficult to explain,

partly because several technical terms are used

which have more than one meaning, and partly because the account
itself is contracted, both Samson's advice and her fulfilment of it
being only given in a partial form, so that the one has to be completed from the other. In ver. 19, the only other passage in which
rriDpno occurs, it no doubt means the plaits into which Samson's
long flowing hair was plaited. roDBn only occurs here (vers. 13
and 14), and probably means the woven cloth, or rather what was
still upon the loom, the warp of the cloth, Suur/ta (LXX.).
Accordingly the meaning of the verse would be this : If thou
weavest the seven plaits of my hair along with the warp upon the
loom. The commentators are all agreed that, according to these
words, there must be something wanting in the account, though
they are not of one opinion as to whether the binding of Samson
is fully given here, and all that has to be supplied is the clause
" Then shall I be weak," etc. (as in vers. 7 and 11), or whether
the words 1HJ3 ypnrtt add another fact which was necessary to the
completeness of the binding, and if so, how these words are to be
understood. In Bertheau's opinion, the words "and she thrust
with the plug" prpbably mean nothing more than that she made a
noise to wake the sleeping Samson, because it is neither stated here
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that she forced the plug into the wall or into the earth to fasten

the plaits with (LXX., Jerome), nor that her thrusting with the
plug contributed in any way to the further fastening of the hair.
These arguments are sound no doubt, but they do not prove what
is intended.
When it is stated in ver. 146, that " he tore out the

weaver's plug and the cloth,"

it

is

certainly evident that the plug

served to fasten the hair to the cloth or to the loom.

Moreover,

not only would any knocking with the plug to waken Samson
with the noise have been altogether superfluous, as the loud cry,
'<

Philistines

this;

but

upon

it

is

Samson," would be amply

thee,

sufficient

extremely improbable that a fact with so

bearing upon the main facts would be introduced here at

We

come therefore

commentators,

to the

viz. that

same conclusion

for

little
all.

as the majority of

the words in question are to be understood

as referring to something that was done to fasten Samson still
XHCT *wn Ver. 14) does not mean the
more securely. *injn
(

=

beam, to which the threads of the warp were
fastened, and round which the cloth was rolled when finished, as
Bertheau supposes, for this is called D'fifc "to in 1 Sam. xvii. 7
nor the cnta&r] of the Greeks, a flat piece of wood like a knife,
which was used in the upright loom for the same purpose as our
roller or weaver's

comb

or press, viz. to press the weft together, and so increase the

substance of the cloth (Braun, de vestitu Sacerd. p. 253) ; but the
comb or press itself which was fastened to the loom, so that it

could only be torn out by force.
fore,

To

complete the account, there-

supply between vers. 13 and 14, "And if thou
(the woven cloth) with the plug (the weaver's comb), I

we must

fastenest

it

men and she wove the seven
warp of the loom." Then follows in ver.
There is no
14, " and fastened the cloth with the weaver's comb."
need, however, to assume that what has to be supplied fell out in
copying.
We have simply an ellipsis, such as we often meet
with.
When Samson was wakened out of his sleep by the cry of
" Philistines upon thee," he tore out the weaver's comb and the
warp (sc.) from the loom, with his plaits of hair that had been
woven in. The reference to his sleeping warrants the assumption
that Delilah had also performed the other acts of binding while he
was asleep. We must not understand the account, however, as
implying that the three acts of binding followed close upon one
another on the very same day. Several days may very probably
have elapsed between them. In this third deception Samson had
shall

be weak

like

one of the other

;

plaits of his hair into the
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already gone so far in his presumptuous trifling with the divine
the hair of his head to be
meddled with, though it was sanctified to the Lord. " It would
seem as though this act of sin ought to have brought him to reflection.
But as that was not the case, there remained but one short
"
step more to bring him to thorough treachery towards the Lord
gift entrusted to him, as to suffer

(0.

v.

Gerlaeh).

—

was very speedily to follow. Ver. 15. After this
Delilah
triple deception,
said to him, " How canst thou say, I love
This

last step

Hue, as thine heart

is

With such words

16.

not with

me"

(i.e.

not devoted to me)

as these she plagued

him every day,

his soul

became impatient even

air. Xey.

)?N signifies in Aramaean, to press or plague.

?

—Ver.

so that

The
The form

to death (see chap. x. 16).

though without the reduplication of the ? and ChatephVer. 17. u And he showed her
§ 90, b.).
all his heart," i.e. he opened his mind thoroughly to her, and told
her that no razor had come upon his head, because he was a
Nazarite from his mother's womb (cf. chap. xiii. 5, 7). "If I
should be shaven, my strength would depart from me, and I should be
weak like all other men'' Ver. 18. When DeUlah saw (ue. perceived, namely from his words and his whole behaviour while
making this communication) that he had betrayed the secret of

is

Piel,

—

patach under (see Ewald,

—

had the princes of the Philistines called : " Come
for he had revealed to her all his lieartP This
last clause is not to be understood as having been spoken by
Delilah to the princes themselves, as it is by the Masorites and
most of the commentators, in which case TO would have to be
altered into v ; but it contains a remark of the writer, introduced
as an explanation of the circumstance that Delilah sent for the
princes of the Philistines now that she was sure of her purpose.
This view is confirmed by the word v^j (came up) which follows,
his strength, she

up

this time,

.

.

.

since the use of the perfect instead of the imperfect with vav
consec.

clause

can only be explained on the supposition that the previous
a parenthetical one, which interrupts the course of the

is

narrative,

and

to

which the account of the further progress of the

could not be attached by the historical tense (^JJ5). X
The
princes of the Philistines came up to Delilah on the receipt of this
affair

1

The Keri reading

found in

many

mss.

"h arose

and early

Masorites overlooked the fact

simply from a misunderstanding, although

it is

and is without any critical worth. The
that the main point is all that is related of the

editions,

message of Delilah to the princes of the Philistines, namely
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communication, bringing the money, the promised reward of her

—

treachery (ver. 5), in their hands. Ver. 19. " Then she made him
sleep upon her knees, and called to the man," possibly the man lying
in wait (vers. 9

and

12), that she

might not be alone with Samson

when

cutting off his hair ; and she cut off the seven plaits of his

hair,

and began to afflict him, as his strength departed from him
20. She then cried oat, "Philistines upon thee, Samson!"
he awaked out of his sleep, and thought (" said," i.e. to himu I will go away as time upon time (this as at other times), and

—Ver.

now.

And
self),

shake myself hose"

sc. from the fetters or from the hands of the
u but he knew not that Jehovah had departed from him."
These last words are very important to observe in order to form a
Samson had said to Delilah, " If my
correct idea of the affair.

Philistines

;

my

would depart from me" (ver. 17).
on the other hand, that "Jehovah had
departed from him."
The superhuman strength of Samson did
not reside in his hair as hair, but in the fact that Jehovah was with
or near him. But Jehovah was with him so long as he maintained
his condition as a Nazarite.
As soon as he broke away from this
by sacrificing the hair which he wore in honour of the Lord,
Jehovah departed from him, and with Jehovah went his strength. 1
Ver. 21. The Philistines then seized him, put out his eyes, and
led him to Gaza fettered with double brass chains. The chains are

«hair were cut

The

off,

strength

historian observes,

—

probably called nechuslitaim (double brass) because both hands or

both feet were fettered with them. King Zedekiah, when taken
prisoner by the Chaldeans, was treated in the same manner (2

Kings xxv. 7). There Samson was obliged to turn the mill in the
prison, and grind corn (the participle jnb expresses the continuance
of the action). Grinding a handmill was the hardest and lowest
come

this time,

Stvder admits
reading

"fy

and that the rest can easily be supplied from the context.
little &y\ suits that view of the clause which the Keri

how

requires,

and

however, to read ^JW,

than a change which

calls it

" syntactically impossible."

He

proposes,

without reflecting that this reading is also nothing

is

rendered necessary by the alteration of

ft?

into

more

*?,

and

has no critical value.
1 " Samson
was strong because he was dedicated to God, as long as he
preserved the signs of his dedication. But as soon as he lost those signs, he fell
into the utmost weakness in consequence. The whole of Samson's misfortune
came upon him, therefore, because he attributed to himself some portion of
what God did through him. God permitted him to lose his strength, that he
might learn by experience how utterly powerless he was without the help of
God. We have no better teachers than our own infirmities." Berleb. Bible.
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kind of slave labour (compare Ex. xi. 5 with xii. 29) ; and both
Greeks and Romans sentenced their slaves to this as a punishment

105 sqq., vii. 103-4 ; Terent. Phorm. ii. 1, 19, Andr.
and it is still performed by female slaves in the East (see
Chardin in Harmar's Beob. iib. d. Orient, iii. 64).
Vers. 22-31. Samson's Misery, and his Triumph in Death.
Ver. 22. The hair of his head began to grow, as he was shaven.
"
In the word ^*f.?, as (from the time when he was shaven), there is
an indication that Samson only remained in his ignominious capWhat
tivity till his hair began to grow again, t*.e. visibly to grow.
(see Od. xx.

i.

2, 29),

—

1

follows agrees with this.

—Vers.

23, 24.

The

captivity of

this

dreaded hero was regarded by the Philistines as a great victory,
which their princes resolved to celebrate with a great and joyous
sacrificial festival in honour of their god Dagon, to whom they
ascribed this victory.

" A great

up of a large number of

sacrifice," consisting in

slain sacrifices.

give expression to their joy,

i.e.

"

the offering

And for joy"

for a joyous festival.

viz. to

Dagon, one

of the principal deities of the Philistines, was worshipped at

Gaza

and Ashdod (1 Sam. v. 2 sqq., and 1 Mace. x. 83), and, according
to Jerome on Isa. xlvi. 1, in the rest of the Philistine towns as well.
It was a fish-deity (|to, from ft, a fish), and in shape resembled
the body of a fish with the head and hands of a man (1 Sam. v. 4).
It was a male deity, the corresponding female deity being Atargatis
(2 Mace. xii. 26) or Derceto, and was a symbol of water, and of all
the vivifying forces of nature which produce their effects through
the medium of water, like the Babylonian 'Hhcuccav, one of the
four Oannes, and the Indian Vishnu (see Movers, Phoniz. i. pp. 143
Ver. -24.
sqq., 590 sqq., and J. G. Mutter in Herzog's Cycl.).
All the people took part in this festival, and sang songs of praise
to the god who had given the enemy, who had laid waste their
fields and slain many of their countrymen, into their hands.
Vers. 25 sqq. When their hearts were merry (3to'_, inf. of 3D*),
they had Samson fetched out of the prison, that he might make
sport before them, and " put him between the pillars" of tjie house
or temple in which the triumphal feast was held. Then he said to
the attendant who held his hand, " Let me loose, and let me touch
the pillars upon which the house is built, that I may lean upon it."
,
'3fc/ D n is the imperative Hiphil of the radical verb VO), which only
occurs here ; and the Keri substitutes the ordinary form E^n from
" But the house," adds the historian by way of preparation
Bio.
for what follows, " was filled with men and women : all the princes

—

,
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of the Philistines also were there; and upon the roof were about three
thousand men and women, who feasted their eyes with Samson's
sports" (HKl with 3, used to denote the gratification of looking).
Ver. 28. Then Samson prayed to Jehovah,

member me, and only

this time

make me

"Lord

strong,

Jehovah, re-

God, that I may

avenge myself (with) the revenge of one of my two eyes upon the
Philistines^ i.e. may take vengeance npon them for the loss of

my

two eyes QR&?, without Dagesh lene in the fl; see
a sentence which shows how painfully he felt
the loss of his two eyes, u a loss the severity of which even the
terrible vengeance which he was meditating could never outweigh"
(Bertheau). Vers. 29, 30. After he had prayed to the Lord for
strength for this last great deed, he embraced the two middle pillars
upon which the building was erected, leant upon them, one with
his right hand, the other with the left (viz. embracing them with
his hands, as these words also belong to n^V), and said, " Let my
He then bent (the two pillars) with
soul die with the Philistines."
fell
the
house
upon
the princes and all the people who
force, and
were within. So far as the fact itself is concerned, there is no
ground for questioning the possibility of Samson's bringing down
the whole building with so many men inside by pulling down two
middle columns, as we have no accurate acquaintance with the
In all probability we have to picture this
style of its architecture.
temple of Dagon as resembling the modern Turkish kiosks, namely
as consisting of a " spacious hall, the roof of which rested in front
upon four columns, two of them standing at the ends, and two

only one of

Ewald,

§

267,

—

b.),

—

close together in the centre.

the Philistines celebrated a

Under

sacrificial

this hall the leading

men

of

meal, whilst the people were

assembled above upon the top of the roof, which was surrounded by
a balustrade" (Faber, Archaol. der Hebr. p. 444, cf. pp. 436-7

and Shaw, Reisen,

p. 190).

The

ancients enter very fully into the

discussion of the question whether

Samson committed

suicide or

though without arriving at any satisfactory conclusion. 0. v.
" Samson's deed,"
Gerlach, however, has given the true answer.
"
was not suicide, but the act of a hero, who sees that it is
he says,
necessary for him to plunge into the midst of his enemies with the
not,

inevitable certainty of death, in order to effect the deliverance of his

people and decide the victory which he has

would be

all

still

to achieve.

Samson

the more certain that this was the will of the Lord,

when he considered that- even if he should deliver himself in any
other way cut of the hands of the Philistines, he would always cany
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about with him the mark of his shame in the blindness of his eyes,

God quite as much as
who had gained a spiritual as well
as a corporeal victory over him."
Such a triumph as this the God
of Israel could not permit His enemies and their idols to gain. The
Lord must prove to them, even through Samson's death, that the
a mark of his unfaithfulness as the servant of

of the double triumph of his foes,

shame of his sin was taken from hjm, and that the Philistines had
no cause to triumph over him. Thus Samson gained the greatest

moment of his own death. The terror
when living, he became a destroyer of the temple
of their idol when he died. Through this last act of his he vindicated the honour of Jehovah the God of Israel, against Dagon the
victory over his foes in the

of the Philistines

" The dead which he slew at Ids deatlt were
more than they which he slew in his life." Ver. 31. This terrible
blow necessarily made a powerful impression upon the Philistines,
not only plunging them into deep mourning at the death of their
princes and so many of their countrymen, and the destruction of
the temple of Dagon, but filling them with fear and terror at the
idol of the Philistines.

—

omnipotence of the
stances

it is

God

Samson were

able to

bury

fallen hero, to

Eshtaol (see chap.

come
it

these circum-

xiii.

to Gaza,

and fetch away the body of the

in his father's grave between Zorea and
25).

appropriately observed that
(cf.

Under

of the Israelites.

conceivable enough that the brethren and relatives of

—In

conclusion,

once more very

it is

Samson had judged

Israel

twenty years

chap. rv. 20).

in.—IMAGE-WORSHIP OF MICAH AND THE DANITES; INFAMOUS
CONDUCT OF THE INHABITANTS OF GIBEAH; VENGEANCE
TAKEN UPON THE TRIBE OF BENJAMIN.

Chap, xvii.-xxi.

The death
which

of

sets forth

in a continuous

Samson

closes the

body of the book of Judges,

the history of the people of Israel under the judges

and connected form.

The two

accounts, which

follow in chap, xvii.-xxi., of the facts mentioned in the heading are

attached to the book of Judges in the form of appendices, as the
facts in question not only belonged to the times of the judges,
in fact to the very

commencement

and

of those times (see p. 238), bat

furnished valuable materials for forming a correct idea of the actual
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character of this portion of the Israelitish history.
dix (chap. xvii. xviii.)

—

The first appen-

account of the introduction of image-

viz. the

worship, or of the worship of Jehovah under the form of a molten

image, by the Ephraimite Micah, and of the seizure of

this

image

by the Danites, who emigrated from their own territory when upon
their march northwards, and the removal of it to. the city of LaishDan, which was conquered by them shows us how shortly after'

—

the death of Joshua the inclination to an idolatrous worship of

Jehovah manifested

itself in

the nation, and

how this worship, which

continued for a long time in the north of the land, was mixed up

from the very beginning with
(chap, xix.-xxi.)

—

viz.

sin

and unrighteousness.

The second

the account of the infamous act which the

inhabitants of Gibeah attempted to

commit upon the Levite who

stayed there for the night, and which they actually did perform

upon

his concubine, together with its consequences, viz. the war of
vengeance upon the tribe of Benjamin, which protected the criminals proves, on the one hand, what deep roots the moral corruptions of the Canaanites had struck among the Israelites at a very
early period, and, on the other hand, how even at that time the
congregation of Israel as a whole had kept itself free and pure,
and, mindful of its calling to be the holy nation of God, had endeavoured with all its power to root out the corruption that had already

—

forced

its

way

into the midst of

it.

These two occurrences have no actual connection with one
another, but they are both of them narrated in a very elaborate
and circumstantial manner ; and in both of them we not only find
Israel still without a king (chap. xvii. 6, xviii. 1, and xix. 1, xxi.
25), and the will of God sought by a priest or by the high
priest himself (chap, xviii. 5, 6, xx. 18, 23, 27), but the same style
of narrative is adopted as a whole, particularly the custom of
throwing light upon the historical course of events by the introduction of circumstantial clauses, from which we may draw the conclusion that they were written by the same author.
On the other
hand, they do not contain any such characteristic marks as could
furnish a certain basis for well-founded conjectures concerning

the author, or raise Bertheaus conjecture, that he was the same

a probability. For
(compare chap. xx. 17, 33,
15, with chap. i. 8, 16, 21, 25, etc.) can

person as the author of chap.

i.

1-ii. 5, into

the frequent use of the perfect with
37, 38, 40, 41, 48, xxi. 1,

be

fully explained

that the perfect

is

\

from the contents themselves ; and the notion
used here more frequently for the historical
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imperfect with vav eonsee. rests upon a misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the passages in question.

numerous
chap,

i.,

expressions,

and

xvii.-xxi.

IW

met with elsewhere: see, for example, E>K3
which not only occurs again in 2 Kings

8, xx. 48),

i.

12 and Ps. Ixxiv.
however,

may

viii.

but does not even occur in both the appen-

7,

CW3 *pj? being used

dices,

other and not very

are not sufficiently characteristic to supply the proof required,

as they are also

(chap.

The

which are common to chap.

So much,

instead in chap, xviii. 27.

unquestionably be gathered from the exactness and

circumstantiality of the history, viz. that the first recorder of these

whose account was the source employed by the author of
our book, cannot have lived at a time very remote from the occurrences .themselves.
On the other hand, there are not sufficient
events,

grounds for the conjecture that these appendices were not attached
to the book of the Judges till a later age.
For it can neither be
maintained that the object of the first appendix was to show how
the image-worship which Jeroboam set up in his kingdom at Bethel
and Dan had a most pernicious origin, and sprang from the imageworship of the Ephraimite Micah, which the Danites had established at Laish, nor that the object of the second appendix

was

to

prove that the origin of the pre-Davidic kingdom (of Saul) was
sinful and untheocratic, i.e. opposed to the spirit and nature of
the

kingdom of God,

1860).

The

as

Auberlen affirms (Theol. Stud. u. Kr.

identity of the golden calf set

up by Jeroboam

at

Dan

with the image of Jehovah that was stolen by the Danites from

Micah the Ephraimite and

set

up

by

in Laish-Dan, is precluded

the statement in chap, xviii. 31 respecting the length of time that
this

image-worship continued in

passage

itself).

with 0.

v.

At

Dan

(see the

the most, therefore,

Gerlach, that

commentary on

we can only

" both (appendices)

set forth,

the

maintain,

according

to

the intention of the author, the misery which arose during the wild
unsettled period of the judges from the
authority."

This

is

want of a governing, regal

hinted at in the remark, which occurs in both

appendices, that at that time there was no king in Israel, and every

one did what was right in his own eyes (chap. xvii. 6, xxi. 25).
This remark, on the other hand, altogether excludes the time of the
falling away of the ten tribes, and the decline of the later kingdom,

and

is

irreconcilable with the assumption that these appendices

were not added to the book of the Judges till after the division of
the kingdom, or not till the time of the Assyrian or Babylonian
captivity.
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IMAGE-WORSHIP OP MICAH THE EFHBAIMITE, AND ITS REMOVAL
TO LAISH-DAN. CHAP. XVII. XVIII.

—

—

Chap. xvii. Micah's Image-worship. The account of the
image-worship which Micah established in his house upon the
mountains of Ephraim is given in a very brief and condensed
form, because

was simply intended

it

as

an introduction to the

account of the establishment of this image-worship in Laish-Dan
in northern Palestine.

Consequently only such points are for the

most part given, as exhibit in the clearest
and unlawful character of this worship.
Vers. 1-10.

light the sinful origin

A man of the mountains of Ephraim named Micah

nan?, vers. 5, 8, etc.), who
Oy.?'?* vers. 1, 4, then contracted into
set up this worship for himself, and " respecting
the Scrip-

whom

add the name of his father, or
to mention the family from which he sprang" (Berleb. Bible), had
stolen 1100 shekels of silver (about £135) from his mother. This is
very apparent from the words which he spoke to his mother (ver. 2)
" The thousand and hundred shekels of silver which were taken from
tures do not think

it

worth while

to

thee (the singular ng? refers to the silver), about which thou cursedst

and

spakest of also in mine ears

among
taken

others I also heard

it),

(i.e.

didst so utter the curse that

behold, this silver is with

me; I have

n?K, to swear, used to denote a malediction or curse (cf.

it."

n,x^p, Lev.

v. 1).

by the

confession

He

seems to have been impelled to make this
But his mother
"Blessed be my son of Jehovah" partly because

fear of his mother's curse.

—

praised him for it,

germ of the fear of
God, but in all probability chiefly because she was about to dedicate
the silver to Jehovah ; for, when her son had given it back to her,
she said (ver. 3), " I have sanctified the silver to the Lord from my
hand for my son, to make an image and molten work" The perfect
V-ienpri is not to be taken in the sense of the pluperfect, " I had
she saw in

it

a proof that there

still

sanctified it," but is expressive of
sanctified

give

Ver.

it

it,

back

4.

silver ("

existed a

an act just performed I have
" And now I
it.
:

I declare herewith that I do sanctify

to

thee" namely, to appropriate to thy house of God.

—namely, when

Hereupon

he restored the

silver

her son had given her back the

unto his mother"

is

only a repetition

of ver. 3a, introduced as a link with which to connect the appropriation of the silver)

—the mother took 200 shekels and gave them

who made an image and molten work of them,
which were henceforth in Micah's house. The 200 shekels were

to the goldsmith,
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not quite the
is

fifth

part of the whole.

What

she did with the rest

not stated ; hut from the fact that she dedicated the silver gene-

rally,

may

i.e.

the whole amount, to Jehovah, according to ver. 3,

we

infer that she applied the remainder to the maintenance of the

image-worship. 1

Pesel and massecah (image and molten work) are

The difference between the
two words in this instance is very difficult to determine.
Pesel
signifies an idolatrous image, whether made of wood or metal.
Massecah, on the other hand, signifies a cast, something poured;
and when used in the singular, is almost exclusively restricted to
the calf cast by Aaron or Jeroboam. It is generally connected
with jN, but it is used in the same sense without this definition (e.g.
Deut. ix. 12). This makes the conjecture a very natural one, that
the two words together might simply denote a likeness of Jehovah,
and, judging from the occurrence at Sinai, a representation of
Jehovah in the form of a molten calf. But there is one obstacle in
the way of such a conjecture, namely, that in chap, xviii. 17, 18,
massecah is separated from pesel, so as necessarily to suggest the idea
of two distinct objects. But as we can hardly suppose that Micah's
mother had two images of Jehovah made, and that Micah had both
of them set up in his house of God, no other explanation seems
possible than that the massecah was something belonging to the
pesel, or image of Jehovah, but yet distinct from it,
in other words,
that it was the pedestal upon which it stood. The pesel was at any
rate the principal thing, as we may clearly infer from the fact that
it is placed in the front rank among the four objects of Micah's
sanctuary, which the Danites took with them (chap, xviii. 17, 18),
and that in chap, xviii. 30, 31, the pesel alone is mentioned in connection with the setting up of the image-worship in Dan. Moreover,
there can hardly be any doubt that pesel, as a representation of
Jehovah, was an image of a bull, like the golden calf which Aaron
had made at Sinai (Ex. xxxii. 4), and the golden calves which
Jeroboam set up in the kingdom of Israel, and one of which was set
up in Dan (1 Kings xii. 29). Ver. 5. His mother did this, because
joined together, as in Deut. xxvii. 15.

—

—

1 There
1b no foundation for Bertheau't opinion, that the 200 shekels were
no part of the 1100, but the trespass-money paid by the son when he gave his
mother back the money that he had purloined, since, according to Lev. v. 24,
when a thief restored to the owner any stolen property, he was to add the fifth
of its value.
There is no ground for applying this law to the case before us,
simply because the taking of the money by the son is not even described as a
theft, whilst the mother really praises her son for his open confession.
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her son Micah had a house of God, and had had an ephod and
teraphim made for himself, and one of his sons consecrated to

nyo

a priest,

officiate there as

B^Kfl (the

placed at the head absolutely, and

is

man Micah)

is

therefore

connected with what follows

u As for

the man Micah, there was to him (he had) a house
of God." The whole verse is a circumstantial clause explanatory
of what precedes, and the following verbs fc^, K?DM, and Wj, are
simply a continuation of the first clause, and therefore to be rendered
as pluperfects. Micah' s beth Elohim (house of God) was a domestic
temple belonging to Micah's house, according to chap, xviii. 15-18.

by

\b

:

TJTiK too, to

fill

the hand,

tute as priest (see at Lev.

the high

i.e.

to invest with the priesthood, to insti-

vii.

37).

The ephod was an imitation of
chap. viii. 27). The teraphim
penates, who were worshipped as

priest's shoulder-dress (see at

were images of household gods,

the givers of earthly prosperity, and as oracles (see at Gen. xxxi.
19).

—In

ver. 6

it is

observed, in explanation of this unlawful con-

duct, that at that time there

did what was right in his

own

was no king

in Israel,

and every one

eyes.

—

Vers. 7-13. Appointment of a Levite as Priest. Vers. 7 sqq.
In the absence of a Levitical priest, Micah had first of all appointed
one of his sons as priest at his sanctuary. He afterwards found a
Levite for this service. A young man from Bethlehem in Judah,

of the family of Judah, who, being a Levite, stayed

(l|) there (in

Bethlehem) as a stranger, left this town to sojourn " at the place
which lie should find" sc. as a place that would afford*him shelter
and support, and came up to the mountains of Ephraim to Micah's
house, " making his journey," *'.«. upon his journey. (On the use
inf. constr. with ? in the sense of the Latin gerund in do, see
Ewald, § 280, d.) Bethlehem was not a Levitical town. The young
Levite from Bethlehem was neither born there nor made a citizen
of the place, but simply " sojourned there," i.e. dwelt there tem-

of the

porarily as a stranger.

(mishpachath Judah)

is

The

further statement as to his descent

not to be understood as signifying that he

was a descendant of some family

in the tribe of

that he belonged to the Levites

and were reckoned

On

who

Judah, but simply

dwelt in the tribe of Judah,

in all civil matters as belonging to that tribe.

the division of the land,

it is

true that

it

was only

to the priests

that dwelling-places were allotted in the inheritance of this tribe

(Josh. xxi. 9-19), whilst the rest of the Levites, even the non-

members of the family .of Kohath, received their
among the other tribes (Josh. xxi. 20 sqq.). At

priestly

dwelling-

places

the
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many of the towns which were allotted to the different
remained for a long time in the possession of the Canaanites,
and the Israelites did not enter at once into the full and undisputed
possession of their inheritance, it might easily so happen that
time, as
tribes

different

towns which were

allotted to the Levites

remained in

and consequently that the Levites
were compelled to seek a settlement in other places. It might also
happen that individuals among the Levites themselves, who were
disinclined to perform the service assigned them by the law, would
remove from the Levitical towns and seek some other occupation
elsewhere (see. also at chap, xviii. 30). x Ver. 10. Micah made this
proposal to the Levite : " Dwell with me, and become my father and
priest ; I will give thee ten shekels of silver yearly, and fitting out
with clothes and maintenance." 3K, father, is an honourable title
given to a priest as a paternal friend and spiritual adviser, and is
also used with reference to prophets in 2 Kings vi. 21 and xiii. 14,
and applied to Joseph in Gen. xlv. 8. D^v, for the days, sc. for
which a person was engaged, i.e. for the year (cf. 1 Sam. xxvii. 7,
and Lev. xxv. 29). " And the Levite went" i.e. went to Micah's
house. This meaning is evident from the context. The repetition
of the subject, " the Levite," precludes our connecting it with the
possession of the Canaanites,

—

following verb

«tf'J.

—In

vers.

Levite resolved (see at Deut.

him

as

one of

his sons,

house of God.
priest,

and

said,

belief, or, to

11-13 the

i.

result

is

summed up. The
who treated

5) to dwell with Micah,

and entrusted him with the priesthood

at his

And Micah rejoiced that he had got a Levite as
" Now I know that Jehovah will prosper me" This

speak more correctly, superstition, for which Micah was

very speedily to atone, proves that at that time the tribe of Levi
held the position assigned it in the law of Moses ; that is to say,
that

it

was regarded

as the tribe elected

by God

for the performance

of divine worship.

Chap,
1

There

xviii.

is

no reason,

Syriac, is

therefore, for pronouncing the

words rmrp

nnBTBD

and erasing them from the text, as Houbigant
The omission of them from the Cod. Vat. of the LXX., and from the
not enough to warrant this, as they occur in the Cod. Al. of the LXX.,

(of the family of

proposes.

The Image-worship removed to Laish-Dan.

Jadah) a

gloss,

their absence from the authorities mentioned may easily be accounted for
from the difficulty wliich was felt in explaining their meaning. On the other
hand, it is impossible to imagine any reason for the interpolation of such a

and

gloss into the text.
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1-10.

«

—Vers. 1-10.

Spies sent out by the tribe of Dan, to seek for a place
suitable for a settlement, and their success.
Ver. 1. This took

—

when

place at a time

had no king, and the

tribe of the Danites
sought an inheritance for themselves to dwell in, because until that
day no such portion had fallen to them among the tribes as an

Israel

To the expression <vBJ to (had not fallen) we must
supply f7PU as the subject from the previous clause; and <"vn33

inheritance.

signifies in the character of

be transmitted
fall,

is

inheritance

xiii.

had

tion in the context.
five

of a possession that could
from father to son. ?W, to

i.e.

used with reference to the falling of the

xxxiv. 2, Josh.

no

a nachalah,

as hereditary property

men

The

6, etc.).

lot

Num.

(vid.

general statement, that as yet

fallen to the tribe of

Dan by

lot,

has

its

limita-

As

the Danites, according to ver. 2, sent out
from Zorea and Eshtaol, and, according to ver. 11, six

hundred men equipped for fight went out to Laish, which the spies
had discovered to be a place well fitted for a settlement, and had
settled there, it is very evident from this that the Danites were not
absolutely without an inheritance, but that hitherto they had not

The emigrants themselves
Zorea and Eshtaol, two of the towns that

received one sufficient for their wants.

were already

had

settled in

Dan by

fallen to the tribe of

the six hundred equipped Danites,

lot (Josh. xix. 41).

who went

Moreover,

out of these towns,

tribe of Danites, which numbered
64,400 males of twenty years old and upwards at the last census
(Num. xxvi. 43). For a tribe of this size the land assigned by
Joshua to the tribe of Dan, with all the towns that it contained, was
amply sufficient. But from chap. i. 34 we learn that the Amorites

were only a very small part of the

forced the Danites into the mountains, and would not allow them

come down into the plain. Consequently they were confined
few towns situated upon the sides or tops of the mountains,
which did not supply all the room they required. Feeling themselves too weak to force back the Canaanites and exterminate them,
to

to a

one portion of the Danites preferred to seek an inheritance for
themselves somewhere else in the land. This enterprise and emigration are described in vers. 2 sqq.

with perfect certainty, as

all

12, as compared with chap.

The time cannot be determined

that can be clearly inferred

xiii.

25,

that

is,

Many

before the days of Samson.

it

from

ver.

took place some time

have therefore
Jabin
by Barak (chap. iv. 24), because it was not till after the overthrow
of this powerful king of the Canaanites that conquests were possible
assigned

it

expositors

to the period immediately following the defeat of

S

B
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in.

the north of Canaan, and the tribe of

remained in ships (chap.

Dan

v. 17), so that it

at that time

had not yet

still

left the

by the sea-shore (Josh. xix.). Bat these arguments have neither of them any force; for there is nothing surprising in the fact that Danites should still be found by the seashore in the time of Deborah, even if Danite families from Zorea
and Eshtaol had settled in Laish long before, seeing that these
emigrants formed but a small fraction of the whole tribe, and the
Morerest remained in the possessions assigned them by Joshua.
territory assigned it

over, the strengthening of the force of the Canaanites,

and the
till 150

extension of their dominion in the north, did not take place

; so that long before Jabin
have been conquered by the Danites, and
taken possession of by them. In all probability this took place
shortly after the death of Joshua, as we may infer from ver. 30

years after Joshua, in the days of Jabin
the town of Laish

may

(see the exposition of this verse).

—Ver.

2.

To spy

out and explore

the land for the object mentioned, the Danites sent out five brave

men " out of

their (the Danites') ends," w. from their whole body
Kings xii. 31, xiii. 33, and the commentary on Gen. xix. 4).
They came up to the mountains of Ephraim, and as far as Micah's
Vers. 3-6. When they were
house, where they passed the night.
house
end
recognised
voice
of the young Levite, ue.
at Micah's
the
perceived
his
voice,
and
from
his
dialect
that he was not a
heard
native of these mountains, they turned aside there, tc. from the road
into the house, near to which they rested, and asked him, " Who
brought thee hither, and what doest thou at this placet what host thou
When he told them his history ("thus and thus," lit.
to do heret"
according to this and that ; cf. 2 Sam. xL 25, 1 Kings xiv. 5), they
said to him, " Ask God, we pray thee, that we may learn whether
(vid. 1

—

our way will be prosperous."

God,
the

as in chap.

medium

oracle,

u

Go

1,

E^W?

'KB*,

used for asking the will of

except that here the inquiry was

made through

of the imitation of the epbod and the worship of an

And

image.

i.

he said to them,

sc.

after

making inquiry of the divine

in peace; straight before Jehovah

is

your way,"

i.e. it is

known and well-pleasing to Him (vid. Prov. v. 21, Jer. xvii. 16).
Ver. 7. Thus the five men proceeded to Laish, which is called
Leshem in Josh. xix. 47, and was named Dan after the conquest

—

by the Danites, a place on the central source of the Jordan, the
and saw the people of
present Tell el Kadi (see at Josh. xix. 47),
the town dwelling securely after the manner of the Sidonians, who
rOB^' **
lived by trade and commerce, and did not go out to war.

—
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is

to

be explained from

the fact that the writer had the population before his mind (see

Ewald,

and the use of the masculine in the following
which are in apposition, is not at variance with
The connection of rOE^ with na'ijJa, which Bertheau revives
§ 174, b.);

words, nobl
this.

from the

Hebrew

Dpfe*,

earlier

commentators, is opposed to the genius of the
noil egf, " living quietly and safely there"

language.

D^aD'TW, " and no one who seized the government to himself did
any harm to them in the land." D???, to shame, then to do an
Dy30, shaming with regard to a
injury (1 Sam. xxv. 7).
thing, i.e. doing any kind of injury. "TCP, dominion, namely tyrannical rule, from "W, imperio eoereere. The rendering " riches" (0n'\X\

W

LXX.), which some

o-aupo?,

upon a confounding of
possess," but

"W

give to this word,

with

"to take possession

1 Kings xxi. 18).

"And

"flrtK.

of,"

fc*v

is

founded simply
mean "to

does not

and that by force

in the event of a hostile invasion they could not obtain

ance from

this

powerful

(as in

they were far from the Sidonians," so that

city.

any

assist-

Grotius draws the very probablo

may have been a colony of
" And they had nothing to do with (other) men," t.«.
they did not live in any close association with the inhabitants of
other towns, so as to be able to obtain assistance from any other
conclusion from these words, that Laish

the Sidonians.

quarter.

—Vers.

8, 9.

On their return,
DHK

the spies said to their fellow-

" What have you accomup against them (the inhabitants of Laish),
for the land is very good, and ye are silent," i.e. standing inactive
(1 Kings xxii. 3 ; 2 Kings vii. 9). " Be not slothful to go (to proceed
thither), to come and take possession of the land !"
Ver. 10. " When
ye arrive, ye will come to a secure people (ue. a people living in careless security, and therefore very easy to overcome) ; and the land
citizens, in reply to the question

plished

V

" Up,

let

Dtp,

us go

—

(ue. furnishes space to dwell in, and also to
Gen. xxxiv. 21, 1 Chron. iv. 40) ; for God has given
it into your hand."
They infer this from the oracular reply they
had received from the Levite (ver. 6). " A place where there is no
want of anyt/iing that is in the land (of Canaan)."
Vers. 11-29. Removal of Six Hundred Danites to Laish
Robbery of MiecJis Images Conquest of Laish, and Settlement there.
Vers. 11, 12. In consequence of the favourable account of the
spies who returned, certain Danites departed from Zorea and
Eshtaol, to the number of 600 men, accoutred with weapons of
war, with their famines and their possessions in cattle and goods (see
is

broad on both sides

extend:

—

vid.

—

—
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ver. 21),

Enab

;

and encamped by the way

at Kirjath-jearim

({.«.

Kuriyet

see Josh. ix. 17), in the tribe territory of Judah, at a place

which received the permanent name of Mahaneh Dan (camp of
Dan) from that circumstance, and was situated behind, i.e. to the
west

of,

Kirjath-jearim (see at chap.

locality received a standing

xiii.

name from

25).

The

fact that this

the circumstance described,

compels us to assume that the Danites had encamped there for a
considerable time, for reasons which we cannot determine from our

want of other information. The emigrants may possibly have first
of all assembled here, and prepared and equipped themselves for
their further march.
Ver. 13. From this point they went across
to the mountains of Ephraim, and came to Micah's house, i.e. to a
Ver. 14. Then the five men who had explored the
place near it.

—

—

land, viz. Laish (Ixiish

is

in apposition to r}?'?, the land), said to

their brethren (tribe-mates), "

Know

ye that in these houses (the

where Micah dwelt) there are an ephod and teraphim, and image and molten work (see at chap. xvii. 4, 5) T and now
know what ye will do." The meaning of these last words is very
easily explained : do not lose this opportunity of obtaining a worship
of our own for our new settlement. Ver. 15. Then they turned
from the road thither, and went to the house of the young Levite,
the house of Micah, and asked him (the Levite) concerning his
health, i.e. saluted him in a friendly manner (see Gen. xliii. 27,
Ex. xviii. 7, etc.). Ver. 16. The 600 men, however, placed themselves before the door.
Ver. 17. Then the five spies went up, sc.
into Micah's house of God, which must therefore have been in an
upper room of the building (see 2 Kings xxiii. 12, Jer. xix. 13),
and took the image, ephod, etc., whilst the priest stood before the
door with the 600 armed men. With the words 'W uta the narrative passes from the aorist or historical tense v}|5 into the perfect.
u The perfects do not denote the coming and taking on the part of
the five men as a continuation of the previous account, but place
the coming and taking in the same sphere of time as that to which
the following clause, ' and the priest stood,' etc., belongs" (Bertheau).
But in order to explain what appears very surprising, viz. that the
priest should have stood before the gate whilst his house of God was
being robbed, the course which the affair took is explained more
clearly afterwards in vers. 18, 19, in the form of a circumstantial
clause.
Consequently the verbs in these verses ought to be rendered as pluperfects, and the different clauses comprised in one
period, ver. 18 forming the protasis, and ver. 19 the apodosis.
village or place

—

—

—
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11-29.

" Namely, when those (five) men had come into Micah's house, and
had taken the image of the ephod, etc., and the priest had said to

What

them.

Be

are ye doing t they Ivad said to him,

hand upon

mouth and go with

lay thy

silent,

and become a father and
priest to us (see chap. xvii. 10)»
Is it better to be a priest to the
house of a single man, or to a tribe and family in Israel ?" The
combination "rtBNn 7pB (the ephod-pesel), i.e. the image belonging
thy

us,

may be explained on the ground, that the use of the
a means of ascertaining the will of God presupposes the
existence of an image of Jehovah, and does not prove that the
to the ephod,

ephod

as

ephod served as a covering for the pesel. The priest put on the
ephod when he was about to inquire of God. The 1k in the second
question is different from QK, and signifies " or rather" (see Gen.
xxiv. 55), indicating an improvement upon the first question (see
Ewald, § 352, a.). Consequently it is not a sign of a later usage
of speech, as Bertheau supposes. The word nriBBWl (unto a family)
serves as a more minute definition or limitation of B3?? (to a tribe).

—Ver.
6, 9,

20.

Ruth

Then was
iii.

the priest's heart glad (merry

and he took the ephod,

7),

the people (the Danites).

The

first

etc.,

;

cf . chap. xix.

and came amongst

clause of this verse

is

attached

to the supplementary statement in vers. 18, 19, for the purpose

of linking on the further progress of the affair, which is given in
the second clause ; for, according to ver. 17, the priest could only
receive the ephod, etc., into his charge from the hands of the
Danites, since they had taken them out of Micah's God's house.
Ver. 21. The 600 Danites then set out upon their road again and
went away ; and they put the children, the cattle, and the valuable
possessions in front, because they were afraid of being attacked by
Micah and his people from behind, ^l , " the little ones," includes
1

both

women and

children, as the

members

in need of protection (see at Ex.
adjective, signifying splendid

;

but here

from MxcaKs

is

who were

literally

an

a neuter substantive

—Vers. 22, 23. The two

of ver. 22 are circumstantial clauses
got to some distance

it is

HT»3

The 600 men had emigrated

the valuables, not the heavy baggage.

with their families and possessions.

of the family

37).

xii.

:

"

house,

When
and

clauses

they (the 600)

the

had

men who were

in

and had overtaken
people, whom he had called

Hie houses by MicaJi's house were called togetlier,
the Danites, tliey

(i.e.

Micah and

his

together from the neighbourhood to pursue the emigrants) called to
the Danites
to

tliee

;

(what

and
is

they turned

the matter),

and said to MicaJi, What
thou hast gathered together ?"

tlieir faces,
tluzt

is

—
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And when he replied, " Ye have taken away my gods
I made, and the priest, and have departed ; what is there still

Vera. 24, 25.

which
to

me (what have I

thee t" they ordered

" Let not thy

left) T

him

to

and how can ye say
he

silent, lest

to

he should

me,

What

is to

forfeit his life

among us, lest men of savage disposition
Sam. xvii. 8) should fall upon thee (vid. chap. xr.
12, viii. 21, etc.), and thou shouldst not save thy life and that of thy
household" i.e. shouldst bring death upon thyself and thy family.
nripDKi is also dependent upon }•
Ver. 26. Then the Danifes went
their way; but Micah, seeing that they were stronger than he,
turned back and returned home. Vers. 27, 28. And they (the
Danites) had taken what Micah had made, i.e. his idols and his
priest, and they fell upon Laish (7? *tfa, to come over a person, to
fall upon him, as in Gen. xxxiv. 25), a people living quietly and
free from care (vid. ver. 7), smote them with the edge of the sword
(see at Gen. xxxiv. 26), and burned down the city (cf. Josh. vi. 24),
as it had no deliverer in its isolated condition (ver. 28a ; cf. ver. 7).
This
It was situated " in the valley which stretches to Beth-rehob"
(PB3

no

voice be Jieard

as in 2

—
—

valley

is

the upper part of the Huleh lowland, through which the

Jordan (Leddan) flows, and by which LaishDan, the present Tell el Kadi, stood (see at Josh. xix. 47). Bethrehob is most probably the same place as the Rehob mentioned in
Num. xiii. 21, and the Beth-rehob of 2 Sam. x. 6, which is there
used to designate a part of Syria, and for which Rehob only is also
used in ver. 8. Robinson (Bibl. Res. pp. 371 sqq.) supposes it to
be the castle of Hunin or Honin, on the south-west of Tell el Kadi;
but this is hardly cbrrect (see the remarks on Num. xiii. 21, Pent,
vol. iii. p. 88).
The city, which lay in ashes, was afterwards rebuilt by the Danites, and called Dan, from the name of the founder
of their tribe and the ruins are still to be seen, as already affirmed,
on the southern slope of the Tell el Kadi (see Rob. Bibl. Res. pp.
391-2, and the comm. on Josh. xix. 47).
Vers. 30, 31. Establishment of the Image-worship in Dan.
After the rebuilding of Laish under the name of Dan, the Danites
set up the pesel or image of Jehovah, which they had taken with
them out of Micah's house of God. " And Jehonatlian, Hie son of
Gershom, the son of Moses, he and his sons were priests to tlie tribe
of the Danites till the day of the captivity of the land" As the
Danites had taken the Levite whom Micah had engaged for his
private worship with them to Dan, and had promised him the
priesthood (vers. 19 and 27), Jehonathan can hardly be any other
central source of the

;

—
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80, SI.

than this Levi te. He was a son of Gershom, the son of Moses
(Ex. u. 22, xviii. 3 ; 1 Chron. xxiii. 14, 15). Instead of nfn~$ y our
Masoretic text has nfiO-ja with a hanging J. With regard to this
reading, the Talmud (Baba bathr. f. 1096) observes: "Was he
a son of Gershom, or was he not rather a son of Moses T as it is
written, the sons of Moses were Gershom and Eliezer (1 Chron.
xxiii. 14), bnt because he did the deeds of Manasseh (the idolatrous
son of Hezekiah, 2 Kings xxi.) the Scripture assigns him to the
family of Manasseh." On this Rabbabar bar Channa observes,

that " the prophet

the author of our book) studiously avoided

(i.e.

Gershom the
ignominious to Moses

it would have been
have had an ungodly son but he calls him
the son of Manasseh, raising the j, however, above the line, to show
that it might either be inserted or omitted, and that he was the son
of either ntsbtp (Manasseh) or ntp (Moses), of Manasseh through

son of Moses, because

calling

to

;

—

imitating his impiety, of Moses by descent "

Buxtorfi Tiber, p.

(cf.

Later Rabbins say just the same. R. Tanchum calls the
writing Menasseh, with a hanging ntm, a D^BfD ppn, and speaks of
ben Mosheh as Kethibh, and ben Menasseh as Keri. Ben Moslieh is
171).

therefore unquestionably the original reading, although the other

reading ben Menasseh

is

also very old, as

Targuma and the Syrioe and

LXX.

of the

it

is

have the reading viov M<ov<rr)

gener. in V. T. § 21).

time,

it

1

to

be found in the

Sept. versions, although

Jerome

(vid.

some Codd.

Kennic. dissert,

also has fdii Moysi.

At

the same

does not follow with certainty from the reading ben

Gershom that Jehonathan was actually a son of Gershom,
frequently denotes a grandson

unknown
very

in

There

fathers being passed over in the genealogies.

little

as ben

such genealogical accounts,
is

probability of his having been a son, for the simple

was the same person as Micah's high
no ground for doubting this he is described
as "i?3 in chap. xvii. 7, xviii. 3, 15, and therefore was at any rate a
young man, whereas the son of Gershom and grandson of Moses
would certainly have passed the age of youth by a few years after
the death of Joshua. This Jehonathan and his sons performed
reason, that if Jehonathan
priest

—and there

—

is

the duties of the priesthood at

ment

is

obscure.

r*Wji

Dan rwn

This state-

ni?J tffTS).

^"1 can hardly mean anything

else

carrying away of the people of the land into exile, that

is

than the

to say, of

1
These two readings of the LXX. seem to be fused together in the text
given by Theodoret (qumst. xxvi.): 'ltmiitu yip <tw vti( M«»«iwij, v/ov Ttpauf*

viov Mn<nt
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the inhabitants of

Dan and

the standing expression for

JtJDOES.

the neighbourhood at
this.

least, since rra ig

Most of the commentators suppose

the allusion to be to the Assyrian captivity, or primarily to the

carrying away by Tiglath-Pileser of the northern tribes of Israel,
population of Gilead, Galilee, and the tribe of Naphtali, in

viz. the

But

the midst of which Laish-Dan was situated (2 Kings xv. 29).
the statement in ver. 31, "

And

they set them up Micah's graven

image, which he made, all the time that the house of God was in
Shiloh," is by no means reconcilable with such a conclusion.

We

find the house of

God,

the Mosaic tabernacle, which the con-

i.e.

gregation had erected at Shiloh in the days of Joshua (Josh,
1), still

xviii.

standing there in the time of Eli and Samuel (1 Sam.

sqq., Hi. 21, iv. 3)

;

i.

3

was at Nob (1 Sam.
Gibeon (1 Chron. xvi. 39,

but in the time of Saul

it

and during the reign of David at
Consequently " the house of God " only stood in Shiloh till
the reign of Saul, and was never taken there again. If therefore
Micah's image, which the Danites set up in Dan, remained there
as long as the house of God was at Shiloh, Jonathan's sons can
only have been there till Saul's time at the longest, and certainly
cannot have been priests at this sanctuary in Dan till the time of
1
There are also other historical facts to be
the Assyrian captfvity.
considered, which render the continuance of this Danite imagexxi.),

xxi. 29).

worship until the Assyrian

captivity extremely

rather preclude

Even

it

altogether.

if

we

improbable, or

should not lay any stress

upon the fact that the Israelites under Samuel put away the
Baalim and Astartes in consequence of his appeal to them to turn
to the Lord (1 Sam. vii. 4), it is hardly credible that in the time
of David the image-worship should have continued at Dan by the
side of the lawful worship of Jehovah which he restored and
organized, and should not have been observed and suppressed by
this king, who carried on repeated wars in the northern part of his
kingdom. Still more incredible would the continuance of this
image-worship appear after the erection of Solomon's temple, when
all

the

men

of Israel, and

Jerusalem, at the

all

summons

the elders and heads of tribes,

came

to

of Solomon, to celebrate the consecra-

tion of this splendid national sanctuary (1

Kings

v.-vii.).

the supposition that the image-worship established

Lastly,

by the Danites

1
The impossibility of reconciling the statement as to time in ver. SI with
the idea that " the captivity of the land " refers to the Assyrian captivity, is

admitted even by

Bkek

(Einl. p. 349),

Jhttn Tfbi, " the carrying

away

who

adopts HoubiganCi conjecture,

of the ark."
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when Jeroboam
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80, 81.

thoroughly irreconcilable with

kingdom of the ten
he had two golden calves made as images of Jehovah for
the subjects of his kingdom, and set np one of them at Dan, and
appointed priests out of the whole nation who were not of the sons
of Levi. If an image-worship of Jehovah had been still in existence in Dan, and conducted by Levitical priests, Jeroboam would
certainly not have established a second worship of the same kind
under priests who were not Levitical. All these difficulties preclude our explaining the expression, " the day of the captivity of
the land," as referring to either the Assyrian or Babylonian captivity.
It can only refer to some event which took place in the
last years of Samuel, or the first part of the reign of Saul.
David
Kitnchi and many others have interpreted the expression as relating
to the carrying away of the ark by the Philistines, for which the
"rt33 n?l are used in 1 Sam. iv. 21, 22 (e.g. Hengstenwords
berg, Beitr. vol. ii. pp. 153 sqq. ; Havernick, Einl. ii. 1, p. 109 ; 0.
With the carrying away of the ark of
v. Gerlach, and others).
the fact, that

established the

tribes

^^P

the covenant, the tabernacle lost

Jehovah.

We

Israel regarded that event.

casting

its

significance as a sanctuary of

59-64 how the godly in
They not only looked upon it as a

learn from Ps. lxxviii.

away of the dwelling-place of God at Shiloh ; but in the
Jehovah gave np His might and glory (i.e. the ark) into

fact that

a surrender of the nation into the full
which resembled a carrying away into captivity.
For, apart altogether from the description in Ps. lxxviii. 62-64, we
may infer with certainty from the account of the tyranny which
captivity, they discerned

power of

these foes

its

foes

still

exercised over the Israelites in the time of Saul (1

19-23), that, after this victory, the Philistines may have
completely subjugated the Israelites, and treated them as their

Sam.

xiii.

prisoners.

We may therefore

affirm with Hengstenberg, that u the

author looked upon the whole land as carried away into captivity
in its sanctuary, which formed as it were Hs kernel and essence."
however, this figurative explanation of fJKn n1?l should not be
accepted, there is no valid objection to our concluding that the words

If,

some event with which we have no further acquaintance,
the city of Dan was conquered by the neighbouring
which
in
For it is
Syrians, and the inhabitants carried away into captivity.
evident enough from the fact of the kings of Zoba being mentioned,
in 1 Sam. xiv. 47, among the different enemies of Israel against
whom Saul carried on war, that the Syrians also invaded Israel in

refer to
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the time of the Philistine supremacy, and carried Israelites away
The Danite imageout of the conquered towns and districts.

when
Samuel purified the land and people from idolatry, after the ark
had been brought back by the Philistines (I Sam. ii. sqq.).

worship, however, was probably suppressed and abolished

WAR OF THE CONGREGATION WITH THE

TRIBE OF BENJAMIN ON
CHAP. XIX. XX.

ACCOUNT OF THE CRIME AT GIBEAH.

—

This account belongs to the times immediately following the
we may see from the fact that Phinehas, the

death of Joshua, as

son of Eleazar, the contemporary of Joshua, was high priest at

In chap. xix. we have an account of the
infamous crime committed by the inhabitants of Gibeah, which
that time (chap. xx. 28).

occasioned the war

in chap. xx. the war itself ; and in chap. xxi.
an account of what was afterwards done by the congregation to
preserve the tribe of Benjamin, which was almost annihilated by
;

the war.

Infamous Crime of the Inhabitants of
1-14. At the time when there was no king in
a Levite, who sojourned (i.e. lived outside a Levitical

Chap.

Gibeah.
Israel,

'xix.

—Vers.

town) in the more remote parts of the mountains of Ephraim,
took to himself a concubine out of Bethlehem in Judah, who
proved unfaithful to him, and then returned to her father's house.

D^Mjnn

VIST, the hinder or outermost parts of the mountains of

Ephraim, are the northern extremity of these mountains ; according
V^> rum, « she
to ver. 18, probably the neighbourhood of Shiloh.
played the harlot out beyond him," i.e. was unfaithful to her husband,
" and then went away from him," back to her father's house. Vers.
3, 4. Some time afterwards, namely at the end of four months
(DHShn JVfSMf is in apposition to D*?}, and defines more precisely the
Q^J, or days), her husband went after her, " to speak to her to the
heart," t.e. to talk to her in a friendly manner (see Gen. xxxiv. 3),
and to reconcile her to himself again, so that she might return
taking with him his attendant and a couple of asses, for himself
and his wife to ride upon. The suffix attached to \yvrb refers to

—

nap, " to bring

Keri rEpQn

is

back her heart," to turn her to himself again. The
" And she brought him into

a needless conjecture.

and her father received his son-in-law with joy,
and constrained him Q^-ptlV, lit. held him fast) to remain there thru
her father's house,
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day?

It

is

evident from this that the Levite had succeeded in

—Vers. 5

reconciling his wife.

he was about

sqq. Also

to depart in the

on the fourth day, when

morning, the Levite yielded to the

persuasion of his father-in-law, that he would

first

imperative form with 5

is

unusual)

;

of

all

Gen.

his heart again with a bit of bread (3? "IJ© as in

strengthen

xviii.

5

the

;

and then afterwards, whilst

they were eating and drinking, he consented to stay another night.
7. When he rose up to go, his father-in-law pressed him

—Ver.

then he turned back
there for the night.

day he

is

—Ver.

8.

And

an imperative, " Tarry

—Vers.

is past.

and

is

9, 10.

not to be altered

even in the morning of the

till

When at length

the day turns,"

fifth

the afternoon.

till

i.e. till

he rose up, with

mid-day

his concubine

go away, the father entreated his daughter
" Behold the day has slackened to become evening, spend
night here!
Behold the declining of the day, spend the night
his attendant, to

once more
tfte

quite in place,

LXX. and one Heb. Cod.), and remained

suffered himself to be induced to remain

inorinnn

and

is

(pztfc

into 3t£i, according to the

here," etc.

:

Ttan inf. of nan^ to bend, incline.

the plural and singular

may be

The

interchange of

explained from the simple fact that

the Levite was about to depart with his wife and attendant, but
that their remaining or departing depended upon the decision of

man

But the Levite

did not consent to remain any
upon the road, and came with his companions
to before Jebus, i.e. Jerusalem, which is only two hours from
Bethlehem (compare Bob. Pal. ii. 375 with 379). nsiTP, to be/ore
Jebus, for the road from Bethlehem to Shiloh went past Jerusalem.
Vers. 11 sqq. But as the day had gone far down when they were
by Jebus (Ti, third pers. per/., either of TV with ' dropped like
nnn in 2 Sam. xxii. 41 for nwu, or from Tn in the sense of TV),

the

alone.

longer, but set out

—

the attendant said to his master, " Come,

let

us turn aside into

this

was unwilling to enter a city of the foreigners C~03 is a genitive), where
there were none of the sons of Israel, and would pass over to
Gibeah. u Come (*!? = fw, Num. xxiii. 13), toe will draw near to
one of the places (which he immediately names), and pass the night
These two towns, the present Jeba and
in Gibeah or Batnah."
er Bam, were not a full hour's journey apart, and stood opposite
to one another, only about two and a half or three hours from
Jerusalem (see at Josh, xviii. 25, 28). Ver. 14. Then they went
forward, and the sun went down upon them as they were near (at)
Gibeah of Benjamin.

Jebnsite city,

and pass

the night in it"

But

his master

—
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Vera. 15-30.

And

they turned aside thither to pass the night

Gibeah ; and he (the Levite) remained in the market-place of
the town, as no one received them into his house to pass the night.
Vers. 16 sqq. Behold, there came an old man from the field,
who was of the mountains of Ephraim, and dwelt as a stranger in
Gibeah, the inhabitants of which were Benjaminites (as is observed
here, as a preliminary introduction to the account which follows).
When he saw the traveller in the market-place of the town, he
asked him whither he was going and whence he came and when
he had heard the particulars concerning his descent and his journey,
he received him into his house. 1?h 'JN '' fl^viw (ver. 18), " and
I walk at the liouse of Jehovah, and no one receives me into his house"
(Set. Schm., etc.); not " I am going to the house of Jehovah" (Eos.,
Berth., etc.), for IN ^I?n does not signify to go to a place, for which
in

—

;

the simple accusative
either

means "

to

with a person,"

is

used either with or without n

go through a place" (Deut.

or,

when

thing" (see Job xxxi.

5,

local.

It

19, etc.), or " to go

i.

applied to things, " to go about with any-

and Ges. Thes.

p. 378).

Moreover, in

instance the Levite was not going to the house of Jehovah

(i.e.

this

the

man, from Bethlehem
to the outermost sides of the mountains of Ephraim.
The words
in question explain the reason why he was staying in the marketplace.
Because he served at the house of Jehovah, no one in
Gibeah would receive him into his house,1 although, as he adds in
ver. 19, he had everything with him that was requisite for his
wants. " We have both straw and fodder for our asses, and bread and
wine for me and thy maid, and for the young man with thy servants.
No want of anything at all," so as to cause him to be burdensome
to his host
By the words " thy maid " and " thy servants " he
means himself and his concubine, describing himself and his wife,

tabernacle), but, as he expressly told the old

according to the obsequious style of the East in olden times, as

man from whom he was expecting a welcome.
man replied, " Peace to thee," assuring him of
a welcome by this style of greeting " only all thy wants upon me"
i.e. let me provide for them.
Thus the friendly host declined the

servants of the

The

Ver. 20.

old

;

offer

made by

his guest to provide for himself.

the night in the market-place"
1

As

indignity

Seb.

—Ver.

21.

He

" Only do not pass
then took him into

Schmidt correctly observes, " the argument is taken from the
the Lord thinks me worthy to minister to Him, as a
:

shown him

Levite, in His house,

me worthy

and there

is

not one of the people of the Lord

who

thinks

to receive his hospitality."
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mixed fodder for his asses (M3J from ??3, a denom. vorb
from ?v3, to make a mixture, to give fodder to the beasts), and
waited upon his gnest with washing of feet, food, and drink (see
Gen. xviii. 4 sqq., xix. 2). Ver. 22. Whilst they were enjoying
themselves, some worthless men of the city surrounded the house,
knocking continuously at the door (PB^nn, a form indicative of
gradual increase), and demanding of the master of the house that
he would bring out the man who had entered his house, that they
might know him, the very same demand that the Sodomites had
made of Lot (Gen. xix. 6 sqq.). The construct state ^f\» H*K
his house,

—

—

is
is

used instead of '»",J3 W^J* (Deut. xiii. 14, etc.), because ?Vv3 *J3
regarded as one idea : people of worthless fellows. Other cases

—

Vers. 23
§ 289, e.
Lot had done, to defend his guests
from such a shameful crime by appealing to the sacred rights of
hospitality, and by giving up his own virgin daughter and the
concubine of his guest (see the remarks on Gen. xix. 7, 8). TO??,
folly, used to denote shameful licentiousness and whoredom, as in
Gen. xxxiv. 7 and Deut. xxii. 21. BniK ttjf, « humble them." The
masculine is used in DrfK and DTO as the more general gender,
instead of the more definite feminine, as in Gen. xxxix. 9, Ex. i.
21, etc. Vers. 25 sqq. But as the people would not listen to this

of the same kind are given by Ewald, Lehrb.
sqq.

The

old

man

sought, as

—

proposal, the

man

(no doubt the master of the house, according to

ver. 24) took his (die guest's) concubine (of course with the con-

sent of his guest) and led her out to them, and they abused her the

whole night. It is not stated how it was that they were satisfied
with this probably because they felt too weak to enforce their
demand. 3 '?J?nn, to exercise his power or wantonness upon a
person (see Ex. x. 2). Ver. 26. When the morning drew on (i.e.
;

—

of day), the woman
the house in which n'Jvw, " her lord,"

at the first

dawn

fell
i.e.

down before the door of

her husband, was, and lay

—

till it was light, i.e. till sunrise.
Ver. 27. There her husband
found her, when he opened the house-door to go his way (having
given up all thought of receiving her back again from the barbarous crowd), " lying before the house-door, and her hands upon the
threshold" (i.e. with outstretched arms), and giving no answer to his
word, having died, that is to say, in consequence of the ill-treatment
of the night. He then took the corpse upon his ass to carry it to
his place, i.e. to his home.
Ver. 29. As soon as he arrived there,
he cut up the body, according to its bones (as they cut. ^aughfer^jL^
apimals in pieces: see at Lev. i. 6), into tw$**j pieces, ana senr/X.

there

—

AL

CANARY,)
ale
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them

(the corpse in

its

Israel, Le. to all the

saw

would say
the coming up of
it

:

No

(*D'& for a? *D'b>)

how

this unparalleled

who

such thing has happened or been seen since

Israel out of

it

to

pieces) into the whole of the territory of

twelve tribes, in the hope that every one

;

Egypt

Give ye heed

until this day.

make up your minds and say

on,

i.e.

decide

Sending the
dissected pieces of the corpse to the tribes was a symbolical act, by
which the crime committed upon the murdered woman was placed
before the eyes of the whole nation, to summon it to -punish the
crime, and was naturally associated with a verbal explanation of
the matter by the bearer of the pieces. See the analogous proceeding on the part of Saul (1 Sam. xi. 7), and the Scythian custom
related by Lucian in Toxaris, c. 48, that whoever was unable to
procure satisfaction for an injury that he had received, cut an ox
in pieces and sent it round, whereupon all who were willing to help
him to obtain redress took a piece, and swore that they would stand
nvn
by him to the utmost of their strength. The perfects low
(ver. 30) are not

wickedness

is

to

be punished.

used for the imperfects

e.

vav eonsec.

"'Otto

—
— W>

but as simple perfects (jperfecta conteq.), expressing the result which the Levite expected from his conduct
and we have simply to supply ibK? before nvn, 'which is often
as Hitzig supposes,

omitted in lively narrative or animated conversation (compare, for

example, Ex.

viii.

5 with Judg.

vii.

2).

The

perfects are used

by the

which are commonly employed in clauses indicating intention, " because what he
foresaw would certainly take place, floated before his mind as a
thing already done " (Rosenmiiller). The moral indignation, which
the Levite expected on the part of all the tribes at such a crime
as this, and their resolution to avenge it, are thereby exhibited not
merely as an uncertain conjecture, but a fact that was sure to
occur, and concerning which, as chap. xx. clearly shows, he had not
historian instead of imperfects with a simple vav,

deceived himself.

Chap. xx.

War with

other Tribes.

Benjamin on the part of all the
fulfilled. The

—The expectation of the Levite was

congregation of Israel assembled at Mizpeh to pass sentence upon

Gibeah, and formed the resolution that they would not rest
crime was punished as

it

deserved (vers. 1-10).

till

the

But when the

Benjaminites refused to deliver up the offenders in Gibeah, and
prepared to offer resistance, the other tribes began to

upon Gibeah and Benjamin

make war

(vers. 11-19), but were twice defeated
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by the Benjaminites with very great loes (vers. 20-28). At length,
however, they succeeded by an act of stratagem in taking Gibeah
and burning it to the ground, and completely routing the Ben-

and also in putting to death all the men and cattle that
they found in the other towns of this tribe, and laying the towns in
ashes, whereby the whole of the tribe of Benjamin was annihilated,

jaminites,

with the exception of a very small remnant (vers. 29-48).
Vers. 1-11. Decree of the Congregation concerning Gibeah.

—

All the Israelites went out (rose up from their dwellingplaces) to assemble together as a congregation like one man ; all
Vers.

1, 2.

the tribes from Dan, the northern boundary of the land
laish, chap, xviii. 29), to

(i.e.

Dan-

Beersheba, the most southerly town of

Canaan (see at Gen. xsd. 31), and the land of Gilead, i.e. the
inhabitants of the land to the east of the Jordan, " to Jehovah at
Mizpeh" in Benjamin, i.e. the present Nebi-samwU, in the neighbourhood of Kirjath-jearim, on the western border of the tribe
of Benjamin (see at Josh, xviii. 26). It by no means follows with
certainty from the expression " to Jehovah," that there was a sanctuary at Mizpeh, or that the ark of the covenant was taken thither,
but simply that the meeting took place in the sight of Jehovah, or
that the congregation assembled together to hold a judicial court,

which they held in the name of Jehovah, analogous
sion el-Elohim in Ex. xxL 6, xxii. 7. It was not
judicial proceeding that the ark should

be present.

to the expresessential to

At

this

a

assembly

the pinnoth (the corner-pillars) of the whole nation presented themselves, ue. the heads and fathers as the supports of the congregation
or of the state organism (vid. 1 Sam. xiv. 38, Isa. xix. 13), even
of all the tribes of Israel, four hundred thousand men on foot,

—

drawing the sword, i.e. armed foot soldiers ready for battle. Ver.
3. " The Benjaminites heard that the children of Israel (the rest of

Mizpeh ;" but they
themselves were not found there. This follows from the fact that
nothing is said about the Benjaminites coming, and still more clearly
from ver. 13, where it is stated that the assembled tribes sent men to
the Benjaminites, after holding their deliberations and forming their
resolutions, to call them to account for the crime that had been
committed in the midst of them. Consequently the question with
which the whole affair was opened, " Say, how did this wicked deed
take place t" is not to be regarded as addressed to the two parties,
the inhabitants of Gibeah or the Benjaminites and the Levite
(Bertheau), but as a summons to ail who were assembled to relate
the Israelites, the eleven tribes) had come up

to
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what any one knew respecting the occurrence.

—Vers. 4—7.

Then

the Levite, the husband of the murdered woman, described the
<?jja, the owners or citizens of Gibeah (see at
" Me they intended to kill:" the Levite draws this
conclusion from what had happened to his wife ; the men of Gibeah
had not expressed any such intention in chap. xix. 22. "All the

whole

affair,

chap.

ix.

country

nysiri

2).

(lit. field)

of

net

the Israelites.

is

the inheritance

of Israel,"

i.e. all

the land of

applied to the vice of lewdness, as in Lev.

which was to be punished with death. '131 B3> X3S1, u give
yourselves (M? is dot. comm.) word and counsel here" i.e. make up
your minds and pass sentence (yid. 2 Sam. xvi. 20). dV|, here,
where you are all assembled together. Ver. 8. Then all the people
rose up as one man, saying, " We will not any of us go into his tent,
neither will we any of us return to his house," sc. till this crime is
" This is the thing that
punished. The sentence follows in ver. 9
xviii. 17,

—

:

we

will do,"

" against
correctly

it

i.e.

this is the

by lot"

—We

(sc.

we

way

in which

The

will act).

will cast lots

upon

it

;

we

will treat

Gibeah:

Syriac gives the sense

but the

neously supply dva^7}<r6fieda (we will go up)

LXX.

quite erro-

and in accordance
with this, many expositors connect the words with ver. 10 in the
following sense " We will choose one man out of every ten by lot,
to supply the army with the necessary provision during the expedition."
This is quite a mistake, because in this way a subordinate
point, which only comes into consideration in connection with the
execution of the sentence, would be made the chief point, and the
The words " against it
sentence itself would not be given at all.
;

:

by

lot" contain the resolution that

town, and have

all

was formed concerning the

sinful

the enigmatical brevity of judicial sentences,

and are to be explained from the course laid down in the Mosaic
law with regard to the Canaanites, who were to be exterminated,
and their land divided by lot among the Israelites. Consequently
the meaning is simply this u Let us proceed with the lot against
Gibeah," i.e. let us deal with it as with the towns of the Canaanites,
conquer it, lay it in ashes, and distribute its territory by lot. In
ver. 10 a subordinate circumstance is mentioned, which was necessary to enable them to carry out the resolution that had been made.
As the assembled congregation had determined to keep together
for the purpose of carrying on war (ver. 8), it was absolutely
necessary that resources should be provided for those who were
actively engaged in the war.
For this purpose they chose one man
in every ten " to fetch provision for the people" B^i n^3|?» u that
:
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they might do on

tJieir coming to Gibeah of Benjamin according to all
had been done in Israel," i.e. might punish the
wickedness in Gibeah as it deserved. Ver. 11. Thus the men of
Israel assembled together against Gibeah, united as one man.

the folly which

—

Dr!?0>

&*• as

comrades, simply serves to strengthen the expression

"as one man."

With

this

remark, which indicates briefly the

carrying out of the resolution that was adopted, the account of the

meeting of the congregation
progress of the affair
related in vers.

is

is

brought to a close ; but the actual
inasmuch as what is

really anticipated,

12-21 preceded the expedition

in order of time.

Vers. 12-19. Before the tribes of Israel entered upon the war,

men

Benjamin, who were to demand
up to be punished, that
the evil might thus be exterminated from Israel, according to the
law in Deut. xxii. 22 as compared with chap. xiii. 6 and xvii. 12.
" The tribes of Benjamin" are the same as " the families of Benjamin:" the historian pictured to himself the different divisions of
the tribe of Benjamin as warlike powers about to carry on a war
with the other tribes of Israel. The word shebet (tribe) is used in
a different way in Num. iv. 18. But the Benjaminites would not
they sent

to all the tribes of

that the culprits in Gibeah should be given

hearken to the voice of their brethren, the other tribes of Israel.
The Keri (sons of Benjamin) is a needless alteration, since Ben-

jamin may be construed with the plural as a collective term. By
refusing this just demand on the part of the other tribes, the
Benjaminites took the side of the culprits in Gibeah, and compelled
the congregation to make war upon the whole tribe. Vers. 14
The Benjaminites
sqq. Both sides now made their preparations.
assembled together at Gibeah out of their different towns, and
u were mustered 26,000 men drawing the sword, beside the inhabitants

—

of Gibeah they were mustered, 700 picked men"
reduplication dropped, like the Hothpael in
all this people there were
all these

(VipBrin,

Num.

700 picked men, lamed

i.

47).

with the
" Out of

in the right hand,

(were) slinging with a stone (hitting) at a hair's breadth

without fail."

These statements are not quite

clear.

Since, ac-

cording to the distinct words of ver. 16, the 700 slingers with their
left hands were " out of the whole people," i.e. out of the whole

men mentioned in ver. 16, they cannot be the
700 chosen men referred to in ver. 15, notwithstanding
the similarity in the numbers and the expression " chosen men."
The obscurity arises chiefly from the word '"ij?BTin in ver. 15, which
'» jot?, and connected
is separated by the Masoretic accents from
number
same

of fighting

as the

JF
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.with the previous

(the

men

words

:

" Beside

the inhabitants

of Gibeah they

On

of the towns of Benjamin) were mustered."

the

other hand, the earlier translators took the clause as a relative one

" Beside the inhabitants of Gibeah, who were mustered 700 men."
And this seems absolutely necessary, because otherwise the following words, " 700 picked men," would stand without any connection
whilst

we should

these 700

certainly expect at least to find the cop. vav,

men were

not inhabitants of Gibeah.

But even

if

if

vtpsnn

should be taken as a simple repetition of ^parifl, according to the
v. 30, the statement which
any other way than as referring
the number of the fighting men of Gibeah. There is something

analogy of Deut.

iii.

5 and 1 Kings

follows could not be understood in
to

striking too in the fact that only Benjaminites " out of the cities"

are mentioned, and that emphasis

is

upon

laid

this

by the

of the expression " out of the cities" (vers. 14, 15).
inferred

from

this, that

repetition

Some have

the Benjaminites as the rulers had settled

in the towns, whilst the Canaanites

who had been subdued

as dependants in the villages (Bertheau)

;

settled

or that the Benjaminites

had formed military brotherhoods, the members of which lived
unmarried in the towns, and that this may possibly account for the
abominable crime to which the inhabitants of Gibeah were addicted,
and in relation to which the whole tribe took their part (O. v.
Gerlach).

the

cities

this tribe.

But such

inferences as these are extremely uncertain, as

may be mentioned a poHori for
There

is

all

the places inhabited by

another difficulty in the numbers.

to vers. 14, 15, the total

number

of the fighting

men

According

of Benjamin

amounted to 26,000 and 700, without reckoning Gibeah. But,
according to the account of the battle, 25,100 were slain (ver. 35),
viz. 18,000 in the principal engagement, 5000 as a gleaning, and
2000 in the pursuit, i.e. 25,000 men in all (vers. 44-46), and only
600 were left, who fled into the desert to the rock Rimmon (ver.
According to these accounts, the whole tribe would have
47).
contained only 25,100 + 600 = 25,700 fighting men, or 25,000 +
Accordingly, in ver. 15, the LXX. {Cod. AL
600
25,600.
etc.) and Vulgate give only 25,000 men ; whilst the rest of the

=

ancient versions have 26,000, in agreement with the Masoretic text
v. 2, 10) also gives the number of fighting men
Benjamin as 25,600, of whom 600 were splendid slingers ; but
he has merely taken the numbers from vers. 44-47. Now, although
mistakes do frequently occur in the numbers given, it is a most

Josephus (Ant.
in

improbable supposition that

we have

a mistake of this kind (26,000
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for 25,000) in the instance before us, since even the latter

number

would not agree with vers. 44 sqq. and the assumption, that in
vers. 35 and 44 sqq. we have an account of all the Benjaminites
who fell, finds no support whatever in the history itself. In the
verses referred to we have simply a statement of the number of
Benjaminites who fell in the defeat which they sustained on the
third day, whereas the victories which they gained on the first and
second days could hardly have been obtained without some loss on
their part ; on the contrary, we may confidently assume that they
would not lose less than a thousand men, though these are not
mentioned in the brief account before us. The other difference
between ver. 35 and vers. 44-46, viz. that 25,100 are given in the
one and 25,000 in the other, may be explained on the simple
assumption that we have only the full thousands mentioned in the
latter, whilst the exact number is given in the former.
"Lefthanded:" see at chap. ill. 15. Vers. 17, 18. The forces of the
other tribes amounted when numbered to 400,000 men. These
numbers (26,000 Benjaminites and 400,000 Israelites) will not
;

—

appear too great

if

we

consider that the whole of the congregation

of Israel took part in the war, with the simple exception of Jabesh

and that in the time of Moses the twelve
numbered more than 600,000 men of twenty years old and
upwards (Num. xxvi.), so that not much more than two-thirds of
the whole of the fighting men went out to the war. Ver. 18.
Before opening the campaign the Israelites went to Bethel, to
inquire of God which tribe should commence the war, i.e. should
fight at the head of the other tribes (on the fact itself, see chap. i.
They
1) ; and God appointed the tribe of Judah, as in chap. i. 2.
went to Bethel,1 not to Shiloh, where the tabernacle was standing,
because that place was too far from the seat of war. The ark of
the covenant was therefore brought to Bethel, and Phinehas the
high priest inquired of the Lord before it through the Urim and
Thummim (vers. 27, 28). Bethel was on the northern boundary
of the tribe of Benjamin, and was consecrated to this purpose
before any other place by the revelations of God which had been
made to the patriarch Jacob there (Gen. xxviii. and xxxv.). Ver.
19. Thus equipped, the Israelites proceeded against Gibeah.
Vers. 20-28. As soon as the Israelites had posted themselves at
Gibeah in battle array ( n ?n?? ^PV, to put in a row, or arrange the
war or conflict, i.e. to put themselves in battle array, 1 Sam. iv. 2,
in Gilead (chap. xxi. 8),
tribes

—

—

1

Rendered " the house of God" in the English venrion.

—Ta.
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xvii 2, etc.), the

Benjaminites came oat and destroyed 22,000

WW Nty'}, to destroy to the earth,

of Israel upon that day.

lay dead upon the ground.

—Ver. 22.

Notwithstanding

men

t'.e.

to

this terrible

overthrow, the people strengthened themselves, and prepared again
for battle, " at the

same place" where they had made ready on the
"
seeking
oat of pare vainglory to wipe oat the stains
first day,
the
disgrace
which
their previous defeat had brought upon
and
them" (Berleb. Bible). Ver. 23. But before renewing the conflict

—

they went up to Bethel, wept there before Jehovah,

i.e.

before the

sanctuary of the ark, where Jehovah was present in the midst

oi

His people, enthroned between the cherubim, until the evening,
and then inquired of the Lord (again through the high priest),
" Shall I again draw near to war with the children of Benjamin my

The answer ran thus
(i.e. renew the war with him) t
u Advance against him." Vers. 24, 25. But on the second day also
" The
the Benjaminites brought 18,000 of them to the ground.
second day" is not the day following the first engagement, as if the
battles had been fought upon two successive days, but the second
day of actual fighting, which took place some days after the first
brother"

—

for the inquiry was

made

the two engagements.

at Bethel as to the will of

—Vers.

26

God

between

sqq. After this second terrible

overthrow, " the children of Israel" (t.e. those who were engaged in
the war), and " all the people" i'.e. the rest of the people, those

members of
old

the congregation

men and women, came

who were

not capable of bearing arms,

to Bethel, to complain to the

Lord

of

and secure His favour by fasting and sacrifices.
The congregation now discovered, from this repeated defeat, that
the Lord had withdrawn His grace, and was punishing them.
Their sin, however, did not consist in the fact that they had begun
the war itself, for the law in Deut. xxii. 22, to which they themselves had referred in ver. 13, really required this,
but rather in
the state of mind with which they had entered upon the war, their
strong self-consciousness, and great confidence in their own might
and power. They had indeed inquired of God (Elohim) who should
open the conflict ; but they had neglected to humble themselves
before Jehovah the covenant God, in the consciousness not only of
their own weakness and sinfulness, but also of grief at the moral
their misfortune,

—

—

1

corruption of their brother-tribe.
D'npto),

i.e.

the question

It

is

certainly not without sig-

stated that " they asked

God" ("$?*
they simply desired a supreme or divine decision as to

nificance, that in ver.

18

who should

it is

lead the van in the

war ; whereas,
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29-48.

they wept before Jehovah, and inquired of Jehovah
covenant God, for whose law and right they were
about to contend.
But even then there were still wanting the

the

first defeat,

(ver. 23), the

humility and penitence, without which the congregation of the Lord

could not successfully carry on the conflict against the ungodly.

The remark

in ver. 22, "

and added (continued)

The people felt (showed) themselves

to set in

array the war,"

pressive of the feeling of the congregation.

is

They

strong,

thoroughly exresolved

upon

the continuance of the war, in the full consciousness of their
superior power and numerical strength ; and it was not till afterwards that they complained to the Lord of their misfortune, and
inquired whether they should renew the conflict.
The question
was followed by a corresponding answer on the part of God, " Go
up against him," which certainly sanctioned the continuance of the
war, but gave no promise as to the result, because the people,
thinking that they might be certain of success, had not inquired
about that at all. It was not till after the second severe defeat,
when 22,000 and 18,000, the tenth part of the whole army, had
fallen, that they humbled themselves before the Lord.
They not
only wept because of the calamity which had befallen them, but
fasted the same day before the Lord,
the fasting being the
manifest expression of the bending of the heart before God,
and offered burnt-offerings and peace-offerings.
The shelamim

—

here are not thank-offerings, but supplicatory offerings, presented
to implore

the gracious assistance of God, and to

commemorate

the enjoyment of fellowship with the Lord, through the sacrificial

meal associated with
9, 2 Sam. xxiv. 25).

this sacrifice (as in chap. xxi. 4, 1

—Vers. 27, 28.

tions,

Having made

Sam.

xiii.

these prepara-

they inquired of the Lord whether they should continue the

" Go up (against Benjamin) ; for
hand" (TV, the hand of the congregation carrying on the war). To this the supplementary remark
is appended, that the ark of the covenant was at Bethel in those
days, and the high priest served before it. The expression " in
war, and received this reply

to-morrow

I will

give

it

:

into thy

those days" implies that the ark of the covenant was only temporarily at Bethel,

and therefore had been brought thither from the

tabernacle at Shiloh during this war.

Vers. 29-48. The Victory on the Third Day* s Engagement.
29.

The

so far as their success was concerned
in

—Ver.

account of this commences with the most important point,

ambush) round about Gibeah.

:

Israel set liers in wait (troops

—Ver. 30.

They then advanced
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as on the former occasions.

—Vers.

The Benjaminites came

31, 32.

out again to meet the people (of Israel), and were drawn away from
the town (the perfect *pron without i is subordinate to the preceding verb, and defines more precisely the advance

itself,

whilst the

mode in which they were drawn away from the town is not described
more fully till vers. 32, 33), and began to smite the beaten of the
people (who pretended to fly) as formerly upon the roads (where
two roads part), of which one led up to Bethel and the other to
Gibeah, into the field (Gibeah is the town at which the battle took
place, that is to say, somewhere in the neighbourhood, so that a road
might easily ran from the field of battle towards the town into the
This
field), u about (*c. putting to death) thirty men of Israel"
statement introduces the more precise definition of the By?".

Ver. 32. Then the Benjaminites supposed that Israel was beaten by

them

as before

;

but the Israelites said

(the tribe of Benjamin)

roads mentioned in ver. 31).
see

Ewald,

§ 92, c.

:

We will flee,

away from the town

On the

and draw

it

to the roads (the high-

Dageth diriment in vwpru,
this plan, " all the men

—Ver. 33. Carrying out

of Israel rose up from their place," ue. left the place they had
occupied, drew back, " and set themselves in battle array" in Baal-

tkamar,

i.e.

palm-place, which

still

existed, according to the Onom.,

a small place in the neighbourhood of
Gibeah, bearing the rfame of Bethamar. While this was going on,
the ambush of Israel broke forth from its position " from the plains
of Geba."
The far. Xey. rngp, from nny to strip, denotes a naked
in the time of Etuebius, as

region destitute of wood.

W3

is

the masculine form for npaa, and

JJ3J"Tijj»D

a more precise definition of

which

the one given in

is

WpBD.

This rendering,

the Targum, certainly appears the

word that has been rendered in very
and which the LXX. left untranslated as a proper
name, Mapaayafii. The objection raised to this, viz. that a naked
level country was not a place for an ambush, has no force, as there
is no necessity to understand the words as signifying that the treeless country formed the actual hiding-place of the ambush ; but the
simple meaning is, that when the men broke from their hiding-place,
they came from the treeless land towards the town. The rendering
given by Maski, Trem., and others, " on account of the stripping of
simplest explanation of a

different ways,

Gibeah,"

is

much

less suitable, since, apart

from the

difficulty of

we should at least
W».— Ver. 34. Through

taking \0 in different senses so close together,

expect to find TJ»n (the city) instead of
the advance of the ambush there came 10,000 picked
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Israel

" from opposite

the Benjaminites

to

Gibeah" (who now attacked in the rear
the flying army of Israel)

who were pursuing

" and the contest became severe, since they (the Benjaminites) did not
know that the calamity was coming upon them."—Yer. 35. And
Jehovah smote Benjamin before Israel (according to His promise
in ver. 28), so that the Israelites destroyed of Benjamin on that
day twenty and five thousand and an hundred men (i*. twenty-five
thousand and upwards).
This was the result of the battle, which the historian gives at
once, before entering more minutely into the actual account of the
battle itself.
He does this in vers. 36-46 in a series of explanations,
of which one

is

attached to the other, for the most part in the form

of circumstantial clauses, so that

it is

not

till

ver.

46 that he again

—

announced in ver. 35.1 Ver. 36. The
Benjaminites, for instance, saw (this is the proper rendering of
W"M with vav consec., which merely indicates the order of thought,
not that of time) that they were beaten, and the men of Israel
vacated the field before Benjamin (DipD jru, to give place by falling
back and flying), because they relied upon the ambush which they
had placed against Gibeah. The Benjaminites did not perceive
this till the ambush fell upon their rear.
But the ambush itself, as
is added in ver. 37 by way of further explanation, hastened and
fell (fell as quickly as possible) into Gibeah, and went thither and
smote the whole town with the edge of the sword. To this there is
added the further explanation in ver. 38 " And the arrangement
of the Israelites with the ambush was this : multiply, to cause smokerising to ascend (i.e. cause a great cloud of smoke to ascend) out of
the city"
The only objection that can be raised to this view of

comes

to the result already

:

3^n, as the imperative Hiphil of

ttpiF}} , since this

is

Wl,

is

the suffix

unsuitable to a direct address.

only be explained by supposing that there
constructions, the direct appeal,

they were to cause to ascend.

and the

occasioned by the following word

The opinions expressed by De

attached to

This

suffix can
an admixture of two

indirect explanation, that

If this be not admitted, however,

can only follow Studer, and erase the

1

is

D-^-

suffix as

nttfe'D

;

we

an error of the pen

for the other course sug-

Wette, etc., that ver.

35

is spurious,

and by

Bertheau, that vers. 86-46 contain a different account of the battle, simply

prove that they hare overlooked this peculiarity in the Hebrew mode of writing
history, viz. that the general result of any occurrence is given as carty as
possible, and then the details follow afterwards ; whilst these critics have not
succeeded in adducing even apparent differences in support of their opinions.
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gested
is

by

Bertheau, namely that S^n should be struck out as a gloss,

precluded by the circumstance that there

no

is

possible

It certainly stood in the text used

the text.

by the

way of

word

explaining the interpolation of so apparently unsuitable a

into

LXX., though

they have most foolishly confounded 3V] with 3in, and rendered
fid^atpa.

—Ver. 39.

"And

the

men of

it

Israel turned in the battle

:"

to say, as is afterwards more fully explained in vers. 39, 40,
form of a long new circumstantial clause, whilst Benjamin
had begun to smite, etc. (repeated from vers. 31, 32), and the cloud
(nKiftan =r Jtfon nKE>o, ver. 38) had begun to ascend out of the city as
a pillar of smoke, and Benjamin turned back, and behold the whole

that

is

in the

heaven (in smoke), Israel turned (fighting)
and Benjamin was terrified, for it saw that misfortune had come
upon it (see ver. 34). In ver. 41a, the thread of the narrative,
which was interrupted by the long circumstantial clause, is again
resumed by the repetition of " and the men of Israel turned."
Ver. 42. The Benjaminites " now turned (flying) before the Israelites
city ascended towards

—

to the

way of

the desert"

i.e.

no doubt the desert which

rises

from

They

Jericho to the mountains of Bethel (Josh. xvi. 1).

fled

had overtaken

therefore towards the north-east; but the battle

(reached or seized) them, and those out of the towns (had perished).

The

difficult expression

O^?™?

"
I

^,

of which very different, and

for the most part arbitrary, explanations have been given, can only

be in apposition to the
in fact those

suffix

attached to the verb: "Benjamin, and

who had come to

the help of Gibeah out of the towns

of Benjamin" (see vers. 14, 15), i.e. all the Benjaminites. The following words, 'Ul D'JVnE'o, are a circumstantial clause explanatory
of the previous clause, '3in nprpBrn : " since they (the men of Israel)
n
destroyed him (Benjamin) in the midst ofit.
The singular suffix
tains does not refer to Benjamin, as this would yield no sense at all,
but to the preceding words, " the way of the desert" (see ver. 45).
In ver. 43 the account is continued by three perfects attached to one
another without a copula : " they enclosed (hedged round) Benjamin,

pursued him; at the place of rest they trod him down to before Gibeah
eastwards? nnuip is not used adverbially in the sense of " quietly,"

which would not give any fitting meaning, but
signifies place

Gibeah"

of rest, as in

Num.

refers to all three verbs.

—Ver. 44.

of Benjamin 18,000 men, all brave men.

not a preposition, " with" (as the

render

it),

In

an aceus.
notice

"

loci,

and

to before

this battle there fell

The n«

LXX.,

but a sign of the accusative.

is

The

x. 33.

before

JwvS

is

Cod. Al., and Bertheau

It serves to
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governed by the principal clause, " so far
men" Ver. 45. The re-

—

as all these were concerned, they were brave

mainder

described in the Onom.

is

rock (of the place) Rimmon, which

fled to the desert, to the

Remmon)

(s. v.

Rummon, which

village of

stands

as a

view

Roman

fifteen

It has been preserved in the

miles to the north of Jerusalem.

upon and around the summit of a

conical limestone mountain, and

Pal.

5000 men."

the roads

smite or slay, as
Jer.

"

is visible in all directions (Rob.
u And they (the Israelites) smote as a gleaning upon

p. 113).

ii.

it

-vty, to

have a gleaning of the

battle,

i.e.

to

were, as a gleaning of the principal battle (vid.

MesiUoth are the high-roads mentioned in ver. 31.

vi. 9).

And pursued

them to Gideom, and smote of them 2000 more." The
Gideom, which is only met with here, is not precisely
but it must have been somewhere between Gibeah and

situation of

known
Rimmon,
;

as the rock

Rimmon, according

place of refuge to the fugitives.

to ver. 47, afforded a safe

—Ver. 46. On the
—In
47

total

the slain, see the remarks on ver. 15.

already

made

in ver. 45 with regard to the flight

further related, that 500

it is still

ver.

and dwelt there four months,
chap. xxi. 13 sqq.

—Ver. 48.

men

i.e. till

is

number

of

the statement

resumed

;

and

reached the rock Rimmon,

the occurrence described in

The Israelites turned (from any further

pursuit of the fugitive warriors of Benjamin) to the children of

Benjamin, i.e. to such of the people of the tribe of Benjamin as
were unarmed and defenceless, and smote them with the edge of
the sword, "from the town (or towns) onwards, men to cattle (i.e.
men, women, children, and cattle), to every one who was found ;"
i.e. they cut down men and cattle without quarter, from the towns
onwards even to those who were found elsewhere. KStMn*?3 *iy (to
all that was found) corresponds to Tt>0 (from the city), and Drip
npna~"W (men to beast) serves as a more precise definition of the
"Vp (city)

:

everything that was in the

city,

man and

Drip is

beast.

pointed wrongly for anp, men, the reading in several MSB. and most

of the early editions (see Deut.
all

the towns that were

met

ii.

with,

34,

iii.

i.e. all

6).

They

also set fire to

without exception.

Thus

they did the same to the Benjaminites as to the Canaanites who
were put under the ban, carrying out the ban with the strictest
severity.
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—

PRESERVATION OP THE TRIBE OP BENJAMIN THE REMNANT
PROVIDED WITH WIVES. CHAP. XXI.

—

Through the extraordinary severity with which the tribes of
had carried on the war against Benjamin) this tribe had been
reduced to 600 men, and thus brought very near to extermination.
Such a conclusion to the sanguinary conflict went to the heart of
the congregation. For although, when forming the resolution to
Israel

punish the unparalleled wickedness of the inhabitants of Gibeah
with
else

all

the severity of the law, they had been urged on

by nothing

than the sacred duty that was binding upon them to root out

the evil from their midst, and although the war against the whole

Benjamin was justified by the fact that they had taken the
and had even received the approval of the
Lord ; there is no doubt that in the performance of this resolution,
and the war that was actually carried on, feelings of personal
revenge had disturbed the righteous cause in consequence of the
defeat which they had twice sustained at the hands of the Benjaminites, and had carried away the warriors into a war of extermination which was neither commanded by the law nor justified by
the circumstances, and had brought about the destruction of a whole
tribe from the twelve tribes of the covenant nation with the exception of a small vanishing remnant
When the rash deed was done,
the congregation began most bitterly to repent. And with repentance there was awakened the feeling of brotherly love, and also a
tribe of

side of the culprits,

sense of duty to provide for the continuance of the tribe, which

had been brought

who remained,

by finding wives for those
remnant might grow into a

so near to destruction,

in order that the small

vigorous tribe again.

The proposal to find wives for the six hundred
who remained was exposed to this difficulty, that the

Vers. 1-14.

Benjaminites

congregation had sworn at Mizpeh (as

is

supplemented in ver. 1 to

the account in chap. xx. 1—9) that no one should give his daughter
to a Benjaminite as a wife.

the war, the people,

i.e.

—Vers.

the people

2, 3.

After the termination of

who had assembled

together for

war (see ver. 9), went again to Bethel (see at chap. xx. 18, 26),
to weep there for a day before God at the serious loss which the
war had brought upon the congregation. Then they uttered this
Lord God of Israel, is this come to pass in
lamentation : " Why,
Israel, that a tribe is missing to-day from Israel t"
This lamentation
involved the wish that God might show them the way to avert the

the
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tribe, and build up the six
hundred who remained. To give a practical expression to this wish,
they built an altar the next morning, and offered burnt-offerings and
supplicatory offerings upon it (see at chap. xx. 26), knowing as they
did that their proposal would not succeed without reconciliation to
the Lord, and a return to the fellowship of His grace. There is
something apparently strange in the erection of an altar at Bethel,
since sacrifices had already been offered there during the war itself
(chap. xx. 26), and this could not have taken place without an altar.
Why it was erected again, or another one built, is a question which
cannot be answered with any certainty. It is possible, however, that
the first was not large enough for the number of sacrifices that had
to be offered now.
Ver. 5. The congregation then resolved upon a
plan, through the execution of which a number of virgins were
secured for the Benjaminites. They determined that they would
carry out the great oath, which had been uttered when the national
assembly was called against such as did not appear, upon that one
of the tribes of Israel which had not come to the meeting of the
congregation at Mizpeh. The deliberations upon this point were
opened (ver. 5) with the question, " Who is he who did not come
up to the meeting of all the tribes of Israel, to Jehovah 1" In explanation of this question, it is observed at ver. 5, " For the great oat/i
was uttered upon him that came not up to Jehovah to Mizpeh : he
shall be put to death."
We learn from this supplementary remark,
that when important meetings of the congregation were called, all
the members were bound by an oath to appear. The meeting at
Mizpeh is the one mentioned in chap. xx. 1 sqq.
The " great

threatened destruction of the missing

—

oath" consisted in the threat of death in the case of any that were
disobedient.

To

this explanation of the question in ver. 5a, the

further explanation

is

added in

vers. 6, 7, that the Israelites felt

compassion for Benjamin, and wished to avert its entire destruction by procuring wives for such as remained.
The word *oru>i in
ver. 6 is attached to the explanatory clause in ver. 5b, and is to be
rendered as a pluperfect:

"And

the children,

of Israel had shown

themselves compassionate towards their brother Benjamin,

A

tribe is cut off

t/iose

from

that remain with regard to

and

said,

what shall we do to them, to
wives, as we have sworn 1" etc.

Israel to-day

;

—

The two thoughts (1) the oath that those who
1).
had not come to Mizpeh should be punished with death (ver. 5b),
and (2) anxiety for the preservation of this tribe which sprang from
compassion towards Benjamin, and was shown in their endeavour to
(compare ver.
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provide such as remained with wives, without violating the oath that

—

none of them would give them their own daughters as wives formed
the two factors which determined the course to be adopted by the
congregation. After the statement of these two circumstances, the
question of ver. 5a, u Who is the one (only one) of the tribes of Israel
which," etc., is resumed and answered : " Behold, there came no one
'D^ is
into the camp from Jabesh in Gilead, into the assembly"
used in vers. 8, 5, in a more general sense, as denoting not merely
the tribes as such, but the several subdivisions of the tribes.

—Ver.

In order, however, to confirm the correctness of this answer,
which might possibly have been founded upon a superficial and
erroneous observation, the whole of the (assembled) people were
mustered, and not one of the inhabitants of Jabesh was found there
(in the national assembly at Bethel).
The situation of Jabesh in
Gilead has not yet been ascertained. This town was closely besieged by the Ammonite Nahash, and was relieved by Saul (1 Sam.
xi. 1 sqq.), on which account the inhabitants afterwards showed
themselves grateful to Saul (1 Sam. xxxi. 8 sqq.). Josephus calls
Jabesh the metropolis of Gilead (Ant. vi. 5, 1). According to the
Onom. (s. v. Jabis), it was six Roman miles from Pella, upon the
top of a mountain towards Gerasa.
Robinson (Bibl. Res. p. 320)
supposes it to be the ruins of ed Deir in the Wady Jabes. Vers.
10 sqq. To punish this unlawful conduct, the congregation sent
9.

—

12,000 brave fighting

men

against Jabesh, with orders to smite

the inhabitants of the town with the edge of the sword, together

with their wives and children, but also with the more precise
instructions (ver. 11),

known

the lying with

" to ban

man "

(i.e.

all

to

the men, and

sky them

women who had

as exposed to death,

which implied, on the other hand, that virgins who had not lain
with any man should be spared). The fighting men found 400
such virgins in Jabesh, and brought them to the camp at Shiloh
OTjSh (ver. 12) refers to the virgins, the
in the land of Canaan.
masculine being used as the more common genus in the place of
the feminine.
Shiloh, with the additional clause " in the land of
Canaan," which was occasioned by the antithesis Jabesh in Gilead,
as in Josh. xxi. 2, xxii. 9,

gregation, on account of

was the usual meeting-place of the con-

its

being the seat of the tabernacle.

The

had moved thither, after the
deliberations concerning Jabesh, which were still connected with
the war against Benjamin, were concluded. Ver. 13. The congregation then sent to call the Benjaminites, who had taken refuge

representatives of the congregation

—
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upon the rock Rimmon, and gave them as wives, when they returned
(*c. into their own possessions), the 400 virgins of Jabesh who had
been preserved alive. " But so they sufficed them not" (t?, so, i.e.,
in their existing number, 400 : Bertheau).
In this remark there
is an allusion to what follows.
Vers. 15-25. Of the six hundred Benjaminites who had escaped,
there still remained two hundred to be provided with wives. To
these the congregation gave, permission to take wives by force at a
festival at Shiloh.
The account of this is once more introduced,
with a description of the anxiety felt by the congregation for the
continuance of the tribe of Benjamin. Vers. 15, 16, and 18 are
only a repetition of vers. 6 and 7, with a slight change of expression.
The " breach (jperez) in the tribes of Israel " had arisen from
the almost complete extermination of Benjamin. "For out of
Benjamin is (every) woman destroyed" viz. by the ruthless slaughter
of the whole of the people of that tribe (chap. xx. 48). Consequently the Benjaminites who were still unmarried could not find
any wives in their own tribe. The fact that four hundred of the
Benjaminites who remained were already provided with wives is
not noticed here, because it has been stated just before, and of
course none of them could give up their own wives to others.
Ver. 17. Still Benjamin must be preserved as a tribe. The eldera
therefore said, " Possession of the saved shall be for Benjamin" i.e.
the tribe-land of Benjamin shall remain an independent possession
for the Benjaminites who have escaped the massacre, so that a
tribe may not be destroyed out of Israel.
It was necessary, therefore, that

to wives.

they should take steps to help the remaining Benjaminites

The

other tribes could not give them their daughters, on

account of the oath which has already been mentioned in vers. 1
and lb and is repeated here (ver. 18). Consequently there was
hardly any other course open, than to

let

the Benjaminites seize

upon wives for themselves. And the elders lent them a helping
hand by offering them this advice, that at the next yearly festival
at Shiloh, at which the daughters of Shiloh carried on dances in
the open air (outside the town), they should seize upon wives for
themselves from among these daughters, and promising them that
when the thing was accomplished they would adjust it peaceably
(vers. 19-22).
The "feast of Jehovah" which the Israelites kept
from year to year, was one of the three great annual festivals,
probably one which lasted seven days, either the passover or the
feast of tabernacles,
most likely the former, as the dances of the

—
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daughters of Shiloh were apparently an imitation of the dances of

women

the Israelitish

Miriam (Ex.

Bed Sea under the
The minute description

at the

superintendence of

of the situation of
"
Bethel,
on the east of the
Shiloh (ver. 19), viz.
to the north of
road which rises from Bethel to Shechem, and on the south of
Lebonah" (the present village of Lubban, on the north-west of
Seilun
see Rob. Pal. iii. p. 89), serves to throw light upon the
xv. 20).

:

scene which follows,

iut.

to

show how the

situation of Shiloh

was

peculiarly fitted for the carrying out of the advice given to the
<

Benjaminites ; since, as soon as they had issued from their hiding-

and seized upon the dancing
own land by the neighbouring high-road which led from Bethel to Shechem, without
being arrested by the citizens of Shiloh. Ver. 20. The Kethibh
in the singular may be explained on the ground that one of
the elders spoke and gave the advice in the name of the others.
s|Drt in ver. 21 and Ps. x. 9, to seize hold of, or carry off as prey
*|nn.
Ver. 22. "And when the fathers or brethren of the virgins
carried off, come to us to chide with us, we (the elders) will say to
them (in your name), Present them to us (DTrtS as in ver. 12) ; for
we did not receive every one his wife through the war (with Jabesh)
for ye have not given them to them; now would ye be guilty" The
words " Present them to us," etc., are to be understood as spoken in
the name of the Benjaminites, who were accused of the raid, to the
places in the vineyards at Shiloh,

virgins, they could easily escape into their

—

W

—

=

relatives of the virgins

who brought

the use of the pronoun in the

first

must not be altered therefore
clauses commencing with '3 are

This explains

the complaint.

wan and Wpp, which
1
third person.
The two

person in

into the

and contain two points
serving to enforce the request, " Present them," etc. The first is
co-ordinate,

name of the Benjaminites ; the second is adduced, as
a general ground on the part of the elders of the congregation, to

pleaded in the

pacify the fathers and brothers making the complaint, on account

of the oath which the Israelites had taken, that none of

them would
The meaning

give their daughters as wives to the Benjaminites.
1

One circumstance which is decisive against this alteration of the text is,
that the Seventy had the Masoretic text before them, and founded their transupon it (fXiqrarf tif*h *irr»(, vri ouk tXafitftu drvf yvnaiuM euirov If ri
The different rendering of Jerome given in the Vulgate miseremini
eoruml non enim rapuerunteasjure btUantium atque victorum is nothing but an
unfortunate and unsuccessful attempt to get rid of the difficulties connected

lation

—

xoxifitf).

—

irith the readings in the text.
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the following Ye may have your daughters with the Ben jaminites
who have taken them by force, for ye have not given them volun-

is

:

have broken your oath by so doing. In the last
meaning " at the time " (or note), i.e.
in that ease, ye would have been guilty, viz. if ye had given them
voluntarily.
Ver. 23. The Ben jaminites adopted this advice.
They took to themselves wives according to their number, i.e. two
hundred (according to ver. 12, compared with chap. xx. 47), whom
they caught from the dancing daughters of Shjloh, and returned
with them into their inheritance, where they rebuilt the towns that
had been reduced to ashes, and dwelt therein.
In vers. 24 and 25, the account of this event is brought to a
close with a twofold remark: (1) that the children of Israel, i.e. the
representatives of the congregation who were assembled at Shiloh,
separated and returned every man into his inheritance to his tribe
and family ; (2) that at that time there was no king in Israel, and
every man was accustomed to do what was right in his own eyes.
Whether the fathers or brothers of the virgins who had been
carried off brought any complaint before the congregation concerning the raid that had been committed, the writer does not state,
simply because this was of no moment so far as the history was
concerned, inasmuch as, according to ver. 22, the complaint made
no difference in the facts themselves. 1 With the closing remark in
ver. 25, however, with which the account returns to its commencetarily, so as to

clause TO3 has an unusuai

:

—

ment in chap. xix. 1, the prophetic historian sums up his judgment
upon the history in the words, " At that time every man did what
was right in his own eyes, because there was no king in Israel," in
which the idea

who

is

implied, that under the

government of a king,

administered right and justice in the kingdom, such things

could not possibly have happened. This not only refers to the
conduct of the Israelites towards Benjamin in the war, the severity
of which was not to be justified (see p. 458), but also to their con
duct towards the inhabitants of Jabesh, as described in chap. xxi. 5

•

sqq.

The

when all the
summoned to deliberate upon important matters affecting

congregation had no doubt a perfect right,

people were

1
"No doubt the fathers and brothers of the virgins demanded them both
from the Benjaminites themselves, and also from the elders of Israel, or at any
rate petitioned that the Benjaminites might be punished but the elders replied
as they had said that they should and the persons concerned were satisfied
with the answer, and so the affair was brought to a peaceable termination."—
:

;

Seb. Schmidt.
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the welfare of the whole nation, to ntter the f great oath " against

such as failed to appear,

i.e.

to threaten

them with death and cany

out this threat upon snch as were obstinate ; but such a punishment

be justly inflicted upon persons who were really
had
rebelled
against the congregation as the supreme
and
power, and could not be extended to women and children unless
they had also committed a crime deserving of death. But even if
there were peculiar circumstances in the case before us, which have
been passed over by our author, who restricts himself simply to
points bearing upon the main purpose of the history, but which
rendered it necessary that the ban should be inflicted upon all the
inhabitants of Jabesh, it was at any rate an arbitrary exemption to
spare all the marriageable virgins, and one which could not be
justified by the object contemplated, however laudable that object
might be. This also applies to the oath taken by the people, that
they would not give any of their daughters as wives to the Benas this could only

guilty,

jaminitcs, as well as to the advice given

by the

elders to the re-

maining two hundred, to carry off virgins from the festival at
Shiloh.
However just and laudable the moral indignation may
have been, which was expressed in that oath by the nation generally
at the scandalous crime of the Gibeites, a crime unparalleled in
Israel, and at the favour shown to the culprits by the tribe of
Benjamin, the oath itself was an act of rashness, in which there
was not only an utter denial of brotherly love, but the bounds of
justice were broken through.
When the elders of the nation came
to a better state of mind, they ought to have acknowledged their
rashness openly, and freed themselves and the nation from an oath
u Wherefore they would
that had been taken in such sinful haste.
have acted far more uprightly, if they had seriously confessed
their fault and asked forgiveness of God, and given permission to
the Benjaminites to marry freely. In this way there would have
been no necessity to cut off the inhabitants of Jabesh from their
midst by cruelty of another kind" (Buddeus). But if they felt
themselves bound in their consciences to keep the oath inviolably,
they ought to have commended the matter to the Lord in prayer,
and left it to His decision ; whereas, by the advice given to the
Benjaminites, they had indeed kept the oath in the letter, but had
treated it in deed and truth as having no validity whatever.
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1

INTRODUCTION.
CONTENTS, CHARACTER, AND ORIGIN OF THE BOOK OF RUTH.

HE

book of Ruth (Povd) introduces us to the family
of the ancestors of king David, and informs us,
in a simple and attractive form of historical narrative,
and one in harmony with the tender and affectionate
contents, how Ruth the Moabitess, a daughter-in-law of the Bethlehemite Elimelech, of the family of Judah, who had emigrated
with his wife and his two sons into the land of Moab on account of
a famine, left father and mother, fatherland and kindred, after the
death of her husband, and out of childlike affection to her Israelitish
mother-in-law Naomi, whose husband had also died in the land of
Moab, and went with her to Judah, to take refuge under the wings
of the God of Israel (chap, i.) and how, when there, as she was
going in her poverty to glean some ears of corn in the field of a
wealthy man, she came apparently by accident to the field of Boaz,
a near relation of Elimelech, and became acquainted with this
honourable and benevolent man (chap, ii.) ; how she then sought
marriage with him by the wish of her mother-in-law (chap, iii.), and
was taken by him as a wife, according to the custom of Levirate
marriage, in all the ordinary legal forms, and bare a son in this
marriage, named Obed. This Obed was the grandfather of David
(chap. iv. 1-17), with whose genealogy the book closes (chap. iv.
j

life

;

18-22).
1

The book of Ruth does not indeed belong to the prophetical books of
is concerned, and even in the Hebrew
canon it is placed among the hagiographa bat as its contents directly follow
upon those of the book of Judges, it seemed advisable to place the exposition
history so far as its historical character

;

immediately after that of Judges.

2a

r
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In

conclusion the

this

narrative

is

meaning and tendency of the whole

Drought clearly to light.

The

genealogical proof of

the descent of David from Perez through Boaz and the Moahitess

Ruth

18-22) forms not only the end, hut the startingFor even if we should
importance
to
this
genealogy
so
much
as to say with
not attach
Auberlen that " the book of Ruth contains, as it were, the inner
side, the spiritually moral background of the genealogies which play
(chap.

iv.

point, of the history contained in the book.

so significant a part even in the Israelitish antiquity ;" so

much

is

unquestionably true, that the book contains a historical picture from
the family

life

of the ancestors of David, intended to

ancestors of this great king walked uprightly before

show how the
God and man

and singleness of heart, and in modesty and purity of life.
"Ruth, the Moabitish great-great-grandmother of David, longed
for the God and people of Israel with all the deepest earnestness of
her nature, and joined herself to them with all the power of love
and Boaz was an upright Israelite, without guile, full of hojy reverence for every ordinance of God and man, and full of benevolent
love and friendliness towards the poor heathen woman. From such
ancestors was the man descended in whom all the nature of Israel was
to find its royal concentration and fullest expression " (Auberlen).
But there is also a Messianic trait in the fact that Ruth, a heathen
woman, of a nation so hostile to the Israelites as that of Moab was,
in piety

should have been thought worthy to be

made

the tribe-mother of

the great and pious king David, on account of her faithful love to

the people of Israel, and her entire confidence in Jehovah, the

As Judah

of Israel.

woman (Gen.

begat Perez from

Tamar

God

the Canaanitish

and as Rahab was adopted into the congre25), and according to ancient tradition
was married to Salmon (Matt. i. 5), so the Moabitess Ruth was
taken by Boaz as his wife, and incorporated in the family of Judah,
from which Christ was to spring according to the flesh (see Matt.
i. 3, 5, where these three women are distinctly mentioned by name
xxxviii.),

gation of Israel (Josh.

vi.

in the genealogy of Jesus).

The

incidents described in the book fall within the times of the

1), and most probably in the time of Gideon (see
and
the book itself forms both a supplement to the
1)
book of Judges and an introduction to the books of Samuel, which
give no account of the ancestors of David. So far as its contents

judges (chap.
at chap.

i.

i.

;

are concerned
gate, the

it

has

its

proper place, in the Septuagint, the Vul-

Lutheran and other

versions,

between the book of Judges
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Samuel.

find those of
is

f.

placed

among

14ft) it is

is

Talmud (baba

it

bathr.

even placed at the head of them before the Psalms

Hebrew

whilst in the
ticles,

In the Hebrew Codex, on the contrary,

the hagiographa, and in the
mss.

it

stands

among

the five megiltoth

Buth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther.

The

:

Can-

latter position

connected with the liturgical use of the book in the synagogue,
it was read at the feast of weeks ; whilst its place among the

where

hagiographa

is to

be explained from the principle upon which the

general arrangement of the Old Testament canon was founded,

namely, that the different books were divided into three classes

God and
and the books themselves in their contents and
the divine revelation (see Keil, Lehrbuch der Einleitung,

according to the relation in which their authors stood to
to the theocracy,
.spirit to

The

§ 155).
fication,

latter

is

therefore to be regarded as the original classi-

and not the one

in the Septuagint rendering,

where the

original arrangement has unquestionably been altered in the case of
this
1

and other books,
Many

critics of

just because this principle has

been overlooked. 1

the present day, indeed, appeal to the testimony of Josephus

and the earlier fathers as favouring the opposite view, viz. that the book of
Ruth was originally placed at the close of the book of Judges, to which it formed
an appendix. Josephus (c. Ap. i. 8) reckons, as is well known, only twentytwo books of the Old Testament 4 and the only way by which this number can
be obtained is by joining together the books of Judges and Ruth, so as to form
one book. Again, Melito of Sardes, who lived in the second century, and took
a journey into Palestine for the purpose of obtaining correct information concerning the sacred writings of the Jews (*-<w« to» dpiSfton *al Ami* ni* ra£i»
•&»), places Ruth after Judges in the list which has been preserved by Eusebius
(A. e. iv. 26), but does not give the number of the books, as Bertheau erroneously
maintains, nor observes that " Judges and Ruth form one book under the name
of Shofetim." This is first done by Origen in his list as given by Eusebius (ft. e.
vi. 25), where he states that the Hebrews had twenty-two inhafvKovi |8//3Xowf,
and then adds in the case of Ruth, tatp ttirroit in
2*>?>«ti>. Ruth occupies the
same place in the lists of the later Greek fathers, as in Rufinus (Expos, in Symb.
Apost.) and Jerome (in Prolog. Gal.), the latter of whom makes this remark on
the book of Judges, Et in eundem compingunt Ruth, quia in diebus Judicum
facta ejus narratur historia; and after enumerating the twenty-two books of
the Old Testament, adds, Quanquam normulU Ruth et Kinoth inter Hagiographa

M

1

scriptitent et hos libros in suo pulent

numero supputandos,

But

etc.

timonies prove nothing more than that the Hellenistic Jews,

all

these tes-

who made

use of

the Old Testament in the Greek rendering of the LXX., regarded the book of
Ruth as an appendix of the book of Judges, and not that the book of Ruth ever
followed the book of Judges in the Hebrew canon, so as to form one book. The
reduction of the sacred writings of the Old Testament to twenty-two is nothing

more than the product

of the cabbalistic

the Hellenistic or Alexandrian Jews.

and mystical numbers wrought out by
numbering bad been the original

If this

r
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The book

of Rath is not a mere (say a third) appendix to the
book of Judges, but a small independent work, which does indeed
resemble the two appendices of the book of Judges, so far as the

incidents recorded in

within the period of the Judges, and

it fall

are not depicted in the spirit of the prophetic view of history ; but,

on the other hand,

it

has a thoroughly distinctive character both

common with the book
on the contrary, it differs
essentially both in substance and design from the substance and
design of this book and of its two appendices, for the simple reason
that at the close of the history (chap. iv. 17), where Obed, the son

in form and contents, and has nothing in
of Judges either in style or language

one, the
since the

:

Hebrew Jews would never hare increased the number
Hebrew alphabet never contained twenty-four letters.

to twenty-four,

Josepkus,

how-

a witness with regard to the orthodox opinions of the Hebrew Jews,
but was an eclectic and a Hellenist, who used the Old Testament in the Septuagint
version and not in the original text, and who arranged the books of the Old
Testament in the most singular manner. The fathers, too, with the exception
of Jerome, whenever they give any account of their inquiries among the Jews
with regard to the number and order of the books accepted by them as canonical,
never give them in either the order or number found in the Hebrew canon, but
simply according to the Septuagint version, which was the only one that the
Christiana understood.
This is obvious in the case of Melito, from the fact that
he reckons BcuAtian riaaapt and TlttptcXuirofii tun ivo, and places Daniel between
the twelve minor prophets and Ezekiel. We find the same in OHgen, although
he gives the Hebrew names to the different books, and states in connection
with the four books of Kings and the two books of Paralipomena, that the
ever, is not

Hebrews named and numbered them differently. Lastly, it is true that Jerome
arranges the writings of the Old Testament in his Prol. Gal. according to the
three classes of the Hebrew canon but he endeavours to bring the Hebrew mode
of division and enumeration as much as possible into harmony with the Septuagint numbering and order as generally adopted in the Christian Church, and
to conceal all existing differences.
You may see this very clearly from his
remarks as to the number of these books, and especially from the words, Porro
quinque litter* duplicet apud Hebrews sunt, Caph, Mem, Nun, Pe, Sade ....
;

Uncle et quinque a plerisque libri duplices existimantur, Samuel, Melachim, Dibre
Hajamim, Esdrat, Jeremias cum Kinotk, i.e. Lamentationibus suit.
For the
plerique who adopt two books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles, are not Hebrew
but Hellenistic Jews, as the Hebrew Jews did not divide these writings in their
canon into two books each, but this mode of dividing them was first introduced
into the Hebrew Bibles by Dan. Bomberg from the Septuagint or Vulgate. The
further remark of this father, quanquam nonnulli Ruth et Kinoth inter kagiograpka
scriptitent, etc., is also to be estimated in the same way, and the word nonnulli to
be attributed to the conciliatory efforts of Jerome. And lastly, his remark concerning the connection between the book of Ruth and that of Judges is not to be
regarded as any evidence of the position which this book occupied in the Hebrew
canon, but simply as a proof of the place assigned it by the Hellenistic Jews.
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of Boaz and Kuth,

is described as the grandfather of David, and
more clearly in the genealogy of Perez, which is brought down
to David (chap. iv. 18-22), the book passes beyond the times of the
Judges. In this simple fact the author very plainly shows that his
intention was not to give a picture of the family life of pious
Israelites in the time of the judges from a civil and a religious
still

point of view, but rather to give a biographical sketch of the pious
ancestors of

The

David the king.

book of Kuth is involved in obscurity. From
and more especially from the object so apparent in the
close of the book, it may be inferred with certainty that it was not
written earlier than the time of David's rule over Israel, and indeed
its

origin of the

contents,

not before the culminating point of the reign of this great king.
There would therefore be an interval of 150 to 180 years between
the events themselves and the writing of the book, during which
time the custom mentioned in chap.

iv. 7,

of taking off the shoe in

which formerly existed in Israel, may have
fallen entirely into disuse, so that the author might think it necessary to explain the custom for the information of his contemporaries.
"We have not sufficient ground for fixing a later date, say
the time of the captivity and there is no force in the arguments
that have been adduced in support of this (see my Lehrb. der Einl.
The discovery that words and phrases such as TOliD
§ 137).
(chap. iii. 7, 8, 14), D;w3 fenB (chap. iii. 9), '"^i??, chance (chap. ii.
acts of trade

and

barter,

;

3), either

do not occur at

all

or only very rarely in the earlier

writings, simply because the thing itself to

which they refer

is

not

mentioned, does not in the least degree prove that these words

were not formed till a later age. The supposed Chaldaisms, however,
namely the forms '"wajjn and TPf?'? (chap. ii. 8, 21), P'Si^
(chap. ii. 9), 'nt*', vnv, voap (chap. iii. 3, 4), tno for rno (chap,

—

i.

}[]?, and of the air. Xey. |$ (chap. i. 13), etc.,
with in the speeches of the persons acting, and never

20), or the use of

we only meet

where the author himself

is

narrating

;

and consequently they fur-

nish no proofs of the later origin of the book, but

may be

simply

from the fact, that the author received these
forms and words from the language used in common conversation in
the time of the judges, and has faithfully recorded them. We are
rather warranted in drawing the conclusion from this, that he did
not derive the contents of his work from oral tradition, but made
use of written documents, with regard to the origin and nature of
which, however, nothing certain can be determined.

and

fully explained
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EXPOSITION.
BUTH GOES WITH NAOMI TO BETHLEHEM.

—CHAP.

I.

In the time of the judges Elimelech emigrated from Bethlehem
In Judah into the land of Moab, along with his wife Naomi, and
his two sons Mahlon and Chilion, because of a famine in the land
(vers. 1, 2).
There Elimelech died; and his two sons married
Moabitish women, named Orpah and Kuth. But in the course of
ten years they also died, so that Naomi and her two daughters-inlaw were left by themselves (vers. 3-5). When Naomi heard that
the Lord had once more blessed the land of Israel with bread, she
set out with Orpah and Ruth to return home. But on the way she
entreated them to turn back and remain with their relations in their
own land; and Orpah did so (vers. 6-14). But Ruth declared
that she would not leave her mother-in-law, and went with her to
Bethlehem (vers. 15-22).
Vers. 1-5. Elimekck's Emigration (vers. 1, 2). By the word

—

W}

the following account

(see at Josh.

i.

1)

judges judged"

"

;

is

and by the

it is

attached to other well-known events
definite statement,

" tn

the

days when

assigned to the period of the judges generally.

A famine in the land,"

i.e.

in the land of Israel,

The time

the neighbourhood of Bethlehem.

and not merely in

of this famine cannot

be determined with certainty, although it seems very natural to
connect it, as Seb. Schmidt and others do, with the devastation of
the land by the Midianites (Judg.

and there are several things
vi.)
which favour this. For example, the famine must have been a very
serious one, and not only have extended over the whole of the land
of Israel, but have lasted several years, since it compelled Elimelech
to emigrate into the land of the Moabites ; and it was not till ten
years had elapsed, that his wife Naomi, who survived him, heard
that Jehovah had given His people bread again, and returned to
her native land
for seven years,

(vers. 4, 5).

and

;

Now

the Midianites oppressed Israel

their invasions

destruction of the produce of the

were generally attended by a
(Judg. vi. 3, 4), from which

soil

famine must necessarily have ensued. Moreover, they extended
their devastations as far as Gaza (Judg. vi. 4).
And although it
by no means follows with certainty from this, that they also came
into the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, it is still less possible to draw
the opposite conclusion, as Bertheau does, from the fact they en-
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camped in the valley of Jezreel (Judg. vi. 33), and were defeated
there by Gideon, namely, that they did not devastate the mountains
of Jndah, because the road from the plain of Jezreel to Qaza did
not lie across those mountains. There is just as little force in the
other objection raised by Bertheau, namely, that the genealogical list
in chap. iv. 18 sqq. would not place Boaz in the time of Gideon, but
about the time of the Fhilistian supremacy over Israel, since this
objection is founded partly upon an assumption that cannot be
established, and partly upon an erroneous chronological calculation.

For example,

member

the assumption that every

is

included in this

chronological series cannot be established, inasmuch as unimportant

members are often omitted from the genealogies, so that Obed the
son of Boaz might very well have been the grandfather of Jesse.

And

according to the true chronological reckoning, the birth of

David,

who

died in the year 1015 B.C. at the age of seventy, fell in

the year 1085,

i.e.

Samuel over the

nine or ten years after the victory gained by

Philistines, or after the termination of their forty

years' rule over Israel,

and only ninety-seven years after the death

of Gideon (see the chronological table, p. 289). Now David was
the youngest of the eight sons of Jesse. If therefore we place his
birth in the fiftieth year of his father's

born in the

first

Now

years after the death of Gideon.
Jesse

may

fiftieth

also

it

is

quite possible that

have been a younger son of Obed, and born in the

year of his father's

life

;

and

in the last years of Gideon.

fall

Jesse would have been

life,

year of the Philistian oppression, or forty-eight

Obed would
any rate so much

the birth of

if so,

From

this at

may

be concluded with certainty, that Boaz was a contemporary of
Gideon, and the emigration of Elimelech into the land of Moab
may have taken place in the time of the Midianitish oppression.

" To sojourn

The form

in the fields

of

Moab" m.

*]& (vers. 1, 2, 22, and chap.

state singular, or only another

form for

to live as a-stranger there.
ii.

6)

fTife>,

is

not the construct

as Bertheau maintains,

but the construct state plural of the absolute B?ife>, which does not
it is true, but would be a perfectly regular forma-

occur anywhere,

tion (comp. Isa. xxxii. 12, 2

singular

The use

is

written

nnfe>

Sam.

even in

i.

this

21, etc.), as the construct state

book

(ver. 6

and chap.

iv. 3).

of the singular in these passages for the land of the

Moabites by no means proves that ^t? must also be a singular,
but may be explained from the fact that the expression " the field
(=the territory) of Moab" alternates with the plural, " the fields
of

Moab."— Vers.

2, 3.

tfrrm, the plural of VnfiK, an adjective
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formation, not from
xlviii.

7) or

"W^K

0H9&

(chap.

Bethlehem, Ephrathite,
xvii. 12.

The names

i.e.

xii. 5, but from rnfitt (Gen.
Gen. xxxv. 19), the old name for
sprung from Bethlehem, as in 1 Sam.

as in Judg.

iv.

11,

Elimelech,

i.e.

to

whom God

is

King Naomi
;

a contraction of rNpjra, LXX. Nooft/teiv, Vulg. Noemx), i.e.
the gracious ; Machlon, i.e. the weakly and Chilian, pining are
genuine Hebrew names; whereas the names of the Moabitish
('Djn,

—

;

women, Orpah and Ruth, who were marrfed to Elimelech's sons,
cannot be satisfactorily explained from the Hebrew, as the meaning
given to Orpah, u turning the back," is very arbitrary, and the
derivation of Ruth from rnjn, a friend, is quite uncertain. According to chap. iv. 10, Ruth was the wife of the elder son Mahlon.
Marriage with daughters of the Moabites was not forbidden in the
it was
law, like marriages with Canaanitish women (Deut. vii. 3)
only the reception of Moabites into the congregation of the Lord
that was forbidden (Deut. xxiii. 4). Ver. 5. " Thus the woman
(Naomi) remained left (alone) of her two sons and her husband."
Vers. 6-14. After the loss of her husband and her two sons, Naomi
rose up out of the fields of Moab to return into the land of Judah, as
she had heard that Jehovah had visited His people, i.e. had turned
His favour towards them again to give them bread. From the place
where she had lived Naomi went forth, along with her two daughtersin-law. These three went on the way to return to the land of Judah.
The expression " to return," if taken strictly, only applies to Naomi,
;

—

who

really returned to Judah, whilst her daughters-in-law simply
wished to accompany her thither. Vers. 8 sqq. " On the way" i.e.

—

when they had gone a
ters-in-law,

part of the way,

" Go, return each one

to

Naomi said to her two daugh-

her mother's house"

—not her

11, Ruth's father at any rate
was still living, but her mother's, because maternal love knows best
how to comfort a daughter in her affliction. " Jehovah grant you that
father's,

though, according to chap.

ii.

ye may find a resting-place, each one in the house of her husband" i.e.
that ye may both be happily married again.
She then kissed them,
to take leave of

them

(vid.

Gen. xxxi. 28). The daughters-in-law,
said, " We will return with thee

however, began to weep aloud, and
to thy

and

people"

is

'?

before a direct statement serves to strengthen

—Ver. 11.

almost equivalent to a positive assurance.

it,

Naomi

endeavoured to dissuade them from this resolution, by setting before
them the fact, that if they went with her, there would be no hope
of their being married again, and enjoying the pleasures of life once
more.
" Have I yet sons in my womb, that they may be your hut-
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Her meaning is I am

lands t"

:

as the younger brothers of

not pregnant with sons, upon whom,
Mahlon and Chilion, there would rest the

obligation of marrying you, according to the Levirate law (Deut.

xxv. 5

;

Gen.

this, but,

xxxviii. 8).

And

not only have I no such hope as

continues Naomi, in vers. 12, 13, I have no prospect of

having a husband and being blessed with children : "for I am too
old to have a husband;" yea, even if I could think of this altogether
improbable thing as taking place, and assume the impossible as
possible ; u if I should say, I have hope (of having a husband), yea,
if I should have a husband to-night, and should even bear sons, would
ye then wait till they were grown, would ye then abstain from having
husbands

which

V

The

follow,

*3 (if)

jn? is

before ^"JDN refers to both the perfects

the third pers. plur. neuter suffix

Job xxx.

jn

with the

where t£ is pointed with seghol, on
account of the toned syllable which follows, as here in pause in ver.
9 lit. in these things, in that case, and hence in the sense of therefore
p?, as in Chaldee (e.g. Dan. ii. 6, 9, 24, etc.). flM|Hj (vid.
Isa. Ix. 4, and Ewald, § 195, a.), from ]iV air. "Key. in Hebrew, which
signifies in Aramaean to hold back, shut in ; hence in the Talmud
H3UJ?, a woman who lived retired in her own house without a husband. Naomi supposes three cases in ver. 12, of which each is
more improbable, or rather more impossible, than the one before
and even if the impossible circumstance should be possible, that she
prefix

?,

as in

24,

:

=

should bear sons that very night, she could not in that case expect
or advise her daughters-in-law to wait till these sons were grown up
and could marry them, according to the Levirate law. In this there
was involved the strongest persuasion to her daughters-in-law to
give up their intention of going with her into the land of Judah,
and a most urgent appeal to return to their mothers' houses, where,
as young widows without children, they would not be altogether
without the prospect of marrying again. One possible case Naomi
left without notice, namely, that her daughters-in-law might be able
to obtain other husbands in Judah itself.
She did not hint at this,
in the first place, and perhaps chiefly, from delicacy on account of
the Moabitish descent of her daughters-in-law, in which she saw
that there would be an obstacle to their being married in the land of
Judah and secondly, because Naomi could not do anything herself
to bring about such a connection, and wished to confine herself
therefore to the one point, of making it clear to her daughters that
in her present state it was altogether out of her power to provide
connubial and domestic happiness for them in the land of Judah.
•

;
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She

therefore merely fixed her

1
of a Levirate marriage.

mind upon the
« not

*nla tk,

my

different possibilities

daughters" ue. do not

go with me ; u for

it has gone much more bitterly with me than with
"no relates to her mournful lot. 03t? is comparative, " before
you;" not "it grieveth me much on your account," for which
D3 "by would be used, as in 2 Sam. i. 26. Moreover, this thought
would not be in harmony with the following clause : " for the hand

you."

Lord has gone out

of the

against me,"

smitten me, namely by taking

my

two

sons.

—Ver. 14.

At

the

i.e.

Lord has

sorely

my

away not only

husband, but also
these dissuasive words the daughters-

in-law broke out into loud weeping again (fujjpn with the K dropped
for fUK&n, ver. 9), and Orpah -kissed her mother-in-law, and took
leave of her to return to her mother's house

(p2^ as in Gen.

Naomi

ii.

into the land of

Vers. 15-22.
follow her
replied
tliee :

stay;
diest,

1

:

To

(vid. chap.

and mother

ii.

me

and return

to her

go with

Naomi

to her people

not to leave thee,

to

11).

the repeated entreaty of

sister-in-law

" Entreat

Judah

Ruth clung

but

;

24), forsaking her father

and

to

that she would
and her God, Ruth

return

away behind

I will go; and where thou stayest, I will
for
thy people is my people, and thy God my God! where thou
J will die, and there will I be buried. Jehovah do so to me, and
whitlier thou goest,

The objections

by

B. Carpzov against explaining vers. 12 and 13
namely, that this is not to be thought of,
because a Levirate marriage was simply binding upon brothers of the deceased
by the same father and mother, and upon brothers who were living when he
died, and not upon those born afterwards,
have been overthrown by Bertheau as
being partly without foundation, and partly beside the mark. In the first place,
raised

/.

as referring to a Levirate marriage,

—

—

the law relating to the Levirate marriage speaks only of brothers of the deceased,

by which, according to the design of this institution, we must certainly think of
sons by one father, but not necessarily of sons by the same mother. Secondly,
the law does indeed expressly require marriage with the sister-in-law only of a

brother

who

should be in existence

when her husband

tinctly exclude a brother born afterwards

;

and this

is

died,

but

it

does not dis-

the more evident from the

Gen. xxxviii. 11, this duty was binding
upon brothers who were not grown up at the time, as soon as they should be old
enough to marry. Lastly, Naomi merely says, in ver. 12a, that she was not with
child by her deceased husband and when she does take into consideration, in
vers. 126 and 13, the possibility of a future pregnancy, she might even then be
simply thinking of an alliance with some brother of her deceased husband, and
therefore of sous who would legally be regarded as sons of Elimelech.
When
Carpzov therefore defines the meaning of her words in this manner, " I have
indeed no more children to hope for, to whom I could marry you in time, and I
have no command over others," the first thought does not exhaust the meaning
of the words, and the last is altogether foreign to the text.
fact that, according to the account in

;
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may He add to
The words

Death alone shall divide
''
nfe>}P fib are a frequently recurring formula in connection with an oath (cf. 1 Sam.
iii. 17, xiv. 44, xx. 13, etc.), by. which the person swearing called
down upon himself a severe punishment in case he should not keep
his word or carry out his resolution.
The following '3 is not a
particle used in swearing instead of DN in the sense of " if," equivalent to " surely not," as in 1 Sam. xx. 12, in the oath which
precedes the formula, but answers to Srt in the sense of quod introducing the declaration, as in Gen. xxii. 16, 1 Sam. xx. 13, 1 Kings
ii. 23, 2 Bangs iii. 14, etc., signifying, I swear that death, and
nothing else than death, shall separate us. Naomi was certainly
serious in her intentions, and sincere in the advice which she gave
to Ruth, and did not speak in this way merely to try her and put
the state of her heart to the proof, "that it might be made manifest
whether she would adhere stedfastly to the God of Israel and to
herself, despising temporal things and the hope of temporal possessions" (Seb. Schmidt).
She had simply the earthly prosperity of
her daughter-in-law in her mind, as she herself had been shaken
between

(lit.

me and

so

thee"

do)

!

^'D'

.

.

.

in her faith in the wonderful ways and gracious guidance of the
faithful covenant

God by

own

the bitter experience of her

life.

1

With Ruth, however,

it was evidently not merely strong affection
and attachment by which she felt herself so drawn to her motherin-law that she wished to live and die with her, but a leaning of her
heart towards the God of Israel and His laws, of which she herself
was probably not yet fully conscious, but which she had acquired
so strongly in her conjugal relation and her intercourse with her
Israelitish connections, that it was her earnest wish never to be
separated from this people and its God (cf. chap. ii. 11). Ver. 18.
As she insisted strongly upon going with her (l^Nn?, to stiffen
one's self firmly upon a thing), Naomi gave up persuading her any
more to return. Ver. 19. So they two went until they came to
Bethlehem. When they arrived, the whole town was in commotion on their account (Biw, imperf . Niph. of Din, as in 1 Sam. iv. 5,
1 Kings i. 45).
They said, "Is this Naomi?" The subject to

—

—

n:"iDt*n is
1

the inhabitants of the town, but chiefly the female portion

" She thought of earthly things alone ; and as at that time the Jews almost

universally were growing lax in the worship of God, so she, having spent ten

among the Moabites, thought it of little consequence whether they adhered
to the religion of their fathers, to which they had been accustomed from their
infancy, or went over to the Jewish religion."
Carpzov.

years
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of the inhabitants,

who were

BtJTH.

the most excited at Naomi's return.

the simplest way of explaining the nse of the feminine in the
verbs WBtifi and nstopn. In these words there was an expression

This

is

of amazement, not so mnch at the. fact that Naomi was still alive,
and had come back again, as at her returning in so mournful a condition, as a solitary widow, without either husband or sons; for she
replied (ver. 20), " Call me not Naomi (i.e. gracious), but Marah"
(the bitter one),

i.e.

Almighty has made
Jehovah has made

one who has experienced

it

me come

back again

bitterness,

"for

the

I went away full, and
Why do ye call me
empty.

very bitter to me.

I,

Jehovah testifies against me, and tlie Almighty has
" Full," i.e. rich, not in money and property, but in
afflicted me t"
the possession of a husband and two sons ; a rich mother, but now

Naomi,

since

all that makes a mother's heart rich, bereft of both
" Testified against me," by word and deed (as
husband and sons.
The rendering "He hath humbled
in Ex. xx. 16, 2 Sam. i. 16).
me" (LXX., Vulg., Bertheau, etc.) is incorrect, as H3Jf with 3 and
the construct state simply means to trouble one's self with anything
With ver. 22
(Eccl. i. 13), which is altogether unsuitable here.
the account of the return of Naomi and her daughter-in-law is
brought to a close, and the statement that " they came to Bethlehem
in the time of the barley liarvest " opens at the same time the way
n3B>n is pointed as a third
for the further course of the history.
pers. perf. with the article in a relative sense, as in chap. ii. 6 and
iv. 3.
Here and at chap. ii. 6 it applies to Ruth but in chap.
nan, the masculine, is used here, as it frequently
iv. 3 to Naomi.
is, for the feminine nan, as being the more common gender.
The

deprived of

—

;

liarvest,

Lev.

as a whole,

commenced with the

barley harvest (see at

xxiii. 10, 11).

BTJTH GLEANS IN

Ruth went

THE FIELD OP BOAZ.— CHAP.

II.

to the field to glean ears of corn, for the purpose of

procuring support for herself and her mother-in-law, and came by
field of Boaz, a relative of Naomi, who, when he
heard that she had come with Naomi from Moabitis, spoke kindly
to her, and gave her permission not only to glean ears in his field
and even among the sheaves, but to appease her hunger and thirst
with the food and drink of his reapers (vers. 1-16), so that in the
evening she returned to her mother-in-law with a plentiful glean-

chance to the

ing,

and

told her of the gracious reception she

had met with from
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man, and then learned from her that Boaz was a

this

her own

relation of

(vers. 17-23).

The account

Vers. 1-7.

of this occurrence commences with a

statement which was necessary in order to

make

perfectly intelli-

it

namely that Boaz, to whose field Ruth went to glean, was a
relative of Naomi through her deceased husband Elimelech.
The
Kethibh JTPD is to be read JH'O, an acquaintance (cf. Ps. xxxi. 12,
lv. 14).
The Keri into is the construct state of into, lit. acquaintanceship, then an acquaintance or friend (Prov. vii. 4),>for which
njnto occurs afterwards in chap. iii. 2 with the same meaning.
That the acquaintance or friend of Naomi through her husband
was also a relation, is evident from the fact that he was " of the
gible,

According to the rabbinical

family of Elimelech."
is

tradition,

which

not well established however, Boaz was a nephew of Elimelech.

The

PiB^K is

p before

because the reference

husband ;

used instead of the simple construct
is

same

at the

time, the

word into has taken the form of

the construct state notwithstanding this ? (compare Ewald,

with § 289, 6.)..
(Judg. vi. 12, si.

The name Boaz
from a

root,

alacrity.

—Vers.

(among) the

1, etc.)

tt?3,

;

§

292,

a.,

means the brave man of war

7|n "to! generally

is

state,

not to the relation, but to a relation of her

but here

it

signifies

a

man

of property.

not formed from ty ta, in whom is strength, but
which does not occur in Hebrew, and signifies

Ruth wished

2, 3.

ears,

to

go to the

whatever ears were

i.e.

field

left

and glean

at

lying upon the

harvest field (cf. ver. 7), ^t?N *iriK, behind him in whose eyes she
should find favour. The Mosaic law (Lev. xix. 9, xxiii. 22, com-

pared with Deut. xxiv. 19) did indeed expressly secure to the poor
the right to glean in the harvest fields, and prohibited the owners
from gleaning themselves ; but hard-hearted farmers and reapers
threw obstacles in the way of the poor, and even forbade their
gleaning altogether.

Hence Ruth proposed to glean after him who
it.
She carried out this intention with the

should generously allow

consent of Naomi, and chance led her to the portion of the field

belonging to Boaz, a relation of Elimelech, without her knowing
the owner of the
Elimelech.

—Vers. 4

field,

n^i>D "155,

sqq.

When

all aware of his connection with
u her chance chanced to hit upon the field."
Boaz came from the town to the field, and

or being at

lit.

had greeted his reapers with the blessing of a genuine Israelite,
u Jehovah be with you" and had received from them a corresponding
greeting in return, he said to the overseer of the reapers, " Whose
damsel is this ?" to which he replied, " It is the Moabitish damsel who
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came back with Naomi from

I

(asked), Pray,

will glean

the fields

(i.e.

of Afoab, and she has said
me to glean) and gather

pray allow

among tfie sheaves after the reapers, and has come" and stays (here)
from morning till now ; her sitting in the house that is little." TKD, lit.
a conjunction, here used as a preposition, is stronger than ft?, "from
from the time of the morning onwards (see Ewald, § 222, c).
from this answer of the servant who was placed over
the reapers, (1) that Boaz did not prohibit any poor person from
then,"

It is evident

gleaning in his

field

(2) that

;

Bnth asked

permission of the over-

seer of the reapers, and availed herself of this permission with

untiring zeal from the

thing in the morning, that she might

first

get the necessary support for her mother-in-law and herself

and
;
was well known to the overseer, and also to
Boaz, although Boaz saw her now for the first time.
Vers. 8-16. The good report which the overlooker gave of the
modesty and diligence of Ruth could only strengthen Boaz in his
purpose, which he had probably already formed from his affection
as a relation towards Naomi, to make the acquaintance of her
With fatherly kinddaughter-in-law, and speak kindly to her.
ness, therefore, he said to her (vers. 8, 9), u Dost thou hear, my
(3) that her history

daughter t

(i.e.

'

thou hearest, dost thou not

?

'

interrogate blonde

and go not away from here,
remaining near them in the field).

affirmat;) go not to reap in another field,

and

keep so to

my

maidens

Thine eyes (directed) upon

(i.e.
(lie

field which they reap, go behind them'

behind the maidens, who probably tied up the sheaves, whilst
the men-servants cut the corn). / have commanded tlie young men
(i.e.

no harm) ; and if thou art thirsty (™?-f,
KDV see Ewald, § 195, b.), go to the vessels, and drink
from TOV
of what the servants draw." Ver. 10. Deeply affected by this
generosity, Ruth fell upon her face, bowing down to the ground (as
in 1 Sam. xxv. 23, 2 Sam. i. 2 ; cf. Gen. xxiii. 7), to thank him
reverentially, and said to Boaz, " Why have I found favour in tliine
"V?>}, to
eyes, that thou regardest me, who am only a stranger?"
look at with sympathy or care, to receive a person kindly (cf. ver.
19).
Vers. 11, 12. Boaz replied, u Everything has been told me
not to touch thee (to do thee

=

:

—

—

that thou hast done to (riK, prep, as in Zech.

vii. 9,

2 Sam. xvi. 17)

thy mother-in-law since the death of thy husband, that thou hast left
thy father and thy mother, and thy kindred, and hast come to a people

done what God
" The Lord recompense
thy reward be perfect (recalling Gen. xv. 1) from

that thou knewest not heretofore" (hast therefore

commanded Abraham
thy work,

and

let

to do,

Gen.

xii. 1).
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the Lord the God of Israel, to whom thou hast come to seek refuge
under His wings !" For this figurative expression, which is derived
from Dent, xxxii. 11, compare Ps. xci. 4, xxxvi. 8, lvii. 2. In

these words of Boaz

—Ver.

13.

Ruth

in thine eyes

;

we

see the genuine piety of a true Israelite.

" May

replied with true humility,

for thou hast comforted me,

and spoken

I find favour
to the heart

of

thy maiden (see Judg. xix. 3), though I am not like one of thy
maidens," i.e. though I stand in no such near relation to thee, as to

have been able

In

to earn tby favour.

this last clause she restricts

the expression "thy maiden."
out : " But what am I saying

Carpzov has rightly pointed this
when I call myself tby maiden ?
since I am not worthy to be compared to the least of thy maidens."
The word nvok is to be taken in an optative sense, as expressive of
the wish that Boaz might continue towards her the kindness he

had already

expressed.

To

take

it

as a present, " I find favour"

(Clericus and Bertheau), does not tally with the modesty
lity

shown by Ruth

—Ver.

in the following words.

assuming humility on the part of Ruth made Boaz

and humi-

14. This unall

the more

favourably disposed towards her, so that at meal-time he called her

Mappik, as in Num. xxxii.
Ewald, § 94, b. 3).
"Dip thy morsel in
the vinegar"
Chomez, a sour beverage composed of vinegar (wine
vinegar or sour wine) mixed with oil; a very refreshing drink,
which is still a favourite beverage in the East (see Rosenmuller, A.
and N. Morgenland, iv. p. 68, and my Bibl. Archaologie, ii. p. 16).
" And he reached her parched corn" The subject is Boaz, who,
judging from the expression " come hither," either joined in the
meal, or at any rate was present at it. vj? are roasted grains of
wheat (see at Lev. ii. 14, and my Bibl. Arch. ii. p. 14), which are
still eaten by the reapers upon the harvest field, and also handed to
1
strangers.
Boaz gave her an abundant supply of it, so that she
was not only satisfied, but left some, and was able to take it home
to her mother (ver. 18). Vers. 15, 16. When she rose up to glean
again after eating, Boaz commanded his people, saying, " She may
to eat along with his people («v without

42, Zech. v. 11

;

cf.

—

1 Thus Robinson (Pal. ii.
p. 894) gives the following description of a harvest
scene in the neighbourhood of Kubeibeh " In one field nearly two hundred
reapers and gleaners were at work, the latter being nearly as numerous as the
:

A

few were taking their refreshment, and offered us some of their
parched corn.' In the season of harvest, the grains of wheat not yet fully
dry and hard, are roasted in a pan or on an iron plate, and constitute a very
palatable article of food ; this is eaten along with bread,. or instead of it."
former.
'
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also glean between the sheaves (which was not generally allowed), and
ye shall not shame her (do her any injury, Jndg. xviii. 7) ; and ye
shall also draw out of the bundles for Jier, and let them lie (the ears

drawn

out), that she

may

glean them, and shall not scold her,"

sc.

for

picking up the ears that have been drawn out.

These directions
of Boaz went far beyond the bounds of generosity and compassion
for the poor; and show that he felt a peculiar interest in Ruth,
with whose circumstances he was well acquainted, and who had
won his heart by her humility, her faithful attachment to her
mother-in-law, and her love to the God of Israel, a fact important

—

to notice in connection with the further course of the history.

Vers. 17-23.

Thus Ruth gleaned

till

the evening in the field

;

and when she knocked out the ears, she had about an ephah (about
20-25 lbs.) of barley. Ver. 18. This she brought to her motherin-law in the city, and "drew out (sc. from her pocket, as the
Chaldee has correctly supplied) what she had left from her sufficiency" i.e. of the parched corn which Boaz had reached her (ver.
14).
Ver. 19. The mother inquired, " Where hast thou gleaned
to-day, and where wroughtest thou?" and praised the benefactor,
who, as she conjectured from the quantity of barley collected and
the food brought home, had taken notice of Ruth " blessed be he

—

—

:

of thee!" When she heard the name of
the man, Boaz, she saw that this relative of her husband had been
that did take knowledge

God to be a benefactor of herself and Ruth, and exclaimed, " Blessed be he of the Lord, that he has not left off (withchosen by

drawn)
see

his

Gen.

favour towards the living and the dead!" On faDn 3fff
This verb is construed with a double accusative

xxiv. 27.

cannot be a preposition, as in that case IWtD would be
used like DP» in Gen. Lc. " The living," etc., forms a second object:

hera ; for

T1K

-

and the dead, in which Naomi
thought of herself and Ruth, and of her husband and sons, to whom
as regards (with regard to) the living

God still showed himself gracious, even after their death, through
His care for their widows. In order to enlighten Ruth still further
upon the matter, she added, " The man (Boaz) is our relative, and
one of our redeemers" He " stands near to us," sc. by relationship.
WKJ, a

defective form for UvNi, which

editions.

On

is

found in several mss. and

the significance of the goil, or redeemer, see at Lev.

—

xxv. 26, 48, 49, and the introduction to chap. iii. Ver. 21. Ruth
proceeded to inform her of his kindness : *3 DJ, " also (know) that
he said to me, Keep with my people, till the harvest is all ended."

The masculine B*wn}

for which

we should

rather expect
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in accordance with vers. 8, 22, 23, is quite in place

more comprehensive gender, as a designation of the reapers
generally, both male and female ; and the expression y "lEte in this
connection in the sense of my is more exact than the possessive

as the

pronoun: the people who belong
from the people of other masters.

to

my

honse, as distinguished

—Ver. 22.

self f ally satisfied

with

this,

Naomi

declared her-

because Ruth would be thereby secured

which she might receive when gleaning in strange
" That they meet thee not" lit. " that they do not fall upon
thee."
? W8 signifies to fall upon a person, to smite and ill-treat
him. Ver. 23. After this Ruth kept with the maidens of Boaz
during the whole of the barley and wheat harvests gleaning ears of
corn, and lived with her mother-in-law, sc. when she returned in
the evening from the field. In this last remark there is a tacit
allusion to the fact that a change took place for Ruth when the
harvest was over.

from

insults,

fields.

—

KUTH SEEKS FOR MARRIAGE WITH BOAZ. — CHAP.

III.

After the harvest Naomi advised Ruth to visit Boaz on a
him to marry her as redeemer (vers. 1-5).
Ruth followed this advice, and Boaz promised to fulfil her request,
provided the nearer redeemer who was still living would not perform
this duty (vers. 6-13), and sent her away in the morning with a
present of wheat, that she might not return empty to her motherin-law (vers. 14-18). To understand the advice which Naomi gave
to Ruth, and which Ruth carried out, and in fact to form a correct

certain night, and ask

idea of the further course of the history generally,
in

mind

the legal relations which

came

we must

bear

into consideration here.

Jehovah was the actual owner
had given to His people for an inheritance
and the Israelites themselves had merely the usufruct of the land
which they received by lot for their inheritance, so that the existing

According

to the theocratical rights,

of the land which

He

possessor could not part with the family portion or

but

it

was

was

to

remain for ever in his family.

sell it at

his will,

When any one there-

inheritance on account of poverty, and
was the duty of the nearest relation to redeem
But if it should not be redeemed, it came back, in the
it as goSl.
next year of jubilee, to its original owner or his heirs without compensation. Consequently no actual sale took place in onr sense of

fore

obliged to

actually did

sell

sell his

it, it

the word, but simply a

sale of the yearly

produce

till

the year of

2H
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Lev. xxv. 10, 13-16, 24-28). There was also an old
customary right, which had received the sanction of God, with
namely, the custom of
certain limitations, through the Mosaic law,
Levirate marriage, or the marriage of a brother-in-law, which we
jubilee (see

—

meet with as early as Gen. xxxviii., viz. that if an Israelite who
had been married died without children, it was the duty of his
brother to marry the widow, that is to say, his sister-in-law, that
he might establish his brother's name in Israel, by begetting a son
through his sister-in-law, who should take the name of the deceased
brother, that his name might not become extinct in Israel.
This
son was then the legal heir of the landed property of the deceased
uncle (cf. Deut. xxv. 5 sqq.). These two institutions are not connected together in the Mosaic law; nevertheless it was a very
natural thing to place the Levirate duty in connection with the
And this had become the traditional custom.
right of redemption.
Whereas the law merely imposed the obligation of marrying the
childless widow upon the brother, and even allowed him to renounce
the obligation if he would take upon himself the disgrace connected
with such a refusal (see Deut. xxv. 7-10) ; according to chap. iv. 5
of this book it had become a traditional custom to require the
Levirate marriage of the redeemer of the portion of the deceased
relative, not only that the landed possession might be permanently
retained in the family, but also that the family itself might not be
suffered to die out.

In the case before us Elimelech had possessed a portion at
Bethlehem, which Naomi had sold from poverty (chap. iv. 3) ; and
Boaz, a relation of Elimelech, was the redeemer of whom Naomi

—

hoped that he would fulfil the duty of a redeemer, namely, that he
would not only ransom the purchased field, but marry her daughterin-law Ruth, the widow of the rightful heir of the landed possession
of Elimelech, and thus through this marriage establish the name
of her deceased husband or son (Elimelech or Mahlon) upon his
Led on by this hope, she advised Ruth to visit Boaz,
inheritance.
who had shown himself so kind and well-disposed towards her,
during the night, and by a species of bold artifice, which she
assumed that he would not resist, to induce him as redeemer to
grant to Ruth this Levirate marriage. The reason why she adopted
this plan for the accomplishment of her wishes, and did not appeal
to Boaz directly, or ask him to perform this duty of affection to
her deceased husband, was probably that she was afraid lest she
should fail to attain her end in this way, partly because the duty of
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chap. in. l-s.

a Levirate marriage was not legally binding upon the redeemer,
and partly because Boaz was not so closely related to her husband
that she could justly require this of him, whilst there was actually
a nearer redeemer than he (chap. iii. 12). According to our
customs, indeed, this act of Naomi and Ruth appears a very objectionable one from a moral point of view, but it was not so when
judged by the customs of the people of Israel at that time. Boaz,
who was an honourable man, and, according to chap. iii. 10, no
doubt somewhat advanced in years, praised Ruth for having taken
refuge with him, and promised to fulfil her wishes when he had
satisfied himself that the nearer redeemer would renounce his right
and duty (chap. iii. 10, 11). As he acknowledged by this very
declaration, that under certain circumstances it would be his duty
as redeemer to marry Ruth, he took no offence at the manner in
which she had approached him and proposed to become his wife.
On the contrary, he regarded it as a proof of feminine virtue and
modesty, that she had not gone after young men, but offered herself
as a wife to an old man like him. This conduct on the part of Boaz
is a sufficient proof that women might have confidence in bim that
he would do nothing unseemly. And he justified such confidence.
" The modest man," as Bertheau observes, " even in the middle of
the night did not hesitate for a moment what it was his duty to do
with regard to the young maiden (or rather woman) towards whom
he felt already so strongly attached; he made his own personal
inclinations subordinate to the traditional custom, and only when
this permitted him to marry Ruth was he ready to do so. And not
knowing whether she might not have to become the wife of the
nearer goSl, he was careful for her and her reputation, in order
that he might hand her over unblemished to the man who had the
undoubted right to claim her as his wife."
Vers. 1-5. As Naomi conjectured, from the favour which Boaz
had shown to Ruth, that he might not be disinclined to marry her
as goSl, % she said to her daughter-in-law, " My daughter, I must

seek rest for thee, that it may be well with thee." In the question
B^aK ton, the word *6n is here, as usual, an expression of general

admission or of undoubted certainty, in the sense of u Is it not
nriUD
true, I seek for thee? it is my duty to seek for thee." nfaD
(chap. i. 9) signifies the condition of a peaceful life, a peaceful
and well-secured condition, " a secure life under the guardian care
of a husband" (Rosenmuller). u And now is not Boaz our relation,
with whose maidens thou wast ? Behold, he is winnowing the barley

=
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floor (barley

on the

threshing-floor) to-night" ue. tQl late in the

night, to avail himself of the cool wind, which rises towards
((Jen.

iii.

8), for the

evening

The threshingPalestine, made under

purpose of cleansing the corn.

floors of the Israelites were,

and are

still

in

the open heaven, and were nothing more than level places in the
field

stamped quite hard.

(TOO, from TpD

1

—Vers.

3, 4.

u Wash and anoint

= TJW), and put on thy clothes

go down (from Bethlehem, which stood upon the ridge of a
the threshing-floor

;

let

not thyself be noticed by the

he has finished eating and drinking.
the place where he

wiU

sleep,

thyself

(thy best clothes), and

And when

he

and go (when he has

hill) to

man (Boaz)
lies

till

down, mark

fallen asleep)

and

uncover the place of his feet, and lay thyself down ; and he will ieU
thee what thou shalt do."
Ver. 5. Rath promised to do this. The
vK, which the Masorites have added to the text as Keri nan scrip-

—

turn, is quite

unnecessary.

From

the account which follows of the

carrying out of the advice given to her,
instructed

Ruth

to ask

Boaz

to

we

learn that

Naomi had

marry her as her redeemer

(cf.

ver. 9).

Ruth went accordingly to the threshing-floor and
commanded i.e. she noticed where
Boaz went to lie down to sleep, and then, when he had eaten and
drunken, and lay down cheerfully, at the end of the heap of sheaves
or corn, and, as we may supply from the context, had fallen asleep,
came to him quietly, uncovered the place of his feet, ijs. lifted up
the covering over his feet, and lay down. Ver. 8. About midnight
Vers. 6-13.

did as her mother-in-law had

;

—

man was

namely, because on awaking he observed that
there was some one lying at his feet; and he " bent himself
forward, or on one side, to feel who was lying there, " and behold

the

startled,

—

a woman was lying at his feet." WwJP is accus. loci. Ver. 9. In
answer to his inquiry, " Who art thou
she said, « I am Ruth,
thine handmaid; spread thy wing over thine handmaid, for thou art
a redeemer." 1W3 is a dual according to the Masoretic pointing, as
we cannot look upon it as a pausal form on account of the position
of the word, but it is most probably to be regarded as a singular
and the figurative expression is not taken from birds, which spread
their wings over their young, t.e. to protect them, but refers,
according to Deut. xxiii. 1, xxvii. 20, and Ezek. xvi. 8, to the wing,
i.e. the corner of the counterpane, referring to the fact that a man

V

1 "
A leyel spot is selected for the threshing-floors, which are then constructed
near each other, of a circular form, perhaps fifty feet in diameter, merely by
beating down the earth bard." Robinson, PaL ii. p. 277.
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Thus Ruth

spreads this over his wife as well as himself.

Boaz

On

marry her because he was a redeemer.

to

entreated

this reason for

the request, see the remarks in the introduction to the chapter.

Yer. 10. Boaz praised her conduct

my

daughter (see chap.

than the

ii.

20)

" Blessed be thou of the Lord,

:

thou hast

;

earlier, that thou hast not

made thy

later love better

gone after young men, whether poor

or rich." Ruth's earlier or first love was the love she had shown to
her deceased husband and her mother-in-law (cornp. chap. ii. 11,

where Boaz

; the later love she had shown in the
a young widow she had not sought to win the affections of young men, as young women generally do, that she might
have a youthful husband, but had turned trustfully to the older
man, that he might find a successor to her deceased husband,

praises this love)

fact, that as

through a marriage with him, in accordance with family custom
" And now," added Boaz (ver. 11), u my
(vid. chap. iv. 10).
; for all that thou sayest I will do to thee : for the
whole gate of my people {i.e. all my city, the whole population of
Bethlehem, who go in and out at the gate: see Gen. xxxiv. 24,

daughter, fear not

xvii. 2) knoweth Hiat thou art a virtuous woman"
Consequently Boaz saw nothing wrong in the fact that Ruth had come

Deut.
.

to him, but regarded her request that he would marry her as

redeemer as perfectly natural and right, and was ready to carry out
her wish as soon as the circumstances would legally allow it. He
promised her this (vers. 12, 13), saying, " And now truly I am a
redeemer; but there is a nearer redeemer than I. Stay litre this night
(or as

it

reads at the end of ver. 13,

(

the morning'), and in
him redeem; but if it does

lie till

the morning, if he will redeem thee, well, let
•not please

Mm to redeem thee,

DK

liveth."

*3

I will redeem

thee,

as truly, as Jehovah

(Kethibh, ver. 12), after a strong assurance, as after

the formula used in an oath, "

God do so

xv. 21 (Kethibh), and 2 Kings v. 20,

is

to

me,"

etc.,

2 Sam. iii. 35,
from the

to be explained

=

use of this particle in the sense of nisi, except that,
only: " only
I am redeemer," equivalent to, assuredly I am redeemer (cf Ewald,
.

§ 356, 6.).

Consequently there

is

no reason whatever

for removing

from the text, as the Masorites have done (in the Keri). 1
Ruth was to he till morning, because she could not easily return to

the

1

Dtt

What

the ? majuse. in

<ji^ signifies, is

uncertain.

was only found among the eastern

According to the smaller

Consequently HUler (in his Arcanum Keri et Ctibh, p. 168) conjectures that they
used it to point out a various reading, vis. that »lb should be the reading here.
Masora,

But

it

(i.e.

Palestinian) Jews.

this is hardly correct.
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the city in the dark at midnight
did not stay

another, the rote up,

not be

known

;

is shown in ver. 14, she
but " before one could know

but, as

actual daybreak,

till

and he said (i.e. as Boaz had said), It must
woman came to the threshing-floor." For this

that the

would have injured the reputation not only of Ruth, but also of
Boaz himself. Ver. 15. He then said, " Bring the cloak that thou
hast on, and lay hold of it" (to hold it open), and measured for her
six measures of barley into it as a present, that she might not go
back empty to her mother-in-law (ver. 17). nrjBBD, here and Isa.

—

iii.

22,

a broad upper garment, pallium, possibly only a large

is

"

shawl.

As

the cloaks worn by the ancients were so

full,

part was thrown upon the shoulder, and another gathered

that one

up under

the arm, Ruth, by holding a certain part, could receive into her

De

bosom the corn which Boaz gave her" (Schrdder,
Six (measures of) barley

p. 264).

According
ephahs.

to the

This

is

Targum and

the measure

:

the Rabbins,

it

was

is

vestit.

mul.

not given.

six seahs

= two

Ruth would not have been
When Boaz had
barley home.

certainly incorrect

able to carry that quantity of

;

for

given her the barley he measured out, and had sent her away, he
also

went

into the city.

This

is

the correct rendering, as given by

the Chaldee, to the words TJWJ ^3J5; though Jerome referred the
words to Ruth, but certainly without any reason, as *U' cannot

stand for t&n.

This reading is no doubt found in some of the
merely owes its origin to a mistaken interpretation of
the words. Vers. 16-18. When Ruth returned home, her motherin-law asked her, " Who art thou?" i.e. as what person, in what
MSS., but

it

—

circumstances dost thou come

thou accomplished

done

(cf. vers.

%

The

?

Whereupon

meaning

real

she related

all

is,

What hast
man had

that the

10-14), and that he had given her six measures of
The Masorites have supplied vtj after lOK,

barley for her mother.

as at ver. 5, but without

from

this the

any

necessity.

The

mother-in-law drew

hope that Boaz would now certainly carry out the

matter to the desired end.

" Sit

still,"

i.e.

remain quietly at home

Gen. xxxviii. 11), " till Hiou hearest how the affair turn out,"
namely, whether the nearer redeemer mentioned by Boaz, or Boaz
The expression
himself, would grant her the Levirate marriage.
" fall," in this sense, is founded upon the idea of the falling of the
" For the man
lot to the ground ; it is different in Ezra vii. 20.
will not rest unless he has carried the affair to an end this day"
DN^S, except that, as in Lev. xxii. 6, etc. (see Ewald, § 356, 6.).
(see
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IV. 1-5.

—CHAP.

IT.

Boaz went the

the promise he had given to Ruth,

next morning to the gate of the

city,

and

calling to the nearer

redeemer as he passed by, asked him, before the elders of the city,
to redeem the piece of land which belonged to Elimelech and had

been sold by Naomi ; and if he did this, at the same time to marry
Ruth, to establish the name of the deceased upon his inheritance
(vers. 1-5).
But as he renounced the right of redemption on
account of the condition attached to the redemption of the field,
Boaz undertook the redemption before the assembled people, together with the obligation to marry Ruth (vers. 6-12).
The
marriage was blessed with a son, who became the father of Jesse,
the father of David (vers. 13-17). The book closes with a genealogical proof of the descent of David from Perez (vers. 18-22).
Vers. 1-5. " Boaz had gone up to the gate, and had tat down
there"

This circumstantial clause introduces the account of the

further development of the

affair.

The

gate,

i.e.

the open space

before the city gate, was the forum of the city, the place where the
public affairs of the city were discussed. The expression " went
op " is not to be understood as signifying that Boaz went up from

the threshing-floor where he had slept to the city, which was

he had
but it is to
be explained as referring to the place of justice as an ideal eminence
to which a man went up (vid. Dent. xvii. 8).
The redeemer, of
situated

upon higher ground,

for,

according to chap.

iii.

already gone to the city before he went up to the gate

whom Boaz had

spoken

—then went

— that

is

to

15,

;

say, the nearer relation of

and Boaz requested him to come near
and sit down. "KD as in Gen. xix. 2, etc. : " Sit down here, such a
yb?K \J?B, any one, a certain person, whose name is either
one."
unknown or not thought worth mentioning (cf. 1 Sam. xxi. 3, 2
Kings vi. 8). Boaz would certainly call him by his name but the
historian had either not heard the name, or did not think it necessary to give it. Ver. 2. Boaz then called ten of the elders of the
city as witnesses of the business to be taken in hand, and said to
the redeemer in their presence, " The piece of field which belonged
to our brother (i.e. our relative) Elimelech (as an hereditary family
possession), Naomi lias sold, and I have thought (lit. ' I said,' sc. to
myself ; cf. Gen. xvii. 17, xxvii. 41), J will open thine ear (i.e.
make it known, disclose it) : get it be/ore those who sit here, and
Elimelech

past,

;

—

(indeed) before the elders of my people''

As

the field had been sold
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it (njj?)

to another, getting

the right of redemption.

could only be accomplished by virtue of

Boaz therefore proceeded

to say,

" If

thou wilt redeem, redeem; but if thou wilt not redeem, tell me, that I
may know it: for there is not beside thee (any one more nearly
D'arta is
entitled) to redeem, and I am (the next) after thee."

rendered by many, those dwelling, and supposed to refer to the
But we could hardly think of the ininhabitants of Bethlehem.

word " before" would require,
even if, according to ver. 9, there were a number of persons present
Moreover they would not have been mentioned
besides the elders.
first, but, like "all the people" in ver. 9, would have been placed

habitants generally as present, as the

after the elders as the principal witnesses.

word must be taken

On

these grounds, the

in the sense of sitting, and, like the verb in ver.

be understood as referring to the elders present ; and the words
" before the elders of my people" must be regarded as explanatory.
The expression ?t*^ (third pen.) is striking, as we should expect the
2,

second person, which
in several codices,

is

and

not only found in the Septuagint, but also

is

true that the third person

apparently required by the context.

may be

defended, as

it

It

is

has been by Seb.

Schmidt and others, on the assumption that Boaz turned towards
the elders and uttered the words as addressed to them, and therefore

spoke of the redeemer as a third person
there, will not redeem."

himself

mind

is

But

:

" But if

he, the

as the direct appeal to the

redeemer

redeemer

resumed immediately afterwards, the supposition, to our
The person addressed said, " /
is a very harsh one.

at least,

Boaz then gave him this further explanation (ver.
day that thou buy eat the field of the hand of Naomi,
thou buyest it of the hand of Ruth the Moabitese, of the wife of the
deceased, (Mahlon, the rightful heir of the field), to set up (that
thou mayest set up) the name of the deceased upon his inheritance?
From the meaning and context, the form W)p must be the second
pers. masc. ; the yod at the end no doubt crept in through an error
of the pen, or else from a 1, so that the word is either to be read
rwj? (according to the Ken) or <TM£, » thou buyest it."
So far as
will redeem."

5)

:

"

On

the fact

the

itself

was concerned, the

field,

which Naomi had sold from

want, was the hereditary property of her deceased husband, and

ought therefore to descend to her sons according to the standing
rule of right ; and in this respect, therefore, it was Ruth's property
quite as much as Naomi's.
From the negotiation between Boaz
and the nearer redeemer, it is very evident that Naomi had sold the
field which was the hereditary property of her husband, and was
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IV. 1-6.

as landed property did not descend

to wives according to the Israelitish law, but only to children,

and

when there were no children, to the nearest relatives of the husband (Num. xxvii. 8-11), when Elimelech died his field properly
descended to his sons; and when they died without children, it
ought to have passed to his nearest relations. Hence the question
arises, what right had Naomi to sell her husband's field as her own
property t The Rabbins suppose that the field had been presented
to Naomi and Ruth by their husbands (vid. Selden, de success, in
bona def. c. 15). But Elimelech could not lawfully give his hereditary property to his wife, as he left sons behind him when he died,
and they were the lawful heirs and Mahlon also had no more right
than his father to make such a gift. There is still less foundation
for the opinion that Naomi was an heiress, since even if this were
;

it would be altogether inapplicable to the present affair,
where the property in question was not a field which Naomi had
inherited from her father, but the field of Elimelech and his sons.
The true explanation is no doubt the following The law relating

the case,

:

to the inheritance of the landed property of Israelites
childless did not determine the time

when such a

who

died

possession should

pass to the relatives of the deceased, whether immediately after the

death of the owner, or not till after the death of the widow who
was left behind (vid. Num. xxvii. 9 sqq.). No doubt the latter
was the rule established by custom, so that the widow remained in
possession of the property as long as she lived ; and for that length
of time she had the right to
the sale of a

sell

the property in case of need, since

was not an actual

sale of the field itself, but
simply of the yearly produce until the year of jubilee. Consequently
the field of the deceased Elimelech would, strictly speaking, have
field

belonged to his sons, and after their death to Mahlon's widow,
since Chilion's widow had remained behind in her own country
Moab. But as Elimelech had not only emigrated with his wife
and children and died abroad, but his sons had also been with him

in the foreign land, and had married and died there, the landed

property of their father had not descended to them, but had

remained the property of Naomi, Elimelech's widow, in which
Ruth, as the widow of the deceased Mahlon, also had a share.
Now, in case a widow sold the field of her deceased husband for
the time that it was in her possession, on account of poverty, and a
relation of her husband redeemed it, it was evidently his duty not
only to care for the maintenance of the impoverished widow, but
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still young, to marry her, and to let the first son horn of
such a marriage enter into the family of the deceased husband of

she were

his wife, so as to inherit the

name and

redeemed property, and perpetuate the

possession of the deceased in Israel.

Upon

this right,

which was founded upon traditional custom, Boaz based this condition, which he set before the nearer redeemer, that if he redeemed
the field of Naomi he must also take Ruth, with the obligation to
marry her, and through this marriage to set up the name of the
deceased upon his inheritance.
Vers. 6-13. The redeemer admitted the justice of this demand,
from which we may see that the thing passed as an existing right
But as he was not disposed to many Ruth, he gave
in the nation.
up the redemption of the field. Ver. 6. " / cannot redeem it for

—

myself,
cost

lest

I mar mine own

The redemption would

inheritance."

money, since the yearly produce of the

Now,

field

would have to be

field
up to the year of jubilee.
would
have
redemption
his
own
permanent
property,
he
by
as

paid for

if

he acquired the

by so much his own possessions in land. But if he should
marry Ruth, the field so redeemed would belong to the son whom
he would beget through her, and he would therefore have parted
with the money that he had paid for the redemption merely for the
son of Ruth, so that he would have withdrawn a certain amount of
capital from his own possession, and to that extent have detracted
from its worth. "Redeem thou for thyself my redemption" i.e. the
Vers. 7, 8. This
field which I have the first right to redeem.
declaration he confirmed by what was a usual custom at that time
in renouncing a right.
This early custom is described in ver. 7,
and there its application to the case before us is mentioned afterwards. " Now this was (took place) formerly in Israel in redeeming
and exchanging, to confirm every transaction: A man took off his
shoe and gave it to another, and this was a testimony in Israel?
From the expression " formerly" and also from the description
given of the custom in question, it follows that it had gone out of
use at the time when our book was composed. The custom itself,
which existed among the Indians and the ancient Germans, arose
from the fact that fixed property was taken possession of by treading upon the soil, and hence taking off the shoe and handing it to
another was a symbol of the transfer of a possession or right of
ownership (see the remarks on Deut. xxv. 9 and my Bibl. Archaol.
ii. p. 66).
The Piel D'j? is rarely met with in Hebrew ; in the present
instance it was probably taken from the old legal phraseology.
increased

.

—
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IV. 18-17

which it occurs are Ezek. xiii. 6, Ps. cxbc.
and the book of Esther, where it is used more frequently
Vers. 9, 10. After the nearest redeemer had
as a Chaldaism.
only, other places in

28, 106,

—

thus renounced the right of redemption with

Boaz

said to the elders

witnesses this day, that

Elimelech,

and

to

I

and

all

all legal

formality,

the (rest of the) people, " Ye are

have acquired

Mahlon and ChiUon

day

this
(i.e.

all that belonged to

the field of Elimelech,

which was the rightful inheritance of his sons Mahlon and Chilion),
at the hand of Naomi ; and also Ruth tlte Moabitess, the wife of
Mahlon, I have acquired as my wife, to raise up the name of tlte
deceased upon his inheritance, that the name of the deceased may not
be cut off among his brethren and from the gate of his people" (i.e.
his native town Bethlehem; cf. chap. iii. 11).
On the fact

from

itself,

see the introduction to chap.

also the

iii. ;

remarks on the

—

Levirate marriages at Deut. xxv. 5 sqq. Ver. 11. The people and
the elders said, " We are witnesses" and desired for Boaz the blessing
of the

Lord upon

this marriage.

For Boaz had acted as unselfishly
a laudable family custom

as he had acted honourably in upholding
in Israel.

The

blessing desired

" The Lord make the woman
participle HK3 refers to what
Rachel and

is

the greatest blessing of marriage

that shall
is

come

into thine house (the

immediately about to happen)

like

Leah, which two did build the house of Israel
(" build " as in Gen. xvi. 2, xxx. 3) ; and do thou get power in
Ephratah, and make to thyself a name in Bethlehem." 7"n nb'y does
not mean " get property or wealth," as in Deut. viii. 17, but get
like

power, as in Ps.

Ix.

14

(cf.

Prov. xxxi. 29),

training worthy sons and daughters.

"

call

out a name."

The meaning

" Make

sc.

thee

by begetting and
a name"

literally

of this phrase, which

is

only

manner, must be the following : " Make
to thyself a well-established name through thy marriage with Ruth,
by a host of worthy sons who shall make thy name renowned."
Ver. 12. " May thy house become like Hie house of Perez, whom
Tamar bore to Judalt" (Gen. xxxviii.). It was from Perez that
the ancestors of Boaz, enumerated in vers. 18 sqq. and 1 Chron. ii.
5 sqq., were descended. As from Perez, so also from the seed
which Jehovah would give to Boaz through Buth, there should
grow up a numerous posterity.
used here in

this peculiar

Vers. 13-17. This blessing began very speedily to be

fulfilled.

When

Boaz had married Buth, Jehovah gave her conception, and
she bare a son. Ver. 14. At his birth the women said to Naomi,
" Blessed be the Lord, who hath not let a redeemer be wanting to the*

—
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This redeemer was not Boaz, but the son just born. They
him a redeemer of Naomi, not because he would one day

to-day?
called

redeem the whole of Naomi's possessions (Carpzov, Rotenmnller,
etc.), but because as the son of Ruth he was also the son of Naomi
(rer. 17), and as such would take away the reproach of childlessness from her, would comfort her, and tend her in her old age, and
thereby become her true goil, i.e. her deliverer (Beriheau). " And
let hit name be named in Israel" i.e. let the boy acquire a celebrated
name, one often mentioned in Israel. Ver. 15. " And may the boy

—

eome

and a nourisher of thine old age;
for thy daughter-in-law, who loveth thee (who hath left her family,
her home, and her gods, out of love to thee), hath born him; the it
better to thee than seven tons."
Seven, as the number of the works
of God, is used to denote a large number of sons of a mother whom
God has richly blessed with children (yid. 1 Sam. ii. 5). A mother
of so many sons was to be congratulated, inasmuch as she not only
possessed in these sons a powerful support to her old age, but had
the prospect of the permanent continuance of her family. Naomi,
however, had a still more valuable treasure in her mother-in-law,
inasmuch as through her the loss of her own sons had been supplied
in her old age, and the prospect was now presented to her of
becoming in her childless old age the tribe-mother of a numerous
and nourishing family. Ver. 16. Naomi therefore adopted this
grandson as her own child ; she took the boy into her bosom, and
became his nurse. Ver. 17. And the neighbours said, " A ton it
born to Naomi," and gave him the name of Obed. This name was
given to the boy (the context suggests this) evidently with reference to what he was to become to his grandmother.
Obed, therefore, does not mean "servant of Jehovah" (Targum), but "the
serving one," as one who lived entirely for his grandmother, and
would take care of her, and rejoice her heart (0. v. Gerlach, after
Josephus, Ant. v. 9, 4). The last words of ver. 17, " he is the father
of Jesse, the father of David," show the object which the author
to thee

a

refreslier

of

the soul,

—

—

kept in view in writing down these events, or composing the book

This conjecture is raised into a certainty by the genealogy
which follows, and with which the book closes.
Vers. 18-20. "These are the generations of Perez," i.e. the families
descended from Perez in their genealogical order (toledoth : see at
Gen. ii. 4). The genealogy only goes back as far as Perez, because
be was the founder of the family of Judah which was named after
him (Num. xxvi. 20), and to which Elimelech and Boaz belonged.
itself.
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IV. l»-20.

Judah by Tamar (Gen.

xxxviii. 29),

begat Hezrotn,

mentioned in Gen. xlvi. 12 among the sons of Judah who
emigrated with Jacob into Egypt, although (as we have shown in
our comm. on the passage) he was really born in Egypt. Of this son
Bam (called Aram in the Sept. Cod. AL, and from that in Matt. i. 3)
nothing further is known, as he is only mentioned again in 1 Chron.
His son Amminadab was the father-in-law of Aaron, who
ii. 9.
had married his daughter (Ex. vi. 23), and the father of Nahesson

who

is

{Nahshon), the tribe-prince of the house of Judah in the time of
According to this there are only
i. 7, ii. 3, vii. 12).

Moses (Num.

four or five generations to the 430 years spent by the Israelites
in Egypt, if we include both Perez and Nahesson ; evidently not

enough for so long a time, so that some of the intermediate links
must have been left out even here. But the omission of unimportant members becomes still more apparent in the statement
which follows, viz. that Nahshon begat Salmah, and Salmah Boaz,
in which only two generations are given for a space of more than
250 years, which intervened between the death of Moses and the
time of Gideon.

Salmon

in ver.

SalmaJi (note or Koto, 1 Chron.

ii. 11)
which
double
form
of
the
name,
21; a

is

called

is to

be

explained from the fact that Salmah grew out of Salmon through
the elision of the n, and that the terminations an and on are used

we may

from the form fijie' in Job xli. 18
Kings xxii. 34, and fFV0 in 1 Sam.
1^
xvii. 5, 38 (see Ewald, § 163-4).
According to the genealogy of
Christ in Matt. i. 5, Salmon married Rahab ; consequently he was
a son, or at any rate a grandson, of Nahshon, and therefore all the
members between Salmon and Boaz have been passed over. Again,
the generations from Boaz to David (vers. 21, 22) may possibly be
complete, although in all probability one generation has been passed
over even here between Obed and Jesse (see p. 471).
It is also
worthy of notice that the whole chain from Perez to David consists
of ten links, five of which (from Perez to Nahshon) belong to the
430 years of the sojourn in Egypt, and five (from Salmon to David)
to the 476 years between the exodus from Egypt and the death
promiscuously, as

when compared with

of David.

see

in 1

This symmetrical division

is

apparently as intentional

as the limitation of the whole genealogy to ten

members, for the
through the number ten as the seal of
completeness the character of a perfect, concluded, and symmetrical
purpose of stamping upon

it

whole.

The genealogy

closes with David,

an evident proof that the
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book was intended to give a family picture from the

life

pions ancestors of this great and godly king of Israel.

But

the history which points to David acquires a

still

of the

for as
higher significa-

tion, from the fact that all the members of the genealogy of 1 ».i\ 1
whose names occur here are also found in the genealogy of .Jesus
" The passage is given by Matthew word for word in the
Christ.

genealogy of Christ, that

much

we may

see that this history looks no- so

David as to Jesus Christ, who was proclaimed by all ;is
the Saviour and Redeemer of the human race, and that wp may
learn with what wonderful compassion the Lord raises up :!- I<jw'r
and despised to the greatest glory and majesty" (Brentitu).
to

the ram
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THE BOOKS OF SAMUEL.
INTRODUCTION.
TITLE, CONTENTS, CHARACTER,

AND ORIGIN OP THE BOOKS

OF SAMUEL.

|HE

books of Samuel originally formed one undivided

Hebrew mss. they do so still. The
two books originated with the Alexandrian translators (LXX.), and was not only adopted

work, and in the
division into

in the Vulgate and other versions, but in the sixteenth century

was introduced by Daniel Bomberg into our*editions of the
Hebrew Bible itself. In the Septnagint and Vulgate, these
it

books are reckoned as belonging to the books of the Kings, and
have the heading, BcuriXeicov nrpwrr], Bevripa (Regum, i. et ii.).
In the Septuagint they are called " books of the kingdoms,"
evidently with reference to the fact that each of these works
contains an account of the history of a double kingdom, viz.
the books of Samuel, the history of the kingdoms of Saul
and David ; and the books of Kings, that of the kingdoms of
Judah and Israel. This title does not appear unsuitable, so far
as the books before us really contain an account of the rise of
the

monarchy

the original

in Israel.

title,

the one given in

Nevertheless,

we cannot

regard«it as

more appropriate heading than
the Hebrew canon, viz. " the book of Samuel,"
or even as a

since this title not only originated in the fact that the first half

our first book) contains an account of the acts of the prophet Samuel, but was also intended to indicate that the spirit of
Samuel formed the soul of the true kingdom in Israel, or that
(i.e.

the earthly throne of the Israelitish

kingdom of God derived

Digitized by
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Lord which
two books answers
to the contents, since the death of Saul, with which the first
book closes, formed a turning-point in the development of the
kingdom.
The books of Samuel contain the history of the kingdom of
God in Israel, from the termination of the age of the judges to
the close of the reign of king David, and embrace a period of
about 125 years, viz. from about 1140 to 1015 B.O. The first
book treats of the judgeship of the prophet Samuel and the
reign of king Saul, and is divided into three sections, answering
to the three epochs- formed by the judicial office of Samuel (ch.
i.-vii.), the reign of Saul from his election till his rejection (ch.
viii.-xv.), and the decline of his kingdom during his conflict
with David, whom the Lord had chosen to be the leader of His
people in the place of Saul (ch. xvi.-xxxi.). The renewal of
the kingdom of God, which was now thoroughly disorganized
both within and without, commenced with Samuel. When the
pious Hannah asked for a son from the Lord, and Samuel was
given to her, the sanctuary of God at Shiloh was thoroughly
desecrated under the decrepit high priest Eh by the base conduct of his worthless sons, and the nation of Israel was given
up to the power of the Philistines. If Israel, therefore, was to
be delivered from the bondage of the heathen, it was necessary
that it should be first of all redeemed from the bondage of sin
and idolatry, that its false confidence in the visible pledges of
the gracious presence of God should be shaken by heavy judgments, and the way prepared for its conversion to the Lord its
God by deep humiliation. At the very same time, therefore,
at which Samuel was called to be the prophet of God, the judgment of God was announced upon the degraded priesthood and
the desecrated sanctuary. Theirs* section of our book, which
describes the history of the renewal of the theocracy by Samuel,
does not commence with the call of Samuel as prophet, but with
an account on the one hand of the character of the national
religion in the time of Eli, and on the other hand of the piety
of the parents of Samuel, especially of his mother, and with an
announcement of the judgment that was to fall upon Eli's house
(ch. i. ii.). Then follow first of all the call of Samuel as prophet
(ch. iii.), and the fulfilment of the judgment upon the house of

strength and perpetuity from the Spirit of the
lived in the prophet.

The

division into

Digitized by
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Eli and the house of
tion of the

God

secondly, the manifesta-

;

God upon the enemies of His people,

omnipotence of

by the chastisement of the

(ch. iv.)

3

Philistines for carrying off the ark of

the covenant, and the victory which the Israelites gained over
their oppressors
lastly,

The

through Samuel's prayer (ch.

a summary of the judicial

second section contains,

life

first,

of

v.-vii.

Samuel

14)

;

and

(ch. vii. 15-17).

the negotiations of the people

with Samuel concerning the appointment of a king, the anointing
of Saul by the prophet, and his election as king, together with

the establishment of his kingdom (ch.

viii.-xii.)

;

and secondly,

a brief survey of the history of his reign, in connection with

which the only events that are

at all fully described are his first

successful conflicts with the Philistines,

and the war against the

Amalekites which occasioned his ultimate rejection (ch. xiii.xv.). In the third section (ch. xvi.-xxxi.) there is a much more
elaborate account of the history of Saul from his rejection
his death, since

it

till

not only describes the anointing of David and

his victory over Goliath, but contains a circumstantial account

of his attitude towards Saul, and the manifold complications
arising

from

his long-continued persecution

on the part of Saul,

for the purpose of setting forth the gradual accomplishment of

the counsels of God, both in the rejection of Saul and the election of

David

as king of Israel, to

warn the ungodly against hard-

ness of heart, and to strengthen the godly in their trust in the

Lord, who guides His servants through tribulation and suffering
and honour. The second book contains the history of

to glory

the reign of David, arranged in four sections: (1) his reign over
Judafa in Hebron, and his conflict with Ishbosheth the son of
Saul,

whom Abner had

set

up

as king over the other tribes of

David as king over all
and the firm establishment of his kingdom through the
conquest of the citadel of Zion, and the elevation of Jerusalem
into the capital of the kingdom ; the removal of the ark of the

Israel (ch. i.-iv.)

:

(2) the anointing of

Israel,

covenant to Jerusalem
the

Lord

;

;

the determination to build a temple to

the promise given him by the

ing duration of his dominion
all

;

and

Lord of the

lastly,

everlast-

the subjugation of

the enemies of Israel (ch. v.-viii. 14), to which there

is

appended a list of the principal officers of state (ch. viii. 15-18),
and an account of the favour shown to the house of Saul in the
person of Mephibosheth (ch. ix.)

:

(3) the disturbance of his
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reign through his adultery with Bathsheba during the

Am-

monitish and Syrian war, and the judgments which came upon
his house in consequence of this sin through the wickedness of
his sons, viz. the incest of

Amnon and

and the insurrection of Sheba

rebellion of

(ch. x.-xx.)

:

Absalom,

(4) the close of

his reign, his song of thanksgiving for deliverance out of the

hand of

all his

foes (ch. xxii.),

and

his last prophetic

concerning the just ruler in the fear of

The way

is

God

words

(ch. xxiii. 1-7).

prepared for these, however, by an account of the

expiation of Saul's massacre of the Gibeonites, and of various

heroic acts performed

by

Philistines (ch. xxi.)

whilst a

;

wards appended in ch.

his generals during the wars with the

xxiii.

of his several heroes

list

is

after-

8-39, together with an account of

the numbering of the people and consequent pestilence (ch.
xxiv.),

which

is

placed at the close of the work, simply because

the punishment of

'this

sin of

David furnished the occasion
upon the site of

for the erection of an altar of burnt-offering

the future temple. His death is not mentioned here, because
he transferred the kingdom to his son Solomon before he died
and the account of this transfer forms the introduction to the
history of Solomon in the first book of Kings, so that the close
of David's life was most appropriately recorded there.
So far as the character of the historical writing in the books
of Samuel is concerned, there is something striking in the
contrast which presents itself between the fulness with which
the writer has described

many

events of apparently trifling

importance, in connection with the lives of persons through

whom the Lord secured the deliverance of His people and kingdom from their foes, and the summary brevity with which he
and David, and the
and for the most part tedious wars with the surrounding
nations ; so that, as Thenius says, u particular portions of the
work differ in the most striking manner from all the rest, the
one part being very brief, and written almost in the form of a
chronicle, the other elaborate, and in one part composed with
really biographical fulness."
This peculiarity is not to be
accounted for from the nature of the sources which the author
had at his command ; for even if we cannot define with precision the nature and extent of these sources, yet when we
compare the accounts contained in these books of the wars
disposes of the greatest enterprises of Saul
fierce
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between David and the Ammonites and Syrians with those in
the books of Chronicles (2 Sam. viii. and x. with 1 Chron. xviii.
xix.), we see clearly enough that the sources from which those
accounts were derived embraced more than our books have
given, since there are several places in which the chronicler
gives fuller details of historical facts, the truth of which is
universally allowed.

The

preparations for the building of the

temple and the organization of the army, as well as the arrange-

ment of

the

official

duties of the Levites

which David under-

took, according to 1 Chron. xxii.-xxviii., in the closing years of
his

life,

cannot possibly have been

our books.

unknown

to the author of

Moreover, there are frequent, allusions in the books

before us to events which are assumed as known, though there

no record of them in the writings which have been handed
to us, such as the removal of the tabernacle from Shiloh,
where it stood in the time of Eli (1 Sam. i. 3, 9, etc.), to Nob,
where David received the shewbread from the priests on his
flight from Saul (ch. xxi. 1 sqq.) ; the massacre of the Gibeonites
by Saul, which had to be expiated under David (2 Sam. xxi.) ;
the banishment of the necromancers out of the land in the time
of Saul (1 Sam. xxviii. 3) ; and the flight of the Beerothites to
Gittaim (2 Sam. iv. 3). From this also we must conclude, that
the author of our books knew more than he thought it necessary
to mention in his work.
But we certainly cannot infer from
these peculiarities, as has often been done, that our books are
to be regarded as a compilation.
Such an inference as this
simply arises from an utter disregard of the plan and object,
which run through both books and regulate the selection and
That the work
arrangement of the materials they contain.
has been composed upon a definite plan, is evident from the
grouping of the historical facts, in favour of which the chronological order generally observed in both the books has now and
then been sacrificed. Thus, in the history of Saul and the
account of his wars (1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48), the fact is also mentioned, that he smote the Amalekites ; whereas the war itself,
in which he smote them, is first described in detail in ch. xv.,
because it was in that war that he forfeited his kingdom
through his transgression of the divine command, and brought
about his own rejection on the part of God. The sacrifice of
is

down

the chronological order to the material -grouping of kindred
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more evident in the history of David. In 2 Sam.
wars with foreign nations are collected together, and
even the wars with the Syrians and Ammonites are included,
together with an account of the booty taken in these wars ; and
events,

is still

viii. all

his

this, viz. in ch. x.-xii., the war with the Ammonites
and Syrians is more fully described, including the circumstances which occasioned it, the course which it took, and
David's adultery which occurred during this war. Moreover,
the history of Saul, as well as that of David, is divided into two

then after

self-contained periods, answering indeed to the historical course

of the reigns of these two kings, but yet so distinctly

by the

marked

off

historian, that not only is the turning-point distinctly

given in both instances,

the rejection of Saul and the

viz.

grievous fall of David, but each of these periods

is

rounded

off

with a comprehensive account of the wars, the family, and the
state officials of the

So

viii.).

which the

two kings (1 Sam.

judge

47-52, and 2 Sam.

through his
be related concerning his life

Israelites obtained over the Philistines

prayer, everything that
as

xiv.

likewise in the history of Samuel, after the victory

is

had

to

grouped together in ch.

introduction of the

himself lived

till

monarchy

vii.

15-17, before the

described; although Samuel

is

nearly the close of the reign of Saul, and

not only instituted Saul as king, but afterwards announced
his rejection,

and anointed David as

his successor.

These com-

prehensive accounts are anything but proofs of compilations

from sources of
liarities

different kinds,

which ignorance of the pecu-

of the Semitic style of writing history has led some

to regard

them

as being; they simply serve to round off the

which the history has been divided, and
the historical review, which neither
destroy the material connection of the several groups, nor throw
any doubt upon the unity of the authorship of the books themselves. And even where separate incidents appear to be grouped
together, without external connection or any regard to chronological order, on a closer inspection it is easy to discover the
relation in which they stand to the leading purpose of the whole
book, and the reason why they occupy this position and no
other (see the introductory remarks to 2 Sam. ix. xxi.-xxiv.).
different periods into

form resting-places

If

we

for

look more closely, however, at the contents of these

books, in order to determine their character

more

precisely,
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find at the very outset, in

Hannah's song of

glance at the anointed of the Lord (ch.

ii.

7
praise,

10),

a prophetic

which

foretells

the establishment of the monarchy that was afterwards accomplished under Saul and David.

And

with this there

new name, Jehovah

ciated the rise of the

is

asso-

Sabaoth, which

is

never met with in the Pentateuch or in the books of Joshua

and Judges

;

whereas

commencement

(ch.

i.

it

occurs in the hooks before us from the

3, 11, etc.) to

the close.

remarks on the origin and signification of
at ch.

i.

3.)

When

(For further
name, see

this divine

Israel received a visible representative of

God-king in the person of an earthly monarch
Jehovah, the God of Israel, became the God of the heavenly
hosts. Through the establishment of the monarchy, the people
of Jehovah's possession became a " world-power ;" the kingdom
of God was elevated into a kingdom of the world, as distinguished from the other ungodly kingdoms of the world, which
it was eventually to overcome in the power of its God.
In this
conflict Jehovah manifested himself as the Lord of hosts, to
whom all the nations and kingdoms of this world were to become
subject.
Even in the times of Saul and David, the heathen
nations were to experience a foretaste of this subjection. When
Saul had ascended the throne of Israel, he fought against all
his enemies round about, and extended his power in every
direction in which he turned (ch. i. 14, 47, 48).
But David
made all the nations who bordered upon the kingdom of God
tributary to the people of the Lord, as the Lord gave him
victory wherever he went (ch. ii. 8, 14, 15) ; so that his son
Solomon reigned over all the kingdoms, from the stream (the
Euphrates) to the boundary of Egypt, and they all brought him
presents, and were subject to him (1 Kings v. 1). But the Israelitish monarchy could never thus acquire the power to secure
for the kingdom of God a victory over all its foes, except as the
king himself was diligent in his endeavours to be at all times
simply the instrument of the God-king, and exercise his authority
solely in the name and according to the will of Jehovah.
And
as the natural selfishness and pride of man easily made this
concentration of the supreme earthly power in a single person
merely an occasion for self-aggrandisement, and therefore the
Israelitish kings were exposed to the temptation to use the
plenary authority entrusted to them even in opposition to the
its invisible
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God

up for Himself organs of His own
stand by the side of
the kings, and make known to them the will and counsel of
God. The introduction of the monarchy was therefore preceded by the development of the prophetic office into a spiritual
power in Israel, in which the kingdom was to receive not only
will of

;

the

Lord

raised

Spirit, in the persons of the prophets, to

a firm support
royal caprice

to its

own authority, but a strong bulwark against
Samuel was called by the Lord to

and tyranny.

be His prophet, to convert the nation that was sunk in idolatry
to the

Lord

God, and

its

to revive the religious life

by the

establishment of associations of prophets, since the priests had
failed to resist the

become unfaithful

growing apostasy of the nation, and had

to their calling to instruct

and

establish the

congregation in the knowledge and fear of the Lord.

Even

before the call of Samuel as a prophet, there was foretold to

the high priest Eli by a

would

fall

man of God, not only the judgment

upon the degenerate

of a faithful priest, for

that

priesthood, but the appointment

whom the Lord would

build a permanent

house, that he might ever walk before His anointed (1 Sam.

27-36).
And the first revelation which Samuel received
from God had reference to the fulfilment of all that the Lord
had spoken against the house of Eli (ch. Hi. 11 sqq.). The
announcement of a faithful priest, who would walk before the

ii.

anointed of the Lord, also contained a prediction of the establishment of the monarchy, which foreshadowed

its

worth and

great significance in relation to the further development of the

kingdom of God.

And whilst

these predictions of the anointed

of the Lord, before and in connection with the call of Samuel,

show the deep

spiritual connection

prophetic order

and the

which existed between the

regal office in Israel

;

the insertion of

them in these books is a proof that from the very outset the
author had this new organization of the Israelitish kingdom of
God before his mind, and that it was his intention not simply
to hand down biographies of Samuel, Saul, and David, but to
relate the history of the Old Testament kingdom of God at the
time of its elevation out of a deep inward and outward decline
into the full authority and power of a kingdom of the Lord,
before which all its enemies were to be compelled to bow.
Israel was to become a kingship of priests, i.e. a kingdom
whose citizens were priests and kings. The Lord had announced
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this to the sons of Israel before the covenant

9

was concluded

at

Sinai, as the ultimate object of their adoption as the people of

His possession (Ex. xix. 5, 6).
Now although this promise
reached far beyond the times of the Old Covenant, and will
only receive its perfect fulfilment in the completion of the

kingdom of God under the

New

was to be
economy of
was not only to become a

Covenant, yet

it

realized even in the people of Israel so far as the

the

Old Testament

priestly nation,

allowed.

Israel

but a royal nation also

;

not only to be sanctified

as a congregation of the Lord, but also to be exalted into a

kingdom of God. The establishment of the earthly monarchy,
therefore, was not only an eventful turning-point, but also an
" epoch-making" advance in the development of Israel towards
the goal set before

it

in its divine calling.

And

this

advance

became the pledge of the ultimate attainment of the goal,
through the promise which David received from God (2 Sam.
vii. 12-16), that the Lord would establish the throne of his
kingdom for ever. With this promise God established for His
anointed the eternal covenant, to which David reverted at the
close of his reign, and upon which he rested his divine announcement of the just ruler over men, the ruler in the fear of
God (2 Sam. xxiii. 1-7). Thus the close of these books points
back to their commencement.
The prophecy of the pious
mother of Samuel, that the Lord would give strength unto His
king, and exalt the horn of His anointed (1 Sam. ii. 10), found
a fulfilment in the kingdom of David, which was at the same
time a pledge of the ultimate completion of the kingdom of
God under the sceptre of the Son of David, the promised
Messiah.

This is one, and in fact the most conspicuous, arrangement
of the facts connected with the history of salvation, which

determined the plan and composition of the work before us.
By the side of this there is another, which does not stand out
so prominently indeed, but yet must not be overlooked.

the very beginning, viz. in ch.

i.,

At

the inward decay of the house

of God under the high priest Eli is exhibited ; and in the
announcement of the judgment upon the house of Eli, a longcontinued oppression of the dwelling-place (of God) is foretold
Then, in the further course of the narrative, not
(ch. ii. 32).
only

is

the fulfilment of these threats pointed out, in the events
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Sam. iv., vi. 19—vii. 2, and xxii. 11-19; but it
shown how David first of all brought the ark of the
covenant, about which no one had troubled himself in the time
of Saul, out of its concealment, had a tent erected for it in the
capital of his kingdom upon Mount Zion, and made it once
more the central point of the worship of the congregation and
how after that, when God had given him rest from his enemies,
he wished to build a temple for the Lord to be the dwellingplace of His name ; and lastly, when God would not permit
him to carry out this resolution, but promised that his son
would build the house of the Lord, how, towards the close of
his reign, he consecrated the site for the future temple by building an altar upon Mount Moriah (2 Sam. xxiv. 25). Even in
this series of facts the end of the work points back to the beginning, so that the arrangement and composition of it according to a definite plan, which has been consistently carried out,
described in 1

is also

;

are very apparent.

If, in addition to this,

we

take into account

the deep-seated connection between the building of the temple
as designed

the part of

by David, and the confirmation of his monarchy on
as exhibited in 2 Sam. vii., we cannot fail to

God

observe that the historical development of the true kingdom,

and constitution of the Old Testament kingdom of God, forms the leading thought and purpose
of the work to which the name of Samuel has been attached,
in accordance with the nature

and that

it

was by

this

thought and aim that the writer was

influenced throughout in his selection of the historical materials

which lay before him in the sources that he employed.
The full accounts which are given of the birth and youth
of Samuel, and the life of David, are in the most perfect harmony with this design. The lives and deeds of these two men
of God were of significance as laying the foundation for the
development and organization of the monarchical kingdom in
Israel.
Samuel was the model and type of the prophets ; and
embodied in his own person the spirit and nature of the prophetic office, whilst his attitude towards Saul foreshadowed the
position which the prophet was to assume in relation to the
king.
In the life of David, the Lord himself educated the
king of His kingdom, the prince over His people, to whom He
could continue His favour and grace even when he had fallen
so deeply that it was necessary that he should be chastised for
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Thus

his sins.

all

11

the separate parts and sections are fused

together as an organic whole in the fundamental thought of

the work before us.
questionable

the

mode of

2 Sam.

i.

by

And

this unity is

differences such as

we

not rendered at

Saul's death as described in 1

9, 10,

all

find in the accounts of

Sam.

4 and

xxxi.

or by such repetitions as the double account of

the death of Samuel, and other phenomena of a similar kind,
which can be explained without difficulty ; whereas the assertion sometimes made, that there are some events of which we
have two different accounts that contradict each other, has
never yet been proved, and, as we shall see when we come to

the exposition of the passages in question, has arisen partly

from

unscriptural assumptions, partly

from ignorance of the

formal peculiarities of the Hebrew mode of writing history,
and partly from a mistaken interpretation of the passages
themselves.

With

regard to the origin of the books of Samuel,

can be maintained with certainty
till

sor.

is

all

that

that they were not written

kingdom under Solomon's

succes-

evident from the remark in 1 Sam. xxvii.

6, that

after the division of the

This

is,

" Ziklag pertaineth unto the kings of Judah unto this day." For
although David was king over the tribe of Judah alone for
seven years, it was not till after the falling away of the ten
tribes from the house of David that there were really " kings
of Judah."
On the other hand, nothing can be inferred with
certainty respecting the date of composition, either from the distinction drawn between Israel and Judah in 1 Sam. xi. 8, xvii.
52, xviii. 16, and 2 Sam. iii. 10, xxiv. 1, which evidently existed
as early as the time of David, as we may see from 2 Sam. ii.
9, 10, v. 1-5, xix. 41, xx. 2; or from the formula "to this day"
which we find in 1 Sam. v. 5, vi. 18, xxx. 25, 2 Sam. iv. 3,
vi. 18/ xviii. 18, since the duration of the facts to which it is
applied is altogether unknown ; or lastly, from such passages
as 1 Sam. ix. 9, 2 Sam. xiii. 18, where explanations are given
of expressions and customs belonging to the times of Saul and
David, as it is quite possible that they may have been altogether changed by the time of Solomon. In general, the contents and style of the books point to the earliest times after the
division of the kingdom ; since we find no allusions whatever to
the decay of the kingdoms which afterwards took place, and still
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the captivity

;

whilst the style

and language are

classical

throughout, and altogether free from Chaldaisms and later

we meet with in the writings of the Chaldean
and even in those of the time of the captivity. The
author himself is quite unknown ; but, judging from the spirit
of his writings, he was a prophet of the kingdom of Judah.
It is unanimously admitted, however, that he made use of
written documents, particularly of prophetic records made by
persons who were contemporaries of the events described, not
only for the history of the reigns of Saul and David, but also
for the life and labours of Samuel, although no written sources
are quoted, with the exception of the " book of Jasher," which
contained the elegy of David upon Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam.
i. 18) ; so that the sources employed by him cannot be distinctly pointed out.
The different attempts which have been
made to determine them minutely, from the time of Eichhorn
down to G. Em. Karo (de fontibus librorum qui fentntur

forms, such as
period,

Samuelis Dissert. Berol. 1862), are lacking in the necessary
proofs which hypotheses must bring before they can meet with
adoption and support.

If

we

confine ourselves to the historical

evidence, according to 1 Ohron. xxix. 29, the

first

and

last

king David, i.e. the events of his entire reign, were
recorded in the " dibre of Samuel the seer, of Nathan the proacts of

and of Gad the seer." These prophetic writings formed
no doubt the leading sources from which our books of Samuel
were also drawn, since, on the one hand, apart from sundry
deviations arising from differences in the plan and object of
the two authors, the two accounts of the reign of David in 2
Sam. viii.-xxiv. and 1 Chron. xi.-xxi. agree for the most part
so thoroughly word for word, that they are generally regarded
as extracts from one common source; whilst, on the other hand,
the prophets named not only lived in the time of David but
phet,

throughout the whole of the period referred to in the books
before us, and took a very active part in the progressive de-

velopment of the history of those times (see not only 1 Sam.
i.-iii. vii.-x. xii. xv. xvi., but also 1 Sam. xix. 18-24, xxii. 5,
2 Sam. vii. 12, xxiv. 11-18). Moreover, in 1 Chron. xxvii.
24, there are "chronicles (diaries or annals) of king David"
mentioned, accompanied with the remark that the result of the
census appointed by David "*as not inserted in them, from
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I.-VII.

which we may infer that all the principal events of his reign
And they may also have
were included in these chronicles.
formed one of the sources for our books, although nothing certain can be determined concerning the relation in which they
stood to the writings of the three prophets that have been menLastly, it is very evident from the character of the
tioned.
work before us, that the author had sources composed by eyewitnesses of the events at his command, and that these were
employed with an intimate knowledge of the facts and with
historical fidelity, inasmuch as the history is distinguished by
great perspicuity and vividness of description, by a careful
delineation of the characters of the persons engaged, and by
great accuracy in the accounts of localities, and of subordinate
circumstances connected with the historical events.

EXPOSITION.
I.

HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL UNDER THE
PROPHET SAMUEL.
1

Sam.

i.-vii.

The

call of Samuel to be the prophet and judge of Israel
formed a turning-point in the history of the Old Testament
kingdom of God. As the prophet of Jehovah, Samuel was to

lead the people of Israel out of the times of the judges into

those of the kings, and lay the foundation for a prosperous

development of the monarchy.

Consecrated like Samson as a

Nazarite from his mother's womb, Samuel accomplished the
deliverance of Israel out of the power of the Philistines, which

had been only commenced by Samson ; and that not by the
physical might of his arm, but by the spiritual power of his word
and prayer, with which he led Israel back from the worship
of dead idols to the Lord its God. And whilst as one of the
judges, among whom he classes himself in 1 Sam. xii. 11, he
brought the office of judge to a close, and introduced the
monarchy; as a prophet, he laid the foundation of the prophetic office, inasmuch as he was the first to naturalize it, so
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to speak, in Israel,

and develope

it

into a

power that continued

henceforth to exert the strongest influence, side by side with
the priesthood and monarchy,

upon the development of the
For even if there were

covenant nation and kingdom of God.
prophets before the time of Samuel,
the

Lord

cally,
life

who

revealed the will of

at times to the nation, they only appeared sporadi-

without exerting any lasting influence upon the national
whereas, from the time of Samuel onwards, the prophets

;

sustained and fostered the spiritual

life

of the congregation,

and were the instruments through whom the Lord made known
His purposes to the nation and its rulers. To exhibit in its
origin and growth the new order of things which Samuel introduced, or rather the deliverance which the Lord sent to His
people through this servant of His, the prophetic historian goes

back

to the time of Samuel's birth,

and makes us acquainted

not only with the religious condition of the nation, but also
with the political oppression under which

it was suffering at
and during the high-priesthood of Eli. At the time when the pious parents of Samuel
were going year by year to the house of God at Shiloh to
worship and offer sacrifice before the Lord, the house of God
was being profaned by the abominable conduct of Eli's sons
(ch. i. ii.).
When Samuel was called to be the prophet of

the close of the period of the judges,

Jehovah, Israel

lost

the ark of the covenant, the soul of

its

war with the Philistines (ch. iii. iv.). And
it was not till after the nation had been rendered willing to put
away its strange gods and worship Jehovah alone, through the
sanctuary, in the

influence of Samuel's exertions as prophet, that the faithful

covenant

God gave

it,

in

answer to Samuel's intercession, a
vii.).
In accordance

complete victory over the Philistines (ch.

with these three prominent features, the history of the judicial
life

of Samuel

ii. ;

iii.—vi.

;

may

and

be divided into three sections,

viz.

:

ch.

i.

vii.

Samuel's birth and dedication to the lord,
song of praise. chap. i.-ii. 10.

hannah's

—

While Eli the high priest was judging Israel, and at the time
when Samson was beginning to fight against the Philistines, a
pious Israelitish woman prayed to the Lord for a son (vers.
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1-18). Her prayer was heard. She bore a son, to whom she
gave the name of Samuel, because he had been asked for from
the Lord. As soon as he was weaned, she dedicated him to the
Lord for a lifelong service (vers. 19-28), and praised the Lord
in a song of prophetic character for the favour which He had
shown to His people through hearkening to her prayer (ch.
ii.

1-10).
•Vers. 1—8.

SamueFs

pedigree.

man of Ramathaim-Zophim, on

—Ver.

1.

named Elkanah. Ramaihaim-Zcphim, which
here,

and

is

His father was a

the mountains of Ephraim, and
is

only mentioned

the same place, according to ver. 3 (comp. with ver. 19

which

afterwards called briefly ha-Ramah,
Elkanah of Ramathaim-Zophim went
year by year out of his city to Shiloh, to worship and sacrifice
there, and after he had done this, returned to his house to
Raman (ver. 19, ch. ii. 11), there can be no doubt that he was
not only a native of Ramathaim-Zophim, but still had his home
there ; so that Ramah, where his house was situated, is only an
1
abbreviated name for Ramathaim-Zophim. This Ramah (which
written
with
the
article,
ha-Ramah),
invariably
where Samuel
is
born
(vers.
19
sqq.),
not
only
but
lived,
laboured,
was
died
(ch. vii. 17, xv. 34, xvi. 13, xix. 18, 19, 22, 23), and was
buried (ch. xxv. 1, xxviii. 3), is not a different place, as has
been frequently assumed, 2 from the Ramah in Benjamin (Josh,
xviii. 25), and is not to be sought for in Ramleh near Joppa
(v. Schubert, etc.), nor in Soba on the north-west of Jerusalem
(Robinson, Pal. ii. p. 329), nor three-quarters of an hour to the
north of Hebron (Wolcott, v. de Velde), nor anywhere else in
the tribe of Ephraim, but is identical with Ramah of Benjamin,
i.e.

ch.

ii.

11),

the height.

For

is

since

1 The argument lately adduced by Valentiner in favour of the difference
between these two names, viz. that " examples are not wanting of a person

being described according to his original descent, although his dwellingplace had been already changed," and the instance which he cites, viz.
Judg. xix. 16, show that he has overlooked the fact, that in the very passage which he quotes the temporary dwelling-place is actually mentioned
along with the native town.

Ramathaim-Zophim

is

In the case before us, on, the contrary,
by the use of the expression " from his

designated,

city," in ver. 3, as the place

where Elkanah

lived,

and where "

his

house"

19) was still standing.
2 For the different views which have been held upon this point, see the
article " Ramah," by Pressel, in Herzog's Cyclopaedia.
(ver.
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and was situated upon the site of the present village of er-K&m,
two hours to the north-west of Jerusalem, upon a conical
mountain to the east of the Nablus road (see at Josh, xviii. 25).
This supposition
ix. x. (see

is

neither at variance with the account in ch.

the commentary

upon these

chapters), nor with the

statement that Ramathaim-Zophim was upon the mountains of

Ephraim, since the mountains of Ephraim extended into the
tribe-territory of Benjamin, as is indisputably evident from
Judg. iv. 5, where Deborah the prophetess is said to have dwelt
between Ramah and Bethel in the mountains of Ephraim.
The name Ramathaim-Zophim, i.e. " the two heights (of the)
Zophites," appears to have been given to the town to distinguish
it from other Ramahs, and to have been derived from the
Levitical family of Zuph or Zophai (see 1 Chron. vi. 26, 35),
which emigrated thither from the tribe of Ephraim, and from
which Elkanah was descended. The full name, therefore, is
given here, in the account of the descent of Samuel's father

whereas in the further history of Samuel, where there was no
longer the same reason for giving
1

The

it,

name Ramah
Zophim and Zuph

the simple

connection between

is

invariably used.

is

confirmed by the fact that Elkanah's ancestor, Zuph,

Zophai in 1 Chron.

Zophim

35.

vi. 26,

name " land

also derived (see the

is

Zuph

of Zuph," in ch.

commentary on

called

in 1 Chron. vi.

therefore signifies the descendants of

Zophai, from which the

was

and Zuph or Ziph

this passage).

or

ix. 5,

The

tracing back of Elkanah's family through four generations to

Zuph

agrees with the family registers in 1 Chron.

the ancestors of Elkanah are mentioned twice,

—

vi.,

first

of

where
all

in

the genealogy of the Kohathites (ver. 26), and then in that
of Heman, the leader of the singers, a grandson of Samuel (ver.
1

and more exact name, however, appears to have been still
and the use of it to have been revived after the captivity, in the
'PctftaSift of 1 Mace. si. 34, for which the Codd. ha.\e'P»i»fcttti and
'PetftmSetffi, and Josephus Pufttt.66., and in the Arimathsea of the gospel
" For the opinion that this Bamathaim is a
history (Matt, xxvii. 57).
different place from the city of Samuel, and is to be sought for in the
neighbourhood of Lydda, which Robinson advocates (Pal. iii. pp. 41 sqq.),
is a hasty conclusion, drawn from the association of Ramathaim with Lydda
in 1 Mace. xi. 34,
the very same conclusion which led the author of the
Onomasticon to transfer the city of Samuel to the neighbourhood of Lydda"
(Grimm on 1 Mace. xi. 84).

The

fuller

retained,

'

—
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1-8.

—except

that the names Elihu, Tohu, and Zuph, are given
Nahatb, and Zophai in the first instance, and Eliel,
Toah, and Ziph (according to the Chethibhi) in the second,
various readings, such as often occur in the different genealogies, and are to be explained partly from the use of different
forms for the same name, and partly from their synonymous
meanings.
Tohu and Toah, which occur in Arabic, with the
meaning to press or sink in, are related in meaning to nachath
From these genealogies in
or nuach, to sink or settle down.
the Chronicles, we learn that Samuel was descended from
Kohath, the son of Levi, and therefore was a Levite*. It is no
33),

as Eliab,

valid objection to the correctness of this view, that his Levitical

descent
thite.

is

never mentioned, or that Elkanah

The former

is

called

an Ephra-

of these can very easily be explained from

work as a reformer, which is described
upon his Levitical descent, but simply
upon the call which he had received from God, as the prophetic office was not confined to any particular class, like that
of priest, but was founded exclusively upon the divine calling
and endowment with the Spirit of God. And the difficulty
the fact, that Samuel's

in this book, did not rest

which Nagelsbach expresses in Herzog's Cyel., viz. that " as it
was stated of those two Levites (Judg. xvii. 7, xix. 1), that they
lived in Bethlehem and Ephraim, but only after they had been
expressly described as Levites, we should have expected to find
the same in the case of Samuel's father," is removed by the
simple fact, that in the case of both those Levites it was of
great importance, so far as the accounts which are given of
them are concerned, that their Levitical standing should be
distinctly mentioned, as is clearly

shown by Judg.

xvii. 10, 13,

we have already

18 ; whereas in the case of Samuel, as
had no bearing upon the call
Lord.
The word Ephrathite does
which he received from the
not belong, so far as the grammatical construction is concerned,
either to Zuph or Elkanah, but to " a certain man" the subject
of the principal clause, and signifies an Ephraimite, as in Judg.
xii. 5 and 1 Kings xi. 26, and not an inhabitant of Ephratah,
t.e. a Bethlehemite, as in ch. xvii. 12 and Ruth i. 2 ;
for in
both these passages the word is more precisely defined by the
addition of the expression " of Bethlehem-Judah," whereas in
this verse*the explanation is to be found in the expression " of
and

xix.

observed, his Levitical descent

B
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Mount Ephraim." Elkanah

the Levite

is

called an Ephraimite,

because, so far as his civil standing was concerned, he belonged
to the tribe of

Ephraim, just as the Levite in Judg.

7

xvii.

The

described as belonging to the family of Judah.

is

Levites

were reckoned as belonging to those tribes in the midst of which
they lived, so that there were Judsean Levites, Ephraimitish
Levites, and so on (see Hengstenberg, Diss. vol. ii. p. 50).
It

by no means

follows, however,

to Elkanah, that
territory of

from the application of

Ramathaim-Zophim formed part

term

Ephraim, but simply that Elkanah's family was

incorporated in this tribe, and did not remove

Ramah

this

of the tribe-

in the tribe of Benjamin.

On

till

afterwards to

the division of the land,

dwelling-places were allotted to the Levites of the family of

Ephraim, Dan, and Manasseh (Josh,
there anything at variance with
the Levitical descent of Samuel, as Thenius maintains, in the
fact that he was dedicated to the Lord by his mother's vow
for he was not dedicated to the service of Jehovah generally
through this vow, but was set apart to a lifelong service at the
house of God as a Nazarite (vers. 11, 22) ; whereas other Levites
were not required to serve till their twenty-fifth year, and even
then had not to perform an uninterrupted service at the sanctuary.
On the other hand, the Levitical descent of Samuel
receives a very strong confirmation from his father's name. All
the Elkanahs that we meet with in the Old Testament, with
the exception of the one mentioned in 2 Chron. xxviii. 7, whose
genealogy is unknown, can be proved to have been Levites; and
most of them belong to the family of Korah, from which Samuel
was also descended (see Simonis, Onomast. p. 493). This is no
doubt connected in some way with the meaning of the name
Elkanah, the man whom God has bought or acquired ; since such
a name was peculiarly suitable to the Levites, whom the Lord
had set apart for service at the sanctuary, in the place of the
first-born of Israel, whom He had sanctified to himself when
He smote the first-born of Egypt (Num. iii. 13 sqq., 44 sqq. see
Hengstenberg, ut sup.). Vers. 2, 3. Elkanah had two wives,
Hannah (grace or gracefulness) and Peninnah (coral), the
latter of whom was blessed with children, whereas the first was
childless.
He went with his wives year by year ('l?^ Q,1???>
Kohath, in the
21 sqq.).

xxi. 5,

tribes of

Still less is

;

—

as in

Ex.

xiii.

10, Judg. xi. 40), according to the instructions
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of the law (Ex; xxxiv. 23, Deut. xvi. 16), to the tahernacle

worship and sacrifice to the Lord
"Jehovah Zebaoth" is an abbreviation of "Jehovah
Ehhe Zebaoth" or nfoajtri Vita nlfT; ; and the connection of
at Shiloh (Josh, xviii. 1), to

of hosts.

Zebaoth with Jehovah

nor

state,

is

is

not to be regarded as the construct

Zebaoth to be taken as a genitive dependent upon

not only confirmed by the .occurrence of such
Elohim Zebaoth" (Ps. lix. 6, lxxx. 5, 8, 15, 20,
lxxxiv. 9) and " Adonai Zebaoth" (Isa. x. 16), but also by the
circumstance that Jehovah, as a proper name, cannot be construed with a genitive. The combination " Jehovah Zebaoth"
is rather to be taken as an ellipsis, where the general term Elohe
(God of), which is implied in the word Jehovah, is to be supJehovah.

This

is

expressions as "

plied in thought (see Hengstenberg, Christol.
translation)

;

in the case of the prophets, Zebaoth

Old Testament

p. 375,

is

English

never used alone in the

names of God. It is
first met with occasionally

as one of the

tuagint that the word

name

i.

for frequently as this expression occurs, especially

is

(Safiatbd), viz. throughout the whole of the

Samuel, very frequently in Isaiah, and

in the Sepas a proper

first

also in Zech.

book of
xiii.

2.

In other passages, the word is translated either Kvpvo<s, or 0eo<;
t&v Swa/ieav, or •/ravroKpdrap ; whilst the other Greek versions
use the more definite phrase Kvpw? o-rparuav instead.
This expression, which was not used as a divine name until
the age of Samuel, had its roots in Gen. ii. 1, although the title
itself was unknown in the Mosaic period, and during the times
of the judges (see p. 7). It represented Jehovah as ruler over
the heavenly hosts (i.e. the angels, according to Gen. xxxii. 2,
and the stars, according to Isa. xl. 26), who are called the
" armies" of Jehovah in Ps. ciii. 21, cxlviii. 2 ; but we are not
to

understand

it

as implying that the stars were supposed to be

inhabited by angels, as Gesenius (Thes.
there

is

of the

God

s. v.)

maintains, since

not the slightest trace of any such notion in the whole

Old Testament.

of the universe,

It

is

simply applied to Jehovah as the

who governs

both visible and invisible, as

He

all

the powers of heaven,

heaven and on earth.
cannot even be proved that the epithet Lord, or God of
Zebaoth, refers chiefly and generally to the sun, moon, and
rules in

It

stars,

on account

of their being so peculiarly adapted, through

their visible splendour, to

keep alive the consciousness of the
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omnipotence and glory of God (Hengstenberg on Ps. xxiv. 10).
For even though the expression DN3X (their host), in Gen. ii. 1,
refers to the heavens only, since
Isa. xl. 26),

only to the heavens

it is

and never to the earth, that a " host"

in this particular passage

it

is

ascribed,

(yid.

and

probably only the stars that are

is

which had already been menfind the idea of an army of
angels introduced in the history of Jacob (Gen. xxxii. 2,' 3),
where Jacob calls the angels of God who appeared to him the
"camp of God," and also in the blessing of Moses (Deut.
xxxiii. 2), where the " ten thousands of saints" (Kodesh) are
not stars, but angels, or heavenly spirits ; whereas the fighting
of the stars against Sisera in the song of Deborah probably
refers to a natural phenomenon, by which God had thrown the
enemy into confusion, and smitten them before the Israelites
(see at Judg. v. 20).
must also bear in mind, that whilst
on the one hand the tribes of Israel, as they came out of Egypt,
are called ^ebaoth Jehovah, " the hosts of Jehovah" (Ex. vii. 4,
xii. 41), on the other hand the angel of the Lord, when appearing in front of Jericho in the form of a warrior, made himself
known to Joshua as " the prince of the army of Jehovah,"
to be thought of, the creation of

tioned in Gen.

i.

14 sqq.

;

yet

we

We

i.e.

of the angelic hosts.

And

it is

heavenly leader of the people of

in this appearance of the

God

to the earthly leader of

the hosts of Israel, as the prince of the angelic hosts, not only

promising him the conquest of Jericho, but through the miraculous overthrow of the walls of this strong bulwark of the

Oanaanitish power, actually giving him at the same time a practical

proof that the prince of the angelic hosts was fighting for

we have the material basis upon which the divine
" Jehovah God of hosts" was founded, even though it

Israel, that

epithet

was not introduced immediately, but only at a later period,
when the Lord began to form His people Israel into a kingdom,
by which all the kingdoms of the heathen were to be overcome.
certainly not without significance that this title is given

It

is

to

God

for the

first

time in these books, which contain an

account of the founding of the kingdom, and (as Auberlen has
observed) that

when

it

was by Samuel's mother, the pious Hannah,

dedicating her son to the Lord, and prophesying of the

king and anointed of the Lord in her song of praise (ch.
that this

name was employed

for the first time,

ii.

10),

and that God
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I.

was addressed in prayer as "Jehovah of hosts"
Consequently,

if this

name

of

God

(ver.

11).

goes hand in hand with the

prophetic announcement and the actual establishment of the

monarchy
gonism

in Israel,

its

origin cannot be attributed to

any anta-

to Sabaeism, or to the hostility of pious Israelites to the

worship of the

stars,

which was gaining increasing ground in
Hengstenberg (on Ps. xxiv. 10) and

the age of David, as

Strauss (on Zeph.
that there is
at all.

It

is

no
a

ii.

9) maintain

;

to say nothing of the fact,

historical foundation for

much more

invisible sovereignty of

Jehovah received a

tion in the establishment of the earthly

reignty of Jehovah,

such an assumption

natural supposition, that

if it

when

the

visible manifesta-

monarchy, the sove-

did possess and was to possess any

reality at all, necessarily claimed to be recognised in its allembracing power and glory, and that in the title " God of (the
heavenly) hosts" the fitting expression was formed for the
universal government of the God-king of Israel,
a title which
not only served as a bulwark against any eclipsing of the

—

sovereignty of

invisible

God by

the earthly monarchy in

but overthrew the vain delusion of the heathen, that the
of Israel was simply the national deity of that particular

Israel,

God

nation.1

The remark

introduced in ver. 36, " and there were the two

sons of Eli, Hophni and Phinelias, priests of the Lord" i.e.
performing the duties of the priesthood, serves as a preparation

what

for

explains

follows.

why

This reason for the remark

sufficiently

the sons of Eli only are mentioned here, and not

Eli himself, since, although the latter

still

presided over the

sanctuary as high priest, he was too old to perform the duties
connected with the offering of sacrifice. The addition made by

LiXX., 'EDd koi, is an arbitrary interpolation, occasioned
by a misapprehension of the reason for mentioning the sons
of Eli. Vers. 4, 5. " And it came to pass, the day, and he
the

—

1

This name of God was therefore held up before the people of the
their war-songs and pseans of victory, but still more by the
prophets, as a banner under which Israel was to fight and to conquer the
world. Ezekiel is the only prophet who does not use it, simply because he
follows the Pentateuch so strictly in his style. And it is not met with in

Lord even in

the

book

nation

is

of Job, just because the theocratic constitution of the Israelitish

never referred to in the problem of that book.
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" on which he offered

offered sacrifice " (for,

sacrifice "), that

he gave to Peninnah and her children portions of the

flesh of

but to Hannah he gave
D^BK nPlN ruo, " one portion for two persons" i.e. a double
portion, because he loved her, but Jehovah had shut up her
the sacrifice at the sacrificial meal

womb

;

it as an expression of his love to her, to
" thou art as dear to me as if thou hadst
born me a child" (0. v. Gerlach). This explanation of the
difficult word B)BN, of which very different interpretations
have been given, is the one adopted by Tanchum Hieros., and

is

he gave

i.e.

:

indicate

by a

sign,

the only one which can be grammatically sustained, or yields

The meaning

an appropriate sense.

beyond

doubt by Gen.

all

iii.

face (fades)

placed

is

19 and other passages

;

and

synonym for 'IB? in ch. xxv. 23, also
establishes the meaning "person," since D^B is used in this
sense in 2 Sam. xvii. 11.
It is true that there are no other

the use of

''BN7

as a

passages that can be adduced to prove that the singular
also

used in this sense

*|K

was

but as the word was employed promis-

;

cuously in both singular and plural in the derivative sense of
anger,, there

is

no reason for denying that the singular may

also

have been employed in the sense of face (irpoaaytrov). The
combination of D?BK with nnK fUO in the absolute state is supported by many other examples of the same kind (see Ewald,
§

287, h).

The meaning

double has been correctly adopted in

the Syriac, whereas Luther follows the

and renders the word

traurig, or sad.

tristis

of the Vulgate,

But this meaning, which

Fr. Bottcher has lately taken under his protection, cannot be

by the expression T3S ™M (Gen.
*|N and D?BK
20, or in any other way.
do indeed signify anger, but anger and sadness are two very
different ideas.
But when Bottcher substitutes "angrily or
unwillingly" for sadly, the incongruity strikes you at once:

philologically sustained either
iv. 6),

or by Dan.

"he gave her a

xi.

portion unwillingly, because he loved her!"

For the custom of

singling out a person by giving double or
even large portions, see the remarks on Gen. xliii. 34. Ver. 6.
" And her adversary (Peninnah) also provoked her with provo-

—

cation,

to

irritate

her."

The

D|

is

placed before the noun
DJH

belonging to the verb, to add force to the meaning.

(Hiphil), to excite, put into (inward) commotion, not exactly to

make angry.

—Ver.

7.

a So did he (Elkanah) from year
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I.

(namely give to Hannah a double portion at the

sacrificial

meal), as often as she went up to the house of the Lord.
she (Penirmah) provoke her

(Hannah),

so that she wept,

So did
and did

The two )? correspond to one another. Just as
Elkanah showed his love to Hannah at every sacrificial festival,
so did Peninnah repeat her provocation, the effect of which
was that Hannah gave vent to her grief in tears, and did not
eat.
Ver. 8. Elkanah sought to comfort her in her grief by
not eat."

—

the affectionate appeal:

"Am

dearer) than ten children f"

I

Ten

is

not better to thee (3to,

i.e.

a round number for a large

number.

—

Hannah's prayer for a son. Vers. 9-11.
and after the drinking," i.e. after
the sacrificial meal was over, Hannah rose up with a troubled
heart, to pour out her grief in prayer before God, whilst Eli
was sitting before the door-posts of the palace of Jehovah,
and vowed this vow : " Lord of Zebaoth, if Thou regardest the
distress of Thy maiden, and givest men's seed to Thy maiden, I
will give him to the Lord all his life long, and no razor shall
come upon his head" The choice of the infinitive absolute
nhB> instead of the infinitive construct is analogous to the combination of two nouns, the first of which is defined by a suffix,
and the second written absolutely (see e.g. JV)»p. *W, Ex. xv. 2
The words from ^jn
cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. 5, and Ewald, § 339, b).
onwards to t?M Tr\D form two circumstantial clauses inserted in
the main sentence, to throw light upon the situation and the
further progress of the affair. The tabernacle is called " the
Vers. 9-18.

u After

the eating at Shiloh,

palace of Jehovah " (cf. ch. ii. 22), not on account of the
magnificence and splendour of the building, but as the dwellingplace of Jehovah of hosts, the God-king of Israel, as in Ps. v.
8, etc.

TOTD

is

probably a porch, which had been placed before

the curtain that formed the entrance into the holy place, when
the tabernacle was erected permanently at Shiloh. B*W rno,
troubled in soul (cf. 2 Kings

iv.

27).

nsan fWM

subordinate to 7?BnFi, in the sense of " weeping

is

really

much during

her prayer." The depth of her trouble was also manifest in
the crowding together of the words in which she poured out
the desire of her heart before God : " If Thou wilt look upon
the distress of Thine handmaid, and remember and not forget,"
" Men's seed " (semen virorum), i.e. a male child. O'B'JK
etc.
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man (see Ewald, § 186-7), from the root
which combines the two ideas of fire, regarded as life,
and giving life and firmness. The vow contained two points
(1) she would give the son she had prayed for to be the Lord's
all the days of his life, i.e. would dedicate him to the Lord for
a lifelong service, which, as we have already observed at p. 18,
the Levites as such were not bound to perform ; and (2) no
razor should come upon his head, by which he was set apart as
a Nazarite for his whole life (see at Num. vi. 2 sqq., and Judg.
xiii. 5).
The Nazarite, again, was neither bound to perform a
lifelong service nor to remain constantly at the sanctuary, but
was simply consecrated for a certain time, whilst the sacrifice
offered at his release from the vow shadowed forth a complete
surrender to the Lord. The second point, therefore, added a
new condition to the first, and one which was not necessarily
connected with it, but which first gave the true consecration to
the service of the Lord at the sanctuary. At the same time,
the qualification of Samuel for priestly functions, such as the
offering of sacrifice, can neither be deduced from the first point
in the vow, nor yet from the second.
If, therefore, at a later
period, when the Lord had called him to be a prophet, and had
thereby placed him at the head of the nation, Samuel officiated
at the presentation of sacrifice, he was not qualified to perform
this service either as a Levite or as a lifelong Nazarite, but
performed it solely by virtue of his prophetic calling. Vers.

is

the plural of E^K, a

B*K,

—

12-14.

But when Hannah prayed much

(i.e.

a long time)

before the Lord, and Eli noticed her mouth, and, as she was

praying inwardly, only saw her lips move, but did not hear her
voice, he thought she was drunken, and called out to her
" How long dost thou show thyself drunken t put away thy wine

from

thee,"

xxv. 37).

i.e.

go away and sleep

ita?

off thine intoxication (cf. ch.

hy H131D, Ut. speaking to her heart.

?V

is

not

be confounded with ?N (Gen. xxiv. 45), but has the subordinate idea of a comforting address, as in Gen. xxxiv. 3, etc.
to

Vers. 15, 16.

Hannah answered: "No, my

lord,

lama woman

of an oppressed spirit. I have not drunk wine and strong drink,
but have poured out my soul before the Lord (see Ps. xlii. 5).
Do not count thine handmaid for a worthless woman, for I have
spoken hitherto out of great sighing and grief" ^B? JH3, to set
or lay before a person, i.e. generally to give a person up to
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19-28.

here to place him in thought in the position of

;

i.e.

to take

him

for another.

WW, meditation, inward

—

movement of the heart, sighing. Ver. 17. Eli then replied
" Go in peace, and the God of Israel give (grant) thy request
Qly?V for ^rpKE*"), which thou hast asked of Him" This word
of the high priest was not a prediction, but a pious wish, which

His grace most gloriously fulfilled.-—Ver. 18. Hannah
then went her way, saying, " Let thine handmaid find grace in
thine eyes," i.e. let me be honoured with thy favour and thine
intercession, and was strengthened and comforted by the word
of the high priest, which assured her that her prayer would be
heard by God ; and she did eat, " and her countenance was no
more," sc. troubled and sad, as it had been before. This may
be readily supplied from the context, through which the word
countenance (Q^B) acquires the sense of a troubled countenance,

God

in

as in

Job

ix.

27.

Vers. 19—28. SamueTs birth, and dedication

Vers. 19, 20.

Raman

to the

Lord.

The next morning Elkanah returned home

—
to

two wives, having first of all
worshipped before the Lord; after which he knew his wife
Hannah, and Jehovah remembered her, i.e. heard her prayer.
" In the revolution of the days" i.e. of the period of her conception and pregnancy, Hannah conceived and bare a son, whom
she called Samuel; " for (she said) I have asked him of the Lord."
The name $>i?OJ> (^anovrjk, LXX.) is not formed from »t?= DB>
jnotf,
and btt, name of God (Ges. Thes. p. 1434), but from
heard of God, a Deo exauditus, with an elision of the j? (see
Ewald, § 275, a, Not. 3) ; and the words " because I have asked
him of the Lord" are not an etymological explanation of the
name, but an exposition founded upon the facts. Because
Hannah had asked him of Jehovah, she gave him the name,
" the God-he d," as a memorial of the hearing of her prayer.
Vers. 21, 22. When Elkanah went up again with his family to
Shiloh, to present his yearly sacrifice and his vow to the Lord,
Hannah said to her husband that she would not go up till she
had weaned the boy, and could present him to the Lord, that
he might remain there for ever. DW} n?t, the sacrifice of the
days, i.e. which he was accustomed to offer on the days when he
(see at ver. 1) with his

V

went up to the sanctuary
It follows

;

really, therefore, the

from the expression " and

his

annual

vow"

that

sacrifice.

Elkanah
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had

also

vowed a vow

should have a son.
sacrifice.
rfat?.

1

And

to the

Lord, in case the heloved Hannah
referred to the presentation of a

The vow

this explains the

Weaning took

According to 2 Mace.

VWTIK with
among the Israelites.
Hebrew mothers were in the

combination of

place very late

vii.

28, the

When

habit of suckling their children for three years.

weaning had taken

place,

Hannah would bring her

the

son up to

the sanctuary, to appear before the face of the Lord, and reever, i.e. his whole life long. The Levites genewere only required to perform service at the sanctuary

main there for
rally

from their twenty-fifth to their fiftieth year (Num. viii. 24, 25)
but Samuel was to be presented to the Lord immediately after

weaning had taken

his

ever,

i.e.

place,

and

to belong entirely to the

to

remain at the sanctuary for
To this end he was

Lord.

to receive his training at the sanctuary, that at the very earliest

waking up of

he might receive the
There is no necessity, therefore, to understand the word ?D3 (wean) as including
what followed the weaning, namely, the training of the child up to
his spiritual susceptibilities

impressions of the sacred presence of God.

The LXX. add to rot; ti%ds ctvrov the clause xxi vaneci r»s 'hix.a.rttt
This addition is just as
rns yvs airov (" and all the tithes of his land").
arbitrary as the alteration of the singular \Tli into the plural rds tvx^i avrou.
1

The

translator overlooked the special reference of the

desired

mind, where vows are ordered

word iTO

to the child

—probably with Deut. 26, 27 in
to be paid at the sanctuary in connection
meals—that when Elkanah made

by Elkanah, and imagined

xii.

his

his
with slain offerings and sacrificial
annual journey to the tabernacle he would discharge all his obligations to
God, and consequently would pay his tithes. The genuineness of this additional clause cannot be sustained by an appeal to Josephus (Ant. v. 10, 3),
who also has Iskxtx; ts i!@£{o», for Josephus wrote his work upon the basis
of the Alexandrian version. This statement of Josephus is only worthy of
notice, inasmuch as it proves the incorrectness of the conjecture of Thenius,
that the allusion to the tithes was intentionally dropped out of the Hebrew
text by copyists, who regarded Samuel's Levitical descent as clearly established by 1 Chron. vi. 7-13 and 19-21.
For Josephus (I. c. § 2) expressly
describes Elkanah as a Levite, and takes no offence at the offering of tithes

him in the Septuagint, simply because he was well acquainted
with the law, and knew that the Levites had to pay to the prieste a tenth
of the tithes that they received from the other tribes, as a heave-offering
of Jehovah (Num. xviii. 26 sqq. ; cf. Neh. x. 38).
Consequently the presentation of tithe on the part of Elkanah, if it were really well founded
in the biblical text, would not furnish any argument against his Levitical
attributed to

descent.
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his thirteenth year (Seb. Schmidt),

on the ground that a child

of three years old could only have been a burden to Eli

:

for

word never has this meaning, not even in 1 Kings xi. 20
and, as O. v. Gerlach has observed, his earliest training might
have been superintended by one of the women who worshipped
Ver. 23. Elkanah
at the door of the tabernacle (ch. ii. 22).
expressed his approval of Hannah's decision, and added, u only
By " His word " we
the Lord establish His word" i.e. fulfil it.
some
direct
revelation
from God respectare not to understand
ing the birth and destination of Samuel, as the Rabbins suppose,
but in all probability the word of Eli the high priest to Hannah,
" The God of Israel grant thy petition " (ver. 17), which might
be regarded by the parents of Samuel after his birth as a promise from Jehovah himself, and therefore might naturally
excite the wish and suggest the prayer that the Lord would
graciously fulfil the further hopes, which the parents cherished
in relation to the son whom they had dedicated to the Lord by
a vow. The paraphrase of VOT in the rendering given by the
the

—

LXX.,

to igeXffbv

iic

tow oto/icitos

<rov, is

the subjective view

of the translator himself, and does not warrant an emendation of

the original text.

—Vers. 24, 25. As soon

Hannah brought

him, although

still

a

boy was weaned,

as the

a tender boy, to

"IJO, i-e.

Shiloh, with a sacrifice of three oxen, an ephah of meal, and a

pitcher of wine, and gave him

had been

up

to Eli

slain, i.e. offered in sacrifice as

when

the ox (bullock)

The

a burnt-offering.

striking circumstance that,

according to ver. 24, Samuel's
parents brought three oxen with them to Shiloh, and yet in
ver.

25 the ox ("'B?) alone is spoken of as being slain (or sacrimay be explained very simply on the supposition that in
25 that particular sacrifice is referred to, which was asso-

ficed),
ver.

ciated with the presentation of the boy, that

offering

by virtue

is

to say, the burnt-

of which the boy was consecrated to the

as a spiritual sacrifice for a lifelong service at

Lord

His sanctuary,

whereas the other two oxen served as the yearly festal offering,
t'.e. the burnt-offerings and thank-offerings which Elkanah presented year

by

did not think
partly
1

from

year,

it

and the presentation of which the writer

needful to mention, simply because it followed
t

ver. 3

The interpretation

and partly from the Mosaic law,1
of ne6e>

D^BS by l»

ftitxv

—Vers.

rptrlgom (LXX.),

upon which Theniua would found an alteration of the text,

is

proved to be
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When

known

to the high priest as the

the boy was presented, his mother

made

woman who had

herself

previously

prayed to the Lord at that place (see vers. 11 sqq.), and said,
u For this child I prayed; and the Lord Itath granted me my request which

I asked of Him :

of the Lord

all the

'abN D31

:

I

also

;

et

I also make him

therefore

days that he

liveth ;

he

one asked

asked of the Lord."
-"K^'n, to let a person

is

ego vicissim (Cler.).

him what he asks (Ex. xii. 36),
a person " asked " fa&&). The meaning
to lend, which the lexicons give to the word both here and Ex.
ask, to grant his request, to give
signifies

xii.

here to

36, has

make

no other support than the

false rendering of the

LXX.,and is altogether unsuitable both in the one and the other.
the son to Hannah, but had given him (see

Jehovah had not

lent

ver. 11) ;

could a

still less

clause of ver. 28, "

man

lend his son to the Lord.

and he worshipped

Hannm

the

Lord

The

last

there" refers to

and not to Samuel.
which is found in
some Codd., and in the Vulgate, Syriac, and Arabic, appears
the more suitable ; but when we look more closely at the connection in which the clause stands, we see at once that it does
not wind up the foregoing account, but simply introduces the
Elkanah, qui in votum

On

consenserat,

a superficial glance, the plural

WW^,

Consequently the

closing act of the transference of Samuel.

and notwithstanding the fact
that the subject is not mentioned, the allusion to Samuel is
placed beyond all doubt. When Hannah had given up her son
to the high priest, his father Elkanah first of all worshipped
before the Lord in the sanctuary, and then Hannah worshipped
in the song of praise, which follows in ch. ii. 1-10.
singular

is

perfectly appropriate

;

both arbitrary and wrong by the fact that the translators themselves after-

wards mention the Simla, which Elkanah brought year by year, and the
/woV^of, and consequently represent him as offering at least two animals,
in direct opposition to the ^oV^p tj/sti'^out/.
This discrepancy cannot be
removed by the assertion that in ver. 24 the sacrificial animal intended for
the dedication of the boy is the only one mentioned and the presentation of
the regular festal sacrifice is taken for granted, for an ephah of meal would
not be the proper quantity to be offered in connection with a single ox,
since, according to the law in Num. xv. 8, 9, only three-tenths of an
ephah of meal were required when an ox was presented as a burnt-offering
or slain offering.
The presentation of an ephah of meal presupposes the
offering of three oxen, and therefore shows that in ver. 24 the materials
are mentioned for all the sacrifices that Elkanah was about to offer.
;
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1-10.

—

Chap. ii. 1-10. Hannah's song of praise. The prayer in
which Hannah poured out the feelings of her heart, after the
dedication of her son to the Lord, is a song of praise of a prophetic and Messianic character. After giving utterance in the

and exulting of her soul at the
had reached her (ver. 1), she praises the Lord as
the only holy One, the only rock of the righteous, who rules
on earth with omniscience and righteousness, brings down the
proud and lofty, kills and makes alive, maketh poor and
maketh rich (vers. 2-8). She then closes with the confident
assurance that He will keep His saints, and cast down the rebellious, and will judge the ends of the earth, and exalt the
power of His king (vers. 9, 10).
This psalm is the mature fruit of the Spirit of God. The
pious woman, who had gone with all the earnest longings of a
mother's heart to pray to the Lord God of Israel for a son,
that she might consecrate him to the lifelong service of the
Lord, " discerned in her own individual experience the general
laws of the divine economy, and its signification in relation to
the whole history of the kingdom of God" (Auberlen, p. 564).
The experience which she, bowed down and oppressed as she
was, had had of the gracious government of the omniscient
and holy covenant God, was a pledge to her of the gracious
way in which the nation itself was led by God, and a sign by
introduction to the rejoicing
salvation that

which she discerned how God not only
the poor and wretched

and

distress,

and

set

who

trusted in

delivered at

Him

all

times

out of their poverty

them up, but would

also lift

up and

glorify His whole nation, which was at that time so deeply

bowed down and oppressed by

its foes.
Acquainted as she
was with the destination of Israel to be a kingdom, from the
promises which God had given to the patriarchs, and filled as
she was with the longing that had been awakened in the nation
for the realization of these promises, she could see in spirit, and
through the inspiration of God, the king whom the Lord was
about to give to His people, and through whom He would raise
it up to might and dominion.
The refusal of modern critics to admit the genuineness of
this song is founded upon an a priori and utter denial of the
supernatural saving revelations of God, and upon a conse-

quent inability to discern the prophetic illumination of the pious
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Hannah, and a complete misinterpretation of the contents of
her song of praise. The "proud and lofty," whom God humbles
and

Israel,

down, are not the heathen or the national foes of
and the " poor and wretched " whom He exalts and

makes

rich are not the Israelites as such

casts

but the former are

;

the ungodly, and the latter the pious, in Israel
description

is

the most arbitrary criticism that

it

And

itself.

so well sustained throughout, that

it

is

the

only by

can be interpreted as refer-

ring to definite historical events, such as the victory of David

over Goliath (Thenius), or a victory of the Israelites over

heathen nations (Ewald and others). Still less can any argument be drawn from the words of the song in support of its
later origin, or its composition by David or one of the earliest
of the kings of Israel.
ness supported

On

the contrary, not only

by the general

is its

genuine-

consideration that the author of

Hannah, if he
had not found it in the sources he employed ; but still more
decisively by the circumstance that the songs of praise of Mary
and Zechariah, in Luke i. 46 sqq. and 68 sqq., show, through
the manner in which they rest upon this ode, in what way it
was understood by the pious Israelites of every age, and how,
like the pious Hannah, they recognised and praised in their
own individual experience the government of the holy God in
the midst of His kingdom.
The first verse forms the introduction to the song. Holy
joy in the Lord at the blessing which she had received impelled
the favoured mother to the praise of God
these books would never have ascribed a song to

:

Ver.

1.

My heart is joyful in the Lord,
My horn is exalted in the Lord,
My mouth is opened wide over mine
For

Of
.

the four

I rejoice in

Thy

members of

enemies

salvation.

this verse, the first

answers to the

and the second to the fourth. The heart rejoices at the
lifting up of her horn, the mouth opens wide to proclaim the
salvation before which the enemies would be dumb.
"My
horn is high " does not mean ' I am proud (Ewald), but " my
power is great in the Lord."
The horn is the symbol of
strength, and is taken from oxen whose strength is in their
horns (vid. Deut. xxxiii. 17; Ps. Ixxv. 5, etc.). The power
was high or exalted by the salvation which the Lord had mani-

third,

'
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the glory was due, because

He

had

proved himself to be the holy One, and a rock upon which a
man could rest his confidence.
Ver.

2.

None

is

And no
8.

holy as the Lord

rock

is

;

for there is

none beside Thee

as our God.

Speak ye not much lofty, lofty
Let (not) insolence go out of thy mouth
For the Lord is an omniscient God,
And with Him deeds are weighed.
;

1

God manifests himself as holy in the government of the
kingdom of His grace by His guidance of the righteous to salBut

vation (see at Ex. xix. 6).

holiness is simply the moral
one absolute God. This explains
the reason given for His holiness, viz. "there is not one (a
God) beside thee" (cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 32). As the holy and only
reflection of the glory of the

One, God is the rock (vid. Deut. xxxii. 4, 15 ; Ps. xviii. 3) in
which the righteous can always trust. The wicked therefore
should tremble before His holiness, and not talk in their pride
of the lofty things which they have accomplished or intend to
perform, nnha is defined more precisely in the following clause,
which is also dependent upon ?N by the word pHV, as insolent
words spoken by the wicked against the righteous (see Ps.
xxxi. 19). For Jehovah hears such words ; He is " a God of
knowledge" (Deus scientiarum), a God who sees and knows
every single thing. The plural flijn has an intensive signification. Jlv?J( U2J13 K? might be rendered " deeds are not weighed,
or equal"

(cf.

Ezek.

xviii. 25,

only apply to the actions of
just,

or weighed.

men does

But an

26, xxxiii. 17).

men

;

for the acts of

But

this

God

are always

would

assertion respecting the actions of

Hence this clause is reckoned
one of the passages in which t6 stands for
& (see at Ex. xxi. 8). " To Him (with Him) deeds are
weighed:" that is to say, the acts of God are weighed, i.e.
equal or just. This is the real meaning according to the passages in Ezekiel, and not " the actions of men are weighed by
in the

not suit the context.

Masora

as

Him" (De Wette,

Maurer, Ewald, etc.) for God weighs the
minds and hearts of men (Prov. xvi. 2, xxi. 2, xxiv. 12), not
This expression never occurs. The weighed or
their actions.
righteous acts of God are described in vers. 4-8 in great and
:

general traits, as displayed in the government of His

kingdom
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through the marvellous changes which occur in the circumstances connected with the lives of the righteous and the
wicked.
Ver. 4. Bow-heroes are confounded,

And

stumbling ones gird themselves with strength

;

Full ones hire themselves out for bread,

5.

And hungry

ones cease to be.

Yea, the barren beareth seven (children),
And she that is rich in children pines away.

The Lord

6.

kills

and makes alive
hell, and leads up.
;

Leads down into
7.

The Lord makes poor and makes
Humbles and also exalts.

8.

He raises mean ones out of the dust,
He litts up poor ones out of the dunghill,
To

set

them

rich,

beside the noble

And He apportions to them the seat of glory
For the

pillars of the earth are the Lord's,

And He

sets the earth

upon them.

In ver. 4, the predicate D^n is construed with the notnen
rectum D , 3 , not with the nomen regens riBfy because the former
is the leading term (yid. Ges. § 148, 1, and Ewald, § 317, d).
The thought to be expressed is, not that the bow itself is to be
"]'

l

i

broken, but that the heroes

founded or broken inwardly.
heroes carrying bows.

For

who carry the bow are
" Bows of the heroes"
this reason the

verb

is

to

be con-

stands for

to

be taken

in the sense of confounded, not broken, especially as, apart from
Isa.

li.

56,

nnn

is

not used to denote the breaking of outward

—

men. Ver. 5. D^?^ are the rich
become so poor as to be obliged to
hire themselves out for bread. 7V}, to cease to be what they
were before. The use of 1J> as a conjunction, in the sense of
" yea" or " in fact," may be explained as an elliptical ex" Seven children"
pression, signifying " it comes to this, that."
things, but the breaking of

and well

to

do

;

these would

number of the divine blessing in
u The mother of many children"
away, because she has lost all her sons, and with them

are mentioned as the full
children (see

pines

Kuth

iv.

15).

her support in her old age (see Jer. xv. 9). This comes from
the Lord, who kills, etc. (cf. Deut. xxxii. 39). The words of

God hurls down into death and the
danger of death, and also rescues therefrom (see Ps. xxx. 3, 4).

ver. 6 are figurative.
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three clauses of ver. 8 are repeated verbatim in Ps.

first

Dust and the dunghill are

cxiii. 7, 8.

figures used to denote

the deepest degradation and ignominy.

The

antithesis to this

upon the chair or throne of glory, the seat occupied
by noble princes. The Lord does all this, for He is the creator
and upholder of the world. The pillars CE^D, from pw = P5P)
of the earth are the Lord's ; i.e. they were created or set up by
Him, and by Him they are sustained. Now as Jehovah, the
God of Israel, the Holy One, governs the world with His
sitting

is,

With

almighty power, the righteous have nothing to fear.

thought the
Ver.

The

9.

feet of

His saints

And the wicked

this

the song begins

last strophe of

He

will keep,

perish in darkness

For by power no one becomes strong.

—those who contend against Him are confounded.

The Lord

10.

He

thunders above him in the heavens

The Lord will judge the ends of the earth,
That He may lend might to His king,
.And exalt the horn of His anointed.

The Lord keeps

the feet of the righteous, so that they do

not tremble and stumble,

i.e.

so that the righteous do not fall

into adversity and perish therein (vid. Ps.
3).

will

the light of His grace, so that they

14, cxvi. 8, cxxi.

fall into distress

For no man can be strong through

mity.
to

lvi.

But the wicked, who oppress and persecute the righteous,
perish in darkness, i.e. in adversity, when God withdraws

meet the storms of

To

destroyed.

" Jehovah"

life.

All

who

fight

and

cala-

own power, so as
against the Lord are
his

bring out the antithesis between

man and God,

commencement of the
sentence in ver. 10 "As for Jehovah, those who contend against
Him are broJcen" both inwardly and outwardly (nnn^ as in
ver. 4). The word W, which follows, is not to be changed into
DflyS.
There is simply a rapid alternation of the numbers,
is

written absolutely at the
:

such as

him"

we

i.e.

thunders.
the

frequently meet with in excited language.

above every one

Thunder

is

who

" Above

contends against God,

He

a premonitory sign of the approach of

In the thunder, man is made to feel in
way the presence of the omnipotent God. In the
" The Lord will judge the ends of the earth," i.e. the

Lord

to judgment.

an alarming
words,

earth to its utmost extremities, or the whole world, Hannah's

C
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prayer

rises

up

to

a prophetic glance at the consummation of

the kingdom of God.

As

righteous at all times,

and

will

He

certainly as the
casts

down

Lord God keeps

the

the wicked, so certainly

judge the whole world, to hurl down all His foes, and
kingdom which He has founded in Israel. And as

perfect His

every kingdom culminates in

might
kingdom of God can only
attain its full perfection in the king whom the Lord will give
to His people, and endow with His might.
The king, or the

and government of a king,

its

throne, or in the full

so the

anointed of the Lord, of whom Hannah prophesies in the spirit,
is not one single king of Israel, either David or Christ, but an

though not a mere personification of the throne about
king whom Israel received in
David and his race, which culminated in the Messiah. The
exaltation of the horn of the anointed of Jehovah commenced
with the victorious and splendid expansion of the power of
David, was repeated with every victory over the enemies of
God and His kingdom gained by the successive kings of
David's house, goes on in the advancing spread of the kingdom of Christ, and will eventually attain to its eternal consummation in the judgment of the last day, through which all
the enemies of Christ will be made His footstool.
ideal king,

to be established, but the actual

Samuel's service before eli.

ungodliness of eli's sons.
denunciation of judgment upon eli and his house.

—CHAP.

II. 11-36.

Vers. 11-17. Samuel the servant of the Lord under Eli.
Ver. 11 forms the transition'

Ungodliness of the sons of Eli.

—

what follows.
After Hannah's psalm of thanksgiving,
Elkanah went back with his family to his home at Ramah, and
the boy (Samuel) was serving, i.e. ministered to the Lord, in the
to

presence of Eli the priest.

The

fact that nothing

is

said about

Elkanah's wives going with him, does not warrant the interpretation given by Thenius, that Elkanah went home alone.
It

was taken for granted that his wives went with
™' rnt?,
i. 21 (" all his house").
"J")
literally, both here and in ch. iii. 1, to serve
which is used interchangeably with '* 'j?B"ns
-

to ch.

to serve in the presence of the Lord,

is

him, according

which signifies
the Lord, and
rry& (ver. 18),

used to denote the duties
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11-17.

performed both by priests and Levites in connection with the
worship of God, in which Samuel took part, as he grew up,
under the superintendence of Eli and according to his instructions.
Ver. 12. But Eli's sons, Hophni and Phinehas (ver. 34),
were ??v3 Via, worthless fellows, and knew not the Lord, sc. as

—

He

should be known,

Vers. 13,

Him,

did not fear

i.e.

or trouble them-

Him (yid. Job rviii. 21 Hos. viii. 2,
14. " And the right of the priests towards

selves about

;

xiii.

4).

the people

was (the following)." Mishpat signifies the right which they
had usurped to themselves in relation to the people. " If any
one brought a sacrifice (H3t n?f t5"K"?3 is placed first, and con' as for every one
strued absolutely
who brought a slainoffering'), the priests servant (lit. young man) came while the
flesh was boiling, with a three-pronged fork in his hand, and thrust
:

into the kettle, or pot, or bowl, or saucepan.

brought up the priest took.

This they did

—

A 11

that the

fork

to all the Israelites

who came thither to Shiloh." Vers. 15, 16. They did still worse.
" Even before the fat was consumed," i.e. before the fat portions
of the sacrifice had been placed in the altar-fire for the Lord
(Lev. iii. 3-5), the priest's servant came and demanded flesh of
the person sacrificing, to be roasted for the priest

;

" for he will

not take boiled flesh of thee, but only '0, raw, i.e. fresh meat."
And if the person sacrificing replied, " They will burn the fat
directly

i

(lit.

5), then take
(V?

for

fc6),

at this time,' as in

for

thyself,

Gen. xxv. 31,

1

Kings

as thy soul desireth," he said,

xxii.

"

No

now ; if not, I take by force."
by the priests in connection with

but thou shalt give

These abuses were

practised

the thank-offerings, with which a sacrificial meal was associated.

Of

these offerings, the portion which legally fell to the priest as
share was the heave-leg and wave-breast. And this he was
to receive after the fat portions of the sacrifice had been burned

his

upon the

altar (see

Lev.

vii.

30-34).

To

take the flesh of the

animal and roast it before this offering had been made,
was a crime which was equivalent to a robbery of God, and is
therefore referred to here with the emphatic particle M, as being
the worst crime that the sons of Eli committed.
Moreover, the
sacrificial

priests

could not claim any of the flesh which the offerer of

the sacrifice boiled for the sacrificial meal, after burning the
fat portions

upon the

altar

and giving up the portions which

belonged to them, to say nothing of their taking

it

forcibly out
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—

it was being boiled.
Ver. 17. Such conduct as
on the part of the young men (the priests' servants), was a
great sin in the sight of the Lord, as they thereby brought the

of the pots whjle
this

sacrifice of the

Lord

into contempt.

Y^>

causative, to bring

into contempt, furnish occasion for blaspheming (as in 2

Sam.

" The robbery which they committed was a small sin
in comparison with the contempt of the sacrifices themselves,
which they were the means of spreading among the people"
(O. v. Gerlach). Minchah does not refer here to the meatxii.

14).

offering as the

accompaniment

sacrificial offering generally, as

to the slain-offerings, but to the

a gift presented for the Lord.

Vers. 18-21. SamueFs service before the Lord.

—Ver.

18.

boy before the Lord by the side of the
worthless sons of Eli, girt with an ephod of white material (13,
The ephod was a shoulder-dress, no
see at Ex. xxviii. 42).
doubt resembling the high priest's in shape (see Ex. xxviii. 6
sqq.), but altogether different in the material of which it was
made, viz. simple white cloth, like the other articles of clothing
that were worn by the priests.
At that time, according to ch.
xxii. 18, all the priests wore clothing of this kind ; and, according to 2 Sam. vi. 14, David did the same on the occasion of a
religious festival.
Samuel received a dress of this kind even
when a boy, because he was set apart to a lifelong service
before the Lord. "Mn is the technical expression for putting

Samuel served

as a

on the ephod, because the two pieces of which it was composed
were girt round the body with a girdle. Ver. 19. The small
u coat
?'JJt? also (Angl.
"), which Samuel's mother made and
brought him every year, when she came with her husband to
Shiloh to the yearly sacrifice, was probably a coat resembling
the meil of the high priest (Ex. xxviii. 31 sqq.), but was made
of course of some simpler material, and without the symbolical
ornaments attached to the lower hem, by which that official
dress was distinguished. Ver. 20. The priestly clothing of the
youthful Samuel was in harmony with the spiritual relation in
which he stood to the high priest and to Jehovah. Eli blessed
his parents for having given up the boy to the Lord, and
expressed this wish to the father " The Lord lend thee seed of

—

—

:

this

woman

in the place of the one asked for (n?K#n),

(one) asked for from the Lord."

The

whom

they

striking use of the third

pers. masc. 7KK* instead of the second singular or plural
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accounted for on the supposition that

it is

an indefinite form of
it was Hannah

speech, which the writer chose because, although

who prayed to the Lord for Samuel in the sight of Eli, yet Eli
might assume that the father, Elkanah, had shared the wishes
of his pious wife.
The apparent harshness disappears at once
if we substitute the passive; whereas in Hebrew active constructions were always preferred to passive, wherever it was
possible to employ them (Ewald, § 294, b).
The singular
suffix attached to toipD? after the plural I3?n may be explained
on the simple ground, that a dwelling-place is determined by
the husband, or master of the house.
Ver. 21. The particle '3,

—

"for" (Jehovah

visited), does

not

mean

if, as,

or wlien, nor

is

only necessary to
supply the thought contained in the words, " Eli blessed Elit

to

be regarded as a copyist's error.

It

is

kanah" viz. that Eli's blessing was not an empty fruitless
;
and to understand the passage in some such way as this:
Eli's word was fulfilled, or still more simply, they went to their
home blessed; for Jehovah visited Hannah, blessed her with
" three sons and two daughters ; but the boy Samuel grew up
with the Lord," i.e. near to Him (at the sanctuary), and under
His protection and blessing.
wish

—

22.

Vers. 22-26. EIZs treatment of the sins of his sons. Ver.
The aged Eli reproved his sons with solemn warnings on

account of their sins ; but without his warnings being listened
to.

From

the reproof

itself

we

learn, that beside the sin noticed

in vers. 12-17, they also committed the crime of lying with

women who served at the tabernacle (see at Ex. xxxviii. 8),
and thus profaned the sanctuary with whoredom. But Eli,
the

with the infirmities of his old age, did nothing further to prevent these abominations than to say to his sons, " Why do ye
according to the sayings which

are

evil,

make

of

this

I

whole people."

hear, sayings about

you which

D\tn D3 vT3' rriK is inserted to
!

the meaning clearer, and 'frta flND

is dependent upon
u This whole people" signifies all the people that came
to Shiloh, and heard and saw the wicked doings there.
Ver.
24. ^3 ?«, "not, my sons" i.e. do not such things, " for the
report which I hear is not good; they make the people of Jehovah
D^SVD is written without the pronoun DHK in
to transgress"
an indefinite construction, like D^CW? in ch. vi. 3 (Maurer).
Ewald's rendering as given by Theniusj " The report which I

J7Dfe\

—
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hear the people of

God

bring,"

is

just as inadmissible as the

one proposed by Bottcher, " The report which, as I hear, the
people of God are spreading." The assertion made by Thenius,
that

"

?J!

l>

i

J,

without any further definition, cannot

to sin or transgress, is correct

prove that

this

meaning

is

mean

enough no doubt ; but

it

to cause

does not

inadmissible in the passage before

be found in the
" If man sins against man, God judges him;
sins against Jehovah, who can interpose with entreaty

us, since the further definition is actually to

context.

—Ver. 25.

but if a man
for him?" In the use of i-vB and vvfesn* there is a paronomasia which cannot be reproduced in our language. ??? signifies to

decide or pass sentence (Gen.

xlviii. 11),

then to arbitrate,

to settle a dispute as arbitrator (Ezek. xvi. 52, Ps. cvi. 30),

in the Hithpael to act as mediator, hence to entreat.

these meanings are applicable here.
sin against another,

God settles

and

And

In the case of one man's

the dispute as arbitrator through

;
whereas, when a man sins against God,
no one can interpose as arbitrator. Such a sin cannot be disposed of by intercession; But Eli's sons did not listen to this
admonition, which was designed to reform daring sinners with
" for" adds the historian,
mild words and representations

the proper authorities

;

"Jehovah was resolved to slay them"
The father's reproof
made no impression upon them, because they were already
given up to the judgment of hardening. (On hardening as a
divine sentence, see the discussions at Ex. iv. 21.)
Ver. 26.
The youthful Samuel, on the other hand, continued to grow in
stature, and in favour with God and man (see Lev. ii. 52).
Vers. 27-36. Announcement of the judgment upon Eli and
his house.
Ver. 27. Before the Lord interposed in judgment,
He sent a prophet (a " man of God," as in Judg. xiii. 6) to the
aged Eli, to announce as a warning for all ages the judgment
which was about to fall upon the worthless priests of his house.
In order to arouse Eli's own conscience, he had pointed out to
him, on the one hand, the grace manifested in the choice of
his father's house, i.e. the house of Aaron, to keep His sanctuary (vers. 276 and 28), and, on the other hand, the desecra-

—

—

tion of the sanctuary

Then
still

by the wickedness

follows the sentence

stood, fast,

:

The

of his sons (ver. 29).

choice of the family of

Aaron

but the deepest disgrace would come upon the

despisers of the

Lord

(ver. 30)

:

the strength of his house
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his house

were

to die

be removed entirely
but to their sorrow were to survive

not, however, to

But the Lord would
and cause him to walk before His
anointed, and from him all that were left of the house of Eli
would be obliged to beg their bread (vers. 35, 36). To arrive
at the true interpretation of this announcement of punishment,
we must picture to ourselves the historical circumstances that
come into consideration here. Eli the high priest was a descendant of Ithamar, the younger son of Aaron, as we may see
from the fact that his great-grandson Ahimelech was " of the
sons of Ithamar" (1 Ohron. xxiv. 3). In perfect agreement
with this, Josephus (Ant. v. 11, 5) relates, that after the high
the

of the sanctuary (vers. 31-34).

fall

raise

priest

up a

faithful priest,

Ozi of the family of Eleazar, Eli of the family of

The circumstances
Ithamar received the high-priesthood.
which led to the transfer of this honour from the line of
Eleazar to that of Ithamar are unknown. We cannot imagine
it to have been occasioned by an extinction of the line of
Eleazar, for the simple reason that, in the time of David, Zadok
the descendant of Eleazar is spoken of as high priest along
with Abiathar and Ahimelech, the descendants of Eli (2 Sam.
After the deposition of Abiathar he was
viii. 17, xx. 25).
reinstated by Solomon as sole high priest (1 Kings ii. 27), and

the dignity was transmitted to his descendants.

This fact also
overthrows the conjecture of Clericus, that the transfer of the
high-priesthood to Eli took place by the command of God on
account of the grievous sins of the high priests of the line of

Eleazar for in that case Zadok would not have received this
again in connection with Abiathar. We have, no doubt,
;

office

to search for the true reason in the circumstances of the times

of the later judges, namely in the fact that at the death of the

high priest of the family of Eleazar before the time of Eli,
the remaining son was not equal to the occasion, either because
he was still an infant, or at any rate because he was too young
and inexperienced, so that he could not enter upon the office,
and Eli, who was probably related by marriage to the high
priest's family, and was no doubt a vigorous man, was comlast

pelled to take the oversight of the congregation

;

and, together

with the supreme administration of the affairs of the nation as
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judge, received the post of high priest as well, and

filled

it till

the time of his death, simply because in those troublous times

was not one of the descendants of Eleazar who was able
the supreme office of judge, which was combined with
that of high priest. For we cannot possibly think of an unjust
usurpation of the office of high priest on the part of Eli, since
the very judgment denounced against him and his house presupposes that he had entered upon the office in a just and
upright way, and that the wickedness of his sons was all that
was brought against him. For a considerable time after the
there

to

fill

death of Eli the high-priesthood
All Israel turned to Samuel,

lost

whom

almost

the

prophet by means of revelations, and
the deliverer of His people.

The

all its significance.

Lord

established as

whom He

tabernacle at Shiloh, which

God

ceased to be the scene of the gracious presence of
the

loss

of the ark, was probably presided over

by

His

also chose as

of

first

after

all

after

grandson Ahitub, the son of Phinehas, as his
successor in the high-priesthood.
He was followed in the time

Eli's death

his

of Saul by his son Ahijah or Ahimelech,

who gave David

the

shew-bread to eat at Nob, to which the tabernacle had been

removed

in the meantime,

consequence, along with

all

and was put
the priests

to death

by Saul

who were found

in

there.

His son Abiathar, however, escaped the massacre, and fled to
David (ch. xxii. 9-20, xxiii. 6). In the reign of David he is
mentioned as high priest along with Zadok ; but he was afterwards deposed by Solomon (2 Sam. xv. 24, xvii. 15, xix. 12,
1 Kings ii. 27).
xx. 25
Different interpretations have been given of these verses.
The majority of commentators understand them as signifying
that the loss of the high-priesthood is here foretold to Eli, and
also the institution of Zadok in the office.
But such a view is
too contracted, and does not exhaust the meaning of the words.
The very introduction to the prophet's words points to something greater than this " Thus saith the Lord, Did I reveal
myself to thy father's house, when they were in Egypt at the
house of Pharaoh ?" The Q interrogative is not used for *6n
;

:

(nonne), but

an appeal

is

emphatic, as in Jer. xxxi. 20.

The

question

is

which he cannot deny, but is
obliged to confirm. By Eli's father's house we are not to
understand Ithamar and his family, but Aaron, from whom Eli
to Eli's conscience,
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was descended through Ithamar. God revealed himself to the
by appointing Aaron to be the spokesman of
Moses before Pharaoh (Ex. iv. 14 sqq. and 27), and still more
by calling Aaron to the priesthood, for which the way was
prepared by the fact that, from the very beginning, God made
use of Aaron, in company with Moses, to carry out His purpose
of delivering Israel out of Egypt, and entrusted Moses and
Aaron with the arrangements for the celebration of the passover
tribe-father of Eli

(Ex.

This occurred when they, the fathers of Eli,
were still in Egypt at the house of Pharaoh,
under Pharaoh's rule. Ver. 28. " And did I choose

i.e.

43).

xii. 1,

Aaron and
still

his sons,

—

him out of

for a priest to myself." The interronot to be repeated before "rtna», but the

all the tribes

gative particle

is

construction becomes affirmative with the inf. abs. instead of

the perfect.

"Him"

refers

and

Aaron.

The

signifies

back to "thy father" in ver. 27,
expression "for a priest"

is

still

further defined by the clauses which follow: 'O ?V n^J??, "to

my

ascend upon mine altar" Le. to approach

altar of burnt-

and perform the sacrificial worship " to kindle incense"
Le. to perform the service in the holy place, the principal
feature in which was the daily kindling of the incense, which is
mentioned instar omnium ; " to wear the ephod before me" i.e.
to perform the service in the holy of holies, which the high
priest could only enter when wearing the ephod to represent
" And have given to
Israel before the Lord (Ex. xxviii. 12).
offering

;

thy father's house all the firings of the children of Israel" (see at

Lev. i. 9). These words are to be understood, according to
Deut. xviii. 1, as signifying that the Lord had given to the
house of Aaron, i.e. to the priesthood, the sacrifices of Jehovah
to eat in the place of

any inheritance

the portions appointed in the

Num.

xviii.

—Ver. 29.

in the land, according to

sacrificial

With such

law in Lev.

the priesthood, and such careful provision

made

and
upon

vi. vii.,

distinction conferred

for

the

it,

conduct of the priests under Eli was an inexcusable crime.
" Why do ye tread with your feet my slain-offerings and meatofferings,

which

I

have commanded in the dwelling-place ?

Slain-offering and meat-offering are general expressions

bracing

all

the

altar-sacrifices.

dwelling "), like JV3, in the house.
nacle.

|tyD is

This reproof applied to the

em-

an accusative (" in

" The dwelling"

is

"

the

the taber-

priests generally, including
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who had not vigorously resisted these abuses. The words
which follow, "and thou honourest thy sons more tlian me,"
relate to Eli himself, and any other high priest who like Eli
Eli,

" To fatten yourselves

should tolerate the abuses of the priests.

with the first of every sacrificial gift of Israel, of my people."
serves as a periphrasis for the genitive, and is chosen for

^P

the purpose of giving greater prominence to the idea of V?V

(my

people).

fWN"!!> the first of

every

sacrificial gift

(minchah,

which Israel offered as the nation of Jehovah,
ought to have been given up to its God in the altar-fire because
it was the best; whereas, according to vers. 15, 16, the sons of
as in ver. 17),

Eli took

away the

for themselves.

best

reason, the saying of the Lord, "
Eli)

and thy father's house

Thy

—Ver.

house

30.

(i.e.

For

(Eli's relations in the other lines,

me for

this

the family of
i.e.

(Num.
xxv. 13), should henceforth run thus " This be far from me
but them that honour me I will honour, and they that despise me
The first declaration of the Lord is not to
shall be despised."
be referred to Eli particularly, as it is by C. a Lapide and
the whole priesthood) shall walk before

ever"

:

others, and understood as signifying that the high-priesthood
was thereby transferred from the family of Eleazar to that of
Ithamar, and promised to Eli for his descendants for all time.

This is decidedly at variance with the fact, that although
" walking before the Lord" is not a general expression denoting
a pious walk with God, as in Gen. xvii.

1,

but refers to the

service of the priests at the sanctuary as walking before the

face of God, yet

it

cannot possibly be specially and exclusively

restricted to the right of entering the

was the prerogative of the high

most holy place, which
These words of

priest alone.

the Lord, therefore, applied to the whole priesthood, or the

which the priesthood had been proThis promise
was afterwards renewed to Phinehas especially, on account of
whole house of Aaron,

to

mised, "for a perpetual statute" (Ex. xxix. 9).

the zeal which he displayed for the honour of Jehovah in

connection with the idolatry of the people at Shittim
xxv. 13).

But even

an eternal priesthood

this

as

renewed promise only secured

(Num.
to him

a covenant of peace with the Lord, and

not specially the high-priesthood, although that was included

Consequently it
was not abrogated by the temporary transfer of the high-priestas the culminating point of the priesthood.
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hood from the descendants of Phinehas to the priestly line of
Ithamar, because even then they still retained the priesthood.

By

the expression " be

God

take place,

it

far from

me"

sc.

to permit this to

does not revoke His previous promise, but

simply denounces a false trust therein as irreconcilable with

That promise would only be fulfilled so far as
Lord in their office, whilst
despisers of God, who dishonoured Him by sin and presumptuous wickedness, would be themselves despised.
This contempt would speedily come upon the house of Eli.
His

holiness.

the priests themselves honoured the

—

—Ver. 31.

" Behold, days come," a formula with which prophets were accustomed to announce future events (see 2 Kings
xx. 17

32,

Isa. xxxix.

—"

;

etc.),

6

then will

;

Amos

I

father's house, that there shall be no old

cut

off

11, ix.

iv. 2, viii.

and

cut off thine arm,

man

13

the

Jer.

vii.

arm of

thy

;

in thine house."

the arm means to destroy the strength either of a

To
man

xxii. 9 ; Ps- xxxvii. 17).
The strength
of a family, however, consists in the vital energy of its mem-

or of a family (see Job

and shows itself in the fact that they reach a good old
and do not pine away early and die. This strength was to
vanish in Eli's house; no one would ever again preserve his
bers,

age,

life to old age.

—Ver. 32.

dwelling in all that

meaning

He

"

And

thou wilt see oppression of the

has shown of good

different ways, appears to be the following

which

to Israel."

The

of these words, which have been explained in very

Lord would confer upon His

:

In

all

the benefits

would see
only distress for the dwelling of God, inasmuch as the tabernacle would fall more and more into decay. In the person of
Eli, the high priest at that time, the high priest generally is
addressed as the custodian of the sanctuary; so that what is
said is not to be limited to him personally, but applies to all the
high priests of his house. fiVO is not Eli's dwelling-place, but
the dwelling-place of God, i.e. the tabernacle, as in ver. 29, and
Jffn, in the sense of benefitis a genitive dependent upon "is.
ing a person, doing him good, is construed with the accusative
The
of the person, as in Deut. xxviii. 63, viii. 16, xxx. 5.
subject to the verb ^OP is Jehovah, and is not expressly mentioned, simply because it is so clearly implied in the words
themselves. This threat began to be fulfilled even in Eli's own
days.
The distress or tribulation for the tabernacle began with
the

people, Eli
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the capture of the ark by the

and

Philistines (ch. iv. 11),

continued during the time that the Lord was sending help and
deliverance to His people through the

medium

of Samuel, in

and physical oppression. The ark of the covenant the heart of the sanctuary was not restored to the
tabernacle in the time of Samuel; and the tabernacle itself
was removed from Shiloh to Nob, probably in the time of war
and when Saul had had all the priests put to death (ch. xxi.
2, xxii. 11 sqq.), it was removed to Gibeon, which necessarily
caused it to fall more and more into neglect. Among the
different explanations, the rendering given by Aquila (ical
eiri/3\e>{rei (? hri^\eyfr^<i) avTityjKov KaTOUcnrrjplov) has met
with the greatest approval, and has been followed by Jerome
(et videbis cemulum tuum), Luther, and many others, including
De Wette. According to this rendering, the words are either
supposed to refer to the attitude of Samuel towards Eli, or to
the deposition of Abiathar, and the institution of Zadok by
Solomon in his place (1 Kings ii. 27). But IV does not mean
the antagonist or rival, but simply the oppressor or enemy; and
Samuel was not an enemy of Eli any more than Zadok was of
Abiathar. Moreover, if this be adopted as the rendering of IS,
it is impossible to find any suitable meaning for the following
clause.
In the second half of the verse the threat of ver. 31 is
their spiritual

—

—

repeated with

still

greater emphasis.

so long as thine house shall exist.

and thy

all

"

from mine altar, that
away ; and all

cut off every one to thee

languish,

DWpa,

—Ver. 33.

soul consume

thine house shall die as

men"

The two

the time,

i.e.

And I will not
thine eyes

may

the increase

of

leading clauses of this

verse correspond to the two principal thoughts of the previous
verse,

which are hereby more precisely defined and explained.

Eli was to see the distress of the sanctuary

;

for to him,

i.e.

of

would always be some one serving at the altar
of God, that he might look upon the decay with his eyes, and
his family, there

pine

away with

grief in consequence.

or any one, and

is

B*N signifies every one,

not to be restricted, as Thenius supposes, to

Ahitub, the son of Fhinehas, the brother of Ichabod ; for it
cannot be shown from ch. xiv. 3 and xxii. 20, that he was the

only one that was

left

of the house of Eli.

And

there was to be no old man, no one advanced in

house

;

but

all

secondly,

life,

in his

the increase of the house was to die in the full
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bloom of manhood. D^JN, in contrast with I5J, is used to denote
men in the prime of life.
Ver. 34. " And let this be the sign to thee, what shall happen
to (come upon) thy two sons, Hophni and Fhinehas ; tn one day

For the

they shall both die."

fulfilment of this, see ch. iv. 11.

This occurrence, which Eli lived to

see, but did not long survive
was to be the sign to him that the predicted
punishment would be carried out in its fullest extent. Ver. 35.
But the priesthood itself was not to fall with the fall of Eli's
house and priesthood ; on the contrary, the Lord would raise
up for himself a tried priest, who would act according to His
" And I will build for him a lasting house, and he will
heart.
walk before mine anointed for ever" Ver. 36. Whoever, on
the other hand, should still remain of Eli's house, would come
" bowing before him (to get) a silver penny and a slice of bread"
and would say, " Put me, Ipray, in one of the priests' offices, that
I may get a piece of bread to eat." nTiiK, that which is collected,
signifies some small coin, of which a collection was made by
begging single coins.
Commentators are divided in their

(ch. iv. 17 sqq.),

—

—

opinions as to the historical allusions contained in this pro-

phecy.

By

the prophet

the " tried priest,"

Samuel and the

themselves," he says, " it

Ephraem Syrus understood both

priest

Zadok.

" As for the facts

when Eli died, Samuel
succeeded him in the government, and that Zadok received the
high-priesthood when it was taken from his family."
Since
is

evident that,

most of the commentators, including Theodoret and
Augustine,
however, and in modern times Thenius and O. v. Gerlach,

his time,

the Rabbins, have decided in favour of Zadok.

The

give the preference to Samuel.
logians also regarded

fathers

Samuel and Zadok

and

earlier theo-

as the type of Christ,

and supposed the passage to contain a prediction of the abroga1
tion of the Aaronic priesthood by Jesus Christ.
This higher
1

Ttj

vii. in 1 Beg.
Oixovr h irptfp'wi? xvplat fib ipfcorru
'Xpimy. xxri ii iaropix* r$ Sxiovx, of ix, row 'RMx^ap xarayav to

Theodoret, qu.

aarjjpi

(De civit.
" Although Samuel was not of a different tribe from the
one -which had been appointed by the Lord to serve at the altar, he was not
of the sons of Aaron, whose descendants had been set apart as priests ; and
thus the change is shadowed forth, which was afterwards to be introduced

yi»of,

Dei

rijii

tipxiepaovpyn iid tow SoXo^ii/oj iii^ccro. Augustine says

xvii. 5,

2)

:

through Jesus Christ."

And again,

§ 3

:

"

What

follows (ver. 35) refers to
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in any case to be retained
for the
by which Grotius, Clericus, and others
namely, that the transfer of the high-priesthood from

reference of the words

is

;

rabbinical interpretation,
abide,

—

the descendants of Eli to Zadok, the descendant of Eleazar,
is

all

that

27),

—

is

predicted,

and that the prophecy was

when Abiathar was deposed by Solomon

fulfilled

(1

entirely

Kings

not in accordance with the words of the text.

is

On

ii.

the

other hand, Theodoret and Augustine both clearly saw that
the words of Jehovah, " I revealed myself to thy father's house
in Egypt," and, "Thy house shall walk before me forever,"
do not apply to Ithamar, but to Aaron. "Which of his fathers,"
says Augustine, " was in that Egyptian bondage, from which
they were liberated when he was chosen to the priesthood, ex-

cepting

Aaron ?

that

it is

and

this

It is with reference to his posterity, therefore,

here affirmed that they would not be priests for ever

we

see already fulfilled."

manner

in

the promise of the raising

up

The

only thing that appears

which the fathers combine this
historical reference to Eli and Samuel, or Zadok, with the
Messianic interpretation, viz. either by referring vers. 31-34 to
Eli and his house, and then regarding the sentence pronounced
upon Eli as simply a type of the Messianic fulfilment, or by
admitting the Messianic allusion simply as an allegory. The
true interpretation may be obtained from a correct insight into
the relation in which the prophecy itself stands to its fulfilment.
Just as, in the person of Eli and his sons, the threat announces
deep degradation and even destruction to all the priests of the
house of Aaron who should walk in the footsteps of the sons of
Eli, and the death of the two sons of Eli in one day was to be
merely a sign that the threatened punishment would be completely fulfilled upon the ungodly priests ; so, on the other hand,
untenable

is

the

would build a lasting house,

of the tried priest, for

that priest, whose figure was borne

So again in the Berleburger

whom God
whom

also refers to all the priests

by Samuel when succeeding

Bible, to the words, " I will raise

to Eli."

me up

a

added : " Zadok, of the family of Phinehas
and Eleazar, whom king Solomon, as the anointed of God, appointed high
priest by his ordinance, setting aside the house of Eli (1 Kings ii. 85 ; 1
Chron. xxix. 22). At the same time, just as in the person of Solomon the
Spirit of prophecy pointed to the true Solomon and Anointed One, so in
faithful priest," this note is

this priest did

He

also point to Jesus Christ the great

High
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as faithful servants of

His

altar,

and

complete and final fulfilment in Christ, the

true and eternal High Priest. But if we endeavour to determine
more precisely from the history itself, which of the Old Testament priests are included, we must not exclude either Samuel
or Zadok, but must certainly affirm that the prophecy was partially fulfilled in both.

Samuel, as the prophet of the Lord,

was placed at the head of the nation after the death of Eli ; so
that he not only stepped into Eli's place as judge, but stood
forth as priest before the Lord and the nation, and " had the
important and sacred duty to perform of going before the
anointed, the king, whom Israel was to receive through him
whereas for a long time the Aaronic priesthood fell into such
contempt,

that,

during the general decline of the worship of

God, it was obliged to go begging for honour and support,
and became dependent upon the new order of things that was
introduced by Samuel " (O. v. Gerlach). Moreover, Samuel
acquired a strong house in the numerous posterity that was
given to him by God. The grandson of Samuel was Heman,
" the king's seer in the words of God," who was placed by
David over the choir at the house of God, and had fourteen
sons and three daughters (1 Chron. vi. 33, xxv. 4, 5).
But
the very fact that these descendants of Samuel did not follow
their father in the priesthood, shows very clearly that a lasting
house was not built to Samuel as a tried priest through them,
and therefore that we have to seek for the further historical

fulfilment of this promise in the priesthood of Zadok.

word of the Lord concerning the house of

Eli,

even

As

the

if it

did

only fulfilment in the deposition of Abiathar (1

not find

its

Kings

27), was at any rate partially fulfilled in that deposi-

tion

;

ii.

so the promise concerning the tried priest to be raised

up received a new fulfilment in the fact that Zadok thereby
became the sole high priest, and transmitted the office to his
descendants, though this was neither its last nor its highest fulThis final fulfilment is hinted at in the vision of the
filment.
new temple, as seen by the prophet Ezekiel, in connection with
which the sons of Zadok are named as the priests, who, because
they had not fallen away with the children of Israel, were to
draw near to the Lord, and perform His service in the new
organization of the kingdom of God as set forth in that vision
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(Ezek.

xl.

46,

xliii.

and His kingdom.

quently, the anointed of the Lord, before

would walk

This fulfilment

19, xliv. 15, xlviii. 11).

effected in connection with Christ

for ever,

is

whom

is

an everlasting kingdom.

SAMUEL CALLED TO BE A PROPHET.

At

the tried priest

not Solomon, but rather David, and the

Son of David, whose kingdom

Vers. 1-9.

is

Conse-

the time

—CHAP.

when Samuel served
young man (ch.

before Eli, both as a boy and as a

III.

the
ii.

Lord

11, 21,

word of the Lord had become dear, «.«. rare, in Israel,
and "prophecy was not spread" }*1M, from H?, to spread out
26), the

strongly, to break through copiously (cf. Prov.

"word of
phets

:

the

Lord"

is

the word of

iii.

10).

God announced by

the " vision" " visio prophetica"

It

is

The
pro-

true that Jeho-

vah had promised His people, that He would send prophets,
who should make known His will and purpose at all times
(Deut. xviii. 15 sqq. ; cf. Num. xxiii. 23) ; but as a revelation
from God presupposed susceptibility on the part of men, the
unbelief and disobedience of the people might restrain the fulfilment of this and all similar promises, and God might even
withdraw His word to punish the idolatrous nation. Such a
time as this, when revelations from God were universally rare,
had now arisen under Eli, in whose days, as the conduct of his
sons sufficiently proves, the priesthood had fallen into very deep
corruption.—Vers. 2-4. The word of the Lord was then issued
for the first time to Samuel.
Vers. 2-4 form one period. The
"
clause,
it came to pass at that time " (ver. 2a), is continued in
The intervening clauses
ver. 4a, " that the Lord called," etc.
from yin to DwN tflN are circumstantial clauses, intended to
throw light upon the situation.
The clause, "Eli was laid
down in his place," etc., may be connected logically with "at that
time" by the insertion of "when" (as in the English version:
Tb.).

The dimness

of Eli's eyes

is

mentioned, to explain

Samuel's behaviour, as afterwards described.
circumstances, for example,

when Samuel heard

Under these
own name

his

he might easily suppose that Eli was calling
some assistance. The " lamp of God " is the

called out in sleep,

him

to render

lamps of
which were put up and lighted every evening, and burned
light of the candlestick in the tabernacle, the seven
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through the night till all the oil was consumed (see Ex. xxx. 8,
Lev. xxiv. 2, 2 Chron. xiii. 11, and the explanation given at

Ex.
u

The

xxvii. 21).

extinguished,

is

And Samuel

statement that this light was not yet
" before the morning dawn."

equivalent to

was lying (sleeping) in

the temple

of Jehovah,

ark of God was." fan does not mean the holy place,
as distinguished from the "most holy," as in 1 Kings vi. 5,

where

vii.

ilie

50,

1

but the whole tabernacle, the tent with

the palace of the God-king, as in ch.
neither slept in the holy place

and

by the

table of shew-bread, nor in the

i.

9,

Ps.

its

xi. 4.

court, as

Samuel

side of the candlestick

most holy place

in front of

the ark of the covenant, but in the court, where

cells were
and Levites to live in when serving at the
ver. 15).
The ark of God, i.e. the ark of the

built for the priests

sanctuary (see at
covenant,

is

mentioned as the throne of the divine presence,

—

from which the call to Samuel proceeded. Vers. 5-9. As
soon as Samuel heard his name called out, he hastened to Eli
But Eli bade him lie down again,
to receive his commands.
called
him.
At first, no doubt, he thought the
as he had not
heard
was nothing more than a false
Samuel
had
call which
youth,
who
had
been fast asleep. But the
of
the
impression
same thing was repeated a second and a third time ; for, as the
historian explains in ver. 6, " Samuel had not yet known Jehovah, and (for) the word of Jehovah was not yet revealed to him."
(The perfect JHJ after D"JB, though very rare, is fully supported
by Ps. xc, 2 and Prov. viii. 25, and therefore is not to be
He therealtered into JT£, as Dietrich and Bottcher propose.)
But when he
fore imagined again that Eli had called him.
came to Eli after the third call, Eli perceived that the Lord
was calling, and directed Samuel, if the call were repeated, to
answer, " Speak, Lord ; for Thy servant heareth."
Vers. 10-18. When Samuel had lain down again, " Jehovah came and stood" sc. before Samuel. These words show
that the revelation of God was an objectively real affair, and
" And he called to him as at
not a mere dream of Samuel's.
1

The Masoretes have taken fan in

this sense,

and therefore have

'« fans, and
guard against the conclusion, which might be drawn from this view
of fai. that Samuel slept in the holy place.
placed the

Athnach under 33$, to separate

33^ ^SODB'l from

thus to
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other times" (see

Num.

xxiv. 1

Judg.

;

When

xvi. 20, etc.).

Samuel replied in accordance with Eli's instructions, the Lord
announced to him that He would carry out the judgment that
had been threatened against the honse of Eli (vers. 11-14).
" Behold, I do a thing in Israel, at which both the ears of every
one that heareth it shall tingle" se. with horror (see 2 Kings
Ver. 12. u On that day I will
xxi. 12; Jer. xix. 3; Hab. i. 5).

—

perform against Eli all that I have spoken concerning his house
(see ch. ii. 30 sqq.), beginning and finishing it" i.e. completely.
ISR

iB>*fcrriK D'jpn,

to set

In

up the word spoken, i.e. to carry it out, or
13 this word is communicated to Samuel,

accomplish

it.

so far as

essential contents are concerned.

"

its

ver.

God would

judge

of Eli for ever because of the iniquity, that he knew
his sons were preparing a curse for themselves and did not prevent them."
To judge on account of a crime, is the same as to
D?ijny, i.e. without the punishment being ever
punish it.
the house

stopped or removed.

Dn?

D'ppjJD,

ing a curse upon themselves.

cursing themselves,

" Therefore

I

i.e.

have sworn

bringto the

house of Eli, that the iniquity of the house of Eli shall not (OK,
a particle used in an oath, equivalent to assuredly not) be expiated by slain-offerings
sacrifice)

(On

for ever''

and

The

meat-offerings (through

any kind of

oath makes the sentence irrevocable.

the facts themselves, see the commentary on ch.

—Ver.

15.

Samuel then

slept

till

the morning

;

ii.

27-36.)

and when he

opened the doors of the house of Jehovah, he was afraid to tell
Eli of the revelation which he had received.
Opening the
doors of the house of God appears to have been part of
Samuel's duty. We have not to think of doors opening into
the holy place, however, but of doors leading into the court.
Originally,

when

the tabernacle was simply a tent, travelling

with the people from place to place,

had only curtains at the
But when Israel had
become possessed of fixed houses in the land of Canaan, and
the dwelling-place of God was permanently erected at Shiloh,
instead of the tents that were pitched for the priests and
Levites, who encamped round about during the journey through
the desert, there were erected fixed houses, which were built
against or inside the court, and not only served as dwellingplaces for the priests and Levites who were officiating, but
were also used for the reception and custody of the gifts that
it

entrance to the holy place and court.
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These buildings

were brought as offerings to the sanctuary.
in

all

probability

supplanted entirely the original tent-like

enclosure around the court ; so that instead of the curtains at
the entrance, there were folding doors, which were shut in the

evening and opened again in the morning.
nothing

is

It

is

true that

said about the erection of these buildings in our

but the fact itself is not to be denied on that
In the case of Solomon's temple, notwithstanding the
elaborate description that has been given of it, there is nothing
said about the arrangement or erection of the buildings in
the court; and yet here and there, principally in Jeremiah,
the existence of such buildings is evidently assumed. ^"VP,
viaio, a sight or vision.
This expression is applied to the word
of God which came to Samuel, because it was revealed to him
through the medium of an inward sight or intuition. Vers.
16-18. When Samuel was called by Eli and asked concerning
the divine revelation that he had received, he told him all the
words, without concealing anything whereupon Eli bowed in
quiet resignation to the purpose of God : " It is the Lord ; let
historical books,

account.

—

;

Him

do what seemeth Him good."
Samuel's communication,
however, simply confirmed to the aged Eli what God had
already made known to him through a prophet. But his reply
proves that, with all his weakness and criminal indulgence
towards his wicked sons, Eli was thoroughly devoted to the
Lord in his heart. And Samuel, on the other hand, through
bis unreserved and candid communication of the terribly solemn
word of God with regard to the man, whom he certainly venerated with filial affection, not only as high priest, but also as
his own parental guardian, proved himself to be a man possessing the courage and the power to proclaim the word of the
Lord without fear to the people of Israel.
Vers. 19-21. Thus Samuel grew, and Jehovah was with
him, and let none of his words fall to the ground, i.e. left no
word unfulfilled which He spoke through Samuel. (On ?&},
see

Josh.

xxi. 45, xxiii. 14,

1

Kings

viii.

56.)

By

this all

from Dan to Beersheba (see at Judg. xx. 1) perceived
that Samuel was found trustworthy, or approved (see Num.
And the Lord continued to
xii. 7) as a prophet of Jehovah.
Israel

for

He

revealed himself there to Samuel " in

word of Jehovah"

i.e.

through a prophetic announcement of

appear at Shiloh
die

;
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His word.
These three verses form the transition from the
call of Samuel to the following account of his prophetic labours
in Israel.
At the close of ver. 21, the LXX. have appended
a general remark concerning Eli and his sons, which, regarded
as a deduction from the context, answers no doubt to the paraphrastic treatment of our book in that version, but in a critical
aspect

is

utterly worthless.

WAR WITH THE

PHILISTINES.

LOSS OP

OP ELI AND HIS SONS.
At Samuel's word,

THE ARK.

—CHAP.

DEATH

IV.

the Israelites attacked the Philistines,

They then fetched the ark of
camp according to the advice of the
they might thereby make sure of the help of the

and were beaten

(vers. 1, 2).

the covenant into the
elders, that

ulmighty covenant God ; but in the engagement which foliowed they suffered a still greater defeat, in which Eli's sons
fell and the ark was taken by the Philistines (vers. 3-11). The

aged Eli, terrified at such a loss, fell from his seat and broke
his neck (vers. 12-18)
and his daughter-in-law was taken in
labour, and died after giving birth to a son (vers. 19-22).
With these occurrences the judgment began to burst upon the
house of Eli. But the disastrous result of the war was also to
be a source of deep humiliation to all the Israelites. Not only
were the people to learn that the Lord had departed from them,
but Samuel also was to make the discovery that the deliverance
of Israel from the oppression and dominion of its foes was
absolutely impossible without its inward conversion to its God.
Vers. 1, 2. The two clauses, " The word of Samuel came to
" Israel went out" etc., are to be logically conall Israel" and
;

nected together in the following sense:
tion of Samuel, Israel

The

"At

went out against the

the word or instiga-

Philistines to battle."

were ruling over Israel at that time. This is
from our previous remarks concerning the connection between the commencement of this book and the close
of the book of Judges (see vol. iv. pp. 280 sqq.), from the
simple fact that the land of Israel was the scene of the war,
and that nothing is said about an invasion on the part of the
Philistines.
The Israelites encamped at Ebenezer, and the
The name Ebenezer
Philistines were encamped at Aphek.
Philistines

evident, apart
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(" the stone of help") was not given to the place so designated

a later period, when Samuel set up a memorial stone there
commemorate
to
a victory that was gained over the Philistines
upon the same chosen battle-field after the lapse of twenty
According to this passage, the stone was
years (ch. vii. 12).
set up between Mizpeh and Shen.
The former was not the
Mizpeh in the lowlands of Judah (Josh. xv. 38), but the Mizpeh
of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 26), i.e., according to Robinson, the
present Neby Samwil, two hours to the north-west of Jerusalem,
and half an hour to the south of Gibeon (see at Josh, xviii. 26).
The situation of Aphek has not been discovered. It cannot
have been far from Mizpeh and Ebenezer, however, and was
probably the same place as the Canaanitish capital mentioned
in Josh. xii. 18, and is certainly different from the Aphekah
upon the mountains of Judah (Josh. xv. 53) ; for this was on
till

the south or south-west of Jerusalem, since, according to the

book of Joshua,

it

belonged to the towns that were situated in

the district of Gibeon.

—Ver.

the Israelites were defeated

array four thousand
nan?!?, as in

2.

When

by the

men were

Judg. xx. 20, 22,

smitten upon the
etc.

On

suffered.

Philistines f"

"

Why

As

battle-

TOP)

*<*.

i.e.

" In the field"

the

i.e.

war

as to the cause of the defeat they

hath Jehovah smitten us to-day before

tlte

they had entered upon the war by the word

and advice of Samuel, they were convinced
smitten them.

field.

the return of the people to the camp, the

elders held a council of

had

and in

naivea, in battle-array,

upon the field of battle, not in flight.
open field where the battle was fought.
Vers. 3-11.

the battle was fought,

Philistines,

The

that

Jehovah had

question presupposes at the same time that

the Israelites felt strong enough to enter' upon the war with
their enemies,

and that the reason for

their defeat could only

be that the Lord, their covenant God, had withdrawn His help.
This was no doubt a correct conclusion ; but the means which
they adopted to secure the help of their

war were altogether wrong.
seeking the help of the Lord

God

in continuing the

Instead of feeling remorse and
their

God by a

sincere repentance

and confession of their apostasy from Him, they resolved to
fetch the ark of the covenant out of the tabernacle at Shiloh
into the camp, with the delusive idea that God had so inseparably bound up His gracious presence in the midst of His people
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with this holy ark, which
gracious appearance, that

He had selected as the throne of His
He would of necessity come with it

camp and smite the foe. In ver.

into the

4, the

ark is called " the

ark of the covenant of Jehovah of hosts, who is enthroned above
the cherubim" partly to show the reason why the people had the
ark fetched, and partly to indicate the hope which they founded

upon the presence of this sacred object. (See the commentary
on Ex. xxv. 20-22.) The remark introduced here, " and the
two sons of Eli were there with the ark of the covenant of God,"
not merely intended to show who the guardians of the ark

is

were, viz. priests
also to point

who had

hitherto disgraced the sanctuary, but

forward at the very outset to the result of the

measures adopted.

—Ver.

On

5.

the arrival of the ark in the

camp, the people raised so great a shout of joy that the earth
rang again. This was probably the first time since the settlement of Israel in Canaan, that the ark had been brought into
the camp, and therefore the people no doubt anticipated from
its

presence a renewal of the marvellous victories gained by

under Moses and Joshua, and for that reason raised such

Israel

when

a shout

it

—Vers.

arrived.

6-8.

When

the Philistines

heard the noise, and learned on inquiry that the ark of Jehovah

had come into the camp, they were thrown into alarm, for
" they thought {lit. said), God (Elohim) is come into the camp,

and

said,

yesterday

Who

" Woe unto us !

and

the

For such a

day before

(i.e.

never

thing has not happened

Woe

now).

till

to

us

!

hand of these mighty gods ? These
are the very gods that smote Egypt tfith all kinds of plagues in the
will deliver us

from

the

The Philistines spoke of
D^Twn DVpKn, as heathen who

wilderness."
plural,

the

God

only

of Israel in the

knew

of gods, and

not of one Almighty God. Just as all the heathen feared the
might of the gods of other nations in a certain degree, so the
Philistines also were alarmed at the might of the God of the
Israelites,

and that

in the olden time

all the more because the report of His deeds
had reached their ears (see Ex. xv. 14, 15).

expression " in the wilderness" does not compel us to refer
the words " smote with all the plagues " exclusively to the de-

The

struction of

.

God
to

Pharaoh and

"All

his

army

in the

Red Sea

(Ex. xiv. 23

which
upon Egypt, without there being any necessity
supply the copula 1 before "^IBa, as in the LXX. and Syriac

sqq.).

the plagues" include the rest of the plagues

inflicted
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IV. 12-22.

addition an antithesis

is

introduced into the words,

were intended, would require to be indicated
by a previous pK3 or oyisa. According to the notions of the
Philistines, all the wonders of God for the deliverance of Israel
out of Egypt took place in the desert, because even when Israel
was in Goshen they dwelt on the border of the desert, and
were conducted thence to Canaan. Ver. 9. But instead of
despairing, they encouraged one another, saying, a Show yourselves strong, and be men,
Philistines, that we may not be
obliged to serve the Hebrews, as they have served you ; be men,
and fight!" Vers. 10, 11. Stimulated in this way, they fought
and smote Israel, so that every one fled home (" to his tent,"
which,

if it really

—

—

and 30,000 men of Israel fell. The ark
was taken, and the two sons of Eli died, i.e. were slain
when the ark was taken, a practical proof to the degenerate
nation, that Jehovah, who was enthroned above the cherubim,
had departed from them, i.e. had withdrawn His gracious presee at Josh. xxii. 8),
also

—

sence.

1

The tidings of this calamity were brought by
who came as a messenger of evil tidings, with

Vers. 12-22.
a Benjaminite,

—

his clothes rent, and earth upon his head
a sign of the deepest
mourning (see Josh. vii. 6) to Shiloh, where the aged Eli was
sitting upon a seat by the side (T, is a copyist's error for T) of
the way watching ; for his heart trembled for the ark of God,
which had been taken from the sanctuary into the camp without the command of God. At these tidings the whole city cried
out with terror, so that Eli heard the sound of the cry, and

—

asked the reason of this loud noise (or tumult), whilst the messenger was hurrying towards him with the news.
Eli
1

was ninety-eight years
" It

is just

old,

and "

—Ver.

his eyes stood,"

i.e.

15.

were

when we take merely a historical Christ
He must prove His help chiefly internally by

the same now,

outside us for our Redeemer.

His Holy Spirit, to redeem us out of the hand of the Philistines ; though
externally He must not be thrown into the shade, as accomplishing our

For there is
justification.
If we had not Christ, we could never stand.
no help in heaven and on earth beside Him. But if we have Him in no
other way than merely without us and under us, if we only preach about
Him, teach, hear, read, talk, discuss, and dispute about Him, take His
same into our mouth, but will not let Him work and show His power in
Berleus, He will no more help us than the ark helped the Israelites."
Imrger Bible.
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so that

stiff,
is

he could no more see

(vid. 1

Kings

xiv. 4).

This

a description of the so-called black cataract (amaurosis),

which generally occurs at a very great age from paralysis of the
Vers. 16 sqq. When the messenger informed him
optic nerves.
of the defeat of the Israelites, the death of his sons, and the
capture of the ark, at the last news Eli fell back from his seat
by the side of the gate, and broke his neck, and died. The loss
of the ark was to him the most dreadful of all more dreadful
than the death of his two sons. Eli had judged Israel forty

—

—

years.

The reading

the slightest notice,

twenty in the Septuagint does not deserve
if

only because

perfectly incredible

it is

that Eli should have been appointed judge of the nation in
his seventy-eighth year.
fell

upon Eli through

—Vers.

19-22.

The judgment which

extended

this stroke

further.

still

His

daughter-in-law, the wife of Phinehas, was with child (near) to

be delivered.

n?7,

contracted from

ITO (from

T5J

:

see Ges.

note l;'Ewald, § 238, c).
When she" heard the
tidings of the capture (ni??rn>N, " with regard to the being taken
§ 69, 3,

away") of the ark of God, and the death of her father-in-law
and husband, she fell upon her knees and was delivered, for
her pains had fallen upon her (lit. had turned against her), and
died in consequence. Her death, however, was but a subordinate matter to the historian; He simply refers to it casually in
the words, " and about the time of her death," for the purpose
of giving her last words, in which she gave utterance to her
grief at the loss of the ark, as a matter of greater importance
in relation to his object.

As

she lay dying, the

stood round sought to comfort her,

brought forth a son
notice (3? Ito&

= £>

but called to the boy
saying,

;

women who

telling her that she

had

but " she did not answer, and took no

QW, animum
(i.e.

by

advertere

;

The glory of Israel

is

P3.

cf.

named him), Ichabod C1

^

'N,

lxii.

11),

no glory),

departed" referring to the capture

of the ark of God, and also to her father-in-law and husband.

She then

said again, "

Gone (rw, wandered away, carried

off)

glory of Israel, for tlie ark of God is taken."
The repetition of these words shows how deeply the wife of the godless
is the

Phinehas had taken to heart the carrying off of the ark, and
how in her estimation the glory of Israel had departed with it.
Israel could not

be brought lower.

earthly throne of His glory, the

With

the surrender of the

Lord appeared

to

have abolished
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V. 1-6.

His covenant of grace with Israel for the ark, with the tables
of the law and the capporeth, was the visible pledge of the
covenant of grace which Jehovah had made with Israel.
;

HUMILIATION OP THE PHILISTINES BY MEANS OP THE AEK
OP THE COVENANT. CHAP. V.-VII. 1.

—

Whilst the

Israelites

were mourning over the

loss of

the

ark of God, the Philistines were also to derive no pleasure from
their booty, but rather to learn that the

God

of Israel,

who

them His greatest sanctuary to humble His
own degenerate nation, was the only true God, beside Whom
there were no other gods. Not only was the principal deity of
the Philistines thrown down into the dust and dashed to pieces
by the glory of Jehovah ; but the Philistines themselves were
had given up

to

so smitten, that their princes were compelled to send back the

ark into the land of Israel, together with a trespass-offering, to
appease the wrath of God, which pressed so heavily upon them.

Chap.

v.

Vers. 1—6.

The Ark in the Land op the
The

Philistines carried the

Philistines.

—

ark from Ebenezer,

where they had captured it, into their capital, Ashdod (Esdud
xiii. 3), and placed it there in the temple of Dagon,
by the side of the idol Dagon, evidently as a dedicatory offering
to this god of theirs, by whose help they imagined that they
had obtained the victory over both the Israelites and their God.
With regard to the image of Dagon, compounded of man and
fish, i.e. of a human body, with head and hands, and a fish's
tail, see, in addition to Judg. xvi. 23, Stark's Gaza, pp. 248
sqq., 308 sqq., and Layard's Nineveh and its Remains, pp.
466-7, where there is a bas-relief from Khorsabad, in which
" a figure is seen swimming in the sea, with the upper part of
the body resembling a bearded man, wearing the ordinary
conical tiara of royalty, adorned with elephants' tusks, and the
lower part resembling the body of a fish.
It has the hand
lifted up, as if in astonishment or fear, and is surrounded by
fishes, crabs, and other marine animals" (Stark, p. 308).
As
this bas-relief represents, according to Layard, the war of an
Assyrian king with the inhabitants of the coast of Syria, most
probably of Sargon, who had to carry on a long conflict with
see at Josh.
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the Philistian towns, more especially with Ashdod, there can

we have a representation of the
This deity was a personification of

hardly be any doubt that

Dagon

Philistian

here.

the generative and vivifying principle of nature, for which the

innumerable multiplication was specially adapted,

fish

with

and

set forth the idea of the giver of all earthly good.

its

The next morning

the Ashdodites found

Dagon

—Ver.

3.

lying on his

upon the ground before the ark of Jehovah, and restored
to his place again, evidently supposing that the idol had
fallen or been thrown down by some accident.
Ver. 4. But
they were obliged to give up this notion when they found the
god lying on his face upon the ground again the next morning
in front of the ark of Jehovah, and in fact broken to pieces,
so that Dagon's head and the two hollow hands of his arms lay
severed upon the threshold, and nothing was left but the trunk
of the fish flfrj).
The word Dagon, in this last clause, is used
in an appellative sense, viz. the fishy part, or fish's shape, from
l^BBi? is no doubt the threshold of the door of the
y\, a fish.
recess in which the image was set up.
We cannot infer from
face

him

—

this,

however, as Thenius has done, that with the small dimen-

sions of the recesses in the ancient temples, if the

forward, the pieces

named might

easily fall

upon the

image

fell

threshold.

This naturalistic interpretation of the miracle

is not only proved
be untenable by the word rrirna, since IW3 means cut off,
and not broken off, but is also precluded by the improbability,

to

not to say impossibility, of the thing

Dagon, which was standing by the

itself.

For

if

the image of

was thrown
upon its face in front of it,
the pieces that were broken off, viz. the head and hands, could
not have fallen sideways, so as to lie upon the threshold. Even
the first fall of the image of Dagon was a miracle. From the
fact that their god Dagon lay upon its face before the ark of
Jehovah, i.e. lay prostrate upon the earth, as though worshipping before the God of Israel, the Philistines were to learn, that
even their supreme deity had been obliged to fall down before

down towards

the ark, so as to

side of the ark,

lie

God of the Israelites. But as they
meaning of this miraculous sign, the second
show them the annihilation of their idol through

the majesty of Jehovah, the
did not discern the

miracle was to
the

God

of Israel, in such a

of accident.

The

way

as to preclude every thought

disgrace attending the annihilation of their
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V. 1-6.

be heightened by the

fact, that

the pieces

that were smitten off wei-e lying

upon the threshold,
inasmuch as what lay upon the threshold was easily trodden
upon by any one who entered the house. This is intimated in
the custom referred to in ver. 5, that in consequence of this
occurrence, the priests of Dagon, and all who entered the temple
of Dagon at Ashdod, down to the time of the historian himself,
would not step upon the threshold of Dagon, i.e. the threshold
where Dagon's head and hands had lain, but stepped over the
threshold (not " leaped over," as many commentators assume
on the ground of Zeph. i. 5, which has nothing to do with the
matter), that they might not touch with their feet, and so
defile, the place where the pieces of their god had lain.
Ver. 6.
The visitation of God was not restricted to the demolition of
the statue of Dagon, but affected the people of Ashdod as well.
" The hand of Jehovah was heavy upon the Ashdodites, and laid
them waste" &P\}, from Dot?, when applied to men, as in Micah
vi. 13, signifies to make desolate not only by diseases, but also
by the withdrawal or diminution of the means of subsistence,
the devastation of the fields, and such like. That the latter is
included here, is evident from the dedicatory offerings with
which the Philistines sought to mitigate the wrath of the God
of

—

of the Israelites (ch.

vi. 4, 5,

11, 18), although the verse before

us simply mentions the diseases with which

"

And He

smote them with ByBP,

God

i.e. boils ;"

visited

them. 1

according to the

Rabbins, swellings on the anus, mariscae (see at Deut. xxviii.
27). For Bbsi) the Masoretes have invariably substituted D^ntp,
1

At

the close of vers. 3 and 6 the Septuagint contains some compreviz. at the close of ver. 3 : K«J ifiapMn %i\p Kvplov
;

hensive additions
tirl roii;

itvtuv,
riis

%apu.s

v&Ku.

Et

'A^artovg xa\

T$r "Aharon
oLvr/jt;

This

xetl

iffmutavil^tv

t«

txarx&p ctirovi e/f rct( tipct<
and at the end of ver. 4 K«J fctaor

airoi;, xal

opt* eevrijf

;

:

dvttpvwitv (lit; xxl iy'tvtxo tjvyxpot; dcctirov fieycfan iv

last clause

we

eballiverutit villas et agri in

medio regionis

facta est confusio mortis magna: in
to these clauses (Gesch.

ii.

rjj

also find in the Vulgate, expressed as follows

p.

541)

civitate.
is,

illius,

et nati

:

sunt mures, et

Ewald's decision with regard

that they are not wanted at ch. v.

but that they are all the more necessary at ch. vi. 1 whereas at ch.
they would rather injure the sense. Thenius admits that the clause
appended to ver. 3 is nothing more than a second translation of our sixth
verse, which has been interpolated by a copyist of the Greek in the wrong
place; whereas that of ver. 6 contains the original though somewhat

3, 6,

;

v. 8, 6,
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which is used in ch. vi. 11, 17, and was probably regarded as
more decorous. Aahdod is a more precise definition of the
word them, viz. Ashdod, i.e. the inhabitants of Ashdod and its
territory.

Vers. 7-12. " When the Ashdodites saw that it was so," they
were unwilling to keep the ark of the God of Israel any longer,
because the hand of Jehovah lay heavy upon them and their
god Dagon ; whereupon the princes of the Philistines (Tj?> as
in Josh. xiii. 3, etc.) assembled together, and came to the resolution to " let the ark of the God of Israel turn (i.e. be taken)
1

to

Gath"

(rev. 8).

The

princes of the Philistines probably

imagined that the calamity which the Ashdodites attributed to
the ark of God, either did not proceed from the ark, i.e. from
the

God

of Israel, or

if

actually connected with the presence of

the ark, simply arose from the fact that the city

God

itself

Dagon

was hate-

Ashdod
was weaker than the Jehovah of Israel they therefore resolved
to let the ark be taken to Gath in order to pacify the Ashdodites.
According to our account, the city of Gath seems to
have stood between Ashdod and Ekron (see at Josh. xiii. 3).
Ver. 9. But when the ark was brought to Gath, the hand
of Jehovah came upon that city also with very great alarm.
TWftl noino is subordinated to the main sentence either adverbially or in the accusative.
Jehovah smote the people of the
city, small and great, so that boils broke out upon their hinder
ful to the

of the Israelites, or that the

of

:

—

parts.

—Vers. 10-12.

Ekron,

i.e.

They

therefore sent the ark of

God

to

Akir, the north-western city of the Philistines (see

corrupt text, according to which the Hebrew text should be emended. But
an impartial examination would show very clearly, that all these additions
are nothing more than paraphrases founded upon the context. The last
part of the addition to ver. 6

is taken verbatim from ver. 11, whilst the first
a conjecture based upon ch. vi. 4, 5. Jerome, if indeed the addition in our text of the Vulgate really originated with him, and was not
transferred into his version from the Itala, did not venture to suppress the
clause interpolated in the Alexandrian version.
This is very evident from
the words confusio mortis raagnx, which are a literal rendering of niy%vai;
tct»*T<,v i*tyuXn ; whereas in ver. 11, Jerome has given to DID J1OTTO.

part

is

which the LXX. rendered aiyx v 'K ietvirou, the much more accurate rendering pavor mortis. Moreover, neither the Syriao nor Targum Jonath.
has this clause ; so that long before the time of Jerome, the Hebrew text
existed in the

form in which the Masoretes have handed

it
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1-3.

Bat the Ekronites, who had been informed
what had taken place in Ashdod and Gath, cried out, when
the ark came into their city, " They Iiave brought the ark of the
God of Israel to me, to slay me and my people" (these words
are to he regarded as spoken by the whole town) ; and they
said to all the princes of the Philistines whom they had called
together, u Send away the ark of the God of Israel, that it may
return to its place, and not slay me and my people. For deadly
alarm (HID nDVTO, confusion of death, i.e. alarm produced by
many sudden deaths) ruled in the whole city ; very heavy was the
hand of God there. The people who did not die were smitten with
From this
boils, and the cry of the city ascended to heaven."
description, which simply indicates briefly the particulars of the
plagues that God inflicted upon Ekron, we may see very clearly
that Ekron was visited even more severely than Ashdod and
Gath. This was naturally the case. The longer the Philistines
resisted and refused to recognise the chastening hand of the
'iving God in the plagues inflicted upon them, the more severely
.vould they necessarily be punished, that they might be brought
at last to see that the God of Israel, whose sanctuary they still
wanted to keep as a trophy of their victory over that nation,
was the omnipotent God, who was able to destroy His foes.
at Josh. xiii. 3).

of

Chap,
1-3.

The

Euth i. 2)

vi.-vii.

1.

The Ark op God sent

ark of Jehovah was in the land

(lit.

back.

the

—Vers.

fields, as in

of the Philistines for seven months, and had brought

destruction to

all

the towns to which

it

length the Philistines resolved to send

it

had been taken. At
back to the Israelites,

and therefore called their priests and diviners (see at Num.
xxiii. 23) to ask them, " Wliat shall we do with regard to the ark
" Its
of God ; tell us, with what shall we send it to its place t "
"
"
HB3
Israel,
and
does
not
in
the
land
of
mean
what
place
is

manner" (guomodo: Vulgate, Thenius), but with what, wherewith
(as in Micah vi. 6). There is no force in the objection brought
by Thenius, that if the question had implied with what presents, the priests would not have answered, " Do not send it with;
out a present " for the priests did not confine themselves to
this

at

answer, in which they gave a general assent, but proceeded

once to define the present more minutely.

they

send away the ark of the

God of

They replied, " If

Israel (tf'lwD

is

to
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taken as the third person in an indefinite address, as in ch.

ii.

and not to be construed with DRN supplied), do not send it
away empty (i.e. without an expiatory offering), but return Him
DEW, lit. guilt, then
(i.e. the God of Israel) a trespass-offering"
24,

the gift presented as compensation for a fault, the trespass-

Lev. v. 14-26). The gifts appointed by the
an asham were to serve as a compensation and
satisfaction to be rendered to the God of Israel for the robbery
committed upon Him by the removal of the ark of the covenant, and were therefore called asJiam, although in their nature
they were only expiatory offerings. For the same reason the
offering (see at

Philistines as

verb

3W,

to return or repay,

is

used to denote the presentation

of these gifts, being the technical expression for the

payment of

compensation for a fault in Num. v. 7, and in Lev. v. 23 for
compensation for anything belonging to another, that had been
unjustly appropriated. " Are ye healed then, it will show you why

His hand is not removed from you"
ark.

sc. so long as ye keep back the
WBIFi fK are to be understood as conditional,

The words

even without DK, which the rules of the language allow (see

Ewald,

§ 357, b)

;

this is required

by the

context.

For, accord-

ing to ver. 9, the Philistine priests still thought it a possible
thing that any misfortune which had befallen the Philistines

might be only an accidental circumstance.
With this view,
they could not look upon a cure as certain to result from the
sending back of the ark, but only as possible consequently
they could only speak conditionally, and with this the words
" we shall know " agree.
Vers. 4-6. The trespass-offering was to correspond to the
number of the princes of the Philistines. *IBDD is an accusative
employed to determine either measure or number (see Ewald,
§ 204, a), lit. " the number of their princes " the compensations
were to be the same in number as the princes. " Five golden
;

boils,

and

five golden mice,"

i.e.,

according to ver. 5, images

and the field-mice which overran the
land ;* the same gifts, therefore, for them all, "for one plague is
to all and to your princes," i.e. the same plague has fallen upon
all the people and their princes.
The change of person in the
two words, D?3?, " all of them," i.e. the whole nation of the
Philistines, and D3\npp, " your princes" appears very strange to
resembling their

boils,

us with our modes of thought and speech, but

it is
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CHAP. VX 4-6.

tmusual in Hebrew.

The selection of this peculiar kind

of expia-

tory present was quite in accordance with a custom, which was

not only widely spread

among

the heathen but was even adopted

in the Christian church, viz. that after recovery from an illness,

or rescue

member

from any danger or calamity, a representation of the

healed or the danger passed through was placed as an

offering in the temple of the deity, to

whom

the person had

prayed for deliverance; 1 and it also perfectly agrees with a
custom which has prevailed in India, according to Tavernier
(Ros. A. u. N. Morgenland iii. p. 77), from time immemorial

down to the present day, viz. that when a pilgrim takes a
journey to a pagoda to be cured of a disease, he offers to the
idol a present either in gold, silver, or copper, according to his
ability, of the shape of the diseased or injured member, and then
Such a present passed as a practical acknowledghad inflicted the suffering or evil. If offered
after recovery or deliverance, it was a public expression of thanksgiving. In the case before us, however, in which it was offered
sings a hymn.

ment

that the god

before deliverance, the presentation of the images of the things

with which they had been chastised was probably a kind of fine or
compensation for the fault that had been committed against the
Deity, to mitigate His wrath and obtain a deliverance from the
evils with which they had been smitten.
This is contained in
the words, "Give glory unto the
will lighten
1

God of Israel!

His (punishing) hand from

Thus, after a shipwreck, any

who

off you,

perad venture

and from

He

off your

escaped pressnted a tablet to bis,

or Neptune, with the representation of a shipwreck upon

it

offered their weapons, and emancipated slaves their fetters.

In some of the

gladiators

;

nations of antiquity even representations of the private parts, in which
a cure had been obtained from the deity, were hung up in the temples
in honour of the gods (see Schol. ad Aristoph. Acharn. 248, and other
proofs in Winer's Real-w8rterbuch, ii. p. 255). Theodoret says, concerning
the Christians of the fourth century (Therapeutik. Disp.

Tvyxipovatv
tovtuh

uvittp

ol iriora; iira.yyi'K'Koini;,

viii.)

:

"Or/

acyvpou

irpcalpipovcw/

^rtiroitifcivcc.

Kai euuvcc,

rri

irpaxiifisiiec

ran wxDwfixraii

ytyeuYifiinav.

rov

ixrvraftctra'

h~k%srai

irpoatpipoinot;

And

x.a.1

tl flit

in xpvoov,

yap £ rovrau Atovorijs *«i rd

ivna/Mi to Zupop

fierpai).

SqXot

rrjv 'hittiv, ijf dutrktln fwtiftlix irccpa

at Borne they

still

ii

clvaQxtior ftxprvatl ret

<Ai/*0tificcTct, tiji» txTpiiotp <S»Aov;rra, oi fit» yelp otpOc&fioii, 0/ hi

iXhai 8« xftpaii
vX))f

aWovum

hang up a picture

roiar,

0/ le

ap.tx.pa.

is

££

t(

ravrec

run iprtuv

of the danger,

from which deliverance had been obtained a|ter a vow, in the church of
the saint invoked in the danger.
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and from off your land." The expression is a pregnant
one for " make His heavy hand light and withdraw it," i.e. take
away the punishment. In the allusion to the representations of
the field-mice, the words " that devastate the land " are added,
gods,

because in the description given of the plagues in ch. v. the
devastation of the land by mice is not expressly mentioned. The
introduction of this clause after

M^aay, when

contrasted with

the omission of any such explanation after D3 vBV,

is

a proof that

the plague of mice had not been described before, and therefore that the references

made

to these in the Septuagint at ch.

more than explanatory glosses.
well-known fact that field-mice, with their enormous rate
of increase and their great voracity, do extraordinary damage
v. 3, 6,

and

ch. vi. 1, are nothing

It is a

to the fields.

In southern lands they sometimes destroy entire

harvests in a very short space of time (Aristot. Animal,

vi. 37
165 ; ^lian, etc., in Bochart,
Hieroz. ii. p. 429, ed. Ros.). Ver. 6. " Wherefore" continued
the priests, "will ye harden your heart, as the Egyptians and
Pharaoh hardened their hearts? (Ex. vii. 13 sqq.) Was it not the
case, that when He (Jehovah) had let out His power upon them
(a ??ynri, as in Ex. x. 2), they (the Egyptians) let them (the
Israelites) go, and they departed ? "
There is nothing strange
in this reference, on the part of the Philistian priests, to the
hardening of the Egyptians, and its results, since the report of

Plin. h. n. x. c. 65

;

Strabo,

iii.

—

those occurrences had spread
(see at ch. iv. 8).

And

p.

among all the neighbouring nations

the warning

is

not at variance with the

fact that, according to ver. 9, the priests

still

entertained some

doubt whether the plagues really did come from Jehovah at all
for their doubts did not preclude the possibility of its being so

and even the

possibility

might be

make

sufficient to

it

seem

advisable to do everything that could be done to mitigate the

wrath of the

God

of the Israelites, of

whom, under

circumstances, the heathen stood not only no
in dread, than of the wrath of their

own

less,

existing

but even more,

gods.

Vers. 7-12. Accordingly they arranged the sending back
in such a

manner

be shown to the

as to manifest the reverence

God

which ought

to

of Israel as a powerful deity (vers. 7-9).

were to take a new cart and make it ready
and to yoke two milch cows to the cart upon which no
yoke had ever come, and to take away their young ones (calves)

The

Philistines

(ne>y),
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VI. 7-12.

into the stall,

i.e.

and then

to put the

ark upon the cart, along with the golden things to be presented
as a trespass-offering,
side of the ark,

and

which were to be

to send it

(i.e.

in

a small chest by the
it might

the ark) away, that

go, viz. without the cows being either driven or guided.

From

the result of these arrangements, they were to learn whether
the plague had been sent

by the God

of Israel, or had arisen

" If it (the ark) goeth up by the way to its border
towards Bethshemesh, He (Jehovah) hath done us this great evil
accidentally.

but if not, we perceive that His hand hath not touched us.
to us by chance," i.e. the evil came upon us merely

came

It

by

In on^y, Dn\)a, and D^H?? (ver. 7), the masculine
used in the place of the more definite feminine, as being the

accident.
is

more general form.

This

again in vers. 10 and 12.
vers. 8, 11,

and

frequently the case, and occurs

T3"iS,

which only occurs again in
and the

15, signifies, according to the context

ancient versions, a chest or
to the ark,

is

which

is

little case.

The

suffix to

territory of the ark, is the land of Israel,

where

it

Ink refers

W33, the

also the subject to rvJP (ver. 9).

had

its

home.

by chance, or accidentally. The new
cart and the young cows, which had never worn a yoke, corresponded to the holiness of the ark of God. To place it upon
an old cart, which had already been used for all kinds of earthly
purposes, would have been an offence against the holy thing
and it would have been just the same to yoke to the cart
animals that had already been used for drawing, and had had
their strength impaired by the yoke (see Deut. xxi. 3). The
reason for selecting cows, however, instead of male oxen, was
no doubt to be found in the further object which they hoped to
attain.
It was certainly to be expected, that if suckling cows,
whose calves had been kept back from them, followed their
own instincts, without any drivers, they would not go away, but
would come back to their young ones in the stall. And if the
very opposite should take place, this would be a sure sign that
they were driven and guided by a divine power, and in fact by
the God whose ark they were to draw into His own land.
From this they would be able to draw the conclusion, that the
plagues which had fallen upon the Philistines were also sent by
There was no special sagacity in this advice of the
this God.
priests ; it was nothing more than a cleverly devised attempt to
fVipD is

used adverbially

:

E
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pat the power of the God of the Israelites to the test, though
they thereby unconsciously and against their will furnished the
occasion for the living

who

those

Israel actually did
possible.

When

God

to display

know Him.

did not

His divine glory before

—Vers.

what the idolatrous

The God

10-12.

of

priests hardly considered

the Philistines, in accordance with the advice

priests, had placed the ark of the covenant
and the expiatory gifts upon the cart to which the two cows
were harnessed, " the cows went straight forward on the way to
Bethshemesh ; they went along a road going and lowing (i.e.
lowing the whole time), and turned not to the right or to the
left ; and the princes of the Philistines went behind them to the
flFUS^, Ut. " they were straight
territory of Bethshemesh"

given them by their

^2

in the
ru"]t^

way"

for fffJB^

Anm. 3

the imperf. Kal, third pers. plur. fem., with

is

the preformative
§ 47,

*

instead of n, as in

Ewald,

;

The form

they went straight along the road.

i.e.

Ain-shems, was a

§

priests' city

Gen. xxx. 38

(see Ges.

Bethshemesh, the present

191, b).

on the border of Judah and

Dan

(see at Josh. xv. 10).

Vers. 13-18.

The

inhabitants of Bethshemesh were busy

with the wheat-harvest in the valley (in front of the town),

when they unexpectedly saw
and rejoiced

to see

it.

The

the ark of the covenant coming,
cart

had arrived at the

Joshua, a Bethshemeshite, and there
stone.

the

And

wood

it

stood

still

field of

before a large

they (the inhabitants of Bethshemesh) chopped up

of the cart, and offered the cows to the

Lord

as a

In the meantime the Levites had taken off
the ark, with the chest of golden presents, and placed it upon
the large stone and the people of Bethshemesh offered burntburnt-offering.

;

offerings

and

slain-offerings that

day

to the Lord.

The

princes

and then returned the
same day to Ekron. That the Bethshemeshites, and not the
Philistines, are the subject to Wi?yi, is evident from the correct
interpretation of the clauses ; viz. from the fact that in ver. 14a
|3K are circumstantial clauses
the words from <ViV<V\
to TWfli
t t
t
t
v v
introduced into the main clause, and that Wi??!! is attached to
nltop ^nioiWj and carries on the principal clause.
Ver. 15a
contains a supplementary remark, therefore VfTi n is to be translated as a pluperfect. After sacrificing the cart, with the cows,
as a burnt-offering to the Lord, the inhabitants of Bethshemesh

of the Philistines stood looking at

-;

:

:

this,

'

—
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VI. 18-18.

gave a further practical expression to their joy at the return of
the ark, by offering burnt-offerings and slain-offerings in praise

God.

In the burnt-offerings they consecrated themselves
members, to the service of the Lord ; and
in the slain-offerings, which culminated in the sacrificial meals,
they sealed anew their living fellowship with the Lord. The
offering of these sacrifices at Bethshemesh was no offence
against the commandment, to sacrifice to the Lord at the place
of His sanctuary alone.
The ark of the covenant was the
throne of the gracious presence of God, before which the
sacrifices were really offered at the tabernacle.
The Lord had
sanctified the ark afresh as the throne of His presence, by the
miracle which He had wrought in bringing it back again. In
vers. 17 and 18 the different atoning presents, which the Philistines sent to Jehovah as compensation, are enumerated once
more : viz. five golden boils, one for each of their five principal
towns (see at Josh. xiii. 3), and " golden mice, according to tlie
number of all the Philistian towns of the five princes, from the
of

afresh, with all their

—

of the level land"
had only proposed that

fortified city to the village of the inhabitants

(perazi; see at Deut.

iii.

5).

The

priests

golden mice should be sent as compensation, as well as five
But the Philistines offered as many images of
mice as there were towns and villages in their five states, no
five

boils (ver. 4).

doubt because the plague of mice had spread over the whole
land, whereas the plague of boils had only fallen upon the
inhabitants of those towns to which the ark of the covenant

In this way the apparent discrepancy between ver.
18 is very simply removed. The words which follow,
rwy
"K5>K, " upon which they had set down the ark,"

had come.

4 and
viz.

'ttl

ver.

WM

show unmistakeably, when compared with vers. 14 and 15, that
we are to understand by >wisn »« the great stone upon which
the ark was placed when it was taken off the cart. The conjecture of Kimchi, that this stone was called Abel (luctus), on

account of the mourning which took place there (see ver. 19),
is extremely unnatural.
Consequently there is no other course
left than to regard $OK as an error in writing for J3K, according

by the
and Targum. But *»Jfl (even unto) is quite unsuitable
as no further local definition is required after the fore-

to the reading, or at all events the rendering, adopted

LXX.
here,

going TJ?? "V^

"'?!>

an(l

i*

is

impossible to suppose that the
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Philistines offered a golden

mouse

as a trespass-offering for the

great stone upon which the ark was placed.
fore alter

*W

*W " And

into

in this sense, see

:

Gen.

We must there-

the great stone is witness (for

IJPj

xxxi. 52) to this day in the field of Joshua

the Bethshemeshite," sc. of the fact just described.

Ver. 19.

—

Disposal of the Ark of God.
As the ark had brought evil upon the Philistines, so

Ver. 19-ch.

vii.

1.

the inhabitants of Bethshemesh were also to be taught that

they could not stand in their unholiness before the holy God
" And He (God) smote among the men of Bethshemesh, because
they had looked at the ark of Jehovah, and smote among the people
seventy men, fifty thousand men." In this statement of numbers
we are not only struck by the fact that the 70 stands before the

50,000, which

is

very unusual, but even more by the omission

before the second number, which

of the copula

1

unparalleled.

When,

in addition to this,

we

is

altogether

notice that 50,000

men

could not possibly live either in or round Bethshemesh,
and that we cannot conceive of any extraordinary gathering
having taken place out of the whole land, or even from the immediate neighbourhood ; and also that the words B^8 *|?K B'Bten
are wanting in several Hebrew mss., and that Josephus, in his
account of the occurrence, only speaks of seventy as having been
killed {Ant. vi. 1, 4) ; we cannot come to any other conclusion

than that the number 50,000 is neither correct nor genuine,
but a gloss which has crept into the text through some oversight, though it is of great antiquity, since the numbers stood
in the text employed by the Septuagint and Chaldee translators, who attempted to explain them in two different ways, but
both extremely forced.

Apart from

this

verse does not contain anything either in

number, however, the
form or substance that

could furnish occasion for well-founded objections to
tegrity.

The

repetition of ^P} simply

its

in-

resumes the thought that

had been broken off by the parenthetical clause "* tf">K3 Wft *?
and DJ73 is only a general expression for 'B* '3 *BttN3. The stroke
which fell upon the people of Bethshemesh is sufficiently
accounted for in the words, " because they had looked," etc.
There is no necessity to understand these words, however, as
many Rabbins do, as signifying " they looked into the ark," i.e.
opened it and looked in ; for if this had been the meaning, the
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1.

opening would certainly not have been passed over without notice.
run with 3 means to look upon or at a thing with lust or mali; and here it no doubt signifies a foolish staring,
which was incompatible with the holiness of the ark of God,
and was punished with death, according to the warning expressed in Num. iv. 20. This severe judgment so alarmed the
people of Bethshemesh, that they exclaimed, u Who is able to

cious pleasure

stand before Jehovah, this holy God!" Consequently the Bethshemesh ites discerned correctly enough that the cause of the
fatal stroke, which had fallen upon them, was the unholiness of
their own nature, and not any special crime which had been
committed by the persons slain. They felt that they were none
of them any better than those who had fallen, and that sinners
could not approach the holy God. Inspired with this feeling,
they added, " and to whom shall He go away from us t" The
subject to >"W is not the ark, but Jehovah who had chosen the
ark as the dwelling-place of His name. In order to avert still
further judgments, they sought to remove the ark from their
town.
They therefore sent messengers to Kirjath-jearim to

announce to the inhabitants the fact that the ark had been sent
back by the Philistines, and to entreat them to fetch it away.

Ch.

vii. 1.

The

inhabitants of Kirjath-jearim complied with

and brought the ark into the house of Abinadab
upon the height, and sanctified Abinadab's son Eleazar to be the
keeper of the ark. Kirjath-jearim, the present Kuryet el Enab
(see at Josh. ix. 17), was neither a priestly nor a Levitical city.
The reason why the ark was taken there, is to be sought for,
this request,

therefore, in the situation of the town,

i.e.

in the fact that

Kirjath-jearim was the nearest large town on the road from

Bethshemesh

to Shiloh.

We
why

have no

definite information,

was not taken on to Shiloh, to
be placed in the tabernacle, but was allowed to remain in the
house of Abinadab at Kirjath-jearim, where a keeper was exhowever, as to the reason

it

pressly appointed to take charge of it; so that

we can

only

Ewald's opinion (Gesch. ii.
540), that the Philistines had conquered Shiloh after the victory
described in ch. iv., and had destroyed the ancient sanctuary
there, i.e. the tabernacle, is at variance with the accounts given

confine ourselves to conjectures.

in ch. xxi. 6, 1

Kings Hi.' 4, 2 Chron.

i.

ance of worship in the tabernacle at

3, respecting the

Nob and

Gibeon.

continu-

There
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is

much more

to

be said in support of the conjecture, that the

carrying away of the ark by the Philistines was regarded as a
judgment upon the sanctuary, which had been desecrated by the
reckless conduct of the sons of Eli, and consequently, that even
when the ark itself was recovered, they would not take it back

without an express declaration of the will of God, but were
satisfied, as

a temporary arrangement, to leave the ark in Kirwas farther removed from the cities of the

jath-jearim, which
Philistines.

And

there

it

remained, because no declaration of

the divine will followed respecting

its

removal into the taber-

and the tabernacle itself had to be removed from Shiloh
to Nob, and eventually to Gibeon, until David had effected the
conquest of the citadel of Zion, and chosen Jerusalem as his
capital, when it was removed from Kirjath-jearim to Jerusalem (2 Sam. vi.). It is not stated that Abinadab was a
Levite ; but this is very probable, because otherwise they would
nacle,

hardly have consecrated his son to be the keeper of the ark, but

would have chosen a Levite for the

office.

CONVERSION OP ISRAEL TO THE LORD BY SAMUEL. VICTORT
OVER THE PHILISTINES. SAMUEL AS JUDGE OP ISRAEL.
CHAP.

VII. 2-17.

Vers. 2-4. Purification of Israel

from

idolatry.

—Twenty

years passed away from that time forward, while the ark re-

mained at Kirjath-jearim, and all Israel mourned after Jehovah.
Then Samuel said to them, " If ye turn to the Lord with all
your heart, put away the strange gods from the midst of you, and the
Astartes, and direct your heart firmly upon the Lord, and serve
Him only, that He may save you out of the hand of the Philistines."

And the

Israelites listened to this appeal.

The

single

and 3 are connected together by vav consec,
and are not to be separated from one another. There is no
gap between these verses; but they contain the same closely
and logically connected thought, 1 which may be arranged in
clauses of vers. 2

1
There is no force at all in the proofs which Thenius has adduced of a
gap between vers. 2 and 3. It by no means follows, that because the
Philistines had brought back the ark, their rule over the Israelites had
ceased, so as to make the words " he will deliver you," etc., incomprehensible.
Moreover, the appearance of Samuel as judge does not presuppose
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one period in the following manner : " And it came to pass,
when the days multiplied from the time that the ark remained
at Kirjath-jearim, and grew to twenty years, and the whole
house of Israel mourned after Jehovah, that Samuel said," etc.
The verbs 13"M, WW, and VW, are merely continuations of the

and the main sentence

infinitive nae',

7WDK'

")Dtfr.

The

is

resumed in the words

contents of the verses require that the clauses

should be combined in this manner.
The statement that
twenty years had passed can only be understood on the supposition that some kind of turning-point ensued at the close of
that time. The complaining of the people after Jehovah was
no such turning-point, but became one simply from the fact
that this complaining was followed by some result. This result
is

It consisted in the fact that

described in ver. 3.

Samuel

exhorted the people to put away the strange gods (ver. 3) ; and
that when the people listened to his exhortation (ver. 4), he

helped them to gain a victory over the Philistines (vers. 5
ins*, from nnj, to lament or complain (Micah ii. 4; Ezek.
sqq.).
" The phrase, to lament after God, is taken from
xxxii. 18).

human

affairs,

when one person

follows another with earnest

and complaints, until he at length assents. We
have an example of this in the Syrophenician woman in Matt,
xv." (Seb. Schmidt). The meaning "to assemble together,"
which is the one adopted by Gesenius, is forced upon the
word from the Chaldee ^nx, and it cannot be shown that
the word was ever used in this sense in Hebrew. Samuel's
appeal in ver. 3 recalls to mind Josh. xxiv. 14, and Gen.
xxxv. 2; but the words, " If ye do return unto the Lord with
all your hearts" assume that the turning of the people to the
Lord their God had already inwardly commenced, and indeed,
solicitations

that his assumption of this office

office,

must

necessarily

have been mentioned

As

a general rule, there was no such formal assumption of the
and this would be least of all the case with Samuel, who had been

before.

recognised as an accredited prophet of Jehovah (ch.
lastly,

the reference to

Samuel's appeal,

idols,

and

is intelligible

falling into idolatry, if

we

to their being put

iii.

away

19 sqq.).

And

in consequence of

enough, without any express account of their

bear in mind, on the one hand, the constant

and if we observe, on the
upon the people to turn to the Lord with all
their heart and serve Him alone, which not only does not preclude, but
actually implies, the outward continuance of the worship of Jehovah.

inclination of the people to serve other gods,

other hand, that

Samuel

called
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Q^

expresses duration, had commenced as a
permanent thing, and simply demand that the inward turning
of the heart to God should be manifested outwardly as well,
by the putting away of all their idols, and should thus be
The "strange gods" (see Gen.
carried out to completion.
xxxv. 2) are described in ver. 4 as " Baalim." On Baalim and
Ashtaroth, see at Judg. ii. 11, 13. 3? T?!?, to direct the heart
firmly: see Ps. lxxviii. 8 ; 2 Chron. xxx. 19.
as the participle

Vers. 5-14.

Victory obtained over the Philistines through

—Vers.

When

had turned to the
Samuel
gathered together all the people at Mizpeh, to prepare them
for fighting against the Philistines by a solemn day for penitence and prayer. For it is very evident that the object of
calling all the people to Mizpeh was that the religious act
performed there might serve as a consecration for battle, not
only from the circumstance that, according to ver. 7, when the
Philistines heard of the meeting, they drew near to make war
upon Israel, but also from the contents of ver. 5 " Samuel

SamueVs prayer.

Lord with

all its

heart,

5, 6.

Israel

and had put away

all its idols,

:

said

(sc. to

the heads or representatives of the nation), Gather

Mizpeh, and I will pray for you unto the Lord."
His intention could not possibly have been any other than to
put the people into the right relation to their God, and thus to
prepare the way for their deliverance out of the bondage of the
Philistines.
Samuel appointed Mizpeh, i.e. Nebi Samwil, on
the western boundary of the tribe of Benjamin (see at Josh,
xviii. 26), as the place of meeting, partly no doubt on historical
grounds, viz. because it was there that the tribes had formerly
all Israel to

held their consultations respecting the wickedness of the inhabitants of Gibeah, and had resolved to

(Judg. xx. 1

sqq.),

but

still

make war upon Benjamin

more, no doubt, because Mizpeh,

on the western border of the mountains, was the most suitable
place for commencing the conflict with the Philistines.
Ver. 6. When they had assembled together here, " they drew
water and poured it out be/ore Jehovah, and fasted on that day,
and said there, We Iiave sinned against the Lord" Drawing
water and pouring it out before Jehovah was a symbolical act,
which has been thus correctly explained by the Chaldee, on the
whole : " They poured out their heart like water in penitence
before the Lord."
This is evident from the figurative expres-
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and " pour out
which are used to denote
inward dissolution through pain, misery, and distress (see 2
Sam. xiv. 14). Hence the pouring out of water before God
was a symbolical representation of the temporal and spiritual
a practical confession
distress in which they were at the time,
before God, " Behold, we are before Thee like water that has
been poured out ;" and as it was their own sin and rebellion
against God that had brought this distress upon them, it was
at the same time a confession of their misery, and an act of the
They gave a still further
deepest humiliation before the Lord.
sions,

like water," in Ps. xxii. 15,

Lam.

thy heart like water," in

ii.

19,

—

by fasting (DW), as a
mind on account of their sin,

practical expression to this humiliation

sign of their inward distress of

and an oral confession of
word DE*, which is added

.

their sin against the Lord.
to ViDSto,

"they

By the

said there"

at

i.e.

Mizpeh, the oral confession of their sin is formally separated
from the two symbolical acts of humiliation before God, though
by this very separation it is practically placed on a par with
them. What they did symbolically by the pouring out of water

and fasting, they explained and confirmed by their verbal conDt? is never an adverb of time signifying "then;"
" And thus
neither in Ps. xiv. 5, cxxxii. 17, nor Judg. v. 11.
fession.

DBt^l does not

Samuel judged the children of Israel at Mizpeh."

mean " he became judge " (Mich, and

others),

any more than

" he punished every one according to his iniquity " (Thenius,
after

Judging the people neither consisted

David Kimchi).

in

a censure pronounced by Samuel afterwards, nor in absolution

granted to the penitent after they had made a confession of
their sin,

Mizpeh
it,

but

to

in the fact that

humble

through

itself

to

and a
God, and thus restored the proper
and its God, so that the Lord could

his intercession, the forgiveness of its sin,

renewal of the favour of
relation

Samuel summoned the nation

before Jehovah, and there secured for

between

Israel

its

proceed to vindicate His people's rights against their foes.
When the Philistines heard of the gathering of the Israel-

Mizpeh (vers. 7, 8), their
make war upon it and the

ites

to

at

;

Philistines, entreated

Samuel, "

princes went

up against

Israel

Israelites, in their fear of

Do

the

not cease to cry for us to the

Lord our God, that He may save us out of the hand of the PhiliVer. 9. " And Samuel took a milk-lamb (a lamb that
stines."

—
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was

still

sucking, probably, according to Lev. xxii. 27, a lamb

seven days old), and offered it whole as a burnt-offering to the
7?3 is used adverbially, according to its original meanLord."
ing as an adverb, "whole."

word

at

all,

The Chaldee has not given

probably because the translators regarded

the
as

it

was consumed upon the
altar whole, and consequently the word TyS was sometimes
used in a substantive sense, as synonymous with >w (Deut.
xxxiii. 10
Ps. li. 21).
But in the passage before us, ?v3 is

pleonastic, since every burnt-offering

;

fw, but simply affirms that the lamb was
upon the altar without being cut up or divided. Samuel
selected a young lamb for the burnt-offering, not "as being the
purest and most innocent kind of sacrificial animal,"
for it
cannot possibly be shown that very young animals were re-

not synonymous with
offered

—

garded as purer than those that were full-grown,

—but as being

the most suitable to represent the nation that had wakened
to

new

life

through

its

up

conversion to the Lord, and was, as

it

For the burnt-offering represented the man,
who consecrated therein his life and labour to the Lord. The
sacrifice was the substratum for prayer.
When Samuel offered
it, he cried to the Lord for the children of Israel ;
and the
Lord "answered," i.e. granted, his prayer. Ver. 10. When the
were, new-born.

—

advanced during the offering of the sacrifice to fight
against Israel, " Jehovah thundered with a great noise," i.e. with
loud peals, against the Philistines, and threw them into confusion, so that they were smitten before Israel.
The thunder,
which alarmed the Philistines and threw them into confusion
(Don*, as in Josh. x. 10), was the answer of God to Samuel's
crying to the Lord. Ver. 11. As soon as they took to flight,
the Israelites advanced from Mizpeh, and pursued and smote
them to below Beth-car. The situation of this town or locality,
which is only mentioned here, has not yet been discovered.
Josephus {Ant. vi. 2, 2) has fd'xpt Koppalmv. Ver. 12. As a
memorial of this victory, Samuel placed a stone between Mizpeh
and Shen, to which he gave the name of Eben-ha-ezer, i.e. stone
of help, as a standing memorial that the Lord had thus far
helped His people. The situation of Shen is also not known.
The name Shen (i^. tooth) seems to indicate a projecting point
of rock (see ch. xiv. 4), but may also signify a place situated
upon such a point. Ver. 13. Through this victory which was
Philistines

—

—

—
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obtained by the miraculous help of God, the Philistines were

humbled, that they no more invaded the territory of Israel,
with lasting success, as they had done before. This limitation of the words " they came no more " (lit. a they did not
add again to come into the border of Israel"), is implied in
the context; for the words which immediately follow, "and
the hand of Jehovah was against the Philistines all the days of
Samuel," show that they made attempts to recover their lost
supremacy, but that so long as Samuel lived they were unable
to effect anything against Israel.
This is also manifest from
the successful battles fought by Saul (ch. xiii. and xiv.), when
so

i.e.

the Philistines had

made

fresh attempts to subjugate Israel

during his reign. The defeats inflicted upon them by Saul also
belong to the days of Samuel, who died but a very few years
before Saul himself.
Because of these battles which Saul
fought with the Philistines, Lyra and Brentius understand the
expression " all the days of Samuel " as referring not to the
lifetime of Samuel, but simply to the duration of his official
life

as judge, viz.

till

this is at variance

the

commencement

But

of Saul's reign.

with ver. 15, where Samuel

is

said to

have

judged Israel all the days of his life. Seb. Schmidt has given,
on the whole, the correct explanation of ver. 13 " They Came
no more so as to obtain a victory and subdue the Israelites
as before ; yet they did return, so that the hand of the Lord
was against them, i.e. so that they were repulsed with great
slaughter, although they were not actually expelled, or the
Israelites delivered from tribute and the presence of military
garrisons, and that all the days that the judicial life of Samuel
lasted, in fact all his life, since they were also smitten by Saul."
Ver. 14. In consequence of the defeat at Ebenezer, the Philistines were obliged to restore to the Israelites the cities which
they had taken from them, "from Ekron to Gath." This definition of the limits is probably to be understood as exclusive, i.e.
as signifying that the Israelites received back their cities up to
the very borders of the Philistines, measuring these borders
from Ekron to Gath, and not that the Israelites received Ekron
and Gath also. For although these chief cities of the Philistines had been allotted to the tribes of Judah and Dan in the
:

—

time of

Joshua (Josh.

standing the fact that

xiii.

3, 4, xv. 45, 46), yet,

notwith-

Judah and Simeon conquered Ekron,
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together with

(Judg.

i.

session.

Gaza and Askelon,

" And

their territory" (coasts),

towns that were given back to
Gath, u did Israel deliver out

Joshua
any permanent pos-

after -the death of

18), the Israelites did not obtain
i.e.

the territory of the

Israel, not that of

Ekron and

of the hands of the Philistines.
And there was peace between Israel and the Amorites;" i.e. the
Canaanitish tribes also kept peace with Israel after this victory
of the Israelites over the Philistines, and during the time of

The Amorites

Samuel.

are mentioned, as in Josh. x. 6, as

being the most powerful of the Canaanitish

tribes,

who had

forced the Danites out of the plain into the mountains (Judg.
i.

34, 35).

Vers. 15-17. SamueVs judicial labours.

—With

the calling

and the victory at Ebenezer that had
been obtained through his prayer, Samuel had assumed the
government of the whole nation ; so that his office as judge
dates from this period, although he had laboured as. prophet
among the people from the death of Eli, and had thereby preof the people to Mizpeh,

pared the

way

for the conversion of Israel to the Lord.

As

were described in general terms in ch. iii.
19-21, so are his labours as judge in the verses before us: viz.
in ver. 15 their duration,—" all the days of his life" as his
activity during Saul's reign and the anointing of David (ch. xv.
xvi.) sufficiently prove ; and then in vers. 16, 17 their general
character,
" he went round from year to year" ( 3 ?D^ serves fs a
more precise definition of ^?ro, he went and travelled round) to
Bethel, i.e. Beitin (see at Josh. vii. 2), Gilgal, and Mizpeh (see
at ver. 5), and judged Israel at all these places. Which Gilgal
is meant, whether the one situated in the valley of the Jordan
(Josh. iv. 19), or the Jiljilia on the higher ground to the southwest of Shiloh (see at Josh. viii. 35), cannot be determined
his prophetic labours

—

with perfect certainty.

The

latter is

favoured partly by the

order in which the three places visited by Samuel on his cir-

he probably went first of
which was to the north-east, then
farther north or north-west to Jiljilia, and then turning back
went towards the south-east to Mizpeh, and returning thence
to Bamah performed a complete circuit ; whereas, if the Gilgal
in the valley of the Jordan had been the place referred to, we
should expect him to go there first of all from Bamah, and
cuits occur, since according to this
all

from Bamah

to Bethel,
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then towards the north-east to Bethel, and from that to the
south-west to Mizpeh

also

that, according to 2

iv.

and partly
;
Kings ii. 1 and

by the circumstance
was a school

38, there

of the prophets at Jiljilia in the time of Elijah and Elisha, the
founding of which probably dated as far back as the days of
Samuel. If this conjecture were really a well-founded one, it
would furnish a strong proof that it was in this place, and not
in the Gilgal in the valley of the Jordan, that Samuel judged
the people. But as this conjecture cannot be raised into a certainty, the evidence in favour of Jiljilia

not so conclusive as

is

I myself formerly supposed (see also the remarks on ch.
rrtD^ptprrrs JlK is

in apposition to TtOtPTTiK,
i.e.

ix.

14).

grammatically considered an accusative, and
lit.

is

named,
and was to be found

Israel, viz. all the places

Israel which inhabited all these places,

"And his return was to Ramah ;" i.e. after finishing the
annual circuit he returned to Ramah, where he had his house.
There he judged Israel, and also built an altar to conduct the
religious affairs of the nation.
Up to the death of Eh, Samuel
there.

lived

and laboured

at Shiloh (ch.

was carried away by the

iii.

21).

But when the ark

and consequently the
tabernacle at Shiloh lost what was most essential to it as a
sanctuary, and ceased at once to be the scene of the gracious
presence of God, Samuel went to his native town Ramah, and
there built an altar as the place of sacrifice for Jehovah, who
had manifested himself to him. The building of the altar at
Ramah would naturally be suggested to the prophet by these
extraordinary circumstances, even if it had not been expressly
commanded by Jehovah.

II.

Philistines,

THE MONARCHY OF SAUL FROM HIS ELECTION TILL
HIS ULTIMATE REJECTION.

Chap,

The
of

viii.-xv.

earthly monarchy in Israel was established in the time

Samuel, and through

of the people,

Samuel

according to the

his mediation.

installed the

command

of God.

At

the pressing desire

Benjaminite Saul as king,

The

reign of Saul
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be divided into two essentially different periods viz. (1) the
establishment and vigorous development of his regal supremacy
(ch. viii.-xv.); (2) the decline and gradual overthrow of his
:

monarchy
is

(ch. xvi.-xxxi.).

The

establishment of the monarchy

introduced by the negotiations of the elders of Israel with

Samuel concerning the appointment of a king (ch. viii.). This
followed by (1) the account of the anointing of Saul as king
(ch. ix. 1-x. 16), of his election by lot, and of his victory over
the Ammonites and the confirmation of his monarchy at Gilgal

is

(ch. x. 17-xi. 15), together

nation (ch.

xii.)

with Samuel's

final address to

(2) the history of Saul's reign, of

;

the

which only

his earliest victories over the Philistines are given at all elabo-

rately (ch.

xiii.

1-xiv. 46), bis other wars

and family

being disposed of very summarily (ch. xiv. 47-52)

;

history

(3) the

command of God in the war
and the rejection on the part of God
with which Samuel threatened him in consequence (ch. xv.).
The brevity with which the history of his actual reign is treated,
in contrast with the elaborate account of his election and confirmation as king, may be accounted for from the significance
and importance of Saul's monarchy in relation to the kingdom

account of his disobedience to the
against the Amalekites,

of

God
The

and

in Israel.

people of Israel traced the cause of the oppression

distress,

from which they had suffered more and more

the time of the judges, to the defects of their

They wished

own

in

political

have a king, like all the heathen
and conquer their enemies. Now,
although the desire to be ruled by a king, which had existed in
the nation even from the time of Gideon, was not in itself at
variance with the appointment of Israel as a kingdom of God,
yet the motive which led the people to desire it was both wrong
and hostile to God, since the source of all the evils and misfortunes from which Israel suffered was to be found in the
apostasy of the nation from its God, and its coquetting with
the gods of the heathen. Consequently their self-willed obstinacy in demanding a king, notwithstanding the warnings of
Samuel, was an actual rejection of the sovereignty of Jehovah,
since He had always manifested himself to His people as thenking by delivering them out of the power of their foes, as soon
as they returned to Him with simple penitence of heart. Samuel

constitution.

to

nations, to conduct their wars
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when they laid their petihim that he would choose them a king. But Jehovah
their desires.
He directed Samuel to appoint them a

pointed this out to the elders of Israel,
tion before
fulfilled

king,

who

possessed

all

the qualifications that were necessary to

secure for the nation what

it

looked for from a king, and

who

monarchy in Israel as
foreseen and foretold by Jehovah, if he had not presumed upon
his own power, but had submitted humbly to the will of God
Saul, who was chosen
as made known to him by the prophet.
from Benjamin, the smallest but yet the most warlike of all
the tribes, a man in the full vigour of youth, and surpassing
all the rest of the people in beauty of form as well as bodily
strength, not only possessed " warlike bravery and talent, unbroken courage that could overcome opposition of every kind,
therefore might have established the

a stedfast desire for the well-being of the nation in the face of
its

many and mighty

foes,

and

zeal

and pertinacity in the exe-

cution of his plans" (Ewald), but also a pious heart, and an
earnest zeal for the maintenance of the provisions of the law,

and the promotion of the
not

commence

religious life of the nation.

He

would

the conflict with the Philistines until sacrifice

had been offered (ch. xiii. 9 sqq.) ; in the midst of the hot pursuit of the foe he opposed the sin committed by the people in
eating flesh with the blood (ch. xiv. 32, 33) ; he banished the
wizards and necromancers out of the land (ch. xxviii. 3, 9) ; and
in general he appears to have kept a strict watch over the observance of the Mosaic law in his kingdom. But the conscious-

own power, coupled with the energy of his character,
him astray into an incautious disregard of the commands of
God ; his zeal in the prosecution of his plans hurried him on
and success in his underto reckless and violent measures

ness of his
led

;

takings heightened his ambition into a haughty rebellion against
the Lord, the God-king of Israel.

These errors come out very

conspicuously in the three great events of his reign which are
the

most circumstantially described.

When

Saul was preparing

war against the Philistines, and Samuel did not appear at
once on the day appointed, he presumptuously disregarded the
prohibition of the prophet, and offered the sacrifice himself
without waiting for Samuel to arrive (ch. xiii. 7 sqq.). In the

for

engagement with the Philistines, he attempted to force on the
annihilation of the foe by pronouncing the ban upon any one
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in his

army who should

eat bread before the evening, or

had avenged himself upon

his foes.

till

he

Consequently, he not only

diminished the strength of the people, so that the overthrow of

enemy was not

great, but

he also prepared humiliation for
he was not able to carry out his vow (ch.
But he sinned still more grievously in the war
xiv. 24 sqq.).
with the Amalekites, when he violated the express command of
the "Lord by only executing the ban upon that nation as far as
he himself thought well, and thus by such utterly unpardonable conduct altogether renounced the obedience which he owed
the

himself, inasmuch as

to the

Lord

his

God

(ch. xv.).

All these acts of transgression

manifest an attempt to secure the unconditional gratification of
his

own

self-will,

Jehovah in
this,

and a growing disregard of the government of
and the consequence of the whole was simply

Israel;

that Saul not only failed to accomplish that deliverance of

the nation out of the power of

its foes which the Israelites had
and was unable to inflict any lasting humiliation upon the Philistines, but that he undermined
the stability of his monarchy, and brought about his own
rejection on the part of God.

anticipated from their king,

From

all this

we may

see very clearly, that the reason

why

the occurrences connected with the election of Saul as king are

on the one hand, and on the other only such
began to reign
as served to bring out the faults and crimes of his monarchy,
was, that Israel might learn from this, that royalty itself could
never secure the salvation it expected, unless the occupant of
the throne submitted altogether to the will of the Lord.
Of
the other acts of Saul, the wars with the different nations round
about are only briefly mentioned, but with this remark, that
he displayed his strength and gained the victory in whatever
direction he turned (ch. xiv. 47), simply because this statement
was sufficient to bring out the brighter side of his reign, inasmuch as this clearly showed that it might have been a source of
blessing to the people of God, if the king had only studied how
to govern his people in the power and according to the will of
Jehovah. If we examine the history of Saul's reign from this
fully described

incidents connected with his enterprises after he

point of view,

all

the different points connected with

the greatest harmony.

Modern

critics,

it

exhibit

however, have discovered

irreconcilable contradictions in the history, simply because, in-
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for the purpose of fathoming the plan

stead of studying

It

purpose which

at the foundation, they

lie

inquiry with a twofold assumption

:

and
have entered upon the

viz. (1) that

the govern-

was only a subjective idea of the
Israelitish nation, without any objective reality ; and (2) that the
human monarchy was irreconcilably opposed to the government
of God. Governed by these axioms, which are derived not from
the Scriptures, but from the philosophical views of modern

ment of Jehovah over

Israel

times, the critics have found

it

rent accounts in any other

way than by

impossible to explain the diffe-

the purely external

hypothesis, that the history contained in this book has been

compiled from two different sources,

in

one of which the estab-

lishment of the earthly monarchy was treated as a violation
of the supremacy of God, whilst the other took a more favourable view.

From

the

first

source, ch.

viii., x."

and xv. are said to have been derived ; and
and xiv. from the second.

Israel's

prater fob a king.

17-27,

xi., xii.,

ch. ix.-x. 17,

— chap.

xiii.,

viii.

As Samuel had appointed his sons as judges in his old age,
and they had perverted justice, the elders of Israel entreated
him to appoint them a king after the manner of all the nations
(vers. 1-5).

vah

also

This desire not only displeased Samuel, but Jeho-

saw in

it

He commanded

a rejection of His government ; nevertheless

the prophet to

fulfil

the desire of the people,

but at the same time to set before them as a warning the preroThis answer from God, Samuel
gatives of a king (vers. 6-9).

made known

to the people, describing to them the prerogatives
which the king would assume to himself above the rest of the

As the people, however, persisted in their
Samuel promised them, according to the direction of God,

people (vers. 10-18).
wish,

that their wishes should be gratified (vers. 19-22).

Vers. 1-5.

The

reason

Samuel's sons as judges
ence

is

assigned for the appointment of
his

own advanced

which we might draw from

this alone,

age.

The

infer-

namely, that they

were simply to support their father in the administration of

and that Samuel had no intention of laying down his
and still less of making the supreme office of judge hereditary in his family, is still more apparent from the fact that
P

justice,
office,
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they were stationed as judges of the nation in Beersheba, which
was on the southern border of Canaan (Judg. -xx. 1, etc. see at
;

The sons are also mentioned again in 1 Ohron.
vi. 13, though the name of the elder has either been dropped
out of the Masoretic text or has become corrupt. Ver. 3. The
Gen.

xxi. 31).

—

ways of their father, but set
their hearts upon gain, took bribes, and perverted justice, in
opposition to the command of God (see Ex. xxiii. 6, 8 ; Dent,
xvi. 19).
Vers. 4, 5. These circumstances (viz. Samuel's age
and the degeneracy of his sons) furnished the elders of Israel
with the opportunity to apply to Samuel with this request:
" Appoint us a king to judge us, as all the nations " (the heathen),
sons, however, did not

walk

in the

—

sc.

have kings.

This request resembles so completely the law

of the king in Deut. xvii.

14 (observe, for example, the expres-

sion D^arnos), that the distinct allusion to

it is

unmistakeable.

The custom

of expressly quoting the book of the law

for the

time in the writings of the period of the captivity.

first

is

met with

The

elders simply desired what Jehovah had foretold through
His servant Moses, as a thing that would take place in the
future and for which He had even made provision.
Vers. 6-9. Nevertheless " the thing displeased Samuel when
they said," etc.
This serves to explain "i^V}, and precludes the
supposition that Samuel's displeasure had reference to what
they had said concerning his own age and the conduct of his
sons.
At the same time, the reason why the petition for a king
displeased the prophet, was not that he regarded the earthly
monarchy as irreconcilable with the sovereignty of God, or
even as untimely ; for in both these cases he would not have
entered into the question at all, but would simply have refused
the request as ungodly or unseasonable. But " Samuel prayed
to the Lord," i.e. he laid the matter before the Lord in prayer,
and the Lord said ^ver. 7) "Hearken unto the voice of the people
:

in all that they say unto thee."

This clearly implies, that not only

God,

in Samuel's opinion, but also according to the counsel of

the time had really

come

sovereignty in Israel.

In

for a king, to reign over

there

is

no reason

for the establishment of the earthly
this respect the request of the elders

them was perfectly

to say, with Calvin, " they

justifiable

;

and

ought to have

had regard to the times and conditions prescribed by God, and
it would no doubt have come to pass that the regal power would
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VIII. 6-9.

have grown up in the nation.

Although, therefore,

it

had

not yet been established, they ought to have waited patiently

by God, and not to have given way to
own reasons and counsels apart from the will of God."
For God had not only appointed no particular time for the

for the time appointed
their

establishment of the

law for the king, "

me,"

He

monarchy

When

but in the introduction to the

;

thou shalt say, I will set a king over

had ceded the right

to the representatives of the

nation to deliberate upon the matter.
respect, that while

make

time to
for

Samuel was

still

Nor

did they err in this

was not the proper

living, it

use of the permission that they had received;

they assigned as the reason for their application, that
old
consequently they did not petition for

Samuel had grown

:

who had been appointed and so
by God, but simply that Samuel himself

a king instead of the prophet
gloriously accredited

would give them a king
order that

in consideration of his

when he should become

a judge and leader of the nation.

" They have not

clared,

own

feeble or die, they

age, in

might have

Nevertheless the

Lord de-

rejected thee, but they have rejected me, that

I should

not reign over them.

day that

I brought

As

they have always done from the

them up out of Egypt unto this day, that they
and served other gods, so do they also unto thee."

have forsaken me
This verdict on the part of

God

refers not so

expressed, as to the feelings from which

it

much

to the desire

had sprung.

Exter-

nally regarded, the elders of Israel had a perfect right to pre-

sent the request; the wrong was in their hearts. 1

They not

only declared to the prophet their confidence in his administra-

him incapable of

tion of his office, but they implicitly declared

any further superintendence of their civil and political affairs.
This mistrust was founded upon mistrust in the Lord and His
Calvin has correctly pointed out how much would have been warrantunder the circumstances "They might, indeed, have reminded Samuel
of his old age, which rendered him less able to attend to the duties of his
office, and also of the avarice of his sons and the corruptness of the judges
or they might have complained that his eons did not walk in his footsteps,
and have asked that God would choose suitable men to govern them, and
thus have left the whole thing to His will. And if they had done this, there
can be no doubt that they would have received a gracious and suitable
answer.
But they did not think of calling upon God they demanded that
a king should be given them, and brought forward the customs and insti1

able

:

;

tutions of

other nations."
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Lord and
His rule. They wanted a king, because they imagined that
Jehovah their God-king was not able to secure their constant
guidance. In the person of Samuel they rejected the

prosperity.

Instead of seeking for the cause of the misfortunes

which had hitherto befallen them in their own sin and want of
fidelity towards Jehovah, they searched for it in the faulty constitution of the nation itself.
In such a state of mind as this,
their desire for a king was a contempt and rejection of the
kingly government of Jehovah, and was nothing more than
forsaking Jehovah to serve other gods. (See ch. x. 18, 19, and
ch. xii. 7 sqq., where Samuel points out to the people still
more fully the wrong that they have committed.) Ver. 9. In
order to show them wherein they were wrong, Samuel was in-

—

by proclaiming the right
DH3 Tj)n iyn neither
"
means warn them earnestly " (De Wette), nor " explain and
solemnly expound to them " (Thenius). 3 Tj?n means to bear
structed to bear witness against them,

of the king

who would

rule over them.

or give testimony against a person, i.e. to point out to
wrong. The following words, '\X\ fnarn, are to be understood as explanatory, in the sense of " by proclaiming to them."
" The manner (mishpat) of the king" is the right or prerogative

toitness,

him

his

which the king would claim, namely, such a king as was
possessed by all the other nations, and such an one as Israel
desired in the place of its own God-king, i.e. a king who would
rule over his people with arbitrary and absolute power.
Vers. 10-18. In accordance with the instructions of God,
Samuel told the people all the words of Jehovah, i.e. all that
God had said to him, as related in vers. 7-9, and then pro-

—

Ver. 11. "He will take
them for himself upon his chariots, and upon
his saddle-horses, and they will run before his chariot" i.e. he will
claimed to them the right of the king.

your sons, and

make the
riders,

set

sons of the people his retainers at court, his charioteers,

and runners.

The

singular suffix attached to ir03"iD3

is

not to be altered, as Thenius suggests, into the plural form,

LXX.,

according to the

Chald., and Syr.,

since the

word

but to the king's state-carriage ; and
EhB does not mean a rider, but a saddle-horse, as in 2 Sam. i. 6,

refers, not to war-chariots,

1

Kings

v. 6, etc.

—Ver.

thousands and over
officers are

12.
;"

fifties

"

And

—the

to

make himself chiefs over
and smallest military
the soldiers and officers

greatest

mentioned, instead of

all
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VIII. 19-22.

xxxi. 14, 2 Kings i. 9 sqq., with Ex. xviii. 21, 25).
dependent upon n|3* (ver. 11), "and to plough his

Ut.

the ploughed),

and reap

his harvest,

and make

—

of tear and instruments of his chariots." Ver. 13.
" Your daughters he will take as preparers of ointments, cooks, and
Vers. 14 sqq. All their possessions
bakers," sc. for his court.

his instruments

—

he would also take to himself : the good

(i.e.

the best)

fields,

and olive-gardens, he would take away, and give to
his servants ; he would tithe the sowings and vineyards (i.e. the
produce which they yielded), and give them to his courtiers and
servants. D^iD, lit. the eunuch ; here it is used in a wider sense
vineyards,

for the royal chamberlains.

Even

their slaves (men-servants

and maid-servants) and their beasts of draught and burden he
would take and use for his own work, and raise the tithe of the
flock.

The word

D3"niD3,

between the slaves (men-servants and
is very striking and altogether un-

maid-servants) and the asses,

and in all probability it is only an ancient copyist's error
your oxen, as we may see from the LXX. rendering,
ra fiov/cokia. The servants and maids, oxen and asses, answer
in that case to one another ; whilst the young men are included
among the sons in vers. 11, 12. In this way the king would
suitable

;

for D3*3i?3,

make

all

the people into his servants or slaves.

This

is

the

meaning of the second clause of ver. 17 ; for the whole are
evidently summed up in conclusion in the expression, " and ye
shall be his servants"
Ver. 18. Israel would then cry out to God
because of its king, but the Lord would not hear it then. This

—

description, which contains a fearful picture of the tyranny of the
is drawn from the despotic conduct of the heathen kings,
and does not presuppose, as many have maintained, the times
of the later kings, which were so full of painful experiences.
Vers. 19-22. With such a description of the " right of the
king" as this, Samuel had pointed out to the elders the dangers
connected with a monarchy in so alarming a manner, that they
ought to have been brought to reflection, and to have desisted
from their demand. " But the people refused to hearken to the
They repeated their demand, " We will have
voice of Samuel."
a king over us, that we also may be like all the nations, and that
our king may judge us, and go out before us, and conduct our
Vers. 21, 22. These words of the people were laid by
battles."
Samuel before the Lord, and the Lord commanded him to give

king,

—
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the people a king.
Israel,

ye every

man

context, "

With

this

the elders, away.

i.e.

answer Samuel sent the

This

unto his city," since

till

I shall call

is

men

implied in the words, "

of

Go

we may easily

you again,

supply from the
you the king you

to appoint

desire."

ANOINTING OF SAUL AS KING.

When

the

Lord had

instructed

—CHAP. IX.-X.

Samuel

over the nation, in accordance with

its

16.

to appoint a

king

He

very

own

desire,

show him the man whom He had chosen.
Saul the Benjaminite came to Samuel, to consult him as a seer
about his father's she-asses, which had been lost, and for which
he had been seeking in all directions in vain (ch. ix. 1-14). And
the Lord had already revealed to the prophet the day before,
that He would send him the man who had been set apart by
Him as the king of Israel ; and when Samuel met with Saul,
He pointed him out as the man to whom He had referred (vers.
15-17). Accordingly, Samuel invited Saul to be his guest at a
sacrificial meal, which he was about to celebrate (vers. 18-24).
After the meal he made known to him the purpose of God,
anointed him as king (vers. 25-27, ch. x. 1), and sent him away,
with an announcement of three signs, which would serve to
confirm his election on the part of God (ch. x. 2-16). This
speedily proceeded to

occurrence

is

related very circumstantially, to bring out dis-

God, and to show that
Saul did not aspire to the throne; and also that Samuel did not
appoint of his own accord the man whom he was afterwards
obliged to reject, but that Saul was elected by God to be king
over His people, without any interference on the part of either
Samuel or himself. 1
Gh. ix. 1-10. Saul searches for his father's asses. Vers.
2.
The elaborate genealogy of the Benjaminite Kish, and
1,
the minute description of the figure of his son Saul, are intinctly the miraculous interposition of

—

1

There

is

no tenable ground

and

and

others,

viii., x.

17-27,

for the assumption of Thenius

that this account was derived from a different source from ch.

17-27 connects itself in the
most natural way with ch. viii. is neither well-founded nor correct. In
the first place, it was certainly more natural that Samuel, who was to place
a king over the nation according to the appointment of God, should be
xi. sqq.

;

for the assertion that ch. x.
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CHAP. IX V-10.

tended to indicate at the very outset the importance to which
Saul attained in relation to the people of Israel. Kish was the
But when,
: this is in harmony with ch. xiv. 51.

son of Abiel

on the other hand,

Ner

it is

stated in 1 Ohron.

viii.

33, ix. 39, that

may be reconciled in the simplest
that the Ner mentioned there is not

begat Kish, the difference

manner, on the assumption

still more remote ancestor
members are frequently passed over

the father, but the grandfather, or a
of Kish, as the intervening

The other ancestors of Kish are never
in the genealogies.
mentioned again. <n "riaa refers to Kish, and signifies not a
brave man, but a man of property, as in Ruth ii. 1. This son
Saul (i.e. "prayed for :" for this meaning of the word, comp.
ch. i. 17, 27) was " young and beautiful."
It is true that
even at that time Saul had a son grown up (viz. Jonathan),
according to ch. xiii. 2 ; but still, in contrast with his father, he
was " a young man," i.e. in the full vigour of youth, probably
about forty or forty-five years old.
There is no necessity,
therefore, to follow the Vulgate rendering electus.
No one
equalled him in beauty. " From his shoulder upwards he was
higher than any of the people."
Such a figure as this was well
adapted to commend him to the people as their king (cf. ch. x.
24), since size and beauty were highly valued in rulers, as signs
of manly strength (see Herod, iii. 20, vii. 187 ; Aristot. Polit.
Vers. 3-5. Having been sent out by his father to
iv. c. 24).
search for his she-asses which had strayed, Saul went with his
servant through the mountains of Ephraim, which ran southwards into the tribe-territory of Benjamin (see at ch. i. 1), then
through the land of Shalishah and the land of Shaalim, and after
that through the land of Benjamin, without finding the asses
and at length, when he had reached the land of Zuph, he determined to return, because he was afraid that his father might
turn his mind from the asses, and trouble himself about them
(the son and servant). IP inn, to desist from a thing, to give it
up or renounce it.

—

made acquainted with the man whom God had appointed, before the people
elected him by lot. And secondly, Saul's behaviour in hiding himself when
the lots were cast (ch. x. 21 sqq.), can only be explained on the supposition
that Samuel had already informed him that he was the appointed king
whereas,

if this

had not been the

case, it

would be altogether incompre-

hensible.
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As Saul started in any case from Gibeah of Benjamin,
own home (ch. x. 10 sqq., 26, xi. 4, xv. 34, xxiii. 19, xxvi.
i.e.

the present Tuleil

el

hi3
1),

Phul, which was an hour or an hour

and a half to the north of Jerusalem (see at Josh, xviii. 28),
and went thence into the mountains of Ephraim, he no doubt
took a north-westerly direction, so that he crossed the boundary
of Benjamin somewhere between Bireh and Atarah, and passing
through the crest of the mountains of Ephraim, on the west of
Gophnah (Jifna), came out into the land of Shalishah. ShaUsJiah is unquestionably the country round (or of) Baal-shalishah
(2 Kings iv. 42), which was situated, according to Eusebius
(Onom. s.v. BaiQaapuraQ Beth-sarisa or Beth-salisa), in regione
:

Thamnitica, fifteen

Roman

miles to the north of

Diospolis

(Lydda), and was therefore probably the country to the west
of

Jiljilia,

where three

different

wadys run into one large

wady, called Kurawa ; and according to the probable conjecture
of Thenius, it was from this fact that the district received the
name of Shalishah, or Three-land. They proceeded thence in
their search to the land of Shaalim : according to the Onom.
(s.v.), " a village seven miles off, in Jinibus Eleutheropoleos
contra occidentem."

But

this is hardly correct,

likely connected with the mistake

made

and

is

in transposing the

most
town

Samuel to the neighbourhood of Diospolis (see at ch. i. 1).
For since they went on from Shaalim into the land of Benjamin,
and then still further into the land of Zuph, on the south-west
of

of Benjamin, they probably turned eastwards from Shalishah,

where we find Beni Mussah and Beni Salem
marked upon Robinson's and v. de Velde's maps, and where we
must therefore look for the land of Shaalim, that they might
proceed thence to explore the land of Benjamin from the northIf, on the contrary, they had gone
east to the south-west.
from Shaalim in a southerly or south-westerly direction, to the
district of Eleutheropolis, they would only have entered the
land of Benjamin at the south-west corner, and would have
had to go all the way back again in order to go thence to the
land of Zuph.
For we may infer with certainty that the
land of Zuph was on the south-west of the tribe-territory of
Benjamin, from the fact that, according to ch. x. 2, Saul
and his companion passed Rachel's tomb on their return
thence to their own home, and then came to the border of
into the country
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—

Benjamin. On the name Zuph, see at ch. i. 1. Ver. 6. When
Saul proposed to return home from the land of Zuph, his
servant said to him, " Behold, in this city

(' this,'

referring to

a man of
God, much honoured ; all that he saith cometh surely to pass
now we will go thitlier ; perhaps he will tell us our way that we
the town which stood in front of them upon a

hill) is

to go" (lit. have gone, and still go, sc. to attain the object
our journey, viz. to find the asses). The name of this town
not mentioned either here or in the further course of this

have
of
is

history.

Nearly

all

the commentators suppose

it

to

have been

Ramah, Samuel's home. But this assumption has no foundation at all in the text, and is irreconcilable with the statements
respecting the return in ch. x. 2-5.
The servant did not say
there dwells in this city, but there is in this city (ver. 6 ; comp.
with this ver. 10, " They went into the city where the man of
God was," not " dwelt "). It is still more evident, from the

answer given by the drawers of water, when Saul asked them,
"Is the seer here?" (ver. 11), viz. "He came to-day to the
city, for the people have a great sacrifice upon the high place"

—

—

(ver. 12),
that the seer (Samuel) did not live in the town, but
had only come thither to a sacrificial festival. Moreover, " every

impartial

man

will admit, that the fact of

Samuel's having
meal of those who
participated in the sacrifice, and of their having slept under the
same roof, cannot possibly weaken the impression that Samuel
was only there in his peculiar and official capacity. It could not
be otherwise than that the presidency should be assigned to him
at the feast itself as priest and prophet, and therefore that the
appointments mentioned should proceed from him. And it is
but natural to assume that he had a house at his command for
any repetition of such sacrifices, which we find from 2 Kings

honoured Saul as

iv.

to

And

his guest at the sacrificial

have been the

case in the history of Elisha" (Valentiner).

lastly, the sacrificial festival itself does not point to

Ramah

although Samuel had built an altar to the Lord at Ramah
(ch. vii. 17), this was by no means the only place of sacrifice in

for

the nation.

If

Samuel

offered sacrifice at

Mizpeh and Gilgal

he could also do the same at other
places. What the town really was in which Saul met with him,
cannot indeed be determined, since all that we can gather from
ch. x. 2 is, that it was situated on the south-west of Bethlehem.
(ch. vii. 9, x. 8, xiii.

8

sqq.),
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—Vers. 7-10.
bring to the
vessels,

had no present

Saul's objection, that they

man

to

of God, as the bread was gone from their

was met by the servant with the remark, that he had a

quarter of a shekel which he would give.

—Ver.

ceeding with the further progress of the

Before pro-

9.

affair,

the historian

introduces a notice, which was required to throw light upon
what follows; namely, that beforetime, if any one wished to
inquire of God, i.e. to apply to a prophet for counsel from God
upon any matter, it was customary in Israel to say, We will go
to the seer, because " he that is now called a prophet was beforetime called a seer." After this parenthetical remark, the account
is

Saul declared himself

continued in ver. 10.

satisfied

with

and they both went into the town,
to ask the man of God about the asses that were lost.
Vers. 11-17. As they were going up to the high place of
the town, they met maidens coming out of the town to draw
water ; and on asking them whether the seer was there, they
received this answer " Yes; behold, he is before thee: make haste
now, for he has come into the town to-day ; for the people have a
Bamah (in the singular)
sacrifice to-day upon the high place"

the answer of the servant

;

:

does not

mean

signifies

the high place,

Ver. 13. "

the height or

When

before he goes

hill

ye come into the

up

to the

generally

;

but throughout

it

as a place of sacrifice or prayer.
city,

ye will find him directly,
15 not only intro-

high place to eat"

duces the apodosis, but corresponds to

3, as, so

:

here,

how-

used with reference to time, in the sense of our
" immediately." " For the people are not accustomed to eat till

ever,

is

it

he comes, for he blesses the sacrifice," etc.

^3,

like evXoyeiv,

refers to the thanksgiving prayer offered before the sacrificial

meal.
first

" Go now for him ; ye will meet him even to-day." The
is placed at the beginning for the sake of emphasis,

ink

—

and then repeated at the close. Bfa? 3 , "Even to-day." Ver. 14.
they went into the town, Samuel met them on his way
out to go to the high place of sacrifice. Before the meeting

When

itself is described,

the statement

is

introduced in vers. 15—17,

Jehovah had foretold to Samuel that the man
was coming to him whom he was to anoint as captain over his
people. Jtfc tVi, to open any one's ear, equivalent to reveal something to him (ch. xx. 12 ; 2 Sam. vii. 27, etc.). npB'x, I will send
that the day before

•

thee, i.e.

" I will so direct his

way

in

my

overruling providence,
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IX. 18-24.

thee" (J. H. Mich.).

The

words, " that

my

people out of the hand of the Philistines ; for 1
have looked upon my people, for their cry is come unto me," are
he

not at

save

all at

variance with ch.

vii.

In that passage there

13.

is

simply the assertion, that there was no more any permanent
oppression on the part of the Philistines in the days of Samuel,

such as had taken place before

supremacy over

Israel

is

;

but an attempt to recover their

not only not precluded, but

indirectly affirmed (see the

comm. on

ch.

vii.

13).

is

even

The words

before us simply show that the Philistines had then begun to

make a
ites.

fresh attempt to contend for dominion over the Israel-

"

I have

looked upon

my

people

:" this is to

be explained

Ex. ii. 25, " God looked upon the
children of Israel," and Ex. iii. 7, " I have looked upon the
misery of my people." God's looking was not a quiet, inactive
looking on, but an energetic look, which brought help in trouble.
" Their cry is come unto me :" this is word for word the same
as in Ex. iii. 9. As the Philistines wanted to tread in the footsteps of the Egyptians, it was necessary that Jehovah should
also send His people a deliverer from these new oppressors, by
giving them a king. The reason here assigned for the establishment of a monarchy is by no means at variance with the
displeasure which God had expressed to Samuel at the desire of
the people for a king (ch. viii. 7 sqq.) ; since this displeasure
had reference to the state of heart from which the desire had
sprung. Ver. 17. When Samuel saw Saul, the Lord answered
like the similar passage in

—

him,

sc.

in reply to the tacit inquiry,

this is the

man

of
18-24.

whom I spake
The thread

'

to thee."

Is this he?' " Behold,
"(iii,

coercere imperio.

which was
resumed in ver. 18. Saul drew near
to Samuel in the gate, and asked him for the seer's house.
The expression "iJNS'n Tjina is used to define more precisely the
general phrase in ver. 14, "fyn ^ina D^S; and there is no
necessity to alter T?n in ver. 14 into iJf^n, as Thenius proposes,
for "VJHT TtfTQ Nta does not mean to go (or be) in the middle of
the town, as he imagines, but to go into, or enter, the town
and the entrance to the town was thrpugh the gate. Ver. 19.
Samuel replied, " I am the seer : go up before me to the high
place, and eat with me to-day ; and to-morrow I will send thee
away, and make known to thee all that is in thy heart"
Letting
Vers.

broken off in ver. 15,

of the narrative,

is

—
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The change
from the singular npj? to the plural tiFOSX may be explained on
the ground that, whilst Samuel only spoke to Saul, he intended
expressly to invite his servant to the meal as well as himself.
" All that is in thine heart" does not mean " all that thou hast
a person go in front was a sign of great esteem.

upon thy heart," i.e. all that troubles thee, for Samuel relieved
him of all anxiety about the asses at once by telling him that
they were found ; but simply the thoughts of thy heart generally. Samuel would make these known to him, to prove to him
that he was a prophet. He then first of all satisfied him respecting the asses (ver. 20)

:

"

As for

the asses that were lost to thee

to-day three days (three days ago), do not set thy heart upon them
(i.e.

do not trouble thyself about them), for they are found."
this quieting announcement, by which he had convinced

After

Saul of his

seer's gift,

Samuel directed

Saul's thoughts to that

higher thing which Jehovah had appointed for him

whom

:

" And

to

worth desiring of Israel belong ? is it not
" The desire of Israel"
to thee, and to all thy father's bouse?"
"
(optima quaque Israel, Vulg. ;
the best in Israel," Luther)

is
is

not

does all that

all

is

that Israel desires, but all that Israel possesses of

precious or worth desiring (see

here

is

Hag.

ii.

7).

what

" The antithesis

between the asses and every desirable thing" (Seb.

Schmidt). Notwithstanding the indefinite character of the words,
they held up such glorious things as in prospect for Saul, that he
replied in

amazement

(ver. 21),

"

Am not I a Benjaminite, of the

and my family is the least of all
the families of the tribe of Benjamin ('33 'MP is unquestionably
a copyist's error for '33 B3K>) » an ^ ^° w «P^gs * thou such a word
to me ?"
Samuel made no reply to this, as he simply wanted
first of all to awaken the expectation in Saul's mind of things
that he had never dreamt of before.
Ver. 22. When they
arrived at the high place, he conducted Saul and his servant
smallest of the tribes of Israel ?

—

into the cell (the apartment prepared for the sacrificial meal),

and gave them (the servant

as well as Saul, according to the

simple customs of antiquity, as being also his guest) a place at

among those who had been invited. There were
about thirty persons present, no doubt the most distinguished

the upper end

men

of the city, whilst the rest of the people probably

in the

open

air.

—Vers.

23, 24.

He

encamped

then ordered the cook to

bring the piece which he had directed him to set aside, and to
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IX. 25-27.

before Saul, namely the leg and Hvyn (the article in

i.e. not what
was over it, viz. the broth poured upon it (Dathe and Maurer),
but what was attached to it (Luther). The reference, however,

the place of the relative; see.Ewald, § 331, b);

is

not to the kidney as the choicest portion (Thenius), for the
all the slain

kidneys were burned upon the altar in the case of
sacrifices

(Lev.

in sacrifice

iii.

4),

was applied

and only the

flesh of the animals offered

to the sacrificial meal.

What was

at-

tached to the leg, therefore, can only have been such of the fat
upon the flesh as was not intended for the altar. Whether the
right or left leg,

not stated

is

:

the earlier commentators decide

in favour of the left, because the right leg fell to the share of

the priests (Lev.

whole of the

vii.

32 sqq.). But as Samuel conducted the
ceremony, he may also have offered the

sacrificial

sacrifice itself

by virtue of

his prophetic calling, so that the

and he might have it reserved
In any case, however, the leg, as the largest and
best portion, was to be a piece of honour for Saul (see Gen.
xliii. 34).
There is no reason to seek for any further symboright leg would fall to his share,
for his guest.

it.
The fact that it was Samuel's intention
and honour Saul above all his other guests, is
evident enough from what he said to Saul when the cook had
brought the leg : "Behold, that which is reserved is set before

meaning

lical

in

to distinguish

thee (D , ?> is the passive participle, as in

unto this time hath

it

IVte?

Num. xxiv. 21) for
I said I have invited
;

been kept for thee, as

"

to the appointed time of thy
"for the (this) meeting together." Samuel
mentions this to give Saul his guest to understand that he
had foreseen his coming in a supernatural way. lbs?, saying,
i.e. as I said (to the cook).
Vers. 25-27. When the sacrificial meal was over, Samuel
and Saul went down from the high place into the town, and he
(Samuel) talked with him upon the roof (of the house into
which Samuel had entered). The flat roofs of the East were
used as places of retirement for private conversation (see at
This conversation did not refer of course to
Deut. xxii. 8).

the people."

coming" or

is

either

possibly,

Samuel to the roj'al dignity, for that was not made
him
to
as a word of Jehovah till the following day (ver.
it
was
intended to prepare him for that announcebut

the call of

known
27)

;

ment: so that O.

v.

Gerlach's conjecture

is

probably the correct
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Samuel " talked with Saul concerning the deep
political degradation of the people of God, the

one, viz. that
religious

and

oppression of the heathen, the causes of the inability of the

a converand the want of a leader who was entirely
1
the Lord."
Ver. 26. " And they rose up early in

Israelites to stand against these foes, the necessity for

sion of the people,

devoted to
1

For Jan

W\ t$

SnE^DP 13Y1

hi)

lafiecTi

—

x«i

iKoiftiiiri,

the

LXX.

have x«i

liicrpairaii

r$ 2«oix

" they prepared Saul a bed upon the house,

from which Clericus conjectured that these translators had
read ^lXtJO n3"l , l CnaTI or V13")*!) ; and Ewald and Thenius propose to

and he

slept,"

alter the

Hebrew

text in this way.

But although

'ui

^D 3B'> 1 (ver. 26) no
,|

doubt presupposes that Saul had slept in Samuel's house, and in fact upon
the roof, the remark of Thenius, " that the private conversation upon the
roof (ver. 25) comes too early, as Saul did not yet know, and was not to
learn till the following day, what was about to take place," does not
supply any valid objection to the correctness of the Masoretic text, or any
argument in favour of the Septuagint rendering or interpretation, since it
rests upon an altogether unfounded and erroneous assumption, viz. that
Samuel had talked with Saul about his call to the throne. Moreover, " the
strangeness" of the statement in ver. 26, " they rose up early," and then
" when the morning dawned, Samuel called," etc., cannot possibly throw
any suspicion upon the integrity of the Hebrew text, as this "strangeness " vanishes
}D*3t5>»l.

when we take

The Septuagint

'131

ni?JQ TIM as a more precise definition of

translators evidently held the

same opinion as

modern defenders.

They took offence at Samuel's private conversation with Saul, because he did not make known to him the word of God
concerning his call to the throne till the next morning and, on the other
hand, as their rising the next morning is mentioned in ver. 26, they felt
the absence of any allusion to their sleeping, and consequently not only
their

;

interpreted ~\yV

D'laiD

by a

conjectural emendation as standing for

"nT

1

13"l is used in Prov. vii. 16 to signify the spreading of

,

because

mats or

carpets for a bed, but also identified 1031^1 with 133K>\ and rendered it
At the same time, they did not reflect that the preparation of
cKoiftqlln.

the bed and their sleeping during the night were both of them matters of
course,

and there was consequently no

necessity to

mention them; whereas

Samuel's talking with Saul upon the roof was a matter of importance in
relation to the whole affair, and one which could not be passed over in
silence.
Moreover, the correctness of the Hebrew text is confirmed by all
the other ancient versions.

Not only do the Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic

follow the Masoretic text, but Jerome does the same in the rendering

adopted by him, "Et locutus

est cum Saule in solario.
Cumqtie mane
though the words " stravitque Saul in solario et dormivit "
have been interpolated probably from the Itala into the text of the Vulgate which has come down to us

surrexissent ;"
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1

morning: namely, when the morning dawn arose, Samuel
Saul upon the roof (i.e. he called from below within
the house up to the roof, where Saul was probably sleeping
upon the balcony ; cf. 2 Kings iv. 10), Get up, I will conduct
thee" As soon as Saul had risen, " they both (both Samuel and
Saul) went out (into the street)." And when they had gone
down to the extremity of the town, Samuel said to Saul, " Let
the servant pass on before us (and he did so), and do thou remain
here for the present ; I will show thee a word of God"
Ch. x. 1. Samuel then took the oil-flask, poured it upon his
(Saul's) head, kissed him, and said, " Hath not Jehovah (equivalent to Jehovah assuredly hath ') anointed thee to be captain
over His inheritance f" Ni7n, as an expression of lively assurance,
receives the force of an independent clause through the followthe

called to

'

ing

'3,

"{*

it

not so ? "

does before DN in Gen.

i.e.

" yea,

iv. 7.

it

is

so, that," etc., just as it

^ru, His

(Jehovah's) possession,

was the nation of Israel, which Jehovah had acquired as the
people of His own possession through their deliverance out of
Egypt (Deut. iv. 20, ix. 26, etc.). Anointing with oil was a
symbol of endowment with the Spirit of God as the oil itself,
by virtue of the strength which it gives to the vital spirits, was
a symbol of the Spirit of God as the principle of divine and
Hitherto there had been
spiritual power (see at Lev. viii. 12).
no other anointing among the people of God than that of the
priests and sanctuary (Ex. xxx. 23 sqq.
Lev. viii. 10 sqq.).
When Saul, therefore, was consecrated as king by anointing,
the monarchy was inaugurated as a divine institution, standing
on a par with the priesthood through which henceforth the
Lord would also bestow upon His people the gifts of His
As the priests
Spirit for the building up of His kingdom.
were consecrated by anointing to be the media of the ethical
blessings of divine grace for Israel, so the king was consecrated
by anointing to be the vehicle and medium of all the blessings
of grace which the Lord, as the God-king, would confer upon
;

;

;

His people through the institution of a

Through

civil

government.

which was performed by Samuel under
the direction of God, the king was set apart from the rest of
the nation as "anointed of the Lord" (cf. ch. xii. 3, 5, etc.),
and sanctified as the "fii, i.e. its captain, its leader and commander.

this anointing,

Kissing was probably not a sign of homage or rever-
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ence towards the anointed of the Lord, so much as " a kiss of
affection, with which the grace of God itself was sealed " (Seb.
Schmidt). 1
Vers. 2—7.

To

confirm the consecration of Saul as king

over Israel, which had been effected through the anointing,

Samuel gave him three more signs which would occur on his
journey home, and would be a pledge to him that Jehovah
would accompany his undertakings with His divine help, and
practically accredit

him

as His anointed.

These

signs, there-

conveyed to
sign: " When thou

fore, stand in the closest relation to the calling

Saul through his anointing.
goest

away from me to-day

RacheVs sepulchre, on

the

found.

words

(i.e.

you, saying,

The first

2.

now), thou wilt meet two men at
border of Benjamin at Zelzah ; and they
(i.e.

The

asses of thy father, which thou wentest to
Behold, thy father hath given up riiJhsn ¥ i3T nR >

will say unto thee,
seek, are

the

—Ver.

,

talking) about the asses,

What

shall

and troubleth himself about

I do about my son t " According to Gen.
way from Bethel

xxxv. 16 sqq., Kachel's sepulchre was on the

1

by a

The

LXX. and Vulgate have expanded

xi%pixi at xipto; st; Apxfima

h
aoi

Titcp xvpiov, xa.1 ail

to

the second half of this verse

LXX.

considerable addition, which reads as follows in the

oyfttfoii vri txpiai at

the Vulgate

:

:

oi%i

,

Iap»i^ xai ov cip%tis
aaaus ttvriv ix %itpos ijciput uirrov xuxhohv, xxl tovto

Ecce, unxit

iirl

tok "Knot ttvrov

iirl

;

xvpio; exi xXriponofiiav airrev
te

ti;

ip^ovra.

Dominus super htereditatem suam

And

in

in principem, et

liberabis populum suum de manibus inimicorum ejus, qui in circuitu ejus sunt.
Et hoc tibi signum, quia unxit te Deus in principem. A comparison of these
two texts will show that the LXX. interpolated their addition between
Ki?D and '3, as the last clause, on txpiai as xvpio; iirl xXnpouofti'av uiirov tit

Apvflvra, is

a verbal translation of TiJp Srbnyhy
VSTP flnt?D
- :•t:

Vulgate, on the other hand, the

t

t

first clause, ecce unxit

—

'-:t

:

"Q.

In the

:

in principem, corre-

sponds word for word with the Hebrew text, from which we may see that
Jerome translated our present Hebrew text ; and the addition, et liberabis, etc.,

was interpolated into the Vulgate from the Itala. The text of the Septuagint
nothing more than a gloss formed from ch. ix. 16, 17, which the trans-

is

lator thought necessary, partly because

*3

fctf

?n, but

more

he could not clearly see the force of

especially because he could not explain the fact that

Samuel speaks to Saul of signs, without having announced them to him as
But the author of the gloss has overlooked the fact that Samuel
does not give Saul a anfcthu, but three a^ftua, and describes the object of
them in ver. 7 as being the following, namely, that Saul would learn
when they took place what he had to do, for Jehovah was with him, and
not that they would prove that the Lord had anointed him to be captain.
such.
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2-7.

Bethlehem, only a short distance from the

latter place,

and

therefore undoubtedly on the spot which tradition has assigned
to

it

since the time of Jerome, viz. on the site of the Kubbet

an hour to the north-west of Bethlehem, on the left
road to Jerusalem, about an hour and a half from the
This suits the passage before us
(see at Gen. xxxv. 20).

Rahil, half
of the
city

if we give up the groundless assumption that Saul
came to Samuel at Ramah and was anointed by him there, and
assume that the place of meeting, which is not more fully defined in ch. ix., was situated to the south-west of Bethlehem. 1
The expression "in the border of Benjamin" is not at variance
with this. It is true that Kubbet Rahil is about an hour and a
quarter from the southern boundary of Benjamin, which ran
past the Rogel spring, through the valley of Ben-Hinnom (Josh,
xviii. 16) ; but the expression f™3i? D? must not be so pressed
as to be restricted to the actual site of the grave, since otherwise the further definition "at Zelzah" would be superfluous,
as Rachel's tomb was unquestionably a well-known locality at

very well,

that time.

If

we suppose

the place called Zelzah, the situation

which has not yet been discovered, 2 to have been about midway between Rachel's tomb and the Rogel spring, Samuel
could very well describe the spot where Saul would meet the
of

1

As the account

when pronot at variance with the tradition concerning the
situation of Rachel's tomb, and the passage before us neither requires us
perly understood,

of Saul's meeting with Samuel, in ch. ix.,

is

on the one hand to understand the Ephratah of Gen. xxxv. 19 and xlviii. 7
as a different place from Bethlehem, and erase " that is Bethlehem " from
both passages as a gloss that has crept into the text, and then invent an
Ephratah in the neighbourhood of Bethel between Benjamin and Ephraim,
as Thenius does, nor warrants us on the other hand in transferring Rachel's
tomb to the neighbourhood of Bethel, in opposition to the ordinary tradition, as Kurtz proposes ; so the words of Jer. xxxi. 15, "A voice was heard
in Ramah, lamentation and bitter weeping, Rachel weeping for her children," etc., furnish no evidence that Rachel's tomb was at Ramah (i.e. er
Ram). " For here (in the cycle of prophecy concerning the restoration of all
Israel, Jer. xxx.-xxxiii.) Rachel's weeping is occasioned by the fact of the
exiles of Benjamin having assembled together in Ramah (Jer. xl. 1), without there being any reason why Rachel's tomb should be sought for in the
neighbourhood of this Ramah " (Delitzsch on Gen. xxxv. 20).
1

Ewald (Gesch.

iii. p. 29) supposes Zelzah to be unsuitable to the contaken as the name of a place, and therefore follows the »xxoft,hov;
ptycix* of the LXX., and renders the word " in great haste ;" but he has
neither given any reason why the name of a place is unsuitable here, nor

text, if

a
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two men

in the

way that he has

done. This sign, by confirming

the information which Samuel had given to Saul with reference

him with a practical proof that what
him with regard to the monarchy would
certainly come to pass, and therefore not only to deliver

to the asses,

was

Samuel had
quite as

him from

to furnish

said to

all

anxiety as to the lost animals of his father, but

which God
him through Samuel's anointing.
The second sign (vers. 3, 4) " Then thou shalt go on forward from thence, and thou shalt come to the terebinth of labor;
and there shall meet thee there three men going up to God to
Bethel, carrying one three kids, one three loaves of bread, and
one a bottle of wine.
They will ask thee after thy welfare, and
also to direct his thoughts to the higher destiny to

had

called

:

give thee two loaves

binth of Tabor

is

;

receive

them at

their hands!'

not mentioned anywhere

further can be determined concerning

it,

The

tere-

and nothing
than that it stood by
else,

the road leading from Rachel's tomb to Gibeah. 1

The

fact

that the three

men were going up

there was

a place of sacrifice consecrated to the Lord at

still

Bethel, where

to

God

Abraham and Jacob had

Lord who had appeared

at Bethel,

shows that

erected altars to the

them there (Gen. xii. 8, xiii. 3, 4,
xxviii. 18, 19, xxxv. 7) ; for the kids and loaves and wine
were sacrificial gifts which they were about to offer. DW? 7KB*,
to ask after one's welfare, i.e. to greet in a friendly manner
(cf. Judg. xviii. 15 ; Gen. xliii. 27).
The meaning of this
to

men gave Saul

double sign consisted in the fact that these

two loaves from

their sacrificial offerings.

In

this

he was to

is merely conjectural, and has
nothing further to support it than the fact that the translators rendered
n?X * Qfaaro, " he sprang upon him," in ver. 6 and ch. xi. 6, and took nX7X

considered that the Septuagint rendering

to be an emphatic form of riTX1
The opinion expressed by

Ewald and Thenius, that Deborah's mourning oak (Gen. xxxv. 8) is intended, and that Tabor is either a different
form of Deborah, or that Tabor should be altered into Deborah, has no
foundation to rest upon for the fact that the oak referred to stood below
;

(i.e.

to the south of) Bethel,

and the

three

men whom

Saul was to meet at

the terebinth of Tabor were going to Bethel, by no means establishes the
identity of the two, as their going up to Bethel does not prove that they

were already in the neighbourhood of Bethel. Moreover, the Deborah oak
was on the north of Gibeah, whereas Saul met the three men between
Bachel's tomb and Gibeah, i.e. to the south of Gibeah.
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to the anointed of the

Lord ; and he was

therefore to accept the gift in this sense at their hand.

The third sign (vers. 5, 6) Saul was to receive at Gibeah of
God, where posts of the Philistines were stationed. Gibeath
ha-Elohim is not an appellative, signifying a high place of God,
i.e. a high place dedicated to God, but a proper name referring
to Gibeah of Benjamin, the native place of Saul, which was
called Gibeah of Saul from the time when Saul resided there
as king (ver. 16 : cf. ch. xi. 4, xv. 34 ; 2 Sam. xxi. 6 ; Isa. x. 29).
This is very apparent from the fact that, according to vers. 10
sqq., all the people of Gibeah had known Saul of old, and
therefore could not comprehend how he had all at once come
to be among the prophets. The name Gibeah of God is here
given to the town on account of a bamah or sacrificial height
which rose within or near the town (ver. 13), and which may
possibly have been renowned above other such heights, as the

O^twa

seat of a society of prophets.
Philistines,

still less

^3V3

are not bailiffs of the

columns erected as signs of their supremacy

(Thenius), but military posts of the Philistines, as ch.

and 2 Sam. viii.

6, 14, clearly

of the Philistines at Gibeah
to

happen

to Saul there.

show.

connected with what was about

is

At

xiii. 3, 4,

The allusion here to the posts

the place where the Philistines,

those severe oppressors of Israel, had set up military posts, the
Spirit of

God was

to

come upon

Saul, and

endow him with the

divine power that was required for his regal

office.

"

And

it

shall come to pass, when thou contest to the town there, thou wilt
light upon a company of prophets coming down from the high
place (bamah, the sacrificial height), before them lyre and tambourin, and flute, and harp, and they prophesying?' ?3H signifies

a rope or cord, then a band or company of men.

It does not

follow that because this band of prophets was coming

from the high

down

Gibeah must have been
the seat of a school of the prophets. They might have been
upon a pilgrimage to Gibeah. The fact that they were preplace, the high place at

ceded by musicians playing, seems to indicate a

festal procession.

Nebel and Mnnor are stringed instruments which were used
after David's time in connection with the psalmody of divine
worship (1 Chron. xiii. 8, xv. 20, 21 ; Ps. xxxiii. 2, xliii. 4, etc.).
The nebel was an instrument resembling a lyre, the kinnor was

more like a guitar than a harp.

Toph

:

the tambourin, which
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was played by Miriam
the flute

;

see

my

at the

Bed Sea

Bibl. Arcluxology,

phesying of these prophets

we

(Ex. xv. 20).

Ckalil.

By

the pro-

ii.

§

137.

are to understand an ecstatic

utterance of religious feelings to the praise of God, as in the
case of the seventy elders in the time of

Whether

it

Moses (Num.

xi. 25).

took the form of a song or of an enthusiastic dis-

course, cannot be determined

;

in

any case

it

was connected

with a very energetic action indicative of the highest state of

(For further remarks on these societies of
Ver. 6. "And the Spirit of
Jehovah will come upon thee, and thou wilt prophesy with them,
u Ecstatic states," says
and be changed into another man."
mental excitement.

prophets, see at ch. xix. 18 sqq.)

Tholuck

—

(die Propheten, p. 53),

"have something

infectious

about them.

The

American

and the preaching mania in Sweden, even
whose state of mind there is no affinity with

excitement spreads involuntarily, as in the

revivals

to persons in

anything of the kind."

But

in the instance before us there

was something more than psychical infection. The Spirit of
Jehovah, which manifested itself in the prophesying of the
prophets, was to pass over to Saul, so that he would prophesy
along with them (JVaifin formed like a verb !r? for ntoinn ; so
again in ver. 13), and was entirely to transform him. This
transformation is not to be regarded indeed as regeneration in
the Christian sense, but as a change resembling regeneration,
which affected the entire disposition of mind, and by which
Saul was lifted out of his former modes of thought and feeling,
which were confined within a narrow earthly sphere, into the
far higher sphere of his new royal calling, was filled with
kingly thoughts in relation to the service of God, and received
" another heart" (ver. 9). Heart is used in the ordinary scriptural sense, as the centre of the whole mental and psychical
life of will, desire, thought, perception, and feeling (see Delitzsch, Bibl. Psychol, pp. 248 sqq., ed. 2).
Through this sign
his anointing as king was to be inwardly sealed.
Ver. 7.
" When these signs are come unto thee (the Kethtbh rwsan is to
be read •WShri, as in Ps. xlv. 16 and Esther iv. 4 and the Keri
futon is a needless emendation), do to thee what thy handfindeth,

—

;

i.e.

act according to the circumstances (for this formula, see

ix. 33) ; for God will be with thee"
The occurrence of
the signs mentioned was to assure him of the certainty that

Judg.
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8.

he undertook as king. The
him by the Ammonite

opportunity for action was afforded

Nahash, who besieged Jabesh-gilead (ch. xi.).
Ver. 8. In conclusion, Samuel gave him an important hint
with regard to his future attitude " And goest thou before me
:

I am

coming down to thee, to offer
and
to
burnt-offerings,
sacrifice peace-offerings : thou shalt wait
seven days, till I come to thee, that I may show thee what thou art
to do." The infinitive clause 'W Dipynp is undoubtedly dependent

down

to

Gilgal

;

and, behold,

upon the main clause ijmjj an d not upon the circumstantial
The thought
clause which is introduced as a parenthesis.
therefore is the following: If Saul went down to Gilgal to
offer sacrifice there, he was to wait till Samuel arrived.
The
construction of the main clause itself, however, is doubtful,
since, grammatically considered,

WTV can

either be a continua-

tion of the imperative Hbj> (ver. 7), or can be regarded as inde-

The latter view, according
down as a possible thing that
may take place at a future time, is the one required by the
circumstantial clause which follows, and which is introduced by
pendent, and in fact conditional.

which

to

n

!

?.

y\

;

JJTi*

supposes his going

for if nTVI were intended to be a continuation of the

it, so that Samuel commanded Saul
go down to Gilgal before him, he would have simply announced his coming, that is to say, he would either have said
*TT£1 or "n£ '???• The circumstantial clause " and behold I am
coming down to thee " evidently presupposes Saul's going down
as a possible occurrence, in the event of which Samuel prescribes the course he is to pursue. But the conditional interpretation of Wtvj is still more decidedly required by the context.
For instance, when Samuel said to Saul that after the occurrence of the three signs he was to do what came to his hand,
he could hardly command him immediately afterwards to go to
Gilgal, since the performance of what came to his hand might
prevent him from going to Gilgal. If, however, Samuel meant
that after Saul had finished what came to his hand he was to

imperative which precedes

to

go

down

to Gilgal, he would have said, "

And

after thou hast

go down to Gilgal," etc. But as he does not express
himself in this manner, he can only have referred to Saul's
going to Gilgal as an occurrence which, as he foresaw, would
And to Saul himself this
take place at some time or other.

done

this,
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must not only have presented itself as a possible occurrence,
but under the existing circumstances as one that was sure to
take place ; so that the whole thing was not so obscure to him
as

it is

to us,

who

are only able to form our conclusions from

the brief account which

lies

before us.

If

we suppose

that in

the conversation which Samuel had with Saul upon the roof
(ch. ix. 25),
Philistines,

he

also spoke

who had pushed

about the manner in which the
their outposts as far as Gibeah,

could be successfully attacked, he might also have mentioned

was the most suitable place for gathering an army
and for making the necessary preparations for a sucengagement with their foes. If we just glance at the

that Gilgal
together,
cessful

events narrated in the following chapters, for the purpose of

Samuel had in view; we
announced by Samuel took place on
Saul's return to Gibeah (vers. 9—16). Samuel then summoned
the people to Mizpeh, where Saul was elected king by lot (vers.
17-27) ; but Saul returned to Gibeah to his own house even
after this solemn election, and was engaged in ploughing the
field, when messengers came from Jabesh with the account of
the siege of that town by the Ammonites.
On receiving this
intelligence the Spirit of Jehovah came upon him, so that he
summoned the whole nation with energy and without delay to
come to battle, and proceeded to Jabesh with the assembled
army, and smote the Ammonites (ch. xi. 1-11). Thereupon
Samuel summoned the people to come to Gilgal and renew the
monarchy there (ch. xi. 12—15) ; and at the same time he
renewed his office of supreme judge (ch. xii.), so that now for
the first time Saul actually commenced his reign, and began
the war against the Philistines (ch. xiii. 1), in which, as soon
as the latter advanced to Michmash with a powerful army after
Jonathan's victorious engagement, he summoned the people to
Gilgal to battle, and after waiting there seven days for Samuel
in vain, had the sacrifices offered, on which account as soon as
Samuel arrived he announced to him that his rule would not
last (ch. xiii. 13 sqq.).
Now, it cannot have been the first of
these two gatherings at Gilgal that Samuel had in his mind,
but must have been the second. The first is precluded by the
simple fact that Samuel summoned the people to go to Gilgal
for the purpose of renewing the monarchy ; and therefore, as

getting a clear idea of the thing which
find that the three signs
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9-16.

the words "

come and let us go to Gilgal" (ch. xi. 14) unquesmust have gone thither himself along with
the people and the king, so that Saul was never in a position to

tionably imply, he

have

to wait for Samuel's arrival.

The second occurrence

at

on the other hand, is clearly indicated in the words of
ch. xiii. 8, " Saul tarried seven days, according to the set time
that Samuel had appointed" in which there is almost an express
Gilgal,

allusion to the instructions given to Saul in the verse before us.

But

we cannot but regard this as the only true explanawe cannot agree with Seb. Schmidt, who looks upon the

whilst

tion,

instructions given to Saul in. this verse as " a rule to be observed

throughout the whole of Samuel's life," that is to say, who
WTV in the sense of " as often as thou goest down to

interprets
•

For

this view cannot be grammatically sustained,
founded upon the correct idea, that Samuel's
instructions cannot have been intended as a solitary and arbitrary command, by which Saul was to be kept in a condition
of dependence. According to our explanation, however, this is
but there was an inward necessity for them,
not the case
so far as the government of Saul was concerned.
Placed as
he was by Jehovah as king over His people, for the purpose
of rescuing them out of the power of those who were at that
time its most dangerous foes, Saul was not at liberty to enter
upon the war against these foes simply by his own will, but was
directed to wait till Samuel, the accredited prophet of Jehovah,
had completed the consecration through the offering of a solemn
sacrifice, and had communicated to him the requisite instructions from God, even though he should have to wait for seven

Gilgal."

although

it

is

;

days. 1

Vers. 9-16. When Saul went away from Samuel, to return
Gibeah, " God changed to him another heart," a pregnant
expression for " God changed him, and gave him another heart"

—

to

1

The
by

been solved on the whole quite cor"It is not to be supposed," he says, "that Samuel
was directing Saul to go at once to Gilgal as soon as he should go away
from him, and wait there for seven days but that he was to do this after
he had been chosen king by public lot, and having conquered the Ammonites and been confirmed in the kingdom, was about to prepare to make
war upon the Philistines, on whose account chiefly it was that he had been
For the Lord had already spoken thus to Samuel
called to the kingdom.
concerning Saul
He will save my people from the hands of the Philirectly

difficulty in question has

Brentius.

;

:

'
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and all these signs (the signs mentioned by
;
Samuel) happened on that' very day. As he left Samuel early
in the morning, Saul could easily reach Gibeah in one day, even
if the town where he had met with Samuel was situated to the
south-west of Rachel's tomb, as the distance from that tomb to
Gibeah was not more than three and a half or four hours.
Ver. 10. The third sign is the only one which is minutely
described, because this caused a great sensation at Gibeah,
" And they (Saul and his attendant) came thither
Saul's home.
"
to Gibeah."
Thither" points back to " thither to the city"
in ver. 5, and is defined by the further expression "to Gibeah"
The rendering e/ceidev
(Eng. version, " to the hill :" Tk.).
(see at ver. 6)

(LXX.)

does not warrant us in changing 0E> into Df*?

;

for

was self-evident that
to
Gibeah
from
the
place
where
they had been in the
they came
company of Samuel. Ver. 11. When those who had known
Saul of old saw that he prophesied with the prophets, the people
said one to another, " What has happened to the son of Kish ?
Is Saul also among the prophets?" This expression presupposes
that Saul's previous life was altogether different from that of the
disciples of the prophets.
Ver. 12. And one from thence (i.e.
from Gibeah, or from the crowd that was gathered round the
the latter would be quite superfluous, as

it

—

—

prophets) answered, " And

who is

their father

f"

i.e.

not " who

is

which would be a very gratuitous question;
but, " is their father a prophet then?" i.e., according to the
explanation given by Oehler (Herzog's Real. Enc. xii. p. 216),
" have they the prophetic spirit by virtue of their birth ? " Understood in this way, the retort forms a very appropriate " answer"
to the expression of surprise and the inquiry, how it came to pass
that Saul was among the prophets.
If those prophets had not
obtained the gift of prophecy by inheritance, but as a free gift
of the Lord, it was equally possible for the Lord to communitheir president?"

stines,

because I have looked upon

fore of Samuel's

command Thou
:

my

people.'

This

is

the meaning there-

hast been called to the

kingdom

chiefly

for this purpose, that thou mayest deliver Israel from the tyranny of the
Philistines.

When

therefore thou shalt enter

upon

this work,

into Gilgal and wait there seven days, until I shall come to thee

:

go down
for thou

though not before I come to thee, and I will
show thee what must be done in order that our enemies the Philistines
may be conquered. The account of this is given below in ch. riii., where
we learn that Saul violated this command."
shalt then offer a holocaust,
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X. 17-27.

same gift to Saul. On the other hand, the alteration
from DSTQK (their father) into 1TOK (his father),
according to the LXX., Vulg., Syr., and Arab., which is
favoured by Ewald, Thenius, and others, must be rejected, for
cate the

of the text

the simple reason that the question,

Who

is

his father 1 in the

mouth of one of the inhabitants of Gibeah, to whom Saul's father
was so well known that they called Saul the son of Kish at once,
would have no sense whatever.
"Is Saul also

among

From

this the

proverb arose,

—a proverb which was used

the prophets?"

express astonishment at the appearance of any

to

man

in a

sphere of life which had hitherto been altogether strange to
him. Vers. 13 sqq. When Saul had left off prophesying, and
came to Bamah, his uncle asked him and his attendant where

—

they had been

;

and Saul

told him, that as they

had not found

the asses anywhere, they had gone to Samuel, and had learned

from him that the asses were found. But he did not relate
the words which had been spoken by Samuel concerning the
monarchy, from unambitious humility (cf. vers. 22, 23) and not
because he was afraid of unbelief and envy, as Thenius follows
From the expression " he came to
Josephus in supposing.
Bamah" (Eng. ver. " to the high place"), we must conclude,
that not only Saul's uncle, but his father also, lived in Bamah,
as we find Saul immediately afterwards in his own family circle
(see vers. 14 sqq.).

SAUL ELECTED KING.

HIS ELECTION CONFIRMED.

CHAP. X. 17-XI.

15.

—

Vers. 17-27. Saul's Election by Lot. After Samuel
had secretly anointed Saul king by the command of God, it was

duty to make provision for a recognition of the man whom
God had chosen on the part of the people also. To this end he
summoned the people to Mizpeh, and there instructed the tribes
to choose a king by lot.
As the result of the lot was regarded

his

as

a divine decision, not only was Saul to be accredited by this

the sight of the whole nation as the king appointed by
Lord, but he himself was also to be more fully assured of
1
the certainty of his own election on the part of God.
Ver. 17.
act in

the

—

1

Thenius follows De Wette, and adduces the incompatibility of ch. viii.
and ch. x. 17-27 with ch. ix. 1-10, 16, as a proof that in vers. 17-27 we
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DJH1 is

the nation in

selected

Mizpeh for

its

heads and representatives.

this purpose,

because

had once before obtained for the
victory over the Philistines (ch.

people,
vii.

" But before proceeding to the election

Samuel
was there that he
by prayer, a great

it

5 sqq.).

—Vers.

18, 19.

Samuel once more
charged the people with their sin in rejecting God, who had
brought them out of Egypt, and delivered them out of the hand
of all their oppressors, by their demand for a king, that he might
show them how dangerous was the way which they were taking
now, and how bitterly they would perhaps repent of what they
had now desired" (O. v. Gerlach ; see the commentary on
The masculine D^rpn is construed ad sensum with
ch. viii.).
rfo?DBn.
i6,

which

itself,

In

v

is

the actual reading in some of the Codices.

vitMtal

the early translators have taken
decidedly favoured

although this reading

is

sages, ch.

12, it

19,

viii.

xii.

is

not necessary

by the
;

for

V?

But

parallel pas-

since *3

is

used to

introduce a direct statement, even in a declaration of the oppo-

" no but"

in Ruth i. 10, where
no reason for exchanging
Samuel directed
tf> for $.—Vers. 20, 21. After this warning,
the assembled Israelites to come before Jehovah (i.e. before the
altar of Jehovah which stood at Mizpeh, according to ch. Vii. 9)
according to their tribes and families (alaphim : see at Num.
i. 16) ; " and there was taken (by lot) the tribe of Benjamin."
site,

in the sense of our

fO precedes).

There

is,

{e.g.

therefore,

have a different account of the manner in which Saul became king from
that given in ch. ix. 1-10, 16, and one which continues the account in
" It is thoroughly inconceivable," he says, " that Samuel
ch. viii. 22.
should have first of all anointed Saul king by the instigation of God, and
then have caused the lot to be cast, as it were, for the sake of further confirmation ; for in that case either the prophet would have tempted God, or
he would have made Him chargeable before the nation with an unworthy
act of jugglery." Such an argument as this could only be used by critics.
who deny not only the inspiration of the prophets, but all influence on the
part of the living God upon the free action of men, and cannot therefore
render the truth of the biblical history at all doubtful. Even Ewald sees

no discrepancy here, and observes in his history (Gesch. iii. p. 82) : " If we
bear in mind the ordinary use made of the sacred lot at that time, we shall
find that there is nothing but the simple truth in the whole course of the
narrative.

The

was not sufficient to
him as king it was also
necessary that the Spirit of Jehovah should single him out publicly in a
solemn assembly of the nation, and point him out as the man of Jehovah."
secret meeting of the seer with Saul

secure a complete

and

satisfactory recognition of

;
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17-27.

by Jehovah, namely, through the
then directed the tribe of Ben-

He

jamin to draw near according to its families, i.e. he directed
the heads of the families of this tribe to come before the altar
of the Lord and draw lots ; and the family of Matri was taken.
Lastly, when the heads of the households in this family came,

and after that the different individuals in the household which
had been taken, the lot fell upon Saul the son of Kish. In the
words, "Saul the son of Kish was taken," the historian proceeds
at once to the final result of the casting of the lots, without

When

1
describing the intermediate steps any further.

the lot

upon Saul, they sought him, and he could not be found.
Ver. 22. Then they inquired of Jehovah, u Is any one else
come hither
and Jehovah replied, "Behold, he (whom ye are
seeking) is hidden among the things." The inquiry was made
through the high priest, by means of the Urim and Thummim,
for which njfPa 7KB> was the technical expression, according to
Num. xxvii. 21 (see Judg. xx. 27, 28, i. 1, etc.). There can be
no doubt, that in a gathering of the people for so important a
purpose as the election of a king, the high priest would also be
present, even though this is not expressly stated.
Samuel presided over the meeting as the prophet of the Lord. The answer
given by God, u Behold, he is hidden* etc., appears to have no
relation to the question, " Is any one else come ?"
The Sept.
and Vulg. have therefore altered the question into el eri epxerat.
6 avrjp, utrumnam venturus esset ; and Thenius would adopt this
fell

V

1

It is true the Septuagint introduces the

tpvXqv MxTTx.pl

tli

words

*.a\

£yty*q before 13?*1, and this clause

is

irpoaayovot
also

rw

found in a

very recent Hebrew MS. (viz. 451 in Kennicott's dissert, gener. p. 491).
But it is very evident that these words did not form an integral part of
the original text, as Thenius supposes, but were nothing more than an
interpolation of the Sept. translators, from the simple fact that they do
not fill up the supposed gap at all completely, but only in a very partial,
and in fact a very mistaken manner for the family of Matri could not
come to the lot tit A»lp*f (man by man), but only **r ofxovs (by house;

holds

:

Josh.

vii. 14).

Before the household (beth-aboth, father's house) of

was necessary that the D^33 (Atipis), i.e. the different heads of households, should be brought and it was not till then that
Kish, or his son Saul, could be singled out as the appointed of the Lord.
Neither the author of the gloss in the LXX., nor the modern defender of
the gloss, has thought of this.
Saul could be taken,

it

;
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But he is wrong in doing so for there was
no necessity to ask whether Saul would still come they might
What they asked was rather,
at once have sent to fetch him.
whether any one else had come besides those who were present,
as Saul was not to be found among them, that they might know
where they were to look for Saul, whether at home or anywhere
else.
And to this question God gave the answer, " He is
present, only hidden among the things." By Dy? (the things or
as an emendation.

;

:

vessels,

Eng.

we are to understand the travelling
who had assembled at Mizpeh. Saul

ver. the stuff)

baggage of the people

could neither have wished to avoid accepting the monarchy, nor

have imagined that the lot would not fall upon him if he hid
himself.
For he knew that God had chosen him and Samuel
had anointed him already. He did it therefore simply from
humility and modesty. " In order that he might not appear to
have either the hope or desire for anything of the kind, he preferred to be absent when the lots were cast" (Seb. Schmidt).Vers. 23, 24. He was speedily fetched, and brought into the
midst of the (assembled) people ; and when he came, he was a
head taller than all the people (see ch. ix. 2). And Samuel
said to all the people, " Behold ye whom the Lord hath chosen
for there is none like him in all the nation." Then all the people
shouted aloud, and cried, " Let the king live !" Saul's bodily
stature won the favour of the people (see the remarks on ch.
;

ix. 2).

Samuel then communicated

to the people the right of the

" The right of
monarchy" (meluchah) is not to be identified with the right
of the king (melech), which is described in ch. viii. 11 and sets
forth the right or prerogative which a despotic king would
assume over the people but it is the right which regulated the
attitude of the earthly monarchy in the theocracy, and determined the duties and rights of the human king in relation to
Jehovah the divine King on the one hand, and to the nation on
the other. This right could only be laid down by a prophet
-ike Samuel, to raise a wholesome barrier at the very outset
against all excesses on the part of the king.
Samuel therefore
wrote it in a document which was laid down before Jehovah, i.e.
in the sanctuary of Jehovah
though certainly not in the sanctuary at Bamah in Gibeah, as Thenius supposes, for nothing is
monarchy, and

laid

it

down

before Jehovah.

the

;

;
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XI.

It was no doubt placed
where the law of Moses was also deposited,
by the side of the fundamental law of the divine state in Israel.
When the business was all completed, Samuel sent the people
away to their own home. Ver. 26. Saul also returned to his
house at Gibeah, and there went with him the crowd of the
men whose hearts God had touched, sc. to give him a royal
??nn is not to
escort, and show their readiness to serve him.

respecting any such sanctuary.

in the tabernacle,

—

be altered into <Hn ya, according to the free rendering of the

LXX.,

but

is

used as in Ex. xiv. 28 ; with this difference,
it does not signify a large military force,

however, that here

but a crowd of brave men, who formed Saul's escort of honour.
Ver. 27. But as it generally happens that, where a person
is suddenly lifted up to exalted honours or office, there are sure
to be envious people found, so was it here there were <>J>y3 ^3,

—

:

among the assembled Israelites, who spoke
Saul, saying, " How will this man help ust"

worthless people, even

disparagingly of

and who brought him no present. Minchah: the present which
from time immemorial every one has been expected to bring

when entering

the presence of the king

;

so that the refusal to

But Saul

bring a present was almost equivalent to rebellion.

was " as being deaf" i.e. he acted as if he had not heard. The
objection which Thenius brings against this view, viz. that in
that case it would read '03 rt^rt Kirn, exhibits a want of acquaintance with the Hebrew construction of a sentence. There is

no more reason for touching
cases the apodosis

is

W

than

*3?.5

in ver. 26.

In both

attached to the protasis, which precedes

it

form of a circumstantial clause, by the imperfect, with
vav consec.
According to the genius of our language, these
protases would be expressed by the conjunction when, viz.
" when Saul also went home,
there went with him," etc. ; and
" when loose (or idle) people said, etc., he was as deaf."
in the

.

.

.

—

Saul's Victory ovek the Ammonites. Even
by lot at Mizpeh, Saul did not seize upon the
reins of government at once, but returned to his father's house
in Gibeah, and to his former agricultural occupation; not,
however, merely from personal humility and want of ambition,
but rather from a correct estimate of the circumstances. The
monarchy was something so new in Israel, that the king could
Ch.

xi.

after the election
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not expect a general and voluntary recognition of his regal

and

dignity

authority, especially after the conduct of the worth-

people mentioned in ch. x. 27, until he had answered their
expectations from a king (ch. viii. 6, 20), and proved himself a
less

from its foes hy a victorious campaign. But
Jehovah had chosen him ruler over his people without any
seeking on his part, he would wait for higher instructions to
The opportunity
act, before he entered upon the government.
was soon given him.
Vers. 1-5. Nahash, the king of the Ammonites (cf. ch.
xii. 12
2 Sam. x. 2), attacked the tribes on the east of the
Jordan, no doubt with the intention of enforcing the claim to a
part of Gilead asserted by his ancestor in the time of Jephthah
1
according to
(Judg. xi. 13), and besieged Jabesh in Gilead,
Josephus the metropolis of Gilead, and probably situated by
the Wady Jabes (see at Judg. xxi. 8) ; from which we may
deliverer of Israel
as

;

—

1

not mentioned in the Hebrew text. But it
where the Israelites are said to have desired
a king, when they saw that Nahash had come against them, that Nahash
had invaded Gilead before the election of Saul as king. The Septnagint,
however, renders the words B*inD3 Wl (ch. x. 27) by xxi iyeviih a; far*
is

The time of

this

campaign

very evident from ch.

Piute,

and therefore the

is

xii. 12,

translators

must have read EHhDS, which Ewald
But all
of the Hebrew text.

and Thenius would adopt as an emendation

the other ancient versions give the Masoretic text,

viz.

and Arabic, but even Jerome, who renders

Syriac,

se audire.

not only the Chaldee,

it ille

vera dissimulabat

our present Vulgate text these words are folquasi post mensem; but this addition has no doubt

It is true that in

lowed by et factum est
crept in from the Itala.

With the general character of the Septuagint, the
rendering of E""iriD3 by as ford (&n>* is no conclusive proof that the word
in their

Hebrew Codex was KniiDS

;

it

simply shows that this was the

And Josephus (vi. 5, 1), who
{5*"iriG3simply establishes the fact that as fierce feijiiie stood in
the Sept. version of his day, since he made use of this version and not of
the original text. Moreover, we cannot say with Ewald, that this was the
last place in which the time could be overlooked ; for it is perfectly evident that Nahash commenced the siege of Jabesh shortly after the election
interpretation
is also

which they gave to

appealed

to,

of Saul at Mizpeh, as

we may

infer

from the verb ^y\, when taken in con-

nection with the fact implied in ch.

war with the
that the

Israelites before this.

LXX.

xii. 12,

commenced the
much more probable

that he had

And lastly,

it is

changed E*"inG3 into EHnoa, than that the Hebrew

readers of the Old Testament should have altered tjnntS3 into B""inG3,
without defining the time more precisely by "iriK, or some other number.
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11.

he must have penetrated very far into the territory
The inhabitants of Jabesh petitioned the
of the
Ammonites in their distress, "Make, a covenant with us, and
we will serve thee;" i.e. grant us favourable terms, and we
Ver. 2. But Nahash replied, " On this condition
will submit.
see that

Israelites.

—

(ntfta,

at this price, 3 pretii) will

lit.

I may

you, that

put out

From

reproach upon all Israel"
"tipj

is

continued with

I make

your right

all

'nofe'l,

is

it

eyes,

a covenant with

and

so bring

a

the fact that the infinitive
evident that the subject to

Nahash, and not the Israelites, as the Syriac, Arabic,
and others have rendered it. The suffix to ?wpfe> is neuter,
and refers to the previous clause " it" i.e. the putting out of

"ripJ

is

:

This answer on the part of Nahash shows
unmistakeably that he sought to avenge upon the people of
Israel the shame of the defeat which Jephthah had inflicted
upon the Ammonites. Ver. 3. The elders of Jabesh replied
the right eye.

—

" Leave us seven days, that we may send messengers into all the
territory of Israel ; and if there is no one who saves us, we will
come out to thee," i.e. will surrender to thee. This request was
granted by Nahash, because he was not in a condition to take
the town at once by storm, and also probably because, in the
state of internal dissolution into which Israel had fallen at that
time, he had no expectation that any vigorous help would come

From

to the inhabitants of Jabesh.

sengers were to be sent into

all

the fact that the mes-

the territory of Israel,

we may

conclude that the Israelites had no central government at that
time, and that neither Nahash nor the Jabeshites had heard

anything of the

election that

had taken place ; and

this is still

more apparent from the fact that, according to ver.
messengers came to Gibeah of Saul, and laid their

4, their

business

before the people generally, without applying at once to Saul.

—Ver.

Saul indeed did not hear of the matter

5.

(returned home) from the

till

he came

behind the oxen, and found
the people weeping and lamenting at these mournful tidings.

"Behind
of

the

oxen " in

oxen"

i.e.,

field

judging from the expression "yoke
oxen with which he had been

ver. 7, the pair of

ploughing.

Vers. 6-11. When the report of the messengers had been
communicated to him, " the Spirit of Jehovah came upon him,
and his anger was kindled greatly," sc. at the shame which the
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Ammonites had

resolved to bring upon all Israel.
*

—Ver.

7.

He

took a yoke of oxen, cut them in pieces, and sent (the pieces)
into every possession of Israel

by messengers, and said, " Whoand Samuel, so shall it be done

ever cometh not forth after Saul

unto his oxen."
of Saul,

authority which

Jehovah.

The

introduction of Samuel's

a proof that Saul even as king

is

Samuel possessed

This symbolical

name

still

in Israel as the prophet of
like the cutting

act,

after that

recognised the

up of the

Judg. xix. 29, made a deep impression. " The fear
of Jehovah fell upon the people, so that they went out as one
man." By " the fear of Jehovah " we are not to understand
Belfia iravucov (Thenius and Bottcher), for Jehovah is not equivalent to Elohim, nor the fear of Jehovah in the sense of fear
of His punishment, but a fear inspired by Jehovah.
In Saul's
energetic appeal the people discerned the power of Jehovah,
which inspired them with fear, and impelled them to immediate
obedience. Ver. 8. Saul held a muster of the people of war,
who had gathered together at (or near) Bezek, a place which
was situated, according to the Onotn. (s. v. Bezek), about seven
hours to the north of Nabulus towards Beisan (see at Judg. i.
The number assembled were 300,000 men of Israel, and
4).
30,000 of Judah. These numbers will not appear too large, if
we bear in mind that the allusion is not to a regular army, but
that Saul had summoned all the people to a general levy.
In
the distinction drawn between the children of Judah and the
children of Israel we may already discern a trace of that
separation of Judah from the rest of the tribes, which eventually led to a formal secession on the part of the latter.—
Ver. 9. The messengers from Jabesh, who had been waiting to
see the result of Saul's appeal, were now despatched with this
message to their fellow-citizens " To-morrow you will have
help, when the sun shines hot," i.e. about noon.
Ver. 10. After
receiving these joyful news, the Jabeshites announced to the
Ammonites " To-morrow we will come out to you, and ye may
do to us what seemeth good to you" an untruth by which they
hoped to assure the besiegers, so that they might be fallen upon
unexpectedly by the advancing army of Saul, and thoroughly
beaten.
Ver. 11. The next day Saul arranged the people in
three divisions (Q^^, as in Judg. vii. 16), who forced their
way into the camp of the foe from three different sides, in the

woman

in

—

:

—

:

—

—
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12-15.

morning watch (between three and six o'clock in the morning),
smote the Ammonites " till the heat of the day" and routed
them so completely, that those who remained were all scattered,
and there were not two men left together.
Vers. 12-15.

Benewal of the Monabchy.

—Saul had

so

thoroughly acted the part of a king in gaining this victory, and
the people were so enthusiastic in his favour, that they said to
Samuel, viz. after their return from the battle, " Who is he that
said,

Saul should reign over us ! "

contains a question, though

and

there

is

no necessity

it is

The

clause

U vff

indicated simply

to alter ^Kt? into *KtPh.

typ)

7W&

by the tone,
These words

refer to the exclamation of the worthless people in ch. x. 27.

" Bring the men (who spoke in this manner), that we may put
them to death." But Saul said, " There shall not a man be put
to death this day ; for to-day Jehovali hath wrought salvation in
Israel;" and proved thereby not only his magnanimity, but
1
also his genuine piety.
Ver. 14. Samuel turned this victory
to account, by calling upon the people to go with him to Gilgal,
and there renew the monarchy. In what the renewal consisted
is not clearly stated ; but it is simply recorded in ver. 15 that
" they (the whole people) made Saul king there before the Lord
Many commentators have supposed that he was
in Gilgal"
anointed afresh, and appeal to David's second anointing (2 Sam.
ii. 4 and v. 3).
But David's example merely proves, as Seb.
Schmidt has correctly observed, that the anointing could be
repeated under certain circumstances; but it does not prove
that it was repeated, or must have been repeated, in the case of
If the ceremony of anointing had been performed, it
Saul.
would no doubt have been mentioned, just as it is in 2 Sam.
But wD* does not mean "they anointed,"
ii. 4 and v. 3.
although the LXX. have rendered it e%pto-e Sa/wvi]\, accord-

—

ing to their

own

subjective interpretation.

monarchy may very well have

The renewal

consisted in nothing

of the

more than

" Not only signifying that the public rejoicing should not be interbut reminding them of the clemepcy of God, and urging that since
Jehovah had shown such clemency upon that day, that He had overlooked
their sins, and given them a glorious victory, it was only right that they
should follow His example, and forgive their neighbours' sins without
bloodshed."—Seb. Schmidt.
1

rupted,
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a solemn confirmation of the election that had taken place

which Samuel once more laid before both king
and people the right of the monarchy, receiving from both

at Mizpeh, in

parties in the presence of the

Lord the promise

to observe this

and sealing the vow by a solemn sacrifice.
The only
sacrifices mentioned are zebachim shelamim, i.e. peace-offerings.
These were thank-offerings, which were always connected with
a sacrificial meal, and when presented on joyous occasions,
formed a feast of rejoicing for those who took part, since the
sacrificial meal shadowed forth a living and peaceful fellowship
with the Lord.
Gilgal is in all probability the place where
Samuel judged the people every year (ch. vii. 16). But whether
it was the Gilgal in the plain of the Jordan, or Jiljilia on higher
ground to the south-west of Shiloh, it is by no means easy
to determine.
The latter is favoured, apart from the fact that
"
Samuel did not say " Let us go down," but simply " Let us go
(cf. ch. x. 8), by the circumstance that the solemn ceremony
took place after the return from the war at Jabesh ; since it is
hardly likely that the people would have gone down into the
valley of the Jordan to Gilgal, whereas Jiljilia was close by the
road from Jabesh to Gibeah and Eamah.

right,

Samuel's address at the renewal of the monarchy.
CHAP. XII.

Samuel closed
an address to

this

—

solemn confirmation of Saul as king with
in which he handed over the office of

all Israel,

who had been
by the people. The
good, however, which Israel expected from the king depended
entirely upon both the people and their king maintaining that
proper attitude towards the Lord with which the prosperity of
Israel was ever connected. This truth the prophet felt impelled
to impress most earnestly upon the hearts of all the people on
this occasion.
To this end he reminded them, that neither he
himself, in the administration of his office, nor the Lord in His
guidance of Israel thus far, had given the people any reason
for asking a king when the Ammonites invaded the land (vers.
1-12). Nevertheless the Lord had given them a king, and
would not withdraw His hand from them, if they would only
judge, which he had hitherto

appointed by

God and

filled, to

the king,

joyfully recognised
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XII. 1-6.

Him and confess their sin (vers. 13-15). This address
was then confirmed by the Lord at Samuel's desire, through a
miraculous sign (vers. 16-18) ; whereupon Samuel gave to the
people, who were terrified by the miracle and acknowledged
their sin, the comforting promise that the Lord would not forsake His people for His great name's sake, and then closed his
address with the assurance of his continued intercession, and a
renewed appeal to them to serve the Lord with faithfulness
With this address Samuel laid down his office
(vers. 19-25).

fear

but without therefore ceasing as prophet to represent

as judge,

the people before God, and to maintain the rights of

In

God

in

he continued to support
the king with his advice, until he was compelled to announce
his rejection on account of his repeated rebellion against the
commands of the Lord, and to anoint David as his successor.
relation to the king.

this capacity

The time and place of the following address are
But it is evident from the connection with the pre-

Vers. 1-6.

not given.

ceding chapter implied in the expression "*0^*!, and still more
from the introduction (vers. 1, 2) and the entire contents of the
address, that it was delivered on the renewal of the monarchy
Vers. 1, 2. Samuel starts with the fact, that he had
at Gilgal.

—

given the people a king in accordance with their own desire,
who would now walk before them, nan with the participle expresses what is happening, and will happen still. *JBp =!?nnri

must not be restricted to going at the head in war, but signifies
the general direction and government of the nation, which had
been in the hands of Samuel as judge before the election of
Saul as king. " And I have grown old and grey ,'?3B' from
(

y&~)

;

and my

sons, behold, they are with

you"

With

this allu-

Samuel simply intended to confirm what he had
By the further remark, " and I have
said about his own age.
walked before you from my childhood unto this day" he prepares
sion to his sons,

the

way

for the following appeal to the people to bear witness

concerning his conduct in

me before

the

Lord"

i.e.

office.

—Ver.

3.

" Bear witness against

looking up to the Lord, the omnipotent

and righteous God-king, " and before His anointed" the visible
administrator of His divine government, whether I have committed any injustice in my office of judge, by appropriating

by oppression and violence (IT), to pound
when used to denote an act of violence, is

another's property, or
or crush in pieces,
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stronger than p&V, with which

other passages,

e.g.

Deut.

it is

xxviii.

connected here and in

33 ;

Amos

iv. 1),

many

or by taking

atonement money (IBS, redemption or atonement money, is
used, as in Ex. xxi. 30 and Num. xxxv. 31, to denote a payment
made by a man to redeem himself from capital punishment),
" so that I had covered my eyes with it" viz. to exempt from

punishment a man who was worthy of death. The to, which is
construed with ByJ^, is the 3 instrument^ and refers to "iBb
consequently it is not to be confounded with tf?, "to hide from,"
which would be quite unsuitable here. The thought is not that
the judge covers his eyes from the copher, that he may not see
the bribe, but that he covers his eyes with the money offered him
as a bribe, so as not to see and not to punish the crime committed.
Ver. 4. The people answered Samuel, that he had not done

—

them any kind of

injustice.

—Ver.

5.

To

confirm this declara-

on the part of the people, he then called Jehovah and His
anointed as witnesses against the people, and they accepted these
witnesses. TKi^Ta is the subject to *iBtfr ; and the Keri viDifr,
though more simple, is by no means necessary. Samuel said,
" Jehovah be witness against you" because with the declaration
which the people had made concerning Samuel's judicial
labours they had condemned themselves, inasmuch as they had
thereby acknowledged on oath that there was no ground for
their dissatisfaction with Samuel's administration, and consequently no well-founded reason for their request for a king.
Ver. 6. But in order to bring the people to a still more thorough
acknowledgment of their sin, Samuel strengthened still more
their assent to his solemn appeal to God, as expressed in the
words u He is toitness" by saying, "Jehovah (i.e. yea, the witness
is Jehovah), who made Moses and Aaron, and brought your
tion

fathers out of the land of Egypt"
The context itself is sufficient to show that the expression " is witness " is understood

and there

is no reason, therefore, to assume that the word has
dropped out of the text through a copyist's error. >$&$, to make,
in a moral and historical sense, i.e. to make a person what he is
; it has no connection, therefore, with his physical birth,
but simply relates to his introduction upon the stage of history,
like irately, Heb. iii. 2.
But if Jehovah, who redeemed Israel

to be

out of Egypt by the hands of Moses and Aaron, and exalted
it

into

His own

nation,

was witness of the unselfishness and
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XII. 7-12.

impartiality of Samuel's conduct in his office of judge, then
Israel

had grievously sinned by demanding a king.

In the

person of Samuel they had rejected Jehovah their God,

had given them
this still

their rulers (see ch.

viii. 7).

who

Samuel proves

further to the people from the following history.

Vers. 7-12.

"And now

come

hither,

and I will reason with

you be/ore the Lord with regard to all the righteous acts which He
has shown to you and your fathers." rtpj*, righteous acts, is the
expression used to denote the benefits which Jehovah had conferred upon His people, as being the results of His covenant
fidelity, or as acts which attested the righteousness of the Lord
in the fulfilment of the covenant grace which He had promised

—Ver.

The

to

His

by

the deliverance of the children of Israel out of Egypt, and

people.

8.

their safe guidance into

first

proof of this was furnished

Canaan ("

The second was

this

place "

is

the land of

found in the deliverance of
the people out of the power of their foes, to whom the Lord had
been obliged to give them up on account of their apostasy from
Him, through the judges whom He had raised up for them, as
often as they turned to Him with penitence and cried to Him
for help.
Of the hostile oppressions which overtook the Israelites during this period of the judges, the following are singled
out in ver. 9 : (1) that by Sisera, the commander-in-chief of
Hazor, i.e. that of the Canaanitish king Jabin of Hazor (Judg.
iv. 2 sqq.)
(2) that of the Philistines, by which we are to
understand not so much the hostilities of that nation described
in Judg. iii. 31, as the forty years' oppression mentioned in
Judg. x. 2 and xiii. 1 and (3) the Moabitish oppression under
Eglon (Judg. iii. 12 sqq.). The first half of ver. 10 agrees
almost word for word with Judg. x. 10, except that, according
to Judg. x. 6, the Ashtaroth are added to the Baalim (see at
ch. vii. 4 and Judg. ii. 13).
Of the judges whom God sent to
the people as deliverers, the following are named, viz. Jerubbaal (see at Judg. vi. 32), i.e. Gideon (Judg. vi.), and Bedan,
and Jephthah (see Judg. xi.), and Samuel. There is no judge
named Sedan mentioned either in the book of Judges or anywhere else. The name Bedan only occurs again in 1 Chron.
vii. 17, among the descendants of Machir the Manassite
consequently some of the commentators suppose Jair of Gilead to
Canaan).

to be

;

;

:

be the judge intended.

But such a

supposition

is

perfectly
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it is not rendered probable by any identity in the
two names, and Jair is not described as having delivered Israel
from any hostile oppression. Moreover, it is extremely improbable that Samuel should have mentioned a judge here, who
had been passed over in the book of Judges on account of his
comparative insignificance. There is also just as little ground
for rendering Bedan as an appellative, e.g. the Danite (ben-Dan),
as Kimchi suggests, or corpulentus as Bottcher maintains, and so
connecting the name with Samson. There is no other course
left, therefore, than to regard Bedan as an old copyist's error
for Barak (Judg. iv.), as the LXX., Syriac, and Arabic have
done,
a conclusion which is favoured by the circumstance that
Barak was one of the most celebrated of the judges, and is
placed by the side of Gideon and Jephthah in Heb. xi. 32.
The Syriac, Arabic, and one Greek MS. (see Kennicott in the
Addenda to his Dissert. Gener.), have the name of Samson
instead of Samuel.
But as the LXX., Chald., and Vulg. all
agree with the Hebrew text, there is no critical ground for
rejecting Samuel, the more especially as the objection raised to
it, viz. that Samuel would not have mentioned himself, is far
too trivial to overthrow the reading supported by the most
ancient versions ; and the assertion made by Thenius, that

arbitrary, as

—

Samuel does not come down
ing verse,

is

to his

altogether unfounded.

own

times until the follow-

Samuel could very well

class himself with the deliverers of Israel, for the simple reason

that

it

was by him that the people were delivered from the

Samson merely
commenced their deliverance and did not bring it to completion.
Samuel appears to have deliberately mentioned his own name
along with those of the other judges who were sent by God,
that he might show the people in the most striking manner
forty years' tyranny of the Philistines, whilst

they had no reason whatever for saying to him,
" Nat/, but a king shall reign over us," as soon as the Ammonites
invaded Gilead. " As Jehovah your God is your King," i.e. has
(ver. 12) that

ever proved himself to be your

King by sending judges

to deliver

you.
Vers. 13-18a. After the prophet had thus held

the people their sin against the Lord, he bade them

up before

still

further

would only procure for them the anticithey would fear the Lord, and give up

consider, that the king

pated deliverance

if
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ye have chosen,
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13-18.

—Ver.

13.

" But now behold

the

whom

ye have ashed for! behold,
a king over you" By the second narn, the

Jehovah hath set
thought is brought out

more

strongly, that Jehovah had
Although the request of the
people had been an act of hostility to God, yet Jehovah had fulThe word DJjnna, relating to the choice by lot (ch. x.
filled it.
17 sqq.), is placed before BH?NB> *1E>N, to show that the demand
was the strongest act that the people could perform. They had
not only chosen the king with the consent or by the direction
of Samuel ; they had even demanded a king of their own selfVer. 14. Still, since the Lord had given them a king,
will.
the further welfare of the nation would depend upon whether
they would follow the Lord from that time forward, or whether
they would rebel against Him again. " If ye will only fear the
fulfilled

still

the desire of the people.

—

Lord, and serve Him,
over

you

.

.

.

and ye as well as

will be after Jehovah your God."

the king

who

rules

DN, in the sense of

if only, does not require any apodosis, as it is virtually
equivalent to the wish, "
that ye would only!" for which

modo,

DK with the imperfect is commonly used (vid. 2 Kings xx.
19 Prov. xxiv. 11, etc. ; and Ewald, § 329, b). There is also
Diving since *in* njn, to
nothing to be supplied to rrin* "ins
be after or behind a person, is good Hebrew, and is frequently
met with, particularly in the sense of attaching one's self to the
king, or holding to him (yid. 2 Sam. ii. 10 ; 1 Kings xii. 20,
xvi. 21, 22).
This meaning is also at the foundation of the
present passage, as Jehovah was the God-king of Israel.
Ver. 15. " But if ye do not hearken to the voice of Jehovah, and
strive against His commandment, the hand of Jehovah will be
1 in the sense of as,
heavy upon you, as upon your fathers."
i.e. used in a comparative sense, is most frequently placed
and the use of
before whole sentences (see Ewald, § 340, b)
it here may be explained, on the ground that Dynhsa contains
the force of an entire sentence: " as it was upon your fathers."
;

.

.

.

;

The

allusion to the fathers

is

very suitable here, because the

people were looking to the king for the removal of all the calamities, which had fallen upon them from time immemorial. The
paraphrase of this word, which is adopted in the Septuagint,
eirl toi> f3acriXea v/i&v, is a very unhappy conjecture, although

Thenius proposes to alter the text to suit

it.

—Ver. 16. In order
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and to secure their
upon the people, Samuel added still
further: Even now ye may see that ye have acted very
wickedly in the sight of Jehovah, in demanding a king. This
chain of thought is very clearly indicated by the words nnjTDj,
" yea, even now" " Even now come hither, and see this great
to give

still

greater emphasis to his words,

salutary effect

lasting,

The words nnjTDa,
thing which Jehovah does before your eyes."
which are placed first, belong, so far as the sense is concerned,
to "irrnK l&q ; and UlMin (" place yourselves," i.e. make yourselves ready) is merely inserted between, to fix the attention of
the people more closely upon the following miracle, as an event
of great importance, and one which they ought to lay to heart.
" Is it not now wheat harvest f I will call to Jehovah, that He

may

give thunder

perceive

and

as in

(rrt^f>,

Ex.

see, that ilie evil is

eyes of Jehovah, to

demand a

23, etc.)

ix.

and

rain.

Then

great which ye have done in the

king."

The wheat

harvest occurs

May and the middle of June
And during this time it scarcely

in Palestine between the middle of
(see

my Bibl. Arch.

ever rains.

i.

§

118).

Thus Jerome

affirms (ad

Am.

c.

4)

in fine mensis Junii aut in Julio in his provinciis

" Nunquam
maximeque in

:

Judasa pluvias vidimus." And Robinson also says in his Palestine (ii. p. 98) : " In ordinary seasons, from the cessation of the
showers in spring until their commencement in October and

November, rain never falls, and the sky is usually serene" (see
my Arch. i. § 10). So that when God sent thunder and rain
on that day in answer to Samuel's appeal to him, this was a
miracle of divine omnipotence, intended to show to the people
that the judgments of God might fall upon the sinners at any
time.

Thunderings, as " the voices of

God"

(Ex.

ix.

28), are

harbingers of judgment.
Vers. 18J-25. This miracle therefore inspired the people

" All the people greatly feared the Lord
and Samuel," and entreated the prophet, " Pray for thy servants
to the Lord thy God, that we die not, because we have added to
with a salutary terror.

all

our sins the

evil

thing, to ask us

a king."

—Vers.

20, 21.

Samuel thereupon announced to them first of all, that the Lord
would not forsake His people for His great name's sake, if they
would only serve Him with uprightness. In order, however,
to give no encouragement to any false trust in the covenant
faithfulness of the Lord, after the comforting words, " Fear
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not" he told them again very decidedly that they had done
wrong, but that now they were not to turn away from the
Lord, but to serve Him with all their heart, and not go after
To strengthen this admonition, he repeats the
vain idols.
VUDFl k? in ver. 21, with the explanation, that in turning from
the Lord they would fall away to idols, which could not bring
them either help or deliverance. To the ^ after VKDn the same
verb must be supplied from the context " Do not turn aside
:

(from the Lord), for (ye turn aside) after that which

is vain."

This
" which do not
profit and do not save, because they are emptiness " (tohu), i.e.
worthless beings (elilim, Lev. xix. 4 ; cf. Isa. xliv. 9 and Jer.
xvi. 19). Ver. 22. " For Q3 gives the reason for the main
ffiforij

the vain, worthless thing, signifies the false gods.

will explain the construction with a plural

:

—

thought of the previous verse,
etc.) the

Lord

sake; for
to

it

will not forsake

' Fear not, but serve the
Lord,'
His people for His great name's

Lord (for ^N^, see at Deut. i. 5)
The emphasis lies upon His. This
could only be, when they proved themselves to be

hath pleased the

make you His people"

the Israelites

the people of God, by serving Jehovah with all their heart.
" For His great name's sake" i.e. for the great name which He
had acquired in the sight of all the nations, by the marvellous

guidance of Israel thus far, to preserve it against misapprehension and blasphemy (see at Josh. vii. 9). Ver. 23. Samuel
then promised the people his constant intercession " Far be it

—

:

from me

to sin

you, and

to instruct

I should cease
good and right way"

against the Lord, that

you in

as prophet for your good.
to all rulers, showing

the

" In

pray for
to work
a glorious example
to

i.e.

this he sets
them that they should not be

led astray

by the ingratitude of their subordinates or subjects, and give
up on that account all interest in their welfare, but should
rather persevere all the more in their anxiety for them" (Berleb.
Vers. 24, 25. Lastly, he repeats once more his admoBible).
that
they would continue stedfast in the fear of God,
nition,
threatening at the same time the destruction of both king and
people if they should do wrong (on ver. 24a, see ch. vii. 3
and Josh. xxiv. 14, where the form *K"V is also found). " For
see what great things He has done for you" (shown to you), not
by causing it to thunder and rain at Samuel's prayer, but by
giving them a king. DJJ t"N}, as in Gen. xix. 19.

—
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SAUL'S REIGN,

AND HIS UNSEASONABLE SACRIFICE

WAR AGAINST THE
The

PHILISTINES.

history of the reign of Saul

—CHAP.

IN

THE

XIII.

commences with

this

x

and according to the standing custom in the history
of the kings, it opens with a statement of the age of the king
when he began to reign, and the number of years that his
reign lasted. If, for example, we compare the form and conchapter

;

tents of this verse with 2
1

The connection of

vers.

Sam.

8-11 of

10, v. 4, 1

Kings

xiv. 21,

with ch. x. 8 is adduced
forms a direct continuation of
in ch. x. 16.
This connection must be
this chapter

in support of the hypothesis that ch.

the account that was broken off

ii.

xiii.

but it by no means follows that in the source from which the
;
books before us were derived, ch. xiii. was directly attached to ch. viii. 16,
admitted

and that Samuel intended to introduce Saul publicly as king here in Gilgal
immediately before the attack upon the Philistines, to consecrate him by
the solemn presentation of sacrifices, and to connect with this the religious consecration of the approaching campaign. For there is net a word
about any such intention in the chapter before us or in ch. x. 8, nor even
the slightest hint at it. Thenius has founded this view of his upon his
erroneous interpretation of FCTf in ch. x. 8 as an imperative, as if Samuel
intended to command Saul to go to Gilgal immediately after the occurrence of the signs mentioned in ch. x. 2 sqq. : a view which is at variance

with the instructions given to him, to do what his hand should find after
the occurrence of those signs (see p. 101).
following objections
his anointing even

Gibeah

:

How

from

his

(ch. x. 16), should

Israel to

is it

own

To

this

we may also add the
who concealed

conceivable that Saul,

family after his return from Samuel to

have immediately

begin the war against the Philistines ?

after chosen

How

3000 men of

did Saul attain to

summons all Israel gathered round him as
had been publicly proclaimed king in the presence of the people, and before he had secured the confidence of the people
by any kingly heroic deed ? The fact of his having met with a band of
prophets, and even prophesied in his native town of Gibeah after his
departure from Samuel, and that this had become a proverb, is by no
means enough to explain the enterprises described in ch. xiii. 1-7, which
so absolutely demand the incidents that occurred in the meantime as recorded in ch. x. 17-xii. 25 even to make them intelligible, that any writing
in which ch. xiii. 2 sqq. followed directly upon ch. x. 16 would necessarily
be regarded as utterly faulty. This fact, which I have already adduced in
my examination of the hypothesis defended by Thenius in my Introduction
to the Old Testament (p. 168), retains its force undiminished, even though,
after a renewed investigation of the question, I have given up the supposed
connection between ch. x. 8 and the proclamation mentioned in ch. xi. 14
sqq., which I defended there.
any such

distinction, that at his

their king, even before he
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XIII.

42, 2

Kings

Judah began

viii.

to reign,

and

number

also the

of years that their

reign lasted, there can be no doubt that our verse

was

also

intended to give the same account concerning Saul, and therefore that every attempt to connect this verse with the one
which follows is opposed to the uniform historical usage. Moreas a matter of necessity, the second clause of
be combined with ver. 2 in the following manner
He was two years king over Israel, then Saul chose 3000 men,
etc. ; the first half of the verse would give no reasonable sense,
according to the Masoretic test that has come down to us.
137D3 Ssb* rUB^a cannot possibly be rendered "jam per annum
regnaverat Saul," " Saul had been king for a year," or " Saul
reigned one year," but can only mean " Saul was a year old

over, even

if,

ver. 1 could

when he became king." This is the way in which the words have
been correctly rendered by the Sept. and Jerome ; and so also
in the Ohaldee paraphrase (" Saul was an innocent child when
he began to reign ") this is the way in which the text has been
understood.
It is true that this statement as to his age is
obviously false

but

;

all

text,

has fallen out,

a thing

—

are

many

traces to

that follows from that

namely, that between

an error in the

J3

is,

and

that there
fUB*

i3

the age

which could easily take place, as there
show that originally the numbers were not

written in words, but only in letters that were used as numerals.

This gap in the text is older than the Septuagint version, as
our present text is given there. There is, it is true, an anony-

which we find the reading vtos rpiaKovra
is certainly not according to ancient
MSS., but simply according to a private conjecture, and that an
incorrect one.
For since Saul already had a son, Jonathan,

mus

in the hexapla, in

XaovK; but

erSsv

who commanded
of his reign,

years
less

of

this

a division of the

army

in the very first years

and therefore must have been

at least

twenty

age, if not older, Saul himself cannot have been

than forty years old when he began to reign. Moreover,
second half of the verse also, the number given is evi-

in the

dently a
for the

wrong

one,

and the

text therefore equally corrupt:

rendering "when he had reigned two years over Israel"

is

opposed both by the parallel passages already quoted, and also

by the introduction of the

name Saul

as the subject in ver. 2a,
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which shows very clearly that ver. 2 commences a fresh senBut Saul's
tence, and is not merely the apodosis to ver. lb.
reign must have lasted longer than two years, even if, in opposition to all analogies to be found elsewhere, we should understand the two years as merely denoting the length of his reign
up to the time of his rejection (ch. xv.), and not till the time
of his death. Even then he reigned longer than that ; for he
could not possibly have carried on all the wars mentioned in
ch. xiv. 47, with Moab, Ammon, Edom, the kings of Zobah
and the Philistines, in the space of two years. Consequently
a numeral, say 3, twenty, must also have dropped out before
D'Jt? W> (two years) ; since there are cogent reasons for assuming that his reign lasted as long as twenty or twenty-two years,
reckoning to the time of his death. We have given the reasons
themselves in connection with the chronology of the period of
the judges (vol.

iv.

Vers. 2-7. The

1

pp. 283-4).
war with the Philistities (ch.

tainly falls, at least so far as the

xiii.

commencement

in the very earliest part of Saul's reign.

is

xiv.) cer-

concerned,

we must infer
when Saul was

This

partly from the fact, that at the very time

seeking for his father's asses, there was a military post of the

and therefore the Philistines
had already occupied certain places in the land and partly also
from the fact, that according to this chapter Saul selected an
army of 3000 men out of the whole nation, took up his post
at Michmash with 2000 of them, placing the other thousand at
Gibeah under his son Jonathan, and sent the rest of the people
home (ver. 2), because his first intention was simply to check
Philistines at Gribeah (ch. x. 5),

;

the further advance of the Philistines.
rest of the people to their

own homes

The

dismission of the

presupposes that the whole

men of the nation were assembled together.
no other summoning together of the people has been

of the fighting

But

as

1
The traditional account that Saul reigned forty years (Acts xiii. 24,
and Josephus, Ant. vi. 14, 9) is supposed to have arisen, according to the
conjecture of Thenius (on 2 Sam! ii. 10), from the fact that his son Ishbosheth was forty years old when he began to reign, and the notion that
as he is not mentioned among the sons of Saul in 1 Sam. xiv. 49, he must
have been born after the commencement of Saul's own reign. This conjecture is certainly a probable one but it is much more natural to assume
that as David and Solomon reigned forty years, it arose from the desire to
;

make

Saul's reign equal to theirs.
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mentioned before, except to the war upon the Ammonites at
Jabesh (ch. xi. 6, 7), where all Israel gathered together, and at
the close of which Samuel had called the people and their king
to Gilgal (ch. xi. 14), the assumption is a very probable one,

was there at Gilgal, after the renewal of the monarchy,
formed the resolution at once to make war upon the
Philistines, and selected 3000 fighting men for the purpose out
of the whole number that were collected together, and then
that

it

that Saul

dismissed the remainder to their homes.

In

all

probability

Saul did not consider that either he or the Israelites were
ciently prepared as yet to undertake

generally,

and therefore

suffi-

a war upon the Philistines

resolved, in the first place, only to

attack the outpost of the Philistines, which was advanced as far

number of picked soldiers. According
war here described took place
the very commencement of Saul's reign ; and the chapter

as Gibeah, with a small

to this simple view of affairs, the
at

—

is closely connected with the preceding one.
Ver. 2.
Saul posted himself at Michmash and on the mount of Bethel

before us

Michmash, the present Mukhmas,

with his two thousand men.

a village in ruins upon the northern ridge of the Wady Suweinit,

Machmas), was only nine Roman
it took Eobinson three
go from one to the other (Pal. ii. p. 117).

according to the Onotn.

(». v.

miles to the north of Jerusalem, whereas

hours and a half to
Bethel (Beitin

;

see at Josh.

vii.

2)

is

to the north-west of this,

a distance of two hours' journey, if you take the road past
Deir-Diwan. The mountain ("in) of Bethel cannot be precisely
determined. Bethel itself was situated upon very high ground
at

and the ruins of Beitin are completely surrounded by heights
(Rob. ii. p. 126; and v. Baumer, Pal. pp. 178-9). Jonathan
stationed himself with his thousand men at (by) Gibeah of
Benjamin, the native place and capital of Saul, which was
situated upon Tell el Phul (see at Josh, xviii. 28), about an
hour and a half from Michmas. Ver. 3. "And Jonathan smote
the garrison of the Philistines that was at Geba" probably the
military post mentioned in ch. x. 5, which had been advanced
in the meantime as far as Geba.
For Geba is not to be confounded with Gibeah, from which it is clearly distinguished in
ver. 16 as compared with ver. 15, but is the modern Jeba,
between the Wady Suweinit and Wady Fara, to the north-west
" The Philistines
of Ramah (er-Ram ; see at Josh, xviii. 24).

—
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heard

And

this.

Saul had the trumpet blown throughout the
: let the Hebrews hear it."
Ujot points out the proclamation that was made

whole land, and proclamation made

lbs? after

"iBiB>3

after the alarm given

by the shophar

The

object to u let

i.

34, 39, etc.).

Sam. xx. 1 1 Kings
them hear" may be easily

(see 2

;

supplied from the context, viz. Jonathan's feat of arms.

Saul

had this trumpeted in the whole land, not only as a joyful
message for the Hebrews, but also as an indirect summons to
the whole nation to rise and make war upon the Philistines.
In the word VDtJ* (hear), there is often involved the idea of
observing, laying to heart that which is heard. If we understand W?e^ in this sense here, and the next verse decidedly
hints at it, there is no ground whatever for the objection which
Thenius, who follows the LXX., has raised to Dnapn ymf.
He proposes this emendation, O^yn WK'B?, " let the Hebrews
fall

away," according to the Alex, text

rjBerqicao-iv ol SovXai,

without reflecting that the very expression ol BovXoi

is sufficient

and that Saul could not
have summoned the people in all the land to fall away from the
Philistines, since they had not yet conquered and taken possession of the whole.
Moreover, the correctness of V??^ is
confirmed by W»B> Psp^'ioi in ver. 4. " All Israel heard." not
the call to fall away, but the news, u Saul has smitten a garrison
of the Philistines, and Israel has also made itself stinking with
the Philistines" i.e. hated in consequence of the bold and successful attack made by Jonathan, which proved that the Israelites would no longer allow themselves to be oppressed by the
" And the people let themselves be called together
Philistines.

to render the Alex, reading suspicious,

Saul to Gilgal." ?)%<}, to permit to summon to war (as in
Judg. vii. 23, 24). The words are incorrectly rendered by the
Vulgate, " clamavit ergo populus post Saul," and by Luther,
" Then the people cried after Saul to Gilgal."
Saul drew
back to Gilgal, when the Philistines advanced with a large
army, to make preparations for the farther conflict (see at ver.
after

13).

—Ver.

5.

The Philistines also did not delay to avenge the
They collected an innumerable army 30,000

defeat at Geba.

:

6000 horsemen, and people, i.e. foot-soldiers, without
number (as the sand by the sea-3hore ; cf. Judg. vii. 12, Josh.
331 by the side of D'BHB can only mean war
xi. 4, etc.).
chariots.
30,000 war chariots, however, bear no proportion
chariots,
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whatever to 6000 horsemen, not only because the number of
war chariots is invariably smaller than that of the horsemen
(cf. 2 Sam. x. 18 ; 1 Kings x. 26 ; 2 Chron. xii. 3), but also, as

Bochart observes in his Hieroz. p. i. lib. ii. c. 9, because such a
number of war chariots is never met with either in sacred or
profane history, not even in the case of nations that were much

more powerful than the Philistines. The number is therefore
certainly corrupt, and we must either read 3000 C?N WpP
instead of v« Wptf), according to the Syriac and Arabic, or
else simply 1000 and in the latter case the origin of the number
thirty must be attributed to the fact, that through the oversight
of the word 'K'nfe^ was written twice, and
of a copyist the
consequently the second b was taken for the numeral thirty.
This army was encamped " at Michmash, before (i.e. in the
;

*?

front, or on the western side of) Bethaven :" for, according to

Josh.

when
mean

vii. 2,
it

Bethaven was to the east of Michmash

and

;

Occurs in geographical accounts, does not

np"ip,

" always

to the east," as Thenius erroneously maintains, but invariably means simply " in front" (see at Gen. ii. 14). 1 Vers.
6, 7.

—

When

(i? "IX),

the Israelites saw that they had

come

into a strait

for the people were oppressed (by the Philistines), they

hid themselves in the caves, thorn-bushes, rocks
of the rocks), fortresses (0 ,rn?

5

{i.e.

see at Judg. ix. 46),

clefts

and

pits

(which were to be found in the land) and Hebrews also went
over the Jordan into the land of Gad and Gilead, whilst Saul
;

was still at Gilgal ; and all the people (the people of war who
had been called together, ver. 4) trembled behind him, i.e. were
gathered together in his train, or assembled round him as leader,
trembling or in despair.

The

Gilgal mentioned here cannot be Jiljilia, which is
upon the high ground, as assumed in the Coram, on
Joshua, p. 94, but must be the Gilgal in the valley of the
Jordan. This is not only favoured by the expression WV (the
Philistines will come down from Michmash to Gilgal, ver. 12),
situated

1

Consequently there

is

no ground whatever

for altering the text

according to the confused rendering of the LXX., h MuxftAs <§ inxim'*;
Uttiiupa* xxrei vorov, for the purpose of substituting for the correct state-

ment in the text a description which would be geographically wrong, viz.
Michmash was neither to the south
nor to the south-east, but to the east of Beth-horon.

to the south-east of Beth-horon, since
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but also by ?P5 (Samuel went up from Gilgal to Gibeah, ver.
15), and by the general attitude of Saul and his army towards
the Philistines. As the Philistines advanced with a powerful
army, after Jonathan's victory over their garrison at Geba (to
the south of Michmash), and encamped at

Michmash

(ver.

from Gilgal, where he had
5)
gathered the Israelites together (vers. 4, 8, 12), with Jonathan
and the six hundred men who were with him when the muster
took place, took up his position at Geba (vers. 15, 16), from
which point Jonathan attacked the Philistine post in the pass of
Michmash (ver. 23, and ch. xiv. 1 sqq.) Saul must have drawn
back from the advancing army of the Philistines to the Gilgal
in the Jordan valley, to make ready for the battle by collecting soldiers and presenting sacrifices, and then, after this had
been done, must have advanced once more to Gibeah and Geba
to commence the war with the army of the Philistines that was
encamped at Michmash. If, on the other hand, he had gone
northwards to Jiljilia from Michmash, where he was first
stationed, to escape the advancing army of the Philistines ; he
would have had to attack the Philistines from the north when
they were encamped at Michmash, and could not possibly have
returned to Geba without coming into conflict with the Philistines, since Michmash was situated between Jiljilia and Geba.
Vers. 8-15. Sauts untimely sacrifice.
Vers. 8, 9. Saul
;

and Saul,

after withdrawing

:

—

waited seven days for Samuel's coming, according to the time
appointed

by Samuel

(see at ch. x. 8), before proceeding to

through which the help of the Lord was to
be secured for the approaching campaign (see ver. 12) ; and as
Samuel did not come, the people began to disperse and leave
him. The Kethib f>n«1 is either the Niphal ?{W, as in Gen. viii.
offer the sacrifices

12, or Piel

verb

1JP

-W; and the Keri 7*$*\

may

IjrtB? (see

easily

(Hiphit)

be supplied to '^Dt?

Ges. Lehrgeb. p. 851).

— Ver.

9.

is

unnecessary.

*iBto|

The

from the word

Saul then resolved,

and forsake
would
nAyn ?JW does not imply
offer the sacrifice without Samuel.
that Saul offered the sacrifice with his own hand, i.e. that he
performed the priestly function upon this occasion. The coin his anxiety lest the people should lose all heart

him

altogether if there were any further delay, that he

operation of the priests in performing the duties, belonging to

them on such an occasion

is

taken for granted, just as in the
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David and Solomon (2 Sam*,
Kings
iii.
viii.
63).
Vers. 10 sqq. The offering
xxiv. 25 ; 1
4,
hardly
finished
sacrifice
was
when Samuel came and
of the
he
came
to
meet
him
and salute him, " What
Saul,
as
said to
Saul replied, "When I saw that the people
hast thou done?"
were scattered away from me, and thou earnest not at the time
appointed, and the Philistines were assembled at Michmash, I
thought the Philistines will come down to me to Gilgal now (to
attack me), before I have entreated the face of Jehovah; and I
overcame myself, and offered the burnt-offering? '" ^3 n?n see
Ex. xxxii. 11. Ver. 13. Samuel replied, " Thou hast acted
case of the sacrifices offered by

—

;

—

commandment of Jehovah thy God,
for now (sc. if thou hadst obeyed
His commandment) Jehovah would have established thy sove-

foolishly, (and) not kept the

which

He commanded

thee

:

reignty over Israel for ever

;

but

now

(sc.

since thou hast acted

thus) thy sovereignty shall not continue."
The antithesis of
fin nrijJ and D'pn t& fwjn requires that we should understand
these two clauses conditionally.

The

conditional clauses are

omitted, simply because they are at once suggested

of the address (see Ewald,

§

358, a).

The

by the tenor

*3 (for)

assigns the

and

refers to "J???" (" thou hast done foolishly "), the
'U1 JjilDC' to being merely added as explanatory.
The non-con-

reason,

tinuance of the sovereignty

is

not to be regarded as a rejection,

or as signifying that Saul had actually lost the throne so far as
he himself was concerned ; but Dipn to (shall not continue) forms

the antithesis to D?ijny pan (established for ever), and refers
to the fact that

it

was not established

in perpetuity

transmitted to his descendants. It was not

till

his

by being

second trans-

gression that Saul was rejected, or declared unworthy of being

king over the people of God (ch. xv.). We are not compelled
to assume an immediate rejection of Saul even by the further
announcement made by Samuel, " Jehovah hath sought him a

man

own heart ; him hath Jehovah appointed prince over
for these words merely announce the purpose
people;"
His
of God, without defining the time of its actual realization.
Whether it would take place during Saul's reign, or not till
after his death, was known only to God, and was made contingent

after his

upon

Saul's further behaviour.

not consist, as

we have observed

But

if

Saul's sin did

above, in his having interfered

with the prerogatives of the priests by offering the sacrifice
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had transgressed the
him by Samuel, to post-

himself, but simply in the fact that he

commandment
pone the

of

God

sacrifice until

as revealed to

Samuel

the prophet announced that

arrived, the

God would

punishment which

upon him in consequence appears a very severe one, since Saul had not come to
inflict

the resolution either frivolously or presumptuously, but had been

impelled and almost forced to act as he did by the difficulties in

which he was placed in consequence of the prophet delaying
coming.
definite

But wherever,

a3 in the present instance, there

command given by

the Lord, a

man

his

is

a

has no right to

it, by fixing his attenupon
the
earthly
circumstances
in
which
he is placed. As
tion
Samuel had instructed Saul, as a direct command from Jehovah,
to wait for his arrival before offering sacrifice, Saul might have
trusted in the Lord that he would send His prophet at the right
time and cause His command to be fulfilled, and ought not to
have allowed his confidence to be shaken by the pressing danger
of delay. The interval of seven days and the delay in Samuel's
arrival were intended as a test of his faith, which he ought not
Moreover, the matter in hand was
to have lightly disregarded.
the commencement of the war against the principal enemies
of Israel, and Samuel was to tell him what he was to do (ch.
x. 8).
So that when Saul proceeded with the consecrating

allow himself to be induced to transgress

very conflict, without the presence of Samuel,
he showed clearly enough that he thought he could make war
upon the enemies of his kingdom without the counsel and
This was an act of rebellion against the
assistance of God.
sovereignty of Jehovah, for which the punishment announced
was by no means too severe. Ver. 15. After this occurrence
Samuel went up to Gibeah, and Saul mustered the people who
were with him, about six hundred men. Consequently Saul
had not even accomplished the object of his unseasonable sacrisacrifice for that

—

fice,

namely, to prevent the dispersion of the people.

With

this

remark the account of the occurrence that decided the fate of
Saul's monarchy is brought to a close.
Vers. 16-23. Disarming of Israel by the Philistines. The
following account is no doubt connected with the foregoing, so
far as the facts are concerned, inasmuch as Jonathan's brave
heroic deed, which brought the Israelites a splendid victory over
the Philistines, terminated the war for which Saul had entreated

—
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XIII. 16-23.

sacrifice at Gilgal

so as to

;

but

it is

not formally

form a compact and complete account

On

of the successive stages of the war.

the contrary, the 16th

where we have an account of the Israelitish warriors and
their enemies, commences a new section of the history, in which
the devastating march of the Philistines through the land, and
the disarming of the Israelites by these their enemies, are first of
all depicted (vers. 17-23); and then the victory of the Israelites
through Jonathan's daring and heroic courage, notwithstanding
verse,

their utter prostration,

pose of showing
people.

how

is

recorded (ch. xiv. 1-46), for the pur-

Lord had miraculously helped His

the

1

The two clauses of this verse are circumstantial
" But Saul, and Jonatlian his son, and the people that

Ver. 16.
clauses

:

were with him, were sitting, i.e. tarrying, in Geba of Benjamin
(the present Jeba ; see at ver. 3) ; and the Philistines had encamped at Michmash." Just as in vers. 2-4 it is not stated
when or why Saul went from Michmash or Geba to Gilgal,
1

From

arrangement of the history, according to which the only
the war with the
Philistines are those which bring out the attitude of the king, whom the
nation had desired to deliver it from its foes, towards Jehovah, and the way
in which Jehovah acted towards His people, whilst all the rest is passed
over, we may explain the absence of any closer connection between ver. 15
and ver. 16, and not from a gap in the text. The LXX., however, adopted
the latter supposition, and according to the usual fashion filled up the gap
this

two points that are minutely described in connection with

ver. 15 in the following thoughtless manner:
xxl di^iihhu *k r«Xy*>«»' xal to xxrxlMftftx tow XaoS

by expanding
"2,u.f*ovi)'h

2xovX

x.a.1

dviirm

d-ptfin oirltra

til diravritniv oirltra tov *«ot; tow iroMftiorov' ctirrai) irapctytvofttnaii

ix,

no
sense in elf dir&rmtm itrlaa, and the whole thought, that the people who were
left went up after Saul to meet the people of war, is unintelligible, since it is
not stated whence the people of war had come, who are said to have met with
those who had remained behind with Saul, and to have gone up with him
from Gilgal to Gibeah. If, however, we overlook this, and assume that when
Saul returned from Gilgal to Gibeah a further number of fighting men came
Va.'Kya.'har)

to

el's

him from

TafSnd

JUma.ft.iv

x.a.1

iwttjxtyctto 2«ou?i, x.r.X.

different parts of the land,

with the account which follows,
he found only six hundred men,

viz.

that

2?

(Geseh.

iii.

conflict."

nection is

The

discrepancy remains even

43), that

tls

d-ireumwir

is

a

is

how does this assumption agree
when Saul mustered the people

—a statement which

ch. xiv.

For there

is

repeated again in

adopt Ewald's conjecture
rendering of yxfh, " to the

if wfi

false

Moreover, even with the Alexandrian filling up, no natural consecured between vers. 15 and 16, unless we identify Geba of Ben-
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this

change in his position

the close of ver.

4

with the fighting

;

is

merely hinted at indirectly at
from Gilgal to Geba

so here Saul's return

men who remained

with him

is

not distinctly

mentioned, but simply taken for granted as having already
occurred. Vers. 17, 18. Then the spoiler went out of the

—

camp
made

D^tn fiEW

of the Philistines in three companies.
subject to the verb to define the

Ewald,
JVnetef),

mode

§ 279, c) ; and rashim is used here, as in ch. xi. 11.
according to the context, is a hostile band that went

The definite article points
One company took the road to Ophrah

out to devastate the land.
well

is

of action (see

known.

land of Shual,

went

i.e.

it

out as

into the

in a north-easterly direction, as, accord-

ing to the Onom.f Ophrah of Benjamin was five

Roman

miles

Robinson supposes it to have been on the site of Tayibeh.
The land of
Shual (fox-land) is unknown ; it may possibly have been identical with the land of Saalim (ch. ix. 5).
The other company
turned on the road to Beth-horon (Beit-ur see at Josh. x. 11),
that is to say, towards the west ; the third, " the way to the
to the east of Bethel (see at Josh, xviii. 23).

:

territory that rises above the valley of

Zeboim towards the

jamin with Gibeah, as the Septuagint and its latest defenders have done,
and not only change the participle D'3£>> (ver. 16) into the aorist ix&tian»,
but interpolate xxi ixhutat after " at Geba of Benjamin ;" whereas the
statement of the text "at Geba in Benjamin" is proved to be correct by
the simple fact that Jonathan could only attempt or carry out the heroic
deed recorded in ch. xiv. from Geba and not from Gibeah; and the alteration of the participle into the aorist is just as arbitrary as the interpolation

of x«l

ix.~ha.ion.

From

all this it follows

preserved the original reading, as

that the Septuagint version has not

Ewald and Thenius

suppose, but contains

nothing more than a mistaken attempt to restore the missing link. It is
true the Vulgate contains the same filling up as the Septuagint, but with
one alteration, Which upsets the assertion made by Thenius, that the repetition of the expression ?3$>an

p,

ex TctAyxhar, caused the reading contained

in the Septuagint to be dropped out of the

the Vulgate runs as follows

:

Hebrew

text.

For the text of

Surrexit autem Samuel et ascendit de Galgalis

Gabaa Benjamin. Et reliquipopuli ascenderunt post Saul obviam populo,
qui expugndbant eos venientes de Galgala in Gabaa in coUe Benjamin. Et
in

recensuit Saul, etc.

Jerome has therefore rendered the

first

two

clauses of

with the Hebrew text and the addition
which follows is nothing more than a gloss that has found ite way into his
translation from the Itala, and in which de Galgala in colle Benjamin is
still retained, whereas Jerome himself rendered ^an
JO de Galgalis.

ver. 15 in perfect accordance

;
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These descriptions are obscure ; and the valley of
Zeboim altogether unknown. There is a town of this name
{U>pi, different from D«3V, Deut. xxix. 22, Gen. xiv. 2, 8
or D'Xhit, Hos. xi. 8, in the vale of Siddim) mentioned in Neh.
xi. 34, which was inhabited by Benjaminites, and was apparently situated in the south-eastern portion of the land of Benjamin, to the north-east of Jerusalem, from which it follows that

desert."

;

company pursued its devastating course in a south" The
from Michmash towards Jericho.
The intention of
wilderness" is probably the desert of Judah.
the third

easterly direction

the Philistines in carrying out these devastating expeditions,

was no doubt to entice the men who were gathered round Saul
and Jonathan out of their secure positions at Gibeah and Geba,
and force them to fight. Vers. 19 sqq. The Israelites could not

—

offer a successful resistance to these devastating raids, as there

was no smith

to

stines thought the
("IDK followed

by

be found in the whole land

it

the words clearly imply)

should be done).

is still

i.e.

Consequently (as

when they proceeded

land of Israel as described in ver.
smiths,

" For the Phili-

Hebrews might make themselves sword or spear"
IB, " to say, or think, that not," equivalent to

being unwilling that

throughout,

:

5,

able to forge weapons

further related in ver. 20,

all

occupy the

and carried

as far as they penetrated,

who might have been

to

they disarmed the people

Israel

;

off

the

so that, as

was obliged

to

go to

the Philistines, every one to sharpen his edge-tool, and his
ploughshare, and his axe, and his chopper.
ii.

4,

Micah

iv. 3,

and Joel

iv.

10, JlK

is

According

to Isa.

an iron instrument

used in agriculture ; the majority of the ancient versions render
it ploughshare.
The word ^rtEhno is striking after the previous
foienno (from ntJhnp) ; and the meaning of both words is uncertain.
According to the etymology, nBnno might denote any
kind of edge-tool, even the ploughshare. The second toBnrjD
is rendered to hpe-wavov avrov (his sickle) by the LXX., and
sarculum by Jerome, a small garden hoe for loosening and
weeding the soil. The fact that the word is connected with
tfTlp, the axe or hatchet, favours the idea that it signifies a hoe
or spade rather than a sickle.
Some of the words in ver. 21
n
are still more obscure.
wn
i cn i s tne reading adopted by
0!7V
all

the earlier translators, indicates that the result is about to
" And there came to

be given of the facts mentioned before

:
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past"

i.e.

came

so that there

blunting of the edges."

hence to make blunt,

to pass (or arose), D'B JTVyBn, « a

B bluntness, from 1XB, to
JV )

iT

,

tear,

confirmed by the Arabic j\\ai, glodius

is

meaning to hammer,
by hammering, cannot be established.
The

fissuras habens, obtusus ensis, whereas the
to sharpen

i.e.

insertion

of the article before

omission of

before D*B

it

construct nTVB.

;

n^B

as striking

is

These anomalies render

conjecture that the reading

it

bluntness of the edges occurred in the edge-tools,

tft59jp

and

BW

and

the trident,

is

to

a very probable
"VXBn (j,n
f.

may have been Can

Accordingly the rendering would be, "so that

Hiph. nomin.).
shares,

the

as

also the stat. dbs. instead of the

the axes,

and

and

plough-

the

the setting

the goad."

of
be regarded as a nom. comp. like our trident,

denoting an instrument with three prongs, according to the

Chaldee and the Eabbins (see Ges. Thes. p. 1219).
J3"",
stimulus, is probably a pointed instrument generally, since the

meaning goad
II.

xii.

1

is

fsn by

fully established in the case of

—Ver. 22.

On

Eccl.

the day of battle, therefore, the people

with Saul and Jonathan were without either sword or spear

Saul and Jonathan were the only persons provided with them.

The account

of the expedition of the Israelites, and their victory

over the Ammonites, given in ver. 11,

is

apparently at variance

with this description of the situation of the
1

Ver. 21 runs very differently in the

iroiftos tow ttpi£tit, Tec hi

VKtim

ij»

Israelites, since

LXX., namely,

xxl

i>»

i

the

rpvymoi

rpils trix&oi tig tin ihirrx, x«J t>) d%i»i)

xxl r$ hptir&vy ivcisraais tjv n otinit and Thenius and Bottcher propose
an emendation of the Hebrew text accordingly, so as to obtain the following meaning " And the sharpening of the edges in the case of the
spades and ploughshares was done at three shekels a tooth (i.e. three
shekels each), and for the axe and sickle it was the same" (Thenius) ; or,
" and the same for the sickles, and for the axes, and for setting the prong"
(Bottcher). But here also it is easy enough to discover that the LXX. had
not another text before them that was different from the Masoretic text,
but merely confounded "PXBil with TXan, rpvyvrie, and took |itJ^>j? vfo&,
;

:

which was

unintelligible to them, « conjectura for |#n 'pt?

regardless of the sense or nonsense of their

own

tJ^>E>,

translation.

altogether

The

latest

supporters of this senseless rendering, however, have neither undertaken to

prove the possibility of translating

o'SoVr* (iioii),

each), or inquired into the value of

money

" each single piece"

(i.e.

at that time, so as to see

whether three shekels would be an unexampled charge for the sharpening
of an axe or sickle.
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war in question not only presupposes the possession of weapons
by the Israelites, but must also have resulted in their capturing a considerable quantity.

The

discrepancy

removed, however, when we look carefully at

For

stances.

instance,

we can

is

all

very easily
the circum-

hardly picture the Israelites to

amply provided with ordinary weapons in this
expedition against the Ammonites.
Moreover, the disarming
of the Israelites by the Philistines took place for the most part
ourselves as

if

not entirely after this expedition, viz. at the time

Philistines swept over the land with

when the

an innumerable army after

Jonathan had smitten their garrison at Geba (vers. 3, 5), so that
the fighting men who gathered round Saul and Jonathan after
that could hardly bring many arms with them. Lastly, the
words " there was neither sword nor spear found in the hands
of all the people with Saul and Jonathan" must not be too
closely pressed, but simply affirm that the 600 fighting men of
Saul and Jonathan were not provided with the necessary arms,
because the Philistines had prevented the possibility of their
arming themselves in the ordinary way by depriving the people
of

all their smiths.

Ver. 23 forms the transition to the heroic act of Jonathan
" An outpost of the Philistines went out
:
the pass of Michmash ;" i.e. the Philistines pushed forward a

described in ch. xiv.
to

company

of soldiers to the pass (">W?, the crossing place) of

Michmash, to prevent an attack being made by the Israelites
upon their camp. Between Geba and Michmash there runs
the great deep Wady es Suweinit, which goes down from Beitin
and Bireh (Bethel and Beeroth) to the valley of the Jordan,
and intersects the ridge upon which the two places are situated,
so that the sides of the wady form very precipitous walls.
When Robinson was travelling from Jeba to Mukhmas he had
to go down a very steep and rugged path into this deep wady
(Pal.

ii.

p. 116).

" The way," he says in his Biblical Researches,

289, " was so steep, and the rocky steps so high, that we
were compelled to dismount; while the baggage mules got

p.

along with great
short side

Here, where we crossed, several
from the south-west and north-west.

difficulty.

wadys came

The ridges between

in

these terminate in elevating points pro-

wady; and the most easterly of these
were probably the outposts of the two gar-

jecting into the great
bluffs

on each

side
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and the

risons of Israel

The road

Philistines.

the eastern side of the southern

hill,

passes around

the post of Israel, and

then strikes up over the western part of the northern one, the
and the scene of Jonathan's adventure."

post of the Philistines,

Jonathan's heeoio act, and Israel's victory over the
Philistines, saul's wars and family. chap xiv.

—

Vers. 1-15. Jonathan's heroic

act.

—With

confidence in the might of the Lord, that

strong faith and

He

could give the

victory even through the hands of very few, Jonathan resolved
to attack the outpost of the Philistines at the pass of

his

Mukhmas,

and the Lord crowned
enterprise with a marvellous victory.
Ver. 1. Jonathan

accompanied by

his armour-bearer alone,

—

said to his armour-bearer, "
Philistines, iliat is over there."

We will go over to the post of the
To these words, which introduce

the occurrences that followed, there are attached from V?tfa to
ver. 5 a series of sentences introduced to explain the situation,

and the thread of the narrative
petition of Jonathan's words.

is

resumed in

ver.

6 by a re-

It is first of all observed that

Jonathan did not disclose his intentions to his father, who
would hardly have approved of so daring an enterprise. Then
follows a description of the place where Saul was stationed
with the six hundred men, viz. " at the end of Gibeah (i.e. the
extreme northern end)$ under the pomegranate-tree (Rimmon)

Rimmon is not the rock Rimmon (Judg.
which was on the north-east of Michmash, but is an
appellative noun, signifying a pomegranate-tree. Migron is a
locality with which we are not acquainted, upon the north side
of Gibeah, and a different place from the Migron which was
on the north or north-west of Michmash (Isa. x. 28). Gibeah
(Tuleil el Phut) was an hour and a quarter from Geba, and
from the pass which led across to Michmash. Consequently,
when Saul was encamped with his six hundred men on the
north of Gibeah, he may have been hardly an hour's journey
from Geba. Ver. 3. Along with Saul and his six hundred
men, there was also Ahiah, the son of Ahitub, the (elder)
which

is

by Migron"

xx. 45),

—

brother of Ichabod, the son of Phinehas, the son of Eli, the
priest at Shiloh,

the ephod,

i.e.

and therefore a great-grandson of Eli, wearing
high priest's robes. Ahiah is generally

in the
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supposed to be the same person as Ahimelech, the son of Ahitub

which case Ahiah (n jns, brother, i.e. friend
name Ahimelech
This is very
(i.e. brother or friend of the King, viz. Jehovah).
probable, although Ahimelech might have been Ahiah's brother,
who succeeded him in the office of high priest on account of his
having died without sons, since there is an interval of at least
ten years between the events related in this chapter and those
referred to in ch. xxii. Ahimelech was afterwards slain by
(ch. xxii.

9

sqq.), in

of Jehovah) would be only another form of the

Saul along with the

priests of

one who escaped being

Nob

(ch. xxii. 9 sqq.)

who

;

the only

David
was invested with the ephod. It
follows, therefore, that Abiab (or Ahimelech) must have had a
son at least ten years old at the time of the war referred to
here, viz. the Abiathar mentioned in ch. xxx. 7, and must have
been thirty or thirty-five years old himself, since Saul had
reigned at least twenty-two years, and Abiathar had become
high priest a few years before the death of Saul. These
his son Abiathar,

and, according to ch. xxx.

assumptions
before us.

fled to

7,

may be very easily reconciled with the passage
As Eli was ninety-eight years old when he died,

his son Phinehas,

who had been

killed in battle a short time

and have
a son of forty years of age, namely Ahitub. Forty years
later, therefore, i.e. at the beginning of Saul's reign, Ahitub's
son Ahiah (Ahimelech) might have been about fifty years old
before, might have been sixty or sixty-five years old,

left

and

at the death of Ahimelech, which took place ten or twelve

years after that, his son Abiathar might have been as

much

as

thirty years of age, and have succeeded his father in the office

of high priest.

when

But Abiathar cannot have been

older than this

he was high priest during the whole
of David's forty years' reign, until Solomon deposed him soon
Compare
after he ascended the throne (1 Kings ii. 26 sqq.).
with this the remarks on 2 Sam. viii. 17. Jonathan had also
refrained from telling the people anything about his intentions,
so that they did not know that he had gone.
In vers. 4, 5, the locality is more minutely described.
Between the passes, through which Jonathan endeavoured to
cross over to go up to the post of the Philistines, there was
One
a sharp rock on this side, and also one upon the other.
of these was called Bozez, the other Seneh; one (formed) a
his father died, since
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pillar

(PW?),

i.e.

a steep height towards the north opposite to

Michmash, the other towards the south opposite
expression "between the passes"

may be

to

Geba.

The

explained from the

remark of Robinson quoted above, viz. that at the point where
he passed the Wady Suweinit, side wadys enter it from the
south-west and north-west. These side wadys supply so many
different crossings.
Between them, however, on the north and
south walls of the deep valley, were the jagged rocks Bozez and
Seneh, which rose up like pillars to a great height. These were
probably the "hills" which Robinson saw to the left of the
pass by which he crossed : " Two hills of a conical or rather
spherical form, having steep rocky sides, with small wadys running up behind so as almost to isolate them. One is on the
side towards Jeba, and the other towards Mukhmas " (Pal. ii.
Ver. 6. And Jonathan said to his armour-bearer,
p. 116).
" Come, we will go over to the post of these uncircumcised; it may
be iliat Jehovah will work for us ; for (there is) no hindrance
for Jehovah to work salvation by many or few." Jonathan's
resolution arose from the strong conviction that Israel was the
nation of God, and possessed in Jehovah an omnipotent God,
who would not refuse His help to His people in their conflict
with the foes of His kingdom, if they would only put their
whole trust in Him. Ver. 7. As the armour-bearer approved
of Jonathan's resolution (=|? HtM, turn thither), and was ready to
follow him, Jonathan fixed upon a sign by which he would
ascertain whether the Lord would prosper his undertaking.
Vers. 8 sqq. " Behold, we go over to the people and show ourselves to them.
If they say to us, Wait (raM, keep quiet) till we
come to you, we will stand still in our place, and not go up to
them ; but if they say thus,,, Come up unto us, then we will go up,

—

—

for Jehovah hath

(in that case) delivered

them into our hand."

The sign was well chosen. If the Philistines said, " Wait till
we come," they would show some courage; but if they said,
" Come up to us," it would be a sign that they were cowardly,
and had not courage enough to leave their position and attack
the Hebrews. It was not tempting God for Jonathan to fix
upon such a sign by which to determine the success of his
enterprise; for he did

it

in the exercise of his calling,

fighting not for personal objects, but for the

which the uncircumcised were threatening

to

when

kingdom of God,
annihilate, and in
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Lord would

faith as this

and pre-

deliver

God would

not put to

shame. Vers. 11 sqq. When the two showed themselves to
the garrison of the Philistines, they said, " Behold, Hebrews come
forth out of the holes in which they have hidden themselves." And
the men of the garrison cried out to Jonathan and his armourbearer, "

Come up to us, and we will tell you a word," i.e. we will
communicate something to you. This was ridicule at the daring
of the two men, whilst for all that they had not courage enough
to meet them bravely and drive them back. In this Jonathan
received the desired sign that the Lord had given the Philistines into the hand of the Israelites
he therefore clambered
up the rock on his hands and feet, and his armour-bearer after
him; and u they (the Philistines) fell before Jonathan," i.e. were
smitten down by him, " and his armour-bearer was slaying behind him." Ver. 14. The first stroke that Jonathan and his
armour-bearer struck was (amounted to) about twenty men " on
:

—

about half a furrow of an acre of field" ™W?, a furrow, as
in Ps. cxxix. 3, is in the absolute state instead of the construct,

because several nouns follow in the construct state
§

10V, Ut. things

291, a).

bound

(cf.

together, then a pair

Ewald,

;

here

it

a pair or yoke of oxen, but in the transferred sense
of a piece of land that could be ploughed in one morning with
signifies

a yoke of oxen, like the Latin jugum, jugerum. It is called the
furrow of an acre of land, because the length only of half an
acre of land was to be given, and not the breadth or the entire

circumference.

The

Philistines, that is to say, took to flight in

alarm as soon as the brave heroes really ascended, so that the

twenty men were smitten one after another in the distance of
Their terror and flight are perfectly conhalf a rood of land.

we

consider that the outpost of the Philistines was
upon the top of the ridge of the steep mountain
wall, that they could not see how many were following, and
the Philistines could not imagine it possible that two Hebrews
would have ventured to climb the rock alone and make an
ceivable, if

so stationed

attack

upon them.

Sallust relates a similar occurrence in con-

nection with the scaling of a castle in the

Jugurth. c. 89, 90).

—Ver.

camp upon

(i.e.

all the

the field

15.

And

Numidian war

(Bell.

there arose a terror in the

in the principal

camp) as well as among

people (of the advanced outpost of the Philistines)

;
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garrison

army

that was

encamped at Michmash), and
and the earth quaked, sc. with
and tumult of the frightened foe " and it grew into a

(i.e.

the

the spoilers, they also trembled,

the noise

;

trembling of God," i.e. a supernatural terror miraculously infused
by God into the Philistines. The subject to the last 'JW is
either nTnn^ the alarm in the

tioned before,

i.e.

camp, or

all

that has been

men-

the alarm with the noise and tumult that

sprang out of it.
Vers. 16-23. Flight and defeat of the Philistines. Ver. 16.
The spies of Saul at Gibeah saw how the multitude (in the camp

—

away and was beaten more and more.
The Eabbins are unanimous
in adopting the explanation magis rnagisque frangebatur, and
have therefore probably taken D?ri as an inf. absol. D^, and
of the Philistines) melted

The words

b?rn

*|j»l

are obscure.

interpreted a?n according to Judg. v. 26.

This was also the

case with the Ohaldee; and Gesenius (TAes.p. 383) has adopted
the same rendering, except that he has taken a?n in the sense
of dissolutus, dissipatus

est.

Others take Evil as adverbial

(" and thither"), and supply the correlate DVi (hither), so as to

the

LXX.

but they have not translated

15J1 at

bring out the meaning " hither and thither."

render
all.

it

—Ver.

evdev

ica\

lh>6ev,

Thus

17. Saul conjectured at once that the excitement in

camp of

by an attack made
and therefore commanded the people:
fcO'flpB, " Muster (number) now, and see who has gone away from
us;" and " Jonathan and his armour-bearer were not there" i.e.
they were missing. Vers. 18 sqq. Saul therefore resolved to ask
God, through the priest Ahiah, what he should do ; whether
he should go out with his army against the Philistines or no.
But whilst he was talking with the priest, the tumult in the
camp of the Philistines became greater and greater, so that he
saw from that what ought to be done under the circumstances,
and stopped the priest's inquiring of God, and set out with
the

by

the Philistines was occasioned

Israelitish warriors,

—

his people without delay.

We

are struck, however, with the
expression in ver. 18, " Bring hither the ark of God," and the

explanation which follows, "for the ark of God was at that time
with the children of Israel," inasmuch as the ark was then
deposited at Kirjath-jearim, and
that

it

should have been in the

in other cases

where the high

it is

little

a very improbable thing
of Saul.
Moreover,

camp

priest is

spoken of as inquiring
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no mention made of the ark, but only

of the ephod, the high priest's shoulder-dress, upon which there

were fastened the Urim and Thummim, through which inquiry
was made of God. And in addition to this, the verb fiB^n is
not really applicable to the ark, which was not an object that
could be carried about at will ; whereas this verb

is

the current

expression used to signify the fetching of the ephod (vid. ch.

All these circumstances render the correct-

xxx. 7).

xxiii. 9,

ness of the Masoretic text extremely doubtful, notwithstanding

the fact that the Chaldee, the Syriac, the Arabic, and the

Vulgate support

by

the

iv

t!)

LXX.,

it,

and recommend rather the reading adopted

irpoaarjarfe to 'E<f>ov&' on, avrb<; fypev to 'E(f>ovB

rjfiepq, eicelvr)

evanrtov 'Io~parf\,

wnn

Hebrew

text, taife*

In any

case, ?Kife* VUS at the

'e*

-}

^a? or

*3B?,

vsb

since

1

gives

increased

more and more

greater.

The

subject

'Ml

dosis.

Tj*

wn

Kfefo

•<$

as_ the
niaxn nc^an.

end of the verse should be read
no sense at all. Ver. 19. "It
" lit. increasing and becoming

—

l^v!

is

placed absolutely at the

appended in the form of an apo1^8, u draw thy hand in" (back) i.e. leave off now.

head, so that the verb *|S

—Yer. 20.

which would give

Di>3 Tiaxn

is

;

"And

(i.e.

in consequence of the increasing tumult

and all the people with
; and when they came
to the war, i.e. to the place of conflict, " behold, there was the
sword of the one against the other, a very great confusion," in
consequence partly of terror, and partly of the circumstance
alluded to in ver. 21. Ver. 21. " And the Hebrews were with
the Philistines as before (yesterday and the day before yesterday), who had come along with them in the camp round about ;
they also came over to Israel, which was with Saul and Jonathan."
3^3p means distributed round about among the Philistines.
Those Israelites whom the Philistines had incorporated into
their army are called Hebrews, according to the name which
was current among foreigners, whilst those who were with Saul
in the enemy's

him, called"

i.e.

camp) Saul had

himself,

called together for battle

—

are called Israel, according to the sacred

name

of the nation.

which many expositors have found in the word

The

difficulty

rtw

has been very correctly solved, so far as the sense

cerned,

by

returned:"
(Vulg.),

is conthe earlier translators, by the interpolation of " they
Vtft

and

(Chald.), iirearpa^naav

similarly the Syriac

(LXX.),

and Arabic.

reversi sunt

We are not
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liberty,

however, to amend the

more

as nothing
infinitive

rfw

§ 132, 3,

Anm.

it

Hebrew

omitted than the

is

text in this

finite

(for this construction, see Gresenius,
1),

and

this

might

literal

Gramtn.

easily be left out here, since

main

stands at the beginning of the verse in the

The

manner,

verb vn before the

clause.

rendering would be, they were to be with Israel,

they came over to

Israel.

The

i.e.

Hebrews who
came over to Saul

fact that the

were serving in the army of the Philistines
and his host, and turned their weapons against

their oppressors,

camp

naturally heightened the confusion in the

of the Phili-

and accelerated their defeat ; and this was still further
increased by the fact that the Israelites who had concealed
themselves on the mountains of Ephraim also joined the Israelstines,

itish

army, as soon as they heard of the flight of the Philistines
Ver. 23. " Thus the Lord helped Israel that day, and

(ver. 22).

—

went out beyond Bethaven." Sethaven was on the
Michmash, and, according to ver. 31, the Philistines
fled westwards from Michmash to Ajalon.
But if we bear in
mind that the camp of the Philistines was on the eastern side
of Michmash before Bethaven, according to ch. xiii. 5, and
that the Israelites forced their way into it from the south, we
shall see that the battle might easily have spread out beyond
Bethaven, and that eventually the main body of the enemy
might have fled as far as Ajalon, and have been pursued to
that point by the victorious Israelites.
Vers. 24-31. SauPs precipitate haste. Ver. 24. The men of
the conflict

east of

—

Israel were pressed

military service

and

(i.e.

(till)

/

man

sc.

through the

Then Saul adjured

fighting.

saying, " Cursed be the

and

fatigued) on that day,

the people,

that eateth bread until the evening,

have avenged myself upon mine enemies."

apoc. of rotf for ?v&P,

from n?K,

?K', fut.

to swear, Hiphil to adjure or

The people took the oath by
what Saul had uttered. This command of
Saul did not proceed from a proper attitude towards the Lord,
but was an act of false zeal, in which Saul had more regard to
himself and his own kingly power than to the cause of the
kingdom of Jehovah, as we may see at once from the expression
'U1 ViOjM, u till / have avenged myself upon mine enemies."
It
was a despotic measure which not only failed to accomplish its
require an oath of a person.

saying "

amen"

to

object (see vers. 30, 31), but brought Saul into the unfortunate
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position of being unable to carry out the oath (see ver. 45).

the people kept the
is

"

command. " They

not to be connected with

And

all the land

(i.e.

all

'flOlM"!

tasted no bread."

as an apodosis.

All

DJftS"t6l

—Ver. 25.
who had

the people of the land

29) came into the woody country;
">JP signifies here a woody disthere was honey upon the field."
trict, in which forests alternated with tracts of arable land and
gathered round Saul

:

vid. ver.

—

meadows. Ver. 26. When the people came into the wood and
saw a stream of honey (of wild or wood bees), " no one put his
hand to his mouth (sc. to eat of the honey), because they feared
Ver. 27. But Jonathan, who had not heard his
the oath."

—

father's oath, dipped (in the heat of pursuit, that

have

to stop) the point of his staff in the

he might not

new honey, and put

mouth, " and his eyes became bright ;" his lost strength,
which is reflected in the eye, having been brought back by this
it to his

invigorating taste.

The

Chethibh futon

is

probably to be read

futon, the eyes became seeing, received their power of vision
again.
"rtK,

to

The Masoretes have
become

substituted as the Keri fj")^,

bright, according to ver. 29;

and

from

probably

this is

the correct reading, as the letters might easily be transposed.

—Vers. 28

6qq.

When

one of the people told him thereupon

of his father's oath, in consequence of which the people were
exhausted (D^n 1J£1 belongs to the man's words ; and 1JW is the

same as in Judg. iv. 21), Jonathan condemned the prohibition.
" My father has brought the land (i.e. the people of the land, as
in ver. 25) into trouble (l'?y, see at Gen. xxxiv. 30) see how
:

bright mine eyes have become because

honey.
booty of

I

tasted

a

of this
more if the people had eaten to-day of the
enemies, would not the overthrow among the Phililittle

How much
its

stines truly have then

become great f"

*3 IK,

lit.

to this (there

=

not to mention how much more ; and nriy »3
comes) also that
is an emphatic introduction of the apodosis, as in Gen. xxxi.
42, xliii. 10, and other passages, and the apodosis itself is to be
taken as a question.
Vers. 31-46. Result of the battle, and consequences of SauFs
Ver. 31. u On that day they smote the Philistines
rashness.

—

from Michmash

to

Ajalon" which has been preserved

in the

of Ydlo (see at Josh. xix. 42), and was about three
geographical miles to the south-west of Michmash ; " and the

village

people were very faint," because Saul had forbidden

them
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eat before the evening (ver. 24).

"fell voraciously upon the booty"

—

merely an error in writing for

—Ver.

32.

(the Chethibh

imperf.

BJ/5,

They

therefore

bjw

no doubt

is

Kal

of &'? with

see

from ch. xv.
upon

Dagesh forte

implic. instead of BJW, as

we may

19, since the

meaning required by the

context, viz. to fall

a thing, cannot be established in the case of nfcv with ?N.

On

the other hand, there does not appear to be any necessity to

supply the article before «W, and this

Ken

seems only to have

been taken from the parallel passage in ch. xv. 19),

—

" and took
ground ( rNf"jN,
lit. to the earth, so that when they were slaughtered the animal
fell upon the ground, and remained lying in its blood, and was
cut in pieces), and ate upon the blood" (D^n '?, with which wn ->K,
" lying to the blood," is interchanged in ver. 34), i.e. the flesh

and

sheep,

oxen,

and

calves,

and slew them on

the

by doing which they
This sin had been
occasioned by Saul himself through the prohibition which he
Vers. 33, 34. When this was told to Saul, he said,
issued.
" Ye act faithlessly towards Jehovah" by transgressing the laws
of the covenant ; " roll me now (lit. this day) a large stone.
Scatter yourselves among the people, and say to them, Let every
one bring his ox and his sheep to me, and slay here " (upon the
stone that has been rolled up), viz. so that the blood could run
off properly upon the ground, and the flesh be separated from
along with the blood which adhered to

it,

sinned against the law in Lev. xix. 26.

—

the blood.

This the people also

did.

—Ver.

35.

As a

thanks-

giving for this victory, Saul built an altar to the' Lord. folk
nfa3? pnn, " he began to build it," i.e. he built this altar at the
beginning, or as the

first altar.

intended to serve as a place of

This altar was probably not
but simply to be a

sacrifice,

memorial of the presence of God, or the revelation of God
which Saul had received in the marvellous victory. Ver. 36.
After the people had strengthened themselves in the evening

—

with food, Saul wanted to pursue the Philistines

still

farther

during the night, and to plunder among them until the light
(i.e. till

The

break of day), and utterly destroy them.

assented to this proposal, but the priest (Ahiah) wished
all to

obtain the decision of

draw near

to

—Ver.

God

God upon

the matter.

u

people
first

We

of

will

here" (before the altar which has just been

But when Saul inquired of God (through
the Urim and Thummim of the high priest), "Shall I go down
built).

37.
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Thou

them into the hand of
Saul was to perceive from

deliver

did not answer him.

that the guilt of some sin was resting

upon the

on

people,

account of which the Lord had turned away His countenance,
and was withdrawing His help. Vers. 38, 39. When Saul

—

perceived

this,

he directed

the heads of the people (pinnoth,

all

Judg. xx. 2) to draw near to learn whereby (wherein) the
had occurred that day, and declared, " As truly as Jehovah
liveth, who has brought salvation to Israel, even if it were upon
Jonathan my son, he shall die." The first '3 in ver. 39 is explanatory ; the second and third serve to introduce the words,
like 6Vt, quod ; and the repetition serves to give emphasis, lit.
" that even if it were upon my son, that he shall die." " And of
as in

sin

all the people no one answered him,"

word.

—Ver.

In order

40.

culprit, Saul proceeded to the lot;
all

to the other,

God of Israel,

fell

at the king's

and for

this

purpose he made

the people stand on one side, whilst he and his son Jonathan

went
"

from terror

to find out the guilt, or rather the

and then solemnly addressed Jehovah thus

give innocence (of mind,

upon Saul and Jonathan

people went out"

sc.

i.e.

truth).

And the

lot

21) ; and the
without the lot falling upon them, i.e. they
("??*, as in ch. x. 20,

went out free.—Ver. 42. When they proceeded still further to
cast lots between Saul and his son ('- B^, sc. Wl ; cf. 1 Chron.
xxvi. 14, Neh. xi. 11, etc.), Jonathan was taken} Vers. 43,
),

—

1 In the Alex, version, vers. 41 and 42 are lengthened out with long
paraphrases upon the course pursued in casting the lots : xec) tfot 2xoi\,
Ktipie 4 8ti( lopetrih r< or/ oiix. elirsxpi'Dne tm SovXp aov aiifttpor ; ti ir tftol «j it
'

uilxla xipn 6 ho; lopxfa So? 5ij Xovj xecl iau rcebt
r$ vt$ ftov
tfrtf, SoV 3)> Tf Xetp erov 'lap* fa, JSo'f S>j ioiornja, xai x.'hnpovra.ij lupa,6a.t xai
2«<wA, xai 6 XaoV iifatt. Ver. 42 Kal iWt 2««<iA, BaKhsri eirx fiiaou IjMoD
xai ana ftiaor lovaiav tov vl»v ftov' it An xxraxKypatrnTcti Kipios aToianim.
Kal xarsxparm*
Ka'i uietu 6 ~Hais irpi; 2«oiJA, Ovx tori to pisfia. toJto.
2«ovA row "haw, xai (SaXKovoiv una. fteaov ainov xai dvd fiiacp 'lavxiar rav

'

'

lai/Atan

sj

•

;

:

'

vim

cii/rov,

xai xa.Taxhnpovra.1

'

lai/d-Sau.

One

portion of these additions

is

found in the text of our present Vulgate, and reads as follows El
dixit Saul ad Dominum Deum Israel: Domine Deus Israel, da indicium!
quid est quod non responderis servo tuo hodie ? Si in me aut in Jonathafilio
mo est iniquitas, da ostensionem ; aut si hssc iniquitous est in populo tuo, da

also

:

Et deprehensus est Jonathas et Saul, populus autem exivit.
The beginning and end of this verse, as well as ver. 42, agree here most
accurately with the Hebrew text. But the words from quid est quod to
da sanctitatem are interpolated, so that D^on i13H are translated twice
sanctitatem.

•

T

T T

K
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When

Saul asked him what he had done, Jonathan con-

had tasted a little honey (see ver. 27), and
resigned himself to the punishment suspended over him, sayfessed that he

I

die" and Saul pronounced sentence of
it with an oath (" God do so"
Ver. 45. But the people interposed,
etc.: vid. Ruth i. 17).
"Shall Jonathan die, who has achieved this great salvation
(victory) in Israel f
God forbid ! As truly as Jehovah liveth,
not a hair shall fall from his head upon the ground ; for he
Thus the people
hath wrought (the victory) with God to-day."
The objection raised by the
delivered Jonathan from death.
ing, "Behold,

shall

death upon him, accompanying

—

people was so conclusive, that Saul was obliged to yield.

What Jonathan had done was not wrong in itself, but
became so simply on account of the oath with which Saul had
first

in the words da indicium,

and then in the

interpolation

da ostensionem.

This repetition of the same words, and that in different renderings,

when

taken in connection with the agreement of the Vulgate with the Hebrew
text at the beginning and end of the verse, shows clearly enough, that the
interpolated clauses did not originate with Jerome, but are simply inserted

The additions of the LXX., in which
ij xbixia, are regarded by Ewald
(Gesch. iii. p. 48) and Thenius as an original portion of the text which
has dropped out from the Masoretic text. They therefore infer, that instead
of DVsn we ought to read D'bpi (Thummim), and that we have here the
full formula used in connection with the use of the Urim and Thummim,
from which it may be seen, that this mode of divine revelation consisted
simply in a sacred lot, or in the use of two dice, the one of which was fixed
upon at the outset as meaning no, and the other as meaning yes. So much
at any rate is indisputable, that the Septuagint translator took D'DJI in the
sense of thummim, and so assumed that Saul had the guilty person discovered by resorting to the Urim and Thummim. But this assumption is
also decidedly erroneous, together with all the inferences based upon it.
For, in the first place, the verbs p'an and 13^ can be proved to be never
in his translation from the Itala.

rah

uwi) is evidently only a distortion of

used throughout the whole of the Old Testament to signify the use of the
Urim and Thummim, and to be nothing more than technical expressions
used to denote the casting of a simple lot (see the passages cited above in
the text).

Moreover, such passages as ch. x. 22, and

ii.

5, 23,

show most

unmistakeably that the divine oracle of the Urim and Thummim did not
consist merely in a sacred lot with yes and no, but that God gave such
answers through it as could never have been given through the lots. The
Septuagint expansions of the text are nothing more, therefore, than a sub-

and really erroneous interpretation on the part of the translators,
which arose simply from the mistaken idea that D'Dn was thummim, and
which is therefore utterly worthless.

jective
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it.
But Jonathan did not hear the oath, and therehad not even consciously transgressed. Nevertheless a
curse lay upon Israel, which was to be brought to light as a
Therefore Jehovah had given no
warning for the culprit.
reply to Saul. But when the lot, which had the force of a
divine verdict, fell upon Jonathan, sentence of death was not
thereby pronounced upon him by God but it was simply made

forbidden
fore

;

manifest, that through his transgression of his father's oath,

with which he was not acquainted, guilt had been brought upon

The breach of a command issued with a solemn oath,
when it took place unconsciously, excited the wrath of
God, as being a profanation of the divine name. But such a
sin could only rest as guilt upon the man who had committed,
or the man who occasioned it. Now where the command in

Israel.

even

question was one of

God

himself, there could be

no question,

that even in the case of unconscious transgression the sin fell

upon the transgressor, and

was necessary that it should either
But where the command
of a man had been unconsciously transgressed, the guilt might
also fall upon the man who issued the command, that is to say,
if he did it without being authorized or empowered by God.
In the present instance, Saul had issued the prohibition without divine authority, and had made it obligatory upon the people
by a solemn oath. The people had conscientiously obeyed the
command, but Jonathan had transgressed it without being
aware of it. For this Saul was about to punish him with death,
in order to keep his oath.
But the people opposed it. They
not only pronounced Jonathan innocent, because he had broken
the king's command unconsciously, but they also exclaimed that
he had gained the victory for Israel " with God."
In this
fact (Jonathan's victory) there was a divine verdict.
And
Saul could not fail to recognise now, that it was not Jonathan,
but he himself, who had sinned, and through his arbitrary and
despotic command had brought guilt upon Israel, on account
of which God had given him no reply.
Ver. 46. With the
feeling of this guilt, Saul gave up any further pursuit of the
Philistines: he "went up" .(sc. to Gibeah) "from behind the
But the
Philistines" i.e. desisting from any further pursuit.
Philistines went to their place, i.e. back into their own
it

be expiated by him or forgiven him.

—

land.
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General Summary op Saul's other Wars,
Account
of his Family. Ver. 47. " But Saul had
and
As Saul bad first of all secured a recogtaken the sovereignty''
Vers. 47-52.

—

nition of himself as king

on the part of

all

the tribes of Israel,

through his victory over the Ammonites at Jabesh (ch. xi. 12
sqq.), so it was through the victory which he had gained over

by which these obstinate foes of Israel
were driven back into their own land, that he first acquired the
the Philistines, and

kingship over Israel,

over the Israelites.

really secured the regal authority
the meaning of rowan 13? ; and this

i.e. first

This

is

not at variance either with the election of Saul by

statement

is

lot (ch. x.

17

sqq.), or

with his confirmation at Gilgal (ch.

xi.

But as Saul had to fight for the sovereignly, and could
only secure it by successful warfare, his other wars are placed
in the foreground in the summary account of his reign which
14, 15).

follows (vers. 47, 48), whilst the notices concerning his family,

which stand at the very beginning in the case of the other
kings, are not mentioned till afterwards (vers. 49-51).
Saul
fought successfully against all the enemies of Israel round
about; against Moab, the Ammonites, Edom, the kings of
Zobah, a district of Syria on this side the Euphrates (see at
2 Sam. viii. 3), and against the Philistines. The war against
the Ammonites

is

described in ch.

Saul had to wage repeated war

The

all

xi.

;

but with the Philistines

the days of his life (ver. 52):

other wars are none of them more fully described, simply

because they were of no importance to the history of the king-

dom

of God, having neither furnished occasion for any miracu-

lous displays of divine omnipotence, nor brought about the

subjection of hostile nations to the power of Israel.

" Whither-

soever he turned, he inflicted punishment." This is the rendering
which Luther has very aptly given to Jp?*V ; for JP?hn signifies
to declare wrong, hence to condemn, more especially as applied
to judges here it denotes sentence or condemnation by deeds.
Saul chastised these nations for their attacks upon Israel.
Ver. 48. " And he acquired power;" vn nfe'y (as in Num. xxiv.
18) does not merely signify he proved himself brave, or he
formed an army, but denotes the development and unfolding of
power in various respects. Here it relates more particularly to
the development of strength in the war against Amalek, by virtue
of which Saul smote this arch-enemy of Israel, and put an end
:
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This war is described more fully in ch.
on account of its consequences in relation to Saul's own sovereignty.
Vers. 49-51. Saul's family. Ver. 49. Only three of
his sons are mentioned, namely those who fell with him, according to ch. xxxi. 2, in the war with the Philistines. Jisvi is
only another name for Abinadab (ch. xxxi. 2 ; 1 Ohron. viii. 33,
ix. 39).
In these passages in the Chronicles there is a fourth
mentioned, Esh-baal, i.e. the one who is called Ish-bosheth in
2 Sam. ii. 8, etc., and who was set up by Abner as the antagonist of David.
The reason why he is not mentioned here it is
to their depredations.
xv.,

—

—

impossible to determine.

It

may

be that the name has fallen

out simply through some mistake in copying: the daughters
Michal and Merab are mentioned, with special reference to the

—

xviii. 17 sqq.
Vers. 50, 51. Abner
the general was also Saul's cousin. For " son of Abiel" (ben
Abiel) we must read "song of Abiel" (bne Abiel: see ch. ix. 1).
Ver. 52. The statement, " and the war was hard (severe)

occurrence described in ch.

—

against the Philistines as long as Saul lived" merely serves to

explain the notice which follows, namely, that Saul took or drew
to himself every strong

If

we

observe

this,

man and

which

is

every brave

man

that he saw.

the true relation between the two

clauses in this verse, the appearance of abruptness which

we

and the verse follows
very suitably upon the allusion to the general. The meaning
might be expressed in this manner And as Saul had to carry
on a severe war against the Philistines his whole life long, he
drew to himself every powerful man and every brave man that
he met with.
find in the

first

notice completely vanishes,

:

WAR WITH

AMALEK.

SAUL'S DISOBEDIENCE

REJECTION.

AND

—CHAP. XV.

As Saul had transgressed the commandment of God which
was given to him through Samuel, by the sacrifice which he
offered at Gilgal in the war with the Philistines at the very
commencement of his reign, and had thereby drawn upon himself the threat that his monarchy should not be continued in
perpetuity (ch. xiii. 13, 14) ; so his disobedience in the war
against the Amalekites was followed by his rejection on the
The Amalekites were the first heathen nation to
part of God.
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attack the Israelites after their deliverance out of Egypt, which

they did in the most treacherous manner on their journey from

Egypt

to Sinai

;

and they had been threatened by, God with
This Moses enjoined upon
committed to writing, for the Israelites to

extermination in consequence.

Joshua, and also
observe in

all

future generations (Ex. xvii. 8-16).

Amalekites afterwards manifested the same
people of

God which

As

the

hostility to the

they had displayed in this

first

on

attack,

every occasion which appeared favourable to their ravages, the

Lord instructed Samuel to issue the command to Saul, to wage
war against Amalek, and to smite man and beast with the ban,
But when Saul had smitten
i.e. to put all to death (vers. 1-3).
them, he not only

left

Agag

the king alive, but spared the best

of the cattle that he had taken as booty, and merely executed

the ban upon such animals as were worthless (vers. 4-9).

He

was rejected by the Lord for this disobedience, so that he was
to be no longer king over Israel.
His rejection was announced
to him by Samuel (vers. 10-23), and was not retracted in spite
of his prayer for the forgiveness of his sin (vers. 24-35). In
fact, Saul had no excuse for this breach of the divine command ; it was nothing but open rebellion against the sovereignty
of God in Israel and if Jehovah would continue King of Israel,
He must punish it by the rejection of the rebel. For Saul no
longer desired to be the medium of the sovereignty of Jehovah,
;

or the executor of the

commands

of the God-king, but simply

own arbitrary will. Neverwas not followed by his outward deposition.
The Lord merely took away His Spirit, had David
anointed king by Samuel, and thenceforward so directed the
steps of Saul and David, that as time advanced the hearts of
the people were turned away more and more from Saul to
David and on the death of Saul, the attempt of the ambiwanted

to reign according to his

theless this rejection

;

tious

Abner

to raise his son Ishbosheth to the throne could not

possibly have

Vers. 1-3.
is

any lasting

success.

The account

a very condensed one, and

of the
is

war against the Amalekites

restricted to a description of the

conduct of Saul on that occasion.

Without mentioning

either

the time or the immediate occasion of the war, the narrative

commences with the command of God which Samuel solemnly
communicated to Saul, to go and exterminate that people.
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CHAP. XV. 4-9.

Samuel commenced with the words, " Jelwvah sent me to anoint
thee to be king over His people, over Israel," in order to show to
Saul the obligation which rested upon him to receive his commission as coming from God, and to proceed at once to fulfil it.

The

allusion to the anointing points

to ch. x. 1.

—Ver.

looked upon what

2.

" Thus

back not to ch.

saith the

Amalek did

Lord of

to Israel, that it

15, but

xi.

Zebaoth,

placed

I have

itself in

way when lie came up out of Egypt" (Ex. xvii. 8). Samuel
merely mentions this first outbreak of hostility on the part of
Amalek towards the people of Israel, because in this the same
disposition was already manifested which now made the people
his

judgment of extermination (vid. Ex. xvii. 14). The
which they had now displayed, according to ver. 33,
there was no necessity for the prophet to mention particularly,
When God
since it was well known to Saul and all Israel.
looks upon a sin, directs His glance towards it, He must punish
This Wi?S points at the
it according to His own holiness.
very outset to the punishment about to be proclaimed. Ver. 3.
Saul is to smite and ban everything belonging to it without
The last
reserve, i.e. to put to death both man and beast.
clause 'W nnoni is only an explanation and exemplification of
" From man to woman," etc., i.e. men and women,
'Ul DnO"inrn.
children and sucklings, etc.
Vers. 4-9. Saul summoned the people to war, and mustered
them (those who were summoned) at Telaim (this was probably
the same place as the Telem mentioned in Josh. xv. 24, and is
" Two
to be looked for in the eastern portion of the Negeb).
hundred thousand foot, and ten thousand of the men ofjudah ;"
this implies that the two hundred thousand were from the other
tribes.
These numbers are not too large ; for a powerful
nation,
such as the Amalekites were, could not possibly
Bedouin
with a small army, but only by raising
successfully
attacked
be
the whole of the military force of Israel. Ver. 5. He then
advanced as far as the city of the Amalekites, the situation of
which is altogether unknown, and placed an- ambush in the
valley. 3W does not come from 3" "!, to fight, i.e. to quarrel, not
to give battle, but was understood even by the early translators
as a contracted form of 3HW, the Hiphil of 3"iN.
And modern
commentators have generally understood it in the same way
but Olshausen {Hebr. Gramm. p. 572) questions the correctness
ripe for the
hostility

—

—

1
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of the reading, and Thenius proposes to
DDITTD ^pjw.

alter i>n?3

3V1 into

?ru refers to

city of the Amalekites.

a valley in the neighbourhood of the
Ver. 6. Saul directed the Kenites to

—

come out from among the Amalekites, that they might not
perish with them (^IBpN, imp. Kal of 1??), as they had shown
affection to the Israelites on their journey out of Egypt (comx. 29 with Judg. i. 16).
He then smote the Amafrom Havilah in the direction towards Shur, which lay
before (to the east of) Egypt (cf. Gen. xxv. 18).
Shur is the
desert of Jifar, i.e. that portion of the desert of Arabia which
borders upon Egypt (see at Gen. xvi. 7). Havilah, the country
of the Chaulotmans, on the border of Arabia Petraea towards
Yemen (see at Gen. x. 29). Vers. 8, 9. Their king, Agog, he
took alive (on the name, see at Num. xxiv. 7), but all the people
he banned with the edge of the sword, i.e. he had them put to
death without quarter. "All" i.e. all that fell into the hands
of the Israelites. For it follows from the very nature of the
case that many escaped, and consequently there is nothing
striking in the fact that Amalekites are mentioned again at a
later period (ch. xxvii. 8, xxx. 1 ; 2 Sam. viii. 12).
The last
remnant was destroyed by the Simeonites upon the mountains
of Seir in the reign of Hezekiah (1 Chron. iv. 43).
Only, king
Agag did Saul and the people (of Israel) spare, also " ilie best

pare

Num.

lekites

—

of the sheep and oxen, and the animals of the second birth, and the
D^KTS,
lambs and everything good ; these they would not ban"
according to D. Kimchi and R. Tanch., are pd? Q"JB?, i.e.

which were considered superior to
,Get. Thes. p. 1451); and Q i3,
pasture lambs, i.e. fat lambs. There is no necessity, therefore,
for the conjecture of Ewald and Thenius, D ,3DB>D, fattened, and
animalia secundo partu

edita,

the others (vid. Roediger in

O'D^a, vineyards

Bochart,

viz.

;

nor for the far-fetched explanation given by

camels with two humps and camel-saddles, to say

nothing of the fact that camel-saddles and vineyards are altogether out of place here.

In "all

already mentioned singly are

all

here

it is

that

was good" the things

included. FDRTlpn, the property;

applied to cattle, as in Gen. xxxiii. 14.

despised, undervalued.

The form

from a noun TOD and the

of the

word

TOM = TOJ,
is

not con-

TOJ (Ges. Lehrgeb.
p. 463), but seems to be a participle Niph. formed from a noun
•"$??•
But as such a form is contrary to all analogy, Ewald
tracted

participle
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10-23.

and Olshausen regard the reading as corrupt.

DDJ (from DDB):

flowing away used with reference to diseased cattle, or such as
have perished. The reason for sparing the best cattle is very
apparent, namely selfishness. But it is not so easy to determine
;

why Agag

should have been spared

by

Saul.

It

is

by no means

probable that he wished thereby to do honour to the royal
dignity.
O. v. Gerlach's supposition, that vanity or the desire

make a display with a royal slave was the actual reason, is a
much more probable one.
Vers. 10-23. The word of the Lord came to Samuel " It
repenteth me that I have made Saul king, for he hath turned
away from me, and not set up (carried out) my word" (On the
to

:

That this
repentance of God, see the remarks on Gen. vi. 6.)
does not express any changeableness in the divine nature, but
simply the sorrow of the divine love at the rebellion of sinners,
"* *]ni»D 21E>, to turn round
evident enough from ver. 29.
from following God, in order to go his own ways. This was
Saul's real sin. He would no longer be the follower and servant
is

of the Lord, but would be absolute ruler in Israel.

Pride

from the consciousness of his own strength, led him
astray to break the command of God. What more God said
to Samuel is not communicated here, because it could easily be
gathered and supplied from what Samuel himself proceeded to
do (see more particularly vers. 16 sqq.). In order to avoid
arising

repetitions, only the principal feature in the divine revelation is

mentioned here, and the

details are

given fully afterwards in

Samuel was
"It burned (in)
Aim," 8c. wrath (*|K, compare Gen. xxxi. 36 with xxx. 2), not on
account of the repentance to which God had given utterance at
having raised up Saul as king, nor merely at Saul's disobedience,
the account of the fulfilment of the instructions.

deeply agitated by this word of the Lord.

but at the frustration of the purpose of God in calling him
to be king in consequence of his disobedience, from which
he might justly dread the worst results in relation to the
glory of

Jehovah and

his

own

prophetic labours. 1

The

opinion

1 " Many grave thoughts seem to have presented themselves
at once to
Samuel and disturbed his mind, when he reflected upon the dishonour
which might be heaped upon the name of God, and the occasion which the
rejection and deposition of Saul would furnish to wicked men for blaspheming God.
For Saul had been anointed by the ministry of Samuel, and he
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that ?

W

is

also used to signify

from 2 Sam.

"

deep distress cannot be estab-

And

he cried to Jehovah the whole
Saul to be forgiven. But it was in vain.
This is evident from what follows, where Samuel maintains
the cause of his God with strength and decision, after having

lished

iv. 8.

night," sc. praying for

wrestled with

God

in prayer.

—Ver.

12.

The next morning,

from God (ver. 11), Samuel rose
up early, to go and meet Saul as he was returning from the
war. On the way it was told him, " Saul has come to Carmel"
i.e. Kurmul, upon the mountains of Judah to the south-east of
Hebron (see at Josh. xv. 55) " setting himself a memorial " ("V,
a hand, then a memorial or monument, inasmuch as the hand
calls attention to anything : see 2 Sam. xviii. 18), " and lias
turned and proceeded farther, and gone down to Gilgal" (in the
valley of the Jordan, as in ch. xiii. 4).
Ver. 13. When Samuel
met him there, Saul attempted to hide his consciousness of guilt
by a feigned friendly welcome. "Blessed be thou of the Lord"
(vid. Ruth ii. 20, Gen. xiv. 19, etc.) was his greeting to the
prophet ; " I have set up the word of Jehovah." Vers. 14, 15.
after receiving the revelation

—

—

—

—

But the prophet stripped his hypocrisy at once with the question,
u What then is this bleating
of sheep in my ears, and a lowing of
oxen that

I hear f"

them from

Saul replied (ver. 15), " They have brought
spared the best sheep

the Amalekites, because the people

Lord thy God; and the rest we
was not Saul, but the people, who had
transgressed the command of the Lord, and that with the most
laudable intention, viz. to offer the best of the cattle that had
been taken, as a thank-offering to the Lord. The falsehood and
hypocrisy of these words lay upon the very surface ; for even
if the cattle spared were really intended as sacrifices to the
Lord, not only the people, but Saul also, would have had their
own interests in view (vid. ver. 9), since the flesh of thankofferings was appropriated to sacrificial meals.
Vers. 16 sqq.
and

oxen, to sacrifice them to the

have banned."

So that

it

—

had been chosen by God himself from all the people, and called by Him to
the throne.
If, therefore, he was nevertheless deposed, it seemed likely
that so much would be detracted from the authority of Samuel and the
confidence of the people in his teaching, and, moreover, that the worship of

God would be

overturned, and the greatest disturbance ensue

;

in fact, that

would burst upon the nation. These were probably
grounds upon which Samuel's great indignation rested." Calvin.

universal confusion
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Samuel therefore bade him be silent. *rvj, " leave off," excusing
any further. " / will tell thee what Jehovah hath said to
me this night." (The Cliethibh VlDlft is evidently a copyist's
" Is it not true, when thou wast little in thine
error for 10^1.)
thyself

eyes (a reference to Saul's

king over Israel,

Go and ban

own words,

tribes

the sinners, the Amalekites,

and make war

And

them, until thou exterminatest them.

not hearkened to the voice of Jehovah,
booty," etc. ?

ch. ix. 21), thou didst

of Israel ? and Jehovah anointed thee
and Jehovah sent thee on the way, and said,

become head of the

against

wherefore hast thou

and hast fallen upon

the

see at ch. xiv. 32.)

(DJ>1?,

Even after this Saul wanted to justify himself, and to
throw the blame of sparing the cattle upon the people. Ver.
20. " Yea, I have hearkened to the voice of Jehovah (IB'K serving,

—

like

'?,

to introduce the reply

asseveration, utique, yea),

:

here

it is

used in the sense of

and have brought Agog

Amalekites, and banned Amalek." Bringing

the king

of

the

Agag he mentioned

probably as a practical proof that he had carried out the war
of extermination against the Amalekites.

—Ver. 21.

Even

the

sparing of the cattle he endeavoured to defend as the fulfilment

The people had taken sheep and oxen from
the booty, " as firstlings of the ban," to sacrifice to Jehovah.
Sacrificing the best of the booty taken in war as an offering of

of a religious duty.

first-fruits to the

Lord, was not indeed prescribed in the law,

but was a praiseworthy sign of piety, by which

rendered

to

the

Lord

all

honour was

as the giver of the victory (see

Num.

48 sqq.). This, Saul meant to say, was- what the people
had done on the present occasion ; only he overlooked the fact,
that what was banned to the Lord could not be offered to Him
as a burnt-offering, because, being most holy, it belonged to
Him already (Lev. xxvii. 29), and according to Deut. xiii. 16,
was to be put to death, as Samuel had expressly said to Saul
(ver. 3).
Vers. 22, 23. Without entering, therefore, into any
discussion of the meaning of the ban, as Saul only wanted to
cover over his own wrong-doings by giving this turn to the
affair, Samuel put a stop to any further excuses, by saying,
" Hath Jehovah delight in burnt-offerings and slain-offerings as
in hearkening to the voice of Jehovali t (i.e. in obedience to His
xxxi.

•

—

word.)

Behold, hearing (obeying)

attending better than fat of rams."

is better

By

than slain-offerings,

saying

this,

Samuel did
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not reject

sacrifices as worthless

;

he did not say that

God

took

no pleasure -in hurnt-offerings and slain-offerings, but simply
compared sacrifice with obedience to the command of God, and
pronounced the latter of greater worth than the former. " It
was as much as to say that the sum and substance of divine
worship consisted in obedience, with which it should always
begin, and that sacrifices were, so to speak, simple appendices,
the force and worth of which were not so great as of obedience
to the precepts of

God "

(Calvin).

But it necessarily follows
commandments of God

that sacrifices without obedience to the

are utterly worthless; in fact, are displeasing to God, as Ps.

8

sqq., Isa.

i.

11 sqq.,

lxvi. 3, Jer. vi. 20,

There was no

distinctly affirm.

To

out this truth any further.

and

all

1.

the prophets,

necessity, however, to carry

tear off the cloak of hypocrisy,

with which Saul hoped to cover his disobedience, it was quite
enough to affirm that Qod's first demand was obedience, and
that observing His word was better than sacrifice ; because, as
the Berleb. Bible puts it, " in sacrifices a man offers only the
strange flesh of irrational animals, whereas in obedience he
offers his

(Rom.

own

which is rational or spiritual worship"
This spiritual worship was shadowed forth in
worship of the Old Testament. In the sacrificial
will,

xii. 8).

the sacrificial

animal the Israelite was to give up and sanctify his

and

life to

the Lord.

the different sacrifices, see Pent. vol.
Bibl. Arch&ol.

i.

§

own

person

(For an examination of the meaning of

41 sqq.)

But

ii.

pp.

if this

274 sqq., and Keil's
were the design of

enough that God did not desire the
first and chiefly obedience to His
own word. In ver. 22, ait3 is not to be connected as an adjective with nat, " more than good sacrifice," as the Sept. and
Thenius render it; it is rather to be taken as a predicate,
" better than slain-offerings" and ri3TO is placed first simply
for the sake of emphasis. Any contrast between good and bad
sacrifices, such as the former construction would introduce into
the sacrifices,

animal

it

was

clear

sacrifice in itself,

the words,

is

but

not only foreign to the context, but also opposed
For D^K 3^n does not mean fat rams, but

to the parallelism.

the fat of rams

;
the fat portions taken from the ram, which
were placed upon the altar in the case of the slain-offerings, and
for which 3?n is the technical expression (compare Lev. iii. 9,
16, with vers. 4, 11, etc.). " For" continued Samuel (ver. 23),
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u rebellion

of soothsaying, and opposition is heathenism
1?B? are the subjects, and synonymous
and
and idolatry."
EDg
TlKtan, the sin of soothsaying, i.e. of
meaning.
in their
divination in connection with the worship of idolatrous and
demoniacal powers. In the second clause idols are mentioned
instead of idolatry, and compared to resistance, but without
any particle of comparison. Opposition is keeping idols and
teraphim, i.e. it is like worshipping idols and teraphim. |}K,
nothingness, then an idol or image (yid. Isa. Ixvi. 3 ; Hos. iv.
15, x. 5, 8). On the teraphim as domestic and oracular deities,
see at Gen. xxxi. 19.
Opposition to God is compared by
Samuel to soothsaying and oracles, because idolatry was maniis the sin
'"ID

fested in both of them.
idolatry, because

So
of

that

God

all
is,

it

All conscious disobedience

makes

the

self-will,

human

manifest opposition to the word and

like idolatry,

He

actually

a god.

commandment

a rejection of the true God.

thou hast rejected Hie word of Jehovah,
thou mayst be no longer king" sptSD

is

I, into

u Because

hath rejected

thee, that

= ?]?D nV'iTD (ver. 26), away

from being king.
Vers. 24-35. This sentence

made

so powerful an impression

upon Saul, that he confessed, " 1 have sinned : for Iliave transgressed the command of the Lord and thy words, because I feared
the people, and hearkened to their voice."
But these last words,
with which he endeavoured to make his sin appear as small as
possible, show that the consciousness of his guilt did not go
very deep. Even if the people had really desired that the best
of the cattle should be spared, he ought not as king to have
given his consent to their wish, since God had commanded that
they should all be banned (i.e. destroyed) and even though he
had yielded from weakness, this weakness could not lessen his
guilt before God.
This repentance, therefore, was rather the
effect of alarm at the rejection which had been announced to
him, than the fruit of any genuine consciousness of sin. " It
was not true and serious repentance, or the result of genuine
sorrow of heart because he had offended God, but was merely
repentance of the lips arising from fear of losing the kingdom,
;

and of incurring public disgrace" (0. v. Lapide). This is
apparent even from ver. 25, but still more from ver. 30. In
ver. 25 he not only entreats Samuel for the forgiveness of his
sin, but says, "Return with me, that I may pray to the Lord."
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The

3\V presupposes that Samuel was about to go away after

Saul entreated him to remain that

executing his commission.

he might pray,

i.e.

not only in order to obtain for him the for-

giveness of his sin through his intercession, but, according to
ver. 30, to

show him honour before the

elders of the people

before Israel, that his rejection might not be known.

Samuel

26, 27. This request

and

—Vers.

refused, repeating at the

same

" Then
his upper gar-

time the sentence of rejection, and turned to depart.

Saul laid hold of the lappet of his mantle
ment), and
correct,

it

and

tore"

is

was torn

(lit.

off).

not to be altered into

the lappet," according to the rendering of the
supposes,

is

(i.e.

That the Niphal JHJ?*! is
SWK JT>p?l, " Saul tore off

LXX.,

as

Thenius

evident from the explanation which

Samuel gave

"Jehovah hath torn

the sovereignty

of the occurrence (ver. 28)

:

and given it to thy neighbour, who is
better than thou."
As Saul was about to hold back the prophet
by force, that he might obtain from him a revocation of the
of Israel from thee to-day,

divine sentence, the tearing of the mantle, which took place

and evidently without any such intention on the
away of the
sovereignty from him.
Samuel did not yet know to whom
Jehovah would give it he therefore used the expression 'JJfp,
as JH is applied to any one with whom a person associates.
To confirm his own words, he adds in ver. 29 " And also the
Trust of Israel doth not lie and doth not repent, for He is not a
accidentally,

part of Saul, was to serve as a sign of the rending

;

:

man

to repent."

rRO signifies constancy, endurance, then confi-

man can

what is constant. This
where the word is used as a
name for God, and not the meaning gloria, which is taken in
1 Ohron. xxix. 11 from the Aramaean usage of speech, and
would be altogether unsuitable here, where the context suggests
the idea of unchangeableness.
For a man's repentance or
regret arises from his changeableness, from the fluctuations in
his desires and actions.
This is never the case with God;
dence, trust, because a

meaning

is

consequently

He

is Jwfc'J n??,

Israel can trust, since

purposes.
cally),

God

trust in

to be retained here,

He

the unchangeable

does not

lie

One, in

whom

or deceive, or repent of His

These words are spoken 6eoTrpeirm (theomorphi-

whereas in ver. 11 and other passages, which speak of

as repenting, the words are to be understood avdponro-

irad&f (anthropomorphically ;

cf.

Num.

xxiii. 19).
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31. After this declaration as to the irrevocable character of

God to reject Saul, Samuel yielded to the
renewed entreaty of Saul, that he would honour him by his
presence before the elders and the people, and remained whilst
Saul worshipped, not merely "for the purpose of preserving
the outward order until a new king should take his place" (O.
v. Gerlach), but also to carry out the ban upon Agag, whom
Saul had spared. Ver. 32. After Saul had prayed, Samuel
the determination of

—

directed

came

him

to bring

nS"iJ|0, i.e.

Agag

the king of the Amalekites.

in a contented

and joyous

state of

Agag

mind, and

said (in his heart), " Surely the bitterness of death is vanished?
not from any special pleasure at the thought of death, or from
a heroic contempt of death, but because he thought that his
life was to be granted him, as he had not been put to death at
once, and was now about to be presented to the prophet (Oleri-

—Ver.

But Samuel pronounced the sentence of death
made women childless, so be thy
mother childless be/ore women I " CE^D is to be understood as
a comparative more childless than (other) women, i.e. the most
childless of women, namely, because her son was the king.
cus).

upon him

:

33.

" As thy sword hath

:

From

it is very evident that Agag had
wars with great cruelty, and had therefore for-

these words of Samuel,

carried

on

his

feited his life according to the lex talionis. Samuel then hewed
him in pieces " before the Lord at Gilgal" i.e. before the altar
of Jehovah there for the slaying of Agag being the execution
;

—Vers.

of the ban, was an act performed for the glory of God.

34, 35. After the prophet had thus maintained the rights of

Jehovah in the presence of Saul, and carried out the ban upon
Agag, he returned to his own home at Eamah ; and Saul went
to his house at Gibeah. From that time forward Samuel broke
off all intercourse with the king whom Jehovah had rejected.
" For Samuel was grieved for Saul, and it repented the Lord
that he had made Saul king," i.e. because Samuel had loved
Saul on account of his previous election and yet, as Jehovah
had rejected him unconditionally, he felt that he was precluded
from doing anything to effect a change of heart in Saul, and
;

his

reinstatement as king.
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III.

SAUL'S FALL

AND DAVID'S ELECTION.

Chap. xvi.-xxxi.
Although the rejection of Saul on the part of God, which
was announced to him by Samuel, was not followed by immediate deposition, but Saul remained king until his death, the
consequences of his rejection were very speedily brought to

Whilst Samuel, by the command of God, was secretly

light.

anointing David, the youngest son of Jesse, at Bethlehem, as

Jehovah departed from Saul,
he fell into
melancholy ; and his servants fetched David to the court, as a
man who could play on stringed instruments, that he might
charm away the king's melancholy by his playing (ch. xvi.
Another war with the Philistines soon furnished
14-23).
David with the opportunity for displaying his heroic courage,
by the defeat of the giant Goliath, before whom the whole
army of the Israelites trembled ; and to attract the eyes of the
whole nation to himself, as the deliverer of Israel from its foes
(ch. xvii. 1-54), in consequence of which Saul placed him
above the men of war, whilst Saul's brave son Jonathan formed
a bond of friendship with him (ch. xvii. 55-xviii. 5). But this
victory, in commemorating which the women sang, u Saul hath
king (ch.

and an

slain

xvi. 1-13), the Spirit of

evil spirit

began to

terrify him, so that

a thousand, David ten thousand" (ch.

xviii. 7),

excited the

jealousy of the melancholy king, so that the next day, in an

attack of madness, he threw his spear at David,

who was

playing before him, and after that not only removed

him from

but by elevating him to the rank of chief captain,
and by the promise to give him his daughter in marriage for
the performance of brave deeds, endeavoured to entangle him
his presence,

him his life.
and David prospered in all his undertakings, he began to be afraid of him, and cherished a lifelong
hatred towards him (ch. xviii. 6-30). Jonathan did indeed try
to intercede and allay his father's suspicions, and effect a reconciliation between Saul and David; but the evil spirit soon
drove the jealous king to a fresh attack upon David's life, so
that he was obliged to flee not only from the presence of Saul,

in such conflicts with the Philistines as should cost

And when

this failed,
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but from his own house also, and went to Raman, to the prophet
Samuel, whither, however, Saul soon followed him, though he
was so overpowered by the Spirit of the prophets, that he could
not do anything to David (ch. xix.). Another attempt on the
part of Jonathan to change his father's mind entirely failed,
he actually threw the
now remained
for David, than to separate himself from his noble friend
Jonathan, and seek safety in flight (ch. xx.). He therefore fled
with his attendant first of all to Nob, where Ahimelech the
high priest gave him some of the holy loaves and the sword

and

so excited the wrath of Saul, that

spear at his

own

son

;

so that no other course

of Goliath, on his representing to him that he was travelling

He then proceeded to Achish,
the king of the Philistines, at Gath ; but having been recognised as the conqueror of Goliath, he was obliged to feign
madness in order to save his life ; and being driven away by

hastily in the affairs of the king.

Achish

as a

madman, he went

to the cave of

Adullam, and

But he was summoned by the
prophet to return to his own land, and went into the wood
Hareth, in the land of Judah; whilst Saul, who had been
informed by the Edomite Doeg of the occurrence at Nob,
ordered all the priests who were there to be put to death, and
the town itself to be ruthlessly destroyed, with all the men and
beasts that it contained. Only one of Ahimelech's sons escaped
the massacre, viz. Abiathar"; and he took refuge with David
Saul now commenced a regular pursuit of
(ch. xxi. xxii.).
gradually
who
had
collected around him a company of
David,
receiving
intelligence
that David had smitten
men.
600
On
company
of
Philistines
at
Keilah, Saul followed
marauding
a
catching
the
hope
of
him
in
this
fortified town ; and
with
him,
when this plan failed, on account of the flight of David into
thence into the land of Moab.

had informed
him up,
and had actually surrounded David

the wilderness of Ziph, because the high priest

him of the

intention of the inhabitants to deliver

Saul pursued him thither,
with his warriors, when a messenger arrived with the intelligence of an invasion of the land by the Philistines, and he

was suddenly called away to make war upon these foes (ch.
xxiii.).
But he had no sooner returned from the attack upon
the Philistines, than he pursued David still farther into the
wilderness of Engedi, where he entered into a large cave,
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behind which David and his

men were

actually fell into David's hands,

concealed, so that he

who might have put him

to

But from reverence for the anointed of the Lord,
instead of doing him any harm, David merely cut off a corner
of his coat, to show his pursuer, when he had left the cave, in
what manner he had acted towards him, and to convince him
of the injustice of his hostility.
Saul was indeed moved to
tears
but he was not disposed for all that to give up any
death.

;

further pursuit (ch. xxiv.).

David was

still

obliged to

about from place to place in the wilderness of Judah
length he was actually in want of the necessaries of

;

life,

wander
and at
so that

on one occasion, when the rich Nabal had churlishly turned
away the messengers who had been sent to him to ask for a
present, he formed the resolution to take bloody revenge upon
this hard-hearted fool, and was only restrained from carrying
the resolution out by the timely and friendly intervention of the
wise Abigail (ch. xxv.). Soon after this Saul came a second
time into such a situation, that David could have killed him
but during the night, whilst Saul and all his people were
sleeping, he slipped with Abishai into the camp of his enemy,
and carried off as booty the spear that was at the king's head,
that he might show him a second time how very far he was
from seeking to take his life (ch. xxvi.). But all this only
made David's situation an increasingly desperate one so that
eventually, in order to save his life, he resolved to fly into the
country of the Philistines, and take refuge with Achish, the
king of Gath, by whom he was now received in the most
friendly manner, as a fugitive who had been proscribed by the
king of Israel. At his request Achish assigned him the town
of Ziklag as a dwelling-place for himself and his men, whence
he made sundry excursions against different Bedouin tribes of
the desert. In consequence of this, however, he was brought into
a state of dependence upon this Philistian prince (ch. xxvii.)
and shortly afterwards, when the Philistines made an attack
upon the Israelites, he would have been perfectly unable to
;

escape the necessity of fighting in their ranks against his
people and fatherland,

had not
Achish
xxix.).

if

own

the other princes of the Philistines

some mistrust of " these Hebrews," and compelled
David and his fighting men back to Ziklag (ch.
But this was also to put an end to his prolonged flight.

felt

to send
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power of the Philistines, and the fact that he
any revelation from God, induced him to have
recourse to a necromantist woman, and he was obliged to hear
from the mouth of Samuel, whom she had invoked, not only
the confirmation of his own rejection on the part of God, but
In the battle
also the announcement of his death (ch. xxviii.).
which followed on the mountains of Gilboa, after his three sons
had been put to death by his side, he fell upon his own sword,
that he might not fall alive into the hands of the archers of the
enemy, who were hotly pursuing him (ch. xxxi.), whilst David
in the meantime chastised the Amalekites for their attack upon
Saul's fear of the

could not obtain

Ziklag (ch. xxx.).
It

is

not stated anywhere

Saul continued

;

how

long the pursuit of David by

the only notice given

is

that

David dwelt a

year and four months in the land of the Philistines (ch. xxvii.

we compare with

7).

If

that

David was

Sam.

v. 4,

when he became king

(over

this the statement in 2

thirty years old

Judah), the supposition that he was about twenty years old

when Samuel anointed him, and therefore that the interval
between Saul's rejection and his death was about ten years,
will not be very far from the truth.
The events which occurred during this interval are described in the most elaborate

how Saul sank deeper
God had left him on account

way, on the one hand because they show

and deeper, after the Spirit of

of his rebellion against Jehovah,

and not only was unable

to

procure any longer for the people that deliverance which they

had expected from the king, but so weakened the power of the
throne through the conflict which he carried on against David,
whom the Lord had chosen ruler of the nation in his stead,
that when he died the Philistines were able to inflict a total
defeat upon the Israelites, and occupy a large portion of the
land of Israel ; and, on the other hand, because they teach how,
after the Lord had anointed David ruler over His people, and
had opened the way to the throne through the victory which
he gained over Goliath, He humbled him by trouble and want,
and trained him up as king after His own heart. On a closer
examination of these occurrences, which we have only briefly
hinted at, giving their main features merely, we see clearly
how, from the very day when Samuel announced to Saul his
rejection by God, he hardened himself more and more against
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the leadings of divine grace, and continued steadily ripening

judgment of death. Immediately after this announcement an evil spirit took possession of his soul, so that he fell
into trouble and melancholy ; and when jealousy towards David
was stirred up in his heart, he was seized with fits of raving
madness, in which he tried to pierce David with a spear, and
thus destroy the man whom he had come to love on account of
his musical talent, which had exerted so beneficial an influence
upon his mind (ch. xvi. 23, xviii. 10, 11, xix. 9, 10). These
for the

madness gradually gave place to hatred, which dewith full consciousness, and to a most deliberately
planned hostility, which he concealed at first not only from
David but also from all his own attendants, with the hope that
he should be able to put an end to David's life through his
stratagems, but which he afterwards proclaimed most openly as
soon as these plans had failed. When his hostility was first
openly declared, his eagerness to seize upon his enemy carried
him to such a length that he got into the company of prophets
at Ramah, and was so completely overpowered by the Spirit of
God dwelling there, that he lay before Samuel for a whole day
But this
in a state of prophetic ecstasy (ch. xix. 22 sqq.).
irresistible power of the Spirit of God over him produced no
change of heart. For immediately afterwards, when Jonathan
began to intercede for David, Saul threw the spear at his own
son (ch. xx. 33), and this time not in an attack of madness or
for we do not read in this
insanity, but in full consciousness
instance, as in ch. xviii. xix., that the evil spirit came upon
attacks of

veloped

itself

;

He now

him.

proceeded to a consistent carrying out of his

purpose of murder.
spired against

him

He
like

accused his courtiers of having conJonathan, and formed an alliance with

and caused the priests at Nob to be
and the whole town smitten with the
edge of the sword, because Ahimelech had supplied David
with bread; and this he did without paying any attention to

David (ch. xxii. 6
murdered in cold

sqq.),

blood,

the conclusive evidence of his innocence (ch. xxii. 11 sqq.).

He

men in pursuit of David ; and even
he had fallen twice into David's hands, and on both occasions had been magnanimously spared by him, he did not desist
from plotting for his life until he had driven him out of the
then went with 3000

after

land

;

so that

we may

clearly see

how each

fresh proof of the
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righteousness of David's cause only increased his hatred, until

war against the

Philistines, he rashly resorted
necromancer which he himself had
formerly prohibited, and eventually put an end to his own life
by falling upon his sword.
Just as clearly may we discern in the guidance of David,

at length, in the

to the godless arts of a

his anointing by Samuel to the death of Saul, how the
Lord, as King of His people, trained him in the school of
affliction to be His servant, and led him miraculously on to the
goal of his divine calling. Having been lifted up as a young
man by his anointing, and by the favour which he had acquired

from

with Saul through his playing upon the harp, and still more by
his victory over Goliath, far above the limited circumstances of
his previous life, he might very easily have been puffed up in
the consciousness of the spiritual gifts and powers conferred

upon him,

if

tribulation.

Saul, and his

God had
The first
first

not humbled his heart by want and
outbursts of jealousy on the part of

attempts to get rid of the favourite of the

him with the opportunity to distinguish
more by brave deeds, and to make his name still

people, only furnished

himself

still

dearer to the people (ch.

was openly

xviii.

30).

When,

therefore, Saul's

and neither Jonathan's friendship nor Samuel's prophetic authority could protect him any
longer, he fled to the high priest Ahimelech, and from him to
king Achish at Gath, and endeavoured to help himself through
by resorting to falsehood. He did save himself in this way no
doubt, but he brought destruction upon the priests at Nob.
And he was very soon to learn how all that he did for his
The inhabitants of
people was rewarded with ingratitude.
Keilah, whom he had rescued from their plunderers, wanted to
deliver him up to Saul (ch. xxiii. 5, 12)
and even the men of
his own tribe, the Ziphites, betrayed him twice, so that he was
no longer sure of his life even in his own land. But the more
this necessarily shook his confidence in his own strength and
wisdom, the more clearly did the Lord manifest himself as his
faithful Shepherd.
After Ahimelech had been put to death,
his son Abiathar fled to David with the light and right of the
high priest, so that he was now in a position to inquire the
will and counsel of God in any difficulty into which he might
hostility

displayed,

;

be brought (ch.

xxiii. 6).

On

two occasions God brought
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mortal foe Saul into his hand, and David's conduct in both
these cases shows

how

hitherto experienced

the deliverance of

had strengthened

God which he had

his confidence in the

Lord, and in the fulfilment of His promises (compare ch. xxiv.
with ch. xxvi.). And his gracious preservation from carrying
out his purposes of vengeance against Nabal (ch. xxv.) could

not

fail to

strengthen

him

still

more.

Nevertheless,

when

his

troubles threatened to continue without intermission, his courage

began

to sink

and

his faith to waver, so that

he took refuge

in

the land of the Philistines, where, however, his wisdom and

cunning brought him into a situation of such difficulty that
nothing but the grace and fidelity of his God could possibly
extricate him, and out of which he was delivered without any
act of his own.
In this manner was the divine sentence of rejection fulfilled
upon Saul, and the prospect which the anointing of David had
set before him, of ascending the throne of Israel, carried out to
The account before us of the events which led to
completion.
this result of the various complications, bears in all respects so

thoroughly the stamp of internal truth and trustworthiness,
that even modern critics are unanimous in acknowledging the
genuine historical character of the biblical narrative upon the
whole. At the same time, there are some things, such as the

supposed irreconcilable discrepancy between ch. xvi. 14-23 and

and certain

ch. xvii. 55-58,

repetitions,

such as Saul's throwing

10 and xix. 9, 10), the treachery
of the Ziphites (ch. xxiii. 19 sqq. and xxvi. 1 sqq.), David's
sparing Saul (ch. xxiv. 4 sqq. and xxvi. 5 sqq.), which they
cannot explain in any other way than by the favourite hypothesis that we have here divergent accounts, or legendary
traditions derived from two different sources that are here
woven together whereas, as we shall see when we come to the
exposition of the chapters in question, not only do the discrepancies vanish on a more thorough and minute examination
of the matter, but the repetitions are very clearly founded on
the spear at David (ch.

xviii.

;

facts.
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1-13.

HIS PLATING BEFOBE SAUL.
CHAP. XVI.

ANOINTING OP DAVID.

After the rejection of Saul, the Lord commanded Samuel
and anoint one of Jesse's sons
as king ; and when he went to carry out this commission, He
pointed out David, the youngest of eight sons, as the chosen
the prophet to go to Bethlehem

whereupon the prophet anointed him (vers. 1-13). Through
it came to pass after this,
that David was brought to the court of Saul, to play upon the
harp, and so cheer up the king, who was troubled with an evil

one,

the overruling providence of God,

spirit (vers.

14-23).

Vers. 1-13.

Anointing op David.

which God summoned Samuel

—Ver.

1.

The words

another king, " How long wilt thou mourn for Saul,
rejected, that he

may

in

to proceed to the anointing of

not be king over Israel?"

whom I have

show that the

prophet had not yet been able to reconcile himself to the hidden

ways of the Lord ; that he was still afraid that the people and
kingdom of God would suffer from the rejection of Saul ; and
that he continued to mourn for Saul, not merely from his own
personal attachment to the fallen king, but also, or perhaps

still

He

was now to
put an end to this mourning, and to nil his horn with oil and
go to Jesse the Bethlehemite, for the Lord had chosen a king
from among his sons. Ver. 2. But Samuel replied, " How
shall I got
If Saul hear it, he will kill me." This fear on the
part of the prophet, who did not generally show himself either
hesitating or timid, can only be explained, as we may see from
ver. 14, on the supposition that Saul was already given up to
the power of the evil spirit, so that the very worst might be
dreaded from his madness, if he discovered that Samuel had
anointed another king. That there was some foundation for
Samuel's anxiety, we may infer from the fact that the Lord did
not blame him for his fear, but pointed out the way by which
he might anoint David without attracting attention (vers. 2, 3).
u Take a young heifer with thee, and say (sc. if any one ask the
reason for your going to Bethlehem), / am come to sacrifice to
the Lord." There was no untruth in this, for Samuel was really
about to conduct a sacrificial festival, and was to invite Jesse'a
more, from anxiety for the welfare of Israel.

—
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family to

and then anoint the one

it,

him

whom Jehovah

should

was simply a concealment of the principal object of his mission from any who might
make inquiry about it, because they themselves had not been
invited.
"There was no dissimulation or falsehood in this,
since God really wished His prophet to find safety under the
pretext of the sacrifice. A sacrifice was therefore really offered,
and the prophet was protected thereby, so that he was not
exposed to any danger until the time of full revelation arrived"
(Calvin).
Ver. 4. When Samuel arrived at Bethlehem, the
elders of the city came to meet him in a state of the greatest
anxiety, and asked him whether his coming was peace, or
promised good. The singular "1BN»1 may be explained on the
ground that one of the elders spoke for the rest. The anxious
point out to

as the chosen one.

It

—

inquiry of the elders presupposes that even in the time of Saul
the prophet Samuel was frequently in the habit of coming un-

expectedly to one place and another, for the purpose of reproving

—

and punishing wrong-doing and sin. Ver. 5. Samuel quieted
them with the reply that he was come to offer sacrifice to the
Lord, and called upon them to sanctify themselves and take
part in the sacrifice. It is evident from this that the prophet
was accustomed to turn his visits to account by offering sacrifice, and so building up the people in fellowship with the Lord.

The

reason

why

sacrifices

were offered at different places was,

that since the removal of the ark

from the tabernacle,

this

sanctuary had ceased to be the only place of the nation's
worship.

(yid.

Ex.

by washings and legal
which probably preceded every sacrificial festival
The expression, " Come with me to the
10, 22).

E^pni?, to sanctify one's self

purifications,
xix.

" Come and take part in
" Call to the sacrifice" (ver. 3) is to be understood in the same way. rnt is the slain-offering, which was
connected with every sacrificial meal.
It is evident from the
sacrifice" is constructio prcegnans for

the sacrifice."

"and he sanctified Jesse and his sons" that
Samuel addressed the general summons to sanctify themselves
more especially to Jesse and his sons. For it was with them
that he was about to celebrate the sacrificial meal.
Vers. 6 sqq.
When they came, sc. to the sacrificial meal, which was no doubt
held in Jesse's house, after the sacrifice had been presented upon
an altar, and when Samuel saw the eldest son Eliab, who was
following words,

—
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1-13.

and handsome according to ver. 7, " he thought (lit. he said,
His anointed is be/ore Jehovah" i.e.
surely the man is now standing before Jehovah whom He hath
chosen to be His anointed. But Jehovah said to him in the
spirit, " Look not at his form and the height of his stature, for I
have rejected him : for not as man seeth (sc. do I see) for man
looketh at the eyes, and Jehovah looheth at the heart"
The eyes,
as contrasted with the heart, are figuratively employed to denote
the outward form. Vers. 8 sqq. When Jesse thereupon brought
up his other sons, one after another, before Samuel, the prophet
said in the case of each, " This also Jehovah hath not chosen."
tall
sc.

in his heart), Surely

;

—

As Samuel must
we may assume

be the subject to the verb

IDtf'J in vers.

8-10,

had communicated the object of his
coming to Jesse. Ver. 11. After the seventh had been pre^
sented, and the Lord had not pointed any one of them out as
the chosen one, " Samuel said to Jesse, Are these all the boys ?"
When Jesse replied that there was still the smallest, i.e. the
youngest, left, and he was keeping the sheep, he directed him
to fetch him ; "for," said he, " we will not sit down till he has
come hither." 35 ?? to surround, sc. the table, upon which the
meal was arranged. This is implied in the context. Vers. 12,
13. When David arrived,
and he was ruddy, also of beautiful
eyes and good looks ('•Jto'lN, used to denote the reddish colour of
the hair, which was regarded as a mark of beauty in southern
lands, where the hair is generally black.
DV is an adverb here
= therewith), and therefore, so far as his looks and figure were
that he

—

1

—

—

concerned, well

fitted,

notwithstanding his youth, for the

office

which the Lord had chosen him, since corporeal beauty was
one of the outward distinctions of a king, the Lord pointed
him out to the prophet as the chosen one; whereupon he anointed
him in the midst of his brethren. Along with the anointing the
Spirit of Jehovah came upon David from that day forward. But
Samuel returned to Eamah when the sacrificial meal was over.
There is nothing recorded concerning any words of Samuel
to David at the time of the anointing and in explanation of
its meaning, as in the tase of Saul (ch. x. 1). In all probability
Samuel said nothing at the time, since, according to ver. 2, he
had good reason for keeping the matter secret, not only on his
own account, but still more for David's sake ; so that even the
brethren of David who were present knew nothing about the
to

—
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meaning and object of the anointing, but may have imagined
that Samuel merely intended to consecrate David as a pupil of
the prophets. At the same time, we can hardly suppose that
Samuel left Jesse, and even David, in uncertainty as to the
object of his mission, and of the anointing which he had performed. He may have communicated all this to both of them,
without letting the other sons know. It by no means follows,
that because David remained with his father and kept the sheep
as before, therefore his calling to be king must have been unknown to him ; but only that in the anointing which he had
received he did not discern either the necessity or obligation to

appear openly as the anointed of the Lord, and that after
receiving the Spirit of the
ing,

he

left

Lord

in consequence of the anoint-

the further development of the matter to the Lord

He would prepare and
His
to the throne in
own good time.

in childlike submission, assured that

show him the way

Vers. 14-23. David's Introduction to- the Court of
Saul. Ver. 14. With the rejection of Saul on the part of
God, the Spirit of Jehovah had departed from him, and an
evil spirit from Jehovah had come upon him, who filled him
with fear and anguish. The " evil spirit from Jehovah " which
came into Saul in the place of the Spirit of Jehovah, was not
merely an inward feeling of depression at the rejection announced to him, which grew into melancholy, and occasionally

—

broke out in passing fits of insanity, but a higher evil power,
which took possession of him, and not only deprived him of his
peace of mind, but stirred up the feelings, ideas, imagination,
and thoughts of his soul to such an extent that at times it drove

him even

into madness.
This demon is called "an evil spirit
(coming) from Jehovah? because Jehovah had sent it as a
punishment, or "an evil spirit of God" (Elohim: ver. 15), or
briefly

"a

spirit

of

God"

(Elohim), or "the evil spirit" (ver.

23, compare ch. xviii. 10), as being a supernatural, spiritual,

power ; but never " the Spirit of Jehovah," because this is
the Spirit proceeding from the holy God, which works upon
evil

men

as the spirit of strength, wisdom,

and knowledge, and

generates and fosters the spiritual or divine life.
The expression njn nirv rm ch. x ; x . 9) i s an abbreviated form for
(
rriiV DND n^i rm, and is to be interpreted accordingly.
Ver.

—
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15.

When

Saul's attendants,

his officers at court, perceived

i.e.

the mental ailment of the king, they advised
spirit

him

to let the evil

which troubled him be charmed away by instrumental

music.

"Let our

(command)

lord speak

ready to serve thee)

before thee

(i.e.

in playing

upon

the

harp ; so will

it

:

;

thy servants are

man

they will seek a

be well with thee

skilled

when an

evil

and he (the man referred to) plays
spirit of God
with his hand." The powerful influence exerted by music upon
the state of the mind was well known even in the earliest times;
so that the wise men of ancient Greece recommended music to
soothe the passions, to heal mental diseases, and even to check
comes upon

thee,

From

tumults among the people.

by

Grotius,

Hieroz. P.

Olericus,

i.

1.

2,

c.

the

and more

we

44,

collected

in the

merely cite the words of
" Pythagoras ut animum sua

will

Oensorinus (de die natali, c. 12)
semper divinitate imbueret, priusquam
:

esset expergitus, cithara

many examples

especially Bochart

se

somno daret

utferunt cantare consueverat,

et

et

cum

Asclepi-

ades medicus phreneticorum mentes morbo turbatas sarpe per

—

symphoniam sum natures reddidit" Vers. 17, 18. When Saul
commanded them to seek out a good player upon a stringed
instrument in accordance with this advice, one of the youths
(D'niW, a lower class of court servants) said, " / have seen a son

and a brave man}
and a handsome man, and Jehovah
is with him."
The description of David as "a mighty man"
and "a man of war" does not presuppose that David had
of Jesse the Bethlehemite,

and a man of war,

skilled in playing,

eloquent,

already fought bravely in war, but

may

be perfectly explained

from what David himself afterwards affirmed respecting his
conflicts with lions and bears (ch. xvii. 34, 35).
The courage
and strength which he had then displayed furnished sufficient
proofs of heroism for any one to discern in him the future warrior.

—Vers.

19, 20. Saul thereupon sent to ask Jesse for his

son David; and Jesse sent

him with a present of an ass's burden
and a buck-kid. Instead of the

of bread, a bottle of wine,

singular expression Dr6 iton, an ass with bread, i.e. laden with
bread, the
read On? IDh, and rendered it yo/xop apratv ;

LXX.

certainly wrong, as they were not accustomed to
measure bread in bushels. These presents show how simple
were the customs of Israel and in the court of Saul at that
time.
Ver. 21. When David came to Saul and stood before

but this

is

—
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him by playing upon his harp, Saul took a
him his armour-bearer, i.e.
his adjutant, as a proof of his satisfaction with him, and sent to
Jesse to say, " Let David stand before me," i.e. remain in my
The historian
service, " for he has found favour in my sight."
him,

i.e.

served

great liking to him, and nominated

then adds (ver. 23)

:

"

When

the (evil) spirit

of God came

to

equivalent to ??), and David
took the harp and played, there came refreshing to Saul, and he

Saul

(?K, as in ch. xix. 9, is really

became

came

well,

and

Thus David

the evil spirit departed from him."

and that as

Saul
having any suspicion of David's divine election to be king of
to Saul's court,

Israel.

his benefactor, without

This guidance on the part of

God was

a school of

preparation to David for his future calling.

In the first place,
he was thereby lifted out of his quiet and homely calling in the
country into the higher sphere of court-life; and thus an opportunity was afforded him not only for intercourse with men of
high rank, and to become acquainted with the affairs of the
kingdom, but also to display those superior gifts of his intellect
and heart with which God had endowed him, and thereby to
gain the love and confidence of the people. But at the same
time he was also brought into a severe school of affliction, in
which his inner man was to be trained by conflicts from without
and within, so that he might become a man after God's heart,
who should be well fitted to found the true monarchy in Israel.

david's victory

—chap.

over goliath.

xvii. i-64.

A

war between the Philistines and the Israelites furnished
David with the opportunity of displaying before Saul and all
Israel, and greatly to the terror of the enemies of his people,
that heroic power which was firmly based upon his bold and
pious trust in the omnipotence of the faithful covenant
(vers. 1-3).

A powerful

from the ranks of the

giant,

named

Philistines,

Goliath,

God

came forward

and scornfully challenged

man who would

decide the war by a
combat with him (vers. 4-11). David, who had returned
home for a time from the court of Saul, and had just been sent
the Israelites to produce a
single

camp by his father with provisions for his elder brothers
who were serving in the army, as soon as he heard the challenge

into the

and the scornful words of the

Philistine, offered to fight with
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1-11.

and killed the giant with a stone from a
whereupon the Philistines took to flight, and were pursued by the Israelites to Gath and Ekron (vers. 38-54).
Vers. 1-11. Some time after David first came to Saul for
the purpose of playing, and when he had gone back to his
father to Bethlehem, probably because Saul's condition had

him

(vers. 15-37),

sling

;

made a

improved, the Philistines

They

the Israelites.
as in

Ex.

Judg.

xiv. 24,

iv.

Wady

Shuweikeh, in the

fresh attempt to subjugate

collected their

army together (machaneh,

16) to war at Shochoh, the present

Sumt, three hours and a half to the

mounJudah and the plain of Philistia (see at Josh. xv. 35),
and encamped between Shochoh and Azekah, at Ephes-dammim,
which has been preserved in the ruins of Damum, about an
hour and a half east by north of Shuweikeh ; so that Azekah,
which has not yet been certainly traced, must be sought for

south-west of Jerusalem, in the hilly region between the
tains of

to the east or north-east of

Damum

(see at Josh. x. 10).

Vers. 2, 3. Saul and the Israelites encamped opposite to them
in the terebinth valley {Emek ha-Elah), i.e. a plain by the Wady

Musur, and stood in battle array opposite

to the Philistines, in

such order that the latter stood on that side against the moun-

(on the slope of the mountain), and the Israelites on

tain

side against the

ting

4

made by

sqq.

mountain ; and the valley

this

(K?ID, the deeper cut-

the brook in the plain) was between them.

And the (well-known) champion came out

—Vers.

of the camps of

the Philistines (tM?0 E*N, the middle-man, who decides a war
between two armies by a single combat Luther, " the giant,"
according to the avfjp Swoto? of the LXX., although in ver. 23
;

the Septuagint translators have rendered the
avijp

6

a/j,eaffato<{,

o /te<roto?),

named

which

is

Josh.

cubits),

xi.
i.e.,

22.

correctly

Goliath of Gath, one of the chief cities of

the Philistines, where there were
to

word

probably only another form of

Anakim

His height was

still

left,

according

and a span (6£
made by Thenius,

six cubits

according to the calculation

about nine feet two inches Parisian measure,

—a great height

no doubt, though not altogether unparalleled, and hardly greater
than that of the great uncle of Iren,
year 1857 (see Pentateuch, vol.
*

According to Pliny

Secunditta,

who

iii.

(h. n. vii. 16),

who came

to Berlin in the

p. 303, note).

1

The armour

the giant Pusio and the giantess

lived in the time of Augustus, were ten feet three inches
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of Goliath corresponded to his gigantic stature
brass upon his head,

and

which was five thousand shekels of brass."
is sustained by the words nfe'pfe'i? in Lev.
xiv. 9, 10,
is

and rfto$>Q

in

not 6d)pa^ a\t/a-(oWo?

worked together

EzeL xxix. 4.
(LXX.), a

like chains,

the Seleucidse (1 Mace.

:

u a helmet of

clothed in scale armour, the weight of

vi.

The meaning
xi. 9,

scales

and Deut.

10,

tf &j*>g |Vne>, therefore,

coat of mail

made of

rings

such as were used in the army of

35), but according to Aquila's $o\t-

made of plates of brass lying one upon
such as we find upon the old Assyrian sculp-

Scotop (scaled), a coat

another like

scales,

where the warriors fighting in chariots, and in attendance
upon the king, wear coats of scale armour, descending either
to the knees or ankles, and consisting of scales of iron or brass,
which were probably fastened to a shirt of felt or coarse linen
The
(see Layard, Nineveh and its Remains, vol. ii. p. 335).
account of the weight, 5000 shekels, i.e. according to Thenius,
148 Dresden pounds, is hardly founded upon the actual weighing of the coat of mail, but probably rested upon a general
estimate, which may have been somewhat too high, although
we must bear in mind that the coat of mail not only covered
the chest and back, but, as in the case of the Assyrian warriors,
the lower part of the body also, and therefore must have been
very large and very heavy. 1 Ver. 6. And " greaves of brass
upon his feet, and a brazen lance (hung) between his shoulders"
jil'? signifies a lance, or small spear.
i.e. upon his back,
The
LXX. and Vulgate, however, adopt the rendering Sunrh ^aXm},
clypeus ceneus ; and Luther has followed them, and translates
tures,

—

(Roman) in height and a Jew
;

who was seven

cubits in height,

Roman, nine and a

is

mentioned by Josephus {Ant.

i.e.

ten Parisian feet, or

if

xviii. 4, 5),

the cubits are

half.

1

According to Thenius, the cuirass of Augustus the Strong, which has
been preserved in the historical museum at Dresden, weighed fifty-five
pounds; and from that he infers, that the weight given as that of Goliath's
coat of mail is by no means too great. Ewald, on the other hand, seems
to have no idea of the nature of the Hebrew weights, or of the bodily
strength of a man, since he gives 5000 lbs. of brass as the weight of
Goliath's coat of mail (Gesch. iii. p. 90), and merely observes that the
pounds were of course much smaller than ours. But the shekel did not
even weigh so much as our full ounce. With such statements as these you

may

easily turn the historical character of the scriptural narrative into

incredible

myths

;

but they cannot lay any claim to the name of science.
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a brazen shield. Thenius therefore proposes to alter Jfva
into J?D, because the expression u between his shoulders " does

it

not appear applicable to a spear or javelin, which Goliath must

have suspended by a strap, but only to a small shield slung over
his back, whilst his armour-bearer carried the larger nw in front
of him. But the difficulty founded upon the expression " between
his shoulders" has been fully met by Bochart (Hieroz. i. 2,
c. 8), in the examples which he cites from Homer, Virgil, etc.,
to

prove that the ancients carried their own swords slung over
&' m/wiaiv : II. ii. 45, etc.).
And Josephus

their shoulders (a/M^l

understood the expression in this

had no need

way

(Ant.

Goliath

vi. 9, 1).

of any shield to cover his back, as this was suffi-

by the coat of mail. Moreover, the allusion
45 points to an offensive weapon, and not to
a shield. Ver. 7. " And the shaft of his spear was like a
weaver's beam, and the point of it six hundred shekels of iron"
(about seventeen pounds). For }*n, according to the Keri and
the parallel passages, 2 Sam. xxi. 19, 1 Chron. xx. 5, we should
read YV, wood, i.e. a shaft. Before him went the bearer of the
zinndh, i.e. the great shield.
Ver. 8. This giant stood and
ciently protected

to the

l^T ? in ver.
1

—

—

cried to the ranks of the Israelites,

"

Am I not

Why

come ye out

to

place

and ye the
servants of Saul ?
Choose ye out a man who may come down
to me" (into the valley where Goliath was standing).
The
meaning is "Why would you engage in battle with us ? I am
the man who represents the strength of the Philistines, and ye

yourselves in battle array ?

the Philistine,

:

are only servants of Saul.
that

we may

If ye have heroes, choose one out,

decide the matter in a single combat."

—Ver.

9.

u

If he can fight with me, and kill me, we will be your servants
if I overcome him, and slay him, ye shall be our servants, and
serve us."

He

then said

still

further (ver. 10), " I have mocked

ranks of Israel this day (the mockery consisted in his designating the Israelites as servants of Saul, and generally in the
the

triumphant tone in which he issued the challenge to single
combat) ; give me a man, that we may fight together!" Ver. 11.
At these words Saul and all Israel were dismayed and greatly
afraid, because not one of them dared to accept the challenge to

—

fight

with such a giant.

Vers. 12-31. David's arrival in the camp, and wish
with Goliath.

—David had been dismissed by Saul

to fight

at that time,
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and having returned home, he was feeding his father's sheep
once more (vers. 12-15).
Now, when the Israelites were
standing opposite to the Philistines, and Goliath was repeating
his challenge every day, David was sent by his father into the

camp

to bring provisions to his three eldest brothers,

who were

serving in Saul's army, and to inquire as to their welfare (vers.

He

when the Israelites had placed themselves
and running to his brethren in the ranks, he
saw Goliath come out from the ranks of the Philistines, and
heard his words, and also learned from the mouth of an Israelite
what reward Saul would give to any one who would defeat this
He then inquired more minutely
Philistine (vers. 20-25).
into the matter and having thereby betrayed his own intention
of trying to fight with him (vers. 26, 27), he was sharply reproved by his eldest brother in consequence (vers. 28, 29). He
16-19).

arrived

in battle array

;

;

did not allow this to deter him, however, but turned to another

with the same question, and received a similar reply (ver. 30);
whereupon his words were told to the king, who ordered David
to

come before him

(ver. 31).

This

is,

in a condensed form,

the substance of the section, which introduces the conquest of

Goliath by David in the character of an episode.
heroic deed was of the greatest importance to

This

first

David and

all

was David's first step on the way to the throne, to
which Jehovah had resolved to raise him. This explains the
fulness and circumstantiality of the narrative, in which the
intention is very apparent to set forth most distinctly the
marvellous overruling of all the circumstances by God himself.
Israel, for

And

it

this circumstantiality of the

account

is

closely connected

with the form of the narrative, which abounds in repetitions,
that appear to us tautological in

many

instances, but

belong to the characteristic peculiarities of the early
style of historical composition.

which

Hebrew

1

1
On account of these repetitions and certain apparent differences, the
LXX. {Cod. VatJ) have omitted the section from ver. 12 to ver. 81, and

from ver. 55 to ch. xviii. 5 ; and on the ground of this omission,
Houbigant, Kennicott, Michaelis, Eichhorn, Dathe, Bertheau, and many
others, have pronounced both these sections later interpolations
whereas

also that

;

the more recent

critics,

such as

De Wette,

Thenius, Bwald, Bleek, Stahelin,

and

others, reject the hypothesis that they are interpolations, and infer
from the supposed discrepancies that ch. xvii. and xviii. were written by
some one who was ignorant of the facts mentioned in ch. xvi., and was
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Vers. 12-15 are closely connected with the preceding words,
" All Israel was alarmed at the challenge of the Philistine; but

David

the son of that Ephratile (JEphratite, as in Ruth i. 1, 2)
in Judah, whose name was Jesse" etc.
Bethlehem
The verb
of
and predicate do not follow till ver. 15 ; so that the words
occur here in the form of an anacolouthon. The traditional

introduction of the verb n»n between 1VT1 and B*K"13 (David was

the son of that Ephratite)

is

both erroneous and misleading.

If the words were to be understood in this way, nvf could

more be omitted here than nnjn

in 2 Chron. xxii. 3, 11.

no

The

is rather, that vers. 12—15 form one period
expanded by parentheses, and that the historian lost sight of

true explanation

altogether a different person from the author of this chapter.

According

to ch. xvi. 21 sqq., they say, David was Saul's armour-bearer already, and
his family connections were well known to the king, whereas, according to

David was absent just at the time when he ought as armourwhilst in ch. xvii. 33 he is
;
represented as a shepherd boy who was unaccustomed to handle weapons,
and as being an unauthorized spectator of the war, and, what is still more
striking, even his lineage is represented in vers. 55 sqq. as unknown both
to Abner and the king.
Moreover, in ver. 12 the writer introduces a
notice concerning David with which the reader must be already well
acquainted from ch. xvi. 5 sqq., and which is therefore, to say the least,
superfluous ; and in ver. 54 Jerusalem is mentioned in a manner which
does not quite harmonize with the history, whilst the account of the manner
in which he disposed of Goliath's armour is apparently at variance with ch.
ch. xvii. 15,

bearer to have been in attendance upon Saul

xxi. 9.

But the

notion, that the sections in question are interpolations that

have crept into the text, cannot be sustained on the mere authority of the
Septuagint version ; since the arbitrary manner in which the translators of

made omissions or additions at pleasure is obvious to any one.
Again, the assertion that these sections cannot well be reconciled with ch.
xvi., and emanated from an author who was unacquainted with the history
this version

overthrown by the unquestionable reference to ch. xvi. which
find in ver. 12, " David the son of that Ephratite," where Jerome has

in ch. xvi., is

we

correctly paraphrased run, de quo supra dictum

est,

—
—and

also

by the remark

David went backwards and forwards from Saul to feed hi?
Neither of these can be pronounced interpofather's sheep in Bethlehem.
lations of the compiler, unless the fact can be established that the supposed
discrepancies are really well founded.
But it by no means follows, that
because Saul loved David on account of the beneficial effect which his
playing upon the harp produced upon his mind, and appointed him his
armour-bearer, therefore David had really to carry the king's armour in
time of war.
The appointment of armour-bearer was nothing more than
conferring upon him the title of aide-de-camp, from which it cannot be
in ver. 15, that

M
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the construction with which he commenced in the intermediate
clauses
15,

;

so that he started afresh with the subject TTft in ver.

and proceeded with what he had to say concerning David,
this at the same time in such a form that what he writes

doing
is

attached, so far as the sense

is

concerned, to the parenthetical

To bring out disremarks concerning Jesse's eldest sons.
tinctly the remarkable chain of circumstances by which David
was led to undertake the conflict with Goliath, he links on to
the reference to his father certain further notices respecting

David's family and his position at that time.
sons and was an old

"come among

man

the weak."

Jesse had eight
D , ?'|&j? N3,

in the time of Saul.
•

O^JK generally means, no doubt,

had already become well known to the king through
If Joab, the commander-in-chief, had
ten armour-bearers (2 Sam. xviii. 15, compare ch. xxiii. 37), king Saul
would certainly have other armour-bearers besides David, and such as were
well used to war. Moreover, it is not stated anywhere in ch. xvi. that Saul
took David at the very outset into his regular and permanent service, but,
according to ver. 22, he merely asked his father Jesse that David might
stand before him, i.e. might serve him and there is no contradiction in
the supposition, that when his melancholy left him for a time, he sent David
back to his father to Bethlehem, so that on the breaking out of the war
with the Philistines he was living at home and keeping sheep, whilst his
three eldest brothers had gone to the war. The circumstance, however,
that when David went to fight with Goliath, Saul asked Abner his captain,
" Whose son is this youth ?" and Abner could give no explanation to the
inferred that David

the performance of warlike deeds.

;

king, so that after the defeat of Goliath, Saul himself asked David,

" Whose

son art thou?" (vers. 55-58), can hardly be comprehended, if all that Saul
wanted to ascertain was the name of David's father. For even if Abner
had not troubled himself about the lineage of Saul's harpist, Saul himself
could not well have forgotten that David was a son of the Bethlehemite

But there was much more implied in Saul's question. It was not
name of David's father alone that he wanted to discover, but what kind
man the father of a youth who possessed the courage to accomplish so

Jesse.

the
of

and the question was put not merely
him an exemption of his house from taxes as

marvellous a heroic deed really was
in order that he might grant

;

the reward promised for the conquest of Goliath (ver. 25), but also in all
probability that he might attach such a man to his court, since he inferred

from the courage and bravery of the son the existence of similar qualities
in the father. It is true that David merely replied, " The son of thy servant
Jesse of Bethlehem ; " but it is very evident from the expression in ch. xviii.
1, " when he had made an end of speaking unto Saul," that Saul conversed
with him still further about his family affairs, since the very words imply a
lengthened conversation. The other difficulties are very trivial, and will
be answered in connection with the exposition of the passages in question.
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But

people or men.
priate sense here

through a

in
the,

slip

;

this meaning does not give any approand the supposition that the word has crept
of the pen for D^fa, is opposed not only by

authority of the early translators,

of

all

whom

read D , ?'J4?,

but also by the circumstance that the expression D^f3 Kia does
not occur in the whole of the Old Testament, and that D'DJ? Kia
alone

is

used with this signification.

—Ver.

13. "

The

three great

of Jesse had gone behind Saul into the war."
Ufl, which appears superfluous after the foregoing w?_, has
(i.e.

eldest) sons

been defended by Bottcher, as necessary to express the pluwhich the thought requires, since the imperfect consec.

perfect,

u??.>

when

attached to a substantive and participial clause,

merely expresses the force of the
reads thus:

Properly, therefore,

aorist.

"And

then (in Jesse's old age) the three eldest
sons followed, had followed, Saul ;" a very ponderous construcit

tion indeed, but quite correct,

and even necessary, with the
The names

great deficiency of forms, to express the pluperfect.

of these three sons agree with ch. xvi. 6-9, whilst the third,
Shammah, is called Shimeah (nyp^) in 2 Sam. xiii. 3, 32, *)}£&

Sam. xxi. 21, and K$DB> in 1 Ohron. ii. 13, xx. 7.—Ver.'l5.
" But David was going and returning away from Saul :" i.e. he
went backwards and forwards from Saul to feed his father's
sheep in Bethlehem; so that he was not in the permanent
in 2

was with his father.
from the context. Ver. 16. The
the Israelitish ranks) morning and

service of Saul, but at that very time

The

—

latter is to be supplied

drew near (to
evening, and stationed himself for forty days (in front of them).
This remark continues the description of Goliath's appearance,
and introduces the account which follows. Whilst the Philistine was coming out every day for forty days long with his
challenge to single combat, Jesse sent his son David into the
camp. u Take now for thy brethren this ephah of parched grains
(see Lev. xxiii. 14), and these ten loaves, and bring them quickly
Philistine

into the

camp

to thy brethren."

—Ver. 18.

"

And these

ten slices

of soft cheese (so the ancient versions render it) bring to the

and visit thy brethren to inquire after
and bring with you a pledge from them" a pledge
that they are alive and well.
This seems the simplest explanation of the word Dna^i!, of which very different renderings were
given by the early translators. Ver. 19. " But Saul and they
chief captain over thousand,

their

—

welfare,

—
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of the men of Israel, are in the
This statement forms part of Jesse's
words. Vers. 20, 21. In pursuance of this commission, David
went in the morning to the waggon-rampart, when the army,
which was going out (of the camp) into battle array, raised
(the brothers),

and

the whole

terebinth valley" etc.

—

the war-cry, and Israel and the Philistines placed themselves
'W Ttvn is a circumstantial
battle-array against battle-array.

and the predicate is introduced with WifTj, as 'ixi ??nni is
placed at the head absolutely : " and as for the army which,
nprpBS %v\} Ut. to make a noise in
etc., it raised a shout."
war, i.e. to raise a war-cry. Ver. 22. David left the vessels
clause,

—

with the provisions in the 'charge of the keeper of the vessels,

and ran

into the ranks to inquire as to the health of

—Ver.

23. Whilst he was talking with them,
champion (middle-man) Goliath drew near, and spoke
according to those words (the words contained in vers. 8 sqq.),
vB nfijJBD is probably an error for
and David heard it.
'5>B Dia-iJJSp (Keri, LXX., Vulg! ; cf. ver. 26).
If the Chethibh
were the proper reading, it would suggest an Arabic word signifying a crowd of men (Dietrich on Ges. Lex.). Vers. 24, 25.
All the Israelites fled from Goliath, and were sore afraid.
They said (/VT$) &$ is a collective noun), " Have ye seen this
his

brethren.

the

—

man who
Surely
the

to

is

coming ?

king will enrich

daughter,

(Drpjnrij

defy Israel

with Dagesh dirim. as in ch.

x. 24.)

and whoever shall slay him,
him with great wealth, and give him his
is

he coming ;

and make his father's house (i.e. his family) free in
from taxes and public burdens. There is nothing

Israel," viz.

But

said afterwards about the fulfilment of these promises.

by no means

follows from this, that the statement

is

to

it

be

regarded as nothing more than an exaggeration, that had grown

up among the
all

people, of

what Saul had

really said.

There

is

the less probability in this, from the fact that, according to

him again of the same thing. In all
had actually made some such promises as these,
but did not feel himself bound to fulfil them afterwards, because
he had not made them expressly to David himself. Ver. 26.
When David heard these words, he made more minute inquiries
from the bystanders about the whole matter, and dropped some
words which gave rise to the supposition that he wanted to go
and fight with this Philistine himself. This is implied in the
ver. 27, the people assured

probability Saul

—
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32-40.

is the Philistine,

uncircumcised one

this

(i.e.

standing as he does outside the covenant with Jehovah), that he

of the living God!" whom he has defied in His
army. " He must know," says the Berleburger Bible, " that he
has not to do with men, but with God. With a living God he
Ver. 28. David's eldest
will have to do, and not with an idol."

insults the ranks

—

brother was greatly enraged at his talking thus with the men,

and reproved David

:

"

Why

hast thou come

down (from Beth-

lehem, which stood upon high ground, to the scene of the war),
"
and with whom hast thou left those few sheep in the desert f

" Those few sheep," the loss of only one of which would be a
very great loss to our family. " 1 know thy presumption, and
the wickedness of thy heart; for thou hast come down to look at
the war ;" i.e. thou art not contented with thy lowly calling, but

aspirest to lofty things;

bloodshed.

upon

gives thee pleasure to look

it

Eliab sought for the splinter in his brother's eye,

and was not aware of the beam

own.

in his

The very

—presumption

ness of heart

—were most

things

and wicked-

with which he charged his brother

apparent in his scornful reproof.

Vers. 29, 30. David answered very modestly, and so as to put
the scorn of his reprover to shame : " What have I done, then ?
It

was only a word"

—a very allowable inquiry

then turned from him (Eliab)

to

He

certainly.

who was

another

standing by

and having repeated his previous words, he received the same
answer from the people. Ver. 31. David's words were told to
Saul, who had him sent for immediately.
Vers. 32-40. David's resolution to fight with Goliath ; and

—

his equipment for the conflict.

of Saul,

David

said,

—Ver. 32.

"Let no man's

When

heart

in the presence

(i.e.

courage) fail

on his account (on account of the Philistine, about

whom

they

had been speaking) thy servant will go and fight with this Philistine."
Vers. 33 sqq. To Saul's objection that he, a mere youth,
could not fight with this Philistine, a man of war from his youth
up, David replied, that as a shepherd he had taken a sheep out
of the jaws of a lion and a bear, and had also slain them both.
The article before *W| and 311 points out these animals as the

—

:

well-known beasts of prey.
bear

is

subordinated to the

By
lion, or

the expression Starrnw the
rather placed afterwards, as

something which came in addition to

it

;

so that

nK

taken as a nota accus. (yid. Ewald, § 277, a), though

is

it is

to

be

not to
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be understood as implying that the lion and the bear went
together in search of prey.

merely a logical one

:

The

subordination or addition

is

not only the lion, but also the bear, which

which we find in most
Chayim, 1525, is an error
writing,
more
correctly
in
or
in hearing, for nfe>, a sheep. " And
seized the sheep, did

David

nt,

slay,

of the editions since the time of Jac.

I went

out after

by

beard,

its

signifies the

any

it ; and when it rose up against me, I seized it
and smote it, and killed it." lijt, beard and chin,
bearded chin. Thenius proposes, though without

necessity, to alter ^iJT3 into W"U3, for the simple

reason, that neither lions nor bears have

but weak

any actual beard.

We

have only to think, for example, of the \t? Tjvyeveto? in Homer
(II. xv. 275, xvii. 109), or the barbam vellere mortuo leoni of
Martial (x. 9). Even in modern times we read of lions having
been killed by Arabs with a stick (see Rosenmuller, Bibl. Althk.
iv. 2,

pp. 132-3).

The constant use of the singular suffix is suffiwhen David speaks of the lion and the bear,

cient to show, that

he connects together two different events, which took place at
different times, and then proceeds to state how he smote both
the one and the other of the two beasts of prey. Ver. 36.
" Thy servant slew both tlie lion and the bear ; and the Philistine,
this uneircumcised one, shall become like one of them (i.e. the
same thing shall happen to him as to the lion and the bear),
" And," he
because he has defied the ranks of the living God."

—

continued (ver. 37), " the Lord who delivered me out of the hand
(the power) of tlie lion and the bear, he will deliver me out of the

hand of this

Philistine."

David's courage rested, therefore, upon

his confident belief that the living

God would not let His people

be defied by the heathen with impunity.

Saul then desired for

him the help of the Lord in carrying out his resolution, and
bade him put on his own armour-clothes, and gird on his armour.
"HO

(his clothes) signifies

probably a peculiar kind of clothes

which were worn under the armour, a kind of armour-coat to
which the sword was fastened. Vers. 39, 40. When he was thus

—

equipped with brazen helmet, coat of mail, and sword, David
began to walk, but soon found that he could do nothing with
these.

He therefore said to Saul, "I cannot go in these things, for

I have

not tried them

"

and having taken them

off,

he took his

shepherd's staff in his hand, sought out five smooth stones

from

the brook-valley, and put them in the shepherd's thing that ho
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CHAP. XVII. 41-54.
had,

namely

He

his shepherd's bag.

then took the sling in his

hand, and went up to the Philistine.
shepherd's calling he

In the exercise of

may have become

his

so skilled in the use

of the sling, that, like the Benjaminites mentioned in

Judg.
he could sling at a hairVbreadth, and not miss.
Vers. 41-54. David and Goliath: fall of Goliath, and flight of
Ver. 41. The Philistine came closer and closer
the Philistines.
Vers. 42 sqq. When he saw David, " he looked at him,
to David.
and despised him," i.e. he looked at him contemptuously, because
he was a youth (as in ch. xvi. 12) ; " and then said to him,
I a dog, that tlwu contest to me with sticks ? " (the plural nvpo is
used in contemptuous exaggeration of the armour of David,
which appeared so thoroughly unfit for the occasion) ; " and

xx. 16,

—

—

Am

God {i.e. making use of the name of Jehoand thus defying not David only, but the
God of Israel also), and finished with the challenge, Come to me,
and I will give thy flesh to the birds of heaven and the beasts of
It was with such threats as these that
the field " (to eat).
Homer's heroes used to defy one another (yid. Hector's threat,
for example, in II. xiii. 831-2).
Vers. 45 sqq. David answered
this defiance with bold, believing courage " Thou comest to me
with sword, and javelin, and lance ; but I come to thee in the name
cursed David by his

vah

in his cursing,

—

:

of the Lord of Sabaoih, the God of the ranks of Israel, whom
This day will Jehovah deliver thee into my
thou hast defied.

hand; and I shall smite
corpse of the

army of

thee,

and

cut off thine head,

and

give the

the Philistines to the birds this day.

.

.

.

And all the

world shall learn that Israel hath a God ; and this
whole assembly shall discover that Jehovah bringeth deliverance
(victory) not by sword and spear : for war belongeth to Jehovah,

He

you into our hand." Whilst Goliath boasted of
David founded his own assurance of victory upon
the Almighty God of Israel, whom the Philistine had defied.

and

will give

his strength,

"UB

"

is

to be taken collectively.

God

is for Israel,"

PBOfe^p

DW8

E* does not

mean

but "Israel hath a God," so that Elohim

is

This God is Jehovah
the Lord of war, who has both war and its

of course used here in a pregnant sense.

war

is his, i.e.

He

is

—

His power. Vers. 48, 49. When the Philistine rose
up, drawing near towards David (DiJ and l\P simply serve to
set forth the occurrence in a more pictorial manner), David
liastened and ran to the battle array to meet him, took a stone out
results in
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of his pocket, hurled

and

it,

hit the Philistine

on his temples, so

that the stone entered them, and Goliath fell upon his face to

the ground.

—Ver. 50 contains

a remark by the historian with
" Thus was David stronger

reference to the result of the conflict

:

than the Philistine, with sling and stone, and smote the Philistine,

and slew him without a sword
51 the

And

in his hand."

namely, that David cut

details are given,

of the fallen giant with his

own

Upon

sword.

then in ver.
off

the head

the downfall of

were terrified and fled whereupon
up with a cry to pursue the flying foe, and
pursued them "to a valley, and to the gates of JEkron." The first
place mentioned is a very striking one. The " valley " cannot
their hero the Philistines

;

the Israelites rose

mean the one which

divided the two armies, according to ver. 3,
is wanting, but still more from the

not only because the article

For

facts themselves.

it is

neither stated, nor really probable,

that the Philistines had crossed that valley, so as to
possible to pursue
to

some other

them

valley, it

should be said about

reading

itself,

it.

into

it

again.

if

make

it

the word refers

seems very strange that nothing further
Both these circumstances render the

tW, suspicious, and give great probability to the

conjecture that t^J

is

only a copyist's error for Goth, which

the rendering given by the

LXX.,

especially

connection with the following clause, "
(ver. 52).

But

—Ver.

52. "

to

when taken

Gath and

to

is

in
"

Ekron

And wounded

of the Philistines fell on the
Gath and to Ekron." Shaaraim is the

way to Shaaraim, and to
town of Saarayim, in the lowland of Judah, and has probably
been preserved in the Tell Kefr Zakariya (see at Josh. xv.
Ver. 53. After
36). On Gath and Ekron, see at Josh. xiii. 3.
returning from the pursuit of the flying foe, the Israelites

—

plundered the camp of the Philistines.

—

*ins pj*, to pursue

Gen. xxxi. 36. Ver. 54. But David took the head
of Goliath and brought it to Jerusalem, and put his armour in
?n& is an antiquated term for a dwelling-place, as in
his tent.
hotly, as in

xiii. 2, etc.
The reference is to David's house at
Bethlehem, to which he returned with the booty after the defeat

ch. iv. 10,

of Goliath, and that by the road which ran past Jerusalem,

where he

left

the head of Goliath. There

these statements

;

for the assertion

is

no anachronism

made by some,

in

that Jeru-

salem was not yet in the possession of the Israelites, rests upon
a confusion between the citadel of Jebus upon Zion, which
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30.

hands of the Jebusites, and the

city of

Jeru-

salem, in which Israelites had dwelt for a long time (see at

Nor

Josh. xv. 63, and Judg.

i.

between

and ch.

is

this statement

8).

is

xxi. 9,

any contradiction
where Goliath's sword

there

said to have been preserved in the tabernacle at

Nob

:

for

it

not affirmed that David kept Goliath's armour in his own
home, but only that he took it thither ; and the supposition that
Goliath's sword was afterwards deposited by him in the sanctuary
in honour of the Lord, is easily reconcilable with this. Again, the
is

statement in ch.

xviii. 2, to

the effect that, after David's victory

over Goliath, Saul did not allow him to return to his father's

house any more,

by no means at variance with this explanaFor the statement in question must

is

tion of the verse before us.

be understood in accordance with ch. xvii. 15, viz. as signifying
that from that time forward Saul did not allow David to return
to his father's house to keep the sheep as he had done before,
and by no means precludes his paying brief visits to Bethlehem.

Jonathan's friendship, saul's jealousy and plots
against david. chap. xvii. 55-xviii. 30.

—

David's victory over Goliath was a turning-point in his life,
which opened the way to the throne. But whilst this heroic
deed brought him out of his rural shepherd life to the scene of
Israel's conflict with its foes, and in these conflicts Jehovah
crowned all his undertakings with such evident success, that
the Israelites could not fail to discern more and more clearly
in him the man whom God had chosen as their future king
it brought him, on the other hand, into such a relation to the
royal house, which had been rejected by God, though it still
continued to reign, as produced lasting and beneficial results in
connection with his future calling. In the king himself, from
whom the Spirit of God had departed, there was soon stirred
up such jealousy of David as his rival to whom the kingdom
would one day come, that he attempted at first to get rid of
him by stratagem and when this failed, and David's renown
steadily increased, he proceeded to open hostility and persecution.
On the other hand, the heart of Jonathan clung more
and more firmly to David with self-denying love and sacrifice.
This friendship on the part of the brave and noble son of the
;
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king, not only helped David to bear the more easily all the
enmity and persecution of the king when plagued by his evil
spirit, but awakened and strengthened in his soul that pure
feeling of unswerving fidelity towards the king himself, which
amounted even to love of his enemy, and, according to the

marvellous counsel of the Lord, contributed greatly to the

David for his calling to be a king after God's own
In the account of the results which followed David's

training of
heart.

victory over Goliath, not only for himself but also for all Israel,

the friendship of Jonathan
5)

and

;

this is followed

of Saul in

Ch.

The

its earliest

is

mentioned

first (ver.

55-ch.

xviii.

by an account of the growing jealousy

stages (vers. 6-30).

xvii. 55-xviii. 5. Jonatlian's friendship.

—Vers.

55-58.

account of the relation into which David was brought to

Saul through the defeat of Goliath is introduced by a supplementary remark, in vers. 55, 56, as to a conversation which
took place between Saul and his commander-in-chief Abner
concerning David, whilst he was fighting with the giant.
So
far, therefore, as the actual meaning is concerned, the verbs
in vers. 55 and 56 should be rendered as pluperfects.
When
Saul saw the youth walk boldly up to meet the Philistine, he
asked Abner whose son he was ; whereupon Abner assured him
with an oath that he did not know. In our remarks concerning
the integrity of this section (p. 177) we have already observed,
with regard to the meaning of the question put by Saul, that
it does not presuppose an actual want of acquaintance with the
person of David and the name of his father, but only ignorance of the social condition of David's family, with which
both Abner and Saul may hitherto have failed to make them1
Vers. 57, 58. When David
selves more fully acquainted.

—

returned "from the slaughter of the Philistine," i.e. after the
defeat of Goliath, and when Abner, who probably went as com-

meet the brave hero and congratulate him upon his
had brought him to Saul, the king addressed the same
question to David, who immediately gave him the information
he desired. For it is evident that David said more than is

mander

to

victory,

1

The common

solutions of this apparent discrepancy) such as that Saul

know

David, or that his question is to be explained on
the supposition that his disease affected his memory, have but little pro-

pretended not to

bability in them, although

Karkar

still

adheres to them.
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XVIII. 1-16.

already observed, from the words of ch.

which presuppose a protracted conversation between

The

Saul and David.

only reason, in

conversation has not been recorded,

is

all probability,

that

it

why

this

was not followed

by any lasting results either for Jesse or David.
Ch. xviii. 1-5. The bond of friendship which Jonathan
formed with David was so evidently the main point, that in
ver. 1 the writer commences with the love of Jonathan to
David, and then after that proceeds in ver. 2 to observe that
Saul took David to himself from that day forward ; whereas it
very evident that Saul told David, either at the time of his
him or immediately afterwards, that he was
henceforth to remain with him, i.e. in his service. " Tfie soul

is

conversation with

of Jonathan bound
to

David's soul,

itself {lit.

chained

itself

;

cf .

and Jonathan loved him as

Gen.

xliv.

30)

The

his soul."

Chethibh '3nfcW with the suffix S attached to the imperfect
very rare, and hence the Keri VWXtift (vid. Ewald, § 249,

and Olshausen, Gramm.

p. 469).

is

b,

31B9, to return to his house,

—
—

engage in his former occupation as shepherd. Ver. 3.
Jonathan made a covenant (i.e. a covenant of friendship) and
Ver. 4.
(i.e. with) David, because he loved him as his soul.
As a sign and pledge of his friendship, Jonathan gave David
Meil, the upper coat or cloak.
his clothes and his armour.
Maddim is probably the armour coat (vid. ch. xvii. 39). This
is implied in the word "W, which is repeated three times, and
by which the different arms were attached more closely to 1^0.
For the act itself, compare the exchange of armour made by
Gla'ucus and Diomedes (Horn. 77. vi. 230). This seems to have
been a common custom in very ancient times, as we meet with
Ver.
it also among the early Celts (see Macpherson's Ossian).
5. And David went out, sc. to battle ; whithersoever Saul sent
him, he acted wisely and prosperously (?*?b*, as in Josh. i. 8 see
at Deut. xxix, &).
Saul placed him above the men of war
in consequence, made him one of their commanders ; and he
pleased all the people, and the servants of Saul also, i.e. the
courtiers of the king, who are envious as a general rule.
1
Saul had no
Vers. 6-16. SauFs jealousy towards David.
viz. to

—

:

7

—

1

The

taken

section vers. 6-14

by the

is

supposed by Thenius and others to have been

compiler from a different source from the previous one, and
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sooner attached the conqueror of Goliath to his court, than he

began

to

The

be jealous of him.

occasion for his jealousy was

the celebration of victory at the close of the war with the

—Vers.

" When they came" i.e. when the warriors
returned with Saul from the war, " when (as is added to explaia
Philistines.

6, 7.

what follows) David returned from the slaughter" i.e. from the
war in which he had slain Goliath, the women came out of all
the towns of Israel, " to singing and dancing" i.e. to celebrate
the victory with singing and choral dancing (see the remarks
on Ex. xv. 20), " to meet king Saul with tambourines, with joy,
and with triangles" n riDK> is used here to signify expressions
The striking position
of joy, a fSte, as in Judg. xvi. 23, etc.
in which the word stands, viz. between two musical instruments,
shows that the word is to be understood here as referring
specially to songs of rejoicing, since according to ver. 7 their

playing was accompanied with singing.

" sported"

The women who

performed mimic dances, sang in alternate choruses (" answered" as in Ex. xv. 21), " Saul hath slain
(nipnfetp), i.e.

not to have been -written by the same author
is

mentioned in

vers. 13, 14, as in ver. 5,

(1) because the same thing
though in a somewhat altered
xix. 9, 10, with a few different

form, and vers. 10, 11 occur again in ch.
words, and in a more appropriate connection
ver. 9,

and the word mriBD
tt:
it

in.

ver. 10, are

:

;

(2) because the contents of

most directly opposed to

vers.

•

2 and 5. On these grounds, no doubt, the LXX. have not only omitted
the beginning of ver. 6 from their version, but also vers. 9-VL. But the
supposed discrepancy between vers. 9 and 10 and vers. 2 and 5, viz. that
Saul could not have kept David by his side from attachment to him, or
have placed him over his men of war after several prosperous expeditions,
as is stated in vers. 2 and 5, if he had looked upon him with jealous eyes
from the very first day, or if his jealousy had broken out on the second
day in the way described in vers. 10, 11, is founded upon two erroneous
assumptions ; viz. (1) that the facts contained in vers. 1-5 were contemporaneous with those in vers. 6-14 and (2) that everything contained in
these two sections is to be regarded as strictly chronological. But the fact
recorded in ver. 2, namely, that Saul took David to himself, and did not
allow him to go back to his father's house any more, occurred unquestionably some time earlier than those mentioned in vers. 6 sqq. with their
consequences.
Saul took David to himself immediately after the defeat of
Goliath, and before the war had been brought to an end. But the celebration of the victory, in which the psean of the women excited jealousy in
Saul's mind, did not take place till the return of the people and of the
king at the close of the war. How long the war lasted we do not know
but from the fact that the Israelites pursued the flying Philistines to Gath

—

—

;
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CHAP. XVIII. 6-16.
his thousands,

enraged at

and David

this.

his ten thousands."

The words

—Ver.

" They have given David ten thousands, and
and there is only the kingdom more for him"
to obtain).

8.

Saul was

displeased him, so that he said,
to

me

(i.e.

thousands,

left for hiin

" In this foreboding utterance of Saul there was

involved not only a conjecture which the result confirmed, but
a deep inward truth

:

if

the king of Israel stood powerless

kingdom at so decisive a period as
and a shepherd boy came and decided the victory, this
was an additional mark of his rejection" (O. v. Gerlach).
Ver. 9. From that day forward Saul was looking askance at
David. t?V, a denom. verb, from ty, an eye, looking askance, is
used for #V (Ken). Vers. 10, 11. The next day the evil spirit
fell upon Saul (" the evil spirit of God;" see at ch. xvi. 14),
so that he raved in his house, and threw his javelin at David,
who played before him " as day by day," but did not hit him,
because David turned away before him twice. 6*33nri does not
before the subjugators of his
this,

—

and Ekron, and then plundered the camp of the Philistines after that (ch.
some days, if not weeks, must have
elapsed between David's victory over Goliath and the celebration of the
triumph, after the expulsion of the Philistines from the land. Thus far
the events described in the two sections are arranged in their chronological
order but for all the rest the facts are arranged antithetically, according
to their peculiar character, whilst the consequences, which reached further
than the facts that gave rise to them, and were to some extent contemporaneous, are appended immediately to the facts themselves.
Thus David's
going out whithersoever Saul sent him (ver. 5) may indeed have commenced during the pursuit of the flying Philistines but it reached far
beyond this war, and continued even while Saul was looking upon him
with jealous eyes. Ver. 5 contains a general remark, with which the historian brings to a close one side of the relation between David and Saul,
which grew out of David's victory. He then proceeds in ver. 6 to give the
other side, and rounds off this paragraph also (vers. 14—16) with a general
remark, the substance of which resembles, in the main, the substance of
ver. 5. At the same time it implies some progress, inasmuch as the delight
of the people at the acts performed by David (ver. 5) grew into love to'
David itself. This same progress is also apparent in ver. 13 (" Saul made
him captain over a thousand"), as compared with ver. 5 (" Saul set him over
the men of war ").
Whether the elevation of David into a captain over a
xvii. 52, 53), it certainly follows that

;

;

thousand was a higher promotion than his appointment over the men of
war, or the latter expression is to be taken as simply a more general or
indefinite term, denoting his promotion to the rank of commander-inchief, is a point which can hardly be determined with certainty.
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mean
the

to prophesy in this instance,

word

is

founded upon the

but "

God

supernatural influence of the Spirit of

the prophets (see at ch. x. 5).
javelin,

and

wall."

With such

This use of

to rave."

ecstatic utterances, in

said (to himself),

which the

manifested

itself in

70% from ^D, he hurled
" I will pierce David and

force did he hurl his spear; but

turned away from him,

i.e.

eluded

it,

the
the

David

His doing so a

twice.

second time presupposes that Saul hurled the javelin twice;
that

is

to say,

he probably swung it twice without letting it go
a supposition which is raised into certainty

out of his hand,

by the

fact that

—

it is

not stated here that the javelin entered

But even with this view ?BJ is not
Thenius proposes, since the verb 703
cannot be proved to have ever the meaning to swing. Saul
seems to have held the javelin in his hand as a sceptre, according to ancient custom. Vers. 12, 13. " And Saul was afraid
of David, because the Spirit of Jehovah was with him, and had
departed from Saul ;" he " removed him therefore from him"
the wall, as in ch. xix. 10.
to

be changed into

?t^, as

—

i.e.

from

his

immediate presence, by appointing him chief
In this fear of David on the part of

captain over thousand.

Saul, the true reason for his hostile behaviour

with deep psychological truth.
sciousness that the

The

is

pointed out

fear arose from the con-

Lord had departed from him,

—a

conscious-

and drove him
put David to death.

ness which forced itself involuntarily upon him,

make the attempt, in a fit of madness, to
The fact that David did not leave Saul immediately after
attempt upon his life, may be explained not merely on
to

supposition that he looked

upon

this attack as

this

the

being simply an

outburst of momentary madness, which would pass away, but

more from his firm believing confidence, which kept him
from forsaking the post in which the Lord had placed him
without any act of his own, until he saw that Saul was plotting
still

to take his life, not merely in these

fits

of insanity, but also at

other times, in calm deliberation (vid. ch. xix. 1 sqq.).
sqq.

As

chief

—Vers. 14

commander over thousand, he went out and

before the people,

i.e.

in

he carried out military enterprises, and

and prosperously, that the blessing of the Lord
he did. But these successes on David's part
increased Saul's fear of him, whereas all Israel and Judah came
to love him as their leader.
David's success in all that he took
that so wisely
rested

upon

all
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promote him

and his standing with
But as the Spirit of
God had departed from Saul, this only filled him more and
more with dread of David as his rival. As the hand of the
Lord was visibly displayed in David's success, so, on the other
hand, Saul's rejection by God was manifested in his increasing

in

hand compelled Saul

to

;

the people increased with his promotion.

fear of David.

Vers. 17-30.

Craftiness of Saul in the

daughters to David.

—Vers. 17

betroilud

of his

As Saul had promised

sqq.

to

give his daughter for a wife to the conqueror of Goliath (ch.
xvii. 25),

he

by the growing

and attachment
and told him that
with the hope of finding in this some

felt obliged,

love

of the people to David, to fulfil this promise,

he was ready to do

means

so,

of destroying David.

He therefore

offered

him

his elder

daughter Merab with words that sounded friendly and kind
" Only be a brave man to me, and wage the wars of the Lord."
He called the wars with the Philistines " wars of Jehovah," i.e.
wars for the maintenance and defence of the kingdom of God,
to conceal his own cunning design, and make David feel all the

more sure that the king's heart was only set upon the welfare
kingdom of God.
Whoever waged the wars of the
Lord might also hope for the help of the Lord. But Saul had
of the

He

intentions of a very different kind.
himself), "

thought (" said,"

sc.

to

My

hand shall not be upon him, but let the hand of
the Philistines be upon him;" i.e. I will not put him to death
the Philistines may do that. When Saul's reason had returned,
he shrank from laying hands upon David again, as he had done
before in a fit of madness. He therefore hoped to destroy him
through the medium of the Philistines. Ver. 18. But David

—

replied with true humility, without suspecting the craftiness of

Saul

:

u

Who am

family in
"]}

V

is

I,-

and what

is

my

J

a

expression,

difficult

different ways, as the

"what

is

Israel, that

my

condition in

life,

should become son-in-law

my father's

to the

king ?"

and has been translated in
meaning which suggests itself first (viz.

life") is neither reconcilable with the *Q (the

interrogative personal pronoun), nor suitable to the context.

Gesenius (Thes. p. 471) and Bottcher give the meaning "people"
for D^n, and Ewald (Gramm. § 179, b) the meaning. "family."
But neither of these meanings can be established. D,s n seems
evidently to signify the condition in

life,

the relation in which
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D is to be explained on the
ground that David referred to the persons who formed the
" My fathers family " includes all
class to which he belonged.
David's meaning was, that neither on personal
his relations.
grounds, nor on account of his social standing, nor because of
his lineage, could he make the slightest pretension to the honour
of becoming the son-in-law of the king. Ver. 19. But Saul
did not keep his promise. When the time arrived for its fulfila person stands to others, and

,

—

ment, he gave his daughter

to

Adriel the Meholathite, a

—

man

of

known.1 Vers. 20-24. Michal is
The
pretext
under which Saul broke his
married to David.
promise is not given, but it appears to have been, at any rate in
This may be inferred
part, that Merab had no love to David.
from vers. 17, 18, compared with ver. 20. Michal, the younger
daughter of Saul, loved David. When Saul was told this, the
thing was quite right in his eyes. He said, " I will give her to
him, that she may become a snare to him, and the hand of the
Philistines may come upon him " (sc. if he tries to get the price
which I shall require as dowry; cf. ver. 25). He therefore said
to David, " In a second way (D^IE>3, as in Job xxxiii. 14) shalt
thou become my son-in-law"
Saul said this casually to David
but he made no reply, because he had found out the fickleness
of Saul, and therefore put no further trust in his words.
Ver.
22. Saul therefore employed his courtiers to persuade David
to accept his offer.
In this way we may reconcile in a very
simple manner the apparent discrepancy, that Saul is said to
have offered his daughter to David himself, and yet he commissioned his servants to talk to David privately of the king's

whom

nothing further

—

is

—

willingness to give

him

his daughter.

The

omission of ver. 216

from the fact that
back to vers. 17-19, which are wanting in this

in the Septuagint
D]nE>a points

is

to be explained partly

and partly also in all probability from the idea enterby the translators that the statement itself is at variance
with vers. 22 sqq. The courtiers were to talk to David 0?3,

version,

tained

" in private,"
back.
to

—Ver.

you a
1

i.e.

23.

little

as

though they were doing

David

it

behind the king's

replied to the courtiers, "

Does

it

seem

thing to become son-in-law to the king, seeing that I

Vers. 17-19 are omitted from the Septuagint version

no doubt, only because
David was concerned.

Saul's first promise

;

was without
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" Poor,"

i.e.

utterly unable to

a suitable dowry to the king.

This reply
offer
was given by David in perfect sincerity, since he could not
possibly suppose that the king would give him his daughter
without a considerable marriage portion. Vers. 24 sqq. When
this answer was reported to the king, he sent word through his
courtiers, what the price was for which he would give him his
anything

like

—

daughter.

He

required no dowry (see at Gen. xxxiv. 12), but
i.e. the slaughter of

only a hundred foreskins of the Philistines,

a hundred Philistines, and the proof that this had been done, to
avenge himself upon the enemies of the king ; whereas, as the
writer observes, Saul supposed that he should thus cause
to fall,

i.e.

—Vers.

David

bring about his death by the hand of the Philistines.

26, 27.

But David was

satisfied

with Saul's demand,

since he had no suspicion of his craftiness, and loved Michal.

Even

before the days were

full, i.e.

before the time appointed

dowry and for the marriage had arrived,
he rose up with his men, smote two hundred Philistines, and
brought their foreskins, which were placed in their full number
before the king; whereupon Saul was obliged to give him
Michal his daughter to wife. The words " and the days were
not full" (ver. 26) form a circumstantial clause, which is to be
connected with the following sentence, " David arose" etc.
David delivered twice the price demanded. " They made them
full to the king," i.e. they placed them in their full number
Vers. 28, 29. The knowledge of the fact that
before him.
David had carried out all his enterprises with success had
But when the
already filled the melancholy king with fear.
failure of this new plan for devoting David to certain death
had forced the conviction upon him that Jehovah was with
David, and that he was miraculously protected by Him ; and
when, in addition to this, there was the love of his daughter
Michal to David his fear of David grew into a lifelong enmity.
Thus his evil spirit urged him ever forward to greater and
for the delivery of the

—

;

greater

hardness of heart.

—Ver.

practical manifestation of this

30.

The

occasion for the

enmity was the success of David

engagements with the Philistines. As often as the
went out (sc. to war with Israel),
David acted more wisely and prosperously than all the servants
With this
of Saul, so that his name was held in great honour.
in all his

princes of the Philistines

N
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way

general remark the

is

prepared for the further history of

Saul's conduct towards David.

Jonathan's intercession fob davtd.

saul's

benewed

attempts to murder him. david's flight to samuel.

—CHAP. XIX.

Vers. 1-7. Jonathan warded off the first outbreak of deadly
enmity on the part of Saul towards David. When Saul spoke
to his son Jonathan and all his servants about his intention to
kill David ("HT"? n, ?$> *•«• not tnat tliey should kill David,
but u that he intended to kill him"), Jonathan reported this to

David, because he was greatly attached to him, and gave him
this advice : " Take heed to thyself in the morning ; keep thyself
in a secret place,

my father in

and hide

the field

thyself.

where thou

I will go out and stand beside
and I will talk to my father

art,

about thee (? "if., as in Deut. vi. 7, Ps. lxxxvii. 3, etc., to talk
of or about a person), and see what (sc. he will say), and show

David was to conceal himself in the field near to
it to thee."
where Jonathan would converse with his father about him ; not
that he might hear the conversation in his hiding-place, but
that Jonathan might immediately report to him the result of his
conversation, without there being any necessity for going far
away from his father, so as to excite suspicion that he was in
league with David. Vers. 4, 5. Jonathan then endeavoured
with all the modesty of a son to point out most earnestly to his

—

father the grievous wickedness involved in his conduct towards
David. " Let not the king sin against his servant, against David
for he hath not sinned against thee, and his works are very good

He

life (see at Judg.
Jehovah
hath wrought
and
3),
a great salvation of all Israel.
Thou hast seen it, and rejoiced
and wherefore wilt thou sin against innocent blood, to slay David
without a cause ?"
Vers. 6, 7. These words made an impression
upon Saul. He swore, " As Jehovah liveth, he (David) shall not
(i.e.

very useful)

and

xii.

to thee.

hath risked his

smitten the Philistines,

—

be put to death ;"

whereupon Jonathan reported these words

to

David, and brought him to Saul, so that he was with him again
as before.
But this reconciliation, unfortunately, did not last
long.

Vera. 8-17. Another great defeat which David had inflicted
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Philistines excited Saul to such

an extent, that in a

fit

of insanity he endeavoured to pierce David with his javelin

as

he was playing before him.

The words Ruach Jehovah

describe the attack of madness in which Saul threw the javelin

David according to its higher cause, and that, as implied in
Ruach Jehovah in contrast with Ruach Elohim (ch.
The
xviii. 10, xvi. 15), as inflicted upon him by Jehovah.
thought expressed is, that the growth of Saul's melancholy was
a sign of the hardness of heart to which Jehovah had given
him up on account of his impenitence. David happily escaped
this javelin also.
He slipped away from Saul, so that he hurled
the javelin into the wall whereupon David fled and escaped the
same night, i.e. the night after this occurrence. This remark
somewhat anticipates the course of the events, as the author,
at

the words

;

according to the custom of Hebrew historians, gives the result
at once, and then proceeds to describe in detail the

order of the events.

—Ver.

more exact

11. u Saul sent messengers to David's

David had first fled, " to watch him (that he
might not get away again), and to put him to death in the (next)
morning." Michal made him acquainted with this danger, and
then let him down through the window, so that he escaped.
The danger in which David was at that time is described by
him in Ps. lix., from which we may see how Saul was surrounded by a number of cowardly courtiers, who stirred up his
hatred against David, and were busily engaged in getting the
dreaded rival out of the way. Vers. 13, 14. Michal then took
the teraphim, i.e. in all probability aft image of the household
gods of the size of life, and, judging from what follows, in
human form, laid it in the bed, and put a piece of woven goats'
hair at his head, i.e. either round or over the head of the image,
and covered it with the garment (beged, the upper garment, which
was generally only a square piece of cloth for wrapping round),
and told the messengers whom Saul had sent to fetch him that
Michal probably kept teraphim in secret, like
he was ill.
Kachel, because of her barrenness (see at Gen. xxxi. 19). The
meaning of D*?yn T33 is doubtful. The earlier translators took
house," to which

—
—

it

to

mean

—

goat-skin, with the exception of the Seventy,

who

confounded "i^s with 133, liver, upon which Josephus founds
his account of Michal having placed a still moving goat's liver
in the bed, to make the messengers believe that there was a
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from "1M, signifies something
Ex. xxv. 4. But it is impossible to decide with certainty what purpose the cloth of goats'
hair was to serve ; whether it was merely to cover the head of
the teraphim with hair, and so make it like a human head, or to
cover the head and face as if of a person sleeping. The definite
article not only before D^S'in and "US, but also with Q^n T33,
breathing invalid beneath.

woven, and D'$ goats'

suggests the idea that

"I'M,

hair, as in

all

these things belonged to Michal's house

and that D'W "•'M, was probably a counterpane made
of goats' hair, with which persons in the East are in the habit of
covering the head and face when sleeping. Vers. 15 sqq. But
when Saul sent the messengers again to see David, and that
with the command, " Bring him up to me in the bed" and when
they only found the teraphim in the bed, and Saul charged
Michal with this act of deceit, she replied, " He (David) said to
me, Let me go ; why should I kill thee ?" " Behold, teraphim
were (laid) in the bed." The verb can be naturally supplied
from ver. 13. In the words " Why should I kill thee?" Michal
intimates that she did not mean to let David escape, but was
obliged to yield to his threat that he would kill her if she
furniture,

—

—

continued to refuse.

This prevarication she seems to have

considered perfectly justifiable.

Ramah, and reported
had done, partly to seek for further advice
from the prophet who had anointed him, as to his further
course, and partly to strengthen himself, by intercourse with
him, for the troubles that still awaited him. He therefore went
along with Samuel, and dwelt with him in Naioth. TCM (to be
read Tf\i according to the Chethibh, for which the Masoretes
have substituted the form Tito, vers. 19, 23, and xx. 1), from
Vers. 18-24. David fled to Samuel at

to

him

rru

or

all

that Saul

HT3, signifies

dwellings

;

but here

it is

in a certain sense a

proper name, applied to the coenobium of the pupils of the

who had assembled round Samuel in the neighbourhood of Eamah. The plural nto points to the fact, that this
coenobium consisted of a considerable number of dwellingprophets,

places or houses, connected together

by a hedge or

wall.

Vers. 19, 20. When Saul was told where this place was, he sent
messengers to fetch David. But as soon as the messengers saw
the

company

of prophets prophesying, and

there as their leader, the Spirit of

Samuel standing

God came upon
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singular tfW

is

certainly very striking

hardly to be regarded as merely a copyist's error

for the plural WVJ, because

it

is

extremely improbable that

such an error as this should have found universal admission
into the MSS.
original

;

so that

in all probability to be taken as the

it is

and correct reading, and understood

either as relating

to the leader of the messengers, or as used because the

company of messengers were regarded

as one

whole

The

body.

Xey. njjn? signifies, according to the ancient versions, an

air.

assembly, equivalent to n/iji?, from which

it

arose according to

—

Kimchi and other Rabbins by simple inversion. Ver. 21. The
same thing happened to a second and third company of messengers, whom Saul sent one after another when the thing was
reported to him.

—Vers. 22

sqq. Saul 'then set out to

Ramah

had arrived at the great pit
at Sechu (a place near Ramah with which we are not acquainted),
where Samuel and David were, and went, according to the
answer he received, to the Naioth at Ramah. There the Spirit
of God came upon him also, so that he went along prophesying,
until he came to the Naioth at Ramah
and there he even took
off his clothes, and prophesied before Samuel, and lay there
naked all that day, and the whole night as well. Diiy, <yv(ivo<;,
himself, and inquired, as soon as he

;

does not always signify complete nudity, but is also applied to
a person with his upper garment off (cf. Isa. xx. 2 ; Micah i.

8

;

John

From

xxi. 7).

in vers. 23, 24,

it

is

the repeated expression " he also"

not only evident that Saul came into an

ecstatic condition of prophesying as well as his servants, but that

the prophets themselves, and not merely the servants, took off

when they prophesied. It is only in the
the expression " he also" is not repeated

their clothes like Saul

case of

D*iJ>

?BJ1 that

;

from which we must infer, that Saul alone lay there the whole
day and night with his clothes off, and in an ecstatic state of
external unconsciousness

and the prophets

;

whereas the ecstasy of his servants

lasted only

a short time, and the clear

consciousness returned earlier than with Saul.
is

self-

This difference

not without significance in relation to the true explanation of

the

whole

affair.

the Spirit of

God

Saul had experienced a similar influence of
before, namely, immediately after his anoint-

by Samuel, when he met a company of prophets who were
prophesying at Gibeah, and he had been thereby changed into
ing
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another

man (ch.
God was

x.

6 sqq.).

This miraculous seizure by the

when he came near to
and it also affected the servants whom
he had sent to apprehend David, so that Saul was obliged to
relinquish the attempt to seize him.
This result, however, we
Spirit of

repeated again here,

the seat of the prophets

;

cannot regard as the principal object of the whole occurrence,
as Vatablus does when he says, " The spirit of prophecy came
into Saul, that

power."

David might the more

Calvin's remarks go

much

easily escape

from

his

deeper into the meaning

" God," he says, " changed their (the messengers') thoughts and
purpose, not only so that they failed to apprehend David according to the royal command, but so that they actually became the

companions of the prophets. And God effected this, that the
fact itself might show how He holds the hearts of men in His
hand and power, and turns and moves them according to His
will."

Even

this,

however, does not bring out the full meaning

of the miracle, and more especially

same thing should have happened

fails to

explain

why

the

Saul in an intensified
degree. Upon this point Calvin simply observes, that " Saul
ought indeed to have been strongly moved by these things, and
to have discerned the impossibility of his accomplishing anything by fighting against the Lord ; but he was so hardened
to

that he did not perceive the hand of God : for he hastened to
;"
Naioth himself, when he found that his servants mocked him

and

on Saul's part he discovers a sign of his
Saul and his messengers, the
zealous performers of his will, ought no doubt to have learned,
from what happened to them in the p»esence of the prophets,
that God had the hearts of men in His power, and guided them
at His will ; but they were also to be seized by the might of the
Spirit of God, which worked in the prophets, and thus brought
to the consciousness, that Saul's raging against David was
fighting against Jehovah and His Spirit, and so to be led to
give up the evil thoughts of their heart. Saul was seized by
this mighty influence of the Spirit of God in a more powerful
manner than his servants were, both because he had most obstinately resisted the leadings of divine grace, and also in order
that, if it were possible, his hard heart might be broken and
subdued by the power of grace. If, however, he should nevertheless continue obstinately in his rebellion against God, he
in this proceeding

increasing hardness of heart.
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under the judgment of hardening, which would
This new occurrence in

be speedily followed by his destruction.

Saul's life occasioned a renewal of the proverb

among

the prophets f"

The words "

imply that the proverb was
it

received a

new

first

wherefore

used at

:

"

tliey

this time,

exemplification and basis in the

Saul's experience.

The origin

of

it

Is

Saul also

say" do not

but only that

new event

in

has been already mentioned

and the meaning of it was there explained.
This account is also worthy of note, as having an important

in ch. x. 12,

bearing upon the so-called Schools of the Prophets in the time
we have only casual allusions.

of Samuel, to which, however,

we learn that there was a company
Kamah, under the superintendence of Samuel,
whose members lived in a common building (TVU), and that
Samuel had his own house at Ramah (ch. vii. 17), though he

From

the passage before us

of prophets at

sometimes lived in the Naioth

(cf. vers.

18

sqq.).

The

and history of these schools are involved in obscurity.
bear in mind,

that, according to ch.

iii.

1,

origin
If

we

before the call of

Samuel as prophet, the prophetic word was very rare in Israel,
and prophecy was not widely spread, there can be no doubt
that these unions of prophets arose in the time of Samuel, and
were called into existence by him. The only uncertainty is
whether there were other such unions in different parts of the
Ramah. In ch. x. 5, 10, we find a band
of prophesying prophets at Gibeah, coming down from the
sacrificial height there, and going to meet Saul ; but it is not
stated there that this company had its seat at Gibeah, although
it may be inferred as probable, from the name " Gibeah of God"

land beside the one at

No further mention is
(see the commentary on ch. x. 5, 6).
made of these in the time of Samuel ; nor do we meet with
them again till the times of Elijah and Elisha, when we find
them, under the name of sons of the prophets (1 Kings xx. 35),
living in considerable numbers at Gilgal, Bethel, and Jericho
Accord(vid. 2 Kings iv. 38, ii. 3, 5, 7, 15, iv. 1, vi. 1, ix. 1).
ing to ch. iv. 38, 42, 43, about a hundred sons of the prophets
sat

before Elisha at Gilgal, and took their meals together.

The

number at Jericho may have been quite as great ; for fifty men
of the sons of the prophets went with Elijah and Elisha to the
ii. 7 with vers. 16, 17).
These passages
very probable that the sons of the prophets also lived

Jordan (comp. ch.
render

it
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iu a

common

tainty

by

house.

And
In

ch. vi. 1 sqq.

this conjecture is raised into

this passage, for

represented as saying to Elisha

thee

is

too strait for us

;

let

:

" The place where we

It

is

true that

ver. 1, after DB* 1329,

we

might,

" to

sit

before

us go to the Jordan, and let each

one fetch thence a beam, and build ourselves a place
there."

a cer-

example, they are

sit

if

to

dwell in

necessary, supply VJB? from

before thee," and so understand

more commodious place of meeting. But if they built it by the Jordan,
we can hardly imagine that it was merely to serve as a place
of meeting, to which they would have to make pilgrimages from
the words as merely referring to the erection of a

a distance, but can only assume that they intended to live there,

and assemble together under the superintendence of a prophet.
In all probability, however, only such as were unmarried lived
in a common building. Many of them were married, and therefore most likely lived in houses of their own (2 Kings iv. 1 sqq.).
We may also certainly assume the same with reference to the
unions of prophets in the time of Samuel, even if it is impossible to prove that these unions continued uninterruptedly from
the time of Samuel down to the times of Elijah and Elisha.
Oehler argues in support of this, " that the historical connection,

which can be traced

in the influence of

the time of Samuel forwards,

may

prophecy from

be most easily explained

from the uninterrupted continuance of these supports ; and also
that the large number of prophets, who must have been already
there according to 1 Kings xviii. 13 when Elijah first appeared,
points to the existence of such unions- as these."
torical connection

But the

his-

in the influence of prophecy, or, in other

words, the uninterrupted succession of prophets, was also to be
found in the kingdom of Judah both before and after the times
of Elijah and Elisha, and down to the Babylonian captivity,
without our discovering the slightest trace of any schools of the
prophets in that kingdom.
All that can be inferred from
1 Kings xviii. is, that the large number of prophets mentioned
there (vers. 4 and 13) were living in the time of Elijah, but not
that they were there when he first appeared. The first mission
of Elijah to king Ahab (ch. xvii.) took place about three years
before the events described in 1 Kings xviii., and even this first
appearance of the prophet in the presence of the king is not to

be regarded as the commencement of his prophetic labours.
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How
the

long Elijah had laboured before he announced to Ahab
judgment of three years' drought, cannot indeed be decided

but

if

we

consider that he received instructions to call Elisha

and successor not very long after this period
judgment
had
expired (1 Kings xix. 16 sqq.), we may cerof
tainly assume that he had laboured in Israel for many years,
to be his assistant

and

may

therefore have founded unions of the prophets.

addition, however, to the absence of

any

In

allusion to the con-

tinuance of these schools of the prophets, there

is

another thing

which seems to preclude the idea that they were perpetuated
from the time of Samuel to that of Elijah, viz. the fact that
the schools which existed under Elijah and Elisha were only to
be found in the kingdom of the ten tribes, and never in- that of
Judah, where we should certainly expect to find them if they had
been handed down from Samuel's time. Moreover, Oehler also
acknowledges that "the design of the schools of the prophets, and
apparently their constitution, were not the same under Samuel
This is confirmed by the fact, that
as in the time of Elijah."
the members of the prophets' unions which arose under Samuel
are never called " sons of the prophets," as those who were
under the superintendence of Elijah and Elisha invariably are
(see the passages quoted above).

seem to

much more

this peculiar epithet

intimate relation to Elijah and Elisha, as their

spiritual fathers,

Samuel as
not

Does not

indicate, that the " sons of the prophets" stood in a

mean

than the BWaa?

their president ? (1
filii prophetce, i.e.

^n

Sam.

sons

or

BWan

xix. 20.)

who

npr6 did to

OWaan

133

are prophets, as

maintain, though without being able to show that

'p.?

iS

<j

oes

some
ever

used in this sense, but filii prophetarum, disciples or scholars of
the prophets, from which

it is

very evident that these sons of

the prophets stood in a relation of dependence to the prophets

and

i.e. of subordination to them, and followed
and admonitions. They received commissions
from them, and carried them out (yid. 2 Kings ix. 1). On the
other hand, the expressions <on and ?V?n? simply point to combinations for common working under the presidency of Samuel,
although the words B[}vJ! 3W certainly show that the direction
of these unions, and probably the first impulse to form them,
proceeded from Samuel, so that we might also call these societies

(Elijah

Elisha),

their instructions

schools of the prophets.
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The

opinions entertained with regard to the nature of these

anions, and their importance in relation to the development of

the kingdom of

God

in Israel, differ very widely

from one

Whilst some of the fathers (Jerome for example)
looked upon them as an Old Testament order of monks ; others,
such as Tennemann, Meiners, and Winer, compare them to the
Pythagorean societies. Kranichfeld supposes that they were
free associations, and chose a distinguished prophet like Samuel
as their president, in order that they might be able to cement
their union the more firmly through his influence, and carry out
1
The truth lies between
their vocation with the greater success.
these two extremes. The latter view, which precludes almost
every relation of dependence and community, is not reconcilable
with the name " sons of the prophets," or with ch. xix. 20, where
Samuel is said to have stood at the head of the prophesying
prophets as 0?1y$| 35B, and has no support whatever in the
Scriptures, but is simply founded upon the views of modern
another.

times and our ideas of liberty and equality.

The

prophets'

unions had indeed so far a certain resemblance to the monastic
orders of the early church, that the

members

lived together in

the same buildings, and performed certain sacred duties in
; but if we look into the aim and purpose of monasthey were the very opposite of those of the prophetic

common
ticism,
life.

The

prophets did not wish to withdraw from the tumult

of the world into solitude, for the purpose of carrying on a

contemplative
life

and

its

life

of holiness in this retirement from the earthly

affairs

;

but their unions were associations formed

and spiritual training, that they
might exert a more powerful influence upon their contemporaries.
They were called into existence by chosen instruments of the Lord, such as Samuel, Elijah, and Elisha, whom
the Lord had called to be His prophets, and endowed with a
peculiar measure of His Spirit for this particular calling, that
they might check the decline of religious life in the nation,
and bring back the rebellious u to the law and the testimony."
for the purpose of mental

Monach. c. 7) " The sons of
Old Testament, built themselves cells near the streams of the Jordan, and, forsaking the crowded
cities, lived on meal and wild rerbs."
Compare with this his Epist. xiii.
ad PavUn, c. 5.
1

Compare Jerome

the prophets,

{Epist. iv.

ad

Rustic.

whom we call the monks

:

of the
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life,

from the external world,

so long as

and cut them-

will only separate

so far as the world itself

opposes them, and pursues them with hostility and persecution.

The name " schools

of the prophets" is the one which expresses
most fully the character of these associations; only we must
not think of them as merely educational institutions, in which

the pupils of the prophets received instruction in prophesying
or in theological studies. 1

We

are not in possession indeed of

any minute information concerning their constitution. Prophesying could neither be taught nor communicated by instruction, but was a gift of God which He communicated according
to His free will to whomsoever He would.
But the communication of this divine gift was by no means an arbitrary thing,
but presupposed such a mental and spiritual disposition on the
part of the recipient as

fitted

him

to receive it

;

whilst the

exercise of the gift required a thorough acquaintance with the

law and the

earlier revelations of

God, which the schools of

the prophets were well adapted to promote.
justly

and

It is therefore

generally assumed, that the study of the law and of

the history of the divine guidance of Israel formed a leading

feature in the occupations of the pupils of the prophets, which
also

included the cultivation of sacred poetry and music, and

united exercises for the promotion of the prophetic inspiration.

That the study of the earlier revelations of God was carried on,
may be very safely inferred from the fact that from the time
of Samuel downwards the writing of sacred history formed an
essential

part of the prophet's labours, as has been already

iv. pp. 9, 10 (translation).
The cultivation of
music and poetry may be inferred partly from the fact

observed at vol.
sacred
that,
1

according to ch.

walked in front of the

x. 5, musicians

Thus the Rabbins regarded them

as

Brno
Via and
t
t
;

:

•

the earlier theo-

••

logians as colleges, in which, as Vitringa expresses

it,

" philosophers, or

if

you please theologians, and candidates or students of theology, assembled
for the purpose of devoting themselves assiduously to the study of divinity
under the guidance of some one who was well skilled as a teacher ;" whilst
others regarded them as schools for the training of teachers for the people,
and leaders in the worship of God. The English Deists Morgan for example regarded them as seats of scientific learning, in which the study

—

of history, rhetoric, poetry, natural science,

—

and moral philosophy was

carried on.
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prophesying prophets, playing as they went along, and partly
also

from the fact that sacred music not only received a fresh

who stood in a close relation to the assoEamah, but was also raised by him into
public worship. At the same time, music

impulse from David,

ciation of prophets at

an integral part of
was by no means cultivated merely that the sons of the prophets
might employ it in connection with their discourses, but also as
means of awakening holy susceptibilities and emotions in the
soul, and of lifting up the spirit to God, and so preparing it
for the reception of divine revelations (see at 2 Kings iii. 15).
And lastly, we must include among the spiritual exercises prophesying in companies, as at Gibeah (ch. x. 5) and Eamah (ch.
xix. 20).

The outward occasion
we have to seek for

nities

for the formation of these

commu-

partly in the creative spirit of the

prophets Samuel and Elijah, and partly in the circumstances

The time

of Samuel forms a
Old Testament kingdom
of God.
Shortly after the call of Samuel the judgment fell
upon the sanctuary, which had been profaned by the shameful

of the times in which they lived.

turning-point in the development of the

conduct of the priests

:

the tabernacle lost the ark of the cove-

nant, and ceased in consequence to be the scene of the gracious

God

Thus the task fell upon Samuel, as
new house for that religious
life which he had kindled, by collecting together into closer communities, those who had been awakened by his word, not only for
the promotion of their own faith under his direction, but also for

presence of

in Israel.

prophet of the Lord, to found a

joining with him in the spread of the fear of
to the law of the
as, in

Lord among

the time of Samuel,

it

God and obedience

their contemporaries.

was the

fall

But just

of the legal sanctuary

and priesthood which created the necessity for the founding of
schools of the prophets ; so in the times of Elijah and Elisha,
and in the kingdom of the ten tribes, it was the utter absence
of any sanctuary of Jehovah which led these prophets to found
societies of prophets, and so furnish the worshippers of Jehovah,
who would not bend their knees to Baal, with places and means
of edification, as a substitute for what the righteous in the
kingdom of Judah possessed in the temple and the Levitical
priesthood.
But the reasons for the establishment of prophets'
schools were not to be found merely in the circumstances of
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There was a higher reason

still,

which must not

be overlooked in our examination of these unions, and their
importance in relation to the theocracy.

We may learn

the fact that the disciples of the prophets

who were

from

associated

together under Samuel are found prophesying (ch. x. 10, xix.
20), that they

were

also seized

the Divine Spirit which

ence upon

all

who came

by the

Spirit of

God, and that

moved them exerted a powerful
into contact with them.

the founding of associations of prophets

operation of divine grace, which

is

is

influ-

Consequently

to be regarded as an

generally manifested with

the greater might where sin most mightily abounds. As
Lord raised up prophets for His people at the times when
apostasy had become great and strong, that they might resist

all

the

idolatry with almighty

power

;

so did

He

also create for himself

organs of His Spirit in the schools of the prophets,

who

with their spiritual fathers in fighting for His honour.

by no means an

united
It

was

accidental circumstance, therefore, that these

unions are only met with in the times of Samuel and of the

prophets Elijah and Elisha. These times resembled one another

them idolatry had gained the upper
hand ; though, at the same time, there were some respects in
which they differed essentially from one another. In the time
of Samuel the people did not manifest the same hostility to the
prophets as in the time of Elijah.
Samuel stood at the head
of the nation as judge even during the reign of Saul; and after
the rejection of the latter, he still stood so high in authority
and esteem, that Saul never ventured to attack the prophets
even in his madness. Elijah and Elisha, on the other hand,
stood opposed to a royal house which was bent upon making
the worship of Baal the leading religion of the kingdom ; and
they had to contend against priests of calves and prophets of
Baal, who could only be compelled by hard strokes to acknowledge the Lord of Sabaoth and His prophets.
In the case of
the former, what had to be done was to bring the nation to a
recognition of its apostasy, to foster the new life which was just
awakening, and to remove whatever hindrances might be placed
in its way by the monarchy.
In the time of the latter, on the
contrary, what was needed was " a compact phalanx to stand
against the corruption which had penetrated so deeply into the
nation."
These differences in the times would certainly not be
in the fact, that in both of
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without their influence upon the constitution and operations of
the schools of the prophets.

Jonathan's last attempt to reconcile his father to
david. chap. xx.-xxi. 1.

—

Vers. 1-11. After the occurrence which had taken place at

whom he
poured out his heart. 1 Though he had been delivered for the
moment from the death which threatened him, through the marvellous influence of the divine inspiration of the prophets upon
Saul and his messengers, he could not find in this any lasting
Naioth, David fled thence and met with Jonathan, to

He

protection from the plots of his mortal enemy.

therefore

sought for his friend Jonathan, and complained to him, " What

have I done? what is my crime, my sin before thy father, that
he seeks my life ? " Ver. 2. Jonathan endeavoured to pacify
him : " Far be it ! thou shalt not die : behold, my father does no-

—

thing great or small

and Num.
father hide

xxii.

(i.e.

this thing

stands for k>

not the smallest thing ; cf . ch. xxv. 36

why should my
The fa after fl|n

18) that he does not reveal to me;

from me?

It is not so."

the Chethibh nfc^ is probably to be preferred to
and to be understood in this sense " My father
has (hitherto) done nothing at all, which he has not told to me."
This answer of Jonathan does not presuppose that he knew
the Keri

:

ns?J£,

:

nothing of the occurrences described in ch. xix. 9-24, although

enough that he might not have been with his father
; but it is easily explained from the fact that
Saul had made the fresh attack upon David's life in a state of
madness, io which he was no longer master of himself ; so that
it could not be inferred with certainty from this that he would
it is

possible

just at that time

1
According to Ewald and Thenius, this chapter was not written by the
author of the previous one, but was borrowed from an earlier source, and
ver. 1 was inserted by the compiler to connect the two together.
But the

—

namely, that David could never have
thought of sitting at the royal table again after what had taken place, and

principal reason for this conjecture

—

have expected him to come is overthrown by the
that Saul had hitherto attempted against David,
according to ch. xix. 8 sqq., had been done in fits of insanity (cf. ch. xix.
9 sqq.), which had passed away again j so that it formed no criterion by
which to judge of Saul's actual feelings towards David when he was in a

that Saul would

still less

simple suggestion, that

state of

all

mental sanity.
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a state of clear consciousness.

Hitherto Saul had no doubt talked over

all his

plans and under-

takings with Jonathan, but he had not uttered a single

him about
so

his deadly hatred, or his intention of killing

word to
David

that Jonathan might really have regarded his previous

upon David's life as nothing more than symptoms of
temporary aberration of mind. Ver. 3. But David had looked
deeper into Saul's heart. He replied with an oath (" he sware
again," i.e. a second time), " Thy father knoweih that I have

attacks

—

found favour in thine eyes (i.e. that thou art attached to me) ;
and thinketh Jonathan shall not know this, lest he be grieved.
But truly, as surely as Jehovah liveth, and thy soul liveth, there is
hardly a step (lit. about a step) between me and death." '3 in-

—

troduces the substance of the oath, as in ch. xiv. 44, etc. Ver.
4. When Jonathan answered, " What thy soul saith, will I do to
thee,"

let

me

every wish, David made this request, " Behold,
new moon, and I ought do sit and eat with the king

i.e. fulfil

to-morrow

is

go, that

I may

a feast at the

(i.e. in the open
This request implies that Saul gave

conceal myself in the field

air) till the third evening."

new moon, and

therefore that the

new moon was

not merely a religious festival, according to the law in

Num.

was kept as a civil festival also,
and in the latter character for two days ; as we may infer both
from the fact that David reckoned to the third evening, i.e.
the evening of the third day from the day then present, and
therefore proposed to hide himself on the new moon's day and
the day following, and also still more clearly from vers. 12, 27,
and 34, where Saul is said to have expected David at table on
the day after the new moon.
We cannot, indeed, conclude
from this that there was a religious festival of two days' duration ; nor does it follow, that because Saul supposed that David
might have absented himself on the first day on account of
Levitical uncleanness (ver. 26), therefore the royal feast was a
It was evidently contrary to social propriety
sacrificial meal.
to take part in a public feast in a state of Levitical uncleanness,
x. 10, xxviii.

11-15, but that

even though

it is

it

not expressly forbidden in the law.

—Ver.

6.

If thy father should miss me, then say, David hath asked permission of me to hasten to Bethlehem, his native town; for there is
*

This ground of
and households were accustomed to

a yearly sacrifice for the whole family there."

excuse

shows

that families
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keep united sacrificial feasts once a year. According to the law
in Deut. xii. 5 sqq., they ought to have heen kept at the tabernacle ; but at this time, when the central sanctuary had fallen
into disuse, they were held in different places, wherever there
were
xvi.

—

altars of

2 sqq.).

Jehovah as, for example, at Bethlehem (cf. ch.
see from these words that David did not look

We

upon prevarication
well, there is

peace

as a sin.

—Ver.

to thy servant (i.e.

thoughts against me)

;

7.

u

If thy father

says, It

is

he cherishes no murderous

but if he be very wroth,

know

that evil is

hence to be firmly
and unalterably determined (cf. ch. xxv. 17; Esther vii. 7). Seb.
Schmidt infers from the closing words that the fact was certain
enough to David, but not to Jonathan. Thenius, on the other
determined by him."

hand, observes

n?3, to

much more

be completed

;

correctly, that "it

is

perfectly obvious

from this that David was not quite clear as to Saul's intentions,"
though he upsets his own previous assertion, that after what
David had gone through, he could never think of sitting again
Ver. 8. David made
at the king's table as he had done before.
sure that Jonathan would grant this request on account of his
friendship, as he had brought him into a covenant of Jehovah
with himself
David calls the covenant of friendship with
Jonathan (ch. xviii. 3) a covenant of Jehovah, because he had
made it with a solemn invocation of Jehovah. But in order to
make quite sure of the fulfilment of his request on the part of
Jonathan, David added, " But if there is a fault in me, do thou
kill me (HPIS used to strengthen the suffix) ; for why wilt thou
bring me to thy father f " sc. that he may put me to death.
Ver. 9. Jonathan replied, " This be far from thee ! " sc. that I
should kill thee, or deliver thee up to my father. n7?n points
back to what precedes, as in ver. 2. " But (*3 after a previous

—

negative assertion) if I certainly discover that evil is determined
by my father to come upon thee, and I do not tell it thee," sc.
" may God do so to me," etc. The words are to be understood

an asseveration on oath, in which the formula of an oath is
This view is apparently a more
correct one, on account of the cop. 1 before K% than to take
as

to be supplied in thought.

the last clause as a question, " Shall I not
10.

To

me f "

this friendly assurance

sc.

how thy

David

thee ? "

—Ver.

Who will tell
concerning me ; " or

replied,

father expresses himself

what will thy father answer

tell it

"

thee roughly t " sc. if

thou shouldst
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This

is the correct explanation given
Gesenius and Thenius, on the contrary, take te in the sense of " if perchance."
But this is evidently incorrect ; for even though there are certain passages in

by

De Wette

which is
is

may

it

thyself.

and Manrer.

be so rendered,

it is

only where some other case

supposed, and therefore the meaning or

still lies

at the foun-

These questions of David were suggested by a correct

dation.

estimate of the circumstances, namely, that Saul's suspicions

would leave him to the conclusion that there was some understanding between Jonathan and David, and that he would take
steps in consequence to prevent Jonathan from making David
acquainted with the result of his conversation with Saul.

—Ver.

Jonathan asked David
to go with him to the field, that they might there fix upon the
sign by which he would let him know, in a way in which no
one could suspect, what was the state of his father's mind.
Vers. 12-23. In the field, where they were both entirely
free from observation, Jonathan first of all renewed his covenant with David, by vowing to him on oath that he would give
him information of his father's feelings towards him (vers. 12,
11. Before replying to these questions,

13)

;

and then

entreated him, with a certain presentiment that

David would one day be king, even then to maintain his love
towards him and his family for ever (vers. 14-16) ; and lastly,
he made David swear again concerning his love (ver. 17), and
then gave him the sign by which he would communicate the
Vers. 12 and 13a are
promised information (vers. 18-23).
connected. Jonathan commences with a solemn invocation of
God: "Jehovah, God of Israel!" and thus introduces his oath.
We have neither to supply "Jehovah is witness" nor "as truly
" When I inquire
as Jehovah liveth," as some have suggested.

—

of my father about
(a concise

etc.

this time

it

and

is (stands) well

The

oath: see ch. xiv. 44).

an adversative particle
against thee

and

to-morrow, the day after to-morrow

of saying 'to-morrow or the day after'),

for David, and then I do not send to
and make it known to thee, Jehovah shall do so to Jonathan,"
(" The Lord do so," etc., the ordinary formula used in an

behold
tliee

mode

let

(lit.

:

other case

" If

it

as regards evil),

is

then added without

I will make

thee go, that ilwu mayest go in peace

with thee, as

He has

been with

my

should please

my father." In

father evil

known to thee,
and Jehovah be

it
;

this

wish there

is

o
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expressed the presentiment that David would one day occuj. v
that place in Israel which Saul occupied then,

—In

i.e.

the throne.

14 and 15 the Masoretic text gives no appropriate
meaning. Luther's rendering, in which he follows the Rabbins
and takes the first *6] (ver. 14) by itself, and then completes
the sentence from the context (" but if I do it not, show me no
vers.

mercy, because I

live,

not even

certain permissible sense

when

if

I die "), contains indeed a

considered in itself; but

it is

hardly reconcilable with what follows, " and do not tear away
The request that he
thy compassion for ever from my house."
would show no compassion to him (Jonathan) even if he died,

and yet would not withdraw his compassion from his house for
an antithesis which would have been expressed
most clearly and unambiguously in the words themselves, if this
had been really what Jonathan intended to say. De Wette's
rendering gives a still more striking contradiction " But let not
ever, contains

:

(Jehovah be with thee) if I still
love of Jehovah to me, that I die

and thou showest not the
not, and thou wilhdrawest not
There is really no other
thy love from my house for ever."
course open than to follow the Syriac and Arabic, as Maurer,
Thenius, and Ewald have done, and change the &\ in the first
two clauses of ver. 14 into
or tO\, according to the analogy
of the form &b (ch. xiv. 30), and to render the passage thus
" And mayest thou, if I still live, mayest thou show to me the
favour of the Lord, and not if I die, not withdraw thy favour
from my house for ever, not even (tCT) when Jehovah shall cut
!"
off the enemies of David, every one from the face of the earth
" The favour of Jehovah " is favour such as Jehovah shows to
His people. The expression " when Jehovah shall cut off,"
etc., shows very clearly Jonathan's conviction that Jehovah
would give to David a victory over all his enemies. Ver.
16. Thus Jonathan concluded a covenant with the house of
David, namely, by bringing David to promise kindness to his
family for ever. The word rC]Z must be supplied in thought
" And Jehovah
to JTd», as in ch. xxii. 8 and 2 Chron. vii. 18.
required it (what Jonathan had predicted) at the hand of
live,

W

—

David's enemies."

Understood in

this

manner, the second

clause contains a remark of the historian himself, namely, that

Jonathan's words were really fulfilled in due time.
The
traditional rendering of B>gW as a relative preterite, with IDS
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understood, " and said, Let Jehovah take vengeance"

is not only
precluded by the harshness of the introduction of the word

"saying," but still more by the fact, that if *l?K (saying) is
introduced between the copula vav and the verb B^a, the
perfect cannot stand for the optative

—Ver. 17. "And Jonathan

as in Josh. xxii. 23.

t^i??,

adjured David again by his love

him, because he loved him as his

own soul"

to

(cf. ch. xviii. 1, 3)

he once more implored David most earnestly with an oath
show favour to him and his house. Vers. 18 sqq. He then
discussed the sign with him for letting him know about his
father's state of mind : " To-morrow is new moon, and thou wilt
be missed, for thy seat will be empty" sc. at Saul's table (see
" And on the third day come down quickly (from
at ver. 5).
thy sojourning place), and go to the spot where thou didst hide
thyself on the day of the deed, and place thyself by the side of
i.e.

—

to

the stone Ezel."

without
verb

The first words in this (19th) verse
The meaning " on the third day"

KW cannot be

for the

Arabic usage

is

Tpvfo&n, the third day,

Ges. Thes.

(yid.

down"

violently

sustained by parallel passages, but

by

established, partly

more

rectness of the text
is

are not

difficulty.

is

s. v.).

striking

after Tin,

"li<D

still.

fully

is

and partly by the
lit.

"go

Nevertheless the cor-

not to be called in question, since

1W2&
by

sustained by Tpio-o-evaei in the Septuagint, and 1KD Tin

descende ergo festinus in the Vulgate, and also by the rendering
in the Chaldee, Arabic,

day thou

wilt

be missed

and Syriac
still

versions,

more," which

" and on the third
evidently merely

is

a conjecture founded upon the context.

The meaning

of

n Q
i-'2?
^f is doubtful.. Gesenius, De Wette, and Maurer
render it " on the day of the deed," and understand it as referring to Saul's deed mentioned in ch. xix. 2, viz. his design of
killing David ; others render it " on the day of business," i.e.
n

LXX. and Vulgate), but
not so good a rendering. The best is probably that of
Thenius, "on the day of the business" (which is known to thee).
Nothing further can be said concerning the stone Ezel than
that Ezel is a proper name.
Ver. 20. " And I will shoot off

the working day (Luther, after the
this is

—

three
the
to

arrows

mark"
CJfnn

is

to the side

i.e.

of

it

(the stone Ezel), to shoot for

as if shooting at the mark.

The

article

me

at

attached

either to be explained as denoting that the historian

assumed the thing

as already well

known, or on the supposition
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that Jonathan went to the field armed,
sign pointed to the arrows in his quiver.

and when giving the
In the word

n*[¥

the

n— is not a mere toneless n,
having
given up its strong breathalthough it has no mappik,
ing on account of the harsh ¥ sound. Ver. 21. " And, behold
(ftiil, directing attention to what follows as the main point), /

Raphe

indicates that the suffix of

—

If 1 shall say to
arrows are from thee hithertoards, fetch

will send the boy (saying), Go, get the arrows.
the boy, Behold, the

them ; then come, for peace is to thee, and it is nothing, as truly
as Jelwvah liveth."
Ver. 22. " But if I say to the youth, Behold,
the arrows are from tJiee farther off; then go, for Jehovah sendeth

—

thee

away,"

was

just as simple as

i.e.

bids thee
it

flee.

was

The appointment

of this sign

suitable to the purpose.

—Ver.

23.

This arrangement was to remain an eternal secret between
them. " And (as for) the word that we have spoken, I and thou,
behold, the Lord is between me and thee for ever" namely, a
witness and judge in case one of us two should break the

covenant

(vid.

Gen. xxxi. 48, 49).

This

is

implied in the

"l? had
dropped oat of the text. " The word" refers not merely to
the sign agreed upon, but to the whole matter, including the
renewal of the bond of friendship.

words, without there being any necessity to assume that

Vers. 24-34. David thereupon concealed himself in the

field,

whilst Jonathan, as agreed upon, endeavoured to apologize for

—

from the king's table. Vers. 24, 25. On the new
moon's day Saul sat at table, and as always, at his seat by the
his absence

wall,

i.e.

at the top, just as, in eastern lands at the present

day, the place of honour

is

the seat in the corner (see

"

Harmar

And

Jonathan rose vp, and
Abner seated himself by the side of Saul, and David's place remained empty." The difficult passage, " And Jonathan rose up,"

Beobachtungen

ii.

pp. 66 sqq.).

can hardly be understood in any other way than as signifywhen Abner entered, Jonathan rose from his seat by
the side of Saul, and gave up the place to Abner, in which case
all that is wanting i3 an account of the place to which Jonathan
moved. Eveiy other attempted explanation is exposed to much

etc.,

ing

that,

The suggestion made by Gesenius, that the
should be supplied before "U2K, and SB'.'J referred to Jona-

graver difficulties.
cop.

i

than (" and Jonathan rose up and

sat.

down, and Abner
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24-S4

open

to this

objection, that in addition to the necessity of supplying

^, it is

side of Saul"), as in the Syriac,

impossible to see

purpose of sitting

came," which

is

why Jonathan should have risen up for the
down again. The rendering " and Jonathan
the one adopted

cannot be philologically sustained

used to signify

is

;

by Maurer and De Wette,
inasmuch

as,

tant events, or the appearance of celebrated persons,

means simply " to come."
that

Mp

although

is

the occurrence of impor-

rise up, in the sense of

it

never

And lastly, the conjecture of Thenius,

should be altered into WBJ1, according to the senseless
LXX., irpotydaae rbv 'Iovddav, is overthrown

Dj5*l

rendering of the

by the fact, that whilst D^i? does indeed mean to anticipate or
come to meet, it never means to sit in front of, i.e. opposite to

—

a person. Ver. 26. On this (first) day Saul said nothing, sc.
about David's absenting himself, "for he thought there has (something) happened to him, that he
1

clean" (via . Lev. xv. 16 sqq.

But on
morrow

after the

come,

HW

;

is

not clean ; surely ('?) he

Deut.

xxiii. 11).

the second day, the day after the

new moon,

is

—Vers. 27

new moon

not

sqq.

(lit.

the

day : '}$>} is a nominaW,
tive, and to be joined to
and not a genitive belonging to
B^nn)^ when David was absent from table again, Saul said to
Jonathan, " Why is the son of Jesse not come to meat, neither
yesterday nor to-day?"
Whereupon Jonathan answered, as
arranged with David (compare vers. 28 and 29 with ver. 6).
" And my brother, he hath commanded me," i.e. ordered me to
as in

Ex.

vi.

13,

the second

and

TJK, the elder brother,

then at the head of the family, and arranged the

—

who was
sacrificial

Vers. 30, 31. Saul was greatly enraged at this^ and said
Jonathan, " Son of a perverse woman (TllJJJ is a participle,
Niph. fem. from nil?) of rebellion" i.e. son of a perverse and

meal.
to

—

woman (an insult offered to the mother, and therefore so much the greater to the son), hence the meaning really
is, " Thou perverse, rebellious fellow,"
" do I not know that
rebellious

—

thou hast chosen the son of Jesse to thine own shame, and to the
shame of thy mother's nakedness ? " "IH3, to choose a person out
of love, to take pleasure in a person

;

generally construed with

a pers., here with ?, althougn many Codd. have 3 here also.
" For as long as the son of Jesse liveth upon the earth, thou and
Thus Saul evithy kingdom (kingship, throne) will not stand."
dently suspected David as his

rival,

who would

either wrest the
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government from him, or at any rate after his death from his
" Now send and fetch him to me, for he is a child of death"
son.

—

he has deserved to die, and shall be put to death. Vers.
32 sqq. When Jonathan replied, u My father, why shall he die?
what has he done f" Saul was so enraged that he hurled his
Thus Jonathan saw
javelin at Jonathan (cf. ch. xviii. 11).
resolved
that his father had firmly
to put David to death, and
table
in
anger,
and did not eat that day
rose up from the
fierce
i.e.

^

'

for he

was grieved concerning David, because

done him shame.

n?3

his father

had

a substantive in the sense of unalterable resolution, like the verb in ver. 9. ^Bfa Enhn"Di' 3, on the
second day of the new moon or month.
Vers. 35-42. The next morning Jonathan made David
is

l

acquainted with what had occurred, by means of the sign agreed

upon with David. The account of this, and of the meeting
between Jonathan and David which followed, is given very
concisely, only the main points being touched upon.
In the
morning (after what had occurred) Jonathan went to the field,
in Ijfop, either " at the time agreed upon with David," or " to
the meeting with David," or perhaps better still, " according to
the appointment

(agreement) with David," and a small boy with

— Ver. 36.

To the latter he said, namely as soon as they
had come to the field, Run, get the arrows which I shoot. The
boy ran, and he shot off the arrows, " to go out beyond him," i.e.
so that the-arrows flew farther than the boy had run.
The form
him.

'Xn for YD only occurs in connection with disjunctive accents

beside the present chapter (vers. 36, 37, 38, Chethibh)
it

again in 2 Kings

ix.

24.

The

singular

is

we

find

used here with

indefinite generality, as the historian did not consider

it

neces-

sary to mention expressly, after what he had previously written,
that Jonathan shot off three arrows one after another.—Ver. 37.

When

the boy

came

to the place of the shot

arrow

(i.e.

to the

place to which the arrow had flown), Jonathan called after him,

u See, the arrow is (lies) away
from thee, farther off;" and again,
" Quickly, haste, do not stand still," that he might not see David,

who was somewhere near ; and the boy picked up the arrow and
came to his lord. The Chethibh 'Vnn is evidently the original
and the singular is to be understood as in ver. 37;
is an emendation, according to the meaning of
the words. The writer here introduces the remark in ver. 39,

reading,

the Keri D^nri
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of what had been arranged between

—Ver. 40.

Jonathan then gave the boy
and quiver), and sent him with them
to the town, that he might be able to converse with David for a
few seconds after his departure, and take leave of him unobVer. 41. When the boy had gone, David rose (from
served.
his hiding-place) from the south side, fell down upon his face to
the ground, and bowed three times (before Jonathan) ; they then
kissed each other, and wept for one another, " till David wept
his things (bow, arrows,

—

to such

strongly"

i.e.

3Mn

7VSD,

"from

used

to describe

a degree that David wept very loud.
of the south" which is the expression

the side

David's hiding-place, according to its direction in

where Jonathan was standing, has not been
by any of the early translators except Aquila
In the.Septuagint, the Chaldee, the Syriac, and

relation to the place

correctly rendered

and Jerome.
the Arabic, the statement in ver. 19

is repeated, simply because
the translators could not see the force of M?n TiXO, although it

enough in relation to what follows, according to
fled from thence southwards to Nob.
Ver. 42.
All that is given of the conversation between the two friends is
the parting word spoken by Jonathan to David " Go in peace.
What we two have sworn in the name of the Lord, saying, The
Lord be between me and thee, and between my seed and thy seed
forever:" sc. let it stand, or let us abide by it. The clause
contains an aposiopesis, which may be accounted for from
Jonathan's deep emotion, and in which the apodosis may be
gathered from the sense. For it is evident, from a comparison
of ver. 23, that the expression " for ever" must be understood
Ch. xxi. 1. David then set out
as forming part of the oath.
upon his journey, and Jonathan returned to the town. This
verse ought, strictly speaking, to form the conclusion of ch. xx. 1
The subject to "arose" is David; not because Jonathan was
the last one spoken of (Thenius), but because the following
words, " and Jonathan came," etc., are in evident antithesis to
" he arose and went."
is intelligible

—

which David

:

—

1

In our English version it does ; but in the Hebrew, which is followed
forms the opening verse of ch. xxi. In the exposition of the following chapter it has been thought better to follow the numbering of the
verses in our version rather than that of the original, although the latter is
conformed to the Hebrew. Tb.
here, it

—
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david's flight to nob, and thence to oath.
CHAP. XXI. 2-16.

—

After the information which David had received from
Jonathan, nothingVemained for him in order to save his life
but immediate flight. He could not return to the prophets at

Ramah, where he had been miraculously preserved from

the

outbreak of Saul's wrath, because they could not ensure
him permanent protection against the death with which he was
first

He

threatened.

therefore fled

first

of

all

to

Nob,

to

Ahimelech

God

through him concerning his future course (ch. xxii. 10, 15), and induced him to
give him bread and the sword of Goliath also, under the prethe high priest, to inquire the will of

text of having to perform a secret commission

with the greatest speed

vengeance upon the

;

from the king

for which Saul afterwards took fearful

priests at

Nob when

he was made ac-

quainted with the affair through the treachery of

Doeg

(vers.

David then fled to Gath to the Philistian king *A.chish
but here he was quickly recognised as the conqueror of Goliath,
and obliged to feign insanity in order to save his life, and then
1-9).

to flee

still

farther (vers. 10-15).

time he poured out before

God

and xxxiv.

9,

and the n attached

is

;

Isa. x.

32

;

mind at this
lvi.,

lii.,

—

Neh.

name is always
32 ; 2 Sam. xxi.
32) was at that time a priests' city

merely n

written aj in other places

16

of his

words of Ps.

The town of Nob or Nobeh
form nai stands for naJ here and in ch. xxii.

Vers. 1—9. David at Nob.
(unless indeed the

The state
in the

xi.

:

local, as

the

vid. ch. xxii. 11,

(ch. xxii. 19), in which, according to the following account, the

tabernacle was then standing, and the legal worship carried on.

According to Isa. x. 30, 32, it was between Anathoth (Anata)
and Jerusalem, and in all probability it has been preserved in
i.e. probably the village of Esau or
midway between Anata and Jerusalem, an hour
latter, and the same distance to the south-east of

the village of eUIsawiyeh,

Edom, which

is

from the
Gibeah of Saul (Tell el Phul), and which bears all the marks
of an ancient place, partly in its dwellings, the stones of which
date from a great antiquity, and partly in many marble columns
which are found there (vid. Tobler, Topogr. v. Jerusalem ii. p.
720). Hence v. Raumer (Pal. p. 215, ed. 4) follows Kiepert
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map which he

has appended to Robinson's Biblical Reand set down this place as the ancient Nob, for which
Robinson indeed searched in vain (see Pal. ii. p. 150). Ahimelech, the son of Ahitub, most probably the same person as
Ahiah (ch. xiv. 3), was " the priest," i.e. the high priest (see at
When David came to him, the priest " went tremch. xiv. 3).
e inquiry, " Why art thou
bling to meet him" (fiNli?? T3JJJ) w ^h
?"
The
unexpected appearance
no
with
thee
alone, and
one is
of David, the son-in-law of the king, without any attendants,
alarmed Ahimelech, who probably imagined that he had come
with a commission from the king which might involve him in
danger. David had left the few servants who accompanied him
in his flight somewhere in the neighbourhood, as we may gather
from ver. 2, because he wished to converse with the high priest
alone.
Ahimelech's anxious inquiry led David to resort to the
u The king hath commanded me
fabrication described in ver. 2
a business, and said to me, No one is to know anything of this

in the

tearches,

^

:

matter, in which

(lit.

in relation to the matter with regard to

I send thee, and which I have entrusted to thee (i.e. no one
is to know either the occasion or the nature of the commission)
and the servants I have directed to such and such a place."
which)

jn^, Poel, to cause to

ceived

no information

know, point, show.

Ahimelech had

re-

as yet concerning the most recent occur-

rences between Saul and David

and David would not confess
;
from Saul, because he was evidently
afraid that the high priest would not give him any assistance,
This falselest he should draw down the wrath of the king.
hood brought the greatest calamities upon Ahimelech and the
priests at Nob (ch. xxii. 9-19), and David was afterwards
obliged to confess that he had occasioned it all (ch. xxii. 22).
Ver. 3. " And now ivliat is under thy hand? give into my hand
to

him that he was

fleeing

(i.e. hand me) .Jive loaves, or whatever (else) is to be found."
David asked for five loaves, because he had spoken of several
attendants, and probably wanted to make provision for two or
three days (Thenius). Ver. 4. The priest answered that he

—

had no

common

bread, but only holy bread,

viz.,

according to

shew-bread that had been removed, which none but
priests were allowed to eat, and that in a sacred place ; but that
he was willing to give him some of these loaves, as David had
said that he was travelling upon an important mission from the
ver.

6,
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king, provided only that " the young

men

liad kept themselves at

had not been defiled by sexual intercourse (Lev. xv. 18). If they were clean at any rate in this
respect, he would in such a case of necessity depart from the
least

from women,"

i.e.

Levitical law concerning the eating of the shew-bread, for the

sake of observing the higher

commandment of love to a
1
5, 6, Mark ii. 25, 26).

bour (Lev. xix. 18 ; cf. Matt. xii.
5. David quieted him concerning

this scruple,

and

said,

neigh-

—Ver.
" Nay,

women have been kept from us since yesterday and the day
The use of DS ^3 may be explained from the fact,
before."
but

that in David's reply he paid more attention to the sense than
to the

form of the

concisely as possible.

priest's scruple,

The

words, "

and expressed himself as
the young men have only

if

kept themselves from women," simply meant,

if only they are
and David replied, That is certainly not the
case, but women have been kept from us so that DK '3 has the
meaning but in this passage also, as it frequently has after a
previous negative, which is implied in the thought here as in
2 Sam. xiii.*33. " When I came out, the young men's things were
holy (Levitically clean) ; and if it is an unholy way, it becomes
David does not say that the
even holy through the instrument."
young men were clean when he came out (for the rendering
given to D'njUfi 73 in the Septuagint, irdvra rh iraiSapia, is
without any critical value, and is only a mistaken attempt to
explain the word v3, which was unintelligible to the translator),
but simply affirms that trp D^Jttfl v3, i.e., according to Luther^s

not unclean

;

;

rendering (der Knaben Zeug war
(clothes, etc.)

were holy.

heilig), the young men's things
073 does not mean merely vessels,

arms, or tools, but also the dress (Deut. xxii. 5), or rather the
clothes as well as such things as were most necessary to

meet the wants of

life.

By

the coitus, or strictly speaking, by

the emissio seminis in connection with the coitus, not only were
the persons themselves defiled, but also every article of clothing

or leather upon which any of the semen

fell

(Lev. xv. 18)

;

so

was necessary for the purpose of purification that the
things which a man had on should all be washed.
David explains, with evident allusion to this provision, that the young
that

1

high
lech

it

When Mark
priest,
is

(ii. 26) assigns this action to the days of Abiathar the
the statement rests upon an error of memory, 'in which Ahinie-

confounded with Abiathar.
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perfectly clean, for the purpose of

assuring the priest that there

uncleanness attaching to them.

was not the

The

smallest Levitical

clause which follows

if

it is

an unholy way."
young men, i.e.

with his

is

to

" and
^H, the way that David was going
his purpose or enterprise, by which,

be taken as conditional, and as supposing a possible case

:

we are not to understand his request of holy bread
Ahimelecb,
but the performance of the king's commission
from
of which he had spoken. *3 *)*«, lit. besides (there is) also that,
= moreover there is also the fact, that it becomes holy through
however,

; i.e., as O. v. Gerlach has correctly explained it,
" on the supposition of the important royal mission, upon which

the instrument

David pretended

to

be

sent, through

me

as an ambassador of the

anointed of the Lord," in which, at any rate, David's meaning
really was, " the way was sanctified before God, when he, as

His chosen servant, the preserver of the true kingdom of God
in Israel, went to him in his extremity."
That v3 in the sense
of instrument is also applied to men, is evident from Isa. xiii. 5
and Jer. 1. 25. Ver. 6. The priest then gave him (what was)
holy, namely the shew-loaves "that were taken from before
Jeliovah," i.e. from the holy table, upon which they had lain
before Jehovah for seven days (yid. Lev. xxiv. 6-9). In ver. 7
there is a parenthetical remark introduced, which was of great

—

—

importance in relation to the consequences of this occurrence.

There at the sanctuary there was a man of Saul's servants,
" kept back (shut off) before Jehovah :" i.e. at the sanc-

"IXJ&, i.e.

tuary of the tabernacle, either for the sake of purification or as

a proselyte,

who wished

munion of

Israel, or

to

be received into the religious com-

because of supposed leprosy, according to

His name was Doeg the Edomite, CJTin "V3N, " the
1
strong one (i.e. the overseer) of the herdsmen of Saul."
Ver. 8.

Lev.

xiii.

4.

—

1

The Septuagint translators have rendered these words piftap ras
"feeding the mules of Saul;" and accordingly in ch. xxii. 9 also
they have changed Saul's servants into mules, in accordance with which
Thenius makes Doeg the upper herdsman of Saul. But it is very evident
that the text of the LXX. is nothing more than a subjective interpretation of the expression before us, and does not presuppose any other text,
from the simple fact that all the other ancient versions are founded upon
the Hebrew text both here and in ch. Tnrii. 9, including even the Vulgate
(potentissimus pastorum) and the clause contained in some of the MSS. of
the Vulgate (hie pascebat mulas Saul) is nothing more than a gloss that has
iftiipovf,

;
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Ahimelech whether he had not a sword or a
I Jiave neither brought my sword nor my
(other) weapons with me, because the affair of the king was pressing" i.e. very urgent, pnj, air. Xey., literally, compressed. Ver.
9. The priest replied, that there was only the sword of Goliath,
whom David slew in the terebinth valley (ch. xvii. 2), wrapped up
in a cloth hanging behind the ephod (the high priest's shoulderdress),
a sign of the great worth attached to this dedicatory
offering.
He could take that. David accepted it, as a weapon
of greater value to him than any other, because he had not only
taken this sword as booty from the Philistine, but had cut off
the head of Goliath with it (see ch. xvii. 51). When and how
this sword had come into the tabernacle is not known (see the
remarks on ch. xvii. 54). The form W3 for nta is only met

David

also asked

javelin at

hand

;

"for

—

—

with here.

On

the Piska, see at Josh.

iv. 1.

Vers. 10-15. David with Achish at

Gath.—rT>a.vid fled

from Nob to Achish of Gath. This Philistian king is called
Abimelech in the heading of Ps. xxxiv., according to the standThe fact that
ing title of the Philistian princes at Gath.
David fled at once out of the land, and that to the Philistines
at Gath, may be accounted for from the great agitation into
which he had been thrown by the information he had received
from Jonathan concerning Saul's implacable hatred. As some
years had passed since the defeat of Goliath, and the conqueror of Goliath was probably not personally known to many
of the Philistines, he might hope that he should not be recognised in Gath, and that he might receive a welcome there with
his few attendants, as a fugitive who had been driven away
by Saul, the leading foe of the Philistines.1 But in this he
and this is still more obvious in ch. xxii. 9, where
enough to H3JJ, but is altogether unsuitable in con-

crept in from the Itala

3S3 Kirn

is

applicable

;

nection with *V1B, since 3Si

keepers of animals, than

we

is

no more applied in Hebrew

to

herdsmen or

should think of speaking of presidents of asses,

Moreover, it is not till the reign of David that we read of mules
being used as riding animals by royal princes (2 Sam. xiii. 29, xviii. 9) ;
and they are mentioned for the first time as beasts of burden, along with
horses, etc.

asses, camels, and oxen, in 1 Chron. xii. 40, where they
been employed by the northern tribes to carry provisions
festival held at the recognition of David as king.
Before
sons of princes rode upon asses (vid. Judg. x. 4, xii. 14).
1
This removes the objection raised by modern critics
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was recognised at once by the

courtiers of

They said to their prince, " 7s not this David the king
land
? Have they not sung in circles, Saul hath slain his thouthe
of
Achish.

sands, and David his ten thousands ? " (cf. ch. xviii. 6, 7.) " King
of the land" they call David, not because his anointing and divine
election were known to them, but on account of his victorious
deeds, which had thrown Saul entirely into the shade. Whether
they intended by these words to celebrate David as a hero, or to
point him out to their prince as a dangerous man, cannot be
gathered from the words themselves, nor can the question be

—

decided with certainty at all (cf. ch. xxix. 5). Ver. 12. But
David took these words to heart, and was in great fear of Achish,
lest he should treat him as an enemy, and kill him. In order to
escape

this danger, "fie disguised his

to be out of his mind) in their eyes

understanding
(i.e.

(i.e.

pretended

before the courtiers of

Achish), behaved insanely under their hands (when they tried to

hold him as a madman), scribbled upon the door-wings, and let
his spittle run down into his beard"
The suffix to fa?*l is apparently superfluous, as the object, toyoviK, follows immediately
afterwards.

But

it

may be

accounted for from the circumstan-

life, as in 2 Sam. xiv. 6,
and (though these cases are not perfectly parallel) Ex. ii. 6,
Prov. v. 22, Ezek. x. 3 (cf. Gesenius' Gramm. § 121, 6, Anm.
1TM, from nw, to make signs, i.e. to scribble.
The Sept.
3).

tiality of

the conversation of every-day

credibility of the narrative before us, namely, that David would certainly
not have taken refuge at once with the Philistines, but would only have
gone to them in the utmost extremity (Thenius). It is impossible to see
how the words "he fled that day for fear of Saul" (ver. 11) are to prove

that this section originally stood in a different connection,

and are only

Unless we tear away the words in the
most arbitrary manner from the foregoing word 1713*1, they not only appear
arbitrarily inserted here (Thenius).

quite suitable, but even necessary, since David's journey to Abimelech

not a flight, or at

all

events

it is

not described as a flight in the text

David's flight from Saul really began with his departure from Nob.
less

;

was
and
Still

can the legendary origin of this account be inferred from the fact that

some years afterwards David really did take refuge with Achish in the
Philistian country (ch. xxvii. and xxix.), or the conjecture sustained that
this is only a distorted legend of that occurrence.
For if the later sojourn
of David with Achish be a historical fact, the popular legend could not
possibly have assumed a form so utterly different as the account before
us, to say nothing of the fact that this occurrence has a firm historical
support in Fs. xxxiv. L.
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and Vulgate render
smote with his

fists

make

it ervfiirdvi^eiv, impingebat, he drummed,
upon the wings of the door, which would
if they had read *|W (from l?^), which
to the condition of a madman whose saliva

it appear as
seems more suitable
ran out of his mouth.

— Vers.

14, 15.

By

this

dissimulation

David escaped the danger which threatened him for Achish
thought him mad, and would have nothing to do with him.
" Wherefore do ye bring him to me t Have I need of madmen,
;

man

me t Shall
Thus Achish refused to receive
him into his house. But whether he had David taken over the
border, or at any rate out of the town ; or whether David
went away of his own accord or whether he was taken away
by his servants, and then hurried as quickly as possible out of
that

ye have brought

this

man come

into

this

my

hither to rave against

house?"

;

the land of the Philistines,

is

not expressly mentioned, as being

of no importance in relation to the principal object of the narrative.

All that

to the cave

is

stated

is,

that he departed thence, and escaped

Adullam.

david's wanderings in judah
priests bt saul.

and moab.

—chap. xxii.

massacre op

Vers. 1-5. Having been driven away by Achish, the Philis-

king at Gath, David took refuge in the cave Adullam,
where his family joined him. The cave Adullam is not to be
sought for in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, as some have
inferred from 2 Sam. xxiii. 13, 14, but near the town Adullam,
which is classed in Josh. xv. 35 among the towns in the lowlands of Judah, and at the foot of the mountains though it
has not yet been traced with any certainty, as the caves of Deir
Dubban, of which Van de Velde speaks, are not the only large
caves on the western slope of the mountains of Judah. When
his brethren and his father's house, i.e. the rest of his family,
heard of his being there, they came down to him, evidently
because they no longer felt themselves safe in Bethlehem from
Saul's revenge.
The cave Adullam cannot have been more
than three hours from Bethlehem, as Socoh and Jarmuth, which
were near to Adullam, were only three hours and a half from
Jerusalem (see at Josh. xii. 15). Ver. 2. There a large number of malcontents gathered together round David, viz. all who
tian

;

—
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i.e.

affairs

all who were emwho were dissatis-

and

people

or with the government of

—about four hundred men, whose leader he became.

must in

all

David

probability have stayed there a considerable time.

of those who went over to him soon amounted to
hundred men (xxiii. 13), who were for the most part brave
and reckless, and who ripened into heroic men under the command of David during his long flight. A list of the bravest of
them is given in 1 Chron. xii., with which compare 2 Sam.
xxiii. 13 sqq. and 1 Chron. xi. 15 sqq.
Vers. 3-5. David
proceeded thence to Mizpeh in Moab, and placed his parents
in safety with the king of the Moabites.
His ancestress Ruth
was a Moabitess. Mizpeh : literally a watch-tower or mountain
height commanding a very extensive prospect.
Here it is
probably a proper name, belonging to a mountain fastness on
the high land, which bounded the Arboth Moab on the eastern
side of the Dead Sea, most likely on the mountains of Abarim
or Pisgah (Deut. xxxiv. 1), and which could easily be reached
from the country round Bethlehem, by crossing the Jordan near
the point where it entered the Dead Sea.
As David came to
the king of Moab, the Moabites had probably taken possession
of the most southerly portion of the eastern lands of the Israelites ; we may also infer this from the fact that, according to ch.
xiv. 47, Saul had also made war upon Moab, for Mizpeh Moab
is hardly to be sought for in the actual land of the Moabites, on

The number
six

—

the south side of the

Arnon (Mojeb).

my father and my mother go out
K£ with ns is a pregnant one

with

02m
you"

.

.

.

Kr«£, « May

The

construction

stay with

go out of their home and
I know what God will do to

me"

justice of his cause, as con-

of

:

you (Moabites). " Till
Being well assured of the

to

with the insane persecutions of Saul, David confidently
hoped that God would bring his flight to an end. His parents
remained with the king of Moab as long as David was fTTOB3,
trasted

i.e.

upon the mountain

to the

This can only refer

perfectly clear from ver. 5, where the prophet

For

it

calls

upon David not

to

height, or citadel.

place of refuge which David had found at Mizpeh Moab.
is

to

remain any longer

fTTCfB?,

Gad

but to return

the land of Judah, that the expression cannot refer either

Jo the cave Adullam, or to any other place of refuge in the
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neighbourhood of Bethlehem. The prophet Gad had probably
come to David from Samuel's school of prophets ; but whether
he remained with David from that time forward to assist him
with his counsel in his several undertakings, cannot be determined, on account of our want of information. In 1 Chron.
xxi. 9

he

is

called David's seer.

him

In the

last

year of David's

would fall
upon him from God on account of his sin in numbering the
people (2 Sam. xxiv. 11 sqq.) and according to 1 Chron. xxix.
29 he also wrote the acts of David. In consequence of this
admonition, David returned to Judah, and went into the wood
Hareth, a woody region on the mountains of Judah, which is
never mentioned again, and the situation of which is unknown.
According to the counsels of God, David was not to seek for
refuge outside the land not only that he might not be estranged
from his fatherland and the people of Israel, which would have
been opposed to his calling to be the king of Israel, but also that
he might learn to trust entirely in the Lord as his only refuge
and fortress.

reign he announced to

the punishment which

;

;

Vers. 6-23.

Murder op the

Priests bt Saul.

—Vers.

6 sqq. When Saul heard that David and the men with him
were known, i.e. that information had been received as to their
abode or hiding-place, he said to his servants when they were
gathered round him, " Hear" etc. The words, " and Saul was
sitting at

that

Gibeah under the tamarisk upon

what

the height" etc.,

show

follows took place in a solemn conclave of all the

who were gathered round their king to
upon the more important affairs of the kingdom.
This sitting took place at Gibeah, the residence of Saul, and
in the open air "under the tamarisk." n O"}2, upon the height, not
" under a grove at Ramah " (Luther) ; for Ramah is an appellative, and ilBTO, which belongs to /BWH rUTFi, is a more minute
definition of the locality, which is indicated by the definite
article (the tamarisk upon the height) as the well-known place
where Saul's deliberative assemblies were held. From the
servants of Saul,
deliberate

king's address (" hear, ye Benjaminites ; will the son of Jesse
also give you all fields and vineyards ?") we perceive that Saul

had chosen

own

tribe,

immediate attendants from the members of his
and had rewarded their services right royally.

his
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for the sake of emphasis, "

You Benmembers of

jaminites also," and not rather to Judahites, the

own tribe. The second D£f?? (before CK^) is not a dative ;
but h merely serves to give greater prominence to the object
which is placed at the head of the clause: As for all of you,
will he make (you : see Ewald, § 310, a).
Ver. 8. " That you
have all of you conspired against me, and no one informs me of

his

—

it,

since

my

at the

lit.

son makes a covenant with the son of Jesse" O'laa,
making of a covenant. Saul may possibly have

heard something of the facts related in ch. xx. 12-17 at the
same time, his words may merely refer to Jonathan's friendship
with David, which was well known to him. rwrjW, " and no
;

one of you

my

is

grieved on

my

account

.

.

.

that

my

servant (David) as a Her in wait against me,"

son has
i.e.

set

to plot

and wrest the throne to himself. We may
by his suspicions very far
beyond the actual facts. " As at this day :" cf. Deut. viii. 18,
Vers. 9, 10. The Edomite Doeg could not refrain from
etc.
yielding to this appeal, and telling Saul what he had seen when
staying at Nob ; namely, that Ahimelech had inquired of God
for David, and given him food as well as Goliath's sword. For
the fact itself, see ch. xxi. 1-10, where there is no reference
indeed to his inquiring of God ; though it certainly took place,
as Ahimelech (ver. 15) does not disclaim it.
Doeg is here
designated 35H, " the superintendent of Saul's servants," so that
against

my

see from

life,

this,

that Saul was carried

—

apparently he had been invested with the
the court.

—Vers. 11

sqq.

On

office of

marshal of

receiving this information, Saul

immediately summoned the priest Ahimelech and "all his
i.e. the whole priesthood, to Nob, to answer for
what they had done. To Saul's appeal, " Why have ye conspired

fathers house,"

against me, thou and the son of Jesse, by giving him bread?"
Ahimelech, who was not conscious of any such crime, since
David had come to him with a false pretext, and the priest had
probably but very little knowledge of what took place at court,
" And who of all
replied both calmly and worthily (ver. 14)
:

thy servants is so faithful (proved, attested, as in

Num.

xii.

7)

David, and son-in-law of the king, and having access to thy
private audience, and honoured in thy house?"
The true explanation of ^njn?tpp~7N ip may be gathered from a comparison
as

of 2

Sam.

xxiii.

23 and 1 Chron.

xi. 25,

where TODB'b occurs

p
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again, as the context clearly shows, in the sense of a privy coun-

who hears his personal revelations and converses
him about them, so that it corresponds to our " audience"
"WD, lit. to turn aside from the way, to go in to any one, or to
look after anything (Ex. iii. 3 Ruth iv. 1, etc.) hence in the

cillor of the king,

with

;

passage before us "

This

;

have access," to be attached to a person.

to

by Gesenius and most of

the explanation given

is

modern

the

whereas the early translators entirely misunderstood the passage, though they have given the meaning
correctly enough at 2 Sam. xxiii. 23.
But if this was the
and he had really done
relation in which David stood to Saul,
expositors,

had done

priest

best of his

—
—there was nothing wrong

in what the high
him ; but he had acted according to the
knowledge, and quite conscientiously as a faithful

so for a long time,

for

Ahimelech then added

subject of the king.

"Did I then

still

further (ver.

God for him

this day?"
was it the first time that I had obtained the decision of God
for David concerning important enterprises, which he had to
carry out in the service of the king?
"Far be from me," sc.
any conspiracy against the king, like that of which I am ac" Let not the king lay it as a burden upon thy servant,
cused.

15)

:

begin to inquire of

i.e.

my

whole father's house (the omission of the cop.

)Va-?a3

may

speaker)

;

1

before

be accounted for from the excitement of the

for thy servant knows not the least of all this."
had charged him with. Vers. 16, 17.

—

ntfrtaa, of all that Saul

Notwithstanding

this truthful assertion of his innocence,

Saul

pronounced sentence of death, not only upon the high priest,
but upon all the priests at Nob, and commanded his D" ?"),
" runners" i.e. halberdiers, to put the priests to death, because,
as he declared in his wrath, " their hand is with David (i.e.
because they side with David), and because they knew that he
1

fled

and did not

tell

me."

Instead of the Chethibh

probably more correct to read
although the Chethibh

may be

*?!?>

faTK, it is

according to the Ken,

accounted for

if

necessary from

a sudden transition from a direct to an indirect form of ad-

"and

he said) had not told him." This sentence
and so nearly bordering upon madness, that the
halberdiers would not carry it out, but refused to lay hands
upon " the priests of Jehovah." Ver. 18. Saul then commanded Doeg to cut down the priests, and he at once perdress:

was

(as

so cruel,

—
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formed the bloody deed. On the expression "wearing the
The allusion
linen ephod," compare the remarks at ch. ii. 18.
to

the priestly clothing, like the repetition of the expression

"priests of Jehovah," serves to bring out into

its

true light the

crime of the bloodthirsty Saul and his executioner Doeg.

The

very dress which the priests wore, as the consecrated servants

Jehovah, ought to have made them shrink from the commissuch a murder. Ver. 19. But not content with even
this revenge, Saul had the whole city of Nob destroyed, like a
city that was laid under the ban (vid. Deut. xiii. 13 sqq.).
So
of

—

sion of

completely did Saul identify his private revenge with the cause
of Jehovah, that he avenged a supposed conspiracy against his

—

own

person as treason against Jehovah the God-king. Vers.
20-23. The only one of the whole body of priests who escaped
this bloody

death was a son of Ahimelech,

named Abiathar,

who

"fled after David" i.e. to David the fugitive, and informed him of the barbarous vengeance which Saul had taken

upon the

Lord. Then David recognised and
" / knew tliat day that the Edomite Doeg

priests of the

confessed his guilt.

was there, that he {i.e. that as the Edomite Doeg was there, he)
would tell Saul : I am the cause of all the souls of thy father's
house" i.e. of their death. 3?D is used here in the sense of
being the cause of a thing, which is one of the meanings of the
verb in the Arabic and Talmudic (vid. Ges. Lex. *.».). "Stay

who seeks my life seeks thy life : for
The abstract mishmereth, protection,

with me, fear not ; for he
thou art safe with me."

keeping (Ex.

xii.

6, xvi. 33, 34), is

used for the concrete, in

The thought is the followthy life than Saul, who also wants

the sense of protected, well kept.

ing

:

As no

to kill

other

is

seeking

me, thou mayest

stay with

me

without fear, as I

am

David spoke thus in the firm belief
that the Lord would deliver him from his foe, and give him
the kingdom.
The action of Saul, which had just been
reported to him, could only strengthen him in this belief, as it
was a sign of the growing hardness of Saul, which must accelesure of divine protection.

rate his destruction.
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DAVID DELIVERS KEILAH. HE IS BETRAYED BT THE ZIPHITES,
AND MARVELLOUSLY SAVED FROM SAUL IN THE DESERT
OP MAON. CHAP. XXIII.

The following events show how, on the one hand, the Lord
gave pledges to His servant David that he would eventually
become king, but yet on the other hand plunged him into
deeper and deeper trouble, that He might refine him and train
him to be a king after His own heart. Saul's rage against the
priests at Nob not only drove the high priest into David's camp,
but procured for David the help of the " light and right" of the
high priest in all his undertakings. Moreover, after the prophet
Gad had called David back to Judah, an attack of the Philistines upon Keilah furnished him with the opportunity to show
himself to the people as their deliverer. And although this
enterprise of his exposed him to fresh persecutions on the part
of Saul, who was thirsting for revenge, he experienced in connection therewith not only the renewal of Jonathan's friendship

on

this occasion,

but a marvellous interposition on the part of

the faithful covenant

God.

—

Vers. 1-14. Eescue of Keilah. After his return to the
mountains of Judah, David received intelligence that Philistines, i.e. a marauding company of these enemies of Israel, were

and plundering the threshing-floors,
upon which the corn that had been reaped was lying ready for
fighting against Keilah,

threshing.

Judah

Keilah belonged to the towns of the lowlands of

(Josh. xv. 44)

and although

;

it

has not yet been

dis-

covered, was certainly very close to the Philistian frontier.

Ver.

2.

After receiving

Lord (through

the

this information,

David inquired of the

Urim and Thummim

of the high priest)

whether he should go and smite these Philistines, and received
an affirmative answer. Vers. 3-5. But his men said to him,
" Beliold, here in Judah we are in fear (i.e. are not safe from

—

Saul's pursuit)

;

how

shall

we go

to

Keilah against the ranks of

In order, therefore, to infuse courage into
them, he inquired of the Lord again, and received the assurance
from God, " I will give the Philistines into thy hand." He then
the Philistines t"

proceeded with his men, fought against the Philistines, drove
off their cattle, inflicted

a severe defeat upon them, and thus
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In ver. 6 a supplementary
remark is added in explanation of the expression " inquired of
the Lord," to the effect that, when Abiathar fled to David to
Keilah, the ephod had come to him. The words " to David to
delivered the inhabitants of Keilah.

Keilah " are not to be understood as signifying that Abiathar

come to David till he was in Keilah, but that when he
David (ch. xxii. 20), he met with him as he was
already preparing for the march to Keilah, and immediately
proceeded with him thither. For whilst it is not stated in ch.
xxii. 20 that Abiathar came to David in the wood of Hareth,
but the place of meeting is left indefinite, the fact that David
did not
fled

after

had already inquired of Jehovah {i.e. through the oracle of the
high priest) with reference to the march to Keilah, compels us
to assume that Abiathar had come to him before he left the
mountains for Keilah. So that the brief expression " to David
to Keilah," which is left indefinite because of its brevity, must
be interpreted in accordance with this fact. Vers. 7-9. As soon
as Saul received intelligence of David's march to Keilah, he
said, " God has rejected him (and delivered him) into my hand"

—

mean simply to look at, but also to find strange,
and treat as strange, and then absolutely to reject (Jer. xix. 4,
as in the Arabic in the fourth conjugation).
This is the
meaning here, where the construction with 'Ta is to be under" rejected and delivered into my
stood as a pregnant expression
hand" (vid. Ges. Lex. s.v.). The early translators have ren133 does not

:

dered

it

quite correctly according to the sense l?0, nreirpaKev,

without there being any reason to suppose that they
read "DO instead of 13?. " For he hath shut himself in, to come
tradidit,

(= coming,
Ver. 8.

He

or

by coming)

into

therefore called

a

all

city

with gates and bolts."

the people

(i.e.

men

—

of war)

and to besiege David
But David heard that Saul was
preparing mischief against him (lit. forging, ^*inn f from cnn
Prov. iii. 29, vi. 14, etc.), and he inquired through the oracle of
together to war, to go

and his men.

—Vers.

down

to Keilah,

9 sqq.

the high priest whether the inhabitants of Keilah would deliver
him up to Saul, and whether Saul would come down ; and as
both questions were answered in the affirmative, he departed
from the city with his six hundred men, before Saul carried out
his plan.
It is evident from vers. 9-12, that when the will of
God was sought through the Urim and Thummim, the person
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making the inquiry placed the matter before God in prayer,
and received an answer ; but always to one particular question.
For when David had asked the two questions given in ver. 11,
he received the answer to the second question only, and had to
ask the first again (ver. 12). Ver. 13. " They went whithersoever they could go" (lit. " they wandered about where they
wandered about"), i.e. wherever they could go without danger.
Ver. 14. David retreated into the desert (of Judah), to the
mountain heights (that were to be found there), and remained
on the mountains in the desert of Ziph. The " desert of Judaic
is the desert tract between the mountains of Judah and the
Dead Sea, in its whole extent, from the northern boundary of
the tribe of Judah to the Wady Fikreh in the south (see at

—

—

Josh. xv. 61).

Certain portions of this desert, however, received

names of their own, according to the names of difThe
ferent towns on the border of the mountains and desert.
desert of Ziph. was that portion of the desert of Judah which
was near to and surrounded the town of Ziph, the name of
which has been retained in the ruins of Tell Zif, an hour and
three-quarters to the south-east of Hebron (see at Josh. xv. 55).
Ver. 146. " And Saul sought him all the days, but God delivered him not into his hand."
This is a general remark,
intended to introduce the accounts which follow, of the various
" All the
attempts made by Saul to get David into his power.
different

—

days,"

i.e.

as long as Saul lived.

Vers. 15-28.

—The
vers.

David in the Deserts op Ziph and Maon.

history of David's persecution

by Saul is introduced in
made by the noble-

15-18, with the account of an attempt

minded prince Jonathan, in a private interview with his friend
David, to renew his bond of friendship with him, and strengthen
David by his friendly words for the sufferings that yet awaited
him. Vers. 15, 16 are to be connected together so as to form
one period " When David saw that Saul was come out .
and
David was in the desert of Ziph, Jonathan rose up and went to
David into the wood." n ®~p, from Bnn, with n paragogic, sig:

.

.

a wood or thicket here, however, it is probably a proper
name for a district in the desert of Ziph that was overgrown
with wood or bushes, and where David was stopping at that
time.
" There is no trace of this wood now. The land lost its
nifies

;
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ornament of trees centuries ago through the desolating hand of
man" (v. de Velde). "And strengthened his hand in God,"
i.e. strengthened his heart, not by supplies, or by money, or
any subsidy of that kind, but by consolation drawn from his
innocence, and the promises of God (yid. Judg. ix. 24 ; Jer.
" Fear not" said Jonathan to him, " for the hand of
xxiii. 14).
Saul my father will not reach thee ; and thou wilt become king
over Israel, and I will be the second to thee ; and Saul my father
Even though Jonathan had heard
also knows that it is so."
nothing from David about his anointing, he could learn from
David's course thus far, and from his own father's conduct, that
David would not be overcome, but would possess the sovereignty
after the death of Saul.
Jonathan expresses here, as his firm
conviction, what he has intimated once before, in ch. xx. 13
sqq. and with the most loving self-denial entreats David, when
he shall be king, to let him occupy the second place in the kingdom. It by no means follows from the last words (" Saul my
father knoweth"), that Saul had received distinct information
concerning the anointing of David, and his divine calling to
be king. The words merely contain the thought, he also sees
that it will come. The assurance of this must have forced itself
involuntarily upon the mind of Saul, both from his own rejection, as foretold by Samuel, and also from the marvellous
Ver. 18. After these
success of David in all his undertakings.
encouraging words, they two made a covenant before Jehovah
i.e. they renewed the covenant which they had already made by
another solemn oath ; after which Jonathan returned home, but
David remained in the wood.
;

—

The treachery of the Ziphites forms a striking contrast to
Jonathan's treatment of David.
They went up to Gibeah
to

betray to Saul the fact that David was concealed in the
their mountain heights, and indeed " upon the hill

wood upon

Hachilah, which'

Ziph

is

a

lies

to the south

flattened hill standing

of

by

the waste."
itself,

The

hill

of

of about a hundred

" There is no spot from which you can obtain
view of David's wanderings backwards and forwards
in the desert than from the hill of Ziph, which affords a true
panorama. The Ziphites could see David and his men moving
to and fro in the mountains of the desert of Ziph, and could
also perceive how he showed himself in the distance upon the
feet in height.

a better
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Hachilali on the south side of Ziph (which lies to the right
by the desert) whereupon they sent as quickly as possible to
Saul, and betrayed to him the hiding-place of his enemy" (v.

hill

;

de Velde, ii. pp. 104-5). Jeshimon does not refer here to the
waste land on the north-eastern coast of the Dead Sea, as in

Num.

but to the western side of that sea,
literally thus : " And now,

xxi. 20, xxiii. 28,

which

is

also desert.

—

Ver. 20 reads

king, to come down
according to all the desire of thy soul,
higher
ground),
which
stood
upon
come down,
(from Gibeah,

and

it is

in us to deliver

him (David)

into the

—

hand of

Ver. 21. For this treachery Saul blessed them

of

"

the king."

Be

In his

Lord, that ye have compassion upon me."

the

:

blessed

evil con-

David of seeking to become his murderer,
and therefore thanked God in his delusion that the Ziphites
had had compassion upon him, and shown him David's hidingplace.
Ver. 22. In his anxiety, however, lest David should
escape him after all, he charged them, " Go, and give still
further heed (r?H without 3?, as in Judg. xii. 6), and reconnoitre
and look at his place where his foot cometh (this simply serves as
a more precise definition of the pronominal suffix in top®, his
place), who hath seen him there (sc. let them inquire into this,
that they may not be deceived by uncertain or false reports)
science he suspected

—

:

—

for it is told me that he dealeth very subtilly." Ver. 23. They
were to search him out in every corner (the object to VH must

"And come ye again to me
when you have got some certain intelligence concerning his hiding-place), that I may go with you; and
if he is in the land, I will search him out among all the thousands
Ver. 24. With this answer the Ziph(i.e. families) of Judah."
be supplied from the context).
with

tlie

certainty

(i.e.

—

and " went

Ziph before Saul " (who would speedily
follow with his warriors) ; but David had gone farther in the
meantime, and was with his men " in the desert of Maon, in the
ites

arose

to

Maon, now Main, is
Hebron (see at
and therefore only two hours from Ziph, from

steppe to the south of the wilderness."

about three hours and three-quarters
Josh. xv. 55),

which

it is

visible.

"

The

S.S.E. of

table-land appears to terminate here

nevertheless the principal ridge of the southern mountains runs
for a considerable distance towards the south-west, whereas

towards the south-east the land
a lower table-land."

This

is

the

falls off

Arabah

more and more

into

or steppe on the right
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—

of the wilderness (v. de Velde, ii. pp. 107-8).
Ver. 25. Having
been informed of the arrival of Saul and his men (warriors),
David went down the rock, and remained in the desert of
Maon. " The rock" is probably the conical mountain of Main

(Maori), the top of which

is

now surrounded with

bably remains of a tower (Robinson, Pal.

ruins, pro-

p. 194), as the

ii.

rock from which David came down can only have been the
mountain (ver. 26), along one side of which David went with
his

men

whilst Saul

and

his warriors

went on the

other,

namely

—

when Saul pursued him into the desert of Maon. Vers. 26,
27. " And David was anxiously concerned to escape from Saul,
and Saul and his men were encircling David and his men to seize
them

but a messenger

;

from

came

to Saul.

.

.

.

Then Saul turned

The two clauses, " for Saul and
and "there came a messenger" (ver. 27),

pursuing David."

men"

(ver. 26b),

the circumstantial clauses by which the situation
defined
28.

:

the apodosis to

The

in VW

does not follow

apodosis cannot begin with

=1$'!?',

is

more

till

his

are

clearly

3E»1 in ver.

because the verb

David had thus almost inextricably
the hands of Saul ; but God saved him by the fact

does not stand at the head.
fallen into

that at that very moment a messenger arrived with the intelligence, " Hasten and go (come), for Philistines have fallen into

the land," and thus called Saul
of David.

the

name

slipping

—Ver.

28.

From

away from any

further pursuit

this occurrence the place received

of Sela-hammahlekoth, a rock of smoothnesses,"

away

or escaping, from

i??n,

in the sense of

i.e.

of

being

smooth. This explanation is at any rate better supported than
" rock of divisions, i.e. the rock at which Saul and David were
separated" (Clericus), since p?n does not

DAVID SPARES SAUL

IN

mean

THE CAVE.

to separate.

—CHAP. XXIV.

Vers. 1-8. Whilst Saul had gone against the Philistines,
left this dangerous place, and went to the mountain

David

heights of Engedi,

i.e.

the present Ain~jidy (goat-fountain), in

Dead Sea (see at Josh,
which he could reach from Maon in six or seven hours.
The soil of the neighbourhood consists entirely of limestone;
but the rocks contain a considerable admixture of chalk and
flint.
Round about there rise bare conical mountains, and

the middle of the western coast of the
xv. 62),
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even ridges of from two to four hundred feet in height, which

down to the sea. The steep mountains are interby wadys running down in deep ravines to the sea.

mostly run
sected

u

On

of caverns, which might then
David and his men, as they do for
outlaws at the present day" (Rob. Pal. p. 203). Vers. 1, 2.
When Saul had returned from his march against the Philistines, and was informed of this, he set out thither with three
thousand picked men to search for David and his men in the
all sides

the country

is full

serve as lurking-places for

—

expression " rocks of the wild goats " is
probably not a proper name for some particular rocks, but a

The

wild-goat rocks.

general term applied to the rocks of that locality on account of

the
all

number

of wild goats and chamois that were to be found in

that region, as mountain goats are

—Ver.

3.

When

still

(Rob. Pal.

p. 204).

ii.

Saul came to the sheep-folds by the way,

where there was a cave, he entered it to cover his feet, whilst
David and his men sat behind in the cave. V. de Velde (R. ii.
p. 74) supposes the place, where the sheep-folds by the roadside
were, to have been the Wady Chareitun, on the south-west of
the Frank mountain, and to the north-east of Tekoah, a very
" Rocky, precipitous walls,
desolate and inaccessible valley.
which rise up one above another for many hundred feet, form
the sides of this defile. Stone upon stone, and cliff above cliff,
without any sign of being habitable, or of being capable of
affording even a halting-place to anything but wild goats."

Near

the ruins of the village of Chareitun, hardly five minutes' walk
to the east, there

is

a large cave or chamber in the rock, with

a very narrow entrance entirely concealed by stones, and with

many
to

side vaults in

any one who has

which the deepest darkness

reigns, at least

just entered the limestone vaults

dazzling light of day.

It

may be argued

from the

in favour of the con-

is the cave which Saul entered, and at the
back of which David and his men were concealed, that this
cave is on the road from Bethlehem to Ain-jidy, and one of
the largest caves in that district, if not the largest of all, and

jecture that this

that, according to

Franks

call

it

Pococke {Beschr. des Morgenl.

ii.

a labyrinth, the Arabs Elmaama,

how

p. 61), the
i.e.

hiding-

one time thirty thousand
people hid themselves in it " to escape an evil wind," in all
probability the simoom.
The only difficulty connected with
place, whilst the latter relate

at
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from Ain-jidy, namely about

this supposition is the distance

four or five

German

miles (fifteen or twenty English), and the

nearness of Tekoah, according to which
of
is

Tekoah rather than to
a euphemism according

belongs to the desert

it

" To cover his feet"
most of the ancient versions, as in

that of Engedi.
to

Judg. iii. 24, for performing the necessities of nature, as it is a
custom in the East to cover the feet. It does not mean " to
sleep," as it is rendered in this passage in the Peschito, and also
by Michaelis and others for although what follows may seem
to favour this, there is apparently no reason why any such
euphemistic expression should have been chosen for sleep.
;

" The sides of the cave :"
4. Then David's

—Ver.

i.e.

men

the outermost or farthest sides.
said to him, " See, this is the

day of which Jehovah hath said to thee, Behold, I give thine
enemy into thy hand, and do to him what seemeth good to thee"
Although these words might refer to some divine oracle which
David had received through a prophet, Gad for example, what
follows clearly shows that David had received no such oracle
and the meaning of his men was simply this, " Behold, to-day
is the day when God is. saying to thee:" that is to say, the
speakers regarded the leadings of providence by which Saul
had been brought into David's power as a divine intimation to
David himself to take this opportunity of slaying his deadly
enemy, and called this intimation a word of Jehovah. David
then rose up, and cut off the edge of SauVs cloak privily.
Saul
had probably laid the meil on one side, which rendered it possible

for

D avid

to cut off a piece of

But his heart smote him

after

unobserved.

it

he had done

it

;

i.e.

—Ver.

5.

his conscience

reproached him, because he regarded this as an injury done to
the king himself.
fore,

—Ver.

6.

With

all

the greater firmness, there-

did he repel the suggestions of his

me from Jehovah (on Jehovah's account
that (DK,
to

my

a particle denoting an oath)

lord,

/

:

men

:

" Far be

it to

see at Josh. xxii. 29),

should do such a thing

of Jehovah, to stretch out my hand
These words of David show clearly enough that

the anointed

against him."

no word of Jehovah had come to him to do as he liked with
Saul.
Ver. 7. Thus he kept back his people with words (J'BE',

—

verbis dilacere),
*c.

and did not allow them

to rise

up against Saul,

to slay him.

Vers. 8-16. But when Saul had gone out of the cave, David
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and called, " My lord king," that when the king
looked round he might expostulate with him, with the deepest
went

out,

reverence, but yet with earnest words, that should sharpen his

conscience as to the unfounded nature of his suspicion and the

Why

"

injustice of his persecution.

dost thou hearken to words

of men, who say, Behold, David seeketh thy hurt ? Behold,
day thine eyes have seen that Jehovah hath given thee to-day

this

into

my hand in the cave, and they said (1??, thought) to kill thee, and
I spared thee:" lit. it (mine eye) spared thee (cf. Gen. xlv. 20,
Deut. vii. 16, etc., which show that ^J? is to be supplied).
Ver. 11. To confirm what he said, he then showed him the
lappet of his coat which he had cut off, and said, " My father,

In these words there

see"

an expression of the

is

childlike

reverence and affection which David cherished towards the

"For

anointed of the Lord.

and

not kill thee, learn

see

I

that

(from

cut off the lappet

and

did

this) that (there is) not evil in

my hand (i.e. that I do not go about for the purpose of injury
and crime), and that I have not sinned against thee, as thou never-

—

theless layest wait for my soul to destroy it."
Vers. 12, 13.
After he had proved to the king in this conclusive manner that
he had no reason whatever for seeking his life, he invoked the

Lord

as

avenge

judge between him and his adversary: "Jehovah will

me upon

my hand

but

thee,

will not be against thee.

As

proverb of the ancients C^Dlgn is used collectively) says,
Evil proceedeth from the evil, but my hand shall not be upon thee."
the

The meaning

is this

himself; I do not.

:

Only a wicked man could wish

attack the king, he did'

introduces ver. 14

After

whom

to avenge
he should wish to
not possess the power. This thought

—Ver.
:

14.

" After

whom

dost thou pursue ?

these similes

David meant

And

even

if

king of Israel gone out ?
dead dog, a single flea" By

is the

A

to describe himself as a perfectly

whom Saul had no occasion
be afraid, and whom the king of Israel ought to think it
beneath his dignity to pursue.
dead dog cannot bite or hurt,
and is an object about which a king ought not to trouble himharmless and insignificant man, of
to

A

self (cf.

2 Sam.

contemptible

is

ix.

8 and xvi.

included).

9,

where the idea of something

The pdint of comparison with a flea is

the insignificance of such an animal

As Saul had

(cf. ch. xxvi. 20).

—Ver.

15.

therefore no good ground for persecuting David,

the latter could very calmly

commit

his cause to the
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16-22.

He might decide it as judge, and deliver him out of the
hand of Saul " Let Him look at it, and conduct my cause" etc.
Vera. 16-22 These words made an impression upon Saul.
David's conduct went to his heart, so that he wept aloud, and
confessed to him " Thou art more righteous than I, for thou
hast shoion me good, and I (have shown) thee evil; and thou
hast given me a proof of this to-day." Ver. 19. "If a man
meet with his enemy, will he send him (let him go) in peace f"

that

:

:

—

This sentence

is

to be regarded as a question,

negative reply, and expresses the thought

with an enemy, he does not generally

let

which requires a

When

:

a

man

meets

him escape without

But thou hast acted very differently towards me. This
easily supplied from the context, and what follows
attaches itself to this " The Lord repay thee good for what thou
/iast done to me this day."
Vers. 20, 21. This wish was expressed
in perfect sincerity. David's behaviour towards him had conquered for the moment the evil demon of his heart, and completely altered his feelings.
In this better state of mind he
felt impelled even to give utterance to these words, " / know
that thou wilt be king, and the sovereignty will have perpetuity in
injury.

thought

is

:

—

thy hand."

Saul could not prevent this conviction from forcing

upon him,

own

and the failure of all
was this which drove
him to persecute David whenever the evil spirit had the upper
hand in his soul. But now that better feelings had arisen in
his mind, he uttered it without envy, and merely asked David
to promise on oath that he would not cut off his descendants
after his death, and seek to exterminate his name from his
father's house.
A name is exterminated when the whole of
itself

after his

rejection

that he attempted against David

the descendants are destroyed,

;

and

it

— a thing of frequent occurrence

the East in connection with a change of dynasties, and one
which occurred again and again even in the kingdom of the
in

ten tribes (vid. 1 Kings xv. 28 sqq., xvi. 11 sqq.

;
2 Kings x.).
had sworn this, Saul returned home.
But David remained upon the mountain heights, because he
did not regard the passing change in Saul's feelings as likely to

—Ver. 22.
continue,

When David

rnixan (translated " the hold")

is

used here to denote

the mountainous part of the desert of Judah.

It is different

in ch. xxii. 5.
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DEATH OF SAMUEL.
Ver.

1.

The

NABAL AND ABIGAIL.

death of Samuel

occurred at that time.

The

is

—CHAP. XXV.

inserted here, because

fact that

all

gether to his burial, and lamented him,

Israel

i.e.

assembled

it

to-

mourned for him,

was a sign that his labours as a prophet were recognised by the
whole nation as a blessing for Israel. Since the days of Moses
and Joshua, no man had arisen to whom the covenant nation
owed so much as to Samuel, who has been justly called the
reformer and restorer of the theocracy. They buried him " in
The expression " his house" does not
his house at Ratnah."

mean

his burial-place or family tomb, nor his native place,

but the house in which he lived, with the court belonging to

it,

where Samuel was placed in a tomb erected especially for him.
After the death of Samuel, David went down into the desert
of Paran,

i.e.

into the northern portion of the desert of Arabia,

which stretches up to the mountains of Judah (see at Num.
x. 12) most likely for no other reason than because he could
no longer find sufficient means of subsistence for himself and
his six hundred men in the desert of Judah.
Vers. 2—44. The following history of NabaFs folly, and of
the wise and generous behaviour of his pious and intelligent
wife Abigail towards David, shows how Jehovah watched over
His servant David, and not only preserved him from an act of
passionate excitement, which might have endangered his calling
to be king of Israel, but turned the trouble into which he had
been brought into a source of prosperity and salvation.
Vers. 2-13. At Maon, i.e. Main or the mountains of Judah
(see at Josh. xv. 55), there lived a rich man (W|, great through
property and riches), who had his establishment at Carmel.
;

HB'SJO,

Ex.
'

work, occupation, then establishment, possessions

xxiii.

16).

Carmel

is

(Thenius), but the present

not the promontory of that

Kurmul on

the mountains of Judah,

scarcely half an hour's journey to the north-west of
at Josh. xv. 55).

This

man

(vid.

name

Maon

(see

possessed three thousand sheep

and a thousand goats, and was at the sheep-shearing at CarHis name was Nabal (i.e. fool) this was hardly his
mel.
proper name, but was a surname by which he was popularly
designated on account of his folly. His wife Abigail was "of
:

good understanding"

i.e.

intelligent,

"and of beautiful
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2-13.

but the husband was " harsh and evil in his doings." He
sprang from the family of Caleb. This is the rendering
adopted by the Chaldee and Vulgate, according to the Keri

The Chethibh
heart ;" though the
'Spa.

is

be read

to

"according to his

taps,

LXX. {av0payiro<; kvviko?) and

well as the Arabic and Syriac, derive

stand

it

it

from

Josephus, as

X>3,

and under-

as referring to the dog-like, or shameless, character

—Vers.

4, 5. When David heard in the desert (cf.
Nabal was shearing his sheep, which was generally
accompanied with a festal meal (see at Gen. xxxviii. 12), he
sent ten young men up to Oarmel to him, and bade them wish
him peace and prosperity in his name, and having reminded

of the

man.

ver. 1) that

him

of the friendly services rendered to his shepherds, solicit
DiPE? i? ?KE>, ask him
a friendly manner (cf. Ex.
obscure, and was interpreted by the

a present for himself and his people.
after his welfare,
xviii. 7).

i.e.

The word

greet

W

is

him

in

early translators merely according to uncertain conjectures.

The simplest explanation is apparently in vitam, long life,
understood as a wish in the sense of " good fortune to you
(Luther, Maurer, etc.) ; although the word V} in the singular
can only be shown to have the meaning life in connection with
the formula used in oaths, I^W ^n, etc. But even if TJ must
be taken as an adjective, it is impossible to explain , n? in any
other way than as an elliptical exclamation meaning "good
fortune to the living man." For the idea that the word is to
be connected with DOiDS, "say to the living man," i.e. to the

man if still alive, is overthrown by the fact that David had no
doubt that Nabal was still living. The words which follow
are also to be understood as a wish, " May thou and thy house,
and

all that

is thine,

be well /"

After

this salutation

to proceed With the object of their visit:

heard that thou hast sheep-shearers.
with us;

7

:

§

53, 3,

have

Now thy shepherds have been

we have done them no harm (Dy3?,

on the form, see Ges.

they were

"And now I

Anm.

6),

as in

Judg.

xviii.

and nothing was

missed by them so long as they were in Carmel." When living
in the desert, David's men had associated with the shepherds of

Nabal, rendered them various

services,

and protected them and

their flocks against the southern inhabitants of the desert (the

Bedouin Arabs) ; in return
them food and information.

for

which they may have given

Thus David proved himself a
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protector of his people even in his banishment.

'NVtp^, "so
young men (those sent by David) find favour in thine
Give, I
eyes ! for we have come to a good (i.e. a festive) day.
pray, what thy hand findeth (i.e. as much as thou canst) to thy

may

the

and to thy son David" With the expression " thy son"
David claims Nabal's fatherly goodwill. So far as the fact
itself is concerned, " on such a festive occasion near a town or
village even in our own time, an Arab sheikh of the neighbouring desert would hardly fail to put in a word either in person
or by message ; and his message both in form and substance
would be only the transcript of that of David" (Robinson,

servant,

Palestine, p. 201).

—Ver.

message to Nabal,

'TOJ5>

ment
(}ppa,

9. David's messengers delivered their
" an<^ sat down," sc. awaiting the fulfil-

The

of their request.

suitable,

and cannot be

rendering given by the Chaldee

and the Vulgate

cessaverunt loqui)

(siluer.unt)

philologically sustained.

is

less

The Septua-

on the other hand, has koI dven-^Brjo-e, " and he (Nabal)
sprang up," as if the translators had read Bj?J3 (vid. LXX. at
This rendering, according to which the word
ch. xx. 34).
gint,

belongs to the following clause, gives a very appropriate sense,
if

only, supposing that

DiJJl

really did stand in the text, the

and general adoption of inujl could in any way be explained.
Ver. 10. Nabal refused the petitioners in the most
churlish manner " Who is David ? who the son of Jesse t" i.e.
what have I to do with David ? " There be many servants noworigin

—

:

a-days who tear away every one

from his master." Thus, in
own covetousness, he set down David as a
vagrant who had run away from his master. Ver. 11. "And
order to justify his

—

I should take my
and my cattle,
.

bread and
.

whence they are?"

.

and
,J

my

water

give them to

?njW

is

my

(i.e.

food and drink),

men whom I do

not know

a perfect with vav consec, and the

—

whole sentence is to be taken as a question. Vers. 12, 13.
The messengers returned to David with this answer. The
churlish reply could not fail to excite his anger.

commanded
400 men

behind with the things.
Vers. 14-31. However

intelligible

therefore

wrath may
was not right
passion, which was

David's

appear in the situation in which he was placed,
•

He

on the sword, and started with
to take vengeance upon Nabal, whilst 200 remained
his people to gird

before God, but a sudden burst of sinful

it
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unseemly in a servant of God. By carrying out his intention,
he would have sinned against the Lord and against His people.
But the Lord preserved him from this sin by the fact that, just
at

the right time, Abigail, the intelligent and pious wife of

affair, and was able to appease the wrath
David by her immediate and kindly interposition. Vers
14, 15. Abigail heard from one of (NabaPs) servants what had
taken place (T?.?> to wish any one prosperity and health, i.e.
to salute, as in ch. xiii. 10 ; and BJP, from B*y, to speak wrathfully: on the form, see at ch. xv. 19 and xiv. 32), and also
what had been praiseworthy in the behaviour of David's men
towards Nabal's shepherds ; how they had not only done them
no injury, had not robbed them of anything, but had defended
them all the while. " They were a wall (i.e. a firm protection)
round us by night and by day, as long as we were with them
feeding the sheep," i.e. a wall of defence against attacks from

Nabal, heard of the

—

of

—

the desert. Ver. 17. "And now"
continued the servant, " know and see what thou doest ; for evil
the Bedouins living in

is

determined

house

:

(cf. ch. xx.

and he (Nabal)

—Vers.

him."

18, 19.

is

9) against our master

and

all his

a wicked man, that one cannot address

Then

Abigail took as quickly as possible

two hundred loaves, two
of wine, Jive prepared (i.e. slaughtered) sheep (ntoby, a
rare form for rfabj| see Ewald, § 189, a), five seahs (an ephah
and two-thirds) of roasted grains [Kali: see ch. xvii. 17), a
a bountiful present of provisions,bottles

:

hundred Q'p?V (dried grapes, i.e. raisin-cakes: Ital. simmuki),
and two hundred fig-cakes (consisting of pressed figs joined
and sent these gifts laden upon asses on before her
together),

—

meet David, whilst she herself followed behind to appease
his anger by coming to meet him in a friendly manner, bnt
without saying a word to her husband about what she intended
to do.
Ver. 20. When she came down riding upon the ass by
a hidden part of the mountain, David and his men came to
meet her, so that she lighted upon them, "inn "inp, a hidden
part of the mountain, was probably a hollow between two
peaks of a mountain. This would explain the use of the word
TV, to come down, with reference both to Abigail, who approached on the one side, and David, who came on the other.
Vers. 21 and 22 contain a circumstantial clause introduced
parenthetically to explain what follows but David had said,
to

—

—

:

Q
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Only for deception
in

;

my

(i.e.

for no other purpose than to be deceived

expectation) have

(Nabal) in

I defended

all that belongs to this

man

of his was missed, and
God do so to the enemies

the desert, so that nothing

(for) he hath repaid me evil for good.
of David, if I leave, etc. ; i.e. " as truly as God will punish the
enemies of David, so certainly will I not leave till the morning
light,

of

wall."
called

all that belongeth to him, one that pisseth against the
This oath, in which the punishment of God is not

down upon

generally

is,

that in ch.

(God do

the swearer himself

but upon the enemies of David,
iii.

17,

where punishment

who

person addressed,

is

is

made

there

so to me), as

is

it

analogous to

threatened upon the

to swear; except that

here, as the oath could not be uttered in the ears of the person

addressed, upon whom it was to
mentioned instead of " to thee."

fall,

as to the correctness of the text.

precation

may be

the enemies generally are

There

The

is

no doubt, therefore,

substance of this im-

explained from the fact that David

is

so full

of the consciousness of fighting and suffering for the cause of

the kingdom of God, that he discerns in the insult heaped

upon him by Nabal an act of hostility to the Lord and the
cause of His kingdom.
The phrase "Vp? T^W®, mingens in
parietem, is only met with in passages which speak of the
destruction of a family or household to the very last
besides this passage, 1
ix. 8),

and neither

Kings

xiv. 10, xvi. 11, xxi.

refers primarily to dogs, as

Juda ben Karish, and

21

man
;

(viz.,

2 Kings

Ephraem

Syrus,

nor to the lowest class
of men, as Winer, Maurer, and others imagine ; nor to little
boys, as L. de Dieu, Gesenius, etc., suppose ; but, as we may see
from the explanatory clause appended to 1 Kings xiv. 10, xxi.
others maintain

;

Kings ix. 8, to every male (quemcumque masculi generis
hominem : vid. Bochart, Hieroz. i. pp. 776 sqq., and Rodiger
on Ges. Thes. pp. 1397-8). Ver. 23 is connected with ver. 20.
When Abigail saw David, she descended hastily from the
ass, fell upon her face before him, bowed to the ground, and
fell at his feet, saying, " Upon me, me, my lord, be the guilt
allow thy handmaid to reveal the thing to thee."
She takes the
guilt upon herself, because she hopes that David will not avenge
it upon her.
Ver. 25. She prayed that David would take no
notice of Nabal, for he was what his name declared
a fool,
and folly in him; but she (Abigail) had not seen the messengers
21, 2

—

—
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14-81.

woman

uses a good argument

;

for

She then
of mind by three

should pardon a fool" (Seb. Schmidt).

endeavours to bring David to a friendly state
arguments, introduced with

nRJJI (vers.

26, 27), before asking for

She first of all pointed to the leadings of
God, by which David had been kept from committing murder
through her coming to meet him.1 "As truly as Jehovah liveth,
and by the life of thy soul I yea, the Lord hath kept thee, that
thou earnest not into blood-guiltiness, and thy liand helped thee"
I^N,
(i.e. and with thy hand thou didst procure thyself help).
introducing her words, as in ch. xv. 20, lit. " as truly as thou
forgiveness (ver. 28).

livest, (so

true

In the second

is it) that," etc.

to the fact that

God

is

place, she points

the avenger of the wicked, by expressing

may become fools like
must be observed, in order
to understand her words fully, that, according to the Old Testament representation, folly is a correlate of ungodliness, which
the wish that

Nabal

;

all

inevitably brings

tence

the enemies of David

in connection

"and

they

with which

down punishment. 8 The

tliat

seek evil to

the preceding words, viz. "

Ver. 27. It

is

xxxiii.

11

:

this blessing

cf.

hath brought,
(lit.

" at the

Ver. 28.
1

may

manner

David, but describes

"And now

predicate to the sen-

my lord" must

be supplied from

—

become just such fools."
only in the third line that she finally mentions the

present, but in such a
to

it

17

it

iliey

that she does not offer

as a gift for the

(n^S here and

men

be given to the young
feet of :" cf. Ex. xi. 8 ;

The shrewd and

pious

woman

" She founds her argument upon

directly

Gen.
handmaid

ch. xxx. 26, as in

ev\oyia, 2 Cor. ix. 5, 6), which thine

let it

it

in his train.

in

my

lord's train"

Judg.

iv.

10, etc.).—

men

supports her prayer for

which was so marand truly gathered from this
fact that it had taken place through the providence of God
i.e. And now,
because I meet thee so seasonably, do thou piously acknowledge with me
the providence of God, which has so arranged all this, that innocent blood
might not by chance be shed by thee." Seb. Schmidt.
* Seb. Schmidt has justly observed, that " she reminds David of the
promise of God. Not that she prophesies, but that she has gathered it
from the general promises of the word of God. The promise referred to is,
that whoever does good to his enemies, and takes no vengeance upon them,
God himself will avenge him upon his enemies according to the saying,
And this is what Abigail says And
Vengeance is mine, I will repay.
cow thine enemies shall be as Nabal."
vellously seasonable, that it

might be

their meeting,

easily

;

;

:
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forgiveness of the wrong, which she takes

upon

by

herself,

promises of the rich blessing with which the Lord would recom-

pense David.

She thereby gives such

clear

and

distinct ex-

pression to her firm belief in the divine election of

David

as

king of Israel, that her words almost amount to prophecy
" For Jehovah will make my lord a lasting home (cf. ch. ii. 35
and for the fact itself, 2 Sam. vii. 8 sqq., where the Lord confirms this pious wish by His own promises to David himself)
for my lord fighteth the wars of Jehovah (yid. ch. xviii. 17), and
evil is not discovered in thee thy

whole

life long."

f^n ?

evil, i.e.

misfortune, mischief; for the thought that he might also be
is not expressed till ver. 31.
"All
" from thy days," i.e. from the beginning of thy
life.
Ver. 29. " And should any one rise up to pursue thee,
the soul of my lord will be bound up in the bundle of the living
with the Lord thy God." The metaphor is taken from the

preserved from wrong-doing
thy days,"

lit.

—

.

.

.

custom of binding up valuable things in a bundle, to prevent
The words do not refer primarily to eternal
life with God in heaven, but only to the safe preservation of
their being injured.

the righteous on this earth in the grace and fellowship of the

But whoever is so hidden in the gracious fellowship of
Lord in this life, that no enemy can harm him or injure
his life, the Lord will not allow to perish, even though temporal
death should come, but will then receive him into eternal life.
" But the soul of thine enemies, He will hurl away in the cup of
u The cup (caph : cf. Gen. xxxii. 26) of the sling"
the sling"
was the cavity in which the stone was placed for the purpose of
Lord.
the

hurling.

—Vers.

30, 31. Abigail concluded her intercession with

the assurance that the forgiveness of Nabal's act would be no

David when he should have
become prince over Israel, on account of his having shed innocent blood and helped himself, and also with the hope that he
would remember her. From the words, " When Jehovah shall
occasion of anguish of heart to

do

to

my

lord according to all the good that

and

He

hath spoken con-

make thee prince over Israel," it appears
to follow that Abigail had received certain information of the
anointing of David, and his designation to be the future king,

cerning him,

shall

probably through Samuel, or one of the pupils of the prophets.
There is nothing to preclude this assumption, even if it cannot
be historically sustained.

Abigail manifests such an advance
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32-33.

and maturity in the life of faith, as could only have been derived
from intercourse with prophets. It is expressly stated with
regard to Elijah and Elisha, that at certain times the pious

assembled together around the prophets.

What

prevents us

Samuel? The absence
effect is amply compensated

from assuming the same with regard

to

any distinct testimony to that
by the brief, and for the most part casual, notices that are
given of the influence which Samuel exerted upon all Israel.
Ver. 31 introduces the apodosis to ver. 30
So will this (i.e.
the forgiveness of NabaPs folly, for which she had prayed in
ver. 28) not be a stumbling-block (pukah : anything in the road
which causes a person to stagger) and anguish of heart (i.e.
conscientious scruple) to thee, and shedding innocent blood, and
of

for

:

that

my

lord helps himself.

'U1 ^IBB7! is

perfectly parallel to

and cannot be taken as subordinate, as it is in the
Vulgate, etc., in the sense of " that thou hast not shed blood
innocently," etc.
In this rendering not only is the vav cop.
overlooked, but " not" is arbitrarily interpolated, to obtain a
suitable sense, which the Vulgate rendering, quod effuderis
sanguinem innoxiam, does not give. 3^™ is to be taken con" and if Jehovah shall deal well with my lord,
ditionally
'Yll

iljn&p,

:

then" etc.

Vers. 32-38. These words could not fail to appease David's
In his reply he praised the Lord for having sent Abigail to meet him (ver. 32), and then congratulated Abigail upon
her understanding and her actions, that she had kept him from
bloodshed (ver. 33) ; otherwise he would certainly have carried
wrath.

out the revenge which he had resolved to take upon Nabal
(ver. 34).

D7*fcO is

Hiph. of
affirmation, and

constr.

strongly adversative

3>jn.
is

s

2,

:

V^p,

nevertheless.

inf.

on, introduces the substance of the

repeated before the oath

:

DK

'3

.

.

.

W

'3,

would not have
The very unusual form VilfaFi, an
been left (cf. 2 Sam. ii. 27).
imperfect with the termination of the perfect, might indeed
(that) if thou hadst not, etc., (that) truly there

^an (Olsh. Gr. pp. 452, 525),
only an intensified form of the second
pers. fem. imperf., like nnxtan (Deut. xxxiii. 16 ; cf. Ewald,
Ver. 35. David then received the gifts brought for
§ 191, c).

possibly

be a

copyist's error for

but in all probability

it is

—

and bade Abigail return to her house, with the assurance
that he had granted her request for pardon. D^B KtW, as in Gen.

him,
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six. 21, etc.

—Ver. 36. When Abigail returned home, she found

her husband at a great feast, like a king's feast, very merry (Ivy,
" therewith," refers to >TWD : c f. Prov. xxiii. 30), and drunken

him nothing of what had occurred
Then, " when Hie wine had
gone from Nabal," i.e. when he had become sober, she related
the matter to him ; whereat he was so terrified, that he was
smitten with a stroke. This is the meaning of the words,
" his heart died within him, and it became as stone"
The
cause of it was not his anger at the loss he had sustained, or
merely his alarm at the danger to which he had been exposed,
and which he did not believe to be over yet, but also his vexation that his wife should have made him humble himself in
such a manner ; for he is described as a hard, i.e. an unbending,
self-willed man.
Ver. 38. About ten days later the Lord smote
him so that he died, i.e. the Lord put an end to his life by a
above measure, so that she told
until the break of day.

—Ver. 37.

—

second stroke.

When David heard of Nabal's death, he
Jehovah that He had avenged his shame upon Nabal,
and held him back from self-revenge. 'Ul 3*1 "iBta, " who hath
pleaded the cause of my reproach (the disgrace inflicted upon
me) against Nabal." "Against Nabal" does not belong to
Vers. 39-44.

praised

"

my reproach," but to "pleaded the cause" The construction
of 3*1 with )p is a pregnant one, to fight (and deliver) out of
the power of a person (yid. Ps. xliii. 1) ; whereas here the
fundamental idea is that of taking vengeance upon a person.
Ver. 40. He then sent messengers to Abigail, and conveyed to
her his wish to marry her, to which she consented without
hesitation.
With deep reverence she said to the messengers
(ver. 41), " Behold, thy handmaid as servant (i.e. is ready to
become thy servant) to wash' the feet of the servants of my
lord ;" i.e., in the obsequious style of the East, " I am ready to

—

perform the humblest possible services for thee." Ver. 42.
She then rose up hastily, and went after the messengers to

David with five damsels in her train, and became his wife.
Ver. 43. The historian appends a few notices here concerning
David's wives : " And David had taken Ahinoamfrom Jezreel
thus they also both became his wives."

The

expression " also"

points to David's marriage with Michal, the daughter of Saul
(ch. xviii. 28).

Jezreel

is

not the city of that

name
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of Issachar (Josh. xix. 18), but the one in the mountains of
Judah (Josh. xv. 56). Ver. 44. But Saul had taken his

—

daughter Michal away from David, and given her to PaUi of
Gallim. Palti is called Paltiel in 2 Sam. iii. 15. According
to Isa. x. 30, Gallim was a place between Gibeah of Saul and
Yalentiner supposes

Jerusalem.

it

to be the hill to the south

Phul (Gibeah of Saul) called Kfiirbet el Jiar.
After the death of Saul, however, David persuaded Ishbosheth
to give him Michal back again (see 2 Sam. iii. 14 sqq.).
of Tuleil el

DAVID

The

IS

BETKAYED AGAIN BT THE ZIFHITES, AND 8PABE8
SAUL A SECOND TIME. CHAP. XXVI.

repetition not only of the treachery of the Ziphites,

also of the sparing of Saul

by David, furnishes no proof

that the account contained in this chapter
of the occurrences already related in ch.
the pursuit of David

by Saul

is

but

in itself

only another legend

xxiii.

19-xxiv. 23.

As

lasted for several years, in so

small a district as the desert of Judah, there

is

nothing strange

same scenes. And the assertion made
by Thenius, that " Saul would have been a moral monster,
which he evidently was not, if he had pursued David with
quiet deliberation, and through the medium of the same persons,
and had sought his life again, after his own life had been so
magnanimously spared by him," not only betrays a superficial
acquaintance with the human heart, but is also founded upon
the mere assertion, for which there is no proof, that Saul was
evidently not so ; and it is proved to be worthless by the fact,
that after the first occasion on which his life was so magnanimously spared by David, he did not leave off seeking him up
and down in the land, and that David was obliged to seek
in the repetition of the

may be seen
which Thenius himself assigns to the same
source as ch. xxiv. The agreement between the two accounts
reduces it entirely to outward and unessential things. It conrefuge with the Philistines in consequence, as

from ch.

xxvii.,

chiefly in the fact that the Ziphites came twice to Saul at
Gibeah, and informed him that David was stopping in their
neighbourhood, in the hill Hachilah, and also that Saul went

sists

out twice in pursuit of

David with 3000 men.

thousand were the standing body of

men

But the

that Saul

three

had raised
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from the very beginning of his reign out of the whole number
who were capable of bearing arms, for the purpose of
carrying on his smaller wars (ch. xiii. 2) ; and the hill of
Hachilah appears to have been a place in the desert of Judah
peculiarly well adapted for the site of an encampment.
On the
other hand, all the details, as well as the final results of the two
When David
occurrences, differ entirely from one another.
was betrayed the first time, he drew back into the desert of
Maon before the advance of Saul and being completely surrounded by Saul upon one of the mountains there, was only saved
from being taken prisoner by the circumstance that Saul was
compelled suddenly to relinquish the pursuit of David on account
of the report that the Philistines had invaded the land (ch. xxiii.
25-28). But on the second occasion Saul encamped upon the
hill of Hachilah, whilst David had drawn back into the adjoining desert, from which he crept secretly into Saul's encampment,
and might, if he had chosen, have put his enemy to death
(ch. xxvi. 3 sqq.).
There is quite as much difference in the
minuter details connected with the sparing of Saul. On the
of those

;

first

occasion, Saul entered a cave in the desert

David and

whilst

men were

his

of Engedi,

concealed in the interior of the

cave, without having the smallest suspicion that they were any-

where near (ch. xxiv. 2-4). The second time David went" with
Abishai into the encampment of Saul upon the hill of Hachilah,
while the king and
It

is

all his

men were

sleeping (ch. xxvi. 3, 5).

men told him that God
enemy into his hand; but the first time they
him what seemeth good in thy sight and David

true that on both occasions David's

had given
added,

Do

his

to

;

cut off the lappet of Saul's coat, whereupon his conscience smote
him, and he said, " Far be it from me to lay my hand upon
the Lord's anointed" (ch. xxiv. 5-8). In the second instance,
on the contrary, when David saw Saul in the distance lying by
the carriage rampart and the army sleeping round him, he called
to two of his heroes, Ahimelech and Abishai, to go with him

camp of the sleeping foe, and then went thither with
who thereupon said to him, " God hath delivered thine
enemy into thy hand let me alone, that I may pierce him with
the spear." But David rejected this proposal, and merely took
away the spear and water-bowl that were at Saul's head (ch.
into the

Abishai,

:

xxvi.

6-12).

And

lastly,

notwithstanding the fact that the
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1-12.

words of David and replies of Saul agree in certain general
thoughts, yet they differ entirely in the main. On the first
occasion David showed the king that his life had been in his
power, and yet he had spared him, to dispel the delusion that

he was seeking his

life (ch. xxiv.

10-16).

On

the second occa-

he asked the king why he was pursuing him, and called
to him to desist from his pursuit (ch. xxvi. 18 sqq.).
But
Saul was so affected the first time that he wept aloud, and
openly declared that David would obtain the kingdom; and
asked him to promise on oath, that when he did, he would not
destroy his family (ch. xxiv. 17-23). The second time, on the
contrary, he only declared that he had sinned and acted foolishly,
and would do David no more harm, and that David would
undertake and prevail but he neither shed tears, nor brought
himself to speak of David's ascending the throne, so that he was
evidently much more hardened than before (ch. xxvi. 21-25).
These decided differences prove clearly enough that the incident
described in this chapter is not the same as the similar one mentioned in ch. xxiii. and xxiv., but belongs to a later date, when
Saul's enmity and hardness had increased.
Vers. 1-12. The second betrayal of David by the Ziphites
occurred" after David had married Abigail at Carmel, and when
he had already returned to the desert of Judah. On vers. 1
and 2 compare the explanations of ch. xxiii. 19 and xxiv. 3.
sion

;

Instead of " before (in the face of) Jeshimon"

we
"

find the situation defined

more

(i.e.

the wilderness),

precisely in ch. xxiii. 19, as

on the south) of the wilderness" (Jeshimon).
David saw (i.e. perceived) in the desert that
Saul was coming behind him, he sent out spies, and learned from
them that he certainly had come (Itoj'vK, for a certainty, as in
to the

right

Vers. 3, 4.

ch. xxiii. 23).

David

(i.e.

When

— Vers. 5 sqq.

Upon

the receipt of this informa-

up with two attendants (mentioned in ver. 6)
When he saw the place where
to reconnoitre the camp of Saul.
Saul and his general Abner were lying Saul was lying by the
waggon rampart, and the fighting men were encamped round
tion,

rose

—

—

Ahimelech and Abishai, " Who will go
camp to Saul?" Whereupon Abishai
and they both went by night,
declared himself ready to do so
and found Saul sleeping with all the people. Ahimelech the
Hittite is never mentioned again ; but Abishai the son of

him he
down with me

about

said to

into the

;
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Zeruiah, David's sister (1 Chron. ii. 16), and a brother of Joab,
was afterwards a celebrated general of David, as was also his
brother Joab (2 Sam. xvi. 9, xviii. 2, xxi. 17). Saul's spear
was pressed (stuck) into the ground at his head, as a sign that
the king was sleeping there, for the spear served Saul as a

—

Ver. 8. When Abishai exclaimed,
" God hath delivered thine enemy into thy hand: now will I
pierce him with the spear into the ground with a stroke, and will
give no second" (sc. stroke: the Vulgate rendering gives the
sceptre (cf. ch. xviii. 10).

:
et secundo non opus erit, there will be no necesa second), David replied, " Destroy him not ; for who

sense exactly
sity for

hath stretched out his hand against the anointed of the Lord, and
remained unhurt f " nj3?, as in Ex. xxi. 19, Num. v. 31. He

then continued (in vers. 10, 11) : " As truly as Jehovah liveth,
unless Jehovah smite him (i.e. carry him off with a stroke ; cf . ch.
xxv. 38), or his day cometh that lie dies (i.e. or he dies a natural
death; 'his day' denoting the day of death, as in Job xiv. 6,

and

xv. 32), or he goes into battle

me with Jehovah

(>ftjWQ,

is

carried

off,

far be

as in ch. xxiv. 7) to stretch forth

against Jehovah's anointed."

it

from

my hand

The apodosis to ver. 10 commences

Lord forbid," in ver. 11. " Take
and the pitcher, and let us go."
Ver. 12. They departed with these trophies, without any one
waking up and seeing them, because they were all asleep, as a
deep sleep from the Lord had fallen upon them. 7*KB* Vlb^o
stands for 'P ^nt&ooo, " from the head of Saul," with D dropped.
with fM>n, " far be

now

—

The

it,"

or " the

the spear which is at his head,

expression

sent or inflicted

"a

deep sleep of Jehovah," i.e. a deep sleep
points to the fact that the Lord

by Jehovah,

favoured David's enterprise.
Vers. 13-20. " And David went over to the other side, and
placed himself upon the top of the mountain afar off (the space
between them was great), and cried to the people," etc.
Saul
had probably encamped with his fighting men on the slope of
the hill Hachilah, so that a valley separated him from the
opposite hill, from which David had no doubt reconnoitred the
camp and then gone down to it (ver. 6), and to which he returned after the deed was accomplished. The statement that
this mountain was far off, so that there was a great space
between David and Saul, not only favours the accuracy of the
historical tradition, but shows that David reckoned far less
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1S-20.

now upon any change in the state of Saul's mind than he had
done before, when he followed Saul without hesitation from
and

him

and that in fact he
him into his
power as soon as he woke from his sleep. Ver. 14. David
called out to Abner, whose duty it was as general to defend
the life of his king. And Abner replied, " Who art thou, who
criest out to the king ?" i.e. offendest the king by thy shouting,
and disturbest his rest. Vers. 15, 16. David in return taunted
Abner with having watched the king carelessly, and made him" For one of the people came to
self chargeable with his death.
destroy thy lord the king."
As a proof of this, he then showed
him the spear and pitcher that he had taken away with him.
roo is to be repeated in thought before nnftrnt* : " look where

the cave

called after

(ch. xxiv. 9),

rather feared lest Saul should endeavour to get

—

—

and (look) at the pitcher at his head," sc.
These reproaches that were cast at Abner were
intended to show to Saul, who might at any rate possibly hear,
and in fact did hear, that David was the most faithful defender
of his life, more faithful than his closest and most zealous servants.
Vers. 17, 18. When Saul heard David's voice (for he
could hardly have seen David, as the occurrence took place before
daybreak, at the latest when the day began to dawn), and David
had made himself known to the king in reply to his inquiry,
David said, " Why doth my lord pursue his servant t for what
have I done, and what evil is in my hand?"
He then gave him
the well-meant advice, to seek reconciliation for his wrath against
him, and not to bring upon himself the guilt of allowing David
to find his death in a foreign land.
The words, u and now let
the king's spear is;

where

it is.

—

my

lord the king hear the saying of his servant," serve to indicate
what follows is important, and worthy of laying to heart.

that

In his words, David supposes two cases as conceivable causes of
Saul's hostility : (1) if Jehovah hath stirred thee up against
me ; (2) if men have done so. In the first case, he proposes as
the best means of overcoming this instigation, that He (Jehovah)
should smell an offering. The Eiphil rrv only means to smell,
not to cause to smell. The subject is Jehovah. Smelling a
sacrifice is an anthropomorphic term, used to denote the divine
satisfaction (cf. Gen. viii. 21). The meaning of the words, "let
Jehovah smell sacrifice" is therefore, " let Saul appease the wrath
of

God by

the presentation of acceptable

sacrifices."

What
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they are which please God, is shown in Ps. li. 18, 19
and it is certainly not by accident merely that David uses the
word minchah, the technical expression in the law for the bloodless sacrifice, which sets forth the sanctification of life in good
works. The thought to which David gives utterance here,
namely, that God instigates a man to evil actions, is met with in
sacrifices

other passages of the

Old Testament.

foundation of the words of David in Ps.

It not only lies at the

6 (cf. Hengstenberg
on Psalms), but is also clearly expressed in 2 Sam. xxiv. 1,
where Jehovah instigates David to number the people, and
where this instigation is described as a manifestation of the anger
of God against Israel
and in 2 Sam. xvi. 10 sqq., where David
says, with regard to Shimei, that God had bade him curse him.
These passages also show that God only instigates those who have
sinned against Him to evil deeds and therefore that the instili.

;

;

God

gation consists-in the fact that

impels sinners to manifest

the wickedness of their hearts in deeds, or furnishes the opportunity and occasion for the unfolding and practical manifestation

of the evil desires of the heart, that the sinner may either be
brought to the knowledge of his more evil ways and also to
repentance, through the evil deed and its consequences, or, if
still more by the evil deed, that
judgment of death. The instigasimply one peculiar way in which God,

the heart should be hardened
it

may become

ripe for the

tion of a sinner to evil

is

as a general rule, punishes sins through sinnei's

for

;

God

only

such as have drawn down the wrath of
upon themselves in consequence of their sin. When David

instigates to evil actions

God

supposes the fact that Jehovah has instigated Saul against him,

he acknowledges, implicitly at least, that he himself is a sinner,
whom the Lord may be intending to punish, though without
lessening Saul's

(sc.

wrong by

this indirect confession.

" if, however, children of men"
have instigated thee against me) ; in which case " let them

The second

supposition

be cursed before the

is

Lord ; for

:

they drive

me now

(this

day)

that

I

dare not attach myself to the inheritance of Jehovah (i.e. the
people of God), saying, Go, serve other gods" The meaning is

They have carried it so far now, that I am obliged to sepafrom the people of God, to fly from the land of the Lord,
and, because far away from His sanctuary, to serve other gods.
The idea implied in the closing words was, that Jehovah could
this

:

rate
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only be worshipped in Canaan, at the sanctuary consecrated to

Him, because it was only there that He manifested himself to
His people, and revealed His face or gracious presence (vid.
Ps. xlii. 2, 3, lxxxiv. 11, cxliii. 6 sqq.). " We are not to understand that the enemies of David were actually accustomed to

use these very words, but David was thinking of deeds rather

than words" (Calvin).

—Ver.

"20.

"And now

let

not

my

blood

of the Lord" i.e. do not
carry it so far as to compel me to perish in a foreign land.
" For the king of Israel has gone out to seek a single flea (vid.
ch. xxiv. 15), as one hunts a partridge upon the mountains."
This last comparison does not of course refer to the first, so that
"the object of comparison is compared again with something

fall to the earth far

away from

the face

Thenius supposes, but

else," as

it

The king of

the previous clause.

refers rather to the
Israel

is

whole of

pursuing something

very trivial, and altogether unworthy of his pursuit, just as if
one were hunting a partridge upon the mountains. " No one
would think it worth his while to hunt a single partridge that
had flown to the mountains, when they may be found in coveys
in the fields"

(Winer, Bibl. R. W.

ii.

p. 307).

therefore, does not presuppose that &~}p

This comparison,

must be a bird living

upon the mountains, as Thenius maintains, so as to justify his
altering the text according to the Septuagint. These words of
David were perfectly well adapted to sharpen Saul's conscience,
and induce him to desist from his enmity, if he still had an ear
for the voice of truth.

"

Vers. 21-25. Moreover, Saul could not help confessing,
sinned : return, my son David; I will do thee harm no

I have

more, because

my

was precious in

life

thine eyes that day."

A

good intention, which he never carried out. " He declared that
he would never do any more what he had already so often
promised not to do again; and yet he did not fail to do it
again

and

again.

He ought rather to have taken refuge with
Him for grace, that he might not fall

God, and appealed to
into

such

sins again

himself to pray for

;

yea, he should have entreated

him"

" Behold, I have

(Berleb.

Bible).

He

David

adds

still

and have gone sore
" There is no sinner
astray ;" but yet he persists in this folly.
so hardened, but that God gives him now and then some rays
of light, which show him all bis error.
But, alas when they

further,

acted foolishly,

I
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awakened by such divine movings, it is only for a few
moments ; and such impulses are no sooner past, than they fall
back again immediately into their former life, and forget ail
that they have promised."
Vers. 22, 23. David then bade the
are

—

king send a servant to fetch back the spear and pitcher, and
reminded him again of the recompense of God : " Jehovah will
recompense His righteousness and His faithfulness

whose handJehovah hath given

thee to-day;

and

to the

(for)

man into

I would not

—

my hand against the anointed of the Lord" Ver. 24.
" Behold, as thy soul has been greatly esteemed in my eyes to-day,

stretch out

so will

my

soul be greatly esteemed in the eyes of Jehovah, that

lie will save

me

out of all tribulation."

contain any u sounding of his

own

These words do not

praises" (Thenius), but are

merely the testimony of .a good conscience before God in the
presence of an enemy, who is indeed obliged to confess his
wrong-doing, bat who no longer feels or acknowledges his need
of forgiveness.

For even

(" Blessed art thou,
prevail ;" ??Vi

?bj,

Saul's reply to these words in ver. 25

my

son David : thou wilt undertake,

lit.

to vanquish,

i.e.

to carry out

and also
what one

undertakes) does not express any genuine goodwill towards

David, but only an acknowledgment, forced upon him by
fresh experience of David's magnanimity, that

God was

this

bless-

all his undertakings, so that he would prevail. Saul had no
more thoughts of any real reconciliation with David. u David
went his way, and Saul turned to his place" (cf. Num. xxiv. 25).
Thus they parted, and never saw each other again. There is

ing

nothing said about Saul returning to his house, as there was
his life was first spared (ch. xxiv. 23).
On the contrary,
he does not seem to have given up pursuing David; for,
according to ch. xxvii., David was obliged to take refuge in a
foreign land, and carry out what he had described in ver. 19 as

when

his greatest calamity.

DAVID AT ZIKLAG IN THE LAND OF THE PHILISTINES.

—

CHAP. XXVII.
In

his despair of

being able permanently to escape the plots
David betook himself, with his

of Saul in the land of Israel,

attendants, to the neighbouring land of the Philistines, to king

Achish of Gath, and received from him the town of Ziklag,
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which was assigned him

From

at his

own

request as a dwelling-place

he made attacks upon certain
tribes on the southern frontier of Canaan which were hostile to
Israel, but described them to Achish as attacks upon Judah and
its dependencies, that he might still retain the protection of the
Philistian chief (vers. 8-12). David had fled to Achish at Gath
once before but on that occasion he had been obliged to feign
insanity in order to preserve his life, because he was recognised
Thi3 act of David was not foras the conqueror of Goliath.
gotten by the Philistines even now. But as David had been
pursued by Saul for many years, Achish did not hesitate to
give a place of refuge in his land to the fugitive who had been
outlawed by the king of Israel, the arch-enemy of the Philistines, possibly with the hope that if a fresh war with Saul
should break out, he should be able to reap some advantage
(vers. 1-7).

this point

;

from David's

friendship.

Vers. 1-7.

The

result of the last affair with Saul, after his

had again been spared, could not fail to confirm David in
his conviction that Saul would not desist from pursuing him,
and that if he stayed any longer in the land, he would fall
eventually into the hands of his enemy. With this conviction,
he formed the following resolution " Now shall I be consumed

life

:

one day by the hand of Saul: there is no good to me (i.e. it will
not be well with me if I remain in the land), but (H3 after a
negative) I will flee into the land of the Philistines; so will Saul
desist from

me

to seek

me further

(i.e.

give

up seeking me)

in the

—

whole of the territory of Israel, and I shall escape his hand."
Ver. 2. Accordingly he went over with the 600 men who were
with

him

to Achish, the

king of Gath.

Achish, the son of

Maoch, is in all probability the same person not only as the
king Achish mentioned in ch. xxi. 11, but also as Achish the
son of Maachah (1 Bangs ii. 39), since Maoch and Maachah are
certainly only different forms of the same name ; and a fifty
years' reign, which we should have in that case to ascribe to
Achish, is not impossible. Vers. 3, 4. Achish allotted dwellingplaces in his capital, Gath, for David and his wives, and for
all his retinue ; and Saul desisted from any further pursuit
The
of David when he was informed of his flight to Gath.

—

Chethibh *|DV is apparently only a copyist's error for *|DJ.
Vers. 5 sqq. In the capital of the kingdom, however, David
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cramped, and therefore entreated Achish to assign him one

; whereupon he
gave him Ziklag for that purpose. This town was given to
the Simeonites in the time of Joshua (Josh. xix. 5), but was
afterwards taken by the Philistines, probably not long before
the time of David, and appears to have been left without inhabitants in consequence of this conquest. The exact situation,
in the western part of the Negeb, has not been clearly ascertained (see at Josh. xv. 31). Achish appears to have given it
This is implied in the remark, a Therefore Ziklag
to David.

of the land (or provincial) towns to dwell in

came

to the kings

day."

— Ver.

of Judah

(i.e.

The statement

7.

became their property) unto this
David remained a year and

that

four months in the land of the Philistines,
historical character of the

whole narrative.

is

a proof of the

The D'W

before

the "four months" signifies a year; strictly speaking, a term of

days which amounted to a
also 1

Sam.

i.

3, 20,

ii.

From

full

year (as in Lev. xxv. 29

:

see

19).

made an attack upon the
and Amalekites, smote them without
leaving a man alive, and returned with much booty. The
occasion of this attack is not mentioned, as being a matter of
indifference in relation to the chief object of the history ; but it
is no doubt to be sought for in plundering incursions made by
these tribes into the land of Israel.
For David would hardly
have entered upon such a war in the situation in which he was
placed at that time without some such occasion, seeing that it
would be almost sure to bring him into suspicion with Achish,
and endanger his safety. ?JW> " he advanced," the verb being
used, as it frequently is, to denote the advance of an army
against a people or town (see at Josh. viii. 1). At the same
time, the tribes which he attacked may have had their seat
upon the mountain plateau in the northern portion of the desert
of Paran, so that David was obliged to march up to reach them.
OB>a, to invade for the purpose of devastation and plunder.
Geshuri is a tribe mentioned in Josh. xiii. 2 as living in the
south of the territory of the Philistines, and is a different tribe
from the Geshurites in the north-east of Gilead (Josh. xii. 5,
xiii. 11, 13 ; Deut. iii. 14).
These are the only passages in
which they are mentioned. The Gerzites, or Gizrites according
to the Keri, are entirely unknown.
Bonfrere and Clericus
Vers. 8-12.

Geshurites,

Ziklag David

Gerzites,
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suppose them to be the Gerreni spoken of in 2 Mace.

who

xiii. 24,
inhabited the town of Gerra, between Khinocolura and

Gerron (Ptol. iv. 5). This convery uncertain nevertheless, as
the Gerzites certainly dwelt somewhere in the desert of Arabia.
At any rate Grotius and Ewald cannot be correct in their

Pelusium (Strabo,
jecture

xvi. 760), or

a possible one, but

is

is

opinion that they were the inhabitants of Gezer (Josh. x. 33).
The Amalekites were the remnant of this old hereditary foe of
tbe Israelites,

who had

taken to flight on Saul's war of exter-

mination, and had now assembled again (see at ch. xv. 8, 9).
u For they inJiabit the land, where you go from
of old to Shur,
to the land of Egypt."
explained from the fact that

The "IKW
1$3 is not

construed according to

form as an

even

"

wliere

its

from of old thy coming

is to

before D?tyD

may be

adverbial here, but
infinitive

:

IB'K cannot

Shur."

is

literally,

have

crept into the text through a copyist's mistake, as such a mistake

would not have found

its

way

into all the MSS.

The

fact that

the early translators did not render the word proves nothing
against

its

regarded

it

genuineness, but merely shows that the translators
as superfluous.

decidedly faulty here, and
TeKdfju.

Egypt

Shur

is

Moreover, the Alexandrian text is
is confounded with D?P, airh

D?ij>

the desert of Jifar, which

These

is

situated in front

were nomads, and had
large flocks, which David took with him as booty when he had
smitten the tribes themselves. After his return, David betook
himself to Achish, to report to the Philistian king concerning
Ver.
his enterprise, and deceive him as to its true character.
10. Achish said, " Ye have not made an invasion to-day, have
?*?, like /it), in an interrogative sense ; the n has dropped
ye ?"
out: vid. Ewald, § 324, 1. David replied, "Against the south
of

(as in ch. xv. 7).

tribes

—

of Judah, and the south of the Jerahmeelites, and into the south
of the Kenites" sc. we have made an incursion. This reply

shows that the Geshurites, Gerzites, and Amalekites dwelt
close to the southern boundary of Judah, so that David was

march against these tribes to Achish as a
make him believe that
making
an
attack
upon
the
southern territory of
he had been
dependencies.
The
its
Negeb
and
of Judah is the land
Judah
between the mountains of Judah and the desert of Arabia (see
able to represent the

march against the south of Judah, to

at Josh. xv. 21).

The

Jerahmeelites are the descendants of

E
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Jerahmeel, the first-born of Hezron (1 Chron. ii. 9, 25, 26), and
therefore one of the three large families of Judah who sprang
from Hezron. They probably dwelt on the southern frontier

Judah
Judah (see

The

xxx. 29).

of the tribe of

(vid. ch.

protigis of

at ch. xv. 6,

and Judg.

Kenites were

In

ver.

11 the writer introduces the remark, that in his raid David

left

16).

i.

man

nor woman of his enemies alive, to take them to
Gath, because he thought " they might report against us, and
There ought to be a major point
say, Thus hath David done."
under "WJ nfc^ as the following clause does not contain the

neither

words of the slaughtered enemies, but

is

a clause appended by

the historian himself, to the effect that David continued to act
in that

manner as long as be dwelt in the land of the Philistines.
mode of procedure ; lit. the right which he exercised

BBK>D, the
(see ch.

viii. 9).

—Ver.

12

is

connected with ver. 10 ; Achish
He hath made

believed David's words, and said (to himself), "

himself stinking

and

will be

my

(i.e.

hated) among his

servant

(i.e.

subject to

own people, among
me) for ever."

Israel,

DAVID IN THE ABMT QF THE PHILISTINES. ATTACK UPON
ISRAEL. SAUL AND THE WITCH OF ENDOB. CHAP. XXVIII.

—

Vers.

1, 2.

through his

The danger

more through the

artifice

into

which David had plunged

land of the Philistines, and

flight into the

still

with which he had deceived king

was to be very soon made appaFor example, when the Philistines went to war
again with Israel, Achish summoned him to go with his men in
the army of the Philistines to the war against his own people
and land, and David could not disregard the summons. But

Achish as

to his real feelings,

rent to him.

even

if

some

fault of his own,

he had not brought himself into

he had

at

any

this

danger without

rate only taken refuge

with the Philistines in the greatest extremity; and what further

he had done, was only done to save
covenant

God

his

own

The

life.

faithful

helped him therefore out of this trouble, and very

soon afterwards put an end to his persecution by the fact that

Saul

lost his life in

David was

the war.

—Ver.

1.

"In

those days,"

living in the land of the Philistines,

it

i.e.

came

whilst

to pass

camDavid that he

that the Philistines gathered their armies together for a

paign against Israel.

And

Achish sent word

to
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to go with him in his army along with his men and David
answered (ver. 2), " Thereby (on this occasion) thou shalt learn
what thy servant will do'' This reply was ambiguous. The
words " what thy servant will do" contained no distinct promise

was

;

of faithful assistance in the
pression " thy servant"

war with the

Israelites, as the ex-

only the ordinary periphrasis for

is

"/"

a superior. And there is just as little
ground for inferring from ch. xxix. 8 that David was disposed
to help the Philistines against Saul and the Israelites ; for, as
Calovius has observed, even there he gives no such promise,
but " merely asks for information, that he may discover the
king's intentions and feelings concerning him he simply protests that he has done nothing to prevent his placing confidence
in him, or to cause him to shut him out of the battle." Judging
from his previous acts, it would necessarily have been against
in conversation with

:

his conscience to fight against his

own

people.

Nevertheless,

in the situation in which he was placed he did not venture to

give a distinct refusal to the

summons

of the king.

fore gave an ambiguous answer, in the hope that

show him a way out
viction and his duty

He

there-

God would

of this conflict between his inmost con-

obey the Philistian king. He had no
doubt prayed earnestly for this in his heart. And the faithful
God helped His servant: first of all by the fact that Achish
to

accepted his indefinite declaration as a promise of unconditional
answer " so (I??, itaque, i.e. that being the case,

fidelity, as his
if

thy conduct answers

to thy promise)

/

will

make

thee

tJie

keeper of my head " (i.e. of my person) implies ; and still more
fully by the fact that the princes of the Philistines overturned
the decision of their king (ch. xxix. 3 sqq.).

Vers. 3-25. Saul with
Israel

by

the witch at

Endor.

—The invasion of

the Philistines, which brought David into so

difficult

a situation, drove king Saul to despair, so that in utter helplessness he had recourse to ungodly means of inquiring into the
future,

horror

which he himself had formerly

had

to hear the sentence of his

prohibited,

own

death.

and

to his

This account

introduced with the remark in ver. 3 that Samuel was dead
and had been buried at Bamah (cf. ch. xxv. 1 ; Vvyai, with an
explanatory vav, and indeed in his own city), and that Saul
had expelled " those that had familiar spirits and the wizards
out of the land" (on the terms employed, oboth and yiddonimt
is
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He had done this in accordance with the
see at Lev. xix. 31).
law in Lev. xix. 31, xx. 27, and Deut. xviii. 10 sqq. Vers.
4, 5. When the Philistines advanced and encamped at Shunem,
Saul brought all Israel together and encamped at Gilboa, i.e.
upon the mountain of that name on the north-eastern edge of
the plain of Jezreel, which slopes off from a height of about
1250 feet into the valley of the Jordan, and is not far from

—

On

Beisan.

the north of the western extremity of this

moun-

was Shunem, the present Sulem or Solarn (see at Josh. xix.
18) ; it was hardly two hours distant, so that the camp of the
Philistines might be seen from Gilboa.
When Saul saw this,
was
thrown
into
such
alarm
that
his
heart
greatly trembled.
he
As Saul had been more than once victorious in his conflicts with
tain

the Philistines, his great fear at the sight of the Philistian

army

can hardly be attributed to any other cause than the feeling
that God had forsaken him, by which he was suddenly overwhelmed. Ver. 6. In his anxiety he inquired of the Lord

—

but the Lord neither answered him by dreams, nor by Urim,
nor by prophets, that is to say, not by any of the three media
by which He was accustomed to make known His will to Israel.
rriffa ?KB> is the term usually employed to signify inquiring the

and counsel of God through the Urim and Thummim of
i. 1) ; and this is the case here,
with the simple difference that here the other means of inquiring
will

the high priest (see at Judg.

the counsel of

God

are also included.

On

dreams, see at

Num.

According to Num. xxvii. 21, Urim denotes divine revelation through the high priest by means of the ephod.
But the
high priest Abiathar had been with the ephod in David's camp
ever since the murder of the priests at Nob (ch. xxii. 20 sqq.,
xxiii. 6, xxx. 7). How then could Saul inquire of God through
the UrimV
This question, which was very copiously discussed
by the earlier commentators, and handled in different ways, may
be decided very simply on the supposition, that after the death
of Ahimelech and the flight of his son, another high priest had
been appointed at the tabernacle, and another ephod made for
him, with the choshen or breastplate, and the Urim and Thumxii. 6.

mim.

It

about

this.

no proof to the contrary that there is nothing said
We have no continuous history of the worship at
the tabernacle, but only occasional notices. N And from these it
is

is

perfectly clear that the public worship at the tabernacle
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not suspended on the murder of the priests, but was continued
For in the first years of David's reign we find the taberstill.
nacle at Gibeon, and Zadok the son of Ahitub, of the line of
Eleazar, officiating there as high priest (1 Chron. xvi. 39, com-

pared with ch.

v.

38 and

vi.

38)

;

from which it follows with
Nob by Saul the taber-

certainty, that after the destruction of

nacle was removed to Gibeon, and the worship of the congre-

gation continued there.

From

this

we may

also explain in a

very simple manner the repeated allusions to two high priests
in Davids time (2 Sam. viii. 17, xv. 24, 29, 35 ; 1 Chron. xv.

The reason why the Lord did not answer Saul
be sought for in the wickedness of Saul, which rendered
him utterly unworthy to find favour with God.
Vers. 7-14. Instead of recognising this, however, and
searching his own heart, Saul attempted to obtain a revelation
of the future in ungodly ways. He commanded his servants
(ver. 7) to seek for a woman that had a familiar spirit. Baalathob : the mistress (or possessor) of a conjuring spirit, i.e. of a
spirit with which the dead were conjured up, for the purpose
of making inquiry concerning the future (see at Lev. xix. 31).
There was a woman of this kind at Endor, which still exists as
a village under the old name upon the northern shoulder of the
Duhy or Little Hermon (see at Josh. xvii. 11), and therefore
only two German (ten English) miles from the Israelitish camp
Ver. 8. Saul went to this person by night and in
at Gilboa.
disguise, that he might not be recognised, accompanied by two
men ; and said to her, " Divine to me through necromancy,
and bring me up wliomsoever I tell thee." The words " bring
me up," etc., are an explanation or more precise definition of
" divine unto me," etc. Prophesying by the Ob was probably
performed by calling up a departed spirit from Sheol, and ob11, xviii. 16).

is

to

—

taining prophecies,

i.e.

disclosures concerning one's

own

fate,

through the medium of such a spirit. On the form 'Dtop
(Chethibh), see at Judg. ix. 8. Ver. 9. Such a demand placed
the woman in difficulty. As Saul had driven the necromantists
out of the land, she was afraid that the unknown visitor (for it
is evident from ver. 12 that she did not recognise Saul at first)
might be laying a snare for her soul with his request, to put
her to death, i.e. might have come to her merely for the purpose
of spying her out as a conjurer of the dead, and then inflicting

—
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punishment upon her according to the law (Lev. xx. 27).
10, 11. But when Saul swore to her that no punishment should fall upon her on that account (T!!i5' OK, "shall
assuredly not fall upon thee"), an oath which showed how
utterly hardened Saul was, she asked him, " Whom shall I
bring up to thee f " and Saul replied, " Bring me up Samuel"

capital

—Vers.

from the region of the dead, or Sheol, which was thought to
This idea arose from the fact that the
dead were buried in the earth, and was connected with the
thought of heaven as being above the earth. Just as heaven,
regarded as the abode of God and the holy angels and blessed
spirits, is above the earth
so, on the other hand, the region
of death and the dead is beneath the ground. And with our
modes of thought, which are so bound up with time and space,
it is impossible to represent to ourselves in any other way the
difference and contrast between blessedness with God and the

sc.

be under the ground.

;

shade-life in death.

her conjuring
as ver.

arts.

—Ver.

12. The woman then commenced
This must be supplied from the context,

" When

12 merely states what immediately ensued.

woman saw Samuel,

form which
appeared to her so unexpectedly. These words imply most
unquestionably that the woman saw an apparition which she
did not anticipate, and therefore that she was not really able to
conjure up departed spirits or persons who had died, but that
she either merely pretended to do so, or if her witchcraft was
not mere trickery and delusion, but had a certain demoniacal
background, that the appearance of Samuel differed essentially
from everything she had experienced and effected before, and
therefore filled her with alarm and horror.
The very fact,
however, that she recognised Saul as soon as Samuel appeared,
precludes us from declaring her art to have been nothing more
than jugglery and deception ; for she said to him, " Why hast
the

she cried aloud,"

sc. at the

thou cheated me, as thou art certainly Saul ?"

deceived

me

as to thy person ?

why

i.e.

why

hast thou

didst thou not tell

me

that

thou wast king Saul ? Her recognition of Saul when Samuel
appeared may be easily explained, if we assume that the woman
had fallen into a state of clairvoyance, in which she recognised

unknown to her by
face.—Ver. 13. The king quieted her fear, and then asked her
what she had seen ; whereupon she gave him a fuller descrippersons who, like Saul in his disguise, were
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CHAP. XXVIII. 15-22.

the earth."
still

less

but a

"

7"

saw a celestial being come up from
Elohim does not signify gods here, nor yet God

tion of the apparition

:

an angel or a ghost, or even a person of superior rank,

celestial (super-terrestrial),

heavenly, or spiritual being.

Upon Saul's further inquiry as to his form, she re"An old man is ascending, and he is wrapped in a mantle."

Ver. 14.
plied,

is the prophet's mantle, such as Samuel was accustomed
wear when he was alive (see ch. xv. 27). Saul recognised
from this that the person who had been called up was Samuel,
and he fell upon his face to the ground, to give expression to
his reverence.
Saul does not appear to have seen the apparition itself. But it does not follow from this that there was no
such apparition at all, and the whole was an invention on the
part of the witch. It needs an opened eye, such as all do not

Mell
to

possess, to see a departed spirit or celestial being.

the body are not enough for

The

eyes of

this.

Then Samuel said, " Why hast thou disturbed
from my rest in Hades cf. Isa. xiv. 9), to bring me up?"
It follows, no doubt, from this that Samuel had been disturbed
from his rest by Saul; but whether this had been effected by
the conjuring arts of the witch, or by a miracle of God himself,
Vers. 15—22.

me

is

(sc.

;

left undecided.

Saul replied, "

Philistines fight against me,

answers

me no

lias

sore oppressed, for the

departed from me, and

more, either by prophets or by dreams

thee called (on the intensified
to

I am

and God

make known

reference to the

form fl^pNJ,

vid.

;

then

Ewald,

§

I had

228,

c),

me what I am to do." The omission of any
Urim is probably to be interpreted very simply

to

from the brevity of the account, and not from the fact that Saul
shrank from speaking about the oracle of the high priest, on
account of the massacre of the priests which had taken place
by his command. There is a contradiction, however, in Saul's
reply : for if God had forsaken him, he could not expect any
answer from Him ; and if God did not reply to his inquiry
through the regularly appointed media of His revelation, how
could he hope to obtain any divine revelation through the help
" When living prophets gave no answer, he thought
of a witch ?
that a dead one might be called up, as if a dead one were less
dependent upon God than the living, or that, even in opposition
to the will of God, he might reply through the arts of a conjuring woman. Truly, if he perceived that God was hostile to
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him, he ought to have been

all

the more afraid, lest His enmity

But

should be increased by his breach of His laws.
superstition never reason" (Clericus).

contradiction (ver. 16)

from

hath departed

meaning

is

:

How

Why

"

:

and

thee,

fear and

Samuel points out

this

dost thou ask me, since Jehovah

is

become thine enemy?"

The

canst thou expect an answer under these
I^W, from "W,
and this meaning is
16 (Chald.). There

circumstances from me, the prophet of Jehovah ?
signifies

an enemy here (from

"CV,

fervour)

confirmed by Ps. cxxxix. 20 and Dan.
is all

the less ground for

any

iv.

;

critical objection

to the reading,

and Vulgate give a periphrastic rendering of
" enemy," whilst the Sept., Syr., and Arab, have merely paraphrased according to conjectures. Samuel then announced his
" Jehovah hath performed for himself, as He
fate (vers. 17— 19)
spake by me (ii>, for himself, which the LXX. and Vulg. have
as the Chaldee

:

arbitrarily altered into v.,

plained by Seb. Schmidt,

a-oi,
'

tibi (to thee), is

correctly ex-

according to His grace, or to

fulfil

and prove His truth') ; and Jehovah hath rent the kingdom out of
thy hand, and given it to thy neighbour David."
The perfects
express the purpose of God, which had already been formed,
and was now about to be fulfilled. Ver. 18. The reason for
" Because ("W?*??,
Saul's rejection is then given, as in ch. xv. 23
according as) thou
hast not executed the fierceness of His
anger upon Amalek, therefore hath Jehovah done this thing to thee
" This thing" is the distress of which Saul had comthis day."
plained, with its consequences.
JHJ1, that Jehovah may give (= for
He will give) Israel also with thee into the hand of the Philistines.
u To-morrow wilt thou and thy sons be with me (i.e. in Sheol,
with the dead) also the camp of Israel will Jehovah give into
the hand of the Philistines," i.e. give up to them to plunder.
The overthrow of the people was to heighten Saul's misery,
when he saw the people plunged with him into ruin through his
sin (O. v. Gerlach).
Thus was the last hope taken from Saul.
His day of grace was gone, and judgment was now to burst
upon him without delay. Ver. 20. These words so alarmed
him, that he fell his whole length upon the ground ; for he had
been kneeling hitherto (ver. 14). He u fell straightway (lit. he
hastened and fell) upon the ground. For he was greatly terrified
at the words of Samuel : there was also no strength in him, because
he had eaten no food the. whole day and the whole night" sc. from

—

:

.

.

.

;

—
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mental perturbation or inward excitement.
exhaustion caused him to
21, 22.

The woman

fall

265

15-22.

Terror and bodily

powerless to the ground.

—Vers.

then came to him and persuaded him to

strengthen himself with food for the journey which he had to
It by no means follows from the expression " came unto
Saul" that the woman was in an adjoining room during the
presence of the apparition, and whilst Samuel was speaking, but
only that she was standing at some distance off, and came up to
him to speak to him when he had fallen fainting to the ground.
As she had fulfilled his wish at the risk of her own life, she
entreated him now to gratify her wish, and let her set a morsel
" That strength may be in thee
of bread before him and eat.
when thou goest thy way" (i.e. when thou returnest).
This narrative, when read without prejudice, makes at once
and throughout the impression conveyed by the Septuagint
eirripdyrTja-e 2aov\ hi t& iyyaorpifivOq) rod
at 1 Chron. x. 13
IflTfjo-at,, xal aireKplvaro avrm XafxovrfK. 6 irpo<]yifrrn<; ; and still
more clearly at Ecclus. xlvi. 20, where it is said of Samuel
"And after his death he prophesied, and showed the king his
end, and lifted up his voice from the earth in prophecy, to blot
take.

:

out the wickedness of the people."

Nevertheless the fathers,

and earlier Christian theologians, with very few
exceptions, assumed that there was not a real appearance of
Samuel, but only an imaginary one. According to the explanation given by Ephraem Syrus, an apparent image of Samuel
reformers,

was presented to the eye of Saul through demoniacal arts.
Luther and Calvin adopted the same view, and the earlier Protestant theologians followed them in regarding the apparition
as nothing but a diabolical spectre, a phantasm, or diabolical

form of Samuel, and Samuel's announcement as
made by divine permission,
which truth is mixed with falsehood. 1 It was not till the

spectre in the

nothing but a diabolical revelation
in

1
Thus Luther says (in his work upon the abuses of the Mass, 1522)
" The raising of Samuel by a soothsayer or witch, in 1 Sam. xxviii. 11, 12,
was certainly merely a spectre of the devil ; not only because the Scriptures

state that it

was

effected

by a woman who was

believe that the souls of believers,

full of devils (for

who are in the hand

who could

of God, Ecclus.

iii.

1,

and in the bosom of Abraham, Luke xvi. 32, were under the power of the
devil, and of simple men ?), but also because it was evidently in opposition

command of God that Saul and the woman inquired of the dead.
The Holy Ghost cannot do anything against this himself, nor can He help

to the
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seventeenth century that the opinion was expressed, that the

Samuel was merely a delusion produced by the
any real background at all. After Reginald
Scotus and Balth. Becker had given expression to this opinion,
it was more fully elaborated by Ant. van Dale, in his dissert, de
divinationibus idololatricis sub V. T. ; and in the so-called age
of enlightenment this was the prevailing opinion, so that Thenius
apparition of

witch, without

still regards it as an established fact, not only that the woman
was an impostor, but that the historian himself regarded the
whole thing as an imposture. There is no necessity to refute

Even Fr. Boettcher

this opinion at the present day.

pp. Ill

sqq.),

who

looks

upon the thing

as

(de inferis,

an imposture, admits

that the first recorder of the occurrence " believed that

appeared and prophesied, contrary

to

Samuel

the expectation of

the

witch ;" and that the author of the books of Samuel was con-

vinced that the prophet was raised up and prophesied, so that
after his death

he was proved

to

be the true prophet of Jehovah,

although through the intervention of ungodly arts
xiv. 7, 9).

But the view held by the

justice to the scriptural narrative

;

(cf.

Ezek.

early church does not do

and hence the more modern

orthodox commentators are unanimous in the opinion that the
departed prophet did really appear and announce the destruction of Saul, not, however, in consequence of the magical arts of

the witch, but through a miracle wrought by the omnipotence
of God.

This

is

most decidedly favoured by the

fact, that the

prophetic historian speaks throughout of the appearance, not of

who act in opposition to it." Calvin also regards the apparition as
only a spectre (Horn. 100 in 1 Sam.) " It is certain," he says, " that it was
not really Samuel, for God would never have allowed His prophets to be
subjected to such diabolical conjuring. For here is a sorceress calling up
the dead from the grave. Does any one imagine that God wished His prophet
those

:

to be exposed to such ignominy

as if the devil had power over the bodies
which are in His keeping? The souls of the saints
are said to rest and live in God, waiting for their happy resurrection. Besides, are we to believe that Samuel took his cloak with him into the grave?
For all these reasons, it appears evident that the apparition was nothing
more than a spectre, and that the senses of the woman herself were so
deceived, that she thought she saw Samuel, whereas it really was not he."
The earlier orthodox theologians also disputed the reality of the appearance
of the departed Samuel on just the Bame grounds ; e.g. Seb. Schmidt
(Comm.); Aug. Pfeiffer; Sal. Deyling; and Buddeus, Hist. Eccl. V. T. ii

and

;

souls of the saints

p. 243,

and many more.
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CHAP. XXVin. 16-22.

a ghost, but of Samuel himself. He does this not only in ver.
12, " When the woman saw Samel she cried aloud," but also in
vers. 14, 15, 16, and 20.
It is also sustained by the circumstance, that not only do the words of

16-19, create the impression that

Samuel to Saul, in vers.
Samuel himself who is

it is

speaking ; but his announcement contains so distinct a prophecy
of the death of Saul and his sons, that

it is

impossible to imagine

can have proceeded from the mouth of an impostor, or
have been an inspiration of Satan. On the other hand, the

that

it

remark of Calvin, to the effect that " God sometimes gives to
devils the power of revealing secrets to us, which they have
learned from the Lord," could only be regarded as a valid
objection, provided that the narrative gave us some intimation
that the apparition and the speaking were nothing but a diabolical
delusion.

But

It is true, the

does nothing of the kind.

it

up the prophet Samuel was
very properly disputed by the early theologians, and rejected by
opinion that the witch conjured

Theodoret as " unholy, and even impious ;" and the text of
Scripture indicates clearly enough that the very opposite was
the case, by the remark that the witch herself was terrified at
the appearance of Samuel (ver. 12).
correct in saying

king, nor at the
the

power

to

:

Shobel is therefore quite
" It was not at the call of the idolatrous

command

in his rest in the grave,

by divine

'

of the witch,

bring him up, or even to

—that Samuel came

permission,'

was by the

rather

it

grave

(?), like

—neither of whom

make him hear their

much
command

which

special

is

a faithful servant

too

of

whom

;

nor was
little

God

it

had
voice

merely

to say.

No,

that he left his

his master arouses at

an inmate of the house who has wilfully
stopped out late, and has been knocking at the door. 'Why do
you disturb me out of my sleep V would always be the question
put to the unwelcome comer, although it was not by his noise,
but really by his master's command, that he had been aroused.
Samuel asked the same question." The prohibition of witchcraft and necromancy (Deut. xviii. 11 ; Isa. viii. 19), which the
midnight, to

let in

earlier writers quote against this, does not preclude the possibility

God

own

Samuel to
was of such a
character, that it could not fail to show to the witch and the
king, that God does not allow His prohibitions to be infringed
of

appear.

having, for His

On

special reasons, caused

the contrary, the appearance

itself
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with impunity.

The very same thing occurred here, which God
medium of Ezekiel (ch. xiv.
they come to the prophet, I will answer them

threatened to idolaters through the
4, 7, 8)

:

" If

my own way." Still less is there any force in the appeal to
Luke xvi. 27 sqq., where Abraham refuses the request of the
rich man in Hades, that he would send Lazarus to his father's
house to preach repentance to his brethren who were still living,
saying, u They have Moses and the prophets, let them hear
in

them.

If they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will

For

they be persuaded though one rose from the dead."
does not affirm that the appearance of a dead
impossible in

itself,

but only describes

tual, so far as the conversion of

The

it

man

as useless

the ungodly

is

this

is

a thing

and

ineffec-

concerned.

appearance of Samuel from the kingdom

reality of the

of the dead cannot therefore be called in question, especially as
it

has an analogon in the appearance of Moses and Elijah at

the transfiguration of Christ (Matt. xvii. 3 ; Luke ix. 30, 31)
except that this difference must not be overlooked, namely,
that

Moses and Elijah appeared "

in glory,"

in a glorified

i.e.

form, whereas Samuel appeared in earthly corporeality with
the prophet's mantle which he had worn on earth.

was a phenomenal
into which He was

Just as the

transfiguration of Christ

anticipation of His

future heavenly glory,

to enter after His

and ascension, so may we think of the appearance
of Moses and Elijah " in glory" upon the mount of transfiguration as an anticipation of their heavenly transfiguration
in eternal life with God.
It was different with Samuel, whom
God brought up from Hades through an act of Hi3 omnipotence.
This appearance is not to be regarded as the appearance of one who had risen in a glorified body ; but though
somewhat spirit-like in its external manifestation, so that it
was only to the witch that it was visible, and not to Saul, it
was merely an appearance of the soul of Samuel, that had been
at rest in Hades, in the clothing of the earthly corporeality and
dress of the prophet, which were assumed for the purpose of
rendering it visible. In this respect the appearance of Samuel
resurrection

rather resembled

the

appearances of incorporeal angels in

human form and dress, such as the three angels who came to
Abraham in the grove at Mamre (Gen. xviii.), and the angel
who appeared to Manoah (Judg. xiii.) with this exception,
;
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23-25.

however, that these angels manifested themselves in a

human

form, which was visible to the ordinary bodily eye, whereas

Samuel appeared in the spirit-like form of the inhabitants of
In all these cases the bodily form and clothing were

Hades.

only a dress assumed for the soul or

spirit,

and intended

to

facilitate perception, so that

such appearances furnish no proof

that the souls of departed

men

reality.

possess

an immaterial corpo-

1

Vers. 23-25.

On

Saul's refusing to take food, his servants

two attendants) also pressed him, so that he yielded,
rose up from the ground, and sat down upon the bed (mittah
i.e. a bench by the wall of the room provided with pillows)
whereupon the woman quickly sacrificed (served up) a stalled
calf, baked unleavened cakes, and set the food she had prepared before the king and his servants. The woman did all
this from natural sympathy for the unhappy king, and not, as
Thenius supposes, to remove all suspicion of deception from
Saul's mind ; for she had not deceived the king at all.
Ver. 25.
When Saul and his servants had eaten, they started upon their
way, and went back that night to Gilboa, which was about ten
miles distant, where the battle occurred the next day, and Saul
and his sons fell. " Saul was too hardened in his sin to express
any grief or pain, either on his own account or because of the
(i.e.

his

—

1
Delitzsch (bibl. Psychol, pp. 427 sqq.) has very properly rejected, not
only the opinion that Samuel and Moses were raised up from the dead for
the purpose of a transient appearance, and then died again, but also the
idea that they appeared in their material bodies, a notion upon which
Calvin rests his argument against the reality of the appearance of Samuel.
But when he gives it as his opinion, that the angels who appeared in human
form assumed this form by virtue of their own power, inasmuch as they

can make themselves visible to whomsoever they please, and infers still
this, " that the outward form in which Samuel and Moses
appeared (which corresponded to their form when on this side the grave)
was the immaterial production of their spiritual and psychical nature," he
overlooks the fact, that not only Samuel, but the angels also, in the cases
referred to, appeared in men's clothing, which cannot possibly be regarded
as a production of their spiritual and psychical nature.
The earthly dress
is not indispensable to a man's existence.
Adam and Eve had no clothing
before the Fall, and there will be no material clothing in the kingdom of
glory ; for the " fine linen, pure and white," with which the bride adorns
herself for the marriage supper of the Lamb, is " the righteousness of
further from

saints" (Rev. xix. 8).
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and his people. In stolid desperation he went
This was the terrible end of a man whom
the Spirit of God had once taken possession of and turned into
another man, and whom he had endowed with gifts to be the
fate of his sons
to

meet

his fate.

leader of the people of

God"

(O.

Gerlach).

v.

REMOVAL OP DAVID FEOM THE ARMY OP THE PHILISTINES.
CHAP. XXIX.
Vers. 1-5. Whilst Saul derived no comfort from his visit to
the witch at Endor, but simply heard from the mouth of
the confirmation of his rejection on the part of God,

announcement of

his

approaching

David was

fate,

Samuel
and an

delivered,

through the interposition of God, from the danger of having
Ver. 1. The account of this
fight against his own people.

—

to
is

introduced by a fuller description of the position of the hostile

army.

" The

Philistines gathered all their armies together to-

wards Aphek, but Israel encamped at the fountain in (at) Jezreel?
This fountain is the present Ain Jalud (or Ain Jalut, i.e.
Goliath's fountain, probably so called because

it

was regarded

as the scene of the defeat of Goliath), a very large fountain,

which issues from a cleft in the rock at the foot of the mountain
on the north-eastern border of Gilboa, forming a beautifully
limpid pool of about forty or fifty feet in diameter, and then
flowing in a brook through the valley (Rob. Pal.

iii.

p. 168).

Consequently Aphek, which must be carefully distinguished
from the towns of the same name in Asher (Josh. xix. 30;

Judg. i. 31) and upon the mountains of Judah (Josh. xv. 53)
and also at Ebenezer (1 Sam. iv. 1), is to be sought for not very
far from Shunem, in the plain of Jezreel
according to Van de
Velde's Mem., by the side of the present el Af&leh, though the
situation has not been exactly determined.
The statement in
the Onom., "near Endor of Jezreel where Saul fought," is
merely founded upon the Septuagint, in which £373 is erroneously
;

rendered iv 'EvBmp.

—Vers.

2,

3.

When

the princes of the

by hundreds
and thousands (i.e. arranged in companies of hundreds and
thousands), and David and his men came behind with Achish
Philistines (same, as in Josh.

(i.e.

xiii.

3) advanced

forming the rear-guard), the (other) princes pronounced
David and his men to go with them.

against their allowing
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CHAP. XXIX. 6-11.

This did not occur at the time of their setting out, hut on the
road, when they had already gone some distance (compare ver.
11 with ch. xxx. 1), probably when the five princes (Josh. xiii.

To the inquiry,
3) of the Philistines had effected a junction.
" What are these Hebrews doing
Achish replied, " Is not this

V

David, the servant of Saul the king of Israel, who has been with
me days already, or years already ? and I have found nothing in
him since his coming over unto this day." ""?W?> anything at all
?M,
that could render him suspicious, or his fidelity doubtful.
!

to fall

away and go over

to a person

generally construed with

;

?N (Jer. xxxvii. 13, xxxviii. 19, etc.) or zP (Jer. xxi. 9, xxxvii.
14 ; 1 Chron. xii. 19, 20), but here absolutely, as the more pre-

meaning can be gathered from the

cise

the princes,

i.e.

context.

—Ver.

But

4.

the four other princes of the Philistines, not the

courtiers of Achish himself, were angry with Achish, and demanded, " Send the man back, that he may return to his place,
which thou hast assigned him ; that he may not go down with us
into the war, and may not become an adversary (satan) to us in
the war ; for wherewith could he show himself acceptable to his

lord (viz. Saul), if not with the heads of these

nonne, strictly speaking, introduces a

a

the previous question.

Go down

new

men ?"

W,

question to confirm

to the battle :" this

expression

used as in ch. xxvi. 10, xxx. 24, because battles were generally
fought in the plains, into which the Hebrews were obliged to
come down from their mountainous land. " These men," i.e. the
is

soldiers of the Philistines, to

Ver.

5.

To

whom

the princes were pointing.

justify their suspicion, the princes

their song with which the

women

reminded him of
had celebrated

in Israel

David's victory over Goliath (ch. xviii. 7).
Vers. 6-11. After this declaration on the part of the princes,

—

Achish was obliged to send David back. Vers. 6, 7. With a
solemn assertion, swearing by Jehovah to convince David all

—

the

more thoroughly of

said to him, "

quite right in

my

—

Achish
and good in my eyes (i.e.
estimation) are thy going out and coming in

Thou

the sincerity of his declaration,

art honourable,

thy conduct) with me in the camp, for I have not found
anything bad in thee ; but in the eyes of the princes thou art not
good (i.e. the princes do not think thee honourable, do not trust
Turn now, and go in peace, that thou mayest do nothing
thee).
(i:e.

all

displeasing to

ilie

princes of the Philistines."

—Ver.

8.

Partly for
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the sake of vindicating himself against this suspicion, and partly

David replied,
and what hast thou found in thy servant,
since I was with thee till this day, that I am not to come and fight
against the enemies of my lord the king ?"
These last words are
also ambiguous, since the king whom David calls his lord might
be understood as meaning either Achish or Saul. Achish, in
his goodness of heart, applies them without suspicion to himself
for he assures David still more earnestly (ver. 9), that he is
" I know that thou art
firmly convinced of his uprightness.
good in my eyes as an angel of God" i.e. I have the strongest
conviction that thou hast behaved as well towards me as an angel
to put the sincerity of Achish's words to the test,

" What have

I

done,

could; but the princes have desired thy removal.

—

Ver. 10.
up early in the morning with the servants of thy
lord (i.e. Saul, whose subjects David's men all were), who have
come with thee; get ye up in the morning when it gets light for you
(so that ye can see), and go."
Ver. 11. In accordance with this
admonition, David returned the next morning into the land of
the Philistines, i.e. to Ziklag ; no doubt very light of heart, and
praising God for having so graciously rescued him out of the
disastrous situation into which he had been brought and not
altogether without some fault of his own, rejoicing that " he had
not committed either sin, i.e. had neither violated the fidelity
which he owed to Achish, nor had to fight against the Israelites"
"

And now

get

—

(Seb. Schmidt).

DAVID AVENGES UPON THE AMALEKITES THE PLUNDERING
AND BURNING OF ZIKLAG. CHAP. XXX.

—

Vers. 1-10. During David's absence the Amalekites had

invaded the south country, smitten Ziklag and burnt

and carried

off

it

down,

women and children whom they found there
were David and his men plunged into great

the

whereat not only

on their return upon the third day, but David especially
was involved in very great trouble, inasmuch as the people
wanted to stone him. But he strengthened himself in the Lord
his God (vers. 1-6).
Vers. 1-4 form one period, which is
expanded by the introduction of several circumstantial clauses.
The apodosis to " It came to pass, when," etc. (ver. 1), does not
follow till ver. 4, " Then David and the people," etc. But this is
grief

—
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3, "-so David and his men came," with
which the protasis commenced in ver. 1 is resumed in an altered
form. "It came to pass, when David and his men came to
Ziklag
.
the Amalekites had invaded
and had carried
and
the
wives
and
had
gone
their
way,
David and his
off
men came into the town (for ' when David and his men came,'
etc.), and behold it was burned.
Then David and the people
with him lifted up their voice" " On the third day :" after David's
dismission by Achish, not after David's departure from Ziklag.
David had at any rate gone with Achish beyond Gath, and had
not been sent back till the whole of the princes of the Philistines
had united their armies (ch. xxix. 2 sqq.), so that he must have
been absent from Ziklag more than two days, or two days and a
half.
This is placed beyond all doubt by vers. 11 sqq., since
the Amalekites are there described as having gone off with their
booty three days before David followed them, and therefore
they had taken Ziklag and burned it three days before David's
return.
These foes had therefore taken advantage of the
absence of David and his warriors, to avenge themselves for
David's invasions and plunderings (ch. xxvii. 8). Of those who
were carried off, " the women" alone are expressly mentioned in
ver. 2, although the female population and all the children had
been removed, as we may see from the expression " small and
great" (vers. 3, 6). The LXX. were therefore correct, so far
as the sense is concerned, in introducing the words ical itama
before ita IK'K. " They had killed no one, but (only) carried
away." 3H3, to carry away captive, as in Isa. xx. 4. Among
those who had been carried off were David's two wives, Ahinoam and Abigail (vid. ch. xxv. 42, 43, xxvii. 3). Ver. 6.
David was greatly distressed in consequence ; "for the people

formally attached to ver.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

thought

(' said,'

sc. in

their hearts) to stone

him" because they

sought the occasion of their calamity in his connection with
Achish, with which many of his adherents may very probably
have been dissatisfied. " For the soul of the whole people was
embittered (i.e. all the people were embittered in their souls)
because of their sons and daughters," who had been carried away
" But David strengthened, himself in the Lord his
into slavery.
God" i.e. sought consolation and strength in prayer and believThis strength he
ing confidence in the Lord (vers. 7 sqq.).
manifested in the resolution to follow the foes and rescue their
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booty from them.

To

end he had the ephod brought by

this

the high priest Abiathar (cf ch. xxiii. 9), and inquired by means
of the Urim of the Lord, "Shall I pursue this troop? Shall I
overtake it ?"
These questions were answered in the affirmative
.

and the promise was added, " and thou wilt rescue." So David
pursued the enemy with his six hundred men as far as the
brook Besor, where the rest, i.e. two hundred, remained standing

The words noy Dnniani, which are appended
form of a circumstantial clause, are to be connected, so
far as the facts are concerned, with what follows whilst the
others remained behind, David pursued the enemy still farther
with four hundred men. By the word D'nnten the historian
has somewhat anticipated the matter, and therefore regards it
(stayed behind).

in the

:

as necessary to define the expression

We are precluded from

still

further in ver. 106.

Thenius suggests,
by the circumstance that all the early translators read it in this
manner, and have endeavoured to make the expression intelligible by paraphrasing it.
These two hundred men were too
tired to cross the brook and go any farther.
(133, which only
occurs here and in ver. 21, signifies, in Syriac, to be weary or
exhausted.)
As Ziklag was burnt down, of course they found
no provisions there, and were consequently obliged to set out in
changing the

text, as

pursuit of the foe without being able to provide themselves with
the necessary supplies.

Wady

The brook Besor

is

supposed to be the

Sheriah, which enters the sea below Ashkelon

Raumer, Pal.

(see v.

p. 52).

Vers. 11—20. On their further march they found an
Egyptian lying exhausted upon the field ; and having brought
him to David, they gave him food and drink, namely " a slice of
jig-cake (cf. ch. xxv. 18), and raisin-cakes to eat; whereupon his
spirit of life returned (i.e. he came to himself again), as he had
neither eaten bread nor drunk water for three days."
Ver. 13.
When David asked him whence he had come (to whom, i.e. to

—

what people or

tribe, dost thou belong ?),

the

young man

said

that he was an Egyptian, and servant of an Amalekite, and

that he had been left behind by his master

three days before (" to-day three,"

sc.

when he

fell sick

he also said,
and what belongs to

days)

:

" We invaded tlie south of the Crethites,
Judah, and the south of Caleb, and burned Ziklag with fire."
'man, identical with BTO (Ezek. xxv. 16 ; Zeph. ii. 5), denotes
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is

it

who dwelt

in the south-west of

used by Ezekiel and Zephaniah as synonymous

with Philistim.
rity,
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The

origin of the

name

is

involved in obscu-

as the explanation which prevailed for a time, viz. that

was derived from

Stark, Gaza, pp. 66

Judah"

is

Creta,

is

and 99

without sufficient foundation (vid.
The Negeb " belonging to

sqq.).

the eastern portion of the Negeb.

One

part of

it

belonged to the family of Caleb, and was called Caleb's Negeb
(vid. ch.

xxv. 3).

—Vers.

David, at his request,

15, 16. This

Egyptian then conducted
that he would neither

when he had sworn

him nor deliver him up to his master, down to the hostile
who were spread over the whole land, eating, drinking,
and making merry, on account of all the great booty which
they had brought out of the land of the Philistines and Judah.
Ver. 17. David surprised them in the midst of their security,
and smote them from the evening twilight till the evening of
kill

troops,

—

the next day, so that no one escaped, with the exception of four
hundred young men, who fled upon camels. Nesheph signifies
the evening twilight here, not the dawn,
a meaning which is
not even sustained by Job vii. 4. The form DrQ™ appears to
be an adverbial formation, like OCfC. Vers. 18, 19. Through
this victory David rescued all that the Amalekites had taken,
his two wives, and all the children great and small ; also the
booty that they had taken with them, so that nothing was
" And David took all the sheep
missing. Ver. 20 is obscure
and the oxen : they drove them before those cattle, and said, This
is David's booty."
In order to obtain any meaning whatever
from this literal rendering of the words, we must understand by
the sheep and oxen those which belonged to the Amalekites, and
the flocks taken from them as booty and by " those cattle," the
cattle belonging to David and his men, which the Amalekites
had driven away, and the Israelites had now recovered from
them : so that David had the sheep and oxen which he had
taken from the Amalekites as booty driven in front of the rest
of the cattle which the Israelites had recovered ; whereupon
the drovers exclaimed, " This (the sheep and oxen) is David's
booty." It is true that there is nothing said in what goes before
about any booty that David had taken from the Amalekites, in
addition to what they had taken from the Israelites ; but the
fact that David had really taken such booty is perfectly obvious

—

—

—

:

;
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from

vers.

26-31, where he

is

said to

have sent portions of the

booty of the enemies of Jehovah to different places in the land.
If this explanation be not accepted, there is no other course
open than to follow the Vulgate, alter ^B? into VJB?, and render
the middle clause thus : " they drove those cattle (viz. the sheep
and oxen already mentioned) before him" as Luther has done.
But even in that case we could hardly understand anything
else by the sheep and oxen than the cattle belonging to the
Amalekites, and taken from them as booty.
Vers. 21-31. When David came back to the two hundred
men whom he had left by the brook Besor (Da^, they made
them sit, remain), they went to meet him and his warriors, and
were heartily greeted by David. Ver. 22. Then all kinds of
evil and worthless men of those who had gone with David to
the battle replied " Because they have not gone with us (lit. with

—

:

me, the person speaking), we will not give them any of the booty
that we have seized, except to every one his wife and his children : they may lead them away, and go? Vers. 23, 24. David
opposed this selfish and envious proposal, saying, " Do not so,

—

my

brethren, with that (DK, the sign of the accusative, not the

preposition

;

see Ewald, § 329, a:

Jehovah hath done

guarded

us),

to us,

and given

and

lit.

with regard to that) which

He hath guarded us

this troop

(since

He hath

which came upon us into our

And who will hearken to you in this matter ? But Q?,
according to the negation involved in the question) as the

hand.

portion of him that went into the battle, so be the portion of him
Tiin is a
that stayed by the things ; they shall share together"
copyist's error for TiVl.

—Ver. 25.

So was

it

from that day and

forward ; and he (David) made it (this regulation as to the
booty) " the law and right for Israel unto this day."
Vers.
26-31. When David returned to Ziklag, he sent portions of the

—

booty to the elders of Judah, to his friends, with this message

" Behold, here ye have a blessing of the booty of the enemies of
Jehovah" (which we took from the enemies of Jehovah) ; and
this he did, according to ver. 31, to all the places in which he
had wandered with his men, i.e. where he had wandered about
from Saul, and in which he had no doubt
Sending these gifts could not fail to make
the elders of these cities well disposed towards him, and so to
facilitate his recognition as king after the death of SauL which

during his

flight

received assistance.
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Some

of these places

may

have been plundered by the Amalekites, since they had invaded
the Negeb of Judah (ver. 14).
The cities referred to were
Bethel,

—not the Bethel

so often mentioned, the present Beitin,

in the tribe of Benjamin,

but Bethuel (1 Chron.

iv.

30) or

Simeon (Josh. xix. 4), which Knobel
supposes to be Elusa or el Khalasa (see at Josh. xv. 30). The
reading Baidaovp in the Septuagint is a worthless conjecture.
Bamah of the south, which was allotted to the tribe of Simeon,
Bethul, in the tribe of

has not yet been discovered (see at Josh. xix. 8). Jattir has
been preserved in the ruins of Attir, on the southern portion
of the mountains of Judah (see at Josh. xv. 48). Aroer is still
to be seen in ruins, viz. in the foundations of walls built of
enormous stones in Wady Arara, where there are many cavities
for holding water, about three hours E.8.E. of Bersaba, and
twenty miles to the south of Hebron (vid. Bob. PaL ii. p.
620, and v. de Velde, Mem. p. 288). Siphmoth (or Shiphmoth,

according to several MSS.)

is

altogether

unknown.

It

may

probably be referred to again in 1 Chron. xxvii. 27, where
Zabdi is called the Shiphmite ; but it is certainly not to be
identified with

(Num.

Sepham, on the north-east of the sea of Galilee
Eshtemoa has
11), as Thenius supposes.

xxxiv. 10,

been preserved in the village of Semua, with ancient ruins, on
the south-western portion of the mountains of Judah (see at
Josh. xv. 50). Raced is never mentioned again, and is entirely
unknown. The LXX. have five different names instead of
this, the last being Carmel, into which Thenius proposes to alter
Racal. But this can hardly be done with propriety, as the
LXX. also introduced the Philistian Gath, which certainly
does not belong here whilst in ver. 30 they have totally different names, some of which are decidedly wrong. The cities
of the Jerahmeelites and Kenites were situated in the Negeb
of Judah (ch. xxvii. 10), but their names cannot be traced.
Ver. 30. Hormah in the Negeb (Josh. xv. 30) is Zephath, the
present Zepdta, on the western slope of the Raklvma plateau
;

(see at Josh. xii. 14).

Ashan

Cor-ashan, probably the same place as

upon the border of the Negeb, has not
been discovered (see at Josh. xv. 42). Athach is only mentioned here, and quite unknown. According to Thenius, it is
probably a mistaken spelling for Ether in the tribe of Simeon
in the Shephelah,

yet
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(Josh. xix.

7, xv.

43).

ham's city (see at Josh.

Hebron, the present
x.

3

;

Gen.

DEATH AND BUBIAL OF SAUL AND HIS
The end

of the

and saw

enemy

SONS.

Khulil, Abra-

—CHAP. XXXI.

unhappy king corresponded

since the day of his rejection as king.
battle,

el

xxiii. 17).

When

his three sons fallen at his side,

to his life ever

he had lost the
and the archers

upon him, without either repentlife by suicide, to escape
the disgrace of being wounded and abused by the foe (vers.
1-7).
But he did not attain his object ; for the next day the
enemy found his corpse and those of his sons, and proceeded to
plunder, mutilate, and abuse them (vers. 8-10). However, the
king of Israel was not to be left to perish in utter disgrace.
The citizens of Jabesh remembered the deliverance which Saul
had brought to their city after his election as king, and showed
their gratitude by giving an honourable burial to Saul and
There is a parallel to this chapter in
his sons (vers. 11-13).
1 Chron. x., which agrees exactly with the account before us,
with very few deviations indeed, and those mostly verbal, and
merely introduces a hortatory clause at the end (vers. 13, 14).
Vers. 1-7. The account of the war between the Philistines
and Israel, the commencement of which has already been
mentioned in ch. xxviii. 1, 4 sqq., and xxix. 1, is resumed in
and to this there is attached
ver. 1 in a circumstantial clause
a description of the progress and result of the battle, more
of the

pressing hard

ance or remorse he put an end to his

;

especially with reference to Saul.

Consequently, in 1 Chron.

where there had been no previous allusion to the war, the
The following is
participle DWro is changed into the perfect.
the way in which we should express the circumstantial clause
"Now when the Philistines were fighting against Israel, the
men of Israel fled before the Philistines, and slain men fell in
the mountains of Gilboa" (vid. ch. xxviii. 4). The principal
engagement took place in the plain of Jezreel. But when the
Israelites were obliged to yield, they fled up the mountains of
Gilboa, and were pursued and slain there. Vers. 2-4. The
Philistines followed Saul, smote (i.e. put to death) his three
sons (see at ch. xiv. 49), and fought fiercely against Saul himself.
When the archers (ne^a D^JK is an explanatory apposition
x. 1,

—
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overtook him, he was greatly alarmed at

1
TtJ or -^n),

and called upon his armour-bearer
him with the sword, "lest these uncircumcised come
and thrust me through, and play with me" i.e. cool their courage
upon me by maltreating me. But as the armour-bearer would
not do this, because he was very much afraid, since he was
them

(?n»,

from

to pierce

supposed to be answerable for the king's life, Saul inflicted
death upon himself with his sword; whereupon the armourbearer also fell upon his sword and died with his king, so that
on that day Saul and his three sons and his armour-bearer all
"
died ; also " all his men " (for which we have " all his house
in the Chronicles),

him

i.e.

not

all

the warriors

who went

out with

members of
Neither Abner

to battle, but all the king's servants, or all the

his house,

sc.

who had taken

part in the battle.

was included, for the latter was not in
the battle; and although the former was Saul's cousin and
commander-in-chief (see ch. xiv. 50, 51), he did not belong to
Ver. 7. When the men of Israel upon
his house or servants.
the sides that were opposite to the valley (Jezreel) and the
Jordan saw that the Israelites (the Israelitish troop) fled, and
Saul and his sons were dead, they took to flight out of the
cities, whereupon the Philistines took possession of them.
">3J?
is used here to signify the side opposite to the place of conflict
in the valley of Jezreel, which the writer assumed as his standnor

his son Ishbosheth

—

The LXX. have adopted the rendering xetl 'tTpotv(tari<i*v tl; r»
they wounded him in the abdomen, whilst the Vulgate render-

1

iiroxoi/tpix,

ing

is

vehementer a sagittariis.

In 1 Chron. x. 3 the Sept.
of the Vulgate et vulneraThe translators have therefore derived ?|T from ?">n
r6n,

is vulnerattis est

rendering

xxi inovtvtv xni ran

verunt •*iaculis.

to'£«s»,

and that

VT

- T

=

T T

and then given a free rendering to the other words. But this rendering is
overthrown by the word *JXO, very, vehemently, to say nothing of the fact
that the verb ^>n or
T

cannot be proved to be ever used
n^n
T T

in the sense of

Saul had been so severely wounded that he could not kill
himself, and therefore asked his armour-bearer to slay him, as Thenius
supposes, he would not have had the strength to pierce himself with his

wounding.

If

sword when the armour-bearer refused. The further conjecture of Thenius,
that the Hebrew text should be read thus, in accordance with the LXX.,
DTIBn bn ^n*l, " he was wounded in the region of the gall," is opposed

by the circumstance that
but

what

is

under the

iirox°"fy' x

'

s

no* *he

gall or region of the gall,

x^'ty'ii or breast cartilage, viz. the

abdomen and

bowels.
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point (cf . ch. xiv. 40) ; so that P05>n

13J? is

the country to the

west of the valley of Jezreel, and Vp*j} ">3V the country to the
west of the Jordan, i.e. between Gilboa and the Jordan. These
districts, i.e.

the whole of the country round about the valley

of Jezreel, the Philistines took possession of, so that the whole
of the northern part of the land of Israel, in other words the

whole land with the exception of PeraBa and the tribe-land of
Judah, came into their hands when Saul was slain.
Vers. 8-10. On the day following the battle, when the
Philistines stripped the slain, they found Saul and his three sons
lying upon Gilboa and having cut off their heads and plundered their weapons, they sent them (the heads and weapons)
as trophies into the land of the Philistines, i.e. round about to
the different towns and hamlets of their land, to announce the
;

joyful news in their idol-temples (the writer of the Chronicles

mentions the idols themselves) and to the people, and then
deposited their weapons (the weapons of Saul

the Astarte-houses.

But

and

his sons) in

the corpses they fastened to the town-

Beisan, in the valley of the Jordan (see

wall of Beth-shean,

i.e.

at Josh. xvii. 11).

Beih-azdbbim and Beth-ashtaroth are com-

posite
is

words

;

the

first

part

is

like beth-aboth (father's-houses

Astartes, see at Judg.

ii.

and the plural form
and Astarte-houses,
see at Ex. vi. 14).
On the

indeclinable,

expressed by the second word

13.

:

idol-houses

:

It

is

not expressly stated indeed

in vers. 9, 10, that the Philistines plundered the bodies of Saul's

sons as well, and mutilated them by cutting off their heads
itJ^T

and

1v3, his

(i.e.

Saul's) head

and

;

but

his weapons, alone are

At the same time, it is very evident from ver. 12,
where the Jabeshites are said to have taken down from the wall
of Beth-shean not Saul's body only, but the bodies of his sons
also, that the Philistines had treated the corpses of Saul's sons
in just the same manner as that of Saul himself.
The writer
speaks distinctly of the abuse of Saul's body only, because it
was his death that he had chiefly in mind at the time. To the
word VVgh we must supply in thought the object ^B^l and r>3
from the preceding clause. tWi and rftj (vers. 10 and 12) are
mentioned.

the corpses without the heads.

them

The

fact that the Philistines

town- wall of Beth-shean presupposes the
capture of that city, from which it is evident that they had
occupied the land as far as the Jordan. The definite word
nailed

to the
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Beth-asktaroth

is

changed by the writer of the Chronicles into

Beth-elohim, temples of the gods ; or rather he has interpreted
in this

manner without

merely mentioned as the principal

The

it

altering the sense, as the Astartes are
deities for the idols generally.

writer of the Chronicles has also omitted to mention the

nailing of the corpses to the wall of Beth-shean, but he states

" they fastened

instead that

a fact which

we may

is

his skull in the

temple of Dagon,"

passed over in the account before us.

how both

From

have restricted themselves to
the principal points, or those which appeared to them of the
greatest importance (vid. Bertheau on 1 Chron. x. 10).
Vers. 11-13. When the inhabitants of Jabesh in Gilead
heard this, all the brave men of the town set out to Bethshean, took down the bodies of Saul and his sons from the wall,
brought them to Jabesh, and burned them there. " But their
bones they buried under the tamarisk at Jabesh, and fasted seven
days" to mourn for the king their former deliverer (see ch. xi.).
These statements are given in a very condensed form in the
Chronicles (vers. 11, 12). Not only is the fact that " they went
the whole night " omitted, as being of no essential importance
to the general history
but the removal of the bodies from the
this

see

writers

;

town-wall

is also

passed over, because their being fastened there

had not been mentioned, and

The

also the

burning of the bodies.

not to be sought for in the
fact that the author of the Chronicles regarded burning as
ignominious, according to Lev. xx. 14, xxi. 9, but because he
reason for the last omission

how

is

burning of the bodies with the
in Israel to burn
The former was
the corpse, but to bury it in the ground.
Conserestricted to the worst criminals (see at Lev. xx, 14).
quently the Chaldee interpreted the word " burnt" as relating to
did not see

to reconcile the

burial of the bones.

It

was not the custom

the burning of spices, a custom which
as

a special honour shown

we meet

to certain of the

with afterwards

kings of

Judah on

the occasion of their burial (2 Chron. xvi. 14, xxi. 19

;

Jer.

" to make a
whereas
here
it
is
stated
distinctly
that " they
burning for him,"
burning
The
reason
for
the
of
the
bodies
in the
burnt them."
sought
peculiarity
Saul
and
his
sons
is
to
be
for
in
the
case of
of the circumstances ; viz. partly in the fact that the bodies were
xxxiv. 5).

But

this is expressed

by

n§nfe> V? *nE>,

mutilated by the removal of the heads, and therefore a regular
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was impossible, and partly In their anxiety
and came to
Jabesh, they should desecrate the bodies still further. But
even this was not a complete burning to ashes, but merely a
burning of the skin and flesh so that the bones still remained,
and they were buried in the ground under a shady tree.
Instead of " under the (well-known) tamarisk" (esJiel), we have
n h?T n -^ un der the strong tree) in 1 Chron. x. 11. David
(
afterwards had them fetched away and buried in Saul's family
grave at Zela, in the land of Benjamin (2 Sam. xxi. 11 sqq.).
The seven days' fast kept by the Jabeshites was a sign of
public and general mourning on the part of the inhabitants of
that town at the death of the king, who had once rescued them
from the most abominable slavery.
In this ignominious fate of Saul there was manifested the
righteous judgment of God in consequence of the hardening of
his heart.
But the love which the citizens of Jabesh displayed
in their treatment of the corpses of Saul and his sons, had
reference not to the king as rejected by God, but to the king
as anointed with the Spirit of Jehovah, and was a practical
condemnation, not of the divine judgment which had fallen
upon Saul, but of the cruelty of the enemies of Israel and its
anointed. For although Saul had waged war almost incessantly
against the Philistines, it is not known that in any one of his
victories he had ever been guilty of such cruelties towards the
conquered and slaughtered foe as could justify this barbarous
revenge on the part of the uncircumcised upon his lifeless
burial of the dead
lest, if

the Philistines followed up their victory

;

corpse.
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HIS

book contains the history of David's reign,

arranged according to
(1) the

commencement

its

leading features

of his reign

as

:

viz.

king of

Judah at Hebron, whereas the other tribes of Israel
adhered to the house of Saul (ch. i.-iv.) ; (2) his promotion to
be king over all Israel, and the victorious extension of his
sway (ch. v.-ix.) ; (3) the decline of his power in consequence
of his adultery (ch. x.-xx.) ; (4) the close of his reign (ch.
xxi.-xxiv.).
Parallels and supplements to this history, in
which the reign of David is described chiefly in its connection
with the development of the kingdom of God under the Old
Testament, are given in ch. xi.-xxviii. of the first book of
Chronicles, where we have an elaborate description of the
things done by David, both for the elevation and organization
of the public worship of God, and also for the consolidation
and establishment of the whole kingdom, and the general administration of goyernment.

I.

DAVID KING OVER JUDAH; AND ISHBOSHETH KING
OVER ISRAEL.

When

David received the tidings at Ziklag of the defeat of
and the death of Saul, he mourned deeply and sincerely
for the fallen king and his noble son Jonathan (ch. i.).
He
then returned by the permission of God into the land of Judah,
namely to Hebron, and was anointed king of Judah by the
elders of that tribe ; whereas Abner, the cousin and chief
Israel

general of Saul, took Ishbosheth, the only remaining son of
the fallen monarch, and

made him king over

the other tribes
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Mahanaim (ch. ii. 1-11). This occasioned a civil
Abner marched to Gibeon against David with the forces
of Ishbosheth, but was defeated by Joab, David's commanderin-chief, and pursued to Mahanaim, in which pursuit Abner
slew Asahel the brother of Joab, who was eagerly following
him (ch. ii. 12—32). Nevertheless, the conflict between the
house of David and the house of Saul continued for some time
of Israel at

war.

longer, but with the former steadily advancing
declining, until at length

Abner

and the

latter

quarrelled with Ishbosheth,

and persuaded the tribes that had hitherto adhered to him to
acknowledge David as king over all Israel. After the negotiations with David for effecting this, he was assassinated by Joab
on his return from Hebron, an act at which David not only
expressed his abhorrence by a solemn mourning for Abner, but
declared it still more openly by cursing Joab's crime (ch. iii.).
Shortly afterwards, Ishbosheth was assassinated in his own
house by two Benjaminites ; but this murder was also avenged
by David, who ordered the murderers to be put to death, and
the head of Ishbosheth, that had been delivered up to him, to
be buried in Abner's tomb (ch. iv.). Thus the civil war and
the threatened split in the kingdom were brought to an end,
though without any complicity on the part of David, but rather

—

against his will, viz. through the death of Abner, the author of

and of Ishbosheth, whom he had placed upon the
whom fell by treacherous hands, and received
the reward of their rebellion against the ordinance of God.
David himself, in his long school of affliction under Saul, had
learned to put all his hope in the Lord his God ; and therefore,
when Saul was dead, he took no steps to grasp by force the
kingdom which God had promised him, or to remove his rival
out of the way by crime.
the

split,

throne, both of

david's conduct on hearing op saul's death,

elegy upon saul and jonathan.
David received the

who boasted

his

i.

and
from an
Saul and handed over

intelligence of the defeat of Israel

the death of Saul in the

Amalekite,

—chap.

war with the

of having slain

Philistines

David the crown and armlet of the fallen king, but whom
David punished with death for the supposed murder of the
to
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I.

David mourned for tie death

of Saul and Jonathan, and poured out his grief in an elegiac

This account

ode (vers. 17-27).

is

closely connected with the

book of Samuel.
Vers. 1-16. David receives the news of SauFs death. Vers.
1-4. After the death of Saul, and David's return to Ziklag
from his campaign against the Amalekites, there came a man to
David on the third day, with his clothes torn and earth strewed
upon his head (as a sign of deep mourning: see at 1 Sam.
iv. 12), who informed him of the flight and overthrow of the
Israelitish army, and the death of Saul and Jonathan.
Ver. 1
may he regarded as the protasis to ver. 2, so far as the contents
are concerned, although formally it is rounded off, and 3K»1 forms
the apodosis to W_ " ft came to pass after the death of Saul,
David had returned from the slaughter of the Amalekites (1 Sam.
xxx. 1-26), that David remained at Ziklag two days. And it
came to pass on the third day" etc. Both of these notices of
the time refer to the day, on which David returned to Ziklag
from the pursuit and defeat of the Amalekites. Whether the
battle at Gilboa, in which Saul fell, occurred before or after the
concluding chapters of the

first

—

—

:

return of David,

it is

impossible to determine.

All that follows

from the juxtaposition of the two events in ver. 1, is that they
were nearly contemporaneous. The man " came from the army
from with Savl," and therefore appears to have kept near to
Saul during the battle. Ver. 4. David's inquiry, "How did
the thing happen ?" refers to the statement made by the messenger, that he had escaped from the army of Israel.
In the
answer, "HSfc serves, like *3 in other passages, merely to introduce
the words that follow, like our namely (vid. Ewald, § 338, b).
u The people
fled from the fight ; and not only have many of
the people fallen, but Saul and Jonathan his son are also dead."
Ml .
D31 : not only
Vers. 5 sqq. To David's
but also.

—

.

.

.

further inquiry
6-10), "

/

.

—

.

how he knew

happened

to

come

this,
(^">i??

the

=

young man replied (vers.
"
P?) up to the mountains

il

,

of Gilboa, and saw Saul leaning upon his spear ; then the chariots
(the war-chariots for the charioteers) and riders were pressing
. and asked me, Who
and I said, An Amalekite ; and he said to me, Come
me, and slay me, for the cramp (P3E> according to the

upon him, and he turned round and saw me,

.

.

art thou ?
hither to

Rabbins) hath seized

me

(sc. so

that I cannot defend myself,
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hands of the Philistines) for my soul
Then I went to him, and slew him,
because I knew that after his fall he would not live ; and took the
crown upon his head, and the bracelet upon his arm, and brought
them to my lord " (David). " After his fall " does not mean
" after he had fallen upon his sword or spear" (Clericus), for
this is neither implied in i?S3 nor in frWrpjf {PBO (" supported,
i.e. leaning upon his spear"), nor are we at liberty to transfer
it from 1 Sam. xxxi. 4 into this passage
but " after his defeat,"

and must

(my

fall

into the

life) is still

;

whole in me.

;

i.e.

is

so that he

would not survive

at variance with the

xxxi. 3 sqq.
bility, or

;

this calamity.

This statement

account of the death of Saul in 1 Sam.

and even apart from

rather of untruth in

it,

this it has

an

air of

improba-

particularly in the assertion

upon his spear when the chariots and
horsemen of the enemy came upon him, without having either
an armour-bearer or any other Israelitish soldier by his side, so
that he had to turn to an Amalekite who accidentally came by,
and to ask him to inflict the fatal wound. The Amalekite
invented this, in the hope of thereby obtaining the better
recompense from David.
The only part of his statement
which is certainly true, is that he found the king lying dead
upon the field of battle, and took off the crown and armlet
since he brought these to David.
But it is by no means certain whether he was present when Saul expired, or merely
found him after he was dead. Vers. 11, 12. This information,
the substance of which was placed beyond all doubt by the
king's jewels that were brought, filled David with the deepest
sorrow. As a sign of his pain he rent his clothes ; and all the
men with him did the same, and mourned with weeping and
fasting until the evening "for Saul and for Jonathan his son,
for the people of Jehovah, and for the house of Israel, because
" The people of
they had fallen by tlie sword " (i.e. in battle).
Jehovah" and the "house or people of Israel" are distinguished
from one another, according to the twofold attitude of Israel,
which furnished a double ground for mourning. Those who
had fallen were first of all members of the people of Jehovah,
and secondly, fellow-countrymen. " They were therefore associated with them, both according to the flesh and according to
the spirit, and for that reason they mourned the more" (Seb.
" The only deep mourning for Saul, with the
Schmidt).
that Saul was leaning

—
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exception of that of the Jabeshites (1

ceeded from the
so

many

man whom he had

Sam.

xxxi. 11), pro-

hated and persecuted for

years even to the time of his death

;

just as David's

wept over the fall of Jerusalem, even when it was
about to destroy Himself" (O. v. Gerlach). Ver. 13. David
then asked the bringer of the news for further information
concerning his own descent, and received the reply that he was
the son of an Amalekite stranger, i.e. of an Amalekite who had
emigrated to Israel. Ver. 14. David then reproached him for
what he had done " How wast thou not afraid to stretch forth
thine hand to destroy the Lord's anointed ?" and commanded one
of his attendants to slay him (vers. 15 sqq.), passing sentence
" Thy blood come upon thy head (cf.
of death in these words
Lev. xx. 9, Josh. ii. 19) ; for thy mouth hath testified against
1
David regarded
thee, saying, I have slain the Lord's anointed"
the statement of the Amalekite as a sufficient ground for condemnation, without investigating the truth any further ; though
it was most probably untrue, as he could see through his design
of securing a great reward as due to him for performing such a
deed (yid. ch. iv. 10), and looked upon a man who could attribute such an act to himself from mere avarice as perfectly
capable of committing it.
Moreover, the king's jewels, which
he had brought, furnished a practical proof that Saul had
really been put to death.
This punishment was by no means
successor

—

—

:

:

so severe as to

render

it

necessary to "estimate

according to the times," or to defend

it

it3

morality

merely from the stand-

on the ground that as David was
and had been pursued by him as his
rival with constant suspicion and hatred, he ought not to leave
the murder of the king unpunished, if only because the people,
or at any rate his own opponents among the people, would
accuse him of complicity in the murder of the king, if not of
point of political prudence,

the successor of Saul,

1 "
Thy mouth hath testified against thee, and out of it thou art judged
(Luke xix. 22), whether thou hast done it or not. If thou hast done it,
thou receivest the just reward of thy deeds. If thou hast not done it, then
throw the blame upon thine own lying testimony, and be content with the
wages of a wicked flatterer ; for, according to thine own confession, thou
art the murderer of a king, and that is quite enough to betray thine evil
heart.
David could see plainly enough that the man was no murderer he
would show by his example that flatterers who boast of such sins as these
should get no hearing from their superiors." Berleb. Bible.
:
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David would never have
him into unjust
And his conduct requires no such half vindication.
severity.
Even on the supposition that Saul had asked the Amalekite to
give him his death-thrust, as he said he had, it was a crime
actually instigating the murderer.

allowed such considerations as these to lead

deserving of punishment to

nothing

cially as

fulfil this request,

said about

is

the

more

espe-

any such mortal wounding

Saul as rendered his escape or recovery impossible, so that

of
it

would have been cruel under such circumIf Saul's life
stances to refuse his request to be put to death.
was still " full in him," as the Amalekite stated, his position
was not so desperate as to render it inevitable that he should
fall into the hands of the Philistines.
Moreover, the supposition was a very natural one, that he had slain the king for the
could be said that

it

sake of a reward.

Lord, was in
death.

itself

But

slaying the king, the anointed of the

a crime that deserved to be punished with

What David might more

than once have done, but had

refrained from doing from holy reverence for the sanctified

person of the king, this foreigner, a

man belonging

to the nation

of the Ainalekites, Israel's greatest foes, had actually done for

the sake of gain, or at any rate pretended to have done.

Such

a crime must be punished with death, and that by David who

had been chosen by God and anointed as Saul's successor, and
the Amalekite himself acknowledged in that capacity,
since otherwise he would not have brought him the news

whom

together with the royal diadem.

Vers. 17-27. David's elegy upon Saul and Jonathan.

—An

eloquent testimony to the depth and sincerity of David's grief
is handed down to us in the elegy which
he composed upon Saul and his noble son Jonathan, and which
he had taught to the children of Israel." It is one of the finest
odes of the Old Testament full of lofty sentiment, and springing from deep and sanctified emotion, in which, without the
slightest allusion to his own relation to the fallen king, David
celebrates without envy the bravery and virtues of Saul and his
son Jonathan, and bitterly laments their loss.
"He said to
teach," i.e. he commanded the children of Judah to practise or
riE^, bow ; i.e. a song to which the title Kesheth or
learn it.
bow was given, not only because the bow is referred to (ver. 22),
but because it is a martial ode, and the bow was one of the

for the death of Saul

;
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I.

by the warriors of

and one in

that nge,

the use of which the Benjaminites, the tribe-mates of

were particularly

skilful

cf. 1

:

Chron.

viii.

40,

2

xii.

;

Saul,

2 Chron.

Other explanations are by no means so
it related to the melody
which the ode was sung ; whilst some are founded upon false

xiv.

17.

xvii.

7,

natural; such, for example, as that
to

renderings, or arbitrary alterations of the text,

Ewald

(Gesch.

i.

p. 41),

Thenius,

etc.

e.g.

in "the book of the righteous" (see at Josh. x. 13),

the author of the books of Samuel has taken

The ode

is

that of

This elegy was inserted

from which

it.

arranged in three strophes, which gradually dimi-

nish in force and sweep (viz. vers. 19-24, 25-26, 27), and in
which the vehemence of the sorrow is gradually modified, and

Each

finally dies away.

"How
be

strophe opens with the exclamation,

are the mighty fallen!"

The first

contains

that had to
mourning for

all

said in praise of the fallen heroes; the deepest

and praise of their bravery, of their inseparable
and of the virtues of Saul as king. The second commemorates the friendship between David and Jonathan. The
their death

;

love,

third simply utters the last sigh, with which the elegy becomes

The first

silent.

Ver. 19.

strophe runs thus

The ornament,

Oh how

Israel, is slain

are the mighty fallen

:

upon thy heights

!

not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of Askelon;
Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice,
Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph
21. Ye mountains of Gilboa, let not dew or rain be upon you, or fields

20. Tell

it

!

of firsVfruit offerings

For there is the shield of the mighty defiled,
The shield of Saul, not anointed with oil.
22.

From

the blood of the slain, from the fat of the mighty,

The bow of Jonathan turned not back,
And the sword of Saul returned not empty.
23. Saul and Jonathan, beloved and kind, in life

And

in death they are not divided.

Lighter than eagles were they
24.

Ye

daughters of

Who
Who

The
ode.

first

Israel,

;

stronger than lions.

weep over

Saul,

clothed you in purple with delight

put a golden ornament upon your apparel

clause of ver. 19 contains the

'3*? does not

mean

theme of the

entire

the gazelle here (as the Syriac and

Clericus and others render

it),

the only plausible support of

T
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"upon thy heights," whereas the parallel
we are to understand the two heroes
Saul and Jonathan, and that the word is used in the appellaThe king and his noble son were the
tive sense of ornament.
ornament of Israel. They were slain upon the heights of Israel.
which

is

the expression

D^aa shows

that

by

^Jfi?

Luther has given a correct rendering, so far as the sense is
concerned (die Edelsten, the noblest), after the inclyti of the
Vulgate. The pronoun " thy high places " refers to Israel. The
is to the heights of the mountains of Gilboa (see ver.
This event threw Israel into deep mourning, which commences in the second clause. Ver. 20. The tidings of this
mourning were not to be carried out among the enemies of

reference
21).

—

rejoicing would
had sustained. Only
two of the cities of Philistia are mentioned by name, viz. Gath,
which was near, and Askelon, which was farther off by the

only increase the pain of Israel at the

The

sea.

loss it

rejoicing of the daughters of the Philistines refers to

women

the custom of employing
their nation

21.

Such

they should rejoice thereat.

Israel, lest

to celebrate the victories of

by singing and dancing

Even nature

is

(cf. 1

Sam.

to join in the mourning.

xviii. 6).

—Ver.

May God

with-

from the mountains upon which the heroes
have fallen, that they may not be moistened by the dew and rain
of heaven, but, remaining in eternal barrenness, be memorials
of the horrible occurrence that has taken place upon them.
yapjD nn is an address to them and the preposition 3 with the
construct state is poetical: "mountains in Gilboa" (vid. Ewald,
*?* the verb
The folis wanting.
In M^J|
§ 289, b).

draw His

blessing

;

.

.

W

.

lowing words, niDViri "HtW, are in apposition to the foregoing
" and let not fields of first-fruit offerings be upon you" i.e. fields
producing
sented.

fruit,

This

is

from which

offerings of first-fruits

were pre-

the simplest and most appropriate explanation of

the words, which have been very differently, and in some respects

very marvellously rendered.

The

reason for this cursing of the

mountains of Gilboa was, that there the shield of the heroes,
particularly of Saul, had been defiled with blood, namely the
blood of those whom the shield ought to defend.
?1?3 does not

mean

to throw

away

(Dietrich.), but to soil or defile (as in the

Chaldee), then to abhor.

"Not

cleansed and polished with

oil,

blood

still

adhered

to

it.

^3

anointed with oil"

so that the

poetical for

i.e.

not

marks of Saul's

&. The
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I.

;

of the words " as though " (quasi non esset unctus

oleo,

Vulgate)

—

cannot be sustained. Ver. 22. Such was the ignominy experienced upon Gilboa by those who had always fought so bravely,
that their bow and sword did not turn back until it was satisslain. The figure upon which
founded is, that arrows drink the blood of the
enemy, and a sword devours their flesh (vid. Deut. xxxii. 42
Isa. xxxiv. 5, 6 ; Jer. xlvi. 10). The two principal weapons are
divided between Saul and Jonathan, so that the bow is assigned
to the latter and the sword to the former.
Ver. 23. In death
as in life, the two heroes were not divided, for they were alike
in bravery and courage.
Notwithstanding their difference of
character, and the very opposite attitude which they assumed
towards David, the noble Jonathan did not forsake his father,
although his fierce hatred towards the friend whom Jonathan
loved as his own soul might have undermined his attachment
to his father. The two predicates, 3nt83, loved and amiable, and
D'JO, affectionate or kind, apply chiefly to Jonathan; but they
were also suitable to Saul in the earliest years of his reign,

with the blood and fat of the

fied

the passage

is

—

when he

manifested the virtues of an able ruler, which secured

for him the lasting affection and attachment of the people.

In
David forgets

his

mourning over the death of the

all

the injury that Saul has inflicted upon him, so that he only

fallen hero,

brings out and celebrates the more amiable aspects of his

The

character.
i.

8),

light

motion or swiftness of an eagle

and the strength of a

lion (vid. ch. xvii. 10),

leading characteristics of the great heroes of antiquity.
in ver. 24,

brought

David commemorates the

Hab.

were the

—Lastly,

which Saul had

to the nation, for the purpose of celebrating his heroic

^

was the scarlet purple
" With delights," or with lovelinesses, i.e.

greatness in this respect as well.
(see at

rich booty

(cf.

Ex. xxv.

4).

in a lovely manner.

The

second strophe (vers. 25 and '26) only applies to the

friendship of Jonathan
Ver. 25.

Oh how are the mighty
Jonathan

(is) slain

fallen in the midst of the battle

upon thy heights

am distressed for thee, my
Thou wast very kind to me

26. I

I

brother Jonathan

:

:

Stranger than the love of

Ver. 25

is

woman was thy love

to

almost a verbal repetition of ver. 19.

me

I

"•?

(ver.
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26) denotes the pinching or pressure of the heart consequent

upon pain and mourning.

nnK?B3, third pers. fern., like a verb

n"b with the termination lengthened (vid.

be wonderful or distinguished.
parison to the love of

woman

Ewald,

TjianN, thy love to
is

§

194, b), to

me.

expressive of the

Comdeepest

earnestness of devoted love.

The third strophe (ver. 27) contains simply a brief aftertone of sorrow, in which the ode dies away
:

Oh how are the mighty fallen.
The instruments of war perished
" The instruments of war" are not the weapons ; but the exis a figurative one, referring to the heroes by whom
war was carried on (vid. Isa. xiii. 5). Luther has adopted this
pression

rendering (die Streitbaren).

DAVID KING OVER JUDAH, AND ISHBOSHETH KING OVER
ISRAEL. BATTLE AT GIBEON. CHAP. II.
After David had mourned for the fallen king, he went,

Lord as sought through
and was there anointed king by the tribe

in accordance with the will of the

the Urim, to Hebron,
of Judah.

He

then sent his thanks to the inhabitants of

Jabesh, for the love which they had shown to Saul in burying

and reigned seven years and a half at
Hebron over Judah alone (vers. 10 and 11). Abner, on the

his bones (vers. 1-7),

other hand, put forward Ishbosheth the son of Saul,

who

still

8 and 9) ; so that a
war broke out between the adherents of Ishbosheth and those

remained

alive, as

king over Israel

(vers.

Abner and his army were beaten, but the
brave Asahel, the son-in-law of David, was slain by Abner
of David, in which
(vers. 12-32).

The promotion

of Ishbosheth as king

was not

only a continuation of the hostility of Saul towards David, but

an open act of rebellion against Jehovah, who had rejected
Saul and chosen David prince over Israel, and who had given
such distinct proofs of this election in the eyes of the whole
also

had been convinced of the appointment
But David
attested his unqualified submission to the guidance of God, in
contrast with this rebellion against His clearly revealed will,
not only by not returning to Judah till he had received pernation, that even Saul

of David to be his successor upon the throne.
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by the fact that after the
Judah had acknowledged him as king, he did not go to

mission from the Lord, but also
tribe of

war with Ishbosheth, but contented himself with resisting the
attack made upon him by the supporters of the house of Saul,
because he was fully confident that the Lord would secure to
him in due time the whole of the kingdom of Israel.
Vers. l-4a. David's return to Hebron, and anointing as
king over Judah.

—Ver.

1

.

" After

this,"

i.e.

after the facts re-

David inquired of the Lord, namely through
the Urim, whether he should go up to one of the towns of
Judah, and if so, to which. He received the reply, "to
lated in ch.

i.,

Hebron," a place peculiarly well adapted for a capital, not only
from its situation upon the mountains, and in the centre of the
but also from the sacred reminiscences connected with it
from the olden time. David could have no doubt that, now
that Saul was dead, he would have to give up his existing connection with the Philistines and return to his own land. But
as the Philistines had taken the greater part of the Israelitish
territory through their victory at Gilboa, and there was good
reason to fear that the adherents of Saul, more especially the
army with Abner, Saul's cousin, at its head, would refuse to
acknowledge David as king, and consequently a civil war might
break out, David would not return to his own land without the
express permission of the Lord. Vers. 2-4a. When he went
with his wives and all his retinue (vid. 1 Sam. xxvii. 2) to Hebron
and the "cities of Hebron," i.e. the places belonging to the
territory of Hebron, the men of Judah came (in the persons of
their elders) and anointed him king over the house, i.e. the tribe,
of Judah. Just as Saul was made king by the tribes after his
anointing by Samuel (1 Sam. xi. 15), so David was first of all
anointed by Judah here, and afterwards by the rest of the
tribe,

tribes (ch. v. 3).

Vers. ib-7.
act of

David

A new section
as king

was

commences with

to

1155.

The

first

send messengers to Jabesh, to

thank the inhabitants of this city for burying Saul, and to announce to them his own anointing as king. As this expression
of thanks involved a solemn recognition of the departed king,
by which David divested himself of even the appearance of a
rebellion, the announcement of the anointing he had received
contained an indirect summons to the Jabeshites to recognise
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—

him as their king now. Ver. 6. " And now" sc. that ye have
shown this love to Saul your lord, " may Jehovah show you grace
and truth." " Grace and truth " are connected together, as in
Ex. xxxiv. 6, as the two sides by which the goodness of God is
manifested to men, namely in His forgiving grace, and in His
trustworthiness, or the fulfilment of His promises (yid. Ps. xxv.
"And 1 also show you this good," namely the prayer
10).
for the blessing of
(to Saul).

now

In

God

ver. 7

(ver. 5), because

there

is

ye have done

this

attached to this the demand,

and the Judasans
show themselves
would
had anointed him (David) king, they
fidelity towards
valiant
in
their
reverence
and
valiant, namely
the
death of Saul.
who
become
their
king
since
David,
had
Da^T njjptnn, i.e. be comforted, spirited (cf. Judg. vii. 11). It
needed some resolution and courage to recognise David as king,
because Saul's army had fled to Gilead, and there was good
ground for apprehending opposition to David on the part of
Abner. Ishbosheth, however, does not appear to have been
proclaimed king yet ; or at any rate the fact was not yet known
Ml does not belong to "TIN, but to the whole clause,
to David.
as 'HN is placed first merely for the sake of emphasis.
Vers. 8-11. Promotion of Ishbosheth to be king over Israel.
The account of this is attached to the foregoing in the form
u But A bner, the chief captain
of an antithesis
of Saul (see at
1 Sam. xiv. 50), had taken Ishbosheth the son of Saul, and led
him over to Mahanaim" Ishbosheth had probably been in the
battle at Gilboa, and fled with Abner across the Jordan after
the battle had been lost. Ishbosheth (i.e. man of shame) was the
fourth son of Saul (according to 1 Chron. viii. 33, ix. 39)
his
proper name was Esh-baal (i.e. fire of Baal, probably equivalent to destroyer of Baal).
This name was afterwards changed
into Ishbosheth, just as the name of the god Baal was also
translated into Bosheth (" shame," Hos. ix 10, Jer. iii. 24, etc.),
and Jerubbaal changed into Jerubbosheth (see at Judg. viii.
Ewald's supposition, that bosheth was originally employed
35).
in a good sense as well, like oi&a? and ine (Gen. xxxi. 53),
cannot be sustained. Mahanaim was on the eastern side of the
Jordan, not far from the ford of Jabbok, and was an important place for the execution of Abner's plans, partly from its
historical associations (Gen. xxxii. 2, 3), and partly also from
that

that Saul their lord was dead,

—

:

:
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8-11.

There he made Ishhoslicth king "for Gilead,"

the whole of the land to the east of the Jordan (as in

i.e.

" For

xxxii. 29, Josh. xxii. 9, etc.).
is

II.

decidedly faulty, since

the Ashurites:" this

we can no more suppose

it

Num.

reading
to refer

(Asshur) than to the Arabian tribe of the Assurim
(Gen. xxv. 3) ; but the true name cannot be discovered. 1

to Assyria

"And for

i.e. not merely the city of that name, but the
was named after it (as in 1 Sam. xxix. 1). " And for
Ephraim, and Benjamin, and all (the rest of) Israel" of course not
including Judah, where David had already been acknowledged
as king.
Vers. 10, 11. Length of the reigns of Ishbosheth over
The age of Ishbosheth is given,
Israel, and David at Hebron.

Jezreel,"

plain that

—

years ;

commencement of a reign. He
when he began to reign, and reigned two
whereas David was king at Hebron over the house of

Judah

seven years

as

is

was

generally the case at the
forty years old

and a

half.

We are

ence in the length of the two reigns; and

struck with this differit

cannot be explained,

and others suppose, on the simple
assumption that David reigned two years at Hebron over Judah,
namely up to the time of the murder of Ishbosheth, and then five
years and a half over Israel, namely up to the time of the conquest
as Seb. Schmidt, Clericus,

1

In the Septuagint

we

The Chaldee has "over the

we include the whole of

find ©ourip) or ®*coip, an equally mistaken form.
tribe of Asher,"

which

is also

unsuitable, unless

the northern portion of Canaan, including the terri-

tory of Zebulun and Naphtali. But there is no proof that the name Asher
was ever extended to the territory of the three northern tribes. TVe should

be rather disposed to agree with Bachienne,
city of

Asher (Josh.

east of Jezreel,

xvii. 7)

and

and Abner may

who

its territory,

supposes

as this city

it

to refer to the

was in the south-

possibly have conquered this district for

Ishbosheth with Gilead as a base, before he ventured to dispute the government of Israel with the Philistines, if only we could discover any reason

why

the inhabitants (" the Ashurites ") should be mentioned instead of the
were at all likely that one city should be introduced in

city Asher, or if it

the midst of a number of large

districts.

The Syriac and Vulgate have
'"Wan; and

Geshuri, and therefore seem to have read or conjectured

Thenius decides in favour of

this,

understanding the name Geshur to refer

most northerly portion of the land on both sides of the Jordan, from
Mount Hennon to the Lake of Gennesareth (as in Deut. iii. 14, Josh. xii.
But no such usage of speech can be deduced
5, xiii. 13, 1 Chron. ii. 23).
from any of these passages, as Geshuri is used there to denote the land of
the Geshurites, on the north-east of Bashan, which had a king of its own
in the time of David (see at ch. iii. 3), and wl\ich Abner would certainly
never have thought of conquering.

to the
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is at variance with the plain statement
" David was king in Hebron over the house
of Judah seven years and a half." The opinion that the two
years of Ishbosheth's reign are to be reckoned up to the time

of Jerusalem: for this
in the text, that

Abner played the principal part
and a half that David continued

of the war with David, because

during the other
to reign at

five years

Hebron,

is

equally untenable.

We

may

see very

was king to the
time of his death, which took place after that of Abner, but
also that after both these events David was anointed king over
Israel in Hebron by all the tribes, and that he then went
directly to attack Jerusalem, and after conquering the citadel
clearly

from

ch. iii.-v. not only that Ishbosheth

of Zion, chose that city as his

own

capital.

The

short duration

on the
David was, immedithe recovery by Abner

of Ishbosheth's reign can only be explained, therefore,

supposition that he was not

made

king, as

ately after the death of Saul, but after

of the land which the Philistines had taken on this side the

Jordan, which may have occupied five years. 1
Vers. 12-32. War between the supporters of Ishbosheth and
Vers. 12, 13. When Abner had brought all
those of David.

—

under the dominion of Ishbosheth, he also sought to make
Judah subject to him, and went with this intention from Mahanaim to Gibeon, the present Jib, in the western portion of
the tribe of Benjamin, two good hours to the north of JeruIsrael

salem (see at Josh.

ix. 3),

taking with him the servants,

i.e.

the

There Joab, a son of Zeruiah,
David's sister (1 Ohron. ii. 16), advanced to meet him with the
servants, i.e. the warriors of David ; and the two armies met at

fighting men, of Ishbosheth.

1

From

the fact that in vers. 10, 11, Ishbosheth's ascending the throne

is

mentioned before that of David, and is also accompanied with a statement
of his age, whereas the age of David is not given till ch. v. 4, 6, when he
became king over all Israel, Ewald draws the erroneous conclusion that the
regarded Ishbosheth as the true king, and David as a
of this is stated as distinctly as possible
in vers. 4 sqq. (compared with ver. 8).
The fact that Ishbosheth is mentioned before David in ver. 10 may be explained simply enough from the
earlier (?) historian

pretender.

But the very opposite

custom so constantly observed in the book of Genesis, of mentioning subfirst, and stating whatever seemed
worth recording with regard to them, in order that the ground might be
ordinate lines or subordinate persons

perfectly clear for relating the history of the principal characters without

any interruption.
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12-S2.

probably one of the large reservoirs that

to be found there (see Rob. Pal.

ii.

pp.

135—6

;

Tobler,

v.
pp. 515—6), the one encamping upon
the one side of the pool and the other upon the other. Vers.

Topogr.

Jerusalem,

ii.

—

14 sqq. Abner then proposed to Joab that the contest should be
decided by single combat, probably for the purpose of avoiding
an actual civil war. " Let the young men arise and wrestle before
us."

pnt5>,

to joke or play,

As Joab

of single combat.

is

used here to denote the war-play

accepted this proposal, twelve young

warriors for Benjamin and Ishbosheth, and twelve from David's

men, went over,
scene of conflict

went out of the two camps to the appointed
" and one seized the others head, and his sword

i.e.
;

was (immediately)
they fell together."

clause

:

and

the other,

his

sword (every one's sword) was in the side of
it.
Sending the sword into the op-

thrust into

i.e.

ponent's side

in the side of the oilier (his antagonist), so that
The clause injn ">?3 fenm is a circumstantial

is

thus described as simultaneous with the seizure

The

of his head.

supplying a verb

ancient translators expressed the meaning by

(iveirrji-av, defixit :

a sign that the young
ferocity,

the

and

name

LXX., Vulg.).

This was

both sides fought with great

also with great courage.

The

place itself received

of Helkath-lmzzurim, "field of the sharp edges" in

consequence (for

As

men on

this use of zur, see Ps. lxxxix. 44).

—Ver.

17.

combat decided nothing, there followed a general
and very sore or fierce battle, in which Abner and his troops
were put to flight by the soldiers of David. The only thing
connected with this, of which we have any further account, is
the slaughter of Asahel by Abner, which is mentioned here
(vers. 18-23) on account of the important results which followed.
Of the three sons of Zeruiah, viz. Joab, Abishai, and Asahel,
Asahel was peculiarly light of foot, like one of the gazelles ; and
he pursued Abner most eagerly, without turning aside to the
Vers. 20, 21. Then Abner turned round,
right or to the left.
asked him whether he was Asahel, and said to him, " Turn to
thy right hand or to thy left, and seize one of the young men and
take his armour for thyself" i.e. slay one of the common soldiers,
and take his accoutrements as booty, if thou art seeking for that
But Asahel would not turn back from Abner.
kind of fame.
Then he repeated his command that he would depart, and added,
" Why should I smite thee to the ground, and hoio could I then lift
this single

—
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my

Joab thy brother t" from which we may see that
want to put the young hero to death, out of
regard for Joab and their former friendship. Ver. 23. But
when he still refused to depart in spite of this warning, Abner

tip

Abner

face

to

did not

—

wounded him

in the

abdomen with the hinder part,

i.e.

the lower

end of the spear, so that the spear came out behind, and Asahel
fell dead upon the spot.
The lower end of the spear appears to
have been pointed, that it might be stuck into the ground (vid.
1 Sam. xxvi. 7) ; and this will explain the fact that the spear
passed through the body. The fate of the young hero excited
such sympathy, that all who came to the place where he had
fallen stood still to mourn his loss (cf. ch. xx. 12).
Ver. 24.
But Joab and Abishai pursued Abner till the sun set, and until
they had arrived at the hill Ammah, in front of Giah, on the
way to the desert of Gibeon. Nothing further is known of the
places mentioned here.
Vers. 25, 26. The Benjaminites then
gathered in a crowd behind Abner, and halted upon the top of
a hill to beat back their pursuers ; and Abner cried out to Joab,
" Shall the sword then devour for ever (shall there be no end to
the slaughter) ? dost thou not know that bitterness arises at last f
and how long wilt thou not say to the people, to return from pursuing their brethren f"
Thus Abner warns Joab of the consequences of a desperate struggle, and calls upon him to put an
end to all further bloodshed by suspending the pursuit. Ver.
27. Joab replied, " If thou hadst not spoken (i.e. challenged to

—

—

—

single combat, ver. 14), the people would have gone

morning, every one from his brother,"

no such

fratricidal conflict at all.

i.e.

The

away

in the

there would have been
first '3

substance of the oath, as in 1 Sam. xxv. 34

;

introduces the

the second gives

Ewald, § 330, b).
Thus Joab threw all
upon Abner, because he had been the
instigator of the single combat ; and as that was not decisive, and
was so bloody in its character, the two armies had felt obliged to
fight it out. But he then commanded the trumpet to be blown for
a halt, and the pursuit to be closed Ver. 29. Abner proceeded
with his troops through the Arabah, i.e. the valley of the Jordan,
marching the whole night and then crossing the river, went
through the whole of Bithron back to Mahanaim. Bithron is a
district upon the eastern side of the Jordan, which is only mentioned here. Aquila and the Vulgate identify it with Bethhoron
greater force to

it

(vid.

the blame of the fight

—

;
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l.

but there is no more foundation for this than for the suggestion
of Thenius, that it is the same place as Bethharam, the later

LiUas, at the mouth of the Nahr Hesb&n (see at Num. xxxii.
It is very evident that Bithron is not the name of a city,
516).
but of a district, from the fact that it is preceded by the word

which would be perfectly unmeaning in the case of a city.
cutting and it was no doubt the
the neighbourhood of the Jabbok,
between the Jordan and Mahanaim, which was on the north
side of the Jabbok.
Vers. 30, 31. Joab also assembled his men
Nineteen of his soldiers were missing besides
for a retreat.
Asahel, all of whom had fallen in the battle. But they had
slain as many as three hundred and sixty of Benjamin and of
Abner's men. This striking disproportion in the numbers may
be accounted for from the fact that in Joab's army there were
none but brave and well-tried men, who had gathered round
David a long time before ; whereas in Abner's army there
were only the remnants of the Israelites who had been beaten
upon Gilboa, and who had been still further weakened and
depressed by their attempts to recover the land which was
occupied by the Philistines. Ver. 32. On the way back, David's
men took up the body of Asahel, and buried it in his father's
grave at Bethlehem. They proceeded thence towards Hebron,
marching the whole night, so that they reached Hebron itself
" It got light to them (i.e. the day dawned) at
at daybreak.
Hebron."
all,

The meaning of the word is a
name given to some ravine in

;

—

—

•

DAVID ADVANCES AND ISHBOSHETH DECLINES. ABNEK GOES
OVER TO DAVID, AND IS MURDERED BY JOAB. CHAP. III.

—

Ver.

1.

"And

the

war became long (was protracted) between

house of Saul and the house of David; but David became
stronger and stronger, and the house of Saul weaker and weaker.'"
the

1J?n,

when connected with

another verb or with an adjective,

expresses the idea of the gradual progress of an affair (vid. Ges.
§

131, 3,

Anm.

3).

The

historian

sums up

in these

words

the historical course of the two royal houses, as they stood

opposed to one another. " The war" does not mean continual
fighting, but the state of hostility or war in which they continued to stand towards one another. They concluded no peace,
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so that David was not recognised by Ishbosheth as king, any
more than Ishbosheth by David. Not only is there nothing
said about any continuance of actual warfare by Abner or

Ishbosheth after the loss of the battle at Gibeon, but such a
thing was very improbable in
to

itself,

as Ishbosheth

was too weak

be able to carry on the war, whilst David waited with firm

upon the promise of the Lord,
come over to him.

until all Israel should

reliance

Growth of the House op David.

Vers. 2-5.

David

of the advance of the house of

—Proof

furnished by the multi-

The account

Hebron.

plication of his family at

of the sons

David at Hebron does not break* the thread,
Thenius, and others suppose, but is very appro-

who were born
as Olericus,

is

to

priately introduced here, as a practical proof of the strengthen-

ing of the house of David, in harmony with the custom of

beginning the history of the reign of every king, with certain
notices concerning his family (yid. ch. v. 13 sqq. ; 1 Kings iii. 1,

We

xiv. 21, xv. 2, 9, etc.).

have a similar

list

of the sons of

David in 1 Ohron. iii. 1-4. The first two sons were born to
him from the two wives whom he had brought with him to
Hebron (1 Sam. xxv. 42, 43). The Chethibh rb*\ is probably
only a copyist's error for
Codices.

non

From AJiinoam

in ch.

xiii.

20)

latter is also called

;

n$%

which

— the

first-born,

,

Daniel in 1 Chron.

The lamed

Amnon

—the second,

from Abigail

probably two names.

the reading in

is

iii.

before

1,

(called

Chileab.

many
AmiThe

and therefore had

Ahinoam and the

fol-

lowing names serves as a periphrasis for the genitive, like the
German von, in consequence of the word sow being omitted
(vid. Ewald, § 292, a).
The other four were by wives whom
he had married in Hebron Absalom byMaachah, the daughter
:

of Talmai king of Geshur, a small
of

Bashan

(see

at

Shephatiah by Abital ;

kingdom

in the north-east

14) ; Adonijah by Haggith
and Ithream by Eglah. The origin of

Deut.

iii.

is unknown.
The clause appended to
" David's wife" merely serves as a fitting
conclusion to the whole list (Bertheau on 1 Chron. iii. 3), and
is not added to show that Eglah was David's principal wife,

the last three wives

Eglah's name,

viz.

which would necessitate the conclusion drawn by the Rabbins,
that Michal was the wife intended.
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6-89.

Decline of the House of Saul.

Vers. 6-39.

6-11. Abner's quarrel with Ishbosheth.

—During

the

—Vers.

war be-

tween the house of Saul and the house of David, Abner adhered
firmly to the house of Saul, but he appropriated one of Saul's

When

concubines to himself.

he

this,

to

fell into so violent

Ishbosheth charged him witli

a rage, that he at once announced

Ishbosheth his intention to hand over the kingdom to David.

Abner had

certainly perceived the utter incapacity of Ish-

if not from the very outset, and
had probably made him king after the death of Saul, merely
that he might save himself from the necessity of submitting to
David, and might be able to rule in Ishbosheth's name, and
possibly succeed in paving his own way to the throne.
His
appropriation of the concubine of the deceased monarch was at
any rate a proof, according to Israelitish notions, and in fact

bosheth for a very long time,

those generally prevalent in the East, that he was aiming at
the throne (vid. ch. xvi. 21; 1

Kings

ii.

21).

But

may

it

gradually have become obvious to him, that the house of

Saul could not possibly retain the government in opposition to

David

;

suade

all

and

may have

this

led to his determination to per-

the Israelites to acknowledge David, and thereby to

secure for himself an influential post under his government.

This will explain in a very simple manner Abner's falling away
from Ishbosheth and going over to David. Vers. 6 and 7
constitute one period, expanded by the introduction of circum-

—

stantial clauses, the

continued in the

VM

"i»N*5

(it

came

to pass) of the protasis

(he said) of ver. 7b.

" It came

being

to pass,

when there was war between

the house of Saul and the house of
and Abner showed himself strong for the house of Saul,
and Saul had a concubine named Rizpah, the daughter of Aiah,

David,

Abner, Why hast thou gone to my
subject to " said" is omitted in the

that he (Ishbosheth) said to

father's concubine

apodosis

;

but

V

it is

The

evident from ver. 8, and the expression "

father," that Ishbosheth

is

to

be supplied.

Even

my

in the second

circumstantial clause, "

and Saul had a

why

only to be gathered from Ishbosheth's

this is

words.
person,

mentioned

3 Pjnnn
i.e.

:

is

concubine," the reason

to prove one's self strong for, or with, a

him powerful help. ?K Kto means "
was the exclusive right of the successor

to render

cohabit with."

It

to

to

the throne to cohabit with the concubines of the deceased king,
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who came down

him as part of the property which he inAbner was so enraged at Ishbosheth's com-

to

herited.

—Ver.

plaint,

that he replied,

Judah

8.

To-day

?

(i.e.

"

Am

I

a dog's head, holding

/

at present)

show

willi

affection to the house

of Saul thy father, towards his brethren and his friends, and did
not let thee fall into the hand of David, and thou reproachest me
to-day with the fault with the

woman t"

thing thoroughly contemptible.
to
.

.

"Dog's head" is somelit. which (belongs)
Ver. 9. " God do so to Abner,

"TWIT? "lEW,

—

Judah, i.e. holds with Judah.
as Jehovah hath sxoorn to David, so
.

I do

will

to

him."

repetition of '3 serves to introduce the oath, as in ch.

" To take away the kingdom from the

The
ii.

27.

of Saul, and set up
the throne of David over Israel and over Judah, from Dan to
Beersheba."
do not know of any oath with which God
lvouse

We

had promised the kingdom to David ; but the promise of God
in itself is equivalent to an oath, as God is the true God, who
can neither lie nor deceive (1 Sam. xv. 29 ; Num. xxiii. 19).
This promise was generally known in Israel. " From Dan to
Beersheba" (as in Judg. xx. 1). Ver. 11. Ishbosheth could
make no reply to these words of Abner, " because he was afraid

—

of him."
Vers. 12-21. Abner goes over

to

David.

soon carried out his threat to Ishbosheth.

—Ver.

He

12.

Abner

sent messengers

" on the spot," or immediately, a rendering adopted by the Chaldee and Symmachus, but for which
no support can be found) with this message : " WJiose is the
to

David

land?"

in his stead (not

i.e.

to

whom

does

it

belong except to thee? and,

"Make

a covenant with me ; behold, so is my hand with thee (i.e. so will
I stand by thee), to turn all Israel to thee." Ver. 13. David
assented to the proposal on this condition " Only one thing
do I require of thee, namely, Thou shaU not see my face, unless
thou first of all bringest me Michal, the daughter of Saul, when
INUil V>B?"DK '3, " except before thy
thou comest to see my face."

—

:

bringing"

i.e.

unless

when thou

hast

first

of

all

brought or de-

livered " Michal to me."

This condition was imposed by David,
not only because Michal had been unjustly taken away from

him by Saul, after he had rightfully acquired her for his wife
by paying the dowry demanded, and in spite of her love to him
(1 Sam. xviii. 27, xix. 11, 12), and given to another man (1 Sam.
xxv. 44), so that he could demand her back again with perfect
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12-21.

and Ishbosheth could not refuse

to give her

up

to

him,

but probably on political grounds also, namely, because the
renewal of his marriage to the king's daughter would show to
all Israel

that he cherished no hatred in his heart towards the

fallen king.

—Ver.

14.

Thereupon, namely when Abner had

assented to this condition, David sent messengers to Ishbosheth
with this demand : " Give (me) my wife Michal, whom I espoused
to

me for a hundred foreskins of the Philistines" (see 1 Sam. xviii.
David sent to Ishbosheth to demand the restoration of

25, 27).

Michal, that her return might take place in a duly legal form,

" that

might be apparent that he had dealt justly with Paltiel
and that he had received his wife
back again, and had not taken her by force from her husband"
it

in the presence of his king,

(Seb. Schmidt).

—Ver. 15.

Ishbosheth probably sent

Abner

to

Sam. xxv. 44) to fetch Michal from her husband
Paltiel (see at 1 Sam. xxv. 44), and take her back to David.
The husband was obliged to consent to this separation. Ver.
16. When he went with his wife, weeping behind her, to
Bahurim, Abner commanded him to turn back u and he reBahurim, Shimei's home (ch. xix. 17 ; 1 Kings ii. 8),
turned."
was situated, according to ch. xvi. 1, 5, and xvii. 18, upon the
road from Jerusalem to Gilgal, in the valley of the Jordan, not
far from the Mount of Olives, and is supposed by v. Schubert
(R. iii. p. 70) to have stood upon the site of the present Abu
Dis, though in all probability it is to be sought for farther north
Paltiel had therefore followed his
(see Rob. Pal. ii. p. 103).
wife to the border of the tribe of Judah, or of the kingdom of
David. Vers. 17, 18. But before Abner set out to go to David,
he had spoken to the elders of Israel (the tribes generally, with
the exception of Benjamin (see ver. 19) and Judah) u Both yesterday and the day before yesterday (i.e. a long time ago), ye desired
Now carry out your wish : for
to have David as king over you.
Jehovah hath spoken concerning David, Through my servant David
will I save my people Israel out of the power of the Philistines
and all their enemies." JWin j s an evident mistake in writing
for JPB'iN, which is found in many mss., and rendered in all the
ancient versions. Ver. 19. Abner had spoken in the same way
in the ears of Benjamin.
He spoke to the Benjaminites more
Gallim

(1

—

;

—

:

—

especially, because the existing royal family belonged to that
tribe,

and they had reaped many advantages

in consequence
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(vid.

Sam.

1

xxii.

7).

The verb

njn

in

the circumstantial

clause (ver. 17), and the verb t3"W in ver. 19, which serves as a

continuation of the circumstantial clause, must be translated as
pluperfects, since Abner's interview with the elders of Israel

and with Benjamin preceded his interview with David at
Hebron. We may see from Abner's address to the elders, that
even among the northern tribes the popular voice had long
In 1 Chron. xii. we have historical
since decided for David.
proofs of this. The word of Jehovah concerning David, which
is mentioned in ver. 18, is not met with anywhere in this precise
form in the history of David as it has come down to us. Abner
therefore had either some expression used by one of the prophets
(Samuel or Gad) in his mind, which he described as the word
of Jehovah, or else he regarded the anointing of David by
Samuel in accordance with the command of the Lord, and the
marvellous success of all that David attempted against the enemies of Israel, as a practical declaration on the part of God, that
David, as the appointed successor of Saul, would perform what
the Lord had spoken to Samuel concerning Saul (1 Sam. ix. 16),
but what Saul had not fulfilled on account of his rebellion
against the

commandments of the Lord.

—Ver. 195. When Abner

had gained over the elders of Israel and Benjamin to recognise
David as king, he went to Hebron to speak in the ears of David
" all that had pleased Israel and the whole house of Benjamin" i.e.
to make known to him their determination to acknowledge him
There went with him twenty men as representatives
as king.
of all Israel, to confirm Abner's statements by their presence
and David prepared a meal for them all. Ver. 21. After the
meal, Abner said to David, " I will rise and go and gather togetlier
all Israel to my lord the king, that they may make a covenant with
thee (i.e. do homage to thee before God as king), and thou mayest

—

become king over all that thy soul desireth," ix. over
of

God

;

all

the nation

whereupon David took leave of him, and Abner went
peace.
The expression " in peace" serves to prepare

away in
way for what follows. It is not stated, however, that David
sent him away in peace (without avenging himself upon him),
but that " David sent him away, and he went in peace." Apart
altogether from the mildness of David's own character, he had
no reason whatever for treating Abner as an enemy, now that
he had given up all opposition to his reigning, and had brought
the
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22-30.

What Abner

had done for

Ishbosheth, including his fighting against David, was indeed a

Jehovah, which was not
and according to which Samuel had both
called and anointed David king over the nation ; bat for all
that, it was not an ordinary act of rebellion against the person
of David and his rightful claim to the throne, because Jehovah
had not yet caused David to be set before the nation as its king
by Samuel or any other prophet, and David had not yet asserted
the right to reign over all Israel, which had been secured to him
by the Lord and guaranteed by his anointing, as one which the
nation was bound to recognise ; but, like a true servant of God,
he waited patiently till the Lord should give him the dominion
over all His people.
Vers. 22-30. Abner assassinated by Joab. Ver. 22. After
Abner's departure, the servants of David returned with much
booty from a marauding expedition, and Joab at their head.
The singular 83 may be explained from the fact that Joab was
sinful act of resistance to the will of

unknown

to him,

—

the principal person in the estimation of. the writer.

"N*lJnD,

from the marauding host, i.e. from the work of a marauding
or from a raid, which they had been making upon one of
the tribes bordering upon Judah.
Ver. 23. When Joab learned
(lit. they told him) that Abner had been with David, and he had
sent him away again, he went to David to reproach him for
having done so. " W/iat hast thou done? Behold, Abner came to
thee ; why then hast thou sent him away, and he is gone quite away?"
i.e. so that he could go away again without being detained (for
" Thou
this meaning of the inf. abs., see Ewald, § 280, b).
knowest (or more correctly as a question, Dost thou know?) Abner,
the son of Ner, that he came to persuade thee (i.e. to make thee
certain of his intentions), and to learn thy going out and in (i.e.
all thine undertakings), and to learn all that thou wilt do " (i.e.
Joab hoped in this way to prejudice David
all thy plans).
against Abner, to make him suspected as a traitor, that he might
then be able to gratify his own private revenge with perfect
impunity.
Ver. 26. For Abner had only just gone away from
David, when Joab sent messengers after him, no doubt in
David's name, though without his knowledge, and had him
fetched back " from Bor-hasirah, i.e. the cistern of Sirah."
Sirah is a place which is quite unknown to us. According to
lit.

host,

—

—

u
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was twenty stadia from Hebron, and
he came back, Joab "took him
aside into the middle of the gate, to talk with him in the stillness"
i e. in private, and there thrust him through the body, so that
he died "for the blood of Asahel his brother" i.e. for having put
Asahel to death (ch. ii. 23).—Vers. 28, 29. When David heard
this, he said, " / and my kingdom are innocent before Jehovah for

Josephus (Ant.
called Bna-ipd.

vii. 1,

5),

it

—Ver. 27.

When

ever of the blood of Abner.
to turn or fall, irruit)

house

(or so-called

upon

Let it turn (^n, to twist one's self,
head of Joab and all his fathers

the

family)

!

Never

shall there

be wanting

(rna? ?K, let there not be cut off, so that there shall not be,

in Josh. ix. 23) in the house of Joab one that hath

an

as

issue (vid.

Lev. xv. 2), and a leper, and one who leans upon a stick (i.e. a
lame person or cripple ; ^|?3, according to the LiXX. ovuiraXij,
a thick round staff), and who falls by the sword, and who is
in want of bread."
The meaning is May God avenge the
murder of Abner upon Joab and his family, by punishing them
:

continually with terrible diseases, violent death,

To make

Joab and
had murdered Abner, u because he had slain

historian observes in ver. 30, that

at

and

the reason for this fearful curse perfectly

Gibeon in the battle" (ch.

ii.

23).

poverty.

clear, the

his brother Abishai
their brother Asahel

This act of Joab,

in

which Abishai must have been in some way concerned, was a
treacherous act of assassination, which could not even be defended as blood-revenge, since Abner had slain Asahel in battle
after repeated warnings, and only for the purpose of saving

own life. The principal motive for Joab's act was the
most contemptible jealousy, or the fear lest Abner's reconciliation to David should diminish his own influence with the king,
as was the case again at a later period with the murder of Amasa
his

(ch. xx. 10).

—

Vers. 31-39. David's mourning for Abner's death. Vers.
To give a public proof of his grief at this murder,

31, 32.

and his displeasure at the crime in the sight of all the nation,
David commanded Joab, and all the people with him (David),
and the warriors who returned with Joab,
mourning for the deceased, by tearing their
clothes, putting on sackcloth, i.e. coarse hairy mourning and
penitential clothes, and by a funeral dirge for Abner ; i.e. he
commanded them to walk in front of Abner's bier mourning
i.e.

all his courtiers,

to institute a public
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31-39.

and to accompany the deceased to his
David as king followed the bier. Ver. 32.
Thus they buried Abner at Hebron ; and David wept aloud at
Vers. 33, 34. Although
his grave, and all the people with him.
the appointment of such a funeral by David, and his tears at
Abner's grave, could not fail to divest the minds of his opponents of all suspicion that Joab had committed the murder with
and

in funeral costume,

—

resting-place, whilst

—

his cognizance (see at ver. 37),
his innocence,

and of the

he gave a

still

stronger proof of

sincerity of his grief,

by the ode which

he composed for Abner's death
Ver. 33. Like an ungodly
34.

man must Abner

die

Thy hands were not bound, and thy

feet

were not placed in

fetters.

As one

The

first

falls

before sinners, so hast thou fallen

an expression of painful lamena death which he did
" The fool" (nabal) is " the ungodly," according
ideas (vid. Ps. xiv. 1).
The meaning of ver. 34

strophe (ver. 33)

tation at the fact that

not deserve.
to Israelitish
is

:

Thou

hadst not

is

Abner had died

made

thyself guilty of

any crime, so as

to

have to die like a malefactor, in chains and bonds ; but thou
hast been treacherously murdered. This dirge made such an
impression upon

all

more for the dead.
that

when

all

the people (present), that they wept

—

Ver. 35. But David mourned so

the people called

upon him

to take

still

bitterly,

some food

during the day, he declared with an oath that he would not

bread or anything else before the setting of the sun.
on? rri"on does not mean, as in ch. xiii. 5, to give to eat, on
taste

account of the expression " all the people" as
be imagined that

all

the people,

i.e. all

have come to bring David food, but
eat, i.e. call

David was

upon him

to eat

;

whilst

who were
it

can hardly

it

present, could

make him

signifies to

it is left

uncertain whether

to eat with the people (cf. ch. xii. 17),

i.e.

to take

was held after the burial, or
whether the people simply urged him to take some food, for the
purpose of soothing his own sorrow. DK '3 are to be taken
separately ; '?, ori, introducing the oath, and DK being the
" if" i.e. assuredly not. Ver. 36.
particle used in an oath
" And all the people perceived it (i.e. his trouble), and it pleased

part in the funeral meal that

—

:

them, as everything that the king did pleased all the people."

Ver. 37. All the people

(se.

who were with

the king) and
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on that day (from David's deep and heartfelt
Abner had not happened (proceeded)
from the king, as many may probably at first have supposed,
since Joab had no doubt fetched Abner back in David's name.
Israel discerned

trouble), that the death of

—Vers.

38, 39. Finally,

"

Know ye

David

said to his (confidential) ser-

ye surely perceive) that a prince and
This sentence shows
great man has this day fallen in Israel?"
how thoroughly David could recognise the virtues possessed by
his opponents, and how very far he was from looking upon
Abner as a traitor, because of his falling away from Ishbosheth
and coming over to him, that on the contrary he hoped to find
in him an able general and a faithful servant.
He would at
once have punished the murderer of such a man, if he had
only possessed the power. " But" he adds, " / am this day
(still) weak, and only anointed king ; and these men, the sons of
Zeruiah, are too strong for me.
The Lord reward the doer of
The expression " to-day"
evil according to his wickedness"
"
weak" or tender, but also to
not only applies to the word
" anointed" (to-day, i.e. only just anointed). As David was still
vants

:

not

(i.e.

but a young sovereign, and

Joab according

felt

himself unable to punish a

man

he was obliged to restrict
himself at first to the utterance of a curse upon the deed (ver.
He could not and
29), and to leave the retribution to God.
durst not forgive; and consequently, before he died, he charged
Solomon, his son and successor, to punish Joab for the murder
of Abner and Amasa (1 Bangs ii. 5).
like

to his deserts,

MUEDEK OF ISHBOSHETH, AND PUNISHMENT OF THE
MUEDEEEKS.

—CHAP.
—Ver.
IV.

Vers. 1-6. Murder of Ishbosheth.
1. When the son
of Saul heard of the death of Abner, " his hands slackened?
i.e. he lost the power and courage to act as king, since Abner
had been the only support of his throne. ." And all Israel was
confounded ;" i.e. not merely alarmed on account of Abner's
death, but utterly at a loss what to do to escape the vengeance
of David, to which Abner had apparently fallen a victim.
Vers. 2, 3. Saul's son had two leaders of military companies
(for ?'Kt5'-|3 vn we must read '& |3? vn) : the one was named

Baanah, the other Rechab, sons of

Simmon

the Beerothite,
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" of

chap.
the sons

of Benjamin"

also reckoned to

i.e.

Benjamin"

belonging to them
(?JJ,

the present Bireh (see at Josh.

Josh,

xviii.

Beeroth in the verse before

;

u for Beeroth

added

over, above,

to).

was close to the western
which it is also reckoned
This remark concerning

25.

us, serves to

confirm the statement

that the Beerothites mentioned were Benjaminites

;

but that

statement also shows the horrible character of the crime

Two men

buted to them in the following verses.
of

attri-

of the tribe

Benjamin murdered the son of Saul, the king belonging to
own tribe. Ver. 3. " The Beerothites fled to Gittaim, and

—

their

were strangers there unto
in

is

Beeroth,

ix. 17),

frontier of the tribe of Benjamin, to

as belonging in

309

iv. l-e.

Neh.

xi.

33,

among

this

day."

Gittaim

dwelling after the captivity, though

from

this that

is

mentioned again

the places in which Benjaminites were

by no means follows

it

the place belonged to the tribe of Benjamin

before the captivity.

It

may have been

It is never

territory of that tribe.

not yet been discovered.

The

situated outside the

mentioned again, and has

reason

why

the Beerothites fled

and remained there as strangers until the time when
this history was written, i3 also unknown
it may perhaps have
been that the Philistines had conquered Gittaim. Ver. 4.
Before the historian proceeds to describe what the two Beerothites did, he inserts a remark concerning Saul's family, to show
at the outset, that with the death of Ishbosheth the government
of this family necessarily became extinct, as the only remaining
descendant was a perfectly helpless cripple. He was a son of
Jonathan, smitten (i.e. lamed) in his feet. He was five years
old when the tidings came from Jezreel of Saul and Jonathan,
i.e. of their death.
His nurse immediately took him and fled,
and on their hasty flight he fell and became lame. His name
was Mephibosheth (according to Simonis, for ntib J1KBD, destroying the idol) ; but in 1 Ohron. viii. 34 and ix. 40 he is called
Meribbaal (Baal's fighter), just as Ishbosheth is also called
Eshbaal (see at ch. ii. 8). On his future history, see ch. ix.,
xvi. 1 sqq., and xix. 25 sqq.
Ver. 5. The two sons of Bimmon
went to Mahanaim, where Ishbosheth resided (ch. ii. 8, 12),
and came in the heat of the day (at noon) into Ishbosheth's
house, when he was taking his mid-day rest. Ver. 6. " And
to Gittaim,

5

—

—

—

had come

midst of the house, fetching wheat (i.e.
under the pretext of fetching wheat, probably for the soldiers in

here tliey

into

tJie
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their companies),

it

was

first

in the

abdomen; and Rechab and
is a circum-

clause in this verse

possible for the murderers to find their

The second

king.

The

which furnishes the explanation of the way in

stantial clause,

which

and smote him

escaped"

his brother

clause continues the narrative,

attached to Mfafl (ver. 5).

way
and

1

Vers. 7-12. Punishment of the murderers by David.

As

to the

ins?, is

—Ver.

7.

the thread of the narrative was broken by the explanatory

remarks in ver.

words

'U1

U&Ji

:

resumed here by the repetition of the
" They came into the house, as he lay upon his

6, it is

him"

bed in his bed-chamber, and smote him, and slew

for the

purpose of attaching the account of the further progress of the
affair, viz. that they cut off his head, took it and went by the

way

of the Arabah (the valley of the Jordan

:

see ch.

ii.

29)

the whole night, and brought the head of Ishbosheth unto

" Behold (= there thou
hast) the head of Ishbosheth, the son of Saul thine enemy,

David

to

Hebron with

these words

:

1
The LXX. thought it desirable to explain the possibility of Rechab
and Baanah getting into the king's house, and therefore paraphrased the

sixth verse as follows

:

xai

i'5ov

Dvpopii tou ofxov sxiiaipe irvpovs xal

17

ivim»%i xeil ix&iivfa, x.x.1 'Vit%a.^ xctl Bccxvit 0/ Aiehtpoi iU'KxioD (" and
behold the doorkeeper of the house was cleaning wheat, and nodded and
slept.
And Rahab and Baana the brothers escaped, or went in secretly ")
The first part of this paraphrase has been retained in the Vulgate, in the
interpolation between vers. 5 and 6 et ostiaria domus purgans triticum obdormivit ; whether it was copied by Jerome from the Itala, or was afterwards introduced as a gloss into his translation. It is very evident that
this clause in the Vulgate is only a gloss, from the fact that, in all the rest
of ver. 6, Jerome has closely followed the Masoretic text, and that none of
the other ancient translators found anything about a doorkeeper in his
:

text.

When

Thenius, therefore, attempts to prove the " evident corrup-

tion of the Masoretic text,"

by appealing to the " nonsense (ETusum)

of

murder of Ishbosheth and the flight of the murderers twice
over, and in two successive verses (see ver. 7)," he is altogether wrong in
speaking of the repetition as " nonsense " whereas it is simply tautology,
relating the

and has measured the peculiarities of Hebrew historians by the standard
adopted by our own. J. P. F. Kbnigsfeldt has given the true explanation
when he says " The Hebrews often repeat in this way, for the purpose of
:

adding something

fresh, as for

example, in this instance, their carrying off

where the arrival of Joab is
or ch. v. 1-3, where the
assembling of the tribes of Israel at Hebron is also referred to a second
time,
a repetition at which Thenius himself has taken no offence, and
many other passages of the same kind.

the head."

Comp. with

mentioned twice,

viz. in

this ch.

two

iii.

22, 23,

successive verses

;

—

—
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IV. 7-12.

my

and thus hath Jehovah avenged

the king this day upon Saul and his seed."

assigned for this action.

But

there can be

No

little

lord

motive

doubt that

is
it

was no other than the hope of obtaining a great reward from
David. Thus they presumed " to spread the name of God and
His providence as a cloak and covering over their villany, as
the wicked are accustomed to do" (Berleb. Bible). Vers. 9 sqq.
But David rewarded them very differently from what they had
expected. He replied, " As Jehovah Hveth, who hath redeemed
my soul out of all adversity, the man who told me, Behold, Saul
is dead, and thought he was a messenger of good to me, I seized
and slew at ZiMag (vid. i. 14, 15), to give him a reward for his
news : how much more when wicked men have murdered a right-

—

eous

man

in his house

and

at your hand,

upon

his bed, should

destroy you

from

I not require

his blood

The

the earth ?"

several

parts of this reply are not closely linked together so as to form

one period, but answer to the excited manner in which they
were spoken. There is first of all the oath, "As truly as Jehovah
liveth" and the clause appended, " who redeemed my soul," in
which the thought is implied that David did not feel it necessary to get rid of his enemies by the commission of crimes.
After this (ver. 10) we have an allusion to his treatment of the
messenger who announced Saul's death to him, and pretended
to have slain him in order that he might obtain a good reward
for his tidings.

WJ3

I^sn

'3,

like oti, simply introduces the address.

placed at the head absolutely, and made subordinate to the verb by to after nrnki. St W)?, " namely, to give
.

.

.

is

"i2te is employed to introduce the explanation, like our
"namely" (vid. Ewald, § 338, b). ny'3 good news, here "the
reward of news." The main point follows in ver. 11, beginning
with *3 IN, "how much more" (vid. Ewald, § 354, c), and is
introduced in the form of a climax. The words ta|ipp
. O'KON
are also written absolutely, and placed at the head " men have
slain," for " how much more in this instance, when wicked men
have slain." " Righteous" (zaddik), i.e. not guilty of any wicked
deed or crime. The assumption of the regal power, which Abner
had forced upon Ishbosheth, was not a capital crime in the
existing state of things, and after the death of Saul ; and even
if it had been, the sons of Rimmon had no right to assassinate
him.
David's sentence then follows: "And now that this is

him."

,

.

.

:
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ye have murdered a righteous man, should

the fact, that

l#3, to destroy

by

I

not,"

Dent. xiii. 6,
etc 0% B>g? (= BPt eh'n, Gen. ix. 5), to require the blood of a
person, i.e. to take blood-revenge. Ver. 12. David then commanded his servant to slay the murderers, and also to make the
punishment more severe than usual. " They cut off their hands
and feet" the hands with which they had committed the
murder, and the feet which had run for the reward, u and
hanged the bodies by the pool at Hebron" for a spectacle and
warning, that others might be deterred from committing similar
crimes (cf. Deut. xxi. 22 ; J. H. Michaelis). In illustration of
the fact itself, we may compare the similar course pursued by
Alexander towards the murderer of king Darius, as described
etc.

capital punishment, as in

—

—

in Justin's history

(xii.

6)

and Curtius

(vii. 5).

Ishbosheth's head in Abner's grave at Hebron.

acted with

strict justice in this case also,

They buried
Thus David

not only to prove to

had neither commanded nor approved of the
murder, but from heartfelt abhorrence of such crimes, and to
keep his conscience void of offence towards God and towards
man.
the people that he

II.

THE GOVERNMENT OF DAVID OVER ALL ISRAEL IN THE
TIME OP ITS STRENGTH AND GLORY.
Chap,

by

v.-ix.

After the death of Ishbosheth, David was anointed in Hebron
the tribes as king over the whole of Israel (ch. v. 1-5).

all

He

then proceeded to attack the Jebusites in Jerusalem, conquered their fortress Zion, and made Jerusalem the capital of

his

in

kingdom
it

;

fortifying

(ch. v. 6-16), after

it still

further,

he had twice

the Philistines (ch. v. 17-25).
city of his

kingdom and the

But

and building a palace
a defeat upon

inflicted

in order that the chief

seat of his

own

palace might also

be made the religious centre of the whole nation as a congregation of Jehovah, he first of all brought the ark of the covenant out of its place of concealment, -and had it conveyed in a
festal procession to Zion,

had been

and deposited there

specially prepared for

it,

in a tent which

as a place of worship for
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V. 1-5.

vi.).

He

then resolved to erect

Lord in Jerusalem a temple fitted for His name and
the Lord gave him in return the promise of the eternal perfor the

;

petuity of his throne (ch.

vii.).

To

this there is

appended a

cursory account of David's wars with the neighbouring nations,

by which not only his own sovereignty, but the Israelitish
kingdom of God, was raised into a commanding power among
the nations and kingdoms of the world. In connection with
all this, David still maintained his affection and fidelity towards
the fallen royal family of Saul, and showed compassion towards
the last remaining descendant of that family (ch.

ix.).

This account of the unfolding of the power and glory of
the kingdom of Israel, through the instrumentality of David
and during his reign, is so far arranged chronologically, that

and

the events

all

all

the enterprises of

David mentioned in

this section occurred in the first half of his reign over the

of the covenant nation.

The

chronological arrangement,

whole

how-

ever, is not strictly adhered to, so far as the details are con-

cerned

;

but the standpoint of material resemblance is so far
it, that all the greater wars of David are grouped

connected with

together in ch.

obvious from

was

viii.

this,

(see the introduction to ch.

viii.).

It

is

that the plan which the historian adopted

all to describe the internal improvement of the
kingdom of God by David, and then to proceed
the external development of his power in conflict with the
first

of

Israelitish

to

opposing nations of the world.

DAVID ANOINTED KING OVER ALL ISRAEL.
JERUSALEM
TAKEN, AND MADE THE CAPITAL OP THE KINGDOM.
VICTORIES OVER THE PHILISTINES.
Vers. 1-5.

—CHAP.

V.

David anointed King over all Israel.

—

Vers. 1-3 (compare with this the parallel passages in 1 Chron.
xi.

1-3).

After the death of Ishbosheth,

(except Judah)

came

to

Hebron

all

the tribes of Israel

in the persons of their repre-

summons
Abner (ch. iii. 17-19), to do homage to David as their king.
They assigned three reasons for their coming (1.) " Behold, we
sentatives the elders (vid. ver. 3), in response to the

of

:

are thy bone
all

and

thy flesh"

i.e.

thy blood-relations, inasmuch as

the tribes of Israel were lineal descendants of Jacob (vid.
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xxix. 14
Judg. ix. 2). (2.) " In time past, when Saul
was king over us, thou wast the leader of Israel (thou leddest out
and broughtest in Israel)," i.e. thou didst superintend the affairs
of Israel (see at Num. xxvii. 17 and for the fact itself, 1 Sam.
N'Sto nn«rt is an error in writing for tfTriBfi rprij and
xviii. 5).
*3D for K^o, with the K dropped, as in 1 Kings xxi. 21, etc.
(vid. Olshausen, Gr. p. 69). (3.) They ended by asserting that
Jehovah had called him to be the shepherd and prince over
His people. The remarks which we have already made at ch.

Gen.

;

;

iii.

18 respecting Abner's appeal to a similar utterance on the

part of Jehovah, are equally applicable to the words of
to

David which are quoted here

Israel," etc.

"All

On

:

"

Thou

shalt feed

the Piska, see the note to Josh.

the elders of Israel

came"

is

Jehovah

my

iv. 1.

people

—Ver.

3.

a repetition of ver. la, except

that the expression " all the tribes of Israel "

is more distinctly
meaning "all the elders of Israel." "So all the
elders came ;
.
and king David made a covenant with them in
Hebron before the Lord (see at ch. iii. 21) and they anointed
David king over (all) Israel." The writer of the Chronicles
adds, " according to the word of the Lord through Samuel,"
i.e. so that the command of the Lord to Samuel, to anoint
David king over Israel (1 Sam. xvi. 1, 12), found its complete
fulfilment in this.—Vers. 4, 5. The age of David when he
began to reign is given here, viz. thirty years old ; also the
length of his reign, viz. seven years and a half at Hebron over
Judah, and thirty-three years at Jerusalem over Israel and

defined as

.

.

:

Judah.

In the books of Chronicles these statements occur

at

the close of David's reign (1 Chron. xxix. 27).

Vers. 6-10. Conquest op the Stronghold op Zion,
and Choice of Jerusalem as the Capital op the
Kingdom (cf. 1 Chron. xi. 4, 9). These parallel accounts

—

agree in

all

the main points; but they are both of

them

merely brief extracts from a more elaborate history, so that
certain things, which appeared of comparatively less importance, are passed over either in the one or the other, and
the full account is obtained by combining the two.
The conquest of the citadel Zion took place immediately after the

anointing of David as king over
is

all

the tribes of Israel.

This

apparent, not only from the fact that the account follows
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8-10.

from the circumstance
David reigned in Jerusalem just

directly afterwards, but also

cording to ver.

5,

years as he was king over

with his

men

Israel,"

i.e.

Jebusites,

(i.e.

his fighting

the fighting
the

all Israel.

men

men

inhabitants

:

—Ver.

6.

that, ac-

as many
The king went

the Chronicles have "

all

of Israel) to Jerusalem to the

of the land,

i.e.

the natives or

Canaanites ; " and they said (the singular ipH'l is used because
'Diyn is a singular form) to David, Thou wilt not come hither
(i.e.

say

come in), but the blind and lame will drive thee away : to
by which they meant to say), David will not come in."

(i.e.

not used for the

Tj'?£| is

stood by the

infinitive,

but has been rightly under-

LXX., Aben Ezra, and

The

others, as a perfect.

perfect expresses a thing accomplished, and open to no dispute

and the use of the
xiv. 32,

and

is

Ewald,

is

to

singular in the place of the plural, as in Isa.

be explained from the fact that the verb precedes,

only defined precisely by the subject which follows
§

319,

a).

The Jebusites relied upon

(vid.

the unusual natural

citadel, which stood upon Mount Zion, a
mountain shut in by deep valleys on three different sides ; so
that in their haughty self-security they imagined that they did
not even need to employ healthy and powerful warriors to resist the attack made by David, but that the blind and lame
would suffice. Ver. 7. However, David took the citadel Zion,
This explanatory remark anticipates
i.e. " the city of David."
the course of events, as David did not give this name to the
conquered citadel, until he had chosen it as his residence and
4
capital (vid. ver. 9).
? (Sion), from n*V, to be dry the dry
or arid mountain or hill. This was the name of the southern
and loftiest mountain of Jerusalem. Upon this stood the
fortress or citadel of the town, which had hitherto remained in

advantages of their

—

:

tf

the possession of the Jebusites

;

whereas the northern portion

of the city of Jerusalem, which was upon lower ground, had

been conquered by the Judseans and Benjaminites very shortly
after the death of Joshua (see at Judg. i. 8).
In ver. 8 we
have one circumstance mentioned which occurred in connection
with this conquest. On that day, i.e. when he had advanced
to the attack of the citadel Zion, David said, " Every one who

—

smites the Jebusites,

let

him

hurl into the waterfall

the precipice) both the lame and blind,

David's soul."

This

is

who

(i.e.

down

are hateful to

most probably the proper interpretation
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of these obscure words of David, which hare been very diffe-

Taking up the words of the Jebusites, David
the defenders of the citadel of Zion " lame and

rently explained.
called

all

and ordered them to be cast down the precipice without
"iteV signifies a waterfall (catarracta) in Ps. xlii. 8, the
only other passage in which it occurs, probably from °i?¥, to
roar.
This meaning may also be preserved here, if we assume
that at the foot of the steep precipice of Zion there was a
blind,"

quarter.

waterfall probably connected with the water of Siloah.

It

is

we cannot determine anything with certainty concerning
as, notwithstanding the many recent researches in Jerusalem,

true
it,

the situation of the Jebusite fortress and the character of the
mountain of Zion in ancient times are quite unknown to us.
This explanation of the word zinnor is simpler than Ewald's
assumption that the word signifies the steep side of a rock,
which merely rests upon the fact that the Greek word Kwrap1
paierryi originally signified a plunge.
USTO should be pointed
as a Hiphil VQ.
The Masoretic pointing DM arises from their
mistaken interpretation of the whole sentence. The Chethibh
NUb might be the third pers. per/., "who hate David's soul;"

only in that case the omission of ">^K would be surprising, and

" From this,"
is to be preferred.
"
'
adds the writer, the proverb arose, The blind and lame shall
not enter the house;'" in which proverb the epithet "blind and
consequently the Keri H Wfc>

lame," which David applied to the Jebusites who were hated
by him, has the general signification of "repulsive persons,"
with whom one does not wish to have anything to do. In the
Chronicles not only is the whole of ver. 7 omitted, with the
proverb to which the occurrence gave rise, but also the allusion
1

The

earliest translators

with their &xriii6o

have only resorted to guesses. The Seventy,
have combined "tfj|¥ with n3S, which

in x«^«|/ipiS/,

they render now and then (**x*'i>» or poft0*i*. This is also done by
the Syriac and Arabic. The Chaldee paraphrases in this manner : " who
begins to subjugate the citadel." Jerome, who probably followed the
Rabbins, has et tetigisset domatum fistulas (and touched the water-pipes) ;
and Luther, "und erlanget die Dachrinnen" (like the English version,
" whosoever getteth up to the gutter : " Tr.). Hitzig's notion, that zinnor

(" whosoever boxes the ears of the blind and lame ") needs
no refutation; nor does that of Fr. Bottcher, who proposes to follow
the Alexandrian rendering, and refer zinnor to a "sword of honour or
signifies ear

marshal's staff," which David promised to the victor.
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V. 6-10.

and lame in the words spoken by the Jebusites
and another word of David's is substituted instead,
namely, that David would make the man who first smote the
Jebusites, i.e. who stormed their citadel, head and chief; l and
also the statement that Joab obtained the prize.
The historical
credibility of the statement cannot be disputed, as Thenius
assumes, on the ground that Joab had already been chief (sar)
to the blind
(ver. 6)

;

for a long time, according to ch.

ii.

13

:

for the passage re-

and there is a very great
difference between the commander of an army in the time of
war, and a " head and chief," i.e. a commander-in-chief. The
ferred to says nothing of the kind

;

statement in ver. 8 with regard to Joab's part, the fortification of Jerusalem, shows very clearly that the author of the

Chronicles had other and more elaborate sources in his possession,

which contained

fuller accounts than the author of

books has communicated.

—Ver.

9.

"David

our

dwelt in tliefort"

he selected the fort or citadel as his palace, " and called it
David may have been induced to select the
city."
citadel of Zion as his palace, and by so doing to make Jerusalem
i.e.

David's

the capital of the whole kingdom, partly by the natural strength
of Zion, and partly

by the

situation of Jerusalem, viz.

on the

border of the tribes of Benjamin and Judah, and tolerably near
to the centre of the land.

"And David built,

i.e.

fortified (the

round about from Millo and inwards" In the
Chronicles we have MDrnjn, "and to the environs or surroundings," i.e. to the encircling wall which was opposite to the
The fortification "inwards" must have consisted in
Millo.
city of Zion),

the enclosure of
side,

Mount Zion with a

where Jerusalem joined

it

strong wall upon the north

as a lower town, so as to de-

fend the palace against hostile attacks on the north or town
side, which had hitherto been left without fortifications.
The
" Millo" was at any rate some kind of fortification, probably a
large tower or castle at one particular part of the surrounding
wall (comp. Judg. ix. 6 with vers. 46 and 49, where Millo is
used interchangeably with MigdaT). The name (" the filling")
probably originated in the fact that through this tower or castle
the fortification of the city, or the surrounding wall, was filled

The

or completed.
1

This

English version

definite article before Millo indicates that

inserted in the passage before- us

ia also
:

" he

shall

be chief and captain."

by the

translators of the

Tr.
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it

a well-known fortress, probably one that had been

was

erected

by the

we may

Jebusites.

With regard

infer from this passage,

to the situation of

and 1 Chron.

xi.

8,

MiUo,

that the

tower in question stood at one corner of the wall, either on
the north-east or north-west, " where the hill of Zion has the

and therefore needed the greatest strengthening
from without" (Tbenius on 1 Kings ix. 15). This is fully sustained both by 1 Kings xi. 27, where Solomon is said to have
closed the breach of the city of David by building (fortifying)
MiUo, and by 2 Chron. xxxii. 5, where Hezekiah is said to
have built up all the wall of Jerusalem, and made Millo strong,
i.e. to have fortified it still further (vid. 1 Kings ix. 15 and 24).
Ver. 10. And David increased in greatness, i.e. in power
and fame, for Jehovah the God of hosts was with him.

least elevation

—

David's Palace, Wives and Childben
King Hiram of Tyre sent messengers to David, and afterwards, by the express desire of the
latter, cedar-wood and builders, carpenters and stone-masons,
who built him a house, i.e. a palace. Hiram {Hiram, in 1 Kings
Vers. 11-16.

(comp. 1 Chron. xiv. 1-7).

—

32 ; Huram in the Chronicles LXX. Xeipd/i ; Josepkus,
EXpafWi and Etpcofiot), king of Tyre, was not only an ally
of David, but of his son Solomon also.
He sent to the latter
cedar-wood and builders for the erection of the temple and of
v.

;

own

palace (1 Kings v. 21 sqq.

2 sqq.), and
him (1 Kings
ix. 27, 28
2 Chron. ix. 10) ; in return for which, Solomon not
only sent him an annual supply of corn, oil, and wine (I Kings
v. 24 ; 2 Chron. ii. 9), but when all the buildings were finished,
twenty years after the erection of the temple, he made over to
him twenty of the towns of Galilee (1 Kings ix. 10 sqq.). It
is evident from these facts that Hiram was still reigning in the

his

fitted

out a mercantile

fleet in

;

2 Chron.

ii.

conjunction with

;

twenty-fourth, or at any rate the twentieth, year of Solomon's

and consequently, as he had assisted David with contriwood for the erection of his palace, that he must
have reigned at least forty-five or fifty years; and therefore that,
even in the latter case, he cannot have begun to reign earlier
than the eighth year of David's reign over all Israel, or from
six to ten years after the conquest of the Jebusite citadel upon
Mount Zion. This is quite in harmony with the account given

reign,

butions of
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V. 11-16.

for it by no means follows, that because the arrival of an
;
embassy from Hiram, and the erection of David's palace, are
mentioned immediately after the conquest of the citadel of Zion,
they must have occurred directly afterwards. The arrange-

here

ment

of the different events in the chapter before us

rather than strictly chronological.

by David with the

Of

is

topical

the two battles fought

Philistines (vers. 17-25), the first at

any

rate took place before the erection of David's palace, as

it is

distinctly stated in ver. 17 that the Philistines made war upon
David when they heard that he had been anointed king over
Israel, and therefore in all probability even before the conquest
of the fortress of the Jebusites, or at any rate immediately afterwards, and before David had commenced the fortification of
Jerusalem and the erection of a palace. The historian, on the
contrary, has not only followed up the account of the capture of
the fortress of Zion, and the selection of it as David's palace,
by a description of what David gradually did to fortify and

adorn the new

capital,

but has also added a notice as to David's

wives and the children that were born to him in Jerusalem.

Now,

if this

be correct, the object of Hiram's embassy cannot

have been "to congratulate David upon his ascent of the throne,"
as Thenius maintains ; but after he had ascended the throne,
Hiram sent ambassadors to form an alliance with this powerful

monarch

and David availed himself of the opportunity to
Hiram, and ask him for
1
Ver. 12. "And David
cedar-wood and builders for his palace.
;

establish an intimate friendship with

1

The statements

of

—

Menander of Ephesus in Josephus

that after the death of Abibal his son

Hirom

(c.

Ap.

(Efyoftos) succeeded

18),

i.

him

in

the government, and reigned thirty-four years, and died at the age of fiftythree, are at variance with the biblical history.

statements, as

Hiram was

(according to 1 Kings

ix.

still

reigning

10, 11),

"at

For, according to these

the end of twenty years"

when Solomon had

built his palaces

and

twenty-four years after Solomon began to reign,
he cannot have ascended the throne before the sixty-first year of David's
But in that case the erection of
life, and the thirty-first of his reign.
the house of the Lord,

i.e.

somewhere within the last eight years of his life.
add the repeated statements made by Josephus (l.e.
and Ant. viiL 3, 1), to the effect that Solomon commenced the building of
the temple in Hiram's twelfth year, or after he had reigned eleven years so
that Hiram could only have begun to reign seven years before the death of
David (in the sixty-third year of his life), and the erection of the palace
by David must have fallen later still, and his determination to build the
David's palace would

And

to this

we have

fall

to

;
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perceived

from the success of his enterprises) that Jehovah
him king over Israel, and that He had
kingdom for His people Israel's sake," i.e. because

(ac.

had firmly
exalted his

established

he had taken possession of his house of
vii. 2), would fall in the very last
years of his life, but a very short time before his death. As this seems
hardly credible, it has been assumed by some that Hiram's father, Abibal,
also bore the name of Hiram, or that Hiram is confounded with Abibal in
the account before us (Thenius), or that Abibal's father was named Hiram,
temple, •which he did not form
cedar,

t.e.

till

the newly erected palace (ch.

and it was he who formed the alliance with David (Ewald, Gesch. iv. 287).
But all these assumptions are overthrown by the fact that the identity of
the Hiram who was Solomon's friend with the contemporary and friend of
David is expressly affirmed not only in 2 Chron. ii. 2 (as Ewald supposes),
but also in 1 Kings v. 15. For whilst Solomon writes to Hiram in 2 Chron.
ii. 8, " as thou didst deal with David my father, and didst send him cedars
to build him an house to dwell therein," it is also stated 1 Kings v. 1 that
" Hiram king of Tyre sent his servants unto Solomon for he had heard
that they had anointed him king in the room of his father for Hiram was
a lover of David all days (all his life)." Movers (PhSnizier ii. 1, p. 147
sqq.) has therefore attempted to remove the discrepancy between the statements made in Josephus and the biblical account of Hiram's friendship with
David and Solomon, by assuming that in the narrative contained in the
books of Samuel we have a topical and not a chronological arrangement,
and that according to this arrangement the conquest of Jerusalem by David
is followed immediately by the building of the city and palace, and this
again by the removal of the holy ark to Jerusalem, and lastly by David's
resolution to build a temple, which really belonged to the close of his reign,
and indeed, according to 2 Sam. vii. 2, to the period directly following the
completion of the cedar palace. There is a certain amount of truth at the
foundation of this, but it does not remove the discrepancy for even if
;

:

;

David's resolution to build a temple did not

fall

within the earlier years of

some have inferred from the position in which it
it cannot be pushed forward to the
very last years of his life and reign. This is decidedly precluded by the
fact, that in the promise given to David by God, his son and successor upon
his reign at Jerusalem, as

stands in the account given in this book,

the throne

is spoken of in such terms as to necessitate the conclusion that
he was not yet born. This difficulty cannot be removed by the solution
suggested by Movers (p. 149), "that the historian necessarily adhered to
the topical arrangement which he had adopted for this section, because he
had not said anything yet about Solomon and his mother Bathsheba : " for
the expression "which shall proceed out of thy bowels" (ch. vii. 12) is
not the only one of the kind ; but in 1 Chron. xxii. 9, David says to his son
Solomon, " The word of the Lord came to me, saying, A son shall be born
to thee Solomon he shall build an house for my name ; " from which it
is very obvious, that Solomon was not born at the time when David determined to build the temple and received this promise from God in conse-

—

—
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He
it

had chosen

Israel as

His people, and had promised

to

make

great and glorious.

To

the building of David's palace, there

is

appended in

quence of his intention. To this we have also to add 2 Sam. xi. 2, where
David sees Bathsheba, who gave birth to Solomon a few years later, from
the roof of his palace. Now, even though the palace is simply called " the
king's house " in this passage, and not the " house of cedar," as in ch. vii.
2, and therefore the house intended might possibly be the house in which
David lived before the house of cedar was built, this is a very improbable
supposition, and there cannot be much doubt that the " king's house " is
the palace (ch. v. 11, vii. 1) which he had erected for himself. Lastly,
not only is there not the slightest intimation in the whole of the account
given in ch. vii. that David was an old man when he resolved to build the
temple, but, on the contrary, the impression which it makes throughout is,
that it was the culminating point of his reign, and that he was at an age
when he might hope not only to commence this magnificent building, but
in all human probability to live to complete it. The only other solution
left, is the assumption that there are errors in the chronological date of
Josephus, and that Hiram lived longer than Menander affirms. The assertion that Solomon commenced the erection of the temple in the eleventh or
twelfth year of Hiram's reign was not derived by Josephus from Phoenician
; for the fragments which he gives from the works of Menander and
Dius in the Antiquities (viii. 5, 3) and c. Apion (i. 17, 18), contain nothing
at all about the building of the temple (vid. Movers, p. 141), but he has

sources

made

it

as the result of certain chronological combinations of his own, just

as in Ant.

he calculates the year of the building of the temple in
and also to the departure of Abraham out of
Haran, but miscalculates, inasmuch as he places it in the 592d year after
the exodus instead of the 480th, and the 1020th year from Abraham's
emigration to Canaan instead of the 1125th. And in the present instance
his calculation of the exact position of the same event in relation to Hiram's
reign may be just as erroneous. His statement concerning the length of
viii. 3, 1,

relation both to the exodus

Hiram's reign was no doubt taken from Menander but even in this the
numbers may be faulty, since the statements respecting Balezorus and
;

Myttonus

in the very

same extract from Menander, as

to the length of the

reigns of the succeeding kings of Tyre, can be proved to be erroneous, and

have been corrected by Movers from Eusebius and Syncellus

;

and, more-

over, the seven years of Hiram's successor, Bakazar, do not tally with

Eusebius and Syncellus, who both give seventeen years. Thus the proof
which Movers adduces from the synchronism of the Tyrian chronology with
the biblical, the Egyptian, and the Assyrian, to establish the correctness of
Menander's statements concerning Hiram's reign, is rendered very uncertain,
to say nothing of the fact that Movers has only succeeded in bringing out
the synchronism with the biblical chronology by a very arbitrary and de-

monstrably

false calculation of the years that the

kings of Judah and Israel

reigned.

X
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13-15 the account of the increase of his house by the
and concubines, and of the sons who
were born to him at Jerusalem (as in 1 Chron. xiv. 3 sqq.).
Taking many wives was indeed prohibited in the law of the
king in Deut. xvii. 17 ; but as a large harem was considered
from time immemorial as part of the court of an oriental
monarch, David suffered himself to be seduced by that custom
to disregard this prohibition, and suffered many a heartburn
afterwards in consequence, not to mention his fearful fall in
vers.

multiplication of his wives

consequence of his passion for Bathsheba. The concubines are
mentioned before the wives, probably because David had taken

many

of them to Jerusalem, and earlier than the wives. In
the Chronicles the concubines are omitted, though not " intentionally," as they are

mentioned in

1

Chron.

of no essential importance in relation to the

9; but as being

iii.

list

of sons which

no difference was made between those born
" Out of Jerusalem,"
of concubines and those born of wives.
i.e. away from Jerusalem: not that the wives were all born
in Jerusalem, as the words which follow, u after he was come
from Hebron," clearly show. In the Chronicles, therefore, it
is explained as meaning "in Jerusalem."
The sons are mentioned again both in 1 Chron. xiv. 5-7 and in the genealogy in
1 Chron. iii. 5-8.
Shammua is called Shimea in 1 Chron. jii.

follows, because

5,

according to a different pronunciation.

Shammua, Shobab,

Nathan, and Solomon were sons of Bathsheba according to
Chron. iii. 5. Ver. 15. Elishua is written incorrectly in

—

Chron.

iii.

1
1

6 as Elishama, because Elishama follows afterwards.

There are two names

after Elishua in 1 Chron.

iii. 6, 7, and
and Nogah, which have not crept into
the text from oversight or from a wrong spelling of other
names, because the number of the names is given as nine in
1 Chron. iii. 8, and the two names must be included in order
;o bring out that number.
And, on the other hand, it is not
by the mistake of a copyist that they have been omitted from
the text before us, but it has evidently been done deliberately
on account of their having died in infancy, or at a very early

xiv. 6, 7, viz. Eliphalet

age.

This also furnishes a very simple explanation of the

that the

name

Eliphalet occurs again at the

namely, because a son
of his brother

who had

who was born
died young.

fact,

end of the

later received the

list,

name

Eliada, the last but one,
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17-25.

form of the name,
David had therefore
nineteen sons, six of whom were born in Hebron (ch. iii. 2
sqq.), and thirteen at Jerusalem. Daughters are not mentioned

called Beeliada in 1 Chron. xiv. 7, another

compounded with Baal instead of El.

in the genealogical accounts, because as a rule only heiresses

or

women who

acquired renown from special causes were in-

cluded in them.

There

tioned afterwards in ch.

is

a daughter

named Thamar men-

xiii. 1.

Vers. 17-25. David gains two Victories ovee the
Philistines (compare 1 Chron. xiv. 8-17).
Both these
victories belong in all probability to the interval between the
anointing of David at Hebron over all Israel and the conquest
of the citadel of Zion.
This is very evident, so far as the first
is concerned, from the words, " When the Philistines heard

—

that they had anointed

David king over Israel"

(ver. 17), not

when David had conquered the citadel of Zion. Moreover,
when the Philistines approached, David "went down to the
hold," or mountain fortress, by which we cannot possibly
understand the citadel upon Zion, on account of the expression
"went down." If David had been living upon Zion at the

he would hardly have left this fortification when the
encamped in the valley of Rephaim on the west of
Jerusalem, but would rather have attacked and routed the
enemy from the citadel itself. The second victory followed
very soon after the first, and must therefore be assigned to the
same period. The Philistines evidently resolved, as soon as the
tidings reached them of the union of all the tribes under the
sovereignty of David, that they would at once resist the growing power of Israel, and smite David before he had consolidated
his government.
Ver. 17. " Tlie Philistines went up to seek
David" i.e. to seek him out and smite him. The expression
^S?? presupposes that David had not yet taken up his abode
upon Zion. He had probably already left Hebron to make
preparations for his attack upon the Jebusites. When he
heard of the approach of the Philistines, he went down into
" The hold " cannot be the citadel of
the mountain fortress.
Zion (as in vers. 7 and 9), because this was so high that they
had to go up to it on every side ; and it is impossible to sustain
the opinion advanced by Bertheau, that the verb TV (to go
time,

Philistines

—
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down)

used for falling back into a

is

hold), with the definite article,

is

fortification.

rTTCflpn

hold in the desert of Judah, into which David withdrew

long time to defend himself from Saul
1 Chron.

clause

:

In

xii. 8).

more minutely

ver.

(yid. ch. xxiii.

for a

14 and

18 the position of the Philistines

The

defined.

(th

probably the mountain strong-

" The Philistines had come and spread themselv&

Rephaim" a

is

verse contains a circumstantial
out

on the west of Jerusalem,
and only separated from the valley of Ben-hinnom by a nar-

in the valley of

row ridge of land

(see at Josh. xv. 8).

W,

Chronicles have

valley

Instead of

they had invaded, which

equivalent so far as the sense

is

concerned.

*Efc»' the

is perfectly

—Vers.

19, 20.

David inquired of the Lord by the Urim whether he should go
out against the foe, and whether God would give them into his
hand; 1 and when he had received an answer in the affirmative
to both these questions, he went to Baal-perazim (lit. into Baalperazim), and smote them there, and said (ver. 20), " Jehovah
hath broken mine enemies before me like a water-breach," i.e.
has smitten them before me, and broken their power as a flood
breaks through and carries away whatever opposes it. From
these words of David, the place where the battle was fought
received the

name of

Baal-perazim,

(equivalent to Bruch-hausen

Break-thorpe).

The

i.e.

"possessor of breaches"

or Brechendorf, Breach-ham or

only other passage in which the place

is

mentioned is Isa. xxviii. 21, where this event is alluded to, but
it cannot have been far from the valley of Rephaim.
Ver. 21.
The Philistines left their idols behind them there. They had
probably brought them to the war, as the Israelites once did
their ark, as an auxiliary force. " And David took them aioay."
The Chronicles have " their gods " instead of " their idols," and
" they were burned with fire " instead of DKfe", " he took them

—

1 Through
the express statement that David inquired of Jehovah (viz.
by the Urim) in both these conflicts with the Philistines (vers. 19 and
23), Diestel's assertion, that after the death of Saul we do not read any
more about the use of the holy lot, is completely overthrown, as well as
the conclusion which he draws from it, namely, that " David probably

employed

mand

it

for the purpose of giving a certain definiteness to his com-

over his followers, over

whom

he had naturally but

little

authority

(1 Sam. xxii. 2 ?), rather than because he looked upon it himself with any
peculiar reverence."
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V. 17-25.

The reading

in the Chronicles

David would certainly
dispose of the idols in the manner prescribed in the law (Deut.
vii. 5, 25).
The same reading was also most probably to be
found in the sources employed by our author, who omitted it
merely as being self-evident. In this way David fully avenged
the disgrace brought upon Israel by the Philistines, when they
carried away the ark in the time of Eli.
Vers, 22-25. Although thoroughly beaten, the Philistines soon appeared again
to repair the defeat which they had suffered.
As David had
not followed up the victory, possibly because he was not suffigives the true explanation of the fact, as

—

ciently prepared, the Philistines assembled again in the valley

—

Ver. 23. David inquired once more of the Lord
what he was to do, and received this answer : " Thou shalt not
go up (i.e. advance to meet the foe, and attack them in front)
turn round behind them, and come upon them (attack them)
B^M, a word which only occurs
opposite to the Baca-shrubs."
here and in the parallel passage in 1 Chron. xiv. 14, is rendered
amovs, pear-trees, by the LXX., and mulberry-trees by the
Rabbins. But these are both of them uncertain conjectures.
Baca, according to Abulfadl, is the name given in Arabic to a
shrub which grows at Mecca and resembles the balsam, except
that it has longer leaves and larger and rounder fruit, and
from which, if a leaf be broken off, there flows a white pungent sap, like a white tear, which in all probability gave rise to
the name N33 = roa, to weep (vid. Celsii, Hierob. i. pp. 338
sqq., and Gesenius, Thes. p. 205).
Ver. 24. "And when thou
of Rephaim.

—

hearest the rush of a going in the tops of the baca-shrubs, then
bestir thyself" or hasten ; "for Jehovah has gone out before thee,
to

smite the

army of the

Philistines."

" The sound of a going,"

i.e. of the advance of an army, was a significant sign of the
approach of an army of God, which would smite the enemies
of Jehovah and of His servant David like the visions of Jacob
(Gen. xxxii. 2, 3) and Elisha (2 Kings vi. 17). " Then thou
;

shalt bestir thyself," lit. be sharp, i.e. active, quick: this is
paraphrased in the Chronicles by " then thou shalt go out to
Ver. 25. David did this, and smote the Philistines
battle."
from Geba to the neighbourhood of Gezer. In the Chronicles

—

1 This is the marginal reading in the English version, though the text
has " he burned them." Tr.
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from Gibeon " instead of from Geba. The former is
unquestionably the true reading, and Geba an error of the pen
for Geba, the present Jeba, was to the north of Jerusalem,
and on the east of Ratnah (see at Josh, xviii. 24) ; so that it is
find "

we

quite unsuitable here.

But

that

is

not the case with Gibeon,

the present el Jib, on the north-west of Jerusalem (see at Josh,
ix. 3);

for this was

on the way to Gezer, which was four Roman
Amws, and is probably to be sought for

miles to the north of

on the

site

of the present el

Kubab

(see at Josh. x. 33).

1

—CHAP. VI.

REMOVAL OF THE ARK TO JERUSALEM.

After David had selected the citadel of Zion, or rather Jerusalem, as the capital of the kingdom, he directed his attention
to the organization

and improvement of the

legally established

worship of the congregation, which had fallen grievously into

decay since the death of Eli, in consequence of the separation
of the ark from the tabernacle.
He therefore resolved first of
all to fetch out the ark of the covenant, as the true centre of the
Mosaic sanctuary, from its obscurity and bring it up to Zion
and having deposited it in a tent previously prepared to receive
it, to make this a place of worship where the regular worship
of God might be carried on in accordance with the instructions
of the law.
That he should make the capital of his kingdom
the central point of the worship of the whole congregation of
Israel, followed so naturally from the nature of the kingdom
of God, and the relation in which David stood, as the earthly

1

no force in the objection brought by Bertheau against this
is a priori improbable that the Philistines who were
fighting against David and his forces, whose base of operations was
Jerusalem, should have taken possession of the whole line from Gibeon
to Gezer," as the improbability is by no means apparent, and has not
been pointed out by Bertheau, whilst the assumption that Jerusalem was
David's base of operations has no foundation whatever. Moreover, Bertheau's opinion, that Geba was the same as Gibeah in the tribe of Judah
There

is

view, viz. that "it

is decidedly erroneous : for this Gibeah is not to be identiwith the present village of Jeba on the south side of the Wady Musurr,
half-way between Shocoh and Jerusalem, but was situated towards the

(Josh. xv. 57),

fied

desert of

how

Judah

(see at Josh. xv. 57)

the Philistines,

;

and

who had invaded the

besides, it is impossible to see

plain of Bephaim, could have

been beaten from this Gibeah as far as to Gezer.
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vi.

monarch of that kingdom, towards Jehovah the God-king, that
there is no necessity whatever to seek for even a partial explanation in the fact that David felt it desirable to have the high
priest with the Urim and Thummim always close at hand. But
why did not David remove the Mosaic tabernacle to Mount
Zion at Jerusalem at the same time as the ark of the covenant,
and so restore the divinely established sanctuary in its integrity?
This question can only be answered by conjectures.
One
of the principal motives for allowing the existing separation

may have been
during the time the two sanctuaries had been separated,
two high priests had arisen, one of whom officiated at the
tabernacle at Gibeon, whilst the other, namely Abiathar, who
of the ark from the tabernacle to continue,
that,

Nob and fled at once to
David, had been the channel of all divine communications to
David during the time of his persecution by Saul, and had also
officiated as high priest in his camp ; so that he could no more
escaped the massacre of the priests at

think of deposing him from the
filled,

office

which he had hitherto

in consequence of the reorganization of the legal worship,

than he could of deposing Zadok, of the line of Eleazar, the
Gibeon.

officiating high priest at

Moreover, David

may from

have regarded the service which he instituted in
connection with the ark upon Zion as merely a provisional
arrangement, which was to continue till his kingdom was more
the very

first

thoroughly consolidated, and the

way had been thereby

pre-

pared for erecting a fixed house of God, and so establishing the
worship of the nation of Jehovah upon a more durable founda-

David may also have cherished the firm belief that in the
meantime the Lord would put an end to the double priesthood
which had grown out of the necessities of the times, or at any
rate give him some direct revelation as to the arrangements
which he ought to make.
tion.

We

have a parallel account of the removal of the ark of the
covenant to Zion in 1 Chron. xiii^ is- and W», which agrees for
the most part verbatim, at
the account before us

;

*

all

events in

all essential points, witli

but the liturgical side of this solemn

act is very elaborately described, especially the part taken

is restricted in fact to

'

/
'

the Levites, whereas the account given here

and

/
.>

is

by

very condensed,

an account of the work of removing

the ark from Kirjath-jearim to Jerusalem as carried out by
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David. David composed the 24th Psalm for the religions ceremonies connected with the removal of the ark to Mount Zion.
Ver. 1.
Vers. 1-10. The ark fetched from Kirjath-jearim.
" David assembled together again all the chosen men in Israel,

—

I?' for IDtf*

thirty thousand."

Tip, again,

xv. 6, Ps. civ. 29.
1

and

3,

where

is

the

Kal

of 1DK, as in 1 Sam.

once more, points back to ch.

said to have assembled for the

all Israel is

v.

first

time in Hebron to anoint David king. It is true that that
assembly was not convened directly by David himself ; but this
was not the point in question, but merely their assembling a

second time (see Bertheau on 1 Chron. xiii. 5). *wna does not
mean " the young men " here (yedvta, LXX.), or " the fighting men," but, according to the etymology of the word, u the

picked men."

LXX.

Instead of thirty thousand, the

have

seventy chiliads, probably with an intentional exaggeration,

because the number of

men

in Israel

who were

capable of bear-

ing arms amounted to more than thirty thousand.
to take part in the

The whole

body of representatives, was

nation, through a very considerable

The

removal of the ark.

writer of the

Chronicles gives a more elaborate account of the preparations

Chron.

for these festivities (1

xiii.

1-5)

;

namely, that David

took counsel with the heads of thousands and hundreds, and
all

the leaders,

i.e. all

the heads of families and households, and

then with their consent collected together the whole nation

from the brook of Egypt to Hamath, of course not every
vidual, but a large

number

tatives of the whole.

This account in the Chronicles

expansion of the brief notice given here
us

is

indi-

of heads of households as represen-

;

is

not an

but the account before

a condensation of the fuller description given in the sources

that were employed by both authors.
all the people tJiat

ark of

God from

difficulty

were with him
thence?

on account of the

accusative with

fl

he,

to

—Ver.

The words
TP,

2.

"David went with
to fetch up the

Baale-Jehuda,

which

"TWTJ
is

yK?? cause some

used instead of the

like ™J?}J3 in the Chronicles

translators of the Septuagint, Chaldee, Vulgate,

;

yet the

and other

ver-

had the reading Jt? in their text, and vJJ? has therefore
been taken as an appellative and rendered airb t£>v apxpvrav
'lovha (" from the rulers of Judah "), or as Luther renders it,
" from the citizens of Judah." This is decidedly incorrect, as
the word u thence " which follows is perfectly unintelligible on
sions, all
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vi. 1-10.

any other supposition than that Baale-Jehudah is the name of a
Baale-Jehudah is another name of the city of Kirjathjearim (Josh. xv. 60, xviii. 14), which is called Baalah in Josh.
xv. 9 and 1 Chron. xiii. 6, according to its Oanaanitish name,
instead of which the name Kirjath-jearirn (city of the woods)
was adopted by the Israelites, though without entirely supplanting the old name. The epithet " of Judah" is a contraction of
place.

the fuller expression " city of the children of

Judah "

in Josh,

and is added to distinguish this Baal city, which was
situated upon the border of the tribe of Judah, from other cities
that were also named after Baal, such as Baal or Baalath-beer
in the tribe of Simeon (1 Chron. iv. 33, Josh. xix. 8), Baalath
in the tribe of Dan (Josh. xix. 44), the present Kuryet el Enab
xviii. 14,

(see at Josh. ix. 17).

The

i?

error of the pen that crept

(from)

is

by accident

either a very ancient

into the text, or, if

genuine and original, it is to be explained on the supposition
that the historian dropped the construction with which he
started, and instead of mentioning Baale-Jehudah as the place
to

which David went, gave

it

at once as the place

from which

he fetched the ark so that the passage is to be understood in
this way " And David went, and all the people who were with
;

:

him, out of Baale-Jehudah, to which they had gone up to fetch
the ark of God" (Kimchi). In the sentence which follows, a

by the repetition of the word DE> in
" upon which the name is called,
Jehovah
hosts,
who
is enthroned above the cheruthe name of
of
difficulty
cannot
solved
by altering the first DC*
The
be
bim."
Clericus,
Thenius,
and
as
Bertheau
suggest: for if
into Of,
difficulty is also^occasioned

the clause v$t

this

alteration

.

.

.

K"ip? IB'S,

were adopted, we should have

passage " where the

name

to render the

Jehovah of hosts is invoked, who
is enthroned above the cherubim (which are) upon it (i.e. upon
the ark) " and this would not only introduce an unscriptural
thought into the passage, but it would be impossible to find any
suitable meaning for the word V?V, except by making very arbitrary interpolations. Throughout the whole of the Old Testament we never meet with the idea that the name of Jehovah was
invoked at the ark of the covenant, because no one was allowed
to approach the ark for the purpose of invoking the name of
the Lord there and upon the great day of atonement the high
priest was only allowed to enter the most holy place with the
of

;

;
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cloud of incense, to sprinkle the blood of the atoning sacrifice

upon the

ark.

name

the

Moreover, the standing expression for "call upon
Lord" is '" D?a *n|? ; whereas 'b $>$> "" DS? k-jjm

of the

signifies

" the

thing."

Lastly, even

name of Jehovah

is

called above a person or

IvV belonged to

if

Mian

would

3B*, it

not only be a superfluous addition, occurring nowhere else
3t?,

connection with '3n

)

not even in 1 Chron.

xiii.

6

(irid.

1

in

Sam.

iv. 4 ; 2 Kings xix. 15
Isa. xxxvii. 16; Ps. xcix. 1), but such
an addition if made at all would necessarily require ity lt?X
(vid. Ex. xxv. 22).
The only way in which we can obtain a
biblical thought and grammatical sense is by connecting V9V
" above which (ark) the name of
with the lew before N^iM
Jehovah-Zebaoth is named," i.e. above which Jehovah reveals
His glory or His divine nature to His people, or manifests His
" The name of God denotes all
gracious presence in Israel.
the operations of God through which He attests His personal
presence in that relation into which He has entered to man, i.e.
the whole of the divine self-manifestation, or of that side of the
divine nature which is turned towards men " (Oehler, Herzog's
ReaLEncycl. x. p. 197). From this deeper meaning of " the
;

:

name

of

God " we may probably

word 0#, which
of Lev. xxiv.

is first

1 6),

explain the repetition of the

of all written absolutely (as at the close

and then more

u the name of
ark of God upon

fully defined as

—

Lord of hosts." Vers. 3, 4. " They set the
3*2nri
cart, and took it away from the house of Abinadab."
means here " to put (load) upon a cart," and Kt?3 to take away,
the

a new

drive off: for there are grammatical (or syntactical) rea-

i.e.

sons which

make

it

impossible to render

""iNfe?)

as a pluperfect

(" they had taken "), on account of the previous

The ark

1331*1.

of the covenant had been standing in the house of

Abinadab from the time when the
into the land of Israel,

i.e.

Philistines

had sent

about seventy years

(viz.

years to the victory at Ebenezer mentioned in 1
sqq., forty years

back
twenty

it

Sam.

vii.

1

under Samuel and Saul, and about ten years

under David

The

:
see the chronological table in vol. iv. p. 289).
further statement, that " Uzzah and Ahio, sons of Abina-

may easily be reconciled with this. These
two sons were either born about the time when the ark was first
dab, drove the cart,"

taken to Abinadab's house, or at a subsequent period
the term sons

is

used, as

is

;

or else

frequently the case, in the sense of
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The words from n^in

word in ver. 3) to
and can only
have been introduced through the error of a copyist, whose
eye wandered back to the first TOg i n ver. 3, so that he copied
grandsons.

Gibeah in ver.

4 are wanting

(the last

in the Septuagint,

a whole line twice over; for they not only contain a pure
tautology, a merely verbal

and altogether superfluous and pur-

poseless repetition, but they are altogether unsuitable to the

Not only

connection in which they stand.

very strange in the repetition of the

^J?n

after

;

^fijl,

but the words which follow,

made

is

there something

without an article

'n jViK DJ>

(with the

on to the repeated clause, for
" They
there is no sense whatever in such a sentence as this
brought it (the ark) out of the house of Abinadab, which is
ark of God), cannot be

to

fit

:

upon the hill, with the ark of God." The only way in which
the words " with the ark " can be made to acquire any meaning
at all, is by omitting the repetition referred to, and connecting
them with the new cart in ver. 3 " Uzzah and Ahio
drove
the cart with the ark of God, and Ahio went before the ark."
JH3, to drive (a carriage), is construed here with an accusative,
in 1 Chron. xiii. 7 with 3, as in Isa. xi. 6.
Ver. 5. And David
.

:

.

.

—

and

all

the house (people) of Israel were

they danced and played, before Jehovah.
all

kinds of woods of cypresses."

all

kinds of instruments

made

D*pnfc>D, sporting, i.e.

0^13

'Xg ?ba,

" with

This could only mean, with

of cypress

wood

of expression would be a very strange one even

;

but this mode
if

the reading

In the Chronicles, however (ver. 8), instead of
this strange expression, we find D^B'in TST733, " with all their
might and with songs." This is evidently the correct reading,
from which our text has sprung, although the latter is found in

were

all

correct.

the old versions, and even in the Septuagint, which really

combines the two readings thus: iv ofr/dvois

fipiw<rfievoi,<;

iv

where ev opydvoi? r)pfioaft.evoi<s is evidently
the interpretation of VfCto >SJ| fe)3
for the text of the
Chronicles cannot be regarded as an explanation of Samuel.
Moreover, songs would not be omitted on such a festive occasion ; and two of the instruments mentioned, viz. the kinnor
and nebel (see at 1 Sam. x. 5), were generally played as accompaniments to singing. The vav before D , T'?'3 > an d before the
layyl

/ecu

iv wSai?,

;

Latin et .
the timbrel. D , f ^3l D^JUDS, sistris

different instruments, corresponds to the
.

.

.

and.

*|fo,

,

.

et

.

et,

both

cymbalis
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D\t«MO,
(Vulg., Syr.), "with bells and cymbals" (Luther).
from JW, are instruments that are shaken, the aelorpa, sistrd, of
the ancients, which consisted of two iron rods fastened together
at one end, either in a semicircle or at right angles, upon which
rings were hung loosely, so as to make a tinkling sound when
D'pSTX
D^nTSD are cymbals or castanets.
they were shaken.
rrtiV^tn,
D^lttJttO,
Instead of
we find
trumpets, mentioned in the
Chronicles in the last rank after the cymbals. It is possible
that sistra were played and trumpets blown, so that the two

=

accounts complete each other.

—Vers.

6, 7.

When

the procession

had reached the threshing-floor of Nachon, Uzzah stretched out
his hand to lay hold of the ark, i.e. to keep it from falling
over with the cart, because the oxen slipped. And the wrath
of the Lord was kindled, and God slew Uzzah upon the spot.
Goren nachon means " the threshing-floor of the stroke" (nachon
roj, not from fQ) ; in the Chronicles we have goren chidon,
T3,
the threshing-floor of destruction or disaster (|iT3

from
i.e.

Job

=

xxi. 20).

so that the

not from

its

Chidon

is

probably only an explanation of nachon,

name may have been given

to the threshing-floor,
owner, but from the incident connected with the

ark which took place there. Eventually, however, this name
was supplanted by the name Perez-uzzah (ver. 8). The situation
of the threshing-floor cannot be determined, as

gather from this account

that the house of

is

Gathite was somewhere near

it;

but no

we

can

Obed-edom

the

all

that

hamlet, or

village,

town is mentioned.1 Jerome paraphrases ">£?- V20W ^S thus
" Because the oxen kicked and turned it (the ark) over." But
ODB> does not mean to kick its true meaning is to let go, or
let lie (Ex. xxiii. 11 ; Dent. xv. 2, 3), hence to slip or stumble.
The stumbling of the animals might easily have turned the cart
over, and this was what Uzzah tried to prevent by laying hold
of the ark.
God smote him there " on account of the offence "
(??', air. \ey. from >w, in the sense of erring, or committing a
fault).
The writer of the Chronicles gives it thus " Because
;

:

1

If it -were possible to discover the situation of Gath-rimmon, the home
Obed-edom (see at ver. 10), we might probably decide the question
whether Obed-edom was still living in the town where he was born or not.
But according to the Onom., Kirjath-jearim was ten miles from Jerusalem,
and Gath-rimmon twelve, that is to say, farther off. Now, if these state-

of

ments are

correct,

Obed-edom's house cannot have been in Gath-rimmon.
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vi. 1-10.

to the ark,"

though of course

not to be altered to this, as Thenius and
Ver. 8. " And David was angry, because

is

—

Bertheau suggest.
Jehovah had made a rent on Uzzah, and
Perez-uzzah " (rent of Uzzah).
applied to a sudden tearing

called the place

Y*)B }*1B, to tear

away from

life.

a rent,

?

"in*

is

is

here

under-

by many in the sense of u he troubled himself ;" but this
meaning cannot be grammatically sustained, whilst it is quite
possible to become angry, or fall into a state of violent excitestood

ment, at an unexpected calamity.

The burning

of David's

anger was not directed against God, but referred to the calamity
which had befallen Uzzah, or speaking more correctly, to the
cause of this calamity, which David attributed to himself or to
his undertaking.

As he had not only resolved upon the removal
way in which it should be

of the ark, but had also planned the

taken to Jerusalem, he could not trace the occasion of Uzzah's

own plans. He was therefore
angry that such misfortune had attended his undertaking. In
his first excitement and dismay, David may not have perceived
death to any other cause than his

the real and deeper ground of this divine judgment.

Uzzah's

offence consisted in the fact that he had touched the ark with

profane feelings, although with good intentions, namely to
prevent

its

and

rolling over

falling

from the

cart.

Touching

the ark, the throne of the divine glory and visible pledge of the
invisible presence of the

of the holy God.

Lord, was a violation of the majesty

"Uzzah was

therefore a type of all

who

with good intentions, humanly speaking, yet with unsanctified

minds, interfere in the

affairs of

the kingdom of God, from

the notion that they are in danger, and with the hope of saving

On further reflection, David could
where the cause of Uzzah's offence, which
he had atoned for with his life, really had lain, and that it had
actually arisen from the fact that he (David) and those about
him had decided to disregard the distinct instructions of the law
with regard to the handling of the ark. According to Num. iv.
the ark was not only to be moved by none but Levites, but it
was to be carried on the shoulders, not in a carriage ; and in
ver. 15, even the Levites were expressly forbidden to touch it
on pain of death. But instead of taking these instructions as
their rule, they had followed the example of the Philistines
them " (O.

not

v. Gerlach).

fail to discover
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when they sent back the ark (1 Sam. vi. 7 sqq.), and had placed
it upon a new cart, and directed Uzzah to drive it, whilst, as
his conduct on the occasion clearly shows, he had no idea of the
unapproachable holiness of the ark of God, and had to expiate

his offence with his life, as a

warning to

all

the Israelites.

Vers. 9, 10. David's excitement at what had occurred was soon

changed into fear of the Lord, so that he said, " How shall the
ark of Jehovah come to met" If merely touching the ark of
God is punished in this way, how can 1 have it brought near
me, up to the citadel of Zion ? He therefore relinquished his
intention of bringing it into the city of David, and placed it in
the house of Obed-edom the Gathite. Obed-edom was a Levite
of the family of the Korahites, who sprang from Kohath (compare Ex. vi. 21, xviii. 16, with 1 Chron. xxvi. 4), and belonged
to the class of Levitical doorkeepers, whose duty it was, in
connection with other Levites, to watch over the ark in the
sacred tent (1 Chron. xv. 18, 24). He is called the Gittite or
Gathite from his birthplace, the Levitical city of Gath-rimmon
in the tribe of

Dan

(Josh. xxi. 24, xix. 45).

Vers. 11-19. Removal of the ark of God to the city of David
(cf. 1 Chron. xv.).
Vers. 11, 12. When the ark had been in

—

Obed-edom

"for three months, and David heard
Lord had blessed his house for the sake of the ark of
God, he went thither and brought it up to the city of David

the house of
that the

i.e. with festal rejoicing, or a solemn procession.
(For nnipV, in the sense of festal rejoicing, or a joyous f&te, see
Gen. xxxi. 27, Neh. xii. 43, etc.) On this occasion, however,
David adhered strictly to the instructions of the law, as the

with gladness,

more elaborate account given

He

not only gathered together

in this

solemn

act,

but

in the Chronicles clearly shows.
all Israel at

summoned

Jerusalem to

join

the priests and Levites, and

commanded them

to sanctify themselves, and carry the ark
" according to the right," i.e. as the Lord had commanded in
the law of Moses, and to offer sacrifices during the procession,
and sing songs, i.e. psalms, with musical accompaniment. In

the very condensed account before us,

all

that

is

mentioned

is

the carrying of the ark, the sacrificing during the march, and

But even from these
few facts we see that David had discovered his former mistake,
and had given up the idea of removing the ark upon a carriage
the festivities of the king and people.
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VI. 11-19.

—Ver.

The

1 3.

bearers of the ark

are not particularly mentioned in this account

;

but

it is

very

evident that they were Levites, as the Chronicles affirm, from
the fact that the ark was carried this time, and not driven, as

And it came to pass, when the bearers of the ark of
Jehovah had gone six paces, he sacrificed an ox and a fatted calf"
These words are generally under(i.e. had them sacrificed).
"

before.

stood as meaning, that sacrifices of this kind were offered along

This would
and there would be no

the whole way, at the distance of six paces apart.
certainly have been a possible thing,

assume that the procession halted every six paces,
ceremony was completed, but the ark might
have continued in progress, whilst sacrifices were being offered
at the distances mentioned. And even the immense number of
sacrificial animals that would have been required is no valid
objection to such an assumption.
We do not know what the
distance really was all that we know is, that it was not so much
as ten miles, as Kirjath-jearim was only about twelve miles
from Jerusalem, so that a few thousand oxen, and the same
number of fatted calves, would have been quite sufficient. But
the words of the text do not distinctly affirm that sacrifices were
offered whenever the bearers advanced six paces, but only that
this was done as soon as the bearers had taken the first six steps.
So that, strictly speaking, all that is stated is, that when the
procession had started and gone six paces, the sacrifice was
necessity to

until the sacrificial

:

offered,

namely, for the purpose of inaugurating or consecrating

In 1 Chron. xv.

the solemn procession.

and

it is

stated instead (ver. 26), that "

this fact is omitted

when God helped

the

Levites that bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord, they
offered seven bullocks
procession,

when

and seven rams,"

fact that the Levites

had been enabled

to the place appointed for

harm.1

—Ver.

14.

i.e.

at the close of the

the journey was ended, to praise

"

it,

God

for the

to carry the ark of

God

without suffering the slightest

And David

danced with all his might before

between the two different accounts
manner perfectly in harmony with
at the outset, a sacrifice consisting of one ox and one
the whole affair,
Consefatted calf and at the close, one of seven oxen and seven rams.
quently there is no reason for altering the text of the verse before us, as
1

There

is

no discrepancy,

therefore,

but the one supplements the other in a

—

;

Thenius proposes, according to the senseless rendering of the

LXX.,
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Lord

before the ark), and

teas girded with a white ephod
Dancing, as an expression of holy enthuwe meet
siasm, was a customary thing from time immemorial

the

(i.e.

(shoulder-dress)."

:

with

it

Eed

as early as at the festival of thanksgiving at the

Sea (Ex. xv. 20)

;

but there, and also at subsequent celebra-

tions of the different victories gained

by the

but

women

are described as taking part in

xxi.

19

Sam.

1

;

xviii.

6).

The

Israelites,

(Judg.

it

white ephod was,

speaking, a priestly costume, although in the law

none

xi. 34,

strictly

not pre-

it is

worn by them when performing their
but rather as the dress which denoted the priestly
character of the wearer (see at 1 Sam. xxii. 18) ; and for this

scribed as the dress to be
official duties,

it was worn by David in connection with these festivities
honour of the Lord, as the head of the priestly nation of
Israel (see at 1 Sam. ii. 18). In ver. 15 it is still further related,
that David and all the house (nation) of Israel brought up the
ark of the Lord with jubilee and trumpet-blast, njmn is used
here to signify the song of jubilee and the joyous shouting of
the people.
In the Chronicles (ver. 28) the musical instruments played on the occasion are also severally mentioned.
Ver. 16. When the ark came (i.e. was carried) into the
city of David, Michal the daughter of Saul looked out of the
window, and there she saw king David leaping and dancing
fWfl, " and it
before Jehovah, and despised him in her heart,
came to pass," for W, because there is no progress made, but
only another element introduced. K3 is a perfect " the ark

reason

in

—

'

:

had come,

.

.

.

she saw," etc.
of Saul here,

and Michal looked through the window,
. there
Michal is intentionally designated the daughter
instead of the wife of David, because on this
.

.

occasion she manifested her father's disposition rather than her

husband's.

In Saul's time people did not trouble themselves

about the ark of the covenant (1 Chron.

xiii.

3)

public worship

;

was neglected, and the soul for vital religion had died out
the family of the king.
Michal possessed teraphim, and

in

in

%aa.ii f&tr ccvrov etipanrts r«)» Kifiarou eirrcc
x°P°h KUI ^*>fi» ftoajciS "-at Aptts
(" with David there were bearers of the ark, seven choirs, and sacrifices
of a calf and lambs"), which has also found its way into the Vulgate,
though Jerome has rendered our Hebrew text faithfully afterwards («.e.

after the gloss,

which was probably taken from the

Itala,

and

inserted in

his translation).
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David she only loved the brave hero and exalted king

:

she

therefore took offence at the humility with which the king, in
his pious enthusiasm, placed himself
rest of the nation before the

Lord.

on an equality with

—Ver.

17.

When

all

the

the ark

was brought to the place appointed for it upon Mount Zion,
and was deposited in the tent which David had prepared for it,
he offered burnt-offerings and thank-offerings before the Lord.
" In its place" is still further defined as " in the midst of the
tent which David," etc., i.e. in the Most Holy Place ; for the
tent would certainly be constructed according to the type of the
The burnt-offerings and peace-offerings
Mosaic tabernacle.
were offered to consecrate the newly erected house of God.
Vers. 18, 19. When the offering of sacrifice was over, David
blessed the people in the name of the Lord, as Solomon did
afterwards at the dedication of the temple (1 Kings viii. 55),
and gave to all the (assembled) people, both men and women,
to every one a slice of bread, a measure (of wine), and a cake
for a festal meal, i.e. for the sacrificial meal, which was celebrated with the shelamim after the offering of the

and

sacrifices,

had concluded the liturgical festival with a
Dn? n?n is a round cake of bread, baked for sacribenediction,
ficial meals, and synonymous with Drp~i|3 (1 Chron. xvi. 3),
as we may see from a comparison of Ex. xxix. 23 with Lev.
viii. 26 (see the commentary on Lev. viii. 2).
But the meaning
of the air \ery. ~iB^« is uncertain, and has been much disputed.
Most of the Rabbins understand it as signifying a piece of
flesh or roast meat, deriving the word from E'K and "IB ; but this
There is more to be said in favour of the
is certainly false.
derivation proposed by L. de Dieu, viz. from the Ethiopic IDE*,
netiri, from which Gesenius and Roediger (Ges. Thes. p. 1470)
have drawn their explanation of the word as signifying a
measure of wine or other beverage. For ne^B'N, the meaning
grape-cake or raisin-cake is established by Song of Sol. ii. 5
and Hos. iii. 1 (vid. Hengstenberg, Christol. on Hos. iii. 1).
The people returned home after the festal meal.
Vers. 20-23. When David returned home to bless his house,
as he had previously blessed the people, Michal came to meet him
after the king

with scornful words, saying, "

How

has the king of Israel glori-

fied himself to-day, when he stripped himself before the eyes of the
maids of his servants, as only one of the loose people strips him-

Y
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The unusual combination

rt?a

rrtpjns ig

explained by

Ewald

(§ 240, e, p. 607) in this manner, that whilst, so far as
the sense of the clause is concerned, the second verb ought to
infinitive absolute, they were both written with a very
change of form in the infinitive construct ; whereas others
regard rrt«? as an unusual form of the infinitive absolute (Ges.
Lehrgeb. p. 430), or a copyist's error for ri?J3 (Thenius, Olsh.
Ch. p. 600). The proud daughter of Saul was offended at the
fact, that the king had let himself down on this occasion to

be in the
slight

the level of the people.

She

availed herself of the shortness

of the priests' shoulder-dress, to

make a contemptuous remark

concerning David's dancing, as an impropriety that was unbecoming in a king. " Who knows whether the proud woman
did not intend to sneer at the rank of the Levites, as one that

was contemptible in her eyes, since their humble service may
have looked very trivial to her?" (Berleb. Bible.) Vers. 21, 22.
David replied, " Before Jehovah, who chose me before thy
father and all his house, to appoint me prince over the people
of Jehovah, over Israel, before Jehovah have I played {lit,
joked, given utterance to my joy). And I will be still more
despised, and become base in my eyes : and with the maidens of
whom thou hast spoken, with them will I be honoured." The
copula vav before ,J?pnb> serves to introduce the apodosis, and
may be explained in this way, that the relative clause appended
to " before Jehovah" acquired the power of a protasis on
account of its length ; so that, strictly speaking, there is an
anakolouthon, as if the protasis read thus " Before Jehovah,
as He hath chosen me over Israel, I have humbled myself
With the words " who
before Jehovah" (for " before him").
chose me before thy father and all his house" David humbles
the pride of the king's daughter. His playing and dancing
referred to the Lord, who had chosen him, and had rejected
Saul on account of his pride. He would therefore let himself
be still further despised before the Lord, i.e. would bear still
greater contempt from men than that which he had just
received, and be humbled in his own eyes (yid. Ps. cxxxi. 1) :
then would he also with the maidens attain to honour before
the Lord. For whoso humbleth himself, him will God exalt
(Matt, xxiii. 12). y*}?3 is not to be altered into iJVJja, as in the
Septuagint. This alteration has arisen from a total miscon-

—

:
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vii.

ception of the nature of true humility, which
in its

variance

maidens,
is

of no worth

is

The rendering given by De Wette is at
with both the grammar and the sense (" with the

own
.

eyes.

.

.

with them will I magnify myself")

them

that of Thenius (" with

will

;

and

I be honoured,

so also
in-

i.e.

—

demnify myself for thy foolish contempt!"). Ver. 23. Michal
was humbled by God for her pride, and remained childless to
the time of her death.

david's resolution to build a temple, the promised
perpetuitt of his throne. chap. vii.

—

To

Mount

the erection of a sanctuary for the ark upon

Zion there

appended an account of David's desire to build
a temple for the Lord. We find this not only in the text
before us, but also in the parallel history in 1 Chron. xvii.
When David had acquired rest from his enemies round about,
he formed the resolution to build a house for the Lord, and this
resolution was sanctioned by the prophet Nathan (vers. 1-3).
is

But the Lord
David, that

any of the

him

revealed to the prophet, and through

He had

to

not required the building of a temple from

tribes of Israel,

and that

He

would

first

of

all

build

a house himself for His servant David, and confirm the throne
to his seed for ever, and then he should build

Him

a temple

David then gave utterance to his thanksgiving
for this glorious promise in a prayer, in which he praised the
unmeasurable grace of God, and prayed for the fulfilment of
1
this renewed promise of divine grace (vers. 18-29).
(vers. 4-17).

1

With regard to the

historical authenticity of this promise,

Tholuck

165-6), that " it can be
proved, with all the evidence which is ever to be obtained in support of
historical testimony, that David actually received a prophetic promise that
observes, in his Prophets

and

their Prophecies (pp.

upon the throne for ever, and consequently an intimation of a royal descendant whose government should be eternal. Anything like a merely subjective promise arising from human combinations is
precluded here by the fact that Nathan, acting according to the best of his
knowledge, gave his consent to David's plan of building a temple and that
>t was not till afterwards, when he had been instructed by a divine vision,
that he did the very opposite, and assured him on the contrary that God
would build him a house." Thenius also affirms that " there is no reason
for assuming, as De Wette has done, that Nathan's prophecies were not
composed till after the time of Solomon ;" that "their historical credibility
his family should sit

;
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Vers. 1-3.

When David

was dwelling in his house,

i.e.

the

palace of cedar (ch. v. 11), and Jehovah had given him rest
from all his enemies round about, he said to Nathan the pro-

phet

God

:

" See now, I dwell in a house of cedar, and the ark of
f^njn in the singular is

dwelleth within the curtains."

used, in

Ex. xxvi. 2
by

sqq., to

denote the inner covering, com-

and especially ver. 20), Ps.
and Isa. lv. 3 and that, properly interpreted, they are also
Messianic." The principal evidence of this is to be found in the prophetic
utterance of David in ch. xxiii., where, as is generally admitted, he takes a
retrospective glance at the promise, and thereby attests the historical credibility of Nathan's prophecy (Thenius, p. 245).
Nevertheless, Gust. Baur
maintains that " a closer comparison of this more elaborate and simple
description (ch. vii.) with the brief and altogether unexampled last words
of David, more especially with 2 Sam. xxiii. 5, can hardly leave the
is

attested

Ps. lxxxix. (vers. 4, 5, 20-38,

cxxxii. 11, 12,

;

which the chapter before us stands to

slightest doubt, that the relation in

these words,

is

that of a later expansion to an authentic prophetic utterance

of the king himself."

For example, the distinct allusion to the birth of
Solomon, and the building of the temple, which was to be completed by
him, is said to have evidently sprung from a later development of the
original promise after the time of Solomon, on account of the incongruity
apparent in Nathan's prediction between the ideal picture of the Israelitish

monarchy and the definite allusion to Solomon's building of the temple.
But there is no such " incongruity" in Nathan's prediction it is only to be
found in the naturalistic assumptions of Baur himself, that the utterances
of the prophets contained nothing more than subjective and ideal hopes of
the future, and not supernatural predictions. This also applies to Diestel's
opinion, that the section vers. 4-16 does not harmonize with the substance
of David's glorious prayer in vers. 18—29, nor the latter again with itself,
because the advice given him to relinquish the idea of building the temple
is not supported by any reasons that answer either to the character of
David or to his peculiar circumstances, with which the allusion to his son
would have been in perfect keeping but the prophet's dissuasion merely
;

;

alludes to the fact that Jehovah did not stand in need of a stately house at

and had never given utterance to any such desire. On account of this
"obvious" fact, Diestel regards it as credible that the original dissuasion
came from God, because it was founded upon an earlier view, but that the
promise of the son of David which followed proceeded from Nathan, who
no doubt looked with more favourable eyes upon the building of the temple.
This discrepancy is also arbitrarily foisted upon the text.
There is not a
syllable about any " original dissuasion " in all that Nathan says ; for he
simply tells the king that Jehovah had hitherto dwelt in a tent, and had
not asked any of the tribes of Israel to build a stately temple, but not
that Jehovah did not need a stately house at all.
Of the different exegetical treatises upon this passage, see Christ. Aug.
Crusii Hypomnemata, ii. 190-219, and Hengstenberg's Christol. i. 123 aqq.
all,
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VII. 1-3.

posed of a number of lengths of tapestry sewn together, which

was spread over the planks of the tabernacle, and made it into
a dwelling, whereas the separate pieces of tapestry are called
n5rv. in the plural ; and hence, in the later writers, rrt]H* alternates sometimes with ?fJN (Isa. liv. 2), and at other times with
D^riN (Song of Sol. i. 5; Jer. iv. 20, xlix. 29).
Consequently
nywi refers here to the tent-cloth or tent formed of pieces of
" Within (i.e. surrounded by) the tent-cloth:" in the
tapestry.
Chronicles we find " under curtains." From the words " when
the
it is

Lord had given him rest from all
evident that David did not form

temple in the

first

his

enemies round about,"

the resolution to build the

years of his reign upon Zion, nor immediately

after the completion of his palace, but at a later period (see die

remarks on ch. v. 11, note). It is true that the giving of rest
from all his enemies round about does not definitely presuppose
the termination of all the greater wars of David, since
affirmed that this rest was a definitive one

;

it is

not

but the words

cannot possibly be restricted to the two victories over the

Hengstenberg supposes, inasmuch
however important the second may have been, their foes
were not even permanently quieted by them, to say nothing of
their being entirely subdued.
Moreover, in the promise mentioned in ver. 9, God distinctly says, " I was with thee whithersoever thou wentest, and have cut off all thine enemies before
thee."
These words also show that at that time David had
already fought against all the enemies round about, and humbled
them. Now, as all David's principal wars are grouped together
for the first time in ch. viii. and x., there can be no doubt that
Philistines (ch. v. 17-25), as
as,

is not arranged in a strictly chronological order.
the expression " after this " in ch. viii. 1 is by no means

the history

And

at variance with this, since this

formula does not at all express
From the words of the

a strictly chronological sequence.
prophet, " Go, do
thee,"

it is

all

that

is

in thy heart, for the

The word

to build a splendid palatial temple.

lent to "quite right"),
fluous.

own

Lord

is

with

very evident that David had expressed the intention
is

omitted

in'

"if?,

go (equiva-

the Chronicles as super-

Nathan sanctioned the king's resolution " from his
and not by divine revelation " (J. H. Michaelis)

feelings,

but he did not u afterwards perceive that the time for carrying
out this intention had not yet come," as Thenius and Bertheau
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maintain

on the contrary, the Lord God revealed to the

;

prophet that David was not to carry out his intention at all.
Vers. 4-17. The revelation and promise of God. Ver. 4.
" That night" i.e. the night succeeding the day on which

—

Nathan had talked with the king concerning the building of
the temple, the Lord made known His decree to the prophet,
with instructions to communicate it to the king. '131
" Shouldest thou build me a house for me to dwell in ?"

'"iHKp,

The

question involves a negative reply, and consequently in the

we

Chronicles

find " thou shalt not."

—Vers.

6, 7.

The

reason

" I have not dwelt in a house from
the day of the bringing up of Israel out of Egypt even to this
day, but I was wandering about in a tent and in a dwelling."
" And in a dwelling" (mishcan) is to be taken as explanatory,
assigned for this answer

viz. in

a tent which was

:

my

As a tent

dwelling.

is

a traveller

s

was a tent, He himself
appeared as if travelling or going from place to place. " In
the whole of the time that I walked among all ,the children
of Israel,
have I spoken a word to one of the tribes of
dwelling, so, as long as God's dwelling

.

.

Israel,

whom

.

I

commanded

fore have ye not built
is

me

to feed

my people,

a cedar house?"

A

saying,

equivalent to a palace built of costly materials.

-Wt^

"

ins (" one of the

Where-

"cedar house"

The

expres-

a striking
one, as the feeding of the nation does not appear to be a duty
belonging to the " tribes," and in the Chronicles we have *OS'B>
(judges) instead of > t?3E> (tribes). But if *BDfc> had been the
sion

,

ti3B>

tribes of Israel" ) is

original expression used in the text,

it

would be impossible

to

explain the origin and general acceptance of the word , B3?'.
For this very reason, therefore, we must regard *B3B> as the
original word, and understand it as referring to the tribes, which
had supplied the nation with judges and leaders before the time
of David, since the feeding, i.e. the government of Israel, which
was in the hands of the judges, was transferred to the tribes to
which the judges belonged. This view is confirmed by Ps.
lxxviii, 67, 68, where the election of David as prince, and of

Zion as the

site

the tribe of

Judah and the

On

of the sanctuary,

is

described as the election of

rejection of the tribe of

Ephraim.

the other hand, the assumption of Thenius, that ^ae*,

" shepherd-staffs,"
established

is

used poetically for shepherds, cannot be

on the ground of Lev.

xxvii.

32 and Micah
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Jehovah gave two reasons why David's proposal to build Him
a temple should not be carried out (1) He had hitherto lived
in a tent in the midst of His people; (2) He had not commanded any former prince or tribe to build a temple. This
did not involve any blame, as though there had been something
presumptuous in David's proposal, or in the fact that he had
thought of undertaking such a work without an express command from God, but simply showed that it was not because of
any negligence on the part of the former leaders of the people
that they had not thought of erecting a temple, and that even
now the time for carrying out such a work as that had not yet
:

come.

—Ver.

After thus declining his proposal, the Lord
gracious purpose to David : " Thus saith

8.

made known His

Jehovah of hosts" (not only Jehovah,
Sebaoth, because
tion as the

God

He

as in ver. 5,

but Jehovah

manifests himself in the following revela-

of the universe)

:

" I have taken thee from the

pasturage (grass-plat), behind the flock, to be prince over

my

and was with thee whithersoever thou wentest,
and exterminated all thine enemies before thee, and so made
thee, WK'PI (perfect with vav consec), a great name,
and
created a place for my people Israel, and planted them, sq that
they dwell in their place, and do not tremble any more (before
their oppressors); and the sons of wickedness do not oppress
them any further, as at the beginning, and from the day when I
appointed judges over my people Israel and I create thee rest
from all thine enemies. And Jehovah proclaims to thee, that
D^n |c6
Jehovah will make thee a house." The words 'fe*. VSg
people Israel

;

.

.

.

:

.

are to be joined to ru^t&na, " as in the beginning,"

and from the time of the judges
rule of the judges,

when

that

;

is

i.e.

.

.

in Egypt,

to say, during the

the surrounding nations constantly

oppressed and subjugated Israel.

The

plan usually adopted,

of connecting the words with 'nrwrpj does not yield any suitable
all, as God had not given David rest from the very
beginning of the times of the judges ; but the period of the
judges was long antecedent to the time of David, and was not

thought at

Again, Vlhynj does not
and is not to be rendered as a
preterite in the sense of " I have procured thee rest," but as a
perfect with vav consec, " and I procure thee rest" from what
a period of rest for the Israelites.

resume what

is

now about

is

to

stated in ver. 9,

come

to pass.

And

l*jni is to

be taken in the
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same way

:

the

Lord shows

thee, first of all

through His pro-

mise (which follows), and then through the fact
realization of

itself,

the

'IWJrn re fers to the future, as well as

His word.

the building of David's house, and therefore not to the rest

from

all his

enemies, which

He

but to that which
is

to say, to the

God had

would

still

already secured for David,

further secure for him, that

maintenance and establishment of that rest.
this is to be found in Ps. Ixxxix. 22-24.

The commentary upon
In the Chronicles
given to the

a somewhat different turn
" and I bend down all thine enemies,

(ver. 10) there is

last clauses

:

and make it (the bending-down) known to thee (by the fact),
and a house will Jehovah build for thee." The thought is not
essentially changed by this ; consequently there is no ground
for any emendation of the text, which is not even apparently
necessary, unless, like Bertheau,

we

misinterpret the words,

and connect 'J^arn erroneously with the previous clause.
The connection between vers. 5-7 and 8-16 has been correctly indicated by Thenius as follows : Thou shalt not build
a house for Me; but I, who have from the very beginning
glorified myself in thee and my people (vers. 8-11), will build
a house for thee; and thy son shall erect a house for me
This thought is not merely "a play upon words
(ver. 13).
entirely in

the spirit of prophecy," but contains the deep

God must first of all build a man's house,
man can build God's house, and applies it espethe kingdom of God in Israel. As long as the quiet

general truth that
before the
cially to

and

full possession of the

land of Canaan, which had been

promised by the Lord to the people of

God

for their inheritance,

round about, even the dwellingplace of their God could not assume any other form than that
of a wanderer's tent.
The kingdom of God in Israel first
acquired its rest and consolation through the efforts of David,
when God had made all his foes subject to him and established his throne firmly, i.e. had assured to his descendants the
possession of the kingdom for all future time.
And it was this
which ushered in the time for the building of a stationary house
as a dwelling for the name of the Lord, i.e. for the visible
manifestation of the presence of God in the midst of His
people.
The conquest of the citadel of Zion and the elevation

was disputed by

their enemies

of this fortress into the palace of the king,

whom

the
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given to His people, formed the commencement of the establishment of the kingdom of God.
received

its first

But

this

commencement

pledge of perpetuity from the divine assurance

David should be established for all future
Lord was about to accomplish He would
build David a house, and then his seed should build the house
of the Lord.
No definite reason is assigned why David himself
was not to build the temple. We learn this first of all from
that the throne of

And

time.

this the

words (1 Chron. xxviii. 3), in which he says to the
assembled heads of the nation, " God said to me, Thou shalt

David's

i

:

last

not build a house for my' name, because thou art a

man

'

of

and hast shed blood."
Compare with this the similar
words of David to Solomon in 1 Chron. xxii. 8, and Solomon's
statement in his message to Hiram, that David had been prevented from building the temple in consequence of his many
wars.
It was probably not till afterwards that David was
informed by Nathan what the true reason was. As Hengstenberg has correctly observed, the fact that David was not permitted to build the temple on account of his own personal
unworthiness, did not involve any blame for what he had done
for David stood in a closer relation to the Lord than Solomon
did, and the wars which he waged were wars of the Lord
(1 Sam. xxv. 28) for the maintenance and defence of the
kingdom of God. But inasmuch as these wars were necessary
and inevitable, they were practical proofs that David's kingdom
and government were not yet established, and therefore that
the time for the building of the temple had not yet come, and
the rest of peace was not yet secured. The temple, as the
symbolical representation of the kingdom of God, was also to
correspond to the nature of that kingdom, and shadow forth
the peace of the kingdom of God. For this reason, David, the"
man of war, was not to build the temple but that was to be
wars,

;

reserved for Solomon, the

man

of peace, the type of the Prince

Peace (Isa. ix. 5).
In vers. 12-16 there follows a more precise definition of the
way in which the Lord would build a house for His servant
David " When thy days shall become full, and thou shalt lie
with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee, who shall
come from thy body, and establish his kingdom. He will build
a house for my name, and I shall establish the throne of his
of

:
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kingdom
dignity.

Cpn, to set up,

for ever."

«£ l^K

is

i.e.

not to be altered into

promote to royal
as Thenius

to

«£ TB'K,

and others maintain.
The assumption that Solomon had
already been born, is an unfounded one (see the note to ch. v.
11, p. 319) ; and it by no means follows from the statement in
ver. 1, to the effect that God had given David rest from all his
enemies, that his resolution to build a temple was not formed
Vers. 14 sqq. " / will be a
till the closing years of his reign.

—

father to him, and he will be a son to

I shall

chastise

children of

men

me ;

so that if he

him with rods of men, and with
(i.e.

not

'

go astray,

strokes

of the

with moderate punishment, such as

parents are accustomed to

inflict,'

as Clericus explains

with such punishments as are inflicted upon

all

it,

but

men who go

and from which even the seed of David is not to be
But my mercy shall not depart from him, as I caused
And thy
it to depart from Saul, whom I put away before thee.
house and thy kingdom shall be established for ever before thee
thy throne shall be established for ever"
It is very obvious, from
astray,

excepted).

all

the separate details of this promise, that

to

Solomon, and had a certain fulfilment in him and his reign.

On

it

related primarily

the death of David, his son Solomon ascended the throne,

and God defended
Adonijah (1 Kings

kingdom against the machinations of
;
so that Solomon was able to say,
" The Lord hath fulfilled His word that He spoke ; for I have
risen up in the stead of my father David," etc. (1 Kings viii.
Solomon built the temple, as the Lord said to David
20).
But in his old age Solomon
(1 Kings v. 19, viii. 15 sqq.).
sinned against the Lord by falling into idolatry; and as a
punishment for this, after his death his kingdom was rent from
his son, not indeed entirely, as one portion was still preserved to
the family for David's sake (1 Kings xi. 9 sqq.).
Thus the
Lord punished him with rods of men, but did not withdraw
from him His grace. At the same time, however unmistakeable
the allusions to Solomon are, the substance of the promise is
his

ii.

12)

not fully exhausted in him. The threefold repetition of the
expression " for ever," the establishment of the kingdom and
throne of David for ever, points incontrovertibly beyond the
time of Solomon, and to the eternal continuance of the seed of

David.

may

The word

seed denotes the posterity of a person, which

consist either in one son or in several children, or in a long
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here precluded by the context of the

promise, as only one of David's successors could

On

throne at a time.

descendants following one another,

God would

promise, that

is

upon the
number of

sit

the other hand, the idea of a

evidently contained in the

not withdraw His favour from the

went astray, as He had done from Saul, since
even in that case the throne should be transmitted from father to son. There is still more, however, involved in the expression " for ever." When the promise was
seed, even if

it

this implies that

given that the throne of the kingdom of David should continue

" to eternity," an eternal duration was also promised to the seed

and
kingdom of David are spoken of as existing for ever, side by
side.
We must not reduce the idea of eternity to the popular
notion of a long incalculable period, but must take it in an
that should occupy this throne, just as in ver. 16 the house

absolute sense, as the promise
Ixxxix.

30

"I

:

evidently understood in Ps.

and

his throne as the days

No earthly kingdom, and no posterity of any single

of heaven."

man, has

is

set his seed for ever,

eternal duration like the heaven

the different families of

men become

and the earth ; but

extinct, as the different

earthly kingdoms perish, and other families and kingdoms take

The

their place.

posterity of David, therefore, could only last

who lives for ever, i.e. by
who lives for ever, and of whose
The promise consequently refers to

for ever by running out in a person

culminating in the Messiah,

kingdom there

is

no end.

the posterity of David, commencing with Solomon and closing

with Christ

Solomon

:

so that

by the " seed" we are not

alone, with the kings

to

understand

who succeeded him, nor

Christ

Solomon and the earthly kings of the
family of David ; nor is the allusion to Solomon and Christ to
be regarded as a double allusion to two different objects.
alone, to the exclusion of

—namely, that the promise given
kingdom should endure for ever only
the seed of David that
attained
ultimate fulfilment
Christ, — we must not
But if this

is

to

established,
his

its

the building of the house of

in

God

restrict

to the erection of Solomon's

" The building of the house of the Lord goes hand in
hand with the eternity of the kingdom" (Hengstenberg). As
the kingdom endures for ever, so the house built for the dwelling-place of the Lord must also endure for ever, as Solomon
temple.
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Kings

said at the dedication of the temple (1

surely built

Thee an house

The

abide in for ever."

viii.

13)

" I have

:

a settled place for Thee

to dwell in,

to

everlasting continuance of Solomon's

temple must not be reduced, however, to the simple fact, that
even if the temple of Solomon should be destroyed, a new
building would be erected in

its

ants of Solomon, although this

is

the temple of Zerubbabel
of Solomon.

building of

and

also

is

place

by the

earthly descend-

also implied in the words,

and

included as the restoration of that

For it is not merely in its earthly form, as a
wood and stone, that the temple is referred to, but

chiefly in its essential characteristic, as the place for the

manifestation and presence of

God

His people.
This
essence was the dwelling of God in the midst of His people,
which did not cease with the destruction of the temple at Jeru-

The

earthly form

is

perishable,

in the midst of

the essence eternal.

salem, but culminated in the appearance of Jesus Christ, in

whom Jehovah came to His people, and, as God the Word,
made human nature His dwelling-place (eaKrjvataev h> rjfilv,
John i. 14) in the glory of the only-begotten Son of the Father
so that Christ could say to the Jews, " Destroy this temple

the temple of His body), and in three days I will build

(i.e.

up again" (John

ii.

19).

It

is

with

it

up of the

this building

temple destroyed by the Jews, through the resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the dead, that the complete and essential
fulfilment of our promise begins.

It

is

perpetuated within the

Christian church in the indwelling of the Father

and Son

through the Holy Ghost in the hearts of believers (John

xiv.

23; 1 Cor. vi. 19), by which the church of Jesus Christ is built
up a spiritual house of God, composed of living stones (1 Tim.
iii.

ii. 5 ; compare 2 Cor. vi. 16, Heb. iii. 6)
be perfected in the completion of the kingdom of

15, 1 Pet.

will

;

and

God

it

at

new Jerusalem, which shall come down
upon the new earth out of heaven from God, as the true
the end of time in the

tabernacle of

As
first

of

father,

God

with

men

(Kev. xxi. 1-3).

the building of the house of
all

God

receives

through Christ, so the promise, " I

and he

shall

be to

me

a son,"

is first

fulfilment

its

will

be to him a

fully realized in

Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of the heavenly Father
In the Old Testament the relation between
(vid. Heb. i. 5).
father and son denotes the deepest intimacy of love
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perfected in unity of nature, in the communication to the son

The Father

loveth the Son, and
hand (John iii. 35). Sonship
therefore includes the government of the world.
This not only
applied to Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, but also to the
seed of David generally, so far as they truly attained to the
relation of children of God.
So long as Solomon walked in
the ways of the Lord, he ruled over all the kingdoms from
the river (Euphrates) to the border of Egypt (1 Kings v. 1)
but when his heart turned away from the Lord in his old age,
adversaries rose up against him (1 Kings xi. 14 sqq., 23 sqq.),
and after his death the greater part of the kingdom was rent
from his son. The seed of David was chastised for its sins
and as its apostasy continued, it was humbled yet more and
more, until the earthly throne of David became extinct. Nevertheless the Lord did not cause His mercy to depart from him.
When the house of David had fallen into decay, Jesus Christ
was born of the seed of David according to the flesh, to raise up
the throne of His father David again, and to reign for ever as
King over the house of Jacob (Luke i. 32, 33), and to establish
the house and kingdom of David for ever. In ver. 16, where
the promise returns to David again with the words, u thy house
and thy kingdom shall be established for ever," the expression
TOB? (before thee), which the LXX. and Syriac have arbitrarily
changed into 'JB? (before me), should be particularly observed.
David, as the tribe-father and founder of the line of kings, is
regarded either " as seeing all his descendants pass before him
in a vision," as O. v. Gerlach supposes, or as continuing to exist

of

all

that the father hath.

hath given

all

things into His

;

—

in his descendants.

—Ver.

17. " According to all these words

did Nathan speak unto David,"
just as

God had

in apposition,

addressed

it

u according to

i.e.

to

.

.

.

he related the whole to David,

him

in the night.

all this vision,"

The

clause

merely introduces

a more minute definition of the peculiar form of the revelation.

God

spoke to Nathan in a vision which he had

in the night,

i.e.

not in a dream, but in a waking condition, and during the night
for 1^*1} = fltn is constantly distinguished from OWl, a revelation

a dream.
Vers. 18-29. David's prayer and thanksgiving. Ver. 18.
King David came, i.e. went into the sanctuary erected upon
in

—

Zion,

and remained before Jehovah.

2B|J}

remained, tarried (as
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Gen. xxiv. 55, xxix. 19, etc.), not u sat;" for the custom of
sitting before the Lord in the sanctuary, as the posture assumed
in prayer, cannot be deduced from Ex. xvii. 12, where Moses
is compelled to sit from simple exhaustion.
David's prayer
consists of two parts,
thanksgiving for the promise (vers.
186-24), and supplication for its fulfilment (vers. 25-29). The
in

—

thanksgiving consists of a confession of unworthiness of
the great things that the

which

He

had

still

all

Lord had hitherto done for him, and

further increased

by

this glorious

18-21), and praise to the Lord that

promise

had been
done in proof of His true Deity, and to glorify His name upon
His chosen people Israel. Ver. 186. " Who am I, O Lord
Jehovah ? and who my house (i.e. my family), that Thou hast
(vers.

all this

—

me

V

These words recal Jacob's prayer in
not worthy of the least of all the
mercies," etc. David acknowledged himself to be unworthy of
the great mercy which the Lord had displayed towards him,
that he might give the glory to God alone (vid. Ps. viii. 5 and
cxliv. 3).
Ver. 19. " And this is still too little in Thine eyes, O
Lord Jehovah, and Thou still speakest with regard to the house of
Thy servant for a great while to come." $^1$, lit. that which
points to a remote period, i.e. that of the eternal establishment
of my house and throne.
"And this is the law of man,
Lord Jehovah." " The law of man " is the law which determines or regulates the conduct of man. Hence the meaning
of these words, which have been very differently interpreted,
cannot, with the context immediately preceding it, be any other
than the following This namely, the love and condescension
manifested in Thy treatment of Thy servant is the law which
applies to man, or is conformed to the law which men are to
observe towards men, i.e. to the law, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself (Lev. xix. 18, compare Micah vi. 8). With
this interpretation, which is confirmed by the parallel text of
the Chronicles (in ver. 17), " Thou sawest (i.e. visitedst me, or
didst deal with me) according to the manner of man," the
words are expressive of praise of the condescending grace of
" When God the Lord, in His treatment of poor
the Lord.
mortals, follows the rule which He has laid down for the conduct of men one towards another, when He shows himself
kind and affectionate, this must fill with adoring amazement
brought

Gen.

xxxii.

hitherto

10,

"I am

—

:

—

—
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and God " (Hengstenberg).
Luther is wrong in the rendering which he has adopted
"This is the manner of a man, who is God the Lord;" for
" Lord Jehovah " is not an explanatory apposition to " man,"
but an address to God, as in the preceding and following
clause.
Ver. 20. " And what more shall David speak to Thee ?
Thou knowest Thy servant, Lord Jehovah." Instead of expressing his gratitude still further in many words, David appeals to
the omniscience of God, before whom his thankful heart lies
open, just as in Ps. xl. 10 (compare also Ps. xviL 3). Ver. 21.
"For Thy word's sake, and according to Thy heart (and therefore not because I am worthy of such grace), hast Thou done
The word,
all this greatness, to make it known to Thy servant?
for the sake of which God had done such great things for
David, must be some former promise on the part of God.
Hengstenberg supposes it to refer to the word of the Lord to
Samuel, " Kise up and anoint him " (1 Sam. xvi. 12), which is
apparently favoured indeed by the parallel in the corresponding

who know

those

themselves

—

—

text of 1

Thou

Ohron.

xvii. 19,

hast chosen

Thy

" for

Thy servant's

servant.

But even

sake,"

i.e.

because

this variation

must

contain some special allusion which does not exclude a general
interpretation of the expression " for Thy word's sake," viz. an
allusion to the earlier promises of

God, or the Messianic pro-

phecies generally, particularly the one concerning

Jacob's blessing (Gen.

xlix. 10),

Judah

and the one relating

in

to the

Jacob in Balaam's sayings (Num. xxiv. 17 sqq.),
which contain the germs of the promise of the everlasting
continuance of David's government. For the fact that David
recognised the connection between the promise of God communicated to him by Nathan and Jacob's prophecy in Gen.
xlix. 10, is evident from 1 Chron. xxviii. 4, where he refers to
his election as king as being the consequence of the election
of Judah as ruler.
"According to Thine own heart" is
equivalent to " according to Thy love and grace ; for God is
gracious, merciful, and of great kindness and truth" (Ex.
IW11 does not mean great
xxxiv. 6, compare Ps. ciii. 8).
ruler out of

things,

but greatness.

The
Thou art
and no

praise of
great,

God

God commences

in ver.

Jehovah God; and there

is

22

:

" Wherefore

not (one)

beside Thee, according to all that

like

Thee,

we have heard with
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our ears."

done

this,

By the

word " wherefore,"

because Thou hast
God is set forth as the
God is great when He
i.e.

the praise of the singleness of

result of David's

own

experience.

manifests the greatness of His grace to men, and brings

them

acknowledge it. And in these great deeds He proves the
incomparable nature of His Deity, or that He alone is the true
God. (For the fact itself, compare Ex. xv. 11 ; Deut. iii. 24,
iv. 35.)
Ver. 23. "And where is (any) like Thy people, like
Israel, a nation upon earth, which God went to redeem as a
people for himself, that Be might make Him a name, and do
to

—

and terrible things for Thy land before
Thou hast redeemed for Thee out of Egypt,
*? does not really mean
(out of the) nations and their gods ?"
and
is
be
connected
where, but who,
to
with the words imme-

great things for you,

Thy

people, which

diately following, viz. "in«

*ia

(one nation)

;

but the only

way

in

which the words can be rendered into good English (German
in the original Te.) is, " where is there any people," etc. The
relative *HPK does not belong to *3?p, which follows immediately
afterwards; but, so far as the sense is concerned, it is to be taken
as the object to nilB?, " which Elohim went to redeem."
The
construing of Elohim with a plural arises from the fact, that in
this clause it not only refers to the true God, but also includes
:

the idea of the gods of other nations.

The

idea, therefore, is

" Is there any nation upon earth to which the only true
God went?" but, "Is there any nation to which the deity worshipped by it went, as the true God went to Israel to redeem it
for His own people?"
The rendering given in the Septuagint
to 1»n, viz. mbrjrfi)o~ev, merely arose from a misapprehension of
the true sense of the words ; and the emendation T^ n, which
some propose in consequence, would only distort the sense.
The stress laid upon the incomparable character of the things
which God had done for Israel, is merely introduced to praise
and celebrate the God who did this as the only true God. (For
the thought itself, compare the original passage in Deut. iv. 7,
In the clause td? nibjfo, "and to do for you," David
34.)
not,

addresses the people of Israel with oratorical vivacity.
Instead
of saying " to do great things to (for) Israel," he says " to do

For you forms an antithesis to
make Him a name, and to do great things for you
The suggestion made by some, that 03? is to be

great things to (for) you."

him, " to
(Israel)."
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taken as a dativ. comm., and referred to Elohim, no more needs
a serious refutation than the alteration into D£?. There have
been different opinions, however, as to the object referred to in
the suffix attached to l-fW?, and it is difficult to decide between

them

Thy

;

for whilst the fact that IrfjK? rritni (terrible things to

is governed by Tfityh (to do) favours the allusion to
and the sudden transition from the plural to the singular
might be accounted for from the deep emotion of the person
speaking, the words which follow ("before Thy people") rather
favour the allusion to God, as it does not seem natural to take
the suffix in two different senses in the two objects which
follow so closely the one upon the other, viz. "for Thy land"
and "before Thy people;" whilst the way is prepared for a
transition from speaking of God to speaking to God by the
word D3? (to you). The words of Deut. x. 21 floated before
the mind of David at the time, although he has given them a
(On the " terrible things," see the commentary
different turn.
on Deut. x. 21 and Ex. xv. 11.) The connection of nijoi
(terrible things) with 1f]$f (to Thy land) shows that David
had in mind, when speaking of the acts of divine omnipotence
which had inspired fear and dread of the majesty of God, not
only the miracles of God in Egypt, but also the marvellous
extermination of the Canaanites, whereby Israel had been
established in the possession of the promised land, and the
people of God placed in a condition to found a kingdom.
These acts were performed before Israel, before the nation,
whom the Lord redeemed to himself out of Egypt. This view
is confirmed by the last words, " nations and their gods," which
are in apposition to " from Egypt," so that the preposition |D

land)

Israel,

should be repeated before D^3 (nations).

"and

The

suffix to VWitt

gods") is to be regarded as distributive:
"the gods of each of these heathen nations." In the Chronicles
(ver. 21) the expression is simplified, and explained more clearly
by the omission of " to Thy land," and the insertion of BhA}
" to drive out nations from before Thy people." It has been
erroneously inferred from this, that the text of our book is
corrupt, and ought to be emended, or at any rate interpreted
(literally

its

according to the Chronicles.
to

be altered into

berg proposes,

Enj?,

it

is

But

is certainly not
do as Hengsten-

whilst Tfy*}

just as

wrong

to

— namely, to take the thought expressed

in BHff

Z
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from the preceding rrtfe>Jf? by assuming a zeugma ; for nfe^ to
do or make, has nothing in common with driving or clearing
away. Ver. 24. " And Thou hast established, to thyself Thy
people Israel to be a people unto Thee for ever: and Thou,

—

JehovaJi, hast become a

God

to

them."

The

first

clause does not

refer merely to the liberation of Israel out of Egypt, or to the

conquest of Canaan alone, but to

all

that the

Lord had done for

the establishment of Israel as the people of His possession, from
the time of Moses

His promise of the eternal continuance
Jehovah had thereby become God to
i.e. had thereby attested and proved him-

till

of the throne of David.
the nation of Israel,
self to

be

To

its

God.

this praise of the acts of the

Lord there

is

attached

25 sqq. the prayer for the fulfilment of His glorious
Would Jehovah set up (i.e. carry out) the word
promise.
which He had spoken to His servant that His name might be
great, i.e. be glorified, through its being said, " The Lord of
Sabaoth is God over Israel," and "the house of Thy servant will
be firm before Thee." The prayer is expressed in the form of
confident assurance.
Ver. 27. David felt himself encouraged
to offer this prayer through the revelation which he had
received.
Because God had promised to build him a house,
" therefore Thy servant hath found in his heart to pray this
prayer," i.e. hath found joy in doing so. Vers. 28, 29. David
then briefly sums up the two parts of his prayer of thanksgiving in the two clauses commencing with nnjn, " and now."
In ver. 28 he sums up the contents of vers. 186-24 by celebrating the greatness of the Lord and His promise ; and in ver.
29 the substance of the prayer in vers. 25-27. T.?' '^ n, may
u And from
it please Thee to bless (T^Kin ; see at Dent. i. 5).
(out of) Thy blessing may the house of Thy servant be blessed
in vers.

—

—

1

for ever."

DAVID S WARS, VICTORIES, AND MINISTERS OP STATE.
CHAP. vin.

To

the promise of the establishment of his throne there

is

appended a general enumeration of the wars by which David
secured the supremacy of Israel over all his enemies round
about. In this survey all the nations are included with which
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i.

war tad ever been waged by David, and which he had conquered and rendered tributary the Philistines and Moabites, the
Syrians of Zobah and Damascus, Toi of Hamath, the Ammonites,
Amalekites, and Edomites. It is very evident from this, that
the chapter before us not only treats of the wars which David
:

carried on after receiving the divine promise mentioned in ch.

but of all the wars of his entire reign. The only one of
which we have afterwards a fuller account is the war with the
Ammonites and their allies the Syrians (ch. x. and xi.), and
this is given on account of its connection with David's adultery.
In the survey before us, the war with the Ammonites is only
mentioned quite cursorily in ver. 12, in the account of the booty
taken from the different nations, which David dedicated to the
Lord. With regard to the other wars, so far as the principal
purpose was concerned, namely, to record the history of the
kingdom of God, it was quite sufficient to give a general statement of the fact that these nations were smitten by David and
vii.,

—

—

subjected to his sceptre.
of

all

Israel, there

several events

order,

But

if this

chapter contains a survey

the wars of David with the nations that were hostile to

can be no doubt that the arrangement of the
is

not strictly regulated by their chronological

but that homogeneous

events

according to a material point of view.
this chapter in 1

Chron.

are grouped together
There is a parallel to

xviii.

—

Ver. 1. Subjugation of the Philistines. In the introductory formula, " And it came to pass afterwards" the expression "afterwards" cannot refer specially to the contents of
ch. vii., for reasons also given, but simply serves as a general
formula of transition to attach what follows to the account just
completed, as a thing that happened afterwards. This is incontestably evident from a comparison of ch. x. 1, where the war
with the Ammonites and Syrians, the termination and result of
which are given in the present chapter, is attached to what precedes by the same formula, " It came to pass afterwards " (cf.
ch. xiii. 1). " David smote the Philistines and subdued them, and
took the bridle of the mother out of the hand of the Philistines"

wrested the government from them and made them tribuThe figurative expression Metheg-ammah, u bridle of the
tary.
mother," i.e. the capital, has been explained by Alb. Schultens
i.e.
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(on Job xxx. 11) from an Arabic idiom, in which giving up
one's bridle to another is equivalent to submitting to him.

Gesenius also gives several proofs of
Others, for example Ewald, render
is

it

this

(Thes. p.

not a single passage to support the rendering

The word

113).

arm-bridle; but there

"arm"

for

a feminine form of DS, mother, and only
used in a tropical sense. " Mother " is a term applied to the
chief city or capital, both in Arabic and Phoenician (vid. Ges.

ammah.

is

Thes. p. 112). The same figure is also adopted in Hebrew,
where the towns dependent upon the capital are called its
daughters (vid. Josh. xv. 45, 47). In 1 Chron. xviii. 1 the
figurative expression is dropped for the more literal one
" David took Gath and its daughters out of the hand of the
Philistines," i.e. he wrested Gath and the other towns from the
Philistines.
The Philistines had really five cities, every one
with a prince of its own (Josh. xiii. 3). This was the case
even in the time of Samuel (1 Sam. vi. 16, 17). But in the
closing years of Samuel, Gath had a king who stood at the head
of all the princes of the Philistines (1 Sam. xxix. 2 sqq., cf.
xxvii. 2).
Thus Gath became the capital of the land of the
Philistines, which held the bridle (or reins) of Philistia in its

own hand.

The

author of the Chronicles has therefore given

The one suggested by
Ewald, Bertheau, and others, cannot be correct, namely, that
David wrested from the Philistines the power which they had
the correct explanation of the figure.

—

The simple meaning of
David
wrested
from
the Philistines the
the passage is, that
had
possessed
over
the
capital
the towns depower which
pendent upon it, i.e. over the whole of the land of Philistia ; in
other words, he brought the capital (Gath) and the other towns
hitherto exercised over the Israelites.

of Philistia into his

made

own

power.

The

reference afterwards

king of Gath in the time of Solomon in 1 Kings
ii. 39 is by no means at variance with this ; for the king alluded
to was one of the tributary sovereigns, as we may infer from
the fact that Solomon ruled over all the kings on this side of
to a

the Euphrates as far as to

Ver. 2.

Gaza

(1

Kings

Subjugation of Moab.

v. 1, 4).

—"He smote Moab

down upon

the

(i.e.

making them lie
ground, and measured two lines (i.e. two parts)

the Moabites), and measured them with the

line,
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22, that Benaiah, one of David's heroes, smote two sons of

the king of Moab, which no doubt took place in the same war.

In the

earliest period of his flight

from Saul, David had met

with a hospitable reception from the king of Moab, and had
even taken his parents to him for safety (1 Sam. xxii. 3, 4).

But the Moabites must have very grievously oppressed the
David should have inflicted a severer
punishment upon them after their defeat, than upon any other

Israelites afterwards, that

of the nations that he conquered, with the exception of the
(ch. xii. 31), upon whom he took vengeance for
having most shamefully insulted his ambassadors (ch. x. 2
sqq.).
The punishment inflicted, however, was of course re-

Ammonites

men who had been taken prisoners by
They were ordered to lie down in a row upon

stricted to the fighting

the Israelites.
the earth

;

and then the row was measured for the purpose of

putting two-thirds to death, and leaving one-third alive.

The

Moabites were then made "servants" to David (i.e. they
became his subjects), " bringing gifts " (i.e. paying tribute).
Vers. 3-8. Conquest and Subjugation of the Kino
OP ZOBAH, AND OF THE DAMASCENE SYRIANS. Ver. 3. The
situation of Zobah cannot be determined.
The view held by
the Syrian church historians, and defended by Michaelis, viz.
that Zobah was the ancient Nisibis in northern Mesopotamia,
has no more foundation to rest upon than that of certain
Jewish writers who suppose it to have been A leppo, the present

Haleb.

Aleppo

is

too far north for Zobah,

and Nisibis

is

quite

out of the range of the towns and tribes in connection with

which the name of Zobah occurs.
pared with
it is

ver.

12 of

this chapter,

called in ch. x. 6

and Fs.

Ammon, Moab, and Edom,
dom

to the Israelites

the present chapter,

;

In 1 Sam. xiv. 47, comZobah, or Aram Zobah as

Ix. 2, is

mentioned along with

as a neighbouring tribe

and, according to vers.

it is

to

be sought for

and kingand 9 of

3, 5,

in the vicinity of

Damascus and Hamath towards the Euphrates. These data
point to a situation to the north-east of Damascus and south
of Hamath, between the Orontes and Euphrates, and in fact
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extending as far as the latter according to ver. 3, whilst,
according to ch. x. 16, it even reached beyond it with its

Mesopotamia itself. Ewald (Gesch. iii. p.
195) has therefore combined Zobdh, which was no doubt the
capital, and gave its name to the kingdom, with the Sale
mentioned in Ptol. v. 19, a town in the same latitude as
Damascus, and farther east towards the Euphrates. The king
of Zobah at the time referred to is called Hadadezer in the
text (i.e. whose help is Hadad); but in ch. x. 16-19 and
throughout the Chronicles he is called Hadarezer. The first
is the original form ; for Hadad, the name of the sun-god of
the Syrians, is met with in several other instances in Syrian
names (vid. Movers, Pkonizier). David smote this king u as

vassal-chiefs into

—

he was going to restore his strength at the river (Euphrates)."

tT

a^n

does not

mean

to turn his hand, but signifies to return

his hand, to stretch it out again over or against

any one, in -all

the passages in which the expression occurs.

It

to

is

therefore

be taken in a derivative sense in the passage before us, as

signifying to restore or re-establish his sway.

used in the Chronicles (ver.

3),

The

expression

VP 3ntn} has just the same

meaning, since establishing or making fast presupposes a

Hence the subject of the

previous weakening or dissolution.

must be Hadadezer and not David;
for David could not have extended his power to the Euphrates
before the defeat of Hadadezer. The Masoretes have interpolated Prath (Euphrates) after " the river," as in the text of
sentence "as he went,"

This

the Chronicles.

concerned, but

it is

etc.,

is

correct

enough

by no means

so far as the sense

necessary, as the

is

nahar (the

of itself to indicate the Euphrates.
a war between David and Hadadezer and
other kings of Syria mentioned in ch. x.; and the commentators
all admit that that war, in which David defeated these kings
river *. ef .)

There

is quite, sufficient

is

also

when they came

to the help of the

Ammonites,

nection

is

generally supposed to be

this,

that the

is

connected

But the con-

with the war mentioned in the present chapter.

first

of David's

Aramaean wars is given in ch. viii., the second in ch. x.
for no other reason, however, than because ch. x. stands after
ch.

viii.

This view

is

decidedly an erroneous one.

According

war mentioned there terminated
the complete subjugation of the Aramaean kings and king-

to the chapter before us, the
in
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subject to David, paying tribute (ver. 6j.

the revolt of subjugated nations from their con

by no means a rare thing

in history,

and therefore

perfectly conceivable in itself that the Aramaeans should

have fallen away from David when he was involved in the war
with the Ammonites, and should have gone to the help of the
Ammonites, such an assumption is precluded by the fact that
there is nothing in ch. x. about any falling away or revolt of
the Aramaeans from David

on the contrary, these tribes
and to be
hired by the Ammonites to fight against him. But what is
appear to be

still

;

but,

entirely independent of David,

absolutely decisive against this assumption,

number

is

the fact that the

of Aramaeans killed in the two wars

same (compare

ver.

4 with

ch. x. 18)

:

so that

is
it

precisely the

may

safely be

war mentioned in ch. x., in which
the Aramaeans who had come to the help of the Ammonites
were smitten by David, was the very same as the Aramaean war
inferred, not only that the

mentioned

in ch.

but also that

all

viii.,

but of which the result only

the wars which David

maeans, like his war with

Edom

(vers.

is

given

waged with the Ara13

sqq.), arose

out of

and the fact that the Ammonites
enlisted the help of the kings of Aram against David (ch. x. 6).
We also obtain from ch. x. an explanation of the expression
" as he went to restore his power (Eng. Ver. ' recover his
border') at the river," since it is stated there that Hadadezer
was defeated by Joab the first time, and that, after sustaining
this defeat, he called the Aramaeans on the other side of the
Euphrates to his assistance, that he might continue the war
against Israel with renewed vigour (ch. x. 13, 15 sqq.). The
power of Hadadezer had no doubt been crippled by his first
defeat and in order to restore it, he procured auxiliary troops
from Mesopotamia with which to attack David, but he was
defeated a second time, and obliged to submit to him (ch. x.
17, 18). In this second engagement "David took from him (i.e.
captured) seventeen hundred horse-soldiers and twenty thousand
foot" (ver. 4, compare ch. x. 18). This decisive battle took
place, according to 1 Chron. xviii. 3, in the neighbourhood of
Hamath, i.e. Epiphania on the Orontes (see at Num. xiii. 21,
and Gen. x. 18), or, according to ch. x. 18 of this book, at
Helam, a difference which may easily be reconciled by the
the Ammonitish war (ch.

x.),

;

—
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simple assumption that the

unknown Helam was somewhere

near to Hamath. Instead of 1700 horse-soldiers, we find in
the Chronicles (1, xviii. 4) 1000 chariots and 7000 horsemen.
Consequently the word receb has no doubt dropped out after
H7K in the text before us, and the numeral denoting a thousand

has been confounded with the one used to denote a hundred

would be a
twenty thousand foot than seventeen

for in the plains of Syria seven thousand horsemen

much

juster proportion to

(For further remarks, see at ch. x. 18.) " And
David lamed all the cavalry," i.e. he made the war-chariots and
cavalry perfectly useless by laming the horses (see at Josh. xi.
" and only left a hundred horses." The word receb in
6, 9),
not merely the
these clauses signifies the war-horses generally,
as the meaning
carriage-horses, but the riding-horses as well,
cavalry is placed beyond all doubt by Isa. xxi. 7, and it can
hardly be imagined that David would have spared the ridingVers. 5, 6. After destroying the main force of Hadadhorses.
hundred.

—

—
—

—

David turned against his ally, against Aram-Damascus,
i.e. the Aramaeans, whose capital was Damascus.
Dammesek
(for which we have Darmesek in the Chronicles according to
its Aramaean form), Damascus, a very ancient and still a very
important city of Syria, standing upon the Chrysorrhoas (Pharpar), which flows through the centre of it. It is situated in the
ezer,

midst of paradisaical scenery, on the eastern side of the Anti-

which unites Western Asia with the inteDavid smote 22,000 Syrians of Damascus, placed garrisons
the kingdom, and made it subject and tributary. D'yiB are

libanus, on the road
rior.

in

not governors or

officers,

but military posts, garrisons, as in

—

Sam. x. 5, xiii. 3. Ver. 7. Of the booty taken in these wars,
David carried the golden shields which he took from the servants, i.e. the governors and vassal princes, of Hadadezer, to
Jerusalem. 1 Shelet signifies "a shield," according to the Targums
1

The Septuagint has this additional clause " And Shishak the king
Egypt took them away, when he went up against Jerusalem in the
days of Rehoboam the son of Solomon," which is neither to be found in
the Chronicles nor in any other ancient version, and is merely an inference
drawn by the Greek translator, or by some copyist of the LXX., from 1
1

:

of

Kings

xiv.

of the brass

25-28, taken in connection with the fact that the application
is

given in 1 Chron.

xviii. 8.

But, in the

first place,

of this gloss has overlooked the fact that the golden shields of

the author

Rehoboam

which Shishak carried away, were not those captured by David, but those
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and Rabbins, and this meaning is applicable to all the passages
which the word occurs ; whilst the meaning " equivalent
cannot be sustained either by the rendering •n-avoirXla adopted
by Aquila and Symmachus in 2 Kings xi. 10, or by the renderings of the Vulgate, viz. arma in loc. and armatura in Song of
Sol. iv. 4, or by an appeal to the etymology (yid. Geseniua'
Thes. and Dietrich's Lexicon).
Ver. 8. And from the cities of
Betach and Berothai David took very much brass, with which,
according to 1 Ohron. xviii. 8, Solomon made the brazen sea,
and the brazen columns and vessels of the temple. The LXX.
have also interpolated this notice into the test. The name
Betach is given as Tibhath in the Chronicles and for Berotliai
we have Chun. As the towns themselves are unknown, it cannot be decided with certainty which of the forms and names
neap appears to have been
are the correct and original ones,
written by mistake for natsp. This supposition is favoured by
the rendering of the LXX., iic Trjt Mereftdic ; and by that of
in

—

;

the Syriac also

(viz. Tebacli).

On

the other hand, the occur-

rence of the name Tebah among the sons of Nahor the Aramaean
in

Gen.

xxii.

24 proves

little

or nothing, as

it is

not

known

that

he founded a family which perpetuated his name nor can anything be inferred from the fact that, according to the more
modern maps, there is a town of Tayibeh to the north of Damascus in 35° north lat., as there is very little in common between
;

the names Tayibeh and Tebah. Ewald connects Berothai with the
Barathena of Ptol. v. 19 in the neighbourhood of Saba. The
connection is a possible one, but it is not sufficiently certain to
warrant us in founding any conclusions upon it with regard to
the name Chun which occurs in the Chronicles ; so that there is
which Solomon had had made, according to 1 Kings x. 16, for the retainers
of his palace and in the second place, he has not observed that, according
to ver. 11 of this chapter, and also of the Chronicles, David dedicated to
the Lord all the gold and silver that he had taken, i.e. put it in the treasury of the sanctuary to be reserved for the future temple, and that at the
end of his reign he handed over to his son and successor Solomon all the
gold, silver, iron, and brass that he had collected for the purpose, to be
applied to the building of the temple (1 Chron. xxii. 14 sqq., xxix. 2 sqq.).
Consequently the clause in question, which Thenius would adopt from the
Septuagint into our own text, is nothing more than the production of a
presumptuous Alexandrian, whose error lies upon the very surface, so that
;

the question of its genuineness cannot for a

moment be

entertained.
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no ground whatever for the opinion that

it

is

a corruption of

Beroihai.

Vers. 9-12. After the defeat of the king of Zobah and his
allies,

Toi king

of

Hamath sought

for David's friendship,

sending his son to salute him, and conveying to him at the

same time a considerable present of vessels of silver, gold, and
brass.
The name Toi is written Ton in the Chronicles, according to a different mode of interpretation ; and the name of the

Hadoram in the Chronicles, instead of Joram as
The former is evidently the true reading,
and Joram an error of the pen, as the Israelitish name Joram
is not one that we should expect to find among Aramaeans;
whilst Hadoram occurs in 1 Chron. i. 21 in the midst of Arabic
names, and it cannot be shown that the Hadoram or Adoram
son

is

given as

in the text before us.

mentioned in 2 Chron.

x.

18 and 1 Kings

xii.

18 was a

man

of

The primary object of the mission was to
salute David ("to ask him of peace;" cf. Gen. xliii. 27, etc.),
and to congratulate him upon his victory (" to bless him because
Israelitish descent.

he had fought," etc.) ; for Toi had had wars with Hadadezer.
"A man of wars" signifies a man who wages wars (cf. 1 Chron.
According to 1 Chron. xviii. 3, the
xxviii. 3
Isa. xlii. 13).
;

territory of the

and the

ezer,

to him.

king of

latter

The

Hamath

bordered upon that of Hadad-

had probably tried

doubt to secure the friendship of
bour.

—Vers.

to

make king Toi submit

secret object of the salutation, however,

11, 12.

David

Lord (handed them over

this

new and powerful

was no
neigh-

also sanctified Toi's presents to the

to the treasury of the sanctuary),

together with the silver and gold which he had sanctified from
all

the conquered nations, from

Aram, Moab,

etc.

of the Chronicles has NBO -\m,
">Pf the text
Both are equally correct
took, i.e. took as booty.

&1W

Instead of

which he
;

there

is

1
simply a somewhat different turn given to the thought. In the

enumeration of the conquered nations in ver. 12, the text of
the Chronicles differs from that of the book before us.
In the
1

Bertheau erroneously maintains that tfbj IK'S, which he took,
T T

variance with 2 Sam.

viii.

7, as,

V

is

at

-I

according to this passage, the golden*

Hadadezer did not become the property of the Lord. But there
not a word to that effect in 2 Sam. viii. 7. On the contrary, his taking
the shields to Jerusalem implies, rather than precludes, the intention to

shields of
is

devote them to the purposes of the sanctuary.
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"from Edom"

find

u.

3<53

instead of

"from Aram ;"

and secondly, the clause u and of the spoil of Hadadezer, son of
Rehob king of Zobah," is altogether wanting there. The text
of the Chronicles

is

name of Aram
Edom could much
the conquest of Edom belonged

certainly faulty here, as the

(Syria) could not possibly be omitted.
better be left out, not " because
to

a

later period," as

quest of

Edom

verses.

But

is

if

Movers maintains, but because the con-

mentioned for the

we bear

in

mind

first

time in the subsequent

that in ver. 12 of both texts

not only are those tribes enumerated the conquest of which

had been already noticed, but all the tribes that David ever
defeated and subjugated, even the Ammonites and Amalekites,
to the war with whom no allusion whatever is made in the

we shall see that Edom could not be omitted.
"from Syria" must have dropped out of the
Chronicles, and "from Edom" out of the one before

present chapter,

Consequently
text of the

so that the text in both instances ran originally thus,
;
" from Syria, and from Edom, and from Moab." For even in

us

the text before us,

"from Aram"

(Syria) could not well be

omitted, notwithstanding the fact that the booty of Hadadezer

mentioned at the close of the verse, for the simple
made war upon Syria-Zobah (the
kingdom of Hadadezer) and subdued it, but also upon Syriais

specially

reason that David not only

Damascus, which was quite independent of Zobah.
Vers. 13, 14. " And David made (himself) a name, when he
returned from smiting (i.e. from the defeat of) Aram, (and smote
Edom) in the valley of Salt, eighteen thousand men." The words
enclosed in brackets are wanting in the Masoretic text as it has
come down to us, and must have fallen out from a mistake of
the copyist, whose eye strayed from Q,^~nK to D^«"n ?
^or
though the text is not " utterly unintelligible " without these
>

words, since the passage might be rendered "after he had
smitten

Aram

in the valley of Salt eighteen thousand men,"

yet this would be decidedly incorrect, as the Aramaeans were

not smitten in the valley of Salt, but partly at Medeba (1 Chron.
xix. 7)

and Helam

(ch. x. 17),

and partly in

their

own

land,

which was very far away from the Salt valley. Moreover, the
difficulty presented by the text cannot be removed, as Movers
supposes, by changing Q"JS"r'K (Syria) into DftgriK (Edom), as
the expression tot?3 (" when he returned ") would still be un
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The

were probably these Whilst David, or
rather Israel, was entangled in the war with the Ammonites
and Aramaeans, the Edomites seized upon the opportunity,
which appeared to them a very favourable one, to invade the

explained.

facts

:

land of Israel, and advanced as far as the southern extremity
of the

Dead

As

Sea.

soon, therefore, as the

defeated and subjugated, and the Israelitish

Aramaeans were

army had returned

from this war, David ordered it to march against the Edomites,
and defeated them in the valley of Salt. This valley cannot
have been any other than the Ghor adjoining the Salt mountain
on the south of the Dead Sea, which really separates the ancient
territories of Judah and Edom (Robinson, Pal. ii. 483). There
Amaziah also smote the Edomites at a later period (2 Kings
xiv. 7).
We gather more concerning this war of David from
the text of the Chronicles (ver. 12) taken in connection with

1 Kings

xi. 15, 16, and Ps. lx. 2. According to the Chronicles,
was Abishai the son of Zeruiah who smote the Edomites.
This agrees very well not only with the account in ch. x. 10
sqq., to the effect that Abishai commanded a company in the
war with the Syrians and Ammonites under the generalship of
his brother Joab, but also with the heading to Ps. lx., in which
it is stated that Joab returned after the defeat of Aram, and
smote the Edomites in the valley of Salt, twelve thousand men
and with 1 Kings xi. 15, 16, in which we read that when David
was in Edom, Joab, the captain of the host, came up to bury
the slain, and smote every male in Edom, and remained six
months in Edom with all Israel, till he had cut off every male
it

;

in

From

Edom.

that the

this casual

but yet elaborate notice,

we

learn

war with the Edomites was a very obstinate one, and

The difference as to the
was not terminated all at once.
number slain, which is stated to have been 18,000 in the text
before us and in the Chronicles, and 12,000 in the heading
to Ps. lx., may be explained in a very simple manner, on the
made were only approximative,
and the fact that David is named

supposition that the reckonings

and yielded

different results

1
j

1
Michaelis adduces a case in point from the Seven Years' War. After
the battle of Lissa, eight or twelve thousand men were reported to have
been taken prisoners ; but when they were all counted, including those

who

fell

into the hands of the conquerors on the second, third,

days of the

flight,

the

number amounted

and fourth

to 22,000.

X
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and Abishai
what
has just been observed. The Chronicles contain the most literal
account. Abishai smote the Edomites as commander of the
men engaged, Joab as commander-in-chief of the whole army,
and David as king and supreme governor, of whom the writer
of the Chronicles affirms, u The Lord helped David in all
After the defeat of the Edomites, David
his undertakings."
placed garrisons in the land, and made all Edom subject to
as the victor in the verse before us,

Joab

in Ps. Lc.,

in the Chronicles, admits of a very easy explanation after

himself.

—

David's Ministers. To the account of
is appended a list of his official
attendants, which is introduced with a general remark as to
the spirit of his government. As king over all Israel, David
continued to execute right and justice. Ver. 16. The chief
ministers were the following:
Joab (see at ch. ii. 18) was
Vers. 15-18.

David's wars and victories there

—

" over

army"

the

son of Ahilud, of
chancellor

;

i.e.

commander-in-chief.

whom

nothing further

is

Jehoshapliat the

known, was mazcir,

not merely the national annalist, according to the

Septuagint and Vulgate (eVl rSv

virofivrifidTCDv, inrofivtffiaro-

a commentariis), i.e. the recorder of the most important
incidents and affairs of the nation, but an officer resembling

ypa<f>o<;

;

the magister memoriae of the later
of the Persian court,

who keeps a

Romans, or the waka nuvis
record of everything that

takes place around the king, furnishes
all

him with an account of
vise" upon all the

that occurs in the kingdom, places his

king's

commands, and keeps a

special protocol of all these

things (vid. Chardin, Voyages v. p. 258, and Paulsen, Regierung
der Morgenlander, pp. 279-80).

—Ver.

17.

Zadok the son of

Ahitub, of the line of Eleazar (1 Chron. v. 34, vi. 37, 38), and
Alrimelech the son of Abiathar, were cohanim, i.e. officiating
high priests

;

the former at the tabernacle at Gibeon (1 Chron.

xvi. 39), the latter

Mount

Zion.

probably at the ark of the covenant upon

Instead of Ahimelech, the

Chronicles have

Abimelech, evidently through a copyist's error, as the
written Ahimelech in 1 Chron. xxiv. 3, 6.

But the

name

is

expression

" Ahimelech the son of Abiathar" is apparently a very strange
one, as Abiathar was a son of Ahimelech according to 1 Sam.
xxii.

20,

and

in other passages

Zadok and Abiathar are men-
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tioned as the two high priests in the time of

David

(ch. x\. 24,

This difference cannot be set
aside, as Movers, Thenius, Ewald, and others suppose, by
transposing the names, so as to read Abiathar the son of
Ahimelech ; for such a solution is precluded by the fact that,
in 1 Ohron. xxiv. 3, 6, 31, Ahimelech is mentioned along with
35, xvii. 15, six.

Zadok

12, xx. 25).

and accordwould therefore
be necessary to change the name Ahimelech into Abiathar in
this instance also, both in ver. 3 and ver. 6, and in the latter
to transpose the two names.
But there is not the slightest
probability in the supposition that the names have been changed
in so many passages.
We are therefore disposed to adopt the
view held by Bertheau and Oehler, viz. that Abiathar the high
priest, the son of Ahimelech, had also a son named Ahimelech,
as it is by no means a rare occurrence for grandfather and
grandson to have the same names (vid. 1 Ohron. v. 30-41),
and also that this (the younger) Ahimelech performed the
duties of high priest in connection with his father, who was
still living at the commencement of Solomon's reign (1 Kings
ii. 27), and is mentioned in this capacity, along with Zadok,
both here and in the book of Chronicles, possibly because
Abiathar was ill, or for some other reason that we cannot discover.
As Abiathar was thirty or thirty-five years old at the
time when his father was put to death by Saul, according to
what has already been observed at 1 Sam. xiv. 3, and forty
years old at the death of Saul, he was at least forty-eight years
old at the time when David removed his residence to Mount
Zion, and might have had a son of twenty-five years of age,
namely the Ahimelech mentioned here, who could have taken
as head of the priests of the line of Ithamar,

ing to ver. 6 he was the son of Abiathar.

his father's place in the

It

performance of the functions of high

when he was prevented by illness or other causes. The
appearance of a son of Abiathar named Jonathan in ch. xv. 27,

priest

xvii. 17, 20, is

no valid argument against

apparent discrepancy
still

;

for,

this solution of the

according to these passages, he was

very young, and may^ therefore have been a younger brother

of Ahimelech.

The

omission of any allusion to Ahimelech in

connection with Abiathar's conspiracy with Adonijah against

Solomon (1 Kings i. 42, 43), and the reference to his son
Jonathan alone, might be explained on the supposition that
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Ahimelech had already died. But as there is no reference to
Jonathan at the time when his father was deposed, no stress is
to be laid upon the omission of any reference to Ahimelech.
Moreover, when Abiathar was deposed after Solomon had
ascended the throne, he must have been about eighty years of
age. Seraiah was a scribe. Instead of Seraiah, we have Shavsha
in the corresponding text of the Chronicles, and Sheva in the
parallel passage ch. xx. 25.

Whether

the last

name

is

merely

by the dropping of t?, or an
abbreviated form of Shisha and Shavsha, cannot be decided.
Shavsha is not a copyist's error, for in 1 Kings iv. 3 the same
man is unquestionably mentioned again under the name of
Shisha, who is called Shavsha in the Chronicles, Sheva (KJf) in
the text of ch. xx. 25, and here Seraiah. Seraiah also is hardly
a copyist's error, but another form for Shavsha or Shisha. The
not a military officer, whose
scribe was a secretary of state
duty it was to raise and muster the troops, for the technical
expression for mustering the people was not "i?D, but 1i?B (cf.
a mistake for Shavsha, occasioned

;

ch. xxiv. 2, 4, 9

;

1 Chron. xxi. 5, 6, etc.).

Ver. 18. Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, a very brave hero

20 sqq.), was over the Crethi and
which gives no sense, and must be
connected in some way with 1 Kings i. 38, 44, we must read
3i? '? according to the parallel passage ch. xx. 23, and the
,J
corresponding text of the Chronicles. The Crethi and Plethi
were the king's body-guard, <Ta>/iaTO<f>vXaic€<: (Josephus, Ant.
vii. 5, 4).
The words are adjectives in form, but with a substantive meaning, and were used to indicate a certain rank, lit.
the executioners and runners, like *&*?&? (ch. xxiii. 8). W|,
from rns, to cut down or exterminate, signifies confessor, because
among the Israelites (see at 1 Kings ii. 25), as in fact throughof Kabzeel (see at ch.
Plethi.

Instead of

xxiii.

,r03rn,

?"?.

out the East generally, the royal halberdiers had to execute the
sentence of death upon criminals. TO, from n?B (to fly, or be
swift), is related to EPS,

and

It is equivalent

signifies runners.

p, a courier, as one portion of the halberdiers, like the
wfyapot of the Persians, had to convey the king's orders to
distant places (vid. 2 Chron. xxx. 6).
This explanation is conto

firmed by the fact that the epithet BTJ!?!
applied to the king's body-guard (2

nan for

won

occurs as early as ch. xx.

was afterwards
19), and that
from ">«,
23.
'"If,

'"I? ?

Kings

1

xi. 4,
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fodit, perfodit, is used in the

were D^n^ (" confidants ")

;

same

sense.

1

And

chaplains, or spiritual advisers, as Gesenius,

others maintain, but, as the

David's sons

not priests, domestic priests, court

title is

De

Wette, and

explained in the correspond-

ing text of the Chronicles, when the title had become obsolete,
" the first at the hand (or side) of the king." The correctness

*. vv.) and Thenius (on 1 Kings i. 88) both adopt
but the majority of the modern theologians decide in
favour of Lakemacher's opinion, to which Ewald has given currency, viz.
that the Crethi or Cari are Cretes or Carians, and the Pekthi Philistines
(yid. Ewald, Krit. Gramm. p. 297, and Gesch. des Volkes Israel, pp. 330
sqq. ; Bertheau, zur Geschichte Israel, p. 197 ; Movers, PhSnizkr i. p. 19).
This view is chiefly founded upon the fact that the Philistines are called
Crethi in 1 Sam. xxx. 14, and Crethim in Zeph. ii. 5 and Ezek. xxv. 16.
But in both the passages from the prophets the name is used with special
reference to the meaning of the word JTiail, viz. to exterminate, cut off,
1

Gesenius (Thes.

this explanation

as

;

Jerome has shown in the case of Ezekiel by adopting the rendering
DWrailK Wan. The

interficiam interfectores (I will slay the slayers) for

same play upon the words takes place in Zephaniah, upon which Strauss
has correctly observed " Zephaniah shows that this violence of theirs had
:

not been forgotten, calling the Philistines Crethim for that very reason, ut
sit nomen et omen." Besides, in both these passages the true name Philistines
stands

by the

side as well, so that the prophets

might have used the name

Crethim (slayers, exterminators) without thinking at

In

this passage it is true the

name

Crethi

is

all of 1

Sam. xxx.

14.

applied to a branch of the

on the south-west of Philistia, and not to
The idea that the name of a portion of the royal
body-guard was derived from the Cretans is precluded, first of all, by the
for it is a totally
fact of its combination with »n?BD (the Pelethites)
Philistine people that

had

settled

the Philistines generally.

;

groundless assumption that this
corruption of DVntJvB-

name

signifies the Philistines,

and

is

a

There are no such contractions as these to be

found in the Semitic languages, as Gesenius observes in his Thesaurus (i.e.),
" Quis hujusmodi contractionem in Unguis Semiticis ferat? " Secondly, it
is also precluded by the strangeness of such a combination of two synonymous names to denote the royal body-guard. " Who could believe it
possible that two synonymous epithets should be joined together in this
manner, which would be equivalent to saying Englishmen and Britons?"
(Ges. Thes. p. 1107.)
Thirdly, it is opposed to the title afterwards given
to the body-guard, D" *"!!"!! v13n (2 Kings xi. 4, 19), in which the Cari
1

•

tt:

*t

correspond to the Crethi, as in ch. xx. 23, and ha-razim to the Pekthi;
so that the term pekthi can no more signify a particular tribe than the

term razim can.

Moreover, there are other grave objections to this interIn the first place, the hypothesis that the Philistines were
emigrants from Crete is merely founded upon the very indefinite statements

pretation.
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placed beyond the reach of doubt by

by way of explanation,
be explained from
signification of the verb Ji]3, as shown in the
corresponding verb and noun in Arabic (" res alicujus gerere,"
and " administrator alieni negotii "). These cohanim, therefore,
1 Kings

iv. 5,

" the king's
the primary

where the

friend."

colien is called,

The

were the king's confidential
of Tacitus (Hist. v. 8, 2),
insedisse

the city

title

may

cohen

advisers.

" Judseos Creta

insula profugos novissima Libyse

memorant" and that of Steph. Byz. (s. v. r*£ec), to the effect that
of Gaza was once called Minoa, from Minos a king of Crete,

statements which, according to the correct estimate of Strauss
all so
all

when opposed

events

(Deut.

(I.e.),

" have

evidently the marks of fables that they hardly merit discussion," at

ii.

Caphtor.

to the historical testimony of the

Old Testament

Amos ix. 7), to the effect that the Philistines sprang from
And secondly, " it is a priori altogether improbable, that a man

23

;

with so patriotic a heart, and so devoted to the worship of the one God,
should have surrounded himself with & foreign and heathen body-guard"
(Thenius).
is

well

This argument cannot be invalidated by the remark " that

known

that at all times kings and princes have preferred to

it

commit

the protection of their persons to foreign mercenaries, having, as they
all the surer pledge of their devotedness in the fact that they did
not spring from the nation, and were dependent upon the ruler alone
(Hitzig).
For, in the first place, the expression " at all times " is one that

thought,

and secondly,

was only done by kings
people, which was not
the case with David. And the Philistines, those arch-foes of Israel, would
have been the last nation that David would have gone to for the purpose
of selecting his own body-guard. It is true that he himself had met with
a hospitable reception in the land of the Philistines but it must be borne
in mind that it was not as king of Israel that he found refuge there, but as
an outlaw flying from Saul the king of Israel, and even then the chiefs of
the Philistines would not trust him (1 Sam. xxix. 8 sqq.). And when
Hitzig appeals still further to the fact, that according to ch. xviii. 2, David
handed over the command of a third of his army to a foreigner who had
recently entered his service, having emigrated from Gath with a company
of his fellow-countrymen (ch. xv. 19, 20, 22), and who had displayed the
greatest attachment to the person of David (ver. 21), it is hardly necessary
to observe that the fact of David's welcoming a brave soldier into his army,
when he had come over to Israel, and placing him over a division of the
army, after he had proved his fidelity so decidedly as Ittai had at the time
of Absalom's rebellion, is no proof that he chose his body-guard from the
Nor can ch. xv. 18 be adduced in support of this, as the
Philistines.
notion that, according to that passage, David had 600 Gathites in his
service as body-guard, is simply founded upon a misinterpretation of the

must be very greatly modified

who

did not

feel safe in

;

this

the presence of their

own

;

passage mentioned.

2

A
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david's kindness towakds mkphibosheth.

—ohap.

is.

When

David was exalted to be king over all Israel, he
sought to show compassion to the house of the fallen king, and
to repay the love which his noble-minded friend Jonathan had
once sworn to him before the Lord (1 Sam. xx. 13 sqq. ; comp.
xxiii. 17, 18).

The account

rather an appendix

to,

the

of this forms the conclusion of, or

first

section of the history of his reign,

and was intended to show how David was mindful of the duty
of gratitude and loving fidelity, even when he reached the
highest point of his regal authority and glory. The date when
this occurred was about the middle of David's reign, as we may
see from the fact, that Mephibosheth, who was five years old
when Saul died (ch. iv. 4), had a young son at the time
(ver. 12).

When

David inquired whether there was any
whom he could show favour
is it so that there is any one ? =
for Jonathan's sake ("riJTB^ "On
there is certainly some one left), a servant of Saul named Ziba
was summoned, who told the king that there was a son of
Jonathan living in the house of Machir at Lodebar, and that
he was lame in his feet. B*K litf DSKfi, " is there no one at all
The b before n "? is a roundabout way of expressing
besides ?"
the genitive, as in 1 Sam. xvi. 18, etc., and is obviously not to
be altered into JV3D, as Thenius proposes. " The kindness of
God" is love and kindness shown in God, and for God's sake
(Luke vi. 36). Machir the son of Ammiel was a rich man,
judging from ch. xvii. 27, who, after the death of Saul and
Jonathan, had received the lame son of the latter into his
house. Lodebar (">("?', written "9"]K? in ch. xvii. 27, but erroneously divided by the Masoretes into two words in both passages) was a town on the east of Mahanaim, towards Rabbath
Amman, probably the same place as Lidbir (Josh. xiii. 26)
but it is not further known. Vers. 5 sqq. David sent for this
son of Jonathan (Mephibosheth cf. ch. iv. 4), and not only
restored his father's possessions in land, but took him to his own
" Fear not," said David
royal table for the rest of his life.
before
him with the deepest
to Mephibosheth, when he came
anxiety
away
any
lest
the king should
obeisance, to take
Vers. 1-8.

one

left of the

house of Saul to
•

1

—

:

intend to slay the descendants of the fallen king, according to
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It

will restore thee all the land of

is

evident from the words,

Saul thy father" that the

landed property belonging to Saul had either fallen to David
as

crown

lands, or

had been taken possession of by distant
" Thou shalt eat bread at my

relations after the death of Saul.
table continually"

thy food from

i.e.

my

eat at

table.

my table all

—Ver.

thy

life

long, or receive

Mephibosheth expressed his

8.

thanks for this manifestation of favour with the deepest obeisance,

On

his

and a confession of

his unworthiness of any such favour.
comparison of himself to a " dead dog" see at 1 Sam.

xxiv. 15.

Vers. 9-13. David then

summoned Ziba

the servant of

him of the restoration of Saul's possessions to his son
Mephibosheth, and ordered him, with his sons and servants, to
Saul, told

cultivate the land for the son of his lord.

thy masters son

may

have food

to

The

words, " that

eat" are not at variance with

the next clause,

" Mephibosheth shall eat bread alway at

table" as bread

a general expression, including

is

all

my

the neces-

Although Mephibosheth himself ate daily as a
table, he had to make provision as a royal
prince for the maintenance of his own family and servants, as
he had children according to ver. 12 and 1 Cliron. viii. 34 sqq.
Ziba had fifteen sons and twenty servants (ver. 10), with whom
he had probably been living in Gibeah, Saul's native place,
and may perhaps have hitherto farmed Saul's land. Ver. 11.
Ziba promised to obey the king's command. The last clause
of this verse is a circumstantial clause in form, with which the
saries of

life.

guest at the king's

—

writer passes over to the conclusion of his account. But the
words *Jiw TJJ, " at my table" do not tally with this, as they

require that the words should be taken as David's own.
is

This

precluded, however, not only by the omission of any intima-

David spoke again after Ziba, and repeated what he
already, and that without any occasion whatever,
also
by
the
form of the sentence, more especially the parbut
There is no other course left, therefore, than to
ticiple ??K.
}iw
regard ,?n?E' (my table) as written by mistake for
tion that

had said once

W

" but Mephibosheth ate at David's table as one of the king's sons."
The further notices in vers. 12 and 13 follow this in a very
simple manner. rV3 3Bno 73, " all the dwelling," i.e. all the
inhabitants of Ziba's house, namely his sons and servants, were
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servants of Mephibosheth,

i.e.

worked for him and cultivated

he himself took up his abode at Jerusalem, to
eat daily at the king's table, although he was lamed in both
his land, whilst

his feet.

III.

DAVID'S REIGN IN ITS DECIJNE.

Chap. x.-xx.
In the

first

fortified the

half of David's reign he

kingdom of

Israel,

had strengthened and

both within and without, and

exalted the covenant nation into a kingdom of God, before
which all its enemies were obliged to bow ; but in the second
half a series of heavy judgments fell upon him and his house,
which cast a deep shadow upon the glory of his reign. David
had brought these judgments upon himself by his grievous sin
with Bathsheba. The success of all his undertakings, and the
strength of his government, which increased year by year, had

made him
prosperity,

feel so secure, that in the excitement of

he allowed himself

to

undisturbed

be carried away by evil

lusts,

so as to stain his soul not only with adultery, but also with

murder, and
his

fell all

God had

the deeper because of the height to which

exalted him.

This took place during the war

with the Ammonites and Syrians, when Joab was besieging the
capital of the

Ammonites, after the defeat and subjugation of
x.), and when David had remained behind in

the Syrians (ch.

Jerusalem (ch. xi. 1). For this double sin, the adultery with
Bathsheba and the murder of her husband Uriah, the Lord
announced as a punishment, that the sword should not depart
from David's house, and that his wives should be openly violated ; and notwithstanding the sincere sorrow and repentance
of the king, when brought to see his sin, He not only caused
the fruit of his sin, the child that was born of Bathsheba, to
die (ch. xii.), but very soon afterwards allowed the threatened
judgments to fall upon his house, inasmuch as Amnon, his
first-born son, violated his half-sister Thamar, and was murdered in consequence by her own brother Absalom (ch. xiii.),
whereupon Absalom fled to his father-in-law at Geshur j and
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x.

him to favour (ch. xiv.), he
which
nearly
cost David his life and
set
throne (ch. xv.-xvii. 23). And even after Absalom himself was
dead (ch. xvii. 24-xix. 1), and David had been reinstated in
his kingdom (ch. xix. 2-40), there arose the conspiracy set on
foot by the Benjaminite Sheba, which was only stopped by the

when

at length the king restored

on foot a

rebellion,

death of the chief conspirator, in the fortified city of Abel-

Beth-Maachah

The
stated

;

(ch. xix. 41-xx. 26).

period and duration of these divine visitations are not

and

all

that

we

are able to determine from the different

data as to time, given in ch.

xiii.

23, 38, xiv. 28, xv. 7,

when

taken in connection with the supposed ages of the sons of
David,

is

that

Amnon's

sin in the case of

Thamar

did not take

place earlier than the twentieth year of David's reign, and that

Absalom's rebellion broke out seven or eight years later. Consequently the assumption cannot be far from the truth, that the
events described in this section occupied the whole time between

the twentieth and thirtieth years of David's reign.

We

are

prevented from placing it earlier, by the fact that Amnon was
not born till after David became king over Judah, and therefore was probably about twenty years old

when he

violated his

Thamar. At the same time it cannot be placed later
than this, because Solomon was not born till about two years
after David's adultery ; and he must have been eighteen or
twenty years old when he ascended the throne on the death of
his father, after a reign of forty years and a half, since, according to 1 Kings xiv. 21, compared with vers. 11 and 42, 43, he
had a son a year old, named Kehoboam, at the time when he
began to reign.
half-sister

"WAR WITH THE AMMONITES AND SYRIANS.

—CHAP. X.

This war, the occasion and early success of wLich are
described in the present chapter and the parallel passage in
1 Chron. xix., was the fiercest struggle, and, so far as the Israel-

kingdom of God was concerned, the most dangerous, that
ever
had to sustain during the reign of David. The amount
it
of distress which fell upon Israel in consequence of this war,
and still more because the first successful battles with the
Syrians of the south were no sooner over than the Edomites

itish
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invaded the land, and went about plundering and devastating,
in the hope of destroying the people of God, is shown very

two psalms which date from this period (the 44th
which a pious Korahite and David himself pour
out their lamentations before the Lord on account of the distress
of their nation, and pray for His assistance ; and not less clearly
in Ps. lxviii., in which David foretels the victory of the God of
Israel over all the hostile powers of the world.
Vers. 1-5. Occasion of the war with the Ammonites. Ver. 1.
On the expression " it came to pass after this" see the remarks
on ch. viii. 1. When Nahash, the king of the Ammonites, died,
and Hanun his son reigned in his stead, David thought that he
would show him the same kindness that Nahash had formerly
shown to him. We are not told in what the love shown to
David by Nahash consisted. He had most likely rendered him
some assistance during the time of his flight from Saul. Nahash
was no doubt the king of the Ammonites mentioned in 1 Sam.
David therefore sent
xi. 1, whom Saul had smitten at Jabesh.
an embassy to Hanun, " to comfort him for his father," i.e. to
show his sympathy with him on the occasion of his father's
death, and at the same time to congratulate him upon his ascent
clearly in the

and 60th),

in

—

—

Ver. 3. On the arrival of David's ambassadors,
however, the chiefs of the Ammonites said to Hanun their lord,
" Doth David indeed honour thy father in thine eyes (i.e. dost
of the throne.

thou really suppose that David intends to do honour to thy

Has Davi4

father), because he has sent comforters to thee ?

sent his servants to thee with the intention of exploring

out the town,

and (then)

introduced with

n,

destroying

t

"

The

because a negative answer

second with Ki^, because
is

it

it

first
is

not

and spying
question

requires an affirmative reply.

*VJ>n

the capital Rabbah, a strongly fortified city (see at ch.

The

is

expected; the
xi.

by the chiefs was founded upon
national hatred and enmity, which had probably been increased
by David's treatment of Moab, as the subjugation and severe
punishment of the Moabites (ch. viii. 2) had certainly taken
1).

suspicion expressed

place a short time before.

King Hanun

therefore gave credence

to the suspicions expressed as to David's honourable intentions,

and had

his

Ver. 4.

He

ambassadors treated in the most insulting manner.
had the half of their beard shaved off, and their

clothes cut off

up

to the seat,

and

in this state
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" The half of the beard"

away.

With

X

i.e.

the beard on one side.

the value universally set upon the beard by the

and other

Hebrews

a man's greatest ornament, 1
was the greatest insult that

oriental nations, as being

the cutting off of one-half of

it

could have been offered to the ambassadors, and through them
to

David

their king.

The

insult

was

still

further increased

cutting off the long dress which covered the body

;

by

so that as

the ancient Israelites wore no trousers, the lower half of the
body was quite exposed. &??!?> from *"I0 or nno, the long robe
reaching down to the feet, from the root rnD = TTO, to stretch,
spread out, or measure. Ver. 5. When David received information of the insults that had been heaped upon his ambassadors,
he sent messengers to meet them, and direct them to remain in
Jericho until their beard had grown again, that he might not
have to set his eyes upon the insult they had received.
Ver. 6. When the Ammonites saw that they had made
themselves stinking before David, and therefore that David
would avenge the insult offered to the people of Israel in the
persons of their ambassadors, they looked round for help among

—

They

the powerful kings of Syria.

thousand talents of

silver, i.e.

sterling, according to 1

hired as auxiliaries (with a

nearly half a million of pounds

Ohron.

xix.

6)

twenty thousand foot

from Aram-Beth-Rehob and Aram-Zoba, and one thousand men
from the king of Maacah, and twelve thousand troops from the
men of Tob. Aram-Beth-Rehob was the Aramaean kingdom,
the capital of which was Beth-Rehob. This Beth-Rehob, which
is simply called Rehob in ver. 8, is in all probability the city of
this name mentioned in Num. xiii. 21 and Judg. xviii. 28, which
lay to the south of Hamath, but the exact position of which has
not yet been discovered : for the castle of Hunin, in the ruins
of which Eobinson imagines that he has found Beth-Rehob
1

" Cutting off a

person's beard

is

quite equal to flogging and branding

regarded by the Arabs as an indignity

among

ourselves.

Many would

rather

die than have their beard shaved off" (Arvieux, Sitten der Beduinen-araber).
relates a similar occurrence as having taken place in modern times.
In the year 1764, a pretender to the Persian throne, named Kerim Khan,
sent ambassadors to Mir Mahenna, the prince of Bendervigk, on the Persian
Gulf, to demand tribute from him ; but he in return cut off the ambassa-

Niebuhr

Kerim Khan was so enraged at this, that he went the next
make war upon this prince, and took the city,
and almost the whole of his territory, to avenge the insult.

dors' beards.

year with a large army to
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(Bibl. Researches, p. 370), is to the south-west of Ttll el Kadi,
the ancient Laish-Dan, the northern boundary of the Israelitish
territory

;

so that the capital of this

Aramaean kingdom would
Israel,
a thing which

—

have been within the limits of the land of
is

inconceivable.

Aram-Naharaim

is

also

mentioned in the

corresponding text of the Chronicles, and for that reason many
have identified Beth-Rehob with Rehoboth, on " the river"
(Euphrates), mentioned in Gen. xxxvi. 37.
is

precluded by the fact, that in

is

to

all

be found in Rachabe, which

But this association

probability the latter place
is

upon the Euphrates and

not more than half a mile from the river (see Bitter, Erdk. xv.

from its situation it can hardly have been the
Aramaean kingdom, as the government of
the king of Zoba extended, according to ver. 16, beyond the
Euphrates into Mesopotamia. On Aram-Zoba, see at ch. viii.
3 ; and for Maacah at Deut. iii. 14. atoT^K is not to be taken
as one word and rendered as a proper name, Ish-Tob, as it has
been by most of the earlier translators ; but t^K is a common
noun used in a collective sense (as it frequently is in the
expression ^^f. 8*8), " the men of Tob."
lob was the district
between Syria and Ammonitis, where Jephthah had formerly
p. 128), so that

capital of a separate

taken refuge (Judg.

xi.

The corresponding

5).

text of the

and differs in several
respects from the text before us.
According to the Chronicles,
Hanun sent a thousand talents of silver to hire chariots and
horsemen from Aram-Naharaim, Aram-Maacah, and Zobah.
Chronicles (1 Chron. xix. 6, 7)

is fuller,

With

thirty-two thousand receb

this the

Ammonites hired

(i.e.

and horsemen: see at ch. viii. 4), and the king of
Maacah and his people. They came and encamped before
Medeba, the present ruin of Medaba, two hours to the south-east
of Heshbon, in the tribe of Reuben (see at Num. xxi. 30, compared with Josh. xiii. 16), and the Ammonites gathered together
out of their cities, and went to the war.
The Chronicles
therefore mention Aram-Naharaim (i.e. Mesopotamia) as hired
by the Ammonites instead of Aram-Beth-Rehob, and leave out
chariots

the

men

of Tob.

The

first

of these differences

is

not to be

explained, as Bertheau suggests, on the supposition that the

author of the Chronicles took Beth-Rehob to be the same city
as Rehoboth of Hie river in
stituted the

well-known

Gen. xxxvi. 37, and therefore subof the two rivers" as an

"Aram
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interpretation of the rarer name Beth-Rehob, thougn hardly on
good ground. For this conjecture does not help to explain the
omission of " the men of Tob." It is a much simpler explanation, that the writer of the Chronicles omitted Beth-Rehob and
Tob as being names that were less known, this being the only
place in the Old Testament in which they occur as separate
kingdoms, and simply mentioned the kingdoms of Maacah and
Zoba, which frequently occur and that he included " Aram of
;

the two rivers," and placed

it

at the head, because the Syrians

obtained succour from Mesopotamia after their

The account

first

defeat.

in the Chronicles agrees with the one before us,

so far as the

number

men

twenty thousand

is concerned.
For
Zoba and twelve thousand of Tob

of auxiliary troops
of

amount to thirty-two thousand, besides the people of the king
of Maacah, who sent a thousand men according to the text
of Samuel.
But according to that of the Chronicles, the
auxiliary troops consisted of chariots and horsemen, whereas

only foot-soldiers are mentioned in our text, which appears all
the more remarkable, because according to ch. viii. 4, and
1

Chron.

xviii. 4,

the king of

Zoba fought against David with a

considerable force of chariots and horsemen.

It

is

very evident,

therefore, that there are copyists' errors in both texts

;

for the

troops of the Syrians did not consist of infantry only, nor of
chariots

and horsemen

alone, but of foot-soldiers, cavalry,

we may

and

very clearly not only from the
passages already quoted in ch. viii. 4 and 1 Chron. xviii. 4, but
According
also from the conclusion to the account before us.

war-chariots, as

see

when Hadarezer had reinforced his
from Mesopotamia, after losing the first
battle, David smote seven hundred receb and forty thousand
parashim of Aram, whilst according to the parallel text (I Chron.
xix. 18) he smote seven thousand receb and forty thousand foot.
Now, apart from the difference between seven thousand and
seven hundred in the case of the receb, which is to be interto ver.

18 of

army with

this chapter,

auxiliaries

preted in the same

way

as a similar difference in ch.

Chronicles do not mention any parashim at

all

viii. 4,

the

in ver. 18, but

whereas in ver. 7 they mention only receb
and parashim ; and, on the other hand, there are no foot-soldiers
given in ver. 18 of the text before us, but riders only, whereas
in ver. 6 there are none but foot-soldiers mentioned, without
foot-soldiers only,
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It

riders at all.

Syrians fought with
so that in both of

is

all

evident that in both engagements the
three (infantry, cavalry,

them David smote

chariots,

and

chariots),

horsemen, and

foot.

When

David heard of these preparations and
Joab and his
D^33ri (the mighty men) is in
brave army against the foe.
the whole army, namely
apposition to tOJfrrpa (all the host)
the heroes or mighty men, i.e. the brave troops that were well
used to war. It is quite arbitrary on the part of Thenius to
Vers. 7-14.

the advance of the Syrians into the land, he sent

:

supply vav before D^iasri

;

for, as

Bertheau has observed,

we

never find a distinction drawn between the gibborim and the
whole army. Ver. 8. On the other hand, the Ammonites came

—

out (from the capital, where they had assembled), and put
themselves in battle array before the gate.
alone on the

field, i.e.

The

Syrians were

they had taken up a separate position on

(cf. Josh. xiii. 16) by Medeba.
Medeba lay about four geographical miles in a straight line to
the south-west of Rabbath-Ammon. Ver. 9. When Joab saw
that " the front of the war was (directed) against him both
before and behind," he selected a picked body out of the Israelitish army, and posted them (the picked men) against the
children of Aram (i.e. the Syrians). The rest of the men he
gave to his brother Abishai, and stationed them against the
Ammonites. " The front of the battle :" i.e. the face or front
of the hostile army, when placed in battle array. Joab had
this in front and behind, as the Ammonites had taken their
stand before Rabbah at the back of the Israelitish army, and the
Syrians by Medeba in their front, so that Joab was attacked
both before and behind. This compelled him to divide his army.

the broad treeless table-land

—

He

chose out,

(the picked

i.e.

men

made a
in

selection.

Instead of -Wnfe^a

Israel) the Chronicles

'WO

have «?Tfe^3 "iva

(the men in Israel), the singular "wna being more commonly
employed than the plural to denote the men of war. The 3
before ?£"$*. is not to be regarded as suspicious, although the
early translators have not expressed it, and the Masoretes
wanted to expunge it. " The choice of Israel" signifies those

who were

selected in Israel for the war,

i.e.

the Israelitish

Joab himself took up his station opposite to the
Syrians with a picked body of men, because they were the

soldiers.
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15-19.

He then made this arrangement
with Abishai (ver. 11) : " If Aram becomes stronger than I {i.e.
overpowers me), come to my help ; and if the Ammonites should

stronger force of the two.

thee, I will go to help tJiee."
Consequently the attack
was not to be made upon both the armies of the enemy simul-

overpower
taneously

;

but Joab proposed to attack the Aramaeans (Syrians)

first (cf. ver.

ites in

13),

and Abishai was merely to keep the

check, though there was

still

Ammon-

a possibility that the two

enemy might make their attack simultaneously.
Be firm, and let us be firm (strong) for our people,

bodies of the

Ver. 12. "

and for the towns of our God: and Jehovah will do what seemeth
Him good" Joab calls the towns of Israel the towns of our
God, inasmuch as the God of Israel had given the land to the
people of Israel, as being His own property. Joab and Abishai
were about to fight, in order that Jehovah's possessions might
not fall into the hands of the heathen, and become subject to
their gods.
Ver. 13. Joab then advanced with his army to
battle against Aram, and " they fled before him."
Ver. 14.
When the Ammonites perceived this, they also fled before
Abishai, and drew back into the city (Rabbah)
whereupon
Joab returned to Jerusalem, probably because, as we may infer
from ch. xi. 1, it was too late in the year for the siege and
capture of Kabbah.

—

—

;

Vers. 15-19.
again after the
the

The Aramaeans, however, gathered

first

defeat, to continue the

together

war and Hadarezer,
;

most powerful of the Aramaean kings, sent messengers

to

Mesopotamia, and summoned it to war. It is very evident, not
only from the words " he sent and brought out Aram, which

was beyond the

river," but also from the fact that Shobach,
Hadarezer' s general (Sliophach according to the Chronicles),

was

at the head of the Mesopotamian trobps, that the Mesopotamian troops who were summoned to help were under the
supreme rule of Hadarezer. This is placed beyond all possible
doubt by ver. 19, where the kings who had fought with Hadarezer against the Israelites are called his " servants," or vassals.

D r»
but

*^5

(

ver 16) might be translated " and their
-

when we compare

army came

;"

with this the noton K3J1 of ver. 17, we
it as a proper name (as in the Septua-

are compelled to render

—

Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic) " and iliey (the men from
beyond the Euphrates) came (marched) to Helam " and to take

gint,

—

s
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The situation of this place
Ewald supposes it to be connected
Syrian town Alamatha upon the Euphrates (Ptol.

as a contracted

form of DKjn.

has not yet been discovered.

with the

v. 15) ; but this is not to be thought of for a moment,
only because it cannot be supposed that the Aramaeans would

Geogr.
if

back

and wait for the Israelites to follow
them battle and also on account
of ch. viii. 4 and 1 Chron. xviii. 3, from which it is evident that
Helam is to be sought for somewhere in the neighbourhood of
Hamath (see p. 360). For not6n tOw we find DH^K xbn, " David
came to them" (the Aramaeans), in the Chronicles : so that the
fall

them

to the Euphrates,

thither before they gave

;

author of the Chronicles has omitted the
indeed

D^K

unknown

has been written by mistake for

place, unless

DKJfl.

—Vers. 17

David went with all Israel (all the Israelitish forces)
against the foe, and smote the Aramaeans at Helam, where they
had placed themselves in battle array, slaying seven hundred
charioteers and forty thousand horsemen, and so smiting (or
wounding) the general Shoback that he died there, i.e. that he did
sqq.

not survive the battle (Thenius).

With regard

to the different

account given in the corresponding text of the Chronicles as to
the
It

number of the

is

slain, see

the remarks on ver. 6 (pp. 376-7).
number of men who fell

a fact worthy of notice, that the

in the battle (seven

hundred

receb

and forty thousand parashim,

according to the text before us ; seven thousand receb

thousand

ragli,

and

forty

according to the Chronicles) agrees quite as well

with the number of Aramaeans reported to be taken prisoners
or slain, according to ch.

viii.

4 and 1 Chron.

xviii. 4,

5

(viz.

and seven
Aram-Zoba,

seventeen hundred parashim or a thousand receb,

thousand parashim and twenty thousand ragli of

and twenty-two thousand of Aram-Damascus), as could possibly
be expected considering the notorious corruption in the numbers
as we possess them ; so that there is scarcely any doubt that the
number of Aramaeans who fell was the same in both accounts
(ch.

viii.

and

x.),

and that

in the chapter before us

we have

simply a more circumstantial account of the very same war of

—

which the result is given in ch. viii. and 1 Chron. xviii. Ver. 19.
" And when all the kings, the vassals of Hadarezer, saw that they
were smitten before Israel, they made peace with Israel, and became
subject to them ;
to the

and Aram was afraid to render any further Jielp
It might appear from the first half of this

Ammonites."
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Hadarezer who made peace
and that Hadarezer himBut the last clause, " and the Aramaeans were
self did not.
afraid," etc., shows very clearly that Hadarezer also made
peace with the Israelites, and submitted to their rule ; so that
the expression in the first half of the verse is not a very exact
verse, that

it

was only the

vassals of

with Israel, and became subject to

it,

one.

SIEGE OF BABBAH.

—CHAP.
Kabbah.— "And

DAVID'S ADULTERY.

XI.

Ver. 1 (cf. 1 Ohron. xx. 1). Siege of
came to pass at the return of the year, at the time when the
kings marched out, that David sent Joab, and his servants with
him, and all Israel; and they destroyed the Ammonites and besieged Rabbah : but David remained in Jerusalem."
This verse
is connected with ch. x. 14, where it was stated that after Joab
had put to flight the Aramaeans who came to the help of the
Ammonites, and when the Ammonites also had fallen back
before Abishai in consequence of this victory, and retreated
into their fortified capital, Joab himself returned to Jerusalem.
He remained there during the winter or rainy season, in which
it was impossible that war should be carried on.
At the return
of the year, i.e. at the commencement of spring, with which
the new year began in the month Abib (Nisan), the time when
kings who were engaged in war were accustomed to open their
campaign, David sent Joab his commander-in-chief with the
whole of the Israelitish forces to attack the Ammonites once
more, for the purpose of chastising them and conquering their
capital.
The Chethibh D^tOtpri should be changed into D^OPtsri,
according to the Keri and the text of the Chronicles. The
N interpolated is a perfectly superfluous mater lectionis, and
probably crept into the text from a simple oversight. The
" servants " of David with Joab were not the men performing
military service^ or soldiers, (in which case " all Israel " could
only signify the people called out to war in extraordinary circumstances,) but the king's military officers, the military commanders and " all Israel," the whole of the military forces of
Israel.
Instead of " the children of Ammon " we find " the
it

;

country of the children of Ammon," which explains the meaning
more fully. But there was no necessity to insert J^K (the land
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tvtytfa is applied to men in other passages in the
sense of " cast to the ground," or destroy (e.g. 1 Sam. xxvi. 15).

or country), as

Rabbah was the capital of Ammonitis (as in Josh. xiii. 25) : the
fuller name was Rabbaih of the children of Ammon.
It has
been preserved in the ruins which still
of Rabbat-Ammdn, on the Nahr

name

Jabbok

(see at Deut.

sat (remained) in

iii.

11).

The

under the ancient
i.e. the upper
clause, " but David

exist

Amman,

last

Jerusalem" leads on to the account which

follows of David's adultery with Bathsheba (vers.
xii.

1-25), which took place at that time, and

serted here, so that the conquest of

afterwards (ch.

xii.

Kabbah

is

is

2-27 and

ch.

therefore in-

not related

till

26-31).

Vers. 2-27. David's

Adultebt.

a turning-point not only in the inner

—David's deep
life

fall

forms

of the great king, but

Hitherto David had kept free
from the grosser sins, and had only exhibited such infirmities
and failings as simulation, prevarication, etc., which clung to
all the saints of the Old Covenant, and were hardly regarded
also in the history of his reign.

as sins in the existing stage of religious culture at that time,

God never left them unpunished, but invariably
them upon His servants with humiliations and chastisements of various kinds.
Among the unacknowledged sins
which God tolerated because of the hardness of Israel's heart
was polygamy, which encouraged licentiousness and the tendency to sensual excesses, and to which but a weak barrier had
been presented by the warning that had been given for the
although

visited

Israelitish kings against taking

many

wives (Deut. xvii. 17),

opposed as such a warning was to the notion so prevalent in
the East both in ancient

harem
custom

is

and modern

times, that

a

well-filled

essential to the splendour of a princely court.

The

which

to
this notion gave rise opened a dangerous precipice in David's way, and led to a most grievous fall, that can
only be explained, as O. v. Gerlach has said, from the intoxi-

upon undisturbed prosperity and power, which
grew with every year of his reign, and occasioned a long series
of most severe humiliations and divine chastisements that marred
cation consequent

the splendour of his reign, notwithstanding the fact that the
great sin was followed by deep and sincere repentance.

Vers. 2-5. Towards evening David walked upon the roof
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of his palace, after rising from his couch, i.e. after taking hia
mid-day rest, and saw from the roof a woman bathing, namely
in the uncovered court of a neighbouring house, where there
was a spring with a pool of water, such as you still frequently
meet with in the East. " The woman was beautiful to look
upon" Her outward charms excited sensual desires. Ver. 3.
David ordered inquiry to be made about her, and found (ip^'l,

—

"lie,

i.e.

the messenger, said;" or indefinitely,

"they said")

that she was Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah the Hethite.

nonne,

"

it is

is

used, as

it

frequently

is,

in the sense of

an

NWn,

affirmation,

Instead of Bathsheba the daughter of Eliam,

indeed so."

find the name given in the Chronicles (1 Ohron. iii. 5) as
Bathshua the daughter of Ammiel. The form JAB'Tia may be
derived from JWPTfl, in which 2 is softened into 1 for Bathsheba (with beth) is the correct and original form, as we may

we

;

see from 1 Kings i. 11, 15, 28.
Eliam and Ammiel have the
same signification ; the difference simply consists in the transposition of the component parts of the name.
It is impossible
to determine, however, which of the two forms was the original

one.

—Ver.

tiful

4.

The

woman was

desires

information brought to him, that the beau-

married, was not enough to

which arose in David's

soul.

stifle

"When

the sensual

lust

hath con-

David sent for the
woman, and lay with her. In the expression " he took her, and
she came to him," there is no intimation whatever that David
brought Bathsheba into his palace through craft or violence, but
rather that she came at his request without any hesitation, and
offered no resistance to his desires. Consequently Bathsheba is
not to be regarded as free from blame. The very act of bathing
in the uncovered court of a house in the heart of the city, into
which it was possible for any one to look down from the roofs
ceived,

it

bringeth forth sin" (Jas.

i.

15).

much

for her

was not done with an

ulterior

of the houses on higher ground, does not say

feminine modesty, even

if it

purpose, as some commentators suppose.

Nevertheless in any

upon David, that he, a man upon
the Lord had bestowed such grace, did not resist the
temptation to the lust of the flesh, but sent to fetch the woman.
u When she had
sanctified herself from her uncleanness, she
case the greatest guilt rests

whom

returned to her house."

rendered unclean

till

Defilement from sexual intercourse

the evening (Lev. xv. 18).

Bathsheba
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it her duty to observe this statute most scrupulously,
though she did not shrink from committing the sin of adultery.
Ver. 5. When she discovered that she was with child, she
This involved an appeal to him to take
sent word to David.

thought

—

the necessary steps to avert the evil consequences of the sin,

inasmuch as the law required that both adulterer and adulteress
should be put to death (Lev. xx. 10).
Vers. 6-13. David had Uriah the husband of Bathsheba
sent to him by Joab, under whom he was serving in the army
before Kabbah, upon some pretext or other, and asked him as
soon as he arrived how it fared with Joab and the people {i.e.
the army) and the war. This was probably the pretext under
which David had had him sent to him. According to ch. xxiii.
39, Uriah was one of the gibborim (" mighty men ") of David,
and therefore held some post of command in the army, although
there is no historical foundation for the statement made by
Josephus, viz. that he was Joab's armour-bearer or aide-decamp. The king then said to him, u Go down to thy house
(from the palace upon Mount Zion down to the lower city,
where Uriah's house was situated), and wash thy feet ; " and
when he had gone out of the palace, he sent a royal present
after him.
The Israelites were accustomed to wash their feet
when they returned home from work or from a journey, to take
refreshment and rest themselves.
Consequently these words
contained an intimation that he was to go and refresh himself
David's wish was that Uriah should spend
in his own home.
a night at home with his wife, that he might afterwards be
regarded as the father of the child that had been begotten in
adultery. n«fe>0, a present, as in Amos v. 11, Jer. xl. 5, Esther
ii. 18.
Ver. 9. But Uriah had his suspicions aroused. The
connection between his wife and David may not have remained
altogether a secret, so that it may have reached his ears as soon
" He lay down to sleep before the
as he arrived in Jerusalem.

—

king's house with all the servants

of his lord

(i.e.

the court), and went not down to his house."
the door of the king's house,"

i.e.

the retainers of

" Before, or

at,

in the court of the palace, or

in a building adjoining the king's palace, where the court ser-

—

Ver. 10. When this was told to David (the next
morning), he said to Uriah, " Didst thou not come from the way

vants lived.

(i.e.

from a journey) ? why didst thou not go down (as men
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when they return from a journey) f " Uriah replied
" The ark (ark of the covenant), and Israel, and

generally do
(ver. 11),

the huts, arid my lord Joab and the servants of
encamp in the field; and should I go to my house to eat
drink, and to lie with my wife 1
By thy life, and by the

Judah, dwell in

my

lord

and

to

life

of thy

soul,

I

rf3D3 2Vh, to

do no such thing!"

sit

or

the same practically as being

encamped in
the field.
Uriah meant to say Whereas the ark, i.e. Jehovah
with the ark, and all Israel, were engaged in conflict with the
enemies of God and of His kingdom, and therefore encamped
in the open country, it did not become a warrior to seek rest
and pleasure in his own home. This answer expressed the
feelings and the consciousness of duty which ought to animate
one who was fighting for the cause of God, in such plain and
unmistakeable terms, that it was well adapted to prick the king
But David's soul was so beclouded by the wish
to the heart.
sojourn in huts,

is

:

to

keep clear of the consequences of

his sin in the eyes of the

world, that he did not feel the sting, but simply

made a

He

further attempt to attain his purpose with Uriah.

manded him

Jerusalem

to stop in

intend to send him away

day he invited him to

hope that when in

the

of not going

home

till

all

still

com-

that day, as he did not

the morrow.

—Ver.

13.

The next

and made him drunken, with
he would give up his intention
But Uriah lay down again the

his table

this state

to his wife.

next night to sleep with the king's servants, without going

down

to his house; for, according to the counsel

and provi-

dence of God, David's sin was to be brought to light to his
deep humiliation.

Vers. 14-27.

When

the king saw that his plan was frus-

trated through Uriah's obstinacy, he resolved
still

greater crime.

He

upon a fresh and

wrote a letter to Joab, with which he

Uriah back to the army, and the contents of which were
" Set ye Uriah opposite to the strongest contest, and
then turn away behind him, that he may be slain, and die." l
David was so sure that his orders would be executed, that he
sent

these

:

i " We may see from this how deep a soul may fall when it turns away
from God, and from the guidance of His grace. This David, who in the
days of his persecution would not even resort to means that were really
plausible in order to defend himself, was now not ashamed to resort to the
greatest crimes in order to cover his sin.
God how great is our strength
!

2

B
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it necessary to specify any particular crime of
which Uriah had been guilty. Ver. 16. The king's wishes
were fully carried out by Joab. " When Joab watched (i.e.

did not, think

—

he stationed Uriah just where he

blockaded) the

city,

there were brave

men"

the city

came out

(i.e.

some of the people of

made

—Ver. 17.

"

knew

literal

of David

fell,

and Uriah the
com-

fulfilment of the king's

does not warrant us in assuming that Joab suspected

the matter stood, or had heard a rumour concerning
general,

who was

that

And the men of

a sally) and fought with Joab, and

the servants

The

Hethite died also."

mand

(in the city).

not accustomed to spare

human

life,

it.

how

As

a

he would

be a faithful servant of his lord in this point, in order that his
own interests might be served another time. Vers. 18-21.

—

Joab immediately despatched a messenger to the king, to give
him a report of the events of the war, and with these instruc" When thou hast told all the things of the war to the
tions
:

king to the end, in case the anger of the king should be
excited ( 1.?8>?, ascend), and he should say to thee, Why did ye
advance so near to the city to fight ? knew ye not that they
"

l

would shoot from the wall ? Who smote Abimelech the son
of Jerubbosheth (i.e. Gideon, see at Judg. vi. 32)? did not
a woman throw down a millstone from the wall, that he died
in Thebez (Judg. ix. 53) ? why went ye so nigh to the
wall? then only say, Thy servant Uriah the Hethite has
perished."
Joab assumed that David might possibly be angry
at what had occurred, or at any rate that he might express his
displeasure at the fact that Joab had sacrificed a number of
warriors

by imprudently approaching

close

to

the wall: he

therefore instructed the messenger, if such should be the case,

announce Uriah's death to the king, for the purpose of mitiThe messenger seems to have known that
Uriah was in disgrace with the king. At the same time, the
words "thy servant Uriah is dead also" might be understood
or interpreted as meaning that it was without, or even in opposition to, Joab's command, that Uriah went so far with his men,
to

gating his wrath.

when we lay firm hold of Thee
And how weak we become as soon as we
turn away from Thee
The greatest saints would be ready for the worst of
deeds, if Thou shouldst but leave them for a single moment without Thy
protection.
Whoever reflects upon this, will give up all thought of self!

!

Becurity

and spiritual pride."

Berleburg Bible.
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and that he was therefore chargeable with his own death and
who had fallen. Vers. 22 sqq. The

—

that of the other warriors

messenger brought to David all the information with which
Joab had charged him (rw with a double accusative, to send or
charge a person with anything), but he so far condensed it as
" When the men
to mention Uriah's death at the same time.

Rabbah) became strong against us, and came out to us into
field, and we prevailed against them even to the gate, the
archers shot at thy servants down from the wall, so that some
of the servants of the king died, and thy servant Uriah the
(of

the

also."
The K in the forms D'tnten Wf\ instead
an Aramaic mode of writing the words. Ver. 25.
David received with apparent composure the intelligence which
he was naturally so anxious to hear, and sent this message back
" Let not this thing depress thee, for the sword devours
to Joab

Hethite

is

dead

of D^isn VI s!

—

is

:

thus

and

thus.

destroy it"

Keep on with

The construction

the battle against the city,

of

JHwK

with

J1K obj. is

to the combination of a passive verb with riK

upon

this affair as evil" (disastrous).

:

"

and

analogous

Do

not look

David then sent the mes-

senger away, saying, " Encourage thou

him"

(lit.

strengthen

him, put courage into him), to show his entire confidence in
the bravery and stedfastness of

Joab and the army, and their
In ver. 26 the

ultimate success in the capture of Rabbah.

account goes back to

its

starting-point.

—

When

Uriah's wife

heard of her husband's death, she mourned for her husband.

When

her mourning was over, David took her home as his
which she bore him a son (the one begotten in
adultery).
The ordinary mourning of the Israelites lasted
Whether widows
seven days (Gen. 1. 10
1 Sam. xxxi. 13).
mourned any longer we do not know. In the case before us
Bathsheba would hardly prolong her mourning beyond the
ordinary period, and David would certainly not delay taking her
as his wife, in order that she might be married to the king as
wife, after

;

long as possible before the time of childbirth.
these

two grievous

sins

The

on the part of David

is

account of

then closed

with the assurance that "the thing that David had done disway for the following

pleased the Lord," which prepares the
chapter.
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Nathan's reproof and david's repentance,
of kabbah. chap. xii.

—

The Lord

left

David almost a whole year

conquest

in his sin, before

sending a prophet to charge the haughty sinner with his misdeeds,

and

to

He

announce the punishment that would follow.

did this at length through Nathan, but not

after the birth

till

of Bathsheba's child, that had been begotten in adultery (com-

pare vers. 14, 15 with ch.

xi.

27).

Not only was the

fruit

and the hardened
sinner to be deprived of the possibility of either denying or
concealing his crimes, but God would first of all break his
unbroken heart by the torture of his own conscience, and
prepare it to feel the reproaches of His prophet. The reason
for this delay on the part of God in the threatening of judgment
is set forth very clearly in Ps. xxxii., where David describes
most vividly the state of his heart during this period, and the
sufferings that he endured as long as he was trying to conceal
his crime.
And whilst in this Psalm he extols the blessedness
of a pardoned sinner, and admonishes all who fear God, on the
ground of his own inmost experience after his soul had tasted
once more the joy and confidence arising from the full forgiveness of his iniquities ; in the fifty-first Psalm, which was
composed after Nathan had been to him, he shows clearly
enough that the promise of divine forgiveness, which the prophet
had given him in consequence of his confession of his guilt, did
not take immediate possession of his soul, but simply kept him
from despair at first, and gave him strength to attain to- a
thorough knowledge of the depth of his guilt through prayer
and supplication, and to pray for its entire removal, that his
heart might be renewed and fortified through the Holy Ghost.
But Nathan's reproof could not possibly have borne this saving
fruit, if David had still been living in utter blindness as to the
character of his sin at the time when the prophet went to him.
of the sin to be

Vers. 1-14.

first

of

all

brought to

Nathan's Repboof.

light,

—Vers. 1

sqq.

To

ensure

the success of his mission, viz. to charge the king with his
crimes, Nathan resorted to a parable by which he led on the
king to pronounce sentence of death upon himself. The

parable

is

a very simple one, and drawn from

life.
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were living in a certain city : the one was rich, and had many
sheep and oxen ; the other was poor, and possessed nothing at
all but one small lamb which he had bought and nourished
kept

&'*•

1

(l?.!.^ !)

alive), so that

it

grew np

in his house along

with his son, and was treated most tenderly and loved like a

The custom

daughter.

we keep

lap-dogs,

Bochart, Hieroz.

is

i.

of keeping pet-sheep in the house, as

still

met with among the Arabs (vid.
There came a traveller fy\}, a

p. 594).

man

journey, for a traveller) to the rich
article,

(B*$? without an

the express definition being introduced afterwards in

connection with the adjective

~PVty\}

;

Ewald,

vid.

§

293a, p.

own sheep and oxen to
traveller who had come to his

741), and he grudged to take of his

prepare

house
the

;

(sc. a meal) for the
" and he took the poor man's lamb, and dressed

man

that

enraged at

had come

this act

—Vers.

it

for

David was so
of violence on the part of the rich man,
to him."

5, 6.

that in the heat of his anger he pronounced this sentence at

once

and

:

"As

the

the

Lord

liveih, the

lamb he shall

restore

man who

did

this deserves to die;

The fourfold restora37. The culprit himself

fourfold"

tion corresponds to the law in Ex. xxi.
was also to be put to death, because the forcible robbery of a
poor man's pet-lamb was almost as h|d as man-stealing. Vers.
7 sqq. The parable was so selected that David could not suspect that it had reference to him and to his sin. With all the
greater shock therefore did the words of the prophet, " Thou art
Just as in the parable the sin
the man" come upon the king.
is traced to its root
namely, insatiable covetousness so now, in
the words of Jehovah which follow, and in which the prophet
charges the king directly with his crime, he brings out again in
the most unsparing manner this hidden background of all sins,
for the purpose of bringing thoroughly home to his heart the
greatness of his iniquity, and the condemnation it deserved.
"Jehovah the God of Israel hath said, I anointed thee king over
Israel, and I delivered thee out of the hand of Saul, and I gave
thee thy master's house and thy master's wives into thy bosom"
These words refer to the fact that, according to the general
custom in the East, when a king died, his successor upon the
throne also succeeded to his harem, so that David was at liberty
to take his predecessor's wives
though we cannot infer from

—

—

—

;

this that

he actually did

so: in fact this is

by no means probable,
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since, according to 1

according to 2 Sam.

Sam.
iii.

i.e.

Saul had but one wife, and

"

king, so that thou couldst have chosen

from

all

whom Abner

And

gave thee the house of Israel
I handed over the whole nation to thee as

appropriated to himself.

and Judah;'

xiv. 50,

7 only one concubine,

the daughters of

Judah and

young

Israel.

virgins as wives
tDJJtp

DK1,

" and

if

was) too little, I would have added to thee this and that."
Ver. 9. " Why hast thou despised the word of Jehovah, to do

(all this

—

evil in

Sis

eyes ?

Thou

hast slain Uriah the Hethite with the

sword, and taken his wife to be thy wife, and slain him with the
sword of the Ammonites'' The last clause does not contain

thought by defining
David destroyed Uriah. )"1\},
to murder, is stronger than H3ri; and the fact that it was by the
sword of the Ammonites, the enemies of the people of God, that
the deed was done, added to the wickedness. Vers. 10-12. The
punishment answers to the sin. There is first of all (ver. 10)
the punishment for the murder of Uriah " The sword shall not
depart from thy house for ever, because thou hast despised me,
and hast taken the wife," etc. " For ever " must not be toned
down to the indefinite idea of a long period, but must be held
firmly in its literal signification.
The expression "thy house,"
however, does not refer to the house of David as continued in
his descendants, but simply as existing under David himself
until it was broken up by his death.
The fulfilment of this
threat commenced with the murder of Amnon by Absalom
(ch. xiii. 29) ; it was continued in the death of Absalom the
rebel (ch. xviii. 14), and was consummated in the execution
of Adonijah (1 Kings ii. 24, 25).—Vers. 11, 12. But David
had also sinned in committing adultery. It was therefore announced to him by Jehovah, " Behold, I raise up mischief over
thee out of thine own house, and will take thy wives before thine
eyes, and give them to thy neighbour, that he may lie with thy
wives before the eyes of this sun (for the fulfilment of this by
Absalom, see ch. xvi. 21, 22). For thou hast done it in secret
but I will do this thing before all Israel, and before (in the face
of) the sun."
David's twofold sin was to be followed by a twofold punishment.
For his murder he would have to witness
the commission of murder in his own family, and for his
adultery the violation of his wives, and both of them in an

any tautology, but serves
more sharply the manner

to strengthen the

in which

—

:
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began with adultery, and was

murder, so the law of just retribution was

out in the punishment, in the fact that the judg-

ments which
incest, whilst

fell

upon

his house

commenced with Amnon's

Absalom's rebellion culminated in the open viola-

tion of his father's concubines,

and even Adonijah

lost his life,

simply because he asked for Abishag the Shunammite,
lain in

(1

warm and

David's bosom to

cherish

him

who had

in his old age

Kings ii. 23, 24).—Ver. 13. These words went to David's
and removed the ban of hardening which pressed upon

heart,
it.

He

confessed to the prophet, "

/

have sinned against the

" The words are very few, just as in the case of the
publican in the Gospel of Luke (xviii. 13). But that is a good
sign of a thoroughly broken spirit. .
There is no excuse, no
cloaking, no palliation of the sin.
There is no searching for

Lord."

.

... no

a loophole,

He

pleaded.

pretext put forward, no

(Berleb. Bible).

candid confession of his sin,
also hath

not die.
the

Lord

let

occasion to
YVQ,

inf.

In response

Nathan announced

thy sin pass by

Only because by

shall die."

human weakness

acknowledges his guilt openly, candidly, and

without prevarication"

Lord

.

(i.e.

forgiven

to this

to him, "

The

Thou

wilt

it).

deed thou hast given the enemies of
blaspheme, the son that is born unto thee
this

abs.

Piel,

with chirek, because of

its

sound to the following perfect (see Ewald, §
M, with which the apodosis commences, belongs to
240, c).
the }3f? which follows, and serves to give emphasis to the
" Nevertheless the son" (vid. Ges. § 155, 2, a).
expression
similarity in

:

David himself had deserved to die as an adulterer and murderer.
The Lord remitted the punishment of death, not so
much because of his heartfelt repentance, as from His own
fatherly grace and compassion, and because of the promise
that He had given to David (ch. vii. 11, 12),
a promise which
rested upon the assumption that David would not altogether
fall away from a state of grace, or commit a mortal sin, but
that even in the worst cases he would turn to the Lord again
and seek forgiveness. The Lord therefore punished him for
this sin with the judgments announced in vers. 10-12, as
about to break upon him and his house. But as his sin had

—

given occasion to the enemies of the Lofd
the heathen, but also to the unbelieving

i.e.

among

not only to
the Israelites
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themselves
all

—

blaspheme or ridicule his religion and that of

to

other believers also, the child that was begotten in adultery

and had

just been born should die

;

in order,

on the one hand,

that the father should atone for his adultery in the death of

the son, and, on the other hand, that the visible occasion for

any further blasphemy should be taken away so that David
was not only to feel the pain of punishment in the death of his
son, but was also to discern in it a distinct token of the grace
of God.
:

Vers. 15-25.

David's penitential Grief, and the

Bieth OF Solomon.
ment was

—Ver.

15.

The

last-mentioned punish-

When Nathan had

gone
home, the Lord smote the child, so that it became very ill.
Vers. 16, 17. Then David sought God (in prayer) for the boy,
inflicted

without delay.

K3*,
fasted, and went and lay all night upon the earth.
" he came" not into the sanctuary of the Lord (ver. 20 is proof

and

to the contrary), but into his house, or into his

chamber,

to

pour out his heart before God, and bend beneath His chastising
hand, and refused the appeal of his most confidential servants,
who tried to raise him up, and strengthen him with food. " The
of his house" judging from Gen. xxiv. 2, were the oldest
confidential servants, a the most highly honoured of

elders

and most

and those who had the greatest influence with
him" (Clericus). Ver. 18. On the seventh day, when the child
died, the servants of David were afraid to tell him of its death
for they said (to one another), " Behold, while the child was
his servants,

—

we spoke to him, and he did not hearken to our
we say to him, now the child is dead, that
he should do harm?" (i.e. do himself an injury in the depth of
still

living,

voice

;

how

should

—

Vers. 19, 20. David saw at once what had happened from their whispering conversation, and asked whether
the child was dead.
When they answered in the affirmative,
he rose up from the ground, washed and anointed himself, and
changed his clothes ; that is to say, he laid aside all the signs of
penitential grief and mourning, went into the house of the Lord
(the holy tent upon Mount Zion) and worshipped, and then
his anguish.)

returned to his house, and had food set before him.
sqq.

When

David

—Vers. 21

his servants expressed their astonishment at all this,

replied,

"As

long as the boy lived,

I fasted and wept:
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I thought (said), Perhaps (who knows) the Lord may he gracious
But now he is dead, why
to me, that the child may remain alive.
should I fast? can I bring him back again? I shall go to him,

On this O. v. Gerlach has the
" In the case of a man whose

but he will not return to me."

following admirable remarks

:

penitence was so earnest and so deep, the prayer for the pre-

must have sprung from some other source
His great desire
than excessive love of any created object.
was to avert the stroke, as a sign of the wrath of God, in the
servation of his child

hope that he might be able to discern, in the preservation of
the child, a proof of divine favour consequent upon the restoration of his fellowship with

God.

But when

the child was dead,

he humbled himself under the mighty hand of God, and rested
satisfied

with His grace, without giving himself up to fruitless

pain."

This state of mind

his servants could not

imperfect Kal,

is

fully explained in Ps.

comprehend

it.

The form

according to the Chethibh,

'Mil'

li.,

though

yarp

is

the

though the

Masoretes have substituted as the Keri 'Mrn, the perfect with

—Ver. 2Zb

vav consec.

"I

is

paraphrased very correctly by Cleri-

go to the dead, the dead will not come to me."
Ver. 24. David then comforted his wife Bathsheba, and lived
with her again ; and she bare a son, whom he called Solomon,
the man of peace (cf. 1 Chron. xxii. 9). David gave the child
cus

:

shall

name, because he regarded his birth as a pledge that he
now become a partaker again of peace with God, and
not from any reference to the fact that the war with the
Ammonites was over, and peace prevailed when he was born ;
although in all probability Solomon was not born till after the
capture of Kabbah and the termination of the Ammonitish war.
His birth is mentioned here simply because of its connection

this

should

with what immediately precedes.

"And Jehovah

and

The

writer adds (in vers. 24,

hand (through the
and he called his son Jedidiah
The subject to
(i.e. .beloved of Jehovah), for JehovaKs sake."
fw^_ (he sent) cannot be David, because this would not yield
any appropriate sense, but must be Jehovah, the subject of the
" To send by the hand," i.e.
clause immediately preceding.
to make a mission by a person (vid. Ex. iv. 13, etc.), is equivalent to having a commission performed by a person, or entrustWe learn from
ing a person with a commission to another.
25),

medium) of Nathan

loved him,

sent by the

the prophet;
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what

what the commission with which Jehovah
" And he (Nathan, not Jehovah)
And if Nathan is the
(the boy's) name Jedidiah."

follows, in

entrusted
called his

Nathan

consisted

subject to " called," there

:

is

nothing to astonish in the expres-

sion " because of the Lord."

to

;

David according

The

idea

Nathan came
and gave Solobecause Jehovah

is this

to Jehovah's instructions,

:

mon the name Jedidiah for Jehovah's sake, i.e.
The giving of such a name was a practical

loved him.
tion

on the part of Jehovah that

David could and was intended

He

declara-

loved Solomon, from which

to discern that the

blessed his marriage with Bathsheba.

Lord had

Jedidiah, therefore,

was

not actually adopted as Solomon's name.
Vers. 26-31. Conquest of Kabbah, and Punishment
of the Ammonites (comp. 1 Chron. xx. 1-3). "Joabfouglu
against

city?

Rabbah of the
rDVen "Vy, the

children of

the exception of the acropolis,

the captured city

is

took the king's

kingdom, is the city with
as ver. 27 clearly shows, where

called " the water-city."

situated, as the ruins of

Amman

Ammon, and

capital of the

Amman

Rabbah was

show, on both banks' of the

which is
by two bare ranges of hills of
moderate height, and is not more than 200 paces in breadth.
" The northern height is crowned by the castle, the ancient
river (Moiet)

(the upper Jabbok), in a valley

shut in upon the north and south

which stands on the north-western side of the city,
and commands the whole city" (see Burckhardt, Syria ii. pp.
612 sqq., and Ritter, Erdkunde xv. pp. 1145 sqq.). After taking
the water-city, Joab sent messengers to David, to inform him
of the result of the siege, and say to him, " Gather the rest of
the people together, and besiege the city (i.e. the acropolis, which
may have been peculiarly strong), and take it, that I may not
take the city (also), and my name be nt?*>ed upon it," i.e. the
glory of the conquest be ascribed to me. Luther adopts this
explanation in his free rendering, " and I have a name from it."
Ver. 29. Accordingly David " gathered together all the people"
i.e. all the men of war who had remained behind in the land
from which we may see that Joab's besieging army had been
considerably weakened during the long siege, and at the capture
u and fought against the acropolis, and took
of the water-city,
ii."
Ver. 30. He then took their king's crown (" their king"
acropolis,

—
—

—
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king of the Ammonites) from off his (the king's) head
he had either been taken prisoner or slain at the capture of the city.
The weight of the crown was " a talent of
gold, and precious stones" (sc. were upon it): as the writer of the
viz. the

so that

Chronicles has correctly explained it by supplying 33.
The
Hebrew talent (equal to 3000 shekels) was 83£ Dresden pounds.
But the strongest man could hardly have borne a crown of
this

weight upon his head for however short a time

could scarcely have placed

it

upon

his

own

and David
We must
not founded
;

head.

therefore assume that the account of the weight is
upon actual weighing, but simply upon an approximative estimate, which is somewhat too high. David also took a great
quantity of booty out of the city.
Ver. 31. He also had the
" He sawed
inhabitants executed, and that with cruel tortures.
them in pieces with the saw and with iron harrows"
"TJi??? Dfe*l,
" he put them into the saw," does not give any appropriate
sense
and there can be no doubt, that instead of 0&*\ we
" he cut (sawed) them in pieces."
should read "P$ (from "ne>)
n ^" !???S " and with iron cutting tools" The meaning of
<H??
the am. \ey. JtiiMD cannot be more precisely determined.
The
current rendering, " axes or hatchets," is simply founded upon
the circumstance that "it|, to cut, is applied in 2 Kings vi. 4 to
the felling of trees. The reading in the Chronicles, inJBM, is
evidently a copyist's error, as we have already had nnJBS, " with
the saw." The meaning of the next clause is a disputed point,
as the reading itself varies, and the Masoretes read t???? instead
of the Chethibh pho2, " he made them go through brick-kilns,"
i.e. burnt them in brick-kilns, as the LXX. and Vulgate render
it.
On the other hand, Thenius takes the Chethibh under his
" he led them
protection, and adopts Kimchi's explanation
through Malchan, i.e. through the place where the Ammonites
burned their children in honour of their idol." Thenius would
« he offered them
therefore alter |37»3 into D3?»3 or D37B3
as sacrifices in their image of Moloch."
But this explanation
cannot be even grammatically sustained, to say nothing of the

—

;

:

l

:

:

arbitrary character of the alteration proposed;
nical expression ?I?B? B*S3 T'SJH,
fire

for

Moloch" (Lev.

1J?i33 "I'Sjn,

xviii. 21),- is essentially different

to cause to pass through

wc never meet

with.

for the tech-

« to cause to go through the

Moreover,

from

Moloch, an expression that

it

is

impossible to see

how
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burning the Ammonites in the image of Moloch could possibly
be " an obvious mode of punishing idolatry," since the idolatry
itself

consisted in the fact that the

So

children to Moloch.

Ammonites burned

their

far as the circumstances themselves

are concerned, the cruelties inflicted upon the prisoners are not
to be softened

down, as Daaz and others propose, by an arbi-

trary perversion of the words into a mere sentence to hard
labour, such as sawing wood, burning bricks, etc.

same

inhabitants of

the

Rabbah were put

to death in this cruel manner.

(without bb) refers no doubt simply to the fighting

PI3 "ie>k Dljn

men

At

time, the words of the text do not affirm that all the

that were taken prisoners, or at the most to the male

population of the acropolis of Rabbah,

men

who probably

consisted

David merely retaliated
upon the Ammonites the cruelties with which they had treated
their foes since according to Amos i. 13 they ripped up women
who were with child, and according to 1 Sam. xi. 2 their king
Nahash would only make peace with the inhabitants of Jabesh
upon the condition that the right eye of every one of them
should be put out. It is sufficiently evident from this, that the
Ammonites had aimed at the most shameful extermination of
" Thus did he unto all the cities of the Amthe Israelites.
of fighting

only.

In doing

this,

;

monites"

i.e.

to all the fortified cities that resisted the Israelites.

After the close of
all

the

men

this war,

of war.

David returned

The war with

to

Jerusalem with

the Syrians and Ammonites,

it did the Edomitish war as well, was the fiercest
which David was ever engaged, and was also =the last great
war of his life.

including as
in

amnon's incest, and Absalom's fratricide.

—chap.

xiii.

The judgments

threatened to king David in consequence of
Bathsheba soon began to fall upon him and upon
his house, and were brought 'about by sins and crimes on the
part of his own sons, for which David was himself to blame,
partly because of his own indulgence and want of discipline,
and partly because of the bad example that he had set them.
his sin with

Having grown up without

strict

paternal discipline, simply

who were jealous of
one another, his sons fancied that they might gratify their own

under the care of their different mothers,
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own ambitious

their

this there arose a series of crimes,

his life

and throne.

plans; and

which nearly

Amnon, David's

cost the

eldest son, led the

way with his forcible violation of his step-sister Tamar (vers.
1-22). The crime was avenged by her own brother Absalom,
who treacherously assassinated Amnon, in consequence of which
he was obliged

Geshur and take refuge with

to flee to

his

father-in-law (vers. 23-39).

Amnon's Incest.

Vers. 1-22.

—Vers. 1-14.

The

following

occurrences are assigned in a general manner to the times succeeding the Ammonitish war, by the words " And it came to

pass after

this ;"

and

of Absalom and

Hebron

(see ch.

as

David did not marry Maacah the mother
till after he had been made king at

Tamar

3), they

iii.

cannot well have taken place

Amnon,

before the twentieth year of his reign.

Ahinoam

the eldest son

2), loved Tamar,
the beautiful sister of his step-brother Absalom, so passionately

of David by

that he became

ill

the Jezreelite (ch.

in consequence, because

to

her as she was a virgin.

is

a continuation of

iii.

he could not get near

Vers. 1 and 2 form one period.

|?"V?.!TO

W

;

and the words from

"W.

DWMCT

TOT literally " it became
narrow (anxious) to Amnon, even to making himself ill," i.e. he
quite pined away, not " he pretended to be ill " (Luther), for
it was not till afterwards that he did this according to Jonadab's
advice (ver. 5). rri?nnn to make one's self ill, here to become
to "l^tf are a circumstantial clause.

:

:

ill,

in ver. 5 to pretend to be

ill.

The

be joined to the one which follows

clause tfn

>WO

" because she was a
do anything to her"

:

'? is to

virgin,

The
and it seemed impossible to him to
maidenly modesty of Tamar evidently raised an insuperable
barrier to the gratification of his lusts.

—Vers.

3-5.

Amnon's

miserable appearance was observed by his cousin Jonadab, a very

man, who asked him what was the reason, and then gave
him advice as to the way in which he might succeed in gratifying his desires. Shimeah is called Shammah in 1 Sam. xvi. 9.
Ver. 4. " Why art thou so wasting away (7% thin, spare, here
equivalent to wasting away, looking miserable), king's son, from
morning to morning ?" i.e. day by day. "The morning" is mencrafty

tioned because sick persons look worst in the morning.

advice given in ver.

5,

—

viz.

The

" Lay thee down upon thy bed, and
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and when thy father comes to visit thee, say
"
to me, and give me to eatf
was very craftily devised, as Amnon's wretched appearance
etc.,
would favour his pretence that he was ill, and it might be hoped
that an affectionate father would gratify him, since even if the
wish seemed a strange one, it might easily be accounted for from
pretend to be

to him,

—

ill

;

May my sister Tamar come

the marvellous desires of persons

regard to food,

—Vers. 6

—

sqq.

desires

which

Amnon

it is

who

are

ill,

particularly with

often very difficult to gratify.

acted upon the advice, and begged his

when he came to ask him how he was, to allow his sister
Tamar to come and bake two heart-cakes for him before his
father,

eyes,

to

which she very speedily

make or bake

did.

33?

rfa??

heart-cakes,

is

is

a denom. from rtai?,

a heart-strengthening

kind of pastry, a kind of pancake, which could be very quickly
made.
It is evident from these verses that the king's children
lived in different houses.
Probably each of the king's wives
lived with her children in

palace.

—Vers. 9

sqq.

one particular compartment of the
she took the pan and shook out

"And

(what she had prepared) before him. The air. "key. rniPt? signia frying-pan or sauce-pan, according to the ancient versions.

fies

The etymology

is

uncertain.

But Amnon refused

to eat, and,

a whimsical patient, he then ordered all the men that were
with him to go out ; and when this had been done, he told

like

Tamar

to bring the food into the chamber, that he might eat it
from her hand and when she handed him the food, he laid
hold of her, and said, " Come, lie with me, my sister!" Vers.
12, 13. Tamar attempted to escape by pointing to the wickedness of such a desire " Pray, do not, my brother, do not humble
me ; for they do not such things in Israel do not this folly."
The words recal Gen. xxxiv. 7, where the expression " folly
(nebalah) is first used to denote a want of chastity.
Such a
sin was altogether out of keeping with the calling and holiness
of Israel (vid. Lev. xx. 8 sqq.).
"And I, whither should I
carry my shame?" i.e. shame and contempt would meet me
" And thou icouldst be as one of the fools in
everywhere.
;

—

:

:

Israel."
it.

We

should both of us reap nothing but shame from

What Tamar

still

further said,

"Now

therefore,

I pray

for he will not refuse me to thee" is no
doubt at variance with the law which prohibits marriage bethee,

speak

to the king,

tween step-brothers and

sisters

(Lev.

xviii. 9,

11, xx. 17)
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by no means proves that the laws of Leviticus were not

existence at the^time, nor does

it

in

even presuppose that Tamar

was ignorant of any such law. She simply said this, as Clericus
might escape from his hands by any means
in her power, and to avoid inflaming him still more and driving
him to sin by precluding all hope of marriage." 1 We cannot
therefore even infer from these words of hers, that she really
thought the king could grant a dispensation from the existing
hindrances to their marriage. Ver. 14. Amnon would not
listen to her, however, but overpowered her, forced her, and
observes, " that she

—

lay with her.

Vers. 15-22.

Amnon had

no sooner gratified his animal
humbled sister turned into hatred,

passion, than his love to the

which was even greater than his (previous) love, so that he
commanded her to get up and go. This sudden change, which
may be fully explained from a psychological point of view, and
is frequently exemplified still in actual life, furnishes a striking
not love, but simply the gratification of the

proof that lust

is

animal passions.

—Ver. 16.

Tamar

replied,

"Do

not become the

cause of this great evil, (which is) greater than another that thou
hast done to me, to thrust me away," i.e. do not add to the great

wrong which thou
ing

me

away.

hast done

This

nation of the difficult

needed than

to

me

the

still

greater one of thrust-

apparently the only admissible explaexpression niliOK, as nothing more is

is

supply Wi.

Tamar

calls his

sending her away

a greater evil than the one already done to her, because

it

would inevitably be supposed that she had been guilty of some
shameful conduct herself, that the seduction had come from
her ; whereas she was perfectly innocent, and had done nothing
but what affection towards a sick brother dictated, whilst it was
impossible for her to call for help (as prescribed in Deut. xxii.
27), because Amnon had sent the servants away, and Tamar
could not in any case expect assistance from them. Ver. 17.
Amnon then called the boy who waited upon him, and ordered
him to put out this person (the sister he had humbled), and to
bolt the door behind her, so that it had the appearance of her
having made a shameful proposal to him. Ver. 18. Before
stating that this command was obeyed, the writer inserts this

—

—

1

Josephus adopts this explanation

:

" This she

her brother's violent passion at present " (Ant.

said, as desirous to avoid

viii. 8, 1).
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remark

:

" She (Tamar) wore a long dress with

xxxvii. 3)

;

for in

this

manner did

Dv^D

Gen.

sleeves (see

the virgin daughters

the

of

an accusative
belonging to njtJ>a;>n, and the meaning is that the king's daughters, who were virgins, wore long dresses with sleeves as cloaks.
The cetoneth passim was not an ordinary under-garment, bat
king dress themselves with mantles."

was worn over the

plain cetoneth or tunic,

is

and took the place

Notwithstanding this

the ordinary mell without sleeves.

of

dress,

by which a king's daughter could at once be recognised, Amnon's
servant treated Tamar like a common woman, and turned her out
Ver. 19. And Tamar took ashes upon her head,
of the house.
rent her sleeve-dress (as a sign of grief and pain at the disgrace
inflicted upon her), laid her hand upon her head (as a sign that
a grievous trouble had come upon her, that the hand of God
was resting as it were upon her vid. Jer. ii. 37), and " went

—

:

going and cried,"

Then Absalom

crying aloud as she went along.

i.e.

said to her,

ing in this manner, " Has

—Ver.

20.

namely when she came home mourn-

Amnon

thy brother been with thee f

"

This was a euphemism for what had taken place (cf. Gen. xxxix.
" And now, my
10), as Absalom immediately conjectured.
sister,

be silent

;

it is

Absalom quieted the

thy brother, do not take this thing to heart."
sister,

because he was determined to take

revenge, but wished to conceal his plan of vengeance for the
time.

So Tamar remained

desolate,"

i.e.

" and indeed

as one laid waste, with the joy of her life hope-

lessly destroyed.

single or solitary.

things," he

in her brother's house,

It

cannot be proved that

DOfe*

ever means

—Vers. 21, 22. When David heard "

became very wrathful

;

all these

but Absalom did not speak

Amnon "from

good to evil" (i.e. either good or evil, not a
word Gen. xxiv. 50), because he hated him for having
humbled his sister. The LXX. add to the words " he (David)
was very wroth," the following clause: "He did not trouble
the spirit of Amnon his son, because he loved him, for he was
his first-born." This probably gives the true reason why David
let such a crime as Amnon's go unpunished, when the law ento

single

:

joined that incest should be punished with death (Lev. xx. 17)
at the

same time

it

is

nothing but a subjective conjecture of

the translators, and does not warrant us in altering the

text.

The

pro-

fact that David was contented to be simply angry

bably to be accounted for partly from his

own

is

consciousness of
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he himself had been guilty of adultery ; but it arose
from his indulgent affection towards his sons, and his
consequent want of discipline. This weakness in his character

guilt, since

chiefly

bore very bitter

fruit.

—

Absalom's Revenge and Flight. Vers.
Absalom postponed his revenge for two full years. He
then " kept sheep-shearing," which was celebrated as a joyous
festival (see 1 Sam. xxv. 2, 8), " at Baal-Hazor, rear Ephraim"
where he must therefore have had some property. The situation of Baal-Hazor cannot be precisely determined. The clause
"which (was) beside Ephraim"' points to a situation on the
border of the tribe-territory of Ephraim {juxta Ephraim, according to the Onom. s.v. Baalasor) ; for the Old Testament
never mentions any city of that name. This definition does not
exactly tally with v. Raumer's conjecture {Pal. p. 149), that
Baal-Hazor may have been preserved in Tell Asur (Rob. Pal.
Vers. 23-39.

23, 24.

ii. p. 151, iii. p. 79) ; for this Tell is about five Roman miles to
the north-east of Bethel, i.e. within the limits of the tribe of

Ephraim. There is greater probability in the suggestion made
by Ewald and others, that Baal-Hazor is connected with the
Hazor of Benjamin (Neh. xi. 33), though the situation of Hazor
has not yet been thoroughly decided ; and it is merely a conjecture of Robinson's that it is to be found in Tell Asur.
The
following statement, that
(se. to

for,

"Absalom

invited all

tlie

king's sons"

the feast), somewhat anticipates the course of events

:

according to ver. 24, Absalom invited the king himself,

and it was not till the king declined
Absalom restricted his invitation
Ver. 25. The king declined the invitation,
to the royal princes.
that he might not be burdensome to Absalom.
Absalom
pressed him indeed, but he would not go, and blessed him, i.e.
wished him a pleasant and successful feast (see 1 Sam. xxv. 14).
Ver. 26. Then Absalom said, "And not (i.e. if thou dost not
go), may my brother Amnon go with me f"
The king would not
give his consent to this whether from suspicion cannot be detogether with his courtiers

;

the invitation for himself, that

—

—

;

termined with certainty, as he eventually yielded to Absalom's
entreaties

From

and

let

Amnon and

all

the other king's sons go.

the length of time that had elapsed since Amnon's crime

was committed, without Absalom showing any wish for revenge,

20
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David might have

But

fear.

this

of carrying

it

felt quite

sure that he had nothing

more

to

long postponement of revenge, for the purpose
out with

all

—Ver.

the more certainty,

is

quite in the

Absalom then commanded his
servants to put Amnon to death without fear, as he had commanded, as soon as his heart should become merry with wine
and he (Absalom) should tell them to smite him. The arrangement of the meal is passed over as being quite subordinate to
the main purpose of the narrative and the clause added by the
the East.

spirit of

28.

;

LXX.

'

at the close of ver. 27, icai etrolrjaev 'AfteaaaXoov irorov

Ktvrk top ttotov tov fia<ri\e<w,

is

nothing more than an explana-

The words
tory gloss, formed according to 1 Sam. xxv. 36.
" Have not I commanded you ?" implied that Absalom would
take the responsibility upon himself.

—Ver.

29.

The

servants

did as he commanded, whereupon the other king's sons

upon

the report

all fled

—Ver. 30.

But whilst they were on the road,
of what Absalom had done reached the ears of

their mules.

the king, and, as generally happens in such cases, with very
great exaggeration:

"Absalom hath

slain all the king's sons,

—

of them left." Ver. 31. The king rent his
clothes with horror at such a deed, and sat down upon the

and

there is not one

ground, and

all

his servants (courtiers) stood motionless by,

with their clothes rent as well.

This

is

the rendering adopted

3W has frequently the idea of standing perfectly
motionless {e.g. Num. xxii. 23, 24 Ex. v. 20, etc.).
Ver. 32.
Then Jonadab, the same person who had helped Amnon to
by Bottcher,

as

—

;

commit

his crime, said,

"Let

not

my

lord say (or think) that

young men the king's sons, but Amnon
alone is dead ; for it was laid upon the mouth of A bsalom from
the day that he forced his sister Tamar." The meaning is either
" they might see it (the murder of Amnon) by his mouth," or
" they might gather it from what he said." new iWn it was
a thing laid down, i.e. determined (vid. Ex. xxi. 13). The subject, viz. the thing itself, or the intended murder of Amnon,
may easily be supplied from the context. DK '3 is undoubtedly
used in the sense of " no but." The negation is implied in the
thought Let the king not lay it to heart, that they say all the
king's sons are dead ; it is not so, but only Amnon is dead.
Jonadab does not seem to speak from mere conjecture ; he is
much too sure of what he says. He might possibly have heard
they have slain all the

:

:
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—Ver. 34.

made him

certain as to

" And Absalom

When

statement follows upon ver. 29.

This

fled."

the king's sons fled

—

upon their mules, Absalom also took to flight. Vers. 30-33
are a parenthesis, in which the writer describes at once the
impression made upon the king and his court by the report of
what Absalom had done. The apparently unsuitable position
in which this statement is placed may be fully explained from
the fact, that the flight of Absalom preceded the arrival of the
rest of the sons at the king's palace.
The alteration which
Bottcher proposes to make in the text, so as to remove this
statement altogether on account of its unsuitable position, is
proved to be inadmissible by the fact that the account of Absalom's flight cannot possibly be left out, as reference
to

it

is

again afterwards (vers. 37, 38, "Absalom had fled").

made
The

other alterations proposed by Thenius in the text of vers. 34,
37, 38, are just as arbitrary

and out of

and simply show
by the historian.
To the account of the murder of
place,

that this critic was ignorant of the plan adopted

His plan

is

the following

Amnon, and
sons

:

the consequent flight of the rest of the king's

whom Absalom had

invited to the feast (ver. 29), there

is

appended a notice of the report which preceded the
fugitives and reached the king's ears in an exaggerated form,
together with the impression which it made upon the king, and
the rectification of that report by Jonadab (vers. 30-33). Then
first

of

all

follows the statement that

Absalom

fled, also

statement as to the direction

in

the account of the

After

this

we have a

which Absalom

fled,

the king's

arrival of the king's sons (vers. 34-36).

continued mourning, and the length of time that Absalom's

banishment lasted

(vers. 37, 38),

and

finally a

remark

David's feelings towards Absalom (ver. 39).
Jonadab's assertion, that Amnon only had been

very speedily confirmed
i.e.

the

(ver. 34).

slain,

The young man,

young man who was looking out

as to

was

the spy,

for the return of those

who had

been invited to the feast, "lifted up his eyes and
saw," i.e. saw as he looked out into the distance, " much people
(a crowd of men) coming from the way behind him along the
vnntt irriD, ev tj} 6Sq> &jti<t0€v avrov
side of the mountain."

(LXX.), per itef- devium (Vulg.),
is

is

obscure; and

"ins,

"behind,"

probably to be understood as meaning " to the west

:"

from
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way

the

The

at the back of the spy, i.e. to the west of his station.
following words, inn IJfD, also remain obscure, as the posi-

may be to a
mountain in the north-west of Jerusalem quite as well as to
one on the west.1 When the spy observed the crowd of men
approaching, Jonadah said to the king (ver. 35), " Behold, the
king's sons are coming as thy servant said, so has it come to
pass."
Ver. 36. Jonadab had hardly said this when the king's
sons arrived and wept aloud, sc. as they related what had occurred ; whereupon the king and all his retainers broke out in
loud weeping. Ver. 37. " Only Absalom had fled and gone to
Talmai the son of Ammihud, the king of Geshur." These words
form a circumstantial clause, which the writer has inserted as a
parenthesis, to define the expression "the king's sons" more
tion of the spy is not given, so that the allusion

:

—

—

particularly.
will

be no

If

we take

these words as a parenthesis, there

as the subject (David)

may very

preceding words "the king,"
that

word "mourned,"
be supplied from the
(ver. 36).
To the remark

difficulty in explaining the following

David mourned

etc.

all his life

attached, just as simply

easily

for his son

and quite

(Amnon), there

is

in accordance with the facts,

the more precise information concerning Absalom's flight, that

The repetition of the
he remained in Geshur three years.
words "Absalom had fled and gone to Geshur" may be accounted for from the general diffuseness of the Hebrew style.
Talmai the king of Geshur was the father of Maacah, Absalom's
mother (ch. iii. 3). The LXX. thought it necessary expressly
to indicate this by inserting et? yfjv Xa/jLa%da8 (al. yrjv Ma^aS).
Ver. 39. " And it (this) held king David back from going out

—

1
ix.

The

LXX.

have very comprehensive additions here

:

first

of

all,

after

more precise definition in tj? xovtafiaau,
" and the spy came and announced to the

tehevpa; tow opov;, they have the

and then the further

clause,

king," "Auipeti eapcexx ix

tjjj o'Sow

to indicate more particularly the

up a supposed gap

!% opu»%»

(?) ix pipavg tow op owj-, partly

way by which

the king's sons came, and

But they did not consider
that the statement in ver. 35, " and Jonadab said to the king, Behold, the
king's sons are coming," does not square with these additions ; for if the
partly to

fill

in the account.

spy had already informed the king that his sons were coming, there was
no necessity for Jonadab to do it again. This alone is sufficient to show
that the additions

made by the LXX.

are nothing but worthless glosses,

introduced according to subjective conjectures and giving no foundation
for alterations of the text.
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to

Absalom, for he comforted himself concerning Amnon, because
In adopting this translation of the difficult

he was dead''

clause with which the verse commences,

sense of KP3, as the verhs

forms

;

we

nf»3

and

k!»3

we

take

5M

in the

frequently exchange their

also take the third pers. fern, as the neuter imper-

is left indefinite, and is to be gathered
Absalom's flight to Geshur, and his stay
from the context.
there, were what chiefly prevented David from going out to
Moreover, David's grief on account of Amnon's
Absalom.

sonal, so that the subject

death gradually diminished as time rolled on.

used in a hostile sense, as in Deut.

punish him for his wickedness.

The

'BW7S

I1KX is

go out and
before Dro might also

xxviii. 7, to
'3

be rendered " but" as after a negative clause, as the principal
sentence implies a negation: "He did not go out against Absalom, but comforted himself."

matical difficulty in the

but

it

way

also suits the context,

There

is

not only no gram-

of this explanation of the verse,

both before and after.

AH

the

other explanations proposed are either at variance with the
rules of the language, or contain

an unsuitable thought.

The

old Jewish interpretation (adopted in the Chaldee version,

and
by the Rabbins), viz. David longed (his soul pined) to go
out to Absalom (i.e. to see or visit him), is opposed, as Gusset
has shown (in his Lex. pp. 731-2), to the conduct of David
towards Absalom as described in ch. xiv., namely, that after
Joab had succeeded by craft in bringing him back to Jerusalem,
David would not allow him to come into his presence for two
whole years (ch. xiv. 24, 28). Luther's rendering, " and king
David left off going out against Absalom," is not only precluded
by the feminine ?2R, but also by the fact that nothing has been
said about any pursuit of Absalom on the part of David. Other
attempts at emendations there is no need whatever to refute.
also

—

absalom's return, and reconciliation to the king.
CHAP. XIV.

—

As David

did not repeal the banishment of Absalom, even
he had comforted himself for Amnon's death, Joab
endeavoured to bring him back to Jerusalem by stratagem
(vers. 1-20) ; and when this succeeded, he proceeded to effect
his reconciliation to the king (vers. 21-33).
He may have
after
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been induced to take these steps partly by his personal attachment to Absalom, but the principal reason no doubt was that
Absalom had the best prospect of succeeding to the throne, and

Joab thought this the best way to secure himself from punishment for the murder which he had committed. But the issue
of events frustrated all such hopes.
Absalom did not succeed
throne,
Joab
did
not
escape
punishment,
and David was
to the
severely chastised for his weakness and injustice.
Vers. 1—20. When Joab perceived that the king's heart was
against Absalom, he sent for a cunning woman from Tekoah,
to work upon the king and change his mind, so that he might
grant forgiveness to Absalom. Ver. 1 is understood by the
majority of commentators, in accordance with the Syriac and

Vulgate, as signifying that Joab learned that the king's heart

was inclined towards Absalom, was well disposed towards him
again.

But

this explanation is neither philologically sustained,

3?, written with ?? and
without any verb, so that rvn has to be supplied, only occurs

nor in accordance with the context.
again in Dan.

xi. 28, where the preposition has the meaning
" against" It is no argument against this meaning here, that
if David had been ill disposed towards Absalom, there would
have been no necessity to state that Joab perceived it ; for we
cannot see why Joab should only have perceived or noticed

David's friendly feelings, and not his unfriendly feelings as
well.

If,

however, Joab had noticed the re-awakening of

David's good feelings towards Absalom, there would have been

no necessity for him to bring the cunning woman from Tekoah
to induce him to consent to Absalom's return. Moreover, David
would not in that case have refused to allow Absalom to see
his face for two whole years after his return to Jerusalem
(ver. 24).
Tekoah, the home of the prophet Amos, the present
Tekua, two hours to the south of Bethlehem (see at Josh. xv.
The " wise woman " was to put on mourning, as
59, LXX.).
a woman who had been mourning for a long while for some
one that was dead (?3Snri, to set or show herself mourning),
and to go to the king in this attire, and say what Joab had put

—

Ver. 4. The woman did this. All the old
have given as the rendering of n^sn "iptfni "the
woman came (went) to the king," as if they had read &&$.
This reading is actually found in some thirty Codd. of De Rossi,
into her mouth.
translators
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1-20.

by Thenius and the majority of
But Bottcher has very justly urged,

^O^! cannot

possibly be an accidental
and that it is still less likely that such
an alteration should have been intentionally made. But this
remark, which is correct enough in itself, cannot sustain the
conjecture which Bottcher has founded upon it, namely that
two whole lines have dropt out of the Hebrew text, containing
the answer which the woman of Tekoah gave to Joab before
she went to the king, since there is not one of the ancient
versions which contains a single word more than the Masoretic
Consequently we must regard *>£t<rn as the original
text.
reading, and interpret it as a hysteron-proteron, which arose
from the fact that the historian was about to relate at once
what the woman said to the king, but thought it desirable to
mention her falling down at the feet of the king before giving
king," which he introduces by
her actual words, "Help,
repeating the word "iptfni. Vers. 5 sqq. When the king asked
her, "What aileth thee?" the woman described the pretended
calamity which had befallen her, saying that she was a widow,
and her two sons had quarrelled in the field and as no one
interposed, one of them had killed the other. The whole family
had then risen up and demanded that the survivor should be
given up, that they might carry out the avenging of blood upon
him. Thus they sought to destroy the heir also, and extinguish
the only spark that remained to her, so as to leave her husband
neither name nor posterity upon the earth. The suffix attached
in opposition to this, that

corruption of

K3TI1,

—

;

to ta?, with the object following (" he smote him, the other,"
ver. 6),

may

be explained from the diffuseness of the style of

ordinary conversation (see at 1 Sam. xxi. 14).
reason whatever for changing the reading into
suffix

S,

though unusual with verbs

n*7, is

not to mention the fact that the plural

There
VD*,

is

as

no
the

not without parallel

131 is

quite unsuitable.

changing nTDEto into
VTDB?!, in accordance with the Syriac and Arabic, as Michaelis
and Thenius propose, on the ground that " the woman would
have described her relatives as diabolically malicious men, if
she had put into their mouths such words as these,
We will

There

is

also quite as little reason for

'

destroy the heir
the conduct of

was the woman's intention to describe
the relations and their pursuit of blood-revenge
also.'

"

It
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in the harshest terms possible, in order that she

She begins

help from the king.

to speak in her

might obtain

own name

at

the word UD1 (" and so they shall quench and"), where she
resorts to a figure, for the purpose of appealing to the heart of

the king to defend her
family, saying,

"

And

from the threatened destruction of her
quench the burning coal

so they shall

which is left." Iyn| is used figuratively, like to ttfmvpov, the
burning coal with which one kindles a fresh fire, to denote the
D't? TO? : " so as not to set" i.e. to preserve or
last remnant.
leave name and remnant (i.e. posterity) to my husband.
This account differed, no doubt, from the case of Absalom,
inasmuch as in his case no murder had taken place in the heat
of a quarrel, and no avenger of blood demanded his death ; so

was

that the only resemblance

in the fact that there existed

But

was necessary to
David might
not detect her purpose, but might pronounce a decision out of
pity for the poor widow which could be applied to his own
conduct towards Absalom. Ver. 8. The plan succeeded. The
king replied to the woman, " Go home, I will give charge conan intention to punish a murderer.

it

disguise the affair in this manner, in order that

—

cerning thee"

son

may

I

i.e.

will give the necessary

commands

not be slain by the avenger of blood.

that thy

This declara-

on the part of the king was perfectly just. If the brothers
quarrelled, and one had killed the other in the heat of the
quarrel, it was right that he should be defended from the
avenger of blood, because it could not be assumed that there
was any previous intention to murder. This declaration therefore could not be applied as yet to David's conduct towards
Absalom. But the woman consequently proceeded to say
(ver. 9), "My lord, O king, let the guilt be upon me and
upon my father's house, and let the king and his throne be
ND3, the throne, for the government or reign. The
guiltless."
meaning of the words is this but if there should be anything
tion

had

:

wrong

in the fact that this bloodshed

guilt fall

upon me and

" Whosoever speaketh
thee

any more."

my

family.

to thee,

bring

is

not punished, let the

The king
him to me ;

replied (ver. 10),

he shall not touch

^v$? does not stand for ?]vP, "against thee;"

is, whoever speaks to thee any more about
demands thy son of thee again. Ver. 11. The crafty
woman was not yet satisfied with this, and sought by repeating

but the meaning
this, i.e.

—
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her petition to induce the king to confirm his promise on oath,
that she might bind him the more firmly.
She therefore said
further: " I pray thee, let the king remember Jehovah thy
God, that the avenger of blood may no more prepare destruction,

still

and

that they

may

not destroy

my

The

son."

Chethib, r , 3"ifl
>

is

which the Masoretes
would write n?"iri, the construct state of fain, a form of the
inf. abs. which is not commonly used, and which may possibly
have been chosen because nairi had become altogether an
adverb (vid. Ewald, § 240, e). The context requires the inf.
constr. nto"in: that the avenger of blood may not multiply
probably a copyist's error for

rri3"in,

for

—

(make much) to destroy, i.e. may not add to the destruction
and JVSnf? is probably only a verbal noun used instead of the
;

infinitive.

The king immediately promised on

son should not suffer the least harm.
the

woman had

to speak

—Vers.

oath that her
12, 13.

When

accomplished so much, she asked permission

one word more ; and having obtained

"And

the point she wanted to reach:

it,

proceeded to

wherefore thinkest thou

such things against people of God ? And because the king
speaketh this word, he is as one inculpating himself, since the
king does not

who has

let

his

own

rejected one return."

laden himself with guilt,"

is

DtPN?,

" like one

the predicate to the clause

These words of the woman were intentionally kept
indefinite, rather hinting at what she wished to place before
the king, than expressing it distinctly. This is more particularly applicable to the first clause, which needs the words that
follow to render it intelligible, as Jltft3 nJ-QETl is ambiguous ; so
that Dathe and Thenius are wrong in rendering it, "Why

"ti)

"IS/UM.

dost thou propose such things towards the people of

God?"

and understanding it as relating to the protection which the
king was willing to extend to her and to her son. 3BTt with
?{> does not mean to think or reflect " with regard to," but
"against" a person.

Ewald

is

quite correct in referring the

what follows : such
thou hast towards thy son, whose
word

Jltff?

forgive.
definite,

to

things,

i.e.

such thoughts as

blood-guiltiness thou wilt not

E^K DJP?, without the
" against people of God,"

article, is intentionally ini.e.

against

members of the

" This word" refers to the decision
which the king had pronounced in favour of the widow.
congregation of God.

S&n w3p,

literally, in

not letting him return.
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In order to persuade the king to forgive, the crafty woman
reminded him (ver. 14) of the brevity of human life and of the
mercy of God " For we must die, and (are) as water spilt upon
:

and God

the ground, which is not (cannot be) gathered up,

He may

not take a soul away, but thinks thoughts, that

from Him one

does

not thrust

Although these thoughts are

expelled."

in-

tentionally expressed quite generally, their special allusion to

the case in hand can easily be detected.

when dead our

experience this in the case of Absalom,

him

God

to continue in exile.

deprive the sinner of
for ever.

—Ver. 15.

of Absalom, the

make

We must all die,

and

Thou mightest

soon

irrevocably gone.

life is

but

life,

if

thou shouldst suffer

does not act thus

is

;

He

does not

merciful, and does not cast off

After these allusions to David's treatment
returned again to her own affairs, to

woman

the king believe that nothing but her

led her to speak thus

:

own

distress had

" And now that 1 have come

my

to speak

was (took place) because the
people have put me in fear (sc. by their demand that I should
give up my son to the avenger of blood) thy handmaid said
this

word

(i.e.

thought),

the king

to

lord,

;

/ will

indeed go

to the king,

perhaps the king

will

—

do his handmaid's word," i.e. grant her request. Ver. 16.
" Yea, the king will hear, to save his handmaid out of the hand of

man
God"

the

that
"tt?K

would destroy me and my son from the inheritance of
must be supplied before TOOT who is to destroy,
:

seeking to destroy (vid. Gesenius, § 132, 3).
"The
inheritance of God" was the nation of Israel (as in 1 Sam.

i.e.

who

xxvi. 19
thought,

to give

is

;

cf.

Deut.

xxxii. 9).

—Ver.

17. "

Then

thine

handmaid

may the word of my lord the king be for rest (i.e. tend
me rest) for as the angel of God (the angel of the
;

covenant, the mediator of the blessings of divine grace to the
covenant-nation), so

is

my

lord the king to hear good

and

evil

on the part of his subjects, and granting help to the oppressed), and Jehovah thy God
be with thee!"
Vers. 18 sqq. These words of the woman were
so well considered and so crafty, that the king could not fail to
see both what she really meant, and also that she had not come
(i.e.

listening to every just complaint

—

with her petition of her own accord.
to answer the question without disguise

Joab was with her
(DX) anything

in all this.

to the right

He

therefore told her

whether the hand of
She replied, " Truly there is not

hand or

:

to the left

of

all that
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the king always hits the right point in

everything that he says.

" Yea, thy servant Joab, he hath comall these words into thy' servant

manded me, and he hath put

not a copyist's error, but a softer form of

Bte is

mouth."

Micah

B*, as

Ewald, § 53c, and Olshausen, Gramm.
Ver. 20. " To turn the appearance of the king (i.e. to
p. 425).
disguise the affair in the finest way) Joab hath done this ; my
in

vi.

10

(vid.

—

lord

(i.e.

the king), however,

is

wise, like the

wisdom of

the

angel of God, to know all that is (happens) upon earth."
She
hoped by these flattering words to gain the king completely
over.

Vers. 21—33. David then promised Joab, that the request
which he had presented through the medium of the woman
of Tekoah should be fulfilled, and commanded him to fetch

Absalom back.
The Chethib Wfc>y (ver. 21) is the correct
reading, and the Keri n&$ has arisen from a misunderstanding.
Ver. 22. Joab thanked the king for this, and blessed him
" To-day thy servant knoweth that I have found grace in thy sight,

—

my

lord,

servant."

king, in that the king hath fulfilled the request of his
It is pretty evident

from

this,

that

Joab had

fre-

quently applied to David for Absalom's return, without any
attention being paid to his application.
David therefore suspected that Joab had instructed the
Chethib il^V

is

woman

of Tekoah.

The

not to be exchanged for the Keri *FO$.

Ver. 23. Joab then went to Geshur (see ch.
fetched Absalom back to Jerusalem.

—Ver.

24.

xiii.

37),

—

and

But David could

He said to Joab, " Let him
and my face he shall not see'' This half
forgiveness was an imprudent measure, and bore very bitter
fruit.
The further account of Absalom is introduced in vers.
25-27 with a description of his personal appearance and family
affairs.
Ver. 25. There was no man in all Israel so handsome
"1K» %6, " to much praising," i.e. so that he was
as Absalom.
greatly praised.
From the sole of the foot even to the crown
of his head, there was no fault (DID, bodily blemish) in him.
Ver. 26. " When he polled his head, and it took place from year
to year that he polled it; for it became heavy upon him (too heavy
for him), and so he polled it : they weighed the hair of his head,
two hundred shekels by the king's weight."
strong growth of
hair was a sign of great manly power, and so far a proof of

not forgive Absalom altogether.
turn to his

own

house,

—

A
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Absalom's beauty. The statement as to the weight of the hair
cut off, viz. two hundred shekels, is in any case a round number,
and much too high, although we do not know what the difference between the royal and the sacred shekel really was.

According to the sacred reckoning, two hundred shekels would
be about six pounds ; so that if we were to assume that the
royal shekel was about half the other, the number would be
It is evident, therefore, that there is an
still much too high.
error in the text, such as we frequently meet with in the case of
numbers, though we have no means of rectifying it, as all the
ancient versions contain the same number. Ver. 27. Unto
Absalom there were born three sons, and one daughter named
Contrary to general
Tamar, who was beautiful in figure.

—

names of the sons are not given, in all probability
no other reason than because they died in infancy. Consequently, as Absalom had no sons, he afterwards erected a pillar
usage, the
for

to preserve his

name

(ch. xviii. 18).

The

daughter's

name

probably given as a proof of Absalom's great affection for

whom Amnon had

1

is

his

—

Vers. 28-30. After
two whole years in his house at Jerusalem
without seeing the king's face, he sent to Joab that he might
But as Joab would
obtain for him the king's full forgiveness.
not come to him, even after he had sent for him twice, Absalom
commanded his servants to set fire to one of Joab's fields which
adjoined his own and was then full of barley, for the purpose
of compelling him to come, as he foresaw that Joab would not
take this destruction of his property quietly, but would come
?K, literally " at my hand," i.e. by the
to him to complain.

Tamar,
Absalom had
sister

violated.

sat for

T

r

side of

my

field

or property.

The

Chethib WTWSfn (" come, I

on fire") is a Hiphil formation, according to verbs
1*B, for which the Keri has fWVWl, the ordinary Hiphil form
of
in the second person plural, " go and set it on fire."
Vers. 31, 32. When Joab came to Absalom's house in consewill set it

—

W

1

The

LXX.

have this additional clause, xctl yiuirett yt/xij 'Po/3o<fy« v/$
xvriji rip 'A/3/ct (and she became the wife of Rehoboam
the son of Solomon, and bore him a son named Abia). Although this is
quite at variance with 1 Kings xv. 2, where it is stated that the wife of
Rehoboam and mother of Abia (Abijam) was named Maacah, the clause
has been adopted by Thenius, who regards it as original, though for
~Za.Kajj.ut

xal rUrti

reasons which Bbttcher has

shown to be

worthless.
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i

quence of this, and complained of it, Absalom said to him,
" See, I have sent to thee, to say to thee,' Come hither, and I
will send thee to the king, to say to him, Wherefore have I
come from Greshur ? it were better for me that I were there
still : and now I will see the king's face ; and if there is any
iniquity in me, let him put me to death."
This half forgiving
was really worse than no forgiveness at all. Absalom might

indeed very properly desire to be punished according to the
law,
the

if

the king could not or might not forgive

manner

in

which he sought

manifested an evident

spirit

him

;

although

by force
by which, with the

to obtain forgiveness

of defiance,

well-known mildness of David's temper, he hoped to attain his

and in fact did attain it. For (ver. 33) when Joab
went to the king, and announced this to him, the king sent for
Absalom, and kissed him, as a sign of his restoration to favour.
Nothing was said by Absalom about forgiveness ; for his falling
down before the king when he came into his presence, was
nothing more than the ordinary manifestation of reverence with
which a subject in the East approaches his king.
object,

Absalom's bebellion and david's flight.
chap. xv.-xvi. 14.

—

After his restoration to favour, Absalom soon began to aspire
up a princely court, and endeavouring to

to the throne, setting

turn the hearts of the people towards himself, by addressing in

who came to seek redress from the king
and by saying things adapted to throw
When he had
suspicion upon his father's rule (vers. 1-6).
succeeded in this, he asked permission from the king to take a
journey to Hebron, under the pretence of wanting to fulfil a
vow which he had made during his banishment; and when
a friendly manner any

in matters in dispute,

once there, he soon proceeded with his rebellious intentions
As soon as David heard of it, he determined to
(vers. 7-12).

from Jerusalem, and crossed the Kidron with his faithful
Having sent the priests with the ark of the covenant back to the city, he went up to the Mount of Olives,
amidst the loud lamentations of the people. Hushai, who came
fly

adherents.

to

meet him, he sent to the city,
who was one of the

Ahithophel,

to frustrate the counsel of

conspirators,

and

to
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information to him of what was going forward (vers. 13-37).

When

he reached the top, Ziba, Mephibosheth's servant, came
meet him with provisions and succour (ch. xvi. 1—4) ; whilst
Shimei, a relation of the house of Saul, followed him with curses
and stones (vers. 5-14).
With this rebellion the calamities which Nathan had predicted to David on account of his sin with Bathsheba began to
burst upon him in all their fulness.
The success of the rebellion itself may be accounted for, from the fact that the consciousness of his own fault not only made David weak towards
his sons, but produced a want of firmness in his resolutions
whilst the imperfections and defects in the internal administration of the kingdom, when the time of the brilliant victories was
past, became more and more perceptible to the people, and furnished occasion for dissatisfaction with his government, which
Absalom was skilful enough to bend to his own purposes.
During the time that this rebellion was in progress, David
poured out his lamentations to the Lord (in Ps. xli. and Iv.)
as to the faithlessness of his most confidential councillors, and
prayed for the judgment of retribution upon the conduct of this
wicked band. After it had broken out, he uttered his longings
to return to the sanctuary at Jerusalem, and his firm confidence
that he should be delivered out of his distresses and reinstated
in his kingdom, first of all in Ps. iii. and Ixiii. during his flight
in the desert of Judah, and in Ps. lxi. and Ixii. during his stay
to

in the land to the east of the Jordan.

Vers. 1-6. Absalom seeks

Ver.

1.

Soon afterwards

to

(this

secure the people's favour.

seems to be the

—

meaning of
28) Absalom

cf ch. iii.
as distinguished from 15 ^n?
up a carriage {i.e. a state-carriage cf. 1 Sam. viii. 11) and
horses, and fifty men as runners before him, i.e. to run before
him when he drove out, and attract the attention of the people
by a display of princely pomp, as Adonijah afterwards did
(1 Kings i. 5). He then went early in the morning to the side
of the road to the gate of the palace, and called out to every
one who was about to go to the king " for judgment," i.e. seek
justice in connection with any matter in dispute, and asked
him, " Of what city art thou 1" and also, as we may see from
1? *!?$??

set

;

.

;

the reply in ver. 3, inquired into his feelings towards the king,
and then said, " Thy matters are good and right, but there is
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no hearer for thee with the king." JfOK' signifies the judicial
officer, who heard complainants and examined into their different causes, for the purpose of laying them before the king for
Of course the king himself could not give a hearsettlement.
ing to every complainant, and make a personal investigation of
his cause
nor could his judges procure justice for every complainant, however justly they might act, though it is possible
that they may not always have performed their duty conscientiously.
Ver. 4. Absalom also said, " Oh that I might be
;

—

judge in the land, and every one who had a cause might come
^ofe*
is a wish :
before me ; I would procure him justice /"
" who might (i.e. oh that one might) appoint me judge," an

^

analogous expression to

Ewald,
phasis,

329,

§

may be

that the person

Ex.

xviii.

''D
(vid. Gesenius, § 136, 1, and
ffll
placed before t&) for the sake of em-

^

c).

explained from the fact that a judge

who

stood before

13 with Gen.

—Ver.

xviii. 8).

him

P^

rose above

7

},

sat, so

him (comp.

to speak justly, or help

And when

any one came near to him to
prostrate himself before him, he took him by the hand and
kissed him. It was by conduct of this kind that Agamemnon
to justice.

is

5.

said to have secured the

command

men

stole the heart of the

of Israel.

deceive or cheat, like 3? 333 in the
to steal the heart,

i.e.

6.

3? 333

Kal

army
Thus Absalom
does not mean to

of the Grecian

— Ver.

(Euripid. Iphig. Aul. v. 337 sqq.).

in

Gen. xxxi. 20, but

to bring a person over to his side secretly

and by stratagem.
Vers. 7-12. Absalom's rebellion.

—Vers.

7, 8.

After the

lapse of forty (?) years Absalom said to the king, " Pray I will
go (i.e. pray allow me to go) and perform a vow in Hebron

which

I vowed

The number

Lord during my

to the

forty

is

stay at Geshur" (ver. 8).

altogether unsuitable, as

it

cannot possibly

be understood either as relating to the age of Absalom or to the
for Absalom was born at Hebron after
David had begun to reign, and David only reigned forty years
and a half in all, and Absalom's rebellion certainly did not take

year of David's reign

:

place in the last few weeks of his reign.

It

is

quite as inap-

propriate to assume, as the terminus a quo of the forty years,
either the

commencement

of Saul's

reign, as several of the

Rabbins have done, as well as the author of the marginal note
in Cod. 380 of De Rossi fciW ndxb), or the anointing of David
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at

do

Bethlehem, as Luther (in the marginal note) and Lightfoto
;
for the word " after" evidently refers to some event in

the

life

of Absalom, to which allusion has previously been made,

namely, either to the time of his reconciliation with David (ch.

(what is not so probable) to the period of his return
from Geshur to Jerusalem (ch. xiv. 23). Consequently the
reading adopted by the Syriac, Arabic, and Vulgate, also by
Theodoret and others, viz. " four years," must certainly be the
correct one, and not " forty days," which we find in Codd. 70
and 96 in Kennicott, since forty days would be far too short
a time for maturing the rebellion. It is true, that with the
xiv. 33), or

reading JEnK

we

At

should expect, as a rule, the plural D*3E\

the same time, the numbers from two to ten are sometimes

construed with a singular noun

(e.g.

2 Kings

The pretended vow

xxii.

1

;

cf . Gese-

Jehovah
2).
would bring him back to Jerusalem, he would serve Jehovah.
rrifVTiK lay, " to do a service to Jehovah," can only mean to

nius, § 120,

offer

The

a

which

sacrifice,

Chethib

si redutcerit,

manner

V&

is

is

was, that

if

the explanation given by Josephus.

not the infinitive, but the imperfect Hiphil:

reduxerit me, which

is

employed in an unusual

instead of the inf. absol., for the sake of emphasis.

The Ken

would have to be taken as an adverb " again ;"
Ver. 9. The king consented,
and Absalom went to Hebron. Absalom had selected this city,
probably assigning as the reason that he was born there, but
really because his father David had been made king there, and
also possibly because there may have been many persons there
who had been displeased by the removal of the court to Jerusalem.
Ver. 10. When Absalom went to Hebron, he sent spies
into all the tribes of Israel to say, " When ye hear the sound of
tlie trumpet, say, Absalom has become king in Hebron."
must
suppose the sending of the spies to have been contemporaneous
with the removal of Absalom to Hebron, so that npe^ is used
but

31B*

this is quite unnecessary.

—

—

We

quite regularly,
pluperfect.

they were

and there

is

The messengers

first

of

all

no reason for translating

it

as

a

sent out are called "spies," because

to ascertain the feelings of the people in

the different tribes, and were only to execute their commission
in places

where they could reckon upon support.

spiracy had hitherto been kept very secret, as

the statement in ver. 11

:

" With Absalom

The

con-

we may see from

there
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hundred men out of Jerusalem, invited (to the sacrificial festival),
and going in their simplicity, who knew nothing at all of the
p?*"fe>
nothing at all.)—Ver. 12. Moreover, Ab:
affair."

^

salom sent for Ahithophel, David's councillor, to come from
his

own town

Giloh,

usual construction of

when he offered the sacrifices. The unns rbf\ with
may be explained from

iW

he sent and bade
he summoned Ahithophel out of his city.
Giloh,
Ahithophel' s home, was upon the mountains of Judah, to the
the pregnant character of the expression

come,

:

i.e.

south or south-west of

Hebron

Ahitho-

(see at Josh. xv. 51).

phel had no doubt been previously initiated into Absalom's

and had probably gone to his native city, merely that he
might come to him with the greater ease; since his general
place of abode, as king's councillor, must have been in Jeru" And the conspiracy became strong ; for the people mulsalem.
plans,

Absalom" (the latter is a circumstantial
These words give a condensed summary of the result

tiplied continually with

clause).

of the enterprise.

Vers. 13-21. David's flight from Jerusalem.

—

Vers. 13, 14.
reached David, " The heart of the men
of Israel is after Absalom" ("in?? TVHj as in ch. ii. 10, to be
attached to a person as king; see at 1 Sam. xii. 14), he said to

When

this intelligence

were with him in Jerusalem, "Arise, let us
from Absalom ! Make
speed to depart, lest he overtake us suddenly, and drive the
calamity (the judgment threatened in ch. xii. 10, 11) over us,
and smite the city with tJie edge of the sword." David was
perhaps afraid that Jerusalem might fall into Absalom's power
through treachery, and therefore resolved to fly as speedily as
possible, not only in order to prevent a terrible massacre, but
his servants that

flee,

for

will be no escape for us

iliere

own
As his

also to give his

faithful adherents time to assemble.

Vers. 15, 16.

servants declared themselves ready to

follow him, the king went out of the city with
his train

(lit.

Judg.

at his feet, as in

ten concubines behind to keep the palace.
outside the city the king

and

all

all his

family in

iv. 10, 15, etc.),

—Ver.

17.

the people in his suite

but

left

When
(i.e.

the

royal family and their servants) halted at "the house of the
distance."

PR"!??? is

probably a proper

name given

to a

house

neighbourhood of the city and on the road to Jericho,
which was called " the farthest house," viz. from the city.
in the

2

D
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And all his servants, i.e. his state officers and attendwent along by his side, and the whole body-guard (the
Cretin and Plethi : see at ch. viii. 18) ; and all the Gathites,
namely the six hundred men who had come in his train from
Gath, went along in front of the king. David directed the
fugitives to fall into rank, the servants going by his side, and
the body-guard and the six hundred old companions in arms,
who probably also formed a kind of body-guard, marching in
The verb "i?y (passed on) cannot be understood as
front.
signifying to defile past on account of its connection with
^r? (beside him, or by his side). The expression Gittim is

Ver. 18.
ants,

we cannot

strange, as

possibly think of

actual Gathites or

from Gath. The apposition (the six hundred men,
etc.) shows clearly enough that the six hundred old companions
in arms are intended, the men who gathered round David on
his flight from Saul and emigrated with him to Gath (1 Sam.
xxvii. 2, 3), who afterwards lived with him in Ziklag (1 Sam.
xxvii. 8, xxix. 2, xxx. 1, 9), and eventually followed him to
Hebron and Jerusalem (ch. ii. 3, v. 6). In all probability
they formed a separate company of well-tried veterans or a
kind of body-guard in Jerusalem, and were commonly known
Philistines

—

Ver. 19. A military commander named Ittai,
who had emigrated from Gath and come over to David not
as

Gathites.

1

long before, also accompanied the king from the city.

where

Ittai

ones).

The

It is

have commanded a third part of the army sent against Absalom, and to
have been placed on an equality with Joab and Abishai the
most experienced generals, that Ittai was a Philistian general
who had entered David's service. The reason for his going
over to David is not known. According to ver. 22 of this
chapter, Ittai did not come alone, but brought all his family
evident from ch.

xviii.

with him (taph: the
1

The Septuagint

2,

little

also has

the Masoretic text correctly.

is

said to

opinion expressed

by

wants o/ TeDaioi, and has generally rendered
But VIDjrta has been translated incorrectly,

all events in a manner likely to mislead, viz. iran-ts o! Taile; ainou.
But in the Septuagint text, as it has come down to us, another paraphrase
has been interpolated into the literal translation, which, Thenius would
adopt as an emendation of the Hebrew text, notwithstanding the fact that
the critical corruptness of the Alexandrian text must be obvious to every

or at

one.
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Thenius, that he had come to Jerusalem as a hostage,

founded upon a

false interpretation of the last

is merely
two clauses of

David said to Ittai, " Wherefore goest thou
also with us? return and stay witli Hie king; for thou art a
stranger, and also emigrating to thy place."
There is no irony
in the words "stay with the king," as Thenius and Clericns
suppose (viz. "with the man who behaves as if he were king");
nor is there an acknowledgment of Absalom as king, which
certainly could never have emanated from David.
The words
contain nothing more than the simple thought : Do you remain
with whoever is or shall be king, since there is no necessity
for you as a stranger to take sides at all.
This is the explanation given by Seb. Schmidt: "It is not your place to decide this
contest as to who ought to be king ; but you may remain quiet
and see whom God shall appoint as king, and whether it be
I or Absalom, you can serve the one that God shall choose."
This is the only way in which we can explain the reason
assigned for the admonition, viz. " Thou art a stranger," and
not an Israelite. There is some difficulty connected with the
following words (rendered in the Eng. version " and also an
exile").
In the Septuagint and Vulgate they are rendered
the verse before us.

Kal

on

fiegcoKvcra^ aii iic

rov fonrov gov,

et egressus es

de loco

gone out from thine own place) ; but in
adopting this rendering the translators have not only passed
over the D3 (also), but have taken ip^po? for ip^ptsp. Nevertheless Thenius proposes to bring the text into harmony with
these versions for the purpose of bringing out the meaning,
" and moreover thou art one carried away from his own home."
But this is decidedly a mistake ; for David would never have
made a Philistine who had just before been carried away
from his own home, or, as Thenius understands it, who had
been brought to Jerusalem as a hostage the commander of
a third of his army. The meaning is rather the following
" And thou hast still no fatherland," i.e. thou art still wandering about through the earth like an exile from his country:
wherever thou findest a place, and art allowed to settle, there
only canst thou dwell. Ver. 20. " Thy coming is yesterday
tuo (and thou hast

—

—

—

I disturb thee to-day to go with us,
I go?" i.e. wherever my way may lie

(from yesterday), and should

when
(I

I am going just

where

go I know not whither; Ohald.

:

cf. 1

Sam.

xxiii. 13).
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Chethib 1JWN is a copyist's error. The thought requires the
Hiphtt llj^N (Keri), as {W in the Kal has the intransitive

meaning, to totter, sway about, or move hither and thither.
" Return and take thy brethren back ; grace and truth be with
thee."

It is evidently

more

in accordance with the train of

thought to separate ^Q? from the previous clause and connect
it with HOW ion, though this is opposed to the accents, than
to adopt the adverbial interpretation, " take back thy brethren
with thee in grace and truth," as Maurer proposes.

thought

see Prov.

itself,

3.)

iii.

The

reference

is

(For the

to the grace

God, which David desired that
In the Septuagint and
Vulgate the passage is paraphrased thus: "Jehovah show thee
grace and truth," after ch. ii. 6 ; but it by no means follows
from this that HfV nt?{n nlrp has fallen out of the Hebrew text.
Ver. 21. But Ittai replied with a solemn oath, " Assuredly
and truth

(faithfulness) of

should receive upon his way.

Ittai

—

at the place where

death or
as in
is
is

life,

Gen.

my

lord the king shall be (stay), wJiether for

DN

there will thy servant be."

xl. 14,

Job

8

xlii.

;

'S

means " only,"
on oath, it

here, in a declaration

equivalent to assuredly (vid. Ewald, § 356, b). The Chethib
therefore correct, and the erasure of DK in the Keri is a bad

emendation.

The 3
H

tion.

—Ver.

let Ittai

not

on

22. After this assurance of his devotedness,

do as he pleased.

mean

men and
the king.

to pass by,
all his

By

">3in

=]?,

" go and pass on."

Thus

but to go forward.

Ittai

David

lay does

and

his

family that was with him 'went forward with

" the

little

ones " (taph)

man's whole family, as in
xii.

is either an emphatic
merely introduces a distinct asser-

in the apodosis

declaration, yea, or like

many

we

are to understand a

other instances (see at Ex.

37).

Vers. 22-29. The king crosses the Kidron,
priests back with the ark to Jerusalem.

—Ver.

and sends

the

23. All the land

Sam. xiv. 25) wept aloud when all the people went
and the king went over the brook Kidron, and all the
people went over in the direction of (lit. in the face of) the
way to the desert. The brook Kidron is a winter torrent, t.e.
a mountain torrent which only flows during the heavy rains of
winter (xelfiappos rov KeBpmv, John xviii. 1). It is on the
eastern side of Jerusalem, between the city and the Mount of
Olives, and derives its name from the appearance of the water
(as in 1

forward

;
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when rendered muddy through the melting of the snow (cf.
Job vi. 16). In summer it is nothing more than a dry channel
Jehoshaphat (see Robinson, Pal. i. 396, and
" The wilderness" (midbar)

in the valley of
v.

Kaumer, Pal.

is

the northern part of the desert of Judah, through which

p. 309, note 81).

the road to Jericho and the Jordan lay.

and

priest

all

—Ver. 24.

Zadok the

the Levites (who were in Jerusalem) left the

city with the fugitive king, bearing the ark of the

u And they
all the

avefii), ascendit

from the
till

covenant

down tlie ark of God, and Abiathar came up, till
people had come completely over from the city."
?£2,
set

(LXX.,

Vulg.),

may probably

fact that Abiathar did not

come

Mount

the procession halted at the

be accounted for

to join the fugitives

of Olives

;

so that n?y,

merely refers to his actually going up, and
?3£3 affirms that Abiathar joined them until all the people from
the city had arrived. The rendering proposed by Michaelis
and Bottcher (" he offered sacrifices ") is precluded by the fact

like avafiaiveiv,

that

fi?J?

never means to

sacrifice

when

written without n?M, or

unless the context points distinctly to sacrifices, as in ch. xxiv.
28.
The ark of the covenant was put down,
who went out with the king made a halt, to give
the people who were still coming time to join the procession.
Vers. 25 sqq. Then the king said to Zadok, " Take back the ark
of God into the city I If I find favour in the eyes of Jehovah,
He will bring me back and let me see Him (i.e. himself the
reference is to God) and His dwelling (i.e. the ark of the
22, 1

Sam.

ii.

because those

:

covenant as the throne of the divine glory

been

set

up for

behold, here

it).

am

But if He

I, let

Thus David put

He

him

also said

still

nriK

I

Him."
hand
was the Lord who was

as seemeih good to

he

felt that it

Thou

—Ver.

27.

seer! return into the

nshn, with n interrog., does not yield any
n cannot stand for KWj here, simply

as

does not relate to a thing which the person addressed

could not deny.

ntnn (with the

Consequently the word must be pointed thus,
and rendered as a vocative, as it has

article),

been by Jerome and Luther.
prophet.

me

further to Zadok, "

appropriate sense,
it

to

for his sins through this rebellion.

city in peace."

because

thus say,

do

had

have not delight in thee;

his fate in believing confidence into the

of the Lord, because

chastising

Him

in the tent that

He

4

HK !,

seer,

is

equivalent to

applies this epithet to Zadok, as the high priest
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who

received divine revelations

meaning

is,

Thou Zadok

by means of the Urim.

art equal to a prophet

The

therefore thy

;

is in Jerusalem (O. v. Gerlach).
Zadok was to
were upon the watch there with Abiathar, and the
sons of both to observe the events that occurred, and send him
word through their sons into the plain of the Jordan. "Behold,

proper place
stand as

it

1 will tarry by the ferries of the desert, till a word comes from
you to show me" sc. what has taken place, or how the things
shape themselves in Jerusalem. Instead of n ^3J?a, the earlier
translators as well as the Masoretes adopted the reading nu"jja,

"

in the steppes of the desert."

The

allusion in this case

would

be to the steppes of Jericho (2 Kings xxv. 5). But Bottcher
has very properly defended the Chethib on the strength of ch.
xvii. 16, where the Keri has nto"|g again, though rri"i3}? is the
true reading (cf. ch. xix. 19).

The

"ferries of the desert" are

the places where the Jordan could be crossed, the fords of the

—

Jordan (Josh. ii. 7 ; Judg. iii. 28). Ver. 29. Zadok and
Abiathar then returned to the city with the ark of God.
Vers. 30-37. Ahithophel and Hushai. Vers. 30, 31.

—

When

David was going by the height of the olive-trees, i.e.
Mount
of Olives, weeping as he went, with his head
the
covered, and barefooted, as a sign of grief and mourning (see
Esther vi. 12 ; Ezek. xxiv. 17), and with the people who accompanied him also mourning, he received intelligence that
Ahithophel (see at ver. 12) was with Absalom, and among the
Tin TYT1 gives no sense ; for David cannot be the
conspirators.
subject, because the next clause, " and David said," etc., contains most distinctly an expression of David's on receiving
some information. Thenius would therefore alter Tin into the
Hophal "Jin, whilst Ewald (§ 131, a) would change it into Tin,
an unusual form of the Hophal, " David was informed," according to the construction of the Hiphil with the accusative. But
although this construction of the Hiphil is placed beyond all
doubt by Job xxxi. 37, xxvi. 4, and Ezek. xliii. 10, the Hiphil
is construed as a rule, as the Hophal always is, with
f of the
person who receives information. Consequently TW must be
altered into "in?, and Tin taken as impersonal, "they announced
Upon receipt of this intelligence David prayed to
to David."
the Lord, that He would " turn the counsel of Ahithophel into
foolishness,"

make

it

appear as

folly, i.e. frustrate
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(vid. ch. xvii.

1 sqq.).

—Vers.

32, 33.

On

David's arrival at the height where people were accustomed to

upon the top of the Mount of Olives, the Archite
to meet him with his clothes rent and earth upon
his head, that is to say, in the deepest mourning (see 1 Sam. iv.
It is evident from the words "0\ nm&nv* that there
12).
was a place of worship upon the top of the Mount of Olives,
worship,

i.e.

Hushai came

probably a bamah, such as continued to exist in different places

throughout the land, even after the building of the temple.
According to ver. 37, ch. xvi. 16, and 1 Ohron. xxvii. 33,

Hushai was
cillors.

2,

njn,

,

3"]^IJ

a friend of David,

(the Archite),

if

i.e.

one of

his privy

we may judge from

coun-

Josh. xvi.

was the name of a family whose possessions were upon the

southern boundary of the tribe of Ephraim, between Bethel

and Ataroth. Hushai was probably a very old man, as David
said to him (vers. 33, 34), " If thou goest with me, thou wilt
be a burden to me. But if thou returnest to the city and
offerest Absalom thy services, thou canst bring for me the
counsel of Ahithophel to nought.

I will be thy servant,

O

king

;

If thou sayest to Absalom,

servant of thy father

regards this) I was that of old, but

The

1

now I am thy

(i.e.

as

servant."

before *?N introduces the apodosis both times (vid. Ewald,

—Vers.

David then commissioned him to
communicate to the priests Zadok and Abiathar all that he
should hear of the king's house, and send word to him through
their sons.
Ver. 37. So Hushai went into the city when
Absalom came to Jerusalem. The before the second clause,
followed by the imperfect KtoJ, indicates contemporaneous
occurrence (vid. Ewald, § 346, 6).
Ch. xvi. 1-4. Ziba's faithless conduct towards Mephibosheth.
Ver. 1. When David had gone a little over the height (of
the Mount of Olives B>N"in points back to ch. xv. 32), Mephibosheth's servant Ziba came to meet him, with a couple of
asses saddled, and laden with two hundred loaves, a hundred
raisin-cakes, a hundred date or fig-cakes, and a skin of wine.
The word f!P corresponds to the Greek oiratpa, as the LXX.
have rendered it in Jer. xl. 10, 12, and is used to signify
summer fruits, both here and in Amos viii. 1 (Symm.). The
early translators rendered it lumps of fig3 in the present passage
(ira\d0ai cf. Ges. Ues. p. 1209). The Septuagint only has
§

348, a).

35, 36.

—

1.

—

:

;
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eKarov

<j>olvi/ce<i.

The

latter

is

certainly the

more

the dried lumps of figs or fig-cakes were called

correct, as

By?

(1 Sam.
and even at the present day ripe dates, pressed together in lumps like cakes, are used in journeys through the
desert, as a satisfying and refreshing food (vid. Winer, bibl.

xxv. 18)

5

!

;

—

Realwdrterbueh, i. 253). Ver. 2. When the king asked him,
" What are these for thee?" i.e. what art thou going to do with

them ? Ziba replied, " The asses are for the king's family to
ride upon (to ride upon in turn), the bread and summer fruits
for the young men (the king's servants) to eat, and the wine
for those that are faint in the desert to drink" (see at ch. xv.

The Chethib DnW>l is evidently a copyist's error for
D ^? ? 1
Ver. 3. To the further question put by the king,
" Where is thy lord (Mephibosheth) ? Ziba replied, " Behold,
he sits (is staying) in Jerusalem ; for he said, To-day will the
23).
1

.'

—

house of Israel restore the kingship (government) of my father."
The " kingship of my father" inasmuch as the throne would

have passed to Jonathan if he had outlived Saul. It is obvious
enough, apart altogether from ch. xix. 25 sqq., that Ziba was
calumniating his master Mephibosheth, in the hope of getting
possession of the lands that he was farming for him.
cripple
like Mephibosheth, lame in both feet, who had never put in any
claim to the throne before, could not possibly have got the idea

A

now

that the people of Israel,

who had

just chosen

Absalom

as

king, would give the throne of Saul to such a cripple as he was.
It

is

less,

true that Ziba's

calumny was very improbable

in the general confusion of affairs,

it

;

neverthe-

was not altogether

an inconceivable thing that the oppressed party of Saul might
avail themselves of this opportunity to make an attempt to
restore the power of that house, which many greatly preferred
to that of David, under the name of Mephibosheth.
Ver. 4.
And in the excited state in which David then was, he was weak
enough to give credence to Ziba's words, and to commit the
injustice of promising the calumniator all that belonged to
Mephibosheth, a promise for which he most politely thanked
him. WJfWBfy " I bow myself" equivalent to, I lay myself at
thy feet. "May I find favour in the eyes of my lord the king J"
i.e. may the king grant me his favour (vid. 1 Sam. i. 18).
Vers. 5-14. Shimei's cursing. Vers. 5, 6. When the king
had come to Bahurim, on the other side of the Mount of Olives,

—

—

—
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16), there

came out

of the family of the house of Saul,

of Saul, cursing

him

;

with stones, although

i.e.

of that place

a distant relation

and he pelted David and all his servants
all the people and all the heroes (the

household troops and body-guard

:

ch. xv. 17, 18)

were (march-

The words u

ing) on the right and left of the king.
people," etc., are a circumstantial clause.

—Vers.

7, 8.

the

all

Shimei

" Out, out (away, away), thou man of blood, and
Jehovah hath repaid thee (now) for all the
blood of the house of Saul, in whose stead thou hast become
king, and hath given the kingdom into the hand of Absalom
thy son. Behold, now thou art in thy misfortune, for thou
cursed thus

worthless

:

man

man of
one who has
art a

!

DW

blood."

B,, N, a

man

of drops of blood,

shed blood or committed murder.

What

i.e.

Shimei

meant by " all the blood of the house of Saul" which David
had shed, and because of which he was a man of blood, it is
impossible to determine with certainty.

He may

possibly have

David the murder of Ishbosheth and Abner, notwithstanding the fact that David was innocent of the death of
both (see ch. iii. 27 sqq.j and 4, 6 sqq.). By " in whose stead
thou hast reigned" he meant whose throne thou hast forcibly
usurped ; and by *|n$n? W, " it is for this that punishment hath
attributed to

—

Vers. 9, 10. Abishai wanted to put an
end to this cursing (on the expression " dead dog," see ch. ix. 8).
" Let me go," said he to David, " and take away his head,"
i.e. chop off his head.
But David replied, " What have I to
do with you, ye sons of Zeruiah ?" Joab probably joined with
Abishai. The formula "what to me and you?" signifies that
a person did not wish to have anything in common with the
feelings and views of another (cf. 1 Kings xvii. 18, Josh. xxii.
24 and rl iftol teal aoi, John ii. 4. For the thing itself, comp.
Luke ix. 52-56). " If he curses, and if Jehovah hath said to
him, Curse David, who shall then say, Wherefore hast thou
done so?" For 'n» '31 7^ *3 (Chethib), the Masoretes give us
the Keri, '<? *3 7?j3? nb, " so let him curse, for Jehovah," etc.

overtaken thee now."

;

This thought
the

is

the foundation of the rendering adopted by

by way of explanation, koX a^ere
and so may he curse. The Vulgate

him
same dimittite eum ut maledicat. This interpolation
taken from ver. 11, and, like the Kerr, is nothing more than

avrov Ka\
is

lies at

LXX., who have inserted,
:

so let

just the

:

go,
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a conjecture, which was adopted simply because *3 was taken
as a causal particle, and then offence was taken at '31.
But '3
signifies if,

ing

quando, in this passage, and the

W introduces

the apodosis.

—Vers.

my

life

;

how

before the follow-

David said

still

" Behold, my own son
much more then the Benjaminite

further to Abishai and all his servants

seeketh after

1

11, 12.
:

Let him curse, for Jehovah
Perhaps Jehovah will look upon my guilt,
and Jehovah will requite me good for the curse which befals
me this day." "Oiy? (Chethib) has been altered by the Masoretes into T?3 > " upon mine eye," probably in the sense of
" upon my tears ;" and Wfi? into frwi?, from pure misapprehension. ^JJ? does not mean " upon my misery," for Jty never
has this meaning, but upon the guilt which really belongs to me,
in contrast with that with which Shimei charges me ; and 'Jwf)
Although David had
is the curse that has come upon me.
committed no murder upon the house of Saul, and therefore
Shimei's cursing was nothing but malicious blasphemy, he felt
that it came upon him because of his sins, though not for
the sin imputed to him. He therefore forbade their putting
the blasphemer to death, and said Jehovah had commanded
him to curse regarding the cursing as the consequence of the
wrath of God that was bringing him low (comp. the remarks
on 1 Sam. xxvi. 19).
But this consciousness of guilt also
excited the assurance that the Lord would look upon his sin.
When God looks upon the guilt of a humble sinner, He will
also, as a just and merciful God, avert the evil, and change
the suffering into a blessing. David founded upon this the
hope, that the Lord would repay him with good for the curse
with which Shimei was pursuing him now. Ver. 13. " So
David went with his men on the way, whilst Shimei went on
the slope of the hill opposite to him, cursing continually, and
toBJ?
pelted with stones over against him, and with earth."
means over against him in both instances. It is not expressly
stated that Shimei threw stones and earth at David, but this is
implied in the context. Ver. 14. The king came with his train,
pursued in this manner, to Ayephim, and refreshed himself
there.
The context requires that Ayephim should be taken as
the name of a place. If it were an appellative, signifying
w sary, there would be no information as to the place to which
(who belongs

to a hostile race.)

hath bidden him.

—

;

—

—
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15-2S.

David came, and to which the word Q2> (there) distinctly refers.
Bahurim cannot be the place alluded to, for the simple reason
that, according to ch. xvii. 18, the place where David rested was
a considerable distance beyond Bahurim, towards the Jordan,
as

we may

from the fact that

see

who were

it

is

stated there that the

David of
what was occurring in Jerusalem, hid themselves in a well at
Bahurim from the officers who were following them, and consequently had to go still further in order to convey the news to
David ; so that it is out of the question to supply this name
from ver. 5. It is true that we never meet with the name
Ayephim again but this applies to many other places whose
priests' sons,

sent to carry information to

;

existence

not called in question. 1

is

Absalom's entrance into Jerusalem, advice of ahithophel and hushai. chap. xvi. 15-xvii. 23.

—

When Absalom

Vers. 15-23.

and "

who had

all

men

the people, the

him out of all the
tribes of Israel (ch. xv. 10), came to Jerusalem, and Ahithophel
with him, Hushai the Archite also came and greeted him
warmly as king, by exclaiming again and again, " Long live the
of Israel,"

king

!"

the people

i.e.

—Vers.

17. sqq. Absalom, apparently astonished at this,

"Is

said to him,

joined

this

but

whom Jehovah

why
"No;

thy love to thy friend (David)?

wentest thou not with thy friend?"

But Hushai

hath chosen, and this people

replied,
(i.e.

the people

entered Jerusalem with Absalom), and all the men of
Israel (i.e. the whole nation), to him (*6 for v, Ken) will I

who had
belong,

and

I serve?

will

Is

it

remain with him.
not before his son?

father, so will I be before thee"

(i.e.

And

again,

whom

As I have
serve thee).

should

served thy

With

great

Hushai declared at the very outset that Jehovah
had chosen Absalom at least he could not come to any other
And under such circumconclusion, judging from the results.
craftiness,

—

1
The meaning of the word, wearied or weariness, does not warrant
any conjectures, even though they should be more felicitous than that of
Bottcher, who proposes to alter Ayephim into Ephraim, and assumes that
there was a place of this name near Mahanaim, though without reflecting
that the place where David rested was on this side of the Jordan, and some-

where near to Gilgal or Jericho

(ch. xvii. 16 sqq.

and

22).
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any doubt as to whom it was his
duty to serve. As he had formerly served the father, so now
he would serve his son Absalom. In this way he succeeded in
stances he could not have

completely deceiving Absalom, so that he placed unbounded
capital of the

—

Ver. 20. After taking possession of the
kingdom, the next thing to do was to form the

confidence in him.

and keep the throne.
Absalom therefore
said, " Give ye counsel what we are
The plural on (give ye) may be explained on the
to do."
supposition that the other persons present were addressed as
well as Ahithophel, as being capable of giving advice.
Ver. 21.
Ahithophel gave the following counsel " Go to thy father's
concubines, whom he hath left behind to keep the house (i.e.
lie with them : for «>K Kta, compare ch. iii. 7, etc.) ; so will all
Israel hear that thou hast made thyself stinking with thy
father, and the hands of all those who are with thee will
strengthen themselves." This advice was sagacious enough.
Lying with the king's concubines was an appropriation of the
resolution to take

turned to Ahithophel, and

—

:

royal harem, and, as such, a complete usurpation of the throne

which would render any reconciliation between
and therefore would
of necessity instigate the followers of Absalom to maintain his
cause with all the greater firmness. This was what Ahithophel
hoped to attain through his advice. For unless the breach was
too great to be healed, with the affection of David towards his
sons, which might in reality be called weakness, it was always
a possible thing that he should forgive Absalom and in that
But under the
case Ahithophel would be the one to suffer.
superintendence of God this advice of Ahithophel was to effect
the fulfilment, without any such intention on his part, of the
threat held over David in ch. xii. 8.
Ver. 22. Absalom had a
tent put up on the roof of the king's palace, that his going in to
the concubines might be done publicly in the sight of all Israel.
For (as the historian adds in ver. 23 by way of explanation)
the counsel of Ahithophel, which he counselled in those days, was
like a divine oracle both with David and with Absalom.
The
words from nyjn to Dnrt are placed at the commencement absolutely " and (as for) the counsel of Ahithophel, ... as if one
(see at ch.

iii.

Absalom and

7),

his father utterly impossible,

;

—

:

inquired the word of God, so was every counsel of Ahithophel."

The Masoretes have

supplied B*N as the Keri to *>$&.
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CHAP. XVII. 1-14.

is concerned, but it is quite unnecestaken impersonally. D^jsn "0*13 $>KB> is to
be explained from the formula DVJ7K3 ?KB> (see at Judg. i. 1).
Chap. xvii. 1-14. AhithopheVs advice frustrated by Hushai.

correct so far as the sense

may be

sary, as /KB*

—Vers. 1-3.

Ahithophel said

still

further to Absalom, " I will

choose out twelve thousand men, and

David

this night

weak, and

fill

with him

flee

alone),

night,

and
is

;

and

fall

arise, and pursue after
upon him when he is exhausted and

him with alarm so shall all the people that are
and I will smite the king alone (when he is
:

;

will

bring back

all

the people to thee."

'"7)?5,

the

the night following the day of David's flight and

Absalom's entrance into Jerusalem, as we may see very clearly
from ver. 16. This advice was sagaciously conceived ; for if

David had been attacked that night by a powerful army, he
n ?TK, to bring back,
might possibly have been defeated.
may be explained on the supposition that Ahithophel regarded
Absalom as king, and those who had fled with David as rebels,

who were

to

be brought back under Absalom's sceptre. The
'til ?bn aw^, " as the return of the whole (the

following words,

whole nation) is the man," i.e. the return of all is dependent
upon David, for whom thou liest in wait, are somewhat difficult,
though the meaning of Ahithophel is evident enough from what
precedes : viz. if he is beaten, they will all come over to thee
" the whole nation will be at peace " (DW is used adverbially). 1
Vers. 4, 5. Although this advice pleased Absalom and all the
elders of Israel (present), Absalom sent for Hushai the Archite
KWD| serves to strengthen the suffix in
to hear his opinion.
Via (cf. Ewald, § 311, a). Vers. 6, 7. In answer to Absalom's
inquiry, " Shall we do his word (i.e. follow AhithophePs advice)

—

—

or not?" Hushai said,

"The advice

hath given this time ;" and then

is

still

not good that Ahithophel

further explained (ver. 8):

1
Consequently no conjectures are needed as to the rendering of the
words in the Septuagint, viz. Kctiut (al. S» rporov) iiriorpipei i niptpn irpos
Toy cluipet ccvriis' srAij!/ if/v^w di/Zpo; ini( ov £#ru(, such as Ewald, Thenius,
and Bottcher have attempted. For 't is very obvious that ri tvft,tp*i wp&(
rip Aiiip* avri/s owes its origin simply to a false reading of tS^KD ?3H as

E*K rfen, and that xXijn ij/vxw tiyipo; 'mis has been interpolated by way
of explanation from nothing but conjecture.
No other of the ancient
versions cox tains the slightest trace of a different reading from that given
in the text.
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" Thou knowest thy father and his men, that they are heroes,
and of a ferocious disposition (like Judg. xviii. 25), like a bear
in the field robbed of her young ; and thy father is a man of
war, and will not pass the night with the people," sc. so that it
would be possible to come upon him unawares and slay him (f?
with J1K, as in Job xix. 4). The idea that |vj is to be taken as
a Hiphil, in the sense of " and does not let the people lodge for
the night" (Bottcher), is quite untenable, since it does not tally
with ver. 9, " Behold, he is hid now in one of the pits, or one of
the places (Q'nriB are hiding-places that are strong by nature,

nWpO

are places rendered strong

upon them

that he falls

say a defeat has taken place

Absalom."

The

?W

with

subject to ?B3

is

by

art)

;

and

at the first : so will

3, as in

among

Josh.

David, but

evident enough from the context

comes to pass
it, and

the people that follow

xi. 7, to fall

it is
;

it

men hear

upon a person.

not mentioned as being

so that there is

for the emendation vB3, which Thenius proposes.

DH3

no necessity

The

suffix

making the attack, the hosts of Absalom.
Thenius has given the meaning correctly: "The report that
David has made an attack will be sufficient to give rise to the
relates to those

—

our men have sustained a severe defeat." Ver. 10.
even if he (the hearer, ver. 9) be a brave man, who has a
heart (lion-like courage), he will be thrown into despair

belief that

"And
lion's

for all Israel
(are those)

knows that thy father

who

are with him."

is

—Ver.

a hero, and brave
11. "

Yea

men

(*3, profecto),

let all Israel be gathered round thee from Dan to
Beersheba (see at Judg. xx. 1), numerous as the sand by the
fOB, thy person, i.e.
sea ; and thou thyself go into the war."
thou thyself be marching. The plural tJWil is used because of
*p3B.
For 3 =I?n, to enter into anything, see 1 Kings xix. 4,

I advise:

3"ip, war, the early translators have confounded with 3"}£. Ver. 12. " And come we to him (if we
come upon him) in one of the places where he is found, we let
ourselves down upon him, as the dew falls upon the earth ; and
of him and all the men with him there will not be one left."
«n> might be a contraction of unJN, as in Gen. xlii. 11, Ex.
xvi. 7, 8, etc.: "so we upon him," equivalent to "so shall we
come upon him." But if this were the meaning, we should
expect VP{? wn. It is more correct, therefore, to take unj as the

Isa. xlv. 16, xlvi. 2.

—

first pers.

perf. of TO, as the early translators

have done: so do we
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as applied to

an army en-

19; and as denoting the swarming of

flies

and grasshoppers, Isa. vii. 19 and Ex. x. 14.) In Ahithophel's
opinion, it would be possible with a very small army to crush
David and his little band, however brave his followers might
be, and in fact to annihilate them altogether.
Ver. 13. "And
if he draw back into a city, all Israel lays ropes to that city, and
we drag it to the brook, till there is not even a little stone found
-"]3rnp: inasmuch as fortified cities were generally
there."
"ti">V signifies a little stone, according
built upon mountains.
to the ancient versions.
Hushai speaks in hyperboles of the
irresistible power which the whole nation would put forth when

—

summoned

together for battle, in order to

appear the more plausible.

Absalom and
Ahithophel

;

—

Ver. 14.

And

make

his advice

he secured

his end.

thought his advice better than that of
was intended to commend itself to Absalom

all Israel

for

it

" The counsel appeared safe ; at the same
was full of a certain kind of boasting, which pleased
the younger men" (Clericus). All that Hushai had said about
the bravery and heroism of David and his followers, was well

and

his supporters.

time

it

founded.

The

people from

deception lay in the assumption that

Dan

one man; whereas

to
it

all

the

Beersheba would crowd around Absalom as
might easily be foreseen, that after the first

excitement of the revolution was over, and greater calmness

army would gather round
But such a possibility as this never entered the minds
of Absalom and his supporters. It was in this that the divine
sentence referred to in ver. 146 was seen " The Lord had
commanded (appointed) it, to defeat the good counsel of Ahithophel, that he might bring the evil (intended) upon Absalom."
ensued, a large part of the nation and

David.

:

—

Vers. 15-23. David

is informed of what has occurred.
Hushai communicated without delay to the
priests Zadok and Abiathar the advice which had been given
to Absalom both by Ahithophel and himself, and requested
them to make it known to David as quickly as possible. " Stay
not the night" he said, " by the ferries (ni"i3V, as in ch. xv. 28)
of the desert ; but rather go over, lest the king and all the people
Ml, " and indeed," or after a negative
with him be destroyed."
t|?Bp JOT is either "there will be a
clause, "but rather."
devouring," i.e. destruction, to the king, it will fall upon him ;

Vers.

15,

16.
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we supply the

subject from the previous clause "fagFi

as Bottcher proposes,

swallowed up or cut

" that

off

it

(the crossing over)

from the king."

justify Ewald's explanation, "

There

may

is

"fa$J,

not be

nothing

to

swallowed by
him." Hushai recommended of course an immediate crossing
of the Jordan; because he did not know whether Absalom

would

really act

his approval of

upon

it,

it

(misfortune)

his advice, although

he had expressed

or whether he might not change his mind

and follow AhithopheFs counsel.

Ahimaaz

is

—Ver.

17.

"Jonathan and

(the sons of the priests: ch. xv. 27) stood at the

Rogel spring (the present well of Job or Nehemiah, at the
south-east corner of Jerusalem: see at Job xv. 7), and the
maid-servant (of one of the high priests) went and told them
(Hushai's message), and they went and told
for they durst not let themselves be seen to

They had

to king

David

into the city."

therefore been staying at the Rogel spring outside

After what had taken place publicly, according to
Absalom could not be in any doubt as to the

the city.
ch. xv.

it

come

24

sqq.,

views of the high

Consequently their sons could not

priests.

come into the city, with the intention of leaving it again directly,
to inform David of the occurrences that had taken place there
as he had requested (ch. xv. 28).
The clause " and they went
"
and told David anticipates the course of the affair, according
to the general plan adopted by Hebrew historians, of communicating the result at the very outset wherever they possibly
could.
Ver. 18. u And a lad (servant) saw tJiem, and told
Absalom." Absalom had most likely set spies to watch the

—

But

who had noticed the
Bahurim, who had a
well (or cistern that was dry at the time) in his court, and
went down into the well. Ver. 19. And the man's wife spread
a covering (I!?®?, the covering which she had close at hand)
over the well (over the opening into the cistern), and scattered
groats (nta^, peeled barley Prov. xxvii. 22) upon it, so that
nothing was noticed. The Vulgate explanation is a very good
one : " quasi siccans ptisanas " (as if drying peeled barley).
priests

and

their sons.

the two sons

spy hurried into the house of a

man

at

—

:

Ver. 20.

When

priest's sons,

the

Absalom's servants came and asked for the
woman said, They have gone over the little

water-brook (D^n pa'D,

air. Xey.),

that they did not find

them.—Vers.

and thus led them wrong, so
21, 22. When they had
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1.

gone away, the priest's sons came up out of the well and
brought David the news, saying, "Go quickly over the water,
for thus hath Ahithophel counselled against you ;" whereupon
David and all the people with him went hastily over the
Jordan. " Till the morning dawn not one was missed who had
not gone over." *IHX *iy, lit. even to one there was not any one
missed.

—Ver. 23.

It

is

when Ahithophel saw

further stated in conclusion, that

still

that his advice was not carried out, he

saddled his ass and returned to his home, and there set his

house in order and hanged himself, because he could foresee
that

Absalom would

advice,

and

it

lose his cause

would then be

David's prayer (ch. xv. 31)

all

Thus was

fulfilled.

Absalom's defeat and death.

The account

through not taking his

over with himself.

—chap. xvii. 24-xix.

of the civil war, which terminated with

salom's defeat and death,

is

i.

Ab-

introduced in vers. 24-26 with a

two hostile parties.
David had come to Mahanaim, a city, probably a fortified one,
on the east of the Jordan, not far from a ford of the Jabbok
Absalom had also gone over the Jordan,
(see at ch. ii. 8).
" he and all the men with him," i.e. all the fighting men that
he had gathered together according to Hushai's advice, and
encamped in the land of Gilead. Ver. 25. Absalom had made
Amasa captain over his army instead of Joab, who had remained true to David, and had gone with his king to Mahanaim.
Amasa was the son of a man named Jithra, yKiSwj, who had
gone in to (i.e. had seduced) Abigail, the daughter of Nahash
and sister of Zeruiah, Joab's mother. He was therefore an
description of the relative position of the

—

The

illegitimate cousin of Joab.

yiOK*.
it

is

description given of Jithra as

very striking, since there was no reason whatever

should be stated that Amasa's father was an

Israelite'.

why
The

Seventy have therefore given 6 'leiJjaijXt'rijs, i.e. sprung from
Jezreel, where David's wife Ahinoam came from (1 Sam.
xxvii. 3)

jecture.

;

but they have done so apparently from mere con-

The

true reading

according to 1 Chron.

ii.

is

17,

evidently vKJDB'jn, an Ishmaelite,

where the name

is

written Jether,

a contracted form of Jithra. From the description given of
Abigail as a daughter of Nahash and sister of Zeruiah, not
•2

E
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of David, some of the earlier commentators have very justly

concluded that Abigail and Zeruiah were only step-sisters of
David,
Jesse.

i.e.

daughters of his mother by Nahash and not by

—Vers.

27-29.

When

David came

to

Mahanaim, some

of the wealthier citizens of the land to the east of the Jordan
supplied the men who were with him with provisions.
This is
mentioned as the first sign that the people had not all fallen
away from David, but that some of the more distinguished men
were still firm in their adherence. ShoU, the son of Nahash
of Rabbah, the capital of the Ammonites (see ch. xi. 1), was
possibly a son of Nahash the deceased king of the Ammonites,
and brother of Hannn, who was defeated by David (ch. x. 1,
2), and one of those to whom David had shown favour and
kindness when Rabbah was taken. At the same time, it is also
quite possible that Sliobi may have been an Israelite, who was
merely living in the capital of the Ammonites, which had been
incorporated into the kingdom of David, as it is evident from
ver. 25 that Nahash was not an uncommon name among the
Israelites.
Machir the son of Ammiel of Lodebar (see at ch.
ix. 4), and Barsillai of Roglim the Gileadite.
Roglim was a
town in Gilead, which is only mentioned once again, viz. in
ch. xix. 32, and of which nothing further is known.
They
brought " bedding, basins, earthenware, and wheat, barley,
meal, and parched grains, beans, lentils and parched?
The
position of the verb, which is not placed between the subject
and the object of the sentence, but only at the close of the
whole series of objects, is certainly unusual; but this does
not warrant any alteration of the text. For if we were to
supply a verb before 2|B>D, as having fallen out of the text, it
would be ,necessary, since Vlhift follows without a copula, to
divide the things enumerated into two classes, so as to connect
one portion of the objects with ^3rt, which is obviously unnatural.
The early translators who interpolate a verb before

the objects have therefore also supplied the copula

1

before

ground for supplying the number 10,
as having dropped out before 33^0 and rrtBD, as the LXX. have
done, since none of the translators of the other ancient versions
had any such reading. 33tp?, couch or bed, is used here for
ttsfcjn.

There

bedding.
of

Vjjl is

is still less

nteD, basins, probably field-kettles.

The

repetition

very striking; nevertheless the second must not be
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struck out without further ground as a supposed copyist's

As they not only ate parched ears or grains of wheat
Lev. ii. 14), but were also in the habit of drying pulse,
pease, and lentils before eating them (vid. Harmar, Beobachtungen, i. pp. 255-6), the second y\> may be understood as
referring to parched pulse.
The air. Xey. liJ2 rASe* signifies,
according to the Chaldee and the Rabbins, cheese of oxen (i.e.
of cows), and according to the conjecture of Roediger (Ges.
Thes. p. 1462), a peculiar kind of cheese, such as the Aeneze
1
in the province of Nedjid still make, and for which the term
aafymO fiomv retained by the LXX. was probably the technical
name. Theodotus, on the other hand, has yaXaOyva ^oaryapia,
milch-calves ; and the Vulgate pingues vitulos,
both of them
renderings which can certainly be sustained from the Arabic
usage of speech, and would be more in accordance with the
V>?K '3, " for they said
situation of the words, viz. after JK'x.
error.

(see at

—

become hungry and faint and
Mahanaim.
Chap, xviii. 1-5. Preparation for war. Vers. 1, 2. David
mustered the people that were with him, and placed over them
captains of thousands and hundreds, and divided them into
three companies, under the generals Joab, Abishai, and Ittai
the Gathite, who had given such decided proofs, according to
(or thought) the people have

thirsty in the desert,"

i.e.

in their flight to

—

ch. xv. 21, 22, of his fidelity to David.

T3

rfe>, to

leave to the

hand of a person, i.e. to his power, is used here in the sense
of placing under his direction. The people opposed in the most
decided manner the wish of the king to go with them to the
war, saying (ver. 3), " Thou shalt not go out for if we flee,
:

they will take no heed of us

(i.e.

attach no importance to this)

;

no heed of us : for thou art
as ten thousand of us (we must evidently read nn« for nng, and
nny has merely got into the text in consequence of nnjn follow-

and

if

half of us die, they will take

and now

good that thou be ready to give us help from
T#, inf. Hiphil for "W]>r£, is not to be
disputed). David was to stay behind in the city with a reserve,
ing)

:

it is

the city" (the Chethib

1 According to Burckhardt's account (Die Beduinen,
p. 48), "after
they have taken the butter from the butter-milk, they beat the latter again
It is then rubbed
till it coagulates, and then dry it till it is quite hard.
to pieces, and in the spring every family stores up two or three lasts of it,

which they eat mixed with butter."
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come to their relief in case of need.
The king gave his consent to these proposals, and

that he might be able to

Vers. 4,

5.

went to the side of the gate, whilst the people went ont by
hundreds and thousands; but in the hearing of all he commanded the principal generals, " Mildly for me (i.e. deal gently
for

my

sake) with the boy

Absalom"

not the impera-

BKj> is

which would not suit the connection,
and could not be construed with ?, but an adverb from BN, as
in Isa. viii. 6, 1 Kings xxi. 27, Job xv. 11.
Vers. 6-18. Battle in the wood of Ephraim, and death of
Vers. 6, 7. When the people, i.e. David's army,
Absalom.
had advanced into the field against Israel (those who followed
Absalom), a battle was fought " in the wood of Ephraim,"
when Israel was smitten by David's warriors and sustained
a loss of 20,000 men. The question, where the " wood of
Ephraim" was situated, is a disputed one. But both the name
tive of BiO, to cover over,

—

and the

fact that, according to Josh. xvii. 15, 16, the tribe-

land of Ephraim abounded in forests, favour the idea that

it

was a wood in the inheritance of Ephraim, on this side of the
Jordan ; and this is in perfect harmony with the statement in
ver. 23, that Ahimaaz took the way of the Jordan valley to
bring the news of the victory to David, who was staying behind
Nevertheless the majority of commentators
in Mahanaim.
have supposed that the place alluded to was a woody region on
the other side of the Jordan, which had received the name of
" wood Ephraim" probably after the defeat of the EphraimThe reasons
ites in the time of Jephthah (Judg. xii. 1-5).
assigned are, first, that according to ch. xvii. 26, Absalom had
encamped in Gilead, and it is not stated that he had crossed the
Jordan again ; secondly, that ver. 3 (" that thou succour us out
of the city") presupposes that the battle took place in the

neighbourhood of Mahanaim (Thenius)

army returned

;

and

Mahanaim

thirdly, that after

whereas if the
had been fought on this side of the Jordan, it would
evidently have been much better for it to remain there and
occupy Jerusalem (Ewald, Gesch. iii. p. 237). But neither of
these reasons is decisive, and there is no force in the other
arguments employed by Thenius. There was no necessity for
an immediate occupation of Jerusalem by David's victorious
army, since all Israel fled to their tents after the fall of Abssn
the victory the

to

;

battle
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6-18.

(ver.

17 and ch.

xix. 9)

that

;

such of Absalom's followers as had not fallen in or
after the battle, broke up and returned home, and therefore the

is

to say,

revolution was at an end.

Consequently there was nothing
its king at Mahanaim, and fetch him back to Jerusalem, and reinstate him in
his kingdom.
The other two reasons might have some force in
them, if the history before us contained a complete account of

left for

David's army to do but to return to

the whole course of the war.
is

But even Ewald admits

restricted to a notice of the principal battle,

that

it

which completely

There can be no doubt, however, that
was preceded, if not by other battles, yet by such military
operations as accompany every war.
This is clearly indicated
in ver. 6, where it is stated that the army advanced into the
field against Israel (ver. 6), which evidently refers to such an
advance on the part of David's army as might compel Absalom
to draw back from Gilead across the Jordan, until at length a
decisive battle was fought, which ended in the complete destruction of his army and his own death.
Ewald observes still
further, that " it seems impossible, at any rate so far as the
name is concerned, to assume that the wood of Ephraim was
on the other side of the Jordan, whilst according to ch. xviii.
23, the messenger who reported the victory went from the field
of battle towards the Jordan valley in order to get to David."
But the way in which Ewald tries to set aside this important
point, as bearing upon the conclusion that the battle took place
on this side of the Jordan, namely, by adopting this rendering
of ver. 23, " he ran after the manner of Kik&ar, running, and
therefore overtook Kushi,"
is far too unnatural to meet with
crushed the rebellion.

this

—
—

acceptance.

Under

all

these circumstances, therefore,

cide in favour of the assumption that the

wood

of

we

de-

Ephraim

is

be sought for in the tribe-territory of Ephraim.
The nature of the ground contributed a great deal to the
utter defeat of Absalom. Ver. 8. The conflict extended over
to

—

i.e. the whole of that region (the
not the plural niXM, which would be quite
unsuitable, but is most probably a noun, n«S3, signifying burst-

the surface of the whole land,
Chethib mxa:

is

nsw is a Niphal participle,
" and the wood devoured more of the people than
The woody region was most
the sword ate on the same day."

ing asunder, or wild flight ; the Keri

fem. gen.)

;
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and marshes, into which the
was pursued, and where so many perished. Ver. 9.
" And Absalom was lighted upon (N"?.i?. = fn^) by the servants
of David, riding upon the mule ; and the mule had come under
the thick branches of the great terebinth, and his head fastened
itself (remained hanging) on the terebinth, so that he was held
(hung) between heaven and earth, as the mule under him went
away." The imperfects, K3J1, ptn$, and JFMj are only a combilikely full of ravines, precipices,

—

flying foe

nation of the circumstantial clause

the fact

itself,

it

is

33"> 'Bfrttt.

With regard

to

not clearly stated in the words that Absa-

lom hung only by his hair, but simply that his hair entangled
him in the thick branches, and his head was fastened in the
terebinth, namely, by being jammed between the strong boughs.
—Ver. 10. A man (one of David's men) saw him in this situation, and told Joab.
Joab replied (ver. 11), u Behold, thou
hast seen it, and wherefore hast thou not smitten him there to
the ground ? and it was for me to give thee ten silverlings and
a girdle ;" i.e. if thou hadst slain him, it would have been my
duty to reward thee. Ver. 12. But the man replied, " And I
not weighing a thousand shekels in my hand
might not
stretch out my hand to the king's son," i.e. I could not do it for
a reward of a thousand shekels. This is the meaning of the

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chethib JOJ; the Masoretes, on the other hand, have substi-

tuted v), which

is the reading adopted in most of the ancient
and the one preferred by the majority of expositors
I weighed ... I would not," etc. But there is no necessity

versions,

" if

for this alteration, as the Chethib

is

quite in accordance with

" For before our ears
VIDE*, " take care whoever

the character of the words.

the king

manded"

(it

(cf . ver. 5)

:

*0

com-

be) of the

On this use of '», see Ewald, § 104 d, a. The
merely a conjecture, notwithstanding the fact that all
the versions follow it, and that sone of the Codices in Kennicott
has v. " Or" continued the man (ver. 13), " should I Iiave

boy Absalom."

Keri v

is

life (i.e. have slain him secretly,
which he calls "$>&, cheating, because it was opposed to the
king's open command) and nothing remains hidden from the

acted deceitfully towards his

:

thou wouldst have set thyself in opposition to

king ;

.

have

risen

is

.

.

up

against

me

before the king.

me"

The middle

i.e.

clause

a circumstantial one, as the fact that ^'J"??! is placed first
shows ; so that it cannot be regarded as introducing the

clearly
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which really follows in the clause commencing with
Joab replied, " Not so will I wait before thee"

—Ver. 14.

He

I will not leave the thing to thee.

i.e.

then took three
CE^t?

hand, and thrust them into Absalom's heart.

staffs in his

is rendered by the LXX. and Vulgate, fie\n, laneeas ; and
Thenius would adopt Cn??' accordingly, as an emendation of

But

the text.

in the earlier

Hebrew

n?K>

only occurs in poetical

writings in the sense of a missile or dart (Job xxxiii. 18, xxxvi.

12

;

Joel

ii.

8)

;

and

it

is

not

till

after the captivity that

used to denote a weapon generally.

find

it

sity,

however, for altering the

hurry the

first

text.

There

is

Joab caught up

thing that he found, namely pointed

pierced Absalom with

them

we

no necesin his

staffs,

and

This explains the

to the heart.

reason for his taking three, whereas one javelin or dart would

have been
slain,

sufficient,

and

also the fact that

clause of the verse belongs to
as

Absalom was not

The

notwithstanding their being thrust at his heart.

he was

still

alive) in

tlie

what follows

:

"

last

Still living (i.e.

midst of the terebinth, ten young men,

Joab's armour-bearers, surrounded him, and smote him to death."

—Ver. Immediately afterwards Joab
"
Joab spared the
them. —Ver.
But Absalom they
16.

for

pursuit,

people,"

stopped any further

i.e.

he wanted to spare

cast into a great pit in the

17.

wood, and threw up over him a very large heap of stones, as an
up over Achan
(Josh. vii. 26) and the king of Ai (Josh. viii. 29). This was
" All Israel (that
the end of Absalom and his rebellion.
had crowded round him) had fled, every one to his tent" (i.e.
ignominious monument, like those thrown

home see
monument
:

" for he

at Deut. xvi. 7).

—Ver. 18.

Absalom had erected

to himself in the king's valley

a

during his lifetime

I have no son to preserve the remembrance of
and he called the monument by his own name ; and
was called hand (memorial) of Absalom unto this day."
said,

my name,
so

it

The

np? before 3*2

is

apparently pleonastic

;

but

it

belongs

and circumstantial character of the antiquated
Hebrew diction (as in Num. xvi. 1). J13XD, a memorial of
stone ; whether in the form of a column, or an obelisk, or a
monolith, cannot be determined (vid. Gen. xxviii. 22, xxxi. 52).
The king's valley, which received its name from the event narrated in Gen. xiv. 17, was two stadia from Jerusalem according
to Josephus {Ant. vii. 10, 3), and therefore not " close to the
to the diffuse
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Dead

Sea," or in regione transjordanensi (Ges. Thes. pp. 1045j
1377), or " in the Jordan valley in Ephraim" (Tuch and

Winer).
valley

;

It was on the eastern side of Jerusalem, in the Kidron
though Absalom's pillar, which ecclesiastical tradition

has transferred thither, a

and pointed

like a

Grecian origin.

monument about

pyramid,

On

is

forty feet in height

not of early Hebrew, but of

the words " I have no son," see at ch.

xiv. 27.

Vers. 19-32. David

—

is

informed of the

victory,

and of

the

Vers. 19, 20. Ahimaaz, the son of Zadok,
death of Absalom.
wanted to carry the news to David, that Jehovah had " procured

the king justice out of the hand of his enemies"

(tSBK*

a pregnant expression signifying to procure justice

with

and

JO is

deliver

out of) ; but Joab, knowing how David would receive the tidings of the death of Absalom, replied, " Thou art no man of

good tidings to-day ; thou shalt take the news on another day,
see at Gen. xviii. 5) the king's
not on this, even because (l?"??
The Keri J?"?l? ''S is to be preferred to the Chethib
son is dead."
?JP3 ; and J3 has no doubt been dropt out merely because of t?
which follows. The Chethib does not give any suitable sense

%

for the absence of the article before J10

explanation proposed

by Maurer,

viz.

is

decisive against the

" for (tidings have to be

carried) concerning the king's son dead."

If

no were

to

be

construed as an adverb with ^°1|, it would of necessity have
the article.
Ver. 21. Joab therefore entrusted the Cushite with

—

the duty of conveying to David the announcement of

what had
whether ''twari
or Cushi is the proper name of an Israelite, or whether it signifies the " Cushite," i.e. a descendant of Oush.
The form of
the name rather favours the latter view, in which case it would
suggest the idea of a Moorish slave in the service of Joab.
Vers. 22, 23. As Ahimaaz still expressed a wish to hasten to
the king, even after Oushi had been sent, and could not be
induced to relinquish his purpose by the repeated expostulations
of Joab, the latter at length permitted him to run.
And he
ran so fast, that he got before Cushi. no VPl let whatever will
happen. rDTi is the pronoun " to thee," as in Gen. xxvii. 37,
and not the imperative of ?]?n, " thou mayest go." The meaning is, " and there is no striking message for thee," no message
that strikes the mark, or affects anything.
We must supply
occurred.

It cannot be decided with certainty

:
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There was the

said" in thought before ver. 23.

necessity to write

it

here (as in 1 Sam.

i.

20), since

it

is

less

per-

from the repetition of TO Wl that it is Ahimaaz
Ahimaaz then ran by the way of the plain,
i.e. the way which lies through or across the plain of the Jordan.
Now he could not possibly have taken this road, if the battle
had been fought in a wood on the eastern side of the Jordan,
and he had wanted to hurry from the scene of battle to Mahanaim for in that case he would have taken a circuitous route
two or three times the distance of the straight road, so that it
would have been utterly impossible for him to get there before
the Cushite, however quickly he might run.
This notice
therefore furnishes a decisive proof that the battle was fought
upon the mountains of fiphraim, in the land to the west of the
fectly obvious

who

is

speaking.

;

Jordan, since the straight road thence to Mahanaim would lie
through the valley of the Jordan. Ver. 24. David was sitting

—

between the two gates of Mahanaim waiting for tidings of the
result of the battle.
The two gates are the outer and inner
gate of the fortified city wall, between which there was a small
court, where David was sitting.
The watchman then went up
to the roof of the gate

by the

wall, probably the outer gate in

the city wall, and as he looked he saw a

When

man running

alone.

" If he
(is or comes) alone, there is good news in his mouth," namely,
because several runnel's would have shown themselves if it had
been a flight. As the first messenger came nearer and nearer,
Ver. 25.

the

he announced

this to the king,

he

said,

watchman saw another man running, and shouted

("W^

this into

wrongly pointed for ">P|'n, according to the
LXX., Syr., and Vulgate) ; whereupon the king replied, " This
Ver. 27. When the watchman saw
is also a good messenger."
by the running of the first that it was Ahimaaz, recognising
him probably by the swiftness of his running, and announced
it to the king, he replied, " He is a good man, and cometh with
good tidings," because Joab would not have selected him to
bring any other than good news. Ver. 28. Ahimaaz then called
out to the king, " Shalom," i.e. Hail 1 and fell down before him
to greet him reverentially, and said, " Blessed be Jehovah thy
God, who hath given up the men that lifted up their hand
against my lord the king."
Ver. 29. In answer to the king's
the gate

is

—

—

—

inquiry,

"Is

it

well with the

young man Absalom f" Ahimaaz
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saw the great tumult (that arose) when Joab sent
and thy servant, and know not what"
Ahimaaz
occurred).
spoke as if he had been sent off
had
(sc.
before Absalom's fate had been decided or could be known.
" The Mn<fs servant" is the Cushite, whom Ahimaaz saw just

replied, " I

off the king's servant,

approaching, so that he could point to him.
ject,

which

is

Joab

is

the sub-

sometimes written after the object in the case of

an infinitive construction (vid. Gesenius, § 133, 3 Anm.) ; and
the expression " thy servant" is a conventional one for " me"
Ahimaaz).

(viz.

—Ver.

30.

And

the king said, " Turn, and

stand here," that he might hear the further news from the

—

who had just arrived. Ver. 31. The Cushite said,
" Let my lord the king receive good tidings, for Jehovah hath
procured thee justice to-day out of the hand of all who have
Ver. 32. When asked
risen up against thee" (cf. ver. 19).
about the welfare of Absalom, the Cushite replied, " May it
happen to the enemies of my lord the king, and all who have
risen up against thee for evil (i.e. to do thee harm), as to the
Cushite,

—

young man." The death
enough in these words.

He

of

Absalom was indicated

clearly

Ver. 33. The king understood the meaning of the words.
was agitated, and went up to the balcony of the gate (the

room above the entrance) and wept, and said, walking about,
"My son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom! Oh that I
had died for thee, Absalom, my son, my son!" To understand this passionate utterance of anguish, we must bear in
mind not only the excessive tenderness, or rather weakness, of
David's paternal affection towards his son, but also his anger
that
his

Joab and

command

his generals should

to deal gently with

have paid so little regard to
Absalom. With the king's

excitable temperament, this entirely prevented

him from taking

a just and correct view of the crime of his rebel son, which
merited death, and of the penal justice of God which had been
manifested in his destruction.

DAVID REINSTATED IN HIS KINGDOM.
In
death,
do, in

CHAP. XIX.

1-39.

and sinful sorrow on account of Absalom's
David not only forgot altogether what it was his duty to
order to recover the affections of the people, so that Joab
his passionate
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was obliged to remind him of this duty which was binding
upon him as king (vers. 1-8) ; but he even allowed himself to
be carried away into the most inconsiderate measures (vers.
9-14), and into acts of imprudence and injustice (vers. 16-23,
24-30), which could not contribute to the strengthening of his
throne, however much the affection with which he wished to
reward the old man Barzillai for his faithful services (vers.
31-40) might show that the king was anxious to promote the
welfare of his subjects.

Vers. 1-8. Davitfs mourning, and Joab's reproof.
1-6.

When

Joab was

told that the king

weeping for Absalom, he went
tulate with him.

to

him

—Vers.

was mourning and

into the house to expos-

Ver. 5 introduces the continuation of ver. 1

2-4 contain parenthetical sentences, describing the impresthe people by the king's mourning. Through
the king's deep trouble, the salvation (the victory) upon that day
became mourning for all the people who had fought for David,
and they went by stealth into the city (N^? 3?|TP they stole to
come, came by stealth), "as people steal away who have covered
vers.

sion

made upon

:

themselves with shame,

when they

flee in battle."

—Ver.

4.

But

the king had covered his face, and cried aloud, "My son
Absalom," etc. Ver. 5. Then Joab went into the house to the
king, and said to him, " Thou hast shamed this day the faces of
all thy servants who have saved thy life, and the life of thy sons
and daughters, thy wives and concubines " (covered them with
shame, by deceiving their hope that thou wouldest rejoice in

—

the victory).

—Ver.

" those who hate
hast given to

" to love "

6. nrintt?,

thee,

know

and

hatest those

;

in that thou lovest)

love thee

;

for thou

to-day (through thy conduct) that chiefs

and servants (commanders and
nothing)

(i.e.

who

soldiers) are

nothing (are worth

for I have perceived to-day (or I perceive to-day)

Absalom were alive, and we had all perished,
would be right in thine eyes." Ver. 7. " And now rise
up, go out and speak to the heart of thy servants, (i.e. speak to
them in a friendly manner Gen. xxxiv. 3, 1. 21, etc.) for I
swear by Jehovah, if thou go not out, verily not a man will
stay with thee to-night ; and this will be worse to thee than all
the evil that has come upon thee from thy youth until now."
Joab was certainly not only justified, but bound in David's own
interests, to expostulate with him upon his conduct, and to urge
that if (N? for i>)

that

—

it

:

:
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him

to speak in

a friendly manner to the people who had ex-

posed their lives for him, inasmuch as his present conduct would
necessarily

stifle

the affection of the people towards their king,

and might be followed by the most serious results with reference to his throne. At the same time, he did this in so heartless and lordly a manner, that the king could not fail to be
deeply hurt by his words. Ver. 8. Nevertheless David was
" The king rose up, and
obliged to yield to his representations.
sat in the gate, and
all the people came before the king" i.e.
the troops marched before the king, who (as we may supply from
the context) manifested his good-will in both looks and words.
But Israel, i.e. that portion of the people which had followed
Absalom, had returned to its tents (i.e. gone home: cf. eh. xviii.

—

.

.

.

This sentence forms the transition to the account which

17).

follows.

Vers. 9-14. Preliminaries to the return of David to JerusaVers. 9, 10. As the rebellion was entirely crushed by

lem.

—

Absalom's death, and the dispersion of his followers to their
respective homes, there arose a movement among all the tribes
" All the people were disputing (JiiJ, castin favour of David.
ing reproaches at one another) in all the tribes of Israel, saying,

The king has saved us out of the hand of our enemies,
and now he is fled out of the land before Absalom.
But
Absalom, whom we anointed over us, is dead in battle and
now why do ye keep still, to bring back the king 1 " This
movement arose from the consciousness of having done an in.

.

.

;

up

—

Absalom. Vers.
were reported to David,
he sent to the priests Zadok and Abiathar, saying, " Speak to
the elders of Judah, why will ye be the last to bring back the
king to his palace ?
.
Ye are my brethren, my bones and
justice to the king, in rising

11, 12.

When

these words of

.

flesh

(i.e.

my

in support of

all Israel

.

blood relations)

why

:

then," etc.

?

The

last

clause of ver. 11, "tlie speech of all Israel is come to the king,
even to his Jt$use," is a circumstantial clause inserted in the

midst of David's words, to explain the appeal to the

Judah not

to be the last.

In the

LXX., and some

men

of

Codices of

the Vulgate, this sentence occurs twice, viz. at the end of ver.
10, and also of ver. 11 ; and Thenius, Ewald, and Bottcher
regard the clause at the end of ver. 10 as the original one, and
the repetition of it at the close of ver. 11 as a gloss. But this
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is

certainly a mistake

Israel

came

:

for if the clause, "

to the king to his house (at

and the speech of all
Mahanaim)," ought to

stand at the close of ver. 10, and assigns the reason for David's

sending to Zadok and Abiathar, ver. 11 would certainly, or
commence with ^SD Iwj " The word of all

rather necessarily,
Israel

came

instead of this,

David

:

and then king David sent," etc. But
commences with lw 1W ^tSH), "But king

to the king,
it

This construction of the sentence decidedly

sent."

favours the correctness of the

Hebrew

text

;

whereas the text

of the Septuagint, apart altogether from the tautological repetition of the

whole of the sentence in question, shows obviously

enough that it is nothing more than a conjecture, by which the
attempt was made to remove the difficulty occasioned by the
striking position in which the circumstantial clause occurred.
Ver. 13. " And say ye to Amasa, Art thou not my bone and
flesh ? so shall God do to me, and so add, if thou shalt not be

—

prince of the

army

place of Joab."
all

(chief captain) before

—Ver.

14.

me

continually in the

Thus he (David) inclined

the heart of

the people as of one man, and they sent to the king, saying,

" Return thou, with

all thy servants."
The result of David's
message to the priests is given summarily here. The subject to
B?_ is David, not Amasa or Zadok.
So far as the fact itself is
concerned, it was certainly wise of David to send to the members of his own tribe, and appeal to them not to be behind the
rest of the tribes in taking part in his restoration to the kingdom,
lest it should appear as though the tribe of Judah, to which
David himself belonged, was dissatisfied with his victory, since
and
it was in that tribe that the rebellion itself first broke out
this would inevitably feed the jealousy between Judah and the
rest of the tribes.
But it was not only unwise, but unjust, to
give to Amasa, the traitor-general of the rebels, a promise on
oath that he should be commander-in-chief in the place of Joab
for even if the promise was only given privately at first, the
fact that it had been given could not remain a secret from Joab
very long, and would be sure to stir up his ambition, and lead
him to the commission of fresh crimes, and in all probability
the enmity of this powerful general would become dangerous to
the throne of David. For however Joab might have excited
David's anger by slaying Absalom, and by the offensive manner
in which he had reproved the king for giving way to his grief,
;
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David ought

to

have suppressed his anger in his existing

cumstances, and ought not to have rendered evil for
especially as

cirevil,

he was not only about to pardon Amasa's crime,

but even to reward him as one of his faithful servants.
Vers. 15-30. Return of the Icing ; and occurrences at the

—

—Vers.

15-23. Pardon of Shimei.
Vers. 15, 16. When David reached the Jordan on his return,
and Judah had come to Gilgal " to meet him, to conduct the
crossing of the Jordan.

king over the Jordan," i.e. to form an escort at the crossing,
Shimei the Benjaminite hastened down from Bahurim (see ch.
xvi. 5 sqq.) with the men of Judah to meet David.
Vers. 17

—

There also came along with Shimei a thousand men of Benjamin, and Ziba the servant of the house of Saul, with his fifteen
sons and twenty servants (see ch. ix. 10) and they went over the
Jordan before the king, viz. through a ford, and the ferry-boat
had crossed over to carry over the king's family, and to do
whatever seemed good to him, i.e. to be placed at the king's
sole disposal.
And Shimei fell down before the king, i"W3,
i.e. " when he (David) was about to cross over tlie Jordan," not
" when Shimei had crossed over the Jordan ;" for after what
has just been stated, such a remark would be superfluous
moreover, it is very doubtful whether the infinitive with 3 can
express the sense of the pluperfect. Shimei said, " Let not my
sqq.

;

:

me any

remember how thy
For thy servant knoweth
(i.e. I know) that I have sinned, and behold I have come to-day
the first of the whole house of Joseph, to go to meet my lord
the king." By " the whole house of Joseph " we are to underlord impute to

servant hath sinned."

crime, and do not

—Ver.

20. "

stand the rest of the tribes with the exception of Judah, who
are called "all Israel" in ver. 12.

There

is

no reason

for

the objection taken by Thenius and Bottcher to the expression
siD^'TVa.

The

rendering of the

LXX.

oXkov 'loaorify) does not prove that

(7rawo9 'lo-parjk

?S"ifc^"P3

was the

reading, but only that the translator thought

it

ical

original

necessary to

by adding the gloss Trairo? 'la-parjK
and the assertion that it was only in the oratorical style of a
later period, when the kingdom had been divided, that Joseph
became the party name of all that were not included in Judah,
is overthrown by 1 Kings xi. 28. The designation of the tribes
that opposed Judah by the name of the leading tribe (Joseph
explain oXkov

'Ia)orf<f>

;
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16-30.

Josh. xvi. 1) was as old as the jealousy between these tribes
and Judah, which did not commence with the division of the

kingdom, but was simply confirmed thereby into a permanent
Shimei's prayer for the forgiveness of his sin was
distinction.
no more a proof of sincere repentance than the reason which
he adduced in support of his petition, namely that he was the
first of all the house of Joseph to come and meet David.
Shimei's only desire was to secure impunity for himself.
Abishai therefore replied (ver. 21), " Shall not Shimei be put
to death for this (n^f nnn, for this, which he has just said and
done), because he hath cursed the anointed of Jehovah ?" (vid.
But David answered (ver. 22), " What have
ch. xvi. 5 sqq.)
I to do with you, ye sons of Zeruiah (cf. ch. xvi. 10), for ye
JOt?, an opponent, who
become opponents to me to-day ? "
places obstacles in the

way (Num.

22) ; here it signifies
" Should any one be put
for do I not know that I am this

one who would draw away to
to death in Israel to-day 1

day king over

Israel ? "

The

xxii.

evil.

reason assigned by David here

by taking
would have been a very laudable one. if the king
had really forgiven him. But as David when upon his deathbed charged his successor to punish Shimei for this cursing
(1 Kings ii. 8, 9), the favour shown him here was only a sign
of David's weakness, which was not worthy of imitation, the
more especially as the king swore unto him (ver. 24) that he
for not punishing the blasphemer as he had deserved,

away

his life,

should not

die.

Vers. 24-30. David's conduct towards Mephiboslieth admits
still less

of justification.

—Ver. 24.

grandson, of Saul, had also come

Mephibosheth, the son,

down (from Jerusalem

i.e.

to the

Jordan) to meet David, and had not " made his feet and his
beard," i.e. had not washed his feet or arranged his beard (pfyl,

—

and had not washed his clothes all of
mourning
(cf. Ezek. xxiv. 17)
them signs of deep
since the
king
had
gone
(i.e.
had fled from Jerusalem)
day that the
until the day that he came (again) in peace.
Ver. 25. " Now
the
inhabitants
the
Jerusalem
(i.e.
of
capital)
came to meet
when
x
said
to
him
(i.e.
to
Mephibosheth,
who was
king,"
David
the
as in Deut. xxi. 12),

—

—

1

Dathe and Theniug propose to

alter

D^ETI" into
1

D^BTfa (from

Jerusalem), from a simple misunderstanding of the true meaning of the

words

;

for, as

Bottcher has observed, the latter (jrdm Jerusalem) would
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with the deputation from the capital which welcomed David
the Jordan), "

Why

at

wentest thou not with me, Mephiboslieth ?"

David was justified in putting this question after what Ziba
had told him concerning Mephibosheth (ch. xvi. 3). Ver. 26.

—

Mephibosheth
ceived

me

and go

"

replied,

My

lord king,

my

servant hath de-

for thy servant thought I will have the ass saddled

:

to the

king

for thy servant

;

is

lame."

If

we

under-

stand Wfo}* as signifying that Mephibosheth had the ass
saddled by a servant, and not that he saddled it with his own

hands, the meaning

is

obvious,

Eon

for altering the text.

is

and there

is

no ground whatever

certainly used in this sense in

Gen. xxii. 3, and it is very common for things to be said to be
done by a person, even though not done with his own hands.
The rendering adopted by the LXX. and Vulgate, " Thy servant said to him (the servant), Saddle me the ass," is not true
to the words, though correct so far as the sense is concerned.
Vers. 27, 28. " And he (Ziba) slandered thy servant to my
lord the king." Mephibosheth had not merely inferred this from
David's words, and the tone in which they were spoken, but
had certainly found it out long ago, since Ziba would not delay
very long to put David's assurance, that all the possessions of
Mephibosheth should belong to him, in force against his master,
so that Mephibosheth would discover from that how Ziba had
slandered him.
"And my lord the king is as the angel of
God," i.e. he sees all just as it really is (see at ch. xiv. 17)
" and do what is good in thy sight for all my father's house
(the whole of my family) were but men of death against my
lord the king (i.e. thou mightest have had us all put to death),
and thou didst set thy servant among thy companions at table

—

:

be quite superfluous, as
Bottcher's emendation of

of Jerusalem

is

already contained in the previous TV.

it is

S3

a feminine notion,

is

equally unnecessary, Bince towns and

lands are frequently construed as masculines

intended (vid.

Ewald,

§

But

into PIN3, because Jerusalem or the population

318, a).

On

when

the inhabitants are

the other hand, the rendering

adopted by the LXX., and by Luther, Michaelis, and Maurer, in which
DvKTP is taken as an accusative in the sense of " when Mephibosheth

came to Jerusalem to meet the king," is altogether wrong, and has been
very properly given up by modern expositors, inasmuch as it is at variance
not only with the word TV, but also with ch. xvi. 3 and ix. 13, where
-T

Mephibosheth

is

said to have lived in Jerusalem.
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and what right or (what) more have I still
king?" The meaning is, "I cannot
assert any claims, but will yield to anything you decide concerning me." It must have been very evident to David from
these words of Mephibosheth, that he had been deceived by
Ziba, and that he had formed an unfounded prejudice against
Mephibosheth, and committed an act of injustice in handing
(see ch. ix. 7, 11)

;

to cry (for help) to the

over his property to Ziba.
displeasure (ver. 29), "

He

therefore replied, in evident

Why talkest

thou

still

of thine affairs t

V

thou and Ziba shall divide the field
to which
Mephibosheth answered (ver. 30), " He may take the whole,
I have

said,

my lord the king has returned in peace to his own house."
This reply shows very clearly that an injustice had been done
to Mephibosheth, even if it is not regarded a3 an expression
of wounded feeling on the part of Mephibosheth because of
since

David's words, but, according to the view taken by Seb.

Schmidt and others, as a vindication of himself, as said not to
blame the king for the opinion he had formed, but simply to
defend himself. But this completely overthrows the opinion
held by Thenius and O. v. Gerlach, that David's words in ver.
30 contain nothing more than a revocation of his hasty declaration in ch. xvi. 4, and a confirmation of his first decision in
ch. ix. 7-10, and are to be understood as signifying, "Let everything be as I settled

much

son

all

and

it

at first

hold the property jointly," inas-

;

had of course obtained their living
from the produce of the land. Moreover, the words " thou and
Ziba divide the land " are directly at variance with the promise
in ch. ix. 7, " I will restore thee all the land of Saul thy father,"
and the statement in ch. ix. 9, " I have given unto thy master's
as Ziba

his sons

that pertained to Saul, and to all his house."

words, "

i"

By

the

have said, thou and Ziba divide the land," David re-

some
wrong that he had done to Mephibosheth, but he had
not courage enough to retract it altogether. He did not venture
to dispute the fact that Mephibosheth had really been calumniated by Ziba, which was placed beyond all doubt by his
mourning during the whole period of David's flight, as described
There is no ground for Winer's statement, therein ver. 24.
fore, that " it is impossible now to determine whether Mephibosheth was really innocent or not."
tracted the hasty decree in ch. xvi. 4, so as to modify to

extent the

2

F
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to greet David.
Ver. 31.
" had also come down from Roglim
and gone across the Jordan with the king, to escort him over

Vers. 31-39. Barzillai comes

Barzillai the octogenarian

rrwaTiK is the portion in, or over, the Jordan. r>K
the sign of the accusative, " the piece in the Jordan," and no

the river."
is

This

further.

after Gesenius
dation.

is

the correct explanation as given by Bottcher,

and Maurer

—Vers. 32, 33.

As

;

and the Keri JTWJ is a bad emenhad supplied the king with

Barzillai

Mahanaim (py&

provisions during his stay in

for na*B^, like

and other words of the same kind), because he
was very wealthy (lit. great), David would gladly have taken
him with him to Jerusalem, to repay him there for his kindness
but Barzillai replied (vers. 34 sqq.), " How many days are
fl&rtv

for rwfoP,

my

there of the years of
live), that

now

life (i.e.

how long

shall

I have yet to

I should go up with the king to Jerusalem ?

eighty years old

;

can I

(still)

distinguish

I am

good and

evil,

what I eat and drink, or listen again
to the voice of the singing men and singing women ? and why
should thy servant be yet a burden unto my lord the king?
Thy servant would go over the Jordan with the king for a
short time (i.e. could not remain long with him), and why does
or will thy servant taste

me
may

the king wish to repay
servant return, that I

my parents

this

favour?"

die in

my

tM"3t5*
"Let
(my home), at
:

city

thy
the

and behold thy servant Chimham (i.e.
according to the explanation given by Josephus, Barzillai's son,
who had come down with his father, as we may infer from
1. Kings ii. 7) may go over with my lord the king; and do to
him what seemeth good to thee," i.e. show him favours at thy
pleasure. Ver. 38. David consented to this, and said, "All
that thou desirest of me I will do to him." ina with 7V is a
pregnant construction, signifying to choose and impose, " choose
grave of

;

—

upon me,"

i.e.

the thing for

me

to grant thee.

—Ver.

39.

Thus

and when the king had
crossed over, he kissed Barzillai (to take leave of him: vid.
Ruth i. 9) ; and he (Barzillai) blessed him, and turned to his
place (returned home). Barzillai only escorted the king over
the Jordan, and the conversation (vers. 31-38) probably took
place as they were crossing.
all

the people went over the Jordan

;
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DISCONTENT IN ISRAEL, AND SHEBA's REBELLION.
CHAP. XIX. 40-XX. 26.
Vers. 40-43. Quarrel between Israel and Judah about the
restoration

of the king.

—Ver. 40.

(Chimhan

is

"and

Benjaminites

Israel,"

i.e.

reading than the

easier

and

namely, beside the thousand

who came with Shimei

(ver. 17), other Israelites

—Ver.

41. All

ilie

men of

the representatives of the other tribes of Israel, came

meet the king

the

an

is

dwelt in the neighbourhood.

Israel,

and Chimham

as for the people, they had," etc.),

" half the people of

who

across to Gilgal

19),

Chimham : ver. 37) had gone
the people of Judah had brought the

Chethib fMIJpJ,
also

iv.

a modified form for

over with him, and all
king over (the Keri T?I{n

to

David went

the plain of the Jordan: Josh.

(in

and being annoyed at the fact that
;
anticipated them, they exclaimed, "

in Gilgal

men of Judah had

have our brethren the

Why

men

awayl" i.e.
without saying a word to us. "All

fetched thee thus secretly

David's men" were

of

Judah

all his faithful

stolen thee

adherents

who had

fled with

—

him from Jerusalem (ch. xv. 17 sqq.). Ver. 42. The men of
Judah replied against (?!?) the men of Israel " The king
:

stands near to us" (inasmuch ss he belonged to their tribe),

"and wherefore then art thou angry at this matter? Have
we eaten from the king (i.e. derived any advantage from our
.tribe-relationship to him, as the Benjaminites did

according to 1 Sam.

therefrom?"

xxii. 7),

J1K&3 is

an

infinitive abs.

termination, borrowed from

taken for us."

—Ver. 43.

from Saul,

or received anything for ourselves

rrv>;

The

Niph. with a feminine

literally,

Israelites

"or

lias

taking been

were annoyed at

this

answer, and retorted, " I (Israel) have ten portions in the king,

and

also

despised

more than thou

me?"

They

in

David

;

and wherefore hast thou

considered that they had ten shares in

the king, because they formed ten tribes, in opposition to the

one tribe of Judah, as the Levites did not come into consideraAlthough David was of the tribe of Judah,

tion in the matter.

he was nevertheless king of the whole nation, so that the ten
^TOpn refers to the
tribes had a larger share than one tribe.
fact, that Judah took no notice at all of the tribes of Israel
when fetching back the king. 'til fivro, " and was not my
speech the first to fetch back

my

king ?"

(On

the fact

itself,
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v

ch. xix. 10, 11.)

is

an emphatic

dot.

commodi, and

is

to be

^WV, notwithstanding the accents.
" And the speech of the men of Judah became fiercer (more
violent) than the speech of the men of Israel."
Witb these
taken in connection with

words the historian sums up

briefly the further progress of the

dispute, for the purpose of

appending the account of Sheba's

rebellion, to

which

it

gave

rise.

—

Chap. xx. 1-22. Sheba's Rebellion. Ver. 1. There happened to be a worthless man there, named Sheba, a Benjaminite.
He blew the trumpet, and said, " We have no part in David,
nor inheritance in the son of Jesse. Every man to his tents,
O Israel !" " To his tents" i.e. to his home, as in ch. xix. 9,
etc.
Ver. 2. AH the men of Israel responded to this call, and
went up (to the mountains) away from David and after Sheba
but the men of Judah adhered to their king from the Jordan
The construction of P?T with "1J1 . . JO is a
to Jerusalem.
pregnant one they adhered to and followed him. The expression "from Jordan" does not prove that Sheba's rebellion broke
out at the Jordan itself, and before David's arrival in Gilgal,
but may be accounted for from the fact that the men of Judah
had already fetched the king back across the Jordan. Ver. 3.
As soon as David returned to his palace at Jerusalem, he
brought the ten concubines whom he had left behind, and with
whom Absalom had lain, into a place of safety, and took care
of them, without going in unto them any more. The masculine
suffixes attached to WW, Q ????', and DWK are used, as they
frequently are, as being the more general and indefinite, instead
Thus were
of the feminine, which is the more definite form.
they shut up in lifelong widowhood until the day of their death.
DUD?K is an adverbial accusative, and rn»n signifies " condition

—

.

:

—

in

life ;" literally,

ordered

Amasa

in

widowhood of

to call the

men

of

life.

Judah

—Ver.

David then
Sheba the

4.

to pursue

and attack him within three days, and then to present
him again. This commission was intended as the
commencement of the fulfilment of the promise which David
had given to Amasa (ch. xix. 14). It was no doubt his intention to give him the command over the army that marched
against Sheba, and after the defeat of the rebel to make him

rebel,

himself to

commander-in-chief.

But

this first step

towards the fulfilment
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of the promise was a very imprudent act, like the promise
since Joab,

who had been commander

army for

of the

so

itself,

many

was grievously offended by it; and moreover, being a
well-tried general, he had incomparably more distinction in the
tribe of Judah than Amasa, who had taken part in Absalom's
rebellion and even led the rebel army, could possibly have.
Vers. 5, 6. But when Amasa stayed out beyond the time fixed
years,

for the execution of the royal commission (the Chethib
Piel TW,

the

whilst the Keri

Kal

= iriN,

is

either the Hipltil

"into,

"inVl l is

or the

and is quite unnecessary), probably because the men of Judah distrusted him,
and were not very ready to respond to his summons, David
said to Abishai, " Now will Sheba the son of Bichri be more
injurious (more dangerous) to us than Absalom. Take thou
the servants (soldiers) of thy lord and pursue after him, lest he
reach fortified cities, and tear out our eye" i.e. do us a serious
injury.
This is the correct explanation given by Bottcher, who
refers to Deut. xxxii. 10 and Zech. ii. 12, where the apple of
imperfect

;

"irr

cf. tnh, ver.

9,

the figure used to signify the most valuable possesfor the general explanation, " and withdraw from our

the eye
sion

of

is

eye," cannot be grammatically sustained.

—

Ver. 7. Thus there
went after him (Abishai) Joab's men (the corps commanded by
Joab), and the Crethi and Plethi (see at ch. viii. 18), out of
Jerusalem, to pursue Sheba. Ver. 8. " When they were by the

—

great stone at Gibeon, and

Joab was girded with

Amasa came

to

meet them

his armour-coat as his clothing,

(there),

and the

was bound over it upon his loins in its
and it fell (i.e. the sheath came out
of the sword-belt in which it was fastened, and the sword fell
to the ground), Joab said to Amasa," etc.
The eighth verse
contains only circumstantial clauses, the latter of which (from
girdle of the sword

sheath, which

came

out,

onwards) are subordinate to the earlier ones, so that *H?tto
9) is attached to the first clause, which describes the
meeting between the advancing army and Amasa.
3tjto

(ver.

There

is

something striking, however, in the fact that Joab

amoDg them, and indeed, as we see from what follows,
the commander of the forces for according to ver. 6, David

appears
as

;

had commissioned Abishai, Joab's brother, to pursue Sheba,
and even in ver. 7 Joab's men only are mentioned. This difficulty can hardly be solved in any other manner than by the
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simple assumption that David bad told Abishai to go oat with

Joab, and that this circumstance

is

passed over in the brief

which the principal facts alone are given,
and consequently the name of Joab does not occur there.
Clericus adopts the following explanation. "Mention," he says,
" has hitherto been made simply of the command given to
Abishai, but this included an order to Joab to go .as well ; and
account in ver.

there

is

6, in

nothing to preclude the supposition that Joab's

was mentioned by the king, although
in the brief account before us."

how he

1

this is

—Ver.

9.

name

not distinctly stated

Joab asked Amasa
hand to

was, and laid hold of his beard with his right

And

kiss him.

as

Amasa

hand, he smote him with

took no heed of the sword in Joab's

in the paunch (abdomen), and shed
out his bowels upon the ground, " and repeated not (the stroke)
to

it

Laying hold of the beard to kiss
(cf . 1 Sam. xxvi. 8).
customary among Arabs and Turks as a sign of friendly

him"

is still

welcome (yid. Arvieux, Merkwurdige Nachrichten, iv. p. 182,
and Harmar, Beobachtungen, ii. p. 61). The reason for this
assassination was Joab's jealousy of Amasa.
Joab and Abishai

—

then followed Sheba. Ver. 11. One of Joab's attendants
remained standing by him (Amasa), no doubt at Joab's command, and said to the people who came thither, i.e. to the men
of Judah who were collected together by Amasa (yid. ver. 4),
" He that favoureth Joab, and he that (is) for David, let him
(go) after Joab,"

i.e.

follow

him

to battle against Sheba.

Amasa lay wallowing in blood in the midst of
and when the man (the attendant) saw that all the

Vers. 12, 13.
the road ;

1

This difficulty cannot be removed

by emendations of the text, inasmuch
had our

as all the early translators, with the exception of the Syriac,

Hebrew

text before them.

Thenius does indeed propose to alter Abishai
and the Syriac ; but, as

into Joab in ver. 6, after the example of Josephus

if Joab had originally formed part of the text, it could
not have been altered into Abishai either accidentally or intentionally, and
the Syriac translators and Josephus have inserted Joab merely from con-

Bottcher observes,

jecture, because

they inferred from what follows that Joab's

to be found here.

Bottcher's

own

But

whilst this

is

perfectly true, there

name

ought

no ground

is

for

conjecture, that in the original text ver. 6 read as follows

" Then David said to Joab, Behold, the three days are gone shall we wait
Amasa?" and through the copyist's carelessness a whole line was left
out.
For this conjecture has no tenable support in the senseless reading
of the Cod. Vat., vpii Afctmat ior 'Afiaat.
:

for

'
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(by the corpse), he turned (pushed) Amasa
from the road to the field, and threw a cloth over him, whereupon they all passed by and went after Joab. Ver. 14. But
Joab "went through all the tribes of Israel to Abela, and Bethpeople stood

still

—

Maacah, and all Berim." Abela (ver. 15), or Abel (ver. 18), has
been preserved in the large Christian village of Abil, a place with
ruins, and called Abil-eUKamh on account of its excellent wheat
(Kamh), which lies to the north-west of Lake Huleh, upon a
Tell on the eastern side of the river Derddra ; not in IbUeU
Hawa, a place to the north of this, upon the ridge between Merj
Ayun and Wady et Teim (vid. Ritter, Erdh xv. pp. 240, 241
Robinson, Bibl. Researches, pp. 372-3 ; and v. de Velde, Mem.
Beth-Maacah was quite close to Abela ; so that the
p. 280).
names of the two places are connected together in ver. 15, and
afterwards, as Abel-Beth-Maacah (vid. 1 Kings xv. 20, and 2
Kings xv. 29), also called Abel-Maim in 2 Chron. xvi. 4.
Berim is the name of a district which is unknown to us and
even the early translators did not know how to render it. There
is nothing, however, either in the Traire? ev
\apM °^ *ne IjXX
or the omnes viri electi of the Vulgate, to warrant an alteration
The latter, in fact, rests upon a mere conjecture,
of the text.
which is altogether unsuitable for the subject to WfjjW cannot be D^arrba on account of the vav consec, but must be
obtained from Vjfe* 'MBrfaa. The Chethib mi>pn is evidently
a slip of the pen for vnjM. Ver. 15. They besieged him
(Sheba) in Abel-Beth-Maacah, and piled up a rampart against
the city, so that it rose up by the town-moat (?n, the moat with
the low wall belonging to it) ; and all the people with Joab
destroyed to throw down the wall.
;

;

—

Vers. 16 sqq. Then a wise woman of the city desired to
speak to Joab, and said (from the wall) to him (ver. 18),
"They were formerly accustomed to say, ask Abel; and so
they brought (a thing) to pass." These words show that Abel

had formerly been celebrated for the wisdom of

—Ver.

19. " I

am

its

inhabitants.

of the peaceable, faithful in Israel

seekest to slay a city and mother in Israel

destroy the inheritance of

Jehovah?"

;

:

thou

wherefore wilt thou

The

construing of ^JK

with a predicate in the plural may be explained on the simple
ground that the woman spoke in the name of the city as well
as in its favour,

and therefore had the

citizens in her

mind
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the time, as

is

very evident from the figurative expression BK

1
(mother) for mother-city or capital.

The woman gave Joab

to understand, in the first place, that he

ought to have asked

the inhabitants of Abela whether they intended to fight for

Sheba before commencing the

and destruction of the
10 sqq. with
reference to the siege of foreign towns ; and secondly, that he
ought to have taken into consideration the peaceableness and
fidelity of the citizens of Abela, and not to destroy peaceloving citizens and members of the nation of God.
Ver. 20.
The woman's words made an impression upon Joab. He felt
the truthfulness of her reproaches, and replied, "Far be it, far
be it from me, to swallow up or destroy." BK, as in the case of
oaths : " truly not." Ver. 21. "It is not so (sc. as thou sayest),
town, according to the law laid

siege

down

in Deut. xx.

—

—

man

Ephraim (which extended into
Sam. i. 1), Sheba the son of
Bichri, hath lifted up his hand against the king David.
Only
give hint up, and I will draw away from the city."
The woman
promised him this " Behold, his head shall be thrown out to
Ver. 22. She then came to all the people
thee over the wall."
{i.e. the citizens of the town) " with her wisdom" i.e. with the
wise counsel which she had given to Joab, and which he had
accepted; whereupon the citizens cut off Sheba' s head, and
threw it out to Joab. Then Joab had a trumpet blown for a
but a

of the mountains of

the tribe of Benjamin

:

see at 1

:

—

retreat,

and the men disbanded, whilst he himself returned

to

Jerusalem to the king.
Vers. 23-26. David's Ministers

of State.

—The second

section of the history of David's reign closes, like the first (ch.
viii.

16

sqq.),

with a

list

of the leading ministers of state.

author evidently found the two

lists in his

sources,

The

and included

1
The correctness of the text is not to be called in question, as Thenins
and Bottcher suppose, for the simple reason that all the older translators
have followed the Hebrew text, including even the LXX. with their iya
ti/ti tipni/txcl tuv tTTr.piyfc&Toi/ h
\apaijh.
whereas the words & Htm al
•xurroi rou '\cpaifK, which some of the MSS. contain at the close of ver. 18
after ti i^Kiirtu, and upon which Thenius and Bottcher have founded their
conjectures, are evidently a gloss or paraphrase of }Bnn pi, and of so little
'

;

value on critical grounds, that Tischendorf did not even think the reading
worth mentioning in his edition of the Septuagint.
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them both

in his work, for the simple reason that they belonged

names of some of
the officers clearly shows, and that they supplemented one

to different periods, as the difference in the

another.

The

list

before us belongs to a later period of David's

reign than the one in ch.

viii.

bearers mentioned in ch.

16-18.

viii.,

we

In addition

find here

to the office-

Adoram

over the

and Ira the Jairite a confidential counsellor (coJien
see at ch. viii. 18), in the place of the sons of David noticed
in ch. viii. 18.
The others are the same in both lists. The
Ckethib nan is to be read *i3n (cf. 2 Kings xi. 4, 19), from
"W3, perfodit, and is synonymous with WOf? (see at ch. viii. 18).
Adoram is the same person as Adoniram, who is mentioned in
1 Kings iv. 6 and v. 28 as overseer over the tributary service
in the time of Solomon ; as we may see from the fact, that the
latter is also called Adoram in 1 Kings xii. 18, and Hadoram
in 2 Chron. x. 18.
Hadoram is apparently only a contracted
form of the name, and not merely a copyist's mistake for
Adoniram. But when we find that, according to the passages
cited, the same man filled this office under three kings, we must
bear in mind that he did not enter upon it till the close of
David's reign, as he is not mentioned in ch. viii. 16 sqq., and
that his name only occurs in connection with Rehoboam's ascent
of the throne ; so that there is no ground for assuming that he
filled the office for any length of time under that monarch.
Dtpn does not mean vectigal, i.e. tribute or tributary service, but
tributary labourers. The derivation of the word is uncertain,
and has been disputed. The appointment of a special prefect
over the tributary labourers can hardly have taken place before
tribute,

the closing years of David's reign,

when the king organized

kingdom more firmly than
before. On the tributary labourers, see at 1 Kings v. 27.
Ira
the Jairite is never mentioned again. There is no ground for
the internal administration of the

altering Jairi (the Jairite) into Jithri (the Jithrite), as Thenius

proposes,

since the rendering given in

the Syriac

(" from

merely an inference from ch. xxiii. 38 ; and the
assumption upon which this conclusion is founded, viz. that
Ira, the hero mentioned in ch. xxiii. 38, is the same person as
Jathir")

is

Ira the royal coken,

is

altogether unfounded.
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TV. CLOSE OF DAVID'S REIGN.

Chap. xxi.-xxiv.
After the suppression of the rebellion headed by Sheba,
David spent the remaining years of his reign in establishing the
kingdom upon a firmer basis, partly by organizing the army,
the administration of justice, and the general government of
the realm, and partly by making preparations for the erection
of the temple, and enacting rules for the service of the Levites
that he might be able to hand over the government in a firm
and satisfactory state to his youthful son Solomon, whom the
Lord had appointed as his successor. The account of these
regulations and enactments fills up the whole of the last section
first book of Chronicles.
book before us, several other things (1) two divine
punishments inflicted upon Israel, with the expiation of the sins
that occasioned them (ch. xxi. 1-14, and ch. xxiv.) (2) David's
psalm of praise for deliverance out of the hand of all his enemies (ch. xxii.), and his last prophetic words (ch. xxiii. 1-7)
and (3) a few brief notices of victorious acts performed in the
wars with the Philistines (ch. xxi. 15-22), and a longer list of
David's heroes (ch. xxiii. 8-39) form, as it were, a historical
framework for these poetical and prophetic portions. Of the
two divine visitations mentioned, the pestilence occasioned by
the numbering of the people (ch. xxiv.) occurred undoubtedly

of the history of David's reign in the

But

—

in the

;

—

in the closing years of David's reign

the expiation connected with

it

;

whereas the famine, and

(ch. xxi. 1-14),

happened most

probably at an earlier period, and are merely introduced here

because no

fitting

opportunity had presented

itself before.

The

kernel and centre of this last section of the history of David

is

found unquestionably in the psalm of thanksgiving in ch.
xxii., and the prophetic announcement of an exalted and blessed
king.
In the psalm of thanksgiving David looks back at the
close of his life upon all the mercy and faithfulness which he
had experienced throughout his reign, and praises the Lord his
God for the whole. In his " last words" he looks forward into
the time to come, and on the strength of the promise which he
has received, of the eternal duration of the dominion of his house,
to be
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who will one day arise from his
and take the throne of his kingdom for ever. These two
lyrical and prophetic productions of David, the ripest spiritual
fruit of his life, form a worthy conclusion to his reign.
To this
there is appended the list of his heroes, in the form of a supplement (ch. xxiii. 8-39) ; and finally in ch. xxiv. the account of
the numbering of the people, and the pestilence which fell upon
Israel, as a punishment for this fault on the part of David.
This account is placed at the close of the books of Samuel,
merely because the altar which was built to expiate the wrath
of God, together with the sacrifices offered upon it, served to
consecrate the site for the temple, which was to be erected after
sees in spirit the just Baler,
seed,

David's death, in accordance with the divine promise (ch.
13), by

his son

vii.

and successor Solomon.

THREE TEARS' FAMINE. HEROIC ACTS PERFORMED IN THE
WARS WITH THE PHILISTINES. CHAP. XXI.

—

Vers. 1-14.

Three Years' Famine.

—A

three years'

famine in the land, the occasion of which, as Jehovah declared
to the king, was Saul's crime with regard to the Gibeonites,

was expiated by David's delivering up

to the Gibeonites, at their

who were then hung
by them upon a mountain before Jehovah. This occurrence

own

request, seven of Saul's descendants,

certainly did not take place in the closing years of David's
it is evident from the remark in
Mephibosheth was spared, that it happened after David had received tidings of Mephibosheth, and
had taken him to his own table (ch. ix.). This is mentioned
here as a practical illustration, on the one hand of the manner
in which Jehovah visited upon the house of Saul, even after
the death of Saul himself, a crime which had been committed
by him ; and, on the other hand, of the way in which, even in
such a case as this, when David had been obliged to sacrifice
the descendants of Saul to expiate the guilt of their father, he
showed his tenderness towards him by the honourable burial of

reign

;

on the other hand,

ver. 7, to the effect that

their bones.

Vers. l-6a.
years, induced

proach

God

A

famine, which lasted for three successive
to seek the face of Jehovah, Le. to ap-

David

in prayer

and ask the cause of

this

judgment
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which had

fallen

The Lord

upon the land.

replied, "

Because

of Saul, and because of the house of blood-guiltiness, because

he hath slain the Gibeonites." The expression "because of
the house of blood-guiltiness " is in apposition to " Saul," and
determines the meaning more precisely

" because of Saul, and

:

indeed because of the blood-guiltiness which rests upon his
house."

&&$

had been shed
2, xxiv. 6, 9,

further

is

JV3 signifies the house

still

and

rested as guilt, like

OW

B*K in Ps.

known about

the fact

upon which blood

that

BWn

xxii.

TV

in

Ezek.

v. 7, xxvi. 9, etc.
itself.

from the words of the Gibeonites in

Nothing

It is simply evident

ver. 5, that Saul, in his

pretended zeal for the children of Israel, had smitten the

had put them to death. Probably some disthem had furnished Saul with a pretext for
exterminating these Amoritish heathen from the midst of the
people of God. Ver. 2. In consequence of this answer from
God, which merely indicated in a general manner the cause of
the visitation that had come upon the land, David sent for the
Gibeonites to ask them concerning the wrong that had been
done them by Saul. But before the historian communicates
their answer, he introduces an explanation respecting the
Gibeonites,

i.e.

satisfaction with

—

Gibeonites, to the effect that they were not Israelites, but
remnants of the Amorites, to whom Joshua had promised on
oath that their lives should be preserved (vid. Josh. ix. 3 sqq.).
They are called Hivites in the book of Joshua (ch. ix. 7)
whereas here they are designated Amorites, according to the
more general name which is frequently used as comprehending
all the tribes of Canaan (see at Gen. x. 16 and xv. 16).
David
said to the Gibeonites, " What shall I do for you, and wherewith shall I expiate " (sc. the wrong done you), " that ye may
(i.e. the nation) of Jehovah?"
On the
use of the imperative tt?3* to denote the certain consequences,

bless the inheritance

see

Ewald,

§

347.

—Ver.

4.

The

Gibeonites answered,

"I have

not to do with silver and gold concerning Saul and his house

"

not, does not stand, to me at silver and gold with Saul
and his house), i.e. I have no money to demand of Saul, require
no pecuniary payment as compensation for the blood which he
(lit. it is

among us (vid. Num. xxxv. 31). The Ckethib y is not
which follows. The use
be touched, notwithstanding the
of the singular may be explained on the simple ground that the

shed
to

W
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" And

speaker thought of the Gibeonites as a corporation.

does not pertain to us to put any one to death in Israel "

our own accord).

When

David inquired

further,

still

(«c.

it

of

" What

do you mean, then, that I should do to you?" they replied,
" (As for) the man who consumed us, and who thought against
us, that we should be destroyed (WDtsb without '3, subordinate
to

ilt3"t,

like n |Wi in the previous verse), so as

the whole of the territory of Israel,

be given

us, that

we may

crucify

them

of Saul, the chosen of Jehovah."

head absolutely

(cf.

let

not to continue in

seven

men

of his sons

Jehovah

to

'Ul "if K

E*N

is

at

Gibeah

placed at the

Gesenius, § 145, 2). On crucifixion as a
Num. xxv. 4, where it has already

capital punishment, see at

been observed that criminals were not impaled or fastened to
the cross alive, but were first of all put to death. Consequently
the Gibeonites desired that the massacre, which had taken place
among them by the command of Saul, should be expiated by
the execution of a number of his sons blood for blood, according to Num. xxxv. 31. They asked for the crucifixion for
Jehovah, i.e. that the persons executed might be impaled, as a
public exhibition of the punishment inflicted, before the face

—

Lord (yid. ver. 9), as the satisfaction required to expiate
His wrath. Seven was a sacred number, denoting the performance of a work of God. This was to take place in Gibeah,
the home and capital of Saul, who had brought the wrath of
God upon the land through his crime. There is a sacred irony
in the epithet applied to Saul, " chosen of the Lord."
If Saul
of the

was the chosen of Jehovah,

his actions

ought to have been in

accordance with his divine election.
Vers. 65-10. David granted the request, because, according
to the

law in

Num. xxxv.

33, blood-guiltiness

when

resting

upon

the land could only be expiated by the blood of the criminal

but in delivering up the members of Saul's house for whom
they asked, he spared Mephibosheth the son of Jonathan and

grandson of Saul, for the sake of the bond of friendship which
he had formed with Jonathan on oath (1 Sam. xviii. 3, xx. 8,
16), and gave up to the Gibeonites two sons of Rizpah, a
concubine of Saul

Merab

(yid. ver.

the daughter of Saul,

11 and ch.

whom

iii.

7),

and

five sons of

she had borne to Adriel of

Meholah. The name of Michal, which stands in the text,
founded upon an error of memory or a copyist's mistake ; for
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was not Michal, but Merab, Saul's

eldest daughter,

who was

given to Adriel the Meholathite as his wife (1 Sam. xviii. 19).
The Gibeonites crucified those who were delivered up to them

upon the mountain at Gibeah before Jehovah (see the remarks
on ver. 6). " Thus fell seven at once." The Chethib Bmy&,
at which the Masoretes took such offence that they wanted to
change it into onV^f, is defended by Bottcher very properly,
on the ground that the dual of the numeral denotes what is
uniformly repeated as if by pairing ; so that here it expresses
what was extraordinary in the event in a more pictorial manner
than the Keri:
the same way.
first

"They fell sevenfold at once," i.e. seven in
The further remark, " they were slain in the

days of harvest, at the beginning of the barley harvest,"

belongs to what follows, for which

two Keris,

fulfil

emendations,
2).

The

for

Jwiri is

Bffl,

i.e.

it

prepares the way.

The

Opnria for npnn, are needless

an adverbial accusative

(vid.

Ges. § 118,

harvest began with the barley harvest, about the

middle of Nisan, our April.
cloth,

and

—Ver.

10.

And

Kizpah took

sack-

the coarse hairy cloth that was worn as mourning,

and spread

it

—not

out for herself by the rock

as a tent, as

a covering over the corpses of
those who had been executed, according to the exegetical handbook, but for a bed "from the beginning of the harvest till
Clericus supposes,

still

less as

water was poured out upon them (the crucified) from heaven,"

came as a sign that the plague of drought that had
upon the land was appeased after which the corpses
could be openly taken down from the stakes and buried,
fact which is passed over in the account before us, where only
i.e. till

rain

rested

;

—

This

the principal points are given.

is

the explanation which

but his assumption that the
rain fell at once, and before the ordinary early rain, has no
foundation in the text of the Bible. " And suffered not the
birds of heaven to settle upon the corpses by day, or the wild

Josephus has correctly adopted

;

by night." Leaving corpses without burial, to be consumed by birds of prey and wild beasts, was regarded as the
greatest ignominy that could befal the dead (see at 1 Sam. xvii.
beasts

44).

According to Deut.

xxi. 22, 23, persons

executed were

not to remain hanging through the night upon the stake, but
to be buried before evening.

This law, however, had no ap-

plication whatever to the case before us,

where the expiation of
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upon the whole land was concerned.

In

this

instance the expiatory sacrifices were to remain exposed before

Jehovah,

till

the cessation of the plague

showed that His wrath

had been appeased.
Vers. 11-14. When this touching care of Rizpah for the
dead was told to David, he took care that the bones of the
whole of the fallen royal house should be buried in the burialplace of Saul's family.

He

therefore sent for the bones of

men of Jabesh had taken away
from the wall of Beisan, where the Philistines had
fastened the bodies, and which had been buried in Jabesh (1
Sam. xxxi. 10 sqq.), and had the bones of the sons and grandsons of Saul who had been crucified at Gibeah collected together,
and interred all these bones at Zela in the land of Benjamin,
333, to take
in the family grave of Kish the father of Saul.
away secretly. l&TfZ ^.Pj from the market-place of Bethshan,
does not present any contradiction to the statement in 1 Sam.
xxxi. 10, that the Philistines fastened the body to the wall of
Bethshan, as the rechob or market-place in eastern towns is not
in the middle of the town, but is an open place against or in
front of the gate (cf. 2 Chron. xxxii. 6 ; Neh. viii. 1, 3, 16).
This place, as the common meeting-place of the citizens, was
the most suitable spot that the Philistines could find for fastenSaul and Jonathan, which the

secretly

ing the bodies to the wall.

Hebrew form from

fljfl,

The

Chethib

Dwi

whereas the Keri WN?fi

is

is

the true

a formation
The Keri

resembling the Aramaean (cf. Ewald, § 252, a).
DVltWB nBB> is correct, however, as D^FIEOS, being a proper name,

article.
In nten 0^3 the literal meaning of
D^ (day) must not be strictly pressed, but the expression is to
be taken in the sense of "at the time of the smiting ;" for the
hanging up of the bodies did not take place till the day after
the battle (1 Sam. xxxi. 8 sqq.). In ver. 14 the account is
abridged, and the bones of the crucified persons are not mentioned again. The situation of Zela is unknown (see at Josh,
xviii. 28).
After this had been carried out in accordance with
the king's command, God suffered himself to be entreated for
the land, so that the famine ceased.

does not take any

—

Vers. 15-22. Heroic Acts performed in the Wars
with the Philistines. The brief accounts contained in

—
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these verses of different heroic feats were probably taken from

a history of David's wars drawn up in the form of chronicles,

and are introduced here as practical proofs of the gracious
deliverance of David out of the hand of all his foes, for which
he praises the Lord his God in the psalm of thanksgiving which
follows, so that the

enumeration of these feats

as supplying a historical basis for the psalm.
Philistines

had war with

is

to

be regarded

—Vers. 15-17. The

Ity (again) refers gene-

Israel again.

wars with the Philistines, and has probably been
taken without alteration from the chronicles employed by our
author, where the account which follows was attached to notices
This may be gathered from the books of the
of other wars.
rally to earlier

Chronicles, where three of the heroic feats mentioned here are

attached to the general survey of David's wars (vid. 1 Chron.

David was exhausted in this fight, and a Philistian
him ; but Abishai came to his help and
slew the giant. He was called Yishbo benob (Keri, Yishbi), i.e.
not Yishbo at Nob, but Yishbobenob, a proper name, the meaning of which is probably " his dwelling is on the height," and
which may have been given to him because of his inaccessible
He was one of the descendants of Raphah, i.e. one of
castle.
the gigantic race of Rephaim. Raphah was the tribe-father of
the Rephaim, an ancient tribe of gigantic stature, of whom
only a few families were left even in Moses' time (yid. Deut.
ii. 11, iii. 11, 13, and the commentary on Gen. xiv. 5).
The
xx. 4).

giant thought to slay

weight of his lance,

i.e.

of the metal point to his lance, was

three hundred shekels,

much

or eight pounds,

as the spear of Goliath (1

girded with

new armour."

correct explanation of the

Sam.

of brass,

xvii. 7)

™-T[V.

"»

he supposes the feminine

to be used in a collective sense, so that the

and

facts, vid.

Judg.

xviii.

half as

" and he was

Bottcher has no doubt given the

word

V93) could be dispensed with.

;

(For

noun (" armour,"

parallels both to the

11 and Deut.

—

i.

41.)

words
he

"*®&1,

he thought. Ver. 17. The danger
into which the king had been brought in this war, and out of
which he had been rescued solely by Abishai's timely help,
induced his attendants to make him swear that he would not
go into battle any more in person, v V?^, administered an
naari ton,
oath to him, i.e. fixed him by a promise on oath,
"and shalt not extinguish the light of Israel." David had
said («c. to himself),

i.e.
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•

from the fact that Jehovah was

his

light (ch. xxii. 29), or, according to the parallel passage in Ps.

Jehovah had lighted his lamp and enlightened
had lifted him out of a state of humiliation
and obscurity into one of honour and glory. The light (or
xviii.

29, that

his darkness,

lamp)

is

a figure used to represent the light of

ally burning,
life

i.e.

life in

i.e.

and actions were the

David's regal

which the grace of

light

continu-

life as

and honour.

prosperity

God had

kindled for the benefit of Israel. This light be was not to extinguish,

namely by going

into the midst of

war and

so exposing

—Ver.

18 (compare 1 Chron. xx.
4). In a second war, Sibbechai the Hushathite slew Saph the
Bephaite at Gob. According to 1 Chron. xxvii. 11, Sibbecliai,
his valuable life to danger.

one of the gibborim of David (1 Chron.
of the eighth division of the
is

army

a patronymic from ntwn in 1 Chron.

conflict

is

As Gob

called

is

xi.

29),

was the leader

(see at ch. xxiii. 27).
iv. 4.

The

Gob in our text, and Gezer in the
unknown, Thenius supposes it

entirely

of the pen for Gezer; but this

is

'ntpnn

scene of

Chronicles.
to be a slip

improbable, for the simple

It may possibly have
been a small place somewhere near to Gezer, which some
suppose to have stood on the site of el Kubab, on the road from

reason that

Gob occurs again

Ramleh

The name Saph is
Yalo (see at Josh. x. 33).
Chronicles.
Ver. 19 (yid. 1 Chron.

to

in ver. 19.

—

written Sippai in the
xx. 5). In another

war with the

Philistines at

Gob, Elhanan

the son of Yaare-Orgim of Bethlehem smote Goliath of Gath,

whose spear was
however,

Lahmi

we

find

beam. In the Chronicles,
"
that
Elhanan
the son of Jair smote
stated

like a weaver's
it

The

the brother of Goliath of Gath, whose spear," etc.

words of our text are so similar to those of the Chronicles,

we

only leave out the word

WIR, which probably

crept in

if

from

the next line through oversight on the part of a copyist, that

they presuppose the same original

text, so that

can only have arisen from an error in copying.
of the expositors

{e.g.

the difference

The

majority

Piscator, Clericus, Michaelis, Movers,

and Thenius) regard the text of the Chronicles as the true and
and the text before us as simply corrupt. But
Bertheau and Bottcher maintain the opposite opinion, because
it is impossible to see how the reading in 2 Sam. could grow
original one,

out of that in the Chronicles

;

whereas the reading in the

2Q
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Chronicles might have arisen through conscious alteration

ginating in the offence taken by some reader,

who

ori-

recalled the

account of the conflict between David and Goliath, at the

named

statement that Elhanan smote a giant
therefore altered

DK 'DH^n

Goliath,

1V3 into T1K »dp6

and who

But

fiN.

apart

from the question whether there were two Goliaths, one of
whom was slain by David and the other by Elhanan, the fact
that the conjecture of Bertheau and Bottcher presupposes a
deliberate alteration of the text, or rather, to speak

more

cor-

an intentional falsification of the historical account, is
quite sufficient to overthrow it, as not a single example of
anything of the kind can be adduced from the whole of the
rectly,

On

Chronicles.

the other hand, the recollection of David's

celebrated officer Elhanan of Bethlehem (ch. xxiii. 24; 1 Chron.

26) might easily lead to an identification of the Elhanan
officer, and so occasion the alteration

xi.

mentioned here with that

of V3r6 fiK into 'Dnfo JV3.

by that of

This alteration was then followed

Tvbl 'riK into Tfbi T\»,

and

all

the

more

easily

from

the fact that the description of Lahmi's spear corresponds word

word with that of Goliath's spear in 1 Sam. xvii. 7. Conwe must regard the reading in the Chronicles as the
correct one, and alter our text accordingly; since the assumption
that there were two Goliaths is a very improbable one, and
for

sequently

there

is

nothing at

who was

all

strange in the reference to a brother of

and carried a spear
Elhanan the son of Jairi is of course a different
person from Elhanan the Bethlehemite, the son of Dodo (ch.
xxiii. 24).
The Chronicles have "WSJ instead of Jairi (the
reading according to the Chethib), and the former is probably
the correct way of writing the name. Vers. 20, 21 (cf 1 Chron.
xx. 6, 7). In another war at Gath, a Fhilistian warrior, who
had six fingers on each hand and six toes on each foot, 1 defied
Israel, and was slain by Jonathan the son of Shimeah, the
brother of David (see at ch. xiii. 3). The Chethib pD is probably to be read pQ, an archaic plural (" a man of measures,
Goliath,

also a powerful giant,

like Goliath.

—

1

Men with

six fingers

and

.

six toes have been

met with

elsewhere.

Pliny (h. nat. xi. 43) speaks of certain sedigiti (six-fingered) Romans.
This peculiarity is even hereditary in some families. Other examples are
collected by Trusen (Sitten, Gebrauche, und Krankheiten der alien HebrSer^
pp. 198-9, ed. 2) and Friedreich Qsur Bibel,

i.

298-9).
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chap. xxn.
or extensions :" de Dieu, etc.)
singular rnD instead.

;

—Ver. 22

in the Chronicles

(cf.

we

find the

1 Chron. xx. 8). This verse

contains a postscript, in which the previous verses are summed
up. The accusative npa-jKTiN may be explained from a species

of attraction,

21)

still

Rapha"

i.e.

from the fact that the historian had Wj>1 (ver.
mind " As for these four, they were born to

i.e.

in his

:

they were descendants of the Bephaite family at

Gath, where remnants of the aboriginal Oanaanitish tribes of
still to be found, as in other towns of the

gigantic stature were

"They

Philistines (vid. Josh. xi. 22).

fell

David, and by the hand of his servants."

David"

refers to the fact that

"

by the hand of
the hand of

By

David had personally fought

with Yishbobenob (ver. 16).

david's psalm of thanksgiving fob victory
his enemies. chap. xxii.

—

oveb all

In the following psalm of thanksgiving, David praises the
all dangers during his agitated

Lord as his deliverer out of
life and conflicts with his foes

(vers. 2-4).

pictures his marvellous deliverance out of

all

In the

first

half he

the troubles which

he passed through, especially in the time of Saul's persecutions,
under the image of an extraordinary theophany (vers. 5-20),
and unfolds the ground of this deliverance (vers. 21-28). In
the second half he proclaims the mighty help of the Lord, and
his consequent victories over the foreign enemies of his govern-

29-46), and closes with renewed praise of God
His glorious deeds (vers. 47-51). The psalm is thus
arranged in two leading divisions, with an introductory and
concluding strophe. But we cannot discover any definite
system of strophes in the further arrangement of the principal
divisions, as the several groups of thoughts are not rounded off

ment

(vers.

for all

symmetrically.

The

contents and form of this song of praise answer to the

fact attested

by the heading,

the later years of his reign,

that

it

was composed by David

in

when God had rescued him from

all his foes, and helped his kingdom to victory over all the
neighbouring heathen nations. The genuineness of the psalm
is acknowledged to be indisputable by all the modern critics,
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except J. Olshausen and Hupfeld, 1 who, with hypercritical

psalm on subjecThis psalm is found in the
Psalter as Ps. xviii., though with many divergences in single
words and clauses, which do not, however, essentially affect the
meaning. Commentators are divided in opinion as to the relation in which the two different forms of the text stand to one
scepticism, dispute the Davidic origin of the
tive

grounds of

aesthetic taste.

The idea that the text of 2 Sam. rests upon a careless
copy and tradition must decidedly be rejected : for, on the one
hand, by far the larger portion of the deviations in our text

another.

from that of the Psalter are not to be attributed to carelessness
on the part of copyists, but are evidently alterations made with
thoughtf ulness and deliberation e.g. the omission of the very
;"
first passage (ver. 1), " I will love Thee, O Lord, my strength
:

7K (my God, my strength, or rock) into
God of my rock), as " the God of the rock" occurs

the change of *1W

nw TO

(the

again in ver. 47 of the text before us; or the substitution
of KJIl (He was seen, ver. 11) for tew (He did fly), etc.
On
the other hand, the original reading has undoubtedly been re-

many passages of oar text, whilst simpler and more
common forms have been substituted in that of the Psalms e.g.

tained in

;

1
Even Hitzig observes (die Psalmen, i. p. 95) "There is no ground
whatever for calling in question the Davidic authorship of the psalm, and
therefore the statement made in the heading and, in fact, there is all the
more reason for adhering to it, because it is attested twice. The recurrence
of the psalm as one of Davidic origin in 2 Sam. xxii. is of some weight,
since not the slightest suspicion attaches to any of the other songs or
sayings attributed to David in the second book of Samuel (e.g. iii. 33, 34,
Moreover, the psalm is evidently ancient,
v. 8, vii. 18-29, xxiii. 1-7).
and suited to the classical period of the language and its poetry. Ver. 31
is quoted as early as Prov. xxx. 5, and ver. 34 in Hab. iii. 19.
The psalm
was also regarded as Davidic at a very early period, as the ' diaskeuasV of
the second book of Samuel met with the heading, which attributes the
psalm to David. No doubt this opinion might be founded upon ver. 51
and with perfect justice if it were for if the psalm was not composed by
David, it must have been composed in his name and spirit ; and who could
have been this contemporaneous and equal poet?" Again, after quoting
several thoroughly Davidic signs, he says at p. 96 : " It is very obvious with
how little justice the words of ver. 51, relating to 2 Sam. vii. 12-16, 26,
29, have been pronounced spurious. Besides, the psalm can no more have
concluded with "itVVfcb (ver. 51) than with ver. 50 ; and if David refers to
himself by name at the commencement in 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, and in the middle
hi ch. vii. 20, why should he not do the same at the close?"
:

;

:
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i.

for

^i??*?

'rem

nto"j

;

instead of

rilD

in ver. 12, ttp-Tntfn for

D*D

a^jn

;

^BK;

BWO* in ver.
DW^ TW,
;

in ver. 28, ^BBfa

in ver. 33, to"n d^dfi

-in»i

16,

for

for *3"n D»pn jiw

;

and in ver. 44, E'Kii' 'TiDK'n for Bfc"^ ,?o''^, and several others.
In general, however, the text of the Psalms bears the stamp of
poetical originality more than the text before us, and the latter
indicates a desire to give greater clearness and simplicity to
the poetical style.
Consequently neither of the two texts that
have come down to us contains the original text of the psalm
of David unaltered ; but the two recensions have been made
quite independently of each other, one for the insertion of the
psalm in the Psalter intended for liturgical use, and the other
when it was incorporated into the history of David's reign,
which formed the groundwork of our books of Samuel. The
first revision may have been made by David himself when he
arranged his Psalms for liturgical purposes; but the second
was effected by the prophetic historian, whose object it was,
when inserting David's psalm of praise in the history of his
reign, not so

introduce

much

in a

it

to give

with diplomatic

it

form that should be

literality, as to

easily intelligible

and true

to the sense.

Ver.

1.

The heading

is

formed precisely according

to the

introductory formula of the song of Moses in Deut. xxxi. 30, and

was no doubt taken from the
by the author of our books.
from this into the canonical

work employed
was probably also adopted
collection of the Psalter, and

larger historical
It

simply brought into conformity with the headings of the other

psalms by the alteration of
lai. -iBfc

Tvb

nfcv

13$

TW

">31?3

(and David said) into

(« of David, the servant of the Lord,

Eng. ver.), and the insertion of HMD? («to the
Eng. ver.) at the head (see Delitzsch on the
Psalms). " In the day" i.e. at the time, " when Jehovah had
delivered him."
Deliverance "out of the hand of Saul" is
specially mentioned, not because this was the last, but because
it was the greatest and most glorious,
a deliverance out of
the deepest misery into regal might and glory. The psalm
is opened by ">»t*1 in both texts.
Vers. 2-4 form the intro-

who spake

:"

chief musician :"

—

—

duction.
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is my rock, my castle, and my deliverer to me ;
Rock-God, in whom I truBt
shield and horn of my salvation, my fortress and my refuge,
Saviour ; from violence Thou redeemest me.

Ver. 2 Jehovah
8

My
My
My

4

I call

And

upon the praised one, Jehovah,
am saved from my enemies.

I

This introduction contains the sum and substance of the
whole psalm, inasmuch as David groups the many experiences
life into a long series of
which he extols God as his defence, refuge,
and deliverer. The heaping up of these predicates is an expression both of liveliest gratitude, and also of hope for the future.

of divine deliverance in his agitated
predicates, in all of

The

different predicates, however, are not to be taken as in

apposition to Jehovah, or as

concerning God,

vocatives,

how He had proved

but are declarations

himself faithful to the

all the calamities of his life, and would assuredly
David calls God ''nTxtM \y?D (my rock, and my castle)
The two epithets are
in Ps. xxxi. 4 as well (cf. Ps. lxxi. 4).
borrowed from the natural character of Palestine, where steep
and almost inaccessible rocks afford protection to the fugitive,
as David had often found at the time when Saul was pursuing
him (yid. 1 Sam. xxiv. 23, xxii. 5). But whilst David took

Psalmist in

do so

still.

refuge in rocks, he placed his hopes of safety not in their inac-

but in God the Lord, the eternal spiritual
he could see in the earthly rock, so that he called

cessible character,

rock,

whom

Him

his true castle,

y

,

l

Pf ?P

(my

deliverer to

omitted in Ps.

" my, yea

who

my

xviii. 2,

and only serves

deliverer."

my Rock

"

me) gives the
(to me) is

The y

real explanation of the foregoing figures.

to strengthen the suffix,

My Bock-God,"

equivalent to,

formed after Deut.

God

where
Moses calls the Lord the Rock of Israel, because of His unchangeable faithfulness; for zur, a rock, is a figure used to
represent immoveable firmness.
In Ps. xviii. 3 we find *WV yR,
"
"my God" (strong one), my rock," two synonyms which are
joined together in our text, so as to form one single predicate
of God, which is repeated in ver. 47. The predicates which
follow, "my horn and my salvation-shield" describe God as
the mighty protector and defender of the righteous.
shield
covers against hostile attacks. In this respect God was Abraham's shield (Gen. xv. 1), and the helping shield of Israel
is

:

this is

xxxii. 4,

A
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5-7.

salvation," according to Luther, because

He is the " horn of
He overcomes enemies,

and rescues from foes, and gives salvation.
The figure is borrowed from animals, which have their strength and defensive
weapons in their horns (see at 1 Sam. ii. 1). "My fortress:"
misgab is a high place, where a person is secure against hostile
attacks (see at Ps. ix. 10).
The predicates which follow, viz.
my refuge, etc., are not given in Ps. xviii. 3, and are probably
only added as a rhythmical completion to the strophe, which
was shortened by the omission of the introductory lines, " I love
thee heartily, Jehovah " (Ps. xviii. 1). The last clause, " My
Saviour, whoredeemest

me from violence"

corresponds to to'npnK

In ver. 4, David sums up the contents of
psalm of thanksgiving in a general sentence of experience,
which may be called the theme of the psalm, for it embraces
" the result of the long life which lay behind him, so full of
in the first hemistich.

his

dangers and deliverances."

t?\"?,

"the praised one," an epithet

applied to God, which occurs several times in the Psalms
2, xcvi. 4, cxiii. 3, cxlv. 3).

and

is

placed

first

(xlviii.

It is in apposition to Jehovah,

for the sake of emphasis

:

" I invoke Jehovah

The

imperfects ""JP£ and S^JK are used to
denote what continually happens. In ver. 5 we have the comas the praised one."

mencement of the account of the deliverances out of great
tribulations, which David had experienced at the hand of God.
Yer. 5 For breakers of death had compassed me,

Streams of wickedness

terrified

me.

6 Cords of hell had girt me about,
Snares of death overtook me.
7 In my distress I called Jehovah,

And to my God I called
And He heard my voice out of His temple,
And my crying came into His ears.
David had often been in danger of death, most frequently
he was pursued by Saul, but also in Absalom's
All
conspiracy, and even in several wars (cf. ch. xxi. 16).
these dangers, out of which the Lord delivered him, and not
merely those which originated with Saul, are included in vers.
at the time when

figure " breakers or waves of death " is analogous to
"
that of the
streams of Belial." His distress is represented in
both of them under the image of violent floods of water. In
the psalm we find njD "hsn, " snares of death," as in Ps. cxvi. 3,
5, 6.

The
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death being regarded as a hunter with a net and snare
xci. 3)

this does not

:

therefore

wf v3n

not so good, since

is

(cf. Ps.

answer so well to the parallel vro, and
follows immediately.

The
meaning " mischief," or injury in a physical sense, which many
expositors give to the word in this passage on account of the
parallel " death," cannot be grammatically sustained.
Belial
^J?y3 (Belial), uselessness in

a moral sense, or worthlessness.

as a name for the devil (2 Cor. vi. 15).
Streams of wickedness are calamities that proceed from wickedness, or originate with worthless men.
&?.?, to come to meet
with a hostile intention, i.e. to fall upon (yid. Job xxx. 27).

was afterwards adopted

'?*!?>

the

temple out of which Jehovah heard him,

heavenly abode of God, as in Ps.

8

sqq.,

xi.

God came down from heaven

4

for,

;

was

according to

the
vers.

to help him.

Ver. 8 Then the earth swayed and trembled,
The foundations of the heavens shook

And swayed to and fro,
9

Smoke ascended

because

He was

wroth.

in His nose,

And fire out of His mouth devoured,
Bed-hot coals burned out of Him.
10 And He bowed the heavens and came down,
And cloudy darkness under His feet.
Jehovah came down from heaven to save His servant, as
formerly come down upon Sinai to conclude His covenant with Israel in the midst of terrible natural phenomena,
which proclaimed the wrath of the Almighty. The theophany
under which David depicts the deliverance he had experienced,
had its type in the miraculous phenomenon which accompanied
the descent of God upon Sinai, and which suggested, as in the
song of Deborah (Judg. v.. 4, 5), the idea of a terrible storm.
It is true that the deliverance of David was not actually attended
by any such extraordinary natural phenomena but the saving
hand of God from heaven was so obviously manifested, that the
deliverance experienced by him could be poetically described
as a miraculous interposition on the part of God. When the
Lord rises up from His heavenly temple to come down upon

He had

;

the earth to judgment, the whole world trembles at the fierceness of His wrath.

Not only does the

foundations of the heavens shake

earth tremble, but the

is moved.
In the psalm we have u the foundations of the hills " instead of
" the foundatiois of the heavens" a weaker expression, signify:

the whole universe

—
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11-13.

ing the earth to its deepest foundations. The Hithpael K^JIV, lit.
to sway itself, expresses the idea of continuous swaying to and

v

fro.

"Tin *?,

a fire
runner of
like

cf.

;

fire,

"for it (sc. wrath) burned to him" it named up
Deut. xxxii. 22, xxix. 19. " Smoke" the fore" ascended in His nose." The figurative idea is

that of snorting or violent breathing, which indicates the rising

Smoke

of wrath.

mouth,

i.e.

The

it.

is

followed

by

expression

is

which devours out of the
consuming all that opposes

fire,

bursts forth devouring or

strengthened

still

further

by the

parallel

" red-hot coals come out of Him," i.e. the flame of red-hot coals
pours out of Him as out of a glowing furnace (cf. Gen. xv. 17).
This description is based entirely upon Ex. xix. 18, where the

Lord comes down upon

Sinai in

smoke and

to picture to ourselves flashes of lightning

nomena

;

We are not

fire.

for all these phe-

God

are merely the forerunners of the appearance of

which is described in ver. 10, " He bowed the
heavens " to come down. ?S"JJ>, which is frequently connected
in the clouds,

with

}}V,

signifies

cloudy darkness, or dark clouds.

stratum of this description

is

The

sub-

the fact that in a severe storm the

heavens seem to sink down upon the earth with their dark clouds.
The Lord draws near riding upon black thunder-clouds, " that
the wicked

may

not behold His serene countenance, but only

the terrible signs of His fierce wrath and punishment " (J.

H.

Michaelis).

He rode upon a cherub and flew hither,
And appeared upon the wings of the wind.
12 He made darkness round about Him as pavilions,

Ver. 11

Water-gathering, thick clouds.
13 Out of the splendour before Him
Burned red-hot coals of fire.

These three verses are a further expansion of
ver.

11 of ver. 10a.

The

cherub

is

ver. 10,

creature, for cherubim are angels around the throne of
at

Gen.

iii.

22).

The

and

not a personified earthly

poetical figure "riding

God

(see

upon the cherub"

borrowed from the fact that God was enthroned between the
two cherubim upon the lid of the ark of the covenant, and
above their outspread wings (Ex. xxv. 20, 21). As the idea of
His " dwelling between the cherubim " (ch. vi. 2 ; 1 Sam. iv. 4 ;
is

Ps. Ixxx. 2) was founded upon this typical manifestation of the
God in the Most Holy place, so here David

gracious presence of
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Jehovah from heaven as u riding upon a
cherub," picturing the cherub as a throne upon which God
appears in the clouds of heaven, though without therefore
imagining Him as riding upon a sphinx or driving in a chariotthrone.
Such notions as these are precluded by the addition
The "flying " is also suggested by
of the term *|VJ1, " did fly."
depicts the descent of

As

the wings of the cherubim.

the divine "sheehinah" was

enthroned above the ark of the covenant upon the wings of
the cherubim, David in his poetical description represents the

cherub and his wings as carrying the throne of God, to express
the thought that Jehovah came down from heaven as the judge
and saviour of His servants in the splendour of His divine
glory, surrounded by cherubim who stand as His highest servants around His throne, just as Moses in his blessing (Deut.
xxxiii. 2)

speaks of Jehovah as coming out of myriads of His

The elementary substratum

of this was the wings
In the psalm we have
"T3> from ntw, to soar (Deut. xxviii. 49 ; Jer. xlviii. 40), which
suggests the idea of flying better than tfW (He was seen),
though the latter gives the real explanation. In vers. 12 and
13, the "cloudy darkness under His feet" (ver. 10 J) is still

holy angels.

upon which

of the wind,

He

appeared.

further expanded, so as to prepare the

way

for the description

God in His wrath
withdraws His face from man.
He envelopes himself in
clouds.
The darkness round about him is the black thunderof thunder and lightning in vers. 14 sqq.

cloud which forms His hut or tent.
occasioned

by the

The

plural succoth

plural VrtMD, " His surroundings

with indefinite generality, and
term than InSD in the psalm.

is

"

it is

more probably the

The "darkness"

explained in the second clause,

:

CO

rntfO,

is still

is

used

original

further

water-gatherings.

rnB>n (air. Xey.) signifies, according to the Arabic, a gathering

or collection.

The

expression used in the psalm

water-darkness, which, if not less appropriate,

is

at

is

CO

rotpn,

any rate not

Cj?nB> '3V, clouds of clouds, i.e. the thickest
a kind of superlative, in which a synonym is used in-

the original term.
clouds

;

stead of the

same noun.

—Ver.

13.

The splendour

of the divine

nature enveloped in clouds breaks through the dark covering

burning coals of fire. The coals of fire which burst forth, i.e.
which break out in flame from the dark clouds, are the lightning
whbh shoots forth from the dark storm-clouds in streams of fire.
in
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Ver. 14 Jehovah thundered from the heavens,
And the Most High gave His voice.

15

He

sent arrows,

and

scattered

them

;

Lightning, and discomfited them.
16 Then the beds of the sea became visible

The foundations of the world were uncovered,
Through the threatening of Jehovah,

By

God

the snorting of the breath of His nostrils.

upon the enemies along with
and threw them thereby into confusion. Don,
to throw into confusion, and thereby to destroy, is the standing
expression for the destruction of the foe accomplished by the
miraculous interposition of God (vid. Ex. xiv. 24, xxiii. 27
Josh. x. 10 ; Judg. iv. 15 1 Sam. vii. 10).
To the thunder
there were added stormy wind and earthquake, as an effect of
the wrath of God, whereby the foundations of the sea and land
were laid bare, i.e. whereby the depth of the abyss and of the
hell in the interior of the earth, into which the person to be
rescued had fallen, were disclosed. 1
sent lightning as arrows

violent thunder,

;

He reached out of the height, He laid hold of me
Drew me out of great waters
Saved me from my enemy strong
From my haters, because they were too strong for me.
They fell upon me in my day of calamity

Ver. 17

18
19

:

Then Jehovah became
20

And

led

me

stay,

out into a broad place

Delivered me, because
1

my

He had

pleasure in me.

In vers. 13-16 the text of the Psalms deviates greatly and in many
In ver. 13 we find B»'s i^njl TI3 VOP V3JJ

instances from that before us.

••

.

instead of B'N *?nj V)P3

psalm.
for Qi
T

and

we have

In ver. 15

WfiK-

;

after ver. 14 e>K ipriJI

3"i

:

it

tt

D^jrai for pna, and in ver. 16 D'O 'jVBN

The other deviations are

:

tt

••-:-:

TQ is repeated in the

inconsiderable.

So

far as the

f

repetition of E>K

vim

at the end of ver. 14

T13

is

concerned,

it is

not

only superfluous, but unsuitable, because the lightning following the thunder
is described in ver. 15, and the words repeated are probably nothing more

than a

gloss that has crept

in ver. 16

is

by an oversight into the

an obvious softening down

of the D'

s

text.

The D*D 'i^BN

j?'BK of the text before

In the other deviations, however, the text of the Psalms is evidently
the abridgment of the second clause of ver.
;

us.

the more original of the two

13

is

evidently a simplification of the figurative description in the psalm,
in the 15th verse of the psalm is more poetical and a stronger

and 31

DW3

expression than the mere pis of our text.
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The Lord

stretched His hand from the height into the deep
which had been uncovered through the threatening of
ripe*, withthe wrath of God, and drew out the sinking man.
is
used
to
denote
the
stretching
the
out TJ
out of
hand, and in
abysses,

the sense of reaching out to a thing (as in ch.

vi. 6).

O^n

D!V

(great waters) does not refer to the enemy, but to the cala-

and dangers (waves of death and streams of Belial, ver.
which the enemies of the Psalmist had plunged him.
^tiQl) from ne'e (Ex. ii. 10), from which the name of Moses
was derived, to whom there is probably an allusion made. As
Moses was taken out of the waters of the Nile, so David was
taken out of great (many) waters. This deliverance is still
farther depicted in more literal terms in vers. 18 sqq.
IV 'O'K,
my enemy strong, poetical for my strong enemy, does not refer
to one single enemy, namely Saul ; but, as the parallel " my
mities

5) into

haters " shows,

is

a poetical personification of

all his

enemies.

They were stronger than David, therefore the Lord had to
deliver him with an almighty hand. The " day of calamity " in
which the enemy fell upon him (WJJ see at ver. 6) was the
time when David wandered about in the desert helpless and
homeless, fleeing from the pursuit of Saul. The Lord was then
:

on which he could support himself (yid.
and led him out of the strait into the broad, i.e.
into a broad space where he could move freely, because God
had pleasure in him, and had chosen him in His grace to be
His servant. This reason for his deliverance is carried out
still further in what follows.
his support, or a staff

Ps.

xxiii. 4),

Ver. 21 Jehovah rendered to

me

according to

my righteousness,

According to the cleanness of my hands He recompensed me.
22 For I have observed the ways of Jehovah,
And have not wickedly departed from my God.
23 For all His rights are before my eyes
And His statutes, I do not depart from them.
24 And I was innocent towards Him,
And kept myself from mine iniquity.

—

?D3 signifies to do to a person good or evil, like the Greek eZ
and icaicm irpaTrav nvd. The righteousness and cleannness of
hands, i.e. the innocence, which David attributed to himself,
were not perfect righteousness or holiness before God, but the
righteousness of his endeavours and deeds as contrasted with the
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unrighteousness and wickedness of his adversaries and pursuers,

and consisted in the fact that he endeavoured earnestly and
walk in the ways of God and to keep the divine
commandments. 1? V&), to be wicked from, is a pregnant ex*nii?, {.«.
pression, signifying to depart wickedly from God.
In the psalm we find toy D^OPi,
as a standard before my eye.
sincerely to

v

DW (see

own

testimony

innocent in intercourse with the Lord, instead of

Dent,

xviii.

13)

;

and for the

fact itself, David's

Sam. xxvi. 23, 24, the testimony of God concerning him in
1 Kings xiv. 8, and the testimony of history in 1 Kings xv. 5.
^2?> from mine iniquity, i.e. from the iniquity which I might
have committed.
in 1

Ver. 25 Thus Jehovah repaid

According to

my

me

according to

my righteousness,

cleanness before His eyes.

26 Towards the pious Thou showest thyself pious,
Towards the perfectly innocent Thou showest thyself innocent.
27 Towards the genuine Thou showest thyself genuine,
And towards the perverse Thou showest thyself crooked.
28 And afflicted people Thou helpest,
And Thine eyes are against the haughty ; them Thou humblest.

The motive for deliverance, which was expounded in vers.
is summed up briefly in ver. 25
and then in vers. 26

21-24,

and 27

;

it is

carried back to the general truth, that the conduct

of God towards men is regulated
men towards God. The veto cons,
*133 is

consequence.
is

according to the conduct of

in 3^J1 expresses the logical
used instead of *£ ">i3 in ver. 21, which

repeated in the psalm simply for the sake of variation.

truth that

God

treats every

man

The

in accordance with his con-

duct towards Him, is expounded in four parallel clauses, in
which the conduct of God is expressed in verbs in the Hithpael,
formed from the adjectives used to describe the conduct of
men towards God. To the 1, ?9) * ne pious or devoted to God,
He also shows himself pious ; and innocent, blameless, to the
D^pn

"riaj,

the

innocence.

man

">3J,

strong in innocence,

a Niphal

participle,

who walks

from

himself pure, strives after purity of walk,

in perfect

he who keeps
"13RH, an anomalous
T13,

contraction of Tiann (Ps.), analogous to the formation of "GJ for
1133.

The form 'B^n

crooked,

for fy?BJW, to show one's self perverse or
more anomalous. God shows himself so towards
by giving him up to his perverseness (Rom. i. 28).

is still

the perverse,
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This general truth

is applied in ver. 28 to the congregation of
God, in the contrast which it presents of humble and haughty,
and is expounded from the conduct of God, as displayed in the
history of Israel, towards these two classes of men, into which
the nation was divided.
In the psalm, therefore, we find
nriK '3, for which the simple 1 is substituted here, because the
verse does not contain any actual reason for what goes before.
"ty D{f, afflicted people, is used to denote the pious and depressed

in the nation

and mighty

;

DW,

the high,

i.e.

the haughty, or godless rich

be taken as a relative
Ewald, § 332, b ; and for the thought,
Isa. ii. 11).
In the psalm the unusual mode of expression in
the second clause is changed into the more common phrase,
" Thou bringest down high, i,e. proud looks" (cf. Prov. vi. 17,
xxi. 4, xxx. 13 ; Ps. cxxxi. 1, etc.).
Ver. 29 commences the description of the help which David
had already received from God in his conflict with the enemies
of Israel, and which he would still receive.
in the nation.

whom Thou humblest

^BBfrf is to

(see

Ver. 29 For Thou art

my lamp,

Jehovah

And Jehovah maketh my darkness
80 For through Thee

And

through

—

I

I

bright.

run troops,

my God

I leap walls.

81 God innocent is His way.
The word of Jehovah is refined,

A shield is He to all who trust in Him.
The

explanatory

*3,

with which the

new

description of the

mercy commences, refers to the thought implied in ver.
28, that David belonged to the " afflicted people," whom the
Lord always helps. As the Lord delivered him out of the
divine

danger of death, because He took pleasure in him, so He also
gave him power over all his enemies. For He was his lamp,
i.e. He had lifted him out of a condition of depression and contempt into one of glory and honour (see at ch. xxi. 17), and
would still further enlighten his darkness, i.e. " would cause
the light of His salvation to shine upon him and his tribe in all
the darkness of their distress" (Hengstenberg). In the psalm
the verse reads thus : u For Thou lightest (makest bright) my
(or candle), Jehovah my God enlighteneth my darkness;"
the bold figure " Jehovah the lamp of David" being more

lamp

literally explained.

The

figure

is

analogous to the one in Ps.
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my light ;"

whilst the form "M is a later
In the strength of his God he
could run hostile troops and leap walls, i.e. overcome every
pit*, not from YT\, to smash in pieces, bat from
hostile power,
}Ti, to run ; construed with the accusative according to the

xxvii. 1,

mode

of writing

">?..

is

—Ver. 30.

analogy of verbs of motion.

—Ver. 31.

He

derives this confi-

dence from the acts of God, and also from His word. ?t?!i
(God) is written absolutely, like "Mtn in Deut. xxxii. 4. The
Jehovah is the God (?N!1), whose
article points back to WK3.
blemish
without
way is perfect,
; and His word is refined brass,

pure

He who trusts in Him is safe from
two clauses occur again in Agur's proverbs

silver (cf. Ps. xii. 7).

The

all foes.

last

(Prov. xxx. 5).

The thought

of the last clause

is still

farther

explained in vers. 32 sqq.

who is God save Jehovah,
And who a rock save our God ?
33 This God is my strong fortress,
And leads the innocent his way.
34 He makes my feet like the hinds,
And setteth me upon my high places
35 He teacheth my hands to fight,
And my arms span brazen bows.

Ver. 32 For

There

is

no true God who can

of Jehovah (cf. Deut. xxxii. 31

This

God

is

"

my

;

1

strong fortress

help, except or

Sam.

:"

ii.

by the

side

TW, as in ver.

2).

2.

for this figure, comp. Ps.

and xxvii. 1. ??n, strength, might, is construed with
by free subordination : " my fortress, a strong one," like
"W for "W/from wi
tj> ipno (Ps. lxxi. 7 ; cf. Ewald, § 291, b).
(vid. Ges. § 72 ; Olshausen, Gram. p. 579), in the sense of
xxxi. 5
H

RJJO,

leading or taking round, as in Prov.

He is

xii.

God

26.

leads the

and guide therein. The
Keri *3"W rests upon a misunderstanding. There is an important
difference in the reading of this verse in Ps. xviii., viz. " The
innocent his way,

God who
cent."

girdeth

The

i.e.

me

his leader

with strength, and makes

last clause is certainly

the meaning, and so

is

an

alteration

also the first clause, the

my way

which

inno-

simplifies

thought of which

occurs again, word for word, in ver. 40a, with the addition of
nDn?©?. rpjs or rojs, the hind, or female stag, is a figure of
speech denoting swiftness in running. " Like the hinds :" a con-

densed simile for " like the hinds'

feet,"

such as we frequently
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meet with

in

Hebrew

(yid.

Ges.

§

144,

The

Anm.).

to swiftness in pursuit of the foe (vid. ch.

reference

1 Chron.
vfl (my feet) in the psalm, may
be accounted for from the fact, that David had spoken of him" My high placet"
self in the third person as the innocent one.
is

ii.

18

;

tyjn, his feet, for

xii. 8).

were not the high places of the enemy, that became his by
virtue of conquest, but the high places of his own land, which
he maintained triumphantly, so that he ruled the land from them.
The expression is formed after Deut. xxxii. 13, and is imitated
in Hab. iii. 19.
"W? is generally construed with a double accusative here it is written with an accusative and ?, and signifies
to instruct for the war. nro, in the psalm noro, on account of
the feminine ""njrtit, is not the Niphal of nnr^ to be broken in
pieces, but the Piel of nru, to cause to go down, to press down
the bow, i.e. to set it. The bow of brass is mentioned as being
the strongest
setting such a bow would be a sign of great
The two verses (34 and 35) are simply a
heroic strength.
particularizing description of the power and might with which
the Lord had endowed David to enable him to conquer all his
:

:

foes.

Ver. 36

And Thou reachest me the shield of my salvation,
And Thy hearing makes me great.

37 Thou makest

And my

The Lord bestows
The shield of

vation.

my

steps broad under me,

ankles have not trembled.

the true strength for victory in His
salvation

is

sal-

the shield which consists of

Lord. ^S, for which
psalm inu?, thy humility, i.e. God's condescending grace, does not mean " thy humiliation," but " thy hearkening" i.e. that practical hearkening on the part of God, when
called upon for help, which was manifested in the fact that
God made his steps broad, i.e. provided the walker with a broad
space for free motion, removing obstructions and stumblingblocks out of the way.
God had done this for David, so that
his ankles had not trembled, i.e. he had not been wanting in the
power to take firm and safe steps. In this strength of his God
he could destroy all his foes.
salvation, of the helping grace of the

we

find in the

Ver. 38 I will pursue

my

I will not turn

enemies and destroy them,
they are consumed.

till
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I will

not

40
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consume them and dash them in

they

pieces, that

may

arise,

And may fall under my feet.
And Thou girdest me with strength

for war,'

Thou bowest mine adversaries under me.
41 And Thou makest mine enemies turn the back to me
My haters, I root them out.

The

optative

form ^BTiK serves to make the future significamore apparent. Consequently

tion of iViN (in the psalm) the
it

is

quite out of the question to take the other verbs as pre-

terites.

We

are not compelled to do this

by the interchange

of imperfects

c.

consec. is not

used exclusively as expressive of the

vav consec. with simple imperfects, as the vav
past.

On

the contrary, the substance of the whole of the following description shows very clearly that

David

refers not only to the

he has already won, but in general to the defeat of all
his foes in the past, the present, and the future ; for he speaks
victories

as distinctly as possible not only of their entire destruction
(vers. 38, 39, 43), but also of the fact that God makes him the
head of the nations, and distant and foreign nations do him
homage. Consequently he refers not only to his own personal
dominion, but also, on the strength of the promise which he
had received from God, to the increase of the dominion of the
throne of his house, whilst he proclaims in the Spirit the
ultimate defeat of all the enemies of the kingdom of God.
This Messianic element in the following description comes out
in a way that cannot be mistaken, in the praise of the Lord
with which he concludes in vers. 47-51. OTOBta}, " I destroy

them" is stronger than M'tWW, " I reach them " (in the psalm).
In ver. 39 the words are crowded together, to express the utter
In the psalm B?3K} is omitted. *f}W?
destruction of all foes.
for 'J'Wrn in the psalm is not a poetical Syriasm, and still less
a "careless solecism" (Hupfeld), but a simple contraction,
such as we meet with in many forms e.g, Wp?*? for UKWO
:

(Job xxxv. 11

;

cf.

nnro (in the psalm)

Ewald,
is

§

232, b).

The form

nm

for

unusual, and the aphaeresis of the

3

can only be accounted for from the fact that this much-used
word constantly drops its i as a radical sound in the imperfect (see Ewald, § 195, c). The phrase 1"iJ> ^ nnn is formed
after

Ex.

xxiii.

27.

"Giving the enemy

to a person's

back"
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means causing them

to turn the back,

i.e.

putting them to

flight.

Ver. 42 They look out, but there

is no deliverer
For Jehovah, but He answereth them not.

43

And

I rub in pieces as the dust of the earth,
Like the mire of the streets I crush them and stamp upon them.

The cry

of the foe for help

and 7$
(with
y^B^ « they cry "
?6?

;

is

not attended to

vid. Isa. xvii. 7, 8), is

;

God

WE*, to look out to

annihilated without quarter.

more

they are
for help

poetical than

(j n the psalm) ; and rj?~ ?S? is more simple
than rHV3B"7y "1BV3 (in the psalm), " I crush them as dust
before the wind," for the wind does not crush the dust, but
In the second clause of ver. 43, Q iT!$ is used
carries it away.
,

in the psalm, and strengthened by BJfjJlK.
from PP"J, to make thin, to crush so that instead of " I
pour them out like mire of the streets which is trodden to
pieces," the Psalmist simply says, "I crush and stamp upon

instead of OlfftH
Djjns,

them

;

like

mire of the

of the foe,

God

throne of David
Ver. 44

streets."

Through the

establishes the universal
is

utter destruction

dominion

to.

which the

to attain.

And Thou

rescuest

Preservest

me

me

out of the strivings of

my people,

to be the head of the heathen.

People that I knew not serve me.

45 The sons of the stranger dissemble to me,

Upon hearsay they obey me.
46 The sons of the stranger despair,
And tremble out of their castles.

By

"

the strivings

of my people " the more indefinite expres-

sion in the psalm, "strivings of the people,"

is

explained.

The

words refer to the domestic conflicts of David, out of which
the Lord delivered him, such as the opposition of Ishbosheth
and the rebellions of Absalom and Sheba. These deliverances
formed the prelude and basis of his dominion over the heathen.
Consequently WDBfei (Thou preservest me to be the head of the
nations) occurs quite appropriately in the second clause ; and
WtMji, " Thou settest me," which occurs in the psalm, is a far
less

pregnant expression.

DJf

to signify foreign nations.

was an example, and
future subjection of

before VlJTV t6
Tot king of

his subjugation

all

is

used indefinitely

Hamath

(ch. viii. 10)

was a prelude of the

the heathen to the sceptre of the
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CHAP. XXII. 47-49

In

of David, as predicted in Ps. lxxii.

ver.

45 the two clauses

The Hithpael

of the psalm are very appropriately transposed.

^H? ?!,

compared with 1KW,

as

1

primary passage (Deut.

In the

the later form.

is

29) the Niphal

used to signify the dissembling of friendship, or of involuntary homage on
the part of the vanquished towards the victor. IjK JftoB?, " by
at the

|tk TfO^h,

i.e. by hearsay, is a simple explanation
rumour of the ears (via". Job xlii. 5), i.e.

mere rumour of David's

at the

pine away,

is

of the ear"

the hearing

of

xxxiii.

The

victories.

foreign nations

despair of ever being able to resist the victorious

i.e.

power of David. Via n», " they gird themselves," does not yield
any appropriate meaning, even if we should take it in the
sense of equipping themselves to go out to battle.
The word
is probably a misspelling of y ")'!'I, which occurs in the psalm,
3"in

being a

bling

air.

\ey. in the sense of being terrified, or trem-

they tremble out of their

:

castles, i.e.

they come trem-

see Micah vii.
"tin, which is
means
probable
that
the
word
by
no
17).
so frequently met with in Hebrew, is used in this one passage

bling out of their castles (for the thought

itself,

It is

in the sense of " to limp," according to Syriac usage.

In conclusion, the Psalmist returns to the praise of the Lord,

who had

so highly favoured him.

and blessed

Ver. 47 Jehovah liveth,

And the God

of

my refuge

is

my rock,

of salvation is exalted.

48 The God who giveth me vengeance,
And bringeth nations under me;
49 Who leadeth me out from mine enemies,
And exalteth me above mine adversaries,
Delivereth me from the man of violence.

The formula ntnpn
the word

W would

but

x. 24),

is

is

mean " let Jehovah

be used for that

live," for

(yid. ch. xvi. 16, 1

Sam.

a declaration " the Lord is living." The deis to be taken as praise of God, for " praising
:

claration itself

God

does not

simply ascribing to

Him

the glorious perfections which

we have only to give Him what is His own "
(Hengstenberg). The following clauses also contain simply

belong to him
declarations;

optative

tfij

;

this

evident from the word DVV, since the

would be used to denote a wish.
when He manifests His life in

living or alive

potence.

is

In the

The Lord
acts of

is

omni-

last clause, the expression ire (rock) is in-
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WX

(the God of my refuge, or rock, of
God who is my saving rock (cf. ver. 3). In
the predicates of God in vers. 48, 49, the saving acts depicted
by David in vers. 5-20 and 29-46 are summed up briefly.
tensified into

'Vj?!

salvation),

the

i.e.

Instead of "i^D,
subjects to me,

in the

Therefore the

"He

we

down under me,"

causes to go

find in the psalm

WBp

i.e.

He

" He drives nations
and lastly, instead of

"13*1.3,

instead of WYto
we
psalm,
have here B*DE>n B*K, as in Ps. cxl. 2.
praise of the Lord shall be sounded among all

under me," and

Don e^K

"«V

;

nations.
Ver. 60 Therefore will

51

To David, and

The

I

praise Thee,

Jehovah,

And sing praise to Thy name.
As He who magnifies the salvation of
And showeth grace to His anointed,

the nations,

His king,

his seed for ever.

grace which the Lord had shown to David was so

great, that the praise thereof could not

narrow

among

limits of Israel.

With

be restricted to the

the dominion of David over the

nations, there spread also the knowledge,
praise, of the

Lord who had given him the

and with

this the

Paul was

victory.

therefore perfectly justified in quoting the verse before us (ver.

50) in

Bom.

xvi. 9,

along with Deut. xxxii. 43 and Ps. cxvii.

a proof that the salvation of God was intended for the
Gentiles also. The king whose salvation the Lord had magni1, as

was not David as an individual, but David and his seed
that is to say, the royal family of David which
culminated in Christ. David could thus sing praises upon the
ground of the promise which he had received (ch. vii. 12-16),
and which is repeated almost verbatim in the last clause of ver.
51.
The Ckethib ^"HD is the Hiphil participle ^D^ according
to Ps. xviii. 51 ; and the Keri ^"UD, " tower of the fulness of
fied,

for ever,

—

salvation,"

is

a singular conjecture.

david's last words.

The psalm
Lord

—chap,

xxiii. 1-7.

of thanksgiving, in which David praised the

for all the deliverances and benefits that he

had experi-

enced throughout the whole of his life, is followed by the prophetic will and testament of the great king, unfolding the
importance of his rule in relation to the sacred history of the
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1, 2.

may be

regarded (ch.

xxii.) as

a great hallelujah, with which David passed away from the
stage of life, these " last words " contain the divine seal of all
that he has sung and prophesied in several psalms concerning
the eternal dominion of his seed, on the strength of the divine

promise which he received through the prophet Nathan, that
his throne should be established for ever (ch. vii.).

words are not merely a

lyrical

These

expansion of that promise, but a

prophetic declaration uttered by David at the close of his

life

and by divine inspiration, concerning the true King of the
kingdom of God. "The aged monarch, who was not generally endowed with the gift of prophecy, was moved by the
Spirit of God at the close of his life, and beheld a just Ruler
in the fear of God, under whose reign blessing and salvation
sprang up for the righteous, and all the wicked were overcome. The pledge of this was the eternal covenant which God
had concluded with him" (Tholuck: die Propheten und ihre
Weissagungen, p. 166).
The heading " these are the last words
of David" serves to attach it to the preceding psalm of thanksgiving.
Ver. 1 Divine saying of David the son of Jesse,

Divine saying of the man, the highly exalted,
Of the anointed of the God of Jacob,

And of the lovely one in the songs of praise of
2 The Spirit of Jehovah speaks through me,
And His word is upon my tongue.

Israel.

This introduction to the prophetic announcement
as to

form and substance, upon the

last

cerning the future history of Israel

sayings of

(Num.

rests,

both

Balaam con-

xxiv. 3, 15).

This

not only shows to what extent David had occupied himself with

men of God concerning Israel's
but indicates, at the same time, that his own prophetic
utterance was intended to be«a further expansion of Balaam's
prophecy concerning the Star out of Jacob and the Sceptre
out of Israel. Like Balaam, he calls his prophecy a DM, i.e. a
the utterances of the earlier
future

;

which he had received
from God (see at Num. xxiv. 3). But the recipient
of this revelation was not, like Balaam the son of Beor, a man
with closed eye, whose eyes had been opened by a vision of the
Almighty, but " the man who was raised up on high" (?V, adverdivine saying or oracle, as a revelation
directly
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"above"

bially

strictly

is,

speaking, a substantive, "height,"
xi. 7, and probably also
up out of humiliation to
yea, even to be the head of the

used in an adverbial sense, as in Hos.
ch. vii. 16),

i.e.

whom God had

be the ruler of His people,
nations (ch. xxii. 44).

the Messiah of the

lifted

Luther's rendering, "

God

of Jacob,"

who

is

assured of

based upon the Vulgate,

is

" cui constitutum est de Christo Dei Jacob," and cannot be
grammatically sustained. David was exalted on the one hand
as " the anointed of the God of Jacob," i.e. as the one whom the

God

of Israel had anointed king over His people,

and on the

other hand as "the lovely one in Israels songs of praise" i.e.
the man whom God had enabled to sing lovely songs of praise

His grace and glory. "M3T = rntpt does not
mean a song generally, but a song of praise in honour of God
(see at Ex. xv. 2), like itoTO in the headings to the psalms. As
David on the one hand had firmly established the kingdom
of God in an earthly and political respect as the anointed of
Jehovah, i.e. as king, so had he on the other, as the composer
of Israel's songs of praise, promoted the spiritual edification of
that kingdom.
The idea of DK3 is explained in ver. 2. The
Spirit of Jehovah speaks through him; his words are the
inspiration of God.
The preterite ~>f[ relates to the divine
inspiration which preceded the utterance of the divine saying.
3 "i3,J, literally to speak into a person, as in Hos. i. 2. The
in

celebration of

saying

itself

commences with

Ver. 8 The

God

ver. 3.

of Israel saith,

The Rock

of Israel speaketh to

me

A Ruler over men, just,
A Ruler in the fear of God.
And as light of the morning, when the sun rises,
As morning without clouds
From shining out of rain (springeth) green out of the
5 For is not my house thus with God ?
For He hath made me an everlasting covenant,
4

earth.

all, and attested
For all my salvation and all good pleasure,
Should He then not cause it to grow ?

Provided with

As

the prophets generally preface their saying with " thus

saith the Lord," so

"

the

David commences

God of Israel saith,"

his prophetic saying with

for the purpose of describing

emphatically as the word of God.

He

designates
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(as in ch. xxii. 3) of Israel, to indicate

that the contents of his prophecy relate to the salvation of the

people of Israel, and are guaranteed by the unchangeableness

The

of God.

saying which follows bears the impress of a

divine oracle even in

The

enigmatical brevity.

its

verbs are

wanting in the different sentences of vers. 36 and 4. "A
Q"J?? does
ruler over men" sc. " will arise," or there will be.
;"
"
"
among men," but over men
for 3 is to be taken
not mean
as with the verb ?WQ, as denoting the object ruled over (cf.

Gen.
the

iii.

16, iv. 7, etc.).

human

race,

D"jxn does not

This ruler

humanity.

mean
is

certain

men, but

"just " in the fullest

sense of the word, as in the passages founded upon this, viz.
Jer.

Zech. ix. 9, and Ps. lxxii.
founded in his "fear of God."

xxiii. 5,

ruler

is

2.

The

DwN

justice of the

ntjrv is

governed

by htfm. (On the fact itself, see Isa. xi.' 2, 3.) The
meaning is, " A ruler over the human race will arise, a just
ruler, and will exercise his dominion in the spirit of the fear of
God." Ver. 4 describes the blessing that will proceed from
The idea that ver. 4 should be connected with ver.
this ruler.
3i so as to form one period, in the sense of " when one rules
justly over men (as I do), it is as when a morning becomes
clear," must be rejected, for the simple reason that it overlooks
Nathan's promise (ch. vii.) altogether, and weakens the force
of the saying so solemnly introduced as the word of God. The
ruler over men whom David sees in spirit, is not any one who
rules righteously over men
nor is the seed of David to be
freely

—

;

regarded as a collective expression indicating a merely ideal
personality, but, according to the Chaldee rendering, the
siah himself, the righteous

Shoot

whom

the

Lord would

Mesraise

David (Jer. xxiii. 5), and who would execute righteousness and judgment upon earth (Jer. xxxiii. 15). Ver. 4 is to
be taken by itself as containing an independent thought, and the
connection between it and ver. 3 must be gathered from the
words themselves the appearance (the rise) of this Ruler will
be " as light of the morning, when the sun rises." At the same

up

to

—

:

time, the Messiah

is

not to be regarded as the subject to i£3

(the light of the morning), as though the ruler over

"riK

men were

compared with the morning light ; but the subject compared to
the morning light is intentionally left indefinite, according to
the view adopted by Luther in his exposition, " In the time of
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the Messiah

it

will

be like the light of the morning."

We are

precluded from regarding the Messiah as the subject, by the
fact that the comparison is instituted not with the sun, but

dawn

with the morning

whose

at the rising of the sun,

vivify-

ing effects upon nature are described in the second clause of
the verse. The words WQf rnp are to be taken relatively, as a

more
which

follows,

The

the morning light.

distinct definition of

" morning without clouds,"

clause

parallel to the fore-

is

going, and describes more fully the nature of the morning.

The

light of the rising

sun on a cloudless morning "is an image
The rising sun awakens the germs

of the coming salvation.
of

life

in the

bosom of nature, which had been slumbering

"The

through the darkness of the night.

state of things

before the coming of the ruler resembles the darkness of the

The verb

night" (Hengstenberg).

"From

second hemistich.

is

the shining

also

from

wanting in the
rain

(is,

comes)

PUS signifies the brightness of
fresh green out of the earth."
the rising sun ; but, so far as the actual meaning is concerned,
it

relates to the salvation

righteous ruler.

"lOB?

is

which attends the coming of the

either subordinate to

FUSt?,

or co-ordi-

In the former case, we should have to render the
passage, " from the shining of the sun which proceeds out of
rain," or " from the shining after rain ;" and the allusion would
be to a cloudless morning, when the shining of the sun after a
night's rain stimulates the growth of the plants.
In the latter
case, we should have to render it " from the shining (and) from
the rain ;" and the reference would be to a cloudless morning,
on which the vegetation springs up from the ground through
Grammatically considered, the
sunshine followed by rain.
nevertheless
first view (? the second) is the easier of the two
nate with

it.

;

we

regard the other

(I

the

first)

as the only admissible one,

inasmuch as rain is not to be expected when the sun has risen
with a cloudless sky. The rays of the sun, as it rises after a
night of rain, strengthen the fresh green of the plants.
rain

is

The

therefore a figurative representation of blessing gene-

and the green grass which springs up
the rain is an image of the blessings of

rally (cf. Isa. xliv. 3),

from the earth

after

the Messianic salvation (Isa.

In Ps.

xliv. 4, xlv. 8).

Solomon takes these words of David as the
comparison of the effects resulting from the govern-

lxxii. 6,

basis of his
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3-6.

coming down of the

to the

rain

In

prophecy concerning the coming of the just

ver. 5, the

by being traced back to the original promise
in ch. vii., in which David had received a pledge of this.
The
first and last clauses of this verse can only be made to yield a
meaning in harmony with the context, by being taken interroruler

sustained

is

is

:
"for is not my house so with God f" The question
ton '3 : ch. xix. 23), as
only indicated by the tone (t6 s3

is

frequently the case, even before clauses

gatively

=

(e.g.

Hos.

xi.

5,

is

ii.

15

:

cf.

Ewald,

by the following

commencing with t6

§

324, a).

J3-*6 (not

though the '3 which
not to be taken in the sense of " that." Each of the

so) is explained

follows

Mai.

clause,

two clauses contains a distinct thought. That of the first is,
" Does not my house stand in such a relation to God, that the
righteous ruler will spring from it?" This is then explained
in the second: "for He hath made an everlasting covenant
with me." David calls the promise in ch. vii. 12 sqq., that
God would establish his kingdom to his seed for ever, a covenant, because

it

involved a reciprocal relation,

—namely,

that

Jehovah would first of all found for David a permanent house,
and then that the seed of David was to build the house of the
" equipped (or provided) with
all" that could help to establish it. This relates more especially
to the fact that all eventualities were foreseen, even the falling

Lord. This covenant is

away of the

«>3? navig,

bearers of the covenant of God, so that such an

event as this would not annul the covenant (ch.
rrWDE'*,

" and preserved,"

vii.

14, 15).

by the assurance

established

i.e.

that

even in that case the Lord would not withdraw His grace.
David could found upon this the certainty, that God would
cause all the salvation to spring forth which had been pledged
\pt5*;v3, " all my salto his house in the promise referred to.
vation"
J*Brr?3,

God,

the salvation promised to

i.e. all

not "

i.e. all

all

my

desire,"

me and

to

my

house.

but " all the good pleasure " of

the saving counsel of

God

expressed in that cove-

nant The *3 before s6 is an energetic repetition of the *?
which introduces the explanatory thought, in the sense of a
firm assurance
yea, should

He

:

"for

all

not cause

my

it to

salvation

and

all

good pleasure,

spring forth ?"
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Ver. 6 But the worthless, as rejected thorns are they all
For men do not take them in the hand.

7

And

the man who touches them
Provides himself •with iron and spear-shaft,

And

they are utterly burned with

The development
The

the ungodly.

where they dwell.

of salvation under the ruler in righteous-

and the fear of God

ness

fire

is

abstract

accompanied by judgment upon
'J?!??,

stronger

worthlessness, is

than 5J?v? "*$> the worthless man, and depicts the godless as
"H», in the Keri "MD, the ffophal of
personified worthlessness.
or TlJ, literally "seared" or hunted away.

*TO

This epithet

who are
men root

does not apply to the thorns, so well as to the ungodly

compared

The

to thorns.

reference

is

to thorns that

which they avoid on account of their prickles.
an antiquated form for K>3 (see Ewald, § 247, d). To
root them out, or clean the ground of them, men do not lay
hold of them with the bare hand ; but " whoever would touch
them equips himself (K?®!, sc. 1"l}, to 'fill the hand' with anything : 2 Kings ix. 24) with iron, i.e. with iron weapons, and
This expression also relates
spear-shaft " (vid. 1 Sam. xvii. 7).
They are consumed
to the godless rather than to the thorns.
out, not to those
Drif>3,

rats'?,

" at the dwelling"

mean "on

as Kimchi explains, at the place of
where they grow. For ro#3 cannot

i.e.

their dwelling, the place

the spot" in the sense of without delay.

ing of the thorns takes place at the

ungodly (Matt.

xiii.

The

following

The

burn-

judgment upon the

30).

david's heroes.

xi.

final

list

—chap, xxiii.

of David's heroes

8-39.

we also find

in 1 Chron.

10-47, and expanded at the end by sixteen names (vers.

41-47), and attached in ver. 10 to the account of the conquest
of the fortress of Zion

According to

by the introduction of a

this heading, the heroes

named

special heading.
assisted

greatly in his kingdom, along with all Israel, to

David

make him

king, from which

it is evident that the chronicler intended by
heading to justify his appending the list to the account
of the election of David as king over all the tribes of Israel
(1 Chron. xi. 1), and of the conquest of Zion, which followed
immediately afterwards. In every other respect the two lists

this
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8-12.

agree with one another, except that there are. a considerable
of errors of the text, more especially in the names,
which are frequently corrupt in both texts, so that the true
reading cannot be determined with certainty.
The heroes
The first class
enumerated are divided into three classes.
consists of three, viz. Jashobeam r Eleazar, and SJtammah, of
whom certain brave deeds are related, by which they reached
the first rank among David's heroes (vers. 8—12). They were
followed by Abishai and Benaiah, who were in the second class,
and who had also distinguished themselves above the rest by
their brave deeds, though they did not come up to the first

number

three (vers. 18-23).

The

others all belonged to the third class,

which consisted of thirty-two men, of whom no particular heroic
deeds are mentioned (vers. 24—39). Twelve of these, viz. the
five belonging to the first two classes and seven of the third,
were appointed by David commanders of the twelve detachments into which he divided the army, each detachment to serve
for one month in the year (1 Chron. xxvii.).
These heroes,
among whom we do not find Joab the commander-in-chief of
the whole of the forces, were the king's aides-de-camp, and are
called in this respect 'P^n (ver. 8), though the term D*E6#n
(the thirty, vers. 13, 23, 24) was also a very customary one, as
their number amounted to thirty in a round sum. It is possible
that at first they may have numbered exactly thirty for, from
;

the very nature of the case,

we may be

many

sure that in the

wars in which David was engaged, other heroes must have
arisen at different times,

who would be

received into the corps

already formed. This will explain the addition of sixteen names
in the Chronicles, whether the chronicler

made

use of a dif-

from that employed by the author of the books before
us, and one belonging to a later age, or whether the author of
our books merely restricted himself to a description of the corps
ferent

list

in its earlier condition.

—

Vers. 8-12. Heroes of the first class. The short heading
which the list in the Chronicles also begins

to our text, with

(1 Chron. xi. 11), simply gives the names of these heroes. But
instead of " the names of the mighty men," we have in the

Chronicles u the number of the mighty men."

This variation

is all

the more striking, from the fact that in the Chronicles the

total

number

is

not given at the close of the

list

as

it is

in our
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At

the same time,

it can hardly be a copyist's error for
Bertheau supposes, but must be attributable
to the fact that, according to vers. 13, 23, and 24, these heroes
constituted a corps which was named from the number of
which it originally consisted. The first, Jashobeam, is called
" the chief of the thirty" in the Chronicles. Instead of RMt£

text.

"inap (selection), as

(Jashobeam), the reading in the Chronicles,

we have

here

n3B*a DC* (Josheb-basshebeth), unquestionably a spurious read-

which probably arose, according to Kennicott's conjecture,
from the circumstance that the last two letters of one* were
written in one MS. under J"i2B>a in the line above (ver. 7), and
a copyist took maa from that line by mistake for DJ>. The
correctness of the reading Jashobeam is established by 1 Chron.
xxvii. 2.
The word ^banri is also faulty, and should be

ing,

corrected, according

hachmoni)

;

to

the

Chronicles, into

for the statement that

descendant) of the family of

^toarrja (Ben-

Jashobeam was a son

Hachmon

(or

(1 Chron. xxvii. 32)

can easily be reconciled with that in 1 Chron. xxvii. 2, to the
Instead of D'B'JB'n Wih
effect that he was a son of Zabdiel.
(head of the thirty), the reading in the Chronicles, we have here
'zhfn t?th (head of the three). Bertheau would alter our text
in accordance with the Chronicles, whilst Thenius proposes to
bring the text of the Chronicles into accordance with ours.

But although the many unquestionable
before us

may

corruptions in the verse

appear to favour Bertheau' s assumption, we

cannot regard either of the emendations as necessary, or even
warrantable.
The proposed alteration of 'vfytfi is decidedly
precluded by the recurrence of '?wn t?tfV in ver. 18, and the
alteration of DPvh&n in the Chronicles by the repeated allusion

D, B7E', not only in vers. 15, 42, ch. xii. 4, and ch. xxvii. 6
of the Chronicles, but also in vers. 13, 23. and 24 of the chapter
before us. The explanation given of 'BW and Dw^, as signifying chariot-warriors, is decidedly erroneous ; x for the singular
to the

B*7#n

is

used in

all

the passages in which the word occurs to

signify the royal aide-de-camp (2

Kings

vii. 2,

17, 19, ix. 25,

1
This explanation, which we find in Gesenius (Thes. and Lex.) and
Bertheau, rests upon no other authority than the testimony of Origen, to
the effect that an obscure writer gives this interpretation of Tpunams the
,

rendering of

B>w, an

authority which

is

completely overthrown by the

writer of the gloss in Octateuck. (Schleussn'er, Lex. in

LXX.
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and the plural D'E^W the royal body-guard, not only
Kings x. 25, but even in 1 Kings ix. 22, and Ex. xiv. 7,
xv. 4, from which the meaning chariot-warriors has been
xv. 25),
in 2

B^

Consequently ''&?&>}
is the head of the king's
aides-de-camp, and the interchange of 'B^t^n with the D'KW
derived.

of the Chronicles

may be

explained on the simple ground that

David's thirty heroes formed his whole body of adjutants.

The

be explained in the same manner as

WSH

singular

,

B9B' is to

(see at ch.

viii.

Luther expresses the following opinion

18).

in his marginal gloss with regard to the words which follow

" We believe the text to have been corrupted
(iJXJNi fonjj wn)
by a writer, probably from some book in an unknown character
and bad writing, so that orer should be substituted for adino,
and ha-eznib for eth hanitho ;" that is to say, the reading in the
Chronicles, " he swung his spear," should be adopted (cf. ver.
:

This supposition

18).

made by Gesenius

is

certainly to be preferred to the attempt

(Lex.) and v. Dietrich

(s.v.

rjP) to find

some sense in the words by assuming the existence of a verb
HIV and a noun }V?, a spear, since these words do not occur anywhere else in Hebrew ; and in order to obtain any appropriate
sense,

it is still

" He swung

necessary to resort to alterations of the text.

his spear over eight

hundred slain at once."

This

is

not to be understood as signifying that he killed eight hundred

men

at one blow, but that in a battle he threw his spear again
and again at the foe, until eight hundred men had been slain.
The Chronicles give three hundred instead of eight hundred
and as that number occurs again in ver. 18, in the case of
Abishai, it probably found its way from that verse into this
Vers. 9, 10. " After him (i.e. next
in the book of Chronicles.
to him in rank) was Eleazar the son of Dodai the Ahohite,
among the three heroes with David when they defied the Philistines, who had assembled there, and the Israelites drew near."
The Chethib TT is to be read Hfo, Dodai, according to 1 Chron.
xxvii. 4, and the form ftfa (Dodo) in the parallel text (1 Chron.
xi. 12) is only a variation in the form of the name.
Instead of
Tjhs-ja (the son of Ahohi) we find *nhtjn (the Ahohite) in the

—

who

gives this explanation of rpurrircti

dpurrtpin rphns ftolpxs fyxovret,;.

explanation
is

the

name

roii;

vecpd xupa. row (iaoi'hiut

Jerome also observes (ad Bzek.
rank next to the king."

(s.v. rpurreirrtu).

of the second

:

Suidas and Hesychius give the same
xxiii.)
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bat the t| mast not be struck oat on that account
" the son of an Ahohite " is the same as " the

as spurious, for

Ahohite."

For

D'naJ

HB^^a we must read ana&n

new

ing to the Keri and the Chronicles,

is

nvfate, accord-

not to be altered,

since the numerals are sometimes attached to substantives in
the absolute state (see Ges. § 120, 1). " The three heroes " are

Jashobeam, Eleazar, and

Shammah

(ver. 11),

who reached

the

rank, according to ver. 19, among the heroes of David.
Instead of D'HEOBa DQ"iria (^oken they defied the Philistines), we
DBS, " at Pas-dammim"
find in the Chronicles D^ncOBm
first

DW

i.e. most probably Ephes-dammim (1 Sam. xvii. 1), where the
Philistines were encamped when Goliath defied the Israelites.

Thenius, Bertheau, and Bottcher therefore propose to alter our

make it correspond to that of the Chronicles, and
adduce as the reason the fact that in other passages Tin is
construed with the accusative, and that 0V, which follows, presupposes the previous mention of the place referred to. Bat
the reasons are neither of them decisive. *pn is not construed
text so as to

with the accusative alone, but also with ? (2 Chron. xxxii. 17),
so that the construction with 3 is quite a possible one, and is
not at variance with the idea of the word.

again

DB>

may

also

be understood as referring to the place, not named, where the

The

Philistines fought with the Israelites.

omission of

"IB*?

and D'ASOfini, which we
find in the Chronicles, has probably dropped out after DW?B3.
The reading in the Chronicles D^l DBS (DM«) is probably only
before U3DN3

is

more

difficult to explain

a more exact description of the

;

locality,

indicated in oar text by DVlBOBa DBina

•

which

is

but obscurely

words affirm
had once been
and where they

for these

that the battle took place where the Israelites

by the Philistines (1 Sam. xvii. 10),
them for this defiance in a subsequent conflict. The
Philistines are at any rate to be regarded as the subject to
1BDW, and these words are a circumstantial clause the Philistines had assembled together there to battle, and the Israelites
had advanced to the attack. The heroic act of Eleazar is
introduced with " he arose." He arose and smote the Philistines till his hand was weary and clave to his sword, i.e. was
Through this
so cramped as to be stiffened to the sword.
Jehovah wrought a great salvation for Israel on that day, " and
the people (the soldiers) turned after him only to plunder," tc.
defied

repaid

:
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18-17.

because he had put the enemy to flight by himself.
does not

Fins MB*

mean to turn back from flight after him, but is
^nxp 2Vt? to turn away from a person (1 Sam.

opposite of

y

11, etc.), so that

xv.

" to turn to a person and follow
have dropped out from the parallel

signifies

it

Three

behind him."

the

lines

text of the Chronicles, in consequence of the eye of a copyist

having wandered from 1BDW W!W?Q in ver. 9 to DTlBvQ *BDK>1
Vers. 11, 12. The third leading hero was Shammah,
in ver. 11.
the son of Age the Hararite (TJfJ is probably contracted from

—

*T3l!?> ver.

He

33).

made himself renowned by a great
The enemy had gathered together

also

victory over the Philistines.

n 5D?, "as a troop," or in a crowd.

and

ver. 13,

established

and possibly

by the Arabic

This meaning of njn (here

also in Ps. lxviii. 11) is thoroughly

(see Ges. Thes. p. 470).

But

seems

it

and in the Chronicles it
is explained in ver. 13 by "^rDD^ and in ver. 15 by funo. " On
a portion of a field of lentils there," sc. where the Philistines
had gathered together, the people (of Israel) were smitten.
Then Shammah stationed himself in the midst of the field, and
n^r, "wrested it," from the foe, and smote the Philistines.
to have fallen into disuse afterwards,

Instead of E'Vhy,

lentils,

we

find in the Chronicles

D^tyi?,

barley, a very inconsiderable difference.

Vers. 13-17.
feat performed

not given.
for

To

by

The

this

deed there

Chethib Ctibtf

is

JiBw (Keri and Chronicles).

heroes

is

appended a similar heroic

three of the thirty heroes whose

named afterwards

(see

names are

evidently a slip of the pen

The

thirty chiefs are the

above at

p. 491).

As

newts'

has no article either in our text or the Chronicles, the three
intended are not the three already mentioned (Jashobeam,

Shammah), but three others out of the number
mentioned in vers. 24 sqq. These three came to David in the
harvest time unto the cave of Adullam (see at 1 Sam. xxii. 1),
Eleazar, and

when a

troop of the Philistines was encamped in the valley of
Rephaim, and David was on the mountain fortress, and a
Philistian post was then in Bethlehem.
And David longed
for water, and said, " Oh that one would bring me water to
!"

The encampment of the Philistines in the valley of Rephaim, and the
position of David on the mountain fortress (iTTOB3), render it
probable that the feat mentioned here took place in the war
drink out of the well of Bethlehem at the gate
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with the Philistines described in ch.

v.

17 sqq.

Robinson

could not discover any well in Bethlehem, "especially none
'

by the

gate,'

except one connected with the aqueduct on the

south" (Palestine, vol.

ii.

p. 158).

"W^? need not be understood,

however, as signifying that the well was in or under the gate
but the well referred to may have been at the gate outside the

The well to which tradition has given the name of
" David's well " (cisterna David), is about a quarter of an
hour's walk to the north-east of Bethlehem, and, according to
Robinson's description, is " merely a deep and wide cistern or
cavern now dry, with three or four narrow openings cut in the
rock."
But Ritter (JErdk. xvi. p. 286) describes it as "deep
with clear cool water, into which there are three openings from
above, which Tobler speaks of as bored ;" and again as a cistern " built with peculiar beauty, from seventeen to twenty-one
feet deep, whilst a house close by is pointed out to pilgrims as
city.

Jesse's house."

the

camp

—Ver.

16.

The

three heroes then broke through

of the Philistines at Bethlehem,

i.e.

the outpost that

occupied the space before the gate, fetched water out of the
well,

and brought

ever, but poured

He

to David.

it

it

would not drink

it,

how-

out upon the ground to the Lord, as a

" He poured it out upon the earth,
Him thanks for the return of the three brave men "
(Olericus).
And he said, " Far be it from me, O Jehovah, to

drink-offering for Jehovah.

rendering

do

this

I

The

blood of the

men who went

with their lives

at the risk of their lives)," sc. should I drink

it ?

The

(i.e.

verb

wanting in our text, but is not to be inserted according
though it had fallen out the sentence is
nin* after v "f?n is a
rather to be regarded as an aposiopesis.
vocative, and is not to be altered into HirfD, according to the
'npKD of the Chronicles. The fact that the vocative does not
nntste is

to the Chronicles as

;

occur in other passages after

%

"f?n proves nothing. It is
Sam. xiv. 45). The chronicler
has endeavoured to simplify David's exclamation by completing
the sentence. Drrtt$ M3, "for the price of their souls," i.e. at the
equivalent to the oath

rrirr

?

<n (1

i

The water drawn. and fetched at the risk
compared to the soul itself, and the soul is in
the blood (Lev. xvii. 11). Drinking this water, therefore, would
risk of their lives.

of their lives

is

be nothing else than drinking their blood.
Vera. 18-23. Heroes of the second class.

—Vers.
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see at ver. 8).
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18-23.

He swung his

:

was

also chief of

the Chethib

''B'TB'n

is

spear over three hundred

" He had a name among the three," i.e. the three prinJashobeam, Eleazar, and Shammah. The following
words, ncOB>rr|o, make no sense. FiEWn is an error in writing
for D , BWii, as ver. 23 shows in both the texts (ver. 25 of the
Chronicles) an error the origin of which may easily be exslain.

cipal heroes,

:

plained from the word fiEW, which stands immediately before.

" He was certainly honoured before the thirty (heroes of David),
and became their chief, but he did not come to the three," i.e.
he was not equal to Jashobeam, Eleazar, and Shammah. 'an
has the force of an energetic assurance a is it so that" i.e. it
is certainly so (as in ch. ix. 1 ; Gen. xxvii. 36, xxix. 15).
Vers. 20-23. Benaiah, the son of Jehoiada, " Jehoiada the
:

Chron. xxvii. 5, possibly the one who
was " prince for Aaron," i.e. of the family of Aaron, according
to 1 Chron. xii. 27, was captain of the Crethi and Plethi
according to ch. viii. 18 and xx. 23. He was the son of a
brave man, rich in deeds (*n is evidently an error for Wl in the
Chronicles), of Kabzeel in the south of Judah (Josh. xv. 21).
" He smote the two Ariel* of Moab." The Arabs and Persians
call every remarkably brave man Ariel, or lion of God (vid.
Bochart, Hieroz. ii. pp. 7, 63). They were therefore two celebrated Moabitish heroes. The supposition that they were sons
of the king of the Moabites is merely founded upon the conjecture of Thenius and Bertheau, that the word 'ja (sons of)
has dropped out before Ariel. " He also slew the lion in the
priest " according to 1

well on the day of the snow,"
into the neighbourhood of

i.e.

human

a lion which had been driven
habitations by a heavy fall of

snow, and had taken refuge in a cistern.

The

Chethib

nnsn

and 1K3 are the earlier forms for the Keris substituted by the
Masoretes 'TOO and "fa?, and consequently are not to be altered.
He also slew an Egyptian of distinguished size. According
to the Keri we should read n«"iD B*K (instead of fliOD ~\m), « a
man of appearance," i.e. a distinguished man, or a man of great
size,

avhpa oparov

as nto B*K, a

man

(LXX.)

;

in the Chronicles

it is

simplified

This man
was armed with a spear or javelin, whereas Benaiah was only

armed with a

of measure,

i.e.

of great height.

stick; nevertheless the latter smote him, took

21
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and slew him with his own weapon. According
Egyptian was five cubits high, and his
Through these feats Benaiah
spear like a weaver's beam.
name
among
the
three,
though he did not equal
acquired a
vers.
and David made him a
(vers.
as
in
them
22, 23,
18, 19)
member of his privy council (see at 1 Sam. xxii. 14).

away

his spear,

to the Chronicles the

;

—

Vers. 24-39. Heroes of the third class. Ver. 24. "Asahel,
among the thirty," i.e. belonging to them.

the brother of Joab,

This definition also applies to the following names ; we therefore find at the head of the list in the Chronicles, Dvjnn *itaui,
" and brave heroes (were)." The names which follow are for
the most part not further known.
of Bethlehem,

a different

is

name mentioned

Elhanan, the son of Dodo
the Bethlehemite of that

man from

in ch. xxi. 19.

Shammah

the Harodite also

must not be confounded with the Shammahs mentioned in
In the Chronicles we find Shammoth, a
vers. 11 and 33.
different form of the name ; whilst *tfinn is an error in writing
for '"finn, i.e. sprung from Harod (Judg. vii. 1). This man is
called Shatnhut in 1 Chron. xxvii. 8 ; he was the leader of the
fifth division of

the Chronicles;

David's army.
it

Elika of Harod

was probably dropped out

of the homoioteleuton ^rjn.

is

omitted in

in consequence

—

Ver. 26. Helez the Paltite i.e.
sprung from Beth-Pelet in the south of Judah (Judg. xv. 27).
He was chief of the seventh division of the army (compare 1
Chron. xxvii. 10 with 1 Chron. xi. 27, though in both passages

wan

is

misspelt ""P®]).

the desert of

Judah

;

Ira the son of Ikkesh of Tekoah in

(ch. xiv. 2), chief of the sixth division of

—

army (1 Chron. xxvii. 9). Ver. 27. Abiezer of Anathoth
(Anata) in Benjamin (see at Josh, xviii. 24), chief of the ninth
division of the army (1 Chron. xxvii. 12).
Mebunnai is a
mistake in spelling for Sibbechai the Hushathite (compare ch.
the

According to 1 Chron. xxvii.
xi. 29).
was chief of the eighth division of the army. Ver. 28.
Zalmon the Ahohite, i.e. sprung from the Benjaminite family
of Ahoah, is not further known. Instead of Zalmon we find Ilai
in the Chronicles (ver. 29) ; but which of the two names is the
Maharai of Netophah
correct one it is impossible to decide.
according to Ezra ii. 22 and Neh. vii. 26, Netophah was a
xxi.

18 and 1 Chron.

—

11, he

place in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, but

it

has not yet

been discovered, as Beit Nattif, which might be thought
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too far from Bethlehem (vid. Kob. Pal.

ii.

and Tobler,

p. 344,

Dritte Wanderung, pp. 117-8). According to 1 Chron. xxvii.
13, Maharai belonged to the Judahite family of Serah, and
was chief of the tenth division of the army. Ver. 29. Cheleb,
more correctly Cheled (1 Chron. xi. 30 or Cheldai, 1 Chron.
xxvii. 15), also of Netophah, was chief of the twelfth division

—

;

of the army.

Tttai (Ithai in

the Chronicles), the son of Ribai

of Gibeah of Benjamin, must be distinguished from Ittai the

Gathite (ch. xv. 19). Like all that follow, with the excephe is not further known. Ver. 30. Benaiah of

—

tion of Uriah,

Phir'aton in the tribe of Ephraim, a place which has been

preserved in the village of Fer'ata, to the south-west of Nablus
(see at

Judg.

13).

xii.

Hiddai (wrongly

spelt

Hudai

Chronicles), out of the valleys of Gaash, in the tribe of

in the

Eph-

raim by the mountain of Gaash, the situation of which has
not yet been discovered (see at Josh. xxiv. 30). Ver. 31.
Abi-AJhon (written incorrectly Abiel in the Chronicles) the

—

from the place called Beth-haarabah or Arabah
xviii. 18, 22) in the desert of Judah, on the
site of the present Kasr Hajla (see at Josh. xv. 6).
Azmaveth
of Bahurim : see at ch. xvi. 5. Vers. 32, 33. Eliahba of ShaaU
bon or Shaalbin, which may possibly have been preserved in
the present Selbit (see at Josh. xix. 42).
The next two
names, jnjirr JC* Via and Tjnn HQB> (Bneyashen Jehonathan and
Arbathite,

i.e.

(Josh. xv. 61 and

—

Shammah

the Hararite), are written thus in the Chronicles (ver.

34), *T}nn S«r|a

Jonathan

jrot' Vrttin

Chronicles

is

DOT

of Sage

the son

evidently the

V>3

:

"Bnehashem

the Hararite."

more

the Gizonite,

The

text of

the

correct of the two, as

Bne

Ja&hen Jehonathan does not make any sense. The only question is whether the form DEfrf Via is correct, or whether 'J3 has
not arisen merely through a misspelling. As the name does
not occur again,

is that Bne hashem must at
one word, and therefore should be pointed
place mentioned, Gizon, is unknown, nt3B>

all

any rate be written
differently.

The

that can be said

as

for WC'ia probably arose from ver. 11.

Sharar or Sacar (Chron.) the Ararite

Ahiam

the son of

(in the Chronicles the

—

Ver. 34. The names in 34a, Eliphelet ben-Ahasbai
ben-Hammaacathi, read thus in the Chronicles (vers. 35, 36)
Hararite).

We see from this that
fused
together ; for the
names
have
been
two

Eliphal ben-Ur ; ffepher hammecerathi.
in ben-Ahasbai ben
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before us is rendered suspicious partly by tbe fact
names of both father and grandfather are given, which
does not occur in connection with any other name in the whole
list, and partly by the circumstance that t? cannot properly be

text as

it lies

that the

written with 'TOfen, which

is

Consequently

a Gentile noun.

the following is probably the correct way of restoring the text,
TDJrtsn 1BH H*r\2 ttM«, Eliphelet (a name which frequently
occurs) the son of Ur ; Hepher the Maachathite, i.e. of Maacah in
the north-east of Gilead (see at ch. x. 6 and Deut. iii. 14). Eliam

the son of Ahithophel the Gilonite, the clever but treacherous
counsellor of

David

(see at ch. xv. 12).

corrupt in the Chronicles.

—Ver.

of Carmel in the mountains of

i.e.

Paarai the Arbite,
is

is

quite

Judah

Sam. xxv. 2).
Judah
Naarai ben-Ezbi
(1

of Arab, also in the mountains of

In the Chronicles we find

(Josh. xv. 52).

the latter

i.e.

This name

Hezro the Carmelite,

35.

evidently an error in writing for ha-Arbi ; but

it is

and Naarai,
Ver. 36. Jigal the son of Nathan of Zoba

impossible to decide which of the two forms, Paarai
is

—

the correct one.

(see at ch.

viii.

3)

in the Chronicles, Joel the brother of

:

Nathan.

Bani the Gadite in the Chronicles we have Mibhar the son of
Hagri. In all probability the names in the Chronicles are
corrupt in this instance also. Ver. 37. Zelek the Ammonite,
Nacharai the Beerothite (of Beeroth see at ch. iv. 2), the
armour-bearer of Joab. Instead of 'Rfefc, the Keri and the
:

—

:

:
the latter reading is favoured by the
more than one of the persons named had
been Joab's armour-bearers, their names would most probably
have been linked together by a copulative vav. Ver. 38. Ira
and Gareb, both of them Jithrites, i.e. sprung from a family in

Chronicles have

Nfeb

circumstance, that

if

—

Kirjath-jearim (1 Chron.

man from

ii.

53).

Ira

is

of course a different

—

name (ch. xx. 26). Ver. 39.
Uriah the Hittite is well known from ch. xi. 3. " Thirty and
seven in all."
This number is correct, as there were three in
the cohen of that

the

first class

and

thirty-two in the third (vers. 24-39), since ver.

three

(vers. 8-12),

names according

to the

two in the second (vers. 18-23),

amended

NUMBERING OF THE PEOPLE, ANP PESTILENCE.
and

34 contains

text.

—CHAP. XXIV.

For the purpose of ascertaining the number of the people,
their fitness for war, David ordered Joab, bis commander-
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a census of Israel and Judah. Joab dissuaded
step ; but inasmuch as the king paid no attention to his dissuasion, he carried out the command with the
help of the military captains (vers. 1-9). David very speedily
saw, however, that he had sinned ; whereupon the prophet Gad
in-chief, to take

him from such a

went to him by the command of Jehovah to announce the
coming punishment, and give him the choice of three different
judgments which he placed before him (vers. 10-13). As
David chose rather to fall into the hand of the Lord than
into the hand of men, God sent a pestilence, which carried
off seventy thousand men in one day throughout the whole
land, and had reached Jerusalem, when the Lord stopped the
destroying angel in consequence of the penitential prayer of

and sent Gad to the king to direct him to
Lord on the spot where the destroying
angel had appeared to him (ver. 18). Accordingly David
bought the threshing-floor of Araunah the Jebusite, built an
altar upon it, and sacrificed burnt-offerings and thank-offerings,
after which the plague was stayed (vers. 19-25).
This occurrence, which is introduced in the parallel history
in 1 Chron. xxi. between David's wars and his arrangements for
a more complete organization of the affairs of the nation, belongs
undoubtedly to the closing years of David's reign. The mere
taking of a census, as a measure that would facilitate the
general organization of the kingdom, could not in itself be a
sinful act, by which David brought guilt upon himself, or upon
the nation, before God. Nevertheless it is not only represented
in ver. 1 as a manifestation of the wrath of God against Israel,
but in ver. 3 Joab seeks to dissuade the king from it as being
a wrong thing; and in ver. 10 David himself admits that it was
a grievous sin against God, and as a sin it is punished by the
Lord (vers. 12 sqq.). In what, then, did David's sin consist 1

David

(vers. 14-17),

build an altar to the

Certainly not in the fact that,
neglected to
raised,

demand

when taking

the census,

"he

the atonement money, which was to be

according to Ex. xxx. 12 sqq., from

all

who were num-

numbering of the people was regarded in
itself as an undertaking by which the anger of God might
easily be excited," as Josephus and Bertheau maintain ; for
the Mosaic instructions concerning the atonement money had

bered, because the

reference to the incorporation of the people into the

army of
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(see at

Ex. xxx. 13, 14), and therefore did not come

into consideration at all in connection with the census appointed

by David

as

a purely

political

Nor can we imagine

measure.

that David's sin consisted merely in the fact that he " entered

upon the whole

affair

"he commanded

from pride and vain boasting," or that

the census from vanity, inasmuch as he

wanted to have it distinctly set before his own eyes how strong
and mighty he was" (Buddeus, Hengstenberg, and others);
for although pride and vanity had something to do with it, as
the words of Joab especially seem to indicate, David was far
too great a

man

to allow us to attribute to

him a

childish de-

mere number of souls in his kingdom. The census
had certainly a higher purpose than this. It is very evident
from 1 Chron. xxvii. 23, 24, where it is mentioned again that
it was connected with the military organization of the people,
and probably was to be the completion of it. David wanted to
know the number of his subjects, not that he might be able to
boast of their multitude, nor that he might be able to impose
all kinds of taxes upon every town and village according to
their houses and inhabitants, as Ewald maintains ; but that he
might be fully acquainted with its defensive power, though we
can neither attribute to him the definite purpose " of transformlight in the

ing the theocratic sacred state into a conquering world-state"
(Kurtz), nor assume that through this numbering the whole
nation was to be enrolled for military service, and that thirst
for conquest

The

was the motive for the undertaking.

true

kernel of David's sin was to be found, no doubt, in self-exalta-

inasmuch as he sought for the strength and glory of his
in the number of the people and their readiness for
war. This sin was punished. " Because David was about to
boast proudly and to glory in the number of his people, God
tion,

kingdom

determined to punish him by reducing their number either by
famine, war, or pestilence" (Seb. Schmidt).

At the same

the people themselves had sinned grievously against
their king,

time,

God and

through the two rebellions headed by Absalom and

Sheba.

"Again

the anger of Jehovah was kindled
and He moved David against them, saying,
Go, number Israel and Judah." nftn?
. f|D*1 points back to
the manifestation of the wrath of God, which Israel had ex-

Vers. 1-9.

against Israel

;

.

.
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perienced in the three years' famine (ch. xxi.).

Just as that

plague had burst upon the land on account of the guilt which
rested upon the people, so the kindling of the wrath of God
against Israel a second time also presupposes guilt on the part

of the nation
seek for

it

;

and

as this

is

not expressly pointed out,

we may

Absalom and Sheba

generally in the rebellions of

against the divinely established government of David. The
subject to " moved" is Jehovah, and the words " against them"

Jehovah instigated David against Israel
an act which brought down a severe

point back to Israel.

to the performance of

judgment upon the

nation.

With regard

to the idea that

God

remarks on 1 Sam. xxvi. 19. In the
parallel text of the Chronicles, Satan is mentioned as the
tempter to evil, through whom Jehovah led David to number
instigates to sin, see the

—Ver.

David entrusted the task to his comfrlN "itW, u who was with him :" the
u
when he was with him" (David). We are not
meaning is,
warranted "in attempting any emendations of the text, either by
the expression frlN lE'N, or by the reading in the Chronicles,
DVH ntr!>K1 (« and to' the rulers of the people") for whilst the
the people.

2.

mander-in-chief Joab.

;

latter

reading

may

easily

be seen to be a simplification founded

upon ver. 4, it is impossible to show how taK "itw ?wrifc>,
which is supported by all the ancient versions (with the sole
exception of the Arabic), could have originated in D^n ^fcOKI.
" Go now through all the tribes of Israel, from Dan to Beersheba
IpS, to muster or
(see at Judg. xx. 1), and muster the people."
number, as in Num. i. 44 sqq. The change from the singular
1MB> to the plural VtpB m ay be explained very simply, from the
fact that, as a matter of course, Joab was not expected to take
the census by himself, but with the help of several assistants.
Ver. 3. Joab discountenanced the thing " Jehovah thy God
add to the nation, as it is, a hundredfold as many, and may the
eyes of my lord the king see it. But why doth my lord the
king delight in this thing?" The 1 before ^Di" stands at the
commencement, when what is said contains a sequel to something that has gone before (vid. Ges. § 255, 1, a). The thought
to which Joab's words are appended as a sequel, is implied in
what David said, " that I may know the number of the people;"
and if expressed fully, his words would read somewhat as follows : " If thou hast delight in the greatness of the number of
:

1
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may

etc.
Joab evidently saw through
and perceived that the numbering of the
people could not be of any essential advantage to David's
government, and might produce dissatisfaction among the
people, and therefore endeavoured to dissuade the king from

the people,

Jehovah,"

the king's intention,

0n?1 D H?> " as they (the Israelites) just are"

his purpose.

in this connection,

From

" just as

many

a grammatical point of view,

object to

elDi ,

J

Dfi3 is to

be taken as the

as in the parallel passages, Deut.

Not only

xii. 8.

did he desire that

i.e.

there are of them."

as

11, 2

i.

God would

Sam.

multiply the

He would do it during the lifetime of David, so that his eyes might be delighted with the
nation a hundredfold, but that

—

immense numbers. Vers. 4, 5. But as the king's word prevailed against Joab and against the captains of the army,. they
(Joab and the other captains) went out to number Israel, urp,
they encamped,

i.e.

they fixed their headquarters in the open

This is only
mentioned here in connection with the place where the numbering commenced but it is to be understood as applying to
field,

because great crowds assembled together.

;

In order to distinguish
Aroer from the place of the same name on the Arnon, in the
the other places as well (Thenius).

Reuben (Josh. xii. 2 ; Num. xxxii. 34, etc.), it is demore precisely as " the town in the brook-valley of Gad,"
Aroer of Gad before Rabbah (Josh. xiii. 25 ; Judg. xi. 33),

tribe of

fined
i.e.

in the

Wady Nahr Amman,

at Josh.

xiii.

25).

^T^W

to the north-east of

(and to Jazer)

of encampment, and the preposition

?*< is

this is

:

to

Amman

(see

a second place

be explained on the

supposition that **&} (they came), which follows, was already in

the writer's thoughts.

Jazer

is

probably to be found in the

ruins of es Szir, at the source of the
•xxi. 32).

—Ver.

6.

"And

Nahr

Szir (see at

they came to GUead,"

i.e.

Num.

the moun-

Jabbok (see at Deut. iii.
" into the land Htnn D'Pinn,"
are quite obscure, and were unintelligible even to the earlier

tainous district on the two sides of the
10).

The words which

translators.

follow, viz.

The Septuagint has

Oafiaarcop (also yfjp yemeifi)

has Tqv KarayrifMP 686v

;

fj

yfjp

'Edcuov 'Ahaaal, or

Jonathan ^fj?

"^l

yrjv

Symmachus

iarip 'ASaaal.

"D^: (" mt0

the southland Chodshi") ; and the Vulgate in terram inferiorem.

The

singular form Cl?™?,

and the

fact that

we never read

of

a land called Chodshi, render the conjecture a very probable
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instead of the unintelligible Chodski

not very probable.
in writing for D'

;

but this

is

Bottcher supposes DTinn to be a mistake
nnn, " below the lake," namely the lake

of Gennesareth, which might have been called Chodski (the
it had very much the appearance of a
when seen from the northern heights. This is ingebut incredible. The order of the places named points to

new-moon-like), since
crescent
nious,

for they went thence
;
Dan-Jaan, i.e. the Dan in northern Persea, mentioned in
Gen. xiv. 14, to the south-west of Damascus, at that time probably the extreme north-eastern boundary of the kingdom of
David, in the direction towards Syria (see at Gen. xiv. 14)
" and round to Sidon," the extreme north-western boundary of
the kingdom. Ver. 7. Thence southwards to the fortress of
Zor, i.e. Tyre (see at Josh. xix. 29), and " into all the towns of

the eastern side of the sea of Galilee
to

—

the Hivites

and Canaanites"

the towns in the tribes of

i.e.

Naphtali, Zebulun, and Issachar, or the (subsequent) province
of Galilee, in which the Canaanites had not been exterminated

by the
8, 9.

Israelites,

When

but had only been made tributary.

to Jerusalem, at the

handed over
viz.

800,000

—Vers.

they had traversed the whole land, they came back
to the

men

end of nine months and twenty days, and
king the number of the people mustered

of Israel

sword, and 500,000

men

for military service, drawing the

fit

According to the Chronicles
and 470,000 Judseans.
The numbers are not given by thousands, and therefore are only
approximative statements in round numbers and the difference
in the two texts arose chiefly from the fact, that the statements
were merely founded upon oral tradition, since, according to
1 Chron. xxvii. 4, the result of the census was not inserted in
the annals of the kingdom.
There is no ground, however, for
regarding the numbers as exaggerated, if we only bear in mind
(ver. 5), there

of Judah.

were 1,100,000

Israelites

;

that the entire population of a land

the

number of

those

who

are

fit

amounts

to about four times

and therewould only reprea number which

for military service,

fore 1,300,000, or even a million

and a

half,

sent a total population of five or six millions,

—

could undoubtedly have been sustained in Palestine, according
to

thoroughly reliable testimony as to

its

unusual

fertility (see
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the discussion of this subject at

Num.

i.-iv., vol.

iii.

pp. 4-13).

can we adduce as a proof of exaggeration the fact,
that according to 1 Chron. xxvii. 1-15, David had only an army
of 288,000 ; for it is a well-known fact, that in all lands the
Still less

army, or number of men in actual service, is, as a rule, much
smaller than the total number of those who are capable of
bearing arms. According to 1 Chron. xxi. 6, the tribes of
Levi and Benjamin were not numbered, because, as the chronicler adds, giving his own subjective view, " the word of the

king was an abomination to Joab,"

or,

as

it

is

affirmed in

1 Chron. xxvii. 4, according to the objective facts, " because
the numbering was not completed." It is evident from this,
that in consequence of Joab's repugnance to the

numbering

of

the people, he had not hurried with the fulfilment of the king's

command so
the command
;

that

when David saw

his

own

error,

he revoked

before the census was complete, and so the tribe

Benjamin was not numbered at all, the tribe of Levi being
of course eo ipso exempt from a census that was taken for the
of

sake of ascertaining the

number

of

men who were

capable of

bearing arms.
Vers. 10-18. David's heart,

i.e. his conscience, smote him,
he had numbered the people, or had given orders for the
census to be taken. Having now come to a knowledge of his
sin, he prayed to the Lord for forgiveness, because he had

after

The

acted foolishly.

which had led
Vers. 11-13.

sin consisted chiefly in the self-exaltation

to this step (see the introductory remarks).

When

he rose up in the morning, after he had

calmly reflected upon the matter during the night upon

his

bed, and had been brought to see the folly of his determination, the

prophet

Gad came

to

him by the command of God,

pointed out to him his fault, and foretold the punishment that

would come from God. " Shall seven years of famine come
upon thy land, or three months of flight before thine oppressors that they

may

pursue thee, or shall there be three days of

pestilence in thy land?
shall bring to

Him

one period, in which "U

TW

Now mark

that sendeth me."
tfhj}

(ver. 13)

and see what answer I
These three verses form

answers as the consequent

and the words from nin* l?"n (ver.
116) to IJ^Tlfc^K] (ver. 12) form a circumstantial clause inserted
between, tn rrtfp IST* : " and the word of the Lord had taken
to

'Vrt

DjJJl

in ver. 11,
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Go

place (gone forth) to Gad, David's seer, saying,

.

.

.

thus

Jehovah, I lay upon thee three (things or evils) choose
thee one of them that I may do it to thee." Instead of ?? ?BJ,
to lay upon, we find noi in the Chronicles, "to turn upon
saith

;

The

thee."

three things are mentioned

first

of

all

in connec-

tion with the execution of Gad's commission to the king.

we

Instead of seven years of famine,
Chronicles

;

find three years in the

the Septuagint has also the

passage before us, and apparently

it

is

number three in the
in harmony with

more

the connection, viz. three evils to choose from, and each lasting

through three divisions of time. But
the seven rather than the three, which
of being intentionally

an

infinitive

made

to

conform to the

fleeing," for that

In the Chronicles the

enemies.

more

" thy

:

agreement favours
open to the suspicion

this
is

last

thou

two

fliest

rest.

*fM

is

before thine

evils are described

but the thought is not altered in consequence.
Ver. 14. David replied, " I am in great trouble. Let us fall
into the hand of the Lord, for His mercy is great ; but let me
not

fully,

fall into

Thus David chose

the hand of men."

the third

judgment, since pestilence comes directly from God. On the
other hand, in flight from the enemy, he would have fallen
into the hands of men.
It is not easy to see, however, how
probably inasmuch as it tends
;
dependence upon those who are still in

far this could apply to famine

more or

less to create

possession of the

means of

life.

—Ver.

15.

God

then gave

(sent) a pestilence into (upon) Israel, " from the morning till
the time of the assembly ;" and there died of the people in the

whole land (from Dan to Beersheba) seventy thousand men.
" From the morning :" on which Gad had foretold the punishment.

The meaning

of

TJrtD flJPljn is

ing "to the time appointed,"

i.e.

The

doubtful.

render-

"till the expiration of the three

days," in support of which the Vulgate (ad tempus constitutum)

wrongly appealed to, is precluded not only by the circilmr
stance that, according to ver. 16, the plague was stayed earlier
is

because

God

so long as

repented

was

difficulty that

Him of

the

evil, so

at first appointed, but also

"tJJto

"for an (not for

n# has no
the)

article,

that

it

did not last

by the grammatical

and can only be rendered
We meet with two

appointed time."

explanations in the ancient versions : one in the
Septuagint, &>s wyww aplorov, " till the hour of breakfast," i.e.

different
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the sixth hour of the day, which

till

is

the rendering also

adopted by the Syriac and Arabic as well as by Kimchi and

Rabbins ; the other in the Chaldee (Jonathan),
" from the time at which the sacrifice is commonly slain until
Accordingly Bochart explains ">£to nj? as
it is consumed."
signifying " the time at which the people came, together for
several of the

evening prayers, about the ninth hour of the day, i.e. the third
hour in the afternoon " (vid. Acts iii. 1). The same view also
lies at the foundation of the Vulgate rendering, according to
the express statement of Jerome (traditt. Hebr. in 2 libr.
Regum) u He calls that the time appointed, in which the even:

ing sacrifice was offered."
"Wto cannot be established
it

may

of the

It

by

true that this

is

meaning

of

precisely analogous passages, but

be very easily deduced from the frequent employment
word to denote the meetings and festivals connected

with the worship of God, when
article,

it generally stands without an
the perfectly analogous l}?to Di 1

as for example in

the article

Lam. ii. 7, 22) whereas it is always written with
when it is used in the general sense of a fixed time,

and some

definite period is referred to.

(Hos.

5

ix.

;

;

But

decide in favour of the latter.
last

a whole day, the

number

if

1

We

must

therefore

the pestilence did not

of persons carried off

by

it

(70,000 men) exceeded very considerably the number destroyed
by the most violent pestilential epidemics on record, although

they have not unfrequently swept

off

But the

a very brief space of time.

hundreds of thousands
pestilence burst

upon

in

the

people in this instance with supernatural strength and violence,
it might be seen at once to be a direct judgment from
God. Ver. 16. The general statement as to the divine judgment and its terrible effects is followed by a more minute

that

—

1

The objections brought against

this

have no force in them,

via. that,

according to this view, the section must have been written a long time
after the captivity (Clericus

and Thenius), and that " the perfectly general

of meeting'' could not stand for the time of the afternoon
or evening meeting" (Thenius) for the former rests upon the assumption
that the daily sacrifice was introduced after the captivity, an assumption
quite at variance with historical facts and the latter is overthrown by
the simple remark, that the indefinite expression derived its more precise
meaning from the legal appointment of the morning and evening sacrifice
as times of meeting for the worship of God, inasmuch as the evening meeting was the only one that could be placed in contrast with the morning.
expression

'

the time

:

—

;
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arrest of the plague.

is

defined immediately

the angel that destroyed the people') stretched

out his hand towards Jerusalem to destroy

it,

Jehovah repented

of the evil (for this expression, see Ex. xxxii. 14, Jer. xxvi. 13,

and for the repentance of God, the remarks on Gen.
;
and He commanded the angel, Enough 1 stay now thine
hand." This implies that the progress of the pestilence was
stayed before Jerusalem, and therefore that Jerusalem itself
was spared. " And the angel of Jehovah was at the threshingThese words affirm most disfloor of Aravnah the Jebusite"
tinctly that the destroying angel was visible.
According to
ver. 17, David saw him there.
The visible appearance of the
angel was to exclude every thought of a natural land plague.
The appearance of the angel is described more minutely in the
Chronicles David saw him standing by the threshing-floor of
Aravnah between heaven and earth with a drawn sword in his
hand, stretched out over Jerusalem. The drawn sword was
a symbolical representation of the purpose of his coming (see
at Num. xxii. 23 and Josh. v. 13).
The threshing-floor of
Aravnah was situated, like all other threshing-floors, outside
the city, and upon an eminence, or, according to the more
precise statement which follows, to the north-east of Zion, upon
Mount Moriah (see at ver. 25). According to the Chethib of
ver. 16, the name of the owner of the floor was "Jl!^.?, of ver.
18 njrw, and of ver. 20 (twice) njriK. The last form also
occurs in vers. 22, 23, and 24, and has been substituted by the
Masoretes as the Keri in vers. 16 and 18. In the Chronicles,
on the other hand, the name is always written f3"jK (Oman),
and hence in the Septuagint we find "Opva in both texts. "The
form n31"it« (Aravnah) has not a Hebrew stamp, whereas Orna
and Oman are true Hebrew formations. But for this very
reason Aravnah appears to be derived from an ancient tradition " (Bertheau).
Ver. 17. When David saw the angel, he
prayed to the Lord (he and the elders being clothed in mourning costnme Chron.) : " Behold, / have sinned, and / have
acted perversely ; but these, the flock, what have they done ?
Let Thy hand come upon me and my house." The meaning
is : I the shepherd of Thy people have sinned and transgressed,
but the nation is innocent; i.e. not indeed free from every kind
19, etc.

vi. 6),

:

—

:
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of blame, but only from the sin which

tential prayer, that the person

upon

God was

punishing by

It belongs to the very nature of truly peni-

the pestilence.

praying takes

himself, acknowledges before

God

all

the blame

that he alone

de-

is

serving of punishment, and does not dwell upon the complicity
of others for the sake of palliating his

God.

We

must not

infer, therefore,

own

from

sin in the sight of
this confession

on

the part of David, that the people, whilst innocent themselves,

had had

to atone only for

of their king.

—Ver.

18.

an

act of transgression

on the part

David's prayer was heard.

The

him by command of Jehovah,
"Go up, and erect an altar to the Lord upon the floor of
Aravnah the Jebusite." This is all that is communicated here
of the word of Jehovah which Gad was to convey to the king
prophet

Gad came and

the rest

is

said to

given afterwards, as

is

frequently the case, in the

course of the subsequent account of the fulfilment of the divine

command

David was to build the altar and offer
and supplicatory-offerings upon it, to appease
the wrath of Jehovah. The plague would then be averted
from Israel.
Vers. 19-25. David went up to Aravnah according to the
command of God. Vers. 20, 21. When Aravnah saw the
king coming up to him with his servants (IfW, " he looked
out," viz. from the enclosure of the threshing-floor), he came
out, bowed low even to the earth, and asked the king what was
the occasion of his coming ; whereupon David replied, " To
buy the floor from thee, to build an altar to the Lord, that
the plague may be turned away from the people."
Ver. 22.
Aravnah replied, " Let my lord the king take and offer up
what seemeth good unto him behold (i.e. there thou hast) the
ox for the burnt-offering, and the threshing-machine, and the
"
ai?
harness of the ox for wood" (i.e. for fuel),
the pair of
i?
)
oxen yoked together in front of the threshing-machine, lijan 73,
u All this giveth Aravnah,
the wooden yokes.
king, to the
king." ?|?Bn is a vocative, and is simply omitted by the LXX.,
Vulgate, Syriac, and Arabic, because the translators regarded
it as a nominative, which is quite unsuitable, as Aravnah was
not a king. When Thenius, on the other hand, objects to this,
for the purpose of throwing suspicion upon the passage, that
the sentence is thus stamped as part of Aravnah's address to
(ver. 21).

burnt-offerings

—

—

:

I
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the king, and that in that case the words that follow, " and

Aravnah

said," would be altogether superfluous ; the former
remark is correct enough, for the words " all this giveth
Aravnah ... to the king" must form part of what Aravnah
said, inasmuch as the remark, " all this gave Aravnah to the
king," if taken as the historian's own words, would be in most
glaring contradiction to what follows, where the king is said to
have bought the floor and the oxen from Aravnah. And the
words that follow (" and Aravnah said") are not superfluous on
that account, but simply indicate that Aravnah did not proceed
to say the rest in the same breath, but added it after a short
pause, as a word which did not directly bear upon the question
put by the king. "io&*1 (and he said) is often repeated, where
the same person continues speaking (see for example ch. xv.
" Jehovah thy God accept thee graciously," i.e.
4, 25, 27).
fulfil the request thou presentest to Him with sacrifice and

prayer.

but

—Ver. 24. The king did not -accept the

said,

"

No

;

but I

will

buy

it

offer,

however,

of thee at a price, and will

Lord my God without paying
Thus David bought the threshing-floor and the

not offer burnt-offerings to the
for them."

oxen for fifty shekels of silver. Instead of this, the Chronicles
give " shekels of gold, in weight six hundred." This difference
cannot be reconciled by assuming that David paid his
shekels in gold coin, which would have been worth as
six

hundred shekels of

silver, since

fifty

much

as

gold was worth twelve times

as much as silver. For there is nothing about gold shekels in
our text; and the words of the Chronicles cannot be interpreted as meaning that the shekels of gold were worth six
hundred shekels of silver. No other course is left, therefore,

than to assume that the number must be corrupt in one of the
texts.

Apparently the statement in the Chronicles is the more
two : for if we consider that Abraham paid

correct of the

four hundred shekels of silver for the
place, at

site

of a family burial-

a time when the land was very thinly populated, and

therefore land must certainly have been much cheaper than it
was in David's time, the small sum of fifty shekels of silver
(about £6) appears much too low a price ; and David would
certainly pay at least fifty shekels of gold.
But we are not
warranted in any case in speaking of the statement in the
Chronicles, as Thenius does, as " intentionally exaggerated."
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This

style of criticism,

measures in

its

which

carries

two kinds of weights and

hag, explaining the high numbers in the books

of Samuel and Kings as corruptions of the text, and those in
the Chronicles as intentional exaggerations on the part of the
chronicler, is sufficiently dealt with

that " this

tained

if it

(i.e.

by the remark of Bertheau,

the charge of exaggeration) could only be sus-

were perfectly certain that the chronicler had our

present text of the books of Samuel before

him

at the time."

Ver. 25. After acquiring the threshing-floor by purchase, David

an altar to the Lord there, and offered burnt-offerings
and supplicatory-offerings (shelatnim : as in Judg. xx. 26, xxi.
4 ; 1 Sam. xiii. 9) upon it to the Lord. " So Jehovah was
entreated, and the plague was turned away from Israel."
This remark brings to a close not only the account of this
particular occurrence, but also the book itself ; whereas in the
Chronicles it is still further stated that Jehovah answered
David with fire from heaven, which fell upon the burntoffering; and that after his prayer had been answered thus,
David not only continued to offer sacrifice upon the floor of
Aravnah, but also fixed upon it as the site for the temple which
was afterwards to be built (1 Chron. xxi. 27, xxii. 1) ; and to
this there is appended, in ch. xxii. 2 sqq., an account of the
preparations which David made for the building of the temple.
It is not affirmed in the Chronicles, however, that David fixed
upon this place as the site for the future temple in consequence
of a revelation from God, but simply that he did this, because
he saw that the Lord had answered him there, and because he
could not go to Gibeon, where the tabernacle was standing, to
seek the Lord there, on account of the sword of the angel, i.e.
built

on account of the pestilence.

The command

of

God

to build

upon the threshing-floor of Aravnah, and offer expiatory sacrifices upon it, when connected with His answering his
prayer by turning away the plague, could not fail to be taken
as a distinct intimation to David, that the site of this altar was
the place where the Lord would henceforth make known His
gracious presence to His people ; and this hint was quite suffian

altar

cient to determine the site for the temple

mon was

which his son Solo-

to build.
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LANG E'S
COMMENTARIES ON THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS.
Messrs. CLARK have now pleasure in intimating their arrangements, nnder
the Editorship of Dr. Philip Schaff, for the Publication of Translations of
the Commentaries of Dr. Lange and his CoUaborateun, on the Old and New
Testaments.
Of the Old Testament, they have published the

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF

GENESIS, One Volume,

imperial 8vo, to which is prefixed a Theological and Homiletical Introduction to the Old Testament, and a Special Introduction to Genesis, by
Professor Tatler Lewis, LL.D., comprising Excursus on all the chief subjects of Controversy.

COMMENTARY ON PROVERBS, ECCLESIASTES, AND
THE BONO OF SOLOMON,

in

One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON JEREMIAH AND LAMENTATIONS,
in

One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON JOSHUA JUDGES, AND RUTH, in One
Volume.
Other Volumes on the Old Testament are in active preparation, and will be
announced as soon as ready.
Messrs. Clark have already published in the Foreign Theological Library
the Commentaries on St Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, and the Acta of the
Apostles.

They had resolved to issue that on St. John only in the imperial 8vo form ;
but at the request of many of their Subscribers they will publish it (without
Dr. Schaff b Additions) in Two Volumes, demy 8vo, uniform with the Foreign
Theological Library, which will be supplied to Subscribers at 10s. 6d.
There are now ready (in imperial 8vo, double column),

COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF

ST.

JOHN,

One

in

Volume.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE OF

ST.

PAUL TO THE

BOMANS.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL TO THE
COBINTHIANS.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF

ST. PAUL
QALATIANB, EPHBSIANS, PHTLIPriANS, and C0LO88IANS.

TO THE
In

One

Volume.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIAN8, TIMOTHY,

TITTTS,

PHILEMON, and HEBBEWS.

In

One

Vol.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF JAMES, PETER,
JOHN, and JUDE.
The

New Testament is

In

One Volume.

«

thus complete, with the exception of the Commentary

on the Book of Revelation, which is in progress.
The Commentaries on Matthew, in one vol. ; Mark and Luke, in one vol.
and on Acta, in one voL, may be bad uniform with the above if desired.
Each of the above volumes (four on Old Testament and five on Epistles)
will be supplied to Subscribers to the Foreign Theological Library and
Ante-Nicene Library, or to Purchasers of complete sets of Old Testament
(so far as published), and of Epistles, at 15s.
The price to others will be
21s. each volume.
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This day

is

published, price 14s,

BIBLICO-THEOLOGICAL LEXICON OF
NEW TESTAMENT GREEK.
BT

HERMANN

C R E M E R,

PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF GREIFSWALD.
ftranslaito from

W.

D.

%

SIMON,

German kg
Ph.D.,

AND

WILLIAM URWICK,

M.A.

This work comprises such words as hare their ordinary

olassical meaning;

changed

01

modified in Scripture, tracing their history in their transference from the Classics into

New Testament, and the gradual deepening and
they reach the fulness of New Testament thought.

the Septuagint and thence into the
elevation of their

meaning

till

Just published, in one vol. 8vo, price 16a,

A TREATISE ON THE GRAMMAR OF NEW TESTAMENT GREEK,
REGARDED AS THE BASIS OF NEW TESTAMENT EXEGESIS.
Bt Dr.

G. B. Winer.

Translated from the German, with large additions and full Indices,

Moulton, M A.,
mond, and Prizeman

Classical Tutor,

F.

in

by Rev. W.

Wesleyan Theological College, Rich-

Hebrew and New Testament Greek in the University

of London.

The additions by the Editor are very large, and will tend to make this
great work far more useful and available for English students than it has
The Indices have been greatly enlarged, but with dishitherto been.
crimination, so as to be easily used.
Students will admit, this is of vast
importance.
Altogether, the Publishers do not doubt that this will be
the Standard Grammar of New Testament Greek.
is the standard classical work on the Grammar of the New Testament, and it
course indispensable to every one who would prosecute intelligently the critical
study of the most important portion of the inspired record. It is a great service to
render such a work accessible to the English reader.' British and Foreign Evangelical
1

This

is of

Sanaa.

We gladly welcome the appearance of Winer's great work in an English translation,
and most strongly recommend it to all who wish to attain to a sound and accurate know'

ledge of the language of the New Testament. We need not say it is the Grammar of the
New Testament. It is not only superior to all others, but so superior as to be by common
consent the one work of reference on the subject. No other could be mentioned with it.'
Literary Churchman.

—
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

T^HE

present issue (the

first

mentary ON Kings, and

for 1872) comprises Keil's

the same Author's

Com-

Commentary

on Daniel.

The second
of Dr.

second (and

issue will consist of the

last)

volume

Hengstenberg on The Kingdom of God in the Old
'

Testament,' and of Keil's Commentary, either on Chronicles
or

on Ezra.

An

early remittance of subscription for 1872 is respectfully

requested.

Messrs. Clark take

this

opportunity of inviting attention to

the various series published by them, viz.

The 'Ante-Nicene
vols.

'

Library.'

Subscription price,

:

Complete

£6,

in twenty-four

6s.

St. Augustine's Works,' of which four volumes are ready.

The

'

Lange

imperial 8vo Commentaries, of which four

'

volumes have appeared on the Old, and nine on the

New Testament, and which Subscribers to the 'Foreign
Theological Library'

may

receive at 15s. each.

The 'Meyer' Commentaries on the New Testament,
which are

in preparation,

beginning

may be made

The cheaper

and of which

is

hoped a

before the end of this year.

edition of Lange's

four volumes 8vo.

it

'

Life of Christ.'

In

Subscription price, 28s.
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And

also to the following

works

lately published

:

New

Cremer's Biblico-Theological Lexicon of

Translated by Rev. Dr. Simon and

ment Greek.
Rev.

Testa-

W. Urwick.

Price 14s.

This work comprises such words as have their ordinary classical meaning
changed or modified in Scripture, tracing their history in their transference
from the Classics into the Septuagint and thence into the New Testament,
and the gradual deepening and elevation of their meaning till they reach the
fulness of New Testament thought.

Two

History of Protestant Theology.

Dorner's
vols.

2 is.

Hefele's History of Christian Councils, to the close
of the Council of Nicsea.

Winer's Grammar of the
Edited by Rev.

W.

12s.

New Testament

Moulton.

F.

Diction.

15s.

Smeaton's Doctrine of the Atonement, as taught by
Christ Himself.

The same Author on

10s. 6d.

the

Bruce on

10s. 6d.

Old Catholic Church ;

Church

to a.d. 755.

the

in.

or,

The

Training of the Twelve.

Before us.

History of the

9s.

Casper's Footsteps of Christ,
us.

edition.

Doctrine of the Atonement, as

taught by the Apostles.

Killen's

Second

iv.

i.

8vo.

ios.

Christ for us.

Through

us.

6&
11.

Crown

In

8vo.

7s. 6d.

Eadie's

Commentary on the Galatians.

Ullmann on the

6&

Third

6s.

Kant's Metaphysic of Ethics.
8vo.

ios.

Sinless Character of Jesus.

English edition.

Crown

8vo.

Third English edition.
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BIBLICAL COMMENTARY h
ON

THE OLD TESTAMENT.
THE BOOKS OF KINGS.
INTRODUCTION.
CONTENTS AND CHARACTER, ORIGIN AND SOURCES, OP THE
BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

|HE

books of the Kings, which were but one book
books of Samuel, and which,

originally like the

were divided into two books by the
Alexandrian translators (see the Introduction to the
books of Samuel), contain, in accordance with their name (D'aStD),
the history of the Israelitish theocracy under the kings, from
like the latter,

the accession of Solomon to the extinction of the monarchy on
the overthrow of the kingdom of Judah, when Jerusalem was
destroyed by the Chaldseans and the people were carried away

They embrace a period of 455 years,
from 1015 to 560 B.C., that is to say, to the reign of the
Babylonian king Evil-merodach. And as every kingdom culminates in its king, and the government of the kings determines
the fate of the kingdom, the contents of the books before us,
which are named after the kings of Israel, consist for the most
part of a history of those kings inasmuch as, whilst on the one
hand the reigns of the several kings form the historical and
chronological framework for the description of the historical
development of the people and kingdom, on the other hand the
leading phases which the monarchy assumed furnish the basis
of the three periods, into which the history of this epoch and

into exile in Babylon.

;

the contents of our books are divided.

The first

period

(1015-975

B.c.)

embraces the forty years of

Digitized by

Google

THE BOOKS OF

2

KINGS.

Solomon's reign over the undivided kingdom of the twelve tribes
of Israel,

mit of

when

the Israelitish kingdom of

earthly power and glory

God

stood at the

sum-

though towards the end of
this period it began to decline, inasmuch as the rebellion of
Solomon against the Lord in the closing years of his reign prepared the way for the rebellion of the ten tribes against the
The second period commences with the divihouse of David.
sion of the one kingdom into the two kingdoms, Israel (or the
ten tribes) and Judah, and stretches over the whole period
during which these two kingdoms existed side by side, terminating with the destruction of the kingdom of the ten tribes by
the Assyrians, ie. from 975 to 722 b.c.
The third period embraces the still remaining years of the continuance of the kingdom of Judah, until its eventual dissolution by the Chaldseans
and the carrying away of the people into exile in Babylon, viz.
from 722 to 560 B.c.
The first part of our books (1 Kings i-xi.) therefore contains
a description of the reign of Solomon, (a) in its commencement,
viz. his ascent of the throne and the consolidation of Ins power
(ch. i. and ii.) ; (b) in the gradual development of the strength
and glory of his government, by his marriage, his sacrifice and
prayer at Gibeon, his judicial wisdom, and his court (iii. 1-v.
also by the building of the temple and royal palace and
14),
the dedication of the temple (v. 15-ix, 9), by the erection of his
its

;

—

—

—

and the introduction of navigation and commerce

other edifices

10-28), by the spreading abroad of the fame of his wisdom,
and by the increase of his wealth (ch x.) and (c) in its eventual
decline in consequence of the sin into which the aged monarch
fell through his polygamy and idolatry (ch xi).
The second part
opens with an account of the falling away of the ten tribes from
the royal family of David, and relates in a synchronistic narrative the history of the two kingdoms in the three stages of their
development viz. (a) the early enmity between the two, from
Jeroboam to Omri of Israel (xii 1-xvi. 28) ; (6) the establishment of friendship and intermarriage between the two royal
houses under Ahab and his sons, down to the destruction of the
two kings Joram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah by Jehu (xvi
29-2 Kings z^) ; (e) the renewal of hostilities between the two
kingdoms, from Jehu's ascent of the throne in Israel and Athaliah's usurpation of the throne in Judah to the overthrow of the
(ix.

;

:

kingdom of

Israel in the sixth year of Hezekiah's reign in
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(xi-xviL). And, lastly, the' third part oOBtaiapijla ff3^y*of the
kingdom of Judah from Hezekiah to the des»
Bf'Jerusalem
by the Chaldseans, and carries it down to ptfll IRy-seveiitb. year

of the imprisonment of king Jehoiachin in- exile (ch. xviii.-xxv.).

Now, although the history of the kings, or the account of
both the duration and character of their reigns, and also of their
various enterprises, so far as they promoted or hindered the
progress of the kingdom of God, forms the principal substance
of these books, they do not consist of a mere chronicle of the

deeds and fortunes of the several kings, but describe at the
same time the ministry of the prophets in the two kingdoms,

and that to some extent in so elaborate a manner, that whilst
some have discovered in this a peculiarly " prophetico-didactic
purpose" (Havernick, De "Wette, etc.), others regard it as an
endeavour " to set forth the history of the Israelitish and Jewish
kings in

its relation

to

the demands, the doings, the procla-

mations, and the predictions of the prophets, from Solomon to

But however unmistakeable

the Babylonian exile" (Kern).

may

be, which the books of
Kings have in common with the whole of the historical writings
of the Old Testament, a closer investigation of their character
will show that there is no ground for the assertion that there
is any prophetico-didactic purpose in the mode in which the
history is written.
For the account of the ministry of the

the prophetico-didactic character

prophets

is

introduced into the history of the kings as the

spiritual leaven

which pervaded the

Israelitish

the beginning to the end, and stamped upon

monarchy from
its

development

the character of the theocracy or divine rule in Israel

King

as the invisible but yet real

Jehovah,

of the covenant nation, had

created the peculiar instruments of His Spirit in the prophets

who maintained His law and
their side to advise

and

right before the kings, standing

direct, or to

warn and punish,

by

and,

was necessary, proving their utterances to be words
and wonders which they did before the people.
Thus the Lord directed the prophet Samuel to anoint Saul and
David princes over His people, and the prophet Nathan to communicate to David the promise of the everlasting endurance of
his throne (2 Sam. vii).
But when at a later period David
sinned (2 Sam. xi and xxiv.), it was the prophets Nathan and
Gad who threatened him with punishment from God, and on his
confession of sin and repentance announced the forgiveness and
wherever
of

it

God by

signs
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God

1-15, xxiv. 11-19). Through the
Solomon was also appointed the
successor of David upon the throne (2 Sam. xii. 25), and not

favour of

medium

(2 Sam.

xii.

of the prophet Nathan,

only anointed king, but installed in defiance of the machinations
But since the monarchy was transof Adonijah (1 Kings i).
mitted from Solomon in a direct line through his descendants

by

virtue of the divine promise in 2 Sam. vii, it is only in con-

nection with important enterprises, or

we

when

the kingdom

is

coming forward in after times to help or advise those kings who walked
whereas under the idolatrous and
in the ways of the Lord
godless rulers they offer, in the power of God, such energetic
resistance to idolatry and to everything evil and ungodly, that
princes and people are compelled to bow before them and
succumb to their divine words. In this way the prophets
accompanied the monarchy in all its course from Solomon to
the captivity as guardians of the rights of the God-King, and as
Under Solomon, indeed,
interpreters of His counsel and will
there was apparently a long period, during which prophecy fell
into the background ; since the Lord Himself not only appeared
to this king in a dream at Gibeon shortly after he ascended the
throne, but also appeared to him a second time after the dedication of the temple, and promised him the fulfilment of his
prayers, and the glorification and eternal continuance of his
kingdom, on condition of his faithful observance of the divine
commands (1 Kings iii 5 sqq., ix. 1 sqq.). But towards the
end of his reign it rose up again in all the more threatening attitude, against the king who was then disposed to
It was no doubt a prophet who
fall away from Jehovah
announced to him the separation of ten parts of his kingdom
(1 Kings xi. 1 1 sqq.), possibly the same Ahijah who promised
Jeroboam the government over ten tribes (xi 29 sqq). But
after the division of the kingdom, when Jeroboam proceeded, in
involved in

difficulties,

that

find the prophets

;

—

order to fortify his throne, to
religious one,

and

the state religion,

make the

political division into

a

end exalted the image-worship into
the prophets continued to denounce this

to this

apostasy and proclaim to the sinful kings the destruction of

And when at a still later period Ahab the
son of Omri, and his wife Jezebel, endeavoured to make the
Phoenician worship of Baal and Asherah into the national retheir dynasties.

ligion in Israel, Elijah the Tishbite, " the prophet as
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words burned as a torch " (Ecclus. xlviii 1), came forward with
the irresistible power of God and maintained a victorious conflict against the prophets and servants of Baal, warding off the

by uniting the prophets into societies,
God was maintained, and the godly in

utter apostasy of the nation

in which the worship of
Israel

were supplied with a substitute

the temple which was enjoyed

worship in

for that legal

by the godly in Judah.

And

in

the kingdom of Judah also there were never wanting prophets to

announce the judgments of the Lord to idolatrous kings, and to
a vigorous support to the pious and God-fearing rulers in
their endeavours to promote the religious life of the nation, and
to exalt the public worship of God in the temple.
But since the
kingdom of Judah possessed the true sanctuary, with the legal
worship and an influential body of priests and Levites and since,
moreover, the monarchy of the house of David was firmly established by divine promises resting upon that house, and among the
kings who sat upon the throne, from Rehoboam onwards, there
were many godly rulers who were distinguished for their lofty
virtues as governors ; the labours of the prophets did not assume
the same prominent importance here as they did in the kingdom of the ten tribes, where they had to fight against idolatry
from the beginning to the end.

afford

;

This explains the fact that the ministry of the prophets
assumes so prominent a position in the books of the Kings,
whereas the history of the kings appears sometimes to fall into
the background in comparison.
Nevertheless the historical
development of the monarchy, or, to express it more correctly,
of the kingdom of God under the kings, forms the true subjectmatter of our books.
It was not a prophetico-didactic purpose,
but the prophetico-historical point of view, which prevailed
throughout the whole work, and determined the reception as
well as the treatment of the historical materials.

The

progres-

development of the kingdom was predicted and described
by the Lord Himself in the promise communicated to David by
the prophet Nathan " And when thy days shall be fulfilled, and
thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after
thee, which shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish
his kingdom.
He shall build a house for my name and I will
stablish the throne of his kingdom for ever.
I will be his
Father, and he shall be my son, that if he go astray, I may
chasten him with man's rod, and with stripes of the children of
sive

:

;
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men but my mercy

from him, as I caused it to
And thy house
and thy kingdom shall be for ever before thee, thy throne will
be established for ever" (2 Sam. viL 12-16). This thoroughly
glorious promise forms the red thread which runs through the
history of the kings from Solomon to the Babylonian captivity,
and constitutes the leading idea in the record of this history
;

depart from Saul,

The

in our books.

how

of the kings
first

will not depart

whom

I put

away

before thee.

author's intention is to

show in the

the Lord fulfilled this gracious word,

of all chastised the seed of

David

history

how He

for its transgressions,

and

though not for ever.
To this end he shows in
the history of Solomon, how, notwithstanding the usurpation of
the throne attempted by Adonijah, Solomon received the whole
of his father's kingdom, as the seed of David promised by the
Lord, and established his power; how the Lord at the very
beginning of his reign renewed to him at Gibeon the promise
then cast

it off,

made

to his father on the condition of his faithful observance of
His law, and in answer to his prayer gave him not only a wise
and understanding heart, but also riches and honour, so that his
equal was not to be found among all the kings of the earth
(1 Kings i 1-v. 14) ; how Solomon then carried out the work

of building the temple, entrusted to
to the will of the

again assured

Lord

him

;

and how,

him by

after it

his father according

was

finished, the

of the fulfilment of that promise (ch. v.

Lord

15-

9) ; and, lastly, how Solomon, having attained to the highest
earthly glory, through the completion of the rest of his buildix.

ings,

through the great renown of his wisdom, which had reached
off, and through his great riches, acquired partly

to nations afar

by marine commerce and
presents, forgot his God,

and in

his old age

trade,

and partly from tributes and
this glory upon him,

who had bestowed

was led astray into unfaithfulness towards

the Lord through his numerous foreign wives, and had at last
to listen to this sentence from God : " Because thou hast not

kept

my

covenant and

my

statutes,

which I have commanded

rend the kingdom from thee, and give it to
thy servant notwithstanding in thy days I will not do it, for
David thy father's sake ; but I will rend it out of the hand of
thy son.
Howbeit I will not rend away all thy kingdom ; but
will give one tribe to thy son for David my servant's sake, and
thee, I will surely
:

for Jerusalem's

Thus, because

sake which I have chosen" (ch it 10-xL 13).
to the seed of David the

God had promised
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eternal possession of the throne (2
tion of the

kingdom was

7

Sam. vii 12

sqq.),

one por-

to be left to the son of Solomon, with

the chosen city of Jerusalem, and his servant (Jeroboam, eh.

26—40) was only

xi.

dominion over ten tribes. The hisprophecy is shown in the history of the

to obtain

torical realization of this

two divided kingdoms.
In the synchronistic account of these kingdoms, according to
the principle already adopted in the book of Genesis, of disposing of the subordinate lines of the patriarchs before proceeding

with the main line (see Comm. on Pent, vol i

p. 37), the reigns
of the kings of Israel are described before those of the contem-

poraneous kings of Judah, and to some extent in a more elaborate manner. The reason of this, however, is, that the history
of the kingdom of Israel, in which one dynasty overthrew
another, whilst all the rulers walked in the sin of Jeroboam,

and Ahab even added the worship of Baal to that sin, supplied
the author with more materials for the execution of his plan
than that of the kingdom of Judah, which had a much quieter
development under the rule of the house of David, and of which,
Apart from this, all the
therefore, there was less to relate.
events of the kingdom of Judah which are of any importance
in relation to the progress of the kingdom of God, are just as
elaborately described as those connected with the kingdom of
Israel and the author does equal justice to both kingdoms, showing how the Lord manifested Himself equally to both, and bore
But the proof
with them with divine long-suffering and grace.
of this necessarily assumed different forms, according to the
different attitudes which they assumed towards the Lord.
Jeroboam, the founder of the kingdom of Israel, when told that he
would be king over the ten tribes, had received the promise
that Jehovah would be with him, and build him a lasting house
as He built for David, and give Israel to him, on condition that
he would walk in the ways of God (1 Kings xi 37, 38). This
implied that his descendants would rule over Israel (of the ten
taibes) so long as this kingdom should stand ; for it was not
to last for ever, but the separation would come to an end, and
;

not promised the everlasting continuance of his
Kings xL 38). But Jeroboam did not fulfil

therefore

he

kingdom

(see at 1

is

this condition,

not did any of the rulers of Israel

who succeeded

him.

Nevertheless the Lord had patience with the kings and

tribes

who were

unfaithful to His law,

and not only warned
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them

continually

by His prophets, and chastised them by threats
by the fulfilment of those threats upon the

of punishment and

kings and all the people, but repeatedly manifested His favour

towards them for the sake of His covenant with Abraham
(2 Kings

xiii.

23), to lead

them

—
—

to repentance

tribes

until the time

when the sinful kingdom fell and the ten
In the kingdom
were carried away to Media and Assyria.

of grace> had expired,

of David, on the contrary, the succession to the throne

was promised to the house of David for all time therefore, although
the Lord caused those who were rebellious to be chastised by
hostile nations, yet, for His servant David's sake, He left a light
shining to the royal house, since He did not punish the kings
who were addicted to idolatry with the extermination of their
family (1 Kings xv. 4 2 Kings viii. 19) and even when the
wicked Athaliah destroyed all the royal seed, He caused Joash,
the infant son of Ahaziah, to be saved and raised to the throne
Consequently this kingdom was
of his fathers (2 Kings xi.).
able to survive that of the ten tribes for an entire period, just
:

;

because

it

;

possessed a firm political basis in the uninterrupted

succession of the Davidic house, as
basis of

no

less firmness in the

it also possessed a spiritual
temple which the Lord had

where His name was revealed. After it
by the godless
Ahaz, it received in HezeMah a king who did what was right in
the eyes of Jehovah, as his father David had done, and in the
severe oppression which he suffered at the hands of the powerful
army of the proud Sennacherib, took refuge in the Lord, who
protected and saved Jerusalem, " for His own and His servant
sanctified as the place

had been brought

to the verge of destruction

David's sake," at the prayer of the pious king of Jerusalem

But when at length, throughout
(2 Kings xix. 34, xx. 6).
the long reign of Manasseh the idolater, apostasy and moral
corruption prevailed to such an extent in Judah also, that even
the pious Josiah, with the reformation of religion which he
carried out with the greatest zeal, could only put

down

the out-

and was unable to effect any thorough
conversion of the people to the Lord their God, and the Lord
as the Holy One of Israel was obliged to declare His purpose
of rejecting Judah from before His face on account of the sins
of Manasseh, and to cause that purpose to be executed by
Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxiii. 26, 27, xxiv. 3, 4) Jehoiachin
was led away captive to Babylon, and under Zedekiah the

ward worship of

idols,

;
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kingdom was destroyed with the burning of Jerusalem and the
temple.
Yet the Lord did not suffer the light to be altogether
extinguished to His servant David but when Jehoiachin had
;

pined in captivity at Babylon for thirty-seven years, expiating
his own and his fathers' sins, he was liberated from his captivity
by Nebuchadnezzar's son, and raised to honour once more

—

The account of this joyful change in
(2 Kings xxv. 27-30).
the condition of Jehoiachin, with which the books of the Kings
close,

forms so essential a part of their author's plan, that without

this information the true conclusion to his" work

would be altoFor this event shed upon the dark night of the
captivity the first ray of a better future, which was to dawn
upon tie seed of David, and with it upon the whole nation in
its eventual redemption from Babylon, and was also a pledge of
the certain fulfilment of the promise that the Lord would not
for ever withdraw His favour from the seed of David. 1
Thus the books of the Kings bring down the history of the
Old Testament kingdom of God, according to the divine plan
of the kingdom indicated in 2 Sam. vii., from the close of
David's reign to the captivity ; and the fact that in 1 Kings
i 1 they are formally attached to the books of Samuel is an
indication that they are a continuation of those books.
Nevertheless there is.no doubt that they formed from the very first
a separate work, the independence and internal unity of which
are apparent from the uniformity of the treatment of the history as well as from the unity of the language. .From beginning to end the author quotes from his original sources, for the
gether wanting.

1
Stahelin makes the following remark in his Einleilung {p. 122) : " The
books of the Kings form an antithesis to the history of David. As the latter
shows how obedience to God and to the utterances of His prophets is rewarded, and how, even when Jehovah is obliged to punish, He makes known
His grace again in answer to repentance ; so do the books of the Kings,
which relate the overthrow of both the Hebrew states, teach, through the
history of these two kingdoms, how glorious promises are thrown back and
dynasties fall in consequence of the conduct of individual men (compare
1 Kings xi. 38 with ziv. 10, and still more with 2 Kings xzi. 10 sqq. and

xxiii.

27).

The

sins of

one

man

like

Manasseh are

sufficient to neutralize

the promises that have been given to the house of David." There is no
need to refute this erroneous statement, since it only rests upon a misinter-

all

pretation of 2 Kings xxi. 10 sqq., and completely misses the idea which runs

through both books of the Kings ; and, moreover, there is no contradiction
between the manifestation of divine mercy towards penitent sinners and the
punishment of men according to their deeds.
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most part with certain standing formulas in all important
events he gives the chronology carefully (1 Kings vi. 1, 37, 38,
vii 1, ix. 10, xL 42, xiv. 20, 21, 25, xv. 1, 2, 9, 10, etc);
he judges the conduct of the kings throughout according to the
standard of the law of Moses (1 Kings it 3, iii 14 ; 2 Kings
x. 31, xL 12, xiv. 6, xvii 37, xviii 6, xxi 8, xxii 8 sqq., xxni
3, 21, etc.) and he nearly always employs the same expressions
when descrihing the commencement, the character, and the close
of each reign, as well as the death and burial of the kings
(compare 1 Kings xi 43, xiv. 20, 31, xv. 8, 24, xxii 51
2 Kings viii 24, xiii. 9, xiv. 29 and for the characteristics of
the several kings of Judah, 1 Kings xv. 3, 11, xxii 43 ; 2 Kings
xii 3, xiv. 3, xv. 3, etc. ; and for those of the kings of Israel,
1 Kings xiv. 8, xv. 26, 34, xvi 19, 26, 30,' xxii 53 ; 2 Kings
;

;

;

iii 2, 3, x.

29, 31, xiii 2. 11, eta).

And

so, again,

the lan-

guage of the books remains uniform in every part of the work,
if

we

except certain variations occasioned

the sources employed

and forms

;

since

we

by the

differences in

find throughout isolated ex-

and words traceable to the
"lb for ^Dh in 1 Kings
pn
. 2, 25 rP* in 1 Kings xi 33 ;
in 2 Kings' xi 13 ; rfino
i>a?>
in 1 Kings xx. 14, 15, 17, 19
in 2 Kings xv. 10
0^™? *!¥ in 1 Kings xv. 20, 2 Kings xxv. 23, 26 DVBB an
in 2 Kings xxv. 8 ; nna in 1 Kings x. 15, xx. 24, 2 Kings
xviii 24
and many others, which do not occur in the earlier
historical books.
The books of the Kings are essentially distinguished from the books of Samuel through these characteristic
peculiarities; but not so much through the quotations which
are so prominent in the historical narrative, for these are common to all the historical books of the Old Testament, and are
only more conspicuous in these books, especially in the history
of the kings of the two kingdoms, because in the case of all
the kings, even of those in relation to whom there was nothing
to record of any importance to the kingdom of God except the
length and general characteristics of their reign, there are notices
of the writings which contain further information concerning
their reigns.
The unity of authorship is therefore generally
admitted, since, as De Wette himself acknowledges, " you cannot anywhere clearly detect the interpolation or combination of
different accounts."
The direct and indirect contradictions, howwhich
Thenius
ever,
imagines that he has discovered, prove to
pressions

of a later date,

Assyrian and Chaldaean epoch, such as
;

;

;

;

;

—

—
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be utterly fallacious on a closer inspection of the passages
cited as proofs, and could only have been obtained through
misinterpretations occasioned

on the other hand,
p.

184

my

by erroneous assumptions.

(See,

Lehrbueh der JSMeitung in das A. T.

sqq.)

All that can be determined with certainty in relation to the
origin of the books of Kings is, that they were composed in
the second half of the Babylonian captivity, and before its close,
since they bring the history down to that time, and yet contain
no allusion to the deliverance of the people out of Babylon.

The author was a prophet

living in the Babylonian exile, though

not the prophet Jeremiah, as the earlier theologians down to
Havernick have assumed from the notice in the Talmud (Baba
Jeremias scripsit librwm suum et librum Begun
baihra, f. 15, 1)
:

For even apart from the fact that Jeremiah ended
his days in Egypt, he could hardly have survived the last event
recorded in our books, namely, the liberation of Jehoiachin from
prison, and his exaltation to royal honours by Evil-merodach.
For inasmuch as this event occurred sixty-six years after his
call to be a prophet, in the thirteenth year of Josiah, he would
have been eighty-six years old in the thirty-seventh year after
Jehoiachin had been carried away into exile, even if he had
commenced his prophetic career when only a young man of
twenty years of age. Now, even if he had reached this great
age, he would surely not have composed our books at a later
period still
Moreover, all that has been adduced in support of
this is seen to be inconclusive on closer inspection.
The similarity in the linguistic character of our books and that of the
writings of Jeremiah, the sombre view of history which is comet

Tkrenoe.

mon

to the two, the preference apparent in both for phrases
taken from the Pentateuch, and the allusions to earlier prophe-

—

may be explained, so far as they
from the fact that they were written in the
same age, since all the writers of the time of the captivity and
afterwards cling very closely to the Pentateuch and frequently
refer to the law of Moses, and partly also from the circumstance that, whilst Jeremiah was well acquainted with the ori-

cies,

all these peculiarities

really exist, partly

ginal sources of our books, viz. the annals of the

kingdom of

Judah, the author of our books was also well acquainted with
the prophecies of Jeremiah.
But the relation between 2 Kings
xxiv.

18

sqq.

and

Jer. Hi. is not of

such a nature, that these
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two accounts of the destruction of Jerusalem and the carrying
away of the remnant of the people could have emanated from
the hand of Jeremiah; on the contrary, a closer inspection clearly
shows that they are extracts from a more elaborate description
of this catastrophe (see at 2 Kings xxiv. 18 sqq.).
As sources from which the author has obtained his accounts,
there are mentioned, for the history of Solomon, a nb?e> *\sn lSD t

or book of the acts (affairs) of Solomon (1 Kings xi 41); for the'
history of the kings of Judah, rrnrv >&£ D'ojn n:n -ibd, book of

the daily occurrences of the kings of Judah (1 Kings xiv. 29,
xv. 7, 23, xxii. 46 ; 2 Kings viiL 23, xii 20, eta) ; and for that
of the kings of Israel,

V

1

,^.

*$$

DW nan IBD, book

of the

occurrences of the kings of Israel (1 Kings xiv. 19,
xv. 31, xvi 5, 14, 20, 27, xxii 39 ; 2 Kings i 18).
These
daily

are quoted as writings in
life,

which more

is

written concerning the

the deeds, and the particular undertakings, buildings and

so forth, of the several kings.

The two last-named works were

evidently general annals of the kingdoms
national archives of the two kingdoms, or

by the

tJ'Tato of the

:

indeed, the

not,

official

records

made

reigns and acts of the kings, as Jahn,

Movers, Stahelin, and others suppose but annals composed by
prophets, and compiled partly from the public year-books of the
;

kingdom or the national archives, and partly from prophetic
monographs and collections of prophecies, which reached in the
kingdom of Israel down to the time of Pekah (2 Kings xv. 3 1),
and in that of Judah to the time of Jehoiakim (2 Kings xxiv.
Moreover, they were not written successively by different
5).
prophets, who followed one another, and so carried on the work
in uninterrupted succession from the rise of the two kingdoms
to -the death of the two kings mentioned; but they had been
worked out into a " Book of the history of the times of the Kings"
for each of the two kingdoms, a short time before the overthrow of the kingdom of Judah, by collecting together the most
important things that had been written both concerning the
reigns of the several kings by annalists and other historians who
were contemporaneous with the events, and also concerning the
labours of the prophets, which were deeply interwoven with the
course of public affairs, whether composed by themselves or
by their contemporaries. And in this finished form they lay
before the author of our work
This view of the annals of the
kingdoms of Judah and Israel follows unquestionably from the
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agreement which exists between our hooks of the Kings and
the second book of the Chronicles, in the accounts

and which can only be explained from the
were drawn from one and the same source.

both,

common

to

fact that they

But

in

the

Chronicles there are different writings of individual prophets

quoted, beside the day-books of the kings of Judah and Israel
it is expressly stated in relation to some of them that they
were received into the annals of the kings (compare 2 Chron.
xx 34 and xxxii. 32, and the Introduction to the books of the
Chronicles).
Moreover, there are no historical traces of public
annalists to be found in the kingdom of the ten tribes, and their
existence is by no means probable, on account of the constant
change of dynasties. The fact, however, that the frequently
2 Kings
recurring formula " to this day" (1 Kings ix 13, x 12

and

;

xvi

23, 34, 41,] xx. 17, xxi. 15)
never refers to the time of the captivity, except in the passages
ii 22, x. 27, xiv. 7,

6, [xvii.

enclosed in brackets, but always to the time of the existing

kingdom of Judah, and that it cannot therefore have emanated
from the author of our books of the Kings, but can only have
been taken from the sources employed, is a proof that these
annals of the kingdom were composed towards the close of the
kingdom of Judah and this is placed beyond all doubt, by the
;

is also found in many passages of the
books of the Chronicles (compare 1 Kings viii. 8 with 2 Chron.
v. 9 ; 1 Kings ix. 21 with 2 Chron. viii. 8 ; 1 Kings xii. 19
with 2 Chron. x 19; and 2 Kings viii 22 with 2 Chron.
xxi 10). In a similar manner to this must we explain the

fact that this formula

—

origin of the HbPB' *i3n

"IBD,

since three prophetic writings are

quoted in 1 Chron. xxix 29 in connection with Solomon's
reign, and their account agrees in all essential points with the
account in the books of the Kings.
Nevertheless this " history
of Solomon " never formed a component part of the annals of
the two kingdoms, and was certainly written much earlier.
The assumption that there were other sources still, is not only
sustained by no historical evidence, but has no certain support
in the character or contents of the writings before, us.

If the

annals quoted were works composed by prophets, the elaborate

accounts of the working of the prophets Elijah and Elisha might

—

have been included in them. Again, in the constant allusion
we have a sure pledge of the historical fidelity of
If in his work
the accounts that have been taken from them.

also

to these annals
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the author followed •writings which were composed

by prophets,

and

which were

also referred

known and

his readers

to these writings,

accessible to his contemporaries, for farther infor-

mation, he must have been conscious of the faithful and con-

employment of them.
harmony
with the contents
in

scientious
is

And

this natural conclusion

of our books.

The

life

actions of the kings are judged with unfettered candour

and
and
and

law of God
more concealment of the idolatry to which the
highly renowned Solomon was led astray by his foreign wives,
than of that which was right in the eyes of God, when performed
by the kings of the ten tribes, which had fallen away from the
impartiality, according to the standard of the

;

there is no

house of David.

namely

Even in the

case of the greatest prophet of

weakness of his faith in being afraid of
the vain threats of the wicked Jezebel is related just as openly

all,

Elijah, the

as his courageous resistance, in the strength of the Lord, to

Ahab and

the prophets of Baal

—Compare my Einkitung

in

ALU

Test §§ 56-60, where adverse views are examined
das
and the commentaries are also noticed.
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FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

L—HISTORY OF SOLOMON'S KEIGN.
Chaps, l-xi.

AVID

had not only established the monarchy upon
basis, but had also exalted the Old Testament
kingdom of God to such a height of power, that all
the kingdoms round about were obliged to bow
This kingdom was transmitted by divine appointment
before it
to his son Solomon, in whose reign Judah and Israel were as
numerous as the sand by the sea-shore, and dwelt in security,
every man under his vine and under his fig-tree (ch. iv. 20,
The history of this reign commences with the account of
v. 5).
the manner in which Solomon had received the kingdom from
his father, and had established his own rule by the fulfilment of
bis last will and by strict righteousness (ch. i and iL).
Then
[

a firm

follows in ch. iii-x. the description of the glory of his kingdom,

how

the Lord, in answer to his prayer at Gibeon, not only gave

him an understanding heart

to

judge his people, but also wisdom,

and honour, so that his equal was not to be found among
kings
of the earth and through his wise rule, more especially
the
through the erection of the house of Jehovah and of a splendid
royal palace, he developed the glory of the kingdom of God to
such an extent that his fame penetrated to remote nations.
The conclusion, in ch. xi, consists of the account of Solomon's
sin in his old age, viz. his falling into idolatry, whereby he
brought about the decay of the kingdom, which manifested itself

riches,

;

during the closing years of his reign in the rising up of opponents, and at his death in the falling away of ten tribes from
his son Behoboam. But notwithstanding this speedy decay, the
15
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elaborately depicted

of the typical significance 'which

it

on account

possessed in relation to the

kingdom of God. Just as, for example, the successful wars of
David with all the enemies of Israel were a prelude to the
eventual victory of the kingdom of God over all the kingdoms
of this world ; so was the peaceful rule of Solomon to shadow
forth the glory and blessedness which awaited the people of God,
after a period of strife and conflict, under the rule of Shiloh the
Prince of peace, whom Jacob saw in spirit, and who would
increase government and peace without end upon the throne of
David and in his kingdom (Isa. ix. 5, 6 Fs. lxxii.).
;

CHAP. L ANOINTING

AND ACCESSION OP SOLOMON.

The attempt of Adonijah

to

seize

upon the throne when

David's strength was failing (vers. 1-10), induced the aged
king, as soon as

it

was announced

to

him by Bathsheba and

the prophet Nathan, to order Solomon to be anointed king, and
to have the anointing carried out (vers. 1 1—40) ; whereupon
Adonijah fled to the altar, and received pardon from Solomon
on condition that he would keep himself quiet (vers. 41-53).
Vers. 1-4. When king David had become so old that they
could no longer warm him by covering him with clothes, his
servants advised him to increase his vitality by lying with a
young and robust virgin, and selected the beautiful Abishag of
Shunem to perform this service. This circumstance, which is a
trivial one in itself, is only mentioned on account of what
follows,
first, because it shows that David had become too weak
from age, and too destitute of energy, to be able to carry on the
government any longer and, secondly, because Adonijah the pretender afterwards forfeited his life through asking for Abishag

—

;

—

The opening of our book, =1??^ (and the King),
be explained from the fact that the account which follows
has been taken from a writing containing the earlier history
of David, and that the author of these books retained the Vav
cop. which he found there, for the purpose of showing at the
outset that his work was a continuation of the books of SamueL
D'Dja tta jj?j as in Josh. xiii. 1, xxiii 1, Gen. xxiv. 1, etc.
" They covered him with clothes, and he did not get warm."
It
follows from this that the king was bedridden, or at least that
when lying down he could no longer be kept warm with bedin marriage.

may
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mean

clothes.

0*TJ? does not

cloths,

which were used as

and Num.
Don,

cf.

6-10.

1

clothes to

wear

here,

but large

bed-clothes, as in 1 Sam. xix.

13

6 sqq. OtV is used impersonally, and derived from
Ewald, § 193, b, and 138, b. As David was then in his
iv.

seventieth year, this decrepitude was not the natural result of

extreme old

age,

but the consequence of a sickly constitution,

of the hardships which he

had endured in his
The proposal of his servants, to restore
the vital warmth which he had lost by bringing a virgin to lie
with him, is recommended as an experiment by Galen (Method,
arising

out

agitated and restless

medic, viii 7).

physicians of

life.

And

it

has been an acknowledged fact with

all ages, that

departing vitality

may

be preserved

and strengthened by communicating the vital warmth of strong
and youthful persons (compare Trusen, Sitten, Gebr&ucht u. Krarikheitender Hebr&er, p. 257 sqq.). The singular suffix in 'j'wfc is
fW>3 f^??,
to be explained on the ground that one person spoke.
'M>/ toy, to stand before a person as
a maid who is a virgin.
njab, an
servant = to serve (cf. Deut i 38 with Ex. xxiv. 13).
attendant or nurse, from l?o=|?^, to live with a person, then
to be helpful or useful to him.
lie in

With

the words " that she

thy bosom," the passage passes, as

is

—

may

frequently the case,

from the third person to a direct address. Vers. 3, 4. They then
looked about for a beautiful girl for this purpose, and found
Abishag of Shunem, the present SuUm or Solam, at the southeastern foot of the
18),

who became

Duhy

or Little

Hermon

(see at

Josh

the king's nurse and waited upon him.

further remark, " and the king

knew her

either to indicate the impotence of

not," is not introduced

David or

to

show

that she

did not become David's concubine, but simply to explain
it

was that

it

xix.

The

•

could possibly occur to Adonijah

(ch.

ii.

how

17) to

ask for her as his wife.
Moreover, the whole affair is to be
judged according to the circumstances of the times, when there
was nothing offensive in polygamy.
Vers. 5-10. Adonijah seized the opportunity of David's decrepitude to make himself king.
Although he was David's
fourth son (2 Sam. iii 4), yet after the death of Ammon and

Absalom he was probably the eldest, as Chileab, David's second
son, had most likely died when a child, since he is never mentioned again.
Adonijah therefore thought that he had a claim
to the throne (cf. ch ii 15), and wanted to secure it before his
father's death
But in Israel, Jehovah, the God-King of His
B
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had reserved to Himself the choice of the earthly king
and this right He exercised not only in the
When
case of Saul and David, hut in that of Solomon also.
He gave to David the promise that his seed should rule for ever
(2 Sam. vii 12—16), He did not ensure the establishment of the
throne to any one of his existing sons, but to him that would
come out of his loins (ie. to Solomon, who was not yet born)
and after his birth He designated him through the prophet
Nathan as the beloved of Jehovah (2 Sam. xii. 24, 25). David
discerned from this that the Lord had chosen Solomon to be his
successor, and he gave to Bathsheba a promise on oath that
Solomon should sit upon the throne (vers. 13 and 30). This
promise was also acknowledged in the presence of Nathan (vers.
11 sqq.), and certainly came to Adonijah's ears. Adonijah said,
" I will be king," and procured chariots and horsemen and fifty
runners, as Absalom had done before (2 Sam. xv. 1). 33"i, in a
collective sense, does not mean fighting or war chariots, but state
and Q'Khb are neither riding
carriages, like n ??"1.o in 2 Sam. xv. 1
nor carriage horses, but riders to form an escort whenever he drove
out.
Ver. 6. "And (=for) his father had never troubled him in
his life ,!???» a diebus ejus, ie. his whole life long), saying, Why
hast thou done this ?"
Such weak oversight on the part of his

people,

(Deut. xvii 1 5),

;

—

Moreover,
father encouraged him to make the present attempt
he "was very beautiful," like Absalom (see at 2 Sam. xiv. 25),
and born after Absalom, so that after his death he appeared to
have the nearest claim to the throne. The subject to n"j?j is left
indefinite,

because

it is

implied in the idea of the verb

itself

"she bare," i.e. his mother, as in Num. xxvi. 59 (vid. Ewald,
There was no reason for mentioning the mother
§ 294, i).
expressly by name, as there was nothing depending upon the
name here, and it had already been given in ver. 5. Ver. "7.
He conferred (for the expression, compare 2 Sam. iii 17)
*ttP
with Joab and Abiathar the priest, who supported him
B 'Dn?. to lend a helping hand to a person, i.e. to support him
by either actually joining him or taking his part. Joab joined
the pretender, because he had fallen out with David for a considerable time (cf. ii. 5, 6), and hoped to secure his influence
with the new king if he helped him to obtain possession of the
throne.
But what induced Abiathar the high priest (see at
2 Sam. viii. 17) to join in conspiracy with Adonijah, we do not
know. Possibly jealousy of Zadok, and the fear that under

—

'
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Solomon he might be thrown still more into the shade. For
although Zadok was only high priest at the tabernacle at Gibeon,
he appears to have taken the lead ; as we may infer from the
fact that

he

is

viii 17, xx. 25,

always mentioned before Abiathar (cf. 2 Sam.
and xv. 24 sqq.). For we cannot imagine that

Joab and Abiathar had supported Adonijah as having right on
his side (Thenius), for the simple reason that Joab did not
trouble himself about' right, and for his own part shrank from
no crime, when he thought that he had lost favour with the
Ver. 8. If Adonijah had powerful supporters in Joab the
king.
commander-in-chief and the high priest Abiathar, the rest of
the leading officers of state, viz. Zadok the high priest (see at
2 Sam. viii. 17), Benaiah, captain of the king's body-guard (see
at 2 Sam. viii. 18 and xxiii. 20, 21), the prophet Nathan,

—

Shimei (probably the son of Elah mentioned in ch. iv. 18),
and Bei (unknown), and the Gibborim of David (see at 2 Sam.
Vers. 9 sqq. Adonijah comxxiii. 8 sqq.), were not with him.
menced his usurpation, like Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 2), with a solemn
sacrificial meal, at which he was proclaimed kjuog, " at the stone
of Zocheleth by the side of the fountain of Rogel," ie. the spy's
fountain, or, according to the Chaldee and Syriac, the fuller's fountain, the present fountain of Job or Nehemiah, below the junc-

—

tion of the valley of
at 2 Sam.
eine

vii.

VorUmng,

Hinnom with the valley of Jehoshaphat

17 and
p.

Josh. xv. 7).

(see

E. G. Schultz (Jerusalem,

79) supposes the stone or rock of Zocheleth to

be " the steep, rocky corner of the southern slope of the valley
of Hinnom, which casts so deep a shade"
"This neighbourhood (Wady el Rubdb) is still a place of recreation for the inhabitants of Jerusalem."
To this festal meal Adonijah invited
all his brethren except Solomon, and " all the men of Judah, the
king's servants," i.e. all the Judaeans who were in the king's service, i.e. were serving at court as being members of his own
tribe, with the exception of Nathan the prophet, Benaiah, and'
the Gibborim.
The fact that Solomon and the others mentioned were not included in the invitation, showed very clearly
that Adonijah was informed of Solomon's election as successor
to the throne, and was also aware of the feelings of Nathan and
Benaiah.

11-31. Adonijah's attempt was frustrated by the vigiVers. 11 sqq. Nathan informed
Solomon's mother, Bathsheba (see at 2 Sam. xi 3), that Adonijah
Vers.

lance of the prophet Nathan.

—
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was making himself king (5]?D '3, that he had become [as good
Thenius), and advised her, in order to save her life and
as] king
that of her son Solomon C?f^> aQd save = 80 that thou mayest
save ; cf. Ewald, § 347, a), to go to the king and remind him of
his promise on oath, that her son Solomon should be king after
him, and to inquire why Adonijah had become king. If Adonijah
had really got possession of the throne, he would probably have
put Solomon and his mother out of the way, according to the
:

—

barbarous custom of the East, as his political opponents.

Ver. 1 4.

While she was still talking to the king, he (Nathan) would come
131 N?D, to make a word
in after her and confirm her words.
full, i.e. not to supply what is wanting, but to make full, like
ir\i]povp, either to fill by accomplishing, or (as in this case) to
Vers. 15—21. Bathsheba folconfirm it by similar assertion.
lowed this advice, and went to the king into the inner chamber
iT
the very aged king, who was waited upon by
( J"]D ?), since
Abishag, could not leave his room (niBfe for r^?'o ; cf. Ewald,
§ 188, b, p. 490), and, bowing low before him, communicated to
him what Adonijah had taken in hand in opposition to his will
and without his knowledge. The second nrqn is not to be altered
into n nw, inasmuch as it is supported by the oldest codices and
1
the Masora, although about two hundred codd. contain the
The repetition of nn?i (" And now, behold, Adolatter reading.
nijah has become king and now, my lord king, thou knowest
it not") may be explained from the energy with which Bath"
sheba speaks. " And Solomon thy servant he hath not invited
Bathsheba added this, not because she felt herself
(ver. 19).

—

i

;

'

injured, but as a sign of Adonijah's feelings towards Solomon,

which showed that he had reason to

fear the worst if Adonijah

should succeed in his usurpation of the throne.
again,

many

codd. have

after his usual fashion,

?WJ

in the place of

nwi

deceptive.

is

In ver. 20,
and Thenius,

pronounces the former the " only correct"

reading, because it is apparently a better one.

the appearance

;

The

antithesis to

But here also
what Adonijah

brought out quite suitably by fww : Adonijah
my lord king must decide
" The eyes of all Israel are turned towards thee,

has already done

is

has made himself king, eta; but thou
in the matter.
1

Eimchi Bays

:

" Plures scribx errant

in

hoc verbo, scribtntu

ni"IK1

cum Aleph,

quia sensui hoc conformius est; sed constat nobis ex correctis mss. et masora,

scribendum esse nnjTI
nnjTI

cum Ain." Hence both Norzi and Brans have taken
Compare de Rossi, varus lectt. ad h. L

under their protection.
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them who (whether Adonijah or Solomon) is to sit upon
" The decision of this question is in thy
hand, for the people have not yet attached themselves to Adonijah, hut are looking to thee, to see what thou wilt do ; and they
to tell

the throne after thee."

will follow thy judgment,

mon

—

king."

if

Seh. Schmidt.

thou only hastenest to make SoloTo secure this decision, Bathsheha

which would await both herand her son Solomon after the death of the king. They
would be O'Ktsn, i.e. guilty of a capital crime. " We should be

refers again, in ver. 21, to the fate
self

—

Vers.
punished as though guilty of high treason" (Clericus).
22 sqq. While Bathsheba was still speaking, Nathan came.
When he was announced to the king, Bathsheba retired, just as
afterwards Nathan went away when the king had Bathsheba
called in again

(cf.

ver.

28 with ver. 32). This was done, not
mutual arrangement (Cler., Then.,

to avoid the appearance of a
etc.),

but for reasons of propriety, inasmuch

in audiences

as,

granted by the king to his wife or one of his counsellors, no
third person ought to be present unless the king required his

attendance.

Nathan confirmed Bathsheba's statement, com-

" My lord king, thou hast really said, Adonijah
be king after me
? for he has gone down to-day, and
and they are eating and drinking
has prepared a feast,
And he
before him, and saying, Long live king Adonijah "
then closed by asking, " Has this taken place on the part of my
lord the king, and thou hast not shown thy servants (Nathan,
Zadok, Benaiah, and Solomon) who is to sit upon the throne of
my lord the king after him ? " The indirect question introduced with DK is not merely an expression of modesty, but also
of doubt, whether what had occurred had emanated from the
king and he had not shown it to his servants.
Vers. 28-30.
The king then sent for Bathsheba again, and gave her this promise on oath " As truly as Jehovah liveth, who hath redeemed
my soul out of all distress (as in 2 Sam. iv. 9), yea, as I swore
to thee by Jehovah, the God of Israel, saying, Solomon thy son
The
shall be king after me, .... yea, so shall I do this day."
first and third *3 serve to give emphasis to the assertion, like
imo, yea (cf. Ewald, § 330, V).
The second merely serves
Ver. 31. Bathsheba then
as an introduction to the words.
left the king with the deepest prostration and the utterance of
The
a blessing, as an expression of her inmost gratitude.
benedictory formula, " May the king live for ever," was only

mencing thus

:

shall

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

—

:

—
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used by the Israelites on occasions of special importance
whereas the Babylonians and ancient Persians constantly addressed their kings in this

22

Nek

;

Alex,

vi

ii.

3.

way

Aeliani var.

Dan. ii 4,

(cf.

hist,

iii.

10, vi

9, v.

i 32, and Curtius de

gestii

5).

Vers. 32-40. David then sent for Zadok, Nathan, and Be-

and directed them to fetch the servants of their lord
M, a pluralis majestatis, referring to David alone), and to

naiah,
(D3*3

h

conduct Solomon to Gihon riding upon the royal mule, and
there to anoint him and solemnly proclaim him king.
The
servants of your lord (D2^'1 ?< v?3?) are the Crtthi and Plethi, and
not the GHbborim also (Thenius), as ver. 38 clearly shows, where

went down with him to Gihon as the
upon the mule which belongs
y
king's)
my
mule.
When the king let any
to me, i.e. upon
(the
one ride upon the animal on which he generally rode himself,
this was a sign that he was his successor upon the throne.
Among the ancient Persians riding upon the king's horse was a
public honour, which the king conferred upon persons of great

we

find that these alone

royal body-guard

merit in the eyes of

"wtat iTT>Bfr7jj,

all the

people

female mule, which in Kahira

(cf.

is still

Esth. vi 8, 9).

^B,

the

preferred to the male for

iv. 2, p. 56).
Gihon (tfni)
2
Chron.
was the name given, according to
xxxii. 30 and Tvriii
14, to a spring on the western side of Zion, which supplied two
basins or pools, viz. the upper watercourse of Gihon (2 Chron.
xxxii 30) or upper pool (2 Kings xviii 17 ; Isa. vii 3, xxxvi

riding (see Eosenmuller,

bibl.

Althk.

and the lower pool (Isa xxii 9). The upper Gihon still
up with hewn stones, though
somewhat fallen to decay, which is called by the monks Gihon,
by the natives Birket el Mamilla, about 700 yards W.N.W.
from the Joppa gate, in the basin which opens into the valley
The lower pool is probably the present Birket es
of Hinnom.
Sultan, on the south-western side of Zion (see Robinson, Palestine, i p. 485 sqq., 512 sqq., and Biblical Researches, p. 142
The valley between the two was certainly the place
sqq.).
where Solomon was anointed, as it is not stated that this took
2),

exists as a large reservoir built

place at the fountain of Gihon.

And

even the expression

Dflfri'"1

For if
(take him down to Gihon) agrees with this.
you go from Zion to Gihon towards the west, you first of all
have to descend a slope, and then ascend by a gradual rise
tfra *?$ inte

and

this slope

was probably a more considerable one in ancient
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82-10.

—

times (Bob. Pal. i p. 514, note). 1
Ver. 34. The blowing of the
trumpet and the cry " Long live the king" (cf. 1 Sam. x. 24)
were to serve as a solemn proclamation after the anointing had
taken place.
Ver. 35. After the anointing they were to conduct
Solomon np to Zion again ; Solomon was then to ascend the
throne, as David was about to appoint him prince over Israel
and Judah in his own stead. Both the anointing and the appointment of Solomon as prince over the whole of the covenant
nation were necessary, because the succession to the throne had
been rendered doubtful through Adonijah's attempt, and the aged
king was still alive.
In cases where there was no question,
and the son followed the father after his death, the unanimous
opinion of the Babbins is, that there was no anointing at alL
Israel and Judah are mentioned, because David had been the
first to unite all the tribes under his sceptre, and after the
death of Solomon Israel fell away from the house of David
Vers. 36, 37. Benaiah responded to the utterance of the royal
will with a confirmatory " Amen, thus saith Jehovah the God
of my lord the king ;" i.e. may the word of the king become a
word of Jehovah his God, who fulfils what He promises (Pa
TTTJii 9)
and added the pious wish, " May Jehovah be with
Solomon, as He was with David, and glorify his throne above
the throne of David,"
a wish which was not merely " flattery
of his' paternal vanity" (Thenius), but which had in view the
prosperity of the monarchy, and was also fulfilled by God (cf.
iii 11 sqq).
Vers. 38-40. The anointing of Solomon was
carried out immediately, as the king had commanded
On the
" The oil-horn out of
Crethi and Plethi see at 2 Sam. viii 18.
the tent" (t.& a vessel made of horn and containing oil) was no
doubt one which held the holy anointing oil, with which the
priests and the vessels of the sanctuary were anointed (see Ex

—

;

—

—

xxx.
1

22

The

sqq.).

The tent

('Ofefl),

however,

is

not the tabernacle

conjecture of Thenius, that jinj should be altered into $733,

hardly worth mentioning

;

for,

apart from the fact that

all

is

the ancient versions

confirm the corectneas of |iru the objections which Thenius brings against

amount to mere conjectures or groundless assumptions, such

as that

it

Zadok

took the oil-horn ont of the tabernacle at Gibeon, which is not stated in
ver. 39.
Moreover, Gibeon was a three hours' journey from Jerusalem, so
that it would have been absolutely impossible for the anointing, which was
not commanded by David till after Adonijah's feast had commenced, to be
finished so quickly that the procession could return to Jerusalem before it was
ended, as

is distinctly

recorded in ver. 41.
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up by David for the aricof the
For even though
covenant upon Mount Zion (2 Sam. vi 17).
Zadok was appointed high priest at the tabernacle at Gibeon,

at Gibeon, but the tent set

and Abiathar, who held with Adonijah, at the ark of the covenant, the two high priests were not so unfriendly towards one
another, that Zadok could not have obtained admission to the
ark of the covenant in Abiathar's absence to fetch away the
Ver. 40. All the people, i.e. the crowd which
anointing oil
was present at the anointing, went up after him, i.e. accom-

—

panied Solomon to the citadel of Zion, with flutes and loud
acclamation, so that the earth nearly burst with their shouting,
ygan, " to burst in pieces" (as in 2 Chroa xxv. 12), is a hyperbolical expression for quaking.

Vers.

41-53. The noise of

this shouting reached the ears of

Adonijah and his guests, when the feast was just drawing to a
close.

The music,

therefore,

and the joyful acclamations of the

people must have been heard as far off as the fountain of Eogel.

When

Joab observed the sound of the trumpet, knowing what
must signify, he asked " wherefore the sound of the
At that moment
city in an uproar " (i. e. what does it mean) ?
Jonathan the son of Abiathar arrived (see 2 Sam. xv. 27, xvii. 17
Adonijah called out to him : " Come, for thou art a brave
sqq.).
man and bringest good tidings;" suppressing all anxiety with
these words, as he knew his father's will with regard to the succession to the throne, and the powerful and influential friends of
Solomon (see vers. 5, 19, 26). Vers. 43 sqq. Jonathan replied:
73K, "yea but," corresponding to the Latin imo veto, an expression
of assurance with a slight doubt, and then related that Solomon
had been anointed king by David's command, and the city was in
a joyous state of excitement in consequence (E^n as in Ruth
i.
19), and that he had even ascended the throne, that the
servants of the king had blessed David for it, and that David
himself had worshipped and praised Jehovah the God of Israel
The repetithat he had lived to see his son ascend the throne.
these tones

—

tion of DJl three times (vers.

since every

new

46-48)

point which

is

gives emphasis to the words,
introduced with DJl raises the

thing higher and higher towards absolute certainty.

The

fact re-

words of Benaiah in vers. 36 and 37.
The ChctMb T^K is the correct reading, and the Keri D^K an
unnecessary emendation. The prayer to God, with thanksgiving
for the favour granted to him, was offered by David after the
lated in ver.

47

refers to the
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I.

return of his anointed son Solomon to the royal palace

;

so that

ought strictly to have been mentioned after ver. 40. The
worship of the grey-headed David upon the bed recalls to mind
the worship of the patriarch Jacob after making known his last
it

will (Gen. xlvii. 31).

—

Vers. 49, 50.

All the guests of Adonijah

fled,

every

The news spread

man

his way.

terror.

Adonijah

himself sought refuge from Solomon at the horns of the

The

altar

altar.

was regarded from time immemorial and among

all

nations as a place of refuge for criminals deserving of death
but, according to Ex. xxi. 14, in Israel it

was only allowed

to

and for these
special cities of refuge were afterwards provided (Num. xxxv.).
In the horns of the altar, as symbols of power and strength,
afford protection in cases of unintentional slaying,

there

was concentrated the true

significance of the altar as a

divine place, from which there emanated both
(see at

Ex. xxvii. 19).

culprit placed himself

By

life

and health

grasping the horns of the altar the

under the protection of the saving and
away sin, and thereby abolishes

helping grace of God, which wipes

punishment

(see Bahr,

Symlolik des Mos. Cvlt.

question to what altar Adonijah

i.

p.

The

474).

whether to the altar at the
ark of the covenant in Zion, or to the one at the tabernacle at
Gibeon, or to the one built by David on the threshing-floor of
It was probably
Araunah, cannot be determined with certainty.
to the first of these, however, as nothing is said about a flight to
Gibeon, and with regard to the altar of Araunah it is not certain
that it was provided with horns like the altars of the two sanctuaries.
Vers. 51, 52. When this was reported to Solomon, together with the prayer of Adonijah that the king would swear
to him that he would not put him to death with the sword (DK
before
a particle used in an oath), he promised him conditional impunity " If he shall be brave (?'!!n3, vir probus), none
of his hair shall fall to the earth," equivalent to not a hair of his
head shall be injured (cf. 1 Sam. xiv. 45) ; " but if evil be found
in him," i.e. if he render himself guilty of a fresh crime, " he
shall die."
Ver. 53. He then had him fetched down from the
and
altar p*"^" 1 , inasmuch as the altar stood upon an eminence)
fled,

—

W,

:

—

;

down before the king, i.e. did homage to him as
king, he gave him his life and freedom in the words, " Go to thy
does not imply his banishment
house." The expression ^a^

when he

fell

*l!?

from the court (compare ch. ii. 13 and 2 Sam. xiv. 24). Solomon
did not wish to commence his own ascent of the throne by
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punishment, and therefore presented the usurper
on the condition that he kept himself quiet

AND DEATH. SOLOMON
ASCENDS THE THRONE AND FORTIFIES HIS GOVERNMENT.

CHAP. n. DAVID'S LAST INSTRUCTIONS

The anointing
xxiii.

command

of

Solomon as king, which was

effected

by

only briefly mentioned in 1 Chron.
1 in the words, "When David was, old and full of days,

David's

(ch. i), is

he made his son Solomon king over

Israel

;"

which serve as an
made by David

introduction to the account of the arrangements

during the closing days of his life.
After these arrangements
have been described, there follow in 1 Chron. xxviii. and xxix.
The aged king gathered
his last instructions and his death.
together the tribe-princes and the rest of the dignitaries and
superior officers to a diet at Jerusalem, and having introduced
Solomon to them as the successor chosen by God, exhorted
them to keep the commandments of God, and urged upon Solomon and the whole assembly the building of the temple, gave
his son the model of the temple and all the materials which he
had collected towards its erection, called upon the great men of
the kingdom to contribute to this work, which they willingly
agreed to, and closed this last act of his reign with praise and
thanksgiving to God and a great sacrificial festival, at which
the assembled states of the realm made Solomon king a second
time, and anointed him prince in the presence of Jehovah

—A

repetition of the anointing of the new
(1 Chron. xxix. 22).
king at the instigation of the states of the realm, accompanied
by their solemn homage, had also taken place in the case of
both Saul (1 Sam. xi) and David (2 Sam. ii. 4 and v. 3), and

appears to have been an essential requirement to secure the
general recognition of the king on the part of the nation, at any

which the succession to the throne was
In order, therefore, to preclude any rebellion
after his death, David summoned this national assembly again
after Solomon's first anointing and ascent of the throne, that the
representatives of the whole nation might pay the requisite
homage to king Solomon, who had been installed as his suc-

rate in those cases in

not undisputed.

cessor according to the will of God.

which

—To

this national assembly,

only reported in the Chronicles, there are appended the
last instructions which David gave, according to vers. 1—9 of our
is
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chapter, to his successor Solomon immediately before his death.

Just as in the Chronicles, according to the peculiar plan of that
work, there is no detailed description of the installation of
David on the throne so here the author of our books has
omitted the account of this national diet, and the homage paid
by the estates of the realm to the new king, as not being
required by the purpose of his work, and has communicated the
last personal admonitions and instructions of the dying king
;

David

1

instead.

Vers. 1-JL1. David's

1-4.
first

When David saw

—

Last Instructions and Death.

Vers.

that his life was drawing to a close, he

of all admonished his son Solomon to be valiant in the ob-

" I go the way of all
world"
in
Josh,
xxiii.
the
the
(as
way of death; "be
14), i.e.
strong and be a man,"
departure
bravely," as
not "bear my
supposes,
but
thyself
Thenius
prove
brave (cf 1 Sam. iv. 9) to
keep the commandments of the Lord. Just as in 1 Sam iv. 9
the object in which the bravery is to show itself is appended
simply by the copula Vdv ; so is it here also with 'Ul Pnoeo.
The phrase "* nraBTpTiK lot?, to keep the keeping of Jehovah,
which so frequently occurs in the Thorah, ie. to observe or obey
whatever is to be observed in relation to Jehovah (cf. Gen. xxvi.
5, Lev. viii 35, xviii 30, etc.), always receives its more precise definition from the context, and is used here, as in Gen.
xxvi 5, to denote obedience to the law of God in all its extent,
or, according to the first definition, to walk in the ways of Jehovah.
This is afterwards more fully expanded in the expression
'VI Wlpn "lbe?, to keep the ordinances, commandments, rights, and

servance of the commandments of God.

—

1
To refute the assertion of De Wette, Gramberg, and Thenius, that this
account of the Chronicles arises from a free mode of dealing with the history,
and an intention to suppress everything that did not contribute to the honour

—

David and his house, an assertion which can only be attributed to their
completely overlooking, not to say studiously ignoring, the different plans of
the two works (the books of Kings on the one hand, and those of Chronicles
on the other), it will be sufficient to quote the unprejudiced and thoughtful
decision of Bertheau, who says, in his Comm. on 1 Cbron. xxiii. 1 : " These
of

—

few words (1 Chron. xxiii. 1) give in a condensed form the substance of the
account in 1 Kings i., which is intimately bound up with the account of the
family affairs of David in the books of Samuel and Kings, and therefore,
according to the whole plan of our historical work, would have been out of
place in the Chronicles."
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These four words were applied to the
which are 'connected together in Gen. xxvi 5, Deut. v. 28, viii 11, and served
to individualize the rich and manifold substance of the demands
of the Lord to His people as laid down in the Thorah.
lypp
y~2Wf\, that thou mayest act wisely and execute well, as in Deut.
xxix. 8, Josh; i 7.
Ver. 4. Solomon would then experience
still further this Messing of walking in the ways of the Lord,
since the Lord would fulfil to him His promise of the everlasting possession of the throne. 'U1 D'p^ |?D? is grammatically subordinate to ^sfc'J? Jinre> in ver. 3.
The word which Jehovah has
spoken concerning David (?y ">3*!) is the promise in 2 Sam. vii
12 sqq., the substance of which is quoted here by David with
a negative turn, 'VH TOS) t6, and with express allusion to the
condition on which God would assuredly fulfil His promise,

testimonies of Jehovah.

different precepts of the law, the first three of

—

viz. if

the descendants of David preserve their ways, to walk

before the Lord in truth.

oeki

For the

n9§5|

is

more

precisely defined

by

xi 13, 18.
The formula 'W rn|* to is formed after 1 Sam. ii. 33 (compare
also 2 Sam. iii 29 and Josh. ix. 23).
"There shall not be cut
off to thee a man from upon the throne of Israel," i.e. there shall
never be wanting to thee a descendant to take the throne in
other words, the sovereignty shall always remain in thy family.
This promise, which reads thus in 2 Sam. vii 16, "Thy house
and thy kingdom shall be continual for ever before thee, and
thy throne stand fast for ever," and which was confirmed to
Solomon by the Lord Himself after his prayer at the consecration of the temple (ch. viii. 25, ix. 5), is not to be understood
as implying that no king of the Davidic house would be thrust
away from the throne, but simply affirms that the posterity of
David was not to be cut off, so as to leave no offshoot which
.

.

.

tea.

fact itself see Deut. v.

5,

;

could take possession of the throne.

Its ultimate fulfilment it

received in Christ (see at 2 Sam. vii
"ibto in ver.

4

is

12

sqq.).

The second

not to be erased as suspicious, as being merely

a repetition of the

first

in consequence of the long conditional

even though it is wanting in the Vulgate, the Arabic, and
a Hebrew codex
After a general admonition David communicated to his successor a few more special instructions ; viz., first of all (vers. 5, 6),
" What Joab did to me "
to punish Joab for his wickedness.
of this David mentions only the two principal crimes of Joab,
clause,

:
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by which he had already twice deserved death, namely, his killing the two generals, Abner (2 Sam. iii. 27) and Amasa the son
The name "W is written KW in
of Jether (2 Sam. xx. 10).
xvii
25.
Joab
had
murdered both of them out of
2 Sam.
jealousy in a treacherous and malicious manner and thereby he
had not only grievously displeased David and bidden defiance
to his royal authority, but by the murder of Abner had exposed
;

the king to the suspicion in the eyes of the people of having
'OWDfe^,
instigated the crime (see at 2 Sam. iii. 28, 37).
" and he made war-blood in peace," i.e. he "shed in the time of
peace blood that ought only to flow in war (Dl? in the sense of

making, as in Deut.
blood upon

xiv. 1,

his girdle

Ex

x. 2, etc.),

which was about his

" and brought war-

feet,"

crime therefore

that Joab had murdered the

:

se.

and upon his

loins,

shoes under his

This was the

in the time of peace.

two generals in a

time of peace, as one ought only to slay his opponent in time of
war.

Girdle

and

when a man is

shoes,

the principal features in oriental attire

preparing himself for any business, were covered

with blood, since Joab, while saluting them, had treacherously
David ought to have
stabbed both of them with the sword.
two
crimes
but
when
Abner
was murdered, he
punished these
weak
to
visit
a
man
like
Joab
with the punishfelt himself too
king, and
he
had
only
just
been
anointed
ment he deserved, as
invoke
divine
nothing
than
retribution
consequently he did
more
upon his head (2 Sam. iii. 29). And when Amasa was slain,
the rebellions of Absalom and Sheba had crippled the power of
David too much, for him to visit the deed with the punishment
that was due.
But as king of the nation of God, it was not
right for him to allow such crimes to pass unpunished
he
therefore transferred the punishment, for which he had wanted
Ver. 6. "Do
the requisite power, to his son and successor.
according to thy wisdom ("mark the proper opportunity of
punishing him "
Seb. Schmidt), and let not his grey hair go
;

:

—

—

down

into hell (the region of the dead) in peace

(i.e.

unpunished)."

The punishment of so powerful a man as Joab the commanderin-chief was, required great wisdom, to avoid occasioning a reVer. 7. If the
bellion in the army, which was devoted to him.
demands of justice required that Joab should be punished, the
And
duty of gratitude was no less holy to the dying king.
Soldmon was to show this to the sons of Barzillai the Gileadite,
and make them companions of his table because Barzillai had

—

;
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supplied David with provisions on his flight from Absalom
(2 Sam. xvii. 27 sqq., xix. 32 sqq.).
y$& »bta vrn, "let
them be among those eating of thy table " ie. not, " let them
draw their food from the royal table," for there was no par;

—

ticular distinction in this, as all the royal attendants at the court

received their food from the royal kitchen, as an equivalent for
but, " let them join in the meals at
the pay that was owing,

—

The fact that in 2 Sam. be. 10, 11, 13, we
the royal table."
have jnpBO}? ?3K to express this, makes no material difference.
According to 2 Sam. xix. 38, Barzillai had,
only one son to follow the king to his court.

allowed
" For so they drew

it is true,

near to me," i.e. they showed the kindness to me of supplying
with food ; compare 2 Sam. xvii 27, where Barzillai alone
is named, though, as he was a man of eighty years old, he was

me

—

Ver. 8. On the other band,
certainly supported by his sons.
Shimei the Benjamite had shown great hostility to David (cf.
2 Sam. xvl 5-8).
He had cursed him with a vehement
curse as he fled from Absalom (n ^n*??, vehement, violent, not ill,
heiilos, from the primary meaning to be sick or ill, as Thenius
supposes, since it cannot be shown that po has any such mean-

and when David returned to Jerusalem and Shimei fell
had promised to spare his life, because he did not
want to mar the joy at his reinstatement in his kingdom by an
act of punishment (2 Sam. xix. 19-24), and therefore had perBut the insult which Shimei had offered
sonally forgiven him.
in his person to the anointed of the Lord, as king and represenThe instruction
tative of the. rights of God, he could not forgive.
ing)

;

at his feet, he

given to his successor ^ngwr^R, ie t him not be guiltless) did not
spring from personal revenge, but was the duty of the king as
1
judge and administrator of the divine right It follows from the
expression Tpy, with thee, i.e. in thy neighbourhood, that Shimei

was

living at that time in Jerusalem

(cf.

ver. 36).

—

Vers. 10, 11.

After these instructions David died, and was buried in the

1

" Shimei is and remains rather a proof of David's magnanimity than of venIt was not a little thing to tolerate the miscreant in his immediate

geance.

neighbourhood for his whole life long (not even banishment being thought of).
And if under the following reign also he had been allowed to end his days in
peace (which had never beeu promised him), this would have been a kindness
which would have furnished on example of unpunished crimes that might
easily have been abused."
This is the verdict of J. J. Hess in his Geschicht*
Davids,

ii.

p. 221.
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city of David,

David

still

ie.

upon Mount Zion, where the sepulchre of

existed in the time of Christ (Acts ii 29).

length of his reign see 2 Sam.

his Government.

—

Ver. 12

stance of what follows, and
xxix. 23-25.

1

On

the

v. 5.

Vers. 12-46. Accession of

of

31

13-25.

Solomon and Establishment
is

a heading embracing the subfully expanded in 1 Chron.

more

is

Solomon established

his

monarchy

first

of all

by

punishing the rebels, Adonijah (vers. 13-25) and his adherents
(vers. 26-35), and by carrying out the final instructions of his
father (vers. 36—46).
Vers. 13-25. Adonijahforfeits his life.
Vers. 13-18. Adonijah came to Bathsheba with the request that she would apply to
king Solomon to give him Abishag of Shunem as his wife. Bath-

—

sheba asked him, " Is peace thy coming ?" i.e. comest thou with
a peaceable intention ? (as in 1 Sam. xvi 4), because after what

had occurred

(ch.

L 5

sqq.) she suspected

introduced his petition with these words

:

an

evil intention.

He

"

Thou knowest

that

had set its face upon me
kingdom turned about and became
my brother's ; for it became his from the Lord." The throne was
his, not because he had usurped it, but because it belonged to him

the

kingdom was mine, and

all Israel

that I should be king, then the

as the eldest son at that time, according to the right of primogeniture.

Moreover

it

might have been the case that many of

the people wished him to be king, and the fact that he had found

adherents in Joab, Abiathar, and others, confirms this

but his
had set its eyes upon him as the future
king, went beyond the bounds of truth.
At the same time, he
;

assertion, that all Israel

knew how

to cover over the dangerous sentiment implied in his

words in a very

manner by adding the further remark,
kingdom to his brother had come from
so that Bathsheba did not detect the artifice, and proskilful

that the transfer of the

Jehovah ;

1 The situation
of the tombs of the kings of Judah upon Zion, Thenius has
attempted to trace minutely in a separate article in Illgen's Zeitschrifi fur die
hittor. Theol. 1844, i. p. 1 sqq., and more especially to show that the entrance

tombs must have been on the eastern slope of Mount Zion, which falls
and obliquely opposite to the spring of Siloah.
in harmony with the statement of Theodore** (quasi. 6 in iii. Reg.), to

to these

into the yalley of Tyropcton,

This is

the effect that Josephus says, to Si

ftviiftct

(rr,{

ra^if) vapel ri» 2iXcxft. thai
although this
;

•rrfOMOf? «xo» to rxjjftx, xul r%> /3«s/X/xn» oqAov* xoXi/ti Xi/eev

statement does not occur in any passage of his works as they have come
tons.
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mised to fulfil his request (vers. 16 sqq.) to intercede with
king Solomon for Abishag to be given him to wife. 'Kfrott
'iSTiK, " do not turn back my face" i e. do not refuse my
request
Ver. 19. When Bathsheba came to Solomon, he received her with the reverence due to the queen-mother " he rose
up to meet her" (a pregnant expression for " he rose up and went to
meet her "), made a low bow, then sat upon his throne again, and
The seat at the
bade her sit upon a throne at his right hand.
right hand of the king was the place of honour among the Israelites (cf. Ps. ex. 1), also with the ancient Arabian kings (cf. Eich-

—

:

horn,

—

Monumenta Antiq.

Hist. Arab. p. 220), as well as

among the

Greeks and Romans. "Vers. 20 sqq. To her request, " Let Abi"
shag of Shunem be given to Adonijah thy brother for a wife
(ntjt fJV, cf. Ges.
§ 143, 1, a), which she regarded in her womanly
simplicity as a very small one 0" ???), he replied with indignation,
detecting at once the intrigues of Adonijah: " And why dost thou
ask Abishag of Shunem for Adonijah ? ask for him the kingdom,
for he is my elder brother; and indeed for him, and for Abiathar
the priest, and for Joab the son of Zeruiah." The repetition of W
in v) (ver. 22), for the purpose of linking on another clause,
answers entirely to the emotional character of the words. " For
him, and for Abiathar and Joab :" Solomon said this, because
these two men of high rank had supported Adonijah's rebellion
and wished to rule under his name. There is no ground for
any such alterations of the text as Thenius proposes. Although
1

—

Abishag had been only David's nurse, in the eyes of the people
she passed as his concubine and among the Israelites, just as
with the ancient Persians (Herod iii. 68), taking possession of
the harem of a deceased king was equivalent to an establishment of the claim to the throne (see at 2 Sam. xil 8 and iii
According to 2 Sam. xvi 21, this cannot have been un7, 8).
known even to Bathsheba but as Adonijah's wily words had
disarmed all suspicion, she may not have thought of this, or may
perhaps have thought that Abishag was not to be reckoned as
one of David's concubines, because David had not known her
(ch, i. 4).
Vers. 23 sqq. Solomon thereupon solemnly swore
(the formula of an oath, and the *3 introducing the oath, as in
1 Sam. xiv. 44, etc.), " Adonijah has spoken this word against his
own life." ^33, at the cost of his life, as in 2 Sam. xxiii. 17,
;

;

—

i.e.

"

at the hazard of his

And

life,

or to his destruction.

now, as truly as Jehovah

liveth,

who hath

Ver. 24.

established
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II. 26, 27.

set me on the throne of my father David, and hath made
a house, as He said (verbatim, 2 Sam. vii. 11) yea, to-day
shall Adonijah be put to death."
Jehovah established Solomon,
or founded him firmly, by raising him to the throne in spite of
Adonijah's usurpation.
In Wt^'l the central ' has got into the
1V3 v n &¥, i-e. He has bestowed
text through a copyist's error.
upon me a family or posterity. Solomon had already one son,
viz. Eehoboam, about a year old (compare xL 42 with ch. xiv.
21 and 2 Chron. xiL 13). 1 Ver. 25. Solomon had this sentence
immediately executed upon Adonijah by Benaiah, the chief of
the body-guard, according to the oriental custom of both ancient
and modern times. The king was perfectly just in doing this.
For since Adonijah, even after his first attempt to seize upon
the throne had been forgiven by Solomon, endeavoured to
secure his end by fresh machinations, duty to God, who had
exalted Solomon to the throne, demanded that the rebel should
be punished with all the severity of the law, without regard

and

me

:

—

to blood-relationship.

—

Vers. 26, 27. Deposition of Abiathar.
The conduct of Solotowards the high priest Abiathar is a proof how free his

mon

actions were from personal revenge or too great severity.

thar had also forfeited his

Adonijah's conspiracy

;

life

Abia-

through the part he took in

but Solomon simply sent him to Ana-

see at Josh, xviii. 24), to his own fields, i.e.
to his property there, telling him, " Thou art indeed a man of
death," t.e. thou hast deserved to die, " but I will not put thee

thoth

(i.e.

Ahata

;

to death to-day, because thou hast borne the ark of Jehovah,"

namely, both on the occasion of its solemn conveyance to Jerusalem (1 Chron xv. 11 sqq.) and also on David's flight from
Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 24, 29), that is to say, because of his
high-priestly dignity, and because thou didst endure all that my
father endured, i.e. thou didst share all his afflictions and sufferings, both in the period of Saul's persecution (1 Sam. xxii. 20
sqq., xxiii. 8 sqq), and during the rebellion of Absalom (2 Sam.
xv.

24

sqq).

wnri Dl>3 (to-day) puts a limit

because Solomon could not foresee

upon the pardon,
whether Abiathar would

1 When Thenius denies this, and maintains that Rehoboam cannot have
been 41 years old when he began to reign, referring to his discussion at ch.
zir. 21, he answers himself, inasmuch as at ch. xiv. 21 he demonstrates the
fallacy of the objections which Cappellus has raised against the correctness of

the reading

"41

years."
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always keep quiet, and not forfeit his life again by fresh
1
crimes.
Ver. 27. The banishment of Abiathar to his own private

—

And, as

possession involved his deposition from the priesthood.

the historian adds, thus

was the word of the Lord concerning
1

vho ? corresponds

the house of Eli fulfilled (1 Sam. ii 30-33).

New Testament u>a TrXtipaOg. For further remarks on
prophecy and its fulfilment, see at 1 Sam. ii. 30 sqq.' Thus
was the high-priesthood of the house of EH extinguished, and
henceforth this dignity passed through Zadok into the sole posto the

this

session of the line of Eleazar.

—

When the report (of the
Vers. 28-34. Execution of Joab.
execution of Adonijah and the deposition of Abiathar) came
to Joab,

he

fled to the

tent of Jehovah (not to the tabernacle,

but to the holy tent upon Zion) to seek protection at the altar
(see at ch. i 50).
The words noj t6 • 3t?i' '3 are intro•

•

duced as a parenthesis to explain Joab's flight
leaned after Adonijah," i.e. taken his side (*T!C?**
:

xxiii

1

2, Judg.

There

is

ix.

no meaning

3),

" but not

first place,

it is

Joab had

ni

as in Ex.

??,

Absalom."

8

There

is

in the objection of Thenius, that Abiathar did not

carry the ark himself, since this

the

after

" for

was not the duty of the high

priest.

For, in

questionable whether Abiathar did not lend a helping

hand at the removal of the ark daring Absalom's conspiracy. And, secondly,
the duty binding upon the high priest, to superintend and conduct the
removal of the ark, might very well be called carrying the ark. The conjecture, that for Jhtf we should read "liBN, founders on the preterite JlKbJ

worn the ephod once before, but he wore
the very hour in which Solomon deposed him from his office.
for Abiathar had not only

it till

3 Nothing is related concerning
the subsequent fate of Abiathar, since the
death of a high priest who had been deprived of his office was a matter of no
importance to the history of the kingdom of God. At any rate, he would
not survive his deposition very long, as he was certainly eighty years old
already (see Cornm. on Sam. p. 267). The inference which Ewald (Gesch.

—

31-36 as to the manner of his death,
one of the numerous fictions founded
upon naturalistic assumptions with which this scholar has ornamented the
pp. 269, 270) draws from 1 Sam.
namely, that he fell by the sword,
iii.

ii.

is

biblical history.
3

Instead of

tfbviX the LXX. (Cod.

Vat.), Vulgate, Syr.,

and Arab,

have adopted the reading nb?B>, and both Thenius and Ewald propose to
alter the text accordingly.
especially if

we

KtKKiKu; of the

But whatever

plausibility this reading

may

have,

alter the preterite riD3 into the participle ntjj after the i»

LXX.,

as Thenius does,

arbitrary rendering of the

LXX., who

it

has no other foundation than an

thought, but quite erroneously, that

the allusion to Absalom was inapplicable here.

For ins
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do foundation in the biblical text for the conjecture, that Joab
had given Adonijah the advice to ask for Abishag as bis wife,
just as Ahithophel had given similar advice to Absalom (2 Sam.
For not only is there no intimation of anything of
xvi. 21).
the kind, but Solomon punished Joab solely because of his
crimes in the case of Abner and Amasa.
Moreover, Abiathar
was also deposed, without having any fresh machinations in
favour of Adonijah laid to his charge.
The punishment of
Adonijah and Abiathar was quite sufficient to warn Joab of his
approaching fate, and lead him to seek to save his life by fleeing
to the altar.
It is true that, according to Ex. xxi 13, 14,
the altar could afford no protection to a man who had committed two murders.
But' he probably thought no more of
these crimes, which had been committed a long time before, but
simply of his participation in Adonijah's usurpation
and he
might very well hope that religious awe would keep Solomon
from putting him to death in a holy place for such a crime as
that
And it is very evident that this hope was not altogether
;

a visionary one, from the fact that, according to ver. 30, when
Joab refused to leave the altar at the summons addressed to him
in the name of the king, Benaiah did not give him the deathblow at once, but informed Solomon of the fact and received
his further commands.
Solomon, however, did not arrest the
course of justice, but ordered him to be put to death there and

The burial of the persons executed was a

afterwards buried.

matter of course,

as,

according to Deut. xxi. 23, even a person

who had been hanged was

to be buried before sunset

When,

Solomon gives special orders for the burial of Joab,
the meaning is that Benaiah is to provide for the burial with
distinct reference to the services which Joab had rendered to his
" And take away the blood, which Joab shed without
father.
cause, from me and my father's house."
So long as Joab remained unpunished for the double murder, the blood-guiltiness
rested upon the king and his house, on whom the duty of
punishment devolved (c£ Num. xxxv. 30, 31 ; Deut. xix. 13).
M" Vf, blood without cause, i.e. blood shed in innocence. On
the connection of the adverb with the substantive, at which
Thenius takes offence, comp. Ges. § 151, 1, and Ewald, § 28V, d.
therefore,

person's side, "would suit very well in the case of Adonijah and Absalom, but
not in that of Solomon, whose claim to the throne was not a party affair, but

had been previously determined by God.
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—For

ver.

KINGS.

The words of Solomon in ver.
32, compare ver. 5.
to the curse which David uttered upon Joab

33a point back

and his descendants after the murder of Abner (2 Sam. iii.
" But to David, and his seed, and his house, and his
28, 29).
This
throne, let there be salvation for ever from Jehovah"
wish sprang from a conviction, based upon 2 Sam. viL 14, that
the Lord would not fulfil His promise to David unless his successors upon the throne exercised right and justice according to
the command of the Lord. Ver. 34. Benaiali went up (?{>3), inasmuch as the altar by the ark of the covenant stood higher up
Mount Zion than Solomon's house. Joab was buried " in his
house " (i.e. in the tomb prepared in his house, either in the
court or in the garden: cf. 1 Sam. xxv. 1), "in the desert,"
probably the wilderness of Judah, as Joab's mother was a stepsister of David, and therefore probably dwelt in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem. Ver. 35. Solomon appointed Benaiah
commander-in-chief in the place of Joab, and put Zadok in

—

—

Abiathar's place
Vers.

(cf.

ch. i 8, 9).

36—46. Punishment of Shimei.

—Solomon

thereupon"

Shimei to come, probably from Bahurim, where his
home was (2 Sam. xvi. 5), and commanded him to build himself a house in Jerusalem to dwell in, and not to leave the city
" any whither " (TOKJ rot}), threatening him with death if ever

ordered

he should cross the brook Kidron. The valley of Kidron is
mentioned as the eastern boundary of the city with an allusion
to the fact, that Bahurim was to the east of Jerusalem towards
the desert.
Ver. 38. Shimei vowed obedience, and that on
oath, as is supplementarily observed in ver. 42, though it has
been arbitrarily interpolated by the LXX. here ; and he kept his
word a considerable time. Vers. 39, 40. But after the lapse
of three years, when two slaves fled to Gath to king Achish,
with whom David had also sought and found refuge (1 Sam.
xxvii. 2, compare ch. xxi. 11 sqq), he started for Gath as soon as
he knew this, and fetched them back Vers. 41 sqq. When this
was reported to Solomon, he sent for Shimei and charged him
with the breach of his command " Did I not swear to thee by
Jehovah, and testify to thee, etc. ?
Why hast thou not kept
the oath of Jehovah (the oath sworn by Jehovah) .?"
Ver. 44.
He then reminded him of the evil which he had done to his
" Thou knowest all the evil, which thy heart knoweth
father
(i.e. which thy conscience must tell thee)
and now Jehovah

—

—

'

—

:

.

—

:

;
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returns the evil upon thy head," namely, by decreeing the
punishment of death, which he deserved for blaspheming the
anointed of the Lord (2 Sam. xvi. 9).
Ver. 45. " And king

—

Solomon

will be blessed,

and the throne of David be established

before Jehovah for ever," namely, because the king does justice

—

(compare the remark on ver. 33). Ver. 46. Solomon then
ordered him to be executed by Benaiah.
This punishment was

As Solomon had put Shhnei's life in his own hand
by imposing upon him confinement in Jerusalem, and Shimei
also just

had promised on oath to obey the king's command, the breach
There is
of his oath was a crime for which he had no excuse.
no force at all in the excuses which some commentators adduce
in his favour, founded upon the money which his slaves had
cost him, and the wish to recover possession of them, which was
a right one in itself. If Shimei had wished to remain faithful
to his oath, he might have informed the king of the fight of his
slaves, have entreated the king that they might be brought back,
and have awaited the king's decision ; but he had no right thus
By the breach of
lightly to break the promise given on oath.
And this is the first thing
his oath he had forfeited his life.
with which Solomon charges him, without his being able to
offer any excuse ; and it is not till afterwards that he adduces
as a second fact in confirmation of the justice of his procedure,
The last
the wickedness that he practised towards his father.
clause, " and the kingdom was established by (T3) Solomon,"

—

is

attached to the following chapter in the Cod.

(in the Cod.

Yat

it is

wanting, or rather

its

AL

of the

place

is

LXX.

supplied

by a long interpolation), in the Vulgate, and in the Syriac
and indeed rightly so, as Thenius has shown, not merely because of the F! in ch. iii 2, but also because of its form as a
circumstantial clause, to which the following account (ch. hi.
1 sqq.) is appended.

WORSHIP AND SACRIFICE AT
AND WISE JUDICIAL SENTENCE.

CUAP. in. SOLOMON'S MARRIAGE

GIBEON

;

;

The establishment of the government in the hands of Solomon
having been noticed in ch. ii., the history of his reign commences with an account of his marriage to an Egyptian princess,
and with a remark concerning the state of the kingdom at the
beginning of his reign

(vers. 1-3).

There then follows a de-

s~
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solemn sacrifice and prayer at Gibeon, by which
Solomon sought to give a religious consecration to his government, and to secure the assistance of the Lord and His blessing
upon it, and obtained the fulfilment of his desire (vers. 4-15).
And then, as a practical proof of the spirit of his government,
we have the sentence through which he displayed the wisdom
scription of the

of his judicial decisions in the sight of all the people (vers.

16-28).
Vers.

1-3. Solomon's marriage and the religious

—

state

of the

When

Solomon had well secured his possession of the throne (ch. ii. 46), he entered into alliance with
This Pharaoh of
Pharaoh, by taking his daughter as his wife.
Egypt is supposed by Winer, Ewald, and others to have been
kingdom.

Ver. 1.

Psusennes, the last king of the twenty-first (Tanitic) dynasty,

who

reigned thirty-five years

;

since the

first

king of the twenty-

second (Bubastic) dynasty, Sesonchis or Sheshonk, was certainly
the Shishak who conquered Jerusalem in the fifth year of
Kehoboam's reign (ch. xiv. 25, 26). The alliance by marriage
with the royal family of Egypt presupposes that Egypt was
desirous of cultivating friendly relations with the kingdom of
Israel, which had grown into a power to be dreaded
although,
as we know nothing more of the history of Egypt at that time
than the mere names of the kings (as given by Manetho), it is
impossible to determine what may have been the more precise
grounds which led the reigning king of Egypt to seek the
friendship of Israel
There is, at any rate, greater probability in
this supposition than in that of Thenius, who conjectures that
Solomon contracted this marriage because he saw the necessity
of entering into a closer relationship with this powerful neighbour, who had a perfectly free access to Palestine.
The con;

clusion of this marriage took place in the

first year of Solomon's
though probably not at the very beginning of the reign,
but not till after his buildings had been begun, as we may infer
from the expression rto? ta>3 "W (until he had made an end of
Moreover, Solomon had already married Naamah the
building).
Ammonitess before ascending the throne, and had had a son by
Marriage with an
her (compare ch. xiv. 21 with xi 42, 43).

reign,

—

Egyptian princess was not a transgression of the law, as it was
only marriages with Canaanitish women that were expressly
prohibited (Ex. xxxiv. 16 Dent vii 3), whereas it was allowable to marry even foreign women taken in war (Deut xxi. 10
;
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1-8.

At the same time, it was only when the foreign wives
renounced idolatry and confessed their faith in Jehovah, that
such marriages were in accordance with the spirit of the law.
And we may assume that this was the case even with Pharaoh's
daughter; because Solomon adhered so faithfully to the Lord
during the first years of his reign, that he would not have tolerated any idolatry in his neighbourhood, and we cannot find any
eqq.).

trace of Egyptian idolatry in Israel in the time of Solomon, and,

Pharaoh is expressly distinguished in ch,
foreign
wives who tempted Solomon to idolatry
from
the
jri. 1
old
age.
The
assertion
of Seb. Schmidt and Thenius
in his
false
contrary
rests
upon
a
interpretation of ch xi 1.
to the
" And he brought her into the city of David, till he had finished
the building of his palace," etc. Into the city of David ie. not
into the palace in which his father had dwelt, as Thenius arbi-

lastly, the daughter of

:

2 Chron. viii 1 1, but into a
house in the city of David or Jerusalem, from which he brought
her up into the house appointed for her after the building of his
trarily interprets it in opposition to

own

ix. 24).
The building of the house
mentioned as well, because the sacred tent for the
ark of the covenant was set up in the palace of David until the
temple was finished, and the temple was not consecrated till

palace was finished (ch.

of Jehovah

is

after the completion of the building of the palace (see at ch.
viii 1).
By the building of " the wall of Jerusalem" we are to

understand a stronger fortification, and possibly also the extension
of the city wall (see at ch xi 27).
Ver. 2. "Only the people

—

sacrificed

upon high

built for the
PI, only,

name

by which

places, because there

this general account of the existing condition

of the religious worship is appended to

accounted for from

fh.e

is

what

precedes,

may

be

antithesis to the strengthening of the

kingdom by Solomon mentioned in
thought

was not yet a house
The limiting

of Jehovah until those days."

the following: It

is

ch. ii 46.

The

train of

true that Solomon's authority

was firmly established by the punishment of the rebels, so that
he was able to ally himself by marriage with the king of Egypt
but just as he was obliged to bring his Egyptian wife into the
city of David, because the building of his palace was not yet
finished, so the people, and (according to ver. 3) even Solomon
himself, were only able to sacrifice to the Lord at that time upon
altars on the high places, because the temple was not yet built*
The participle D'riato denotes the continuation of this religious
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The rrioa, or high places, were
condition (see Ewald, § 168, c).
places of sacrifice and prayer, which were built upon eminences
or hills, because men thought they were nearer the Deity there,
and which consisted in some cases probably of an altar only,
though as a rule there was an altar with a sanctuary built
by the side (ntoa T\% ch. xiii 32 ; 2 Kings xvil 29, 32, xxiii.
1 9), so that noa frequently stands for noa JV3 (e.g. ch xi 7,
xiv. 23 ; 2 Kings xxi 3, xxiii 8), and the '">03 is also dis2 Chron. xiv. 2).
tinguished from the n?np (2 Kings xxiii 15
These high places were consecrated to the worship of Jehovah,
and essentially different from the high places of the Canaanites
Nevertheless sacrificing upon
which were consecrated to Baal.
these high places was opposed to the law, according to which
the place which the Lord Himself had chosen for the revelation
of His name was the only place where sacrifices were to be
offered (Lev. xvii 3 sqq.) ; and therefore it is excused here on
the ground that no house (temple) had yet been built to the
name of the Lord. Ver. 3. Even Solomon, although he loved
;

—

the Lord, walking in the statutes of his father David,

ing to

ch

ii.

3, in the

commandments

i.e.

accord-

of the Lord as they are

written in the law of Moses, sacrificed and burnt incense upon

high places.

Before the building of the temple, more especially

since the tabernacle had lost

its significance

as the central place

God among His

people, through the
removal of the ark of the covenant, the worship of the high
places was unavoidable although even afterwards it still continued as a forbidden cultus, and could not be thoroughly exterminated even by the most righteous kings (ch xxii 24
2 Kings xii 4, xiv. 4, xv. 4, 35).

of the gracious presence of

;

The opinion of Botteher and Thenius, that PID3 signifies a "sacred
T T
is only based upon untenable etymological combinations, and cannot be proved. And Ewald's view is equally unfounded, viz. that "high
places were an old Canansean species of sanctuary, which at that time had
become common in Israel also, and consisted of a tall stone of a conical shape,
as the symbol of the Holy One, and of the real high place, viz. an altar, a
sacred tree or grove, or even an image of the one God as well " (Gesch. hi. p.
390). For, on the one hand, it cannot be shown that the tall stone of a conical
shape existed even in the case of the Canaanitish bamoth, and, on the other
hand, it is impossible to adduce a shadow of a proof that the Israelitish
1

coppice,"

bamoth, which were dedicated to Jehovah, were constructed precisely after the
pattern of the BaalV&amoiA of the Canaanites.
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4-15.

Solomon's Sacrifice and Dream at Gibeon
2 Chron. i. 1-13). To implore the divine blessing upon
his reign, Solomon offered to the Lord at Gibeon a great sacrifice
a thousand burnt-offerings and, according to 2 Chron. i 2,
the representatives of the whole nation took part in this sacrificial festival.
At that time the great or principal bamah was
at Gibeon (the present el Jib ; see at Josh ix. 3), namely, the
Mosaic tabernacle (2 Chron. i 3), which is called ™?3?, because
the ark of the covenant, with which Jehovah had bound up His
" Upon that altar," i.e.
gracious presence, was not there now.
Vera. 4-15.

—

(cf.

—

;

upon

the altar of the great bamah at Gibeon, the
of burnt-offering in the tabernacle (2 Chron. i. 6).
The one thing wanting in the place of sacrifice at
the ark of the covenant with the gracious presence

brazen altar

—

was supplied by the Lord

Vers. 5 sqq.

Gibeon,

viz.

of Jehovah,

by a direct
Solomon received in the night following the sacrifice. There is a connection between the question
which God addressed to Solomon in the dream, " What shall I
give thee ?" and the object of the sacrifice, viz. to seek the help
Solomon commences his prayer in ver. 6
of God for his reign.
with an acknowledgment of the great favour which the Lord
had shown to his father David, and had continued till now by
cf.
raising his son to his throne (W Dl»3, as it i» this day
1 Sam. xxii. 8, Deut. viii. 18, etc.)
and then, in vers. 7-9,
in the case of this sacrifice

revelation in a dream, which

:

;

in the consciousness of his incapacity for the right administration of government over so numerous a people, he asks the Lord
nnjn
for an obedient heart and for wisdom to rule His people,

introduces the petition, the reasons assigned for which are, (1)
his youth and inexperience, and (2) the greatness or multitude
of the nation to be governed.
I am, says he, P?T ">W, i.e. an
inexperienced youth (Solomon was only about twenty years
old) ; " I know not to go out and in," i.e. how to behave myself as king, or

on

Num.

govern the people (for ^3} DKY compare the note

xxvii. 17).

At

ver.

8 he describes the magnitude of
mind the divine promises in

the nation in words which recall to

Gen. xiii 16 and xxxii. 13, to indicate how gloriously the Lord
has fulfilled the promises which He made to the patriarchs.
Ver. 9. WW, therefore give.
The prayer (commencing with
nnjn in ver. 7) is appended in the form of an apodosis to the

—

circumstantial clauses

grounds of the

"U1

petition.

*?bw and 'W T$V\, which contain the
a hearing heart, i.e. a heart

job* 37,
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giving heed to the law and right of God, " to judge

Thy

people, (namely) to distinguish between good and evil (ie. right
and wrong)." " For who could judge this Thy numerous people,"
se.

unless^

tude

:

Thou gavest him

God well

and hast not asked
(i.e.

"133,

?

by

heavy in multi-

—

Vers. 10 sqq.
" Because thou hast asked this,

in the Chronicles this is explained

This prayer pleased
life

intelligence

for thyself long life,

Til*.

nor riches, nor the

the destruction) of thy foes," all of them good things,

which the world seeks to obtain as the greatest prize, " but
intelligence to hear judgment (ie. to foster it, inasmuch as the
administration of justice rests upon a conscientious hearing of
the parties), behold I have done according to thy word" (ie. fulthe perfect is used, inasmuch as the hearkenfilled thy request
ing has already begun for n$n in this connection compare Ewald,
" and given thee a wise and understanding heart" The
§ 307, e),
words which follow, " so that there has been none like thee
before thee," eta, are not to be restricted to the kings of Israel,
as Clericus supposes, but are to be understood quite universally
as applying to all mankind (cf. ch. v. 9—11).
Vers. 13, 14. In
addition to this, according to the promise that to him who seeks
:

;

—

God and His righteousness all other things
be added (Matt vi. 33), God will also give him the
earthly blessings, for which he has not asked, and that in great
abundance, viz. riches and honour such as no king of the earth
has had before him and if he adhere faithfully to God's commandments, long life also (,l?3'5R'T!, in this case I have lengthened).
This last promise was not fulfilled, because Solomon did not
observe the condition (cf. ch. xi 42).
Ver. 15. Then Solomon
awoke, and behold it was a dream; ie. a dream produced by God,
a revelation by dream, or a divine appearance in a dream. own
as in Num. xii 6.
Solomon thanked the Lord again for this
promise after his return to Jerusalem, by offering burnt-offerings
and thank-offerings before the ark of the covenant ie. upon
first

the kingdom of

shall

;

—

—

the altar at the tent erected for the ark upon Zion, and pre-

pared a meal for all his servants (viz. his court-servants), ie.
a sacrificial meal of the B , p?B'. This sacrificial festival upon
Zion is omitted in the Chronicles, as well as the following

—

account in vers. 16-28 ; not, however, because in the chronicler's opinion no sacrifices had any legal validity but such as

were offered upon the altar of the Mosaic tabernacle, as Thenius
though without observing the account in 1 Chron. xxi.

fancies,
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16-28; IV.-V.

which overthrows this
had no essential

assertion,

but because this

sacri-

significance in relation to Solo-

ficial festival

mon's

43

14.

reign.

Vers. 16-28. Solomon's Judicial

Wisdom.

—As

a proof that

the Lord had bestowed upon Solomon unusual judicial wisdom,
there is appended a decision of his in a very difficult case, in

which Solomon had shown extraordinary intelligence. Two
harlots living together in one house had each given birth to a
child, and one of them had " overlaid" her child in the night
"
while asleep (r?y n ?3V ?*5, because she had lain upon it), and
had then placed her dead child in the other one's bosom and
1

When

taken her living child away.

the other

woman

looked

the next morning at the child lying in her bosom, she saw that

was not her own but the other woman's

child, whereas the
maintained the opposite.
As they eventually referred the
matter in dispute to the king, and each one declared that the
living child was her own, the king ordered a sword to be
it

latter

brought, and the living child to be cut in two, and a half given

Then the mother of the living child, " because her
bowels yearned upon her son," i.e. her maternal love was excited, cried out, " Give her (the other) the living child, but do
not slay it j" whereas the latter said, " It shall be neither mine
nor thine, cut it in pieces."
Ver. 27. Solomon saw from this
which was the mother of the living child, and handed it over to
1
her.
Ver. 28. This judicial decision convinced all the people
that Solomon was endowed with divine wisdom for the adminito each.

—

—

stration of justice.

chap, iv.-v. 14. Solomon's ministers of state,

his regal

SPLENDOUR AND WISDOM.
iv.

contains a list of the chief ministers of state (vers.

and

of the twelve officers placed over the land (vers. 7-20),

Ch.
2-6),

which
1

is

inserted here to give an idea of the might

Grotina observes on this

:

" The

«y%i'i>o/« of

and glory of

Solomon was shown by

this

There is a certain similarity in the account of Ariopharnis,
king of the Thracians, who, when three persons claimed to be the sons of the
king of the Cimmerii, decided that he was the son who would not obey the
command to cast javelins at his father's corpse. The account is given by
to be very great.

Diodorus Siculus."
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the kingdom of Israel under Solomon's reign.
contents are concerned, this

list

So

far as the

belongs to the middle portion of

we may see from the
named had daughters of Solomon

two

the reign of Solomon, as

fact that

the

for their wives

officers

(vers.

11,1 5), whom they could not

the later years of Solomon's

possibly have married

of

till

life.

—

The list is introVers. 1-6. The Chief Ministers of State.
duced in ver. 1 by the general remark, that " king Solomon was
Ver. 2. The first of the 6nfe> princes,
king over all Israel."
i.e. chief ministers of state or dignitaries, mentioned here is not
the commander-in-chief, as under the warlike reign of David
(2 Sam. viii 16, xx. 23), but, in accordance with the peaceful
rule of Solomon, the administrator of the kingdom (or prime
" Azariah the son of Zadok was IQifV' *•« no* the
minister)
priest, but the administrator of the kingdom, the representative
of theking before the people like I^b in ver. 5, where this word
is interpreted by *|?fD njn, with this difference, however, arising
from the article before ]\!$, that Azariah was the Kohen par

—

f

:

;

;

among the confidential
was such as befitted
the office of an administrator of the kingdom.
Compare the
explanation of ftb at 2 Sam. viii 18. The view of the Vulgate,
Luther, and others, which has been revived by Thenius, namely,

excellence,

that is to say, held the

first

place

counsellors of the king, so that his dignity

that jnb is to be connected as a genitive with pftV"j| in opposition to the accents, "

Azariah the son of Zadok the priest," is
and does not even yield any sense, since the connection
of these words with the following Elichoreph, etc., is precluded by
the absence of the copula Vav, which would be indispensable if
Azariah had held the same office as the two brothers Elichoreph
and Achijah.1 Moreover, Azariah the son of Zadok cannot be
a grandson of Zadok the high priest, i.e. a son of Ahimaaz the
son of Zadok, as many infer from 1 Chron. v. 34, 35 (vi 8, 9)
for, apart from the fact that Zadok's grandson can hardly have
been old enough at the time for Solomon to invest him with
incorrect,

;

1
The objection by which Thenius tries to set aside this argument, which
has been already advanced by Houbigant, -viz. that "if the first (Azariah) was
not also a state scribe, the copula would be inserted, as it is everywhere else
from ver. 4 onwards when a new office is mentioned," proves nothing at all,

because the copula
is

is

also omitted in ver. 3,

where the new

office of

T3TO

introduced.
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IV. 1-6.

the chief dignity in the kingdom, which would surely be conferred

upon none but men of mature

years,

we can

see

no reason

why

the Azariah mentioned here should not be called the son of
Ahimaaz. If the Zadok referred to here was the high priest of
that name, Azariah can only have been a brother of Ahimaaz.

And

there

is

no

real difficulty in the way, since the

name Azariah

occurs three times in the line of high priests (1 Chron. v. 36,
Ver. 3. Elickoreph
39), and therefore was by no means rare.

—

and Achijah, sons of Shisha, who had held the same office
under David, were secretaries of state (D^Bb; see at 2 Sam.
viii. 17 and xx. 25, where the different names *&& = v$ and
rne> are also discussed).
Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud was the
chancellor, as he had already been in the time of David (2 Sam.
The rendering of Thenius, "whilst
viii 17 and xx. 24).
Jehoshaphat was chancellor," is grammatically impossible.
Ver. 4. On Benaiah, compare ch. ii 35 and the Commentary
On Zadok and Abiathar, see at 2 Sam.
on 2 Sam. xxiii. 20.
It appears strange that Abiathar should be

17.

viii.

priest,

named

as

Solomon had
27, 35), and we

as high priest, along with Zadok, since

i.e.

deposed him from the priestly office (ch. ii
The only possible
cannot imagine any subsequent pardon.
explanation is that proposed by Theodoret, namely, that Solomon had only deprived him of the apyr), i.e. of the priest's
office, but not of the Upaxrwrj or priestly dignity, because this
was hereditary. 1 Ver. 5. Azariah the son of Nathan was over

—

the

D'???, {

e%

the twelve

officers

named

in vers. 7 sqq.

Zahud

the son of Nathan was ?nb (not the son of " Nathan the priest,"
as Luther and many others render it).
?[?3 is explained by the
privy councillor, i.e. confidential
epithet appended, tr®} njn
:

adviser of the king.

Nathan

is

not the prophet of that name,

as Thenius supposes, but the son of David mentioned in 2 Sam.
v.

—

14.

Azariah and Zabud were therefore nephews of Solomon.

Ver.

6.

Ahishar was Tf2n

pp,

over the palace,

i.e.

of the palace, or minister of the king's household

governor
(compare

xvi 9, 2 Kings xviii. 18, and Isa. xxii. 15), an office met
Adoniram, probably
with for the first time under Solomon.
the same person as Adoram in 2 Sam. xx. 24, was chief overHe was so in the time of David
seer of the tributary service.

ch.

also.
1
oiiK

Tip

tlpXV* dCftiXemi, ov rijf Uptninii iyiftrattit'

ix yyupvt*ti*t, «»XX' ix yo«*)jf f f^or iteiioxVS-

ti)»

yap t% UfutinK d %Ut

—THKODORET.
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Vera. 7-19. Solomon's Official Persons
tricts.
Israel,

—

and their Dis-

Solomon had (appointed) twelve Q'?w over all
who provided (yf?3) for the king and his house, i.e. supVer.

7.

These prefects
plied provisions for the necessities of the court.
are not to be regarded as " chamberlains," or administrators of
the royal domains (Michaelis and Ewald), for these are

men-

tioned in 1 Chron. xxvii. 25 sqq. under a different title. They
are "general receivers of taxes," or " chief tax-collectors," as
Eosenmiiller expresses

it,

who

levied the king's duties or taxes,

which consisted in the East, as they still do to the present time,
for the most part of natural productions, or the produce of the
land, and not of money payments as in the West, and delivered
them at the royal kitchen (Rosenmiiller, A. wad N. Morgenland,
It cannot be inferred from the explanation given
iii. p. 166).
by Josephus, ^ye/iwes koL trrpaTrjyoi, that they exercised a kind
of government, as Thenius supposes, since this explanation is
" One month in the year
nothing but a subjective conjecture.
was it every one's duty (^nx ?}> nw) to provide." The districts
assigned to the twelve prefects coincide only partially with the
territories of the tribes, because the land was probably divided

among them according

to its greater or smaller productiveness.

Moreover, the order in which the districts are enumerated is
not a geographical one, but probably follows the order in which
the different prefects had to send the natural productions

by month

month

maintenance of the king's court
The description begins with Ephraim in ver. 8, then passes over in
ver. 9 to the territory of Dan to the west of it, in ver. 10 to the
territory of Judah and Simeon on the south, in vers. 11 and 12
to the territory of Manasseh on this side from the Mediterranean
to the Jordan, then in vers. 13 and 14 to the territory of
Manasseh on the other side of the Jordanj thence back again in
vers.
viz.

for the

15 and 16

on

to the northern parts of the land

this side,

the territories of Naphtali and Asher, and thence farther

south to Issachar in ver. 17, and Benjamin in ver. 18, closing
19 with Gilead. Vers. 8 sqq. In the names of

—

at last in ver.

the prefects
of

we

are struck with the fact, that in the case of five

them the names given

names.

are not their

own but

their fathers'

names should
Michaelis, and others

It is very improbable that the proper

have dropped out five times (as Clericus,
suppose) and consequently there is simply the assumption left,
that the persons in question bore their fathers' names with Ben.
;
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IV. 7-lfc.

prefixed as their own proper names

:

Benhur, Bendeker,

etc.,

after

the analogy of Benchanan in 1 Chron. iv. 20 and others, although such a proper name as Ben-Abinaddb (ver. 11) appears
very strange. Benhur was stationed on the mountains of
Ephraim. These mountains, here only the mountainous district
of the tribe of Ephraim, were among the most fruitful portions
of Palestine (see at Josh xvii. 14, 15). Ver. 9. Bendeker was
in Makaz, a city only mentioned here, the situation of which
is unknown, but which is at any rate to be sought for in the
tribe of Dan, to which the other cities of this district belong.
Shaalbim has probably been preserved in the present Selbit, to

—

Bethshemesh, the
the north-west of Ydlo (see at Josh. xix. 42).
Eton ($*$), which is
present Ain-Shems (see at Josh. xv. 10).
distinguished from Ajalon (Josh. xix. 42 and 43) by the epithet

Bethehanan, and belonged to the tribe of Dan, has not yet been
discovered (see at Josh. xix. 43).
interpolated
this

e&>?

before Bethehanan,

The LXX. have arbitrarily
and Thenius naturally takes

under his protection, and consequently traces Bethehanan in

the village of Beit

Hunun (Bob.

Pal.

ii.

p.

371), but without con-

sidering that fws yields no reasonable sense unless preceded
fl?,

(K (from;

cf.

ver. 12).

which does not occur

—

Ver. 10. Benhesed

was in

again, so that its situation, even if

by

Ariibboth,
it

should

be identical with Arab in Josh xv. 52, as Bottcher conjectures,
can only be approximatively inferred from the localities which
follow.
To him (i?), i.e. to his district, belonged Sochoh and all
the land of Hepher.
From Sochoh we may see that Benhesed's
district

Of the two Soehohs in Judah,

was in the tribe of Judah.

that still exist under the

name

of ShuweHceh,

determine with certainty which

is

it

is

impossible to

intended here, whether the

one upon the mountains (Josh. xv. 48) or the one in the plain
(Josh. xv. 35).
The fact that it is associated with the land of

Hepher rather favours the latter. The land of Hepher, which
must not be confounded with the city of Gath-Hepher in the tribe
of Zebulun (Josh. xix. 1 3 ; 2 Kings xiv. 25), but was the territory
of one of the Canaanitish kings who were defeated by Joshua,
was probably situated in the plain (see at Josh. xii. 17).
Ver. 11. Ben-Abinadab had the whole of the high range of
Dor ("Wfr OBJ, Josh. xii. 23), i.e. the strip of coast on the Mediterranean Sea below the promontory of Carmel, where the city
of Dor, which has been preserved in the village of Tantura or
Tortura, nine miles to the north of Csesarea, was situated (see
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Whether

embraced the fruitful
as Thenius supposes.
STratrja stands at the head absolutely, without any gram" Abinadab
matical connection with nfij~73
the whole of the
The person named was probably a son
high range of Dor," etc
of David's eldest brother but One (1 Sam. xvi 8, xvii. 13), and
therefore Solomon's cousin ; and he had married Solomon's
daughter.
Ver. 12. Baana the son of Ahilud was most likely
a brother of Jehoshaphat the chancellor (ver. 3). This district
embraced the cities on the southern edge of the plain of Jezreel,
Taanach and Megiddo, which
and extended to the Jordan.
have been preserved in the villages of TaanvJc and Lejun, were
situated on the south-western border of this plain, and belonged
at Josh. xi 2).

this district

made out

plain of Sharon is not so clearly

:

:

—

to the Manassites (see at

Josh xii 21, xvii

11).

"And

all

Bethshean," in other words, the whole of the district of Bethshean,

i.e.

Beisan, at the eastern end of the valley of Jezreel,

ii. p. 740 sqq.),
was situated) by the side of Zarthan below
Jezreel, from (the town of) Bethshean (see at Josh xvii. 11) to
Zarthan, also
Abel-Mecholah, on the other side of Jokmeam."
called Zereda (compare ch. vii. 46 with 2 Chron. iv. 17), has

where

it

"which

opens into the Jordan valley (Bob. Pal.

(district

probably been preserved, so far as the

name

is

concerned, in

Kuril Sartabeh, in the neighbourhood of which the old city probably stood, about five miles to the south of Beisan, at a point

where the Jordan valley contracts (see at Josh iii 16). The
expression " below Jezreel " refers to " all Bethshean," and may
be explained from the elevated situation of Jezreel, the present
Zerin (see at Josh. xix. 18).
According to Bob. iii. p. 163,
this is " comparatively high, and commands a wide and noble
view, extending down the broad low valley on the east of Beisan
and to the mountains of Ajlun beyond the Jordan." The following words, " from Bethshean to Abel-Mecholah," give a more
precise definition of the boundary.
The LXX. have erroneously
inserted koX before JKBhvao, and Thenius and Bbttcher defend it
on the strength of their erroneous interpretations of the preceding statements.
Abel-Mecholah was in the Jordan valley,
according to the Onomast., ten

Boman

miles to the south of

Beisan (see at Judg. vii 22).
The last clause is not quite
intelligible to us, as the situation of the Levitical city Jokmeam
(1 Chron. vi 53, or Kibzaim, a different place from the Jokneam

on Carmel,

Josh, xii 22, xxi 34) has not yet been discovered
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IV. 7-19.

According to this, Baartah's district in
(see at Josh, xxl 22).
the Jordan valley did not extend so far as Kurn Sartabeh, but
simply to the neighbourhood of Zarthan, and embraced the
whole of the tribe-territory of Manasseh on this side of the
Jordan.
Ver. 13. Bengeber was in Ramoth of Gilead in the
tribe of Gad (Josh xx 8), probably on the site of the modern

—

Szalt (see at

Deut

43).

iv.

(Jair's-lives) in Gilead, to

" To him belonged the Hawoth Jair
him the region of Argob in Bashan,

sixty great cities with walls and brazen bolts."

If

we

look at

Argob in Bashan appears to be
But if we compare
distinct from the Hawoth Jair in Gilead.
it with Num. xxxii 40, 41, Deut. iii. 4, 5, and 13, 14, and

this passage alone, the region of

Josh

xiii 30, it is evident

from these passages that the Jair'sand fortified cities of the

lives are identical with the sixty large

region of Argob.
cities of

For, according to

Deut

iii 4,

these sixty for-

with high walls, gates, and bars, were

tified cities,

the kingdom of

Og

all fortified

of Bashan, which the Israelites con-

quered under Moses, and to which, according to Num. xxxii. 41,
Jair the Manassite, who had conquered them, gave the name
of

Hawoth, Jair.

Hence

it is

stated in

Josh

sixty Jair-towns were situated in Bashan.
'iK

»n

\?

tion of 'Ul

in our verse

1W

rrtn \J

t

is to

xiii.

30, that the

Consequently the

be taken as a more precise defini-

or a clearer description of the district

superintended by Bengeber, so that Gilead

is

used, as is frequently

Compare with this the
Commentary on Deut. iii. 4 and 13, 14, where the names 33")N
and rtn are explained, and the imaginary discrepancy between
the sixty Jair's-towns in the passages cited, and the twentythree and thirty cities of Jair in 1 Chron. ii 22 and Judg. x. 4,
And when Thenius objects to this
is discussed and solved.
explanation on the ground that the villages of Jair cannot
the case, in the broader sense of Perwa.

be identical with the sixty

nomads and

fortified cities,

because villages of

and the

strongly fortified cities could not be one

same, this objection
terpretation of

rrtn

falls to

the ground with the untenable in-

as applying to

nomad

villages.

—

Ver. 14.

Ahinadab the son of Iddo received as his district Mahanaim, a
fortified and probably also a very important city to the north of
the Jabbok, on the border of the tribe of Gad, which may perhaps
have been preserved in the ruin of Mahneh (see at Josh. xiii. 26
n 9)?™?, to Mahanaim (cf. Ewald, § 216, a,
and Gen. xxxii 3).
note), with n local, probably referring to the fact that Ahinadab

D
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—

Ver.

15.

Ahimaaz, possibly
This

Zadok's son (2 Sam. xv. 27, xvii. 17 sqq), in Naphtaii.

does not denote generally " the most northern portion of the

from the northern end of the lake of Gennesaret into

land, say

Ccele-Syria," as Theni*s

supposes

Asher, which had a prefect of

for

;

the tribe-territory of

own, was not situated to the
south-west of Naphtaii, but ran along the west of Naphtaii to
its

the northern boundary of Canaan (see at Josh. xix. 24—31).

He

also (like Ben-Abinadab, ver. 11) had a daughter of Solomon,
Basmath, as his wife.
Ver. 16. Baanah the son of Hushai,

—

and wise counsellor of David
was in Asher and nlpya, a
name quite unknown If 3 forms part of the word (Baaloth,
according to the LXX., Vulg., Syr., and Arab.), we must take it
as a district, since the preposition 3 would necessarily have been
repeated if a district (Asher) had been connected with a town
(Baaloth).
In any case, it is not the city of Baaloth in the
Negeb of Judah (Josh. xv. 24) that is intended. Ver. 17.
Jehoshaphat the son of Paruach, in Issachar; i.e. over the whole
probably the
(2 Sam. xv.

faithful

32

sqq.,

friend

xvii 5

sqq.),

—

of the territory of that tribe in the plain of Jezreel, with the

exception of the cities of Taanach, Megiddo, and Bethshean,

which were in the southern portion of

it,

and were

allotted to

the Manassites, and, according to ver. 12, were put under the
care

of

Baanah

;

and not merely in the northern part

" with the

Issachar,

exception of

Thenius erroneously maintains.
Zebulun
also formed part of his district, if not
southern
of its

own

provided

that

Ahimaaz in Naphtaii,

—

may

possibly have

entirely, yet

in its

was
had no prefect
Ver. 18. Shimei the son of Elah, possibly the one

portion,

assigned to

of

the plain of Jezreel," as

the

northern

portion

since Zebulun

—

mentioned in ch. i 8, in Benjamin. Ver. 19. Geber the son of
TJri, in the land of Gilead, i.e., as the apposition " the land of
." clearly shows, the whole of the
and of Og
Sihon
.

.

.

Israelitish land

.

.

on the east of the Jordan, as in Deut. xxxiv.

1,

Judg. xx. 1, eta, with the simple exception of the districts
3'Xi
placed under Bengeber and Abinadab (vers. 13 and 14).
iriK, « one president was it who (was) in the land (of Gilead)."
3*10

cannot signify a military post or a garrison here, as in 1 Sam.
but is equivalent to 3*?, the president (ver. 7).
The meaning is, that notwithstanding the great extent of this
district, it had only one prefect
x. 5, xiii 3, etc.,
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20-2&

of Solomon's officers is closed

by a

general remark as to the prosperous condition of the whole

nation

though we miss the copula Vav at the commencement.
" Judah and Israel were numerous as the sand by

;

The words,

(Gen

the sea," indicate that the promise given to the patriarchs

m'i 17, cf. xxxii. 13) had been fulfilled.
To this there is
appended in ch. v. 1 the remark concerning the extent of Solomon's sway, which prepares the way for what follows, and shows
other portion of the promise, " thy seed will possess the

how the

gates of its enemies,"

had been

fulfilled.

—The

first

Luther,

new

and others with

ch. iv.

It is

fourteen

by the LXX.,
not till cLv. 15

verses of ch. v. are therefore connected

Vulg.,

that a

section begins.

Chap.
Ver. 21.

—

21-28 (v. 1-8). Solomon's Eegal Splendour
"Solomon was ruler over all the kingdoms from the

iv.

river (Euphrates) onwards, over the land of the Philistines to the

border of Egypt,

mon

his whole

before

wwffe

who

H£

brought presents and were subject to SoloMost of the commentators supply "W

long."

life

(even to the land of the Philistines) after the

parallel passage 2

Chron

ix.

26, so that the following /&*

TO

would give a more precise definition of the terminus ad quern.
But it is by no means probable that TO., which appears to be
indispensable, should have dropped out through the oversight of

a copyist, and it is not absolutely necessary to supply it, inasmuch as 3 may be repeated in thought before 'B pS from the
preceding clause.
The participle D^jio i 8 construed ad sensum,
with nto/op. Bringing presents is equivalent to paying tribute,
as in 2 Sam. viii. 2, etc.
Vers. 22 sqq. The splendour of the
court, the consumption in the royal kitchen (vers. 22-25), and
the well-filled stables (vers. 26-28), were such as befitted the
ruler of so large a kingdom.
Vers. 22, 23. The daily consumption of Bro (food or provisions) amounted to thirty cors of
O'tsn rob, fine sifted meal, Ex. xxix. 2
for
fine meal (rob
rob see also Lev. ii 1) and sixty cors of nt?i£ ordinary meal,
ten fattened oxen, twenty pasture oxen, which were brought
directly from the pasture and slaughtered, and a hundred sheep,

—

—

=

;

"lb, Kopof, the later name for
beside different kinds of game
ton, the largest dry and also liquid (ch. v. 11) measure of capa-

city,

contained ten ephahs or baths,

tion

made by

i.c,

according to the calcula-

Thenius, 15,300 cubic inches (Dresden)

= about
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1^ scheffd?
Krit.

would amount to
of bread could be baked

1*71 scheffd,

so that ninety cors

from which 28,000

und

KINGS.

1846,

lbs.

pp. 132, 133).

And

"if

(Theol. Stud,

we reckon

2

lbs.

of

bread to each person, there would be 14,000 persons in Solomon's
The consumption of flesh would be quite in proportion
court"
;
for ten fattened oxen, twent)' oxen from the
and a hundred sheep, yield more than 21,000 lbs. of
meat, that is to say, a pound and a half for each person, " assuming,

to that of bread

pasture,

who

are acquainted with the
ox amounts to 600 lbs.,
that of an ox from the pasture to 400 lbs., and that of a sheep to
70 lbs." (Thenius ut sup.). This daily consumption of Solomon's
court will not appear too great, if, on the one hand, we compare
it with the quantity consumed at other oriental courts both of
ancient and modern times,* and if, on the other hand, we bear
in mind that not only the numerous attendants upon the king
and his harem, but also the royal adjutants and the large number of officers employed about the court, were supplied from the
king's table, and that their families had also to be fed, inasmuch as the wages in oriental courts are all paid in kind. In

according to the statements of those
matter, that the edible

addition to this,

^K

W

meat of a

game was

fat

also supplied to the king's table:

"nor fallow-deer, and 0*pi3N ona-ia
" fattened fowl"
The meaning of D^a")? is doubtful. The earlier
Kimchi adopts the rendertranslators render it birds or fowL
ing " capons;" Tanck. Hieros. " geese," so called from their pure
(-na) white feathers; and both Gesenius and Dietrich (Lex.)
decide in favour of the latter.
The word must denote somo
special kind of fowl, since edible birds in general were called
D'nBX (Neh. v. 18).
Vers. 24, 25. Solomon was able to appropriate all this to his court, because ('?) he had dominion, etc.;
and (ver. 25) Israel and Judah enjoyed the blessings of peace
"WW "Ujr733, " over all the other
during the whole of his reign.
side of the river (Euphrates)," i.e. not the land on the east, but
This usage of speech is to be
that on the west of the river.
explained from the fact that the author of our books, who was
living in exile on the other side of the Euphrates, describes the

viz.

stags,

gazelles,

—

.

.

1

.

—

The scheffd

is about an English sack (yid. Flugel's Did.).
Tr.
According to Athen. Deipnos. iv. 10, the kings of Persia required a thousand oxen a day and according to Tavernier, in Rosenmiiller's .1. «. N. Moryenland, iii. pp. 166, 167, fire hundred sheep and lambs were slaughtered daily
2

;

for the Sultan's court.
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IV. 21-28.

extent of Solomon's kingdom taking that as his starting-point.

Solomon's power only extended to the Euphrates, from Tiphsach
nDDn (crossing,
in the north-east to Gaza in the south-west
from npa) is Thapsacus, a large and wealthy city on the western

bank of the Euphrates, at which the armies of the younger
Cyrus and Alexander crossed the river (Xen. Anab. i 4 Arrian,
;

Exped. Alex.

iii.

7).

Gaza, the southernmost city of the Philis-

tines, the present Guzzeh; see at Josh xiii, 3.
The 135? *??D
iron are the kings of Syria who were subjugated by David

(2

Sam.

viii

viii 1).

"

6

and

x.

And he had

19),

and of the Philistines

statement does not "most decidedly contradict ch.
as

Thenius maintains;

Sam.

(2

peace on all sides round about."
for it cannot be

xi.

23

This
sqq.,"

proved that according

Damascus had taken place before
Solomon's reign (Ewald and others see at ch. xi. 23 sqq.).
Ver. 25. " Judah and Israel sat in safety, every one under his
vine and his fig-tree."
This expresses the undisturbed enjoyment of the costly productions of the land (2 Kings xviii 31),
and is therefore used by the prophets as a figure denoting
the happiness of the Messianic age (Mic. iv. 4
Zech. iii. 10).

to this passage the revolt of

;

;

—

"From Dan

to Beersheba," as in Judg. xx.

This verse

not to be regarded " as a parenthesis according to

is

1, etc.

Ver. 26.

the intention of the editor," but gives a further proof of the

peace and prosperity which the kingdom and people enjoyed

Solomon had a strong force of war chariots
he might be able to suppress every attempt on
the part of the tributary kings of Syria and Philistia to revolt
and disturb the peace. "Solomon had 4000 racks of horses
for his chariots, and 12,000 riding horses," which were kept
partly in Jerusalem and partly hi cities specially built for the
V??)* (40)
purpose (ch. ix. 19, x. 26; 2 Chroa i. 14, ix. 25).

under Solomon.

and

is

cavalry, that

an old

copyist's error for njEpK

parallel passage 2 Chron. ix. 25,

(4), which we find in the
and as we may also infer from

26 and 2 Chron. i 14, since according to these pasSolomon had 1400 331 or war chariots.
For 4000
horses are a very suitable number for 1400 chariots, though not
40,000, since two draught horses were required for every war
nvwt
chariot, and one horse may have been kept as a reserve,
does not mean a team (Ges.), but a rack or box in a stable, from

ch

x.

sages

fix, carpere.
p.

According to Vegetius.i. 56, in Bochart {Hieroz.

112, ed. Kos.),even in ancient times every horse had

its
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crib in the stable just as it has now.

horses, say at least ten, to

——

Ver. 27.

for "chariots."

blessings of peace

king Solomon, and

Bottcher

(n. ex.

Krit.

wrong in supposing that there were several

Aehrcnl. ii p. 27) is

33">o is

one rack.

"And"

=a

still

used collectively

further proof of the

" those prefects (vers. 7 sqq.) provided for

all

who came

to the king's table,

i.e.

who

were fed from the royal table, every one his month (see at
ver. 7), so that nothing was wanting (ver. 28), and conveyed the
barley (the ordinary food of cattle in Palestine and the southern
lands, where oats are not cultivated) and the straw for the horses
and coursers to the place where it ought to be.
To ~>v$

nw the

LXX., Vulg., and others supply ^en as the subject:
king might stay.
This is certainly more in harwherever
nw
with
the
imperfect
than
it would be to supply W"in,
mony
as Bochart and others propose ; still it is hardly correct
For
De>

the

in that case V-?x\ 0*WI» could only be understood as referring
to the chariot horses

and riding

horses,

which Solomon kept

for

the necessities of his court, and not to the whole of the cavalry;
since

we

cannot possibly assume that even

Solomon changed

if

his residence according to the season and to suit his pleasure,

or on political grounds, as Thenius supposes, though this cannot

by any means be inferred from
16,000 horses about with him.

ix 18 and 19, he took
But this limitation of the

ch.

clause is evidently at variance with the context, since D'WD^
Moreover, " if the king
**?!& too plainly refer back to ver. 6.

were intended, he would certainly have been mentioned by
name, as so many other subjects and objects have come beFor these reasons we agree with Bottcher in taking
tween."
nw indefinitely "where it (barley and straw) was wanted, accord:

tWJ probably denotes a
German Renner (a courser

ing to the distribution of the horses."

very superior kind of horse, like the
or race-horse).

toBC'DS

&*, every one according
him as right

to his right,

i.e.

whatever was appointed for

—

Solomon's Wisdom.
Ver. 29. According to
ch iil 1 2, God gave Solomon wisdom and very
much insight and 3? 2Vht « breadth of heart," ie. a comprehensive understanding, as sand by the sea-shore,
a proverbial
multitude,
innumerable
expression for an
or great abundance
n,??n signifies
(cf. ch. iv. 20, Gen. xli. 49, Josh xi. 4, etc.).
Vers. 29-34.

His promise in

—

rather practical wisdom, ability to decide

what

is
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IV. 29-84.

rather keenness of understanding to arrive at the correct solution of difficult and coinplicated problems ; 3? 3rri, mental capacity to embrace the most
diverse departments of knowledge.
Ver. 30. His wisdom was
greater than the wisdom of all the sons of the East, and all the
;

"W3iji,

—

wisdom

of the Egyptians.

D"if>

V>3 (sons

of the East) are gene-

who

rally the Arabian tribes dwelling in the east of Canaan,

spread as far as to the Euphrates (cf. Judg. vi 3, 33, vii 12,
viii. 10, Job i 3, Isa. xi 14, etc.).
Hence we find D"J£ n«
used in Gen xxv. 6 to denote Arabia in the widest sense, on
the east and south-east of Palestine whereas in Gen xxix. 1
Q,
'!? H? signifies the land beyond the Euphrates, viz. Mesopotamia, and in Num. xxiii 7, Q"J5 TE?i the mountains of Mesopotamia.
Consequently by " the sons of the East " we are to
understand here primarily the Arabians, who were celebrated for
their gnomic wisdom, more especially the Sabseans (see at ch. x.),
including the Idumseans, particularly the Temanites (Jer. xlix. 7
Obad. 8) ; but also, as bb requires, the Chaldaeans, who were
celebrated both for their astronomy and astrology.
"All the
;

K

;

wisdom of the Egyptians," because the wisdom of the Egyptians,
which was so greatlyrenowned as almost to have become proverbial
Joseph. Ant. viii.
(cf. Isa. xix. 11, xxxi 2, and Acts vii. 22
Herod ii 160), extended over the most diverse branches
2, 5
;

;

geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and
73 and 81), and as their skill in the
preparation of ointments from vegetable and animal sources, and
their extensive acquaintance with medicine, clearly prove, embraced natural science as well, in which Solomon, according to
ver. 33, was very learned.
Ver. 31. "He was wiser than all
men (of his time), than Ethan the Ezrachite and Heman, Chalcol and Darda, the sons of Machol."
These four persons are
most probably the same as the " sons of Zerach" (Ethan, Heman,
Calcol, and Dara) mentioned in 1 Chron ii. 6, since the names
perfectly agree, with the exception of inn for irnn, where the
difference is no doubt attributable to a copyist's error although,

of knowledge, such as
astrology (Diod Sic. i

—

;

name does not occur again, it cannot be decided whether
Dara or Darda is the correct form. Heman and Ethan are also
as the

called Ezrachites

WW

is

(""rntKn)

another form of

in Ps. lxxxviii 1 and lxxxix. 1

'rnt,

the

name

;

and

of the family of Zerach

the son of Judah (Num. xxvi. 13, 20), lengthened by « prosthet.
But they were both Levites Heman a Korahite of the line of
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Kohath and a grandson of Samuel (1 Chron. vi 18, 19), and
Ethan a Merarite (1 Chron. vi 29-32, xv. 17) and the president of the Levitical vocal choirs in the time of David (1 Chron.
and Heman was also "the king's seer in the words of
xv. 19)
;

God"

(1

Chron. xxv.

Their Levitical descent

5).

variance with the epithet Ezrachite.

is

not at

For as the Levite in Judg.

xviL 7 is spoken of as belonging to the family of Judah, because
he dwelt in Bethlehem of Judah, and as Samuel's father, Elkanah
the Levite, is called an Ephraimite in 1 Sam. i 1, because in
his civil capacity he was incorporated into the tribe of Ephraim,
so Heman and Ethan are called Ezrachites because they were
incorporated into the Judsean family of Zerach. It by no means
follows from 1 Chron ii 6 that they were lineal descendants
The whole character of the genealogical fragment
of Zerach.
contained in 1 Chron. ii. 6 sqq. shows very clearly that it
does not give the lineal posterity of Zerach with genealogical
exactness, but that certain persons and households of that family
who had gained historical renown are grouped together without
any more precise account of their lineal descent
Calcol and
Darda (or Bard) are never met with again. It is no doubt to
these two that the expression ^no ^3 refers, though it cannot
be determined whether ^no is a proper name or an appellative
noun.
In support of the appellative meaning, "sons of the
dance," in the sense of sacras clioreas ducendi periti, Hiller (in the

Onomast.

—

"

And

p.

872) appeals

his

name

was,"

nations round about"

to Eccles.
i.e.

(cf.

xii. 4,

"daughters of song."

he was celebrated,

ch

x.

1,

23, 24).

"

—

among

all

Ver. 32. "

the

He

spoke three thousand proverbs, and there were a thousand and
five of his songs." Of these proverbs we possess a comparatively
small portion in the book of Proverbs, probably a selection of

but of the songs, besides the Song of
viz. Ps. lxxii and cxxviL, which
have his name, and justly bear it. Ver. 33. "And he spoke of
trees, from the cedar on Lebanon to the hyssop which grows
upon the wall." The cedar and hyssop are placed in antithesis,
the former as the largest and most glorious of trees, the latter as
the smallest and most insignificant of plants, to embrace the
whole of the vegetable kingdom. Thenius maintains that by
3iTK we are not to understand the true hyssop, nor the Wohlgemuth or Dostcn (opiyavov), according to the ordinary view (see
at Ex. xii. 22), because they are neither of them such small
the best of his proverbs
Songs,

we have

;

only two psalms,

—
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V.

plants as we should expect in antithesis to the cedar, but " one
of the wall-mosses growing in tufts, more especially the orthotrichum saxatile (Oken), which forms a miniature hyssop with its
lancet-shaped leaves, and from its extreme minuteness furnishes
a perfect antithesis to the cedar." There is much to favour this
view, since we can easily imagine that the Hebrews may have
reckoned a moss, which resembled the hyssop in its leaves, as
" And of beasts and birds, of
being itself a species of hyssop.

—

creeping things and fishes

;

"

the four principal classes into which

Speaking of plants
the Hebrews divided the animal kingdom.
and animals presupposes observations and researches in natural
science, or botanical

and

zoological studies.

—

Ver. 34.

The wide-

spread fame of his wisdom brought many strangers to Jerusalem,
and all the more because of its rarity at that time, especially

among
(ch.

x)

CHAP.

princes.

The coming of the queen

of Sheba to Jerusalem

furnishes a historical proof of this.

V. (V.

1

15-32). PREPARATIONS FOR BUILDING THE TEMPLE.

Immediately

after the consolidation of his

kingdom, Solomon

commenced the preparations for the building of a temple, first of
all by entering into negotiations with king Hiram of Tyre, to
procure from him not only the building materials requisite,
viz. cedars, cypresses, and hewn stones, but also a skilled work-

man

artistic work of the temple (vers. 1-12)
and,
by causing the number of workmen required for this
great work to be raised out of his own kingdom, and sending
them to Lebanon to prepare the materials for the building in

for the

;

secondly,

connection with the Tyrian builders (vers. 13-18).

—We have

1 Greatly as the fame of Solomon's wisdom is extolled in these verses, it
was far outdone in subsequent times. Even Josephus has considerably adorned
the biblical accounts in his Aiitiqq. viii. 2, 5.
He makes Solomon the author
not only of 1005 /3/,3A/» xi/>) pSur xctl ftt\u», and 300 /3//3Aoi/; rafujioXat xal
tiximt, but also of magical books with marvellous contents. Compare the
extracts from Eupokmus in Eusebii prtep. Ev. ix. 31 sqq., the remnants of
Solomon's apocryphal writings in Fabricii Cod. apocr. V. T. i. pp. 914 sqq.
and 1014 sq., the collection of the Talmudical Sagas in Othonis Lex. rabb.
pftilol. pp. 6C8 sq., and G. Weil, bibl. Lcgenden der Mussulm&nner, pp. 225-279.
According to the Koran {Sure xxvii. vers. 17 sqq.), Solomon understood the
languages not only of men and demons, but also of birds and ants. The Turkish
literature contains a " Book of Solomon," Suleimanname, consisting of seventy
volumes, from which v. Hammer (RosenSl, i. p. 147 sqq.) has given extracts.
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a parallel passage to this in 2 Chron. ii, -which agrees with the
account before us in all the leading points, but differs in many

which were not essential
and communicating others which are passed

of the details, omitting several things
to the

main

fact,

over in our account, eg. Solomon's request that a Tynan workman
This shows that the two accounts are extracts
might be sent
from a common and more elaborate source, the historical materials
being worked up in a free and independent manner according
to the particular plan adopted by each of the two authors.
(For further remarks on the mutual relation of the two narratives,
see my apologetischer Verswch Hber die Backer der Chronik, pp. 216
sqq.)

Vers. 1-12. Solomon's Tugotiatixmsvoiih

When

king Hiram of Tyre

Hiram of Tyre.

—Ver.

1.

Solomon had been
anointed king in the place of David, he sent his servants, i.e. an
heard

that

embassage, to Solomon, to congratulate him (as the Syriac coron his ascent of the throne, because he had been

rectly explains)

a friend of David the whole time (D ojn-53
them (David and Hiram) were kings). On
,

j

i.e.

as long as both of

Hiram and the

of his reign, see the remarks on 2 Sam. v. 1 1.

This

is

length

passed

over in the Chronicles as having no essential bearing upon the
Vers. 2-6. Solomon thereupon combuilding of the temple.

—

municated to Hiram, by means of an embassy, his intention to
carry out the building of the temple which his father projected,
and asked him for building wood from Lebanon for the purpose.
From the words, " Thou knowest that my father David could not
build," etc., it is evident that David had not only been busily
occupied for a long time with the plan for building a temple,
but that he had already commenced negotiations with Hiram on
" To the
the matter and with this 1 Chron. xxiL 4 agrees.
name of Jehovah " this expression is based upon Deut. xii.
"the place which the Lord shall choose to put His
5 and 11
name there, or that His name may dwell there." The name of
Jehovah is the manifestation of the divine nature in a visible
sign as a real pledge of His presence (see at xii 5), and
not merely numen Jovm guatenus ab hominibw cognoscitur,
colitur, cdebratur (Winer, Thenius).
Hence in 2 Sam. vii, to
which Solomon refers, JV? y '"u? (vers. 5 and 7) alternates with
'oeyjvnrua (ver. 13).
On the obstacle which prevented it,
" because of the war, with which they (the enemies) had surrounded me," see at 2 Sam. vii 9 sqq.
On the construction,
;

:

:
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V. 1-12.

33D with a double

accusative, compare the very similar passage,
Ps. cix. 3, which fully establishes the rendering we have given,
so that there is no necessity to assume that ncn^o, war, stands
for enemies (Ewald, § 317, b).
Ver. 4. " And now Jehovah my

—

God

me

round about," such as David never
enjoyed for a permanency (cf. 2 Sam. vii 1). " No adversary
is there."
This is not at variance with ch. xi 14, for Hadad's
enterprise belonged to a later period (see the comm. on that
" And no.evil occurrence :" such as the rebellions of
passage).
Absalom and Sheba, the pestilence at the numbering of the
people, and other events which took place in David's reign
Ver. 5. " Behold, I intend to build." "»?K followed by an infinitive, as in Ex. ii 14, 2 Sam. tti
16.
"As Jehovah spake to
David;" viz. 2 Sam. vii 12 and 13. Ver. 6. "And now
command that they fell me cedars from Lebanon" We may
see from ver. 8 that Solomon had also asked for cypresses ; and
according to the parallel passage 2 Chron. ii 6 sqq., he had
asked for a skilful artist, which is passed over here, so that it
is only in ch vii 13, 14 that we find a supplementary notice
that Hiram had sent one.
It is evident from this request, that
that portion of Lebanon on which the cedars suitable for building
wood grew, belonged to the kingdom of Hiram. The cedar forest,
which has been celebrated from very ancient times, was situated
at least two days' journey to the north of Beirut, near the
northernmost and loftiest summits of the range, by the village of
Bjerreh, to the north of the road which leads to Baalbek and not
has given

rest

,

—

%

far to the east of the convent of Canobin, the seat of the patriarch

of the Maronites, although Seetzen, the American missionaries,
and Professor Ehrenberg found cedars and cedar groves in other
places on northern Lebanon (see Eob. Pal. iii. 440, 441, and
Bibl. lies. pp. 588 sqq.).
The northern frontier of Canaan did
not reach as far as Bjerreh (see at

Num.

servants shall be with thy servants,"

i. e.

xxxiv.

shall help

8, 9).

them

"

My

in the

wood (see at vers. 28, 29). "And the wages of
thy servants will I give to thee altogether as thou sayest " (see
" For thou knowest that no one among us is
at vers. 25, 26).

felling of the

skilful in felling trees like the Sidonians."

This refers to the

knowledge of the most suitable trees, of the right time for felling,
The expression
and of the proper treatment of the wood.
Sidonians stands for Phoenicians generally, since Sidon was
formerly more powerful than Tyre, and that portion of Lebanon
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which produced the cedars belonged to the district of Sidon. The
inhabitants of Sidon were celebrated from time immemorial as
skilful builders, and well versed in mechanical arts (compare Bob.
Pal. iii 421 sqq, and Movers, Phcenizier, ii 1, pp. 86 sqq.).
Hiram rejoiced exceedingly at this proposal on the part of
Solomon, and praised Jehovah for having given David so wise
It must have been a matter
a son as his successor (ver. 21).
king
Tyre
great
importance
to
the
of
to remain on good terms
of
Israel
because
the
land
of
was a granary for the
with Israel,
friendship
would necesand
with
such
a
neighbour
Phoenicians,
Phoenician
greatly
promote
the
interests
of
the
to
sarily tend
Hiram
praise
of
Jehovah
on
the
part
of
does
The
commerce.
full
recognition
Jehovah
as
the
only
true
of
not presuppose a
Hiram
regarded
the
of
Israel
as
being
God
God, but simply that

God as his own deities. Hiram expresses a fuller
acknowledgment of Jehovah in 2 Chron. ii 11, where he
calls Jehovah the Creator of heaven and earth ; which may be
explained, however, from Hiram's entering into the religious
notions of the Israelites, and does not necessarily involve his
as real a

—

own personal belief in the true deity of Jehovah. Vers. 8, 9.
Hiram then sent to Solomon, and promised in writing (sroa,
')« ?nte -\m
2 Chron. ii 10) to comply with his wishes.
which thou hast sent to me," ie. hast asked of me

jin,

" that

D'B'ha are not

messenger.

down

firs,

but cypresses.

"

My

by

servants

from Lebanon to the sea, and I will
make them into rafts (ie. bind them into rafts and have them
floated) upon the sea to the place which thou shalt send (word)
to me, and will take them (the rafts) to pieces there, and thou
shall bring

Milt take
ie.

Joppa,

terranean
"

And

ic.

(ie.

(the trees)

fetch

them

thence)."

Jaffa, the nearest

Sea,

as the

thou wilt do

all

landing-place

my

The Chronicles give Yafo,

harbour to Jerusalem on the Medi(see

at Josh.

desire to give bread for

xix.

my

provisions to supply the wants of the king's court

46).

house,"
"

The

" (Thenius).

mentioned in ver. 6 was also to be paid
This
is quite correct ; but Thenius is wrong when he proceeds still
further to assert, that the chronicler erroneously supposed this
to refer to the servants of Hiram who were employed in working the wood
There is not a word of this kind in the
Chronicles
but simply Solomon's promise to Hiram (ver. 9)
" with regard to the hewers (the fellers of the trees), I give thy
servants wheat 20,000 cors, and barley 20,000 cors, and wine

"la?

:

;
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20,000 baths, and oil 20,000 baths." This is omitted in our
account, in which the wages promised in ver. 6 to the Sidonian
fellers of wood are not more minutely defined.
On the other
hand, the payment for the wood delivered by Solomon to Hiram,
which is not mentioned in the Chronicles, is stated here in ver. 1 1.
" Solomon gave Hiram 20,000 cors of wheat as food (n?3D, a
contraction of lybxo, from ??K ; cf. Ewald, § 79, b) for his house
(the maintenance of his royal court), and 20 cors of beaten oil
this gave Solomon to Hiram year by year," probably as long as
the delivery of the wood or the erection of Solomon's buildings
lasted.
These two accounts are so clear, that Jac. Capp., Gramb,
Mov., Thenius, and Bertheau, who have been led by critical prejudices to confound them with one another, and therefore to
attempt to emend the one from the other, are left quite alone.
For the circumstance that the quantity of wheat, which Solomon
supplied to Hiram for his court, was just the same as that which
he gave to the Sidonian workmen, does not warrant our identiThe fellers of the trees also received
fying the two accounts.
barley, wine, and oil in considerable quantities ; whereas the
only other thing which Hiram received for his court was oil,
and that not common oil, but the finest olive oil, namely 20
cors of JW13 ID^, i.e. beaten oil, the finest kind of oil, which
was obtained from the olives when not quite ripe by pounding
them in mortars, and which had not only a whiter colour, but
also a purer flavour than the

from the ripe
Bahr, SymboWc,

olives
i.

p.

(cf.

419).

common

oil

by pressing
349 sq., and
were 200 baths, i.e.,
obtained

Celsii Hierobot. ii pp.

Twenty

cors

according to the calculations of Thenius, about ten casks (1 cask

=6

pails

was the

;

1 pail

finest

=72

kind of

If we bear in mind that this
we cannot speak of disproportion to

cans).

oil,

Thenius reckons that 20,000
wheat were about 38,250 Dresden scheffeln (? sacks).
Ver. 1 2. The remark that " the Lord gave Solomon wisdom" refers
not merely to the treaty which Solomon made with Hiram, through
which he obtained materials and skilled workmen for the erection
of the house of God (Thenius), but also to the wise use which he
made of the capacities of his own subjects for this work. For
the quantity of wheat delivered.
core of

not only brings to a close the section relating to
Solomon's negotiations with Hiram, but it also forms an introduction to the following verses, in which the intimation given
this verse

by Solomon in

ver. 6, concerning

the labourers

who were
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wood upon Lebanon

in

company with Hiram's men,

minutely defined.

is

more

—

Vers. 13,
Vers. 13-18. The tributary labourers out of Israel.
14. Solomon raised a tribute (DO, tribute-labourers, as in cb.
iv. 6) out of all Israel, i.e. out of the whole nation (not " out

Ewald supposes), 30,000
men, and sent them up to Lebanon, 10,000 a month in rotation one month they were on Lebanon (doing tribute work),
two months at home (looking after the cultivation of their own
ground).
3RI, from "??•}, does not mean in tabulas referre, in
support of which appeal is made to 1 Chron. xxvii. 24, though
on insufficient ground, but ascendere fecit, corresponding to the
of the whole territory of Israel," as

;

German

ausheben (to raise).

He

raised

them out of the

nation,

These 30,000
send them up Lebanon (cf. ch ix. 25).
Israelitish labourers must be distinguished from the remnants
of the Canaanites who were made into tribute-slaves (ver. 15

to

The latter are called *i?V do, tribute-slaves, in
Josh xvi. 10. That the Israelites were not to
render the service of bondsmen is evident from the fact, that
they only rendered tribute for four months of the year, and
were at home for eight months and the use of the epithet DO
For even if this word is applied
is not at variance with this.
elsewhere to the Ganaanitish bondsmen {e.g. Josh. xvii. 13,
Judg. L 28, 30, and 2 Curort viii 8), a distinction is decidedly
made in our account of Solomon between DO and t?S> DO, inasmuch as in ch ix 22, after the Ganaanitish bondsmen have
been mentioned, it is expressly stated that " of Israel Solomon
made no one a slave" 0??)- Ta e 30,000 Israelitish tributeand

ch.

ch. ix.

ix 20).

21

as in

;

servants are " to be thought of as free Israelites,

who simply

performed the less severe work of felling trees in fellowship
with and under the direction of the subjects of Hiram (see at
ver. 6), according to

the

command

of the king, and probably

For Admiram
And Solomon had 70,000 bearers

not even that without remuneration" (Thenius).

—

Ver. 15.

see at ch. iv. 6.

of burdens and 80,000 hewers of stone on the mountains (of

Lebanon).

3?h

is

understood by the older translators as refer-

ring simply to hewers of stone.

This

is

favoured both

by the

18 speaks of stone-mason's work, and also
by the usage of the language, inasmuch as 3?n is mostly applied
to the quarrying and cutting of stones (Dent vi 11 ; Isa. v. 2 ;
Prov. ix 1 ; 2 Kings xii 13), and only occurs in Isa. x 15 in
context, since ver.

-
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V. 13-18.

connection with the cutting of wood. The hewing and preparing of the wood were amply provided for by 30,000 Israelites.
That the 150,000 bearers of burdens and hewers of stone were
not taken from the Israelites, is evident from the fact that they
axe distinguished from the latter, or at all events are not
described as Israelites. We obtain certainty on this point from
the parallel passages, ch. ix. 20, 21, 2 Chron. ii. 16, 17, and
2 Chron. viii 1-9, according to which Solomon pressed the
Canaanites who were left in the land to this bond-service.
Ver. 16. " Beside 0??). ** without reckoning, the princes, Solomon's officers, who were over the work (ie. the chiefs appointed
by Solomon as overlookers of the work), 3300, who ruled over
the people who laboured at the work" tnaan nfc>f as Thenius
correctly observes, cannot be the chief of the overlookers, i.e. the

head

no allusion made to subordinate
and the number given is much too large for head
B'?*?, which is governed by *Hp in the construct

inspectors, as there is

inspectors,
inspectors.
state, is to

be taken as defining the substantive principes qui
cf. Ewald, § 287, a).
Moreover, at the
;
:

prccfecti erant (VatabL

close of the account of the whole of Solomon's buildings (ch
ix.

23),

550 more

the people

who

D'???!?

did the

*fy are mentioned as presiding over
The accounts in the Chronicles

work

from these in a very peculiar manner, the number of over17 as 3600, and in 2 Chron.
10 as 250. Now, however natural it may be, with the

differ

seers being given in 2 Chron. ii
viii.

multiplicity of errors occurring in numerical

assume that these

statements, to

have arisen from copyists' errors
through the confounding together of numerical letters resembling one another, this explanation is overthrown as an imdifferences

probable one, by the fact that the sum-total of the overseers

is

same in both accounts (3300 + 550 = 3850 in the books of
Kings, and 3600 + 250 = 3850 in the Chronicles); and we
must therefore follow J. H. Michaelis, and explain the differences as resulting from a different method of classification,
the

namely, from the fact that in the Chronicles the Canaanitish
overseers are distinguished from the Israelitish (viz. 3600
Canaanites and 250 Israelites), whereas in the books of Kings
the inferiores

et

superiores prcefecti are distinguished.

Conse-

and 550 superior
(or superintendents), of whom 250 were selected from the
In 2 Chron. ii. 16, 17,
Israelites and 300 from the Canaanites.
quently Solomon had

3300

inferior overseers
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viii.
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3600 were taken from the

left in

number given

in ch.

D*"]*,

And

the land of Israel

it

23 and

ix.

10 (550 and 250) simply comprises the super-

intendents over the whole body of builders, notwithstanding
the fact that in both passages (ch

same epithet M*?? *}&
seers is given in

ch

ix.

is used.

23

If,

as 550,

v.

i.e.

parallel passage of the Chronicles, there

that the

16 and

ch. ix 23) the
number of over300 more than in the
can hardly be any doubt

then, the

number 550 includes the 300,

given in our chapter
that in the

3300

itish descent are

falls

number
and

in which the

short of that in the Chronicles,

of our chapter the superintendents of

—

not included 1

Ver. 17.

And

Canaan-

the king

large, costly stones broken, " to lay the foundation of the

had

house

with hewn stones."

rtf"ij£ does not mean heavy (Thenius), for
would be a perfectly superfluous remark, inasmuch as large
stones are always heavy, but costly, valuable stones, qui multa
pecunia constabant (Cler.) ; compare ch x. 2, where the word

this

stands for precious stones.
the temple,

by which we

1B$,

i.e.

to lay the foundation for

are to understand not merely the

foundation for the temple-house, but the magnificent substructions for the

whole of the temple

area,

even though the strong

walls which surrounded the temple mountain, and which Jose-

phus describes in his Antiquities,
in his de Bell. Jud. v. 5, 1,

may

viii 3, 9,

and xv. 11,

not have been

all

3,

and

completed by

may have been a work of centuries. For further
remarks on this subject, see at ch. vi 38. tvn \33K are squared

Solomon, but

and eight cubits.
18 the account of the preparations for the building of the temple, which were the object of Solomon's negotia" Solomon's builders
tions with Hiram, is brought to a close.
and Hiram's builders, even the Giblites, hewed and prepared the
wood and the stones for the building of the house." The object
to ^DS'. is not the square stones mentioned before, but the trees
stones, according to ch. vii. 10, of ten

1

With

ver.

Ewald

(Gesch.

iii.

p. 292) assumes that

" by the 550 (1 Kings

ix.

23)

we

are to understand the actual superintendents, whereas the 3300 (1 Kings v.
30) include inferior inspectors as well ; and of the 550 superintendents, 300

were taken from the Cananaeans, so that only 250 (2 Chron. viii. 10) were
native Hebrews ;" though he pronounces the number 3600 (2 Chron. ii. 17)
erroneous. Bertheau, on the other hand, in his notes on 2 Chron. viii. 10,
has rather complicated than elucidated the relation in which the two accounts
stand to one another.
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vx.

(beams) and stones mentioned after « W. Ovatf?. is to be taken
as explanatory, " even the Giblites," giving a more precise definition of " Hiram's builders." The Giblites are the inhabitants
of the town of Gebal, called Byblos by the Greeks, to the north
of Beirut (see at Josh. xiii. 5), -which was the nearest to the
celebrated cedar forest of the larger Phoenician towns.

ing to Ezek.

xxvii. 9, the Giblites (Byblians)

Accordwere experienced

in the art of shipbuilding, and therefore were probably skilful
builders generally, and as such the most suitable of Hiram's
subjects to superintend the working of the wood and stone for
Solomon's buildings. For it was in the very nature of the case
that the number of the Phoenician builders was only a small
one, and that they were merely the foremen ; and this may also
be inferred from the large number of his own subjects whom

Solomon appointed

to the work.

CHAP.

The account

VI.

1

BUILDING OF THE TEMPLE.

of the building of the temple

statement of the date of the building

commences with a
;
and this is fol-

(ver. 1)

lowed by a description of the plan and size of the temple-house
(vers. 2-10), to which there is also appended the divine promise
made to Solomon during the erection of the building (vers. 1 1-1 3).
After this we have a further account of the internal fittings and
1 Without any satisfactory ground Thenius has taken offence at the word
B^>33m, and on the strength of the critically unattested xai «/3*xo» avtoif

of the

-which

LXX. and the
is

paraphrastic ippicarrat

only introduced to

fill

*<*<

tvtiitarrtts of Josephus,

in the picture, has altered

it into DIT'aj'li

" they bordered them (the stones)." This he explains as relating to the
" bevelling " of the stones, upon the erroneous assumption that the grooving
of the stones in the old -walls encircling the temple area, which Robinson

was the first tc notice and describe, " occurs nowhere else in presame form " whereas Robinson found them in the ancient remains

{Pal. L 423)
cisely the

;

of the foundations of walls in different places throughout the land, not only
in

the neighbourhood of Jerusalem,

viz.

at Bethany, but also at Carmel on

the mountains of Judah, at Hebron, Semua (Esthemoa), Beit Nusib (Nezib),
on Tabor, and especially in the north, in the old remains of the walls of the
fortifications es Shukif, Ilunin, Banias, Tyrut, Jebail (Byblus), Baalbek,

on

the island of Ruwad (the ancient Aradus), and in different temples on Lebanon
(see Rob. Pal. ii. 101, 198, 484, 627 ; iii. 12, 213, 214 ; and Bibl. Researches,
Bottcher (n. ex. Krit. Aehrenl. ii. p. 32) has therefore properly
p. 220).
rejected this conjecture as " ill-founded," though only to put in its place

another -which

is

altogether unfounded, namely, that before

D H i>Um the word
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1-1 2 a
temple
and, finally, a description of the pillars of the court which were
executed in metal by the Tyrian artist, and of the different vessels
1
We have a parallel to this in
of the temple (ch. vii. 13-51).
2 Chron. iii and iv., though here the description is differently
arranged.
In the Chronicles the external building of the templehouse is not separated from the internal decoration and furnishing;
but after the period of erection and the size of the temple-house
have been given in ch, iiL 1-3, there follows a description, m. of
the court (ver, 4); b. of the Holy Place with its internal decorations
(vers. 5-7); c. of the Most Holy Place, with special reference to its
size and decorations, also of the colossal cherubim placed therein
and the curtain in front of it, which is not mentioned in our account

decorations' of the sanctuary (vers.

description of the royal palace

14-36), and in

which was

ch. vii

built after the

8-14) ; d. of the brazen pillars in front of the court (vers.
15-17); e. of the altar of burnt-offering (ch. iv. 1), which is passed
over in the account before us ; /. of the brazen sea (vers. 2-5) ;
g. of the brazen lavers, the golden candlesticks, the tables of shewbread, and the golden basons (vers. 6-8) ; and h. of the courts
(ver. 9).
The account is then closed with a summary enumera(vers.

tion of the different vessels of the temple (vers. 10-22),
agrees almost

word

Vers. 1-10.

for

which

word with 1 Kings vii 40-50.

The Outside of the Building.

—

Ver. 1.

The

building of the temple, a fixed and splendid house of Jehovah as
D*f¥n (" the Tynans ") has dropped out. For this has nothing farther in its
favour than the most improbable assumption, that king Hiram gathered
together the subjects of his whole kingdom to take part in Solomon's buildings.
The addition of rpta «•«, which is added by the LXX. at the end of
the verse, does not warrant the assumption of Thenius and Bottcber, that
For it is obvious that the LXX. have
D'Jt? tfov has dropped out of the text.

—

merely made their addition e conjeclura, and indeed have concluded that, as
the foundation for the temple was laid in the fourth year of Solomon's reign,
the preliminary work must have occupied the first three years of his reign,
1
Of the special works on the subject of the temple, see my pamphlet, Der
Tempel Salomon, 'eine arcMologische Untersuchung (Dorp. 1839) ; and Carl
Chr. W. F. BShr, Der Salomonische Tempel mit Berilcksichtigung seines VerhSUnisses zur heil. Architectur iiberhaupt (Karlsr. 1848).
In both of these
there are critical notices of the earlier investigations and monographs on this
subject, which have now simply a historical interest.
See also the short
description of the temple in

my

Bibl.

ArcMologie,

i.

§ 23 sqq., with sketches

of the temple building

and the principal vessels on Plates 2 and 3, and the
most recent notice by H. Merz in Herzog's Cyclopedia (Art. Temple).
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1-lfc

the dwelling-place of His name in the midst of His people,
formed an important epoch so far as the Old Testament kingdom
of God was concerned, inasmuch as, according to the declaration
of God made through the prophet Nathan, an end would thereby

be put

to the provisional condition of the people of Israel in the

land of Canaan, since the temple was to become a substantial
pledge of the permanent possession of the inheritance promised
by the Lord. The importance of this epoch is indicated by the
fact, that the time when the temple was built is denned not
merely in relation to the year of Solomon's reign, but also in relation to the exodus of the Israelites out of Egypt. " In the 480th
year after the exodus of the sons of Israel out of the land of Egypt,
in the fourth year of Solomon's reign, in the second month of
the year, Solomon built the house of the Lord." The correctness
of the number 480, as contrasted with the 440th year of the
LXX. and the different statements made by Josephus, is now
pretty generally admitted ; and we have already proved at Judg.
iii. 7 that it agrees with the duration of the period of the
Judges when rightly estimated.1 The name of the month Ziv,
brilliancy, splendour, probably so called from the splendour of
the flowers, is explained by the clause, "that is, the second
month,'' because the months had no fixed names before the captivity, and received different names after the captivity.
The
second month was called Jyar after the captivity.
The place
where the temple was built is not given in our account, as having
been sufficiently well known; though it is given in the parallel

—

1

In opposition to the hypothesis of Bbttcher, which has been repeated by
viz. that the number 480 merely rests upon the computation of
12 x 40 years, or twelve generations of forty years each, Thenius himself
has observed with perfect justice, that "where both the year and the month
of the reign of the king in question are given, the principal number will certainly rest upon something more than mere computation ; and if this had not
been the case, the person making such a computation, if only for the purpose
of obtaining the appearance of aD exact statement, would have made a particular calculation of the years of Solomon's reign, and would have added them
to the round number obtained, and written ' in the year 484.' Moreover, the
introduction to our chapter has something annalisticjn its tone ; and at this
early period it would be undoubtedly well known, and in a case like the present a careful calculation would be made, how long a time had elapsed since
Bertheau,

the most memorable period of the Israelitish nation had passed by." Compare
with this Ed. Preuss {Die Zeitrechnuny der LXX., p. 74 sqq.), who has endeavoured with much greater probability to show that the alteration made by
the
into 440 rests upon nothing more than a genealogical combination.

LXX
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2 Chron. iii. 1, namely, " Mount Moriah, where the Lord had
appeared to David " at the time of the pestilence, and where
David had huilt an altar of burnt-offering by divine command
text,

2 Sam. xxiv. 25).
2-4. Plan and dimensions of the temple-house.
The
measures of the temple-house and its several subdivisions are all
given in the clear, i.e. as the spaces were seen. The house, i.e. the
(see at

—

Vers.

main building of the temple, (lit as for the house, or shell of the
building), its length was sixty cubits, its breadth twenty cubits,
and its height thirty cubits, and that, according to 2 Chron. iii 3,
" after the earlier measure,"

i.e. after the old Mosaic or sacred
which was a hand-breadth longer, according to Ezek. xl 5
and xliii. 13, than the civil cubit of the time of the captivity.
The Mosaic cubit, according to the investigations of Thenius,
was 214,512 Parisian lines long, i.e. 20£ Dresden inches, or
18^ Rhenish inches (see at Gen. vi 10). Ver. 3. The porch
(lit. hall) in the face of QV^V, i.e. before) the Holy Place of the
house was twenty cubits long, before O??"'?) the breadth of the
house, ie. it was just the same breadth as the house.
The
longer line, which ran parallel to the breadth of the house, is
called here T$*, the length, though from our point of view we
And ten cubits was its breadth, ic.
should call it the width.
The height of the court is not
its depth in front of the house.
given in our text ; but in 2 Chron. iii. 4 it is said to have been
120 cubits. This is certainly an error, although Ewald (Gesch.
iii. p.
300) still joins with Stieglitz (Baukunst, p. 126, and

cubit,

—

Bank. i. p. 70) in defending its correctness.
For an erection of such a height as this could not possibly have
been designated as tf^H (a hall or porch), but would have been
called /'UD, a tower.
But even a tower of 120 cubits in height
in front of a temple which was only thirty cubits high, would
have shown a greater disproportion than our loftiest church
;
towers * and such a funnel-like erection with a base of only ten
Beitrr. zur Oesch. der

1

In the Strasburg cathedral and that at Freiburg in Breisgau the proand that of the church, together with
the roof, is about 3| tp 1 it is only in the cathedral at Rouen that the proportion between the height of the tower
;

portion would have been almost 4 to 1
top.

At

mind that

if it

had beeu carried out to the veryit must be borne in

the same time, in making this comparison

these Gothic towers taper off into slender points, whereas in the
we must assume that if the porch was carried up to

case of Solomon's temple

the height Bupposed,

would

it

finished in a flat truncated

tower

;

and it is this which

chiefly occasion the disproportion.
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VI. 6-8.

cubits in breadth or depth, would hardly have possessed sufficient
stability.

We

cannot certainly think of an intentional exag-

geration of the height in the Chronicles, since the other measures

but the assumption that there
rendered natural enough by
many other errors in the numerical statements. This still leaves
it undecided whether the true height was twenty or thirty cubits
for whereas the Syriac, Arabic, and LXX. (Cod. Al.) have twenty
agree with the account before us

;

has heen a corruption of the text

is

favoured partly by the
omission of any statement of the height from our text, which is
much easier to explain if the porch was of the same height as
cubits, the height of thirty cubits is

the temple-house than

by

if

the heights were different, and partly

the circumstance that the side building had an external

height of twenty cubits, and therefore the porch would not have
stood out with any especial prominence
just the same.

—

if its

elevation

had been

Ver. 4. After the account of the proportionate

the windows

through which it
D'DON D , p^B
does
not mean fenestra: intus latce, forts angustm (Chald., Ar., Rabh,
Luther, and others), but windows with closed beams, i.e. windows
spaces in the temple-house,

received light and air are mentioned.

i

wn

the lattice-work of which could not be opened and closed at
xiii. 17
Dan.
For D Bp2' signifies beams overlaid in ch. vii. 4, and
The opening of the windows was
lin? beams in ch vii. 5.
probably narrower without than within, as in the older Egyptian
buildings, as the walls were very strong ; and in that case such
windows would more thoroughly answer their purpose, viz. to
admit light and air, and let out the smoke, so that the interpretation given by the Chaldee is most likely founded upon an
ancient tradition, and is in accordance with the fact, though not
with the words. It is a disputed point among the commentators
where the windows were placed whether merely in the front
over the porch, provided, that is to say, that this was ten cubits
lower than the temple-house, or on the side walls above the side
stories, which were at the most about twenty cubits high, in
which case the Most Holy Place, which was only twenty cubits
high, remained quite dark, according to ch. viii. 12. "We regard
the latter view as the correGt one, inasmuch as the objections to
it rest upon assumptions which can be proved to be false.
Ver. 5. " He built against the
Vers. 5—8. The side building.
wall of the house an outwork round about {i.e. against the two

pleasure, as in ordinary dwelling-houses (2 Kings

vi

11).

;

,

:

—
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longer sides and against the hinder wall, and not against the
front also,

where the porch was

built), against

the walls of the

house round about, against the Holy Place and the Holy of
JW (written
Holies, and he made side chambers round about."
constantly TT, in the Keri) signifies literally stratum, here the
lower building or outwork erected against the rooms mentioned.

The word

is gen. comm., but so construed that the masculine is
used in a collective sense to denote the whole of the outworks,
consisting as they did of three stories, whereas the feminine is

On this use
used for one single story of the building (ver. 6).
of the masculine and feminine genders to distinguish the whole
mass and the individual parts, which is very common in Arabic,
though it is rare in Hebrew, in which the distinction is generally expressed by a peculiar feminine form, as for example "M
a fleet, and n*3K a single ship, compare Ewald, Lehrbuch dor hebr..
Spr. § 175, d, and 176, a, and gramm. crit. ling. ardb. i § 295.
nvVgrnK does not mean aim, parietibua (Seb. Schmidt and J.
Michaelis), but UK is a sign of the accusative, " as for the
^V**
walls," and introduces the more precise definition.
signifies, both here and in Ezek. xli. 6 sqq., side chambers or
side stories, from V?V, to incline to one side, hence to limp, ie.
to lean constantly to one side.
From this there were derived
for P-? the meanings side, side piece or side wall, e.g. of the
ark, Ex xxv. 12, 14, eta, of the dwelling, Ex. xxvi 20, 26, et&,
of the altar, Ex. xxvii. 7, 30, eta, the side wall or slope of a
mountain, 2 Sam. xvi. 13, the side portion of the human body,
i.e. the rib, Gen. ii 21, 22, the sides or leaves of a door in ver.
34 of the present chapter, and when used of buildings, the side
pieces or portions built out which lean against the main building and lastly, the idea of a piece which shows a large side,
i.e. a broad plank (ch. vi 15, 16).
The meaning planks or
beams, as it were ribs or rib-work, is unfounded.
Ver. 6. The

H

;

—

(internal) breadth of the lower side story

was

five cubits, that

middle one six, and that of the third seven cubits;
he (they) had made shortenings {i.e. rebates) against the
house round about on the outside, that (there might be) no
insertion into the walls of the (temple-) house."
The meaning
is that rebates were attached against the temple wall, at the
point where the lower beams of the different side stories were
to be placed, so that the heads of these beams rested upon the
rebates and were not inserted in the actual wall of the templeof the
" for
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5-6.

These rebates are called very descriptively

HfonJD, de-

ductions or contractions of the thickness of the wall

We may

house.

assume that there were four such rebates three for the three
floors of the side stories, and one for the roof.
It still remains
doubtful, however, whether these rebates were merely laid along
:

the temple wall, or along the outer wall of the side building as
well, so as to ensure symmetry and make each of the two walls

The former

half a cubit thinner or weaker at every rebate.

And

the more probable.

is

accordingly the temple wall was one

cubit weaker at each rebate, that is to say, in four places.

If,

remained two cubits thick at the top, it must
have been six cubits thick below.
This extraordinary thickness, however, would be quite in keeping with the remains of

therefore, it still

buildings of great antiquity, the walls of which have generally

a

and

colossal thickness,

also with the size of the square stones

of which the wall was constructed, as described in eh.

—

vii.

10.

7 contains a circumstantial clause, inserted as an ex" The house, (namely) when building, was
planation of ver. 6
built of perfectly finished stones of the quarry, and hammer
and axe ; no kind of instrument whatever was heard at the
house when it was building." J>DD HDtB' }3K (on the construction see Ges. § 114, 1, ErL, and Ewald, § 339,6) does not mean
stones quite unhewn, which God had so caused to grow that they
did not require to be hewn (Theodoret) for although D^3K
Ver.

:

;

rtto5e>'

is

used in Deut. xxvii. 6 (compare with

unhewn

signify uninjured, ie.

stones, yet this

obv

Ex

xx. 25) to

meaning

is

pre-

cluded here by the context

(cf.

here, that is to say, stones

which were so perfectly tooled and

when

v. 32).

signifies finished

broken in the quarry, that when the temple
walls were built no iron instruments were required to prepare
prepared

them any

first

an axe, here a stone-mason's cutting
In ver. 8 the description of the
side building is continued
"A door (HTiB, an opening for the
entrance) to the middle side chamber (of the lower story) was
on the right side (the southern side) of the house, and a winding staircase led up into the middle (room of the middle story)
and out of the middle into the third rooms," i.e. the rooms of the
further.

|Tj|,

tool corresponding to the axe.

third story.

This

is

—

the rendering according to the Masoretic

and the only thing that appears strange is the use of
fuaw first of all for the middle room of the lower story and
then for the middle story ; and the conjecture is a very natural

text

;
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may have been an error of the pen
which case y>yn does not signify the side room,
but is used in a collective sense for the row of side rooms in
That this door was made
one story, as in Ezek xli. 5, 9, 11.
from the outside, i.e. in the outer wall of the side building, and
did not lead into the side rooms " from the interior of the Holy
Place," would hardly need a remark, if Bottcher (Proben alttestl.
Schrifterkl. p. 339) and Schnaase (Oesch. der bildenden Kunste,
Bd. 1) had not really supported this view, which is so
thoroughly irreconcilable with the dignity of the sanctuary. 1
The only question is, whether it was made in the middle of
one, that the first rob'nn

for ""uhnnn, in

the right side or in the front

the Masoretic text

by the

side of the porch.

If

there is no doubt about the former.

is correct,

But if we read njfonnn, the text leaves the question undecided.
The winding staircase was not constructed in the outer wall
itself,

because this was not thick enough for the purpose, and

the text states pretty clearly that
into the middle one,

and thence

led from the lower story

it

still

higher, so that it

was in

the centre of the building.

In

9 and 10 the

description of the exterior of the
" So he built the house,
brought to a close.
and finished it, and covered the house with beams and boards
I&M is not to be understood as relating to the
of cedar."
vers.

temple building

is

internal panelling of the temple-house, for this is spoken of
first

in the section which follows (ver. 15), but to the roofing;

means

}bd

to conceal

(Deut

generally, though

mean

i.

21) and cover in

all

the

4 and

tfM does
construed with the accusative.
"
"
boards, but beams, though not
an arched covering

signifying clothing,

not

xxxiii.

Jer. xxii. 14, where pBD is
incorrectly, translated " panelled."
As a verb

other passages, even in Hag.

it is

beams cut in the form of an arch would have
been too weak in the middle, nor yet rafters (Bottcher), because
(Thenius), because

the roofs of oriental buildings are
tablets

(consisting)

of cedars,"

*

flat.

i.e.

inserted in rows between the beams.

D T3£? n 11^' " rows,

i. e.

cedar tablets, which were

This cedar-work was cer-

and
had no doubt

tainly provided with a strong covering to protect the roof

the building itself against rain

;

and

at the sides it

a parapet, as in the case of dwelling-houses (Deut.
1

xxii. 8).

The
had most probably an inner door as well, which connected it with the temple,
does just as much violence to the decorum of the Holy Place.

perfectly groundless assumption of Thenius, that the outer building
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9, 10.

all

see ver. 5) ; five cubits was its height," i.e. the height of each
story, the suffix in \T\D\p being made to agree with JWf? through

an inaccuracy which has arisen from condensation, although, as
in ver. 5, it denotes the whole of the side buildings, which
The height given must also be
understood as referring to the height within.
Consequently
consisted of three stories.

the side buildings had an internal height of 3

X

5 cubits, and

reckoning the floorings and the roof of the whole building an
external height of 18 or 20 cubits; so that the temple-house,

which was

thirty cubits high within

and about thirty-two with-

out, rose about twelve or fourteen cubits above the side building,

and there was plenty of room for the windows in the side walls.
" and it (the side building) held to the house with
'vn trow
cedar beams."
The meaning is, that the building was fastened
to the house by the joists of the cedar beams belonging to the
different stories, which rested upon rebates of the temple wall,
so that it was firmly attached to the temple-house, without any
:

injurious insertions into the sanctuary

itself.

This

is

apparently

the only explanation, that can be grammatically sustained, of

words that have received such
the translation given
viz. "

he fastened

it

For

different interpretations.

by Thenius, which

coincides with this,

(each separate story of the building) to the

temple-house with cedar wood, namely, with the cedar beams

—

which formed the flooring and roofing of the three stories," is
exposed to this grammatical objection, that the suffix is wanting
in fH(£, and that T?K is never followed by ntt in the sense of with.
thto signifies neither
All the other explanations are unsuitable,
" he covered the house " (Chald, Vulg., Luther), nor " he over;
laid the house " moreover, the roofing of the house has been
already mentioned in ver. 9, and there is no trace to be found
of any overlaying or covering of the outside with cedar wood.
If, therefore, we reckon the thickness of the temple wall at
six cubits,

and that of the outer wall of the

side building

and

the front wall of the porch at three cubits each, the whole build-

ing would be ninety-three cubits long (externally) and forty-eight
cubits broad.
The height of the temple-house was about thirtytwo cubits externally, and that of the side stories from eighteen
to twenty cubits, without the socle upon which the whole build-

ing rested.

This

is

not mentioned indeed, as being a subordinate
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matter, but

would certainly not be omitted.1

rooms in the side buildings

not given, but

is

The number of

may

be set

down

at thirty in each story, if their length corresponded to their

These rooms had of course win-

breadth in the lower story.

dows, although they are not mentioned in the account, but each

one would have only a small window
requisite light

And

as to the

we can simply make

also,

sufficient to give it

number

conjectures.

that there were more than six

of the temple

We

on each

the

windows

can hardly assume

side,

and there were

probably none at the back.

God during the Botlddtg of the
promise was communicated to Solonot more precisely stated But the expression " And the

Vers. 11-13. Pbomise of

Temple.

mon

is

word

—In what way

this

of Jehovah came" seems to point to a prophetic

And this is in harmony with

ch. ix. 2, according to

medium.
which Jehovah

only revealed Himself to Solomon twice by an actual appearance.
Ver. 12. 'VH rp?n is placed at the head absolutely : " As for the

—

house which thou art building
in

my statutes, ...

lather

David"

(nJ3,

I will set up

The reference

a

participle), if

thou walkest

my word, which I spake

is to

to thy

the promise in 2 Sam. vii

sqq. of the everlasting establishment of his throne.

12

God would

he would walk in the commandments of
him when he
handed over the kingdom (ch. ii. 3). The promise in ver. 13, " I
fulfil this for

Solomon

if

the Lord, as his father had already urged upon

will dwell in the midst of the children of Israel," does not contain

a second promise added to the one given in 2 Sam. vii 12 sqq.,
but simply a special application of it to the building of the temple
which had already been commenced The eternal establishment
1 Thenius, on the other hand, reckons
the length of the whole braiding at
a hundred cubits and its breadth at fifty-two, because, on the unfounded assumption that the temple in Ezekiel's vision was simply a copy of Solomon's

temple, he sets

two

down the

thickness of the temple wall in front and along the

and that

Moreover, he
of the hinder wall at seven.
not only reckons the internal length of the house at sixty-two cubits, in
opposition to the statement in the text, that the length of the house (which
was divided into the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies) was sixty cubits
but in opposition to ver. 16, according to which the Holy Place and the Holy
of Holies were separated by boards of cedar, he assumes that there was a wall
of two cubits in thickness between the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies, according to Ezek. xli. 3 and, lastly, for no other reason than the wish to get the
round number 100, he takes for granted that the hinder wall of tie temple
was a cubit thicker Huax that on the other aides.
sides at six cubits,

;
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of the throne of David involved the dwelling of God among His
Tins dwelling of God is now

people, or rather is founded upon it

new and lasting realization. The temple is to be a
pledge that the Lord will maintain for His people His covenant of
to receive a

grace and His gracious presence.

In

this respect the promise, " I

will dwell in the midst of the children of Israel, and not forsake

my people

Israel," is

a confirmation of the word which Jehovah

had spoken to David,

although, so far as the actual words are con-

cerned,

it is

more

closely connected

with Lev. xxvi. 11, when the

highest blessing attendant upon the faithful observance of the

commandments of God
make my abode among

is

summed up

you, and

my

in the promise,

"I

will

soul will not despise you."

The Internal Arrangements of the Temple14-22. Interned covering of the house, and diviVer. 14 (cf. ver. 9) resumes the
sion into Holy and Most Holy.
description of the building of the temple, which had been interVers. 14-35.

—

house.

Vera.

—

rupted by the divine promise just communicated.
built

(«.&,

—

Ver. 15.

"He

so far as the sense is concerned, he covered) the walls

from the floor of the
house to the walls of the ceiling he overlaid it with wood within,
and overlaid the floor with cypress boards." The expression rtVv?
jBBn ? " walls of the ceiling," is very striking here, and renders
it probable that rfTp is only a copyist's error for rri"rip, " beams
The whole of the inside of the house was
of the ceiling."
covered with wood, so that nothing was to be seen of the stone
wall (ver. 18). On the other hand, the biblical text knows
nothing of any covering of the outer walls also with wood, as
many have assumed. Vers. 16, 17. "And he built D^bjrnK
n&K, the twenty cubits (i.e. the space of twenty cubits), of the
hindermost side of the house with boards of cedar," from the floor
JlVvgiTiy is to be explained from
to the beams (of the roof).
iron nrvp ijf in ver. 15.
"And built them for it (the house
\b pointing back to rran) into the hinder room, into the Most
"P? is more precisely denned by the apposition &"jj?
Holy."
DT^^7, and therefore denotes the Most Holy Place. But there is
Aquila and
a doubt as to its derivation and true meaning.
Symmachus render it j^fiarurr^piov, Jerome "kaktyrfipiov, or in
the Vulg. oracnlum, so that they derive it from 13*», to speak
and Hengstenberg adopts this derivation in Ps. xxviii. 2 : TW,
lit that which is spoken, then the place where the speaking
of the house within with boards of cedar

;

—

—

5

!
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more recent commentators, on the

other hand, follow the example of C. B. Michaelis and J. Simonis,

and render it, after the Arabic, the hinder portion or hack room,
which is favoured by the antithesis '3W 73^ the front sanctuary
(ver. 1 7).
The words of the text, moreover, are not to be understood as referring to a cedar wall in front of the Most Holy Place
which rose to the height of twenty cubits, but to all four walls of the
Most Holy Place, so that the wall which divided the hinder room,
from the Holy Place is not expressly mentioned, simply because
it is self-evident
The words also imply that the whole of the
hinder space of the house to the length of twenty cubits was cut
off for the Most Holy Place, and therefore the party wall must
also have filled, the whole height of the house, which was as
much as thirty cubits, and reached, as is expressly stated, from
the floor to the roof.
There remained therefore forty cubits of
the house (in length) for '3W »'?, the front palace, i.e. the
Holy Place of the temple (ver. 17). "w, anterior, formed from
S
In ver. 18 there is inserted in a,
1P< (cf. Ewald, § 164, a).

—

circumstantial clause the statement as to the internal decoration

and the further description of the Most Holy
"And cedar wood was (placed)
against the house inside, sculpture of gourds (colocynthides) and
open buds." nj??? is in apposition to fiK, containing a more
minute description of the nature of the covering of cedar, njfppo
signifies sculpture, half-raised work (basso relievo)
not, however,
" that kind of bas-relief in which the figures, instead of rising
above the surface on which they are wrought, are simply separated from it by the chiselling out of their outlines, and their
being then rounded off according to these outlines" (Thenius).
For although the expression rrtj6j?D 'rnna (ver. 29) appears to
favour this, yet "merely engraved work" does not harmonize
with the decorations of the brazen stands in ch. vii. 31, which
of both rooms

Place

is

;

given in vers. 19 sqq.

;

are also called

niJ>;>pp.

0^5?

axe figures resembling the

or wild gourds (2 Kings iv. 39),

i.e.

ntyjjiB,

oval ornaments, probably

B'K ^BB are open
running in straight rows along the walls.
flower-buds ; not hangings or garlands of flowers (Thenius), for
this meaning cannot be derived from IBB in the sense of loosening or setting

free, so as

(=

which would be a marvellous expression!

garlands),

to signify flowers loosened or set free

objection that, "according to

opened,

ie.

Num.

flower-buds, were not

xvii.

The

23, flowers not yet

6% but Q'TJB," rests
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false interpretation of the passage referred to.

—

Ver. 19.

"And

(=

namely) he prepared a hinder room in the house within, to
place the ark of the covenant of Jehovah there."
JWi, as ch.
xvii. 14 shows, is not a future (ut reponeres), but the infinitive fin

—

syllable ?n (see Ewald, § 238, c).
Ver. 20. " And
the interior of the hinder room was twenty cubits the length,

with a repeated

twenty cubits the breadth, and twenty cubits its height" The
word *3B? I agree with Kimchi in regarding as the construct
state of the noun B^??. which occurs again in ver. 29 in the
sense of the inner part or interior, as is evident from the
antithesis tfvn? (on the outside).
"And he overlaid it with
"WD 3W (= ifotp in Job xxviii. 15) unquestionably
fine gold"
signifies

fine or costly gold, although the derivation of

meaning

is still

questionable

in the sense of to shut up,

;

viz.
i.e.

served, after the analogy of Bra

out or selecting,
closed,

i.e.

i.e.

;

whether

it is

this

derived from "UD

gold shut up or carefully preor is used in the sense of taking

gold selected or pure

;

or in the sense of

gold condensed or unadulterated (Ftirst and Delitzsch

on Job xxviii 15).
The Most Holy Place had therefore the form of a perfect
cube in the temple as well as in the tabernacle, only on an
scale.
Now, as the internal elevation of the house, i.e.
whole
the
of
the temple-house, the hinder portion of which
of

enlarged

formed the Most Holy Place, was thirty cubits, there was a space
of about ten cubits in height above the Most Holy Place and
below the roof of the temple-house for the upper rooms mentioned in 2 Chron. iii. 9, on the nature and purpose of which
nothing is said in the two accounts. 1 " And he overlaid (clothed)
the altar with cedar wood" There is something very striking
in the allusion to the altar in this passage, since the verse itself

Most Holy Place and still more striking
ifK nanpn, "the altar belonging to the
since
there was no altar in the Most Holy
22,

treats simply of the
is

the expression

Debir" in

ver.

;

v^b

This upper room does not presuppose, however, that the party wall, which
was not merely a cedar wall, but
a wall two cubits thick. The supposed difficulty of setting up a cedar wall
thirty cubits high is not so great as to necessitate assumptions opposed to
the text. For we cannot possibly see why it could not have been made secure
1

follows as a matter of course from ver. 16,

" without injuring the temple wall"

The wood panelling must have been
and therefore this
the case of the cedar beams or boards of the

nailed firmly to the wall without injuring the wall itself ;

could be done just as well in
party wall.
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We

Place.

by such

cannot remove the strangeness of these sentences
Thenius and Bottcher propose, because

alterations as

the alterations suggested are

admissible.

The

much

too complicated to appear

allusion to the altar in both these verses is

rather to be explained from the statements in the Pentateuch as
to the position of the altar of incense ; viz. Ex. xxx. 6, " Thou
shalt place it before the curtain,

which

above the ark of the

is

;

testimony before the capporeth over the testimony " and Ex.
5, "before the ark of the testimony;" whereby this altar,
although actually standing " before the inner curtain," i.e. in the

xL

xL 26, was placed in a closer relaMost Holy Place than the other two things which
were in the Holy Place. The clothing of the altar with cedar
presupposes that it had a heart of stone and the omission of

Holy

Place, according to Ex.

tion to the

;

the article before n?ra

may be

mentioned here for the

is

Tan was

explained on the ground that

first

—

had no article.
and the allusion to the

first

mentioned,

it

gilding of the

Most Holy

Place,

it

where
Ver. 21. To the

time, just as in ver. 16,

altar of

which in a certain sense belonged to it, there is now
appended in ver. 21 the gilding of the Holy Place. " Solomon
noyao rczn
overlaid the house from within with fine gold."
cannot be the party wall between the Holy Place and the Most
Holy, as I formerly supposed, but is the Holy Place as distinThe following words 'til "iajH are
guished from the Most Holy.
If we rendered them, " he caused to pass over in
very obscure.

incense,

(with) golden chains before the hinder room,"

we

could only

think of an ornament consisting of golden chains, which ran
along the wall in front of the hinder room and above the fold-

would be very singularly expressed. We
and many of
the earlier commentators do, according to the Chaldsean usage
in the sense of bolting or fastening " he bolted (fastened) with
;
golden chains before the hinder room " and must assume with
Merz and others that the doors into the Most Holy Place (except
on the day of atonement) were closed and fastened with golden
chains, which were stretched across the whole breadth of the
1
door and stood out against the wall.
The following expresing doors.

must

But

this

therefore take i?», as Gesenius, de Wette,

:

—

1

The conjecture of Thenius, that rD'iBrrnK (the curtain) has dropped out
of the text and should be restored ("he carried the curtain across with
golden chains "), is very properly described by Merz as " certainly untenable," since, apart from the fact that not one of the older versions contains
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and he overlaid it with gold "
the altar Mentioned in the previous verse, the
has not yet been noticed, however surprising
these words from ver. 20 may be.
In ver. 22
sion, 1TJ viBVn, "

—

can only refer to
gilding of

which

the separation of

what has already
been stated with regard to the gilding is repeated once more in
a comprehensive manner, which brings this subject to a close.
The whole house (^3H"73) is the Holy Place and the Most Holy,
but not the porch or
the house,

narcin,

hall, as this is expressely distinguished

the whole

altar,

not merely a portion of

from
it.

Vers. 23—28. The large cherub-figures in the Most Holy Place.

—

Ver. 23.

He made

two cherubs of

(caused to be made) in the hinder room

olive wood,

i.e.

wood

of the oleaster or wild olive-

which is very firm and durable, and, according to 2 Chron.
iiL 10, B'JW? n ?^?, »•«-, according to the Vulgate, opus statuarium, a peculiar kind of sculpture, which cannot be more
precisely defined, as the meaning of JR* is uncertain.
"Ten
cubits was the height of it" (i.e. of the one and of the other).
The figures had a human form, like the golden cherubs upon
the ark of the covenant, and stood upright upon their feet
(2 Chron. iiL 13), with extended wings of five cubits in length,
so that one wing of the one reached to one wing of the other in
the centre of the room, and the other wing of each reached to
the opposite wall, and consequently the four extended wings filled
the entire breadth of the Most Holy Place (a breadth of twenty
cubits), and the two cherubs stood opposite to one' another and
ten cubits apart. The wings were evidently fastened to the
back and placed close to one another upon the shoulder-blades,
so that the small space between their starting-points is not
taken into consideration in the calculation of their length.
The figures were completely overlaid with gold. The ark of
the covenant was placed between these cherubs, and under the
wings which pointed towards one another. As they were made
like those upon the ark, they had evidently the same meaning,
and simply served to strengthen the idea which was symbolized in the cherub, and which we have expounded in the Comtree,

tbe miaaitig words, chains would have impeded the moving of the curtain. It
is true that, according to 2 Chron. iii. 14, there was a curtain before the Moat
Holy Place ; but as it is not mentioned so early as this even in the Chronicles,

would not be its proper position in the account before us, but it would be
most suitably mentioned either In connection with or after the reference to
the doors of the Most Holy Place in vera. SI and 32.

this
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mentary on Ex. xxv. 20 sqq. Only their faces were not turned
towards one another and bent down towards the ark, as in the
case of the golden cherubim of the ark ; but, according to
2 Chron. hi. 13, they were turned n)??, towards the house, i.e.
the Holy Place, so as to allow of the extension of the wings
along the full length of the Most Holy Place.
Vers. 29-35. Ornaments of. the walls; the floors and doors.

—

Holy Place and the

Ver. 29. All the walls of the house (the

he made engraved work
and open flowers from within to the
outside (i.e. in the Most Holy as well as in the Holy Place).
}o = bx .
^1 .
p and O'id? as in ver. 20. This completes the
account of the nature of the covering of wood. In addition to the
oval figures and open flowers (ver. 18), there were also figures of
cherubim and palm-trees carved in the wooden panels. Nothing
But a comparison
is said as to the distribution of these figures.
with Ezek. xli. 18 shows at any rate so much, that the palmtrees alternated with the cherubs, so that there was always one
The gourd-shaped
cherub standing between two palm-trees.
figures and the open flowers probably formed the upper and
lower setting of the rows of palms and cherubs, the flowers
hanging in the form of garlands above the palms and cherubs,
and the rows of gourds arranged in bars constituting the bounIt is a disputed question
dary lines both above and below.
whether there was only one row of palms and cherubs running
round the walls, or whether there were two, or possibly even
three.
There is more probability in the second or third of
these assumptions than in the first, inasmuch as on the walls of
the Egyptian temples there were often three or four rows of
(3DD, adverb)

Most Holy) round about

(carving) of cherubs, palms,

,

.

;

mythological characters in relief arranged one above another

(compare

my work

i.e.

in the

31, 32.

on the Temple, pp. 70

sqq.).

—

Ver. 30.

The

house he overlaid with gold within and without,

floor of the

Most Holy Place and in the Holy Place

also.

—Vers.

He made the entrance to the back room, doors (i.e. consist-

ing of doors

;

cf.

according to ch.

Ewald,
vii.

§

284,

a, /3)

of olive wood, which moved,

50, on golden hinges.

jection of the door-posts

was a

fifth "

(nimo

7Vn, " the pro-

'U1
is

construed freely

as an explanatory apposition to ?WJ, to which it is really subordinate; cf. Ewald, § 290, c). These obscure words, which have
been interpreted in very different ways (see Ges. Thes. pp. 43 sq.),
can hardly have any other meaning than this the projecting
:
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framework of the doors occupied the fifth part of the breadth of
For the explanation given by Bottcher and Thenius,
the walL
" the entrance framework with posts of fifth strength/' has no real
support in Ezek. xli 3. To justify the rendering given to JV#ori
though not in the sense of probut in the thoroughly unwarranted sense of strength or
thickness of the wall and in addition to this, a wall two cubits
thick is postulated between the Holy Place and the Most Holy
(fifth strength), VJ^n ig supplied,

jection,

;

Place, in direct contradiction to ver. 16.

which Thenius

finds in ch.

viii. 8,

The

further evidence,

in support of this explanation,

has been already rejected by Bdttcher as unsustained. It would
indeed be extremely strange for the thickness of the doorposts which formed the setting of the entrance to be given,
whereas nothing is said about the size of the doors.
According
to our explanation, " a fifth of the breadth of the wall," the
entrance was four cubits broad including the projecting doorposts, and each of the two wings of the folding doors about a
cubit and a half broad, if we reckon the projecting framework
on either side at half a cubit in breadth. Ver. 32. " And two
ia also governed by
doors (*.«. folding doors, sc. he made
n&y in ver. 31) of olive wood, and carved upon them carved
work," etc., as upon the walls (ver. 29), " and overlaid them with
gold, spreading the gold upon the cherubs and palms" (TTJ, hiphil
of TJ), i.e. he spread gold-leaf upon them, so that, as Rashi
observes, all the figures, the elevations and depressions of the
carved work, were impressed upon the coating of gold-leaf, and
were thus plainly seen. Thenius infers from this explanatory
clause, that the gilding upon the walls and doors was most probably confined to the figures engraved, and did not extend over
the whole of the walls and doors, because, if the doors had been
entirely overlaid with gold, the gilding of the carved work upon
them would have followed as a matter of course. But this inFor if it followed as a matter
ference is a very doubtful one.
of course from the gilding of the entire doors that the carved
•work upon them was overlaid with gold, it would by no means
follow that the overlaying was such as to leave the carved work
visible or pro minent, which this clause affirms. Moreover, a partial gilding of the walls would not coincide with the expression
rvan-fe Dtnjf in ver. 22, since these words, which are used with
emphasis, evidently affirm more than " that such (partial) gilding
was carried out everywhere throughout the temple proper."
F

—

;

W*
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Most Holy Place did not render the

curtain mentioned in 2 Chron.

iii.

14

unnecessary, as

many

may

very well have been suspended
within the doors ; so that even when the doors were opened
outwards on the entrance of the high priest, the curtain formed
suppose.

This curtain

a second

covering,

which prevented the priests who were
Holy Place and court from looking in. 1
And thus he made upon the door of the Holy
olive wood from a fourth (of the wall)," le.

—

ministering in the
Vers. 33,

34

"

Place posts of

a framework which occupied a fourth of the breadth of the
was five cubits broad (see at. ver. 31), " and two doors
of cypress wood, two leaves each door turning," ie. each of the
folding doors consisting of two leaves, each of which was made
to turn by itself, so that it could be opened and shut alone
(without the other ; D'P/P is probably only a copyist's error for
D'lfaf).
Cypress wood was chosen for the folding doors of the
Holy Place, and not olive wood, as in the case of the Most
Holy Place, probably because it is lighter in weight, and thereIt is questionable here what idea
fore less likely to sink

wall, or

we

are to form of the division of each folding door into

two

which turned by itself: whether we are to think
of each wing as divided lengthwise into two narrow leaves, or
as divided half way up, so that the lower half could be opened
I agree with Merz in thinking the latter
without the upper.
the more probable assumption ; for the objection made by
Thenius, on the ground that doors of this kind are only seen in
the houses of the peasantry, is an idle assertion which cannot
be proved. In a doorway of five cubits in breadth, after reckoning the doorposts, the width of the two wings could not be
And if such a door had been
more than two cubits each
divided into two halves, each half would have been only one
cubit wide, so that when open it would not have furnished the
requisite room for one man conveniently to pass through
On
the other hand, we may assume that a folding door of four
cubits in breadth, if made in just proportions, would be eight
And a door of such a height might easily be
cubits high.
leaves, each of

1 H. Merz (Herzog's CycL) now admits this, whereas he formerly agreed
with Ewald and others in denying the existence of the curtain in Solomon's
temple, and regarded the curtain (veil) in Matt, xxvii. 51, 52 as an arbitraryaddition made by Herod out of his princely caprice, thus overlooking the

deep symbolical meaning which the

veil or curtain possessed.
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divided into two halves, so that only the lower half (of two
cubits in breadth and about four in height) was opened for the
These doors
daily entrance of the priests into the Holy Place.
probably opened outwards, like those in front of the Most
Holy Place. Ver. 35. Carving and gilding as upon the doors
before the hinder room.
The gold was levelled or smoothed
over that which had been engraved, i.e. it was beaten out thin
and laid upon the carving in such a manner that the gold plate

—

:

the figures.

fitted closely to

ancient times

by the

Gilding was generally effected in

laying on of gold plate, which

tened with tacks (compare 2 Chron
Ver. 36. The courts.

of

hewn

stones

—

"

He

iii.

was

fas-

9).

built the inner court three

and one row of hewn cedar beams."

The

rows

epithet

inner court applied to the " court of the priests" (2 Chron. iv. 9)
presupposes an outer one, which is also mentioned in 2 Chron.
iv. 9,

and

called " the great court."

The inner one

is called

the upper (higher) court in Jer. xxxvi 10, from which

lows that

it

was

it fol-

on a higher level than the outer one,
on all sides. It was enclosed by a low

situated

which surrounded

it

wall, consisting of three rows of

hewn

stones, or square stones,

upon another, and a row of hewn cedar beams, which
were either laid horizontally upon the stones, after the analogy
laid one

of the panelling of the temple walls on the inside, or placed upright so as to form a palisading, in order that the people might

be able to see through into the court of the priests. According
to 2 Chron. iv. 9, the outer court had gates lined with brass,
so that it was also surrounded with a high walL
Around it
there were chambers and cells (2 Kings xxiii 1 1 ; Jer. xxxv. 4,
xxxvi 1 0) for the priests and Levites, the plans for which had
already been made by David (1 Chron xxviii. 12).
The principal gate was the east gate (Ezek. xi 1). Other gates are mentioned in 2 Kings xi 6, 2 Chron. xxiii. 5, Jer. xx. 2, 2 Kings
xii 1 0, 2 Chron. xxiv. 8. The size of these courts is not given.
At the same time, following the analogy of the tabernacle, and
with the reduplication of the rooms of the tabernacle which is
adopted in other cases in the temple, we may set down the
length of the court of the priests from east to west at 200
cubits, and the breadth from south to north at 100 cubits ; so
that in front of the temple-building on the east there was a
space of

100

cubits in length and breadth, or

cubits, left free for the altar of burnt-offering

10,000 square
and the other
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vessels, in other words, for the sacrificial worship.

The outer

or great court will therefore, no doubt, have been at least twice
as large, namely,
all,

400

cubits long

80,000 square cubits

;

and 200 cubits broad,

i.e.,

in

so that the front space before the

court of the priests (on the eastern side) was 150 cubits long
from east to west, and 200 cubits broad from south to north,
and 50 cubits in breadth or depth still remained for the other
three sides.

—

The foundawas laid in the fourth year in the month Ziv (see ver. 1),
and it was finished in the eleventh year in the month Bui, i.e.
the eighth month, so that it was built in seven years, or, more
precisely, seven years and a half, " according to all its matters
signifies proventus ; ?& TV is thereand all its due." ^3 for
fore the fruit month, the month of tree fruits.
The name proVers. 37, 38. The time consumed in building.

tion

W

bably originated with the Phoenicians, with whom the fruit
it is said to be found upon the great Sidonian

ripened later ; and

on Ges. Lex. s.v.). For other explaIn comparison with other large
1
buildings of antiquity, and also of modern times, the work was
executed in a very short time. But we must bear in mind that
the building was not a very large one, notwithstanding all its
splendour ; that an unusually large number of workmen were
employed upon it; and that the preparation of the materials,
more especially the hewing of the stones, took place at Lebanon,
and for the most part preceded the laying of the foundation of

inscription (compare Dietrich

nations see Ges. Thes. p. 560.

the temple, so that this

and a

half.

is

not to be included in the seven years

Moreover, the period mentioned probably refers to

the building of the temple-house and court of the priests only,

and

to the general arrangement of the outer court,

and does not

include the completion of the underground works which were

necessary to prepare the space required for them, and of which

only a portion

may have been

carried out

by Solomon.*

1 According to Pliny (H. N. 86, c.
14), all Asia was building at the celebrated temple of Diana at Ephesus for 220 years.
2 The account given by Josephus of these substructures does not show

very clearly how much originated with Solomon, and how much belongs to
the following centuries. At the close of his description of Solomon's temple
(Ant. viii. S, 9), he states that, in order to obtain the same level for the ! £uh*
the outer court of the temple, as that of the mot, he had large
it was difficult to look down on account of their
depth, by raising the ground to the height of 400 cubits, so as to make them
Itpit,

i.e.

valleys filled up, into which
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The importance of the temple is clearly expressed in ch. viii.
It was to be
13, 27, ix. 3, 2 Chron. vi 2, and other passages.
a house built as the dwelling-place for Jehovah, a place for His
seat for ever ; not indeed in

could contain

God within

cannot contain

Him

(ch

any such sense as that the house

its space,
viii.

when

the heavens of heavens

27), but a house where the

of Jehovah is or dwells (ch. viii 16 sqq.

2 Sam.

vii.

1 3,

etc.), ie.

;

name

2 Chron. vi 5

;

cf.

where God manifests His presence in

level with the top of the mountain

;

and

in the de Bell. Jud. v. 6, 1, after

describing the temple-mountain as a mighty

hill,

when

the summit of which

was commenced, because it sloped off on all sides, he adds " Solomon therefore
caused a wall to be raised on the eastern side, and had a porch built upon the
ground that was heaped up, and on the other Bides the temple (»««';) was
naked (yvftrii)." But in the description of the temple of Herod {Ant. rv.
11, S) he says : " The temple was surrounded by enormous porticos (ortxl),
which rested upon a large wall, and were the largest work of which men have
erer heard. It was a steep rocky hill, rising gradually towards the eastern
part of the city up to the highest point. This hill Solomon surrounded with
a wall by very great works up to the very apex, and walled it round, commencing at the root, which is surrounded by a deep ravine, with stones which
were fastened together with lead, . . . and continuing to the top, so that the
size and height of the building, which was completed as a square, were
immense," etc. The flat obtained in this manner is then described by Josephus as a TtpifitMs of four stadia in circumference, namely, one stadium on
each side. Now, although it was the outer court of the temple of Herod
(the court of the Gentiles) which first had this circumference (see my WW.
Arch&ol. i. pp. 143, 144), and Josephus, de Bell. Jud. v. 5, 1, relates that
subsequently (nil «£« ttiutit) the levelling of the hill was carried out to
even a greater extent, as the people still continued to heap up earth, it is
quite conceivable that Solomon may have planned the area of the temple
with this circumference. And this conjecture acquires great probability from
the fact that, according to the researches of Robinson {Pal. i. pp. 420 sqq.
Recent Investigations concerning the Topography of Jerusalem, pp. 68 sqq.; and
Later Biblical Researched, pp. 173 sqq.) r there are layers of enormous square
hardly sufficed for the temple-house and altar

the building
:

stones in the lowest part of the south-western and south-eastern corners of
the present Haram wall, the dimensions of which, apart from the fact that

they are hewn with grooved edges, point to an early Israelitish origin, so that
they might very well be relics of the Solomonian substructures of the templeThere is also the remnant of the arch of a bridge of the same conhill.
struction on the southern portion of the western wall of the Haram, which
points to a bridge that led across from Moriah to Zion, and " appears to
the objections to the identity of this part of the enclosure of the
of the ancient temple" (Bob. Pal i. p. 426). " Here then,"
adds Robinson {Pal. L pp. 427, 428), " we have indisputable remains of
Jewish antiquity, consisting of an important portion of the western wall of

remove

all

mosque with that
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a real manner to His people, and shows Himself to them as the
covenant God, so that Israel may there worship Him and receive
an answer to its prayers. The temple had therefore the same
purpose as the tabernacle, whose place it took, and which it resembled in its fundamental form, its proportions, divisions, and
furniture.
As the glory of the Lord entered into the tabernacle
in the cloud, so did it into the temple also at its dedication, to
sanctify it as the place of the gracious presence of God (eh viiL

&e ancient

temple area.

They

aire

antecedent to the days of Herod

;

probably to be referred to a period long
for the labours of this splendour-loving

tyrant appear to have been confined to the body of the temple and the
porticos around the court.
The magnitude of the stones also, and the workmanship, as compared with other remaining monuments of Herod, seem to
point to an earlier origin. In the accounts we have of the destruction of the)
temple by the Chaldseans, and its rebuilding by Zerubbabel under Darius, no
mention is made of these exterior walls. The former temple was destroyed
by fire, which would not affect these foundations ; nor is it probable that a
feeble colony of returning exiles could have accomplished works like these.
There seems, therefore, little room for hesitation in referring them back to
the days of Solomon, or rather of his successors, who, according to Jose-

up here immense walls, ' immoveable for all time.'
But however probable this assumption may be, the successors of Solomon
cannot come into consideration at all, since Josephus says nothing of the kind,
and the biblical accounts are not favourable to this conjecture. With the
division of the kingdom after the death of Solomon the might of the kings
of Judah was broken and the accounts of the new court which Jehoshaphat
built, i.e. of the restoration of the inner court (2 Chron. xx. 5), and of
the repairs of the temple by Joash (2 Kings xii. 5 sqq. 2 Chron. xxiv. 4 sqq.)
and Josiah (2 Kings xxii. 5 sqq. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 8 sqq.), do not produce the
phus, built

;

;

;

impression that walls so costly or so large could have been built at that time.
The statement of Josephus (I.e. de Bell. Jud. v. 5, 1) concerning the gradual
extension of the levelled hill, has reference to the enlargement of the temple

area towards the north, inasmuch as he adds to the words already quoted :
" and cutting through the north wall, they took in as much as was afterwards

—

occupied by the circumference of the whole temple."
If, therefore, the
remains of the ancient wall which have been mentioned, with their stones of
grooved edges, are of early Israelitish origin, we must trace them to Solomon
and this is favoured still further by the fact, that when Solomon had a magnificent palace built for himself opposite to the temple (see ch. vii. 1-12),

he
would assuredly connect the temple-mountain with Zion by a bridge. Even
J. Berggren (Bibel u. Josephis fiber Jerus. u. d. heil. Grab.) thinks it probable
that " the so-called remains of an arch in the western Haram wall may be,
as Robinson at first indicated, a relic of that ancient and marvellous xystus
bridge, with which the Davidic steps on the two steep sides of the valley of
the Tyropoeum, constructed for the purpose of going from Moriah to Zion
or from Zion to Moriah, were connected."

—
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The temple thereby became not only a
by virtue
of which God would dwell among His people, but also a copy of
the kingdom of God, which received at its erection an embodiment answering to its existing condition at the time. As the

10

;

2 Chron.

v. 14).

visible pledge of the lasting duration of the covenant,

tabernacle, with its resemblance to

a nomad's tent, answered to
had not yet found rest in the promised
land of the Lord ; so was the temple, regarded as an immoveable
house, a pledge that Israel had now acquired its lasting inherit
tance in Canaan, and that the kingdom of God on earth had
the time

when

Israel

obtained a firm foundation in the midst of it

—

This relation

between the temple and the tabernacle will serve to explain all
the points of difference which present themselves between these
two sanctuaries, notwithstanding their agreement in fundamental
forms and in all essential particulars.
As a house or palace of
Jehovah, the temple was not only built of solid and costly
materials, with massive walls of square- stones, and with floors,
ceilings, walls,

and doors of

cedar, cypress,

these almost imperishable kinds of

wood

and

woods

olive

—but was

also pro-

vided with a hall like the palaces of earthly kings, and with side
buildings in three stories in which to keep the utensils requisite
for a magnificent ceremonial, though care was taken that these
adjoining and side buildings were not attached directly to the

main building

so as to violate the indestructibility

and

ness of the house of God, but merely helped to exalt

it

perfect-

and

ele-

vate its dignity. And the increased size of the inner rooms,
whilst the significant forms and measures of the tabernacle were
preserved, was also essentially connected with this.
Whereas
the length and breadth of the dwelling were doubled, and the
height of the whole house tripled, the form of a cube was still

Most Holy Place as the stamp of the perfected
kingdom of God (see Comm. on Pent. voL ii. p. 184), and the
space was fixed at twenty cubits in length, breadth, and height.
On the other hand, in the case of the Holy Place the sameness of
height and breadth were sacrificed to the harmonious proportions
retained for the

house or palace, as points of inferior importance ; and the
measurements were thirty cubits in height, twenty cubits in
breadth, and forty cubits in length ; so that ten as the number of
perfectness was preserved as the standard even here.
And in
order to exhibit still further the perfectness and glory of the
house of God, the walls were not constructed of ordinary quarryof the
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stone,

but of large square stones prepared at the quarry, and the

walls were panelled within with costly

wood

after the

manner

of the palaces of Hither Asia, the panelling being filled with

carved work and overlaid with gold plate.

And

whereas the

overlaying of the whole of the interior with gold shadowed forth

the glory of the house as the residence of the heavenly King, the

God was

more distinctly expressed in
In the tabernacle the walls were
decorated with tapestries in costly colours and interwoven figures
of cherubim; but in the temple they were ornamented with
carved work of figures of cherubim, palms, and opening flowers.
To the figures of cherubim, as representations of the heavenly
spirits which surround the Lord of glory and set forth the
psychical life at its highest stage, there are thus added flowers,
and still more particularly palms, those " princes of the vegetable
kingdom," which, with their fine majestic growth, and their large,
fresh, evergreen leaves, unite within themselves the whole of the
fulness and glory of the vegetable life to set forth the sanctuary
(probably with special reference to Canaan as the land of palms,
and with an allusion to the glory of the King of peace, inasmuch
as the palm is not only the sign of Palestine, but also the symbol
of peace) "as a place that was ever verdant, abiding in all the
freshness of strength, and enfolding within itself the fulness of
life," and thereby to make it a scene of health and life, of peace
and joy, a " paradise of God," where the righteous who are planted
there flourish, and blossom, and bear fruit to old age (Ps. xciL
And this idea of the house, as an immoveable dwelling13).
place of God, is in perfect harmony with the setting up of two
colossal cherubim in the Most Holy Place, which filled the whole
space with their outspread wings, and overshadowed the ark of

idea of this house of

the carved

work of the

still

walls.

;

the covenant, to show that the ark of the covenant with its
small golden cherubim upon the Capporeth, which had journeyed
with the people through the desert to Canaan, was henceforth to

have there a permanent and unchangeable abode.

CHAP. VIL SOLOMON'S PALACE AND THE FUBNITURE OF THE
TEMPLE.

—

Vers. 1—12. Erection of the royal palace.
Ver. 1 is closely
connected in form with ch. vi. 38, and contains a summary
account of the building, which is more minutely described in
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"And

Solomon

89

VII. 1-1*.

built his house

(his

palace)

thirteen years, and finished (in that time) all his house."

in

The

thirteen years are to he reckoned after the completion of the

temple in seven years, so that the two buildings were executed
in twenty years (ch. ix. 10).
The expression ^rpa-^a is used,
because the palace consisted of several buildings connected together; namely, (1) the house of the forest of Lebanon (vers.,
2-5) ; (2) the pillar-hall with the porch (ver. 6) ; (3) the throneroom and judgment-hall (ver. 7) ; (4) the king's dwelling-house

and the house

of Pharaoh's daughter (ver.

That

8).

all

these

buildings were only different portions of the one royal palace,

and the house of the forest of Lebanon was not a summer residence of Solomon erected on Lebanon itself, as many of the
earlier commentators supposed, is indisputably evident, not only
from the first verse when
still more clearly from the

mon are
we only
that

is

correctly interpreted,
fact that

when the

but also and

buildings of Solo-

spoken of afterwards

(see ch. ix. 1, 10, 15, and x. 12),
read of the house of Jehovah and the house of the king,
to say, of the temple and one palace.
The description of

the several portions of this palace

is so

very

brief,

that it

is

impossible to form a distinct idea of its character.
The different divisions are given in vers. 1-8 in their natural order, com-

mencing at the back and terminating with the front (ver. 8), and
there then follows in vers. 9-12 the description of the stones
that were used
Vers. 2- 5. The house of the forest of Lebanon.
This building so named because it was built, so to speak, of a

—
—

forest of cedar pillars

—

—

is

called in the Arabic the " house of

his arms," because, according to ch. x. 17, it also served as a
keeping-place for arms " it is hardly to be regarded, however,
:

as simply an arsenal, but was probably intended for other purposes also.

He built it "a hundred cubits its length, fifty cubits

its

breadth, and thirty cubits its height, on four rows of cedar pillars,

and hewn cedar beams (were) over the pillars." As the building
was not merely a hall of pillars, but, according to ver. 3, had siderooms (niW, cf. ch. vi. 5) above the pillars, the construction of it
can hardly be represented in any other way than this, that the
rooms were built upon four rows of pillars, which ran round all
four sides of the building, which was 100 cubits long and fifty
cubits broad in the inside, and thus surrounded the inner courtyard on all sides.
Of course the building could not rest merely
upon pillars, but was surrounded on the outside with a strong
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(ver. 9), so that the hewn beams which
upon the pillars had their outer ends built into the
and were supported by it, so as to give to the whole build-

wall of hewn square stones

were
wall,

laid

ing the requisite strength 1

—Ver.

3.

"

And

roofing in (of) cedar

was above over the side-rooms upon the pillars, five and forty
?sd is to be understood of the roofing, as in
fifteen the row."
ch. vi 15. (compare JB?, ch. vi 15).
The numbers " forty-five
"
and fifteen the row cannot refer to 0*n&$n, but must refer, as
Thenius assumes, to njDvn as the main idea, which is more precisely defined by D ,T^B?ri ?£.
If we took it as referring to the
pillars, as I myself have formerly done, we should have to
assume that there were only galleries or pillar-halls above the
lower rows of pillars, which is at variance with njfofn.
There
were forty-five side-rooms, therefore, built upon the lower rows of
pillars, in ranges of fifteen each
This could only be done by
the ranges of rooms being built, not side by side, but one over
the other, in other words, by the forty-five side-rooms forming
three stories, as in the side buildings of the temple, so that each
1

Thenius therefore supposes that " the lower part of the armoury formed a
a fourfold row of pillars running round inside its walls and enclosing

peristyle,

a courtyard, so that the Vulgate alone gives the true sense, guatuor deambulacra inter columnas cedrinas ; " and he points to the court of the palace of
Luxor, which has a doable row of pillars round it. The number of pillars is
not given in the text, but Thenius in his drawing of this building sets it down
at 400, which would certainly present a forest-like aspect to any one entering
the building. Nevertheless we cannot regard this assumption as correct, because the pillars, which we cannot suppose to have been less than a cubit in
thickness, would have been so close to one another that the four rowB of
pillars could not have formed four deambulacra.
As the whole building was
only fifty cubits broad, and this breadth included the inner courtyard, we
cannot suppose that the sides of the building were more than ten cubits deep,
which would leave a breadth of thirty cubits for the court. If then four
pillars, each of a cubit in thickness, stood side by side or one behind the other
in a space of ten cubits in depth, the distance between the pillars would be
only a cubit and a half, that is to say, would be only just enough for one man
and no more to walk conveniently through. And what could have been the
object of crowding pillars together in this way, so as to render the entire space
almost useless ? It is on this ground, probably, that Hermann Weiss assumes
that each side of the oblong building, which was half as broad as it was long,
was supported by one row, and therefore all the aides together by four rows
of cedar pillars, and the beams of the same material which rested upon them.
But this view is hardly a correct one ; for it not only does not do justice to
the words of the text, '* four rows of pillars," but it is insufficient in itself, for
the simple reason that one row of pillars on each side would not have afforded
the requisite strength and stability to the three Btories built upon them, even
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story had a "row" of fifteen side-rooms round it.
This view
receives support from ver. 4 " and beam-layers (D'?^, beams, as
:

in ch. vi 4) were three rows, and outlook against outlook three
times;" i.e. the rows of side-rooms were built one over the other

by means of

layers of beams, so that the rooms

opposite to one another three times

;

that

is

had windows
windows

to say, the

looking out upon the court were so arranged in the three stories
that those on the one side were vis h vis to those on the opposite
The expression in ver. 5, nrno^wt nmo So,
side of the building.

"window over

against window," compels us

in the sense of " opposite to the

to take

WTO-

window" (%, versus), and

^

not, as

Thenius proposes, " outlook against outlook," according to which
is supposed to indicate that the windows were only separated
from one another by slender piers. nJ™?, which only occurs here,
is different from fwn, the ordinary window, and probably denotes
a large opening affording a wide outlook
Ver. 5. "And all
the doorways and mouldings were square of beams" (ffltf is an

»

—

accusative of free subordination, denoting the material or the

mode of execution;
if

we

cf.

Ewald, § 284,

a, /9).

"Square with a

should not suppose the rooms in these stories to be very broad, since the

further three rows of pillars, which Weiss assumes in addition, according to

as the actual supporters of the upper building, have no foundation in
The words " four rows of cedar pillars " do not absolutely require
the assumption that there were four rows side by side or one behind the other
on every side of the building ; for the assertion that "Ht3 does not denote a row
in the sense of a straight line, but generally signifies a row surrounding and
ver. 3,

the test.

by Ex. xxviii. 17, where we read of the four
D*"BD of precious stones upon the breastplate of the high priest Is it not

enclosing a space, is refuted

likely that the truth lies

midway between these two

—

views, and that the fol-

lowing is the view most in accordance with the actual fact, namely, that there
were four rows of pillars running along the full length of the building, but
that they were distributed on the two sides, so that there were only two rows
on each side? In this case a person entering from the front would see four
rows of pillars running the whole length of the building. In any case the
rows of pillars would of necessity be broken in front by the entrance itself.
The utter uncertainty as to the number and position of the four rows of

draw any plan of
the building that could in the slightest degree answer to the reality. Moreover, there is no allusion at all in the description given in the text to either

pillars is sufficient in itself to render it quite impossible to

entrance or exit, or to staircases and other things, and the other buildings are
still more scantily described, so that nothing certain can be determined with

regard to their relative position or their probable connection with one another.
For this reason, after studying the matter again and again, I have been obliged
to relinquish

the intention to illustrate the description in the text by

drawings.
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beam" (Thenius) cannot be the

correct rendering
Thenius proposes to read nfnsni for JlhlWTV after
the reading al y&fxu of the Seventy, who have also rendered
nino in ver. 4 by x&pa, a broad space.
It may be pleaded in
support of this, that 0^") is less applicable to the doorposts or
straight tipper

of l^?

D^"

1
..

mouldings than to the doorways and outlooks (windows), inasmuch as, if the doorways were square, the square form of the
moulding or framework would follow as a matter of course.
tpnnan are both the doors, through which the different rooms
were connected with one another, and also those through which
the building and

its

stories

were reached, of course by

stairs,

probably winding staircases, as in the side stories of the temple.

The
The

stairs

were placed, no doubt, at the front of the building.

height given,

is

thirty cubits, corresponding to that of the

we reckon the height of the lower
were twenty-two cubits left for the
stories
and assuming that the roofing of each was one cubit in
thickness, there remained eighteen cubits in all for the rooms of
the three stories ; and this, if equally distributed, would give an
internal height of six cubits for each story, or if arranged on a
graduated scale, which would probably be more appropriate, a
height of seven, six, and five cubits respectively.
Vers. 6-8. The other buildings.
Ver. 6. " And he made the
whole building

(ver. 2).

If

pillars at eight cubits, there
;

—

and

thirty cubits its breadth,

pillars

and a threshold in front

pillar-hall, fifty cubits its length,

and a

hall in front of them,

of them."

With

aud

regard to the situation of this hall in relation

to the other parts of the building, which is not precisely defined,

we may infer, from the fact that it is mentioned between the
house of the forest of Lebanon and the throne and judgment
halls, that it stood between these two.
The length of this building

(fifty cubits)

corresponds to the breadth of the house of the

Lebanon ; so that, according to the analogy of the templehall (ch. vL 3), we might picture to ourselves the length given
forest of

here as running parallel to the breadth of the house of the forest
of Lebanon, and might therefore assume that the pillar-hall was
fifty

cubits broad

that there

was a

and thirty cubits deep.

But the statement

hall in front of the pillar-hall is irreconcilable

with this assumption. We must therefore understand the length
in the natural way, as signifying the measurement from back to
front, and regard the pillar-hall as a portico fifty cubits long and
thirty cubits broad, in front of

which there was
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in front of them,

this portico.

The

i.e.

in front of the

last words,

" and pillars

threshold in front of them," refer to the porch.

This had

also pillars, prohably on both sides of the doorway, which carried

the roof ; and in front of them was 2%, £«., according to the
Chaldee W?9R ?» *^e moulding or framework of the threshold, a
threshold-like entrance, with steps.
Ver. 7. "And the throne-hall,
where he judged, the judgment-hall, he made and (indeed) covered
with cedar, from floor to floor." The throne-hall and the judgment-hall are therefore one and the same hall, which was both
a court of judgment and an audience-chamber, and in which, no
doubt, there stood the splendid throne described in ch. x. 18-20.
But it is distinguished from the pillar-hall by the repetition of
ne»£.
It probably followed immediately upon this, but was
clearly distinguished from it by the fact that it was covered with
These words are very obscure. The
cedar PF1.?? "*? WF$KQ.
rendering given by Thenius, "panelled from the floor to the
beams of the roof," is open to these objections (1) that JBD generally does not mean to panel, but simply to cover, and that ?BD
ntta in particular cannot possibly be taken in a different sense
here from that which it bears in ver. 3, where it denotes the
roofing of the rooms built above the portico of pillars ; and (2)
that the alteration of the second Vjnpn into nWpn has no critical
warrant in the rendering of the Syriac, a fundamento ad caelum
ejus usque, or in that of the Vulgate, a pavimento usque ad summitatem, whereas the LXX. and Chald. both read PiTjgf? "W.
But even if we were to read rrtltpn, this would not of itself
signify the roof beams, inasmuch as in ch. vi 16 nVvjsn or
niiipn receives its more precise definition from the expression
jbdti rrivp (rtrftp) in ver. 15. The words in question cannot have
any other meaning than this " from the one floor to the other,"
i.e. either from the floor of the throne-hall to the floor of the
pillar-hall (described in ver. 6), or more probably from the lower
floor to the upper, inasmuch as there were rooms built over the
1

:

:

throne-room, just as in the case of the house of the forest of
Lebanon ; for J?P"]p may denote not only the lower floor, but also

the floor of upper rooms, which served at the same time as the
So much, at any rate, may be
ceiling of the lower rooms.

gathered from these words, with all their obscurity, that the
throne-hall was not an open pillar-hall, but was only open in
front,

and was shut in by

solid walls

on the other three

sides.
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8. After (behind) the throne and judgment hall then followed the king's own palace, the principal entrance to which
was probably through the throne-hall, so that the king really
delivered judgment and granted audiences in the gate of his
" His house, where he dwelt, in the other court inwards
palace.

Ver.

from the (throne) hall was like this work," ie. was built like the
throne-hall ; " and a (dwelling) house he made for the daughter
The conof Pharaoh, whom Solomon had taken, like this halL"
struction of the dwelling-places of the king and queen cannot be
ascertained from these words, because the hall with which its
style is compared is not more minutely described. All that can
be clearly inferred from the words, " in the other court inside
the hall," is, that the abode of the king and his Egyptian wife
had a court of its own, and when looked at from the entrance,
formed the hinder court of the whole palace. The house of
Pharaoh's daughter was probably distinct from the dwelling-place
of the king, so that the palace of the women formed a building
by itself, most likely behind the dwelling-house of the king,
since the women in the East generally occupy the inner portion

The statement that the dwelling-place of the
and queen formed a court by itself within the complex of

of the house.
lring

the palace, warrants the further inference, that the rest of the
buildings (the house of the forest of Lebanon, the pillar-hall, and

the throne-hall) were united together in one

first

or front court

"All these (viz. the whole of the buildings described in vers. 2-8) were costly stones, after the measure of
that which is hewn, sawn with the saWjWithin and without (ie.
on the inner and outer side of the halls and buildings), and
Vers. 9-12.

from the foundation to the
great court"

rrtriBon,

corbels,

and from without

to the

the corbels, upon which the beams of

The Sept renders it &>? twv yeur&v. Thenius
understands by this the battlements which protected the fiat
roofs, and therefore interprets rfnDD as signifying the stone
the roof rest

border of the roof of the palace.

But

76*0-05,

or yeuraos,

yeuraov, merely signifies the projection of the roof, and, gene-

a building resembling a roof,
but not the battlement-like protection or border of the flat
pn, the outside
roof, which is called ng}» in Deut xxii. 8.
in distinction from the great court, can only be the outer
court ; and as n^nsn ivnn is no doubt identical with rnn«n "WH
rally speaking, every projection in

(ver. 8),

and therefore

refers to the court surrounding the king's
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to be understood as relating to the court-

is

yard or fore-court surrounding the
" And the foundation was laid with

and
and
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VII. 18, 14.

front halls.

—

Vers. 10, 11.

costly, large stones of ten

eight cubits (sc in length, and of corresponding breadth
thickness).

And

visible walls, were)

which

is

above (the foundation, and therefore the

costly stones, after the measure of that

—

hewn, and cedars."

And

Ver. 12.

court, there were round it three rows

(i.e.

it

(as for) the great

was formed of three

hewn stones and a row of hewn cedar beams, as in
the inner court of the house of Jehovah (see at ch. vi 36) and
the hall of the house, "ivn^i signifies " and so with the court,"
rows) of

Vav

serving as a comparison, as in Prov. xxv. 3, 20, and fre-

quently in Proverbs (see Dietrich in Ges. Lex.
§ 340,

h),

so that there is

no necessity
n - - °t W$

s.v.

for the

1,

and Ewald,

un-Hebraic con-

™

jecture of Thenius, "W]r?"^ probability refers
not to the temple-hall, but to the pillar-hall of the palace, the

surrounding wall of which was of the same nature as the wall
1
of the great, ie. the other or hinder, court
Vers. 13-51.

The Metallic Vessels op the Temple (comiii. 16-v. 1).—Vers. 13, 14. To

pare 2 Chron. ii 13, 14, and
1

The

situation of this palace in Jerusalem is not defined.

Ewald supposes

(Gesch. iii. p. 317) that it was probably built on the southern continuation of
the temple-mountain, commonly called Ophel, i.e. Hill. But " nothing more
is needed to convince us that it cannot have stood upon Ophel, than a single

glance at any geographical outline of Ophel on one of the best of the modern
maps, and a recollection of the fact that, according to Neh. iii. 26, 31, it was
upon Ophel, where the king's palace is said to hare stood, that the templesocagers and shopkeepers had their places of abode after the captivity"
(Thenius). The view held by earlier travellers and pilgrims to Zion, and
defended by Berggren (p. 109 sqq.), namely, that the ancient Solomonian
and Ajsmonsean palaces stood upon Moriah on the western side of the temple,
For the xystus, above which, according to Josephus,
is equally untenable.
BeU. Jud. ii. 16, 3, the Asmontean palace stood, was connected with the temple
by a bridge, and therefore did not stand upon Moriah, but upon Zion or the

dm i-oXff, since this bridge, according to Josephus, BeU. Jud. vi. 6, 2, connected the temple with the upper city. Moreover, it clearly follows from
the passages of Josephus already noticed (p. 84 sq.), in which he refers to the
substructures of the temple area, that the temple occupied the whole of
Moriah towards the west, and extended as far as the valley of the Tyropceon,
and consquently there was no room for a palace on that side. When Josephus affirms, therefore (Ant. viii. 5, 2), that Solomon's palace stood opposite
to the temple (Amxpvt i%u» tain), it can only have been built on the northeast side of Zion, as

most of the modern writers assume

(see

W.

Krafft,
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make

these vessels king

Hiram had

sent to Solomon, at his

request (2 Chron. ii 6), a workman named Hiram, of Tyre.
Ver. 13 contains a supplementary remark, in which n?rn must

be rendered in the pluperfect (compare the remarks on Gen.
King Solomon had sent and fetched Hiram from
ii. 19).
This artisan bore the same name as the king, OTO or
Tyre.
DWn (ver. 40), in 2 Chron. ii 13 trnn (Huram), with the
epithet '3K, ie. my father, 3K being a title of honour equivaHe was the
lent to master or counsellor, as in Gen. xlv. 8.
son of a widow of the tribe of Naphtali, and his father was
*Vx B*Ujjt, i.e. a Tyrian by birth.
According to 2 Chron. ii 1 3,
his mother was " of the daughters of Dan," ie. of the tribe of
Dan. Both statements may easily be united thus she was a
Danite by birth, and married into the tribe of Naphtali When
her husband died, she was married again as the widow of a
Naphtalite, and became the wife of a Tyrian, to whom she bore
a son, Hiram. This explanation is also adopted by Bertheau
(on the Chronicles) ; and the conjecture of Lundius, Thenius, and
others, that the mother was an Israelitish widow of the city of
Dan in the tribe of Naphtali, which was quite close to Tyre, is
less in harmony with the expression " of the daughters of Dan."
ne?ru enh, « a brass-worker," refers to ton (he), i.e. Hiram, and
:

not to his father (Thenius).

The

skill of

Hiram

is

described in

almost the same terms as that of Bezaleel in Ex. xxxi 3 sqq.,

with this exception, that Bezaleel's skill is attributed to his
being filled with the Spirit of God, ie. is described rather as a
supernatural

whereas in the case of Hiram the more inde-*
he was filled with wisdom, etc.," is used, rerather as a natural endowment
In the account

gift,

finite expression, "

presenting

it

given here, Hiram

is merely described as a worker in brass,
only mentioned at the commencement of the
section which treats of the preparation of the brazen vessels of

because he

is

According to 2 Chron. ii 14, he was able to work
There i3
nothing improbable in this extension of his skill to wood and to
the temple.

in gold, silver, brass, iron, stone, wood, purple, etc.

Topographic Jerus. p. 114 sqq., and Berggr. p. 110). This is sustained not
only by the probability tbat the Asmonasans would hardly build their palace

anywhere

than on the spot where the palace of the kings of Judah built
by the account of the elevation of Joash to the
throne in 2 Kings xi. and 2 Chron. xxiii., from which it is perfectly obvious
that the royal palace stood upon Zion opposite to the temple.
else

by Solomon

stood, but also
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the art of weaving.
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Of

course
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VII. 13-22.

Bezaleel also combined in himself all these

Hiram was merely a foreman

these different branches of art

;

or leader of

and he certainly did not come

alone, but brought several assistants with him,

the different works under his superintendence.

who

carried out

—The enumera-

them commences with the pillars of the temple-hall.
15—22. The brazen pillars of the porch (compare
He formed the two brazen pillars,
2 Chron. iii 15-17).
which were erected, according to 2 Chron. iii 15, " before the
One
(temple) house, i.e. in front of the hall of the temple.
was eighteen cubits high, and a thread of twelve cubits surThe statement of the
rounded (spanned) the other pillar.''
height of the one pillar and that of the circumference of the
other is to be understood as an abbreviated expression, signifying that the height and thickness mentioned applied to the one

tion of

Vers.

—

as well as to the other, or that they were alike in height and
cubits long

cir-

According to the Chronicles, they were thirty-five

cumference.
;

which many expositors understand as signifying

that the length of the two together was thirty-five cubits, so

that each one was only

number 18

17£

is substituted in

conciling the discrepancy

is

cubits long, for

our

text.

But

which the

this

veryfSmprobable, and

mode
is

full

of re-

hardly in

The number 35
evidently arose from confounding the numeral letters rp = 18
with r6 = 35. The correctness of the number 18 is confirmed
by 2 Kings xxv. 17 and Jer. Iii. 21. The pillars were hollow,
the brass being four finger-breadths in thickness (Jer. Iii 21)
and they were cast in the Jordan valley (ver. 46). Ver. 1 6. "And
he made two capitals (nfrnb), to set them on the heads of the

harmony with

the words of the Chronicles.

—

the height of the one and of the
on the other hand, in 2 Kings xxv. 17 the
height of the capital is said to have been three cubits, this discrepancy cannot be explained on the supposition that the capitals
had been reduced two cubits in the course of time but the statement rests, like the parallel passage in Jer. Iii 22, upon an error
of the text, i.e. upon the substitution of a (3) for n (5). Ver. 17.
* Plait (i.e. ornaments of plait), plait-work and cords (twist, resembling) chain-work, were on the capitals, which were upon the
heads of the pillars, seven on the one capital and seven on the other

pillars, cast in brass, five cubits

other capital."

If,

;

—

capital"

Consequently this decoration consisted of seven twists

arranged as festoons, which were hung round the capitals of the

o
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—

Ver. 18. " And he made pomegranates, and indeed two
rows round about the one twist, to cover the capitals which were
upon the head of the pillars; and so he did with the other capital"
In the Masoretic text the words D^Qyri and D^fafin are confused
together, and we must read, as some of the Codd. do, in the
v
first clause D'afenfTTiK for D t^Q?|ttikj and in the middle clause
Dn*B?n tM*T$>? for tWtarin vhtrfy. This is not only required by the
sense, but sustained by a comparison with ver. 19. The relation
between the two rows of pomegranates and the plaited work is
indeed not precisely denned ; but it is generally and correctly
assumed, that one row ran round the pillars below the plaited
work and the other above, so that the plaited work, which was
formed of seven cords plaited together in the form of festoons,
was enclosed above and below by the rows of pomegranates. If
we compare with this the further statements in vers. 41 and 42,
2 Chron. iii. 16 and iv. 12, 13, and Jer. Iii. 23, rftnbn is there
more precisely designated rftnbn rf?i, " bowls of the capitals,"
from which it is evident that the lower portion of the capitals,
to which the braided work was fastened, was rounded in the
form of a pitcher or caldron. The number of the pomegranates
on the two festoons is given at 400, so that there were 200 on
each capital, and consequently each row contained 100 (2 Chron.
iii 16) ; and according to Jer. (l.c.) there were 96 nrm, " windpillars.

wards," and in all

100 on the braided work round about

" windwards," can hardly

in the direction of the wind,

This meaning

heavens.

the word

nv>, to

nnn,

be taken in any other sense than this
is

i.e.

facing the four quarters of the

indisputably sustained

by the use

of

denote the quarters of the heavens, in statements

(Ezek

16-18), whereas there is
meanings as " airwards= uncovered" (Bottcher, Thenius), or hanging freely (Ewald).1
In
vers. 19 and 20 a second decoration of the capitals of the pillars
of the aspect of buildings

no foundation whatever

1
air,

xlii.

for such

—

It is hardly necessary to observe, that the expression

in Jer.

ii.

mi sjXE to gasp for
nrm the meaning
5

,

24, xiv. 6, does not warrant our giving to

open or uncovered, as Bottcher supposes. But when Thenius follows Bottcher
(Proben, p. 335) in adducing in support of this the fact " that the tangent,

drawn

a hundred parts, covers exactly four
upon a simple error, inasmuch as any drawing
will show that a tangent only touches one point of a circle divided into a
hundred parts. And the remark of Bottcher, " If you describe on the outside of a circle of twelve cubits in circumference a hundred small circles of
twelve-hundredths of a cubit in diameter, a tangent drawn thereupon will
which

is

to

any

circle divided into

of these parts," the fact rests
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VII. 16-22.

we may see that the rounding with the

work and the pomegranates enclosing

it

did

not cover the capital to the very top, but only the lower portion
The decoration of the upper part is described in ver. 1 9
of it
" And capitals, which were upon the top of the pillars, were (or,
TTiratn made) lily-work after the manner of the hall, four cubits."
The lily-work occupied, according to ver. 20, the upper portion of
the capitals, which is here called JTinb, as a crown set upon the
lower portion.
It was lily-work, i.e. sculpture in the form of
flowering lilies. The words rtiDK P31K twN? are obscure. According to Bottcher and Thenius, D?"? is intended to indicate the
position of the pillars within the hall, so that their capitals

sustained the lintel of the doorway.
rendered, within the
see

how

But even

D^a

if

were

by

Bottcher, it is impossible to
this meaning could be obtained from the words " capitals
hall, as it is

upon the head of the pillars
case we must at least have

lily-work within the hall"
In that
" the pillars within the hall;" and

Dtuci would be connected with DHiBjfn instead of being sepal^tf nfcro.
Even if we were to introduce a
and take Wixa by itself, the expression "in (or
the hall" would not in itself indicate the position of the

rated from

it

by

stop after |WB>
at)

"J?-?

pillars in the doorway, to say nothing of the fact that it is

only in ver. 21 that anything is said concerning the position of
Again, the measurement "four cubits" cannot
the pillars.
be understood, as it is by Thenius, as denoting the diameter of
the capitals of the pillars ; it must rather indicate the measure
of the lily-work, that is to say, it affirms that there were four
cubits of lily-work on the capitals, which were five cubits high,
in other words, the lily-work covered the four upper cubits
of the capitals; from which it still further follows, that the
plaited work which formed the decoration of the lower portion
of the capitals was only one cubit broad or high.
Consequently
trotta cannot be understood in any other sense than "in the
manner of or according to the hall," and can only express the
thought, that there was lily-work on the capitals of the pillars
as there was on the hall
For the vindication of this use of 3

—

cover to the eye exactly four email

circles,

although mathematically it touches

only one of them in one point," is not correct according to any measurement.

For

if

the tangent touches one of these smaller

circles -with

mathematical

exactness, to the eye there will be covered either three or five half circles, or

even seven, but never four.
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see Ges. Lex.

by

Dietrich,

to the inference to

which

s.v. a-

1

KINGS.

There

is

no valid objection
on the frontis-

this leads, namely, that

piece of the temple-hall there was a decoration of lily-work.

For since the construction of the hall
scribed,
ver.

we

is

not more minutely de-

cannot expect a description of

20 a more

—

In
which

its decorations.

precise account is given of the position in

the crowns consisting of lily-work were placed on the capitals of

an explanahe make)
also above near the belly, which was on the other side of the
plait-work"
Ijf>3?7, the belly, i.e. the belly-shaped rounding can
only be the rounding of the lower portion of the capitals, which
Hence realm -Q}6 (Ken), " on the
is called nj* in vers. 41, 42.
other side of the plaited work," can only mean behind or under
the plait, since we cannot suppose that there was a belly-shaped
rounding above the caldron-shaped rounding which was covered
with plaited work, and between this and the lily-work
The
belly-shaped rounding, above or upon which the plaited work
lay round about, might, when looked at from without, be described as being on the other side of it, i.e. behind it.
In the
second half of the verse " and the pomegranates two hundred
in rows round about on the second capital," the number of the
pomegranates placed upon the capitals, which was omitted in
er. 18, is introduced in a supplementary form.'
Ver. 21. "And
the columns, so that this verse
tion of ver.

19

:

is

to be regarded as

namely, capitals upon the

pillars (did

:

—

1

This
stood it

is
:

the

e.g.,

way

LXX.

in which the earlier translators appear to hare undertpyot xp'ttov

Kurd to tuXift rmipur *nx*» (" lily- work

according to the hall four cubits")

;

Vulg. Capitella

fabricata erant in porticu quatuor cubitorum

;

Chald.

.

.

.

quasi opere KUi

O'ph Nruent?

13faf

ftpK JD"}M KEfatO (.opus Uliaceum eoUeetum in porticu quatuor cubitorum);
Syr. opus Uliaceum idem fecit ( jq^£d|o .Oi.0) *"» porticu quatuor cubitis.
These readings appear to be based upon the view supported by Rashi (D^INS
lily- work as it was in the halL
Hermann Weiss (KostUmhunde, i. p. 367)

for dV)K3)

:

agrees in the main with the idea
worked out in the text but he assumes, on the ground of monumental views,
that the decoration was of a much simpler kind, and one by no means out of
harmony with the well-known monumental remains of the East. In his
*

;

opinion, the pillars consisted of

"a

shaft nineteen cubits in height, sur-

rounded at the top, exactly after the fashion of the ornamentation of the
Egyptian pillars, with seven bands decorated like plaited work, which
unitedly covered a cubit, in addition to which there was the lily-work of
five cubits in height, i.e. a slender capital rising up in the form of the calyx
of a lily, ornamented with pomegranates." Our reasons for dissenting from
this opinion are given in the exposition of the different verses.
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he

set

up the pillars

Boca."
JV3.n

its

name

Instead of iwjn D^«6

and in

ver.

17

the Holy Place."

Holy Place, and

at the hall of the

right pillar, and called
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15-22.

Jachin, and

we have

.

.

.

up the

set

the left

in 2 Chron.

iii.

.

15

.

.

\3b5>

&nn riffy, "before the house," "before
This unquestionably implies that the two

brazen pillars stood unconnected in front of the hall, on the
right and left sides of it, and not within the hall as supporters
Nevertheless many have decided in favour of the
of the roof.
latter view.

But

of the four arguments used

proof that this was the position of the

whatever in the

we

assume, as

first,

which

Merz and

is

by Thenius in
no force

pillars, there is

founded upon

Amos

ix. 1,

unless

others do, that the words of the pro-

may shake, and
break them (the capitals of the pillars), that they may fall upon
the head of all," refer to the temple at Jerusalem, and not, as
Thenius and others suppose, to the temple erected at Bethel for
the calf-worship.
For even if the temple at Bethel had really
bad a portal supported by pillars, it would by no means follow
that the pillars Jachin and Boaz in Solomon's temple supported
the roof of the hall, as it is nowhere stated that the temple of
Jeroboam at Bethel was an exact copy of that of Solomon.
And even with the only correct interpretation, in which the
words of Amos axe made to refer to the temple at Jerusalem,
the argument founded upon them in support of the position of
the pillars as bearers of the hall rests upon the false idea, that
the IPBO, which are shaken by the smiting of the capital, are
the beams lying upon the top of the pillars, or the superliminaria of the hall
It is impossible to prove that 1? has any
such meaning. The beam over the entrance, or upon the doorposts, is called "tfpe'D in Ex. xii 7, 22, 23, whereas 1? denotes
the threshold, i.e. the lower part of the framework of the door,
as is evident from Judg. xix. 27.
The words of the prophet
are not to be interpreted architecturally, but to be taken in a
phet, "Smite the capital, that the thresholds

" so that by the blow, which strikes the capital,
;
and causes the thresholds to tremble, such a blow is intended
as shakes the temple in all its joints" (Baur on Amos ix.
- "rtRMfJ, a kind of ornament at the top of the pillars, and
1).

rhetorical sense

D'BDn, the thresholds, are opposed

the thought that the building

is

one another, to express
be shaken and destroyed

to

to

a summo usque ad imum, a capiU ad calcem" (Hengstenberg,
Christol. i. p. 366 transl.).
The other arguments derived from
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Ezek xL 48 and 49, and from Josephus, Ant. viii. 3, 4, prove
From the words of Josephus, tovtuv r&v kuv&v
nothing at all
eanjae rov irpcmvKaxov vapaardoa
would only follow " that the pillars
(according to the view of Josephus) must have stood in the
doorway," if it were the case that irapaar&t had no other meaning than doorpost, and irpmrvXtuov could he understood as
But this is conclusively
referring to the temple-hall generally.
disproved by the fact that Josephus always calls the templehall irpovaov {La., and viii 3, 2 and 3), so that irpcnrvXcuov can
only denote the fore-court, and irapaarw a pillar standing by
Consequently Josephus regarded the pillars Jachin and
itself.
We must
Boaz as propykea erected in front of the hall
therefore adhere to the view expressed by Bahr (d. Tempd, p.
35 sqq.), that these pillars did not support the roof of the
temple-hall, but were set up in front of the hall on either side
In addition to the words of the text, this
of the entrance.
conclusion is sustained (1) by the circumstance that the two
pillars are not mentioned in connection with the building of the
temple and the hall, but are referred to for the first time here
in the enumeration of the sacred vessels of the court that were
" If the pillars had formed an essential part
made of brass.
of the construction and had been supporters of the hall, they
would certainly have been mentioned in the description of the
building, and not have been placed among the articles of furniture " (Schnaase) ; and moreover they would not have been made
of metal like the rest of the vessels, but would have been constructed of the same building materials as the hall and the
rov piv erepov Kara
.

.

.

rov Be erepov,

ttjv Sej-iap
*.t.X», it

•

house, namely, of stone or

wood

(Bahr).

And

to this

we may

(2) the monumental character of the pillars, which is evident from the names given to them.
No architectural portion

add

of the building received a special name.

1

Jachin

(P?J):

"he

templum (Simonis Onom. p. 430) and Boaz
(JV3), ex T? to in Mo, sc Domino, robur (Sim. p. 460).
Kimchi
has correctly interpreted the first name thus " Let this temple
establishes," stabiliet

;

:

1 Stieglitz (Getch. der Bauhaut,
p. 127) aptly observes in relation to this
" The architect cannot subscribe to Meyer's view (that the pillars were supporters of the hall), since it was only through their independent position that

the pillars received the solemn character intended to be given to them, and
by their dignity subserved the end designed, of exalting the whole building
and calling attention to the real purpose of the whole."
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VII. 28-28.

and the second, " Solomon desired that God
The pillars were symbols of the stability and strength, which not only the temple
as an outward building, but the kingdom of God in Israel as
embodied in the temple, received from the Lord, who had chosen
the temple to be His dwelling-place in the midst of His people. 1
In ver. 22 it is stated again that there was lily-work upon the
head of the pillars, a repetition which may be explained from
stand

foi ever ;"

would

give

it

strength and endurance."

—

—

the significance of this emblem of the capitals of the pillars;
and then the words, " So was the work of the capitals finished,"
bring the account of this ornament of the temple to a close.

—

23-26. The brazen sea (cf. 2 Chron. iv. 2-5). " He
made the molten sea
a water-basin called DJ (mare) on
account of its size
ten cubits from one upper rim to the
other," ie. in diameter measured from the upper rim to the one
opposite to it, " rounded all round, and five cubits its (external)
height, and a line of thirty cubits encircled it round about,''
The ChetMb nip is to
ie. it was thirty cubits in circumference.
be read njij here and in Zech. i. 16 and Jer. xxxi. 39, for which
the Keri has VJ in all these passages, rnp or lpT means a line for
The relation
measuring, which is expressed in ver. 15 by toui.
expressed
the
circumference
is
in whole
diameter
to
of the
mathematical
proportions.
which
come
very
near
to
the
numbers
The more exact proportions would be as 7 to 22, or 113 to 355.
Ver. 24. And colocynths (gourds) ran round it under its brim,
ten to the cubit, surrounding the sea in two rows the colocynths
" cast in its casting," i.e. cast at the same time as the vessel
Vers.

—

—

—

;

itself.
Instead of Q'VP,?, gourds (see at ch. vi. 18), we find rnm
nnp3, figures of oxen, in the corresponding text of the Chronicles,
and in the last clause merely "ip3?, an evident error of the pen,
T

onpn being

substituted

nw.

interpreted D*ipn
expositors

by mistake for trppo, and afterwards
The assumption by which the early

removed the discrepancy, namely, that they were

of bullocks' heads, is not to be thought
that

Onp2

signifies

of, for

oxen and not the heads of oxen

apart the two rows of gourd-like ornaments were,
1

casts

the simple reason
it is

How

far

impossible

There is no necessity to refute the fanciful notion of Ewald, that these
" when they were erected and consecrated, were certainly named after

pillars,

men who were

held in estimation at that time, probably after the younger

sons of Solomon," and that of Thenius, that Jta
T

lishea

with strength,

1

'

M\ " He (the Lord) estab"

•

T

was engraved upon them as an

inscription.
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in diameter.

—

KINGS.

cubit, at

a

little

over two inches

upon twelve

Ver. 25. This vessel stood (rested)

brazen oxen, three turning to the north, three to the west, three
east, "

and the sea above upon
;" le. they were so
placed that three of their heads were directed towards each
quarter of the heavens.
The size of the oxen is not given but
we must assume that it was in proportion to the size and height
of the sea, and therefore about five cubits in height up to the
back.
These figures stood, no doubt, upon a metal plate, which
gave them a fixed and immoveable position (see the engraving
Ver. 26. " And its thickin my WW. ArchSol. Tat iii fig. 1).
four
ness (ie. the thickness of the metal) was a handbreadth"
and three to the

to the south,

them, and

all their

backs (turned) inwards

;

—

=

finger-breadths, as in the case of the brazen pillars (see at ver.

15), "

and

its

upper rim like work of a goblet

(or of

a goblet-

rim, ie. bent outwards), lily-blossom," ie. ornamented with lilyIt held

flowers.

The

baths.

(3) with

a

2000 baths

latter

(2)

;

;

300O

according to the Chronicles,

statement has arisen from the confusion of 2

since, according to the calculation of Thenius,

the capacity of the vessel, from the dimensions given, could not

exceed

2000

baths.

This vessel, which took the place of the

laver in the tabernacle,

was provided

for the priests to

wash

themselves (2 Chron. iv. 6), that is to say, that a supply of
water might be kept in readiness to enable the priests to wash
their

hands and feet when they approached the

altar to officiate,

Holy Place (Ex. xxx. 1 8 sqq.). There
were no doubt taps by which the water required for this purpose
was drawn off from the sea.1 The artistic form of the vessel
corresponded to its sacred purpose. The rim of the basin, which
rose upwards in the form of a lily, was intended to point to the
or were about to enter the

—

holiness and loveliness of that life

which issued from the sanc-

The twelve oxen, on which

it rested, pointed to the
twelve tribes of Israel as a priestly nation, which cleansed itself

tuary.

1

on this subject, see Lundius, jud. HeiligThenius supposes that there was also a provision for filling
since the height of it would have rendered it a work of great labour

For the

different conjectures

ihiimer, p. 356.

the vessel,

and time to

fill it

by hand, and that there was probably a pipe hidden behind

the figures of the oxen, since, according to Aristeas, histor.

LXX.

lnterp.,

Oxon. 1692, p. 32 (also Eusebii prmp. evang. ix. 38), there were openiogs
concealed at the foot of the altar, oat of which water was allowed to run at
certain seasons for the requisite cleansing of the pavement of the court from
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here in the persons of its priests, to appear clean and holy before
the Lord.
Just as the number twelve unquestionably suggests
the allusion to the twelve tribes of the covenant nation, so, in
the choice of oxen or bullocks as supporters of the basin, it is
impossible to overlook the significance of this selection of the
first

and highest of the

Solomon's throne
Vers. 27-39.

made

sacrificial

the

the position of the lions on

(ch. x. 20).

—He

The Brazen Stands and their Basins.1

ten stands of brass, each four cubits long, four cubits

broad, and three cubits high.'
is

animals to represent the priestly

we compare

service, especially if

name given

ntobp, stands or stools (Luther),

to these vessels from their purpose, viz. to

serve as supports to the basins which were used for washing the
flesh of the sacrifices.

They were square

—

chests cast in brass,

work (their conwas the following they had ntaaDD, lit surroundings,
i.e. panels or flat sides, and that between 0'?&t?, commissures, i.e.
frames or borders, which enclosed the sides, and were connected
together at the angles ; and upon the panels within the borders
The state(there were figures of) lions, oxen, and cherubim.
Josephus,
that
each
centre
was
divided
into
three
comment in
of the dimensions given.

struction)

Vers. 28, 29. Their
:

partments, has nothing to support

it

in the biblical text, nor is

inasmuch as a division of this kind
it
would have rendered the figures placed upon them insignificantly
small " And upon the borders was a base above." I? is a noun,
and has been rendered correctly by the Chaldee NTO?, basis.
The meaning is, above, over the borders, there was a pedestal
for the basin upon the chest, which is more fully described in
ver. 31.
To take I? as an adverb does not give a suitable sense.
For if we adopt the rendering, and upon the corner borders (or
ledges) likewise above (De Wette and Ewald),
i.e. there were
also figures of lions, oxen, and cherubim upon the corner borders,
at all probable in

itself,

and there is still a fountain just in the neighbourhood of the spot on which, according to ver. 39, the brazen sea most have
stood (see Scfaultz's plan) ; and in the time of the Crusaders there was a large
basin, covered by a dome supported by columns (see Robinson, Pal. i. 446).
But even if the later temple was supplied with the water required by means
of artificial water-pipes, the Solomonian origin of these arrangements or
the blood of the sacrifices ;

is by no means raised even to the rank of probability.
The description which follows will be more easily understood by comparing

designs
1

with it the sketch given in

my

biblische ArchSologie, Taf.

iii.

fig. 4.
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impossible to tell what the meaning of ??&& can be, to say

nothing of the fact that on the corner borders there could hardly

This last argument also tells
by Thenius: " and upon the corner
borders, above as well as below the lions and oxen, (there were)
;
wreaths " in which, moreover, it is impossible to attach any supWhen, on the other hand, Thenius
portable meaning to the t?.
objects to our view that the pedestal in question is spoken of for
the first time in ver. 31, and that the expression "above the
corner borders (ledges) " would be extremely unsuitable, since
the pedestal in question was above the whole stand the former
remark is not quite correct, for ver. 31 merely contains a more
minute description of the character of the pedestal, and the latter
is answered by the fact that the pedestal derived its strength
from the corner borders or ledges. " And below the lions and
oxen were wreaths, pendant work" T^"\ here and at ver. 36,
is to be explained from n*tt> in Prov. i 9 and iv. 9, and signifies
be room for such figures as these.

against the rendering adopted

;

twists or wreaths.

Tjto "*?#? is not

"work

of sinking,'' ie.

sunken work (Thenius), which never can be the meaning of
TMd, but pendant work, festoons, by which, however, we cannot
understand festoons hanging fredy, or floating in the air.
Ver. 30. " Every stool had four brazen wheels and brazen axles,
and the four feet thereof had shoulder-pieces ; below the basin
were the shoulder-pieces cast, beyond each one (were) wreaths."
The meaning is that the square chests stood upon axles with

—

'

wheels of brass, after the style of ordinary carriage wheels
(ver. 33), so that they could be driven or easily moved from one
place to another ; and that they did not rest directly upon the

axles,

but stood upon four

feet,

which were fastened upon the

This raised the chest above the rim of the wheels, so
that not only were the sides of the chest which were ornamented
axles.

with figures left uncovered, but, according to ver. 32, the wheels
stood below the panels, and not, as in ordinary carriages, at the
With regard to the connection between the
side of the chest
axles and the wheels, Gesenius (Thai. p. 972) and Thenius suppose that the axles were fastened to the wheels, as in the Roman
platistra and at the present day in Italy, so as to turn with them
and Thenius argues in support of this, that Dn? is to be connected
not only with what immediately precedes, but also with 'J")?
n 5'nf
But this latter is unfounded and the idea is altogether
irreconcilable with the fact that the wheels had naves (Q'ptfn,
;
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we must

infer that they revolved upon the
noro vnbys nyrun are ambiguous. They
may either be rendered, " and its four feet had shoulder-pieces,"
or, as Thenius supposes, " and its four feet served as shoulderpieces." Dbva means stepping feet, feet bent out as if for step-

ver. 33), from which
axles.

The words

ping (Ex. xxvl

1 2).

tanp

The

suffix attached to WUMffl refers to njtoo,

the masculine being often used indefinitely instead of the femiThenius compares these feet to the
nine, as in On? in ver. 28.
afia£oiro8e<; of the Greeks, and imagines that they were divided
below, like fork-shaped upright contrivances, in which, as in
forks, the wheels turned with the axles, so that the axle-peg,
which projected outwards, had a special apparatus, instead of the
usual pin, in the form of a stirrup-like and on the lower side
hand-shaped holder (T), which was fastened to the lower rim of
the naiao, and descended perpendicularly so as to cover the foot,
and the general arrangement of the wheels themselves received
greater strength in consequence.
These feet, which were divided
in the shape of forks, are supposed to be called nbns (shoulders),
because they were not attached underneath at the edge of the
stand, but being cast with the corner rims passed

down

in the

inner angles, so that their uppermost portion was under the basin,
and the lowest portion was under the stand, which we are to
picture to ourselves as without a bottom, and projecting as a
split foot, held the wheel,

and so formed

its

shoulder-pieces.

But we

cannot regard this representation as either in accordance
with the text, or as really correct Even if &•» nbnsi could in

any

case be grammatically rendered, " they served them (the
wheels and axles) as shoulders," although it would be a very
questionable course to take Dn? in a different sense here from
that which it bears in the perfectly similar construction in
ver. 28, the feet which carried the stand could not possibly
be called the shoulders of the wheels and their axles, since
they did not carry the wheels, but the "^D. Moreover,
this idea is irreconcilable with the following words: "below
the basin were the shoulder-pieces cast"
If, for example,
as Thenius assumes, the meehonah had a cover which was
arched like a dome, and had a neck in the centre into which

the basin was inserted by

its lower rim, the shoulder-pieces,
supposing that they were cast upon the inner borders of the
chest, would not be below the basin, but simply below the corners

of the lid of the chest, so that they would stand in no direct
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We

must

therefore give the

preference to the rendering, which is grammatically the most
natural one, " and its feet had shoulder-pieces," and understand

the words as signifying that from the

feet,

which descended of

course from the four corner borders of the chest
axles, there

down

to the

ascended shoulder-pieces, which ran along the out-

and reached to the lower part of the basin
which was upon the lid of the chest, and as shoulders either
side of the chest

supported or helped to support it

According to ver. 34, these

shoulder-pieces were so cast upon the four corners of the chest,

that they sprang out of it as it were,

tin E*K

"13JJD,

opposite

were wreaths. Where these festoons were attached,
the various senses in which "OW? is used prevent our deciding
At any rate, we must reject the alteration prowith certainty.
to each one

posed by Thenius, of

nnto

tP'K

Hebraic.

ni'$ into nriK?, for the simple reason that
in the sense of " one to the other" would not be

—In

31 we have a description of the upper portion
which formed the pedestal for the basin, and

ver.

of the mechonah,

" And the mouth of it
"i'3? nnno.
was within the crown and upwards with a cubit,
and the mouth of it (the crown) was rounded, stand-work, a
cubit and a half (wide), and on its mouth also there was engraved work, and its panels were square, not round." To understand this verse, we must observe that, according to ver. 35, the
mechonah chest was provided at the top with a dome-shaped
covering, in the centre of which there was an elevation resembling the capital of a pillar (rrWbn, the crown), supporting the
basin, which was inserted into it by its lower rim.
The suffix
in vtb (its mouth) is supposed by Thenius to refer to the
mechonah chest, and he questions the allusion to the basin, on
the ground that this was so flat that a mouth-like opening could
not possibly be spoken of, and the basins were never within the
mechonah.
But however correct these two remarks may be in
themselves, they by no means demonstrate the necessity of
taking WB as referring to the mechonah chest
For •» (the
mouth) is not necessarily to be understood as denoting a mouthlike opening to the basin ; but just as &&* '» in Ex. xxviii 32

therewith an explanation of
(the basin)

opening of the clothes for the head, i.c for putting
when putting on the clothes, so may vpb (its
mouth) be the opening or mouth for the basin, i.e. the opening
signifies the

the head through
into

which the basin

fitted

and was emptied, the water in the
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basin being let off into the mechonah chest through the headshaped neck by means of a tap or plug. The mouth was really
the lower or contracted portion of the shell-shaped basin, which
was about a cubit in height within the neck and upwards, that
is to say, in all, inasmuch as it went partly into the neck and
The n'B (the mouth thereof) which
rose in part above it
follows is the (upper) opening of the crown-like neck of the lid
of the mechonah.
This was rounded, l3"Trt?l!9, stand-work, i.e.,
according to De Wette's correct paraphrase, formed after the
style of the foot of a pillar, a cubit and a half in diameter.
" And also upon the mouth of it (the mechonah) was carved
work" The Dl (also) refers to the fact that the sides* of the
mechonah were already ornamented with carving. Dn,n'ilDD the
j

panels of the crown-like neck (J^j^) and its mouth (n'B) were
The
square, like the panels of the sides of the mechonah chest
fact that panels are spoken of in connection with this neck, may

be explained on the assumption that with

and
its

its

its

height of one cubit

circumference of almost five cubits (which follows from

having a diameter of a cubit and a half)

borders of brass to strengthen

its

it

had stronger

bearing power, while between

thinner plates, which are called fillings or
In vers. 32, 33, the wheels are more minutely deEvery stool had four wheels under the panels, i.e. not
scribed.
against the sides of the chest, but under them, and nhj, hands

them

it consisted of

panels.

—

or holders of the wheels,

i.e.

special contrivances for fastening

the wheels to the axles, probably larger and more

artistically

worked than the linch-pins of ordinary carriages. These rriT
were only required when the wheels turned upon the axles, and
not when they were fastened to them. The height of the wheel
was a cubit and a half, i.t. not half the height, but the whole.
For with a half height of a cubit and a half the wheels would
have been three cubits in diameter and as the chest was only
four cubits long, the hinder wheels and front wheels would
almost have touched one another.
The work (construction) of
;

but
;
and naves) was
In ver. 34 the description passes to the upper
cast in brass.
" And he made four shoulder-pieces
portion of the mechonah.
out of the stand
at the four corners of one (i.e. of every) stand
were its shoulder-pieces." nlBli3 are the shoulder-pieces already
mentioned in ver. 30, which were attached to the feet below, or
the wheels resembled that of (ordinary) carriage wheels

everything about them (holders,

—

felloes, spokes,

;
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They were fastened to the corners in
come out of them and they rose

that they seemed to

;

above the corners with a slight inclination (curve) towards the

middle of the neck or capital, till they came under the outer
rim of the basin which rested upon the capital of the lid of the
chest, so as to support the basin, which turned considerably outwards at the top. Ver. 35. " And on the upper part of the
stand (the mechanah chest) half a cubit high was rounded all
round, and on the upper part were its holders, and its panels out
rutoBn twh is the upper portion of the square chest
of it.
This was not flat, but rounded, i.e. arched, so that the arching

—

rose half a cubit high above the height of the sides. This arched
covering (or lid) had nlT, holders, and panels, which were therefore

upon the upper part of the

<"^3D.

The

holders

we

take to

be strong broad borders of brass, which gave the lid the neces-

and the fillings or panels are the thinner plates
between them. They were both <&&?, " out of it" out
of the upper part of the mechonah, i.e. cast along with it With
regard to the decoration of it, ver. 36 states that " he cut out
(engraved) upon the plates of its holders, and upon its panels,
cherubim, lions, and palms, according to the empty space of
every one, and wreaths all round"
We cannot determine anything further with regard to the distribution of these figures.
Vers. 37, 38. " Thus he made the ten stools of one kind of
casting, measure, and form, and also ten brazen basins (nil's), each
holding forty baths, and each basin four cubits."
In a round
vessel this can only be understood of the diameter, not of the
height or depth, as the basins were set upon (bv) the standi
rutosrrTjf inK "ri»3 is dependent upon tyR.
he made ten basins,
. . one basin upon a stand for the ten stands, i.e. one basin for
each stand
If then the basins were a cubit in diameter at the
top, and therefore their size corresponded almost exactly to the
sary firmness

;

of brass

:

.

length and breadth of the stand, whilst the crown-like neck, into

which they were
meter

inserted,

(ver. 31), their

spreading shells.

was only a cubit and a half in

dia-

shape must have resembled that of wide-

And

them required
30 and 34 as supports

the form thus given to

the shoulder-pieces described in vers.

beneath the outer rim of the basins, to prevent their upsetting
when the carriage was wheeled about1 Ver. 39. And he put

—

1
iii.

The description which Ewald has given of these stands in his Geschichte,
pp. 311, 812, and still more elaborately in an article in the GOUingen
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the stands five on the right side of the house and five on the
left ; and the (brazen) sea he put upon the right side eastwards,
opposite to the south The right side is the south side, and the
left the north side
Consequently the stands were not placed
on the right and left, i.e. on each side of the altar of burntoffering, but on each side of the house, i.e. of the temple-hall
while the brazen sea stood farther forward between the hall and
the altar, only more towards the south, i.e. to the south-east of
the hall and the south-west of the altar of burnt-offering.
The
basins upon the stands were for washing (according to 2 Chron.
iv. 6), namely, " the work of the burnt-offering," that is to say,
for cleansing the flesh and fat, which were to be consumed upon
the altar of burnt-offering.
By means of the stands on wheels,
they could not only easily bring the water required near to the
priests who were engaged in preparing the sacrifices, but could

down

also let

means of a

the dirty water into the chest of the stand

special contrivance introduced for the purpose,

afterwards take

it

away.

As

by
and

the introduction of carriages for the

basins arose from the necessities of the altar-service, so the pre-

paration of ten such stands, and the size of the basins, was

occasioned by the greater extension of the

sacrificial

worship, in

which it often happened that a considerable number of sacrifices
had to be made ready for the altar at the same time. The
artistic work of these stands and their decoration with figures
were intended to show that these vessels were set apart for the
service of the sanctuary.
The emblems are to some extent the
same as those on the walls of the sanctuary, viz. cherubim,
palms, and flowers, which had therefore naturally the same
meaning here as they had there the only difference being that
they were executed there in gold, whereas here they were in
;

brass, to

there
to

correspond to the character of the court

were

Moreover,

and oxen, pointing no doubt
characters, which were combined,

also figures of lions

the royal and priestly

GtUkrten Naehr. 1859, pp. 131-146, is not only obscure, but almost entirely
he proposes in the most arbitrary way to make several
alterations in the biblical text, on the assumption that the Solomonian stands
were constructed just like the small bronze four-wheeled kettle-carriages
(hardly a foot in size) which have been discovered in Mecklenburg, SteyerSee on this subject G. C. F. Lisch,
mark, and other places of Europe.
"iiber die ehernen Wagenbecken der Bronzezeit," in the Jahrbb. des Vereins
erroneous, since

f.

Mecklcnb. Geschichte,

this

kind

is

ix. pp.

373, 374, where

a sketch

of a small carriage of

given.
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according to Ex. xix. 6, in the nation worshipping the Lord in
this place.

Vers.
temple.

In

40—51. Summary enumeration of (he

—In

vers.

40

ver.

41—47

other vessels of the

the brazen vessels of the court are given.

the several portions of the brazen

pillars,

the

stands and basins, the brazen sea and the smaller vessels of

mentioned once more, together with notices of the
and quantity of the metal used for making
them. And in vers. 48-50 we have the golden vessels of the
Holy Place. This section agrees almost word for word with
2 Chron. iv. 11-v. 1, where, moreover, not only is the arrange-

brass, are

nature, casting,

ment observed in the previous

description of the temple-build-

ing a different one, but the making of the brazen altar of burntoffering, of the golden candlesticks, and of the table of shewbread, and the arrangement of the great court (2 Chron. iv. 7—9)
are also described, to which there is no allusion whatever in the

account before us

up an

;

so that these notices in the Chronicles

temple which

is

—Hiram made

given here.

—

Ver. 40a. The smaller brazen

the pots, shovels, and bowls,

of the pen for rriYDn, pots, as
ver.

fill

actual gap in the description of the building of the

we may

see

by comparing

45 and the parallel passages 2 Chron. iv.
The pots were used for carrying away

xxv. 14.

vessels.

a

rfi'an is

slip

with
11 and 2 Kings
the ashes

the shovels, for clearing the ashes from the altar

it

;

rrifnjan

;

B'yjn,

were

the bowls used for catching the blood, when the sacrificial
animals were slaughtered : compare Ex. xxvii 3 and Num. iv. 14,

where forks and

fire-basins or coal-pans are also mentioned.

Yer. 405 introduces the recapitulation of all the vessels

by Hiram,

njrp )V3,

Lord

in the house of the

(cf.

made

Ewald,

§ 300, b) ; in 2 Chron. iv. 11 more clearly, '" n»33; we find it
also in ver. 45, for which we have in 2 Chron. iv. 16 njfp TVa^
for the house of Jehovah.
vers.

41-45

The several objects enumerated in
by rrifr}>?. Vers. 41-44,

—

are accusatives governed

the brazen pillars with the several portions of their capitals
see at vers. 15-22.

The inappropriate expression

D'TBJfn 'JB"??

(upon the face of the pillars) in ver. 42 is probably a mistake
for 'yn Vieoy, " upon the two pillars," for it could not properly
be said of the capitals that they were upon the surface of the
pillars.

—

27-37;

Ver. 43.

ver.

The ten stands and

44, the brazen sea:

their basins

vid.

ver. 45, the pots, etc., as at ver. 40.

vers.

The

:

see at vers.

23-26;

lastly,

Chethib bnttn is
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0"»bD ntfru, ~of polished

accusative of the material governed by nby.

the Jordan valley he cast them

—in

—

brass—

Ver. 46.

" In

thickened earth between

Succoth and Zarthan," where the ground, according to Burckn
n ?5??3, " by
*?'J$? ?

hardt, Syr. ii p. 593, is marly throughout.

i

thickening of the earth," the forms being made in the ground

by stamping

together the clayey

side of the Jordan,

soil.

Succoth

—

was on the other

not, however, at the ford near

Bethsean

(Thenius), but on the south side of the Jabbok (see at Judg.

and Gen. xxxiii. 17). Zarthan or Zereda was in the
Jordan valley on this side, probably at Kwrn Sartabeh (see at
The casting-place must have
Judg. vii. 22 and Josh, iii 16).
been on this side of the Jordan, as the (eastern) bank on the
The circumother side has scarcely any level ground at all.
stance that a place on the other side is mentioned in connection
with one on this side, may be explained from the fact that the
two places were obliquely opposite to one another, and in the
valley on this side there was no large place in the neighbourhood above Zarthan which could be appropriately introduced
Ver. 47. Solomon left
to define the site of the casting-place.

viiL 5

—

all

number unweighed. nan does not
them down (= set them up Movers), but he let

these vessels of excessive

mean he laid
them lie, i.e. unweighed, as the additional clause,
of the brass was not ascertained," clearly shows.
:

quantity of brass, according to 1 Chron.

xviii. 8,

" the weight

This large

David had

taken from the cities of Hadadezer, adding also the brass presented to him by Toi
Vers. 48-50. The golden vessels of the
Holy Place (cf. 2 Chron. iv. 19-22). The vessels enumerated

—

by the repetition of "MD 3HJ in vers. 49 and 50,
which were made of fine gold and to this a
added in ver. 506 which was made of gold of
As "WD snj is governed in both instances by

here are divided,

two

into

third

classes,

class is

inferior purity.
i?jrn

;

as an accusative of the material, the snt (gold) attached to

the separate vessels

made
1

must be taken as an adjective " Solomon
house of Jehovah (i.e. had them

all the vessels in the

After

n^KA
D^arrfe) nt«
„ .......
T

the

LXX.

have the interpolation, xal

of

..

crt/fco*

ruoetpccxorret

xcti

ox.ru row

atxov rou jScuihias xcti rov otxou Kvpiav,

is proved to be apocryphal by the marvellous combination of the
house and the house of God, though it is nevertheless regarded by
Thenius as genuine, and as an interesting notice respecting certain pillars in

which

king's

the enclosure of the inner court of the temple,

and

in the king's palace

H
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the golden altar, and the golden table on which

:

the shew-bread, and the candlesticks

...

was

of costly gold ("WD

:

The house of Jehovah is indeed here, as in
ver. 40, the temple with its courts, and not merely the Holy
Place, or the temple-house in the stricter sense ; but it by no
means follows from this that DvarrTS, " all the vessels," includes
both the brazen vessels already enumerated and also the golden
decisive objection to our
vessels mentioned afterwards.
taking the bb (all) as referring to those already enumerated as
well as those which follow, is to be found in the circumstance
that the sentence commencing with &{ft is only concluded with
"too ant in ver. 49.
It is evident from this that Dv3n-?3 is
see at ch. vi. 20).

A

particularized in the several vessels enumerated from nan?

ns

These vessels no doubt belonged to the Holy Place
or temple-house only ; though this is not involved in the expression " the house of Jehovah," but is apparent from the context, or from the fact that all the vessels of the court have
already been enumerated in vers. 40-46, and were made of
onwards.

brass,

whereas the golden vessels follow here.
That these were
is assumed as well known from

intended for the Holy Place

the analogy of the tabernacle.

niiT JV3 "Vint

merely affirms

that the vessels mentioned afterwards belonged to the house of

God, and were not prepared for the palace of Solomon or any
We cannot infer from the expression
other earthly purpose.
" Solomon made " that the golden vessels were not made by
Hiram the artist, as the brazen ones were (Thenius). Solomon
is

simply named as the builder of the temple, and the introduction
name was primarily occasioned by ver. 47. The "golden

of his

altar " is the altar of incense in the

golden because

Holy Place, which is called,
was overlaid with gold-plate ; for, according
sides were covered with cedar wood, after the

it

to ch. vi. 20, its
analogy of the golden altar in the tabernacle (Ex xxx 1-5).
" And the table, upon which the shew-bread, of gold."
ant be-

longs to

inptfn,

to which it stands in free subjection (vid. Ewald,

"the golden table." Instead of ?$>B>n we
have rlaijy&n in 2 Chron. iv. 19 (the tables), because there it
has already been stated in ver. 8 that ten tables were made,
and put in the Holy Place. In our account that verse is
omitted ; and hence there is only a notice of the table upon
which the loaves of shew-bread generally lay, just as in 2
Chron. xxix, 18, in which the chronicler does not contradict

§287,

h), signifying
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The number

himself, as Thenius fancies.

ten, moreover, is re-

quired and proved to be correct in the case of the tables, by
the occurrence of the same

number

in connection with the

In no single passage of the Old Testament is it
stated that there was only one table of shew-bread in the Holy
1
Place of Solomon's temple.
The tables were certainly made of
wood, like the Mosaic table of shew-bread, probably of cedar
wood, and only overlaid with gold (see at Ex. xxv. 23-30).
" And the candlesticks, five on the right and five on the left,
before the back-room."
These were also made in imitation of
the Mosaic candlestick (see Ex. xxv. 31 sqq.), and were probably placed not near to the party wall in a straight line to the
right and left of the door leading into the Most Holy Place,
but along the two longer sides of the Holy Place
and the
same with the tables, except that they stood nearer to the side
walls with the candlesticks in front of them, so that the whole
space might be lighted more brilliantly.
The altar of burntoffering, on the contrary, stood in front of and very near to
the entrance into the Most Holy Place (see at ch. vi. 20).
In the following clause (vers. 49& and 50a) the ornaments of
the candlesticks are mentioned first, and then the rest of the
candlesticks.

;

smaller golden vessels are enumerated,

n^eri,

the flower-work,

with which the candlesticks were ornamented (see

The word

Ex xxv.

is evidently used collectively here, so that the

33).

DT?f

mentioned along with them in the book of Exodus (I.e.) are
rfijn, the lamps, which were placed upon the shaft
included,
arms
and
of the candlestick (Ex xxv. 37).
D^?/fC, the snuffers
rrtsp, basins in Ex. xii 22, here probably deep
(Ex. xxv. 38).
Dfttpto,

dishes (Schaleri).

with spouts for the wine
iv.

8, there

knives.

lifntD,

for the libations

were a hundred of these made.

bowls (SehcUen) or cans
according to 2 Chron
;
JrtB?,

small

flat vessels,

Nothing can be leaned from 2 Chron. xxix. 18 concerning the number
the Holy Place. If we were to conclude from this passage
that there were no more vessels in the Holy Place than are mentioned there,
we should also have to assume, if we would not fall into a most unscientific
inconsistency, that there was neither a candlestick nor a golden altar of
incense in the Holy Place. The correct meaning of this passage may be
gathered from the words of king Abiam in 2 Chron. xiii. 11 : " We lay the
i

of the vessels in

shew-bread upon

the

ing ;" from which

pure

it is

table,

and light

the

golden candlestick every even-

obvious that here and there only the table and the

candlestick are mentioned, because usually only one table

upon

it,

and only one

candlestick

had shew-bread

was lighted.
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rrtnno, extinprobably for carrying the incense to the altar,
38.
at
guishers
see
Ex.
xxv.
Ver.
50
b. The nine were also
;
(3

—

These were either the
more probably the sockets, in which the
They were provided for the doors of
pegs of the doors turned.
the inner temple, viz. the Holy Place and the Most Holy Place.
"We must supply Vdv before ^ff>.
All the vessels mentioned in vers. 48 and 49 belonged to the
Holy Place of the temple, and were the same as those in the
tabernacle
so that the remarks made in the Comm. on Ex.
xxv. 30 and 39, and xxx 1-10, as to their purpose and signifiOnly the number of the tables
cation, apply to them as well
and candlesticks was ten times greater. If a multiplication of
the number of these two vessels appeared appropriate on account
of the increase in the size of the room, the number was fixed
at ten, to express the idea of completeness by that number.
No new vessel was made for the Most Holy Place, because the
Mosaic ark of the covenant was placed therein (ch. viiL 4
compare the remarks on this at Ex xxv. 10-22). The account
of the vessels of the temple is brought to a close in ver. 51
" So was ended all the work that king Solomon made in the
house of the Lord and Solomon brought all that was consecrated by his father, (namely) the silver and the gold (which
were not wrought), and the vessels he placed in the treasuries of
As so much gold and brass had already
the house of Jehovah."
been expended upon the building, it might appear strange that
Solomon should not have used up all the treasures collected by
of gold, possibly of inferior quality.

hinges of the doors, or

;

—

:

;

his father, but should still be able to bring a large portion of it
into the treasuries of the temple.

But according

to 1 Chron.

xxii 14, 16, and xxix 2 sqq., David had collected together

almost incalculable amount of gold,
also

silver,

and

brass,

an

and had

added his own private treasure and the freewill offerings

of the leading

mon was

men

of the nation (1 Chron. xxix. 7-9).

Solo-

temple a
considerable portion of his own very large revenues (cf. ch.
x. 14), so that a respectable remnant might still be left of the
treasure of the sanctuary, which was not first established by
also able to devote to the building of the

David, but had been commenced by Samuel and Saul, and in
which David's generals, Joab and others, had deposited a portion of the gold and silver that they had taken as booty (1 Chron.

xxvi 20-28).

For

it is

evident that not a

little
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way

into this treasure through the successful wars of David,

from the

fact that

golden shields were taken from the generals

of Hadadezer, and that these were consecrated to the Lord along
with the silver, golden, and brazen vessels offered as gifts of

homage by king Toi

of Hamath, in addition to the gold and
which David had consecrated from the defeated Syrians,
Moabites, Ammonites, Philistines, and Amalekites (2 Sam. viii
1
7, 11, 12; 1 Chron. xviii 7, 10, ll).
silver

CHAP.

Vm. DEDICATION OF THE TEMPLE.

This solemn transaction consisted of three parts, and the
chapter arranges itself in three sections accordingly viz. (a)
the conveyance of the ark and the tabernacle, together with its
:

vessels, into the temple,

the occasion
(vers. 22-53)

(vers.
;

(c)

offering of sacrifice

The

with the words spoken by Solomon on

1-21)

;

(6)

Solomon's

dedicatory prayer

the blessing of the congregation, and the

and observance of a

feast (vers.

54-66).

parallel account to this in 2 Chron. v. 2-vii. 10, in addition

to certain minor alterations of words and constructions, introthis booty may possibly have reached, may
from the accounts we have concerning the quantity of the precious metals in Syria in the Macedonian age. In the gaza regia of Damascus,
Alexander found 2600 talents of gold and 600 talents of uncoined silver
(Curt. iii. IS, 16, cf. Arrian, ii. 11, 10). In the temple of Jupiter at Antioch
there was a statue of this god of solid silver fifteen cubits high (Justin,
jranV 2, 6. 6) and in the temple at Hierapolis there was also a golden
statue (Lucian, de Dea Syr. § 31). According to Appian (Partk. 28, ed.
1

be

The amazing extent to which

inferred

;

Schweigh.), this temple was so full of wealth, that Crassus spent several
days in weighing the vessels of silver and gold. And from the unanimous
testimony of the ancients, the treasures of the palaces and temples of Asia in

Of the many accounts which Bahr
the earlier times were greater still.
(Sgmbolik, i. p. 258 sqq.) and Movers (PhSnizier, ii. 3, p. 40 Bqq.) have colon this subject, we will mention only a few here, the crediwhich cannot be disputed. According to Varro (in Plin. xxxiii. 15),
Cyrus had taken 34,000 pounds of gold as booty after the conquest of Asia,
beside the gold wrought into vessels and ornaments, and 500,000 talents of
silver.
In Susa, Alexander took 40,000, or, according to other accounts,
50,000, talents from the royal treasury or, as it is still more definitely stated,
40,000 talents of uncoined gold and silver, and 9000 talents of coined dariks.
Alexander had these brought to Ecbatana, where he accumulated 180,000
Antigonus afterwards found in Susa 15,000 talents more in vessels
talents.
and wrought gold and silver. In Persepolis, Alexander took 120,000 talents,
and in Pasargada 6000 talents. For the proofs, see Movers, pp. 42, 43.
lected together
bility of

;
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most part merely for the sake of elucidation,
contains here and there, and more especially towards the end,
a few deviations of greater extent, partly omissions and partly
additions.
But in other respects it agrees almost word for
word with our account
duced

for the

With

regard to the time of the dedication,

it is

merely stated

in ver. 2 that the heads of the nation assembled at Jerusalem
to this feast in the seventh

took place

is

not given

But

The year

month.

in

which

as the building of the temple

this

was

finished, according to ch. vi. 38, in the eighth, month of the
eleventh year of Solomon's reign, the dedication which followed

month cannot have taken place in the same year

in the seventh

Ewald's opinion, that Solo-

as the completion of the building.

mon

dedicated the building a

month

not only extremely improbable in

ance with ch.

1-10

vii.

51.

If

before

itself,

we add

but

it

was

finished, is

is directly at vari-

to this, that according to

was not till after the lapse of twenty years,
during which he had built the two houses, the temple, and his
palace, that the lord appeared to Solomon at the dedication of
the temple and promised to answer his prayer, we must decide
in favour of the view held by Thenius, that the dedication of
ch. ix,

it

till twenty years after the buildwa3 begun, or thirteen years after it was finished, and
when Solomon had also completed the building of the palace,
which occupied thirteen years, as the LXX. have indicated at
the commencement of ch. viii. 1 by the interpolation of the
words, kcu iyivero we crvver£\eae XaXaftwv tov olKoSo/irjaai tov

the temple did not take place

ing of

it

oXkop Kvpiov KaX tov oikov avrov fiera el/coac ertj}

Vers. 1-21.

The first act

of the solemnities consisted (1)

in the removal of the ark of the covenant into the Most Holy-

Place of the temple (vers. 1-11); and (2) in the words with
which Solomon celebrated the entrance of the Lord into the
new temple (vers. 12-21). Vers. 1-11. Removal of the ark

—

—

This solemn transaction
of the covenant into the temple.
founded entirely upon the solemnities with which the ark

was
was

conveyed in the time of David from the house of Obed-edom
into the holy tent upon Zion (2 Sam vi 12 sqq.
1 Chron. xv.
;

1

the whole character of the Alexandrian version, there can be no
doubt that these words have been transferred by the LXX. from ch. ix. 1,
and have not dropped oat of the Hebrew text, as Thenius supposes.

From
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Solomon assembled the elders of Israel, and all the
2 sqq.).
heads of the tribes, the princes of the fathers' houses (WtM
rfaxn, contracted from rfaijn rpa 'Klw) of the Israelites, as representatives of the whole congregation, to himself at Jerusalem,
to bring the ark of the covenant out of the city of David,

i.e.

from Mount Zion (see the Comm. on 2 Sam. vi 16, 17), into the
temple which he had built upon Moriah.
(On the use of the
contracted form of the imperfect ?!??* after TX, see Ewald,
Ver. 2. Accordingly " all the men of Israel (i.e. the
§ 233, b.)
heads of the tribes and families mentioned in ver. 1) assembled together to the king in the month Ethanim, i.e. the seventh
month, at the feast." Gesenius explains the name 0'?n$n (in
55 codd. DWKrt) as meaning " month of the flowing brooks,"
after &VK in Prov. xiii. 15
Bottcher, on the other hand, supBut apart from other grounds,
poses it to denote the equinox.
the plural by no means favours this.
Nor does the seventh
month answer to the period between the middle of our September and the middle of October, as is supposed by Thenius,
who founds upon this supposition the explanation already rejected
by Bottcher, viz. " month of gifts ;" but it corresponds to the
period between the new moon of October and the new moon of
November, during which the rainy season commences in Palestine (Rob. Pal. ii p. 96 sqq.), so that this month may very
well have received its name from the constant flowing of the
brooks. The explanation, " that is the seventh month," is added,
however (here as in ch. vi. 1, 38), not because the arrangement
of the months was a different one before the captivity (Thenius),
but because different names came into use for the months
during the captivity. ana is construed with the article: " because
the feast intended was one that was well known, and had
already been kept for a long time (viz. the feast of tabernacles)."

—

;

,

The

article overthrows the explanation given

supposes that the reference
the dedication of the temple
of all the elders

(i.e.

is to

by Thenius, who

the festivities connected with

itself.

—

Vers. 3, 4. After the arrival

more
and
the temple), with the tabernacle and all
The expression DTIK wjro, which follows,

of the representatives of the nation,

particularly described in ver. 1), the priests carried the ark

brought

it

up

(se.

into

the holy vessels in it

introduces as a supplementary notice, according to the general
diffuseness of the early

Hebrew

precise statement that the priests

style of narrative, the more
and Levites brought up these
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sacred vessels.

*ij>to

?^K

is

not the tent erected for the ark of

the covenant upon Zion, which can be proved to have been

never so designated, and which is expressly distinguished from
the former in 2 Chron. i. 4 as compared with ver. 3, but is the

Mosaic tabernacle at Gibeon in front of which Solomon had
The tabernacle with the vessels in
offered sacrifice (ch. iii. 4).
it, to which, however, the ark of the covenant, that had long
been separated from it, did not belong, was probably preserved
The
as a sacred relic in the rooms above the Most Holy Place.
ark of the covenant was carried by priests on all solemn occasions, according to the spirit of the law, which enjoined, in
Num. iii 31 and iv. 5 sqq., that the ark of the covenant and
the rest of the sacred vessels should be carried by the Levites,
after the priests had carefully wrapped them up; and the Levites
were prohibited from directly touching them, on pain of death.
When, therefore, the ark of the covenant was carried in solemn
case before us, probably uncovered, this

procession, as in the

more especially as the
Holy Place. Consequently, by the statement in ver. 3b, that the priests and
Levites carried them ( D pN), viz. the objects mentioned before, we
are to understand that the ark of the covenant was carried
into the temple by the- priests, and the tabernacle with its
1
vessels by the Levites.
Ver. 5. " And king Solomon and the
whole congregation, that had gathered round him, were with
him before the ark sacrificing sheep and oxen in innumerable
could only be done

by the

priests,

Levites were not allowed to enter the Most

—

multitude."

was

This took place while the ark of the covenant

carried up,

no doubt when

the temple, and was set

it

was brought

down there
Then was

into the court of

for a time either within

or in front of the hall.
this magnificent sacrifice
"offered" there "in front of the ark" (p«n «»£).
Ver. 6.
After this sacrificing was ended, the priests carried the ark to

—

place, into the back-room of the house, into the Most Holy
under the wings of the cherubim (already described in ch
its

1

of

we have D'l^n in 2 Chron. v. 4 and instead
we have D»&n D^nbn, " the Levitical priests."

Instead of D'jnb in ver. 3,
D*feni

D^nbn

in ver. 4,

;

These variations are to be attributed to inexactness in expression.

For

it is

obvious that Thenius is wrong in his notion that the chronicler mentioned
the Levites instead of the priests, from the simple fact that he states in
ver. 7 that " the priests carried the ark," etc, in exact agreement with our
account.
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vi 23 sqq.). The latter statement is explained in ver. 7. " For
the cherubim were spreading out wings towards the place of
the ark, and so covered (lit threw a shade) over the ark and
over its poles from above."
If the outspread wings of the great
cherubic figures threw a shade not only over the ark of the
covenant, but also over its poles, the ark was probably so placed
that the poles ran from north to south, and not from east to
the

poles were

long,

my

—

Ver. 8. "

And

and there were seen their heads

(i.e.

west, as they are sketched in

Archdologie.

they were so long that their heads were seen) from the Holy
Place before the hinder room
the

Holy

;

but on the outside (outside

Place, say in the porch) they were not seen."

cannot be rendered

:

uw

they had lengthened the poles, from which

had made new
and longer carrying-poles, since the form of the tense in this
connection cannot be the pluperfect, and in that case, moreover, the object would be indicated by rm as in ch. iii. 14
but TH£ is used intransitively, " to be long," lit to show length,
as in Ex. xx. 12, Deut. v. 16, etc.
The remark to the effect
that the poles were visible, indicates that the precept of the
law in Ex. xxv. 15, according to which the poles were to be
left in the ark, was observed in Solomon's temple also.
Any
one could convince himself of this, for the poles were there " to
this day."
The author of our books has retained this chronological allusion as he found it in his original sources; for when he
composed his work, the temple was no longer standing. It is impossible, however, to ascertain from this statement how the heads
of the poles could be seen in the Holy Place, whether from the
fact that they reached the curtain and formed elevations therein,
if the poles ran from front to back
or whether, if, as is more
probable, they ran from south to north, the front heads were to
be seen, simply when the curtain was drawn back 1 Ver. 9.
" There was nothing in the ark but the two tables of stone,
which Moses had put there at Horeb, when Jehovah concluded
the covenant with Israel."
The intention of this remark is

Eimchi and

others have inferred that they

;

—

;

—

1

to give by means of a drawing
founded upon untenable assumptions
(see Bottcher, JEhrtnl. ii. p. 69).
It by no means follows from the expression ">>3"| 'JB-^y that the heads of the poles were visible as far off as th£_____^

The proof which Thenius haa endeavoured

of the correctness of the latter view,

is

door of the Holy Place, but simply that they could be seen in the Holy Bl&ce)

though not outside.

.''.,.

V "/*

/ »• /,'>•-'
r*.'i
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also simply to

show that the

which enjoined that the ark

law,

should merely preserve the stone tables of the covenant (Ex. xxv.
1 6, xL 2 0), had not been departed from in the lapse of time.
before rna is not a pronoun, but

time

that, as in

Deut xL

a conjunction

"«>«

when, from the

:

nna without nna, signifying

6, etc.

the conclusion of a covenant, as in 1 Sam. xx, 16, xxii 8, eta

name for the place where the law was given,
more definite name Sinai, as in Deuteronomy
1
Vers. 10, 11. At the dedi(see the Comm. on Ex. xix. 1, 2).
cation of the tabernacle the glory of Jehovah in the cloud filled
the sanctuary, so that Moses could not enter (Ex. xL 34, 35)
and so was it now. When the priests came out of the sanc-

Horeb, the general
instead of the

—

tuary, after putting the ark of the covenant in its place, the

cloud

filled

the house of Jehovah, so that the priests could not

stand to minister.

on both

occasions.

The signification of this fact was the same
The cloud, as the visible symbol of the

gracious presence of God, filled the temple, as a sign that

Jehovah the covenant-God had entered into it, and had chosen
By the
as the scene of His gracious manifestation in Israel

it

we

inability of the priests to stand,

the cloud drove them

come out

that

it filled

away

;

for it

the temple.

are not to understand that

was not

the priests had
means that they

till

It simply

could not remain in the Holy Place to perform service, say to
offer

an incense-offering upon the altar to consecrate it, just as
were offered upon the altar of burnt-offering after the

sacrifices

dedicatory prayer (vers. 62, 63).

s

1
The statement in Heb. ix. 4, to the effect that the pot of manna and
Aaron's rod that budded were also to be found in the ark, which is at
variance with this verse, and which the earlier commentators endeavoured to bring into harmony with it by forced methods of different kinds,
simply rests upon an erroneous interpretation of rmjn *xh
Ex. xvi. 33, 34,

m

and Nam.

which had become traditional among the Jews; since
this merely affirms that the objects mentioned had been deposited in front of
the testimony, i.e. in front of the ark which contained the testimony, and
not within it, as the Jews supposed. Still less are De Wette and others
warranted in deducing from this verse an argument against the existence of
the Mosaic book of the law in the time of Solomon, inasmuch as, according
to the precept in Deut. xxxi. 26, the book of the law was not to be kept in
the ark, but by the side of it, or near it.
3 Bertheau's opinion (on 2 Chron. v.
14), that the priests could not remain
in the hall and in front of it on account of the cloud, namely, " the cloud of
xvii. 25,

—

smoke, which, ascending from the sacrifices burned upon the altar of burntoffering, concealed the glory of the Lord," is decidedly erroneous.
For the
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The glory of the Lord, which is like a consuming fire (Ex.
17 Deut iy. 24, ix. 3), before which unholy man cannot

xxiv.

;

stand, manifested itself in the cloud.
festation of the glory of

after that the cloud

on

—

God took

was only

the great day of atonement,

This marvellous mani-

place only at the dedication

visible in the

Most Holy Place

when

the high priest entered it
The Chronicles contain a long account at this place of the

playing and singing of the Levites at these solemnities (vid.
2 Chron. v. 12-14).
Vers. 12-21. Solomon extols this marvellous proof of the

—

favour of the Lord. Ver. 12. Then spake Solomon, " Jehovah
hath spoken to dwell in the darkness." " Solomon saw that the
temple was filled with a cloud, and remembered that God had
been pleased to appear in a cloud in the tent of Moses also.
Hence he assuredly believed that God was in this cloud also,
and that, as formerly He had filled the tabernacle, so He would
now fill the temple and dwell therein " (Seb. Schmidt). ">dn
'ui rrin^ which Thenius still renders incorrectly, " the Lord
intends to dwell in the darkness," refers, as Easbi, C. a Lap.,
and others have seen, to the utterances of God in the Pentateuch concerning the manifestation of His gracious presence
among His people, not merely to Lev. xvi 2 (I will appear in the
cloud), but also to Ex xix. 9, where the Lord said to Moses, " I
come to thee )N\} apa," and still more to Ex xx. 21 and Deut. iv.
11, v. 19, according to which God came down upon Sinai <f>"$3.
Solomon took the word ?B"[2 from these passages. That he
meant by this the black, dark cloud which filled the temple, is
perfectly obvious from the combination ?B"igPn fjyn in Deut v.
1 9 and iv. 1 1. 1
Solomon saw this word of Jehovah realized in
cloud which hindered the priests from performing the service was, according to the distinct words of the text, the cloud which filled the house ; and
the explanatory clause, " for the glory of the Lord filled the house of
Jehovah," indicates in the most unmistakeable terms that it was the vehicle
of the glory of God, and therefore was not a cloud of smoke formed by the
borning sacrifices, but the cloud in which God manifested His invisible being
to His people, the very same cloud in which Jehovah was to appear above
the Capporeth, when the high priest entered the Most Holy Place on the day
of atonement, so that he was commanded not to enter it at all times, and,
when he entered, to cover the Capporeth with the cloud of the burning incense

—

(Lev. xvi. 2, 18).
1
Thenius, however, has built np all kinds of untenable conjectures as to
alterations of the text, upon the erroneous assumption that pu means the
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of the temple with the cloud, and learned therefrom

that the Lord would dwell in this temple.

Hence, heing firmly
convinced of the presence of Jehovah in the cloud which filled
the sanctuary, he adds in ver. 13 : "I have built Thee a house
to dwell in, a place for

Thy

seat for ever."

We

are not to

Solomon believed that the
temple built by him would stand for ever ; but it is to be
explained partly from the contrast to the previous abode of
God in the tabernacle, which from the very nature of the case
could only be a temporary one, inasmuch as a tent, such as
the tabernacle was, is not only a moveable and provisional
dwelling, but also a very perishable one, and partly from the
promise given to David in 2 Sam vii 14-16, that the Lord
would establish the throne of his kingdom for his seed for ever.
understand

t^ppijr

as signifying that

This promise involved the eternal duration of the gracious connection between

dwelling of

God

God and

Israel which

in the temple.

was embodied in the

This connection, from

its

very

was an eternal one ; even if the earthly form, from
which Solomon at that moment abstracted himself, was temporal and perishable.
Solomon had spoken these words with
his face turned to the Most Holy Place.
He then (ver. 14)
turned his face to the congregation, which was standing in the
court, and blessed it.
The word " blessed " Qm?) denotes the
wish for a blessing with which the king greeted the assembled
nature,

—

God which follows.
15-21 he praises the Lord for having now fulfilled
with His hand what He spake with His mouth to his father
David (2 Sam. vii). Ver. 16. The promise of God, to choose
congregation, and introduced the praise of

—In

vers.

—

Jerusalem as the place for the temple and David as prince, is
taken freely from 2 Sam. vii 7, 8.
In 2 Chron. vi 6, before
" I chose David," we find " and I chose Jerusalem, that
name might be there ;" so that the affirmation answers more pre-

my

cisely to the preceding negation, whereas in the account before

us this middle term

—

Vers. 17-19. David's intenand the answer of God that his son
was to execute this work, are so far copied from 2 Sam. vii 2,
12, 13, that God approves the intention of David as such,
rfron "Thou didst well that it was in thy mind."—Vers. 20, 21.
is

omitted.

tion to build the temple,

light

and radiant

cloud,

and cannot be synonymous with

5>£riy.

Bottcher

adopts the same opinion, without taking any notice of the striking remarks of
Bertheau on 2 Chron. v. 14.
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VIII. 22-53.

" And Jehovah has set up His word."
'U1 Ojfo supplies the explanation of ft£ K5D (hath fulfilled with his hand) in ver. 15.
God had caused Solomon to take possession of the throne of

David

;

and Solomon had built the temple and prepared a place

there for the ark of the covenant

The ark

is

thereby declared

to be the kernel and star of the temple, because

throne of the glory of

Vers. 22-53. Second

mon's dedicator}/ prayer

Solomon stood

it

was the

God
Act

(cf.

of the feast of dedication : Solo2 Chron. vi 12-42).
Ver. 22. "Then

—

Jehovah in front of all the
assembly of Israel, and stretched out his hands towards heaven."
It is evident from ver. 54 that Solomon uttered the prayer
The Chronicles contain the same
'which follows upon his knees.
account as we have here, with this addition, that it is said to
have taken place on a " scaffold," or kind of pulpit ("ri'3) specially
1
The altar, to the front of which Soloerected for the purpose.
mon went, was the altar of burnt-offering in the court, where
the congregation was gathered together.
The expression *U3
'fr 5n?"?3 favours the idea that Solomon offered the prayer upon
his knees with his face turned towards the congregation, and
not with his back to the people and his face turned towards the
The substance of the prayer is
temple, as Thenius supposes.
before the altar of

—

closely connected with the prayer of Moses, especially with the

and curses therein {vid. Lev. xxvi. and Deut xxviii.).
Commencing with the praise of God, who " keepeth covenant
and truth " towards His servants, and has thus far performed to
His servant David the promise that He gave him (vers. 23, 24),
Solomon entreats the Lord still further to fulfil this promise of
His (vers. 25, 26), and to keep His eyes constantly open over

blessings

the temple, to hearken to the prayers of His people, and to
avert the curse threatened against sinners from all

upon Him in

—

who

shall

temple (vers. 27-53).
Vers. 23, 24.
call
promised
His
people,
the Lord has
granting
the
blessing
to
By
1

Bottcher

is

this

by Thenius
been dropped oat of onr
a very improbable one ; although the

right in his assertion, that the opinion expressed

and Cappellos, that

this passage in the Chronicles has

text through a copyist's oversight, is

reasons he assigns are for the most part untenable. The omission may be
explained in a very simple manner, from the fact that the introduction of
this circumstance had no bearing upon the design or contents of the dedicatory prayer.
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and only God in heaven
and on earth, who keepeth covenant and mercy with those who
walk before Him with all their heart This acknowledgment
produces the requisite confidence for offering the prayer which
Jas. i 6).
is sure of an answer (Matt xxL 22 ; Mark xi 24
For '$>« lio?T«, compare Ex. xv. 11 with Deut iv. 39 ; 2 Sam.
" Who keepeth covenant and
vii 22, xxii. 32 ; Ps. Ixxxvi. 8.
mercy," verbatim the same as in Deut vii 9. The promise given
to His servant David (2 Sam. vii), the fulfilment of which the
hitherto proved Himself to be the true

;

commencement now lay

before their eyes

an emanation from the covenant

—

this day," as in ch. iii 6.

(HW)

(cf.

vers. 20, 21),

faithfulness of

Ver. 25.

God

The expression

was

"

As it is
"and now"

introduces the prayer for the further fulfilment of the

upon the throne to be
wanting to David, in the same conditional form in which
David had uttered the hope in ch ii 4, and in which the
Lord had renewed the promise to Solomon during the building
In KM-fy 3B* »»te, instead of
of the temple (ch. vi 12, 13).
ND3 bso in ch. ii 4, the divine rejection is more distinctly in-

promise, never to allow a successor

dicated

—

26 is not merely a repetition of the prayer in
Thenius supposes, but forms the introduction to the

Ver.

ver. 25, as

prayers which follow for the hearing of all the prayers presented
before the Lord in the temple.
The words, " let Thy words be

which Thou spakest unto Thy servant David," contain
something more than a prayer for the continual preservation of

verified,

the descendants of David upon the throne, for the fulfilment of
which Solomon prayed in ver. 25. They refer to the whole of
the promise in 2 Sam. vii 12-16.
The plural T^\ (Chetlub)
points back to Dnamrfca in 2 Sam. vii 17, and is not to be
altered into the singular after the Keri.
The singular ipx* is

used as it frequently is with the subject in the plural, when
the verb precedes (cf. Ewald, § 316, a, 1). Solomon has here in
mind one particular point in the promise, viz. that God would
not withdraw His mercy from the seed of David, even when it
sinned.
This is evident from what follows, where he mentions

simply cases of transgression, and prays that they may be forgiven Vers. 26-28 sqq. are closely connected in this sense
keep Thy words that were spoken to David for although this
temple cannot hold Thine infinite divine nature, I know that
Thou wilt have respect to the prayer of Thy servant, to keep
Thine eyes open over this temple, to hear every prayer which

—

;
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rMM in ver. 28
26 ; and ver. 27 contains
an intermediate thought, with -which Solomon meets certain
Thy

people shall bring before Thee therein.

continues the optative

W

JOK* in ver.

contracted ideas of the gracious presence of

God

in the temple.

'3 (ver. 27) signifies neither but, nevertheless, aiqui (Bottcher),

nor "as" (Thenius, Bertheau); and the assertion that ver. 27
the commencement of a new section is overthrown by the
inadmissible rendering of fMM, "but Thou turnest Thyself"
With the words, " Should God really dwell upon
(Thenius).
is

—

the earth behold, the heaven and the heaven of heavens (i.e.
the heavens in their widest extent, cf. Deut. x 14) cannot contain Thee, to say nothing (*? *|K; cf. Ewald, § 354, c) of this
house which I have built," in which the infinitude of God and
TTia exaltation above the world are expressed as clearly and
forcibly as possible, Solomon does not intend to guard against
!

the delusion that God really dwells in temples (J. D. Mich.),
but simply to meet the erroneous idea that He dwells in the
temple as men dwell in a house, namely, shut up within it,
and not also outside and above it, a delusion which sometimes
forced its way into the unspiritual nation, but which was always
For
attacked by the prophets (cf. Mic. iii 1 1 Jer. vii 4, etc.).
it is evident that Solomon did combine with his clear perception of the infinite exaltation of God a firm belief in His real
presence in the temple, and did not do homage to the abstract
idealism of the rationalists, not merely from his declaration
in vers. 12 sqq. that he had built this temple as a dwelling-.

—

;

for God, but also from the substance of all the following prayers, and primarily from the general prayer in
vers. 28 and 29, that God would take this temple under His
special protection, and hearken to every prayer directed towards
The distinction between "pDlji, njnn, and run is the followit
ripen denotes prayer in general, praise, supplication, and
ing
thanksgiving ; nsnn, supplication or entreaty, prayer for help and
mercy ; and fJ"!> jubilation, prayer as the joyous utterance of
Ver. 29. " That Thine eyes may be
praise and thanksgiving.
open upon this house night and day." n*3TW, sptdali quadam
The following
procidentia in hane domum directi (Mich.).
clause, " upon the place of which Thou hast said, My name shall
be there" (namely, 2 Sam. vii 13, implicite), contains within
Because the
itself the ground upon which the prayer rests.
name of God will be in the temple, i.e. because God will mani-

place

:

—
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His gracious presence there, He will also keep His eyes
open upon it, so as to hear the prayer of Solomon directed
rwn Dlpon ?K (toward this place)
because Solomon
towards it
also was praying in the court towards the temple.
In ver. 30,
" and hear the supplication of Thy servant and of Thy people
Israel," he begins by asking that those prayers may be heard
which the king and people shall henceforth bring before God

fest

:

—

^VPf] corresponds to r«M in ver. 28, and is
more precisely defined by the following JJOOTi nnto (as for these
prayers), Thou wilt hear them up to the place of Thine abode,
?K WQ& is a pregnant expression
to hear the
to heaven.
In the Chronicles we find
prayer, which ascends to heaven.
The last words, " hear and forthroughout the explanatory 10.
give," must be left in their general form, and not limited by
Nothing but forgiveness of sin can
anything to be supplied.
remove the curse by which transgression is followed.
This general prayer is then particularized from ver. 31 onwards by the introduction of seven special petitions for an
answer in the different cases in which, in future, prayers may
The first prayer (vers. 31, 32)
be offered to God in the temple.
has reference to the oaths sworn in the temple, the sanctity of
which God is asked to protect *' If a man sin against his
neighbour, and an oath be laid upon him, to cause him to swear,
and he come (and) swear before the altar in this house, then
in the temple.

:

wilt

Thou

hear," etc.

"•B'K J1K

does not

mean

either " granted

that " (Thenius) or " just

when " (Ewald, § 533, a), although DK is
"
used in the Chronicles, and we might render it freely " when ;
but ns is simply an accusative particle, serving to introduce the
following clause, in the sense of " as for," or " with regard to
(such a case as) that a man sins" (vid. Ewald, § 277, a). •&* «3*

For if JyK
were a substantive, it would have the article (n?Kn) provided
it were the subject, and the verb would be written n«a ; and if
it were the object, we should have f^KS, as in Neh. x. 30 (cf.
The prayer refers to the cases mentioned in
Ezek. xvii 13).
Ex. xxii. 6-12 and Lev. v. 21-24, when property entrusted to
any one had been lost or injured, or when a thing had been
found and the finding was denied, or when an act of fraud had
been committed in which cases the law required not only compensation with the addition of a fifth of its value, but also a
trespass-offering as an expiation of the sin committed by taking
cannot be taken as anything but an asyndeton.

;
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38-40;

a false oath. But as this punishment could only be inflicted
when the guilty person afterwards confessed his guilt, many
might have been sworn in the cases in question
so far as men were concerned.
Solomon therefore prays that the Lord will hear every such oath
that shall have been sworn before the altar, and work (ytoy),
i.e. actively interpose, and judge His servants, to punish the
The construction own yberi
guilty and justify the innocent.
(vers. 32, 34, 36, etc.) can be explained more simply from the
adverbial use of the accusative (Ewald, § 300, b), than from
oywn in ver. 30. iB'tfia tarn no, to give (bring) his way upon
his head, i.e. to cause the merited punishment to fall upon him
(ef. Ezek. ix. 10, xi. 21, etc.).
Vfiyenn and P"rs p«ran recali
Deut. xxv. 2. For tafjM) ft run compare 2 Sam xxii. 21, 25.—
The following cases are all taken from Lev. xxvi. and Deut. xxviii.
Vers. 33 and 34. The second petition,
" If Thy people Israel
are smitten by the enemy, because they have sinned against
Thee, and they turn to Thee and confess Thy name,
then
hear
and bring them back into the land," refers to the
threatenings in Lev. xxvi. 17 and Deut. xxviii. 25, where the
nation is threatened with defeat and subjugation on the part of
enemies, who shall invade the land, in which case prisoners
of war are carried away into foreign lands, but the mass of the
people remain in the land, so that they who are beaten can pray
to the Lord in the temple, that He will forgive them their sin,
save them out of the power of the enemy, and bring back the
captives and fugitives into their fatherland.
Vers. 35 and 36. The third prayer refers to the remission of
the punishment of drought threatened against the land, when the
heaven is shut up, according to Lev. xxvi. 19, Deut. xi. 17, xxviii.
23. Djjtti \?, because Thou humblest them (LXX.,Vulg.); not "that
Thou hearest them " (Chald. and others). DTin »3, because Thou
These words correspond to wyn *a,
teachest them the good way.
and contain a motive for forgiveness. Because God teaches His
people and seeks by means of chastisements to bring them back
to the good way when they fail to keep His commandments, He
must forgive when they recognise the punishment as a divine
chastisement and come to Him with penitential prayer.
Vers. 37-40. The fourth prayer relates to the removal of
other land-plagues: famine (Lev. xxvi. 19, 20, and 26 Deut.
xxviii. 23) ; pestilence (Lev. xxvi. 25) ; blight and mildew
false oaths

and have remained unpunished,

^

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

;

I
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in the

com

(Dent, xxviii. 22)

;

locusts (?*??, devouxer, is con-

—

nected with n3"]K without a copula,

more
by enemies in

to depict the plague of locusts
after

Dent

lastly,

xxviii. 38); oppression

plagues and diseases of

is

not the imperfect

Grramm.

p.

52, as in

Kal

all kinds,

Nek

—

of

27; and the

their

own land;

such as are threatened

16 and Deut xxviii. 59-61.

"W

(Ges., Dietr., Fiirst Olsh.

524), but the imperfect Eiphil of
ix.

by V&o,

vividly before their eyes

against the rebellious in Lev. xxvi.

W

.

in the Chronicles

WJ

in

Deut

xxviii.

expression Yijpffwa

difficult

probably to be altered into 'P P.??, whilst ^Vf is either to
be taken as a second object to "WJ, as Luther supposes, or as

is

in apposition to P.**?, in the land (in) his gates, as Bertheau
The assertion of Thenius, that all the versions except
assumes.
the Vulgate are founded upon the reading VJ5> nnK3, is incorrect

iTn"?

is

omitted after

'"^TO"?!, since

Solomon dropped the

construction with which he commenced, and therefore briefly

summed up all

the prayers, addressed to God under the various
chastisements here named, in the expression nsnros nsarja,

which is placed absolutely at the opening of ver. 38. "HWt
'W p)T£, " when they perceive each one the stroke of his heart,"
i.e. not dolor animi quern quisqnie sentit (Vatab., C. a Lap.), but
the plague regarded as a blow falling upon the heart, in other
In all
words, as a chastisement inflicted upon him by God.
these cases may God hear his prayer, and do and give to every
one according to his way.
W!) "ie>k " as Thou knowest his heart,"
;

i.e.

as is profitable for every one according to the state of his

heart or his disposition.
the hearts of all

men

(cf.

God can do

He knows
The purpose assigned

this,

Jer. xvii. 10).

because

for all this hearing of prayer (ver. 40), viz. " that they

Thee,"

etc., is

the same as in Deut.

iv.

may

fear

10.

41-43. The fifth prayer has reference to the hearing of
prayers
the
of foreigners, who shall pray in the temple. Solomon
assumes as certain that foreigners will come and worship before
Jehovah in His temple ; even Moses himself had allowed the
Vers.

foreigners living

among the

Israelites to offer sacrifice at the

temple (Num. xv. 14 sqq.), and the great name and the arm of
the Lord, that had manifested itself in deeds of omnipotence,
had become known in the times of Moses to the surrounding nations (Ex xv. 14, xviii 1 ; Josh. v. 1), and the report
of this had reached Balaam even in Mesopotamia (see the

Comm, on Num.

xxii).

*i3J?

%

does not

mean
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44-60.

foreigners " (Thenius), for

?** is never used in this sense ; but
be connected with PDtzn in ver. 43, as «< yaw frequently occurs (Bertheau). Ver. 42 is a parenthesis inserted
in explanation of lop RJD^ " for they will hear," etc. The strong
hand and the outstretched arm are connected together as a standing expression for the wondrous manifestations of the divine
omnipotence in the guidance of Israel, as in Deut. iv. 34, v. 15,
With y?|nm km the r«Q «» in ver. 41 is resumed, and
etc.
the main thought continued. Ver. 43. The reason for the
hearing of -the prayers of foreigners is " that all nations may

it is to

—

:

—

know Thy name

to fear Thee,"

etc.,

as in Deut. xxviii. 10.

An

examination of this original passage, from which vr\J>3 ^ob* *s
'Ul ?y is taken and transferred to the temple, shows that the
common explanations of this phrase, viz. "that this house is
called after Thy name," or " that Thy name is invoked over this
temple (at its dedication)," are erroneous. The name of the
Lord is always used in the Scriptures to denote the working of
God among His people or in His kingdom (see at 2 Sam. vi. 2).
The naming of this name over the nation, the temple, etc, presupposes the working of God within it, and denotes the conThis is obvious
fession and acknowledgment of that working.
from such passages as Jer. xiv. 9, where the expression " Thy
name is called over us " is only a further explanation of the
word " Thou art in the midst of us ;" and from Isa. lxiii 19,
where "we are they over whom Thou hast not ruled from
eternity " is equivalent to " over whom Thy name has not been
called."
The name of Jehovah will be named over the temple,
when Jehovah manifests His gracious presence within it in such
a manner, that the nations who pray towards it experience the
working of the living God within His sanctuary. It is in this
sense that it is stated in 2 Sam. vi. 2 that the name of Jehovah
is named above the ark of the covenant (see the Coram, in loc.).
There are no cases on record of the worship of foreigners in connection with Solomon's temple, though there are in connection
with the temple built after the captivity (vid. Josephus, Ant. xi.
8, 5, that of Alexander the Great ; xii. 2, 5 sqq., that of Ptolemseus Philadelphus and 2 Mace. iii. 2, 3, that of Seleucus).
Finally, in vers. 44-50 Solomon also asks, that when prayers
are directed towards the temple by those who are far away both
from Jerusalem and the temple, they may be heard. The sixth
case, in vers. 44 and 45, is, if Israel should be engaged in war

—

;

•
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with an enemy by the appointment of God and the seventh,
in vers. 46-50, is, if it should be carried away by enemies on
1
account of its sins.
By the expression in ver. 44, " in the
way which Thou sendest them," the war is described as one
undertaken by the direction of God, whether waged against an
;

enemy who has invaded the

land, or outside the land of

Canaan

chastisement of the heathen dwelling around them.
shall pray 'W "vyn Trw " %.e. in the direction towards the

for the

"

And

:

chosen city and the temple, namely, in

faith in

the actual

fljnj W, " to
presence of the covenant God in the temple,
Jehovah," instead of " to Thee," is probably introduced for the

sake of greater clearness,
(cf.

Deut.

x.

ebb??

*?ty\,

—

18, Ps. ix. 5, etc.).

Vers.

and secure them justice
46 sqq. In the seventh

should be given up to its enemies on
and carried away into the land of the enemy,
Solomon had the threat in Lev. xxvi. 33 and 44 in his eye,
though he does not confine his prayer to the exile of the whole
nation foretold in that passage and in Deut xxviii. 45 sqq.,
64 sqq., and xxx. 1-5, but extends it to every case of transportation to an enemy's land.
03? ->** ^twn, " and they take it
to heart," compare Deut. iv. 39, and without the object, Deut.
xxx. 1 ; not " they feel remorse," as Thenius supposes, because
the Hiphil cannot have this reflective signification (Bbttcher).
The confession of sin in ver. 47, uyen Wj>rn UNOn, was adopted
by the Jews when in captivity as the most exhaustive ex-

prayer, viz.

account of

if

Israel

its sins

pression of their deep consciousness of guilt (Dan.
6)-

**9f?>

ix.

5

Fs. cvi.

;

to slip, labi, depicts sin as a wandering from right

1
Bertheau (on Chron.) has already proved that there is no force in the
arguments by which Thenius attempts to show, on doctrinal grounds, that
vers. 44-51 are an interpolated addition.
As he correctly observes, " it is,

on the contrary, quite in harmony with the original plan, that the two cases
are also anticipated, in which the prayers of Israelites who are at a distance from
the seat of the sanctuary are directed towards the temple, since it is perfectlyappropriate that the prayers of the Israelites at the place of the sanctuary are

mentioned first, then the prayers of foreigners at the same place, and lastly
the prayers of Israelites, who, because they are not in Jerusalem, are obliged
to content themselves with turning their faces towards the temple.

We might

also point to the fact that it is probably intentional that exactly seven

cases are enumerated, inasmuch as in enumerations of this kind,

which aru

not restricted by the nature of the case to any definite measure, such a
number as seven easily furnishes an outward limit," or more correctly : because seven as a sacred or covenant number was more appropriate than any
other to embrace all prayers addressed to God.

—
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VIII. 64-61.

nWJ, to act perversely, as a conscious perversion of justice;
and Wtn as a passionate rebellion against God (cf. Isa. lvii. 20).
Ver. 50. O'Orrb ann« literally, " and make (place) them for
compassion before their captors, that they may have compassion
upon them," i.e. cause them to meet with compassion from their
enemies, who have carried them away.
In vers. 51-53 Solomon closes with general reasons, which should secure the hearing of his prayer on the part of God. Bertheau follows the
earlier commentators in admitting that these reasons refer not
merely to the last petitions, but to all the preceding ones. 1
The plea "for they are Thy people," etc. (ver. 51), is taken from
Deut. iv. 10 ; and that in ver. 53, " Thou didst separate them,"
etc., is taken from Lev. xx. 24, 26, compared with Ex. xix. 5.
'W T^y rt'r£> " that Thine eyes may be opened," follows upon
W3ei ("then hear Thou") in ver. 49 just as ver. 29 at the
commencement of the prayer follows upon fMM in ver. 28. The
recurrence of the same expression shows that the prayer is
drawing to a close, and is rounded off by a return to the
" As Thou spakest by Moses"
thought with which it opened.
points back to Ex. xix. 5.
In 2 Chron. vi 40-42 the conclusion of the prayer is somewhat altered, and closes with the
appeal to the Lord to cause salvation and grace to go forth
from the temple over His people.

—

;

—

;

—

54-66. Concluding Act of the dedication of the
Vers. 54-61. Blessing the congregation.
After the
conclusion of the prayer, Solomon rose up from his knees and
Vers.

—

temple.

rrifeviB vmi is a cir%
cumstantial clause, which must be connected with the previous

blessed all the assembled congregation.

words and rendered thus " from lying upon his knees with
" And he stood," i.e. he
bis hands spread out towards heaven."
came from the altar and stood nearer to the assembled congregation.
The blessing begins with praise to the Lord for the
fulfilment of His promises (ver. 16), and consists in the petition
that the Lord will always fulfil his (Solomon's) prayers, and
:

Seb. Schmidt has already given the following explanation: "These
my people do Thou, Lord,
because it is for Thy people that I have prayed, and I am their king: there1

things which I have asked for myself and for

Thou the prayers of Thy servant and Thy people. For in ver. 52 he
makes mention of his own case and of the cases of all the rest, in which they
would call upon the Lord.
fore hear
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1
grant His people the promised salvation.

of Jehovah rests, so far as the

first

—

Ver. 56.

The praise
upon the

part is concerned,

promise in Deut. xii 9, 10, and upon its fulfilment in Josh,
xxi. 44, 45 and xxiiL 14
and the second part is founded upon
Lev. xxvi 3-13 and Deut. xxviii. 1-14, where the "good word,
;

which the Lord spake by Moses," is more precisely described
as the blessing which the Lord had promised to His people
and had hitherto bestowed upon them. He had already given
Israel rest by means of Joshua when the land of Canaan was
taken but since many parts of the land still remained in the
hands of the Canaanites, this rest was only fully secured to
them by David's victories over all their enemies. This glorious
fulfilment warranted the hope that the Lord would also fulfil in
the future what He had promised His servant David (2 Sam.
;

would only faithfully adhere
Solomon therefore sums up all his wishes for
the good of the kingdom in vers. 57-61 in the words, " May
Jehovah our God be with us, as He was with our fathers ; may
vii 10), if the people themselves
to their

He not
that

God

leave us nor forsake us, to incline our heart to Himself,

—

we may walk

in all His ways," etc.
that the evil word
by Moses in Lev. xxvi. 14 sqq., Deut xxviii. 15, may
upon us. For ver. 57 compare Deut. xxxi 6, 8, and
tttte*. ?** corresponds to 1ST tn in these passages.
5.

predicted

not

fall

Josh.

i.

In the Pentateuch

men who

used but once of

ctos is

the Lord, viz. Deut. xxxii

15

;

in the general sense of casting away, letting alone,

similar meanings.
1

forsake

in other cases it is only used

and other

It is first used of God, in the sense of for-

it is simply a rebut instead of it we hare a statement, in
2 Chron. vii. 1-4, to the effect that fire fell from heaven and consumed the
burnt-offering upon the altar.
This statement, which even Movers regards as
a traditional, i.e. a legendary addition, according to his erroneous view of
the sources of the Chronicles, is confirmed by the similar miracle which

This blessing

is

omitted from the Chronicles, because

capitulation of the longer prayer

;

occurred at the dedication of the temple.

It is omitted, like so

many

other

things in the account before us, because all that was essential in this occurrence was contained implicite in the filling of the temple with the glory of the

Just as at the consecration of the Mosaic sanctuary the Lord did not
merely manifest His gracious presence through the cloud which filled the
tent, but also kindled the first sacrifice with fire from heaven (Lev. ix. 24),

Lord.

to sanctify the altar as the legitimate place of sacrifice

the miraculous kindling of the

first sacrifice

with

fire

;

so also at the temple

from heaven was the

immediate and even necessary consequence of the filling of the temple with
the cloud, in which the presence of Jehovah was embodied.
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62-66.

saking His people, in Ps. xxvii. 9 in connection with 3$ ; and
frequently occurs afterwards in Jeremiah.
Ver. 59. May
these my words, which I have prayed (vers. 25-43), be near to

—

it

Jehovah our God day and night, that He may secure the right
of His servant (the king) and of His people, as every day
demands, toi'? 0\" 13% as in Ex. v. 13, xvi. 4. For ver. 60
compare ver. 43. Ver. 61. Let your heart be '* Dy tb&, wholly,

—

—

undividedly devoted to the Lord

(cf.

Vers. 62-66. Sacrifices and feast.

ch. xi. 4, xv. 3, 14, etc.).

—

Vers. 62, 63. The dedicatory prayer was followed by a magnificent sacrifice offered by

The thank-offering (DWtpror) con-

the king and all Israel.

with the magnitude of the manifestation of
divine grace, of 22,000 oxen and 120,000 sheep. This enormous
number of sacrificial animals, in which J. D. Michaelis found
serious difficulties, Thenius endeavours to set aside as too large,
by calculating that as these sacrifices were offered in seven
sisted, in accordance

days, reckoning the sacrificial day at twelve full hours, there

must have been about

five

oxen and about twenty-five sheep

slaughtered and offered in sacrifice every minute for the king
alone.

This calculation would be conclusive,

if there

were any

foundation for the three assumptions upon which it rests
namely, (1) that the number of sacrifices mentioned was offered
for the king alone

;

(2) that the slaughtering

and preparation

of the sacrificial animals could only be performed by the priests
and Levites; and (3) that the whole of the flesh of these
BflfrUHftl animals

was

to

be consumed upon the

But

altar.

There is nothing in
the account about their being " for the king alone."
For it is
obvious that the words " and Solomon offered a sacrifice " are
not to be understood as signifying that the king had these
sacrifices offered for himself alone, but that the words refer to
the sacrifices offered by the king and all Israel for the consecration of the temple, from the simple fact that in ver. 62
these three assumptions are

"

Solomon and all
and that

sacrifice,

sacrifices

we

and that

it

all

erroneous.

Israel " are expressly

mentioned as offering

after the statement of the

63

number

of the

"so the king and all
the
house
Jehovah" Moreof
Israel
dedicated
of
children
the
i. and iii that at
law
in
Lev.
the
from
evident
is
very
over it
the offering of sacrifice the slaughtering, flaying, and preparation of the sacrificial, animals were performed by any Israelite,
find these

words in

ver.

was only the sprinkling

:

of the blood against the
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altar and the burning of the sacrificial portions upon the altar
which were the exclusive province of the priests. In order to
form a correct idea of the enormous number of sacrifices which
could be slaughtered on any one day, we will refer again to the
notice in Josephus (Bell. Jud. vi 9, 3) already mentioned in the
Comm. on the Pentateuch, voL iii. p. 51 (translation), that in the
reign of the emperor Nero the procurator Cestius directed the
priests to count the number of the paschal lambs, and that
they counted 250,000, which were slaughtered for the passover
between the ninth and eleventh hours of the day, and of which
the blood was sprinkled upon the altar.
If then it was possible at that time to slaughter more than 250,000 lambs in
three hours of the afternoon, and to sprinkle the blood upon
the altar, there can have been no difficulty in slaughtering and
sacrificing 3000 oxen and 18,000 sheep at the dedication of
the temple on each of the seven days of the festival
As all
Israel from Hamath to the brook of Egypt came to Jerusalem
to this festival, we shall not be above the mark if we estimate
the number of the heads of houses present at 100,000.
And
with very little trouble they could have slaughtered 3000 oxen
and 18,000 sheep a day and prepared them for sacrificing.
How many priests took an active part in this, we do not indeed
know, in fact we have no information as to the number of the
priests in Solomon's time

;

but

we know

that in the time of

David the number of Levites qualified for service, reckoning
from their thirtieth year, was 38,000, so that we may certainly
iissume that there were two or three thousand priests.
Now if
only the half of these Levites and priests had come to Jerusalem to
the dedication of the temple, they alone could have slaughtered
3000 oxen and 18,000 sheep every day. And would not a
thousand priests have been sufficient to sprinkle the blood of
so many animals upon the altar and to burn the fat between
the morning and evening sacrifice ?
If we divided these sacrifices among a thousand priests, each one would only have had
to attend to the sprinkling of the blood and burning of the fat
of three oxen and eighteen sheep each day.
But the brazen
altar of burnt-offering might not have been large enough for

—

the burning of so many sacrifices, notwithstanding the fact that
only the fat portions of the thank-offerings were consumed, and

much room ; since the morning and evening burnt-offerings were added daily, and as festal offerings

they did not require
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they would certainly not consist of a lamb only, but at least of one
bullock, and they were burned whole, although the altar of burntoffering with a surface of

144 square yards

(see

my bibl.

Arch&ol.

127) would hold a very large quantity of sacrificial flesh at
once.
In ver. 64, however, it is expressly stated that Solomon
sanctified the middle of the court, which was before the house
of Jehovah, to burn the burnt-offering and meat-offering and the

i

p.

feit

portions of the thank-offerings there, because the brazen altar

was too small to hold these
pvnn ipn) is the whole of

"

sacrifices.

The middle of the court"

the inner portion of the court of the

which was in front of the temple-house and formed the
Of course we have
not to imagine that the sacrifices were offered upon the stone
pavement of the court, but must assume that there were auxiliary

priests,

centre of the court surrounding the temple.

By

altars erected in the inner court around the brazen altar.

the burnt-offering and the meat-offering (belonging to it: n^yrrnK
nroorrnsn) we are not to understand certain burnt-offerings,

which were

offered for a definite

number

of thank-offerings, as

Thenius supposes.
The singular and the definite article are
both at variance with this.
The reference is rather to the
(well-known) daily morning and evening burnt-offerings with
their meat-offering, and in this case, no doubt, to such a festal
sacrifice as is prescribed in
feasta.

—

all Israel

of

Num.

xxviii. for the great yearly

Thus Solomon held the feast at that time, and
with him, a great assembly from the neighbourhood

Ver. 6 5.

Hamath

to the brook of Egypt,

i.e.

from the whole land in

its

from north to south. " The district of Hamath"
Le. Epiphania on the Orontes, is mentioned as the northern
boundary (cf. Num. xxxiv. 8, xiii. 21, Josh. xiii. 5, etc.) and
fullest extent

;

" the brook of

Egypt" (&T1VP

Bhinocorura, as the southern
boundary (cf. Num. xxxiv. 8, Josh xv. 4). " The feast " pnn),
which Solomon held with the people " seven days and seven
'D?).

days, fourteen days," is not the feast of the dedication, but, as

in ver. 2, the feast of tabernacles,

month

which

fell

in the seventh

and the meaning of the verse is, that on that occasion
the feast of the seventh month was kept for fourteen days, namely,
seven days as the feast of the dedication, and seven days as the
;

feast of tabernacles.

We

are obliged to take the words in this

way, partly on account of the evident reference to iro (at the
feast) in ver. 2 in the expression 30\Tn ? ( tno feast) in this
verse, and partly on account of the statement which follows in
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138
ver.

66,

"and on the eighth day he

sent the people away."

" eighth

day" is not the first day of the feast of tabernacles
(Thenius) ; but the eighth day, as the conclusion of the feast of
The correctness of this view
tabernacles, rnv}| (Lev. xxiii. 36).
is placed beyond all doubt by the context in the Chronicles,
which states more clearly that " Solomon kept the feast seven
and they kept rnx?: (the
days, and all Israel with him . .
for they kept the dedication
closing feast) on the eighth day
of the altar seven days and the feast seven days ; and on the
twenty-third day of the seventh month he sent the people
The feast of tabernacles lasted seven days, from the
away."
15th. to the 21st, with a closing festival on the eighth day, i.e.

The

.

;

This festival was

the 2 2d of the. month (Lev. xxiii 33-39).

preceded by the dedication of the temple from the 8th to the

14th of the month. The statement in ver. 66, " on the eighth
day he sent the people away," if we take the words in their
strict sense, is at variance with the statement in the Chronicles,
" on the 23d day," since the eighth day of the feast of tabernacles was the 2 2d day of the month
but it may easily be
accounted for from want of precision in a well-known matter.
Solomon sent the people away on the eighth day, i.e. on the
;

afternoon or evening of the atzereth of the feast of tabernacles,

morning of the next day, i.e. on the 23d of the
month, the people took their journey home, "joyful and glad of
heart for all the goodness that the Lord had shown to His serso that on the

vant David and to the people."

David

is

mentioned, because

the completion of the building of the temple was the fulfilment
" Tents," for houses, as in
of the divine promise given to him.

2 Sam. xx. 1, Judg. vii

CHAP.

8,

and other passages.

IX. THE ANSWER TO SOLOMON'S PRAYER.
THE MEANS
EMPLOYED FOR THE ERECTION OF HIS BUILDINGS.

Vers. 1-9. The Answer of the Lord to Solomon's Dedicatory Prayer (cf. 2 Chron. vii 11-22). Vers. 1, 2. When
Solomon had finished the building of the temple, and of his
palace, and of all that he had a desire to build, the Lord
appeared to him the second time, as He had appeared to him at
Gibeon, i.e. by night in a dream (see ch. iii 5), to promise him
that his prayer should be answered.
For the point of time, see

—

at ch. viii 1.

P^ff^a, all Solomon's desire or pleasure, is para-
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phrased thus in the Chronicles

:

aj?

J?

K?IT^?, " all that came

into his mind," and, in accordance with the context,

is

very

properly restricted to these two principal buildings by the clause,
" in the house of Jehovah and in his own house."
Vers. 3 sqq.

—

The

divine promise to Solomon, that his prayer should be

answered,

is closely

connected with the substance of the prayer

bat in our account we have only a brief summary, whereas in the
Chronicles it is given more elaborately (vid. 2 Chron vii 12-16).
" I have sanctified this house which thou hast built, to put my
name there." For the expression, see Deut xii 1 1. The sanctifying consisted in the fact, that Jehovah put His name in the
temple; i.e. that by filling the temple with the cloud which
visibly displayed His presence, He consecrated it as the scene
of the manifestation of His grace. To Solomon's prayer, " May
Thine eyes stand open over this house" (ch. viii 29), the Lord
replies, giving always more than we ask, "My eyes and my
Vers. 4 and 5 contain the
heart shall be there perpetually."
Vers. 6-9 refer to the
special answer to ch. viii 25 and 26.
prayer for the turning away of the curse, to which the Lord
replies
If ye and your children turn away from me, and do
not keep my commandments, but worship other gods, this house
will not protect you from the curses threatened in the law, but
they will be fulfilled in all their terrible force upon you and
upon this templa This threat follows the Pentateuch exactly
in the words in which it is expressed; ver. 7 being founded
upon Deut xxviii. 37, 45, and 63, and the curse pronounced

—

—

:

upon

Israel in

Deut

xxix.

—

23-26 being

transferred

to the

temple in vers. 8 and 9. 'JB pyo typv, to dismiss, i.e. to reject
from before my face. " This house will be tf^J?," ie. will stand
high, or through its rejection will be a lofty example for all that
The temple stood upon a high mountain, so that its
pass by.
ruins could not fail to attract the attention of all who went
The expression tf y£ is selected with an implied allusion
past
God there promises to make
to Deut xxvi 19 and xxviii 1.
Israel

7^'*^?,

high, exalted above all nations.

This blessing will

be turned into a curse. The temple, which was high and widely
renowned, shall continue to be high, but in the opposite sense, as
1
an example of the rejection of Israel from the presence of God.
1

The conjecture

of Bottcher, Thenius,

and Bertheau, that

|i^>y

should be

altered into D"P< naa no support in Mic. iii. 12, Jer. xxtL 18, and Pa. lxiir.
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The Means by which the Buildings were

Vera. 10-28.

—In

KINGS.

order that all which

remained to be said
grouped together,
different notices are introduced here, namely, as to his relation
to Hiram, the erection of several fortresses, and the tributary
labour, and also as to his maritime expeditions and these heteerected.

still

concerning Solomon's buildings might be

;

rogeneous materials are so arranged as to indicate the resources

which enabled Solomon to erect so many and such magnificent
buildings.
These resources were (1) his connection with king
Hiram, who furnished him with building materials (vers. 10-14)
(2) the tributary labour which he raised in his kingdom (vers.
15-25) (3) the maritime expedition to Ophir, which' brought
:

;

him

But

great wealth (vers. 26-28).

these notices are very-

2
more

condensed, and, as a comparison with the parallel account in

Chron.

viii.

shows, are simply incomplete extracts from a

In the account of the tributary labour, the
cities finished and fortified (vers. 15-19)
is interpolated
and the information concerning the support
which was rendered to Solomon in the erection of his buildings
by Hiram (vers. 11-14), is merely supplementary to the
account already given in ch. v.
Vers. 24 and 25 point still
more clearly to an earlier account, since they would be otherwise unintelligible.
In 2 Chron. viii. the arrangement is a
simpler one the buildings are first of all enumerated in vers.
1-6, and the account of the tributary labour follows in vers.
7-11.
Vers. 10-14. The notices concerning Solomon's connection
elaborate history.

enumeration of the
;

—

:

Hiram are very imperfect; for ver. 14 does not furnish
a conclusion either in form or substance.
The notice in 2
Chron. viii 1, 2 is still shorter, but it supplies an important

vrith

—

addition to the account before us.

and hag

all

Vers.

10 and 11 form one

the ancient versions against it ; for they all contain the Maaoretic
a verbal translation (LXX.), or in a paraphrase, as for

text, either in

example the Chaldee, " the house that was high shall be destroyed ;" the
Syriac and Arabic, " this house will be destroyed ;" and the Vulgate, domus
hxc erit in eremplum. In 2 Chron. vii. 21 the thought is somewhat varied
by the alteration of rrW• into mn ne*N. For it would never enter the mind

—

of

any sober

text.

critic

Still less

tt
v:
v -:
to attribute this variation to a misinterpretation of our

can

it

be an unsuccessful attempt to explain or rectify oar
only

text, as Bottcher imagines, since the assertion of this critic, that
fity is

used to signify an exalted position, and never the exaltation of dignity or
worth, is proved to be erroneous by Deut. xxvi. 19 and xxviii. 1.
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IX. 10-14.

he gave) in ver. 1 1 introduces the apodosis
came to pass, etc.) in ver. 10 ; and ver. 11

TS (then

(and

it

a circumstantial clause inserted as a parenthesis.
Hiram had supported Solomon according to his desire with
and Solomon
cedar wood and cypress wood, and with gold
gave him in return, after his buildings were completed, twenty
But these cities did not please
cities in the land of Galil.
Hiram,
When he went out to see them, he said, " What kind
contains

;

of cities are these (no in a contemptuous sense) which thou

my

hast given me,

brother?"

*nK as in ch. xx. 32, 1 Mace,

22, as a conventional expression
" And
used by princes in their intercourse with one another.
;"
i.e. it retained this
he called the land Cabul unto this day
18, xL 30, 2 Mace.

x.

name even

xi.

to later times.

The land of

country which was afterwards
northern portion of

it,

as

is

known

Galil is a part of the

as Galiloea, namely, the

evident from the fact that in Josh.

xx. 7, xxi. 32, Kedes in the mountains of Naphtali, to the north-

west of Lake Huleh, is distinguished from the Kadesh in southern
Palestine

2

Kings

by the epithet Wis. It is still more evident from
xv. 29 and Isa. viii. 23 that Galil embraced the

northern part of the tribe of Naphtali; whilst the expression
used by Isaiah, D^an r?3, also shows that this district was for

most part inhabited by heathen (i.e. non-Israelites). The
twenty cities in Galil, which Solomon gave to Hiram, certainly
belonged therefore to the cities of the Canaanites mentioned
in 2 Sam. xxiv. 7 ; that is to say, they were cities occupied
chiefly by a heathen population, and in all probability they
were in a very bad condition Consequently they did not please
Hiram, and he gave to the district the contemptuous name of
the

the land of Cabul.

word Cabul

Of

the various interpretations given to the

(see Ges. Thcs. p. 656), the

one proposed by Hiller

435), and adopted by Eeland, Ges., Maurer, and
others, viz. that it is a contraction of Sans > sicut id quod evanuit
ianquam nihil, has the most to support it, since this is the mean(Onomast.

p.

At the same time it is possible,
ing required by the context.
and even probable, that it had originally a different signification, and is derived from »3 = »n in the sense of to pawn,
This is favoured by the
as Gesenius and Dietrich suppose.
occurrence of the name Cabul in Josh. xix. 27, where it is probably derivable from ??3, to fetter, and signifies literally a fortress or castle
but in this instance it has no connection with
;
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the land of Cabul, since

it

is

still

preserved in the village of

Cabul to the south-east of Acre (see the Comm. on Josh. I.e.).
The " land of Cabul " would therefore mean the pawned land
and in the mouths of the people this would be twisted into
" good for nothing."
In this case tnpn would have to be taken
" they called ;" and the notice respecting this
impersonally
name would be simply an explanation of the way in which the
Hiram, however, did not retain this dispeople interpreted it
trict, but gave it back to Solomon, who then completed the
1
The only way in which we can give to
cities (2 Chron. viii 2.).
ver. 14 a meaning in harmony with the context, is by taking it
NlM . .
twi in
as a supplementary explanation of a?}?* .
ver. 11, and so rendering npe^l as a pluperfect, as in ch. vii
13 "Hiram had sent the king a hundred and twenty talents
If we reckon the value of gold as being ten times
of gold."
the worth of silver, a hundred and twenty talents of gold would
:

.

.

.

:

This is no doubt
be 3,141,600 thaiers (about £471,240 : Tr.).
to be regarded as a loan, which Solomon obtained from Hiram
Although David may
to enable him to complete his biiildings.

have collected together the requisite amount of precious metals
fqr the building of the temple, and Solomon had also very considerable yearly revenues, derived partly from tribute paid by
subjugated nations and partly from trade, his buildings were
so extensive, inasmuch as he erected a large number of cities
beside the temple and his splendid palace (vers. 15-19), that
his revenues might not suffice for the completion of these costly
works; and therefore, since he would not apply the consecrated treasures of the temple to the erection of cities and
palaces, he might find himself compelled to procure a loan from
the wealthyking Hiram, which he probably intended to cover
by ceding to him twenty cities on the border of the Phoenician
But as these cities did not please the king of Tyre and
territory.
he gave them back to Solomon, the latter will no doubt have repaid the amount borrowed during the last twenty years of his reign.
1

This simple method of reconciling the account before us with the appa-

which even Movers (die
159) observes, that the chronicler interpolated it from a
second (?) source, is so natural, that it is difficult to conceive how Bertheau
can object to it ; since he admits that the accounts in the books of Kings
and Chronicles are incomplete extracts from common and more elaborate
rently discrepant notice in the Chronicles, concerning
bibtische Chronik, p.

sources.
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15-23. Solomon!$ tribute
2 Chron. viii. 3-10.)

service,

and

The

other

(Cf.

Solomon made

it

143

lfr-21

possible to erect so

many

the building of the

means by 'which
was by

buildings,

compelling the remnants of the Canaanitish population that
Den "on nrt
still in the land to perform tributary labour.

were

" this is the case "with regard to the tribute."

For DD

ri?}jn,

compare ch. v. 27.
To the announcement of the object which
Solomon had in view in raising tributary labourers, namely, to
build, etc., there is immediately appended a list of all the buildings completed by him (vers. 15—19) and it is not till ver. 20
that "we have more preoise details concerning the tribute itself
;

Millo, the wall of Jerusalem,

the

most part not new

and the

cities

enumerated, are for

buildings, but simply fortifications, or the

David had already
and the wall of Jerusalem (2 Sam. v. 9);
so that Solomon's building was in both cases merely fortifying
more strongly. On Millo see the fuller remarks at 2 Sam. v. 9;
and on the building of the wall, those at ch. iii. 1 and xi. 27.
As Solomon thereby closed the breach of the city of David
according to ch xi. 2 7, he probably extended the city wall so
as to enclose the temple mountain
and he may possibly have
also surrounded the lower city with a wall, since David had
only built a fortification round about the upper city upon Zion
(see at 2 Sam. v. 9).
ffazor : an old royal city of the Canaanites above Lake Hulch, which has not yet been discovered (see
at Josh xi 1). Megiddo ; i.e. Lcjun (see at ch iv. 12). Gezer:
also an old Canaanitish royal city, which stood close to the
Philistian frontier, probably on the site of the present village of
el Kubab (see at Josh. x. 33).
Ver. 16. This city had been
taken and burned down by the king of Egypt ; its Canaanitish
inhabitants had been put to death ; and the city itself had been
given as a marriage portion to his daughter who was married
to Solomon.
Nothing is known concerning the occasion and
The
object of Pharaoh's warlike expedition against this city.
completion of buildings already in existence.

built the castle of Millo

;

—

conjecture of Thenius, that the Canaanitish inhabitants of Gezer

had drawn upon themselves the vengeance of Pharaoh, mentioned
here, through a piratical raid upon the Egyptian coast, is open
to this objection, that according to all accounts concerning its

Gezer was not situated near the sea-coast, but very
Ver. 17. This city Solomon built: i.e. he not only
rebuilt it, but also fortified it
He did the same also to Lower

situation,

far inland.

—
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Bethhoron,

i.e.
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Beit-Ur Tachta, on the western slope of the

mountains, four hours' journey from Gibeon.

According

to

2 Chron. viiL 5, Solomon also fortified Upper Bethhoron, which
was separated by a deep wady from Lower Bethhoron, that lay

Gomm. on Josh. x. 1 and xvi. 3). The two
Bethhorons and Gezer were very important places for the protection of the mountainous country of Benjamin, Ephraim, and
Judah against hostile invasions from the Fhilistian plain. The
situation of Megiddo on the southern edge of the plain of
Jezreel, through which the high road from the western coast to
the Jordan ran, was equally important and so also was Hazor
as a border fortress against Syria in the northern part of the
Ver! 18. Solomon also built, i.e. fortified, Baalath and
land.
Tadmor in the desert. According to Josh. xix. 44, Baalath
was a city of Dan, and therefore, as Josephus (AnL viii. 6, 1)
justly observes, was not far from Gezer and consequently is
not to be identified with either Baalgad or Baalbek in Coelesyria (Iken, Mich. Rosenm.
cf. Robinson, Bibl. Bes. p. 519).
to the west (see

;

—

;

;

non

(Chethib) is either to be read "ion, or according to

(Gesch.

iii.

p.

344)

"ten,

palm, a palm-city.

The Keri

Ewald

requires

nbin (Tadmor, after 2 Chron. viii. 4), a pronunciation which
may possibly have simply arisen from Aramaean expansion, but
which is still the name for the city current among the Arabs
even in the present day (, jj,

locus

palmarum ferax).

The

It was situated in
Greeks and Romans called it Palmyra.
what is certainly now a very desolate oasis of the Syrian desert,
on the caravan road between Damascus and the Euphrates,
according to modern accounts, not more than seventeen hours'
journey from that river ; and there are still magnificent ruins
which attest the former glory of this wealthy and, under queen
Zenobia, very powerful city (cf. Bitter, Erdk. xvii. 2, p. 1486
Osiander in Herzog's Cycl).
The correctness of
sqq., and
this explanation of the name is placed beyond all doubt by the
words " in the wilderness " and consequently even Movers has
given up his former opinion, viz. that it was the city of Thamar
in southern Judah (Ezek xlvii. 19, xlviii. 28), which Thenius
has since adopted, and has decided in favour of Palmyra, without being led astray by the attempt of Hitzig to explain the
name from the Sanscrit (vid. Deutsche morgld. Ztschr. viii. p. 222

E

;

sqq.).

The expression rj?? appears

superfluous, as all the cities
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named before were situated in the land or kingdom of Solomon,
and Tadmor is sufficiently defined by "I3"TO3 (in the desert).
The text is evidently faulty, and either the name of the land,
namely Hamath (according to 2 Chron. viii. 4), has dropped
out, or n?? is to be taken in connection with what follows
(according to the Cod. Al. of the LXX.), and the cop. 1 before
nirfei net must be erased and inserted before
e
H?? (" tta^
Ver. 19. The "magazineland of all the magazine-cities").
cities " (ntoperi ny) -were fortified cities, in which the produce
of the land was collected, partly for provisioning the army, and

^^

—

partly for the support of the rural population in times of dis-

(2 Chron. xvii. 12, xxxii 28), similar to those which
Pharaoh had built in the land of Goshen (Ex. L 11). If they
Were situated on the great commercial roads, they may also have
served for storing provisions for the necessities pf travellers and
tress

their beasts of burden.

The

cities for

the war-chariots (aswi)

and cavalry (D'ensn) were probably in part identical with the

and situated in different parts of the kingdom.
There were no doubt some of these upon Lebanon, as we may
on the one hand infer from the general importance of the
northern frontier to the security of the whole kingdom, and still
magazine-cities,

Solomon had an opponent at Damascus
(ch. xi 24), who could easily stir up
rebellion in the northern provinces, which had only just been
and as we may on
incorporated by David into the kingdom
the other hand clearly gather from 2 Chron. xvi. 4, according
to which there were magazine-cities in the land of NaphtalL
"
Finally, the words " and what Solomon had a desire to build
embrace all the rest of his buildings, which it would have
That the words
occupied too much space to enumerate singly.

more from the

fact that

in the person of

Bezin

;

not to be so pressed as to be made to denote simply
" the buildings undertaken for pure pleasure," like the works
pe^n J1K are

mentioned in Eccles. ii. 4 sqq, as Thenius and Bertheau suppose, is evident from a comparison of ver. 1, where all Solomon's
buildings except the temple and palace, and therefore the fortifications as well as others, are included in the expression " all

his desire."

men
that

—

Fuller particulars concerning the tributary work-

are given in ver.

was

left in the

20

The Canaanitish population
made use of for this purpose,
the Canaanites who had not been

sqq.

land were

namely, the descendants of
entirely exterminated by the

Israelites.

" Their

children,"

E
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etc.,

the people,"

more

etc.,

mentary on ch

precise definition of the expression " all

in ver. 20.
v.

27, 28.)

and

vants

;

and military

itself, see the comSolomon did not make
but they were warriors, mini-

(For the fact

—

Ver. 22.

Israelites into tributary slaves
sters,

KINGS.

;

D'l?? are the king's serD ,">fc , the heads of the military and civil service D "??^,
royal adjutants (see at 2 Sam. xxiii 8) ; ^EhM ten nb, capcivil

officers.

1

>

;

tains over the royal war-chariots

compare ch
Vers.

24 and 25

cavalry.

—For

23

ver.

contain two notices, with which the account

of Solomon's buildings

is

brought to a

Both verses point

close.

1-4 (viz. ver. 24 to ch iii 1, and ver. 25 to
ch. iii 2—4), and show how the incongruities which existed at
the commencement of Solomon's reign were removed by his
buildings.
When Solomon married Pharaoh's daughter, he
brought her into the city of David (ch. iii 1), until he should
have finished his palace and built her a house of her own
within it
After this building was completed, he had her
fw, came up, inasbrought up from the city of David into it
much as the palace stood upon the loftier summit of Zion. ?)$

back

.

and

v. 30.

to

ch

iii

be connected with TK which follows, in the sense of only or
daughter had gone up into the
: as soon as Pharaoh's
1
house built for her, Solomon built Millo.
Ver. 25. After the

is to

just as

—

building of the temple, the practice of sacrificing

upon the

of the high places could be brought to an end (ch

Solomon now

upon the

2).

and thank-offerings three
which he had built to the Lord,

offered burnt-offerings

times a year upon the altar
i.e.

altars

iii

altar

of

burnt-offering

in

the

temple, or

as

2 Chron. viii 12 adds by way of explanation, "before the
porch" " Three times in the year :" i.e. at the three great yearly
feasts

—passover, the

feast of weeks,

and the

feast of tabernacles

1

Nothing certain can be gathered from this notice as to the situation of
The remark made by Thenius, to the effect that it must have
joined that portion of the palace in which the harem was, rests upon the
assumption that Millo was evidently intended to shelter the harem, an
assumption which cannot be raised into a probability, to say nothing of a
certainty. The building of Millo immediately after the entrance of Pharaoh's
daughter into the house erected for her, may have arisen from the fact that
David (? Solomon Tk.) could not undertake the fortification of Jerusalem
by means of this castle till after his own palace was finished, because he had
not the requisite labour at command for carrying on all these buildings at the
same time.
this castle.

—
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(2 Chron. viii 13).

The words which

indeed burning (the

sacrifice)

follow, in* TOpi", "

at the (altar)

and
which was before
.

Jehovah," cannot be taken as parallel to the preceding clause,
and understood as referring to the incense, which was offered
along with the bleeding

because TDpn

is not a prebut an inf. absoL, which shows that this clause merely
serves as an explanation of the preceding one, in the sense of,
" namely, burning the sacrifices at the altar which was before
sacrifices,

terite,

"

,,
Jehovah."
?P ! is the technical expression here for the
burning of the portions of the sacrificial flesh upon the altar,
On the use of ">Eto after
as in Ex. xxix. 18, Lev. i 9, eta
!

1

which Thenius and Bottcher could not understand, and on
which they built up all kinds of conjectures, see Ewald, § 333, a,
TPSITTIK KSE'i, " and made the house complete," i.e. he put
note.
the temple into a state of completion, by offering the yearly
ta»«,

—

from that time forward, or, as Bottcher explains
its full worth as a house of God and place of
is to be taken grammatically as a continuation

sacrifices there
it,

gave

it

worship,

thereby

tbm

"TOjJn.

of the inf. abs.

Vers. 26-28.

He

sends ships to

fleet 0?5? is collective, ships or fleet

Ophir.
;

—Solomon

the nom. unitatis

built
is

a

HJJK)

at Eziongeber, near Eloth, on the coast of the Bed Sea (*pD"D! :
see at Ex. x. 19), in the land of Edom ; and Hiram sent in the

"shipmen that had knowledge of the sea" along with
Solomon's servants to Ophir, whence they brought to king
Solomon 420 talents of gold. Eziongeber, a harbour at the north-

fleet

eastern end of the Elanitic Gulf, was probably the " large and

by Makrizi (see at Num.
xxxiii 35), and situated on the great bay of Wady Emrag
(see Euppell, Beisen in Nubien, pp. 252-3).
Eloth (lit trees, a

beautiful town of Asziun" mentioned

grove, probably so

named from the

Math (Deut

large palm-grove in the

2 Kings xiv. 22
see at
Gen. xiv. 6), the Ada and JSlana of the Greeks and Eomans,
Arab. Aileh, was situated at the northern point of the (Elanitic)
golf, which took its name from the town
and in "the time of
the Fathers it was an important commercial town.
It was not
far from the small modern fortress of JJcaba, where heaps of
rubbish still show the spot on which it formerly stood (compare
Buppell, Nub. p. 248, with plates 6 and 7, and Eobinson, Pal.

neighbourhood), or

il 8

:

;

;

i

p.

251

differs in

—The

sqq.).

corresponding text, 2 Chron. viii 17, 18,
account before us.
The state-

many respects from the
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menfc in the Chronicles, that Solomon

went

Elath, is but a very unimportant deviation

the fleet makes

it

to Eziongeber

a very probable thing in

and

for the building of

;

itself

that Solomon

should have visited on that account the two towns on the
Elanitic Gulf,

which were very near

to

one another, to

make

the requisite arrangements upon the spot for this important

There

undertaking.
ver. 27,
'?K3, in

is

apparently a far greater deviation in

where, in the place of the statement that Hiram sent
the (or a)

fleet,

his servants as sailors

ledge of the sea, the chronicler affirms that
servants ships and
the only

was

who had know-

Hiram

men who had knowledge

sent

by

of the sea

his

For

way in which Hiram could send ships to Eziongeber
by land or (as Ritter, Erdk. xiv. p. 365, supposes)

either

gut of the Persian Gulf, supposing that the Tyrians had a fleet

upon that sea

at so early a date as this.

The statement in the

x

Chronicles receives an apparent confirmation from 1 Kings
22, " The king had a Tarshish fleet upon the sea with the fleet
of Hiram," if indeed this passage also refers to the trade with

Ophir, as
that

is

Hiram

Solomon.

generally supposed

sent ships of his

;

own

"We do not think

it

then these words affirm
to Ophir along with those of
probable, however, that the
for

words " Hiram sent ships by his own men" are to be so pressed
as to be taken to mean that he had whole ships, or ships taken
to pieces, conveyed to Eziongeber either from Tyre or out of the
Mediterranean Sea, although many cases might be cited from
antiquity in support of this view. 1
In all probability the words
affirm nothing more than that Hiram supplied the ships for this
voyage, that is to say, that he had them built at Eziongeber by
his own men, and the requisite materials conveyed thither, so
1

Thus, for example, according to Arriani txped. Alex.

1.

v. p. 829,

and

Alexander the Great had ships transported from
Phoenicia to the Euphrates, and out of the Indus into the Hydaspes, the
ships being taken to pieces for the land transport (irpi)6nt*t), an d the
vii.

p.

485

(ed. Blanc),

pieces (r/«i;/««r«) afterwards joined together again.

Plutarch relates (vita

Anton, p. 948, ed. Frkf. 1620) that Cleopatra would have had her whole
fleet carried across the isthmus which separates Egypt from the Red Sea, and

have escaped by that means, had not the Arabs prevented the execution of
her plan by burning the first ships that were drawn up on the land. According to Thucydides, bell. Pelop. iv. 8, the Peloponnesians conveyed sixty ships
which lay at Corcyra across the Leucadian isthmus. Compare also Polyieni
ttrateg. v. 2, 6, and Ammian. Marcell. xxiv. 7, and from the middle ages the
account of Makrizi in Burckhardt's Iteisen in Syrien, p. 831.
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far as they were not to be obtained upon the spot
rate,

Solomon was obliged to

call the

Tynans

At any

to his help for

who had hitherto
were altogether inexperienced in shipbuilding.
Moreover, the country round Eziongeber would hardly furnish wood adapted for the purpose, as
there are only palms to be found there, whose spongy wood,
however useful it may be for the inside of houses, cannot be
applied to the building of ships.
But if Hiram had ships built
for Solomon by his own men and sent him sailors who were
accustomed to the sea, he would certainly have some of his own
ships engaged in this maritime trade
and this explains the
statement in ch. x 22.
the building of the
carried

ships, since the Israelites,

on no maritime trade

at

all,

;

The

destination of the fleet

was Ophir, whence the ships

brought 420 or (according to the Chronicles) 450 talents of
gold.
The difference between 420 and 450 may be accounted
for from the substitution of the numeral letter 3 (50) for 3
(20).

The sum mentioned amounted to eleven or twelve million
£1,600,000 to £1,800,000—Tb.), and the ques-

dollars (from

tion arises, whether this

is

to be taken as the result of one

voyage, or as the entire profits resulting from the expeditions to

The words admit of either interpretation, although
they are more favourable to the latter than to the former, inasmuch as there is no allusion whatever to the fact that they
brought this amount all at once or on every voyage.
(See also
Ophir.

x. 14 and 22.)
The question as to the situation of
Ophir has given rise to great dispute, and hitherto no certain

at ch.

conclusion has been arrived at;

in

fact,

it

is

there are no longer any means of deciding it

possible

that

Some have

endeavoured to prove that it was in southern Arabia, others
that it was on the eastern coast of Africa, and others again that
1
it was in Hither India
The decision is dependent upon a
1 Compare the thorough examination
of the different views concerning
Ophir in C. Bitter's Erdk. xiv. pp. 848-431, with the briefer collection made
by Gesenins in his Thei. p. 141 sq. and in the AUgem. Encyclop. der Wisxenteka/l u. KansU, 3 Sect. Bd. 4, p. 201 sqq., and by Pressel, art. " Ophir," in
Herzog's Cyclopsedia. We need not dwell upon the different opinions held
by the earlier writers.
But among modern authors, Niebuhr, Gesenius,
Rosenm tiller, and Seetzen decide in favour of Arabia; Quatremere (Memoire
tur le pays tT Ophir in Mem. de VInstit. roy. 1845, t, xv. P. ii. p. 850 sqq.) and
Movers, who takes Ophir to be the name of an emporium on the eastern coast
of Africa, in favour of Sofala ; while Chr. Lassen (Indischc Alterthumskunde,

—
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previous question, whether ch. x. 22, • The king had a Tarshish

upon the sea -with the fleet of Hiram ; once in three years
came the Tarshish fleet, bringing gold, silver," etc., also applies
to the voyage to Ophir.
The expression " Tarshish fleet ;" the
word DJ? (" on the sea "), which naturally suggests that 8ea to
which the Israelites applied the special epithet tpn, namely the
Mediterranean; and lastly, the difference in the cargoes, the
ships from Ophir bringing gold and algummim wood (ver. 28
and ch x. 11), and the Tarshish fleet bringing gold, silver,
appear to favour the
ivory, apes, and peacocks (ch x. 22),
fleet

—

—

conclusion that the Tarshish fleet did not sail to Ophir, but

upon the Mediterranean Sea to Tarshish, i.e. Tartessus in Spain
to which we may add the fact that B^enn y« is reproduced in
2 Chron. ix. 21 by V*thn rfa^h ntoK, " ships going to Tarshish"
Nevertheless, however plausible these arguments may appear,
a renewed investigation of the subject I cannot regard
as having decisive weight
for (1) the expression " Tarshish fleet " is used in ch. xxii 49 in connection with ships

after

them

:

that were intended to go to Ophir;

(2) DJ? (upon the sea)
might receive its more precise definition from what precedes
and (3) the difference in the cargoes reduces itself to this, that
in addition to the gold, which was the chief production of
Ophir, there are a few other articles of trade mentioned, so
that the account in ch x. 22 is more complete than that in
ch ix. 28 and x. 11. The statement concerning the Tarshish
fleet in ch x. 22 contains a passing remark, like that in ch x.
11, from which we must infer that both passages treat in the
same manner simply of the voyage to Ophir, and therefore that
the term " Tarshish ships," like our Indiamen (Iiidien/ahrer),
was applied to ships intended for long voyages. If, in addition
to the ships sailing to Ophir, Solomon had also had a fleet upon
the Mediterranean Sea which sailed with the Phoenicians to
Tartessus, this would certainly have been mentioned here (ch.
ix 27, 28) at the same time as the Ophir voyage.
On all

537 sqq., ii. p. 552 sqq.) and C. Eitter are the principal supporters of India.
the other hand, Albr. Roscher (PtokmUm und die Handelsstrassen in Central-Africa, Gotha 1857, p. 57 sqq.) has attempted to connect together all

i.

p.

On

by assuming that the seamen of Hiram and Solomon fetched the
gold of Western Africa from the island of Dahlak in the Red Sea, and having
taken it to India to exchange, returned at the end of a three years' voyage
enriched with gold and the productions of India.
these views
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no other conclusion than that

to

21, " ships going to Tarshish,"
exposition
of
a
mistaken
the term " Tarshish fleet,"
simply

the expression in 2 Chron.

mistake -which

when

the time

may

easily

ix.

is

—

be explained from the

fact,

that at

the Chronicles were written, the voyages not

only of the Israelites hut also of the Tynans both to Ophir and
Tarshish had long since ceased, and even the geographical

was then unknown

situation of these places

my

Introduction to the Old

The name Ophir

occurs

Test. p.
first

442,

to the

Jews

(see

ed. 2).

among the

of all in Gen. x. 29

tribes of Southern Arabia, that were descended from Joktan,

between Seba and Havilah, i.e. the Sabreans and Chaulotseans.
Hence it appears most natural to look for the gold-land of Ophir
But as there is still a possibility that the
in Southern Arabia.
of
Ophir,
or one branch of it, may subsequently
Joktanide tribe
the
eastern coast of Africa or even to
have emigrated either to
Either India, and therefore that the Solomonian Ophir may
have been an Arabian colony outside Arabia, the situation of
this gold country

from Gen.

x.

cannot be determined without further evidence
but before arriving at an actual decision,
;

29 alone

first of all examine the arguments that may be adsupport
of each of the three countries named.
Sofala
duced in
Africa,
in the Mozambique Channel, has nothing in
in Eastern

we must

'

common with

the

name

Ophir, but is the Arabic

' .a

JJ^

(Heb.

^?f), t«- lowland or sea-coast; and the old Portuguese accounts
of the gold mines in the district of Fura there, as well as the
r

pretended walls of the queen of Saba, have far too

little

evidence

to support them, to have any bearing upon the question before
The supposed connection between the name Ophir and the
us.
city of Soxnrdpa mentioned

Periplus (Oeogr. min.

i.

by

Ptolemseus, or

Oxrtrrrapa

or the shepherd tribe of Abhira, cannot be sustained.

or Sufdra

(Edrisi) answers to the Sanscrit Sup&ra,

coast (c£ Lassen, Ind. Alterthk.

Periplus

is

by

p. 30), in the neighbourhood of Goa,

no doubt simply a

i.

p.

i.e.

Xoxm&pa
beautiful

107); and Ovrnrapa in
which

false reading for "Zoxmapa,

And the shepherd tribe of
has nothing in common with "Wfa*.
hardly
come
into
consideration,
because the country
Abhira can
which they inhabited, to the south-east of the mouths of the
Indus, has no gold. Again, the hypothesis that India is intended

—

derives just as little support from the circumstance that, with
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which

is,

rendered

according to the Coptic

name used by the Copts for India, and
who used the Old Test in the

that Josephus (Ant. viiL 6, 4),

Alexandrian version, has given India as the explanation of
Ophir, as it does from this supposed resemblance in the names.

and
and Ethiopia to India,
as Letronne has conclusively proved (see his Mhnoire sur une

For, according to the geographical ideas of the Alexandrians
later Greeks, India reached to Ethiopia,

mission arienne,
Bell. Lettres,

t

etc.,

x. p.

in Mhti. de Vlnstit. Acad, des Inscript.

220

et

sqq.).

Greater stress has been laid upon the duration of the voyages
namely, that the Tarshish fleet came once in three

to Ophir,

—

years, according to ch. x. 22,

Lassen,

and brought

gold, etc.

But even

follows Heeren, observes quite truly, that " this

who

expression need not be understood as signifying that three whole
years intervened between the departure and return, but simply
that the fleet returned once in the course of three years."

Ophir
occupied in the voyage

over, the stay in

a short one,

is

is
;

More-

to be reckoned in as part of the time

and that

this is not to

be estimated as

evident from the fact that, according to Homer,

Odyss. xv. 454 sqq., a Phoenician merchantman lay for a whole
year at one of the Cyclades before he had disposed of his wares
of every description, in return for other articles of commerce,

and

filled his

the voyage,

roomy

—

vessel.

If

we add

to this the slowness of

considering that just as at the present day the

Arabian coasters go but very slowly from port to port, so the
combined fleet of Hiram and Solomon would not be able to proceed with any greater rapidity, inasmuch as the Tyrians were
not better acquainted with the dangerous Arabian Sea than the
modern Arabians are, and that the necessary provisions for a
long voyage, especially the water for drinking, could not be
taken on board all at once, but would have to be taken in at
the different landing-places, and that on these occasions some
we can easily understand how a voyage
trade would be done,

—

from Eziongeber to the strait of Bab el Mandeb and the return
1
might occupy more than a year, so that the time occupied in
no proof to the contrary, that, according to the testimony of ancient
by Movers {Phoniz. ii. 3, p. 190 sqq.), the Phoenicians
sailed almost as rapidly as the modern merchant ships; for this evidence
simply applies to the voyages on the Mediterranean Sea with which they were
1

It is

writers, as collected
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any decisive proof
beyond Southern Arabia to the East Indies.
And lastly, the same remarks apply to the goods brought
from Ophir, which many regard as decisive evidence in favour of
India.
The principal article for which Ophir became so celebrated, viz. the gold, is not found either in Sufdra near Goa, or

the voyage
that the

as given here cannot furnish

fleet sailed

Even if India be much richer in gold
than was formerly supposed (cf. Lassen, ii p. 592), the rich
gold country lies to the north of Cashmir (see Lassen, ii.
in the land of Abhira.

603—4). Moreover, not only is it impossible to conceive
what goods the Phoenicians can have offered to the Indian
merchants for their gold and the other articles named, since
large sums of gold were sent to India every year in the Roman
times to pay for the costly wares that were imported thence
but it is still less possible to com(see Boscher, pp. 53, 54)
prehend how the shepherd tribe of Abhira could have come
pp.

;

into possession of so

(ii p.

much

The conjecture of

home.

gold as the Ophir fleet brought

Bitter (Erdk. xiv.p. 399)

592), that this tribe had

come

and Lassen

to the coast not very long

some country of their own where gold abounded,
and that as an uncultivated shepherd tribe they attached but
very little value to the gold, so that they parted with it to the
Phoenicians for their purple cloths, their works in brass and
glass, and for other things, has far too little probability to
appear at all admissible.
If the Abhira did not know the
value of the gold, they would not have brought it in such quan-

before from

tities

We

out of their original

home

into these

new

settlements.

should therefore be obliged to assume that they were a

trading people, and this

known

would be

accounts concerning this

at

tribe.

variance with

—As a

rule,

all

the

the gold

treasures of Hither Asia were principally obtained from Arabia
in the

most ancient

times.

If

we

leave Havilah (Gen. ii 11)

out of the account, because its position cannot be determined

and to the period when the Phoenician navigation had reached its
development, so that it has no bearing upon the time of Solomon and
a voyage upon the Arabian Sea, with which the Phoenicians were hitherto

familiar,
fullest

made by Lassen (ii. pp. 590-1),
according to which a voyage from Eziongeber to the mouth of the Indus could

quite unacquainted.—Again, the calculation

have been accomplished in a hundred days,

is

founded upon the assumption
monsoon and knew

that the Phoenicians were already acquainted with the

what was the best time for the navigation of the Red Sea,
which can neither be proved nor shown to be probable.

— an assumption
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with certainty, the only other place specially referred to in the
Old Testament besides Ophir as being celebrated as a gold
country is Saba, in the south-western portion of Yemen.
The
Sabseans bring gold, precious stones, and incense

6

(Isa. lx.

Ezek. xxvii 22) ; and the queen of Saba presented Solomon
with 120 talents of gold, with perfumes and with precious stones
(1

Kings

x

1 0).

This agrees with the accounts of the classical

who describe Arabia
xvi 777 sq. and 784; Diod.

writers,

Phaleg,

L

ii

c.

27).

as very rich in gold
Sic. ii

50, iii

44;

(cf.

Strabo,

also Bochart,

These testimonies, which we have already

given in part at Ex. xxxviii 31, are far too distinct to be set
aside by the remark that there is no gold to be found in Arabia
For whilst, on the one hand, the wealth of
at the present time.

Arabia in gold

any

may be

exhausted, just as Spain no longer yields

on the other hand we know

the
maintain
that there is no gold in existence there.
Silver, the other
metal brought from Ophir, was also found in the land of the
Nabatseans, according to Strabo, xvi p. 784, although the wealth
of the ancient world in silver was chiefly derived from Tarshish
silver,

far too little of

interior of Southern Arabia to be able distinctly to

—

or Tartessus in Spain

(cf.

Movers, Phdniz. ii 3,

p.

36

sqq.,

where the different places are enumerated in which silver was
found).
That precious stones were to be found in Arabia is
evident from the passages cited above concerning the Sabjeans.
On the other hand, however, it has been supposed that the
remaining articles of Ophir could only have been brought from
the East Indies.
According to ch. x. 12, the Ophir ships brought a large
quantity of 0'M$K »Vg (almuggim wood
2 Chron. ii 7, D*BJJ>K).
According to Kimchi (on 2 Chron ii 7), the M&? or M&* is

—

—

:

arbor rubri

coloris,

dicta lingua arabica

albakam

( jul \),

vulgo

This tree, according to Abulfadl (Celsius, Hierdb. i p.
a native of India and Ethiopia; and it is still a question in dispute, whether we are to understand by this the Ptero-

brasilica.

176),

is

carpus Santal., from which the true sandal-wood comes, and

which

grow only in the East Indies on Malabar and
Sappan L., a tree which grows in the
East Indies, more especially in Ceylon, and also in different
parts of Africa, the red wood of which is used in Europe chiefly
for dyeing.
Moreover the true explanation of the Hebrew name
is said to

Java, or the Casalpinia
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The derivation of it from the Sanscrit
nndiscovered
i& pulcher (Lassen and Bitter), has been set aside by
Gesenius as inappropriate, and mocha, mochdta, which is said to

is still
Valgru,

signify sandal-wood in Sanscrit, has

been suggested instead.
But no evidence has been adduced in its favour, nor is the
word to be found in Wilson's Sanscrit Lexicon. If, however,
this derivation were correct, *? would be the Arabic article, and
the introduction of this article in connection with the word
mocha would be a proof that the sandal-wood, together with its
name, came to the Hebrews through merchants who spoke
Arabia
The other articles from Ophir mentioned in ch. x. 22
are B , 3'! ?5', oSwre? iXetjxivTivot (LXX.), denies elephantorum or
But however
ebur (Vulg.), 7*n V?, elephants' teeth (Targ.).
certain the meaning of the word may thus appear, the justificaIn other cases
tion of this meaning is quite as uncertain.
ivory is designated by the simple term V? (ch. x 18, xxii 39
Pb. xlv. 9
Amos iii. 15, etc.), whereas Ezekiel (xxvii 15) calls
&'3? is said to
the whole tusk W ^"ji?, horns of the tooth.
signify elephants here and according to Benary it is contracted
from (P?Kn, the Sanscrit word ibha, elephant according to
Ewald, from B'apn, from the Sanscrit Kalabha ; and according to
Hitzig, from B^ii: rsD'an?, Libyi; or else Wsnxt? is a false reading for Q'^irn je>, ivory and ebony, according to Ezek. xxvii 15
(see Ges. Thes. p. 1453). Of these four derivations the first two
are decidedly wrong the first, because ibha as a name for the
elephant only occurs, according to Weber, in the later Indian
-writings, and is never used in the earlier writings in this sense
(yid. Eoediger, Addenda ad Ges. thes. p. 115)
the second,
because Kalabha does not signify the elephant, but catvium
elephanti, before it possesses any teeth available for ivory.
The
third is a fancy which its originator himself has since given up;
and the fourth a conjecture, which is not raised to a probability
even by the attempt of Bottcher to show that D*an is a case
of backward assimilation from D^an, because the asyndeton
Bfsn je* between two couples connected by 1 is without any
analogy, and the passages adduced by Bottcher, viz. Deut
xxix 22, Josh. xv. 54 sqq, and even Ezek xxvii 33, are to be
The rendering of B, ?i' by apes,
taken in quite a different way.
and the connection of the name not only with the Sanscrit and
Malabar kapi, but also with the Greek tapro<s and Ktjfios, also
iteiflw;, are much surer ; but, on the other hand, the assumption

—
l

;

;

;

:

;

—
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word from

that the Greeks, like the Semitic nations, received the

the Indians along with the animals,
in Greek does not denote the ape

is

very improbable

(•n-iff^iun)

:

for

tcfprtx:

generally, but simply

a species of long-tailed apes, the native land of which, accord1
ing to the testimony of ancient writers, was Ethiopia, and the

Ethiopian apes are hardly likely to have sprang from India

And

lastly,

even in the case of

&*?*>,

according to the ancient

versions peacocks, the derivation from the Malabaric or
tfgai or toghai

(cf.

Boediger in Ges. Thes.

p.

1502)

is

Tamul

not placed

beyond the reach of doubt.
If,

in conclusion,

we

look through all the articles of commerce

that were brought to Jerusalem from the Ophir voyages, apart from

the gold and silver, which were not to be found in the land of

Abhira, the ivory and ebony (supposing that

we ought

to read V?

,
for D 3fUK') furnish

no evidence in support of India, inasmuch as both of them could have been brought from Ethiopia, as
even Lassen admits (ii. p. 554). And even if the words Almuggim,
Kophim, and Tucchijim really came from India along with the
objects to which they belonged, it would by no means follow
with- certainty from this alone that Ophir was situated in India.
For since, for example, there are indisputable traces of very
early commercial intercourse between India and Hither Asia
and Africa, especially Southern Arabia and Ethiopia, reaching
far beyond the time of Solomon, the seamen of Hiram and Solomon may have obtained these articles either in Arabia or on
the Ethiopian coast.
For even if the statements of Herodotus
and Strabo, to the effect that the Phoenicians emigrated from
the islands of the Erythraean Sea, Tylos (or Tyros ?) and Arados,
to the Phoenician coast, do not prove that the Phoenicians had
troasri

—

already extended their commercial enterprise as far as India
(ii. 597 and 584-5)
who were related to them

even before the twelfth century, as Lassen
supposes;

by

if

continued to dwell upon the islands of the Persian
which they could much more easily find the way to

tribe, still

Gulf, from
1

the Tyrians and Aradians,

Compare

Aristoteles, hist, animal, ii. 8 : fori li i fi.it *r,/S<>i x/fotoc ix»»
Strabo, xvii. p. 812 fart ii 6 r-ijiro; to /*«» irpotaictr ioncug 'Zttrvpu,
aXXae ii kvpo( Kiel ipxrov fitru%C' ytiwciTui V in Aiitoxicc. Plinius, h. n. viii.

Qvp&f.
t'

:

19 (28) : lidem (the games of Pompey the Great) ostenderunt ex jEthiopia
quas vocant »r,irev;, quarum pedes posteriory pedibus humanis et cruribtis,
priores manibusfuere similes. Solinus Polyh. says the same (Bochart, Hieroz.
i.

lib.

iii.

c.

ol).
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—

India by sea,

since the historical character of these statements

has been disputed

by Movers (Phonvder,

very weighty grounds

;

yet

it is

ii 1, p.

38

sqq.)

on

evident that there was a very

between East India and Africa, reaching far
beyond all historical testimony, from the following well-established facts
that the Egyptians made use of indigo in the
dyeing of their stuffs, and this could only have been brought to
them from India ; that muslins, which were likewise of Indian
origin, are found among the materials in which the mummies
are enveloped ; and that in the graves of the kings of the
early intercourse

:

eighteenth dynasty,

who

ceased to reign in the year

1476

B.C.,

have been discovered vases of Chinese porcelain (cf.
Lassen, ii p. 596).
And the intercourse between the southern
coast of Arabia and Hither India may have been quite as old, if
not older ; so that Indian productions may have been brought
to Hither Asia by the Sabseans long before the time of Solomon
(vid. Lassen, ii pp. 593-4, and Movers, Phtiniz. ii 3, pp. 247,
But the commercial intercourse between Arabia and the
256).
opposite coast of Ethiopia, by which African productions reached
the trading inhabitants of Arabia, was unquestionably still older
than the trade with India.
If we weigh well all these points,
there is no valid ground for looking outside Arabia for the
situation of the Solomonian Ophir.
But we shall no doubt be
obliged to give up the hope of determining with any greater
precision that particular part of the coast of Arabia in which
Ophir was situated, inasmuch as hitherto neither the name
Ophir nor the existence of gold-fields in Arabia has been
established by modern accounts, and moreover the interior of
the great Arabian peninsula is still for the most part a terra
there

incognita}
1 If the notice
of

Eupolemus contained in a fragment in Euaebius (prtcpar.
David (a mistake for Solomon) sent miners to
the island of Oiptpq (for which Gesenius conjectures that we should read OiQpq
or Ou<p*ip) in the Red Sea, which was rich in gold mines, and that they
brought gold thence to Judaea, could be proved to be historical through
any earlier testimony, Ophir would have been an island of the Erythraean
Sea, either Dahlak inside Bab el Mandeb, or Diu Zokatara (the Sanscrit
Dicipa Sukhatara, i.e. the happy island) by the present Cape Guardafui.
But this notice is evidently simply a conjecture founded upon the Old Testawent, having no historical value.
ev. ix. 30), to the effect that
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CHAP. X. THE QUEEN OF SABA.
Vers. 1-13. Visit of

1-12).

—When

ears of the

SOLOMON'S WEALTH AND SPLENDOUR,

the Queen of Saba

(cf.

2 Chron.

ix.

the fame of Solomon's great wisdom came to the

queen of Saba, probably through the Ophir voyages,

she undertook a journey to Jerusalem, to convince herself of the
truth of the report which had reached her, by putting it to the
KM>, Sofia, is not Ethiopia or
test by means of enigmas.

Meroe, as Josephus (Ant. viii. 6, 5), who confounds 8?tp with
K3D, and the Abyssinian Christians suppose (vid. Ludolii hist.
ASth. ii. 3), but the kingdom of the Sabeeans, who were celebrated for their trade in incense, gold, and precious stones, and
who dwelt in Arabia Felix, with the capital Saba, or the

Mapidfia of the Greeks. This queen, who is called Balkis in
the Arabian legend (cf. Koran, Sur. 27, and Pococke, Speeim. hist
Arab. p. 60), heard the fame of Solomon Jrtnj Db6; £e. not " at
the naming of the name of Jehovah " (Bottcher), nor " in respect of the glory of the Lord, with regard to that which Solomon
had instituted for the glory of the Lord " (Thenius) ; nor even
" serving to the glorification of God " (de Wette and Maurer)
;
;
but literally, " belonging to the name of the Lord " in other
words, the fame which Solomon had acquired through the name
of the Lord, or through the fact that the Lord had so glorified
Himself in him (Ewald and Dietrich in Ges. Lex. s.v. ?). " She
came to try him with riddles," i.e. to put his wisdom to the test
by carrying on a conversation with him in riddles. The love of
the Arabs for riddles, and their superiority in this jeu a" esprit,
is sufficiently well known from the immense extent to which
the Arabic literature abounds in Mashals.
We have only to
think of the large collections of proverbs made by Ali ben Abi
Taleb and Meidani, or the Mdkamen of Hariri, which have been

made

accessible to all by F. Eiickert's masterly translation into
German, and which are distinguished by an amazing fulness of
mvi, a riddle, is a pointed saying which
word-play and riddles.
merely hints at the deeper truth and leaves it to be guessed
Vers. 2, 3. As the queen of a wealthy country, she came with a
7n does not mean a military force or an
very large retinue.
armed escort (Thenius), but riches, property ; namely, her numerous retinue of men (EH?K» ver. 13), and camels laden with
D7D) are an explanavaluable treasures.
The words nrjj*
tory circumstantial clause, both here and also in the Chronicles,
.

.

.
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where the
"

And

cop.

Vav stands

spake to Solomon

Ewald, § 341, a,

b).

she had upon her heart,"

i.e.

before D^Pf

all that

159

1-18.

(cf.

in this connection, whatever riddles she had it in her mind to
lay before him ; " and Solomon told her all her sayings," ie.
was able to solve all her riddles. There is no ground for thinking of sayings of a religious nature, as the earlier commentators
supposed, but simply of sayings the meaning of which was concealed, and the understanding of which indicated very deep
wisdom. Vers. 4, 5. She saw ivan, ie. Solomon's palace, not
the temple, and " the food of his table," ie. both the great
variety of food that was placed upon the king's table (ch. v.
2, 3), and also the costly furniture of the table (ver. 21), and
" the seat of his retainers and the standing of his servants," i.e.
the places in the palace assigned to the ministers and servants
of the king, which were contrived with wisdom and arranged in
a splendid manner. ^^P. are the chief officers of the king,
viz. ministers, counsellors, and aides de camp; D'rntsfri, the
court servants ; 3Bno, the rooms of the courtiers in attendance ;
Tojn?, the standing-place, ie. the rooms of the inferior servants,
" and their clothing," which they received from the king ; and
rj>pp, not his cup-bearers (LXX., Vulg.), but as in Gen. xL 21,
the drink, i.e. probably the whole of the drinking arrangements;
irtan, and his ascent, by which he was accustomed to go into
tuD does not mean burnt-offering here,
the house of Jehovah,
as the older translators have rendered it, but ascent, as in Ezek.
xL 26, and as the Chronicles have correctly explained it by
ttWJf.
For burnt-offering is not to be thought of in this connection, because the queen had nothing to see or to be astonished
at in the presentation of such an offering. wj> is most likely
"the king's outer entrance" into the temple, mentioned in
2 Kings xvi 18 ; and the passage before us would lead us to
suppose that this was a work of art, or an artistic arrangement
'131 frn t6i, " and there was no more spirit in her:" she was beside
herself with amazement, as in Josh v. 1, ii. 11.
Vers. 6-9.
She then said with astonishment to Solomon, that of what her
eyes now saw she had not heard the half, through the report
-which had reached her of his affairs and of his wisdom, and
which had hitherto appeared incredible to her; and not only congratulated his servants, who stood continually near him and could
hear his wisdom, but also praised Jehovah his God, that out of
His eternal love to His people Israel He had given them a king

—

—
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and righteousness. The earlier theologians inferred
from this praising of Jehovah, which involved faith in the true
God, when taken in connection with Matt xii. 42, ,that this
queen had been converted to the true God, and conversed with
Solomon on religious matters. But, as we have already observed
at ch. v. 21, an acknowledgment of Jehovah as the God of
And the fact that
Israel was reconcilable with polytheism.
nothing is said about her offering sacrifice in the temple, shows
that the conversion of the queen is not to be thought of here.

to do justice

Yer. 10. She thereupon presented to Solomon a hundred

and

twenty talents of gold (more than three million thalers [nearly
half a million sterling Tr.]), and a very large quantity of spices
and precious stones. The D'o^a probably included the genuine
balsam of Arabia, even if Dbfc was not the specific name of the
" There never more came so much of such
genuine balsam.
t
«a t6 we find in
spices to Jerusalem." Instead of a \> "ni>
.

.

.

the Chronicles, ver. 9, simply njn «?, " there was nothing like

which conveys the same meaning though expressed
0^33 points back to the preceding
balsam (spices) in great quantity." * Vers. 11, 12. The

this balsam,"

more

indefinitely, since Wfiii

words, "

—

allusion to these costly presents leads the historian to introduce

the remark here, that the Ophir fleet also brought, in addition

Algummim wood

to gold, a large quantity of

28) and precious

made

stones.

Of

this

(see at ch. ix.

wood Solomon had

"i^dd or

temple and palace. "WDp, from *ipp, signifies
a support, and nppp may be a later form for D?D, a flight of
steps or a staircase, so that we should have to think of steps
with bannisters.
This explanation is at any rate a safer one
rri^pp

for the

than that of " divans " (Thenius), which would have been quite
out of place in the temple, or " narrow pannelled stripes on the
floor " (Bertheau), which cannot in the smallest degree be de-

duced from

"'yop, or "

support

= moveables, viz. tables, benches,

and drawers " (Bottcher), which neither harmonizes with the temple, where there was no such furniture,
nor with the t\y?do of the Chronicles. " And guitars and harps
"fa? and
for the singers," probably for the temple singers,
footstools, boxes,

»J

are string

instruments

;

the former resembling our guitar

1 It

was this which gave rise to the legend in Josephus {Ant. viii. 6, 6),
was through this queen that the root of the true balsam (Opobalsamum),
which was afterwards cultivated in gardens at Jericho and Engedi, was first

that it

of all brought to Palestine

(cf.

Movers, Phonizier,

ii.

S, p.

226
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rather than the harp, the strings being carried over the sound-

ing-board upon a bridge, the latter being of a pitcher shape with-

—

out any sounding bridge, as in the case of the harps. Ver. 13.
Solomon gave the queen of Saba all that she wished and asked
for, beside what he gave her " according to the hand," i.e. the
might, of the king that is to say, in addition to the presents
answering to his might and his wealth, which he was obliged to
In the Chrogive as a king, according to the Oriental custom.
"
which
(ver.
we
find
beside
that
she
had brought
nicles
12)
(fltoan) to the king," which is an abbreviated expression for "beside that which he gave her in return for what she had brought
;

to him," or beside the return presents corresponding to her gifts to

him, as

it

has been already correctly paraphrased by the Targum.

14-22. Solomon's
2 Chronix. 13-21).

Vers.

IT

(cf.

Wealth and the Use he made

—

received in one year amounted to

—more

seventeen million thalers (two million and a half sterling

666

is

evidently a round

tive valuation,
fftdos

;

but this

nnx njra
is

of

gold which Solomon

The
666 talents,

Ver. 14.

than
Tr.).

number founded upon an approximais

rendered in the Vulg. per annos sin-

hardly correct, as the Ophir

fleet,

the produce

of which is at any rate included, did not arrive every year, but
once in three years. Thenius is wrong in supposing that this
revenue merely applies to the direct taxes levied upon the
Israelites.

It includes all the branches of Solomon's revenue,

whether derived from his commerce by sea and land (cf. vers.
28, 29) or from the royal domains (1 Chron. xxvii. 26—31), or
received in the form of presents from foreign princes, who either
visited him like the queen of Saba or sent ambassadors to him
(vers. 23, 24), excepting the duties and tribute from conquered
Ttfl '^KD "TO,
kings, which are specially mentioned in ver. 15.
beside what came in (ptbv? «a) from the travelling traders and
the commerce of the merchants, and from all the kings, etc. 'B^K
O^!? (a combination resembling our merchantmen; cf. Ewald,
§ 287, e, p. 721) are probably the tradesmen or smaller dealers
who travelled about in the country, and Cy?1 the wholesale
)

dealers.

by

This explanation of

the objection that

wi

D^n cannot be

rendered doubtful

only occurs elsewhere in connection

with the wandering about of spies ; for »t signified originally to
go about, spy out, or retail scandal, and .after that to trade, and
go about as a tradesman, a*$n ^td are not kings of the auxiliary
h'
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and

allied nations (Chald, Ges.),

tion,

and according to

but kings of the mixed popula-

Jer. xxv. 24,

more

especially of the

popu-

lation of Arabia Deserta C>a"jJ?? tWMfa), -which bordered

Palestine

;

for 2"$ is a

mixed crowd of

all

upon

kinds of men,

who

a nation (Ex. xii. 38), or live in the
midst of it as foreigners (Neb. xiii. 3), hence a number of mercenaries (Jer. L 37).
In 2 Chrou ix. 14, 3}$£! is therefore correctly explained by the term 3"JJ(, which does not mean the whole
of Arabia, but " only a tract of country not very extensive on the
east and south of Palestine " (Gesenius), as these tribes were
either attach themselves to

^ n ?»

tributary to Solomon.

H»»n

are probably the officers

named

*h e governors of the land,

in ch.

iv.

7-19.

As they

col-

and delivered
did the tradesmen and merchants pay

lected the duties in the form of natural productions

them in that form, so also
their duties, and the subjugated
tribute, in natura.

pastoral tribes of Arabia their

This explains in a very simple manner

why

which
a foreign word, which first

these revenues are separated from the revenue of Solomon

came in the form of money,
found

its

way

into the

nna

is

Hebrew language

after the times of the

Assyrians, and sprang from the Sanscrit paksha, a companion or

which took the form of pakkha in Prakrit, and probably
pakha in the early Persian (vid. Benfey and Stern, die MonatsVers. 16, 17. Solomon had 500 ornamental
namen, p. 195).
shields made, 200 larger ones (Q^y, scuta, targets), and 300

friend,

of

—

These shields, like all the shields of the
were made of wood or basket-work, and covered with

smaller (O'???, elypn).
ancients,

gold plate instead of leather (see
sqq.).

twit? ant does

not

my

bibl.

Archdol.

mean aurum jugulatum,

i.e.

ii.

pp.

296

gold mixed

with metal of a different kind, but, as Kimchi has shown, aurum
didudum, beaten gold, from one?, to stretch ; since Solomon would
" Six huncertainly use pure gold for these ornamental shields.
dred shekels of gold he spread upon one target," that is to say,
he used for gilding one target Six hundred shekels would
weigh about 17£ lbs., so that the value of the gold upon a target

would be more than 5000 thalers (£750), supposing that the
Mosaic shekel is meant. But this is rendered doubtful by the
fact that the gold upon the small shields is estimated at three
minse.

If,

for example, the three minse

are equal to three

hundred shekels, according to 2 Chron. ix. 16, as is generally
assumed, a hundred shekels are reckoned as one mina ; and as
the mina only contained fifty Mosaic shekels, according to Ezek.
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must be to shekels after the king's weight
which were only half the sacred shekel (see
my Hbl. Archdol. ii. p. 135). Consequently the gold plate upon
one target was not quite 9 lbs., and that upon a shield not
quite 4£ lbs.
These shields were intended for the body-guard
to carry on state occasions (ch. xiv. 27, 28 ; 2 Ghron. xii. 10),
and were kept in the house of the forest of Lebanon (ch. vii. 2).
Vers. 18-20. Solomon had a great throne of ivory made, and
had it overlaid with fine gold 1?hk?? is not a throne made of
ivory, but one merely ornamented with ivory ; and we are to
imagine the gilding as effected by laying the gold simply upon
fB*D, a
the wood, and inserting the ivory within the gold plate.
"ti'Tt? in 2
hophal participle of t|B : aurum depuratum, hence
Chron. ix. 1 7.
The throne had six steps, and a " rounded head
on the hinder part thereof," i.e. a back which was arched above
1
or rounded off, and n> arms, i.e. arms on both sides of the
seat (rot^i Dips), and two lions standing by the side of the arms.
Beside this there were twelve lions upon the six steps, namely
two upon each step, one on this side and one on that. Instead
xlv. 12, the reference

(2 Sam, xiv. '26),

—

=

of D ,n« (ver. 20)

we

find JtfnK in ver. 19, just as

we do

verses of the Chronicles, not because the reference is to

in both

artificial,

inanimate figures and not to natural lions, as Thenius supposes,
but because the plural ending D'r is an unusual one with this
word ; and even where natural lions are spoken of, we always
find rrtn$< in other passages (cf. Judg. xiv. 5 ; 2 Sam. L 23
2 "Kings xviL 25 Song of Sol. iv. 8, etc.). The lions were
symbols of the ruler's authority ; and the twelve lions upon the
steps may possibly have pointed to the rule over the twelve
;

tribes of Israel, which was concentrated in the throne; not
" watchers of the throne," as Thenius thinks.
This throne was

so splendid a work, that the historian observes that nothing of

the kind had ever been made for any other kingdom.
1 Instead of

OTTIKO KD37

the

mrtKD flBS^ Miff tft("n we have in the Chronicles tfyy\
"and a footstool in gold fastened to the throne" (the

27112,

plural D'tnNO refers to the footstool and the steps).
*

Upon

Now, however

easily

T T;,T

mriKD may have been

written

grown out

by any such mistake.

of ^|jy trtO

for ^iy vnh,

isrfortfinl ftiajcur,

by mistake

for ViriKD, 3HT t?33 cannot have

The quid-pro-quo of the

LXX.

in which ^Jj; is certainly confounded with

^jg, does not warrant the conjecture of Thenius, that the Chronicler found
^»3g in his original

and substituted fr33 (lamb), whereupon fe>33 Qvmib) was
(ftft was dropped altogether.

changed by another hand into gQ3, footstep, and
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monuments we do indeed find high seats depicted,
which are very artistically worked, and provided with backs and
arms, and some with the arms supported by figures of animals
(see Layard's Nineveh and its Bemains, vol ii p. 301), but none
early Assyrian

resembling Solomon's throne.

It is not till a later age that the

more splendid thrones appear

—

(vid.

Bosenmuller, A.

u.

N. Morgen-

land, iii pp.

176

Solomon

were all of gold, and all the vessels of the house
of Lebanon of costly gold pup
see at ch. vi. 20).

also

of the forest
Silver

sqq.).

Vers. 21, 22.

The drinking

vessels of

:

was counted

as nothing, because the Tarshish fleet arrived

once in three years, bringing gold, silver, etc. (see at ch. ix. 28).
In vers. 23-29 everything that had to be stated concerning
the wealth, wisdom, and revenue of Solomon is summed up as
a conclusion (cf. 2 Chron. ix. 22-28 and i 14-17). Vers.

—

23 and 24 point back to ch v. 9-14. ^5: Solomon became
greater, not was greater, on account of the Vdv consec.
ftxyh®,
all the world, corresponds to D'Qjjrrpa in ch v. 14.
The foreigners out of all lands, who came on account of his wisdom, brought
Solomon presents gold and silver vessels, clothes (rnote, court
dresses, which are still customary presents in the East), pt»,
armour, spices, horses and mules.
Ver. 26 is simply a repetition of ch. v. 6 (compare also ch. ix. 19)
and ver. 27 is merely
The words of ver. 27, " Soloa further extension of ver. 21.
mon made silver like stones in Jerusalem, and cedars like the
:

—

;

sycamores in the lowland for abundance," are a hyperbolical
description of his collection of enormous quantities of precious
metals and costly wood.

very rare in Palestine in

BnpjJB*,

its

sycomori, mulberry fig-trees, are

present desolate state (see Hob. Pal.

27), and are only met in any abundance in Egypt; but in
ancient times they abounded in the lowlands of Palestine to
iii.

such an extent, that they were used as common building wood
(vid. Isa. ix. 9, on which Theodoret observes, tovtcov (avKaftivwv)
Ilakaurrtvti ireirX^pomai).
According to 1 Chron. xxvii 28,
the sycamore forests in the lowland of Judah were^ royal do-

i)

mains.

—

Vers. 28,

29

(cf.

2 Chron.

the going out of horses from

Egypt

i.

16, 17).

"And

for Solomon, a

(as for)

company

king's merchants fetched (horses) for a definite price."

This

of
is

the only possible explanation of the verse according to the
Masoretic punctuation ; but to obtain it, the first HJjJD must be

connected with *^nb in opposition to the accents, and the second
must be pointed mpo. This is the rendering adopted by Ge-
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senilis in his Thesaurus and Lexicon (ed. Dietr. s. v. '"".p?).
The
meaning company or troop may certainly be justified from Gen.
i 10, Ex. vii. 19, and Lev. xi. 36, where the word signifies an

accumulation of water.
Still there is something very strange
not only in the application of the word both to a company of
traders and also to a troop of horses, but also in the omission of

D*WD
the

(horses) after the second

LXX. and

'l!?1?.

Hence the rendering

Vulgate deserves attention, and

may

of

possibly be

Bertheau on Chron., and
have taken
of a place, ef 'Exovi, or rather ix Kovi, de Coa}
According to this, the rendering would be: "And as for the
going out of horses from Egypt and Koa (or Kawe) for Solomon,
the king's traders fetched them from Eoa (Kawe) for a fixed
the one to be preferred

Movers assume).
mpo as the name

The

(as Michaelis,

translators of these versions

Koa cannot be more
but there seems to be very little doubt that
it was a place for the collection of customs upon the frontier of
Egypt Ver. 29. " And there came up and went out a chariot
from Egypt for six hundred shekels of silver, and a horse for a
hundred and fifty shekels ; and so (in the same manner as for
It is true that the situation of

price."

precisely defined

;

—

Solomon) they led them out for all the kings of the Hittites
and the kings of Aram through their hand." n ??"|D, like 3?; in
2 Sam. via. 4. x. 18, and Ezek xxxix. 20, denotes a chariot
with the team of horses belonging to it, possibly three horses
(see at eh. v. 6), not quadriga (Clericus and others), or two
draught horses and two as a reserve (Thenius).
For the infer*
ence, that if a horse cost 150 shekels, a team of four would be
obtained for 600,

would

not quite a certain one, since the chariot

is

A

hundred and fifty
(£19, 10s. Tr.), and
600 would be 525 thalers (£78, 15s.). These amounts are
sufficient to show how untenable the opinion of Movers is, that
the sums mentioned are not the prices paid for horses and
chariots, but the payment made for their exit, or the customs

itself

shekels are a

certainly not be given in.

little

more than 130

thalers

And

his other opinion is equally erroneous, namely that
and horses were state carriages and horses of luxury
intended for the king.
The merchants are called the king's

duty.

the chariots

1

That Kovi or Kui

&tKovi of the Cod. Vat.

—

is

LXX., and not the ix
very evident from the statement which

the earliest reading of the

and Alex.,

is

we find in the Onomast. of Eusebius (ed. Larsoto et Parth. p. 260), Kui, x>iWo»
Aiyilxrsi/ for which Jerome has Coa, qum ettjuxta AZgyptum, after the Vulgate.
;
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profits went into the royal
upon trade (Bertheau), nor as the brokers
the king (Thenius), but because they carried on

traders, not because

a portion of their

treasury as the tax

who bought for

evidence to the contrary
"

mean

;

D*£? cannot be adduced as

account

their trade for the king's

for linguists require

no proof that

this

auf ihre Sand,"

as Thenius assumes.
Bbttcher's
explanation is the right one, namely, " through their hand," in-

cannot

asmuch

as they brought the horses

to those kings

who lived

intermediate agents.

and chariots themselves even

at a greater distance, without employing

The kings of the Q^n, the

= Canaanites,

Hittites in the

2 Kings vii 6, Ezek.
xvi. 3), and of Aram, were in part Solomon's vassals, since his
rule extended over all the Canaanites with the exception of the

wider sense

(

Phoenicians,

CHAP.

The

as in Josh.

i.

4,

and over several kingdoms of Aram.

XL SOLOMON'S POLYGAMY AND IDOLATRY.
AND HIS DEATH
idolatry into

which Solomon

fell

HIS OPPONENTS,

in his old age appears

Solomon showed
many have
been quite unable to reconcile the two, and have endeavoured
to show either that Solomon's worship of idols was psychologically impossible) or that the knowledge of God and the piety
But great wisdom and a
attributed to him are unhistoricai
refined knowledge of God are not a defence against the folly of
idolatry, since this has its roots in the heart, and springs from
sensual desires and the lust of the flesh.
The cause assigned
so strange in a king so wise and God-fearing as

himself to be at the dedication of the temple, that

in the biblical account for Solomon's falling
Lord, is that he loved
wives,

who

his old aga

many

strange,

i.e.

away from the

foreign or heathen,

own gods in
Consequently the falling away did not take place

turned his heart from Jehovah to their

suddenly, but gradually, as Solomon got old, and was not a

whom he
solemn sacrifices three times a year, and that certainly
to the day of his death (ch. ix. 25), but consisted simply in the
fact that his heart was no longer thoroughly devoted to the
Lord (ch. xi. 4), and that he inclined towards the idols of his
foreign wives and built them altars (vers. 5-8) ; that is to say,
it consisted merely in a syncretic mixture of Jehovah-worship
and idolatry, by which the worship which should be paid solely
complete renunciation of the worship of Jehovah, to
offered
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and exclusively to the true God was not only injured, but was
even turned into idolatry itself, Jehovah the only true God
being placed on a level with the worthless gods of the heathen.
Love to foreign wives no doubt presupposed an inclination to
foreign customs ; it was not, however, idolatry in itself, but was
still reconcilable with that sincere worship of Jehovah which
is attributed to Solomon in the earlier years of his reign.
At
the same time it was a rock on which living faith and true
adherence to the Lord might at last suffer shipwreck.
And we
may even infer from the repeated warnings of God (ch. iii 14,
vi. 12, ix. 4), that from the earliest years of his reign Solomon
was in danger of falling into idolatry. This danger did, indeed,
spring in his case from his inclination to foreign customs ; but

—

by many of the circumwe must regard as contributing more
fall
And among the first of these we

this inclination was again influenced

stances of his reign, which

remotely to his eventual

must place
and severe

the splendour and glory of his reign.

Through long
David had succeeded in conquering all the
enemies of Israel, and had not only helped his people to peace
and prosperity, but had also raised the kingdom to great power
and glory. And Solomon inherited these fruits of his father's
Under the blessings of peace he was not only able to
reign.
carry out the work of building a splendid temple, which his
father had urged upon him, but was also able, by a wise use of
the sources already existing and by opening new ones, still
further to increase the treasures which he had collected, and
thereby to exalt the splendour of his kingdom.
The treaty
with Hiram of Tyre, which enabled him to execute the intended
state bnildings in Jerusalem, was followed by alliances for the
establishment of a widespread commerce both by sea and land,
through which ever increasing treasures of gold and silver, and
As this accumuother costly goods, were brought to the king.
conflicts

lation of riches helped to nourish his inclination to "a love of

show, and created a kind of luxury which was hardly reconcilable with the simplicity of manners and the piety of a servant
of God, so the foreign trade led to a toleration of heathen

customs and religious views which could not fail to detract
from the reverence paid to Jehovah, however little the trade
with foreigners might be in itself at variance with the nature
And again, even the
of the Old Testament kingdom of God
great wisdom of king Solomon might also become a rock en-
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dangering his

by

Hess

life

of faith, not so

Lav.

much

in the manner suggested

413), namely, that an
him from the
open and clearer regions of the kingdom of truth into the darker
J. J.

(Gesch.

v,.

Sal. ii p.

excessive thirst for inquiry might easily seduce

ones of the kingdom of

lies,

the paths of superstition
his

;

i.e.

Mm

of magic, and so lead

to

as because the widespread fame of

wisdom brought distinguished and wise men from

distant

lands to Jerusalem and into alliance with the king, and their
flattered the vanity of the human heart, and led to a
and greater toleration of heathen ways.
But these
things are none of them blamed in the Scriptures, because they
did not of necessity lead to idolatry, but might simply give an
indirect impulse to it, by lessening the wall of partition between
the worship of the true God and that of heathen deities, and
making apostasy a possible thing. The Lord Himself had promised and had given Solomon wisdom, riches, and glory above
all other kings for the glorification of his kingdom
and these
gifts of God merely contributed to estrange his heart from the
true God for the simple reason, that Solomon forgot the commandments of the Lord and suffered himself to be besotted by the
lusts of the flesh, not only so as to love many foreign wives, but
so as also to take to himself wives from the nations with which
Israel was not to enter into any close relationship whatever.

homage
greater

;

Love of many Wives and Idolatry.
"Solomon loved many foreign wives, and that

Vers. 1-13. Solomon's

—Vers.

1,

2.

'B navito, standing as it
along with the daughter of Pharaoh."
does between *i ninaa 0^3 and ntosto, cannot mean " and especially the daughter of P.," as Thenius follows the earlier com-

mentators in supposing, but must mean, as in ver. 25, "and
that with, or along with," i.e. actually beside the daughter of

She

is

thereby distinguished from the foreign wives

who turned away

Solomon's heart from the Lord, so that the

Pharaoh.

blame pronounced upon those marriages does not apply to his
marriage to the Egyptian princess (see at ch.

iii.

1).

All that

blamed is that, in opposition to the command in Deut. xvii
17, Solomon loved (1) many foreign wives, and (2) Moabitish,
Ammonitish, and other wives, of the nations with whom the
All that the law expressly
Israelites were not to intermarry.
prohibited was marriage with Canaanitish women (Deut. vii. 1-3;
Ex. xxxiv. 16); consequently the words " of the nations," etc., are
is
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and Hittite
D. Mich.) ; but this prohibition is extended here to
all the tribes enumerated in ver. 2, just as in Ezra ix. 2 sqq.,
x 3, Nek xlii. 23 ; not from a rigour surpassing the law, but
in accordance with the spirit of the law, namely, because the
reason appended to the law, ne t» idololatriam a superstitiosis

not to be taken as referring merely to the Sidonian

women

(J.

mulieribus

pdlicermtw (Clericus), applied to all these nations.
and Ammonites, moreover, were not to be received

The Moabites
into

the congregation at

all,

not even to the tenth generation,

and of the Edomites only the children in the third generation

There was all the
with them, that is
to say, so long as they retained their nationality or their heathen
*tfarrt6 are connected in form with
ways.
The words Baa
Josh, xxiii. 12, but, like the latter, they really rest upon
Ex xxxiv. 16 and Deut vii. 1-3. In the last clause ona is
were to be received
less

(Deut

.

used
of

4, 8, 9).

.

.

with peculiar emphasis Solomon clave to these nations,
God had said such things, to love, i.e. to enter into
relation of love or into the marriage relation, with them.
is used of the attachment of a man to his wife (Gen.
:

which

the
P?]
ii

xxiii.

reason, therefore, for permitting marriages

4)

and

also to

3-8 carry out

still

—

Jehovah (Deut. iv. 4, x. 20, eta). Vers.
In
further what has been already stated.

3 the taking of many wives is first explained.
had seven hundred rfib> DHM, women of the first rank,

He

ver.

who

were exalted into princesses, and three hundred concubines.
is to say, numbers
and are not to be
understood as affirming that Solomon had all these wives and
concubines at the same time, but as including all the women
who were received into his harem during the whole of his reign,
whereas the sixty queens and eighty concubines mentioned in
Song of SoL vL 8 are to be understood as having been present
in the court at one time.
Even in this respect Solomon sought

These are in any case round numbers, that

which simply approximate to the

reality,

—

1

equal the rulers of other nations, if not to surpass them.
These women " inclined his heart," i.e. determined the inclinato

1

Nevertheless these numbers, especially that of the wives

who were raised

rank of princesses, appear sufficiently large to suggest the possibility
of an error in the numeral letters, although Oriental rulers carried this custom
to a very great length, as for example Darius Codomannus, of whom it is related that he took with him 360 pellices on his expedition against Alexander
(see Curtius, iii. 3, 24 ; Athen. Deipnot. iii. 1).
to the
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tion of his heart
flesh gained

heart to other gods, so that

Jehovah, his

when the
they turned his
was no longer wholly with
i.e.
entirely devoted to the

Ver. 4. In the time of old age,

the supremacy over the

God

a$,

it

integer,

spirit,

Lord (cf. ch. viii 61), like the heart of David his father, who
had indeed grievously sinned, hut had not fallen into idolatry.
According
Vers. 5-8. He walked after the Ashtaroth, etc.
to ver. 7, the idolatry here condemned consisted in the fact
that he built altars to the deities of all his foreign wives, upon
which they offered incense and sacrifice to their idols. It is
not stated that he himself also offered sacrifice to these idols.
But even the building of altars for idols was a participation
in idolatry which was irreconcilable with true fidelity to the
J^jfaifJ', Astarte, was the chief female deity of all the
Lord.
Canaanitish tribes ; her worship was also transplanted from
Tyre to Carthage, where it flourished greatly. She was a moongoddess, whom the Greeks and Komans called sometimes Aphrodite, sometimes Urania, XeXrivait], Ccelestit, and Juno (see the
Comm. on Judg. ii. 13). B3p?, which is called "$D (without
the article) in ver. 7, and D3^9 in Jer. zlix 1, 3, and Amos i
15, the abomination of the Ammonites, must not be confounded
with the Molech ($®2, always with the article) of the early
Canaanites, to whom children were offered in sacrifice in the
valley of Benhinnom from the time of Ahaz onwards (see the
Comm. on Lev. xviii 21), since they had both of them their
separate places of worship in Jerusalem (cf 2 Kings xxiii
10 and 13), and nothing is ever said about the offering of
children in sacrifice to Milcom ; although the want of information prevents us from determining the precise distinction between the two. Milcom was at any rate related to the Chemosh
of the Moabites mentioned in ver. 7 ; for Chemosh is also described as a god of the Ammonites in Judg. xi 24, whereas
everywhere else he is called the god of the Moabites (Num. xxi.
29 j Amos i 15, eta). Chemosh was a sun-god, who was worshipped as king of his people and as a god of war, and as such
is depicted upon coins with a sword, lance, and shield in his
hands, and with two torches by his side (see at Num. xxi. 29).

—

The enumeration of the different idols is incomplete ; Chemosh
being omitted in ver. 5, and Astarte, to whom Solomon also
built

an

ver. 7.

altar in Jerusalem, according to
Still this

2 Kings

xxiii.

13, in

incompleteness does not warrant our filling
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'W jnn

gaps by emendations of the text

as in Judg. ii 11, in. 7, etc
sion for '"'rut ro^ K^o, as in

—

feTW,

'* *?£!* K?o,

Num.

a pregnant expresxxxiL 11, 12, etc.
iii 2) Solomon built

xiv. 24,

These places of sacrifice (f»D3, see at ch.
upon the mountain in front, ie. to the east, of Jerusalem, and,
accoiding to the more precise account in 2 Kings xxiii. 13, to
the right, that is to say,. on the southern side, of the Mount of
Corruption, in other words, upon the southern peak of the
Mount of Olives ; and consequently this peak has been called
in church tradition from the time of Brocardus onwards, either

—

Mons

Offensionw, after the Vulgate rendering of tvneisn

"in

in

2 Kings xxiii 13, or Mons Scandali, Mount of Offence (vid.
Rob. Fal.L 565 and 566).—Ver. 8. « So did he for all his
foreign wives," viz. built altars for their gods

;

for instance, in

an altar for
These three altars, which are only mentioned in the
complete account in 2 Kings xxiii 13, were sufficient for all
the deities of tbe foreign wives.
For the Hifctites and Edomites
do not appear to have had any deities of their own that were
peculiar to themselves.
The Hittites no doubt worshipped
Astarte in common with the Sidonians, and the Edomites probably worshipped Milcom.
In the whole of the Old Testament
the only place in which gods of the Edomites are mentioned is
2 Chron. xxv. 20, and there no names are given. Of course we
addition to those already named, he

also

built

Astarte.

must except Pharaoh's daughter, according to ver. 1, and the
remarks already made in connection with that verse for she
brought no idolatrous worship to Jerusalem, and consequently
even in later times we do not find the slightest trace of Egyptian
idolatry in Jerusalem and Judah. 1
Burning incense (Wto?D) is
(ninaTD),
mentioned before sacrificing
because vegetable offerings
took precedence of animal sacrifices in the nature-worship of
Hither Asia (vid. Bahr, Symbolik, ii pp. 237 sqq.). Vers. 9 sqq.
Through this apostasy from the Lord his God, who had appeared
;

—

1 From the fact that these places of sacrifice still existed even in the time of
Joeiah, notwithstanding the reforms of Asa, Jehoshaphat, Joash, and Heze-

kiah, which rooted out all public idolatry, at least in Jerusalem, Movers infers
(Pfcontz. ii 3, p. 207),

and that not without reason, that there was an essential
and the other seats of Israelitish

difference between these sacred places

idolatry which were exterminated, namely, that in their national character
they were also the places of worship for the foreigners settled in and near
Jerusalem, e.g. the Sidonian, Ammonitish, and Moabitish merchants, which
were under the protection of treaties, since this is the only ground on which
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him twice
him against

ix. 2 sqq.) and had warned
a continuation of the participle
rwnan), Solomon drew down upon himself the anger of Jehovah.
The emphasis lies upon the fact that God had appeared to him
Himself for the purpose of warning him, and had not merely
caused him to he warned by prophets, as Theodoret has explained In consequence of this, the following announcement is
made to him, no doubt through the medium of a prophet, pos" Because this has come into thy mind,
sibly Ahijah (ver. 29)
and thou hast not kept my covenant, ... I will tear the kingdom
from thee and give it to thy servant nevertheless I will not do
howbeit I will not
it in thy lifetime for thy father David's sake
tear away the whole kingdom ; one tribe I will give to thy son."
In this double limitation of the threatened forfeiture of the king-

to

(ch.

5 sqq. and

iii.

idolatry (»wn is

:

;

:

dom

there

is

rijv dfierpov

clearly manifested the goodness of

aya6oTr}Ta

—Theodoret);

not,

God

(Seuanxri

however, with reference

who had forfeited the divine mercy through his
but with regard to David and the selection of Jerusalem:
that is to say, not from any special preference for David and Jerusalem, but in order that the promise made to David (2 Sam. viL),
and the choice of Jerusalem as the place where His name should
be revealed which was connected with that promise, might stand
immoveably as an act of grace, which no sin of men could overto

Solomon,

idolatry,

turn

(vid. ver. 36).

For

"int*

rae> see the Conim.

Vers. 14-40. Solomon's Opponents.

on vers. 31, 32.

—Although

the punish-

ment with which Solomon was threatened

for his apostasy

not to be inflicted

the Lord raised

till

after

his death,

several adversaries even during his lifetime,

was

up
who endangered

the peace of his kingdom, and were to serve as constant reminders that he owed his throne and his peaceable rule over
the whole of the kingdom inherited from his father solely to
the mercy, the fidelity, and the long-suffering of God.
rising

we can
But

up

of

Hadad and Eezon took

satisfactorily explain their undisturbed

this would not preclude their having

ship of his foreign wires

;

—The

place even before the comcontinuance at Jerusalem.

been built by Solomon for the wor-

on the other hand,

it is

much

easier to explain their

being built in the front of Jerusalem, and opposite to the temple of Jehovah,
if from the very first regard was had to the foreigners who visited Jerusalem.

The objection offered by Thenius to this view, which Bertheau had already
adopted (zur Gesch. der Isr. p. 323), has been shown by Bottcher (N. exeg.
JEhrenl. ii. p. 95) to be utterly untenable.
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but it is brought by nfrr rjjjjl
(ver. 14) into logical connection with the punishment with
which he is threatened in consequence of that idolatry, because
it was not till a later period that it produced any perceptible

mencement of Solomon's

effect

upon

idolatry,

his government, yet it ought from the very first to

have preserved him from self-security.
adversary was Sadad the Edomite,
The name Tin (TWj in ver. 17, according to an interchange of n and M which is by no means rare)
was also borne by a pwe-Mosaic king of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 35),
from which we may see that it was not an uncommon name in
But the conjecture of Ewald
the royal family of the Edomites.
and Thenius, that our Hadad was a grandson of Hadar, the last
Vers.

a

man

14-22. The

first

of royal birth

mentioned there, is quite a groundless one, since it
false assumption that Hadar (called Hadad in
the Chronicles by mistake) reigned in the time of David (see
the Coram, on Gen. xxxvi. 31 sqq.).
wn before Bi^ 3 stands in
the place of the relative ">^K: " of royal seed he
who was of the
royal seed in Edom" (cf. Ewald, § 332, a).
Vers. 15 sqq. When
David had to do with the Edomites,
Hadad fled. n** n\n is
.
analogous to 0? fjn, to have to do with any one, though in a
hostile sense, as in the phrase to go to war with (nx) a person,
whereas U? nvf generally means to be upon the side of any one.
The correctness of the reading n^na is confirmed by all the
ancient versions, which have simply paraphrased the meaning
in different ways.
For Bottcher has already shown that the
LXX. did not read ritana, as Thenius supposes. The words
from ni?p to the end of ver. 16 form explanatory circumstantial clauses.
On the circumstance itself, compare 2 Sam.
viii. 13, 14, with the explanation given there.
"The slain,"
whom Joab went to bury, were probably not the Israelites who
had fallen in the battle in the Salt valley (2 Sam. viii. 13),
but those who had been slain on the invasion of the land by
After their burial
the Edomites, and still remained unburied.
Joab defeated the Edomites in the valley of Salt, and remained
six months in Edom till he had cut off every male.
"All
" Every male " is
Israel " is the whole of the Israelitish army.
of the kings
rests

upon the

—

.

of course only the

men

=

.

capable of bearing arms,

who

fell into

hands of the Israelites; for "Hadad and others fled, and the
whole of the Idumsean race was not extinct " (Clericus).
Then
Hadad fled, while yet a little boy, with some of bis father's

the
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Edomitish servants, to go to Egypt, going first of all to Miriian
and thence to Paran. The country of Midian cannot he more
precisely denned,

inasmuch as we meet with Midianites some-

times in the peninsula of Sinai on the eastern aide of the

where Edrisi and Abulfeda mention a city of
Ex. ii. 15), and sometimes on the east of the
Moahitish territory (see at Num. xxii. 4 and Judg. vi. 1).
Here, at any rate, we must think of the neighbourhood of the

Elanitic Gulf,

Madian

(see at

Elanitic Gulf, though not necessarily of the city of Madian, five

and probably of the country
;
which Moses fled from Egypt Paran is the desert of that
name between the mountains of Sinai and the south of Canaan
(see at Num. x 1 2), through which the Haj route from Egypt
Hadad would be obliged to
by Elath to Mecca still runs.
take the road by Elath in order to go to Egypt, even if he
had taken refuge with the Midianites on the east of Moab
and Edom. Vers. 18 sqq. From Paran they took men with
Thus Hadad came to
them as guides through the desert
Egypt, where Pharaoh received him hospitably, and gave them
a house and maintenance (Br6), and also assigned him land

days' journey to the south of Aela

to

—

(Hv) *° cultivate for the support of the fugitives who had
come with him, and eventually, as he found great favour in
his eyes, gave him for a wife the sister of his own wife, queen
This son was
Tachpenes, who bare him a son, Genubath.
weaned by Tachpenes in the royal palace, and then brought
up among (with) the children of Pharaoh, the royal princes.
According to Bosellini and Wilkinson (Ges. The*, p. 1500),
Tachpenes was also the name of a female deity of Egypt
The
wife of Pharaoh is called fry?f 0, i,e. the mistress among the king's
wives, as being the principal consort.
In the case of the kings
of Judah this title is given to the king's mother, probably as
the president in ike harem, whose place was taken by the
reigning queen after her death.
The weaning, probably a
family festival as among the Hebrews (Gen. xxi 8) and other
ancient nations (vid. Dougtaei Analecta ss. i 22 sq), was carried
out by the queen in the palace, because the boy was to be
thereby adopted among the royal children, to be brought up
with them.
Vers. 21, 22. When Hadad heard in Egypt of
the death of David and Joab, he asked permission of Pharaoh

—

to return to his

own

lacking to thee with

country.

me 3"

Pharaoh

replied, " What is there

This answer was a pure expression.
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of lore and attachment to Hadad, and involved the request that

But Hadad answered, " No, but let me go."
him go, but this must
just as in Num. x. 32 we are not told what Hobab

he would remain.

We are

not told that Pharaoh then let

be supplied

;

eventually did in consequence of Moses' request, but
be supplied from the context.

The return

of

Hadad to

it

has to

his native

be inferred from the fact that, according to
1
rose up as an adversary of Solomon.
Vers. 23-25. A second adversary of Solomon was Bezon, the
son of Eliadah (for the name see at ch. xv. 18), who had
fled from his lord Hadadezer, king of Zobah, and who became
the captain of a warlike troop C^*1 !), when David smote them
(Qn«), i.e. the troops of hia lord (2 Sam. viii 3, 4).
Eezon probably fled from his lord for some reason which is not assigned,

land

is clearly

vers.

14 and 25, he

1
"

to

'

The LXX. have supplied what is missing e conjectura : xeti Attarfi-^m
Hadad) tl; tij» yi» onrrw' ainrt xotxt* sj» ivtiirpt* "Aisp" xul ijiapv-

Aiej> (i.e.

fi

Thenius proposes to alter the
" shortly after the
accession of Solomon, Hadad, having returned from Egypt, wrested from the
power of the Israelites the greatest part of Edom, probably the true mountainland of Edom, so that certain places situated in the plain, particularly Eziongeber, remained in the hands of the Israelites, and intercourse could be maintifitm*

'

lap* fa, xxl t/3<Wx«/ff(»

'm

yri ''Eliifi.

Hebrew text accordingly, and draws

this conclusion, that

though not quite without
described as " historical," is indeed

tained with that port through the Arabah, even

disturbance."

This conclusion, which

is

Kings xxii. 48, according to which Edom had no king
even in the time of Jehoshaphat, but only a vicegerent, and also with
2 Kings viii. 20, according to which it was not till the reign of Jehoshaphat's
son Joram that Edom fell away from Judah. But this discrepancy Thenius
sets aside by the remark at 1 Kings xxii. 48, that in Jehoshaphat's time the
family of Hadad had probably died out, and Jehoshaphat prudently availed
himself of the disputes which arose concerning the succession to enforce
Judah 'a right of supremacy over Edom, and to appoint first a vicegerent and
then a new king, though perhaps one not absolutely dependent upon him.
at variance with 1

this conjecture as to the relation in which Jehoshaphat stood to Edom is
proved to be an imaginary fiction by the fact that, although the history does
indeed mention a revolt of the Edomites from Judah (2 Chron. xx. ; see
at 1 Kings xxii. 48), it not only says nothing whatever about the dying out
of the royal family of Hadad or about disputes concerning the succession,
but it does not even hint at them. But with regard to the additions made to
this passage by the LXX, to which even Ewald (Gesch. iii. p. 276) attributes historical worth, though without building upon them such confident
historical combinations as Thenius, we may easily convince ourselves of their
critical worthlessness, if we only pass our eye over the whole section (vers.

But

—

14-25), instead of merely singling out those readings of the LXX. which
support our preconceived opinions, and overlooking all the rest, after the
thoroughly unscientific mode of criticism adopted by a Thenius or Bottcher.
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the latter was engaged in war with David, before his com-

and collected together a company from the
with which he afterwards marched to Damascus, and
having taken possession of that city, made himself king over it
This probably did not take place till towards the close of David's
plete overthrow,
fugitives,

though it was at the very beginning
he became an adversary to Israel all
the days of Solomon (i.e. during the whole of his reign), and that
with (beside) the mischief which Hadad did, and he abhorred
Israel (i.e. became disgusted with the Israclitish rule), and became
king over Aram." Tin new is an abbreviated expression, to which
rtwy may easily be supplied, as it has been by the LXX. (vid.
Ewald, § 292, b, Anm).
It is impossible to gather from these
few words in what the mischief done by Hadad to Solomon conreign, or

even

after his death,

of Solomon's reign

;

for "

LXX.

have connected together the two accounts respecting
rose up against Solomon (ver. 14 and
ver. 23), which are separated in the Hebrew text, and have interpolated
what is stated concerning Rezon in vers. 23 and 24 after *D"ntn in ver. 14,

Far example, the

the adversaries

Hadad and Rezon who

and consequently have been obliged to

alter 'Ul

job \T1

in ver. 25 into

xmi

iaxn 2«t*», because they had previously cited Hadad and Rezon as adversaries, whereas in the Hebrew text these words apply to Rezon alone.
But
the rest of ver. 25, namely the words from

(LXX.)

mniTTlW onwards,

they have

and in order to connect this with
what precedes, they have interpolated the words k*1 Atitrpttyu "A&tp %i; ni»
yij» aMu.
The Alexandrians were induced to resort to this intertwining of
the accounts concerning Hadad and Rezon, which are kept separate in the
Hebrew text, partly by the fact that Hadad and Rezon are introduced as
adversaries of Solomon with the very same words (vers. 14 and 23), but
more especially by the fact that in ver. 25 of the Hebrew text the injury done
to Solomon by Hadad is merely referred to in a supplementary manner in connection with Rezon's enterprise, and indeed is inserted parenthetically within
the account of the latter. The Alexandrian translators did not know what
to make of this, because they did not understand njnrmttl and took riKl
not given

for

r\tit>

till

the close of ver. 22

«vrn h

xctxltt.

With

understood as referring to

;

this reading yp*\

Hadad

;

and

as

which follows was necessarily

Hadad was an Edomite, ^jd*|

tT>K~^y had to be altered into ipuoiKweH/ in yn 'Ela/t.
'

t-:

alterations of the

LXX.

Consequently

in this section are simply the result of

Hebrew

all

the

an arbitrary

which they did not really understand, and
homogeneous, as every reader of this
translation who is acquainted with the original text must see so clearly even,
at the very beginning of the chapter, where the number of Solomon's wives
is taken from ver. 3 of the Hebrew text and interpolated into ver. 1, that, as
Thenius observes, " the true state of the case can only be overlooked from
treatment of the

text,

consist of a collocation of all that is

superficiality of observation or

from preconceived opinion."
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Bezon, on the other hand, really obtained possession of

the rule over Damascus.
Whether at the beginning or not till
the end of Solomon's reign cannot be determined, since all that
is clearly stated is that he

was Solomon's adversary during the

whole of his reign, and attempted to revolt from him from the
very beginning. If, however, he made himself king of Damascus
in the earliest years of his reign, he cannot have maintained his

sway very long, since Solomon afterwards
in the

built or fortified

Tadmor

which he could not have done if he had not been
lord over Damascus, as the caravan road from Gilead to Tadmor
(Palmyra) went past Damascus.'
Vers. 26—40. Attempted rebellion of Jeroboam the Ephraimite.
Hadad and Kezon are simply described as adversaries (V& ) of
Solomon ; but in the case of Jeroboam it is stated that " he
lifted up his hand against the king," i.e. he stirred up a tumult
or rebellion. 3 T D^n is synonymous with 3 *ij Kto in 2 Sam.
xviii 28, xx. 21.
It is not on account of this rebellion, which
was quickly suppressed by Solomon, but on account of the later
enterprise of Jeroboam, that his personal history is so minutely
detailed.
Jeroboam was an Ephraimite C^1??» as in 1 Sam. L 1,
Judg. xii 5) of Zereda, i.e. Zarthan, in the Jordan valley (see
ch. vii 46), son of a widow, and *»3}>, i.e. not a subject (Then.),
but an officer, of Solomon. All that is related of his rebellion
against the king is the circumstances under which it took place.
desert,

1

iwt nrin nr,

mon

this is

how

it

stands with, as in Josh.

v. 4.

Solo-

and closed the rent (the defile?)
in the city of David. r£, ruptura, cannot be a rent or breach
in the wall of the city of David, inasmuch as noln is not added,
and since the fortification of the city by David (2 Sam. v. 9) no
built Millo (ch. ix. 15),

1 What
Josephus (Ant. viii. 7, 6) relates concerning an alliance between
Hadad and Rezon for the purpose of making hostile attacks upon Israel, is
merely an inference drawn from the text of the LXX., and utterly worthless.

* Compare Ewald, Gesch. iii. p. 276.
It is true that more could be inferred
from 2 Chron. viii. 8, if the conquest of the city of Hamath by Solomon were
really recorded in that passage, as Bertheau supposes. But although ?y ptn

we cannot infer the conquest of the city of Hamath from the words, " Solomon went to Hamath
Zobah tfby prn*l and built Tadmor," etc., since all that rtb]) ptrf distinctly
is used to signify the conquest of tribes or countries,

t v t

expresses

is

-vr/-

the establishment of his power over the land of

And this Solomon

Hamath Zobah.

could have done by placing fortifications in that province,

because he was afraid of rebellion, even
away from his power.

if

Hamath Zobah had

.not actually

fallen

M
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hostile attack

bad ever been made upon Jerusalem but in all
which separated Zion from
;

probability it denotes the ravine

Moriah and Ophel, the future Tyropacm, through the closing of
which the temple mountain was brought within the city wall,
and the fortification of the city of David was completed
Compare P&D, a gap in the
(Thenius, Ewald, Geseh. iii. p. 330).
On the occasion of this building, Jeroboam proved
coast, a bay.
himself a b)0 itai, i& a very able and energetic man ; so that
when Solomon saw the young man, that he was doing work, i&
urging it forward, he committed to him the oversight over all
It must have been
the heavy work of the house of Joseph
while occupying this post that he attempted a rebellion against
nt in ver. 27.
AccordSolomon. This is indicated by 'Ul

TO

be sought for
This
awakened afresh the old antipathy of that tribe to Judah, and
Jeroboam availed himself of this to instigate a rebellion. Vers.
29 sqq. At that time the prophet Ahijah met him in the field
and disclosed to him the word of the Lord, that he should become king over Israel. K'nn nya at that time, viz. the time
when Jeroboam had become overseer over the heavy works, and
For the whole
not after he had already stirred up the rebellion
of the account in vers. 29—39 forms part of the explanation of
$D3 *P Win which commences with ver. 276, so that HtD Wl
KVin is closely connected with tilN "»J®2 in ver. 28, and there is
no such gap in the history as is supposed by Thenius, who
builds upon this opinion most untenable conjectures as to the

ing to ch.

xii.

4, the reason for the rebellion is to

in the appointment of the Ephraimites to heavy works.

—

:

At that time, as Jeroboam
was one day going out of Jerusalem, the prophet Ahijah of
Shilo (Seilun) met him by the way (T^.?), with a new upper
garment wrapped around him ; and when they were alone, ho

intertwining of different sources.

rent the

new

garment* that

is to say, his

own, not Jeroboam's,

Ewald {Oesch. iii p. 388) erroneously supposes, into twelve
pieces, and said to Jeroboam, " Take thee ten pieces, for Jehovah
saith, I will rend the kingdom out of the hand of Solomon, and
give thee ten tribes and one tribe shall remain to him (Solomon)
The new nopb was probably only a large
for David's sake," etc
four-cornered cloth, which was thrown over the shoulders like the
as

;

IMk of the Arabs, and enveloped the whole of the upper portion
of the body (see my bibl. ArehdoL ii. pp. 36, 37).
By the tearing of the

new garment

into twelve pieces, of

which Jeroboam
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was

to take ten for himself, the prophetic announcement was
symbolized in a very emphatic manner. This symbolical action
made the promise a completed fact " As the garment was torn
in pieces and lay before the eyes of Jeroboam, so had the division
of the kingdom already taken place in the counsel of God " (0.
There was something significant also in the cirv. Gerlach).
cumstance that it was a new garment, which is stated twice, and
indicates the newness, ie. the still young and vigorous condition,
of the kingdom (Thenius).
In the word of God explaining the action it is striking that
Jeroboam was to receive ten tribes, and the one tribe was to
remain to Solomon (vers. 31, 32, 35, 36, as in ver. 13). The
nation consisted of twelve tribes, and Ahijah had torn his garment
into twelve pieces, of which Jeroboam was to take ten so that
there were two remaining.
It is evident at once from this, that
numbers
are
intended
to
the
be understood symbolically and not
arithmetically.
Ten as the number of completeness and totality
is placed in contrast with one, to indicate that all Israel was to
be torn away from the house of David, as is stated in ch, xii.
20, " they made Jeroboam king over all Israel," and only one
single fragment was to be left to the house of Solomon out of
divine compassion.
This one tribe, however, is not Benjamin,
tribe
beside Judah, as Hupfeld (on Pa Ixxx.), C. a Lap.,
the one
Mich., and others suppose, but, according to the distinct state;

ment

in ch. xii 20, " the tribe of

Judah

only."

Nevertheless

Benjamin belonged

to

Kehoboam gathered

together the whole house of Judah

the

tribe

had

Judah;

for,

according to ch.

xii.

21,

and

of Benjamin to fight against the house of Israel (which
and to bring the kingdom again to himself.

fallen away),

And

so also in 2 Chron. xL 3 and 23 Judah and Benjamin are
reckoned as belonging to the kingdom of Kehoboam. This distinct prominence given to Benjamin by the side of Judah overthrows the explanation suggested by Seb. Schmidt and others,
namely, that the description of the portion left to Behoboam as
one tribe is to be explained from the fact that Judah and Benjamin, on the border of which Jerusalem was situated, were
regarded in a certain sense as one, and that the little Benjamin
was hardly taken into consideration at all by the side of the
great Judah. For if Ahijah had regarded Benjamin as one with
Judah, he would not have torn his garment into twelve pieces,
inasmuch as if Benjamin was to be merged in Judah, or was not
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whole nation
Moreover the twelve
tribes did not so divide themselves, that Jeroboam really received
ten tribes and Eehoboam only one or only two.
In reality there
were three tribes that fell to the kingdom of Judah, and only
nine to the kingdom of Israel, Ephraim and Manasseh being
reckoned as two tribes, since the tribe of Levi was not counted
in the political classification. The kingdom of Judah included,
beside the tribe of Judah, both the tribe of Benjamin and also
to

it

as

distinct tribe, the

could only be reckoned as eleven

tribes.

the tribe of Simeon, the territory of which, according to Josh.
xix.

1-9, was within the tribe-territory of Judah and completely

surrounded by
to emigrate

it,

so that the Simeonites

and give up

would have been obliged

their tribe-land altogether, if they desired

to attach themselves to the

kingdom of IsraeL But it cannot be
and xxxiv. 6 that an emigration

inferred from 2 Chron. xv. 9
of the whole tribe

On

had taken place

(see also at ch. xii.

17).

the other hand, whilst the northern border of the tribe of

Benjamin, with the

cities of Bethel,

the kingdom of Jeroboam (ch

Eamah, and

Jericho, fell to

29, xv. 17, 21, xvi 34),
several of the cities of the tribe of Dan were included in the

kingdom

xii.

of Judah, namely, Ziklag, which Achish

had presented
and also Zorea and Ajalon (2 Chron. xi 10, xxviii.
18), in which Judah obtained compensation for the cities of
Benjamin of which it had been deprived.1 Consequently there

to David,

1
On the other hand, the fact that in Ps. lin. 2 Benjamin is placed between
Ephraim and Manasseh is no proof that it belonged to the kingdom of Israel
nor Hn this be inferred from the fact that Benjamin, as the tribe-to which

Saul belonged, at the earlier split among the tribes took the side of those which

were opposed to David, and that at a still later period a rebellion originated
with Benjamin.
For in Ps. lxxx. 2 the exposition is disputed, and the
jealousy of Benjamin towards Judah appears to have become extinct with the
dying out of the royal house of Saul. Again, the explanation suggested by
Oehler (Herzog's Cycl.) of the repeated statement that the house of David
was to receive only one tribe, namely, that there was not a single whole tribe

belonging to the southern kingdom beside Judah, is by no means satisfactory.
For it cannot be proved that any portion of the tribe of Simeon ever belonged
to the kingdom of Israel, although the number ten was not complete without
it.
And it cannot be inferred from 2 Chron. xv. 9 that Simeonites had
settled outside their tribe-territory.
And, as a rule, single families or households that may have emigrated cannot be taken into consideration as having
any bearing upon the question before us, since, according to the very same
passage of the Chronicles, many members of the tribes of Ephraim and
Manasseh had emigrated to the kingdom of Judah.
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only remained nine tribes for the northern kingdom.
For
'w ^3V \0u> see at ver. 13. For ver. 33 compare vers. 4-8.
The plurals 'JOJjf, Wthb^, and vbn are not open to critical objection, but are used in accordance with the fact, since Solomon
did not practise idolatry alone, but many in the nation forsook
the Lord along with him. fpx, with a Chaldaic ending (see
Ges. § 87, 1, a). In vers. 34-36 there follows a more precise
explanation Solomon himself is not to lose the kingdom, but
to remain prince all his life, and his son is to retain one tribe
kHpj "3
both out of regard to David (vid. vers. 12 and 13).
an^s, " but I will set him for prince," inasmuch as leaving him
upon the throne was not merely a divine permission, but a
" That there may be a light to my servant David
divine act
always before me in Jerusalem." This phrase, which is repeated
in ch. xv. 4, 2 Kings viiL 19, 2 Chron. xxi. 7, is to be ex:

plained from 2 Sam. xxi. 17, where David's regal rule is called
the light which God's grace had kindled for Israel, and affirms
that David was never to want a successor upon the throne.

The condition on which the kingdom' of Jeroboam
was the same as that on which Solomon had also

Vers. 37-39.

was

to last

been promised the continuance of his throne in ch. iii. 14,
vi 12, ix. 4, namely, faithful observance of the commandments of God. The expression, " be king over all that thy soul
desireth," is explained in what follows by " all Israel."
It is
evident from this that Jeroboam had aspired after the throne.
On the condition named, the Lord would build him a lasting
house, as He had done for David (see at 2 Sam. vii. 16).
In
the case of Jeroboam, however, there is no allusion to a lasting
duration of the n???D (kingdom) such as had been ensured to
David for the division of the kingdom was not to last for ever,
but the seed of David was simply to be chastised ntft JJD?, for
;

this,

i.e.

because of the apostasy already mentioned

all the days," ie. not for ever,

sense

is

;

" only not

najiw is explanatory so far as the

Jeroboam did not
and therefore his house was extirpated at

concerned: "for I will humble."

fulfil this condition,

the death of his son
tinuation of =$33

(ch.

*P ST^\

xv.

in ver.

28 sqq.).
26; for

—

Ver.

vers.

40 is a con27—39 contain

simply an explanation of Jeroboam's lifting up his hand against
Solomon.
It is obvious from this that Jeroboam had organized
a rebellion against Solomon and also, as ver. 29 is closely connected with ver. 28, that this did not take place till after the
;
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prophet had foretold his reigning over ten tribes after Solomon's
death.

But

this did not justify Jeroboam's attempt j

nor was

Abijah's announcement an inducement or authority to rebel
Ahijah's conduct

was perfectly analogous to that of Samuel in
and is no more to be attributed to selfish

the case of Saul,

motives than his was, as though the prophetic order desired to
exalt itself above the

human

sovereign (Ewald

;
see, on the other
For Ahijah expressly
declared to Jeroboam that Jehovah would let Solomon remain

hand, Oehler's article in Herzog's

Cyel.).

prince over Israel during the remainder of his

life.

This deprived

Jeroboam of every pretext for rebellion. Moreover the prophets
announcement, even without this restriction, gave him no right
to seize with his own hand and by means of rebellion upon that
Jeroboam might
throne which God intended to give to him.
have learned how he ought to act under these circumstances from
the example of David, who had far more ground, according to
human opinion, for rebelling against Saul, his persecutor and
mortal foe, and who nevertheless, even when God had delivered
his enemy into his hand, so that he might have slain him, did
not venture to lay his hand upon the anointed of the Lord, but
waited in pious submission to the leadings of his God, till
the Lord opened the way to the throne through the death
By the side of David's behaviour towards Saul the
of Saul
Jeroboam has all the appearance of a criminal
of
attempt
rebellion, so that Solomon would have been perfectly justified
in putting him to death, if Jeroboam had not escaped from
his hands by a flight into Egypt.
On Shzshak see at ch.

—

xiv. 25.

Vers.

41—43. Conclusion of

the history of Solomon.

—

Notice

of the original works, in which further information can be found

concerning his acts and his wisdom (see the Introduction)
length of his reign,

viz. forty

years

;

;

the

and sucsince he was

his death, burial,

Solomon did not live to a very great age,
not more than twenty years old when he ascended the throne.
Whether Solomon turned to the Lord again with all his heart,
cessor.

—

a question widely discussed by the older commentators (see
Dubia vex. p. 435 ; Buddei hist. eccl. ii p. 273 sqq.),

Pfeifferi

cannot be ascertained from the Scriptures.
Kohtleth)

is

traceable to

are concerned,

we should

Solomon so

If the Preacher

far as the leading thoughts

find in this fact

an evidence of his conSolomon

version, or at least a proof that at the close of his life
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discovered the vanity of all earthly possessions and aims, and
declared the fear of God to be the only abiding good, -with which

a man

can stand before the judgment of God.

TL—HISTORY OF THE KINGDOMS OF ISRAEL AND JUDAH TO
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FORMER.
Chap. xii.-2 Kings xvn.

After the death of Solomon the Israelitdsh kingdom of

was

rent asunder, through

God

the renunciation of the Davidic

sovereignty by the ten tribes, into the two kingdoms of Israel

and through this division not
only was the external political power of the Israelitish state
weakened, but the internal spiritual power of the covenant
nation was deeply shaken.
And whilst the division itself
gave rise to two small and weak kingdoms in the place of one
strong nation, the power of both was still further shaken by
The history of the two
their attitude towards each other.
kingdoms divides itself into three epochs. In the first epoch,
*.& the period from Jeroboam to Omri in Israel, and from
Behoboam to Asa in Judah (1 Kings xii-xvi.), they maintained
a hostile attitude towards each other, until Israel sustained a
severe defeat in a great war with Judah ; and on the renewal
of its attacks upon Judah, king Asa called the Syrians to his
help, and thereby entangled Israel in long and severe conflicts
(the ten tribes) and Judah

;

—

-with this powerful neighbouring state.

The

hostility

termi-

nated in the second epoch, under Ahab and his sons Ahaziah
and Joram in Israel, and under Jehoshaphat, Joram, and
Ahajnah of Judah, since the two royal families connected themselves by marriage, and formed an alliance for the purpose of a
joint attack upon their foreign foes, until the kings of both
kingdoms, viz. Joram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah, were slain
at the same time by Jehu (1 Kin gs xvii.-2 Kings x. 27). This
period of union was followed in the third epoch, from Jehu in

Judah onwards, by further estrangement
which led eventually to the destruction
of the kingdom of Israel by the Assyrians through the untheoIsrael and Joash in

and

reciprocal attacks,

czatical policy of Ahaz.
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take a survey of the attitude of the two kingdoms

towards the Lord, the invisible God-King of His people, during

was stronger
kingdom of Judah than in the kingdom of Israel. For
in the latter it is only under Ahab and his two sons, under
whom the worship of Baal was raised into the state religion at
these three epochs, to all appearance the idolatry
in the

the instigation of Jezebel the Phoenician wife of Ahab, that we
meet with the actual worship of idols.
Of the other kings
both before and afterwards, all that is related is, that they walked
in the ways of Jeroboam, and did not desist from his sin, the
worship of the calves.
In the kingdom of Judah, on the other
hand, out of thirteen kings, only five were so truly devoted
to the Lord that they promoted the worship of Jehovah and
opposed idolatry (viz. Asa, Jehoshaphat, Uzziah, Jotham, and
Hezekiah).
Of the others, it is true that Joash and Amaziah
walked for a long time in the ways of the Lord, but in the
closing years of their reign they forsook the

God

of their fathers

and worship them (2 Chron. xxiv. 18 and xxv.
14 sqq.). Even Behoboam was strengthened at the outset in
the worship of Jehovah by the Levites who emigrated from the
kingdom of the ten tribes to Judah ; but in the course of three
years he forsook the law of the Lord, and Judah with him, so
that altars of high places, Baal columns, and Asherah idols, were
set up on every hill and under every green tree, and there were
even male prostitutes in the land, and Judah practised all the
to serve idols

abominations of the nations that were cut

off

before

Israel

13-17, xiL 1).
In all
these sins of his father Abijam also walked (1 Kings xv. 3).
At a later period, in the reign of Joram, the worship of Baal
was transplanted from Israel to Judah and Jerusalem, and was
zealously maintained by Ahaziah and his mother Athaliah.
It
grew still worse under Ahaz, who even went so far as to set up
au idolatrous altar in the court of the temple and to close the
(1 Kings

xiv.

23,

24; 2 Chron.

xi.

temple doors, for the purpose of abolishing altogether the legal

But notwithstanding this repeated spread
was not so great and deep
in the kingdom of Judah as in the kingdom of Israel.
This is
worship of Jehovah.

of idolatry, the apostasy from the Lord

evident from the fact that idolatry could not strike a firm root

inasmuch as the kings who were addicted to it were
always followed by pious and God-fearing rulers, who abolished
the idolatrous abominations, and nearly all of whom had long
there,
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253 years which intervened between
kingdom and the destruction of the kingdom
of the ten tribes, idolatry did not prevail in Judah for much
1
more than fifty-three years, and for about 200 years the worship
of the true God was maintained according to the commandment

reigns

;

so that during the

the division of the

This constant renewal of a victorious reaction

of the law.

against the foreign deities shows very clearly that the law of

God, with

its

ordinances and institutions for divine worship, had

taken firm and deep root in the people and kingdom, and that
the reason

why

idolatry constantly revived

and

lifted

up

its

head afresh was, that the worship of Jehovah prescribed in the

law made no concessions to the tendency to idolatry in hearts
It was different with the kingdom
at enmity against God.
the
fact that idolatry only appeared
tribes.
There
of the ten
in the Teigns of Ahab and his sons and successors, is to be
accounted for very simply from the attitude of that kingdom
towards the Lord and His lawful worship.
Although, for
instance, the secession of the ten tribes from the house of
David was threatened by God, as a punishment that would
come upon Solomon and his kingdom on account of Solomon's
idolatry ; on the part of the rebellious tribes themselves it was
simply the ripe fruit of their evil longing for a less theocratic

nothing but the work of
appointed
by Jehovah, which had
house
opposition to the royal
already shown itself more than once in the reign of David, though
it had been suppressed again by the weight of his government,
and more heathen kingdom, and

which was strong in the Lord
This opposition became open rebellion against the Lord,
when Jeroboam, its head, gave the ten tribes a religious constitution

opposed to the will of God for the purpose of estaband not only founded a special sanctuary for

lishing his throne,

model of the tabernacle or
up golden calves as
symbols and images of Jehovah the invisible God, to whom no
Thi3 image-worship met the wishes
likeness can be made.
and religious cravings of the sensual and carnally-minded
people, because it so far filled up the gap between the legal
his subjects,

somewhat

after the

of the temple at Jerusalem, but also set

1

Namely, fourteen years under Rehoboam, three under Abijah, six under
one under Ahariah, six under Athaliah, and sixteen under Ahaz, in
forty-six years ; to which we have also to add the closing years of the

—

Joratn,
all

reigns of Joash

and Amaaaah.
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worship of Jehovah and the worship of the nature-deities, that
the contrast between Jehovah and the Baalim almost entirely
disappeared, and the principal ground

was thereby removed

for

the opposition on the part of the idolatrous nation to the

and exclusive worship of Jehovah.

stringent

In

this respect

the worship of the calves worked more injuriously
religious
idols.

and moral

life

upon the

of the nation than the open worship of

This sin of Jeroboam

is therefore "

the ground, the root

and cause of the very sinful development of the kingdom of
Israel, which soon brought down the punishment of God, since
even Lorn the earliest time one judgment after another fell
For beside the sin of Jeroboam,
openly upon the kingdom.
that which was the ground of its isolation continued to increase,
and gave rise to tumult, opposing aspirants to the throne, and
revolutionary movements in the nation, so that the house of
Therefore
Israel was often split up within itself" (Ziegler).
the judgment, with which even from the time of Moses the
covenant nation had been threatened in case of obstinate rebellion against its God, namely the judgment of dispersion among
the heathen, fell upon the ten tribes much earlier than upon
Judah, because Israel had filled up the measure of sin earlier
than Judah.

The chronological computation of this period, both as a whole
and in its separate details, is one of the more difficult features
connected with this portion of the history of the Israelitiah
As our books give not only the length of time that
kingdom.
every king both of Israel and Judah reigned, but also the time
when every king of Israel ascended the throne, calculated
according to the year of the reign of the contemporaneous king
of Judah,

and

vice vena, these

accounts unquestionably fur-

nish us with very important help in determining the chronology
of the separate data

uncertain

by the

;

fact,

but

this again is rendered difficult

and

that the sum-total of the years of the

several kings is greater, as a rule, than the

number

of years

that they can possibly have reigned according to the synchro-

contemporaneous sovereigns in the other
have therefore sought from time
immemorial to reconcile the discrepancies by assuming innistic accounts of the

kingdom.

Chronologists

accuracies in the accounts, or regencies

and

interregna.

The

necessity for such assumptions is indisputable, from the fact that

the discrepancies, in the numbers of the years are absolutely
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1

But if the application of them
in the several cases is not to he dependent upon mere caprice,
irreconcilable -without them.

the

reconciliation of the sum-totals of the years that the different kings reigned with the differences which we obtain from
the chronological data in the synchronistic accounts must he
effected upon a fixed and well-founded historical principle,
regencies and interregna being only assumed in cases where

there are clear indications in the text

can be reconciled by

Most of the

differences

and applying the

consistently observing

principle pointed out in the Talmud, viz. that the years of the

kings are reckoned from Nisan to Nisan, and that with such precision, that even a single day before or after Nisan is reckoned as
equal to a year, a mode of reckoning which is met with even in
the New Testament, e.g.in the statement that Jesus rose from the

—

dead

on the third day, and also in the writno doubt an early Jewish custom,2
for, according to this, it is not necessary to assume a single interregnum in the kingdom of Judah, and only one regency (that
after three days, or

ings of Josephus, so that

—

1

This

ifl

it is

indirectly admitted even

by 0. Wolff

(in his Versuch die

Wider-

tprdche tn den Jahrreihen der KSnige Judo's und Israel's und andere Differenzen
in der bibl. Chronologie awizugleichen ; Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 625 sqq.),

though for the moat part he declares himBelf opposed to such assumptions
as arbitrary loopholes, inasmuch

as,

with his fundamental principle to adhere

firmly to the years of the reigns of the kings of Judah as normative, he is
only able to effect a reconciliation by shortening at his pleasure the length
of the reigns given in the text for the kings of Israel in the period extending

from Rehoboam

to the death of Ahaziah of Judah, and in the following
period by arbitrarily interpolating a thirty-one years' interregnum of the
Israelitish kings in the kingdom of Judah between Amaziah and Uzziah.
*

Compare Gemara
regum annos

(i.«.

i- fol. 8, p. 1, ed. Amstel.
"
PK, " non numerant in regibus nisi a Nisqno
a Nisano numerant).
After quoting certain

babyl. tract. rutSTI E>tO, c-

JCJO K5K W^7ob Dr6 pID
nonnisi

passages, he says as a proof of this,

" dixit

R. Chasda : hoe non docent

awn

^ne* ^bd? vb»

nisi

W

*6 tHDH "T TDK,

de regibus Israelitarum."

mwn

—

Ibid. fol. 2,

mi

jot, " Ntsanus initium
etnni regibus, ac dies quidem unus in anno (yidel. post calendas Nisani) inslar
n Ibid.
crnnt computatur.
:
31BTI
*|1D3 "inK W, " unus dies in fine
anni pro anno computatitr." For the examples of the use of this mode of
p.

2

-.

rusp

naea nn« dvi nrdxb

—

SW

nv

calculation in Josephus, see Wieseler, chronol. Synopse der vier Evangelien

(Hamb.

1852), p. 52 sqq.

They are

sufficient of

assertion of Joach. Hartmann, Systema chronol.
aq., that this is a

themselves to refute the

bibl.,

Rostoch. 1777, p. 253

mere invention of the Rabbins and

later commentators,
not have carried it out to such an
extent as to reckon one single day before or after the commencement of
Nisan as equal to a whole year, as is evident from 2 Kings xv. 17 and 23.

even though the

biblical writers

may
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of Joram with his father Jehoshaphat), which is clearly indicated
in the text (2 Kings viii 1 6) ; and in the kingdom of Israel
there is no necessity to assume a single regency,

interregna (the

and Hoshea).

first after

—

If,

for example,

and only two

n.,

the second between Pekah

we

arrange the chronological

Jeroboam

data of the biblical text upon this principle, we obtain for the
period between the division of the kingdom and the Babylonian

which only differs from the state1
and has a guarantee of its
correctness in the fact that it coincides with the well-established
2
chronological data of the universal history of the ancient world
captivity the following table,

ments in the text in two

instances,

Namely, in the fact that the commencement of the reign of Jehoahaz of
twenty-second year of Joash of Judah, and not in the
twenty- third, according to 2 Kings xiiL 1, and that that of Azariah or Uzziah
of Judah is placed in the fifteenth year of Jeroboam of Israel, and not the
twenty-seventh, according to 2 Kings xv. 1. The reasons for this will be
given in connection with the passages themselves.
1

Israel is placed in the

* Not only with the ordinary chronological calculation as to the beginning
and end of this entire period, which has been adopted in most text-books of
the biblical history, and taken from Usserii Annates Vet. et Novi Tut., but
also with such data of ancient history as have been astronomically established.
For the fourth year of Jehoiakim, with which the captivity or
seventy years' servitude of the Jews in Babylon commences, coincides with
the twenty-first year of the reign of Nabopolasar, in the fifth year of whose
reign an eclipse of the moon, recorded in Almagest, was observed, which

eclipse,

according to the calculation of Ideler (in the Abhdll. dtr Berliner

Academie der Wissensch. fiir histor. Klasse of the year 1814, pp. 202 and 224),
took place on April 22 of the year 621 B.C. Consequently the twenty-first
year of Nabopolasar, in which he died, coincides with the year 605 B.C. ; and
the first conquest of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, which occurred before
the death of Nabopolasar, took place in the year 606 B.C. Compare with
this Marc. Niebuhr's Geschichte Assurs und Babels, p. 47.
Among other
things, this scholar observes, at p. 5, note 1, that " the whole of the following investigation has given us no occasion whatever to cherish any doubts
;"
as to the correctness of the narratives and numbers in the Old Testament
and again, at p. 83 sqq., he has demonstrated the agreement of the chronological data of the Old Testament from Azariah or Uzziah to the captivity
with the Canon of Ptolemy, and in so doing has only deviated two years
from the numbers given in our chronological table, by assigning the battle
at Carchemish to the year 143 ssra Nabonas., i.e. 605 B.C., the first year of
Nebuchadnezzar, 144 ser. Nab., or 604 B.C., and the destruction of Jerusalem
and the temple to the year 162 ter. Nab., or 586 B.C., a difference which
arises chiefly from the fact that Niebuhr reckons the years of the reign of
Nebuchadnezzar given in the Old Test, from the death of Nabopolasar in the
year 605, and assumes that the first year of Nebuchadnezzar corresponded to
the year 605 B.C.

—

—
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Chronological View of the Principal Events

Kingdom

the

iii

Kingdom

to the

Rehoboam,rcigned
17 years

the Division of

Babylonian Captivity.

Kingdom

of Judith.

from

of Israel

Jeroboam, reigned
22 years

£

£

-a

-

— v.

3

1

Kingdoms

1

Abijam,

20

Asa,

3 y.

r.

.

971

.

957
955
953
952
940

18
20

41 y.

r.

975

Shishak of Egypt,
plunders Jerusalem
.

18

of the

World.

89

Nadab,

r.

23

Baasha,

r.

2 y.

24 y.

Serah the Cushite

Benhadad
Syria

46

20
27
27

50

31

45

46

.

I.
.

of

939

.

Ela, r. 2 y.
Simri, r. 7 days
Tibni & Oniri, r. 4
years
Omri alone, r. 8 y.

929
929
925
king of
Tyre and Sidon.

Ithobal,

38

57
61

Jehoshaphat,

Aliab,

r.

22

y.

25

r.

914

4

years

Benhadad

II.

in

Syria.

17
18

78
79
Joram, regent 2

y.

Ahaziah, r. 2 y.
Joram, r. 12 y.

S97

Mm

(23)

5

S91

8S9
S84

86

Jehoshaphat +.
Joram r. 6 y. more

(7)

91

Ahaziah,

12

92

Athaliah, r. 6 y.
Joash, r. 40 y.

r.

1 y.

Hazael in Syria.

98
119
135

Jehu,

r.

28

883
877
866
S40

y.

7

22?
37

Jehoahaz, r. 17 y.
Jehoash, r. 16 y.

Benhadad

m.

in

Syria.

137
151
165
192

203

Amaziah,

r.

29

15
Uzziah,

r.

838
824
S10
783

2

y.

Jeroboam ii. r.41y.

—

52 y.
(27)

88

Jeroboam

+.

An-

archy 11 years
Zechariah, r. 6

772

months

204
204

39

Shallum,

r.

Menahem,

1
r.

mon.
10

771
771

y.

Pul, king of Assyria.

215
216

52

760
759

Pekahiah, r. 2 y.
Pekah, r. 20 y.
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s

Kingdom

* 1

I
Kingdom

of Jndth.

Kingdoms of tbe

of Israel.

ft

World.

si*

II
217

Jotham,

758

2

16 y.

r.

Building of Borne 753
Nabonasar
747
.
742
Tiglath-pileser,
739
king of Assyria
So, king of Egypt 730
727
Salmanasar, king 722
of Assyria
.

233
238
245
248
2G3

Ahaz,

r.

17

16 y.

12

Pekah+. Anarchy
8J months
Hoshea, r. 9 y.

6

Destruction of the

4

Hezekiah,

r.

28

y.

Kingdom

Sennacherib, king of Assyria, besieges Jerusalem
Merodach-Baladan's embassy.

261

277

Manaaseh,

332
334

Amon,

r.

2

Josiah,

r.

31 y.

r.

714

55 y.

Esarhaddon sends colonists to Samaria.
y.

Nabopolasar, king of Babylon

....

643
641
626
610

365
385
369

Jehoahaz, r. 3 mon. Battle at Megiddowith Pharaoh-Necho .
Jehoiakim, r. 11 y.
610
Beginning of the
Battle at Carchemish and conquest of Jerusalem 606
by Nebuchadnezzar
Captivity

376

Jehoiachin,

376

Zedekiah,

r.

3

Nabopolasaft
Second conquest of Jerusalem and deportation

605
599

months
r.

599

11 y.

Pharaoh-Hophra, king of Egypt
387

Destrnction of
Jerusalem
Jehoiachin 'a ele- Evil-merodach .
vation
End of the Cap Cyrus sole ruler

588
562

536

tivity

1.

Fbom the Division of the Kingdom to the Ascent of
THE THBONE BY Attab IN THE 38TE YEAB OF ASA KlHG
OF Jddah.
Chap, xn.-xvi. 28.

This epoch embraces only fifty-seven years, which are

filled

kingdom of Judah by the reigns of three kings, and
in the kingdom of Israel by six rulers from four different houses,
Jeroboam's sin of rebellion against the ordinance and commandment of God having produced repeated rebellions, so that one

up

in the
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rising up to overthrow and exterminate another.
Commencing with the secession of the ten tribes from Rehoboam, we have first of all an account of the founding of the
kingdom of Israel (ch. zii), and of the predictions of the prophets

dynasty was ever

—

xiii.) and
the rejection of Jeroboam and his house by God (ch. ziv. 1-20)
and after this the most important facts connected with the reigns
of Rehoboam, Abijam, and Asa are given (ch xiv. 21-xv. 24)
and, finally, a brief history of the kingdom of Israel from the

concerning the introduction of the calf-worship (ch

ascent of the throne by Nadab to the death of Omri

25-xsi

(ch. xv.

28).

FROM THE HOUSE
OP DAVID, AND POUNDING OF THE KINGDOM OP ISRAEL.

CHAP. XTX SECESSION OP THE TEN TRIBES

The jealousy which had prevailed from time immemorial
between Ephraim and Judah, the two most powerful tribes of
the covenant nation, and had broken out on different occasions
2 Sam. ii 9, xix. 42
into open hostilities (Judg. viii 1 sqq.
sqq.), issued, on the death of Solomon, in the division of the
kingdom ; ten tribes, headed by Ephraim, refusing to do homage
to Rehoboam, the son and successor of Solomon, and choosing
;

Jeroboam the Ephraimite

as their king.

Now, although the
David had

secession of the ten tribes from the royal house of

been ordained by God as a punishment for Solomon's idolatry, and
not only had Solomon been threatened with this punishment, but
the sovereignty over ten tribes had been promised to Jeroboam
by the prophet Ahijah, whilst the secession itself was occasioned
by Behoboam's imprudence ; yet it was essentially a rebellion
against the Lord and His anointed, a conspiracy on the part of
For apart
these tribes against Judah and its king Eehoboam.
from the fact that the tribes had no right to choose at their
pleasure a different king from the one who was the lawful heir
to

tiie

throne of David, the very circumstance that the tribes
discontented with Solomon's government did not come

who were

to Jerusalem to do homage to Rehoboam, but chose Sichem as
the place of meeting, and had also sent for Jeroboam out of

Egypt, showed clearly enough that it was their intention to
sever themselves from the royal house of David so that the
harsh reply given by Eehoboam to their petition that the service
imposed upon them might be lightened, furnished them with the
;
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desired opportunity for carrying out the secession upon which
they had already resolved, and for which Jeroboam was the
And we have already shown at ch. xi 40 that
suitable man.

the promise of the throne, which Jeroboam had already received

from God, neither warranted him in rebelling against Solomon,
nor in wresting to himself the government over the tribes that
were discontented with the house of David after Solomon's
death The usurpation of the throne was therefore Jeroboam's
first sin (vers. 1-24), to which he added a second and much
greater one immediately after his ascent of the throne, namely,
the establishment of an unlawful worship, by which he turned
the political division into a religious schism and a falling away
from Jehovah the God-King of His people (vers. 25-33).

1-24. Secession of the Ten Tribes (cf. 2 Chron.
Vers. 1-4. Eehoboam went to Shechem, because
" All Israel,"
all Israel had come thither to make him king.
according to what follows (cf vers. 20 and 21), was the ten
The right of making king
tribes beside Judah and Benjamin.
the prince whom God had chosen, i.e. of anointing him and doing
homage to him (compare 1 Chron. xii 38, where Tfy?n alternates
with "^? WO, 2 Sam. ii 4, v. 3), was an old traditional right
in Israel, and the tribes had exercised it not only in the case of
Saul and David (1 Sam. xi 15 ; 2 Sam. ii 4, v. 3), but in that
The ten tribes of Israel
of Solomon also (1 Chron. xxix. 22).
made use of this right on Eehoboam's ascent of the throne ; but
instead of coming to Jerusalem, the residence of the king and
capital of the kingdom, as they ought to have done, and doing
homage there to the legitimate successor of Solomon, they had
gone to Sichem, the present Nabulus (see at Gen. xii 6 and
xxxiii 18), the place where the ancient national gatherings were
held in the tribe of Ephraim (Josh. xxiv. 1), and where Abimelech
the son of Gideon had offered himself as king in the time of the
Judges (Judg. ix. 1 sqq.). On the choice of Sichem as the place
for doing homage Eimchi has quite correctly observed, that " they
Vers.

x

1-xi

4).

—

sought an opportunity for transferring the government to Jeroboam, and therefore were unwilling to come to Jerusalem, but
came to Sichem, which belonged to Ephraim, whilst Jeroboam
was an Ephraimite." If there could be any further doubt on the
matter, it would be removed by the fact that they had sent for
Jeroboam the son of Nebat to come from Egypt, whither he had
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from Solomon (ch. xi. 40), and attend this meeting, and that
Jeroboam took the lead in the meeting, and no doubt suggested
fled

assembled the demand which they should lay before
1
(ver. 4).
The construction of vers. 2 and 3 is a
complicated one, since it is only in *ttaj} in ver. 3 that the
to

those

Eehoboam

—

W,

and several circame to pass, when
Jeroboam the son of Nebat heard, sc. that Solomon was dead
and Eehoboam had been made king ... he was still in Egypt,
however, whither he had fled from king Solomon
and as Jeroboam was living in Egypt, they had sent and called him .
that
Jeroboam came and the whole congregation of Israel," etc.
On
apodosis occurs to the protasis 'vn JfbBfa

cumstantial clauses intervene.

"And

it

;

.

the other

hand, in 2 Chron.

x.

2 the construction

is

very

.

much

and is rendered clearer by the alteration of 'T atw
srrcra, " and Jeroboam dwelt in Egypt," into 0?™?? ** 3
?H
"that Jeroboam returned from Egypt."*
Ver. 4. The persons
assembled desired that the burdens which Solomon had laid
upon them should be lightened, in which case they would serve
Eehoboam, i.e. would yield obedience to him as their king.
T?» rnigo ?2?, " make light away from the service of thy father,"
simplified,

—

" This pretext was no doubt furnished to the people by Jeroboam, -who,
he had formerly been placed above Ephraim as superintendent of the
works, could most craftily suggest calumnies, from the things which he knew
better than others."— (Seb. Schmidt.)
*
At the same time, neither this explanation in the Chronicles, nor the fact
that the Vulgate has the same in our text also, warrants our making alterations
in the text, for the simple reason that the deviation in the Chronicles and
Vulgate is so obviously nothing but an elucidation of our account, which is more
obscurely expressed.
There is still less ground for the interpolation, which
Tbenius has proposed, from the clauses contained in the Septuagint partly
after ch. xi. 43, partly in ch. xii. between vers. 24 and 25, and in an abbreviated form once more after ch. xiii. 34, so as to obtain the following more
precise account of the course of the rebellion which Jeroboam instigated, and
of which we have not a very minute description in ch. xi. 26 : " Solomon having
appointed Jeroboam superintendent of the tributary labour in Ephraim, for
the purpose of keeping in check the Sichemites, who were probably preeminently inclined to rebel, directed him to make a fortress, which already
existed upon Mount Gerizim under the name of Millo, into a strong prison
(mny) from which the whole district of Gerizim, the table-land, received the
1

because

and probably made him governor of it and inhim with great power. When holding this post, Jeroboam rebelled
against Solomon, but was obliged to flee. Having now returned from Egypt, be
assembled the members of his own tribe, and with them he first of all besieged
this prison, for the purpose of making himself lord of the surrounding district,
name

of the land of Zerirah,

vested
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Solomon
reduce what was imposed upon us by thy father.
had undoubtedly demanded greater performances from the people
than they had previously been accustomed to, not only to meet
the cost of maintaining the splendour of his court, but also and
principally to carry out his large and numerous buildings.
But
in return for this, he had secured for his people not only the
blessings of undisturbed peace throughout his whole reign, but
also great wealth from the trade and tribute of the subjugated
nations, so that there cannot have been any well-grounded occasion for complaint.
But when, as is too often the case, men
overlooked the advantages and blessings which they owed to his
government, and fixed their attention in a one-sided manner
merely upon the performances which the king demanded, it might
appear as though he had oppressed his people with excessive
i.e.

burdens.
Vers. 5-24. In order that the request of the tribes

might
them to appear
before him again in three days, and in the meantime discussed
the matter with the older counsellors, who had served his
be

maturely weighed,

father.

—

Ver. 7.

Rehoboam

directed

These counsellors said (the singular n3"ip

is

Now this

castle was the citadel of the city in which Jeroboam was born, to
which he had just returned, and from which they fetched him to take part
in the negotiations with Rehoboam.
Its rains are still in existence, according
to Robinson (Pa/, iii. p. 99), and from all that has been said it was not called
Zeredah (ch. xi. 26), bat (after the castle) Zerira." This is what Thenius
says.
But if we read the two longer additions of the LXX. quite through,
we shall easily see that the words yxooifitiai rp 2<*A«/x»» nj» it iptt 'EQpatf*
do not give any more precise historical information concerning the building
of the Millo mentioned in ch. xi. 27, since this Terse is repeated immediately
afterwards in the following form ovro; uxoiiftviai tij» ixpat it tccis Spotan
c&ov '"Hcppatft., avrof evtixhuvt «i» To'X/r A«/3/8, but are nothing more than
a legendary supplement made by an Alexandrian, which has no more value
than the statement that Jeroboam's mother was named Sarira and was y»ri
The name of the city lapipi is simply the Greek form of the
xipm.
Hebrew rm¥ which the LXX. have erroneously adopted in the place of
:

—

ilTlit

as the reading in ch.

xi. 26.

But

tion in the Alexandrian version, Ictpipi is

Jeroboam and confounded with Thirza

in the additional clauses in ques-

made

into the residence of king

what took place at Tbirza according
to ch. xiv. 17 (of the Hebrew text) being transferred to Sarira, and the
following account being introduced, viz. that Jeroboam's wife went ix letptpi
to the prophet Ahijah to consult him concerning her sick son, and on returning heard of the child's death as she was entering the city of Sarira. These
;

—

remarks will be quite sufficient to prove that the Alexandrian additions have
not the least historical worth.
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name

in the

of the whole),

" If thou wilt be subservient to this people to-day (now),

and
and hearkenest to them,
they will serve
thee for ever."
Vers. 8 sqq. But Eehoboam forsook this advice,
and asked the younger ministers who had grown up with him.
They advised him to overawe the people by harsh threats.
servest them,

"My

little

255,

much

b),

stronger than

finger is

]op, littleness,

from
§

.

—

—

i.e.

the

my

.

.

father's

little finger (for

loins."

'?Oj?
T,

the form, see Ewald,

a figurative expression in the sense of, I possess
my father. " And now, my father laid

greater might than

a heavy yoke upon you, and I will still further add to your
yoke (lay still more upon you) my father chastised you with
B'SHp?, scorpiones,
whips, I will chastise you with scorpions."
are whips with barbed points like the point of a scorpion's
:

1

This advice was not only imprudent, " considering

sting.

the circumstances

" (Seb.

Schmidt), but

was unwise in

it

all

itself,

and could only accelerate the secession of the discontented. It
was the language of a tyrant, and not of a ruler whom God had
This is shown in vers. 13, 14 " The
placed over His people.
king answered the people harshly, and forsook the counsel of
the old men," i.e. the counsellors who were rich in experience,
and spoke according to the counsels of the young men, who
:

It is very doubtful, indeed,

flattered his ambition.

advice of the old

men would have been

followed

whether the

by

so favour-

able a result ; it might probably have been so for the moment,
but not for a permanency. For the king could not become
the 13$ of the people, serve the people, without prejudicing

the authority entrusted to him by God though there is no
doubt that if he had consented to such condescension, he
would have deprived the discontented tribes of all pretext
for rebellion, and not have shared in the sin of their seces;

sion.

—

Ver. 15.

"And

the king hearkened not to the people (to

it was "3D
niT DJ», a turning from the Lord, that He might establish His
word" (ch. xi 31 sqq.), i.e. by a divine decree, that Eehoboam

their request for their burdens to be reduced), for

1

The Rabbins give

Origg.

v. c. 27,

this explanation: virgm spirits instruct*.

explains

leate, scorpio vacatur.

p^j^O,

i.e.

it in

a similar manner

The Targ. and

Syr.,

the Greek fiipaynx, a whip.

Bochart, Hieroz.

iii.

p.

554

sq. ed.

:

virga

si est

Isidor. HispaJ.

nodosa vel acu-

on the other hand, pjlD,

See the various explanations in

Bos.
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God through his
and brought about the accomplishment of the senVer. 16. The harsh word
tence pronounced upon Solomon.
supplied the discontented with an apparently just occasion for
We have no insaying, " What portion have we in David ?
To thy tents,
Israel
Now
heritance in the son of Jesse
David,
see to thy house, David " i.e. take care of thy house.
These
the tribe-father, is mentioned in the place of his family.
words, with which Sheba had once preached rebellion in the
time of David (2 Sam. xx. 1), give expression to the deeprooted aversion which was cherished by these tribes towards
the Davidic monarchy, and that in so distinct and unvarnished
a manner, that we may clearly see that there were deeper
causes for the secession than the pretended oppression of Solomon's government; that its real foundation was the ancient
jealousy of the tribes, which had been only suppressed for the
time by David and Solomon, but had not been entirely eradicated, whilst this jealousy again had its roots in the estrangement of these tribes from the Lord, and from His law and
righteousness.
Ver. 17. But the sons of Israel, who dwelt in
These
the cities of Judah, over these Eehoboam became king.
" sons of Israel " are members of the ten tribes who had settled
and the Simeonites
in Judah in the course of ages (cf. ver. 23)
especially are included, since they were obliged to remain in
the kingdom of Judah from the very situation of their tribeterritory, and might very well be reckoned among the Israelites
who dwelt in the cities of Judah, inasmuch "us at first the
whole of their territory was allotted to the tribe of Judah, from
which they afterwards received a portion (Josh. xix. 1). The
verse cannot possibly mean that " the tribe of Judah declared
in favour of their countryman Eehoboam as king" (Ewald,
Gesch. iiL p. 399).
Ver. 18. In order to appease the agitated
tribes and commence negotiations with them, Eehoboam sent
Adoram, the superintendent of the tribute, to them (see at ch.

contributed to the fulfilment of the counsel of

own

folly,

—

!

!

!

—

;

—

iv. 6).

Eehoboam

entrusted

him with the

negotiation, because

the tribes had complained that the tribute burdens were too
severe,

and the king was no doubt serious in his wish to meet
But the very fact that he sent

the demands of the people.

man only increased the bitterness of feeling, so that they
stoned him to death, and Eehoboam himself was obliged to
this

summon up

all his

strength

(fftttftn)

to escape a similar fate
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—

Ver. 19. Thus Israel fell away
David " unto this day" (for this formula, see
Ver. 20. The secession was completed by the fact
p. 13).
that all Israel (of the ten tribes) called Jeroboam to the
assembly of the congregation and made him king " over all
Israel," so that the tribe of Judah alone adhered to the house
of David (see at ch. xl 32).
Ver. 20 commences in the same
manner as ver. 2, to indicate that it closes the account commenced in ver. 2. Vers. 21-24. But after the return of Rehoboam to Jerusalem he was still desirous of bringing back the
seceders by force of arms, and raised for that purpose an army of
180,000 men out of all Judah, the tribe of Benjamin, and the

a speedy flight
from the house

—

to his chariot

of

—

rest of the people,

—

i.e.

the Israelites dwelling in the cities of

Judah, a number which does not appear too large according
But the prophet Shemaiah, a prophet who
to 2 Sam. xxiv. 9.
is not mentioned again, received instructions from God to forbid
the king to go to war with their brethren the Israelites, " for
ran "^n, " this thing, i.e. his
this thing was from the Lord."
being deprived of the sovereignty over ten tribes, but not their
rebellion" (Seb. Schmidt). For the fact itself, see the remark on
ver. 1 5. The king and the people hearkened to this word. WE*
ro^, " they turned to go," i.e. they gave up the intended expedition and returned home. In 2 Chron. xi 4 we have the explanatory phrase n?9D OW^.

—

Founding of the Kingdom of Israel.
Ver. 25. When Jeroboam had become king, it was his first
care to give a firmer basis to his sovereignty by the fortificarca, to build, is used here in the
tion of Sichem and PnueL
Vers. 25-33.

sense of fortifying, because both cities had stood for a long time,

and nothing is known of their having been destroyed under
either Solomon or David, although the tower of Sichem had
been burnt down by Abimelech (Judg. ix. 49), and the tower of
Pnuel had been destroyed by Gideon (Judg. viii 17). Sichem,
a place well known from the time of Abraham downwards (Gen.
xiL 6), was situated upon the mountains of Ephraim, between
Mount Gerizlm and Mount Ebal, and still exists under the

name corrupted from Flavia
Jeroboam dwelt therein, i.e. he chose it at first as his
residence, though he afterwards resided in Thirza (see ch. xiv.
Pnuel was situated, according to Gen. xxxii. 31, on the
17).

name

of Nabulus or Ndblus, a

Neapdis.
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other side of the Jordan, on the northern bank of the

Jabbok
and judging from
Gen. xxxii 22 sqq. and Judg. viii 8 sqq., it was on the caravan road, which led through Gilead to Damascus, and thence
past Palmyra and along the Euphrates to Mesopotamia. It was
probably on account of its situation that Jeroboam fortified it,
(not the southern side, as Thenius supposes)

;

to defend his sovereignty over Gilead against hostile attacks

from the north-east and east

—

Vers.

26

sqq.

In order

also to

give internal strength to his kingdom, Jeroboam resolved to

provide for his subjects a substitute for the sacrificial worship

by establishing new sacra, and thus to take away
making festal journeys to Jerusalem, from which
he apprehended, and that probably not without reason, a return
of the people to the house of David, and consequently further

in the temple

all occasion for

own life. " If this people go up to perform
house of Jehovah at Jerusalem, their heart will
turn to their lord, king Eehoboam," etc.
Ver. 28. He there-

danger for his
sacrifice in the

—

with his counsellors, or the heads of the nation,
who had helped him to the throne, and .made two calves of gold.
3 ™ j??£ are young oxen, not of pure gold however, or cast in
brass and gilded, but in all probability like the golden calf which
fore consulted,

sc.

Aaron had cast for the people at Sinai, made of a kernel of
wood, which was then covered with gold plate (see the Coram,
on Ex. xxxii 4). That Jeroboam had in his mind not merely
the Egyptian Apis-worship generally, but more especially the
image-worship which Aaron introduced for the people at Sinai,
is evident from the words borrowed from Ex. xxxii 4, with
which he studiously endeavoured to recommend his new form
of worship to the people

:

" Behold, this

who brought thee up out of
it is too much for you to go
suffice,"

because

p

is

is

thy God,

the land of Egypt"
to Jerusalem

;

not "

rt?jjD

let

Israel,

M^an,

your going

not to be taken in a partitive sense here,

28 and Ezek xliv. 6. What Jeroboam meant
by the words, " Behold thy God," eta, was, " this is no
new religion, but this was the form of worship which our fathers
used in the desert, with Aaron himself leading the way" (Seb.
as it is in Ex. ix.
to say

Schmidt).

And

whilst the verbal allusion to that event at Sinai

was not actual idolatry, i.e. was
from which it is constantly
distinguished in our books as well as in Hosea and Amos, but
that Jehovah was worshipped under the image of the calves or
plainly shows that this worship

not a worship of Egyptian

idols,
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young oxen the choice of the places in which the golden calves
were set up also shows that Jeroboam desired to adhere as
;

closely as possible to ancient traditions.

own

place of residence, but Bethel and

He did not select his
Dan Bethel, on the

southern border of his kingdom, which properly belonged to the

Benjamin (Josh xviii. 13 and 22), the present Beitin,
bad already been consecrated as a divine seat by the vision of
Jehovah which the patriarch Jacob received there in a dream
(Gen. xxviii. 11, 19), and Jacob gave it the name of Bethel,
house of God, and afterwards built an altar there to the Lord
(Gen. zxxv. 7).
And Jeroboam may easily have fancied, and
have tried to persuade others, that Jehovah would reveal Himtribe of

self to the descendants of

as

He

had done

Jacob in this sacred place just as well

to their forefather.

Dan, in the northern part

of the kingdom, on the one source of the Jordan, formerly called

Laiah (Judg. xviii 26 sqq.), was also consecrated as a place of
worship by the image-worship established there by the Danites,
at which even a grandson of Moses had officiated ; and regard
may also have been had to the convenience of the people,
namely, that the tribes living in the north would not have to go
a long distance to perform their worship.
Ver. 30. But this
institution became a sin to Jeroboam, because it violated the
fundamental law of the Old Testament religion, since this not
only prohibited all worship of Jehovah under images and symbols
(Ex. xx. 4), but had not even left the choice of the place of wor" And the
ship to the people themselves (Deut xii. 5 sqq.).
people went before the one to Dan." The expression " to Dan"
can only be suitably explained by connecting it with Byn the

—

:

people even to Dan, i.e. the people. throughout the whole kingdom even to Dan. The southern boundary as the terminus a
quo is not mentioned ; not because it was for a long time in
dispute, but because it

Bethel

"tfWCT is

was already given in the allusion

neither the golden calf at

Dan

to

nor (as I formerly

thought) that at Bethel, but is to be interpreted according to the
preceding innrrntn nnsrrriK one of the two, or actually both the
one and the other (Thenius).
The sin of which Jeroboam was
:

guilty consisted in the fact that he no longer allowed the people
to go to the house of the Lord in Jerusalem, but induced or compelled
calves

them to worship Jehovah
which he had set up, or (as

a house of high

before one or the other of the
it is

expressed in ver. 31)

made

places, nioa rva (see at ch. iil 2), instead of the
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house of God, which the Lord had sanctified as the place of
worship by filling it with His gracious presence.
The singular
3 JVa may he accounted for from the antithesis to rfrP n'3,

upon which it rests. There was no necessity to say expressly
was a house of high places at Bethel and Dan, i.e. in
two places, because it followed as a matter of course that the
golden calves could not stand in the open air, hut were placed
in a temple, by which the sacrificial altar stood.
These places
of worship were houses of high places, Bamoth, because the ark
of the covenant was wanting, and therewith the gracious presence of God, the Shechinah, for which no symbol invented by
men could be a substitute. Moreover Jeroboam made " priests
from the mass of the people, who were not of the sons of Levi."
that there

cyn ntopo,

i.e.
not of the poorest of the people (Luther and
but from the last of the people onwards, that is to say,
from the whole of the people any one without distinction even

others),

by God out of
meaning of rfotpD see Gen. xix. 4
and Ezek. xxxiii. 2, also Lud. de Dieu on this passage. This
innovation on the part of Jeroboam appears very surprising, if
we consider how the Ephraimite Micah (Judg. xvii. 10 sqq.)
rejoiced that he had obtained a Levite to act as priest for his
image-worship, and can only be explained from the fact that

to the very last, instead of the priests chosen

the tribe of Levi.

For

this

the Levites did not consent to act as priests in the worship
before the golden calves, but set their faces against
fore, as is stated in

it,

and there-

2 Chron. xi 13, 14, were obliged to leave

towns and possessions and emigrate into the kingVer. 32. Jeroboam also transferred to the eighth
month the feast which ought to have been kept in the seventh
month (the feast of tabernacles, Lev. xxiii. 34 sqq.). The pretext
for this arbitrary alteration of the law, which repeatedly detheir district

dom of

Judah.

—

scribes the seventh

month

as the

month appointed by the Lord

34, 39, and 41), he may have found in the fact that
in the northern portion of the kingdom the corn ripened a month
(Lev. xxiii.

than in the more southern Judah (see my hibl. Archaol. ii
§ 118, Anm. 3, and § 119, Anm. 2), since this feast of the ingathering of the produce of the threshing-floor and wine-press
(Ex. xxiii 16 ; Lev. xxiii 39
Deut. xvi 13) was a feast of
thanksgiving for the gathering in of all the fruits of the ground.
later

;

But the true reason was

to

be found in his intention to

make

the separation in a religious point of view as complete as pos-
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Jeroboam retained the day of the month, the

fifteenth, for the sake of the

weak who took

offence at his

For we may see very clearly that many beside
the Levites were very discontented with these illegal institutions, from the notice in 2 Chron. xi. 16, that out of all the
tribes those who were devoted to the Lord from the heart went
innovations.

to Jerusalem to sacrifice to the

he

sacrificed

upon the

altar."

God

of the fathers there.

This clause

is

"

And

connected with

he instituted the feast
326 (from nipy 1? onwards) and ver. 33, what has already been related concerning
Jeroboam's religious institutions is brought to a close by a
" Thus did he
comprehensive repetition of the leading points.
in Bethel, (namely) to offer sacrifice to the calves
and there
he appointed the priests of the high places which he hod made,
and offered sacrifice upon the altar which he had made at Bethel,
on the fifteenth day in the eighth month, which he himself had
devised, and so made a feast for the children of Israel and sacri1??D signifies seorsum, by himficed upon the altar to burn."
self alone, i.e. in this connection, i.q. " from his own heart" The
is therefore a correct explanation as to the fact ; but
Kcri
The last clause,
it is a needless correction from Neh. vL 8.
Tepn?
Pjm, leads on to what follows, and it would be more
correct to take it in connection with ch. xiii. 1 and render it
thus and when he was offering sacrifice upon the altar to burn,
behold there came a man of God, etc.
Thenius has rendered
7JH incorrectly, and he stood at the altar.
This thought would
have been expressed by 'on ?? "rtDJM, as in ch. xiii. 1. By "^Bpn
we are not to understand the burning or offering of incense, but
the burning of the sacrificial portions of the flesh upon the altar,
the preceding one, in the sense of:

and

offered sacrifices thereat.

In

ver.

;

to
.

.

.

:

as in Lev.

CHAP.

i.

9, 13, 17, etc.

xm. TESTIMONY OF GOD AGAINST THE CALF-WORSHIP OF
JEROBOAM.

A

prophet out of Judah announces to Jeroboam the eventual
overthrow of the idolatrous worship, and attests his divine
mission by miraculous signs upon the altar at Bethel and the
hardened king (vers. 1-10) but on the way back he allows
himself to be enticed by an old prophet out of Bethel to go into his
;

house, contrary to the express

command

of the Lord, and while
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with him has to hear from his month the divine
on account of his transgression of the command of
God he will not come into the sepulchre of his fathers. This
threat was fulfilled on his way home ; and the marvellous fulfilment made so deep an impression upon the old prophet, that
he confirmed the testimony which he had given concerning the
worship at the high places (vers. 11-32).
These marvellous
occurrences not only teach how Jeroboam brought about the
overthrow of his dynasty by his thorough hardening against
the word of God (vers. 33, 34), but they also show how false
prophecy rose up from the very beginning in the kingdom of
Israel and set itself against the true prophets of the Lord, and
how it gained a victory, which merely displayed its own impotence, however, and foreshadowed its eventual and certain
sitting at table

threat, that

overthrow.

—

Vers. 1—10. Prophecy against the idolatrous worship at Bethel.

Vers. 1, 2. Whilst Jeroboam was still occupied in sacrificing
by the altar at Bethel, there came a prophet (W» t^K) out of
Judah " in the word of Jehovah " to Bethel, and pronounced
upon the altar its eventual destruction, rrtn* "in*i3 does not
mean " at the word of Jehovah " here, as it frequently does,
but " in the word of Jehovah" as vers. 9 and 17 more especially show; so that the word of Jehovah is regarded as a
power which comes upon the prophet and drives him to utter
It is the same in
the divine revelation which he has received.
ch. xx. 35.

T 9i*'??
l

is

to be taken as in ch. xiL 33.

—

"

Behold

a son will be born to the house of David, named Josiah ; he
will offer upon thee (0 altar) the priests of the high places, who

burn incense (i.e. kindle sacrifices) upon thee, and men's bones
will they burn upon thee." According to 2 Kings xxiii 15-20,
this prophecy was literally fulfilled.
The older theologians
found in this an evident proof of the divine inspiration of the
prophets ; modern theology, on the other hand, which denies
the supernatural inspiration of prophecy in accordance with its
rationalistic or naturalistic principles, supposes that this protill after the event, and
adduces in support of this the apparently just argument, that

phecy was not more precisely denned

the prediction of particular historical events

is

without analogy,

and generally that the introduction either of particular persons
by name or of definite numbers is opposed to the very essence
of prophecy, and turns prediction into soothsaying.
The dis-
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tinction between soothsaying and prediction, however, is not

that the latter merely utters general ideas concerning the future,
whilst the former announces special occurrences beforehand:

but soothsaying

is

the foretelling of all kinds of accidental

on the contrary, the foretelling of the progressive development of the kingdom of God, not merely in general,
but in its several details, according to the circumstances and
necessities of each particular age, and that in such a manner
that the several concrete details of the prophecy rest upon the
general idea of the revelation of salvation, and are thereby
entirely removed from the sphere of the accidental
It is true
that perfectly concrete predictions of particular events, with the
introduction of names and statement of times, are much more
rare than the predictions of the progressive development of the
kingdom of God accordingto its general features; but they are
not altogether wanting, and we meet with them in every case
where it was of importance to set before an ungodly generation
in the most impressive manner the truth of the divine threatenthings; prophecy,

ings or promises.
xlv.

1, is

The

allusion to Coresh in Isa. xliv.

analogous to the announcement before us.

28,

But in

both cases the names are closely connected with the destination
of the persons in the prophecy, and are simply a concrete description of what God will accomplish through these men.

Hence the name
tive meaning

ViJE^' occurs primarily according to its appellaalone, viz. " he whom Jehovah supports," from

ntsv, to support,

and expresses this thought there will be born
house of David, whom Jehovah will support or
establish, so that he shall execute judgment upon the priests of
the high places at Bethel
This prophecy was then afterwards
so fulfilled by the special arrangement of God, that the king
who executed this judgment bore the name of Joshiyahu as his
proper name. And so also 2^j3 was originally an appellative in
the sense of sun
The judgment which the prophet pronounced
upon the altar was founded upon the jus talionis. On the very
same altar on which the priests offer sacrifice to the Oyi? shall
they themselves be offered, and the altar shall be defiled for ever
by the burning of men's bones upon it ffJR niDXJf, " men's
bones," does not stand for " their (the priests') bones," but is
simply an epithet used to designate human corpses, which defile
the place where they lie (2 Kings xxiiL 16).
Ver. 3. In confirmation of his word the prophet added a miracle (nolo, ripae,

a son

:

to the

—
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21) : " this is the sign that the Lord
hath spoken (through me) behold the altar will be rent in
pieces, and the ashes upon it will be poured out"
\£* is the

portentum, see at Ex.

iv.

:

The pouring out of
up of the

ashes of the fat of the sacrificial animals.

the sacrificial ashes in consequence of the breaking
altar

was a penal

tion of the

altar,

sign,

which

indicated, along with the destruc-

the desecration of the sacrificial service per-

—

formed upon it Ver. 4. The king, enraged at this announcement, stretched out his hand against the prophet with the
and his hand dried up, so that he was not
words, " seize him"
6*3}, to dry up, i.e. to become rigid
able to draw it back again.
in consequence of a miraculous withdrawal of the vital energy.
Thus Jeroboam experienced in the limbs of his own body the
severity of the threatened judgment of God.
Vers. 5, 6. The
penal miracle announced in the word of Jehovah, i.e. in the
strength of the Lord, also took effect immediately upon the
altar ; and the defiant king was now obliged to entreat the man
of God, saying, " Soften, I pray, the face of the Lord thy God,
and pray for me, that my hand may return to me," ie. that I
may be able to draw it back again, to move it once more. And
this also took place at once at the intercession of the prophet.
'" 'JBTIK rt?n
lit to stroke the face of God, i.e. to render it soft

—

—

t

by

intercession (see at Ex. xxxii. 1 1).

—

Ver.

7.

As Jeroboam

could do nothing by force against the prophet, he endeavoured
to gain

him over

by

to his side

friendliness, that at least

he

might render his threat harmless in the eyes of the people.
For this purpose, and not to do him honour or to make him
some acknowledgment for the restoration of his hand, he invited

him

to his house, to strengthen himself with food

as in Gen. xviiL 5, Judg. ix. 5

;

for the

form

—

f*jyD ( see

ppo

Ewald,

41, c) and receive from him a present.
Vers. 8 sqq. But
this design was also frustrated, and the rejection of his worship
§

on the part of God was
gavest me," the

man

still

more strongly

God

declared.

" If

thou

replied, " the half of

thy house, I
shall not go in with thee, nor eat bread and drink water in this
place; for thus hath Jehovah commanded me," etc.
The subject,
Jehovah, is easily supplied to nix from the context (vid. Ewald,
God had forbidden the prophet to eat and drink
§ 294, 6).
" to manifest His detestation of idolatry, and to show by that
fact that the Bethelites were so detestable, and as it were excommunicated by God, that He wished none of the faithful to
of
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XIII. 11-32.

join with them in eating and drinking " (C. a Lap.).

He was

not to return by the way by which he came, that no one might
look out for him, and force him to a delay which was irreconcilable with his commission, or "lest by chance being brought
back by Jeroboam, he should do anything to please him which
was unworthy of a prophet, or from which it might be inferred
that idolaters might hope for some favour from the Deity"
(Budd.).

Vers. 11-32. Seduction of the man of Ood by an old prophet, and
Vers. 1 1-1 9. The man of God had re-

his consequent punishment.

—

sisted the invitations of Jeroboam,

to return to Judah.

An

and

set out

by a

different road

old prophet at Bethel heard from his

sons what had taken place (the singular to

ttfaj

the plural WiBDn may be explained on the

supposition that

as

compared with
first

one son related the matter to his father, and that then the
other sons supported the account given by the first) ; had his ass
saddled ; hurried after him, and found him sitting under the tereof

all

known from that event) invited him to come
him and when the latter appealed
prohibition, said to him (ver. 1 8), "lama prophet

binth (the tree well

;

into his house and eat with

to the divine

;

and an angel has said to me in the word of the
Lord Bring him back with thee into thy house, that he may
eat and drink," and lied to him (p K*"? without a copula, because
it is inserted as it were parenthetically, simply as an explanation)
then he went back with him, and ate and drank in his
house.
Vers. 20-22. As they were sitting at table the word
of the Lord came to the old prophet, so that he cried out to the
man of God from Judah " Because thou hast been rebellious
against the command of the Lord, and hast not kept the commandment,
thou wilt not come to the grave of thy fathers,"
i.e. thou wilt meet with a violent death by the way.
This
Vers. 23 sqq. After he had eaten
utterance was soon fulfilled.
he saddled the ass for him, i.e. for the prophet whom he had
fetched back, and the latter (the prophet from Judah) departed
upon it. On the road a Hon met him and slew him " and his
corpse was cast in the road, but the ass stood by it, and the lion
stood by the corpse."
The lion, contrary to its nature, had
neither consumed the prophet whom it had slain, nor torn in
pieces and devoured the ass upon which he rode, but had
remained standing by the corpse and by the ass, that the slaying
of the prophet might not be regarded as a misfortune that had
also as thou art,
:

—

—

:

.

.

.

—

;
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befallen him by accident, but that the hand of the Lord might
be manifest therein, so that passers-by saw this marvel and
Ver. 2 6. When the old prophet at Bethel
related it in BetheL
heard of this, he said, " It is the man of God, who was disobedient to the word of the Lord ; the Lord hath delivered him to the
lion, so that it hath torn him p?B>, frangere, amfringere, used of
a lion which tears its prey in pieces) and slain him according
Vers. 27-32.
to the word of the Lord, which He spake to him,"
He thereupon had his ass saddled, and went and found the
corpse and the ass standing by it, without the lion having eaten
the corpse or torn the ass in pieces ; and he lifted the corpse
upon his ass, and brought it into his own city, and laid the
'ntt "in,
corpse in his grave with the customary lamentation
alas, my brother! (cf. Jer. xxii. 18), and then gave this command to his sons " When I die, bury me in the grave in which
the man of God is buried, let my bones rest beside his bones
for the word which he proclaimed in the word of Jehovah upon
the altar at Bethel and upon all the houses of the high places
in the cities of Samaria will take place " (i.e. will be fulfilled).
The expression " cities of Samaria " belongs to the author of
these books, and is used proleptically of the kingdom of the ten
tribes, which did not receive this name till after the building of
the city of Samaria as the capital of the kingdom and the residence of the kings of Israel (ch. xvi 24).
There is a prophetic
element in the words " upon all the houses of the high places,"
etc., inasmuch as the only other erection at that time beside the
one at Bethel was a temple of the high places at Dan.
But after
such a beginning the multiplication of them might be foreseen
with certainty, even without any higher illumination.

—

—

:

:

The conduct

of the old prophet at Bethel appears so strange,

that Josephus and the Chald, and most of the Babbins and of

the earlier commentators both Catholic and Protestant, have
regarded

him

as a false prophet,

who

tried to lay a trap for the

prophet from Judah, in order to counteract the

effect of his pro-

phecy upon the king and the people. But this assumption cannot
be reconciled with either the divine revelation which came to
him at the table, announcing to the Judsean prophet the punishment of his transgression of the commandment of God, and was
so speedily fulfilled (vers. 20—24) ; or with the honour which he
paid to the dead man after this punishment had fallen upon him,
by burying him in his own grave ; and still less with his con-
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declaration concerning the altar at Bethel (vers.

must

Hengand regard the old prophet as a true
prophet, who with good intentions, and not " under the influence
of human envy " (Thenius), but impelled by the desire to enter
into a closer relation to the man of God from Judah and to
29-32).

stenberg,

and

therefore follow Ephr. Syr., Theodor.,

others,

gifts, urged him to enter
The fact that he made use of sinful means in order
to make more sure of securing the end desired, namely, of the
false pretence that he had been directed by an angel to do this,

strengthen himself through his prophetic

his house.

may

be explained, as Hengstenberg suggests (Dissert, vol ii. p.
149), on the ground that when Jeroboam introduced his innovations, he had sinned by keeping silence, and that the appearance
of the Judsean prophet had brought him to a consciousness of
this sin, so that he had been seized with shame on account of
his fall, and was anxious to restore himself to honour in his
own eyes and those of others by intercourse with this witness to
the truth.
But however little the lie itself can be excused or

we must not attribute to him alone the consequences
by which the lie was followed in the case of the Judsean prophet.
For whilst he chose reprehensible means of accomplishing what
appeared to be a good end, namely, to raise himself again by
intercourse with a true prophet, and had no wish to injure the
other in any way, the Judsean prophet allowed himself to be
seduced to a transgression of the clear and definite prohibition of
God simply by the sensual desire for bodily invigoration by
meat and drink, and had failed to consider that the divine revelation which he had received could not be repealed by a pretended
revelation from an angel, because the word of God does not contradict itself.
He was therefore obliged to listen to a true
revelation from God from the mouth of the man whose pretended
revelation from an angel he had too carelessly believed, namely,
to the announcement of punishment for his disobedience towards
the commandment of God, which punishment he immediately
justified,

afterwards endured, " for the destruction of the

1 Cor. xv. 5 "

flesh,

but for the

That
the punishment fell upon him alone and not upon the old prophet
of Bethel also, and that for apparently a smaller crime, may be
accounted for " not so much from the fact that the old prophet
had lied with a good intention (this might hold good of the other
also), as from the fact that it was needful to deal strictly with
preservation of the spirit

:

(Berleb. Bible).
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man 'who had

just received a great and holy commission from
Lord
Gerlach).
It is true that no bodily punishthe
" (0. v.
ment fell upon the old prophet, but this punishment he received
instead, that with his lie he was put to shame, and that his
conscience must have accused him of having occasioned the death
of the man of God from Judah.
He was thereby to be cured of
his weakness, that he might give honour to the truth of the
" Thus did the wondrous providence of God
testimony of God.
know how to direct all things most gloriously, so that the bodily
destruction of the one contributed to the spiritual and eternal
preservation of the soul of the other " (Berleb. Bible).
Concerning the design of these marvellous events, H. Witsius has the
following remarks in his Miscdl. ss. i p. 118 (ed. nov. 1736):
" So many wondrous events all concurring in one result caused
the prophecy against the altar at Bethel to be preserved in the
mouths and memories of all, and the mission of this prophet to
become far more illustrious. Thus, although the falsehood of
the old man of Bethel brought disgrace upon himself, it injured
no one but the man of God whose credulity was too great and,
under the overruling providence of God, it contributed in the
most signal manner to the confirmation and publication of the
1
truth."
The heaping up of the marvellous corresponded to the
great object of the mission of the man of God out of Judah,
through which the Lord would enter an energetic protest against
the idolatrous worship of Jeroboam at its first introduction, to
guard those who feared God in Israel, of whom there were not
2 Kings xviii. 3, xix. 18), from falling
a few (2 Chron. xi. 16
away from Him by joining in the worship of the calves, and to
take away every excuse from the ungodly who participated

the

—

;

;

therein.

33 and

34. But this did not lead Jeroboam to converturned not from his evil way, but continued to make
'cpi 3^, " he rehigh priests from the mass of the people,

Vers.

sion.

He

1

Compare with this the remark of Theodoret in his quxst. 43 t'n 3 tibr.
: " In my opinion this punishment served to confirm the declaration concerning the altar. For it was not possible for the statement of such a man
to be concealed and this was sufficient to fill with terror those who heard
it; for if partaking of food contrary to the command of God, and that not
of his own accord, but under a deception, brought such retribution upon a
righteous man, to what punishments would they be exposed who had forsaken the God who made them, and worshipped the likenesses of irrational
Reg.

:

creatures ?

"
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i.e. he made again or continued to make.
compare ch, xii. 31. "Whoever had pleasure (H?™J, cf. Ges. § 109), he filled his hand, that he might
become a priest of the high places." ^JT1 * "•?>?, to fill the
hand, is the technical expression for investing with the priesthood, according to the rite prescribed for the consecration of
the priests, namely, to place sacrificial gifts in the hands of the
persons to be consecrated (see at Lev. vii. 37 and viii 25 sqq.).
The plural ntoa 'jnb is used with indefinite generality that
he might be ranked among the priests of high places. Ver.
34. " And it became in (with) this thing the sin of the house
of Jeroboam, and the destroying and catting off from the
earth;" that is to say, this obstinate persistence in ungodly conduct was the guilt which had as its natural consequence the
<wn tw?
destroying of his house from the face of the earth
3
but
is
used,
as
in
1
Chron.
is not a mistake for
">yjC,

tamed and made,"
For the

fact itself

:

—

W

33, vii 23, to express the idea of being and persisting in a
thing (for this use of 3 compare Ewald, § 295,/).

ix.

CHAP. XTV. REIGN
Vers.

1-20.

AND DEATH OF JEEOBOAM AND BEHOBOAM.

Reign of Jeboboam.

—

1-18.

Vers.

Ahijah's

—

prophecy against Jeroboam and the kingdom of Israel.
As
Jeroboam did not desist from his idolatry notwithstanding the
threatened punishment, the Lord visited him with the illness

of his son, and directed the prophet Ahijah, to whom his wife
gone to ask counsel concerning the result of the illness, to
predict to him not only the cutting off of his house and the
death of his sick son, but also the thrusting away of Israel out
of the land of its fathers beyond the Euphrates, and in confirma-

had

tion of this threat caused the sick son to die

when

the returning

—

mother crossed the threshold of her house again. Vers. 1-3.
When his son fell sick, Jeroboam said to his wife Disguise thyself, that thou mayest not be known as the wife of Jeroboam, and
:

go
be

to Shiloh to the prophet Ahijah,

king over this people

;

he will

who

tell

told

thee

me

how

it

that I should
will fare with

the boy. >^f>}, from i"UB>, to alter one's self, i.e. to disguise one's
self. She was to go to Shiloh disguised, so as not to be recognised,
to deceive the old prophet, because otherwise Jeroboam did not
promise himself any favourable answer, as he had contemptuously
neglected Ahijah's admonition (ch. xi. 38, 39).
But he turned
o
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to this prophet because

be king,

i.e.

he had spoken concerning him

*$D?, to'

that he would become long, over this people.

stands for n?D nvn?, -with which the infinitive

5|w

ok can be omitted

As this prophecy,, which waff, so favour6).
had come to pass. (cbuxL 29, 3.0), he hoped
that he might also obtain from Ahijah a divine revelation con(vid.

Ewald, § 336,

able to Jeroboam,

cerning the result of his son's illness, provided that he did not

know who it was who came to seek counsel concerning her sick
To complete the deception, she was to take with her as
son.
a present for the prophet (cf. 1 Sam. ix, 8) ,c ten loaves and
crumbs" and a jar with honey, i& a trifling gift such as a simple
citizen's wife might take.
According to the early versions and
the context,, a kind of plain cake,. KoXkup&a (LXX.), erustidam.
(Vulg.).
It is different in Josh. ix. 5.
Vers. 4, 5. Ahijah could
no longer see, because hie eyes were blinded with age. *&£
vyjB as in 1 Sam. iv. 15* an expression applied to the black
cataract, amuwtosis. It was therefore all the less possible for him
to recognise in a natural manner the woman who was coming to
him.
But before her arrival the Lord had not only revealed to
him her coming and her object, but had also told him what he
was to say to her if she should disguise herself when she came,
nnj nfe ; see at Judg. xviii 4. '» iwha w, « let it be if she
comes and disguises herself ;" ie. if when she comes she should
Ver. 6. When Ahijah heard the sound of
disguise herself.

—

—

her feet entering the door (the participle nwa, according to the

number and

gender, refers to the

implied in n v?1, vid.

ntfN

Ewald, § 317, c), he addressed her by her name, charged her
with her disguise of herself, and told her that he was entrusted
nt?'j? (cf. ch. xii 13) is equivalent
with a hard saying to her.
to nt5^ rmn ; for the construction, compare Ewald, § 284, c
" Therefore, because
Vers. 7 sqq. The saying was as follows
thou hast exalted thyself from the people, and I have made

—

:

thee prince over

but thou
my people Israel (cf. ch. xi 31), .
my servant David who kept my command.

.

hast not been as

(cf. ch. xi 34), and hast done worse than all who
ments
.
were before thee (judice» nimirum et duces Israelis Cler.), and
hast gone and hast made thyself other gods (contrary to the.
express command in Ex xx. 2, 3), . . . and hast cast me behind thy back : therefore I bring misfortune upon the house of
Jeroboam," etc.
The expression, to cast God behind the back,
which only occurs here and in Ezek. xxiiL 35, denotes the most
.

.

—
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scornful contempt of God,, the- strict opposite of " keepiag

before the eyes and in the heart"

1

t'Pf ?&&&, every

God

male per-

A

synonymous expression is *Wp
3*OT, the fettered {i,e. probably the married) and the free (or
" In Israel," ie. in the kingsingle) ; see at Deut. xxxii 36.
dom of the ten tribes. The threat is strengthened by the
elause in ver. 10r "and I will sweep oat after the house of
Jeroboam, as one sweepeth out dung, even to the end," which
expresses shameful and utter extermination; and this threat
is still further strengthened, in ver. 11 by the threat added
from Deut xxviii. 26, that of those cut off not one is to come
to the grave, but their bodies are to be devoured by the dogs
and birds of prey, the worst disgrace that could befall the dead.
Instead of wild beasts (Deut xxviii. 26) the dogs are mentioned
here, because in the East they wander out in. the streets without
owners, and are so wild and ravenous that they even devour
corpses (vicL Harmar, Beolachtungen, i. p. 198)tysyb with

son ; see at

Sam., xxv. 22.

—

p of relationships equivalent to of those related to Jeroboam.

It is the same in ver. 13.

ment

—

Vers. 12, 13. After this announce'

upon the house of Jeroboam, Ahijah
gave the wife information concerning her sick son. He would
die as soon as she entered the city, and of all the male members of the house of Jeroboam he only would receive the honour
of a proper burial, because in him there was some good thing
towards Jehovah found. Ewald (§247, 6) regards the form ntcia
as standing for <W33, and refers tie suffix to the following word
"V?n (vid. Ewald, § 309, c). But as this use of the suffix would be
very harsh, the question arises whether nsa is not to be regarded
as a feminine form of the infinitive, after the analogy of fTJW in
Ex. ii. 4 and nr> in 2 Kings xix. 3, etc. From the fulfilment
of this declaration in vers. 17 and 18 Jeroboam was to learn
that the threatened destruction of his royal house would also be
just as certainly fulfilled.
The sick son appeals to have been
of the judgment

the heir-presumptive to the throne.
This may be inferred
partly from the lamentation of all Israel at his death (ver. 18),
and partly from what follows here in the next verse, ^"r^

means

in his relation to Jehovah

—

Ver..

14.

"Jehovah

will

up a long over Israel who will cut off the
house of Jeroboam this day but what (sc do I say) ? even
now," sc. has He raised him up.
This appears to be the
simplest explanation of the last words of the verse, of which
raise Himself

;
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very various interpretations have "teen given,
before Btoj, to give

(compare Josh.

ix.

nj is

placed

the stronger emphasis, as in Ex. xxxil 1
12, 13, and Ewald, § 293, b; and for nnp D|
it

—

compare Delitzsch on Job, L p. 290, transL). Vera. 15, 16.
But in order that not only Jeroboam, but also the people who
had joined in his idolatry, might perceive the severity of the
divine judgment, Ahijah also announced to the nation its
banishment into exile beyond the Euphrates. " Jehovah •will
smite Israel, as the reed shakes in the water," is an abbreviated
phrase for Jehovah will smite Israel in such a manner that
it will sway to and fro like a reed in the water moved by a
strong wind, which has not a sufficiently firm hold to resist
:

the violence of the storm.

"

And

will thrust

them out of the

Moses threatened the transgressors of the
law (Deut. xxix. 27), " and scatter them beyond the river
(Euphrates)," i.e. banish them among the heathen, from whom
God brought out and chose their forefather (Josh xxiv. 3),
" because they have made themselves Ashera-idols, to provoke
Jehovah."
&y?& is used for idols generally, among which the
good land,"

etc.,

as

golden calves are reckoned.

KM, that

He may

deliver

up

on account of the idolatrous forms of worship introduced
by Jeroboam. For the fulfilment see 2 Kings xv. 29, xviL 23,
and xviii. 11. In vers. 17 and 18 the exact, fulfilment of
Ahijah'8 announcement concerning the death of Jeroboam's sick
According to ver. 17, Jeroboam was then
son is described.
residing at Thirza, whereas he had at first resided at Shechem
(ch. xii 25).
Thirza is probably the present Talluza, on the
north of Shechem (see at Josh xii. 24).
Vers. 19 and 20.
End of Jeroboam's reign. Of the wars, which were described in
the annals of the kings (see p. 12), the war with Abijam of
Judah is the only one of which we have any account (2 Chron.
xiii. 2 sqq.).
See also the Comm. on ver. 30.
He was followed
on the throne by his son Nadab.
Israel,

—

—

21-31. Eeign of Eehoboam in Judah (compare 2
Ver. 21. Eehoboam, who ascended the
throne at the age of forty-one, was born a year before the
accession of Solomon (see at ch. ii. 24).
In the description of
Jerusalem as the city chosen by the Lord (cf. ch xL 36) there
is implied not so much an indirect condemnation of the falling
Vers.

Chron. xl 5-xii 16).

away

—

of the ten tribes, as the striking contrast to the idolatry
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of Eehoboam referred
mother is mentioned

to in vers.

(here

23

and in

sqq.

ver.

The name of

his

31), not because she

seduced the king to idolatry (Ephr. Syr.), but generally on account of the great influence which the queen-mother appears to
have had both upon the king personally and upon his government, as we may infer from the fact that the mother's name is
given in the case of every king of Judah (vid. ch. xv. 2, 13,
xxii 42, etc). Vers. 22-24. The general characteristics of

—

Eehoboam's reign are supplied and more minutely denned in
According to 2 Chron xi 5—
the account in the Chronicles.
xii 1, he appears to have been brought to reflection by the announcement of the prophet, that the falling away of the ten
tribes had come from the Lord as a punishment for Solomon's
idolatry (ch. xii. 23, 24; 2 Chron. xi 2-4); and in the first
years of his reign to have followed the law of God with
earnestness, and to have been occupied in the establishment
of his government partly by the fortification of different cities
(2 Chron xi. 5-12), and partly by setting in order his domestic affairs, placing his numerous sons, who were born of
his many wives and concubines, in the fortified cities of the
land, and thus providing for them, and naming Abijam as his
successor (2 Chron. xi 18-22) ; while his kingdom was still
further strengthened by the priests, Levites, and pious Israelites
who emigrated to Judah and Jerusalem from the ten tribes
But this good beginning only lasted
(2 Chron. xi 13-17).
When he thought that he had
three years (2 Chron xi 17).
sufficiently fortified his kingdom, he forsook the law of the
Lord, and all Israel {i.e. all the covenant nation) with him
" Judah did that which was displeasing in
(2 Chron. xii 1).
the sight of the Lord ; they provoked Him to jealousy more
than all that their fathers (sc. under the Judges) had done with
their sins."

wp, to provoke to jealousy (Num.

when it refers to God, from the
in which God stood to His people was
explained,

v.

14), is to be

fact that the relation

regarded under the
which Jehovah appears as the husband
of the nation, who is angry at the unfaithfulness of his wife,
Compare the remarks on
i«. at the idolatry of the nation
K3? iw in the Comm. on Ex. xx. 5.
Ver. 23. They also (the
figure of a marriage, in

—

Judaeans as well as the Israelites) built themselves bamoth,
altars of high places (see at ch. iii 3), monuments and AsherantaJfo are not actual images of gods, but stones set up as
idols.
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memorial* (Gen. xxxi. 13, xxxv. 20 Ex. xxnr. 4), more especially stone monuments net up in commemoration of a divine
lake the bamoth,
revelation (Gen, xxviii. 18, 22, xxxv. 14).
in connection with which they generally occur, they were
originally dedicated to Jehovah ; but even under the lav they
were forbidden, partly as places of divine worship of human
invention which easily degenerated into idolatry, but chiefly
because the Canaanites had erected such monuments to Baal by
;

the side of his altars (Ex. xxiii. £4, xxxiv. 1? ; Dent vii 5,
etc.), whereby the worship of Jehovah was unconsciously identi-

with the worship of Baal, even when the mazztboih were
As the ntaxo of
not at first erected to the Ganaanitish Baal
the Canaanites were dedicated to Baal, so were the trnefe to
fied

howon Deut. xvi 21),
but aa idol of the Canaanitish nature-goddess, generally most
likely a lofty wooden pillar, though sometimes perhaps a straight
trunk of a tree, the branches and crown of which were lopped
off, and which was planted upon heights and in other places by
The name !TJ!?*< was transferred
the side of the altars of Baal
from the idol to the goddess of nature (ch. xv. 13, xviii. 19
2 Kings TYJ 7, etc.), and was used of the image or column
of the Phoenician Astarte (ch xvi 33 ; 2 Kings xiiL 6, xvii.

Astarte, the female
ever, does not

16,

nature-deity of those tribes.

mean a

grove (see the Coram,

«tc.), just as rtf"*?*

in Judg. ii 13.

frj.?*,

in Judg.

iii.

*1

alternates

These idols the Israelites

(?

with Thtvov

Judaeans

Te.)

appear to have also associated with the worship of Jehovah *
for the external worship of

Jehovah was

still

maintained in the

temple, and was performed by Behoboam himself with princely
pomp (ver. 28). " On every high hill," eta; see at Deut xii. 2.

—

Ver, 24. " There were also prostitutes in the land."

*fyj is

used collectively as a generic name, including both male and
female hierodylse, and is exchanged for the plural inch. xv. 12.
The male O'trtp had emasculated themselves in religious frenzy
in honour of the Canaanitish goddess of nature, and were called

They were Canaanites, who had found
Judah when idolatry gained the
upper hand (as indicated by Ml). "They appear here as strangers
'among the Israelites, and are those notorious Cinsedi more espeGalli

by the Romans.

their

way

cially

of the imperial age of Borne

into the land of

who

travelled about in all

and even in the time
alms in the streets of Car-

directions, begging for the Syrian goddess,

of Augustine

went about asking

for
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thage as a remnant of the Phoenician worship (He ear. Dei, vii.
26)."
Movers, p. 679. On the female fn***P see the Comra.
en Gen. xxxviii. 21 and Dent zxiii 18.
This sinking into heathen abominations "was Boon followed
by the pnnishment, that Judah was given op to tire power -of
the heathen.
Vera 25—28. King Shishak of Egypt invaded
the land with a powerful army, conquered all the fortified
cities, penetrated to Jerusalem, and would probably have pnt
an end to the kingdom of Judah, if God had not had compassion npon him, and saved him from destruction, in consequence
of the humiliation of the king and of the chiefs of the nation,
caused by the admonition of the prophet Shemaiah, so that
after the conquest of Jerusalem Shishak contented himself with
withdrawing, taking with him the treasures of the temple and
Compare the fuller account of this expeof the royal palace.
dition in 2 Chron. ^rii. 2-9. Shishak (P&v?) was the first king
of the twenty-second (or Bubastitic) dynasty, called Sesonchis in
Jnl Afrie., Sesemchceis in Ensebius, and trpon the monuments
on which Champollion first deciphered his name, Sheshonk or
Shishak has celebrated his expedition against Judah
Shohenk.

—

—

by a

bas-relief

him

in the

on the outer wall of the pillar-hall erected by
palace at Karnak, in which mare than 130
figures are led in cords by Atnnum and the goddess Muth with
The lower portion of the
their bands bound upon their backs.
figures of this long row of prisoners hi covered by escutcheons,
the border of which being provided with battlements, shows
that the prisoners are symbols of conquered cities. About a
hundred of these escutcheons are still legible, and in the names
upon them a large number of the names of cities in the kingdom of Judah have been deciphered with tolerable certainty.1
Shishak was probably bent chiefly upon the conquest and
1

flrst

Compare Max Duncker,

Gesch.

da

Alterlhtms, Bd. i p. 909, ed. 8,

and

for the different copies of this 'bas-relief in the more recent -works upon
Egypt, Ruetechi in Hersog's Cgcl. (art. Behoboam). The latest attempts at

m

den Sgypt. Denkdeciphering are those by Brngech, Geogr. InschrifUn
mdlern, u. p. 56 sqq., and 0. Bhut, Sitaqs Zug gegen Juda avs dem Dcnhmalt

the Dent»ch. morgenl. Ztechr. xr. p. 283 sqq. Chamone of these escutcheons, in his Precis du syeleme
Juerogl. p. 204, Tit Juda hammalek, " the king of Judah," has been rejected
by Lepeius and Brngsch as philologically inadmissible. Brugsch writes the
name thus : Judh malk or Joud-hamalok, and identifies Judh with Jehudijth,
which Robinson {Pal. ill. p. 46) supposes to be the ancient Jehud (Josh. xix. 45).
lei

Karnak

erldutert, in

pollion's interpretation of
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But from Jerusalem, beside other
plundering of the cities.
treasures of the temple and palace, he also carried off the golden
shields that

had been made by Solomon (ch. x. 16), in the
Behoboam had copper ones made for his body-

place of which

The guard, tftn, runners, are still further described as
guard.
ijfen JV3 ring anti&n, " who kept the door of the king's house,"
i.e.

supplied the sentinels for the gate of the royal palace.

Whenever the king went

into the house of Jehovah,
from which we may see that
the king was accustomed to go to the temple with solemn
pomp.
These shields were not kept in the state-house of the
forest of Lebanon (ch. x. 17) as the golden shields were, but in
the guard-chamber (w> see at Ezek xl. 7) of the runners.

Ver. 28.

the runners carried these shields

;

;

Vers. 29-31. Further particulars are given in 2 Chron. xL

xiL concerning the rest of the acts of Behoboam.

" There

and
was

war between Behoboam and Jeroboam the whole time (of their
As nothing is said about any open war between them,
and the prophet Shemaiah prohibited the attack which Behoboam
was about to make upon the tribes who had fallen away (ch.
xi 23 sqq), narbo can only denote the hostile feelings and attiVer. 31. Death
tude of the two rulers towards one another.
and burial of Behoboam: as in the case of Solomon (ch. xi 43).
The name of the queen-mother has already been given in ver.
21, and the repetition of it here may be explained on the supposition that in the original sources employed by the author of
The son and successor of
our books it stood in this position.
Behoboam upon the throne is called Abijam (0J3K) in the
account before us whereas in the Chronicles he is always
reign)."

—

;

called Abijah (TOK, 2

Chron.

xii.

16,

xiil

1, etc., or

W3K,

unquestion-

2 Chron. xiii 21).
DJ3K , «.«. father of the sea, is
ably the older form of the name, which was reduced to n^3K,
;

This Jehud in the tribe of Dan, Blau (p. 238) therefore also finds in the name ;
and it will not mislead any one that this city is reckoned as belonging to the
tribe of Dan, since in the very same chapter (Josh. xix. 42) Ajalon is assigned
it was nevertheless a fortress of Rehoboam (2 Chron. xL 10).
But Blau has not given any explanation of the addition malic or malok,
whereas Gust Roesch takes it to be y(?a, and supposes it to mean " Jehud of

to Dan, though

the king, namely, of Rehoboam or of Judah, on account of its being situated
in Dan, which belonged to the northern kingdom." But this is certainly incorrect.
For where could the Egyptians have obtained this exact knowledge

of the relation in which the tribes of the nation of

Israel stood to

another?
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1-8.

with the formation from '?« and

n»

=w

(fromnjrr).

TWO KINGS ABIJAM AND ASA

CHAP. XV. 1-24. BEIGN8 OF THE

OF JUDAH.

Reign of Abijam (cf. 2 Chron. xiii.). Abijam
years, and his mother's name was Maacah,
daughter (i.e. grand-daughter) of Absalom. We have the same
in 2 Chron. xi 20, 21 but in 2 Chron. xiii. 2 she is called
Michajahu, daughter of Uriel of Gibeah.
If Di'J^aK was without
doubt Absalom, the well-known son of David, as we may infer
from the fact that this name does not occur again in the Old
Testament in connection with any other person, since Absalom
had only one daughter, viz. Thamar (2 Sam. xiv. 27), who was
fifty years old when Solomon died, Maacah must have been a
daughter of this Thamar, who had married Uriel of Gibeah,
Vers.

reigned

1-8.

three

;

and therefore a grand-daughter
by Josephus (Ant. viii 10, 1).
is

of Absalom.

This

The form

of the

probably an error in copying for

najjp, as

the

is

sustained

name vra'D
name is also

written in 2 Chron. xi 20 and 21, and not a different name,

which Maacah assumed

—

as queen, as Caspari supposes (Micha,

Abijam walked as king in the footAlthough he made presents to the temple
(ver. 1 5), his heart' was not &?&, wholly or undividedly given
to the Lord, like the heart of David (cf. ch. xi 4) ; but ('?, after
a previous negative) for David's sake Jehovah had left him a
light in Jerusalem, to set up his son after him and to let Jerusalem stand, because p^N.) David had done right in the eyes of
God, etc., ie. so that it was only for David's sake that Jehovah
did not reject him, and allowed the throne to pass to his
son.
For the fact itself compare ch. xi. 13 and 36 ; and
for the words, " except in the matter of Uriah the Hittite,"
Ver. 6. " And there was war between
see 2 Sam. xi and xii
JRfJwboam and Jeroboam all his life ;" i.e. the state of hostility
which had already existed between Kehoboam and Jeroboam
continued " all the days of his life," or so long as Abijam lived
p. 3,

note

4).

Vers. 3, 4.

steps of his father.

—

and
it

If

reigned.

Drropa,

ver.

has at

we

take

Vjn

*?J"?9

in

this

manner

(not

16), the statement loses the strangeness which

first

sight,

and harmonizes very well with that in
war between Abijam and Jeroboam.

ver. 7, that there was also
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Under Abijam

it assumed the form of a serious war, in which
Jeroboam sustained a great defeat (see 2 Chron. xiii 3—20).—
The other notices concerning Abijam. in vers. 7 and 8 are the
same as in the case of Behoboam in ch. xiv. 29 and 31.

Reign of Asa

Vers. 9-24.

(cf.

2 Chron. xiv.-xvi.).

—As Asa

ascended the throne in the twentieth year of the reign of Jeroboam, his father Abijam, who began to reign in the eighteenth
year of Jeroboam (ver. 1), can only hare reigned two years and

a few months, and not three
"

full years.

The name of

—Ver. 10.

Asa reigned

mother was Maacah, the
daughter of Absalom." This notice, which agrees verbatim with
ver. 2, cannot mean that Abijam had his own another far a
wife ; though Thenius finds this meaning in the passage, and
then proceeds to build up conjectures concerning emendations
forty-one years.

We

of the text.

his

must rather explain

it,

as Ephr. Syr., the

Eabbins, and others have done, as signifying that Maacah, the

mother of Abijam, continued during Asa's reign to retain the
post of queen-mother or '"n'osn £& sultana valide, till Asa deposed her on account of her idolatry (ver 13), probably because
Asa's own mother had died at an early age. Vers. 11 aqq. As
ruler Asa walked in the ways of his pious ancestor David: he
banished the male prostitutes out of the land, abolished all the
abominations of idolatry, which his fathers (Abijam and Behoboam) had introduced, deposed his grandmother Maacah from
the rank of a queen, because she had made herself an idol for
the Ashera, and had the idol hewn in pieces and burned in the
D v9? is a contemptuous epithet applied
valley of the Kidron.
to idols (Lev. xxvi 30) ; it doss not mean stercord, however, as
the Rabbins affirm, but logs, from ¥?*, to roll, or masses of stone,
after the Chaldee <?4 (Ezra v. 8, vl 4), generally connected
n^9, formido, from
with &¥%&.
It is so in Deut xxix. 16.
f?s, ierrere, timere, hence an idol aa an object of fear, and not
pudendum, a shameful image, as Movers (PhOniz. i. p. 571),
who follows the Rabbins, explains it, understanding thereby a
Phallus as a symbol of the generative and fructifying power of

—

nature.

With

regard to the character cf this idoL nothing

further can be determined than that
possibly a
"

wooden column like the

But the high places departed

By

the ntaa

me

it

was of wood, and

£<*!t?K (see

not,"

i.e.

at

ch. xiv. 23).

were not abolished.

are not to understand, according to ver. 12,
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«ltare of .high planes dedicated to idols, but unlawful altars to

Jehovah.

It is so in the other passages in "which this formula

recurs (oh. xxii
parallel passages

24 j 2 Songs xn. 4, xiv.
2 Chron. xr. 17, xx, 33).

4; and the
The apparent dis-

4, xv.

crepancy between the last-mentioned passages and 2 Chron.
and xvii. 6, may be solved very simply on the supposition that the kings (Asa and Jehoshaphat) did indeed
abolish the altars on the high places, but did not carry their
reforms in the nation thoroughly out ; and not by distinguishing between the bamo& dedicated to Jehovah and those dedi-

xiv. 2, 4,

•

cated to idols, as Thenius, Bertheau, and Caspari, with

of the

earlier commentators, suppose.

many

For although 2 Chron.

2 is very favourable to this solution, since both ntos

xiv.

and *V33R rfna» are mentioned there, it does not accord with
2 Chron. xvii. 6, where ntaan cannot be merely idolatrous altars
dedicated to the Canaanitish Baal, but unquestionably refer to
the unlawful altars of Jehovah, or at any rate include them.
Moreover, the next clause in the passage before us, " nevertheless Asa's heart was wholly given to the Lord," shows that the
expression vid to does not mean that the king allowed the un-

lawful Jehanh-iamoth to remain, but simply that, notwithstanding bis fidelity to Jehovah, the iamoth did not depart, so
that he was unable to carry the abolition of them thoroughly

—

out

And

Vet. IS.

bis

own

He

brought the sacred offerings of his father

sacred offerings into the house of Jehovah

;

pro-

bably the booty, in silver, gold, and vessels, which his father
Abijam had gathered in the war with Jeroboam (2 Chron.
xiii. 16, 17), and he himself on the conquest of the Cnshites
The Keri 'enjJi is a bad emendation
(2 Chron. xir, 12, 13).
(wsnp)
of the correct reading in the GheUab U^tp, ».«.
fox rtrr rra is an accusative, and is to be connected with
Vers. 16, 17. The state of hostility between Judah and
•OJJ.
Israel continued during the reign of Asa ; and Baasha the king
of Israel advanced, etc. These statements are completed and

^P

—

'elucidated

by the

Chronicles.

After the great victory obtained

by Abijam over Jeroboam,

the kingdom of Judah -enjoyed rest
for ten years (2 Chron. xiii 23).
Asa employed this time in
exterminating idolatry, fortifying different cities, and equipping

his army (2 Chron. xiv. 1-7).
Then the Cushite Zerah invaded
the land of Judah with an innumerable army (in the eleventh

year of Asa), but was totally defeated by the help of the Lord
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whereupon Asa, encouraged by the

prophet Azariah, the son of Oded, proceeded with fresh zeal to
the extermination of such traces of idolatry as still remained in
the kingdom, then renewed the altar of burnt-offering in front
of the temple-hall, and in the fifteenth year of his reign held,

with the whole nation, a great festival of thanksgiving and
Lord at Jerusalem (2 Chron. xv. 1-15).
The
next year, the sixteenth of his reign and the thirty-sixth from
the division of the kingdom (2 Chron. xvi. 1), Baasha commenced hostilities, by advancing against Judah, taking pos-

rejoicing to the

Bamdh, the present er Bam (see at Josh, xviii. 25),
which was only two hours and a quarter from Jerusalem, and
The occupation of Ramah is not expressly menfortifying it
tioned indeed, but it is implied in nrw by ^jw, which affirms
the hostile invasion of Judah.
For Raman, from its very situation in the heart of the tribe of Benjamin and the immediate
session of

neighbourhood of Jerusalem, can neither have been a border
The intencity nor have belonged to the kingdom of Israel.

Ramah cannot have been
merely to restrain his own subjects from passing over into the
kingdom of Judah, but was evidently to cut off from the kingdom of Judah all free communication with the north. 'W»
'131 nn, " that they might not give one going out or one coming
in to Asa ;" i.e. to cut off from the others all connection with
Asa, and at the same time to cut off from those with Asa all
connection with this side.
The main road from Jerusalem to
tion of Baasha, therefore, in fortifying

the north passed

by Ramah,

so that

by shutting up

this road

the line of communication of the kingdom of Judah was of
necessity

greatly

Ramah by Baasha

disturbed.

Moreover, the

fortification

of

presupposes the reconquest of the cities

which Abijam had taken from the kingdom of Israel (2 Chron.
and which, according to 2 Chron. xiii. 19, were still in
the possession of Asa.
Vers. 18, 19. In order to avert the
danger with which his kingdom was threatened, Asa endeavoured to induce the Syrian king, Benhadad of Damascus, to
break the treaty which he had concluded with Baasha and to
become his ally, by sending him such treasures as were left in
1
Denton may be explained from the
the temple and palace.
xiii 19),

—

1 Asa
had sought help from the Lord and obtained it, when the powerful
army of the Cuahites invaded the land but when an invasion of the Israel;

ites

took place, he sought help from the Syrians.

This alteration in his con-
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fact that the temple

hy Shishak

and palace treasures had heen plundered
Rehoboam (ch. xiv. 26) ; and there-

in the reign of

what Asa had replaced in the temple treasury (ver. 15),
and had collected together for his palace, was only a remnant
in comparison with the former state of these treasures.
The
name *i*J"ri?.
son of Hadad, the sun-god (according to
Macrobius, i. 23 cf. Movers, Phoniz. i. p. 196), was borne by
three kings of Damascus the one here named, his son in the
fore

*•<"•

;

:

time of Ahab

and the son of Hazael (2 Kings
was a son of Tabrimmon and grandson of
Hezyon.
According to ver. 19, his father Tdbrimmon (good is
Rimmon; see at 2 Kings v. 18) had also been king, and was
the contemporary of Abijam. But that his grandfather Hezyon
was also king, and the same person as the Rezon mentioned in
ch. xL 23, cannot be shown to be even probable, since there is
no ground for the assumption that Hezyon also bore the name
Rezon, and is called by the latter name here and by the former
in ch. xi 23. Ver. 20. Benhadad consented to Asa's request,
and directed his captains to advance into the kingdom of Israel:
they took several cities in the north of the land, whereby
Baasha was compelled to give up fortifying Bamah and withxiiL 24).

(ch. xx. 1, 34),

The

first

—

draw to Thirza. Ijon (ity) is to be sought for in all probability
in Tell Dibbin, on the eastern border of Merj Ayun ; and in
Ajun, although Ajun is written with Aleph, the name Ijon is
probably preserved, since the situation of this Tell seems
thoroughly adapted for a fortress on the northern border of
Israel (vid. Robinson, Bibl. Res. p. 375, and Van de Velde, Mem.
p. 322). Dan is the present Tell el Kadi; see at Josh. xix. 47.
Abel-Beth-Maachah, the present AMI el Kamh, to the north-west

of Lake Huleh (see at 2 Sam. xx. 14). "All Chinneroth" is
the district* of Chinnereth, the tract of land on the western shore
of the Lake of Gennesareth (see at Josh. xix. 35). 'i H?"*'? ^,
together with all the land of Naphtali (for this meaning of ?P
compare the Comm. on Gen. xxxii. 1 2). The cities named were
duct may probably be explained in part from the fact, that notwithstanding
the victory, his army had been considerably weakened by the battle which
he fought with the Cushites (2 Ohron. xiv. 9), although this by no means
justified his want of confidence in the power of the Lord, and still less his
harsh and unjust treatment of the prophet Hanani, whom he caused to be
put in the house of the stocks on account of his condemnation of the confidence which he placed in the Syrians instead of Jehovah (2 Chron. xvi.
7-10).
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the principal fortresses of the land of Naphtali, with which the

whole of the country round was also smitten,, ie. laid waste.
3$3, and remained at Thixza, his place of residence

Ver. 21.

(see at ch.

Judah

xiv. 17).

'pj r*,

— Ver. 22.

nemine immwm,

Asa thereupon summoned

i.e.

excepto,

no one being

free

all
(cf.

Ewald, § 286, a),, and hod the stones and the wood carried
away from Bamah, and Geba and Miapah in Benjamin built, i&
fortified, with them.
Geba must not be confounded with Gibeak
of Benjamin or Saul, but

the present Jeba, three-quarters of

is

an hour to the north-east of Bamah

(see at Josh. xviiL 24).
Mizpah, the present Nebi Sarnwtt, about three-quarters of a geo-

Bamah

graphical mile to the south-west of

26).—Vers. 23, 24. Of the

(see at Josh. xvii£

other acts of Asa* the building

of cities refers to the building of fortifications mentioned in

The disease in his feet in the time of
5, 6.
commenced, according to 2 Chron. xvi. 12, in the
thirty-ninth year of his reign ; and he sought help from the
physicians, but not from the Lord from which we may see,
that the longer he lived the more he turned his heart away from
the Lord (compare 2 Chron. xvi 10).
2 Chron.

xiv.

his old age

;

CHAP. XV.

25-XVL 28. REIGNS OF THE KINGS OF ISRAEL, NADAB,
BAASHA, ELAH, ZIMKI, AND OMBL

The Beign of Nadab lasted not quite two
he ascended the throne in the second year of Asa, and
was slain in his third year. Ver. 6. He walked in the ways of
Vers. 25-32.

years, as

—

his father (Jeroboam)

duced by Jeroboam

and in

his sin,

i.e.

in the calf-worship intro-

When Nadab

in the second
year of his reign besieged Gibbethon, which the Philistines had
occupied, Baasba the son of Ahijah, of the house, i.e. the family
(ch. xii 28).

or tribe, of Issachar, conspired against him and slew him,

and

he became king exterminated the whole house of Jeroboam, without leaving a single soul, whereby the prediction of
the prophet Ahijah (ch. xiv. 10 sqq) was fulfilled.
Gibbethon,
which was allotted to the Danites (Josh. xix. 44), has not yet
been discovered
It probably stood close to the Philistian
border, and was taken by the Philistines, from whom the Israelites attempted to wrest it by siege under both Nadab and
Baasha (ch. xvi. 16), though apparently without success. »6
flDBb-fra •VKtfn as in Josh, xl 14 (see the Comm. on Deut xx.
after
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7.

—

Ver. 32 is simply a repetition of ver. 16 ; and the reconcerning Baasha's attitude towards Asa of Judah immediately after his entrance upon the government precedes the
account of hia reign, for the purpose of indicating at the very

16).

mark

outset, that the overthrow of the dynasty of

rise of a

new dynasty

Jeroboam and the

did not alter the hostile relation between

the kingdom, of Israel and the kingdom of Judah.
Ver. 33-ch. xvi. 7.
briefly recording to

The Bjegn of Baasha.
its

is

described very

duration (twp_years) and

namely, the attitude of Baasha towards the Lord

its

spirit,

/

34) ;
there then follow in ch, xvi 1-4 the words of the prophet
Jehu, the son of Hanani (2 Chron. xvi. 7), concerning the extermination of the family of Baasha

;

and

(ver.

lastly, in vers.

5-7,

with the standing allusion to the annals of
the kings.
The words of . Jehu concerning Baasha (ch. xvi.
1-4) coincide exactly mutatis mutandis with the words of
Abijah concerning Jeroboam. 1 The expression " exalted thee
oat of the dust," instead of " from among the people" (ch xrv.
7), leads to the conjecture that Baasha had risen to be king
from a very low position. frno» (his might) in ver. 5 refers, as
in the case of Asa (ch. xv. 23), less to brave warlike deeds,
than generally to the manifestation of strength and energy in
his government Ver. 7 adds a supplementary remark concerning the words of Jehu (vers. 2 sqq.), not to preclude an excuse
that might be made, in which case Oil would have to be taken
in the sense of nevertheless, or notwithstanding (Ewald, § 354, a),
but to guard against a misinterpretation by adding a new feature, or rather to preclude an erroneous inference that might be
drawn from the words, " I (Jehovah) have made thee prince "
bis death

is related

—

1

"There was something very strange in the perversity and stolidity of the
Israel, that when they saw that the families of preceding kings were
evidently overthrown by the command of God on account of the worship of
the calves, and they themselves had overturned them, they nevertheless
worshipped the same calves, and placed them before the people for them to
-worship, that they might not return to the temple and to Asa, king of Jeruthough prophets denounced it and threatened their destruction.
salem
Truly the devil and the ambition of reigning blinded them and deprived them
of their senses. Hence it came to pass, through the just judgment of God,
Baasha was the
that they all were executioners of one another in turn
executioner of the sons of Jeroboam; Zambri was the executioner of the
soas of Baasha ; and the executioner of Zambri was Omri" C. a Lapede.
kings of

;

:

—
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(ver. 2), as though Baasha had exterminated Nadab and his
OJl simply means " and
house by divine command (Ihenius).
also," and is not to be connected specially with KVP T3, but to
be taken as belonging to the whole sentence : " also the word of
Jehovah had come to Baasha through Jehu, .
not only because
?jnj because he had slain him
of the evil, etc., but also pin
.

.

.

.

.

With regard to this last reason, we must call to
(Jeroboam)."
mind the remark made at ch. xi. 39, viz. that the prediction of
the prophet to Baasha gave him no right to put himself forward
arbitrarily as the fulfiller of the prophecy.
The very fact that
Baasha continued Jeroboam's sin and caused the illegal worship
to be perpetuated, showed clearly enough that in exterminating
the family of Jeroboam he did not act under divine direction,
but simply pursued his own selfish ends.

The Reign of Elah.

Vers. 8-14.

—As Baasha

the third to the twenty-sixth year of Asa,
four years, but only twenty-three years

i.e.

reigned from

not quite twenty-

and a few months, so his

son Elah reigned from the twenty-sixth to the twenty-seventh year
of Asa, i.e. not quite two years. Vers. 9, 10. Zimri, the com-

—

mander of the half of his war-chariots, conspired against him,
and not only slew him, when he was intoxicated pta?* nnfe ) at a
5

drinking bout in the house of

Arm,

the prefect of his palace,

but after ascending the throne exterminated the whole family of
Baasha to the very last man. The prefect of the palace was no
doubt a party to the conspiracy, and had probably arranged the
drinking bout in his house for the purpose of carrying it out
"

He

did not leave

him

"V|?3

PRBfe (see at ch. xiv. 10), either his

who might have avenged his
These words simply serve to explain
Tjpa pn^o, and show that this phrase is to be understood as
relating to males only.
Vers. 12, 13. " According to the word
rokoroa ?k, with regard to
of the Lord ;" see at vers. 1 sqq.
all, i.e. on account of all the sins (compare ver. 7, where fy
Dfvjana, through their nothingnesses, i«. their idols,
is used).
avengers

07^>

blood-relations,

death) or his friends."

—

by which the golden

calves are

meant

15-22. The Reign of Zimri lasted only seven days.
soon as the people of war (D??). who were besieging Gib-

Vers.

As

bethon (see at

ch. xv. 27),

tion of the throne,

and

heard of his conspiracy, his usurpa-

his

murderous deeds, they proclaimed
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CHAP. XVI. 28-28.

Omri king

in the

once, with

all Israel,

camp
i.e.

of the military commanders, and he at

the army, raised the siege of Gib-

all

bethon, to lay siege to Thirza.

Now when

Zimri saw that the

city was taken, he went into the castle of the royal palace and

burned the

king's house over his

own

head, as Sardanapalus did,

po"}K does not mean harem
according to Justin (Hist. i. 3).
(Ewald), but the high castle (from OVf, to be high) here and
in 2 Kings xv. 25, the citadel of the royal palace, which consisted of several buildings.
Ver. 19 is connected with Jibjl
in ver. 18: "and so died for his sins," i.e. as a punishment
;

—

for them.

—

Vers.

21, 22. But Omri did not come into pos-

session of an undisputed sovereignty immediately upon

the

death of Zimri. The nation divided itself into two halves one
half was behind Tibni, the son of Ginath (i.e. declared in favour
of Tibni), to make him king, the other adhered to Omri. Nevertheless Omri's gained the upper hand over the party of Tibni,
and the latter died, whereupon Omri became king after four
years, as we may see from a comparison of vers. 15, 16 with
ver. 23.
The "people of Israel" (ver. 21) are probably the
fighting people, so that the succession to the throne was decided
by the military. *in« n\n as in 2 Sam. ii. 10. P?n, with an
accusative instead of with ?y, in the sense of to overpower, as in
According to Josephus (Ant. viii. 12, 5), Tibni was
Jer. xx. 7.
slain by his opponent but this is not contained in the words
;

;

on

the contrary, all that

is

implied in the connection of nbjl

with 'w jwm is that he met with his death in the decisive engagement in which the opposing party triumphed.
23-28. The Reign of Omri.

—

Ver. 23. Omri reigned
15 and 23 with ver. 29,
reckoning from his rebellion against Zimri
so that he only
possessed the sole government for eight years (or, more exactly,
seven years and a few months), viz. from the 31st to the 38th
years of Asa, and the conflict with Tibni for the possession
Vers.

twelve years,

i.e.,

if

we compare

vers.

;

of the throne lasted about four years.
six years,"

i.e.

"

At

Thirza he reigned

during the four years of the conflict with Tibni,

—

and after his death two years more. Ver. 24. As soon as he
had obtained undisputed possession of the throne, he purchased
the hill Shomron (Samaria) from Shemer (Semer) for two talents of
silver, about 5200 thalers (£780
Tr.), built houses upon it,
and named the town which he built after the former owner of
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the hill

where
(Ezra

tf"i»e>,

rendered by the

LXX.

He/jujpdv here, but every-

else Setfidpeta (Samaria), after the
iv.

10, 17).

This city he

made

Chaldee form P-OB*

his seat (Besidenz, place

of residence, or capital), in which he resided for the last six years
of his reign, and where he was buried after his death (ver. 28).
Samaria continued to be the capital of the kingdom of the ten
tribes

from that time forward, and the residence of

all

succeed-

ing kings of Israel until the destruction of this kingdom after

conquest by Salmanasar (2 Kings xviii. 9, 10). The city
was two hours and a half to the north-west of Sichem, upon a
its

mountain or

hill in

a mountain-hollow

moun-

(Bergkessel, lit

two hours in diameter, surrounded on all sides by still higher mountains. " The mountains
and valleys round about are still for the most part arable, and
are alive with numerous villages and diligent cultivation." The
mountain itself upon which Samaria stood is still cultivated to
the very top, and about the middle of the slope is surrounded
by a narrow terrace of level ground resembling a girdle. And
even higher up there are marks of smaller terraces, where streets
tain-caldron) or basin of about

of the ancient city

may

possibly have run.

After the captivity

Samaria was retaken and demolished by John Hyrcanus, and
lay in ruins

Ant.

xiii.

decorated

Gabinius the

till

19, 2, 3,
it

and

Roman governor rebuilt

xiv. 5, 3).

it

(Joseph.

Herod the Great afterwards

in a marvellous manner, built a temple there to the

emperor Augustus, and named the city after him HePaary, ie.
Augusta, from which arose the present name Sebuste or Scbustieh,
borne by a village which is still standing on the ancient site :
" a pitiable hamlet consisting of a few squalid houses, inhabited

by a band of

plunderers, notorious as thieves even

among their

—

lawless fellow-countrymen" (V. de Velde, i p. 378).
But by
the side of this there are magnificent ruins of an ancient Johannite church, with the reputed grave of John the Baptist and
remains of limestone columns at the foot of the mountain (cf.
Robinson, Pal. iii p. 136 sqq. ; Van de Velde, Syria and Pal.

374

—

and C. v. Raumer, Pal. pp 159, 160). Vers.
25, 26. Omri also walked in the ways of Jeroboam, and acted
worse than his predecessors upon the thron e.— Tor vera 26 and
27, compare vers. 13 and 14.

i

p.

sqq.

;
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etc.

From Ahab's Ascent of the Throne to the Death of
Joram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah.
Chap. xvi. 29-2 Kings

x. 27.

which embraces only thirty-four years, the
falls so far into the background
behind the history of the kingdom of Israel, that it seems to
form merely an appendix to it and the history of the monarchy

In

this epoch,

history of the kings of Judah

;

is so controlled

that

it

by the

description of the labours of the prophets,

seems to be entirely absorbed in them.

These pheno-

mena have their foundation in the development of the two kingdoms during this period. Through the alliance and affinity of
Jehoshaphat with the idolatrous Ahab, the kingdom of Judah
not only lost the greatest part of the blessing which the long
and righteous reign of this pious king had brought, but it became
so entangled in the political and religious confusion of the king-

dom

of Israel in consequence of the participation of Jehosha-

phat in the wars between Israel and the Syrians, and other foes,
and the inclination of Joram and Ahaziah to the worship of
Baal, that its further development during this period was almost
In the latter
entirely dependent upon the history of Israel
kingdom the prophets maintained a fierce conflict with the idolatry introduced by Ahab and Jezebel, in which the worship of
Baal did indeed eventually succumb, but the pure lawful worship of Jehovah did not attain to full supremacy, so that this
great spiritual conflict was no more followed by a permanent
blessing to the kingdom as such, than the single victories of
Ahab and Joram over the Syrians by outward peace and rest
from its oppressors. To guard- against the spreading apostasy
of the people from the living God through the exaltation of the
worship of Baal into the ruling national religion in Israel, the
Lord raised up the most powerful of all the prophets, Elijah
the Tishbite, with his fiery

zeal,

the formation of the spiritual

who worked

life

the fate of the kingdom, not only in his
reigns of

Ahab and Ahaziah

(ch.

so mightily

upon

of the covenant nation and

own person

xvii.-2 Kings

ii.),

in the

but indi-

rectly in the person of his successor Elisha under Joram (2 Kings
iii—ix), and also under the succeeding kings of Israel, that the

labours of these prophets and their disciples form the central

and culminating point of the Old Testament kingdom of God
during the period in question.
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CHAP. XVI. 29-34. THE REIGN OF

AHAB OF

ISRAEL.

The ascent of the throne of Israel by Ahab (ver. 29) formed
a turning-point for the worse, though, as a comparison of ver.
30 with ver. 25 clearly shows, the way had already been preVers. 30, 31. Whereas the former
pared by his father OmrL
kings of Israel had only perpetuated the sin of Jeroboam, ie. the
calf-worship, or worship of Jehovah under the image of an ox,
which he had introduced, Ahab was not satisfied with this.
ta:£ pjpsn w, " it came to pass, was it too little ?" i.e. because
it was too little (cf. Ewald, § 362, a) to walk in the sins of
Jeroboam, that he took as his wife Jezebel, the daughter of
Ethbaal the king of the Sidonians, and served Baal, and worshipped him. ^5. before 13g5, " he went and served," is a pic-

—

torial description of

to the
(bin

new

what took

place, to give greater

prominence

???"£ (i.e. with Baal) is the El8d>ftdXo<;
Jos. Ant. viii. 13, 1) mentioned by Menan-

turn of affairs.

Sm or 'I0o£a\o?

:

Ap. i 18, who was king of Tyre and Sidon, and
priest of Astarte, and who usurped the throne after the murder
of his brother, king Pheles, and reigned thirty-two years.
Jezebel (^JJ'N, improbably without cohabitation, cf. Gen. xxx. 20,=
untouched, chaste ; not a contraction of W^K, as Ewald, § 273, b,
supposes) was therefore, as tyrant and murderess of the prophets,
a worthy daughter of her father, the idolatrous priest and regicide.
Baal (always 7??? with the article, the Baal, i.e. Lord icai' efojp?"')
was the principal male deity of the Phoenicians and Canaanites,
and generally of the western Asiatics, called by the Babylonians
?a
?ya (Isa. xlvi. 1), Bfjj\o^, and as the sun-god was worshipped
as the supporter and first principle of psychical life and of the
generative and reproductive power of nature (see at Judg. ii 13).
Ahab erected an altar to this deity 7J??f} M'?, in the house (temple)
Of Baal, which he had built at Samaria.
The worship of Baal
had its principal seat in Tyre, where Hiram, the contemporary of
David and Solomon, had built for it a splendid temple and placed
a golden pillar (xpvaovv iclova) therein, according to Dius and
Menander, in Joseph. Ant. viii 5, 3, and e. Ap. i 18. Ahab also
erected a similar pillar (p&Q) to Baal in his temple at Samaria
(vid. 2 Kings iii. 2, x. 27).
For statues or images of Baal are
not met with in the earlier times ; and the Q'bya are not statues
of Baal, but different modifications of that deity.
It was only in
the later temple of Baal or Hercules at Tyre that there was, as
der in Josephus,

c.

=
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Cicero observes (Verr.

iv.

29-34.

43), ex cere simulacrum ipsius Herculis,

quo non facile quidquam dixerim me
"

And Ahab made

229

»

n^NiTTiK,

vidisse pulcrius.

—

Ver. 33.

the Asherah belonging to the

%.e.

temple of Baal" (see at Judg. vi 25 and Ex. xxxiv. 13), an idol
of Astarte (see at ch. xiv. 23).
Ver. 34. In his time Hiel the
Bethelite (?Nn JV?; compare Ges. § 111, 1 with § 86, 2. 5) built

—

Jericho

:

"

he

born, and set

laid the foundation of it with

up

its

Abiram

his first-

gates with Segub his youngest, according to

(for the explanation see the Comm. on
Josh vi. 26). The restoration of this city as a fortification, upon
which Joshua had pronounced the curse, is mentioned as a proof

the word of Jehovah," eta

how

far ungodliness

had progressed in

Israel

;

whilst the

fulfil-

ment of the curse upon the builder shows how the Lord will not
allow the word of His servants to be transgressed with impunity.
Jericho, on the border of the tribe of Ephraim (Josh xvL V),
which was allotted to the Benjaminites (Josh xviii. 21), had come
into the possession of the kingdom of Israel on the falling away
of the ten tribes from the royal house of David, and formed a

border city of that kingdom, through the fortification of which

Ahab hoped

to secure to himself the passage across the Jordan.
TJie prophets

Elijah

and

Elislia.

When Ahab, who was not satisfied with the sin of Jeroboam,
had introduced the worship of Baal as the national religion in
the kingdom of the ten tribes, and had not only built a temple
to Baal in his capital and place of residence, but had also
appointed a very numerous priesthood to maintain the worship
(see ch xviii. 19) and when his godless wife Jezebel was perse;

cuting the prophets of Jehovah, for the purpose of exterminating the worship of the true

God

:

the Lord

God

raised

up the

namely Elijah the Tishbite,
who by his deeds attested his name VvK or n,y*?, i.e. whose God
For however many prophets of Jehovah arose in
is Jehovah.
the kingdom of the ten tribes from its very commencement and
bore witness against the sin of Jeroboam in the power of the
Spirit of God, and threatened the kings with the extermination
of their house on account of this sin, no other prophet, either
before or afterwards, strove and worked in the idolatrous kingdom for the honour of the Lord of Sabaoth with anything like
And
the same mighty power of God as the prophet Elijah.
there was no other prophet whom the Lord so gloriously acknowmost powerful of

all the prophets,
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ledged by signs and wonders as Elijah, although

words of all His servants by executing the
which they had threatened the rebellions, and
necessary accredited them as His messengers by
Although, in accordance with the plan of our

—

He

fulfilled the

judgments with
whenever it was
miraculous signs.
books,

which was

development of
the kingdom, all that is related in detail of the life and labours
of Elijah is the miracles which he performed in his conflict with
the worshippers of Baal and the miraculous display of the omnipotence and grace of God which he experienced therein yet
we may see very clearly that these formed but one side of his
prophetic labours from the passing notices of the schools of the
prophets, which he visited once more before his departure from
the earth (2 Kings ii) ; from which it is obvious that this other
side of his ministry, which was more hidden from the world,
was not less important than his public ministry before the kings
and magnates of the land. For these societies of " sons of the
prophets/' which we meet with at GilgaL Bethel, and Jericho
(2 Kings ii 3, 5, iv. 38), had no doubt been called into existence by Elijah, by associating together those whose souls were
fitted to receive the Spirit of God for mutual improvement in the
knowledge and fear of Jehovah, in order to raise up witnesses to
the truth and combatants for the cause of the Lord, and through
these societies to provide the godly, who would not bow the knee
before Baal, with some compensation for the loss of the Levitical
priesthood and the want of the temple-worship.
Compare the
remarks on the schools of the prophets at 1 Sam. six. 24.
The
more mightily idolatry raised its head in the kingdom of Israel,
the more powerfully did the Lord show to His people that He,
Jehovah, and not Baal, was God and Lord in Israel.
In the
prophet Elijah there were combined in a marvellous manner a
life of solitude spent in secret and contemplative intercourse with
God, and an extraordinary power for action, which would suddenly
burst forth, and by which he acted as a personal representative
of God (see at ch. xvii. 1).
In his person the spirit of Moses
revived he was the restorer of the kingdom of God in Israel, of
which Moses was the founder. His life recalls that of Moses in
to depict the leading features in the historical

;

—

;

many

of its features

:

namely, his

flight into the desert, the ap-

pearance of the Lord to him at Horeb, and the marvellous termination of his life.
Moses and Elijah are the Coryphaei of the
Old Testament, in whose life and labours the nature and glory
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of

As

this covenant are reflected.

and

the thunder and lightning

the blast of trumpets and the smoking mountain bare witness

to the devouring

down upon

fire

of the holiness of the

God who had come
He had made to

Sinai to give effect to the promises

the fathers, and to make the children of Israel the people of His
possession ; so does the fiery zeal of the law come out so powerfully in Moses and Elijah, that their words strike the ungodly
like lightning and flames of fire, to avenge the honour of the
Lord of Sabaoth and maintain His covenant of grace in Israel.
Moses as lawgiver, and Elijah as prophet, are, as Ziegler has well
said (p. 206), the two historical anticipations of those two future
witnesses, which are " the

two

ing before the God of the

earth.

olive-trees

And

if

and two torches standany one will hurt them,

proceedeth out of their mouth and devoureth their enemies
and if any man will hurt them, he must therefore be slain. These
have power to shut heaven, that it rain not in the days of their
prophecy, and have power over waters to turn them into blood,
and to smite the earth with all kinds of plagues, as often as they
will " (Eev. xi. 4 sqq.). Elijah was called to this oflice of witness
to turn the heart of the fathers to the sons, and of the sons to
fire

their fathers (Mai.

24), so that in his ministry the prophecy

iii.

of the future of the kingdom of

ground.

God

falls

quite into the back-

Nevertheless he was not only a forerunner but also a

type of the Prophet promised by Moses, who was to fulfil both
law and prophets (Matt v. 1 7) ; and therefore he appeared a3 the
representative of prophecy, along with

Moses the representative

of the law, upon the mount of the Transfiguration, to talk with
Christ of the decease which He was to accomplish at Jerusalem

(Luke

ix.

31

command

;

Matt.

xvii. 3).

—To

continue his work, Elijah,

by

of God, called Elisha the son of Shaphat, of Abel-

Meholah, who during the whole of his prophetic course carried
on with power the restoration of the law in the kingdom of Israel,
which his master had begun, by conducting schools of the prophets and acting as the counsellor of kings, and proved himself

by many

signs and wonders to be the heir of a double portion of

the gifts of Elijah.

Modern

theology, which has its

taken offence at the

many

these two prophets, but

miracles were

it

regulated

roots

in naturalism, has

miracles occurring in the history of

has overlooked the fact that these

by

the extraordinary circumstances

under which Elijah and Elisha worked.

At a time when
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God in Israel was not only called in
was to be destroyed by the worship of Baal, it was
necessary that Jehovah as the covenant God should interpose
in a supernatural manner, and declare His eternal Godhead
in extraordinary miracles.
In the kingdom of the ten tribes
there were no priestly or Levitical duties performed, nor was
there the regular worship of God in a temple sanctified by
Jehovah Himself whilst the whole order of life prescribed in
the law was undermined by unrighteousness and ungodliness.
But with all this, the kingdom was not yet ripe for the judgment of rejection, because there were still seven thousand in
For the
the land who had not bowed their knee before BaaL
sake of these righteous men, the Lord had still patience with
the sinful kingdom, and sent it prophets to call the rebellious
If, then, under the circumstances mentioned,
to repentance.
the prophets were to fulfil the purpose of their mission and
carry on the conflict against the priests of Baal with success,
they needed a much greater support on the part of God, through
the medium of miracles, than the prophets in the kingdom of
Judah, who had powerful and venerable supports in the Levi1
tical priesthood and the lawful worship.
It is only when we
sovereignty of the living
question, but

;

overlook the object of these miracles, therefore, that they can
" If," as Kurtz has said, 8 " we take

possibly appear strange.

the history of our prophet as one living organic link in the
whole of the grand chain of the marvellous works of God, which
stretches from Sinai to Golgotha and the Mount of Olives, and
bear in mind the peculiarity of the position and circumstances
of Elijah, the occurrence of a miracle in itself, and even the
accumulation of them and their supposed externality, will
" Where the temple was wanting, and image-worship took its place, and
it was only by extraordinary methods
that the spreading evil could be met. The illegitimacy, which was represented
here by the monarchy and priesthood, was opposed by the prophetic order as
1

the priesthood was an unlawful caste,

the representative of the law, and therefore also as a peculiarly constituted
and strong body divided up into societies of considerable scope, and having

a firm organization.

And

this prophetic order, as the only accredited repre-

and was therefore endowed with the power and majesty of the law which had been manifested in
wonders and signs. Not only was the spirit of Moses inherited by Elijah and
others, but his miraculous power also."
Haeverkick, EM. in d. A. Test. ii. 1«
Compare Hengstenberg, Dissertation, vol. L p. 186 sqq.
pp. 166, 167.
sentative of the law, also took the place of the law,

*

Herzog'a Cyclopxdia, Art. Elijah.
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chap. xvii.

—

appear to us in a very different light.
Without miracle, •withstriking,
ie.
external
very
miracles,
their ministry would
out
without
basis,
been
without
starting-point,
have
a
and without

—The

still more numerous in the history of
some extent bear such a resemblance to those of
Elijah, that the attempt has been made to set them down as
merely legendary imitations of the latter ; but considered as a
whole, they are more of a helpful and healing nature, whereas
those of Elijah are for the most part manifestations of judicial
and punitive wrath. The agreement and the difference may
both be explained from Elisha's position in relation to Elijah
By the performance of similar and equal
and his time.
(such
as
the division of the Jordan, 2 Kings ii. 8 and
miracles
increase
of the oil, 2 Kings iv. 3 sqq. compared with
14 ; the
xvii.
1 Kings
14 sqq; the raising of the dead, 2 Kings iv. 34
compared
with 1 Kings xvii. 19 sqq.) Elisha proved himsqq.
the
divinely-appointed
successor of Elijah, who was
self to be
carrying forward his master's work (just as Joshua by the
drying up of the Jordan proved himself to be the continuer of
the work of Moses), and as such performed more miracles, so
far as number is concerned, than even his master had done,
But
though he was far inferior to him in spiritual power.
whilst
the
For
the difference does not prevail throughout
power
is
dishelpful and healing side of Elijah's miraculous
played in his relation to the widow at Zarephath the judicial
and punitive side of that of Elisha comes out in the case of the
mocking boys at Bethel, of Gehazi, and of Joram's knight. But

hold."

Elisha, and

miracles are

to

;

the predominance of strict judicial sternness in the case of Elijah,
and of sparing and helpful mildness in that of Elisha, is to be

accounted for not so much from any difference in the personality
Elijah, with his
of the two, as from the altered circumstances.
fiery zeal,

had broken the power of the Baal-worship, and had

so far secured an acknowledgment of the authority of Jehovah

over His people that Joram and the succeeding kings gave heed
to the words of the prophets of the Lord ; so that Elisha had for

the most part only to cherish and further the conversion of the
people to their God, for which Elijah had prepared the way.
CHAP. XVII. FIRST APPEARANCE OF ELIJAH.

The prophet

Elijah predicts to Ahab, as a punishment for his

idolatry, the coming of a drought and famine.

During their con-
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is miraculously preserved by God, first of all at the
brook Cherith, and then at the house of a widow at Zarephath
(vers. 1-16), whose deceased son he calls to life again (vers.

tinuance he

17-24).
Yer.

mula

1.

"

Elijah the Tishbite is introduced without the for-

The word

Lord came

of the

pearance of the prophets

is

to

.

.

.,"

with which the ap-

generally announced, proclaiming

Ahab in the name of the Lord the punitive miracle of
a drought that will last for years. This abrupt appearance of
Elijah cannot be satisfactorily explained from the fact that we
have not the real commencement of his history here it is rather
a part of the character of this mightiest of all the prophets, and
indicates that in him the divine power of the Spirit appeared as
it were personified, and his life and acts were the direct effluence
His origin is
of the higher power by which he was impelled
The epithet 'acfctf? is generally derived from a
also uncertain.
place called Tishbeh, since, according to Tobit i 2, there existed
in Upper Galilee a & taffy etc Befymv KvSIms, " on the right, i.e.
to the south of Kydios," probably Kedesh in the tribe of Naphtali,
from which the elder Tobias was carried away captive, although
to king

;

this description of the place is omitted in the

Hebrew

version

by Fagius and Minister, and in the
And to this we must adhere, and as no other Thisbe
Vulgate.
occurs, must accept this Galilean town as the birthplace of
"
Elijah
in which case the expression "
the settlers
of the book of Tobit issued

of Gilead

of

;

indicates that Elijah did not live in his birthplace, but dwelt as

a
a

foreigner in Gilead

For

non-Israelite, but, like

home and

"is,

3tsnn in itself

simply one

by no means denotes
lived away from his

who

tribe relations in the territory of

without having been enrolled as a member of

a different tribe,
it,

as

is

clearly-

shown by Lev. xxv. 40, and still more clearly by Judg. xviL T,
where a Levite who was born in Bethlehem is described as "B in
1
the tribe of Ephraim.
The expression " as truly as Jehovah
1

The supposition

of Seb. Schmidt, -with

which

namely,
examination I
can no longer uphold, though not from the a priori objection raised against
it by Kurtz (in Herzog'a CycL), namely, that it would show a complete misapprehension of the significance of Israel in relation to sacred history and the
history of the world, and that neither at this nor any other time in the Old
Testament history could a prophet for Israel be called from among the Gentiles,—an assertion of which it would be difficult to find any proof, but because
wa ace not forced to this conclusion by either «3CTin or *re^3 *3TBP. For
that Elijah was a foreigner, a Gentile

by

I formerly agreed,

birth, after further

—
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the God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand (i.e. whom I serve;
see at ch. i 2), there shall not fall dew and rain these years,
except at my word," was a special application of the threats of
the law in Deut xi. 16, 17, xxviii. 23, 24, and Lev. xxvi.
rfetjtn Wifn, "these (ensuing)
19, to the idolatrous kingdom,
*W there is
years," does not fix any definite terminus.
In
involved an emphatic antithesis to others, and more especially
" When I shall say this by divine
to the prophets of Baal
"
authority and might, let others prate and lie as they may please
(Berkb. Bibd).
Elijah thereby describes himself as one into
whose power the God of Israel has given up the idolatrous
king and his people. In Jas. v. 17, 18, this act of Elijah is

*W

even if the Thisbeh in Tob. i. 2 should not be Elijah's birthplace, it would not
follow that there was no other place named Thisbeh in existence. How many
places in Canaan are there that are sever mentioned in the Old Testament

And

such cases as that described in Judg.

nave

left his birthplace

vii. 7, where the Levite is said to
and to have lived in another tribe as a foreigner or
settler, may not have been of rare occurrence, since the Mosaic law itself
refers to it in Lev. xxv. 41.—Again, the LXX. were unable to explain 'SOTIO

isbi,
Tijf

and have paraphrased these wards in an

arbitrary

manner by

o

U

0w/3*>»

TaXttmi, from which Thenins and Ewald conjecture that there was a

Thisbeh in GQead, and that

it

was probably the

Tisieh

(dLWjJa) mentioned

by Robinson (Pal ill. 153) to the south of Busra=Bostra. The five arguments by which Kurtz has attempted to establish the probability of this conjecture are very weak. For (1) the defective writing i21t?F\D by no means
proves that the word which

is

written pUne (acnri) in every other case must

necessarily have been so written in the

stat. constr. plur. ; and this is the only
the whole of the Old Testament in which it occurs in the stat.
constr. plur.
(2) the precise description of the place given in Tobit i. 2 does
not at all lead " to the assumption that the Galilean Thisbeh was not the

passage

in

—

only place of that name," but may be fully explained from the fact that
Thisbeh was a small and insignificant place, the situation of which is defined
by a reference to a larger town and one better known ; (3) there is no doubt
that " Gilead very frequently denotes the whole of the country to the east of
the Jordan," but this does not in the least degree prove that there was a Thisbeh
in the country to the east of the Jordan ;
(4) "that the distinction and difference between a birthplace and a place of abode are improbable in themselves,
and not to be expected in this connection," is a perfectly unfounded assumption, and has first of all to be proved ;—(5) the Tisieh mentioned by Robinson
cannot be taken into consideration, for the simple reason that the assumption

—

—

of

a

copyist's error, the confusion of

founders on the long

t

»

a with a

(Tisieh instead of Thisbeh),

of the first syllable in Tisieh

corresponds to the Hebrew

;

moreover the Arabic

Q and not to n*
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power of his prayers, since Elijah " was also a
are," inasmuch as the prophets received their
power to work solely through faith and intercourse with God in,
prayer, and faith gives power to remove mountains.
Vers. 2-9. After the announcement of this judgment, Elijah,
had to hide himself, by the command of God, until the period of
punishment came to an end, not so much that he might be safe
from the wrath and pursuit of Ahab and Jezebel, as to preclude
" For inasmuch
all earnest entreaties to remove the punishment
as the prophet had said that the rain would come at his word,
how would they have urged him to order it to come " (Seb.
Schm.)
He was to turn "19"!P., eastward, i.e. from Samaria, where
he had no doubt proclaimed the divine judgment to Ahab, to the
Jordan, and to hide himself at the brook Cherith, which is in
The brook Cherith was in any case a brook
front of the Jordan.
emptying itself into the Jordan; but whether upon the eastern or
the western side of that river, the ambiguity of \>Bvy, which means
both " to the east of" (Gen. xxv. 18) and also " in the face of,"
i.e. before or towards (Gen. xvi. 12, xviii. 16), it is impossible to
determine with certainty.
That it must signify " to the east of
ascribed to the

man

such as

we

!

,

the Jordan " here, does not follow from

•}&}$.

with anything like

An ancient tradition places

the certainty that Thenius supposes.

the Cherith on this side of the Jordan, and identifies
spring Phasadis, which takes

its rise

it

with the

in the slope of the mountains

into the Jordan valley above the city of Phasadis,

and empties

719, and V. de Velde, Rtise,
ii. pp. 273-4); whereas Eusebius.in the Onom. s.v. Ckorai (Xoppd),
places it on the other side of the Jordan, and Thenius thinks of
the apparently deep Wady Bajib or Ajlun.
All that can be
itself into

the Jordan

(cf.

affirmed with certainty

Ges.

is,

thcs. p.

that neither the brook

Kanah

(Josh,

which flows into the Mediterranean, nor the Wady
Kelt near Jericho, which Robinson (Pal. ii p. 288) suggests, can
possibly come into consideration the latter for the simple reason,
that the locality in the neighbourhood of Jericho was unsuitable
Elijah was to drink of this brook, and the
for a hiding-place.
ravens by divine command were to provide him with bread and
meat, which they brought him, according to ver. 6, both morning
and evening. It is now generally admitted that o^-tyn does not
mean either Arabs or Orebites (the inhabitants of an imaginary
city named Oreb), but ravens.
Through this miracle, which unbelievers reject, because they do not acknowledge a living God, by
xvi. 8, xvii. 9),

:
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10-16.

whom, as

the Creator and Lord of all creatures, even the voracious
ravens are made subservient to His plans of salvation, Elijah was
not only cut off from intercourse with men, who might have
betrayed his place of abode to the king, but was mightily
strengthened himself, through the confidence inspired in the
almighty assistance of his God, for his approaching contests with
the worshippers of idols, and for the privations and sufferings

which awaited him in the

fulfilment of his vocation.

—

Vers. 7-9.

Then the
After some time -this brook dried up for want of rain.
Lord directed His servant to go to the Sidonian Zarephath, and to
live with a widow whom He had commanded to provide for him.
BV, Y$Q does not mean post annum, for D'DJ merely derives this
meaning in certain passages from the context (cf. Lev. xxv. 29
1 Sam. xxvii. 7 Judg. xvii. 1 0) ; whereas in this instance the con;

text does not point to the space of a year, but to a longer period

of

we know

indefinite duration, all that

being that, according to

ch. xviii. 1, the sojourn of Elijah at Cherith

and Zarephath lasted

Zarephath (Saperrra, LXX.) was situated on
the Mediterranean Sea between Tyre and Sidon, where a miserable Mohammedan village with ruins and a promontory, Suraat least two years.

still preserve the name of the former town (Bob. iii. p. 413
and
sqq.,
V. de Velde, Syria and Palestine, i. pp. 101-3, transL).
10-16.
Vers.
When Elijah arrived at the city gate, he met a
widow engaged in gathering wood. To discover whether it was
to her that the Lord had sent him, he asked her for something
to drink and for a morsel of bread to eat ; whereupon she assured
Mm, with an oath by Jehovah, that she had nothing baked
(JteD=njy, tyicpviplas, a cake baked in hot ashes), but only a
handful of meal in the 1? (a pail or small vessel in which meal
was kept) and a little oil in the pitcher, and that she was just
gathering wood to dress this remnant for herself and her son,
that they might eat it, and then die.
From this statement of
widow
it
is
the
the
evident, on
one hand, that the drought and
famine had spread across the Phoenician frontier, as indeed
Menander of Ephesus attests j 1 on the other hand, the widow
showed by the oath, " as Jehovah thy God liveth," that she was
a worshipper of the true God, who spoke of Jehovah as his- God,

fend,

1

Josephus gives this statement from his Phoenician history

ttimiu (»c. 'I0o/3<tXet>) hytrno

trout 'T-vtpfrpsruiev (Ant.

Hebrews

;

cf.

:

dfyoxi'cc

n

*»'

ivi rou

'TTipfitptr*!ou (tyros iu( rou ip%ofiiyou

18, 2).

Hyperbcretmus answers to Tishri of the

viii.

Benfey and Stem,

die

Monatsnamen,

,

\tx

p. 18.
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because she recognised the prophet as an Israelite.—Vers. 13
sqq. In order, however, to determine with indisputable certainty

whether this believing Gentile was the protectress assigned him
by the Lord, Elijah comforted her, and at the same time desired
her first of all to bake him a little cake BBto, i.e. of the last of the
meal in the Kad and of the oil in the pitcher, and then to bake
for herself and her son, adding this promise : Jehovah the God
of Israel will not let the meal in the Kad and the oil in the
pitcher

fail, till

He

sends rain upon the earth again.

widow did according

And

the

word

She gave up the certain for
the uncertain, because she trusted the word of the Lord, and
received the reward of her believing confidence in the fact that
during the whole time of the drought she suffered from no want
of either meal or oil
This act of the pious Gentile woman, who
had welcomed with a simple heart the knowledge of the true
God that had reached her from Israel, must have been the source
of strong consolation to Elijah in the hour of conflict, when his
faith was trembling because of the multitude of idolaters in
Israel.
If the Lord Himself had raised up true worshippers of
His name among the Gentiles, his work in Israel could not
be put to shame. The believing widow, however, received from
to his

the prophet not only a material blessing, but a spiritual blessing
For, as Christ tells His unbelieving contemporaries to
shame (Luke iv. 25, 26), Elijah was not sent to this widow
in order that he might be safely hidden at her house, although
this object was better attained thereby than by his remaining
also.

their

but because of her faith, namely, to strengthen
he was sent to her, and not to one of the
many widows in Israel, many of whom would also have received
the prophet if they had been rescued by him from the pressure
of the famine.
And the miraculous increase of the meal and oil
did not merely subserve the purpose of keeping the prophet and

longer in Israel

and

;

to increase

it,

the widow alive but the relief of her bodily need was also
meant to be a preparatory means of quieting her spiritual need
;

On

pro?, see at ch. vL 19.
In ver. 15 the
an unnecessary emendation of the Chethib
torn t«n
the feminine form hatton is occasioned primarily by the
preceding verbs, and may be taken as an indefinite neuter " and
there ate he and she."
The offence which Thenius has taken at
(days)
has
no
foundation,
if we do not understand the senQV\
tence as referring merely to their eating once of the bread just

as well.

Keri

n^rn k\t

the Chethib
is

;

:
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baked, but take

it

generally as signifying that in consequence of

word of Jehovah, they (Elijah, the
widow, and her family) ate for days, i.e. until God sent rain
their acting according to the

Again (ver. 14).
Vers. 17—24. The widovfs deceased son raised to

—

Ver. 17. After these events,

when

Elijah

again.

life

had taken up his

abode in the upper room of her house, her son fell sick, so that
he breathed out his life. *W "WW "IJJ, literally till no breath remained in him. That these words do not signify merely a
death-like torpor, but an actual decease, is evident from what
follows, where Elijah himself treats the boy as dead, and the
Lord, in answer to his prayer, restores him to life again. Ver.
18. The pious woman discerned in this death a punishment
from God for her sin, and supposed that it had been drawn towards her by the presence of the man of God, so that she said
to Elijah, " What have we to do with one another (JJ^ Vrnp ; c£

—

Judg. xL 12

;

2 Sam. xvi 10), thou

come to me
to kill

my

man

of

God

?

Hast thou

my

to bring
sin to remembrance (with God), and
son ? " In this half-heathenish belief there spoke at

same time a mind

susceptible to divine truth and conscious
which the Lord could not refuse His aid. Like
the blindness in the case of the man born blind mentioned
in John ix., the death of this widow's son was not sent as a
punishment for particular sins, but was intended as a medium
for the manifestation of the works of God in her (John be 3),
in order that she might learn that the Lord was not merely the

the

of its sin, to

God

—

of the Jews, but the

God of the Gentiles

also

(Bom

iii.

Vers. 19, 20. Elijah told her to carry the dead child

the chamber in which he lived and lay

29).

up

to

upon his bed, and
God! hast Thou also
it

then cried to the Lord, "Jehovah, my
brought evil upon the widow with whom I sojourn, to slay her
These words, in which the word also refers to the other
son ? "

by the drought, contain no reproach of
God, but are expressive of the heartiest compassion for the
suffering of his benefactress and the deepest lamentation, which,
springing from living faith, pours out the whole heart before
God in the hour of distress, that it may appeal to Him the
more powerfully for His aid. The meaning is, " Thou,
Lord
my God, according to Thy grace and righteousness, canst not
possibly leave the son of this widow in death." Such confident
calamities occasioned

belief carries within itself the certainty of being heard.
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prophet therefore proceeds at once to action, to restore the boy
Ver. 21. He stretched himself C, D^ ,.) three times upon
to life.

—

'?.

him, not to ascertain whether there was still any life left in
him, as Paul did in Acts xx. 10, nor to warm the body of the
child and set its blood in circulation, as Elisha did with a dead

—
—

child (2 Kings iv. 34),

for the action of Elisha is described in
manner,
and
the
youth mentioned in Acts xx. 10 was
a
only apparently dead, but to bring down the vivifying power
of God upon the dead body, and thereby support his own word
and prayer.1 He then cried to the Lord, " Jehovah, my God, I
different

pray Thee let the soul of this boy return within it" ianp-^y^
inasmuch as the soul as the vital principle springs from above.
Vers. 22, 23. The Lord heard this prayer
the boy came to
whereupon Elijah gave him back to his mother.
life again

—

:

;

Ver. 24. Through this miracle, in which Elijah showed himself

Him who raiseth all the dead to life, the
woman was mightily strengthened in her faith in
Israel.
She now not only recognised Elijah as a man

as the forerunner of

pious Gentile

the

God of

word of Jehovah in
mouth was truth, by which she confessed impliciie her faith
in the God of Israel as the true God.
of God, as in ver. 18, but perceived that the
his

WITH AHAB, AND VICTOBT OVER
THE PROPHETS OF BAAL.

CHAP. XVIII. ELIJAH'S MEETING

*

As
Ahab

the judgment of drought and famine did not bring king
to his senses

phet

and lead him to turn from his ungodly

him with exasperation towards the prowho had announced to him the coming judgment there

ways, but only

filled

;

was no other course left than to lay before the people with
mighty and convincing force the proof that Jehovah was the
only true God, and to execute judgment upon the priests of
Baal as the seducers of the nation.
Vers. 1-19. Elijah's meeting with Ahab. Vera. 1 and 2a.
In the third year of his sojourn at Zarephath the word of the
Lord came to Elijah to show himself to Ahab since God was
The time given, " the
about to send rain upon the land again.

—

;

third year," is not to be reckoned, as the Eabbins, Clericus,

" This was done, that the prophet's body might be the instrument of the
was an imposition of the hand."
Seb. Schmidt.
1

miracle, just as in other cases of miracle there

—
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Thenius, and others assume, from the commencement of the
drought, but from the event last mentioned, namely, the so-

journ of Elijah at Zarephath.

This view merits the preference
is shown to be
where Christ and

as the simplest and most natural one, and

the oldest by Luke

James both

iv.

25 and

Jas. v. 1*1,

say, that in the time of

three years and six months.

And

Ahab

it

did not rain for

this length of time

can only

be obtained by allowing more than two years for Elijah's stay
From ver. 26 to ver. 6 we have parenthetical
at Zarephath
remarks introduced, to explain the circumstances which led to
The verbs KJiW, W, nptfn, and
Elijah's meeting with Ahab.
W^Tl (vers. 3, 4, 5, 6) carry on the circumstantial clauses:
" and the famine was
."
." (ver. 26), and " Obadiah feared
(ver. 35), and are therefore to be expressed by the pluperfect
When the famine had become very severe in Samaria (the
capital), Ahab, with Obadiah the governor of his castle (""^N
ivan yy, see at ch. iv. 6), who was a God-fearing man, and on
the persecution of the prophets of Jehovah by Jezebel had
hidden a hundred prophets in caves and supplied them with
food, had arranged for an expedition through the whole land to
seek for hay for his horses and mules.
And for this purpose
they had divided the land between them, so that the one explored
one district and the other another. We see from ver. 4 that
Jezebel had resolved upon exterminating the worship of Jehovah, and sought to carry out this intention by destroying the
prophets of the true God.
The hundred prophets whom Obadiah concealed were probably for the most part pupils (" sons ")
B*i* tJ'B'on must signify, according to the conof the prophets.
text and also according to ver. 13, " fifty each," so that D't&sn
most have fallen out through a copyist's error. P TV»M *W,

—

.

that

we may

.

.

not be obliged to kill (a portion) of the cattle

The Keri nonaro

.

(!?

no doubt actually correct, but
it is not absolutely necessary, as the Chethib nona jo may be
taken as an indefinite phrase " any head of cattle." Vers.
7, 8. Elijah met Obadiah on this expedition, and told him to
announce his coming to the king. Vers. 9 sqq. Obadiah was
afraid that the execution of this command might cost him his
life, inasmuch as Ahab had sent in search of Elijah " to every
kingdom and every nation," a hyperbole suggested by inward
excitement and fear. r.N , 1t??*1 is to be connected with what
follows in spite of the accents: " and if they said he is not
partitive).

ia

—

:

—

—

"

Q
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—

"And if it comes to
and the Spirit of Jehovah carries
thee away whither I know not, and I come to tell Ahab (sc. that
thou art here) and he findeth thee not, he will slay me, and thy
servant feareth the Lord from his youth," etc. i.e. since I as a
God-fearing man and a protector of the prophets cannot boast
of any special favour from Ahab.
*)$?, from my youth up
" thy servant " being equivalent to " I myself."
From the fear
expressed by Obadiah that the Spirit of Jehovah might suddenly
carry the prophet to some unknown place, Seb. Schmidt and
others have inferred that in the earlier history of Elijah there
had occurred some cases of this kind of sudden transportation,
though they have not been handed down ; but the anxiety expressed by Obadiah might very well have sprung from the fact,
that after Elijah had announced the coming drought to Ahab,
he disappeared, and, notwithstanding all the inquiries instituted
by the king, was nowhere to be found. And since he was not
carried off miraculously then (compare the h> and *P3, " get
thee hence " and " he went," in ch. xvii. 3, 5), there is all the
less ground for imagining cases of this kind in the intermediate
time, when he was hidden from his enemies.
The subsequent
translation of Elijah to heaven (2 Bangs ii. 11, 12), and the

here, he took

an

pass (that) I go

oath," etc.

away from

Vers. 12, 13.

thee,

;

miraculous carrying away of Philip from the chamberlain of

Mauritania (Acts

and
(iii.

still less

viii.

39), do not warrant

any such assumption

the passage which Clericus quotes from Ezekiel

12, 14), because the carrying of Ezekiel through the air,
is mentioned here, only happened in vision and not in

which

had known of any actual occurit more
clearly as a more striking vindication of his fear.
Vers. 1 5-1 9.
But when Elijah assured him with an oath (rrttOV ^V see **
1 Sam. L 3) that he would show himself to Ahab that day,
Obadiah went to announce it to the king; whereupon Ahab
went to meet the prophet, and sought to overawe him with the
imperious words, " Art thou here, thou troubler of Israel ?" ("OV,
see at Gen. xxxiv. 30).
But Elijah threw back this charge:
" It is not I who have brought Israel into trouble, but thou
and thy family, in that ye have forsaken the commandments
of Jehovah, and thou goest after Baalim."
He then called upon
the king to gather together all Israel to him upon Carmel, together with the 450 prophets of Baal and the 400 prophets of
external reality.

If Obadiah

rence of this kind, he would certainly have stated

—
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1-10.

i.e.

who were maintained by

the queen.

Cakmel, a mountain ridge " with many peaks, intersected
by hundreds of larger and smaller ravines," which stands out as
a promontory running in a north-westerly direction into the
Mediterranean (see at Josh xix 26), and some of the loftiest
peaks of which rise to the height of 1800 feet above the level
of the sea, when seen from the northern or outer side shows
only " bald, monotonous rocky ridges, scantily covered with
short and thorny bushes ;" but in the interior it still preserves
its ancient glory, which has procured for it the name of " fruitfield," the valleys being covered with the most beautiful flowers
of every description, and the heights adorned with myrtles,
laurels, oaks, and firs (cf. V. de Velde, JR. i p. 292 sqq.).
At
the north-western extremity of the mountain there is a celebrated Carmelite monastery, dedicated to Elijah,

whom

tradition

represents as having lived in a grotto under the monastery

we

are certainly not to look there for the scene of the conwith the priests of Baal described in the verses which
The scene of Elijah's sacrifice is rather to be sought
follow.
and Van de
for on one of the south-eastern heights of Carmel
Velde (L p. 320 sqq.) has pointed it out with great probability
in the ruins of el Mohrdka, i.e. " the burned place," " a rocky
level space of no great circumference, and covered with old
gnarled trees with a dense entangled undergrowth of bushes."
For " one can scarcely imagine a spot better adapted for the
thousands of Israel to have stood drawn up on than the gentle

but

test

;

The rock shoots up in an almost perpendicular wall of
more than 200 feet in height on the side of the vale of EsdraeOn this side, therefore, there was no room for the gazing
lon.
multitude but, on the other hand, this wall made it visible
slopes.

;

over the whole plain, and from all the surrounding heights, so
that even those left behind, who had not ascended Carmel,

would still have been able to witness at no great distance the
" There is not
fire from heaven that descended upon the altar."
a more conspicuous spot on all Carmel than the abrupt rocky
height of el Mohraka, shooting up so suddenly on the east."
Moreover, the soil was thoroughly adapted for the erection of
the altar described in vers. 31 and 32: "it showed a rocky
surface, with a sufficiency of large fragments of rock lying all

—

around, and, besides, well fitted for the rapid digging of a trench."
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There

is

ver. 34.

water in the neighbourhood, as is assumed in
Nowhere does the Kishon run so close to Mount

also

"

Carmel as just beneath el Mohraka," which is "1635 feet
This
above the sea, and perhaps 1000 feet above the Kishon.
height can be gone up and down in the short time allowed by
But it was possible to find water
the Scripture (vers. 40—44)."
even nearer than this, to pour upon the burnt-offering in the

manner described

in vers. 34, 35.

by the

Close

steep rocky

wall of the height, just where you can descend to the Kishon

through a steep ravine, you find, "250 feet it might be beneath
the altar plateau, a vaulted and very abundant fountain built
in the form of a tank, with a few steps leading

down

into

it,

just as one finds elsewhere in the old wells or springs of the

—

"From such a fountain alone could Elijah
Jewish times."
have procured so much water at that time. And as for the
distance between this spring and the supposed site of the
altar, it was every way possible for men to go thrice thither
Lastly,
and back again to obtain the necessary supply."
mentioned
el Mohraka is so situated, that the circumstances
in vers.

42-44

also

322-325).
Vers. 20-46.

Ahab

sent through all

On

what follows
25 and 40), but in

presence of the

must

("all the people")

the other hand, not only

reference in
vers.

450

pp.

—

contest

upon Mount
number of the people

with them.

(Van de Velde,

with the prophets 6f Baal.
Israel and gathered the prophets (of Baal)
Carmel.
According to vers. 21, 22, and

Elijah's

together

39, a

perfectly coincide

to the

22

is

had

also come

there no .further

400 prophets

of Asherah

(cf.

very obvious that the
V^e
prophets of Baal alone is supposed.
ver.

it

is

assume that the Asherah prophets, foreboding
nothing good, had found a way of evading the command of
Ahab and securing the protection of Jezebel. 1 King Ahab also
appeared upon Carmel (cf. ver. 41), as he had no idea of
1

therefore

It is true that in ver.

Akvov;

(i.e.

mtwn)

22 the LXX. have this clause, *«i oi vpo<pirr*i ™5
which Thenius regards as an original portion

rtrpetKosioi,

of the text, though without observing the character of the

LXX.

If the

Asherah prophets had also been present, Elijah would not only have commanded the prophets of Baal to be seized and slain (ver. 40), but the
Asherah prophets also. From the principle a potiori Jit, etc., it may be possible to explain the omission of the Asherah prophets in ver. 25, but not in
ver. 40.
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20-46.

Elijah's intention, which was by no means " to prove to the
king that he (Ahab) and not Elijah had brought Israel into
trouble " (Vat., Seb. Schm.), but to put before the eyes of the
whole nation a convincing practical proof of the sole deity of
Jehovah and of the nothingness of the Baals, that were regarded as gods, and by slaying the priests of Baal to give a

—

death-blow to idolatry in Israel Ver. 21. Elijah addressed the
" How long do ye limp upon
assembled people as follows
both sides ?
Is Jehovah God, then go after Him
but if Baal
be God, then go after him"
and the people answered him not
a word. They wanted to combine the worship of Jehovah and
Baal, and not to assume a hostile attitude towards Jehovah by
the worship of Baal and were therefore obliged to keep silence
under this charge of infatuated halving, since they knew very
well from the law itself that Jehovah demanded worship with
a whole and undivided heart (Deut. vL 4, 5). This dividing of
the heart between Jehovah and Baal Elijah called limping ?5?
B'ayen
"upon the two parties (of Jehovah and Baal)."
D'Byp
For
the meaning " divided opinions, parties," is well
established by the use of D'wp in Ps. cxix. 113; and the rendering of the LXX. byvvai, the hollow of the knee, is only a
paraphrase of the sense and not an interpretation of the word.
Vers. 22-25. As the people adhered to their undecided
double-mindedness, Elijah proposed to let the Deity Himself
The prophets
decide who was the true God, Jehovah or Baal
of Baal were to offer a sacrifice to Baal, and he (Elijah) would
And the true God should make Himself
offer one to Jehovah.
known by kindling the burnt-offering presented to Him with
fire from heaven, and in this way answering the invocation of
His name. This proposal was based upon the account in Lev.
ix.
As Jehovah had there manifested Himself as the God of
Israel by causing fire to fall from heaven upon the first sacrifice
presented in front of the tabernacle and to consume it, Elijah
hoped that in like manner Jehovah would even now reveal
Himself as the living God. And the form of decision thus
proposed would necessarily appear all the fairer, because Elijah,
the prophet of Jehovah, stood alone in opposition to a whole
crowd of Baal's prophets, numbering no less than 450 men.
And for that very reason the latter could not draw back, without publicly renouncing their pretensions, whether they believed that Baal would really do what was desired, or hoped
:

—

;

;

^

—
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that they might he able to escape, through

some accident or

stratagem, from the difficult situation that had been prepared
for them, or fancied that the

God

of Elijah

would no more

nish the proof of His deity that was desired of

In

would.

Him

fur-

than Baal

order, however, to cut off every subterfuge in the

event of their attempt proving a

failure, Elijah

not only yielded

the precedence to them on the occasion of this

sacrifice,

but

gave them the choice of the two oxen brought to be offered

which made the

fairness of his proposal so

much

the more con-

spicuous to every one, that the people willingly gave their

consent
Vers.

26-29. The prophets of Baal then proceeded to the

They prepared (ra>89 ^e
upon Baal from morning to noon
"
" but there was no
Baal, hear us," limping round the altar
nM
voice, and no one to hear (to answer), and no attention."
is a contemptuous epithet applied to the pantomimic sacrificial
dance performed by these priests round about the altar,1 "rata
fiE>}>
("which one had made"). Ver. 27. As no answer had
been received before noon, Elijah cried out to them in derision " Call to him with a loud voice, for he is God (sc. according to your opinion), for he is meditating, or has gone aside ( '&
perhaps he
secessio), or is on the journey (TJ!?.?, on the way)
The ridicule lies more
is sleeping, that he may wake up."
especially in the Kin B wK '? (for he is a god), when contrasted
with the enumeration of the different possibilities which may
have occasioned their obtaining no answer, and is heightened by
the earnest and threefold repetition of the '?.
With regard
performance of the duty required.

and

sacrifice,

called solemnly

:

;

—

:

;

these possibilities we may quote the words of Clericus
Although these things when spoken of God are the most

to
"

absurd things possible, yet idolaters could believe such things,
as we may see from Homer."
The priests of Baal did actually
begin therefore to cry louder than before, and scratched them-

with swords and lances, till the blood poured out,
" according to their custom " (Dtpseipa).
Movers describes this
selves

as follows (Phonizier,

i.

pp. 682, 683),

from statements made

by ancient authors concerning the processions of the
1

strolling

the description which Herodian (hist. v. 8), among
when dancing as chief priest of the Emesinian
Xtp wpyrixma. iri rnrrov, irspi re toij fiuf&oi; yfipivtrza »ty*p Bcp-

The following

is

others, gives of Heliogabalus

sun-god :
fixput, ivi

'

Tt an/Xoif xai eiipiyfci xa.vrohifzu* it

ipyatm

foa.
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bands of the Syrian goddess " A discordant howling opens
They then rush wildly about in perfect confusion,
the scene.
with their heads bowed down to the ground, but always re:

circles, so that the loosened hair drags through the
they then begin to bite their arms, and end with cutting
themselves with the two-edged swords which they are in the
A new scene then opens. One of them,
habit of carrying.
who surpasses all the rest in frenzy, begins to prophesy with
he openly accuses himself of the sins which
sighs and groans
he has committed, and which he is now about to punish by
chastising the flesh, takes the knotted scourge, which the

volving in

mire

;

;

Galli generally carry, lashes his back,

with swords

till

the blood trickles

The climax

body."

and then cuts himself
his mangled

down from

of the Bacchantic dance in the case of

the priests of Baal also was the prophesying

was

and it
were called prophets
noon, and lasted till about
(totfin),

for this reason, probably, that they

(D'KOJ).

This did not begin

till

the time of the evening sacrifice (nv}>? 1J>, not n&J? *»?, ver. 29).
nruen ni?jj, " the laying on (offering) of the meat-offering," refers
to the daily evening sacrifice, which consisted of a burnt-offer-

ing and a meat-offering (Ex. xxix. 38 sqq. Num. xxviii. 3-8),
and was then offered, according to the Babbinical observance
;

(see at Ex. xii. 6), in the closing hours of the afternoon, as is
evident from the circumstances which are described in vers. 40

on the same day and subsequently
which was presented at the time of the

sqq. as having taken place

to Elijah's offering,

evening
Vers.

sacrifice (ver. 36).

30-39.

Elijah's sacrifice.

—As no

Baal, Elijah began to prepare for his

He made

own

answer came from
sacrifice.

witnesses and ear-witnesses present at his

sacrifice,

the altar of Jehovah which was broken down.
there

Ver. 30.

the people come nearer, that he might have both eye-

was already an

altar of

and restored

Consequently

Jehovah upon Carmel, which

either dated from the times anterior to the building of the

temple,

when

altars of

Jehovah were erected in

different places

throughout the land (see at ch. iii. 2), or, what is more probable,
had been built by pious worshippers belonging to the ten tribes
since the division of the

on

the Pentateuch,

xix. 10,

voL i

kingdom (Hengstenberg, Dissertations
183, transl), and judging from ch.

p.

had been destroyed during the reign of Ahab, when

the worship of Baal gained the upper hand.

—

Vers. 31, 32.
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Elijah took twelve stones, " according to the
tribes of the sons of Jacob, to

come (Gen.

whom

number

of the

the word of the Lord

xxxii. 29, xxxv. 10), Israel shall

had

be thy name," and

an altar. The twelve stones were a
on the part of the prophet that the division
of the nation into two kingdoms was at variance with the divine
calling of Israel, inasmuch as according to the will of God the
twelve tribes were to form one people of Jehovah, and to have
built these stones into

practical declaration

a

common

sacrificial altar

Jehovah had given

;

whilst the allusion to the fact that

to the forefather of the nation the

Israel, directs attention to the

tribes

name of

wrong which the seceding ten

had done in claiming the name of

Israel for themselves,

rtn» DB>3 (in
whole nation.
njy
(built), and signifies by
the name of Jehovah) belongs to
" And made a
the authority and for the glory of Jehovah.
trench as the space of two seahs of seed {i.e. so large that you
could sow two seahs 1 of seed upon the ground which it covered)
round about the altar." The trench must therefore have been
of considerable breadth and depth, although it is impossible to
determine the exact dimensions, as the kind of seed-corn is not

whereas

it

really belonged to the

He then arranged the sacrifice upon the altar, and
had four Kad (pails) of water poured three times in succession
upon the burnt-offering which was laid upon the pieces of wood,
so that the water flowed round about the altar, and then had
denned.

the trench

filled

with water.2

the purpose of precluding

all

Elijah adopted this course for

suspicion of even the possibility

of fraud in connection with the miraculous

burning of the
For idolaters had carried their deceptions to such a
length, that they would set fire to the wood of the sacrifices from
sacrifice.

1

—

i.e. about two Dresden pecks (Melzen).
Thenius.
Thenius throws suspicion upon the historical character of this account, on
the ground that " the author evidently forgot the terrible drought, by which
the numerous sources of the Carmel and the Nachal Kishon must have been
dried up ;" but Van de Veldc has already answered this objection, which has
been raised by others also, and has completely overthrown it by pointing out
the covered well of el Mohraka, in relation to which he makes the following
remark : " In such springs the water remains always cool, under the shade
of a vaulted roof, and with no hot atmosphere to evaporate it. While all
other fountains were dried up, I can well understand that there might have
been found here that superabundance of water which Elijah poured so profusely over the altar " (vol. i. p. 325, transl.). But the drying up of tho
Kishon is a mere conjecture, which cannot be historically proved.

s
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hollow spaces concealed beneath the

altars, in

order to

make

the' credulous people believe that the sacrifice had been mirafire by the deity.
Ephraem Syrus and Joh.
affirm
this
the
both
latter
in his Oratio in Petrum
Chrysostom
proph.
ii.
ffliam
t
ed.
Montf.,
the genuineness
Apost. et
p. 737,
sometimes
however,
called
in
question.
of which,
is
Vers.

culously set on

;

—

36, 37. After these preparations at the time of the evening
sacrifice, Elijah drew near and prayed : " Lord God of Abra-

ham,

Isaac,

and

Israel (this

pose instead of Jacob

:

name

is

used with deliberate pur-

see at ver. 31), let it be

known

this

and I am Thy servant, and do
Hear me, Jehovah, hear
all these things through Thy word.
me, that this people may know that Thou Jehovah art God,
and turnest back their hearts !" (i.e. back from idols to Thyself.)
This clearly expresses not only the object of the miracle which
follows, but that of miracles universally.
The perfects WB'P
and napn are used to denote not only what has already occurred,
but what will still take place and is as certain as if it had

day

that

Thou

art

God

in Israel,

Wfe'y refers not merely to the predicted
taken place already.
drought and to what Elijah has just been doing (Thenius), but
to the miracle which was immediately about to be performed
and napri to the conversion of the people to the Lord their
God, for which Elijah's coming had already prepared the way,
and which was still further advanced by the following miracle.
Ver. 38. Then fire of Jehovah fell and consumed the burntnjn< e>k the fire proceedoffering and the pieces of wood, etc.
ing from Jehovah, was not a natural flash of lightning, which
could not produce any such effect, but miraculous fire falling
from heaven, as in 1 Chron. xxi. 26, 2 Chron. vii. 1 (see at
Lev. ix 24), the supernatural origin of which was manifested
in the fact, that it not only consumed the sacrifice with the pile
of wood upon the altar, but also burned up (in calcem rcdegit
Cler.) the stones of the altar and the earth that was thrown up to
form the trench, and licked up the water in the trench. Through
this miracle Jehovah not only accredited Elijah as His servant
and prophet, but proved Himself to be the living God, whom
Israel was to serve ; so that all the people who were present fell
down upon their faces in worship, as they had done once before,
viz. at the consecration of the altar in Lev. ix. 24, and confessed " Jehovah is God :" BWxn, the true or real God.
Vers. 40-46. Elijah availed himself of this enthusiasm of
;

—

(

—
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the people for the Lord, to deal a fatal blow at the prophets of

who turned away the people from the living God. He
commanded the people to seize them, and had them slain at the
Baal,

brook Kishon, and that not so
it

was

much from

revenge,

at their instigation that queen Jezebel had

because

i.e.

murdered the

God (ver. 13), as to carry out the fundamental law of the Old Testament kingdom of God, which prohibited idolatry on pain of death, and commanded that false
prophets of the true

prophets should be destroyed (Deut. xvii. 2, 3,
Ver. 41. Elijah then called

xi'ii,

13

sqq.).

—

1

upon the king, who had eaten nothing

from morning till evening in his eagerness to see the result of the
contest between the prophet and the priests of Baal, to come up
from the brook Kishon to the place of sacrifice upon Carmel, where
his wants were provided for, and to partake of meat and drink, for
he (Elijah) could already hear the noise of a fall of rain. 9i\> is
without a verb, as is often the case (e.g. Isa. xiii 4, lii 8, etc.);
literally, it is

the sound, the noise.

After the occasion of the

curse of drought, which had fallen

upon the land, had been
removed by the destruction of the idolatrous priests, the curse
" But this was not to take place
itself could also be removed.
without the prophet's saying it, and by means of this gift
proving himself afresh to be the representative of God " (O. v.
Gerlach).
Vers. 42 sqq. While the king was refreshing himself
with food and drink, Elijah went up to the top of Carmel to

—

pray that the Lord would complete His work by fulfilling His
promise (ver. 1) in sending rain ; and continued in prayer till
the visible

commencement

of the fulfilment of his prayer

was

announced by bis servant, who, after looking out upon the sea
seven times, saw at last a small cloud ascend from the sea
1 It

was necessary that

idolatry

and temptation to the worship of idols

should be punished with death, as a practical denial of Jehovah the true God
and Lord of His chosen people, if the object of the divine institutions was to

be secured. By putting the priests of Baal to death, therefore, Elijah only
did what the law required ; and inasmuch as the ordinary administrators of
justice did not fulfil their obligations, he did this as an extraordinary messenger of God, whom the Lord had accredited as His prophet before all the
people by the miraculous answer given to his prayer. To infer from this act
of Elijah the right to institute a bloody persecution of heretics, would not
only indicate a complete oversight of the difference between heathen idolaters
and Christian heretics, but the same reprehensible confounding of the evangelical standpoint of the New Testament with the legal standpoint of the Old,
which Christ condemned in His own disciples in Luke ix. 55, 66.

—
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1

man's hand.
The peculiar attitude assumed
by Elijah when praying (Jas. v. 18), viz. bowing down even
to the earth p"?') and putting his face between his knees, probably the attitude of deep absorption in God, was witnessed

about the

size of a

by Shaw and Chardin

in the case bf certain dervishes (vid.

—

Ver. 44. As soon as
pp. 373-4).
the small cloud ascended from the sea, Elijah sent his servant

Harmar, BeobcuMungen,

iii

to tell the king to set off home, that he might not be stopped

by the rain, "rj, go down, sc. from Carmel to his chariot, which
was standing at the foot of the mountain. 8 Ver. 45. Before any provision had been made for it (na-ljfl nSrtg
hither
and thither, i.e. while the hand is being moved to and fro,

—

:

"very speedily;" cf. Ewald, § 105, b) the heaven turned black
with clouds and wind, i.e. with storm-clouds (Thenius), and
there came a great fall of rain, while Ahab drove along the road
to JezreeL
It was quite possible for the king to reach Jezreel
the same evening from that point, namely, from the foot of
Carmel below el Mohraka : but only thence, for every halfhour farther west would have taken him too far from his capital
for it to be possible to accomplish the distance before the rain
overtook him (V. de Velde, i. p. 326). Jezreel, the present Zerin
(see at Josh xix. 18), was probably the summer residence of
Ahab (see at Josh. xxi. 1). The distance from el Mohraka thither
is hardly

2f German

geographical miles

(?

14

Engl, miles

Tr.)

—

in a straight line. Ver. 46. When Ahab drove off, the hand of
the Lord came upon Elijah, so that he ran before Ahab as far as
Jezreel,
not so mxich for the purpose of bringing the king to
his residence unhurt (Seb. Schm.), as to give him a proof of his
humility, and thus deepen the impression already made upon his

—

heart,

and

fortify

of his wife,

him

all

who abused

the more against the strong temptations
his weakness to support the cause of

This act of Elijah,

ungodliness.

whom Ahab

had hitherto only

1 V. de Velde has shown how admirably these circumstances (vers. 43 and
44) also apply to the situation of el Mohraka " on its west and north-west
side the view of the sea is quite intercepted by an adjacent height. That
height may be ascended, however, in a few minutes, and a full view of the
sea obtained from the top " (i. p. 826).
* " After three years' drought all herbage must have disappeared from the
plain of Jezreel, and the loose clay composing its soil must have been changed
Had time been allowed for the rain to convert that
into a deep layer of dust.
dust into a bed of mud, the chariot-wheels might have stuck fast in it."
:

V. de Velde,

i.

pp. 826-7.
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known as a stern, imperious, and powerful prophet, by which
he now showed himself to be his faithful subject and servant,
was admirably adapted to touch the heart of the king, and produce the conviction that it was not from any personal dislike
to him, but only in the service of the Lord, that the prophet

was angry

at his idolatry,

and that he was not trying to effect
and the salvation of his sou!

his ruin, but rather his conversion

n ln ' T, the hand

(i.e.

the power) of the Lord, denotes the super-

natural strength with which the Lord endowed him, to accomplish

superhuman

feats.

This formula

is

generally applied to

the divine inspiration by which the prophets were prepared for
their prophesying

(cf.

2 Kings

iil

15

;

Ezek.

i.

3,

iii.

15,

etc.).

CHAP. XIX. ELIJAH'S FLIGHT INTO THE DESERT, THE REVELATION

OF GOD AT HOREB, AND ELISHA'S CALL TO BE A PROPHET.

The hope

of completing his victory over the idolaters

and

overthrowing the worship of Baal, even in the capital of the

may have hastened to Jezreel, was
by the malice of the queen, who was so far from discerning any revelation of the almighty God in the account
given her by Ahab of what had occurred on Carmel, and bending
before His mighty hand, that, on the contrary, she was so full of
wrath at the slaying of the prophets of Baal as to send to the

kingdom, with which Elijah
frustrated

prophet Elijah to threaten him with death.

This apparent

was the occasion of a severe inward conflict, in which Elijah was brought to a state of despondency and
The Lord allowed His servant to pass through
fled from the land.
this conflict, that he might not exalt himself, but, being mindful
of his own impotence, might rest content with the grace of his
God, whose strength is mighty in the weak (2 Cor. xii. 8, 9),
and who would refine and strengthen him for the further fulfilfailure of his ministry

ment

of his calling.

Vers.

Eoreb.

—

1-8.

Elijah's flight into the desert and guidance to
" Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah

Vers. 1, 2.

had done, and

all,

When

how he had

slain all the prophets (of Baal),"

she sent a messenger to Elijah in her impotent wrath, with a
threat,

which she confirmed by an oath

the morning she would have

he had put

to death.

The

him

(see at ch.

ii.

23), that in

slain like the prophets

whom

early commentators detected in this

threat the impotentia muliebris iracundice,

and saw that
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Jezebel wanted was to get rid of the

and dangerous

man who was

so distressing

to her, because she felt herself unable to

to death, partly on account of the people,

who were

put him

enthusiastic

in his favour, and partly on account of the king himself, upon
whom the affair at Carmel had not remained without its salutary
effect

—

Vers. 3, 4.

But when Elijah saw

stood, or the audacity of Jezebel, from

work was
i.e.

evident, he rose

up and went

(N"|9), sc.

which the

how

things

failure of his

to Beersheba in

Judah,

Bir-seba on the southern frontier of Canaan (see at Gen. xxi.

The expression rfWW icfc, "which to Judah," i.e. which
31).
belonged to the kingdom of Judah, for Beersheba was really
Simeon (Josh. xix. 2), is appended not
merely as a geographical indication that Elijah went outside the
land, but to show that he meant to leave the kingdom of Israel,
the scene of his previous labours, just as Jeremiah in a similar
internal conflict gave utterance to the wish that he could leave
his people, if he had but a lodging-place in the wilderness (Jer.
ton is not to be altered into KW, et timuit, after the
ix. 2).
LXX. and Vulg., notwithstanding the fact that some Codd. have
this reading, which only rests upon an erroneous conjecture.
For
it is obvious that Elijah did not flee from any fear of the vain
threat of Jezebel, from the fact that he did not merely withdraw
into the kingdom of Judah, where he would have been safe under
Jehoshaphat from all the persecutions of Jezebel, but went to
Beersheba, and thence onwards into the desert, there to pour out
before the Lord God his weariness of life (ver. 4). ^B*W"W r\y he
went upon his soul, or his life, i.e. not to save his life (as I once
thought, with many other commentators), for his wish to die
(ver. 4) is opposed to this; but to care for his soul in the
allotted to the tribe of

t

manner

indicated in ver. 4,

the Lord his

God

i.e.

to

commit

his soul or his life to

in the solitude of the desert, and see what

—

He

would determine concerning him.1 He left his servant in Beersheba, while he himself went a day's journey farther into the
desert (Paran), not merely because he was so filled with weari1

G.

Menken

(christl.

HomiL

iib.

following admirable explanation of

den Proph. Elias,
ifc'BJ bti

p.

231) has given the

so far as the sense is concerned

:

For conscience sake, from conviction out of obligation, not from fear. After
all his former experience, and from the entire relation in which Elijah stood
to God, it was impossible that he should be afraid, and not be firmly convinced
that the God who had shut up heaven at his word, who had supplied him with
bread and flesh for a whole year in the desert through the medium of ravens,
who had supported him miraculously for years in a foreign land through the
*

*

,
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ness of

life

in his dark oppression, that he thought he should

have no further need of his servant, and therefore left him behind in Beersheba, but that he might pour out his heart before
God alone in the desert and yield himself up to His guidance.
For however unquestionably his lamentation in ver. 4, for example,
expresses a weariness of life, this merely indicates the feeling
which had taken possession of his soul after a day's journey in
the barren desert And even there he lays his wish to die before
God in prayer so that this feeling is merely to be regarded as
one result of the spiritual conflict, which his bodily exhaustion
had now raised to a height that it cannot have reached when he
was in Beersheba. If, therefore, he did not start with the intention of making a pilgrimage to Horeb, he had certainly gone into
the desert for the purpose of seeing whether the Lord would
manifest His mercy to him, as He had formerly done to His
people under Moses, or whether He would withdraw His hand
entirely from him.
After a day's journey he sat down under a
Offi (construed here as a feminine, in ver. 5 as a masculine), a
species of broom (genista Betem in Forskal), which is the finest
and most striking shrub of the Arabian desert, growing constantly
;

in the beds of streams and in the valleys, where places of en-

campment

are frequently selected for the sake of the shelter

which they afford by night from the wind and by day from
and wished that his
the sun (Bob. Pal. i 299). nick
i>Kf5
soul might die (a kind of accusative with infinitive
see Ewald,
§ 336, b), and said, HFiv y], "Enough now; take, Lord, my soul,
for I am not better than my fathers ;" i.e. I have worked and endured enough, and deserve no longer life than my fathers. From
this it appears that Elijah was already of a great age.
Vers. 5
sqq. In this disturbed state of mind he lay down and slept under
a broom-tree. Then the Lord came with His power to the help
" An angel touched him (wakened him
of the despairing man.
out of his sleep), and said to him Arise, eat."
And behold he
saw at his head O^Yl liy, a bread cake baked over red-hot stones,
a savoury article of food which is still a great favourite with the
Bedouins (see at Gen. xviii. 6, tHt 3), and a pitcher of water,
.

.

.

:

;

—

:

medium

who had

yean
who had accredited and honoured him
in the sight of all the people as His servant, who had given an immediate answer
to his prayer for rain, could also defend him in this extremity, and rescue him
of a poor widow,

and a half from the search

from

concealed and rescued him for three

of the king,

this danger, if such should

be His

will."
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—

and ate and drank, and lay down again. Ver. 7. But the angel
wakened him a second time, and called upon him to eat with
these words " for the way is too far for thee " pi™? 199 3], iter
Vat).
Ver. 8. " Then he arose,
est majus quam pro viribus tuis
ate and drank, and went in the strength of that food forty days
and forty nights to the mount of God at Horeb." As the angel
did not tell him whither he was to go, and Elijah wandered to
Horeb in consequence of this strengthening, it appears to have
been his intention from the very beginning to go into the desert,
and see whether the Lord would still further acknowledge him
and his work bo that in the support and strength imparted by
the angel he saw an indication that he was to follow the footsteps of the divine grace still farther into the desert, and make
a pilgrimage to Horeb, with the hope that there perhaps the Lord
would reveal to him His counsel concerning the further guidance
:

—

—

;

of the people of His covenant, as

servant Moses, and give

He

continuance of his prophetic service.
of

God

here, as it

was

had formerly done

him the necessary
Horeb

to

His

instruction for the
is called

the

mount

proleptically in Ex. iii 1, as the place

where the Lord confirmed the covenant, already made with the
and adopted the tribes of Israel
as His people and made them into a kingdom of God.
The
distance from Beersheba to Horeb is about 200 miles.
Consequently Elijah would not have required forty days to travel
there, if the intention of God had been nothing more than to
"
cause him to reach the mountain, or " to help him on his way
patriarchs, to their descendants,

But in the strength of the food provided by the angel

(Thenius).

Elijah was not only to perform the journey to Horeb, but to

wander in the desert for forty days and forty nights, i.e. forty
whole days, as Moses had formerly wandered with all Israel for
forty years ; that he might know that the Lord was still the same
God who had nourished and sustained His whole nation in the
desert with

manna from heaven

for forty years.

And just

as the

forty years' sojourn in the desert had been to Moses a time for

and for exercise in humility and meekness
was the strength of Elijah's faith to be tried
by the forty days' wandering in the same desert, and to be purified from all carnal zeal for the further fulfilment of His calling,
in accordance with the divine will
What follows shows very
clearly that this was the object of the divine guidance of Elijah
(c£ Hengstenberg, Diss, on the Pentateuch, vol i 171, 172).
the

trial

(Num.

of faith

xii. 3),

so
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—

Vers. 9-18. Appearance of God at IToreb.
Ver. 9. When
Elijah arrived at Horeb, he went into the cave (the definite

"T^n, with the obvious connection between the appearance of God, which follows here, and that described in Ex.
xxxiii. 12 sqq., points back to the cleft in the rock, "fflfnrvijM)
in which Moses had stood while the glory of Jehovah passed by
(see at Ex. xxxiii. 22), and there he passed the night
And
behold the word of the Lord came to him (in the night ): " What
This question did not involve a
doest thou here, Elijah ? "
reproof, as though Elijah had nothing to do there, but was

article in

simply intended to lead him to give utterance to the thoughts
and feelings of his heart Ver. 10. Elijah answered: " I have

—

God of hosts, for the children
Thy covenant, destroyed Thine altars, and

striven zealously for Jehovah the

of Israel have forsaken
killed

seek

Thy

my

am left, and they
In these words there was not only the greatest

prophets with the sword; and I only

life."

despair expressed as to the existing condition of things, but also

a carnal zeal which would gladly have called down the immeThe comdiate vengeance of the Almighty upon all idolaters.
plaint contained, on the one hand, the tacit reproof that God had
looked on quietly for so long a time at the conduct of the ungodly,
and had suffered things to come to such an extremity, that he,
His prophet, was the only one left of all the true worshippers of
God, and, on the other hand, the indirect appeal that He would
interpose at last with His penal judgments.
Because Elijah
had not seen the expected salutary fruits of his zeal for the
Lord, he thought that all was lost, and in his gloomy state of
mind overlooked what he had seen a short time before with his
own eyes, that even in the neighbourhood of the king himself
there lived a pious and faithful worshipper of Jehovah, viz.
1"',
r lie
Obadiah, who had concealed a hundred prophets from the
Hlwl«<
revenge of Jezebel, and that the whole of the people assembled
vW
^l
q
/fc
l
iM* *
upon Garmel had given glory to the Lord, and at his command
had seized the prophets of Baal and put them to death, and
q P .^
therefore that the true worshippers of the Lord could not all
nirr? 'nwp t&j? recalls to mind the
have vanished out of Israel.
1

,

j*

zeal of Fhinehas

(Num. xxv.

whoredom of the sons
But whereas Phinehas

1 1 sqq.),

which put an end

to the

of Israel with the daughters of Moab.

received the promise of an everlasting

priesthood for his zeal, Elijah had seen so

little fruit

from his

zeal against the worshippers of Baal, that they actually sought
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1£ram? are altars, which pious Israelites in the kingdom

of the ten tribes

had built in

different places for the worship of

—

11 sqq. The Lord replied
by the manifestation of
His control of the phenomena of nature (vers. 11-13), and then
by a verbal explanation of His design (vers. 15-18).
In this divine revelation men have recognised from the very
earliest times a repetition of the appearance of God which was
granted to Moses upon Sinai
As God, in token of His grace,
granted the prayer of Moses that he might see His glory, after
he had striven zealously for the honour of the Lord when the
people rebelled by worshipping the golden calf; so did He also
display His glory upon Horeb to Elijah as a second Moses
Jehovah (see at ch.
to the

xviii. 30).

prophet's complaint

Vers.

first

of all

the purpose of strengthening his faith,

for

ference,

declared

He made

dif-

all

merciful God," etc. (Ex. xxxiv. 6, 7),
first

with this simple

His goodness pass by Moses, and
His name in the words, " Jehovah, a gracious and

that

whereas

of all to behold the operation of

He

caused Elijah

His grace in certain

phenomena of nature, and then afterwards made known to
work of His
prophets.
This difference in the form of the revelation, while

him His will with regard to Israel and to the

the

substance and design were essentially the same,

may

be

explained from the difference not only in the historical cir-

cumstances, but also in the state of

whom He

mind of the two

servants

In the case of Moses it
was burning love for the welfare of his people which impelled
him to offer the prayer that the Lord would let him see His
glory, as a sign that He would not forsake His people
and
this prayer was granted him, so far as a man is ever able to see
the glory of God, to strengthen him for the further discharge of
the duties of his office.
Hidden in the cleft of the rock and
shielded by the hand of God, he saw the Lord pass by him, and
heard Him utter in words His inmost being.
Elijah, on the
other hand, in his zeal for the honour of God, which was not
quite free from human passion, had been led by the want of

to

manifested His glory.

;

any visible fruit from his

own

labour to overlook the work of

His people ; so that he had fled into
the desert and wished to be released from this world by death,
and had not been brought out of his despair by the strengthening with meat and drink which he had received from the angel,
and which enabled him to travel for forty days to the mount of

the Lord in the midst of

B
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God without suffering from want, a
remind him of the ancient God of

KINGS.

fact

which was intended

to

the fathers, to whose omni-

is no end; so that it was in a most
gloomy state of mind that he reached Horeb at last And now
the Lord designed not only to manifest His glory as the love in
which grace and righteousness are united, hut also to show him
that his zeal for the honour of the Lord was not in harmony
" The
with the love and grace and long-suffering of God.
design of the vision was to show to the fiery zeal of the
prophet, who wanted to reform everything by means of the
tempest, the gentle way which God pursues, and to proclaim
the long-suffering and mildness of His nature, as the voice bad
already done to Moses on that very spot hence the beautiful

potence and goodness there

;

change in the divine appearance " (Herder, Grist der hebr. Poesu,
1788, ii. p. 52). Vers. 11, 12. After God had commanded
him to come out of the cave and stand upon the mountain (that
part of the mountain which was in front of the cave) before
Him, " behold Jehovah went by (the participle "13J> is used to
give a more vivid representation of the scene) and a great and
strong tempest, rending mountains and breaking rocks in pieces,
before Jehovah
it was not in the tempest that Jehovah was
and after the tempest an earthquake it was not in the earthquake that Jehovah was and after the earthquake fire it
was not in the fire that Jehovah was and after the fire a still,

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

gentle rustling."

blowing.

On

—

Hjf!

n i?D*i

«*P, literally

the change of gender in

the tone of

ptrn rpina nvi,

a

gentle

see Ewald,

which are even more
Horeb mountains than in
an inhabited land, are signs of the coming of the Lord to judgment (cf. Ps. xviii. 8 sqq.). It was in the midst of such terrible
phenomena that the Lord had once come down upon Sinai, to
inspire the people who were assembled at the foot of the mountain with a salutary dread of His terrible majesty, of the fiery
zeal of His wrath and love, which consumes whatever opposes
it (see at Ex. xix. 16 sqq.).
But now the Lord was not in
these terrible phenomena ; to signify to the prophet that He
did not work in His earthly kingdom with the destroying zeal
of wrath, or with the pitiless severity of judgment
It was in
a soft, gentle rustling that He revealed Himself to him. Vers.
13, 14. When Elijah heard this, he covered up his face in his
cloak (prpj* ; see at 2 Kings i. 8) and went out to the entrance
Tempest, earthquake, and
§ I74,e.
terrible in the awful solitude of the

fire,

—
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to the cave.
And "behold he heard the question a second time,
" "What doest thou here, Elijah ?" and answered with a repetition of his complaint (see vers. 9 and 10).

—While

the appear-

ance of God, not in the tempest, the earthquake, and the fire,
but in a gentle rustling, revealed the Lord to him as a merciful
and gracious God, long-suffering, and of great goodness and
truth (Ex. xxxiv. 6), the answer to his complaint showed him
He did not leave guilt unpunished (Ex. xxxiv. 7), since the

that

Lord gave him the following command, vers. 15 sqq. " Go
back in thy way to the desert of Damascus, and anoint Hazael
king over Aram (see 2 Kings viii 12, 13), and Jehu the son
of Nimshi king over Israel (see 2 Kings ix. 2), and Elisha the
son of Shaphat prophet in thy stead " (see ver. 19) ; and then
added this promise, which must have quieted his zeal, that was
praiseworthy in the feelings from which it sprang, although it
had assumed too passionate a form, and have given him courage
to continue his prophetic work " And it will come to pass,
that whoever escapeth the sword of Hazael, Mm -will Jehu
slay, and whoever escapeth the sword of Jehu, him will Elisha
slay."
Ver. 18. But in order that he might learn, to his shame,
that the cause of the Lord in Israel appeared much more desperate to his eye, which was clouded by his own dissatisfaction,
than it really was in the eye of the God who knows His own
by number and by name, the Lord added " I have seven thousand left in Israel, all knees that have not bent before Baal, and
:

:

—

:

every mouth that hath not kissed him." Pfefl rnano, into the
desert of Damascus (with the He loc. with the construct state as
in Deut iv. 41, Josh. xii. 1, etc. cf. Ewald, § 216, b), i.e. the
desert lying to the south and east of the city of Damascus,
which is situated on the river Barady; not per desertum in
Dainascum (Vulg., Luth., etc.) ; for although Elijah would necessarily pass through the Arabian desert to go from Horeb to
Damascus, it was superfluous to tell him that he was to go that
way, as there was no other road. The words " return by thy
and anoint Hazael," etc., are not to be understood as
way
signifying that Elijah was to go at once to Damascus and anoint
Hazael there, but simply that he was to do this at a time which
According to what
the Spirit would more precisely indicate.
immediately
was to calL
follows, all that Elijah accomplished
commissions
other
two
Elisha to be his successor ; whereas the
were fulfilled by Elisha after Elijah's ascension to heaven
;

.

.

.
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The opinion that Elijah also anointed
(2 Kings viii. and ix.).
Hazael and Jehu immediately, but that this anointing was kept
secret, and was repeated by Elisha when the time for their
public appearance arrived, has not only very little probability in
itself, but is directly precluded by the account of the anointing
The anointing of Hazael and Jehu is
of Jehu in 2 Kings ix.
mentioned first, because God had chosen these two kings to be
the chief instruments of His judgments upon the royal family
and people for their idolatry. It was only in the case of Jehu
Hazael was
that a real anointing took place (2 Kings ix. 6)
merely told by Elisha that he would be king (2 Kings viii 13),
and Elisha was simply called by Elijah to the prophetic office
by having the cloak of the latter thrown upon him. Moreover,
the Messianic passage, Isa. lxi. 1, is the only one in which there
Consequently
is any allusion to the anointing of a prophet
ntPD must be taken figuratively here, as in Judg. ix. 8, as denoting divine consecration to the regal and prophetic offices.
;

And

so, again,

the statement that Elisha would slay those

escaped the sword of Jehu

is

not to be understood

who

literally.

Elisha slew by the word of the Lord, which brought judgments
upon the ungodly, as we see from 2 Kings ii. 24 (cf. Jer. i 10,
xviii. 7).
The " seven thousand," who had not bowed the knee
before Baal, are a round number for the IkKxt/^ of the godly,
whom the Lord had preserved for Himself in the sinful kingdom,
which was really very large in itself, however small it might be
in comparison with the whole nation.
The number seven is the
stamp of the works of God, so that seven thousand is the number
of the "remnant according to the election of grace" (Eom.
xi. 5), which had then been preserved by God.
Kissing Baal
was the most usual form in which this idol was worshipped, and
consisted not merely in throwing kisses with the hand (cf. Job
xxxi 27, and Plin. h. n. 28, 8), but also in kissing the images of
Baal, probably on the feet (cf. Cicero in Verr. 4, 43).
Vers. 19-21. Call of Elisha to be a prophet.
Ver. 19. As
he went thence (viz. away from Horeb), Elijah found Elisha the

—

son of Shaphat at Abel-Meholah, in the Jordan valley (see at
Judg. vii 22), occupied in ploughing; "twelve yoke of oxen before him, and he himself with the twelfth " (a very wealthy man

and threw his cloak to him as he passed by. The
was a sign of the prophet's vocation, so that
throwing it to him was a symbol of the call to the prophetic
therefore),

prophet's cloak
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—

Ver. 20. Elisha understanding the sign, left the oxen
standing, ran after Elijah, and said to him, " Let me kiss
office.

my

father

and

my

mother,"

will follow thee.

i.e.

my parents, and

take leave of

For the form n^efc see Ewald, § 228,

then I
1.

As

he has ploughed his earthly field with his twelve pair of oxen,
he was now to plough the spiritual field of the twelve tribes of
Israel (Luke ix. 62).
Elijah answered, " Go, return, for what
have I done to thee?" 3*# ip belong together, as in ver. 15
so that Elijah thereby gave him permission to return to his father
;

and mother.

not yet (Thenius)

;
for there is no
might serve for a more
emphatic assurance (Ewald, § 330, b).
The words "what have
I done to thee ? " can only mean, I have not wanted to put any
constraint upon thee, but leave it to thy free will to decide in

'? signifies for,

antithesis here, according to

which

favour of the prophetic calling.

—

'?

Ver. 21.

Then Elisha returned,

took the pair of oxen with which he had been ploughing, sacrificed, i.e. slaughtered them (H3T used figuratively), boiled the

with the plough, gave a farewell meal to the people (of his
i.e. his friends and acquaintance, and then followed Elijah as his servant, i.e. his assistant. The suffix in D^3
refers to ^??D "lov, and is more precisely defined by the apposition "taj?, " namely, the flesh of the oxen."
flesh

place of abode),

CHAP. XX. AHAB'S

DOUBLE VICTORY OVER BENHADAD OP STRIA.

Even if the impression which the miracle upon Carmel had
made upon Ahab, who was weak rather than malevolent, remained
without

any lasting

fruit,

the Lord did very quickly manifest His

mercy towards him, by sending a prophet with a promise of victory

when the Syrians invaded

Syrians into his power.

thousand
also to

who had

his kingdom, and by giving the
This victory was a fruit of the seven

not bent their knee before Baal.

learn from this that the Lord of Sabaoth

Elijah was
had not yet

departed from the rebellious kingdom.

—

Ver. 1. Benhadad, the son
1-22. The First Victory.
who had conquered several cities of Galilee in
the reign of Baasha (ch. xv. 20), came up with a great army
there were thirty-two kings with him, with horses and chariots
and besieged Samaria.
The thirty-two kings with him (ini*)
were vassals of Benhadad, rulers of different cities and the terriVers.

of that Benhadad

—

JdbyGoOgle

—
;
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tory belonging to them, just as in Joshua's time almost every

Canaan had its king they were therefore bound to follow
Vers. 2 sqq. During
of Benhadad with their troops.
the siege Benhadad sent messengers into the city to Ahab with
" Thy silver and thy gold are mine, and the best
this demand
;
of thy wives and thy sons are mine " and Ahab answered with
pusillanimity : " According to thy word, my lord king, I and all
that is mine are thine." Benhadad was made still more audacious
by this submissiveness, and sent messengers the second time with
city of

the

;

—

army

:

" Yea, if I send my servants to thee
to-morrow at this time, and they search thy house and thy servants'
houses, all that is the pleasure of thine eyes they will put into
DN '? does not mean " only certainly "
their hands and take."

the following notice (ver. 6)

:

=

here (Ewald, § 356,

an

oath, but

in ver. 5

emphasis

Ahab

;

ok

and '? introduces the statement, as
only in the repetition of the '3 that the
which can be expressed by yea. The words of
signifies if

so that
lies,

5), for there is neither a negative clause nor

it is

show unquestionably that Benhadad demanded
more the second time than the first The words of the first
demand, " Thy silver and thy gold," etc., were ambiguous.
According to ver. 5, Benhadad meant that Ahab should give hi™ all
this
and Ahab had probably understood him as meaning that
he was to give him what he required, in order to purchase peace
but Benhadad had, no doubt, from the very first required an unin ver. 9

;

conditional surrender at discretion

He

expresses this very

demand, since he announces to Ahab the
plunder of his palace and also of the palaces of his nobles.
I^V noPiD"?3, all thy costly treasures. It was from this second
demand that Ahab first perceived what Benhadad's intention had
been he therefore laid the matter before the elders of the land,
" Mark and see that this man
i.e. the king's counsellors, ver. 7
seeketh evil," ie. that he is aiming at our ruin, since he is not
contented with the first demand, which I did not refuse him.
Ver. 8. The elders and all the people, ie. the citizens of Samaria,
advised that his demand should not be granted, flM&i jftn yotyrr^N,
" hearken not (to him), and thou wilt not be willing " (tCT is
stronger than ->*?; yet compare Ewald, § 350, a) whereupon Ahab
sent the messengers away with this answer, that he would submit to the first demand, but that the second he could not grant
Ver. 10. Benhadad then attempted to overawe the weak-minded
Ahab by strong threats, sending fresh messengers to threaten him
clearly in the second

;

:

;

—
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me

—

the hollow hands of

all

The gods do

The meaning

so to

if
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and confirming

it

by a solemn

the dust of Samaria should suf-

the people that are in

my train."

was probably that he would reduce
the city to ashes, so that scarcely a handful of dust should be
left ; for his army was so powerful and numerous, that the rubbish of the city would not suffice for every one to fill his hand.
of this threat

—

Ver. 1 1. Ahab answered this loud boasting with the proverb
" Let not him that girdeth himself boast as he that looseneth the
girdle," equivalent to the Latin, ne

—

triumphum cartas ante mctoriam.

Ver. 12. After this reply of Ahab, Benhadad gave

command

was drinking with his kings in the
ntep are booths made of branches, twigs, and shrubs,
booths,
such as are still erected in the East for kings and generals in
to attack the city, while he

the place of tents (vid. Kosenmuller, A. u. N. Morgerd. iii. pp.
198—9). XOto; take your places against the city, sc. to storm it
(for

&&

in the sense of arranging the

xL 11 and Job

army

for battle, see 1

Sam.

yapaxa (LXX.), or
place the siege train.
Vers. 13, 14. While the Syrians were
preparing for the attack, a prophet came to Ahab and told him
that Jehovah would deliver this great multitude (of the enemy)
into his hand that day, "that thou mayest know that I am
Jehovah," and that through the retainers of the governors of the
provinces (nfonisn "nto who had fled to Samaria), i.e. by a small
and weak host. In the appearance of the prophet in Samaria
mentioned here and in vers. 28 and 35 sqq. there is no such,
irreconcilable contradiction to ch. xviii. 4, 22, and xbc. 10, as
Thenius maintains it simply shows that the persecution of the
prophets by Jezebel had somewhat abated, and therefore Elijah's
'OH nbtP ""D, who shall
labour had not remained without fruit
open the battle ? "1DK answers to the German anfdddn (to string,
1*7); not ot/M>8o/M?<mTe

i.

—

t

;

unite

;

Eng.join battle

Ahab then mustered

Tk.)

;

cf.

his fighting

2 Chron.

men:

xiii. 3.

—

there were

Vers. 15, 16.

232

servants

and the rest of the people, all the
children of Israel, i.e. the whole of the Israelitish fighting men
that were in Samaria (/".^, ver. 19), amounted to 7000 men.
And at noon, when Benhadad and his thirty-two auxiliary kings
were intoxicated at a carousal in the booths pi3t? nnfc> as in ch.
xvi 9), he ordered his men to advance, with the servants of the
The 7000 men are not
provincial governors taking the lead.
to be regarded as the 7000 mentioned in ch. xix. 18, who had
of the provincial governors

;
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not bowed their knee before Baal, as Rashi supposes, although
is apparently not accidental ; but

the sameness in the numbers
in both cases the
is indicated,

number

though in

of the covenant people existing in Israel
ch.

xix.

18 the 7000

constitute

the

ixKoyij of the true Israel, whereas in the verse before us they are

merely the fighting men whom the Lord had left to Ahab for the
defence of his kingdom.
Vers. 17, 18. When Benhadad was
informed of the advance of these fighting men, in his drunken
arrogance he ordered them to be taken alive, whether they came
Vers. 19, 20. But they
with peaceable or hostile intent

—

—

the servants of the governors at the head, and the rest of the

army behind

—

smote every one his man, so that
and Benhadad, pursued by the Israelites,
D'ttnw is jn
horse with some of the cavalry.
"nTt?, " he escaped, and horsemen," sc. escaped
some of the horsemen of his retinue, whilst the
going out of the city, smote horses and chariots
fled,

the Aramaeans

escaped on a
apposition to

with him, i.e.
king of Israel,
of the enemy,

who were

not prepared for this sally of the besieged, and completely defeated them.-*-Ver. 22. After this victory the prophet

Ahab

warning him to be upon his guard, for at
the next spring (see at 2 Sam. xL 1), the
Syrian king would make war upon him once more.

came

to

again,

the turn of the year,

23-34.

Vers.

i.e.

—

The Second Victory.

Vers.

23, 24.

The

servants (ministers) of Benhadad persuaded their lord to enter

upon a
to two

had sustained
which could be set aside, viz. to the supposed
nature of the gods of Israel, and to the position occupied by
the vassal-kings in the army.
The gods of Israel were mountain gods
when fighting with them upon the mountains, the
Syrians had had to fight against and succumb to the power of
these gods, whereas on the plain they would conquer, because
the power of these gods did not reach so far.
This notion confresh campaign, attributing the defeat they
causes,

:

cerning the

God

of Israel the Syrians drew, according to their

ethnical religious ideas, from the fact that the sacred places of
this

God

—

not only the temple at Jerusalem upon Moriah, but

—were

erected upon mounmountain deities, ie.
believed in gods who lived upon mountains and protected and
conducted all that took place upon them (cf. Dougtsei Analect.
ss. i. 178, 179; Deyling, Obserw. ss. iii pp. 97 sqq. ; Winer,

also the altars of the high places

tains; since heathenism really

had

its
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bibl.

W. i p. 154), and in Syrophcenicia even mountains
had divine honours paid to them (vid. Movers,
The servants of Benhadad were at
i p. 667 sqq.).

B.

themselves
Phfiniz.

any rate so far right, that they attributed their defeat to the

which God had given to His people Israel; and
wrong in regarding the God of Israel as a local
deity, whose power did not extend beyond the mountains.
They also advised their lord (ver. 24) to remove the kings in
his army from their position, and appoint governors in their
stead (nlns, see ch. x. 15).
The vassal-kings had most likely
not shown the desired self-sacrifice for the cause of their superior
in the war.
And, lastly (ver. 25), they advised the king to raise
his army to its former strength, and then carry on the war in
" Number thyself an army, like the army which
the plain.
*|rf KB, " from with thee," rendered corhas fallen from thee."
assistance

were only

rectly

de tuts in the Vulgate, at least so far as the sense

is

con-

form see Ewald, § 264, b). But these prudentlydevised measures were to be of no avail to the Syrians ; for
they were to learn that the God of Israel was not a limited
mountain-god.
Ver. 26. With the new year (see ver. 22) Bencerned (for the

—

hadad advanced to
is

Aphek

xix.

rv.

30 and xiii.
but the

53),

4),

Aphek

again to fight against Israel.

neither the city of that

name

in the tribe of Asher (Josh,

nor that on the mountains of Judah (Josh,

city in the plain of Jezreel not far

from Endor

Sam. xxix. 1 compared with xxviii 4) ; since Benhadad had
resolved that this time he would fight against Israel in the
(1

plain.

(v3?3

—

Ver.

:

27.

The

Israelites,

meet them, and encamped before
flocks

mustered and provided for

supplied with ammunition and provisions), marched to

of goats"

(i.e.

them

" like

two

little

separate

severed from the great herd of cattle).

They had probably encamped upon slopes of the mountains by
the plain

of Jezreel, where they looked like two miserable flocks

of goats

in contrast with the Syrians

Then the man
13 and 22) came again

Ver. 28.

cause the Syrians

of
to

who filled the land.
God (the prophet mentioned in vers.
Ahab with the word of God " Be-

have said Jehovah

:

is

a mountain-God and not

God of the valleys, I will give this great multitude into thy
ye may know that I am Jehovah." Vers. 29, 30.
After seven days the battle was fought.
The Israelites smote
the Syrians, a hundred thousand men in one day
and when the
rest fled to Aphek, into the city, the wall fell upon twenty-seven
a

hand, that

—
;
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thousand men, iva he

tuucetvoi real otrroi fxaBwaiv, ca? 0eq\aro<t

The flying Syrians had probably some of
them climbed the wall of the city to offer resistance to the
Israelites in pursuit, and some of them sought to defend themselves by taking shelter behind it.
And during the conflict,
i)

(Theodoret).

irkirfr)

through the special interposition of God, the wall fell and
The cause of the fall is
buried the Syrians who were there.

Thenius assumes that it was undermined, in order
any miraculous working of the omniBenhadad himself fled into the city " room to
potence of God.
room," i.e. from one room to another (cf. ch. xxii. 25, 2 Chron.
not given.

to remove all idea of

xviii 24).

—

Vers. 31, 32. In this extremity his servants

made

the proposal to him, that trusting in the generosity of the kings

Ahab to show favour to him.
They clothed themselves in mourning apparel, and put ropes on
of Israel, they should go and entreat

their necks, as a sign of absolute surrender,

praying for the

life of

and went

And Ahab

their king.

to

Ahab,

felt so flattered

opponent was obliged to come and
humble manner, that he gave him his
life, without considering how a similar act on the part of Saul
had been blamed by the Lord (1 Sam. xv. 9 sqq.). " Is he still
He is my brother " was his answer to Benhadad' s seralive ?

by the

fact that his powerful

entreat his favour in this

!

—

And

they laid hold of these words of Ahab as
a good omen (y&™?), and hastened and bade him explain (i.e.
bade him quickly explain) tttson, whether (it had been uttered)
from himself, i.e. whether he had said it with all his heart

vants.

Ver. 33.

;

(Maurer), and said, " Benhadad

is

thy brother."

The

air.

Xey. obn,

related to J?n, exuere, signifies abstrahere, nudare, then figuratively, aliquid facere nude,

sine fuco atque
p.

398)

ihes. p.

;

ambagibus

i.e.

sine prcetextu, or aliquid nude,

testari,

confirmare

(cf.

i.e.

Furst, Concord.

then in the Talmud, to give an explanation (vid. Ges.
This is perfectly applicable here, so that there is

476).

no necessity to alter the text, even if we thereby obtained a
meaning than Thenius with his explanation, " they tore it
out of him," which he takes to be equivalent to " they laid hold
of him by his word " (! !).
Ahab thereupon ordered Benhadad to
come and get up into his chariot. Ver. 34. Benhadad, in order
to keep Ahab in this favourable mood, promised to give him
back at once the cities which his father had taken away from
Ahab's father, and said, " Thou mayest make thyself roads in
Damascus, as my father made in Samaria" There is no account
better

—
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any war between Omri and Benhadad L; it is simply stated
20 that Benhadad i. had taken away several cities in

of

in ch, xv.

Galilee

cannot
of the

from the Israelites during the reign of Baasha. This
be the war intended here, however, not indeed because

T?N

expression

a broader

n*?, since 38 might certainly be taken in

sense as referring to Baasha as an ancestor of Ahab,

on account of the statement that Benhadad had
This points to a war between
Omri and Benhadad, after the building of Samaria into the
capital of the kingdom, of which no account has been preserved.
bat chiefly

made himself roads in Samaria.

V

rrivn

D!&t « to

make himself

roads," cannot be understood as

and military posts, or to roads
and free pasturage in the Syrian kingdom, since
Samaria and Damascus were cities ; nor can it signify the estabreferring either to fortifications
cattle

for

lishment of custom-houses, but only the clearing of portions of
the city for the
etc.),

purpose of trade and free intercourse

or for the establishment of bazaars, which

whole street (Bottcher, Thenius

a
ii.

3, p.

135).

—"And

I,"

;

(Cler., Ges.,

would occupy

see also Movers, Phonvsier,

said Ahab, "will let thee go

upon a

made a covenant with
Before 'JK? we must sup-

covenant " (a treaty on oath), and then
him, giving

him both

life

and

liberty.

thought 3KIW TOtfr.
This thoroughly impolitic proceedon the part of Ahab arose not merely from a natural and

ply in
ing

and credulity of mind (G. L. Bauer,
an unprincipled weakness, vanity, and blindness.
To let a cruel and faithless foe go unpunished, was not
only the greatest harshness to his own subjects, but open
opposition to God, who had announced to him the victory, and
delivered the enemy of His people into his hand. 1
Even if
Ahab had no express command from God to put Benhadad to
death, as Saul had in 1 Sam. xv. 3, it was his duty to punish
inconsiderate generosity

Thenius), but from

this bitter foe

his

own

of Israel with death, if only to secure quiet for

subjects

;

as it

was

certainly to be foreseen that Ben-

" Although,
it was not
an act of true clemency, which ought not to be shown towards violent
aggressors, who if released will do much more injury than before, as Benhadad really did. God had given the victory to Ahab, and delivered the
guilty king into his hands, that he might inflict punishment upon him, not
that he might treat him kindly.
And Ahab, who had allowed so many
1

Clericns is correct in the explanation which he has given

therefore, this act of

prophets to be slain

Ahab had

by

all

:

the appearance of clemency,

his wife Jezebel,

had no great clemency at other

tunes."
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hadad would not keep the treaty which had been wrung from
him hy force, as was indeed very speedily proved (see ch.
xxii. 1).

35-43. The

Vers.

Benhadad.

—

verdict of

Vers. 35, 36.

Ood upon Ahab's conduct towards

A disciple

of the prophets received

instructions from God, to announce to the king that

God would

punish him for letting Benhadad go, and to do this, as Nathan
had formerly done in the case of David (2 Sam. xii. 1 sqq.), by
means of a symbolical action, whereby the king was led to pronounce sentence upon himself. The disciple of the prophets
said to his companion, " in the word of Jehovah," i.e. by virtue

Smite me ;" and
when the friend refused to smite him, he announced to him
of a revelation from

God

(see at ch. xiii 2), "

that because of this disobedience to the voice of the Lord, after

from him a lion would meet him and smite him,
him ; a threat which was immediately fulfilled.
This occurrence shows with how severe a punishment all oppo-

his departure
i.e.

would

kill

sition to the

as a

commandments of God

warning

for others

—

;

to the prophets

was followed,

just as in the similar occurrence in

Ver.?X7. The disciple of the prophets then asked
another to smite him, and he smote him, " smiting and woundch. xiii. 24.

he not only smote, but also wounded him (vid.
He wished to be smitten and wounded, not
to disguise himself, or that he might be able to appeal loudly
to the king for help to obtain his rights, as though he had
suffered some wrong (Ewald), nor merely to assume the deceptive appearance of a warrior returning from the battle (Thenius),
but to show to Ahab symbolically what he had to expect from
Benhadad whom he had released (C. a Lap., Calm., etc.). Ver.
38. With these wounds he placed himself in the king's path,
and disguised himself (tPBHrp as in 1 Sam. xxviii. 8) by a bandage over his eyes. ">?K does not mean ashes (Syr., Vulg., Lnth.,
etc.), but corresponds to the Chaldee NiBVD, head-band, reXa^wi/
(LXX.).
Vers. 39, 40. When the king passed by, he cried
out to him and related the following fictitious tale
He
had gone to the war, and a man had come aside to him ("WD
as in Ex. iii. 3, Judg. xiv. 8, etc.), and had given a man (a
prisoner) into his care with this command, that he was to watch
him, and if he should be missing he was to answer for his life
with his own life, or to pay a talent of silver (as a punishment).
The rest may be easily imagined, namely the request
ing,"

i.e.

so that

Ewald, § 280,

a).

—

—

:
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1-15.

Ahab answered

thus thy sentence, thou hast decided,"

pronounced thine

—

own

sentence,

(ver. 40), ?3

i.e.

thou hast

and must endure the punish-

ment stated
Vers. 41, 42. Then the disciple of the prophets
drew the bandage quickly from his eyes, so that the king
recognised him as a prophet, and announced to him the word
" Because thou hast let go out of thy hand the
ban {i.e. Benhadad, who has fallen under my ban),
thy life shall stand for his life, and thy people for his people,"
i.e. the destruction to which Benhadad
was devoted will fall
upon thee and thy people.
The expression wnt^K (man of
my ban) showed Ahab clearly enough what ought to have been
done with Benhadad.
A person on whom the ban was pronounced was to be put to death (Lev. xxvii. 29).
Ver 43.
The king therefore went home, and returned sullen p?, from
"no) and morose to Samaria.

of the

man

Lord

:

my

of

—

CHAP.

XXL THE MURDER AND ROBBERY OF

After these events

Ahab was

NABOTII.

seized with such a desire for a

vineyard which was situated near his palace at Jezreel, that

when Naboth, the owner of the vineyard, refused to part with
his paternal inheritance, he became thoroughly dejected, until
his wife Jezebel paved the way for the forcible seizure of the
desired possession by the shameful execution of Naboth (vers.
1-15).
But when Ahab was preparing to take possession of
the vineyard, Elijah came to meet him with the announcement,
that both he and his wife would be visited by the Lord with a
bloody death for this murder and robbery, and that his idolatry
would be punished with the extermination of all his house
(vers. 16-26).
Ahab was so affected by this, that he humbled

God ; whereupon the Lord told Elijah, that the
judgment should not burst upon his house till after

himself before

threatened

Ahab's death (vers. 27-29).
Vers.

1—15.

—Ahab wanted

yard of Naboth, which

to obtain possession of the vine-

was in Jezreel

("icte

refers to D"}3), near

the palace of the king, either in exchange for another vineyard
or for

money, that he might make a vegetable garden of it.
fact that Ahab is called the king of Samaria we may

From the

infer that Jezreel, the present Zerin (see at Josh. xix. 18),

only a

summer

residence of the king.

—

was

Ver. 3. Naboth refused
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to part

with the vineyard, because

fathers, that is to say,

on

it

was the inheritance of his

religious grounds (pfyVD

7 fW>n),

be-

cause the sale of a paternal inheritance was forbidden in the

law (Lev. xxv. 23-28 ; Num. xxxvi. 7 sqq.). He was therefore not merely at liberty as a personal right to refuse the
king's proposal, but bound by the commandment of God.
Ver. 4. Instead of respecting this tender feeling of shrinking

from the transgression of the law and desisting from his coveting, Ahab went home, le. to Samaria (c£ ver. 8), sullen and
morose (HJjp. ">? as in ch. xx. 43), lay down upon his bed, turned
" after the manner
his face (viz. to the wall; cf. 2 Kings xx. 2)
of sorrowful persons, who shrink from and refuse all conversaand did
tion, and even the sight of others " (Seb. Schmidt)

—

—

not

This childish

eat.

mode

of giving expression to bis dis-

pleasure at Naboth's refusal to comply with his wish, shows

man sold under sin (ver. 20), who
only wanted the requisite energy to display the wickedness of

very clearly that Ahab was a

—

Vers. 5-7. When Jezebel learned
the cause of Ahab's ill-humour, she said to him, " Thou, dost

his heart in vigorous action

thou

now

first for

an

exercise royal authority over Israel

?

ironical question, as it has

been by the

nnK

"

the sake of emphasis, and the sentence

is

LXX.

is

placed

to be taken as

" I

(if

thou

hast not courage enough to act) will procure thee the vineyard
of

Naboth the

Jezreelite."

—

Vers. 8, 9.

The shameless woman
it below with

then wrote a letter in the name of Ahab, sealed

the royal seal, which probably bore the king's signature and

was stamped upon the writing instead of signing the name,
done at the present day among Arabs, Turks, and Persians
Paulsen, Beg. der Mbrgenl. p.

command

295 sqq),

as

is

(vid.

to give it the character

Dan

vi. 17), and sent
and the Keri has
arisen from a misunderstanding) to the elders and nobles of his
town (i.e. the members of the magistracy, Deut xvL 18), who
lived near Naboth, and therefore had an opportunity to watch
his mode of life, and appeared to be the most suitable persons to
The
institute the charge that was to be brought against him.
letter ran thus " Proclaim a fast, and set Naboth at the head of
the people, and set two worthless men opposite to him, that they
may give evidence against him: Thou hast blasphemed God
and king and lead him out and stone him, that he may die."
Jezebel ordered the fasting for a sign, as though some public

of a royal
this

letter (the

(cf.

Esther

viii.

13,

Chethib Q^BB"? is correct,

:

;
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crime or heavy load of guilt rested

was necessary that

it

The intention was, that

vii 6).

upon the

city, for

should humble itself before

God

which it
(1 Sam.

at the very outset the appear-

ance of justice should be given to the legal process about to be
instituted in

the eyes of all the citizens, and the- stamp of

upon the crime of which Naboth was to be

veracity impressed

DVn

accused
people,"

tLe.

wro

bring

.

.

.

him

U'Bfa, " seat

him

at the head of the

to the court of justice as a defendant

The expression may be explained from
was appointed for judicial
business, in which Naboth and the witnesses who were to
accuse him of blasphemy took part seated.
To preserve the
appearance of justice, two witnesses were appointed, according
to the law in Deut. xvii 6, 7, xix. 15, Num. xxxv. 30 ; but
worthless men, as at the trial of Jesus (Matt xxvi 60).
^3
°?% to bless God, i.e. to bid Him farewell, to dismiss Him, as
in Job ii 9, equivalent to blaspheming God.
God and king
are mentioned together, like God and prince in Ex. xxii 27,
to make it possible to accuse Naboth of transgressing this law,
and to put him to death as a blasphemer of God, according to
Deut xiii 11 and xvii 5, where the punishment of stoning is

before all the people.

the fact, that a sitting of the elders

awarded to idolatry as a practical denial of
the

king

is

God

Blaspheming

not to be taken as a second crime to be added to the

blasphemy of God; but blaspheming the king, as the visible
was eo ipso also blaspheming God.

representative of God,
Vers.

11-13. The

elders of

Jezreel executed this

command

a striking proof both of deep moral corruption
and of slavish fear of the tyranny of the ruthless queen.
Vers. 14, 15. When the report of Naboth's execution was
brought to her, she called upon Ahab to take possession of his
vineyard (en = Bn, Deut ii. 24). As Naboth's sons were put
to death at the same time, according to 2 Kings ix. 26, the
king was able to confiscate his property ; not, indeed, on any
role laid down in the Mosaic law, but according to a principle
without delay

;

involved in the very idea of high treason.

Since, for example,

blasphemy the property of the criminal was
to the Lord as cherem (Deut xiii 16), the property

in the case of
forfeited

of traitors

Vers.

was regarded as forfeited to the king.
But when Ahab went down

16-26.

to Jezreel to

came to meet
him by the command of God, with the word of the Lord,

take possession of the vineyard of Naboth, Elijah
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" Hast thou murdered

and

? "
The quesAhab was obliged

also taken possession

tion served to sharpen his conscience, since

tiiD'tPa lE'K means " who lives at Samaria,"
came to meet him, Ahab was in JezreeL
Elijah then said to him still further " Thus saith the Lord
In the place where the dogs have licked the blood of Naboth,
nnK M serves as
will they also lick thine, yea, thy blood."
an emphatic repetition of the suffix (cf. Ges. § 121,3). This
threat was only so far fulfilled upon Ahab, from the compassion
of God, and in consequence of his humbling himself under the
divine judgment (vers. 27—29), that dogs licked his blood at
Samaria when the carriage was washed in which he had died (ch.
xxii 38)
but it was literally fulfilled in the case of his son
Joram, whose corpse was cast into Naboth's piece of ground
Ver. 20. Ahab answered, " Hast thou
(2 Kings ix. 25, 26).
found me (met with me),
mine enemy ? " (not, hast thou ever
found me thine enemy ? Vulg., Luth.) i.e. dost thou come to
meet me again, mine enemy ? He calls Elijah his enemy, to
take the sting from the prophet's threat as an utterance caused
by personal enmity. But Elijah fearlessly replied, "I have

to

for

admit the

when

fact.

Elijah

:

;

—

—

found

(thee),

because thou sellest thyself to do evil in the eyes

He then announced to him, in vers. 21, 2 2, the
extermination of his house, and to Jezebel, as the principal
inn nfc>jD "isonn,
sinner, the most ignominious end (ver. 23).
of the Lord."

to sell one's self to do evil,

i.e.

to give one's self to evil so as to

have no will of one's own, to make one's self the slave of evil
(cf. ver. 25, 2 Kings xvii. 17).
The consequence of this is
nrerrpdurdcu. inrb t^i> apapriav (Bom. vii 14), sin exercising unlimited power over the man who gives himself up to it as a
For vers. 21, 22, see ch. xiv. 10, 11, xv. 29, 30, xvi 3,
slave.
The threat concerning Jezebel (ver. 23) was literally
12, 13.
Vi, written defectively
fulfilled, according to 2 Kings ix. 30 sqq.
for ?'n, as in 2 Sam. xx. 1 5, is properly the open space by the
town-wall, pomosrium.
Instead of ?n3 we have P?na in the
repetition of this threat in 2 Kings ix. 10, 36, 37, and conBut
sequently Thenius and others propose to alter the ?n here.
there is no necessity for this, as P^na, on the portion, ie. the
town-land, of Jezreel (not, in the field at Jezreel), is only a more
general epithet denoting the locality, and ?n is proved to be the
original word by the LXX.
Vers. 25 and 26 contain a reflection on the part of the historian concerning Ahab's ungodly

—
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whereby he brought such an ignominious end upon
and his house. 'Ul rm t6 pi, " only there has not been
(one) like Ahab," i.e. there was no one else like Ahab, " who
»"in?D for nn'Dn, from mo, to entice, to seduce
sold himself," etc
or lead astray (cf. Ewald, § 114, a, and Ges. § 72, Anm. 6).
W>, and he acted abominably. Amorites : for Canaanites, as in

conduct,

himself

Gen. xv. 16, etc.
Vers.

27-29. This

made such an impression

terrible threat

upon Ahab, that he felt deep remorse, and for a time at least
was sincerely penitent.
Bending the clothes, putting on the

garment of hair

mourning

(?&),

and

fasting, are

mentioned as external signs of humiliation before

frequently

God

or of

mourning on account of sin. BN ^Vn', he walked about
lightly (slowly), like one in deep trouble.
This repentance was
neither hypocritical, nor purely external ; but it was sincere
even if it was not lasting and produced no real conversion.
For the Lord Himself acknowledged it to be humiliation before
Him (ver. 29), and said to Elijah, that because of it He would
not bring the threatened calamity upon Ahab's house in his own
'?« for N'aK, as in
lifetime, but only in the days of his son.
deep

ver.

21.

WAR OF AHAB AND JEHOSHAPHAT AGAINST THE SYRIANS,
AND DEATH OF AHAB.
REIGNS OF JEHOSHAPHAT OF JUDAH AND
AHAZIAH OF ISRAEL.

CHAP. XXII.

Vers.

pare

2 Chron.

years

;

is

to

there

keep

of the

xviii.

2-34).

—

Ver.

1.

"

And

they rested three

was no war between Aram and Israel"

3t?J

here

quiet, to undertake nothing, as in Judg. v. 17, etc.

The subject to
clause.

Ahab and Jehoshaphat
AND DEATH OF AHAB (com-

1-40. Allied Campaign of

AGAINST THE SYRIANS AT BAMOTH,

*32j?. is

Aram and

mentioned in the second
to the end

Israel

The length of time given here points back
war described in ch. xx. Vers. 2-4. In the

—

(not necessarily "

towards the end of

it,"

third year

as Thenius supposes, for

Jehoshaphat's visit preceded the renewal of the war) Jehoshaphat
visited
a
(2

the king of Israel, with

marriage alliance

Chron

xviii. 1

servants that the

whom

by marrying

he had already formed
daughter
Ahab then said to his

his son to Ahab's

2 Kings viii. 18).
king of Syria had kept the city of Bamoih in
;

Gilead (probably situated

on the

site of

the present SzaU

:

see at

s
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Deut

iv.

43), which he ought to have given up, according to the

xx 34, and asked Jehoshaphat
whether he would go with him to the war against Eamoth, which
" I as thou, my people as thy people,
the latter promised to do.
my horses as thy horses;" ie. I am at thy service with the whole
In the place of the last words we have
of my military power.
therefore in the Chronicles nenpea 1DJTJ, " I am with thee in the
conditions of the peace in ch.

—

i.e. I will assist thee in the war.
Vers. 5, 6. But as Jehoshaphat wished also to inquire the word of the Lord concerning
the war, Ahab gathered together about 400 prophets, who all
predicted as out of one mouth a prosperous result to the cam-

war,"

These 400 prophets are neither the 400 prophets of
Asherah who had not appeared upon Carmel when Elijah was
there (ch. xviii. 19, 20), nor prophets of Baal, as some of the
earlier commentators supposed, since Ahab could not inquire of
them nfov "OynK.
On the other hand, they were not " true
prophets of Jehovah and disciples of the prophets " (Cler., Then),
but prophets of the Jehovah worshipped under the image of an
ox, who practised prophesying as a trade without any call from
God, and even if they were not in the pay of the idolatrous
kings of Israel, were at any rate in their service.
For Jehoshaphat did not recognise them as genuine prophets of Jehovah,
but inquired whether there was not such a prophet still in existence (ver. 7), that they might inquire the will of the Lord of
him (Wxp). Ver. 8. Ahab then named to him one, but one
paign.

—

whom

he hated, because he never prophesied good concerning
him, but only evil,1 namely, Micdh the son of Jimlah. Josephus
and the Eabbins suppose him to have been the prophet, whose

name is not given, who had condemned Ahab in the previous
war for setting Benhadad at liberty (ch xx. 35 sqq.). But there
is no foundation for this, and it is mere conjecture.
At any rate,
Ahab had already come to know Micah as a prophet of evil, and,
as is evident from ver. 26, had had him imprisoned on account
of an unwelcome prophecy.

Ahab's dislike to this prophet had

in the belief, which was connected with heathen notions
of prophecy and conjuring, that the prophets stood in such a

its root

relation to the

a

Deity that the

latter necessarily fulfilled their will;

which had arisen from the fact that the predictions of
true prophets always came to pass (see at Hum. xxii 6 and 17).
belief

1

fm

Just as

Agamemnon aays to Calchaa in

IL

vr.

106

:

f*im

«•««», ev rincni

to *f>iyvot firms, a.T.A.
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15-28.

Ahab

Jehoshaphat's desire,

nevertheless Bent a

chamberlain (DV1.?; see at 1 Sam. viii. 15 and Gen. xxxvii. 36)
to fetch Micah (^o, bring quickly). Vers. 10-12. In the
meantime the prophets of the calves continued to prophesy

—

who

success before the two kings,

in

robes," ie. in royal attire,

Samaria.
air.

T}},

a threshing-floor,

In order to give greater

of them, named

sat

upon a
i.e.

upon thrones " clothed

the gate of
a levelled place in the open
floor in front of

effect to their

announcement, one

Zedekiyah the son of Cnaanah,

made himself

iron horns, probably iron spikes held upon the head (Thenius),
and said, " With these wilt thou thrust down Aram even to
This symbolical action was an embodiment of
destruction."
the figure used by Moses in the blessing of Joseph (Deut. xxxiii
17): " Buffalo horns are his (Joseph's) horns, with them he

down nations" (vid. Hengstenberg, Beitrr.
and was intended to transfer to Ahab in the case

thrusts

ii.

131),

p.

before

them

that splendid promise which applied to the tribe of Ephraim.

But the pseudo-prophet overlooked the fact that the fulfilment of the whole of the blessing of Moses was dependent upon
fidelity to the Lord.

same

tone, saying, "

All the rest of the prophets adopted the

Go

to Bamoth, and prosper," i.e. and thou
(On this use of two imperatives see Ges. § 1 3 0, 2).
Vers. 13, 14. The messenger who fetched Micah tried on the
way to persuade him to prophesy success to the king as the other
prophets had done ; but Micah replied with a solemn oath, that
he would only speak what Jehovah said to him.
Vers. 15—28. Micah's prophecy concerning the war, and his
testimony against the lying prophets. Vers. 15, 16. When Micah
had come into the presence of the king, he replied to his question, " Shall we go against Bamoth ? " etc., in just the same words
as the pseudo-prophets, to show the king how he would speak if
he were merely guided by personal considerations, as the others
were.
From the verbal agreement in his reply, and probably
also from the tone in which he spoke, Ahab perceived that his
words were ironical, and adjured him to speak only truth in the
name of Jehovah. Micah then told him what he had seen in the
spirit (ver. 17)
"I saw all Israel scatter itself upon the mountains, as sheep that have no shepherd ;" and then added the word
of the Lord " These have no master ; let them return every one
to his house in peace."
That is to say, Ahab would fall in the
wax against Bamoth in Gilead, and his army scatter itself with-

wilt prosper.

—

—

:

:
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out a leader upon the mountains of Gilead, and then every one
would return home, without being pursued and slain by the enemy.
Whilst Zedekiyah attempted to give greater emphasis to his prophecy by symbolically transferring to Ahab's enterprise the success
predicted by Moses, Micah, on the other hand, showed to the king
out of the law what would really take place in the intended war,
namely, that very state of things which Moses before his departure
sought to avert from Israel, by the prayer that the Lord would set
a man over the congregation to lead them out and in, that the
congregation might not become as sheep that have no shepherd
(Num. xxvii. 16, 17). Ver. 18. But although Ahab had asked
for a true word of the Lord, yet he endeavoured to attribute the

—

unfavourable prophecy to Micah's personal enmity, saying to
Jehoshaphat, " Did I not

tell thee that he prophesies nothing
good concerning me, but only evil (misfortune) ?"
Vers. 19 sqq.
Micah was not led astray, however, by this, but disclosed to him

by a

—

further revelation the hidden ground of the false prophecy

of his

400

prophets.

*W

ytytf

pb, " therefore,

thinkest so, hear the word of Jehovah

His throne, and

all

the

army

:

sc.

because thou

saw the Lord

I

of heaven stand around

sit

Him

upon
(Tojj

on His right hand and on His left
And the Lord said, Who will persuade Ahab to go up and fall
at Bamoth in Gilead ? and one spake so, the other so ; and the
spirit came forth (from the ranks of the rest), stood before
Jehovah, and said, I will persuade him
I will go out and be a
lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets. And He (Jehovah)
said, Persuade, and thou wilt also be able ; go forth and do so.
And now Jehovah has put a lying spirit into the mouth of all
his prophets ; but Jehovah (Himself) has spoken evil (through
me) concerning thee." The vision described by Micah was not
merely a subjective drapery introduced by the prophet, but a
simple communication of the real inward vision by which the
fact had been revealed to him, that the prophecy of those 400
prophets was inspired by a lying spirit
The spirit (WW) which
inspired these prophets as a lying spirit is neither Satan, nor any
evil spirit whatever, but, as the definite article and the whole of
the context show, the personified spirit of prophecy, which is only
so far a irvev/ia aicddapTov rfj<! irKavry: (Zech. xiii. 2
1 John
iv. 6) and under the influence of Satan as it works as ~*i>v nr»
in accordance with the will of God.
For even the predictions
of the false prophets, as we may see from the passage before us,
l?V as in Gen.

xviii, 8, etc.)

.

.

;
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2 and the scriptural teaching in other

xiii.

passages concerning the spiritual principle of evil,' were not

human

inventions of

as well as the true
principle,

reason and fancy

;

hut the

mere

false prophets

were governed by a supernatural

spiritual

and, according to divine appointment, were under the

influence of the evil spirit in the service of falsehood, just as the

were moved by the Holy Spirit in the service of
The manner in which the supernatural influence of
lying spirit upon the false prophets is brought out in Micah's

true prophets

the Lord.
the

vision is, that the spirit of

Ahab

nn

prophecy (nxiajn mi)

offers itself to

Jehovah sends
inasmuch as the deception of Ahab has been inflicted
upon him as a judgment of God for his unbelief.
But there is
deceive

as

ijJBf

in the false prophets.

this spirit,

no statement heze to the effect that this lying spirit proceeded
from Satan, because the object of the prophet was simply to bring

working of God in the deception practised, upon Ahab by
The words of Jehovah, " Persuade Ahab, thou wilt
be able," and " Jehovah has put a lying spirit," etc., are not to
be understood as merely expressing the permission of God, as the
out the
his

prophets.

fathers

—

and the

Scriptures,

God

and bringing forth sin.

thought

:

According to the
but without therefore willing it
The prophet's view is founded upon this

earlier theologians suppose.

does work

evil,

Jehovah has ordained that Ahab, being led astray by a

prediction of his prophets inspired

upon the war, that he
ungodliness.
the

As he would

mouth of His

Rom.

i.

may

by the

spirit of lies, shall enter

find therein the

punishment of his

not listen to the word of the Lord in

true servants,

God had given him up

(irapi&aicev,

24, 26, 28) in his unbelief to the working of the spirits

this did not destroy the freedom of the human
from the expression •wen, " thou canst persuade
him," and still more clearly from ?3V) D|, "thou wilt also be
able," since they both presuppose the possibility of resistance to
temptation on the part of man.
Zedekiah was so enraged at this unveiling of the spirit of
lying by which the pseudo-prophets were impelled, that he
smote Micah upon the cheek, and said (ver. 24): " Where did the
Spirit of Jehovah depart from me, to speak to thee ?"
To nns
the Chronicles add as an explanation, T™? " by what way had
he gone from me?" (cf. 2 Kings iii 8, and Ewald, § 326, a.)
Zedekiah was conscious that he had not invented his prophecy
himself, and therefore it was that he rose up with such audacity
of lying.

But that

will is evident

:
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it was not the Spirit of
had been inspired by the Spirit
of the Lord, he would not have thought it necessary to try and
give effect to his words by rude force, but he would have left the
defence of his cause quietly to the Lord, as Micah did, who calmly

against

Micah

KINGS.

God which

;

but

lie

only proved that
If he

inspired him.

replied to the zealot thus (ver. 25)

:

"Thou

wilt see it (that the

Jehovah had departed from thee) on the day when
thou shalt go from chamber to chamber to hide thyself" (n?nn
for K?nn, see Gea § 75, Anm. 21).
This was probably fulfilled
Spirit of

at the close of the war,

made

when

Jezebel or the friends of

the pseudo-prophets suffer

although there

is

for

Ahab

the calamitous result

nothing said about this in our history, which

confines itself to the

main

Micah taken back

Amon

to

facts.

the

—

But Ahab had
and to
put him in prison

Vers. 26, 27.

commander

of the city,

Joash the king's son, with the command to
and to feed him with bread and water of affliction, till he
came safe back (Bw?) from the war. From the expression

him back," it evidently follows that Micah had
been fetched from the commander of the city, who had no
doubt kept him in custody, as the city-prison was probably in
his house.
The opposite cannot be inferred from the words
" put him into the prison ;" for this command, when taken in
connection with what follows, simply enjoins a more severe
Ver. 28. In his consciousness of the divine
imprisonment
truth of his announcement, Micah left the king with these
words : " If thou come back safe, Jehovah has not spoken by
me.
Hear it, all ye nations." Dlpy does not mean people, for
it is only in the antique language of the Pentateuch that the
word has this meaning, but nations ; and Micah thereby invokes not only the persons present as witnesses of the truth of
his words, but the nations generally, Israel and the surrounding nations, who were to discern the truth of his word from the
events which would follow (see at Mic. i 2).
Vers. 29—40. The issue of the war, and death of Ahab.
Ver.
29. Ahab, disregarding Micah's prophecy, went on with the expedition, and was even joined by Jehoshaphat, of whom we
should have thought that, after what had occurred, he at any
rate would have drawn back
He was probably deterred by
false shame, however, from retracting the unconditional promise
of help which he had given to Ahab, merely in consequence
of a prophetic utterance, which Ahab had brought against his
,n ?'?'?.» " lead

—

—
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own

person from Micah's subjective dislike.
But Jehoshaphat
narrowly escaped paying the penalty for it with his life (ver.
32), and on his fortunate return to Jerusalem had to listen to a
severe reproof from the prophet Jehu in consequence (2 Chron.
xix. 2).
Vers. 30, 31. And even Ahab could not throw off a

—

He

certain fear of the fulfilment of Micah's prophecy.

there-

fore resolved to go to the battle in disguise, that he might not

be
go

recognised

by

the enemy.

into the battle,"

—

infin. dbsol.,

i.e.

Hai E>Bnnri (" disguise

myself and

I will go into the battle in disguise)

:

a broken but strong form of expression, which

frequently used for the imperative, but very rarely for the

an
is

first

person of the voluntative (cf. Ewald, §.328, c), and which is
probably employed here to express the anxiety that impelled

Ahab

to

take so

much

trouble

to

ensure

his

own

safety.

(Luther has missed the meaning in his version
in the
BO? nnw,
Chronicles, on the contrary, it is correctly given)
;

" but do thou put on thy clothes." These words are not to be
taken as a command, but simply in this sense " thou mayest
(canst) put on thy (royal) dress, since there is no necessity for
thee to take any such precautions as I have to take."
There
is no ground for detecting any cunning, vafriiies, on the part of
Ahab in these words, as some of the older commentators have
:

done, as though he wished thereby to divert the predicted evil

from himself to Jehoshaphat But we may see very clearly that
Ahab had good reason to be anxious about his life, from the

command

of the Syrian king to the captains of his war-chariots

(ver. 31) to fight chiefly against the

king of

Israel.

We

can-

not infer from this, however, that Ahab was aware of the command.
The measure adopted by him may be sufficiently
accounted for from his fear of the fulfilment of Micah's evil
prophecy, to which there may possibly have been added some
personal offence that had been given on his part to the Syrian

king in connection with the negotiations concerning the surrender of Bamoth, which had no doubt preceded the war.
The
thirty-two commanders of the war-chariots and cavalry are, no

doubt, the commanders

two kings

(ch. xxi. 24).

who had taken

the place of the thirty-

"Fight not against small and

great,

but against the king of Israel only," i.e. endeavour above all
others to fight against the king of Israel and to slay him.
Vers. 32, 33. And when the leaders of the war-chariots saw
Jehoshaphat in the battle in his royal clothes, they took him
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Then
king of Israel (Ahab), and pressed upon him.
Jehoshaphat cried out and from this they perceived that he
was not the king of Israel, and turned away from him. Hani
'W 1JK 1"IDK, " and they thought, it is only (i.e. no other than)
V^» vidj, " they bent upon him."
Instead
the king of Israel."
of this we have in the Chronicles V^y abj, " they surrounded
him," and Thenius proposes to alter our text to this but there
for the

;

;

no necessity for doing so, as "WD also occurs in a similar sense
and connection in ch xx. 39. How far Jehoshaphat was saved
is

by

He

his crying out, is not precisely stated.

probably cried

out to his followers to come to his aid, from which the Syrians
discovered that he was not the king of Israel,

whom

they were

The chronicler adds (ch. ii. 18, 31): "and the
Lord helped him and turned them off from him ;" thus believin search

of.

ingly tracing the rescue of the king to its higher causality,
though without our having any right to infer from this that
Jehoshaphat cried aloud to God for "help, which is not implied
in the words of the Chronicles.
Ver. 34. But notwithstanding
the precaution he had taken, Ahab did not escape the judgment
" A man drew his bow in his simplicity " (te$ as in
of God.
2 Sam. xv. 11), i.e. without trying to hit any particular man,
" and shot the king of Israel between the skirts and the coat
D'pyj are "joints by which the iron thorax was
of mail"
attached to the hanging skirt, which covered the abdomen
(Cler.).
The true coat of mail covered only the breast, to somewhere about the last rib ; and below this it had an appendage
(skirts) consisting of moveable joints.
Between this appendage
and the true coat of mail there was a groove through which
the arrow passed, and, entering the abdomen, inflicted upon the
king a mortal wound ; so that he said to his charioteer T|bn
T£, verte manus tuas, i.e. turn round (cf. 2 Kings ix. 23). The

—

:

Chethib

TT

(plural) is the only correct reading, since the driver

held the reins in both his hands.

—

Ver. 35.

"And

W^!j?

*?

:

the conflict ascended,"

am wounded.
became more

for I
i.e.

The use of the verb mf in this sense may be accounted for on the supposition that it is founded upon the
figure of a rising stream, which becomes more and more impe-

violent.

tuous the higher

it rises (vid. Isa. viii 7).

"

And

the king

was

remained or kept himself in an upright posture)
upon the chariot before the Syrians," that he might not dishearten his soldiers, " and died in the evening, and poured the
stationed

(i.e.
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wounds in the middle hollow (p'n) of the chariot."
Towards sunset the cry went through the army
the
army
drawn up in battle array), " Every one into
C™™??,
In ver. 37 the historian shows
his city and into his land !"
how the word of the Lord was fulfilled in the case of Ahab.
"Thus the king died and came to Samaria:" equivalent to,
and he was buried there.
thus the king reached Samaria dead
Ver. 38. When they washed the chariot at the pool of
blood of the

—

Ver. 36.

—

;

—

the dogs licked his blood, while the harlots were
TftAm is a circumstantial clause, and

Samaria,

bathing (in the pool).

Wn

means to bathe, as in Ex. ii. 5. This explanation, which is
sustained by the grammar and is the only tenable one, disposes
J*m

of the several arbitrary interpretations of these words, together

with the emendations of the text of which Thenius

is

way was the word of the Lord through Elijah
1 9) and the unknown prophet (ch xx. 42) fulfilled
Ahab had paid the
prediction of Micah (ver. 17).
with his own life for sparing the life of Benhadad (ch

In

this

so fond.
(ch, xxi.

also the

;

penalty
xx. 42),

and his blood was licked up by the dogs (ch xxi. 19).
The
fact that the dogs licked up the blood and the harlots were
bathing in the pool, when the chariot that was stained with the
blood of

Ahab was

being washed,

is

mentioned as a sign of the

ignominious contempt which was heaped upon him at his death.

—

We

have no further
Vers. 39, 40. Close of Ahab's history.
" The ivory palace," i.e. the palace

account of his buildings.
inlaid

(c£

with ivory, he had probably built in his capital Samaria

Amos

Vers.

iii.

15).

41-50.

Reign of Jehoshaphat of Judah.

— The

a very condensed one.
Beside the two campaigns in which he joined with Ahab and

account of this in the books before us

Joram of

and 2 Kings
spirit

and Moabites, and which are
kingdom of Israel (ch xxii. 1-35

Israel against the Syrians

described in the history of the

to restore

is

iii),

we have simply

a short notice of his attempt

the trade with Ophir, and a general statement of the

of his reign

;

whereas

we

learn from the extract preserved

he also
on a victorious war against the Edomites and Ammonites
(2 Chron. xx), and did a great deal to promote the spread of
the knowledge of the law among his people, and to carry out
the restoration of a better administration of justice, and to

in the Chronicles from the annals of the kings, that
carried
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improve the condition of the army (2 Chron. xvii and xix).
Vers. 41—44, -which give the age of Jehoshaphat when he
ascended the throne, and the duration and character of his reign,
are also found with slight deviations in 2 Chron. xx. 31-33, in

—

the closing

summary

of the history of his reign.

—

Ver. 43. "

He

walked entirely in the way of his father Asa and departed not
from it, to do what was well-pleasing to the Lord," whereas
Asa's heart had become more estranged from the Lord in the
On the worship
last years of his reign (see ch. xv. 18 sqq.).

—

of the high places (ver. 43), see at

maintained peace with the king of

ch

xv. 14.

—

Ver. 44.

He

with every one of
the Israelitish kings who were contemporaneous with him, viz.
Ahab, Ahaziah, and Joram, whereas hitherto the two kingdoms
had assumed an attitude of hostility towards each other. Even
if this friendly bearing towards Israel was laudable in itself,
Jehoshaphat went beyond the bounds of what was allowable,
since he formed a marriage alliance with the house of Ahab, by
letting his son

(2 Chron. xviii.

Israel,

i.e.

Joram marry a daughter of Ahab and Jezebel
1).
Ver. 45. The brave deeds (f™»3?) which

—

he performed include both his efforts to strengthen his kingdom,
partly by raising fortifications and organizing the military force,
and partly by instructing the people in the law and improving
the administration of justice (2 Chron. xvii. 7-19 and xix. 4-11),
and also the wars which he waged, viz. the expeditions already
mentioned.
For ver. 46 see ch xv. 12.
Ver. 47. "There
was (then) no (real) king in Edom a vicegerent was king," ie.
governed the country.
This remark is introduced here merely
on account of what follows, namely, to show how it was that
Jehoshaphat was able to attempt to restore the maritime trade
with Ophir.
If we observe this connection between the verse
before us and what follows, we cannot infer from it, as Ewald
does (Gesch. iii. pp. 464 and 474 sqq.), that the Edomites with
Egyptian help had forced from Eehoboam both their liberty and
also their right to have a king of their own blood, and had remained in this situation till Jehoshaphat completely subjugated
them again. (See the remarks on ch xi. 21, 22.) All that
can be gathered from 2 Chron. xx. is, that the Edomites, in
league with the Ammonites and other desert tribes, made an
incursion into Judah, and therefore tried to throw off the supremacy of Judah, but did not succeed in their attempt Vers.

—

—

;

—

48, 49. The brief notice concerning Jehoshaphat's attempt to
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(for the word, see p. 150) for the voyage
expanded in 2 Chron. xx. 36, 37, where we learn
that Jehoshaphat had allied himself with Ahaziah of Israel for
this purpose, and that the prophet Eliezer predicted the destruction of his ships on account of this alliance.
When the ships
had been broken in pieces in Eziongeber, no doubt by a storm,
" Let my people sail
Ahariah made this fresh proposal to him
with thy people ;" but Jehoshaphat would not.
Ahaziah evidently wanted to persuade Jehoshaphat to make another attempt,
after the destruction of the ships which were first built ; but
Jehoshaphat did not agree to it any more, because it was im-

build Tarshish ships
to

Ophir

is

:

possible

for him, after the fulfilment of Eliezer's prediction, to

a more favourable result Thus the two accounts can be
harmonized in a very simple manner, with the exception of the
words " to go to Tarshish," which we find in the Chronicles in
the place of "to go to Ophir," the reading in our text, and
which sprang from an erroneous interpretation of the expression
expect

"ships of Tarshish"

(see

above, p.

150).

The

Chethib -toy

is

an error of the pen for

to

be altered into viaeo, since the construction of a singular verb

nfe>»

(Keri)

;

but

fTttfw (CJuthib) is

with the subject following in the plural is

Ewald, § 317,
26 and 28.

(vid.
ix.

a).

On

rare

Eziongeber and Ophir, see at ch.

—

51-53. Reign of Ahaziah of Israel. Ver. 51. For
datum "in the seventeenth year of Jehoshaphat," see at

Vers.
the

by no means

not

—

Vers. 52, 53. Ahaziah walked in the way of his
and his mother, who had introduced the worship of Baal
into the kingdom, and in the way of Jeroboam, who had set up
the calves (cf. ch. xvi 30-33).
In ver. 53 it is again expressly
added, that he adored and worshipped Baal, as in ch. xvi 31.
With this general description of his character not only is the
chapter brought to a close, but the first book of Kings also,

2 Kings i 17.

father

—

very unsuitably, however, since the further account of Ahaziah's

and of his death is given in ch. i. of the following book.
would have been incomparably more suitable to commence a
fresh chapter with ver. 52, and indeed to commence the second

reign
It

book there

also.
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CHAP.

AHAZIAH'S ILLNESS.

I.

HIS DEATH

ANNOUNCED BY ELIJAH.

FT EK

the Moabites had rebelled against Israel.
Ahaziah became sick in consequence of a fall
through a grating in his upper room, and sent
messengers to Ekron to consult the idol Baalzebub
concerning the result of his illness.
By the command of God,
however, Elijah met the messengers on the road, and told them
that the king would die (vers. 1-8).
When Ahaziah sent
soldiers to fetch Elijah, the messengers were miraculously slain
I

and it was only his humiliation
which saved the third captain and his host
from sharing a similar fate; whereupon Elijah went with him to
the king, and repeated the threat already announced on account
of his idolatry, which was very soon fulfilled (vers. 9-18).
Vers. 1-8. After the death of Ahab, Moab rebelled against
Israel (ver. 1).
The Moabites, who had been subjugated by
David (2 Sam. viil 2), had remained tributary to the kingdom
of the ten tribes after the division of the kingdom.
But when
Israel was defeated by the Syrians at Eamoth in the time of
Ahab, they took advantage of this defeat and the weakening of
the Israelitish power in the country to the east of the Jordan to
shake off the yoke of the Israelites, and very soon afterwards
attempted an invasion of the kingdom of Judah, in alliance
with the Edomites and other tribes of the desert, which terminated, however, in a great defeat, though it contributed to
the maintenance of their independence.
For further remarks,
see at ch. iii. 4 sqq.
Ver. 2. Ahaziah could not do anything
to subjugate the Moabites any further, since he was very soon

on two successive

occasions,

before the prophet

—

afterwards taken grievously ill.

upper room at Samaria.

He

fell

through the grating in his

the grating, .is either a

window

284
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famished with a shutter of lattice-work, or a door of latticework in the upper room of the palace, but hardly a grating- in
the floor of the

Aliyah

for the

purpose of letting light into the

lower rooms, as the Eabbins supposed.
fortune,

On account

of this mis-

Ahaziah resorted to the Ekronitish Baalzebub to obtain

Baal,

Mt"3g3, i.e. Flyconcerning the result of his illness.
was not merely the " averter of swarms of insects," like the

Zeis

airofiuio<it /juvicuypov

an

oracle

of Elis (Ges., Winer, Movers, Phdniz.

i.

"the Fly-God cannot have received his name as
p.
the enemy of flies, like lucus a non lucendo" but was Mvla deoi
(LXX., Joseph.), i.e. God represented as a fly, as a fly-idol, to
which the name Myiodes, gnat-like, in Phn. h. n. xxix. 6, clearly
points, and as a god of the sun and of summer must have stood
175), since

a similar relation to the

in

flies

to that of the oracle-god Apollo,

who both sent diseases and took them away (vid. J. G. Miiller,
Art Beelzebub in Herzog's Cycl. i. p. 768, and Stark, Qaza, pp.
260, 261).
The latter observes that "these (the flies), which
are governed in their coming and going by all the conditions of
the weather, are
apparently endowed with prophetic power
themselves."
This explains the fact that a special power of
prophecy was attributed to this god. 1
Ekron, now Ahir, the
most northerly of the five Philistian capitals (see at Josh.

xiii.

—

But the angel of the Lord, the mediator of the
revelations made by the invisible God to the covenant nation
(see Comm. on the Pentateuch, vol. i pp. 185-191, transl.), had
spoken to Elijah to go and meet the king's messengers, who
were going to inquire of Baalzebub, and to ask them whether
it was
from the want of a God in Israel (H? ?sp as in
3).

Vers. 3, 4.

11 ; see Ewald, § 323, a) that they turned to Baaland to announce to them the word of Jehovah, that
Ahaziah would not rise up from his bed again, but would die.
" And Elijah
went," sc. to carry out the divine commission.
Vers. 5-8. The messengers did not recognise Elijah, but yet
they turned back and reported the occurrence to the king,
who knew at once, from the description they gave of the
Ex. xiv.

zebub,

1

The later Jews altered the name Beelzebub into B«xfi/3ov?i, «.e. probably
(heavenly) dwelling, as a name given to the SLfx"* tS» 1*i/*o»w»
(Matt. x. 25, etc.) ; and the later Rabbins finally, by changing tat 5>1?3 into

lord of the

73 ?93, made a fly-god into a dung-god, to express
their

abomination of idolatry (see Lightfoot,

Mi. 24,

and

my

bibl.

ArchOoL

i.

in the

Harm

most intense form

hebr. et tab*, in Matt.

pp. 440, 441).
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habitus of the

man

the Tishbite.

&*<?} DB'fp

man

?

B3fO

"

is

in reply to his question, that it was Elijah
'"i» : " what was the
manner of the

used here to denote the peculiarity of a person,

that which in a certain sense constitutes the vital law and right
of the individual personality; figura

tt

habitus (Vulg.).

The

servants described the prophet according to his outward appear-

which in a man of character is a reflection of his inner
This does not mean
man, as "V& 'Pa &*?, vir pilosus, hirsutus.
a man with a luxuriant growth of hair, but refers to the hairy
dress, i.e. the garment made of sheep-skin or goat-skin or coarse
the rnw (ch.
camel-hair, which was wrapped round his body
1 Kings xix 13), or i#? trm (Zech. xiii 4, cf. Matt iii
ii 8
ance,

;

;

Heb. xi 37), which was worn by the prophets, not as mere
but as preachers of repentance, the rough garment denoting the severity of .the divine judgments upon the effeminate
And
nation, which revelled in luxuriance and worldly lust
this was also in keeping with " the leather girdle," ~&V "rttK, %i>vq
SepfiaTivr) (Matt iii 4), whereas the ordinary girdle was of
cotton or linen, and often very costly.
Vers. 9-16. After having executed the divine command,
4,

ascetics,

summit of the mountain, on which he
Most of the commentators suppose it to have been one
of the peaks of Carmel, from ch. ii 25 and 1 Kings xviii. 42,
which is no doubt very probable, though it cannot be raised
Elijah's place of abode was known to the
into certainty.
Elijah returned to the

dwelt

he therefore sent a captain with fifty men to fetch the
prophet
To the demand of the captain, "Man of God, the
king has said, Come down," Elijah replied, "And if I am a
man of God, let fire fall from heaven and consume thee and thy
(The expression OW, and if, shows that Elijah's words
fifty."
followed immediately upon those of the captain.)
This judicial
miracle was immediately fulfilled.
Vers. 11,12. The same fate
befell a second captain, whom the king sent after the death of
He was more insolent than the first, " both because
the first.
he was not brought to his senses by hearing of his punishment,
and because he increased his impudence by adding make haste
(rnntp)."
C. a Lap. For 13T? }jm the LXX. (Cod. Alex.) have koX
The correctness of
avefir) koX ihakjqae, so that they read ?¥%
king

;

—

—

which 1?2 would be an error of the pen,
favoured not only by ?JW in vers. 9 and 13, but also by ">3"ip
which follows ; for, as a general rule, P3 would be followed by
this reading, according to

is
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was meant to
manner not only the authority which
rightfully belonged to the prophet, but also the help and proAt the same time,
tection which the Lord gave to His servants.
the question as to the " morality of the miracle," about which
some have had grave doubts, is not set at rest by the remark of
Thenius, that " the soldiers who were sent come into considera-

TOtto.

The

repetition of this judicial miracle

show in the most

tion

strikin g

here purely as instruments of a will acting in opposition to

The third captain also carried out the ungodly command of the king, and he was not slain (vers. 13 sqq.). The
first two must therefore have been guilty of some crime, which
This
they and their people had to expiate with their death.
crime did not consist merely in their addressing him as " man
of God," for the third addressed Elijah in the same way (ver.
This
13), but in their saying " Man of God, come down."
summons to the prophet, to allow himself to be led as a
prisoner before the king, involved a contempt not only of the
Jehovah."

prophetic office in the person of Elijah, but also of the Lord,

who had accredited him by miracles as His servant.
The two
captains who were first sent not only did what they were bound
to do as servants of the king, but participated in the ungodly
disposition of their lord (avfifialvovres

—Tbeodoret)

t$ aiumtp rov

ireiro/juf>6T(K

they attacked the Lord with reckless daring in the
person of the prophet, and the second captain, with his " Come
down quickly," did it even more strongly than the first This
;

was punished, and that not by the prophet, but by the
who fulfilled the word of His servant1 What
Elijah here did was an act of holy zeal for the honour of the
Lord, in the spirit of the old covenant, under which God destroyed the insolent despisers of His name with fire and sword,
to manifest the energy of His holy majesty by the side of the
dead idols of the heathen.
But this act cannot be transferred
to the times of the new covenant, as is clearly shown in Luke
ix. 54, 5 5, where Christ does not blame Elijah for what he did,
but admonishes His disciples, who overlooked the difference
between the economy of the law and that of the gospel, and in
their carnal zeal wanted to imitate what Elijah had done in
divine zeal for the honour of the Lord, which had been injured
sin

Lord Himself,

in his

own

—

person.

Vers. 13, 14.

The

0/ tow t/»o#iJtou xttrwyopovfTtf xarci rov
y»«rray, as Theodoret very aptly observes.

king, disregarding the

Qui

rtu xpopijrou xmici rA(
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punishing hand of the Lord, which, even if it might possibly
have been overlooked in the calamity that befell the captain who
was first sent and his company, could not be misunderstood
when a similar fate befell the second captain with his fifty men,
sent a third company, in his defiant obduracy, to fetch the pro(Wvfcv after
is apparently an error of the pen for
phet
'E^, as the following jvord ^pfn shows.)
But the third captain was better than his king, and wiser than his two predeHe obeyed the command of the king so far as to go to
cessors.
the prophet but instead of haughtily summoning him to follow
him, he bent his knee before the man of God, and prayed that
Vers.
his own life and the lives of his soldiers might be spared.
15, 16. Then Elijah followed him to the king (VJBD, before him,
and ink for tatf, see
i.e. before the king, not before the captain
Ewald, § 264, 6), having been directed to do so by the angel of
the Lord, and repeated to him the word of the Lord, which he had
also conveyed to him through his messengers (see vers. 4 and 6).
Vers. 17 and 18. When Ahaziah died, according to the word
of the Lord through Elijah, as he had no son, he was followed
upon the throne by his brother Joram, " in the second year of
Joram the son of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah." This statement
is at variance both with that in ch. iii 1, to the effect that Joram
began to reign in the eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat, and with
that in 1 Kings xxii. 52, viz. that Ahaziah ascended the throne in

D^n

;

—

;

the seventeenth year of the reign of Jehoshaphat, which lasted
twenty-five years, and also with the statement in ch. viiL 16,

Joram of Judah became king over Judah in the fifth year of
Joram of Israel. If, for example, Ahaziah of Israel died after a
reign of not quite two years, at the most a year and a half, in the
that

eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat ; as Jehoshaphat himself reigned
twenty-five years, he cannot have died

till

the seventh year of

Joram of Israel, and his son Joram followed him upon the throne.
The last of these discrepancies may be solved very simply, from
the fact that, according to ch. viii. 16, Jehoshaphat was still king
when his son Joram began to reign, so that Jehoshaphat abdicated
in favour of his son about two years before his death.
And the
first discrepancy (that between ch. i 17 and ch. iii. 1) is removed
by Usher (Annates M. ad a.m. 3106 and 3112), Lightfoot, and
others, after the example of the Seder Olam, by the assumption
According to this, when Jehoshaphat went
of a co-regency.
with Ahab to Bamoth in Gilead to war against the Syrians, in
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17, 18.

reign,

which runs

parallel to the

twenty-second year of the reign of Ahab, he appointed his son

Joram to the co-regency, and transferred to him the administrathe kingdom.

tion of

It is

from

this co-regency that the state-

ment in ch. i 17 is dated, to the effect that Joram of Israel
became king in the second year of Joram of Judah.
This second
year of the co-regency of

Joram corresponds

to the eighteenth

Jehoshaphat (ch iii. 1).
And in the fifth
of his co-regency Jehoshaphat gave up the reins of govern-

year of the reign of
year

from this point of time, i.e. from the
we are to reckon the eight
years of the reign of Joram (of Judah), so that he only reigned
1
six years more after his father's death.
We have no information as to the reason which induced Jehoshaphat to abdicate in
favour of his son two years before his death
for there is very

ment entirely to him.

It is

twenty-third year of Jehoshaphat, that

;

probability in the conjecture of Lightfoot (Opp. L p. 85),

little

that

Jehoshaphat did this when he commenced the war with the

Joram of Israel, for the simple reason
Moabites revolted after the death of Ahab, and Joram
made preparations for attacking them immediately after their
Moabites in alliance with
that the

rebellion (ch. iii 5-7), so that

he must have commenced

this

expedition before the fifth year of his reign.
1

Wolff indeed boldly declares that " the co-regency of Joram

is

a pure

and the

biblical historians do not furnish the slightest warrant for
any such supposition " (see p. 628 of the treatise mentioned at p. 187) ; but he
fiction,

cannot think of any other

way

several alterations in the text,

king Ahaziah.

Israelitish

of reconciling the differences than by making
and inventing a co-regency in the case of the

The synchronism

of the reigns of the Israelitish

kings necessarily requires the solution adopted in the text.
Israel,

who began

twelve years (ch.

For if Joram of
to reign in the eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat and reigned

iii.

1),

was

slain at the

same time as Ahaziah

of

Judah

(ch.

24-27), and Ahaziah of Judah reigned about one year and his predecessor
Joram about eight years, so that the two together certainly reigned fully

ix.

eight years

Joram of

;

Joram

Israel,

of

i.e.

Judah must have ascended the throne four years

after

in the twenty-third year of Jehoshaphat, which runs

the fifth year of Joram of Israel. Consequently the twenty-five
Jehoshaphat are to be reduced to twenty-three in reckoning the sumtotal of the years embraced by the period of the kings. It is true that there is
no analogy for this combination of the years of the reigns of two kings, since
the other reductions of which different chronologists are fond are perfectly
arbitrary, and the case before us stands quite alone ; but this exception to the
rule is indicated clearly enough in the statement in ch. viii. 16, that Joram
began to reign while Jehoshaphat was (still) king. When, however, Thenius
parallel to

years of

.

objects to this

mode

of reconciling the differences,

which even Winer adopts

T
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CHAP. n. ELIJAH'S ASCENSION TO HEAVEN.

1*"

ELISHA'S'**"'*"*

MIRACLES.
Vers. 1-13.

Elijah's Ascension to Heaven.

—
—

Vers. 1-10.

Journey from Gilgal to the other side of the Jordan.
Vers. 1, 2.
When the time arrived that Jehovah was about to take up His

went with his

servant Elijah in a tempest to heaven, Elijah

attendant Elisha from Gilgal

tempest or storm,

i.e.

down

to BetheL

^"$£3, in the

in a tempestuous storm, which was fre-

quently the herald of the divine self-revelations in the terres-

world (vid. Job xxxviii 1, rl 6
D?D#n is the accusative of direction.
trial

;

Ezek. i
Gilgal

4

;

Zech.

and Bethel

ix.

14).

(Beitin,

see at 1 Kings xii 29) were seats of schools of the prophets,
which Elijah had founded in the kingdom of the ten tribes. It
is now generally admitted that Gilgal, from which they went
down to Bethel, cannot be the place of that name which was

situated in the Jordan valley to the east of Jericho, but must
be the Gilgal upon the mountains, the elevated JiljUia to the

south-west of Silo (Seilun, see at Josh. viii. 35).
On the way
Elijah said to Elisha, " Stay here, I pray, for the Lord has sent

me

but Elisha declared with a solemn oath that he
The Lord had revealed to both that the
seal of divine attestation was to be impressed upon the work
of Elijah by his being miraculously taken up into heaven, to
to Bethel

;"

would not leave him.

UU. Real-Worterbuch, L p. 539, on the ground that
dated most precisely in 1 Kings xxii. 51 and 2 Chron.

in the third edition of his

the reign of Joram
xxi. 1, 5, 20,
viz.

is

from the death of Jehoshaphat, and that an actual co-regency,
is expressly mentioned in ch. xv. 5, which does not render

that of Jotham,

it at all necessary to carry the years of his reign iuto those of his father's, this
appeal to the case of Jotham cannot prove anything, for the simple reason that
the biblical text knows nothing of any co-regency of Jotham and Uzziah, but

simply states that when Uzziah was smitten with leprosy, his son Jotham
judged the people of the land, bat that he did not become king till after his
father's death (ch. xv. 5, 7 ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 21, 23).
It is indeed stated in
1 Kings xxii. 51 and 2 Chron. xxvi. 1, 5, 20, that Jehoshaphat died and his
son Joram became king, which may be understood as meaning that he did not
become king till after the death of Jehoshaphat ; but there is no necessity to
understand it so, and therefore it can be very easily reconciled with the more
viii. 16, that Joram ascended the throne during the
reign of Jehoshaphat, whereas the assertion of Thenius, that the circumstantial
clause iTOV ^JTO OBE^iTl inch. viii. 16 is a gloss, is not critically established

precise statement in ch.

by the absence of these words from the LXX., Syr., and Arabic, and to expunge
them from the text is nothing but an act of critical violence.
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chap. n. l-ia.
strengthen the faith, not of

F.Tis"hft

only, but also of the disciples

prophets and of all the godly in Israel

but the revela;
had been made to them separately, so that Elijah had no
suspicion that Elisha had also been informed as to his being
of the

tion

He

taken away.
"

wanted, therefore, to get rid of his servant, hot

and attachment" (VatabL), but from humility
and others), because he did not wish to have any

to test his love

a Lap.

(C.

one present to

witness his glorification without

assured that

was in accordance with the

it

being well

will of God.

In Bethel the disciples of the prophets came to meet
and said to him, "Knowest thou that Jehovah will
B'to Tyo np?
take thy master from over thy head to-day ? "
expresses in a pictorial manner the taking away of Elijah from
Ms side by raising him to heaven, like bralpeiv and ihroXafifiamv in Acts i 9, 10.
Elisha replied, " I know it, be
silent," because he knew Elijah's feeling.
The Lord had there-

Ver. 3.
Elisha,

revealed to the disciples of the prophets the taking

fore
of

Elijah, to

strengthen their

faith.

—

away

Vers. 4—7. In Bethel, and

again

in Jericho, to which they both proceeded from Bethel,

Elijah

repeated the appeal to Elisha to stay there, but always

in Tain.
to

The taking away

the disciples

of Elijah

had

came to the Jordan, whilst fifty disciples
Jericho
the

followed

been revealed

Thus they both
of the prophets from

them

at a distance, to be eye-witnesses of

miraculous translation of their master.

Elijah

also

of the prophets at Jericho.

The course which

took before his departure from this earth, viz. from Gilgal

past

Bethel and Jericho, was not merely occasioned by the fact

that

he was obliged to touch at these places on the

Jordan,

way

to the

but had evidently also the same higher purpose, for

heaven had been revealed both to Elisha
at Bethel and Jericho.
Elijah himself said that the Lord had sent him to Bethel, to
Jericho, to the Jordan (vers. 2, 4, 6).
He therefore took this
way from an impulse received from the Spirit of God, that he
might visit the schools of the prophets, which he had founded,
once more before his departure, and strengthen and fortify the
which his ascension to

and to the disciples of the prophets

disciples

of the prophets in the consecration of their lives to

the service
that

of the Lord, though without in the least surmising

they had been informed by the Spirit of the Lord of his

approaching departure from this
heaven took place not so

much

life.

for his

But

as his ascension to

own

sake, as because of
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office who were left behind, God had
many, that they might be even more firmly

those associates in his
revealed

it

to so

established in their calling
their master than

by

by the miraculous

his words, his teaching,

glorification of

and his admoni-

tions, so that

they might carry

even

great master should no longer stand

if their

it

on without

fear or trembling,

by

their side

with the might of his spiritual power to instruct, advise, or
But above all, Elisha, whom the Lord had appointed
defend.
as his successor (1 Kings xix. 16), was to be prepared for carrying on his

work by the

last

journey of his master.

He

did not

leave his side therefore, and resolved, certainly also from an

inward impulse of the Spirit of God, to be an eye-witness of his
glorification, that he might receive the spiritual inheritance of
the first-born from his departing spiritual father.
Ver. 8. When
they reached the Jordan, Elijah took his prophet's cloak, rolled
it up (D?J, air. Xey. convolvti), and smote the water with it;
whereupon the water divided hither and thither, so that they
both passed through on dry ground
The cloak, that outward
sign of the prophet's office, became the vehicle of the Spirit's
power which works unseen, and with which the prophet was
inspired
The miracle itself is analogous to the miraculous
dividing of the Ked Sea by the stretching out of Moses' rod
(Ex. xiv. 16, 21) ; but at the same time it is very peculiar, and
quite in accordance with the prophetic character of Elijah. Moses,
the leader of the people, performed his miracles with his shepherd's
crook, Elijah the prophet divided the river with his prophet's
mantle.
Vers. 9, 10. After crossing the Jordan, Elijah allowed
his servant and companion to make one more request before
he was taken away, in the full confidence that the Lord would
fulfil it in answer to his prayer ; and Elisha asked, " Let D^B^B
"
1Q, 3, BivXa iv irvevfunl aov, i.e. a double portion in (of) thy
spirit be granted to me."
This request has been misunderstood
by many translators, from Ephraem Syrus down to Koster and
F. "W. Krummacher, who have supposed that Elisha wished
to have a double measure of Elijah's spirit (" that thy spirit
may be twofold in me :" Luther after the Vulgate, " ut fiat in
me duplex spiritus turn ") ; and some have taken it as referring
to the fact that Elisha performed many more miracles and
much greater ones than Elijah (Cler., PfeifFer, dub. vex. p. 442),
others to the gift of prophecy and miracles (Koster, die Prqph.

—

—

)

p. 82), whilst others, like

Krummacher, have understood by
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an evangelical spirit, was twice as
But there is no such meaning implied in the words, nor can it be inferred from the answer
of Elijah
whilst it is impossible to show that there was any
such measure of the Spirit in the life and works of Elisha in
comparison with the spirit of Elisha, although his request was
fulfilled
The request of Elisha is evidently based upon Deut
,
xxi. 17, where 3 D;jp" B denotes the double portion which the
first-born received in (of) the father's inheritance, as E. Levi b.
Gers., Seb. Munst, VatabL, Grot., and others have perceived,
and as Hengstenberg (Beitrr. ii. p. 133 f.) in our days has once
more proved.
Elisha, resting his foot upon this law, requested
of Elijah as a first-born son the double portion of his spirit for
his inheritance.
Elisha looked upon himself as the first-born
that the spirit of Elisha, as
great as

the legal spirit of Elijah.

;

son of Elijah in relation to the other " sons of the 'prophets,"

inasmuch as Elijah by the

command

of

God had

called

him

to

successor and to carry on his work.
The answer of
" Thou hast asked a hard thing," he said,
Elijah agrees with this

be his

:

was not in his power, but in
made its fulfilment dependent

because the granting of this request
the

power of God.

He

therefore

was under
taken from thee (ng?,

upon a condition, which did not rest with himself, but
the control
partic.
§

of God: "if thou shalt see

me

Pual with the O dropped, see Ges.

169, d), let it be so to thee

;

but

§ 52,

Anm.

if not, it will

6

;

Ewald,

not be so."

From his own personal inclination Elijah did not wish to have
Elisha, who was so closely related to him, as an eye-witness of
his translation from the earth
but from his persistent refusal to
leave him he could already see that he would not be able to send
him away.
He therefore left the matter to the Lord, and made
the guidance of God the sign for Elisha whether the Lord would
fulfil his request or not.
Moreover, the request itself even on
;

the

part of the petitioner presupposes a certain dependence,

and for this reason Elisha could not possibly desire that the
double

measure of

A dying man

Elijah's spirit should

be bestowed upon him.

cannot leave to his heir more than he has himself.

And, lastly, even the ministry of Elisha,
that of Elijah,

has

all

when compared with

the appearance of being subordinate to

He

lives and labours merely as the continuer of the work
begun by Elijah, both outwardly in relation to the worshippers of idols, and inwardly in relation to the disciples of the
prophets.
Elisha performs the anointing of Jehu and Hazael,
it.

already
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with which Elijah was charged, and thereby prepares the way
for the realization of that destruction of Ahab's bouse which
Ebjah predicted to the king; and he merely receives and
fosters those schools of the prophets which Elijah had already
And again, it is not Elisha but Elijah who appears
founded.
as the Coryphaeus of prophecy along with Moses, the representative of the law, upon the mount of transfiguration (Matt
xvii. 3).
It is only a thoroughly external mode of observation
that can discover in the fact that Elisha performed a greater
number of miracles than Elijah, a proof that the spirit of Elijah
rested doubly upon him
Ver. 11. While they were
Vers. 11-13. Elijah's ascension.
walking on and talking to each other, " behold (there suddenly
appeared) a fiery chariot and fiery horses, and separated the two
(by driving between them), and EMjah went up in the tempest
As God had formerly taken Enoch away, so that he
to heaven."
did not taste of death (see at Gen v. 24), so did He also suddenly
take Elijah away from Elisha, and carry him to heaven without
dying.
It was n"$B?, " in the tempest," that he was taken away.
The storm was accompanied by a fiery phenomenon, which appeared to the eyes of Elisha as a chariot of fire with horses of
The tempest was an earthly
fire, in which Elijah rode to heaven
substratum for the theophany, the fiery chariots and fiery horses
the symbolical form in which the translation of his master to
1
heaven presented itself to the eye of Elisha, who was left behind
The ascension of Ebjah has been compared to the death of
" As God Himself buried Moses, and his grave has not
Moses.
been found to this day, so did He fetch Elias to heaven in a still
more glorious manner in a fiery chariot with fiery horses, so that
"
fifty men, who searched for him, did not find him on the earth
(Ziegler).
This parallel has a real foundation in the appearance
of Moses and Elijah with Christ on the mountain of transfigura-

—

—

—

tion,

only

we must

not overlook the difference in the departure

from this life of these two witnesses of God. For Moses died
and was to die in the wilderness because of his sin (Deut xxxii
1

All further questions,

e.g.

concerning the nature of the fiery chariot, the

place to which Elijah

was carried, the day of his ascension, which C. a Lap.,
according to the Romish martyrology, assigns to the 20th of July in the 19th
year of Jehoshaphat, and others of the same kind, which have been discussed
by the earlier commentators, are to be set down as useless trifles, which go
beyond the bounds of our thought and comprehension.
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49

sqq.), and was only buried by the band of tbe Lord, so that
no one has seen his grave, not so much for the purpose of con-

men

body from corruption, and
life (see the Comm. on
Deut xxxiv. 5, 6). Elijah did not die, but was received into
heaven by being " changed" (1 Cor. rv. 51, 52 ; 1 Thess. iv. 15
This difference is in perfect harmony with the character
sqq.).
and position of these two men in the earthly kingdom of God.
Moses the lawgiver departed from the earthly life by the way of
the law, which worketh death as the wages of sin (Bom. vi. 23,
vii. 13); Elijah the prophet, who was appointed to admonish
for future times (o icaTcuypafeh iv ikey/tois e« Kcupows), to
pacify the wrath before the judgment, to turn the heart of the
father to the son, and to restore the tribes of Jacob (Ecclus.
xlviii. 10), was taken to heaven as the forerunner of Christ (Mai.
iii. 23, 24; Matt. xL 10, 11) without tasting of death, to predict the ascension of our Lord, and to set it forth in Old Testacealing it from

preserve and glorify

as to withdraw his
it for

the eternal

for as a servant, as the servant of the law, who
with his fiery zeal preached both by word and deed the fire of
the wrath of divine justice to the rebellious generation of his own

ment mode

time, Elijah

;

was

carried

by the Lord

to

heaven in a

the symbol of the judicial righteousness of God.

"

fiery storm,

As he was an

unparalleled champion for the honour of the Lord, a fiery war"

was the symbol of his triumphal procession into heaven
But Christ, as the Son, to whom all power is
(O. v. Gerlach).
given in heaven and on earth, after having taken away from death
its sting and from hell its victory, by His resurrection from the
grave (1 Cor. xv. 55), returned to the Father in the power of His
eternal deity, and ascended to heaven in His glorified body before
the eyes of His disciples as the victor over death and hell, until
a cloud received Him and concealed His figure from their sight
(Luke xxiv. 51; Acts i. 9).1 Ver. 12. When Elisha saw his
chariot

—

1 The actual truth of this miraculous departure of the prophet is strongly
confirmed by the appearance of Elijah, as recorded in Matt. xvii. 3, 4 and
Luke ix. SO, upon which the seal of attestation is impressed by the ascension
of our Lord. His ascension was in harmony with the great mission with which
be, the mightiest of all the prophets, was entrusted in that development of the

divine plan of salvation which continued through the centuries in the interval

—

Whoever is unable to do justice to the spirit and
nature of the divine revelation of mercy, will be unable to comprehend this
miracle also. This was the case with Josephus, and even with Ephraem the
Josephus, for example {Ant. ix. 2, 2), says nothing about the
Syrian father.
between Moses and Christ
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master carried thus miraculously away, he exclaimed, "

my father, the

My father,

and horsemen thereof !" and as he
saw him no more, he took hold of his clothes and rent them in
two pieces, i.e. from the top to the bottom, as a proof of the greatchariot of Israel

ness of his sorrow at his being taken away.
'3K, "

my

father," as his spiritual father,

word of God;
on which the

as his son through the

He

who had

called Elijah

begotten

him

" Chariot (war-chariot) and

Israelitish kings based the
horsemen of Israel,"
might and security of their kingdom, are a symbolical representamiracle, and simply states that 'Ha/«; <£ dn6puvu» itpatioOif x»l tiltti iyru

t« ovfitpoy aintiu Tfl» tihtvrii», and adds that it is written of Elijah
and Enoch in the sacred books, Sti ytyincut* dpttmii. i£»*m Ji tturun tiltic
oiitf.
Ephraem, the Christian father, passes over the last clause of ver. 11,
" so Elijah went up in the whirlwind to heaven," in his exposition of our
" There came suddenly
chapter, and paraphrases the rest of the words thus
from on high a fire-storm, and in the midst of the flame the form of a chariot
and of horses, and separated them from one another ; one of the two it left on
ftexp'l

:

the earth, the other, namely Elijah,

it

carried

up on high (]*£0;£c\

-

-

")

;

but whither the wind (or Spirit? |,woJ) took him, or in what place it left
him, the Scriptures have not told us. They say, however, that some years
afterwards an alarming letter from him, full of threats, was delivered to king
Joram of Judah." Following the lead of such predecessors as these, J. D.
Michaelis, who boasts so much of his orthodoxy, informed the " unlearned"
(in the Anmerkungen to his Bibel-ubersetzung) that Elijah did not go to heaven,
but was simply carried away from Palestine, and lived at least twelve years
more, that he might be able to write a letter to king Joram (2 Chron. xxi. 12),
for " men do not receive letters from people in heaven." This incident has
been frequently adduced since then as a disproof of the ascension of Elijah.
But there is not a word in the Chronicles about any letter (DHBDi 1BD»
or rrOKi which would be the Hebrew for a letter) ; all that is said is that a
writing (3TOO) from the prophet Elijah was brought to Joram, in which he
was threatened with severe punishments on account of his apostasy. Now
such a writing as this might very well have been written by Elijah before
his ascension, and handed to Elisha to be sent by him to king Joram at the
proper time. Even Bertheau admits that, according to the chronological data
of the Old Testament, Elijah might have been still living in the reign of Joram
of Judah ; and it is a priori probable that he both spoke of Joram's sin and
threatened him with punishment. It is impossible to fix the year of Elijah's
ascension. Neither the fact that it is mentioned after the death of Ahaziah of
Israel, which he himself had personally foretold to that ungodly king, nor the
circumstance that in the war which Jehoshaphat and Joram of Israel waged
with the Hoabites the prophet Elisha was consulted (ch. iii.), warrants the
conclusion that Elijah was taken from the earth in the interval between these
two events. It is very obvious from ch. iii. 11, that the two kings applied to
Elisha simply because he was in the neighbourhood, and not because Elijah
was no longer alive.
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the strong defence which Elijah had been through his

—

kingdom of Israel (c£ ch xiii. 14). Ver. 13. He
up Elijah's prophet's mantle, which had fallen from him
when he was snatched away, and returned to the Jordan. The

ministry to the
then took

prophet's

mantle of the master

fell to

pledge to himself that his request
sign to

that

was

Elisha the disciple, as a
fulfilled,

and as a

visible

others that he was his divinely appointed successor, and

him

the spirit of Elijah rested upon

(ver. 15).

Vers. 14-25. Return of Elisha to Jericho and Bethel,
and his First Miracles.
Vers. 14, 15. Having returned to
the banks of the Jordan, Elisha smote the water with Elijah's

—

Jehovah the God of Elijah, yea
hither and thither, so that he was
wrr*)^, which the LXX. did not underable to go through,
stand, and have simply reproduced in Greek characters, atjxjxb,
is an emphatic
apposition, "yea He," such as we find after
suffixes, e.g.
Prov. xxii 19
and *|N is only a strengthened
which is more usual when emphatic prominence is given
to the suffix (vid. Ges. § 121, 3).
The Masoretia accentuation,
which separates it from the preceding words, rests upon a false
interpretation.
There is no need either for the alteration proposed by Ewald, § 362, a, of *)« into W, "he had scarcely
smitten the water," especially as not a single analogous example can be adduced of the use of NVi tjk followed by a Vav

"Where

mantle, saying,

is

He ? " and the water divided

;

%

amsec.; or for the conjecture that the original reading in the
text

was KteN (Houb., Bottch, Then),

" where

is

now

the

God

of Elijah ? "

which derives no critical support from the cupcfxo of
LXX., and is quite at variance with Hebrew usage, since NteK

the

generally stands immediately after n*N,when
the interrogation (vid. Judg. ix. 38,

Elisha's conviction that his petition

him

it

serves to strengthen

15, Isa. xix. 12,
This miracle was intended partly to confirm

Hos. xiii 10).

to accredit

Job

xvii.

had been

fulfilled,

and partly

in the eyes of the disciples of the prophets and the

people generally as the divinely appointed successor of Elijah.
All the disciples of the prophets
this

from Jericho saw also from

that the spirit of Elijah rested

upon

Elisha,

and came

to

meet him to do homage to him as being now their spiritual
father and lord.
Vers. 16-18. But the disciples of the prophets

—

at

Jericho were so unable to realize the fact of Elijah's trans-

lation,

although

it

had been previously revealed to them, that
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they begged permission of Elisha to send out fifty brave men
te<M"]B
whether the Spirit of the Lord has
to seek for Elijah.
one of the mountains, or into
cast
him
upon
not taken him and
JB
with
the
perfect
is used " where there is
one of the valleys.
almost
conjectured
with certainty has
fear of a fact, which as is
"
of
whether not " (vid.
already happened," like /*.}) in the sense
:

njrr nvi is not a wind sent by Jehovah
Ewald, § 337, b).
of Jehovah, as in 1 Kings xviii. 12.
Spirit
(Ges.), but the
rfiw
is
the
regular formation from tw or t^i (Zech.
The Chethib

K and \ the later
The
belief expressed
form:
of
the
prophets,
that
Elijah
might
have been
by the disciples
away,
was
popular
belief,
a
according to
miraculously carried
which
disciples
the
the
of
prophets were pro1 Kings xviii. 12,
especially
in
the present case, by the
bably led to share, more
not
imagine
a translation to heaven as a
fact that they could
possible thing, and with the indenniteness of the expression
*je>th &D nj£ could only understand the divine revelation which
they had received as referring to removal by death. So that
even if Elisha told them how miraculously Elijah had been
taken from him, which he no doubt did, they might still believe
that by the appearance in the storm the Lord had taken away
His servant from this life, that is to say, had received his soul
into heaven, and had left his earthly tabernacle somewhere on
the earth, for which they would like to go in search, that they
might pay the last honours to their departed master. Elisha
yielded to their continued urgency and granted their request
whereupon fifty men sought for three days for Elijah's body,
and after three days' vain search returned to Jericho. Bfcnjf,
to being ashamed, i,e. till he was ashamed to refuse their request
any longer (see at Judg. iii 25).
The two following miracles of Elisha (vers. 19-25) were
xiv. 4)

;

the Keri with the transposition of

li'Ka,

Ezek

vii.

16, xxxi 12, etc

him in the eyes of the people as a
with the Spirit and power of God, as Elijah had
Vers. 19—22. Elisha makes the water at Jericho wholeDuring his stay at Jericho (ver. 18) the people of the

also intended to accredit

man endowed
been.
some.

—

was good
was bad and the land produced miscarriages.
IT}*'}, the land, te. the soil on account of the badness of the water not " the inhabitants, both man and beast
(Thenius).
Elisha then told them to bring a new dish with
city complained, that whilst the situation of the place

in other respects, the water

;
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and poured the salt into the spring with these -words:
Thus saith the Lord, I have made this water sound there
n?|Bte
will no more be death and miscarriage thence " (b^b).
D Q? KlriD is no
is a substantive here (vid. Ewald, 160, e).

salt,

"

;

,

doubt the present spring
Jericho, the
thirty-five

Ain

ts

Sultan, the only spring near to

waters of which spread over the plain of Jericho,

minutes' distance from the present village and castle,

taking its rise in a group of elevations not far from the foot
of the

mount Quarantana (Kuruntul)

spring,

the water of which

agreeable

and

salt ") taste.

;

a large and beautiful

neither cold nor warm, and has an
sweet (according to Steph. Schultz, " somewhat

It

or semicircular

is

was formerly enclosed by a kind of reservoir
hewn stones, from which the water was

wall of

conducted in different directions to the plain (vid. Bob. Pal. ii
p.

283

plied

sqq.).

With

regard to the miracle, a spring which sup-

the whole of the city and district with water could not

improved by pouring in a dish of salt, that the
even if salt does
the power of depriving bad water of its unpleasant taste

be so greatly

water lost its injurious qualities for ever,
possess

effects.
The use of these natural means does
remove the miracle. Salt, according to its power of preserving from corruption and decomposition, is a symbol of incorruptibility and of the power of life which destroys death (see
Bahr, Symbolik, ii pp. 325, 326). As such it formed the earthly
substratum for the spiritual power of the divine word, through
new dish was
which the spring was made for ever sound
taken for the purpose, not oh munditiem (Seb. Schnx), but as a
But if
symbol of the renewing power of the word of God.
this miracle was adapted to show to the people the beneficent
character of the prophet's ministry, the following occurrence was
intended to prove to the despisers of God that the Lord does
Vers.
not allow His servants to be ridiculed with impunity.
23-25. The judgment of God upon the loose fellows at Bethel.
Elisha proceeded from Jericho to Bethel, the chief seat of the
idolatrous calf-worship, where there was also a school of the
On the way thither there came small boys
prophets (ver. 3).
out of the city to meet him, who ridiculed him by calling out,

and injurious
not

A

—

—

"

Come

up, bald-head, come,"

etc.

rng, bald-head (with a bald

place at the back of the head), was used as a term of scorn

(cf.

17, 24) ; but hardly from a suspicion of leprosy (Winer,
Thenius).
It was rather as a natural defect, for Elisha, who
Isa.

iii.
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have been
The prophet then turned
in the name of the Lord, and

lived for fifty years after this (ch. xiii 14), could not

bald from age at that time.

round and cursed the

—

Ver. 24.

scoffers

there came two bears out of the wood, and tore forty-two boys
The supposed " immorality of cursing,"
of them in pieces.

adduces as a disproof of the historical truth
even if it were established, would not affect
Elisha only, but would fall back upon the Lord God, whc
executed the curse of His servant in such a manner upon these

which Thenius

still

of this miracle,

And

there is no need, in order to justify the
assume that there was a preconcerted plan
which had been devised by the chief rulers of the city out of
enmity to the prophet of the Lord, so that the children had
merely been put forward (0. v. Gerlach). All that is necessary
is to admit that the worthless spirit which prevailed in Bethel
was openly manifested in the ridicule of the children, and that
these boys knew Elisha, and in his person insulted the prophet
If this was the case, then Elisha cursed the boys
of the Lord.
for the purpose of avenging the honour of the Lord, which had
been injured in his person and the Lord caused this curse to
be fulfilled, to punish in the children the sins of the parents,
and to inspire the whole city with a salutary dread of His holy
1
Ver. 25. Elisha went from Bethel to Carmel (see at
majesty.
1 Kings xviii. 19), probably to strengthen himself in solitude

worthless boys.

judicial miracle, to

;

—

He

work

for the continuation of his master's

to Samaria, where, according to ch.

returned thence

vi 32, he possessed a house.

JORAM OF ISRAEL, AND THE EXPEDITION AGAINST MOAB
WHICH HE UNDERTOOK IN COMPANY WITH JEHOSHAPHAT.

CHAP. in.

Vers. 1-3.

Eeign of Joram of Israel.

gical statement in ver. 1, see at ch.

i.

1 7.

—For

the chronolo-

Joram, or Jehoram was

Augustine, or the author of the Sermo 204 de Tempore (or Sermo 41 de
t. v. of the Opp. August., ed. J. P. Migne, p. 1826), which is attributed to him, gives a similar explanation. " The insolent boys," he says, " ate
1

Elismo in

to be supposed to have done this at the instigation of their parents

-,

for they

had displeased their parents." And with
regard to the object of the judicial punishment, he says it was inflicted " that
the elders might receive a lesson through the smiting of the little ones, and
the death of the sons might be a lesson to the parents ; and that they might
learn to fear the prophet, whom they would not love, notwithstanding the
wonders which he performed."

would not have

called out if it
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Ahah and

his

mother Jezebel.

He

had the statue or pillar of Baal, which his father had erected in
Samaria, removed ; and it was only to the sin of Jeroboam, i.e.

he adhered.
Joram therefore wished to
worship of Baal and elevate the worship of Jehovah,

the calf-worship, that
abolish the

under the image of the calf (ox), into the religion of his kingdom once more. For the singular suffix n|BO see Ewald, § 3 1 7, a.

He

did not succeed, however, in exterminating the worship of

BaaL

It not only continued in Samaria, but appears to have

been carried on again in the most shameless manner

18

sqq.)

;

at

which we cannot be

Jezebel, that fanatical worshipper of Baal,

out the whole of his reign (ch.

Vers.

4-27.

War

was

ch. x.

mother

living through-

30).

of Joeam, in alliance with Jehoshaphat,

against the Moabites.

—

Vers. 4, 5.

the rebellion of the Moabites,
Israel since the

ix.

(cf.

surprised, since his

death of Ahab.

i.e.

The occasion of this war was

the refusal to pay tribute to

Mesha the

(vassal-)

king of

Moab

was a possessor of flocks, and paid to the king of Israel 100,000
lambs and 100,000 rams not merely at the commencement of
;

each

new

again

=

reign (Cler.), but as a yearly tribute

to bring repeatedly, as in

yearly tribute

Num.

(a^B^n,

to bring

xviii 9, eta).

This

could not be exorbitant for the land of the

Moabites, which abounded in good pasture, and was specially

The payment of tribute in
and in the produce of the land was very customary in ancient times, and is still usual among the tribes of
1
IgW signifies both a shepherd (Amos i 1) and also a
Asia.
possessor of flocks.
In Arabic it is properly the possessor of a
superior kind of sheep and goats (vid. Boch. Hieroz. i. p. 483
1DV may either be taken as a second object to
sq. ed. Bos.).
W*?, or be connected with Dy'K as an accusative of looser government (Ewald, § 287, A). In the first case the tribute would
consist of the wool (the fleeces) of 100,000 lambs and 100,000
rams ; in the second, of 100,000 lambs and the wool of 100,000
rams.
In support of the latter we may quote Isa. xvi 1, where
lambs are mentioned as tribute.
Vers. 5 sqq. The statement
adapted for the rearing of flocks.
natural objects

—

1
Pecunia ipsa a pecore appellabatur. Etiam nunc in tabulis Censoriis pascua
dkuntur omnia, ex quibus populus reditu* habet. quia diu hoc solum vecligal

Mulctatio quoque nonnisi ovium boumque impendio dicebatur.
*«. xnii. 3.

fait.

—PUNII
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concerning the rebellion of the Moabites, which has already

been mentioned in

ch.

i

1, is

repeated here, because

it

the occasion for the expedition about to be described.

furnished

A hamuli

had been unable to do anything during his short reign to renew
the subjugation of Moab Joram was therefore anxious to overtake what had been neglected immediately after his ascent of
He went to Samaria wnn Dta>, at that time,
the throne.
namely, when he renewed his demand for the tribute and it was
refused (Thenius), and mustered all Israel, i.e. raised an army
out of the whole kingdom, and asked Jehoshaphat to join in the
war, which he willingly promised to do (as in 1 Kings xxii 4),
notwithstanding the fact that he had been blamed by prophets
for his alliance with Ahab and Ahaziah (2 Chron. xix. 2 and xx
;

He

37).

probably wished to chastise the Moabites

still

further

Judah (2 Chron. xx.), and
to do his part by bringing them once more under the yoke of
Israel, to put it out of their power to make fresh incursions into
on

this occasion for their invasion of

—

By which way
we advance (against Moab) ? " Jehoshaphat decided in
favour of " the way through the desert of Edom."
There were

Judah.

Ver. 8. In reply to Joram's question, "

shall

it was possible to enter the land of the
namely, either by going above the Dead Sea, and

two ways by which
Moabites

;

crossing the Jordan and the boundary river Arnon, and so enter-

from the north, or by going round the southern point of
Sea, and advancing through the northern portion of
the mountains of Edom, and thus entering it from the south.
The latter way was the longer of the two, and the one attended
with the greatest difficulties and dangers, because the army would
have to cross mountains which were very difficult to ascend.
Nevertheless Jehoshaphat decided in its favour, partly because,
if they took the northern route, they would have the Syrians at

ing

it

the

Dead

Ramoth

in Gilead to fear, partly also because the Moabites, from

their very confidence in the inaccessibility of their southern

boundary, would hardly expect any attack from that

side,

and

might therefore, if assailed at that point, be taken off their
guard and easily defeated, and probably also from a regard to
the king of Edom, whom they could induce to join them with

much perhaps for the
own army as to make sure of his
he would not make a fresh attempt at re-

his troops if they took that route, not so

purpose of strengthening their
forces,

bellion

namely, that

by a second invasion

of the

kingdom of Judah while
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Jehoshaphat -was taking the

field against

But however cleverly this plan
the united

.

the Moabites.

may have been

army had been marching round

—

Ver. 9.

when

contrived,

for seven days

and

was passing through the deep rocky valley of the Ahsy} which
divided the territories of Edom and Moab, it was in the greatest

want of water for men and cattle, as
which flows through this valley, and in which they
probably hoped to find a sufficient supply of water, since according to Robinson (Pal. ii pp. 476 and 488) it is a stream which
never fails, was at that time perfectly dry.
In this distress the hearts of the two kings were manifested.
Vers. 1 0—1 2. Joram cried out in his despair "Woe, that Jehovah
!"
has called these three kings, to give them into the hand of Moab
danger of perishing from
the river

:

(*?.,

J.)

that, serves

to give emphasis to the assurance ; see Ewald, § 3 3 0,

Jehoshaphat, on the other hand, had confidence in the Lord,

and inquired whether there was no prophet there, through

Lord

whom

Kings xxii. 7) ; whereupon one of the servants of the Israelitish king answered that
Elisha was there, who had poured water upon the hands of Elijah,
it had been with him daily as his servant, and therefore could
probably obtain and give a revelation from God.
Elisha may
perhaps have come to the neighbourhood of the army at the
instigation of the Spirit of God, because the distress of the kings
was to be one means in the hand of the Lord, not only of disthey could seek counsel of the

(as in 1

The usual route from southern Judaea to the land of the Moabites, which
and more recent travellers took, runs round the Dead Sea
up to the mouth of the Wady ed Deraah or Kerak, and then up this wady to
Kerak (yid. Rob. ii. p. 231). The allied kings did not take this route however, but went through the Wady el Rurally or es-SaJieh, which opens into
the southern end of the Dead Dea, and which is called the Wady el AJisy
farther up in the mountains, by Seetzen (if. ii. pp. S55, 856) erroneously the
Wady el Bossa (Rob. ii. p. 488), a ravine through which Burckhardt passed
with the greatest difficulty (Syrien, ii. p. 673).
That they advanced by this
route is a necessary inference from the fact, that when they first suffered from
want of water they were on the border of the Moabitish territory, of which
this very wady forms the boundary (ver. 21
see Burckh. p. 674, and Rob.
Pal. ii. p. 555), and the water came flowing from Edom (ver. 20).
Neither
1

even the Crusaders

;

of these

circumstances

is

applicable to the

Wady

el

Kerak.

—

Still less

can

we

Arabah
under Moses

assume, with 0. v. Gerlach, that they chose the route through the

that they might approach Moab from the south, as the Israelites
had done. For it would have been impossible for them to reach the border
of Moab by this circuitous route. And why should they go so far round, with

tha

way through Edom open

to

them 2
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tinguishing the prophet in the eyes of Joram, but also of point-

The three kings,
ing Joram to the Lord as the only true God.
humbled by the calamity, went in person to Elisha, instead of
sending for him.

—

the king of Israel,

and

to produce

further to

humble

bowed down by the

trouble,

Vers. 13, 14. In order

who

was* already

some salutary

him

still

fruit of repentance in his heart,

"

What have

I to do with
and thy mother
When Joram replied to this in a suppliLet them help thee."
?K, no, pray (as in Ruth i 13), i.e. speak not in
catory tone
this refusing way, for the Lord has brought these three kings
not me alone, but Jehoshaphat and the king of Edom also—
Elisha said to him with a solemn oath (c£
into this trouble
" If I did not regard Jehoshaphat, I should
1 Kings xvii 1)
not look at thee and have respect to thee," i.e. I should not

Elisha addressed
thee

?

Go

in these words

:

to the (Baal-) prophets of thy father

:

;

:

deign to look at thee,

He

much

less to help thee.

—

Vers.

15—17.

then sent for a minstrel, to collect his mind from the im-

pressions of the outer world

by the

soft tones of the instru-

ment, and by subduing the self-life and life in the external
world to become absorbed in the intuition of divine things. On
this influence of music upon the state of the mind, see the
remark on 1 Sam. xvi. 16, and Passavant's Untersuchungen fiber
As the minstrel was
den Zebens-magnctismus, p. 207 (ed. 2).
playing, the hand of the Lord came upon him ('Tjro according
compare
to the later usage for W, as in 1 Sam. xvii. 48, etc.
Ewald, § 345, b, and nirp T as in 1 Kings xviii. 46), so that he
said in the name of the Lord " Make this valley full of trenches
(•to?, inf. abs. for the imperative; for D'33 0*33 see Ges. § 108,
4) ; for thus saith the Lord, ye will see neither wind nor rain,
and this valley will be filled with water, that ye may be able
D , 3? are trenches
to drink, and your flocks and your cattle."
for collecting water (vid. Jet. xiv. 3), which would suddenly

—

;

:

down through the brook-valley. This large quantity of
water came on the (following) morning " by the way of Edom"
(ver. 20), a heavy fall of rain or violent storm having taken

flow

place, as is evident

from the context, in the eastern mountains

of Edom, at a great distance from the Israelitish camp, the water
of which filled the brook-valley,

Ahsy

(see at ver. 9) at once,

i.e.

the

Wady

el

Knrahy and

el

without the Israelites observing

anything either of the wind, which always precedes rain in the
East (Harmar, Beobb. L pp. 51, 52), or of the rain itself. D^'^
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intended for slaughtering, DSflona the beasts of
Vers. 18, 19. Elisha continued: " and this is too little

are the flocks

burden.
for

—

Jehovah (the comparative force of

text,

which
give

?i?3

is

implied in the con-

especially in the alternating combination of the

Moab

two

clauses,

see Ewald, § 360, c) : He will also
into your hand, and ye will smite all the fortified and

indicated

is

by

)

...

good trees

choice cities, fell all the

and

1,

(fruit-trees), stop

up

all

the

good fields with stones." ">V30
and "rinno are intended to produce a play upon words, through
the resemblance in their sound and meaning (Ewald, § 160, c).
In the announcement of the devastation of the land there is an
springs of water,

allusion to

Deut

spoil all the

which the

xx. 19, 20, according to

were ordered to spare the fruit-trees
These instructions were

any other

the victory.
ing

3*???, to

the land of Israel

add pain,

is

if

would not act

they should gain

a poetical expression for spoil-

a field or rendering it infertile through the heaping

stones.
of the

the

way with

—

taken.

not to apply to Moab, because the

Moabites themselves as the arch-foes of Israel
in

Israelites

when Canaan was

up

of

Ver. 20. The water came in the morning at the time

morning

sacrifice (see 1

Kings xviii 36), to indicate that

Lord was once more restoring His favour to the people on

account

of the

sacrifice

presented to

Him

The help of God, which preserved the

in His temple.
Israelitish

army from

destruction, also prepared destruction for the Moabites.

On

21-23.

Vers.

hearing the report of the march of the allied kings,

Moab had raised
and stationed

all

the

men

them on the

that were capable of bearing arms,

In the morning, when the

frontier.

risen above the water, the Moabites saw the water
opposite to them like blood, and said " That is blood : the (allied)

sun had

:

have destroyed themselves and smitten one another and
now to the spoil, Moab " Coming with this expectation to the
Israelitish camp, they were received by the allies, who were
ready for battle, and put to flight.
The divine help consisted,
therefore, not in a miracle which surpassed the laws of nature,
but simply in the fact that the Lord God, as He had predicted
through His prophet, caused the forces of nature ordained by Him
to work in the predetermined manner.
As the sudden supply of
an abundance of water was caused in a natural way by a heavy
fall of rain, so the illusion, which was so fatal to the Moabites,
is also to be explained in the natural manner indicated in the
text
From the reddish earth of the freshly dug trenches the
kings

;

!

v
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water collected in them had acquired a reddish colour, which was
considerably intensified by the rays of the rising sun, so that when

The Moabites, however,
likely to entertain the thought of an optical delusion,

seen from a distance
-were the less

from the

resembled blood

with their accurate acquaintance with

fact that

country they

wady

it

knew very

at that time,

well that there

was no water

the

in the

and they had neither seen nor heard any-

thing of the rain which had fallen at a great distance off in the

The thought was therefore a natural
Edomitish mountains.
one, that the water was blood, and that the cause of the blood
could only have been that their enemies had massacred one another, more especially as the jealousy between Israel and Judah
was not unknown to them, and they could have no doubt that
Edom had only come with them as a forced ally after the unsuccessful attempt at rebellion which it had made a short time
before ; and, lastly, they cannot quite have forgotten their own
last expedition against Judah in alliance with the Edomites
and Ammonites, which had completely failed, because the men
composing their own army had destroyed one another. But if
they came into collision with the allied army of the Israelites
under such a delusion as this, the battle could only end in
defeat and in a general flight so far as they were concerned
Vera 24, 25. The Israelites followed the fugitives into their own
land and laid it waste, as Elisha had prophesied (ver. 25 compared with ver. 19).
The CheiMb na-m is to be read aa 'on
KtajJ.
(for
and (Israel) came into the
as in 1 Kings xii 12)
land and smote Moah, The Kcri «5 is a bad emendation.
:

Juan

is either

the infinitive construct used instead of the infin

c), or an unusual form of the inf. absoL
(Ewald, § 240, 6).
TOfrng, till one (= so that one only) left
its stones in Kir-charesdh.
see at
On the infinitive form

absolute (Ewald, § 351,

"WW

Josh, viii 22.

The

suffix in rroaN probably points forward to

the following noun (Ewald, § 309, «).
The city called nfcnn tj
fc^n
here and Isa. xvi. *l, and
"Vf> in Isa. xvi 1 1 and Jer. xlviii
31, 36,

i.e.

probably city of potsherds,

2Mto, the citadel of

Moab

(Isa.

is called

elsewhere

i'p

xv. 1), as the principal fortress of

the land (in the Chaldee Vers. nation **|n3), and still exists under
the name of Kerak, with a strong castle built by the Crusaders,

upon a

lofty

narrow

valley,

and steep chalk rock, surrounded by a deep and
which runs westward under the name of Wady
Kerak and mils into the Dead Sea (vid. Burckhardt, Syr. pp. 643
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Baumer, Pal. pp. 271, 272). This fortress the allied
kings besieged. "The slingers surrounded and smote it," i.e.
bombarded it. Ver. 26. When the king of Moab saw that the
battle was too strong for him, he attempted to fight a way through
the beseigers with 700 men with drawn swords (V"?^?, lit. to
split them) to the king of Edom, i.t. on the side which was held
by this king, from whom he probably hoped that he should meet
with the weakest resistance. Ver. 27. But when this attempt

'sqq., C. v.

—

—

first-born son, who was to
succeed him as king, and offered him as a sacrifice upon the wall,
ie. in the sight of the besiegers, not to the God of Israel (Joseph.,
Ephr. Syr., etc.), but to his own god Gamos (see at 1 Kings xi. 7),
to procure help from him by appeasing his wrath; just as the
heathen constantly sought to appease the wrath of their gods by
human sacrifices on the occasion of great calamities (vid. Euseb.
prcepar. ev. iv. 1 6, and E. v. Lasaulx, die Sukiwpfer dor Griechen
tmd JROmer, pp. 8 sqq.). " And there was (came) great wrath
upon Israel, and they departed from him (the king of Moab) and
returned into their land" As ?J> *!*£ njri is used of the divine
wrath or judgment, which a man brings upon himself by sinning,
in every other case in which the phrase occurs, we cannot understand it here as signifying the " human indignation," or ill-will,
which broke out among the besieged (Budd, Schulz, and others).
The meaning is this act of abomination, to which the king of
the Moabites had been impelled by the extremity of his distress,
brought a severe judgment from God upon Israel The besiegers,
that is to say, felt the wrath of God, which they had brought
upon themselves by occasioning human sacrifice, which is
strictly forbidden in the law (Lev. xviii. 21, xx. 3), either inwardly in their conscience or in some outwardly visible signs, so
that they gave up the further prosecution of the siege and the
conquest of the city, without having attained the object of the
expedition, namely, to renew the subjugation of Moab under the

failed, in his desperation

he took his

—

:

power

of Israel

CHAP.

IV.

ELISHA WORKS SEVERAL MIRACLES.

From ch. iv.-ch. viii 6 there follows a series of miracles on
the part of Elisha, which both proved this prophet to be the continuer of the work which Elijah had begun, of converting Israel
from the service of Baal to the

service of the living God,

and
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manifested the beneficent fruits of the zeal of Elijah for the

honour of the Lord of Sabaoth in the midst of the idolatrous
generation of his time, partly in the view which we obtain from
several of these accounts of the continuance and prosperity of the
schools of the prophets, and partly in the attitude of Elisha
towards the godly in the land as well as towards Joram the king,
the son of the idolatrous Ahab, and in the extension of his fame
beyond the limits of Israel.
(See the remarks on the labours of
both prophets at pp. 229 sqq, and those on the schools of the
All the miracles described in this
prophets at 1 Sam. xix. 24.)
section belong to the reign of Joram king of Israel.
They are
not all related, however, in chronological order, but the chronology
is frequently disregarded for the purpose of grouping together
events which are homogeneous in their nature.
This is evident,
not only from the fact that (a) several of these accounts are attached quite loosely to one another without any particle to indicate sequence (vid. ch. iv. 1, 38, 42, v. 1, vi 8, and viii. 1), and
(b) we have first of all those miracles which were performed for
the good of the scholars of the prophets and of particular private
persons (ch. iv.-vi. 7), and then such works of the prophet as
bore more upon the political circumstances of the nation, and of
the king as the leader of the nation (ch. vi 8-vii 20), but also
from the circumstance that in the case of some of these facts you

—

is regulated by their
what precedes or what follows, without
any regard to the time at which they occurred. Thus, for
example, the occurrence described in ch. viii. 1—6, which should

cannot

fail to

perceive that their position

substantial relation to

undoubtedly stand before
cerned, is placed at the
.for

ch. v. so far as the chronology is

king Joram, simply because

it

exhibits in the clearest

manner

And

the ac-

the salutary fruit of what he had done.

count of

Naaman the
would be

con-

end of the miracles which Elisha wrought

leper is placed in ch.

v.,

so, again,

although

its

proper

vi 7, because it closes the series of
miracles performed for and upon private persons, and the miracle
was wrought upon a foreigner, so that the fame of the prophet
had already penetrated into a foreign country ; whereas in order
of time it should either stand between vers. 23 and 24 of the

position

after ch.

sixth chapter (because the incursions of the flying parties of

vi 8-23

Syrians, to

which

or not

after the close of ch. vii

till

ch.

refers,

had already taken

On

place),

the other hand, the

partial separation of the miracles performed for the schools of
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1-7, 38-41, 42-44, and ch. vi 1-7) can

only he explained on chronological grounds

;

and

this is favoured

by the circumstance that the events inserted between are attached
by a Vav consec., -which does indicate the order of sequence- (ch.
v.

8 sqq. and

section ch.

phetical

in

its

vi.

1

Regarded as a whole, however, the
which was no doubt taken from a pro-

sqq.).

iv. 1-viii. 6,

monograph and inserted

into the annals of the kings,

true chronological place, since the account in ch.

iii.

is

belongs

to the earlier period of the history, and the events narrated from
ch. viii. 7

onwards to the later period.

—A

Vers. 1-7. The Widow's Cruse of Oil.
poor widow of
the scholars of the prophets complained to Elisha of her distress,

namely, that a creditor was about to take her two sons as servants (slaves).
The Mosaic law gave a creditor the right to
claim the person and children of a debtor who was unable
to pay, and they were obliged to serve him as slaves till
the year of jubilee, when they were once more set free (Lev.
xxv. 39, 40).
When the prophet learned, on inquiry, that
she had nothing in her house but a small flask of oil OPDK,
from ipD, means an anointing flask, a small vessel for the oil
necessary for anointing the body), he told her to beg of all her
neighbours empty vessels, not a few ('B'yon-^K, make not few,
sc. to beg), and then to shut herself in with her sons, and to
pour from her flask of oil into all these vessels till they were
full, and then to sell this oil and pay her debt with the money,
and use the rest for the maintenance of herself and her children.
She was to close the house-door, that she might not be
disturbed in her occupation by other people, and also generally
to avoid all needless observation while the miracle was being
performed.
T?!? KW1, let that which is filled be put on one
6ide, namely by the sons, who handed her the vessels, according
to vers. 5 and 6, so that she was able to pour without interThe form nplPD is a participle Piel, and is quite
mission.
appropriate as an emphatic form the Keri n^sio (Hiphil) is
an unnecessary alteration, especially as the Hiphil of P?fJ is P"W}.
;

M

jOB>n ibjn,

then the

nw

oil stood,

i.e.

it

ceased to flow.

The asyn-

very harsh, and the Vav copul. has probably
dropped out. With the alteration proposed by L. de Dieu, viz.
of RW into nto, " live with thy sons," the verb "Wi would necesdeton

is

sarily stand first (Thenius).
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Vers. 8-37.

The Shunammite and her Son.

Elisha was going one day

Shunem (Solam,

—

Ver. 8.

When

the day, ie. at that time, then)

(lit.

at the south-western foot of the Lesser

to

Hermon

woman (n ?"i| as in 1 Sam.
him to eat at her house whereupon,
as often as he passed hy that place in his subsequent journeys
from Carmel to Jezreel and hack, he was accustomed to call
upon her ("no as in (Jen. xix. 2). Vers. 9, 10. The woman,
then asked her husband to build a small upper chamber for
see at 1 Kings

xxv.

2, etc.)

i.

3),

a wealthy

constrained

;

—

man

with the necessary
and lamp), that he
might always turn in at their house. TiHwl. is either a walled
upper chamber, i.e. one built with brick and not with wooden
walls (Cler., Then.), or an upper chamber built upon the wall
of the house (Ges.).
Vers. 11-13. After some time, when
Elisha had spent the night in the chamber provided for him, he
wanted to make some acknowledgment to his hostess for the
love which she had shown him, and told his servant Gehazi to
call her, and say to her " Thou hast taken all this care for us,
what shall I do to thee ? Hast thou (anything) to say to the
king or the chief captain ?" ie. hast thou any wish that I could
convey to them, and intercede for thee? There is something
this holy

and

of God,

articles of furniture

(viz.

to furnish it

bed, table, seat,

—

:

striking here in the fact that Elisha did not address the

woman

was standing before him, but told his servant to
her his willingness to make some return for what

himself, as she

announce to
she had done.
This was, probably, simply from a regard to the
great awe which she had of the " holy man of God " (ver. 9),
and to inspire her with courage to give expression to the wishes
1
of her heart
She answered " I dwell among my people," ix.
not, I merely belong to the people (Thenius), but, I live quietly
and peaceably among my countrymen, so that I have no need
for any intercession with the king and great men of the kingdom. 'ATTparyfUxrvvTi yalptt, kcu elpr/viKais Star/w xol Trpo? run
afi<f>i<rfti]TT)(riv ovk avkyppa.L (Theodoret).
Vers. 14-16. When
Elisha conversed with Gehazi still further on the matter, the
M
latter said:
But she has no son, and her husband is old." Elisha
:

—

1

The conjecture that Elisha would not speak to her directly for the sake
upon such conversation
with women as unbecoming in a teacher of the law (Thenius), is already
proved to be untenable by vers. 15, 16, where Elisha does speak to her

of maintaining his dignity, or that the historian looked

directly.
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then had her called again, and told her when she had entered
the door " At this time a year hence (njrt njo, lit. at the
time when it revives again; see at Gen. xviii. 10) thou -wilt
embrace a son." The same favour was to he granted to the
Shunammite as that which Sarah had received in her old age,
that she might learn that the God of Abraham still ruled in
and for Israel. She replied " No, my lord, thou man of God,"
3!?, r -'K, i-e. do not excite in thy servant any deceptive hopes.
Ver. 1 *I. But however incredible this promise might appear
to her, as it had formerly done to Sarah (Gen. xviii. 12, 13), it
was fulfilled at the appointed time (cf. Gen. xxi. 2). Vers.
18-20. But even the faith of the pious woman was soon to be
put to the test, and to be confirmed by a still more glorious
revelation of the omnipotence of the Lord, who works through
the medium of His prophets.
When the child presented to her
God
had
lad,
by
grown up into a
he complained one day to the
:

:

—

i

—

reapers in the field of a violent headache, saying to his father,
*
head, my head!" He was then taken home to his mother,

My

and died

noon upon her knees, no doubt from inflammation
Vers. 21-23. The
up
the
chamber built for
mother took the dead child at once
to
Elisha, laid it upon the bed of the man of God, and shut the
door behind her ; she then asked her husband, without telling
him of the death of the boy, to send a young man with a sheass, that she might ride as quickly as possible to the man of
God ; and when her husband asked her, " Wherefore wilt thou go
1
to him to-day, since it is neither new moon nor Sabbath
she replied, shalom ; i.e. either " it is all well," or " never mind."
For this word, which is used in reply to a question after one's
at

—

of the brain produced by a sunstroke.

V

health (see ver. 26),
correctly observed,

is

when

apparently also used, as Clericus has
the object

is to

avoid giving a definite

answer to any one, and yet at the same time to satisfy him.
Vers. 24, 25. She then rode without stopping, upon the animal
1

From

these words, Theod., Kimchi, C. a Lap., Vatabl., and others have

drawn the correct conclusion, that the pions in Israel were accustomed to
meet together at the prophets' houses for worship and edification, on those
days which were appointed in the law (Lev. xxiii. 8 Num. xxviii. 11 sqq.)
for the worship of God and from this Hertz and Hengstenberg have still
further inferred, that in the kingdom of the ten tribes not only were the
Sabbath and new moons kept, as is evident from Amos viii. 5 also, but the
prophets supplied the pious in that kingdom with a substitute for the missing
;

;

Levitical priesthood.
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driven by the young man, to Elisha at mount CarmeL 7"W8?"?K
3b-£, literally, dp not hinder me from riding.
Vers. 25-27-

—

When

the prophet saw her *UJO (from the opposite), that is to

saw her coming in the distance, and recognised her as the
Shunammite, he sent Gehazi to meet her, to ask her about her
own health and that of her husband and child. She answered,
shalom, i.e. well, that she might not be detained by any further
discussion, and came to the prophet and embraced his feet, to
pray for the help of the " holy man of God" Gehazi wanted
to thrust her away, " because it seemed to him an immodest
importunity to wish to urge the prophet in such a way as this,
and as it were to compel him " (Seb. Schm.) ; but the prophet
said, " Let her alone, for her soul is troubled, and Jehovah has
1
Ver. 28. The pious
hidden it from me and has not told me."
say,

—

then uttered this complaint to the prophet: " Did I
ask a son of the Lord ? Did I not say, Do not deceive me ?"
What had happened to her she did not say, a fact which
may easily be explained on psychological grounds from her deep

woman

—

sorrow,
said.

—but

Elisha could not

—Ver. 29.

He

fail to

discover

it

from what she

therefore directed his servant Gehazi

:

"

Gird

thy loins and take thy staff in thy hand and go if thou meet
any one, thou wilt not salute him and if any one salute thee,
:

;

thou wilt not answer him
the boy."

The

;

and lay

object of this

to return salutations

my

command

staff

upon the

face of

neither to salute nor

by the way, was not merely to ensure the
and many others), inasmuch as the people

greatest haste (Thenius

of the East lose a great deal of time in prolonged salutations

(Niebuhr, Beschr.

Arab.

v.

2

p.

48),

but the prophet wished

thereby to preclude at the very outset the possibility of attribut-

ing the failure of Gehazi's attempt to awaken the child to any
external or accidental circumstance of this kind.
is

For since

it

inconceivable that the prophet should have adopted a wrong

method, that
1

All that

prophecy,

is

is to say,

we can

infer

should have sent Gehazi with the hope

from these

last

words with regard to the nature

of

that the clonum prophelicum did not involve a supernatural reve-

lation of every event.

" that Gehazi might avoid all distraction of
and prepare himself entirely by prayers for the accomplishment of so great a miracle." Theodoret explains it in a similar manner
" He knew that he was vainglorious and fond of praise, and that he would be
sure to tell the reason of his journey to those who should meet him by the
3

Or, as C. a Lap. supposes

:

either eyes or ears,

way.

And vainglory

is

a hindrance to thaumaturgy."
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IV. 8-37.

must have been

life,

his only intention

to give to the

Shunammite

and her family, and possibly also to Gehazi himself, a practical
proof that the power to work miracles was not connected in any
magical way with his person or his staff, but that miracles as
works of divine omnipotence could only be wrought through
faith and prayer ; not indeed with the secondary intention of
showing that he alone could work miracles, and so of increasing
his own importance (Koster), but to purify the faith of the godly
from erroneous ideas, and elevate them from superstitious reliance

upon

own human

person to true reliance upon the Lord God.
The mother of the boy does not appear, indeed, to have
anticipated any result from the measures adopted by Elisha; for
she swears most solemnly that she will not leave him
But the
question arises, whether this urging of the prophet to come
himself and help arose from doubt as to the result of Gehazi's
mission, or whether it was not rather an involuntary utterance
his

—

Ver. 30.

of heT excessive grief,

and of the warmest wish of her maternal

heart to see her beloved child recalled to

life.

We may

pro-

bably infer the latter from the fulfilment of her request by
Elisha.

—

was commanded, but the
the prophet's staff worked
" There was no sound and no attention," i.e. the

Ver. 31. Gehazi did as he

dead child did not come to
no miracle.

life

again

;

life.
This is the meaning of 7ip r?
xviii. 29, where it is used
both
here
and
1
Kings
f£ V$\
of dead idols.
The attempt of Gehazi to awaken the child
was unsuccessful, not propter fidem ipsi a mulicre non adhibitam

dead one gave no sign of
3

(Seb. Schm.),

nor because of the vainglory of Gehazi himself, but

simply to promote in the godly of Israel true faith in the Lord.

—Vers. 32—35.

Elisha then entered the house, where the boy

was lying dead upon his bed, and shut the door behind them
both

(ie.

He then

himself and the dead child), and prayed to the Lord.
lay

down upon the

boy, so that his mouth, his eyes,

and his hands lay upon the mouth, eyes, and hands of the
child,

bowing down over him pna

•

see at 1 Kings xviii. 42)

and the flesh (the body) of the child became warm.
turned round,

i.e.

He

then

turned away from the boy, went once up and

down in the room, and bowed himself over him again whereupon the boy sneezed seven times, and then opened his eyes.
This raising of the dead boy to life does indeed resemble the
raising of the dead by Elijah (1 Kings xvii. 20 sqq.)
but it
;

;
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differs

that

so obviously in the

we may

see at once

manner in which

from

it

was

effected,

this that Elisha did not possess

the double measure of the spirit of Elijah.

It is true that

Elijah stretched himself three times upon the dead child, but
at his prayer the dead returned immediately to

the case of Elisha the restoration to

And

life

life,

whereas in

was a gradual thing1

from the raising of the dead by
by one word of His omnipotence (Mark v. 39-42 Luke vii. 13-15 ; John xi 43, 44),
a sign that He was the only-begotten Son of God, to whom
the Father gave to have life in Himself, even as the Father has
life in Himself (John v. 25 sqq.), in whose name the Apostle
Peter also was able through prayer to recall the dead Tabitha
to life, whereas Elisha and Elijah had only to prophesy by word
they both

Christ,

who

differ essentially

recalled the dead to life
;

—

and deed of the future revelation of the glory of God Vers.
36, 37. After the restoration of the boy to life, Elisha had his
mother called and gave her back her son, for which she fell at
his feet with thanksgiving.

38-41. Elisha makes Uneatable Food Wholesome.
When Elisha had returned to Gilgal, the seat of a
school of the prophets (see at ch. ii. 1), i.e. had come thither once
more on his yearly circuit, during the famine which prevailed
in the land (see at ch. viii 1), and the prophets' scholars sat
before him (the teacher and master), he directed his servant (ie.
probably not Gehazi, but the pupil who waited upon him) to
put the large pot to the fire and boil a dish for the pupils of the
T\Q& answers to the German beisetzen, which is used
prophets.
Ver. 39.
for placing a vessel upon the fire (cf. Ezek xxiv. 3).
One (of these pupils) then went to the field to gather vegetables
(rftk, olera: for the different explanations of this word see
Celsii Hierdbot. i. 459 sqq., and Ges. Thes. p. 56), and found W,

—

Vers.

Ver. 38.

—

rnc>,

i,e.

not wild vines, but wild creepers (Luther),

field-creepers

1

The raising of the dead by Elijah and Elisha, especially by the latter, has
been explained by many persons as being merely a revivification by magnetic
manipulations or by the force of animal magnetism (even Passavaat and
Ennemoser adopt this view). But no dead person was ever raised to life
by animal magnetism ; and the assumption that the two boys were only
apparently dead is at variance with the distinct words of the text, in addition to which, both Elisha and Elijah accomplished the miracle through their
prayer, as is stated as clearly as possible both here (ver. 33) and also at
1 Kings xvii. 21, 22.
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resembling vines; and having gathered his lap full of wild
cucumbers, took them home and cut them into the vegetable
nVi?B is rendered in the
pot, because they did not know them.
ancient versions eoloeynths (LXX.

irdkuiri) aypla,

i.e.,

according to

and
have decided in favour

Suid., eoloeynthis), whereas Gesenius (Thes. p. 1122), Winer,

others, following Celsius

(I.e. i.

393

sqq.),

of wild cucumbers, a fruit resembling an acorn,

or,

according to

Oken, a green fleshy fruit of almost a finger's length and an
inch thick, which crack with a loud noise, when quite ripe, on
very gentle pressure, spirting out both juice and seeds, and have
a very bitter taste. The reason for this decision is, that the
peculiarity mentioned answers to the etymon J>i>B, to split, in
Syr. and Chald to crack
Nevertheless the rendering given by
translators
old
is
apparently
the more correct of the two
the
the
eoloeynths
also
belong
to
the genus of the cucumbers,
for
are
upon
the
ground,
and
a
round
yellow fruit of the size
creep
orange,
and
moreover
are
extremely
of a large
bitter, producing
colic, and affecting the nerves.
The form of this fruit is far
more suitable for oval architectural ornaments (B'PfJB, 1 Kings
Ver. 40. The
vi. 18, vii. 24) than that of the wild cucumber.
flavour
the
fruit
alarmed
the
pupils of'
extremely bitter
of
so
eat
of
dish,
that
they
the
the prophets when they began to
"
and
therefore
thought
the
fruit
cried out, Death in the pot,"
was poison. If eaten in any large quantity, eoloeynths might

—

—

really produce death: vid. Dioscorid. iv. 175 (178).
Ver. 41.
Elisha then had some meal brought and poured it into the pot,
after

which the people were able

was no

to eat of the dish,

longer anything injurious in the pot

denoting sequence in thought

(vid.

Ewald,

§

Vip*,

348,

and there

then take,

a).

4

The meal

might somewhat modify the bitterness and injurious qualities of
the vegetable, but could not take them entirely away; the author
of the Exegetical Handbook therefore endeavours to get rid of
the miracle, by observing that Elisha may have added something
else.
The meal, the most wholesome food of man, was only the
earthly substratum for the working of the Spirit, which proceeded
from Elisha, and made the noxious food perfectly wholesome.
Vers. 42—44. Feeding of

phets with Twenty

a hundred Pupils of the ProA man of Baal-Shalisha

Barley Loaves.

—

(a place in the land of Shalisha, the country to the west of

GilgaL

Jiljilia

;

see at 1 Sam.

ix.

4) brought the prophet as
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fruits

twenty barley loaves and ?0")3=7D"!3 fcHi, i.e. roasted ears
Comm. on Lev. ii 14), in his sack (tfS??, air.

of corn (see the
"Key.,

sack or pocket).

to the people,

i.e.

Elisha ordered this present to be given

to the pupils of the prophets

one common home, for them to eat

made

this objection

a hundred men

?

people, that they

"

:

"

How

;

who dwelt

in

and when his servant

shall I set this (this little) before

he repeated his command,

may eat;

for thus

" Give it to the
hath the Lord spoken: They

and leave" p-ta] ^3«, infin. dbsol; see Ewald, § 328, a);
which actually was the case. That twenty barley loaves and a

will eat

portion of roasted grains of corn were not a sufficient quantity
to satisfy a hundred men, is evident from the fact that one

was able

whole of this

man

a sack, and still more
so from the remark of the servant, which shows that there was
no proportion between the whole of this quantity and the food
to carry the

gift in

required by a hundred persons.

In this respect the food,
which was so blessed by the word of the Lord that a hundred
men were satisfied by so small a quantity and left some over,
forms a type of the miraculous feeding of the people by Christ
(Matt. xiv. 16 sqq, xv. 36, 37 John vi 11, 12) ; though there
was this distinction between them, that the prophet Elisha did
not produce the miraculous increase of the food, but merely predicted it.
The object, therefore, in communicating this account
is not to relate another miracle of Elisha, but to show how the
Lord cared for His servants, and assigned to them that which
had been appropriated in the law to the Levitical priests, who
were to receive, according to Deut. xviii. 4, 5, and Num. xviii. 13,
the first-fruits of corn, new wine, and oil
This account there;

fore furnishes fresh evidence that the godly men in Israel did
not regard the worship introduced by Jeroboam (his state-church)
as legitimate worship, but sought and found in the schools of
the prophets a substitute for the lawful worship of God (vid.

Hengstenberg, Beitrr.
CHAP.

S.

136

f.).

CUEING OF THE LEPROSY OF NAAMAN THE SYRIAN,
PUNISHMENT OF GEHAZI.

V.

Vers.

ii.

1-19.

Curing of Naaman from Leprosy.

Naaman, the commander-in-chief

man

of the Syrian king,

—

AND

Ver.

i.e. who held a high place in the
and was greatly distinguished (D'JB Kfco, cf. Isa.
14), because God had given the Syrians salvation (vic-

very great

before his lord,

service of his king
iii 3, ix.

1.

who was a
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tory) through him, was as a warrior afflicted with leprosy. The
has not dropped out before P"}*?, nor has the copula been omitted

for the purpose of sharpening the antithesis (Thenius), for the

appeal to Ewald, § 354, a, proves nothing, since the passages
quoted there are of a totally different kind but TH "tea is a
second predicate the man was as a brave warrior leprous. There
is an allusion here to the difference between the Syrians and the
Israelites in their views of leprosy.
Whereas in Israel lepers
were excluded from human society (see at Lev. xiii. and xiv.), in
Syria a man afflicted with leprosy could hold a very high stateoffice in the closest association with the king.
Vers. 2, 3. And
in Naaman's house before his wife, i.e. in her service, there was
an Israelitish maiden, whom the Syrians had carried off in a
marauding expedition (onvu. itW they had gone out in (as)
marauding bands). She said to her mistress "
that my lord
were before the prophet at, Samaria (where Elisha had a house,
njnJtp t|?X, to
ch. vi 32,) he would free him from his leprosy."
receive (again) from leprosy, in the sense of " to heal," may be
explained from Num. xiL 14, 15, where HDK is applied to the
;

:

—

:

:

!

reception of Miriam into the

been excluded on account

Naaman

camp

again, from

of her leprosy.

which she had

—Vers.

4, 5.

When

he told him to go to
Samaria furnished with a letter to the king of Israel and he
took with him rich presents as compensation for the cure he
was to receive, viz. ten talents of silver, about 25,000 thalers
(£3750 Tr.); 6000 shekels (= two talents) of gold, about
50,000 thalers (£7500) ; and ten changes of clothes, a present
still highly valued in the East (see the Comm. on Gen. xlv. 22).
This very large present was quite in keeping with Naaman's
position, and was not too great for the object in view, namely,
his deliverance from a malady which would be certainly, even
if slowly, fatal
Vers. 6, 7. When the king of Israel (Joram)
received the letter of the Syrian king on Naaman's arrival, and
read therein that he was to cure Naaman of his leprosy (^Sl,
and now, showing in the letter the transition to the main point,
which is the only thing communicated here ; cf. Ewald, § 353, b),
he rent his clothes in alarm, and exclaimed, " Am I God, to be
able to kill and make alive ?" i.e. am I omnipotent like God ? (cf.
Deut. xxxii. 39 ; 1 Sam. ii. 6 ;) " for he sends to me to cure a man
of his leprosy."
The words of the letter taBDW, « so cure him,"
were certainly not so insolent in their meaning as Joram supposed,
related this to his lord (the king),

;

—

—
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but simply meant have him cured, as thou hast a wonder-working prophet ; the Syrian king imagining, according to his heathen
:

Joram could do •what he liked
There was no
ground, therefore, for the suspicion which Joram expressed " for
^K^?,
only observe and see, that he seeks occasion against me."

notions of priests and

with his prophets

gsstes,

and

that

their miraculous powers.

:

to seek occasion,

ac.

When Elisha heard

for

a quarrel

(cf.

Judg. xiv.

ing alarm, and told

him

to send the

man

Ver.

to him, " that he

learn that there is a prophet in Israel"

Naaman

—

4).

8.

of this, he reproved the king for his unbeliev-

—

Vera. 9, 10.

may

When

stopped with his horses and chariot before the house of

Elisha, the prophet sent a messenger out to

him

to say, "

Go

and

wash thyself seven times in the Jordan, and thy flesh will return
to thee, i.e. become sound, and thou wilt be clean." 3S5*, return,
inasmuch as the flesh had been changed through the leprosy into
festering matter

and

The reason why Elisha did

putrefaction.

Naaman

not go out to

himself, is not to be sought for in the legal

prohibition of intercourse with lepers, as

many

Ephraem Syrus and

others suppose, nor in his fear of the leper, as Thenius

thinks, nor even in the wish to magnify the miracle in the eyes

of

Naaman,

as C. a Lapide imagines, but simply in

state of mind.

the

way

in

This

is

Naaman's

evident from his exclamation concerning

which he was

treated.

Enraged at his treatment, he

said to his servant
11, 12): "I thought, he will come out
call
upon the name of Jehovah his God,
stand
and
to me and
hand
over
the place (i.e. move his hand to
with
his
and go
and take away the leprosy."
diseased
places),
and fro over the
(vers.

jniXBn, the leprous

of leprosy.

= the

disease of leprosy, the scabs

and ulcere

"Are not Abana and Pharpar, the rivers

better than all the waters of Israel

?

of Damascus,
(for the combination of 3io

with n^ili see Ewald, § 174,/.)
Should I not bathe in them,
?
become
clean
and
"
With these words he turned back, going
away in a rage. Naaman had been greatly strengthened in the
pride, which is innate in every natural man, by the exalted
position which he held in the state, and in which every one
bowed before him, and served him in the most reverential
manner, with the exception of his lord the king and he was
therefore to receive a salutary lesson of humiliation, and at the
same time was also to learn that he owed his cure not to any
magic touch from the prophet, but solely to the power of God
working through him.
Qf the two rivers of Damascus, Abana
;

—
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"with the interchange

iv.

of the

8) is no doubt the present

the cold river), the Chrysorrhoas

h. «.

18 or 16), which

rises in the

table-land to the south of Zebedany, and flows through this city

and then dividing into two arms, enters two small lakes
about 4£ hours to the east of the city. The Pharpar is probably
the only other independent river of any importance in the district of Damascus, namely, the Avaj, which arises from the union
of several brooks around Sa'sa', and flows through the plain to
the south of Damascus into the lake Heijany (see Bob. Bibl.
Besearches, p. 444).
The water of the Barada is beautiful,
clear and transparent (Rob.), whereas the water of the Jordan is
turbid, " of a clayey colour " (Bob. Pal. ii p. 256) ; and therefore
Naaman might very naturally think that his own native rivers
were better than the Jordan. Ver. 13. His servants then addressed him in a friendly manner, and said, " My father, if the
prophet had said to thee a great thing (i.e. a thing difficult to
carry out), shouldst thou not have done it ? how much more then,
*3K,
since he has said to thee, Wash, and thou wilt be clean ?"
my father, is a confidential expression arising from childlike
piety, as in ch. vi. 21 and 1 Sam. xxiv. 12 ; and the etymological
jugglery which traces '3K from Kb=*b=& (Ewald, Gr. § 358,
Anm.), or from DM (Thenius), is quite superfluous (see Delitzsch
7i"M">2' i is a conon Job, voL ii p. 265, transl). ">3t
ditional clause without dk (see Ewald, § 357, b), and the object
is placed first for the sake of emphasis (according to Ewald,
| 309, a). ""S *l*?, how much more (see Ewald, § 354, c), *c
shouldst thou do what is required, since he has ordered thee so
itBelf,

—

—

!

.

.

.

—

small and easy a thing. Ver. 14. Naaman then went down
(from Samaria to the Jordan) and dipped in Jordan seven times,
and his flesh became sound (3B* as in ver. 10) like the flesh of

a

little boy.
Seven times, to show that the healing was a work
of God, for seven is the stamp of the works of God. Vers. 15,
16. After the cure had been effected, he returned with all his
train to the man of God with this acknowledgment " Behold, I

—

:

have found that there is no God in all the earth except in Israel,"
and with the request that he would accept a blessing (a present*
•cna, as in Gen. xxxiii 11, 1 Sam. xxv. 27, etc) from him;
which the prophet, however, stedfastly refused, notwithstanding
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all his urging, that

he might avoid

by which the

prophets were actuated.

false

all

appearance of

=

Naaman said:

—

selfishness,

Vers. 17, 18. Then

and if not, kcu el ntf (LXX, ; not
WJ, " and not "
" and 0," according to Ewald,
§ 358, b, Anm.), " let there be given
to me) two mules' burden of earth (on the
to thy servant (

=

construction see Ewald, § 287, A), for thy servant will no more
make (offer) burnt-offerings and slain-offerings to any other gods

May

than Jehovah.

when my
mon, to

my
if

Jehovah forgive thy servant in

this thing,

lord (the king of Syria) goeth into the house of Bim-

fall

down

I (thus)

fall

(worship) there, and he supports himself upon

down (with him) in the house of Kimmon
down in the house of Eimmon, may," etc. It

hand, that I

fall

very evident from Naaman's explanation, " for thy servant,"
etc., that he wanted to take a load of earth with him out of the
is

land of Israel, that he might be able to offer sacrifice upon it to
the God of Israel, because he was still a slave to the polytheistic
superstition, that no god could be worshipped in a proper and
acceptable

manner except

in his

own

upon an

land, or

And

altar

built of the earth of his

own

knowledge of God was

adulterated with superstition, he was

not yet prepared to

still

land.

make an unreserved

because Naaman's

confession before

men

of his faith in Jehovah as the only true God, but hoped that

Jehovah would forgive him

if

he

still

continued to join outwardly

worship of idols, so far as his official duty required.
Eimmon (i.e. the pomegranate) is here, and probably also in the

in the

local

name Hudad-rimmon

(Zech.

xii.

11), the

name

of the

supreme deity of the Damascene Syrians, and probably only a
contracted form of Hadad-rimmon, since Hadad was the supreme
deity or sun-god of the Syrians (see at 2 Sam. viii. 3), signifying
the sun-god with the modification expressed by Simmon, which
has been differently interpreted according to the supposed derivation of the word.
Some derive the name from Doi = w> as
the supreme god of heaven, like the 'EXww of Sanchun. (Cler.,
Seld, Ges. thes. p. 1292) ; others from ito"), a pomegranate, as a
personification of the power of generation, as numen naturce omnia
fcecundaniis, since the pomegranate with its abundance of seeds
is used in the symbolism of both Oriental and Greek mythology
along with the Phallus as a symbol of the generative power
(vid. Bahr, Symbolik, ii. pp. 122, 123), and is also found upon
Assyrian monuments {vid. Layard, Nineveh and its Bemains,
p. 343); others again, with less probability,irom TO"}, jaculari,
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as the son-god

who

vivifies

and

like the etajftoXos 'AiroWmv

;

fertilizes the

earth with his rays,

and others from dot

=+

compu-

as the dying winter sun (according to Movers and Hitzig

truit,

—

The words " and he supsee Leyrer in Herzog's Cyclopaedia).
hand"
are not to be understood liteports himself upon my
but are a general expression denoting the service which
to render as the aide-de-camp to his king (cf. ch.

rally,

Naaman had

For the Chaldaic form wnntrn see Ewald, § 1 5 6, a.
In the repetition of the words " if I fall down in the temple
of Kimmon," etc., he expresses the urgency of his wish.
Ver.
19. Elisha answered, "Go in peace," wishing the departing
Syrian the peace of God upon the road, without thereby either
approving or disapproving the religious conviction which he had
For as Naaman had not asked permission to go with
expressed
his king into the temple of Rimmon, but had simply said, might
Jehovah forgive him or be indulgent with him in this matter,
Elisha could do nothing more, without a special command from
God, than commend the heathen, who had been brought to belief
in the God of Israel as the true God by the miraculous cure of
his leprosy, to the further guidance of the Lord and of His grace. 1
vii. 2,

—

1 7).

—

Vers. 20-27.

Naaman had

Punishment of Gehazi.

gone a stretch of the

—

Vers. 20-22.

way (H$

rnaa, ver

When

19

;

see

at Gen. xxxv. 16), there arose in Gehazi, the servant of Elisha,
1
Most of the earlier theologians found in Elisha's words a direct approval
of the religious conviction expressed by Naaman and his attitude towards
idolatry ; and since they could not admit that a prophet would have permitted

a heathen alone to

participate in idolatrous ceremonies, endeavoured to get rid

of the consequence resulting from it,

vrtmv

viz. ticitam

idololatrica, either

by appealing

cvfiQuncm
cum ceremonia

ergo esse Christianis

fitrd ixuntv, sen symbolizationem et communicationem
to the use of n'lnPIB'n

and

to the distinction

between incurvatio regis voluntaria et religiosa (real worship) and incnrvalio
senilis et coacta Naemani, qux erat politico et civilis (mere prostration from
civil connivance), or by the ungrammatical explanation that Naaman merely
poke of what he had already done, not of what he would do in future (vid.
Pfeiffer, Dub. vex. p. 445 sqq., and J. Meyer, ad Seder Olam, p. 904 sqq.,
Budd., and others). Both are unsatisfactory. The dreaded consequence falls
of itself if we only distinguish between the times of the old covenant and
those of the new. Under the old covenant the time had not yet come in
which the heathen, who came to the knowledge of the true deity of the God
of Israel, could be required to break off from all their heathen ways, unless
they would formally enter into fellowship with the covenant nation.

—

X
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the desire for a portion of the presents of the Syrian which his
'"
master had refused (M*
V, as truly as Jehovah liveth,

^

him ; ON *3 as in 1 Sam. xxv. 34). He
therefore hastened after him ; and as Naaman no sooner saw
Gehazi running after him than he sprang quickly down from his

assuredly I run after

chariot in reverential gratitude to the prophet fo\ as in Gen. xxfrr.
64), he asked in the name of Elisha for a talent of silver and

two changes of raiment, professedly for two poor pupils of the
prophets, who had come to the prophet from Mount Ephraim.
Ver. 23. But Naaman forced him to accept two talents (ng ^rin,
be pleased to take and DH??» with the dual ending, ne pcreai
indicium, numeri Winer) in two purses, and two changes of
raiment, and out of politeness had these presents carried by two
Ver. 24. When Gehazi came to
of his servants before Gehazi.
the hill (TQV^, the well-known hill before the city) he took the
presents from the bearers, and dismissing the men, laid them up
;

—

—

in the house,

a

"ipe,

But when he entered

to bring into safe custody.

—

his master's presence again,

Vers. 25, 26.

he asked him,

(comest thou), Gehazi V and on his returning the lying
answer that he had not been anywhere, charged him with all
that he had done. *|?n '3? to, " had not my heart gone, when the
man turned from his chariot to meet thee ?" This is the simplest
and the only correct interpretation of these difficult words, which
have been explained in very different ways. Theodoret (w^i fi
icap&la fiav f)v furct, avv) and the Vulgate (nonne cor meum in
prcesenti erat, quando, etc.) have already given the same explanation, and so far as the sense is concerned it agrees with that
adopted by Thenius was I not (in spirit) away (from here) and
present (there) ?
n?} stands in a distinct relation to the =I?n K?

"Whence

:

—

" is it time to take silver, and clothes, and
'ui JlJJfl
and vineyards, and sheep and oxen, and servants and
maidens ?" i.e. is this the time, when so many hypocrites pretend
to be prophets from selfishness and avarice, and bring the prophetic office into contempt with unbelievers, for a servant of
the true God to take money and goods from a non-Israelite for
that which God has done through him, that he may acquire
property and luxury for himself?
Ver. 27. "And let the
leprosy of Naaman cleave to thee and to thy seed for ever.'*
Gehazi went out
This punishment took effect immediately.
from Elisha covered with leprosy as if with snow (cf. Ex. iv. 6,
Num. xii. 10). It was not too harsh a punishment that the

of Gehazi.

:

olive-trees,

—
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Naaman on account of his faith in the
living God, should pass to Gehazi on account of his departure

leprosy taken from

from the true God For it was not his avarice only that was
to be punished, but the abuse of the prophet's name for the purpose of carrying out his
1
tion of the prophet

selfish purpose,

CHAP. VL 1-23. THE FLOATING IRON.

and his misrepresenta-

THE SYRIANS SMITTEN

WITH BLINDNESS.
Vers. 1-7.

Elbha

causes an Iron

Axe

to float.

—The

following account gives us an insight into the straitened life of
Vers. 1-4. As the common dwellthe pupils of the prophets.
ing-place had become too small for them, they resolved, with

new house, and went, accompanied by
the prophet, to the woody bank of the Jordan to fell the wood
The place where the comthat was required for the building.
mon abode had become too small is not given, but most of the
commentators suppose it to have been Gilgal, chiefly from the
Elisha's consent, to build a

erroneous assumption that the Gilgal mentioned in ch.

was

ii.

1

in the Jordan valley to the east of Jericho.

cites in support of this the reference in

ch

38

T^W

Thenius only
DUB* (dwell with

but this decides nothing, as the pupils of
the prophets sat before Elisha, or gathered together around their
master in a common home, not merely in Gilgal, but also in
Bethel and Jericho. We might rather think of Jericho, since
thee) to

iv.

;

Bethel and Gilgal (Jiljilia) were so far distant from the Jordan,
that there is very little probability that a removal of the meetingplace to the Jordan, such as is indicated by tf pt? 0B> Ujrnfe'ju,
would ever have been thought of from either of these localities.
Ver. 5. In the felling of the beams, the iron, i.e. the axe, of one
of the pupils of the prophets fell into the water, at which he
exclaimed with lamentation " Alas, my lord (i.e. Elisha), and
The sorrowful exclamation implied a petition
it was begged !"
i'nsfniW: "and as for the iron, it fell into the water;"
for help.
so that even here ntt does not stand before the nominative, but

—

:

1

" This was not the punishment

immoderate lupoboxtui (receiving of
For he who seeks to deceive the
prophet in relation to the things which belong to his office, is said to lie to
n
the Holy Ghost, whose instruments the prophets «n (vid. Acts v. 3).
Gsotiws.
gifts) merely,

bat most of

all

of hig

of his lying.
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serves to place the

noun in subjection

to the clause

(cf.

Ewald,

-*Nt? does not mean borrowed, but begged
The
§ 277, a).
meaning to borrow is attributed to <>Kt? from a misinterpretation
of particular passages (see the Oomm. on Ex. iii. 22).
The prophets' pupil had begged the axe, because from his poverty he was
unable to buy one, and hence the loss was so painful to him.
Vers. 6, 7. When he showed Elisha, in answer to his inquiry, the
place where it had fallen, the latter cut off a stick and threw it
thither (into the water) and made the iron flow, i.e. float (*!?£
from tflit, to flow, as in Deut. xi 4) whereupon the prophets'
pupil picked the axe out of the water with his hand
The
object of the miracle was similar to that of the stater in the
;

fish's

mouth

(Matt. xvii.

27), or of the miraculous feeding,

how the Lord could relieve earthly want
medium of His prophet. The natural interpreta-

namely, to show
through the

tion of the miracle, which is repeated by Thenius, namely, that
" Elisha struck the eye of the axe with the long stick which he

thrust into the river, so that the iron

was

by the wood,"

lifted

needs no refutation, since the raising of an iron axe by a long
stick, so as to make it float in the water, is impossible according
to the laws of gravitation.

the Wae with the Stkians.
war which the Syrians carried on against
the Israelitish king Joram (not Jehoahaz, as Ewald, Gesch. iii.
p. 557, erroneously supposes), by sending flying parties into the
land of Israel (cf. ver. 23), Elisha repeatedly informed king
Joram of the place where the Syrians had determined to encamp,
DipD"?K :
and thereby frustrated the plans of the enemy, 'ronn
" at the place of so and so shall my camp be."
'Jb?!* '^pB as
in 1 Sam. xxl 3 (see at Buth iv. 1). nfonj?, the encamping or the
place of encampment (cf. Ewald, § 161, a), is quite appropriate, so
that there is no need either for the alteration into ^3™?, "ye shall
hide yourselves " (Then.), or into "iron, with the meaning which
is arbitrarily postulated, " ye shall place an ambush " (Ewald,

—
.

Vers. 8-23. Elisha's Action in

Vers. 8-10. In a

.

.

.

Gesch. iii p. 558), or for the much simpler alteration into y win,
" pitch the camp for me " (Bottcher).
The singular suffix in
viinn refers to the king as leader of the war " my camp "
the
camp of my army. " Beware of passing over ("I3JJ) this place,"

=

:

i.e.

of leaving it unoccupied, " for there have the Syrians deter-

mined

to

make

their invasion."

Q,J?™,

from

riro,
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with dageth

euphon., whereas Ewald (§ 187,6) is of opinion
that O'nro, instead of being an intrans. part Kal, might rather

be a

part.

Nipk. of nn, which would not yield, however, any

Thenius renders "&J9, "to pass by this
which would be grammatically admissible, but is connected with his conjecture concerning 'nlirvi, and irreconcilable
with ver. 10. "When the king of Israel, according to ver. 10,
sent to the place indicated on account of Elisha's information,
he can only have sent troops to occupy it so that when the
Syrians arrived they found Israelitish troops there, and were
unable to attack the place. There is nothing in the text about
the Syrians bursting forth from their ambush "WW? means to
suitable meaning.

place,"

;

tttrxavh, " he took care
he occupied the place with troops, to defend it against
the Syrians, so that they were unable to do anything, " not once

enlighten, instruct, but not to warn,
there," ie.

and not

twice,"

several times.

i.e.

Syrians was enraged at

this,

—

Ver. 11.

and said

not show me who of our men

The king

to his servants, "

of the

Do

(leans) to the king of Israel

ye
?

W8to=W

"WRD, probably according to an
Aramaean dialect: see Ewald, 181, h, though he pronounces the
ie. takes his

part

reading incorrect, and would read w>3D, but without any ground
quite unsuitably, as the king would thereby reckon himself

and

among

the

traitors.

answered, " No,

—

Vers.

12

sqq.

Then one of the servants

my

lord king," ie. it is not we who disclose
thy plans to the king of Israel, " but Elisha the prophet tells

him what thou

sayest in thy bed-chamber;" whereupon the
king of Syria inquired where the prophet lived, and sent a
powerful army to Dothan, with horses and chariots, to take him
prisoner there.
Dothan (see Gen. xxxvii. 17), which according
to the Onom. was twelve Soman miles to the north of Samaria,
has been preserved under its old name in a Tell covered with
ruins to the south-west of Jenin, on the caravan-road from
Gilead to Egypt (see Eob. BM. Met. p. 158, and V. de Velde,
Journey, i. pp. 273, 274).
Vera 15-17. When Elisha's servant went out the next morning and saw the army, which had
surrounded the town in the night, he said to the prophet,
" Alas, my lord, how shall we do ? " But Elisha quieted him,
saying, " Fear not, for those with us are more than those with
them."
He then prayed that the Lord might open his servant's
eyes, whereupon he saw the mountain upon which Dothan stood
fall of fiery horses and chariots round about Elisha.
Opening

—
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the eyes was translation into the ecstatic state of clairvoyance,

which an insight into the invisible spirit-world was granted
him.
The fiery horses and chariots were symbols of the protecting powers of Heaven, which surrounded the prophet.
The
fiery form indicated the super-terrestrial origin of this host
Fire, as the most ethereal of all earthly elements, was the most
appropriate substratum for making the spirit-world visibla
The sight was based upon Jacob's vision (Gen. xxxii. 2), in
which he saw a double army of angels encamped around Mm,
at the time when he was threatened with danger from Esau.
Vers. 18-20. When the enemy came down to Elisha, he prayed
to the Lord that He would smite them with blindness; and
when this took place according to his word, he said to them,
This is not the way and this is not the city; follow me, and I
will lead you to the man whom ye are seeking and led them to
Samaria, which was about four hours* distance from Dbthan,
where their eyes were opened at EHsha's prayer, so that they
saw where they had been led. T9K vtw cannot be understood
in

;

as referring to Elisha and his servant,

Syrian army, as

who wants

J.

H. Mich, Budd, F.

to alter IvK into BfJyK,

who went down

to the

Meyer, and Thenius,
suppose, but must refer to
v.

who went down

to the prophet, as is evident from
For the assumption that the Syrians had
stationed themselves below and round the mountain on which
Dothan stood, and therefore would have had to come up to
Elisha, need not occasion an unnatural interpretation of the
words.
It is true that Dothan stands upon an isolated hill in
the midst of the plain
but on the eastern side it is enclosed
by a range of hills, which project into the plain (see V. de Velde,
B. i. p. 273).
The Syrians who had been sent against Elisha
had posted themselves on this range of hills, and thence they
came down towards the town of Dothan, which stood on the
hill, whilst Elisha went out of the town to meet them.
It is
true that EHsha's going out is not expressly mentioned, but
^nm is mental blindin ver. 19 it is clearly presupposed
ness here, as in the similar case mentioned in Gen. xix 1 1,
that is to say, a state of blindness in which, though a man has
eyes that can see, he does not see correctly.
Elisha's untruthful
statement, "this is not the way," etc., is to be judged in the
same manner as every other ruse de guerre, by which the enemy
is deceived
Vers. 21-23. Elisha forbade king Joram to slay

the Syrians,

what

follows.

;

—
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the enemy that he had brought to him, because he had not
taken them prisoners in war, and recommended him to treat
them hospitably and then let them return to their lord. The
object of the miracle would have been frustrated if the
Syrians had been slain.
For the intention was to show the
Syrians that they had to do with a prophet of the true God,
against whom no human power could be of any avail, that they
might learn to fear the almighty God. Even when regarded
from a political point of view, the prophet's advice was more
likely to ensure peace than the king's proposal, as the result in
ver. 23 clearly shows.
The Syrians did not venture any more
to invade the land of Israel with flying parties, from fear of
the obvious protection of Israel by its God ; though this did
not preclude a regular war, like that related in the following
account For '?? see the Comm. on ch. v. 13. 'W runtf itfKn
" art thou accustomed to slay that which thou hast taken captive with sword and bow 1 " ix. since thou dost not even slay
those whom thou hast made prisoners in open battle, how
n*j3 dt6 rny,
wouldst thou venture to put these to death ?
fna
HT?,
he prepared them a meal
is a derwm. from
a meal, so
called from the union of several persons, like ccena from kouhj
(vid. Dietr. on Ges. Lex. s. v. ma).
:

chap, vl 24-vn. 20. elisha's action dtjbing

a famine

in

SAMARIA.

Vera 24-33. After this there arose so fearful a famine in
Samaria on the occasion of a siege by Benhadad, that one
mother complained to the king of another, because she would
not keep her agreement to give up her son to be eaten, as she
had already done.-7-Ver. 2 5. The famine became great
ass's head was worth eighty shekels of silver, and a
quarter of a cab of dove's dung was worth five shekels.
3 »WJ,
to become for = to be worth. The ass was an unclean animal, so
that it was not lawful to eat its flesh.
Moreover the head of
an ass is the most inedible part of the animaL Eighty shekels
were about seventy thalers (£10, 10s. Tr.), or if the Mosaic
bekas were called shekels in ordinary life, thirty-five thalers
herself

till

an

(£5, 5s.

;

see Bertheau,

to Thenius, a quarter of

measure

(Mdsscheri),

Zur Gesch. der Isr.
a cab is a sixth

p. 49).

According

of a small Dresden

not quite ten Parisian cubic inches.
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shekels

two

:

more than four

more than
be read *5J

thalers (twelve shillings), or

The

thalers (six shillings).

Chethib

BWin

is to

Q^\

excrementa columbarum, for which the Keri substitutes the
euphemistic D'?^ a* !, fluxus, profluvium. columbarum.
The ex5

pression

may be

taken

dung has been known to

literally, since

be collected for eating in times of terrible famine

(vid.

Joseph,

Jud. v. 13, 7) ; but it may also be figuratively employed to
signify a very miserable kind of food, as the Arabs call the
Bell.

"htrba Alcali

^IxM,

*•*•

Asafcetida Teufelsdreck.

sparrow's dung, and the

But

Germans

call

there is no ground for thinking of

ii. p. 582, ed Eos.) supon the other hand, Celsii Hierobot. ii p. 30 sqq.). 1
Ver. 26. As the king was passing by upon the wall to conduct the defence, a woman cried to him for help ; whereupon he
V
'"
replied
15T^ ^^, " should Jehovah not help thee, whence
shall I help thee ? from the threshing-floor or from the winepress ?" It is difficult to explain the h», which Ewald (§ 355, b)

wasted chick-pease, as Bochart (Hieroz.
poses

(see,

—

:

supposes to stand for *& OK.
tion,

namely, that

it is

Thenius gives a simpler explanaa subjective negation and the sentence

would be only expressed by

hypothetical, so that the condition

the close connection of the two clauses (according to Ewald,
§ 357).

"From

the threshing-floor or from the wine-press ?"

I can neither help thee with corn nor with wine, cannot

i.e.

He

procure thee either food or drink.
her trouble was

;

upon which she

account of the slaying of her

—

own

then asked her what

related to

him the

horrible

child to appease her hunger,

Ver. 30. The king, shuddering at this horrible account,
which the curses of the law in Lev. xxvi. 29 and Deut
xxviii. 53, 57 had been literally fulfilled, rent his clothes ; and
the people then saw that he wore upon his body the hairy garment of penitence and mourning, rP3D, within, i.e. beneath the
upper garment, as a sign of humiliation before God, though it
was indeed more an opus operaium than a true bending of the
This is proved by his
heart before God and His judgment.
etc.

in

When,

conduct in ver. 31.
1

for example, the complaint of

Clericus gives as a substantial parallel

the following passage

the
from

24) " he only killed the beasts of burden, so that the
head of an ass was hardly to be bought for sixty drachma; ;" and Grottos
quotes the statement in Plin. h. n. viii. 57, that when Casalinum was besieged
Plutarch (Artax.

o.

:

by Hannibal a mouse was sold for 200 denaria.
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brought the heart-breaking distress of the city before

him, he exclaimed, " God do so to me ... if the head of Elisha
remain upon him to-day." Elisha had probably advised that
on no condition should the city be given up, and promised that
God would deliver it, if they humbled themselves before Him
in sincere humility and prayed for His assistance. The king
thought that he had done his part by putting on the hairy garment ; and as the anticipated help had nevertheless failed to
come, he flew into a rage, for which the prophet was to pay
the penalty.
It is true that this rage only proceeded from a
momentary ebullition of passion, and quickly gave place to a
better movement of his conscience.
The king hastened after
the messenger whom he had sent to behead Elisha, for the purpose of preventing the execution of the murderous command
which he had given in the hurry of his boiling wrath (ver. 32)
but it proves, nevertheless, that the king was still wanting in
that true repentance, which would have sprung from the recognition of the distress as a judgment inflicted by the Lord.
The
desperate deed, to which his violent wrath had impelled him,
would have been accomplished, if the Lord had not protected
His prophet and revealed to him the king's design, that he
might adopt defensive measures. Ver. 32. The elders of the
city were assembled together in Elisha's house, probably to seek
for counsel and consolation and the king sent a man before
him (namely, to behead the prophet) but before the messenger

—

;

;

arrived, the prophet told the elders of the king's intention

" See ye that this son of a murderer (Joram, by descent and
disposition a genuine son of Ahab, the murderer of Naboth and
the prophets) is sending to cut off my head ? " and commanded

them

to shut the door against the messenger and to force him
back at the door, because he already heard the sound of his
master's feet behind him.
These measures of Elisha, therefore,
were not dictated by any desire to resist the lawful authorities,
but were acts of prudence by which he delayed the execution
of an unrighteous and murderous command which had been
issued in haste, and thereby rendered a service to the king
himself.
In ver. 33 we have to supply from the context that
the king followed close upon the messenger, who came down to
Elisha while he was talking with the elders and he (the king)
would of course be admitted at once. For the subject to ip^l
is not the messenger, but the king, as is evident from ch. vii. 2
-

—

;
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said: " Behold the calamity from the Lord,

The king

and 17.

•why shall I wait

further for the Lord

still

a despairing man, in whose

soul,

?

"

—the

words of

however, there was a spark of

The very utterance of his feelings to
still glimmering.
the prophet shows that he had still a weak glimmer of hope
in the Lord, and wished to he strengthened and sustained by
the prophet ; and this strengthening he received.
faith

Ch.

Lord

:

vii.

"

2.

1,

At

Elisha announced to

him

the

word of the

the (this) time to-morrow a seah of wheaten flour

(r6b, see at 1

Kings

2) will be worth a shekel,

v.

and two seahs

of barley a shekel in the gate, £«. in the market, at Samaria."

A seah, or a third of an ephah=a Dresden
shekel was

a high price

still

;

peck

(Metze),

for a

but in comparison with the prices

vi. 25 as those obtained for the most worthless kinds
was incredibly cheap. The king's aide-de-camp (Vyf:
|OTM 1JQ? lE'te, an error in writing for
see at 2 Sam. xxiii. 8
T|pen
ntw,
'th
cf. ver. 17, and for the explanation ch. v. 18)
" Behold (i.e.
therefore replied with mockery at this prophecy
granted that) the Lord made windows in heaven, will this

given in ch.
of food,

it

;

:

indeed be
tion, see

V

i.e.

such cheapness take place.

the " windows in

(For the construc-

The ridicule lay more especially in
heaven," in which there is an allusion to Gen

Ewald, § 357,

1.)

Elisha
sc. to rain down a flood of flour and corn
answered seriously " Behold, thou wilt see it with thine eyes,
but not eat thereof" (see vers. 17 sqq.). The fulfilment of these
words of Elisha was brought about by the event narrated in
vers. 3 sqq.
Vers. 3—7. " Four men were before the gate as

vii 11,

:

—

lepers," or at the gateway, separated

ing to the law in Lev.

xiii.

ing erected for the purpose

day the lepers

from human society, accordv. 3, probably in a build-

46,

Num.

(cf.

ch. zv. 5), just as at the present

have their huts by the side of the
Zion gate (vid. Strauss, /Sinai «. Golgotha, p. 205, and Tobler,
DaMlatter aus Jena. p. 41 1 sqq). These men being on the
point of starvation, resolved to invade the camp of the Syrians,
and carried out this resolution 1W3, in the evening twilight,
not the morning twilight (Seb. Scbm., Cler., etc.), on account of
ver. 12, where the king is said to have received the news of the
flight of the Syrians during the night.
Commg to " the end
of the Syrian camp," i.e. to the outskirts of it on the city side,
they found no one there. For (vers. 6, 7) "the Lord had eansed
the army of the Syrians to hear a noise of chariots and horses,
at Jerusalem
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noise of a great army," so that, believing the king of Israel to

hare

upon

hired the kings of the Hittites and Egyptians to fall

from the camp in the twilight Wtfarhf, -with
regard to their life, i«. to save their life only, leaving behind
them their tents, horses, and asses, and the camp as it was.
The miracle, by which God delivered Samaria from the famine
or from surrendering to the foe, consisted in an oral delusion,
namely, in the fact that the besiegers thought they heard the
march of hostile armies from the north and south, and were
seized with such panic terror that they fled in the greatest haste,
leaving behind them their baggage, and their beasts of draught
and burden It is impossible to decide whether the noise which
they heard had any objective reality, say a miraculous buzzing
in the air, or whether it was merely a deception of the senses
produced in their ears by God ; and this is a matter of no importance, since in either case it was produced miraculously by
God. The kings of the Hittites are kings of northern Canaan,
upon Lebanon and towards Phoenicia
in the broader sense
for Canaanites, as in 1 Kings x 29.
The plural, "kings of the
them, they

fled

;

'

DW

is probably only occasioned by the parallel expression " kings of the Hittites," and is not to be pressed
Vers.

Egyptians,"

8-11.

came

—

When

into the

satisfied their

these lepers

(these,

pointing back to vers. 3 sqq.)

camp which the Syrians had

own hunger with
and then took

But

their consciences

first

of all

and concealed
were soon aroused, so that they
said: We are not doing right ; this day is a day of joyful tidings
if we are silent and wait till the morning light, guilt will overtake us ; " for it is the duty of citizens to make known things
relating to public safety" (Grotius).
They then resolved to
announce the joyful event in the king's palace, and reported

in the
them.

tents,

they

left,

the provisions which they found

it to the

watchman

at

different valuables

the city gate,

"i^n

stands as a

"lye*

generic term in a collective sense for the persons

who watched

at the gate; hence the following plural onb, and in ver. 11
" And the gate-keepers cried out (what they had
ctnypn.

heard) and reported

it

in the king's palace."

—

Vers.

12

The

sqq.

king imagined that the unexpected departure of the Syrians was
only a ruse, namely, that they had left the camp and hidden

themselves in the

and then

fall

field,

to entice the besieged out of the fortress,

upon them and press into the

ing to later usage for rnfra

(vid.

city,

Ewald, § 244,

a).

nnfe'ria

accord-

In order to
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make

sure of the correctness or incorrectness of this conjecture,

one of the king's servants (counsellors) gave this advice : " Let
them take (the Vav hefore Wi* as in ch. iv. 41) five of the
horses left in the city, that we may send and see how the

The words,

matter stands."

"

Behold they (the

five horses) are

as the whole multitude of Israel that are left in it (the city)

behold they are as the whole multitude of Israel that are gone,"

meaning

The

horsemen (for horses stand for
was men on horseback and
not the horses themselves that were to be sent out as spies)
can but share the fate of the rest of the people of Samaria,
whether they return unhurt to meet death by starvation with
the people that still remain, or fall into the hands of the enemy
and are put to death, in which case they will only suffer the lot
of those who have already perished
Five horses is an approximative small number, and is therefore not at variance with the
following statement, that two pair of horses were sent out with
chariots and mea
The Chethtb |tonn is not to be altered, since
there are other instances in which the first noun is written with
the article, though in the construct state (vid. Ewald, § 290, «) ;
and the Keri is only conformed to the following Jtorpoa. Vers.
146 and 15. They then sent out two chariots with horses, who
pursued the flying enemy to the Jordan, and found the whole of the
have

this

horsemen, as

:

five

it is self-evident

that it

—

road full of traces of the hurried
vessels that

only correct reading, since
the

meaning

xlviii. 6,

flight,

it is

—

and

Chethib Djonna is

the

only in the Niphal that ten has

to fly in great haste

civ. 7).

consisting of clothes

The

had been thrown away.

Vers. 16, 17.

(cf.

When

Sam.

xxiii.

26, Ps.

the returning

messen-

1

went out and plundered the camp
was followed by the consequent cheappredicted by Elisha.
As the people streamed

gers reported this, the people

of the Syrians, and this
ness of provisions

out, the unbelieving aide-de-camp,

whom

the king had ordered

to take the oversight at the gate (TpB?, to deliver the oversight)
for the

purpose of preserving order in the crowding of the

was trodden down by the people, so that he
prediction of Elisha was fulfilled.
The
of this prediction appeared so memorable to

starving multitude,
died,

whereby

this

exact fulfilment
the historian,

that he

repeats this

prophecy in

along with the event which occasioned

it,

and

vers.

18-20

refers again to its

fulfilment
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1-G.

CHAP. vm.

ELISHA HELPS THE SHUNAMMITE TO HER PROPERTY
THROUGH THE HONOUR IN WHICH HE WAS HELD AND PREDICTS TO HAZAEL HIS POSSESSION OF THE THRONE.
REIGNS
OF JORAM AND AHAZIAH, KINGS OF JUDAH.
;

Vers. 1-6. Elisha's Influence helps the Shunammite to
the Possession of her House and Field. Vers. 1 and 2.

—

By

woman whose

son the prophet had
restored to life (ch. iv. 33) had gone with her family into the
land of the Philistines during a seven years' famine, and had
the advice of Elisha, the

remained there seven years.
The two verses are rendered by
most commentators in the pluperfect, and that with perfect correctness, for they are circumstantial clauses,

and

D£Pi? is

a continuation of if!, the two together preparing the

merely

way

for,

and introducing the following event. The object is not to
relate a prophecy of Elisha of the seven years' famine, but what
afterwards occurred, namely, how king Joram was induced by
the account of Elisha's miraculous works to have the property
of the Shunammite restored to her upon her application.
The
seven years' famine occurred in the middle of Joram's reign,
and the event related here took place before the curing of

Naaman

the Syrian (ch.

v.),

as is evident from the fact that

Geliazi talked with the king (ver. 4),

been punished with leprosy.
stood between ch. iv. 37 and

But
iv.

cause the incidents related in ch.
of this famine

(cf.

is

—

iv.

38-44 belong

to the time

and therefore precede the occurthe words, " the Lord called the

By

came seven years" (sc. lasting that time), the
described as a divine judgment for the idolatry of the

famine, and
nation.

cannot have originally

38, as Thenius supposes, be-

ch. iv. 38),

rence mentioned here.

famine

and therefore had not yet
it

it

Ver.

3.

When

the

woman

returned to her

home

at the

end of the seven years, she went to the king to cry, i.c. to invoke
his help, with regard to her house and her field, of which, as is
evident from the context, another had taken possession during
Ver. 4. And just at that time the king was
her absence.

—

asking Gehazi to relate to him the great things that Elisha had

and among these he was giving an account of the relife.
Vers. 5, 6. While
he was relating this, the woman herself came in to invoke the
help of the king to recover her property, and was pointed out

done

;

storation of the Shunammite's son to

—
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by Gehazi

to the king

as the very

whom he was

'woman of

speaking, which caused the king to be bo interested
favour, that after hearing her complaint

in her
he sent a chamberlain

with her (saris as in 1 Kings xxii. 9), with instructions to procure for her not only the whole of her property, but the produce
For naty without mappiq, see
of the land during her absence.

—

Ewald, § 247,

d.

Vers. 7-15. Elisha. predicts to

Possession of the Throne.

Damascus

—

Hazael at Damascus the
came to

Vers. 7 sqq. Elisha then

at the instigation of the Spirit of God, to carry out

the commission which Elijah had received at

Horeb with regard
Benhadad king of Syria was
that time, and when Elisha's arrival was announced to

to Hazael (1 Kings xix. 15).
sick at

him, sent Hazael with a considerable present to the man of
God, to inquire of Jehovah through him concerning his illness.

The form of the name i^W}.

(here and ver. 15) is etymobut afterwards it is always written without n.
and that all kinds of good of Damascus") follows

logically correct

'DT aari>3l ("

;

—" a burden

with a more precise description of the minchah
forty camels."

The present

of

consisted of produce or wares of

the rich commercial city of Damascus, and was no doubt very
considerable

;

was not so large that forty
The affair must be judged
the Oriental custom, of making a grand display
at the

same time,

camels were required to carry
according to

it

it.

with the sending of presents, and employing as many men or
beasts of burden as possible to carry them, every one carrying
only a single article (cf. Harmar, Beobb. ii. p. 29, iii. p. 43, and
EosenmUUer, A. u. iV. Morgerd. iii p. 17). Ver. 10. According
to the ChetMb n'n »6, Elisha's answer was, * Thou wilt not live,
and (for) Jehovah has shown me that he will die ;" according

—

Tto\ b, " tell him
Thou wilt live, but Jehovah," etc
Most of the commentators follow the ancient versions, and the
Masoretes, who reckon our t6 among the fifteen passages of the
0. T. in which it stands for the pronoun fc (aid. Hilleri Area*.
Keri, p. 62 seq.), and some of the codices, and decide in favour
of the Keri. (1) because the conjecture that ii> was altered into
(6 in order that Elisha might not be made to utter an untruth,
is a very natural one ; and (2) on account of the extreme rarity
with which a negative stands before the inf. abs. with the finite
verb following. But there is not much force in either argument.

to the Keri

:
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chap. vra. 7-15.

The rarity of the position of »6 before the inf. abs. followed by
a finite verb, in connection with the omission of the pronoun &
after ">bK, might be the very reason why 16 was taken as a pronoun

;

and the confirmation of

the fact that
"

Thou wilt

is

this opinion might be found in
Hazael brought back this answer to the king

live " (ver. 14).

The reading in

favoured by the circumstance that

the two, partly

it is

the text »6 (*o»)

the more difficult of

because of the unusual position of the negative,

But the *6

and partly because of the contradiction to ver. 14.
is

found in the same position in other passages (Gen.

iii.

4, Ps.

and Amos ix. 8), where the emphasis lies upon the
negation ; and the contradiction to ver. 14 may be explained
xlix. 8,

from the fact that Hazael did not tell his king the
because he wanted to put him to death and usurp the
therefore prefer the reading in the text, since it is
throne.
very simply,
troth,

We

harmony with the character of the prophets to utter an
untruth and the explanation, " thou wilt not die of thine illness,
bnt come to a violent death," puts into the words a meaning
which they do not possess.
For even if Benhadad did not die

not in

;

—

he did not recover from it Ver. 11. Elisha then
Hazael for a long time with his eye, and wept. 'Ul lojm,
literally, he made his face stand fast, and directed it (upon
t?3"*iy as in Judg. iii 25
Hazael) to shaming.
not in a
shameless manner (Thenius), but till Hazael was embarrassed
by it
Ver. 12. When Hazael asked him the cause of his
" I know the evil which thou wilt
weeping, Elisha replied
do to the sons of Israel
their fortresses wilt thou set on fire
(Bta nW, see at Judg. i. 8), their youths wilt thou slay with the
sword, and wilt dash their children to pieces, and cut asunder
their women with child" (Pga, split, cut open the womb).
This
cruel conduct towards Israel which is here predicted of Hazael,
was only a special elaboration of the brief statement made by
the Lord to Elijah concerning Hazael (1 Kings xix, 17).
The
of his illness,

fixed

;

—

:

:

fulfilment of this prediction is indicated generally in ch. x. 32, 33,

and

xiii.

3 sqq.

;

and we

may infer with

certainty from Hos. x. 1

and xiv. 1, that Hazael really practised the cruelties mentioned.
—Vers. 13 sqq. But when Hazael replied in feigned humility,

What

is thy servant, the dog (ie. so base a fellow : for 3?3 see
1 Sam. xxiv. 15), that he should do such great things ?
Elisha said to him, " Jehovah has shown thee to me as king over

at

Aram;" whereupon Hazael returned to his lord, brought him the
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pretended answer of Elisha that he would live (recover), and the
next day suffocated him with a cloth dipped in water. ">?3?,
from "i?3, to plait or twist, literally, anything twisted ; not, however, a net for gnats or flies (Joseph., J.

twisted thick cloth, which
thick, that

was

when

it

when dipped

was spread over the

D. Mich., etc), but a
in water became so

face of the sick

man

it

sufficient to suffocate him.

Vers. 16-24.

2-20).

Reign of Jorah of Judah

—Joram became

king in the

while Jehoshaphat his father was
over the government to

him two

fifth

(cf.

2 Chron.

year of Joram of

xxi.

Israel,

king, the latter handing

(still)

years before his death (see at

i IV), and reigned eight years, namely, two years to the
1
The ChdMb
death of Jehoshaphat and six years afterwards.

ch.

>\Vff

robe> is not to be altered, since the rule that the

two

to ten take the

(cf.

Ewald,

§

287,

noun in the plural
i).

—

Vers.

18, 19.

daughter of Ahab, namely Athaliah

ways

is

numbers

not without exception

Joram had married a
and walked in the

(ver. 26),

of the house of Ahab, transplanting the worship of Baal

Immediately after the death of Jehoshaphat
he murdered his brothers, apparently with no other object than
to obtain possession of the treasures which his father had left
them (2 Chron. xxi. 2-4). This wickedness of Joram would
have been followed by the destruction of Judah, had not the
Lord preserved a shoot to the royal house for David's sake.
For "TO ft nrfc see 1 Kings xL 36. The following word V»S>
serves as an explanation of "TO ft, " a light with regard to his
sons," i.e. by the fact that he kept sons (descendants) upon the
into his kingdom.

—

Vers. 20-22. Nevertheless the divine chastisement
was not omitted.
The ungodliness of Joram was punished
partly by the revolt of the Edomites.and of the city of Libnah
from his rule, and partly by a horrible sickness of which he died
Edom, which had hitherto had only a
(2 Chroa xxi. 12-15).
throne.

1

The words

rrw ^D BBBnm

have been improperly omitted by the

Arabic and Syriac, and by Luther, Dathe, and De Wette from their translations ; whilst Schulz, Maurer, Thenius, and others pronounce it a gloss. The
genuineness of the words is attested by the LXX. (the Edit. Comphrt being
alone in omitting them) and by the Chaldee : and the rejection of them is jost
as arbitrary as the interpolation of no, which is proposed by Eimchi and

Ewald (" when Jehoshaphat was dead ").

Compare

J.

Meyer, annotatt. ad

Seder Olam, p. 916 sq.
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title of king (see ch. iii 9 and 1 Bangs
rxii 48), threw off the authority of Judah, and appointed its
own king, under whom it acquired independence, as the attempt
of Joram to bring it back again under his control completely
failed
The account of this attempt in ver. 21 and 2 Chron.
xxi 9 is very obscure. " Joram went over to Zair, and all his
chariots of war with him and it came to pass that he rose up
by night and smote the Edomites round about, and indeed the
captains of the war-chariots, and the people fled (i.e. the Judaean
men of war, not the Edomites) to their tents." It is evident
from this, that Joram had advanced to Zair in Idumeea but
there he appears to have been surrounded and shut in, so that
in the night he fought his way through, and had reason to be
glad that he had escaped utter destruction, since his army fled
sry?¥ j s an unknown place in Idumsea, which
to their homes.
Movers, Hitzig, and Ewald take to be Zoar, but without considering that Zoar was in the land of Moab, not in Edom. The Chronicles have instead vnb Dy, "with his captains," from a mere
conjecture ; whilst Thenius regards JWWt as altered by mistake
from TVyfe* (" to Seir"), which is very improbable in the case of
Mbn is a later mode of writing
so well-known a name as i,J?fe'.

vicegerent with the

;

;

for Satan, probably occasioned by the frequently occurring word
" To this day," i.e. to the time when the original sources
3*30.

of our books were composed. For the Edomites were subjugated
again by Amaziah and Uzziah (ch. xiv. 7 and 22), though under
Ahaz they made incursions into Judah again (2 Chron. xxviii. 1 7).
At that time LOmah also revolted. This was a royal city of
the early Canaanites, and at a later period it was still a considerable fortress (ch xix. 8).
It is probably to be sought for
in the ruins of Ardk el Menshiyeh, two hours to the west of BeitJtbrin (see the Comm. on Josh. x. 29).
This city probably
revolted from Judah on the occurrence of an invasion of the
land by the Philistines, when the sons of Joram were carried off,
with the exception of the youngest, Jehoahaz (Ahaziah 2 Chron.
xxi 16, 17). Vers. 23, 24. According to 2 Chron. xxi. 18 sqq.,
Joram died of a terrible disease, in which his bowels fell out,
and was buried in the city of David, though not in the family
"

—

:

—

sepulchre of the kings.

1

1 "The building of Carthage,
Dido, her husband Sichseus, her brother
Pygmalion king of Tyre (scelere ante alios immanior omnes), all coincide with
the reign of Joram. This synchronism of the history of Tyre is not without

T
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Vers.

25-29. Reign or Ahaziah of Jodah

1—6).

-rrii

—

(cf.

2 Chron.

Ahaziah, the youngest son of Jorum, ascended the

throne in the twenty-second year of his age.

The statement in
when he he-

2 Chron. xxii 2, that he was forty-two years old

upon a copyist's error, namely, a confusion of a
Now, since his father became king at the
age of thirty-two, and reigned eight years, Ahaziah must have
been born in the nineteenth year of his aga
Consequently it
may appear strange that Ahaziah had brothers still older than
himself (2 Chron. xxi 17) but as early marriages are common
in the East, and the royal princes had generally concubines along

came

king, rests

twenty with o

forty.

;

with their wife of the first rank, as is expressly stated of Joram
in 2 Chron. xxi 17, he might have had some sons in his nineteenth year. His mother was called Athaliah, and was a daughter
of the idolatrous Jezebel
In ver. 26 and 2 Chron. xxii 2 she
i.e. grand-daughter, of Omri
for, according
was a daughter of Ahab.
Omri, the grandfather, is mentioned in ver. 26 as the founder of the dynasty
which brought so much trouble upon Israel and Judah through

is

called the daughter,

;

to ver. 18, she

its idolatry.

—

Ver. 27. Ahaziah, like his father, reigned in the

Ahab, because he allowed his mother to act as his
adviser (2 Chron. xxii 3, 4).
Vers. 28, 29. Ahaziah went
with Joram of Israel, his mother's brother, to the war with the
The contest for this city, which had
Syrians at Eamoth.
already cost Ahab his life (1 Kings xxii), was to furnish the
occasion, according to the overruling providence of God, for the
extermination of the whole of Omri's family.
Being wounded
in the battle with the Syrians, Joram king of Israel returned to
Jezreel to be healed of his wounds.
His nephew Ahaziah
visited him there, and there he met with his death at the same
time as Joram at the hands of Jehu, who had conspired against
Joram (see ch. ix. 14 sqq. and 2 Chron xxii 7-9). Whether
the war with Hazael at Eamoth was for the recapture of this
city, which had been taken by the Syrians, or simply for holdspirit of

ing

it against

—

the Syrians,

it is

impossible to determine.

All

significance here.
The Tynan, Igraelitish, and Judsean histories are closely
connected at this time. Jezebel, a Tynan princess, •was Ahab's wife, and again
her daughter Athaliah was the wife of Joram, and after his death the mur-

deress of the heirs of the kingdom, and sole occupant of the throne. Tyre,
through these marriages, introduced its own spirit and great calamity into
both the Igraelitish kingdoms." J. D. Michaulis on ver. 24.

—
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ix. 1-10.

ix.

14

that at that time

is,

-was in the possession of the Israelites, whether it

Ramoth

had come

into

their possession again after the disgraceful rout of the Syrians

before Samaria (ch. vii), or whether, perhaps, it was not recovered
till this war.
For DnsnK without the article see Ewald, § 277, c.

—

Ver. 29.

CHAP.

IX.

nona=1#J htm, Ver. 28

;

see at 1 Kings xxii. 4.

JEHU ANOINTED KING.

HIS CONSPIRACY AGAINST JOBAM.
JOEAM, AHAZIAH, AND JEZEBEL SLAIN.

—

Jehh by command op Elisha.
army was at Ramoth, Elisha executed the
last of the commissions which Elijah had received at Horeb
(1 Kings xix. 16), by sending a pupil of the prophets into the
camp to anoint Jehu, the commander-in-chief of the army as
king, and to announce to him, in the name of Jehovah, that he
would be king over Israel ; and to charge him to exterminate
Vers. 1-3 contain the instructions which
the house of Ahab.
Vers. 1-10. Anointing of

While the

Israelitish

—

Elisha gave to the pupil of the prophets,

x 1.

wrn

(Md him)

DB> too,

rise

iptjfn

look round there for Jehu.

up from the midst of

^B as in 1 Sam.

"VH

his brethren,

inbgn, let
i.e.

him

of his com-

the true meaning is, " into the innerKings xx. 30). Ver. 3 contains only
the leading points of the commission to Jehu, the full particulars are communicated in the account of the fulfilment in vers.
" And flee, and thou shalt not wait."
Elisha gave him
6 sqq.
this command, not to protect him from danger on the part of
the secret adherents of Ahab (Theodoret, Cler.), but to prevent
all further discussions, or " that he might not mix himself up
with other affairs" (Sfeb. Schmidt). Ver. 4. "And the young
man, the servant of the prophet, went" The second ">?? has the

rades in arms,

"tins "tin

most chamber"

(see at 1

:

—

article

in the construct state, contrary to the rule

§ 110,

2,

i).

—

Vers. 5 sqq.

(yid.

Ges.

After the communication of the

he had a word to Jehu, the latter rose up and went
with him into the house, i.e. into the interior of the house, in
the court of which the captains were sitting together.
There
the pupil of the prophets poured oil upon Jehu's head, and
announced to him that Jehovah had anointed him king for
Israel, and that he was to smite, i.e. exterminate, the house of
Ahab, to avenge upon it the blood of the prophets (vid. 1 Kings
fact that

xviii 4, xix. 10).

—

Vers.

8-10

are simply a repetition of the
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threat in 1

Kings xxi 21-23.

Fop

P^na, see at 1

'P

Kings

xxi. 23.

11-15. Jehu's Conspiracy against Joeam.

Vers.

11.

When Jehu came

after the departure of the pupil of the prophets,

w&n,

i.e.

—

Ver.

out again to his comrades in arms,

why did

" is it all well ?

this

they inquired
to thee ?"

madman come

not because they were afraid that he might have done him

some injury (Ewald), or that he might have brought some

evil

tidings (Thenius), but simply because they conjectured that he

had brought some important news. They called the prophet
VIVO, a madman, in derision, with reference to the ecstatic
utterances of the prophets when in a state of holy inspiration.
Jehu answered evasively, " Ye know the man and his muttering,"

ye know that he

i.e.

is

mad and

says nothing rational

includes both meditating and speaking.

—

Ver. 12. They
were not contented with this answer, however, but said IJtf,
i.e. thou dost not speak truth.
Jehu thereupon informed them
that he had anointed him king over Israel in the name of
Jehovah.
Ver. 13. After hearing this, they took quickly every
man his garment, laid it under him upon the steps, blew the
trumpet, and proclaimed him king.
The clothes, which consisted simply of a large piece of cloth for wrapping round the
body (see at 1 Kings xi. 29), they spread out in the place of
carpets upon the steps, which served as a throne, to do homage
to Jehu.
For these signs of homage compare Matt xxi. 7 and
Wetstein, 2V. Test, ad hi.
The difficult words ntyen Q-}rb», as
to the meaning of which the early translators have done nothing
but guess, can hardly be rendered in any other way than that
proposed by Kimchi (lib. rod.), super ipsosmet gradus, upon the
steps themselves
upon the bare steps; 0~)1 being taken according to Chaldee usage like the Hebrew D$> in the sense of substantia rei, whereas the rendering given by Lud. de Dieu, after
rrfe'

—

=

the Arabic ^ _»,

analogy in
p.

303).

1

—

sectio

Hebrew usage
The meaning

super aliaucm

(vid. L.
is,

e

gradibus, is without

de Dieu ad

h.

and Ges.

I.,

Thes.

that without looking for a suitable

1 The objection raised
by Thenius, that it is only in combination with personal pronouns that the Ohaldaic Dij signifies self either in the Chaldee or

Samaritan versions,
Stall less

is

proved to be unfounded by BW*? in Job

can the actual circumstances be adduced as an
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place on which to erect a throne, they laid their clothes upon
the bare steps, or the staircase of the house in which they were
assembled, and set him thereon to proclaim him king.
Vers.

—

14, 15. Thus Jehu conspired against Joram, who (as is related
again in the circumstantial clause which follows from njn D"rt1
to

ffJK tjtd

Bamoth

;

cf.

ch. viii 28,

in Gilead,

29) had been keeping guard at

had defended

i.e.

this city against the attacks

of Hazael, and had returned to Jezreel to be healed of the wounds
which he had received ; and said, * If it is your wish (DaeteJ), let

no fugitive go from' the city, to announce it in Jezreel (viz. what
had taken place, the conspiracy or the proclamation of Jehu
as king)."

It is evident

from

this,

that the Israelites were in

possession of the city of Bamoth, and were defending

the attacks of the Syrians, so that
derstood as relating to the siege
for

Tjn?

is

against

in ver.

not to be altered according to the Keri, as there are

many examples
(vid.

it

14 cannot be unof Bamoth.
The Chethib *va?
"lot?

to be found of syncope in cases of this kind

Olshausen, Lehrb.

d.

Rebr. Spr. p. 140).

Vers. 16-29. Slating op the two Kings, Joram of Israel
and Ahaziah of Judah. Ver. 16. Jehu drove without delay to
Jezreel, where Joram was lying sick, and Ahaziah had come
upon a visit to him. Vers. 17-21. As the horsemen, who were
sent to meet him on the announcement of the watchman upon

—

—

the tower at Jezreel that a troop was approaching, joined the
followers of Jehu, and eventually the watchman, looking down
from the tower, thought that he could discover the driving of
Jehu in the approaching troop, Joram and Ahaziah mounted
their chariots to drive and meet him, and came upon him by the
portion of ground of Naboth the Jezreelite.
The second riVBt?
in ver. 17 is a rarer form of the absolute state (see Ges. § 80,
" what hast'thou
2, Anm. 2, and Ewald, § 1 73, d).— Dite5* irno
?
to do with peace " ie. to trouble thyself about it
^in*"^? 3 °:
:

" turn behind me,"

sc.

like the driving of

Jehu

in insania,

i.e.

to follow me.

'oa Jroen : « the driving is

he drives like a madman."

tfvatya,

in actual fact in prcecipiiatione (VatabL).

" The

;

for

there is no evidence to support the assertion that there was no stairThe perfectly un-Hebraic conjecture D^T^K

case in front of the house.
rffrjrtDn,

"as a

figure (or representation) of the necessary ascent" (Thenius),

has not the smallest support in the Vulgate rendering, ad similitudinem
tribunate.
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Naboth"

is

KINGS.

the vineyard of Naboth mentioned in

1 Kings xxi, which formed only one portion of the gardens of the
king's palace.

—Ver. 22. To Joram's inquiry, "

Is it peace,

Jehu ?"

What peace, so long as the whoredoms of thy
mother Jezebel and her many witchcrafts continue ? " The notion

the latter replied, "

of continuance is implied in *W (see Ewald, § 217, e) ; tww is
Q'BBO, incantationes magicas,
spiritual whoredom, i.e. idolatry.

then witchcrafts generally, which were usually associated with
Ver. 23. Joram detecting the
idolatry (cf. Deut xviii. 10 sqq.).
(VT Tjenv as in 1 Kings
this
reply,
turned
round
from
conspiracy

—

xxii 34) and

fled, calling

out to Ahaziah ^oy?, " deceit,"

—

are deceived, in actual fact betrayed.
the bow (n^3 Vr vbo, lit filled his

Ver. 24.

But Jehu

i.e.

we

seized

hand with the bow), and
his
i.e.
between
arms,"
in his back between the
shot Joram
shoulders in an oblique direction, so that the arrow came out at
Ver. 25. Jehu
his heart, and Joram sank down in his chariot
(&w,
his
aide-de-camp
commanded
see
at
2
Sam. ttH" 8)
then
Bidkar to cast the slain man into the field of Naboth the
Jezreelite, and said, " For remember how we, I and thou, both
rode (or drove) behind his father Ahab, and Jehovah pronounced
nnw »jk are accusatives, written with a
this threat upon him."
^niw
'flK, as the apposition O'^sh shows
connection
for
looser
think
of
me
and
thee,
the riders.
The olden translators
literally,
W,
"br into the first
and
therefore
transposed
were misled by
D'aah, riding
D^D*
naturally
follows
and
Thenius
them.
person,
rendering
adopted
pairs.
This
is
the
by
most
of the comin
mentators, although it might be taken, as it is by "Kim^M and
Bochart, as signifying the two persons who are carried in the
game chariot ttifD, a burden, then a prophetic utterance of a
threatening nature (see the Comm. on Nah. i 1).
For the connection of the clauses 'Ul nirr}, see Ewald, § 338, a.
In ver. 26
"

—

Jehu quotes the word of God concerning Ahab in 1 Kings
xxi 19 so far as the substance is concerned, to show that he is
merely the agent employed in executing it " Truly (t6"DK, a
particle used in an oath) the blood of Naboth and the blood of
his sons have I seen yesterday, saith the Lord, and upon this
The slaving of the sons of Naboth
field will I requite him."
mentioned
in 1 Kings xxi 13, " because it was
is not expressly
the
historian might leave it out as a
so usual a thing, that
matter of course " (J. D. Mich., Ewald). It necessarily followed,
however, from the fact that Naboth's field was confiscated (see
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IX. 16-29.

—

Vers. 27, 28. When Ahaziah saw this,
by the way to the garden-house, but was smitten, ie.
mortally wounded, by Jehu at the height of Gur near Jibleam,
so that as he was flying still farther to Megiddo he died, and
was carried as a corpse by his servants to Jerusalem, and buried
After van, " and him also, smite him," we must supply
there.

at 1

he

Kings xxi 14).

fled

$133^ " and they smote him," which has probably only dropped out
through a copyist's error.
The way by which Ahaziah fled, and
the place where he was mortally wounded, cannot be exactly determined, as the situation of the localities named has not yet been

The

"

garden-house "

(|OT JV3) cannot have formed
a portion of the royal gardens, but must have stood at some
distance from the city of Jezreel, as Ahaziah went away by the
road thither, and was not wounded till he reached the height
"WTK5B, the ascent or eminence of Gur,
of Gur near Jibleam.
Now, as Ahaziah fled from Jezreel to
is defined by Jibleam.
Megiddo past Jibleam, Thenius thinks that Jibleam must have
been situated between Jezreel and Megiddo.
But between
Jezreel and Megiddo there is only the plain of Jezreel or
Esdrelom, in which we cannot suppose that there was any such
eminence as that of Gur. Moreover Jibleam or Bileam (1 Chron.

ascertained.

vi.

55, see at Josh, xvii 11) was probably to the south of
name D$>i>a has been preserved in the well

Jenin, where the old

of juJj, Bdameh, near
hour's journey

off.

Bded Sheik Manssur, which

And

it is

is

half an

quite possible to bring this situa-

harmony with the account

before us.
For
a priori probable that Ahaziah would take the
road to Samaria when he fled from Jezreel, not only because bis
father's brothers were there (ch. x. 13), but also because it was
the most direct road to Jerusalem and he might easily be pursued by Jehu and his company to the height of Gur near Jibleam
before they overtook him, since the distance from Jezreel (Zerin)
to Jenin is only two hours and a half (Bob. Pal. iii. p. 828), and
the height of Gur might very well be an eminence which he
would pass on the road to Jibleam. But the wounded king may
afterwards have altered the direction of his flight for the purpose
of escaping to Megiddo, probably because he thought that he
1
should be in greater safety there than he would be in Samaria.
tion of Jibleam into

instance, it is

;

1 In 2 Chron. xxii.
8, 9, the account of the slaying of Ahaziah and his
brethren (ch. x. 12 sqq.) is condensed into one brief statement, and then
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29 we are told once more in which year of Joram's
became king. The discrepancy between " the
eleventh year" here and " the twelfth year" in ch. viii. 25 may
be most simply explained, on the supposition that there was a
difference in the way of reckoning the commencement of the years
ver.

reign Ahaziah

of Joram's reign.

—

30-37. Death of Jezebfx. Ver. 30. When Jehu
and Jezebel heard of it, " she put heT eyes
into lead polish (i.e. painted them with it), and beautified her
ipa is a very
head and placed herself at the window."
favourite eye-paint with Oriental women even to the present
Vers.

came

day.

to Jezreel

It is prepared

from antimony ore

(

J^,

Cohol or Stibium

of the Arabs), which when pounded yields a black powder
with a metallic brilliancy, which was laid upon the eyebrows
and eyelashes either in a dry state as a black powder, or
moistened generally with oil and made into an ointment, which

applied with a fine smooth eye-pencil of the thickness of
an ordinary goose-quill, made either of wood, metal, or ivory.
The way to use it was to hold the central portion of the pencil
horizontally between the eyelids, and then draw it out between
them, twisting it round all the while, so that the edges of the
eyelids were blackened all round; and the object was to
heighten the splendour of the dark southern eye, and give it,
so to speak, a more deeply glowing fire, and to impart a youthful appearance to the whole of the eyelashes even in extreme
is

old age.

Bosellini found jars with eye-paint of this kind in

the early Egyptian graves

(vid. Hille, fiber

den Gebrauch

u. die

it is stated with regard to Ahaziah, that " Jehu sought him, and
they seized him when he was hiding in Samaria, and brought him to Jehu
and slew him," from which it appears that Ahaziah escaped to Samaria. From
the brevity of these accounts it is impossible to reconcile the discrepancy with
perfect certainty. On the one hand, our account, which is only limited to the

afterwards

main

fact, does not preclude the possibility that Ahaziah really escaped to
Samaria, and was there overtaken by Jehu's followers, and then brought back
to Jehu, and wounded upon the height of Gur near Jibleam, whence he

fled to

Megiddo, where he breathed out his life. On the other hand, in the
summary account in the Chronicles, jviDfeQ KanriO KVT\ may be

perfectly

understood as referring to the attempt to escape to Samaria and hide himself
there, and may be reconciled with the assumption that he was seized upon the
way to Samaria, and when overtaken by Jehu was mortally wounded
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IX. 80-87.

AugenscTiminke

Deutsch.

:

morg.

—

Jezebel did this that she might present

an imposing appearance to Jehu and die as a queen not to
allure him by her charms (Ewald, after Ephr. Syr.).
For (ver.
31) when Jehu entered the palace gate, she cried out to him,
" Is it peace, thou Zimri, murderer of his lord ? " She addressed
Jehu as Zimri the murderer of the king, to point to the fate
-which Jehu would bring upon himself by the murder of the
king, as Zimri had already done (vid. 1 Kings xvi. 10-18).
Vers. 32, 33. But Jehu did not deign to answer the worthless
woman ; he simply looked up to the window and inquired
* Who is (holds) with me ? who ?"
Then two, three chamberlains looked out (of the side windows), and by Jehu's command
threw the proud queen out of the window, so that some of her
blood spirted upon the wall and the horses (of Jehu), and Jehu
trampled her down, driving over her with his horses and chariot.
Ver. 34. Jehu thereupon entered the palace, ate and drank,
and then said to his men " Look for this cursed woman and
"
bury her, for she is a king's daughter." frJ, 5?C the woman
Vers. 35, 36. But when they
smitten by the curse of God.
went to bury her, they found nothing but her skull, the two
The rest had been eaten by
feet, and the two hollow hands.
When this was reported to Jehu,
the dogs and dragged away.
he said " This is the word of the Lord, which He spake by
His servant Elijah," etc. (1 Kings xxi. 23), i.e. this has been
;

—

:

l

—

l

,

:

done in fulfilment of the word of the Lord.

Ver.

37

is also

to be regarded as a continuation of the prophecy of Elijah

quoted by Jehu (and not as a closing remark of the historian,
as Luther supposes), although what Jehu says here does not
occur verbatim in 1 Kings xxi. 23, but Jehu has simply
expanded rather freely the meaning of that prophecy. njrn
(Chethib) is the older form of the 3d pers. fem. Kal, which is
lefc is
only retained here and there {vid. Ewald, § 194, a),
a):
"that
men
may
not
be
a conjunction (see Ewald, § 337,
able to say, This is Jezebel," ie. that they may no more be
able to recognise JezebeL
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CHAP. X. 1-27. EXTERMINATION OF THE OTHER SONS OF AHAB, OF

THE BRETHREN OF AHAZIAH OF

AND OF THE PROPHETS

JUDAII,

OF BAAL.
Vers. 1-11. Extermination of the Seventy Sons of

—

IN Samaria.

Vers. 1-3.

As Ahab had

Ahab

seventy sons in Samaria

wider sense, viz. sons, including grandsons [see at
13], as is evident from the fact that cwok, foster-fathers,

(Q'ja in the
ver.

are mentioned, whereas

Ahab had been dead

longer),

Jehu sent a

foster-fathers of the

fourteen years, and

had

therefore his youngest sons could not have

foster-fathers

and

letter to the elders of the city

princes, to the effect that they

place one of the sons of their lord

upon the

throne.

something very strange in the words IM&fn ™!pT,

*?)?"'?>

any

to the

were to
There is
" to the

name

princes of Jezreel, the old men," partly on account of the

and partly on account of the combination of WtylJ} with
*"}fe'.
If we compare ver. 5, it is evident that D^ptf? cannot
be the adjective to T 1&, but denotes the elders of the city, so
Jezred,

that the preposition ?K has dropped out before

the princes or principal

men

5>Kjnp

O'Jptn.

chief court-officials of the royal house of Ahab, since
frequently resided in Jezreel.
there

is

But against

not only the circumstance that

any reason why the

*ife»,

of Jezreel, might certainly be the

court-officials living in

this

Ahab

supposition

we cannot

discover

Samaria should be

called princes of Jezreel, but also ver. 5, where, instead of the

princes of Jezreel, the governor of the city and the governor of

the castle are mentioned.
the text in

ixtjnp,

Consequently there is an error of
though it is older

which ought to read b&

W,

than the ancient versions, since the Chaldee has the reading
i>wnr, and no doubt the Alexandrian translator read the same,
as the Septuagint has sometimes i% 7roXeo>5, like the Vulgate,
and sometimes Safiapelas, both unquestionably from mere con-

The "princes of the city" are, according to ver 5, the
and the captain of the city the D ?PT
" elders," the magistrates of Samaria
and 3KHK oyok, the fosterfathers and tutors appointed by Ahab for his sons and granda**riK ia governed freely by D^dnh.
In ver. 2 the
sons.
words from tunw to ptwn form an explanatory circumstantial
" since the sons of your lord are with you, and with
clause
you the war-chariots and horses, and a fortified city and arms,"
i.e.
since you have everything in your hands,
the royal

jecture.

,

prefect of the palace

;

;

:

—
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make one

of

them

king.

It is

perfectly evident from the words, "the sons of your lord,"
ix. of

king Joram, that the

grandsons

seventy sons of

Ahab

included

This challenge of Jehu was only a ruse,

also.

which he hoped

to discover the feelings of the leading

men

by
of

the capital of the kingdom, because he could not venture, without being well assured of them, to proceed to Samaria to exterminate the remaining members of the royal family of Ahab who

were

living there.

'? 0073, to fight concerning,

—

i.e.

for a person,

had the desired
result
The recipients of the letter were in great fear, and said,
Two kings could not stand before him, how shall we ? and sent
messengers to announce their submission, and to say that they
were willing to carry out his commands, and had no desire to
appoint a king. Vers. 6, 7. Jehu then wrote them a second
letter, to say that if they would hearken to his voice, they were
to send to him on the morrow at this time, to Jezreel, the heads
of the sons of their lord which they willingly did, slaying the
seventy men, and sending him their heads in baskets.
*m "XX 'BbK, " the heads of the men of the sons of your lord,"
it. of the male descendants of Ahab, in which 'SMNt may be
explained from the fact that Darfitrrja has the meaning " royal
In order to
princes" (see the similar case in Judg. xix. 22).
bring out still more clearly the magnitude of Jehu's demand,
as in Judg.

17.

ix.

Vers. 4, 5. This ruse

—

;

'W

the number of the victims required

is

repeated in the circum-

and there were seventy men of the king's sons
with (nK) the great men of the city, who had brought them up."
Vers. 8, 9. When the heads were brought, Jehu had them
piled up in two heaps before the city-gate, and spoke the next
morning to the assembled people in front of them " Ye are
righteous.
Behold I have conspired against my lord, and have
slain him, but who has slain all these ?"
Jehu did not tell the
people that the king's sons had been slain by his command, but
spake as if this had been done without his interfering by a
higher decree, that he might thereby justify his conspiracy in
the eyes of the people, and make them believe what he says
" See then that of the word of the Lord
still farther in ver. 10
nothing falls to the ground {i.e. remains unfulfilled) which
Jehovah has spoken concerning the house of Ahab; and Jehovah
has done what He spake through His servant Elijah."
Ver. 11.
The effect of these words was, that the people looked quietly

stantial clause, "

—

:

:

—
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on when he proceeded to slay all the rest of the honse of Ahab,
all the more distant relatives in Jczreel, and " all his great
men," i.e. the superior officers of the fallen dynasty, and " all his
acquaintances," i.e. friends and adherents, and " all his priests,"
i.e.

probably court

priests,

such as the heathen kings had; not secular

counsellors or nearest servants (Thenius), a

meaning which

never has, not even in 2 Sam. viii 18 and 1 Kings

D'anb

iv. 5.

Vers. 12-17. Extermination of the Brothers of Ahaziah
OF JUDAH AND OF THE OTHER MEMBERS OF AhAB'S DYNASTY.
Vers. 12 sqq. Jehu then set out to Samaria; and on the way, at
the binding-house of the shepherds, he met with the brethren of
Ahaziah, who were about to visit their royal relations, and when
he learned who they were, had them all seized, viz. forty-two
men, and put to death at the cistern of the binding-house, ton
" he came and went," appears pleonastic ; the words are
*I{3,
not to be transposed, however, as Bottcher and Thenius propose after the Syriac, but ^*1 is added, because Jehu did not
go at once to Samaria, but did what follows on the way. By
transposing the words, the slaying of the relations of Ahaziah
would be transferred to Samaria, in contradiction to vers. 15
to
The words from 1M JV3 wn onwards, and from
sqq.
•nvr i]7D, are two circumstantial clauses, in which the subject WiT is added in the second clause for the sake of greater

—

RW

clearness

:

"

when he was

at the binding-house of the shep-

herds on the road, and Jehu (there) met with the brethren

Ahaziah, he said

.

.

.

."

Ofm

1$>TVa

(Bai6aicciB,

explained by Bashi, after the Chaldee KJjn

LXX.)

of
is

riB*J3 IV3, as signify-

ing locus conventus pastorum, the meeting-place of the shep-

herds

;

and Gesenius adopts the same view.

But the

rest of

the earlier translators for the most part adopt the rendering,
locus ligationis pastorum, from 1i?f, to bind, and think of a house

In any case it
where the
shepherds were in the habit of meeting, and that on the road
from Jezreel to Samaria according to Eusebius in the Onom.
s.v. BaiOeucdO, a place fifteen Roman miles from Legio {Lejun,
ubi pastores ligabant oves guando eas tondebant.

was a house, or perhaps more

correctly a place,

;

:
a statement which
be correct with the exception of the small number of miles,
but which does not apply to the present village of Beit Kad to
the east of Jenin (Bob. Pal. iii p. 157), with which, according

Megiddo), in the great plain of Jezreel

may
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12-17.

VWIK

'TO, for

which we have

Ahaziah's brothers' sons, in 2 Chron. xxii. 8, were
the
not
actual brothers of Ahaziah, since they had been carried
'nK VJK '33,

off

by the Arabians and put to death before he ascended the

throne (2 Chron. xxi. 17), but partly step-brothers,

i.e.

sons of

Joram by his concubines, and partly Ahaziah's nephews and
DvK?, ad salutandum, i.e. to inquire how they were, or
cousins.
to visit

the sons of the king (Joram) and of the queen-mother,

Jezebel, therefore Joram's brothers.
included among the " sons" of Ahab.
ie.

—

proceeded on his way, he

In

ver. 1

they are both

As Jehu
met with Jehonadab the son of
Vers.

15

sqq.

and having saluted him, inquired, " Is thy heart true as
my heart towards thy heart ? " and on his replying &, " it is
(honourable or true)," he bade him come up into the chariot,
saying B*}, " if it is (so), give me thy hand ;" whereupon he said
still further, " Come with me and see my zeal for Jehovah," and
then drove with him to Samaria, and there exterminated all
Bechab,

that

remained of Ahab's family.

Jehonadab the son of Bechab

was the tribe-father of the Eechabites (Jer. xxxv. 6).

which the latter laid
time,

was
no

follow

down

to lead a simple

for his sons

nomad

life,

The

and descendants

rule

for all

namely, to dwell in tents,

and abstain from wine ; which
that the prophet Jeremiah held

agricultural pursuits,

they observed so sacredly,
up as models before his own contemporaries, who broke
the law, of God in the most shameless manner, and was able to
announce to the Eechabites that they would be exempted from
role

them

the

Chaldsean judgment for their faithful observance of their

lather's

ants

precept (Jer. xxxv.).

Bechab, from

whom

the descend-

of Jehonadab derived their tribe-name, was the son of

Hammath, and belonged to the tribe of the Kenites (1 Chron.
55), to which Hobab the father-in-law of Moses also belonged

ii

(Num. x. 29)

;

so that the Eechabites were probably descend-

Hobab, since the Kenites the sons of Hobab had gone
with the Israelites from the Arabian desert to Canaan, and had
there carried on their nomad life (Judg. i. 16, iv. 11
1 Sam.
xv. 6 ; see Witsii Miscell. ss. ii. p. 223 sqq.).
This Jehonadab
was therefore a man distinguished for the strictness of his life,
and Jehu appears to have received him in this friendly manner
on account of the great distinction in which he was held, not
only in his own tribe, but also in Israel generally, that he
ants of

;

might exalt himself in the eyes of the people through his
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friendship.

1

—In laaWiK

efcrt,

" is with regard to thy heart hon-

ourable or upright ?" ntt is used to subordinate the

noun to the

D*}**?*!' ;j
quoad (see Ewald, § 277, a).
3 ?^r', " all that remained to Ahab," ie. all the remaining members of Ahab's house.

clause, in the sense of

Vers. 18-27. Extermination of

of Baal and of the Baal-worship.

the Prophets and Priests
Vers. 18 sqq. Under the

—

pretence of wishing to serve Baal even more than

Ahab had

Jehu appointed a great sacrificial festival for this
and had all the worshippers of Baal throughout all the
done,

idol,

land

summoned to attend it he then placed eighty of his guards
around the temple of Baal in which they were assembled, and
after the sacrifice was offered, had the priests and worshippers
of Baal cut down by them with the sword.
Objectively considered, the slaying of the worshippers of Baal was in accordance with the law, and, according to the theocxatical principle,
was perfectly right but the subjective motives which impelled
Jehu, apart from the artifice, were thoroughly selfish, as Seb.
Schmidt has correctly observed. For since the priests and
prophets of Baal throughout the Israelitish kingdom were
;

;

bound up with the dynasty of Ahab, with all their interests
and with their whole existence, they might be very dangerous
to Jehu, if on any political grounds he should happen not to
promote their objects, whereas by their extermination he might
hope to draw to his side the whole of the very numerous
supporters -of the Jehovah-worship, which had formerly been
legally established in Israel, and thereby establish his throne
more firmly. The very fact that Jehu allowed the calf-worship to continue, is a proof that he simply used religion as the
means of securing his own ends (ver. 29). H"i5fg wfa$ (ver. 20),
" sanctify a festal assembly," i.e. proclaim in the land a festal
assembly for Baal (compare Isa. i 13 ; and for iTj^=rn!gj, see
at Lev. xxiii. 36).
forjPS, and they proclaimed, sc the festal
meeting.
Ver. 21. The temple of Baal was filled ntk r»,

—
•

According to 0. a Lapide, Jehu took him up into his chariot " that he
might establish his authority with the Samaritans, and secure a name for
integrity by having Jehonadab as his ally, a man whom all held to be both
an upright and holy man, that in this way he might the more easily carry out
the slaughter of the Baalites, which he was planning, without any one daring
to resist him."
1
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18-27.

(end) to the other."
be derived from nse, a corner

this sense is not

(Cler., Ges.),

but

signifies

mouth, or the upper rim of a vessel Metaphora sumta a vastJ
Ver. 22. nmbssj ?y 1VH is
bus humore aiiguo pleats : VatabL
the keeper of the wardrobe (Arab, prce/ectus vestium), for the
oar. X*y. ™?fO signifies vestiarium (Ges. Thes. p. 764). The reference is not to the wardrobe of the king's palace, out of which
Jehu had every one who took part in the feast supplied with a
festal dress or new caftan (Deres., Then., etc.), but the wardrobe of the temple of Baal, since the priests of Baal had their

—

•"
,

own. sacred dresses like the priests of almost
Silins has expressly

shown in

of the Gadetanic Hercules).

all religions (as

24-27, of the priests
These dresses were only worn at the
his Ital.

iii.

—

time of worship, and were kept in a wardrobe in the temple.
Vers, 23, 24. Jehu then came with Jehonadab to the temple,
and commanded the worshippers of Baal to be carefully examined,
that there might not be one of the worshippers of Jehovah with
(among) them. When the priests of Baal were preparing to
offer sacrifice, Jehu had eighty men of his guards stationed before
the temple, and laid this injunction upon them " Whoever lets
one of the men escape whom I bring into your hands (we must
read DJD* instead of "??), his life shall answer for his (the
:

:

escaped man's)
Ver. 25. Srksa-.

^efe?

life,

when he

nnn

\vfai,

as in 1 "Kings

xx

39.

Jehu) had
finished the burnt-offering (the singular suffix i may also be
taken as indefinite, when one had finished, vid. Ewald, § 294, 6),
Jehu commanded the runners and aides-de-camp: Come and
smite them (the worshippers of Baal), without one coming out
(escaping) ; whereupon they smote them with the edge of the
(the sacrificing priest, not

*3w?: and the runners
sword, ie. slew them unsparingly.
and aides-de-camp threw (those who had been slain) away,
and went into the citadel of the temple of Baal biarnva i\?
cannot be the city of the temple of Baal, i.e. that part of
the city in which the temple of Baal stood, for the runners
were already in the court of the temple of Baal ; but it is
no doubt the temple-citadel, the true temple-house p'? from
"HP,

locus dreumseptus)

—demplum Boalis magnifice exstructum
—Ver. 26. They then fetched

instar arcis alicujus (Seb. Schm.).

the columns
suffix in

(rftJfD)

^l?*.

noon, as in ch.

out of the temple and burned them (the

refers to the plural nbitD taken as
iii

3

;

cf

.

Ewald, § 317,

a).

an abstract

They then broke
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in pieces the ???n rnVD, column of Baal, ie. the real image of
Baal, probably a conical stone dedicated to Baal, whereas the

nbxo, which were burned, were
avfifimfiat,

wooden columns as

of Baal (see Movers, Phoniz.

Lastly, they destroyed the temple itself

i.

p.

irapeSpoi or

—Ver.

674).

and made

27.

it Oiieinp^,

which the Masoretes have substituted the euphemistic
a mark of the greatest insult, many examples
of which are to be met with among Oriental tribes (vid. Ezra
Thus Jehu extervi. 11, Dan. ii 5, and Haeveraick in loc).
minated Baal from Israel This remark in ver. 28 forms the
introduction to the history of Jehu's reign, with which the last
privies, for
rrttfifio,

sinks, as

—

epoch in the history of the ten tribes begins.

3.

Fbom the Commencement of the Reigns of Jehu in
and athaliah in

DOM of

jttdah, to

Israel,

the destruction of the king-

Israel.
Chap. x. 28-xvii.

In the 161 years which

this

epoch embraces, from

B.C.

883

kingdom of Israel was accomplished.
The first hundred years, which comprised the reigns of Jehu and
his descendants, Jehoahaz, Jehoash, and Jeroboam u., were the
to 722, the fate of the

day of grace for the rebellious ten tribes, at the expirawhich the judgment began to burst upon them. As the
anointing of Jehu by Elisha was performed by the command of
God, so also was the religious reform, which Jehu vigorously
commenced with the extermination of the Baal-worship, a fruit
of the labours of the prophets Elijah and Elisha within the
sinful kingdom
but this reform stood still half-way, since Jehu
merely restored the idolatrous Jehovah-worship introduced by
Jeroboam, and neither he himself nor his successors desisted
In order, therefore, if possible, to complete the
from that sin
work begun by His prophets of converting Israel to its God, the
Lord now began to visit the rebellious tribes with severe chastisements, giving them up into the power of the Syrians, who
under Hazael not only conquered the whole of the land to the
east of the Jordan, but almost annihilated the military force of

last

tion of

;

the Israelites (ch. x. 32, 33,

xiii. 3, 7).
This chastisement did
Jehoahaz prayed to the Lord, and the
Lord had compassion upon the oppressed for the sake of His

not remain without fruit
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ETC.

covenant with the patriarchs, and sent them deliverers in Joash,
who recovered the conquered land from the Syrians after the
death of JBLazaeL and in Jeroboam,
boundaries of the kingdom

But with

26).

who even

restored the ancient

and 23

sqq., xiv.

25,

this renewal of external strength, luxuriance

and

(ch. xiii. 4, 5,

debauchery, partiality in judgment and oppression of the poor

began to prevail, as we
and Amos (Amos v. 1

may

see from the prophecies of

1-6

Hosea

7 sqq.) and in
addition to the Jehovah-worship, which was performed in an
idolatrous manner (Hos. viii. 13, ix. 4, 5), the worship of Baal

was

carried

sqq., vi.

;

on most vigorously (Hos.

that the people

made

Hos.

ii.

vi.

;

13, 15, x. 1, 2), so

pilgrimages to Bethel, Gilgal, and even to

Beersheba in the south of the kingdom of Judah (Hos. iv. 15;
iv. 4, v. 5, viii. 14), and on account of the worship thus

Amos

zealously performed, relied in carnal security
of

God, and

scoffed at the

upon the protection

judgments of the Lord which were

threatened by the prophets (Amos

v.

14, 18).

This internal

corruption increased with the death of Jeroboam,

order was dissolved.

Anarchy,

till all civil

conflicts for the possession of

and repeated regicides, broke up the kingdom and
the judgment of destruction, which was gradually accomplished by the Assyrians, whom one party in the
reign of Menahem had called to their help, under Pul, TiglathThe kingdom of Judah, on the other
pileser, and Shalmanasar.
hand, was purified from the destructive consequences of the' alliance with the dynasty of Ahab through the overthrow by the
high priest Jehoiada of the godless Athaliah, who had murdered
the royal children after the death of Ahaziah and seized upon
the government, and, with the renewal of the covenant and the
extermination of the worship of Baal under the young king whom
Jehoiada had trained, was brought back to the theocratic path
the throne,

made

it ripe for

—

and notwithstanding the fact that in the closing years of Joash
and Amaziah idolatry found admission again, was preserved in
that path, in which it increased in strength and stability, so that
not only were the wounds quickly healed which the war with
Israel, occasioned by Amaziah's pride, had inflicted upon it through
the conquest and plunder of Jerusalem (ch. xiv. 8 sqq.), but
during the sixty-eight years comprised in the reigns of Uzziah
and Jotham, the people rose to a state of great prosperity and
wealth through the pursuit of agriculture and trade, and a
thoughtful development of the resources of the land, and the
z
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kingdom acquired great external power through the humiliation
of the Philistines and the subjugation of the Edomites once
more (2 Chron. xxvi). At the same time, neither of these
kings was able entirely to suppress the illegal worship of the
high places, although the temple-worship was regularly sustained
according to the law and with the increase of wealth and power,
not only did luxuriance and pride set in, but also idolatry and
an inclination to heathen ways (Isa. ii 5-8 and 16 sqq., v. 18
sqq.) ; so that even in the reigns of Uzziah and Jotham Isaiah
predicted the day of the Lord's judgment, which was to fall
upon everything lofty and proud (Isa. ii-iv.). This prophecy
;

began to be fulfilled, so far as its first beginnings were concerned,
Under this weak and idolatrous
even in the time of Ahaz.
ruler idolatry gained the upper hand, and the worship of Jehovah
was suppressed; and this open apostasy from the Lord was
The allied kings of Israel
followed by immediate punishment.
and Syria forced their way victoriously into Judah, and even
stood before the gates of Jerusalem, with the intention of
destroying the kingdom of Judah, when Ahaz, despising the
help of the Lord, which was offered him by the prophet Isaiah,
purchased the assistance of Tiglath-pileser the king of Assyria
with silver and gold, and was thereby delivered from his foes.

But this made him dependent upon the Assyrians, who would
have conquered the kingdom of Judah and destroyed it, as they
had already destroyed the kingdom of Israel, had not the Lord
hearkened to the prayer of the pious king and miraculously
routed the powerful

army

of Sennacherib before the walls of

Jerusalem.
CHAP. X. 28-36. REIGN OF JEHU OF ISRAEL.

Jehu exterminated the worship of Baal from
but the sins of Jeroboam, the golden calves at Bethel
and Dan, that is to say, the idolatrous worship of Jehovah, he
Vers. 28, 29.

Israel

;

allowed to remain.

"

The golden

calves, etc.

mentary and explanatory apposition to " the

—

:

" this is

a supple-

sins of Jeroboam.'"

Vers. 30, 31. Jehu is promised the possession of the throne to
the fourth generation of his sons for having exterminated the

Ahab (vid. ch. xv. 12). The divine sentence, " because thou hast acted well to do right in mine eyes,

godless royal house of

(because thou) hast done as it was in my heart to the house of
Ahab," refers to the deed as such, and not to the subjective
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by which Jehu had been actuated. For it is obvious
had not sprung from pure zeal for the honour of the Lord,
from the limitation added in ver. 31 : " but Jehu did not take
heed to walk in the law of Jehovah with all his heart, and did
not depart from the sins of Jeroboam."
Vers. 32, 33. There-

motives
that it

—

link of connection follows from the actual

fact, though
not distinctly mentioned in the text) Hazael had now to
inflict chastisement upon faithless Israel
In Jehu's days Jehovah began " to cut off in Israel," i.e. to rend away certain portions
" Hazael smote them (the Israelites) on the
from the kingdom.
whole of the border of Israel," i.e. of the kingdom, " from Jordan
fore (this
it

to

is

the sun-rising (ie.

on the eastern

side of the Jordan), the

w

whole of the land of Gilead (H?"-'? n £
dependent upon r>3\
which must be supplied from D?'), namely, the territory of the
of Gad, Eeuben,

tribes

brook

and Half-Manasseh, from Aroer on the

Anion (now Araayr, a ruin on the northern border

Mojeb (Arnon) valley;

see at

Num. xxxii

border of the Israelitish land to the east of the
ii

of the

34), the southern

Jordan (Dent

36, iii 12), both Gilead and Bashan," the two countries into

which Gilead in the broader sense was divided (see at
8-17).

Deut

—These conquests took place during thetwenty-eight

iii

years'

reign of Jehu, since Hazael began to reign before Jehu, viz. while
Joram was king, and had already fought successfully against the
Israelites at Bamoth in Joram's reign (ch. viii 28, 29), but not
in the later

part of Jehu's reign, as Thenius supposes.

34-36. Conclusion of the history of Jehu's reign.

—

Vers.

The length

till the end in this instance (ver. 36),
custom in our books, because his ascent of
the throne is not expressly mentioned in what precedes
but the
general character of his reign is given in immediate connection
with the account of his anointing and of the extermination of

of his

reign is not given

contrary to the usual

;

Ahab's dynasty.

CHAP. XI.

TYRANNY AND OVERTHROW OP ATHAUAH, AND
CORONATION OF JOASH.

Vers. 1-3.

10-12).
Athaliah,

The Government of Athaliah (cf. 2 Chron

xxii

After the death of Ahaziah of Judah, his mother

a daughter of Ahab and Jezebel

(see at ch. viii

18

and 26), seized upon the government, by putting to death all
the king's descendants with the exception of Joash, a son of
Ahaziah of only a year old,

who had been

secretly carried off
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from the midst of the royal children, who were put to death,
hy Jehosheba, his father's sister, the wife of the high priest
Jehoiada, and was first of all hidden with his nurse in the bedchamber, and afterwards kept concealed from Athaliah for six
The \ before nntn is no doubt
years in the high priest's house.
original, the subject, Athaliah the mother of Ahaziah, being
placed at the head absolutely, and a circumstantial clause intro-

duced with nritai " Athaliah, when she saw that, etc., rose up."
naboon jnr?3, all the royal seed, i.e. all the sons and relations of
:

Ahaziah,

At

who

could put in any claim to succeed to the throne.

the same time there were hardly any other direct descend-

ants of the royal family in existence beside the sons of Ahaziah,
since the elder brothers of

Ahaziah had been carried away by

the Arabs and put to death, and the rest of the closer blood-

male sex had been slain by Jehu (see at

relations of the

Jehosheba

13).

Qfflfiw.,

ch. x.

in the Chronicles njnefirv), the wife of

the high priest Jehoiada (2 Chron. xxii 1 1), was a daughter of

king Joram and a

sister of

Ahaziah, but she was most likely

not a daughter of Athaliah, as this worshipper of Baal would
hardly have
D'rriDD

rank.

own daughter

to

marry the high

(Chethib), generally a substantive, mortes (Jer.

Ezek xxviii 8), here an
death.
The Keri D'TOMD is

xvl 4
for

allowed her

but had been born to Joram by a wife of the second

priest,

adjective

;

2 Chron. xxii 11.

'on

TW3

:

slain or set apart

the participle JZophal, as in

is to

be taken in connection with

him (took him away secretly) from the rest of
the king's sons, who were about to be put to death, into the
chamber of the beds, i.e. not the children's bed-room, but a room
3J3fi

:

she stole

in the palace where the beds (mattresses and counterpanes)
were kept, for which in the East there is a special room that is
not used as a dwelling-room (see Chardin in Harm. Beobb. iii
This was the place in which at first it was easiest to
p. 357).
vinpj, " they (Jehosheba and
conceal the child and its nurse,
the nurse) concealed him," is not to be altered into vrynoFi} after
the Chronicles, as Thenius maintains.
The masculine is used
in the place of the feminine, as is frequently the case.

After-

wards he was concealed with her (with Jehosheba) in the house
of Jehovah, i.e. in the home of the high-priest in one of the
buildings of the court of the temple.
Vers. 4-20.

Dethronement of Athaliah and Cobonatioh
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Joash (compare the account in 2 Chron.

OF

more elaborate in several

points).

—

'

Ver. 4.

xxiii., which is
In the seventh

year of Athaliah's reign, Jehoiada sent for the captains of the

body-guard to come to him into the temple, and concluded
making them swear and showing them
king's son, namely, to dethrone the tyrant Athaliah and set
rf'KSn *}&>, centuriones, miliking's son upon the throne.

king's

a covenant with them,
the
the

commanders

tary

of the executioners

The

body-guard.

royal

the fact

that nsp

is

Chethib ni'KD

and runners,

i.e.

of the

may

be explained from
abridged from <tkd (vid. Ewald, § 267, d).

On trim nsi ss'rtern wan (l Kings i. 38) see the Comm. on
2 Sam. viii. 18 ; and on p as a periphrasis of the genitive, see
Ewald, § 292, a.
In 2 Chron xxiii 1-3 the chronicler not
only gives the names of these captains, but relates still more
minutely that they went about in the land and summoned the
Levites and heads of families in Israel to Jerusalem, probably
under the pretext of a festal celebration ; whereupon Jehoiada
concluded a covenant with the persons assembled, to ensure their
assistance in the execution of his plan.
Vers. 5-8. Jehoiada

—

communicated

then

to those initiated into the plan the necessary

instructions for carrying it out, assigning
they
the

them the places which

" The third part of you that come on
were to occupy.
Sabbath (i.e. mount guard) shall keep the guard of the

house Qif-t&l is a corruption of Wish), and the third part
be at the gate Sur, and the third part at the gate behind the
runners, and (ye) shall keep guard over the house for defence;

king's
shall

of you, (namely) all who depart on the
keep the guard of the house of Jehovah for
king and ye shall surround the king round about, every
with his weapons in his hand; and whoever presses into
ranks shall be slain, and shall be with the king when

and the

two

parts

Sabbath, shall
the

;

one
the

In both accounts we have only short extracts preserved from a common
and more complete original, the extracts having been made quite indepen1

one anotber and upon different plans. Hence the apparent diswhich hare arisen partly from the incompleteness of the two
abridged accounts, and partly from the different points of view from which
the extracts were made, but which contain no irreconcilable contradictions.
The assertion of De Wette, which has been repeated by Thenius and Bertheau,

dently of

crepancies,

that the chronicler distorted

the true state of the case to favour the Levites,

upon a misinterpretation of our account, based upon arbitrary assumptions, as I have already shown in my apologetuchtr Versuck iiber die Chronik
rots

(P-

361 »qq.).
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he goes out and in," i.e. in all his steps. The -words naefri IK*
and na^n "Kit*, "those coming and those going out on the
Sabbath," denote the divisions of the watch, those

who

per-

formed duty on the Sabbath and those who were relieved on
not the military guard at the palace however, but
the Sabbath
;

For David had

the temple-guard, which consisted of Levitea.

divided the priests and Levites into classes, every one of which

had to perform service for a week and was relieved on the
Sabbath compare 1 Chron xxiii-xxvi with Josephus (Ant.
:

vii.

14,

7),

classes of

who

expressly says that every one of the twenty-four

priests

had

to attend to the worship of

eight days, from Sabbath to Sabbath," also with

the other hand,
division

we do not know

and obligation

that there

God " for

Luke i 5. On
was any similar

to serve in connection

with the royal

body-guard or with the army. The current opinion, that by
those who come on the Sabbath and those who go out on the
Sabbath we are to understand the king's halberdiers or the
guard of the palace, is therefore proved to be unfounded and
untenable.
And if there could be any doubt on the matter,
According to ver. 7,
it would be removed by vers. 7 and 1 0.

two parts of those who went away (were relieved) on the Sabbath were to undertake the guarding of the house of Jehovah
about the king, i.e. to keep guard over that room in the temple
Could Jehoiada have used the royal
where the king then was.
body-guard, that was being relieved from guarding the palace,
Who can imagine that this is a
for such a purpose as this ?
credible thing?
According to ver. 10, Jehoiada gave to the
captains over a hundred the weapons of king David, which
were in the house of Jehovah.
Did the palace-guard then
return without weapons ?
In 2 Chron. xxiii. 4, " those coming
on the Sabbath" are correctly described as the priests and
Levites coming on the Sabbath, i.e. the priests and Levites who
entered upon their week's duty at the temple on the Sabbath.
According to this explanation of the words, which is the only
one that can be grammatically sustained, the facts were as follows: "When Jehoiada had initiated the captains of the royal
halberdiers, and with their help the heads of families of the
people generally, into his plan of raising the youthful Joash to
the throne and dethroning Athaliah, he determined to carry
out the affair chiefly with the help of the priests and Levites

who

entered upon their duty in the temple on the Sabbath,
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at the

same time, and entrusted

to the captains of the royal hal-

might occupy the approaches to the temple
and Levites under their command, so as to
prevent the approach of any military from the king's palace
and protect the youthful king. These captains had come to

berdiers, that they

with the

priests

the temple without weapons, to avoid attracting attention.
Jehoiada therefore gave them the weapons of king David that
were kept in the temple.

With

regard to the distribution of the different posts, the

fact that two-thirds are spoken of

and then two

first

parts in ver. 7, occasions

of all in vers. 5, 6,

no

difficulty.

For the

two-thirds mentioned in vers. 5, 6 were those who came on the
Sabbath, whereas the " two divisions " (niljn 'ntf) referred to in
ver.

7 were

all

who went away on the Sabbath. Consequently
who came on the Sabbath and entered

the priests and Levites,

upon the week's
those

who

service,

were divided into three sections

;

and

should have been relieved, but were detained, into

Probably the number of those who came this time to
perform service at the temple was much larger than usual, as
the priests were initiated into Jehoiada's secret so that it was
possible to make three divisions of those who arrived, whereas
two.

;

those

The

who were about

to depart could only

three divisions of those

who were

be formed into two.

entering upon duty are

also distinctly mentioned in the Chronicles

;

whereas, instead of
"

the two divisions of those who were relieved, " all the people
are spoken of,
The description of the different posts which
were assigned to these several companies causes some difficulty.
In general, so much is clearly indicated in vers. 7 and 8, that
the two divisions of those who were relieved on the Sabbath
were to keep guard over the young king in the house of
-Jehovah, and therefore to remain in the inner spaces of the
temple-court for his protection ; whereas the three divisions of
those who were entering upon duty were charged with the
occupation of the external approaches to the templa
Onethird was to " keep watch over the king's house,"

i.e.

to observe

whatever had to be observed in relation to the king's palace
not to occupy the king's palace, or to keep guard in the citadel
at the palace gate (Thenius), but to keep watch towards the
royal palace, i.e. to post themselves so that no one could force a
way into the temple, with which the indefinite ?!?? f? IV33 in the
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Chronicles harmonizes, if

we

only translate

it

" against (at) the

The idea that the palace was guarded is precluded not only by ver. 13, according to which Athaliah came
out of the palace to the people to the house of Jehovah, which
she would not have been able to do if the palace had been
guarded, but also by the circumstance that, according to ver.
king's house."

19, the chief

men were

in the temple with the whole of the

(assembled) people, and did not go out of the house of Jehovah
into the king's house

till

death of Athaliah.

The other

the gate Sur

(ira), or,

after the anointing of

third

was

Joash and the

to station itself at

according to the Chronicles, Yesod pto!),

no doubt as to the identity of the
we cannot decide whether
one of these names has simply sprung from a copyist's error, or
whether the gate had two different names. The name ~fto\ *W7,
foundation-gate.

There

is

gate Sur and the gate Yesod ; only

foundation-gate, suggests a gate in the outer court of the temple,
at the hollow of either the Tyropoeon or the

Kedron ; for the
The third

context precludes our thinking of a palace gate.
division

was to be posted

" at the gate

behind the runners

;"

"at the gate of the runners."
It is very evident from ver. 19 that this gate led from the
temple-court to the royal palace upon Zion, and was therefore on the western side of the court of the temple.
This also
follows from ver. 4 of the Chronicles, according to which this
division was to act as " doorkeepers of the thresholds" (Tffik^
tfSDn), ie. to keep guard at the gate of the thresholds.
For we
or,

as

it

is

stated in ver. 19,

may

safely infer, from a comparison with 1 Chron. ix. 1 9, that
D'BDn were the thresholds of the ascent to the temple.
The
last clause, " and shall keep guard over the house for defence,"

and serves to define with greater
riDD
which they were stationed there,
is not a proper name (LXX, Luther, and others), but an appellative in the sense of defence or resistance, from nw, depeUerc
The meaning is, that they were to guard the house, to keep off
the people, and not to let any of the party of Athaliah force a
way into the temple. In ver 7, 'vn "•$& 5>b is an explanatory
apposition to M3 rriljn <ntw, " and the two parts in (of) you,"
namely, all who go out on the Sabbath, i.e. are relieved from
duty.
Their task, to observe the watch of the house of Jehovah
with regard to the king, is more precisely defined in ver. 8 as
signifying, that they were to surround the king with weapons
refers to all three divisions,

precision the object for

—
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and slay every one who attempted to force a
^33' friKVS, i.e. in all his undertakings,
or in all his steps ; Kta nss heing applied to the actions and
pursuits of a man, as in Deut. xxviii. 6, xxxi. 2, etc. (see the
Comm. on Num. xxviL 17). Thenius has explained this incorrectly : " in his going out of the temple and entering into the
Vers. 9-11. The execution of these plans.
The high
palace."
priest gave the captains " the spears and shields (0*B?B> see at
2 Sam. viii 7) which (belonged) to king David, that were in the
house of Jehovah," i.e. the weapons which David had presented

in

their hands,

way

into their ranks.

—

:

to

the

sanctuary as dedicatory offerings.

Instead of n'ann

we

ought probably to read nfrpnn (cf. Mic. iv. 3, Isa. ii 4),
after the BW?nri of the Chronicles, since the collective force of
IVjn is very improbable in prose, and a n might easily drop out
Jehoiada gave the captains weapons
through a copyist's error.
from the temple, because, as has been already observed, they
had come unarmed, and not, as Thenius imagines, to provide
them with old and sacred weapons instead of their ordinary

In ver. 11 the position of all the divisions is given in
comprehensive
manner, for the purpose of appending the
a
course
of
the
affair, namely, the coronation of the king.
further
" Thus the halberdiers stood, every one with his weapons in his
hand, from the right wing of the house to the left wing, towards
ones.

the altar (of burnt-offering) and the (temple-) house, round
For it is
about the king," i.e. to cover the king on all sides.

evident that

we

are not to understand a'aD iVb'"?vJ> as signify-

ing the encircling of the king, from the statement in ver. 12,
according to which Jehoiada did not bring out the king's son
till

after the

men had

taken up their positions.

ITOVi, to signify the captains with the

armed

priests

The use of
and Levites

put under their command for this purpose, is an uncommon
one, but it may be explained from the fact that twj had retained
the general meaning of royal halberdiers ; and the priests and
Levites under the command of the captains of the royal body-guard

by

duty of the royal body-guard
has
used
the
indefinite expression Q?l| v3,
The chronicler

this very act discharged the

itself.

|,

—

the whole of the people assembled in the temple-court Ver.
12. After the approaches to the temple had all been occupied
in this manner, Jehoiada brought out the king's son from his
home in the temple ; or, he brought him forth, set the crown
upon him, and handed him the testimony, i.e. the book of the
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and action as

law, as the rule of his life
iranviK V?y, because

king, according to the

connected with JW?
has the general meaning " delivered

precept in Deut. xvii. 18, 19.
lvj> }JV

IWTjrrriRI is

and does not specially affirm the putting on
tt'W, they made him king.
The subject is the

to him, handed him,"

of the

crown

persons present, though, as a matter of course, the anointing

was performed by Jehoiada and the
expressly affirm.

priests, as the

Chonicles

Clapping the hands was a sign of joyful accla-

mation, like the cry, " Long live the king"

—

(cf.

1 Kings i 39).

Vers. 13-16. Death of Athaliah.
Vers. 13, 14. As soon as
Athaliah heard the loud rejoicing of the people, she came to the

people into the temple, and

when

his standing-place surrounded

she saw the youthful king in

by the

princes, the trumpeters,

and

the whole of the people, rejoicing and blowing the trumpets,

she rent her clothes with horror, and cried out, Conspiracy, conD?n T?1? d° es n °t mean the people running together,
spiracy !

but the original reading in the text was probably M?rn P™, the
people and the halberdiers, and the Vav dropped out through an
oversight of the copyist
By prj ? we are to understand the
captains of the halberdiers with the armed Levites, as in ver.
11 and D^ is the people who had assembled besides (cf. ver.
1

;

19).
DJffJ:

In the Chronicles

praised the king.

a

^n u^>nixy\ DYjn

is

in apposition to

the noise of the people, the halberdiers, and those

pillar,

The

~P®V,

upon which the king

but an elevated standing-place

stood,

who

was not

{suggestus) for the

king

at the eastern gate of the inner court (KtoQ3, 2 Chron. xxiii

13 compared with Ezek. xlvi 2), when he visited the temple
on festive occasions (cf. ch. xxiii. 3), and it was most probably
identical with the brazen scaffold (^'3) mentioned in 2 Chron.
vL 13, which would serve to explain bbetsxi, " according to the
right " (AngL V. " as the manner was ").
B^tf*? are not merely
the captains mentioned in vera. 4, 9, and 10, but these together
with the rest of the assembled heads of the nation (rfattn '^n,
-

2 Chron

xiii. 2).

rt"iv xnn

;

the trumpets,

is

an abbreviated ex-

pression for those blowing the trumpets, the trumpeters.
reference is to the Levitical musicians mentioned in 1
xiii 8, xv. 24, etc.; for they are distinguished

The
Chron

from 'VH Wfip®, "

the people of the land rejoicing and blowing the trumpets,"

all
t.e.

all the military men of the land who were present in Jerusalem (Thenius), but the mass of the people present in the temple
(Bertheau).
Ver. 15. Jehoiada then commanded the captains

not

—
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~fim npB, those placed over the army,

i.e.

the armed

men

of the

Levites, to lead out Athaliah between the ranks, and to slay
every one who followed her, i.e. who took her part (non, inf. aha.
;
for, as is added supplementarily in explanation of this command, the priest had (previously) said

instead of imperative)

" Let her not be slain in the house of Jehovah." The temple
was not to be denied with the blood of the usurper and murderess.
Ver. 16. Thus they made way for her on both sides, or,
according to the correct explanation given by the Ghaldee, ^ifj
DTTT *b, they formed lines (Spalier, fences) and escorted her back,
and she came by the way of the horses' entrance into the palace,
and was there put to death, tftnon Kiao is explained in the
Chronicles by O'ovsn ijn? ttiao, entrance of the horse-gate.
The
entrance for the horses, i.e. the way which led to the royal mews,

—

is not to

be identified with the horse-gate mentioned in Neh.

28 ; for this was a gate in the city wall, whereas the road
from the temple to the royal mews, which were no doubt near
the palace, was inside the wall

iii

Vers. 17-20. Benewal of the covenant, extermination of the
worship of Baal, and entrance of the king into the palace.
Ver.
17. After Jehoash was crowned and Athaliah put to death,

—

Jehoiada concluded the covenant (1) between Jehovah on the
one hand and the king and people on the other, and (2) between
The former was simply a renewal of
the king and the people.
the covenant which the Lord had made with Israel through
Moses (Ex. xxiv.), whereby the king and the people bound themselves njrp?

Dp ntop,

ie. to live as

Deut

the people of the Lord, or to

20, xxvii. 9, 10), and was based upon
the " testimony " handed to the king.
This covenant naturally

keep His law

(cf.

iv.

led to the covenant between the king and the people, whereby

the king bound himself to rule his people according to the law
of the Lord, and the people vowed that they would be obedient
and subject to the king as the ruler appointed by the Lord (cf.
2 Sam. v. 3). The renewal of the covenant with the Lord was
necessary, because under the former kings the people had fallen
away from the Lord and served BaaL The immediate consequence of the renewal of the covenant, therefore, was the extermination of the worship of Baal, which is mentioned at once in
ver. 18, although its proper place in order of time is after ver.
18.
All the people (r$J? °5T^?» *9 hi v er. 14) went to the temple
of Baal, threw down his altars, broke his images (the columns of
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Baal and Astarte) rightly,

and slew the

i.e.

SINGS.

completely (3?*n as in

Deut

ix.

21),

priest Mattan, probably the chief priest of Baal,

That the temple of Baal stood within the
i.e. of the temple of Jehovah (Thenius),
cannot be shown to be probable either from 2 Chron. xxiv. 7 or
from the last clause of this verse.
(For 2 Chron. xxiv. 7 see
the fuller remarks on ch. xii. 5.)
The words " and the priest
set overseers over the house of Jehovah" do not affirm that
Jehoiada created the office of overseer over the temple for the
purpose of guarding against a fresh desecration of the temple by
idolatry (Thenius), but simply that he appointed overseers over
the temple, namely, priests and Levites entrusted with the duty
of watching over the performance of worship according to the
precepts of the law, as is more' minutely described in vers. 18
and 19. Ver. 19. And he took the captains, and they brought
the king down out of the house of Jehovah, etc.
The word n^
is not to be pressed, but simply affirms that Jehoiada entrusted
the persons named with the duty of conducting the king into
his palace.
Beside the captains over a hundred (see at ver. 4)
there are mentioned oevvn *~®n, i.e. the royal halberdiers (the
body-guard), who had passed over to the new king immediately
after the fall of Athaliah and now followed their captains, and
jnan Djr?3, all the rest of the people assembled.
Instead of the
before his altars.

limits of the sanctuary,

—

halberdiers there are mentioned in the Chronicles DvEfion D'V'iKfi
DJ>3,

the nobles and lords in the nation,

—

a completion implied

in the facts themselves, since Jehoiada had drawn the heads of
the nation into his plan, and on the other hand the express allusion to the body-guard might be omitted as of inferior importance.
cannot infer from VVi* that the bridge between Moriah

We

and Zion was not yet in existence, as Thenius supposes, but
simply that the bridge was lower than the temple-courts.
Instead of tMnn "ipt?, the gate of the runners (i.e. of the halberdiers),

we find in the

Chronicles tf Y?|i 1V&, the upper gate, which appears
have been a gate of the temple, according to ch. xv. 35 and
The statement that they came by the way
2 Chron. xxvii. 3.
of the runners' gate into the house of the king is not at variance
with this, for it may be understood as meaning that it was by
the halberdiers' gate of the temple that the entry into the palace
was carried out. In ver. 20 this account is concluded with the
general remark that all the people rejoiced, sc. at the coronation
of Joash, and the city was quiet, when they slew Athaliah with
to

—
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XII. 1-4.

concerned, in

is

to be connected,

CHAP. xn. EEIGN OF KING JOASH OF JUDAH, AND BEPAUHNG OF
THE TEMPLE.

All that is recorded of the forty years' reign of Joash, in
addition to the general characteristics of the reign (vers. 1-4),
is the repairing of the temple which was effected by hi™ (vers.

5-17), and the purchased retreat of the Syrians from their
(vers. 18 and 19), and finally his violent
death in consequence of a conspiracy formed against him, of
which we have only a brief notice in vers. 20-22. The parallel

invasion of Judah

account in 2 Chron. xxiv. supplies several additions to this:
viz. concerning the wives of Joash, the distribution of the
Levites at the repairing of the temple, the death of Jehoiada,
and the seduction of Joash to idolatry by the chief men of
Judah, and the stoning of the prophet Zechariah, who condemned
this rebellion,

—

all of

which can easily be

—

1-4

fitted into

our account

(1-5). Reign of Joash.
Ver. 1 (1, 2). His age on
ascending the throne, viz. seven years (cf. ch. xi. 4).
Com-

Vers.

mencement and length
Zibiah of Beersheba.

—

—

His mother's name was
Joash did that which was

of his reign.
Ver. 2 (3).

VdHe,

right in the

eyes of the Lord

that," etc.,

i.e.

during the whole period of his

instructed

him

and mode,

see Ewald, § 331,

"Oi "veto.

" all his days

life

that Jehoiada

(for "Wte after substantives indicating time, place,
c,

3

;

and

for the

use of the suffix

attached to the noun defined by 'W "Wfo, compare ch. xiii. 14)
not " all his life long, because Jehoiada had instructed him,"

although the Athnach under VDJ favours this view. For Jehoiada
had not instructed him before he began to reign, but he instructed

him

after

he had been raised to the throne at the age of seven
The
is to say, so long as Jehoiada himself lived.

years, that

is therefore a correct explanation.
Joash yielded to the petitions of the
princes of Judah that he would assent to their worshipping
idols, and at length went so far as to stone the son of his benefactor, the prophet Zechariah, on account of his candid reproof
Ver. 3 (4). But the
of this apostasy (2 Chron. xxiv. 17-22).
worship on the high places was not entirely suppressed, notwithstanding the fact that Jehoiada instructed him (on this

jrrtiT

But

"wfys of the Chronicles

after Jehoiada's death,

—

standing formula see the

Comm. on 1 Kings

xv. 14).
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4-16 (5-17). Bepairing of

Vers.

5-14).

xxiv.

KINGS.

(cf.
2 Chron.
which had fallen

the temple

—

Vers. 4, 5. That the temple,

into ruins, might be restored, Joash ordered the priests to collect
all

the

money of

the consecrated

into the house of the

gifts,

that

repairs that

were needed in the temple.

Wtftfp IDf,

money

holy
to

more

gifts, is

which

it

was generally brought

Lord, and to effect therewith all the

of the holy

gifts, i.e.

specifically defined

The general expression.
money derived from

by 'W

"i3ij>

*\ua t

according

consisted of three kinds of payments to the temple

viz. (1) ">?ty

ip3,

i.e.

money

of persons mustered (or

:

numbered

;
">3ftj
is an abbreviated expression for i^ton
he who passes over to those who are numbered " (Ex.
xxx. 13), as it has been correctly interpreted by the Chald.,
Sashi, Abarb., and others; whereas the explanation "money
that passes" (Luther), or current coin, which Thenius still
defends, yields no suitable sense, since it is impossible to see
why only current coin should be accepted, and not silver in
bars or vessels, inasmuch as Moses had accepted gold, silver,
copper, and other objects of value in natura, for the building

in the

census)

n, "!i^? ?, "
!

of the tabernacle (Ex. xxv. 2, 3, xxxv. 5, xxxvi. 5, 6).

The

may

be explained from the fact, that
"Ofaf *|D3 had become a technical term on the ground of the
passage in the law already cited
The objection raised by
brevity of the expression

Thenius, that the explanation adopted would be without any

would, if it could be sustained, also apply to his own
explanation " current money," in which ">?to is also taken as
an abbreviation of inbp najj in Gen xxiii 16. There is still
parallel,

ground for the other objection, that if ">ato 1D3 denoted
one kind of temple-revenue,
or B*K would necessarily have
been used. (2) fo"iP . . . K"K, " every kind of souls' valuation

less

&

money ;" B^N
in which

—

it

is more precisely defined by tanp, and the position
stands before *|D3 resembles the frna in Gen. xv.

10 literally, soul money of each one's valuation Thenius is
wrong in his interpretation, " every kind of money of the souls
according to their valuation," to which he appends the erroneous
remark, that B*K is also used in Zech. x. 1 and Joel ii 7 in connection with inanimate objects as equivalent to

i>b.

te'W

. . .

B*lt,

every kind of valuation, because both in the redemption of the
male first-born (Num. xviii. 15, 16) and also in the case of
persons under a

vow a payment had

the valuation of the priest

made
money

to be

(3) " All the

according to
that cometh
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mind to bring into the house of the Lord* i.e. all
money which was offered as a free-will offering to the
sanctuary.
This money the priests were to take to themselves,

into any one's

the

every one from his acquaintance, and therewith repair
were to be found in the temple.

dilapidations that

all

the

In the

Chronicles the different kinds of money to be collected for this
purpose are not specified; but the whole is embraced under
the general expression " the taxes of Moses the servant of God,

and of the congregation of Israel, to the tent of the testimony,"
which included not only the contribution of half a shekel for
the building of the temple, which is prescribed in Ex. xxx.
12 sqq., but also the other two taxes mentioned in this
account 1 Again, according to ver. 7 of the Chronicles, Joash
" For Athaliah,
gave the following reason for his command
the wicked woman, and her sons have demolished the house of
God, and all the dedicated gifts of the house of Jehovah have
they used for the Baals." We are not told in what the violent
treatment or demolition (pB) of the temple by Athaliah and
:

her sons consisted. The circumstance that considerable repairs
even of the stonework of the temple were required in the time
of Joash, about 130 or 140 years after it was built, is quite
conceivable without any intentional demolition.
And in no
case can we infer from these words, as Thenius has done, that
Athaliah or her sons had erected a temple of Baal within the
limits of the sanctuary.
The application of all the dedicatory
offerings of the house of Jehovah to the Baals, involves nothing
more than that the gifts which were absolutely necessary for the
preservation of the temple and temple-service were withdrawn
from the sanctuary of Jehovah and applied to the worship of
Baal, and therefore that the decay of the sanctuary would necessarily follow upon the neglect of the worship.
Vers. 6 sqq. But

—

1

There

no ground either in the words or in the facts for restricting the
and of the congregation of
Israel" to the payment mentioned in Ex. xxx. 12, as Thenius and Bertheau
hare done, except perhaps the wish to find a discrepancy between the two
is

perfectly general expression "taxes of Moses

accounts, for the purpose of being able to accuse the chronicler,

De Wette

if

not of

any rate of perverting the true
state of the case.
The assertion of Thenius, that the yearly payment of half a
shekel, which was appointed in the law and regarded as atonement-money,
appears to be directly excluded in our text, is simply founded upon the interpretation given to *Q)]} t|D3 as current money, which we have already proved
intentional falsification, as

to

does, at

be false.
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the twenty-third year of the reign of Joash arrived, and the

dilapidations

had not been

repaired, the king laid the matter

and directed

before the high priest Jehoiada and the priests,

them not

to take the

money any more from

their acquaintance,

but to give it for the dilapidations of the temple ; " and the
priests consented to take no money, and not to repair the
dilapidations of the house," i.e. not to take charge of the repairs.

We may

see from this consent

to be understood.

how

command

the

of the king is

Hitherto the priests had collected the

money

pay for the repairing of the temple but inasmuch as they
had not executed the repairs, the king took away from them
both the collection of the money and the obligation to repair
The reason for the failure of the first measure is
the temple.
not mentioned in our text, and can only be inferred from the
to

;

new arrangement made by the king (ver. 9) " Jehoiada took a
of course by the command of the king, as is expressly
chest,
:

—

—

mentioned in 2 Chron. xxiv. 8, bored a hole in the door (the
and placed it by the side of the altar (of burntoffering) on the right by the entrance of every one into the
house of Jehovah, that the priests keeping the threshold might

lid) thereof,

put thither

(i.e.

into the chest) all the

—

into the house of Jehovah."

that there was

much money

money

was brought
they saw
the king's writer and
that

"And when

Ver. 10.

in the chest,

up and reckoned the money
nw, to bind up the
money in bags (c£ ch. v. 23). The binding is mentioned before
the reckoning, because the pieces of money were not counted
singly, but packed at once into bags, which were then weighed
for the purpose of estimating the amount received
Vers. 11,
12. " They gave the money weighed into the hands of those who
the high priest came, and bound

that was found in the house of Jehovah."

—

did the work,

who were

placed over the house of Jehovah,"

the appointed overlookers of the work

i.e.

"

and they paid it (as
it was required) to the carpenters and builders, who worked at
the house, and to the masons and the hewers of stone, and for
the purchase of wood and hewn stones, to repair the dilapidations of the house, and for all that might be spent («£, i.e. be
;

given out) for the house for repairing it."
It is quite clear
from this, that the assertion of J. D. Michaelis, De Wette, and

had embezzled the money collected, is
For if the king had cherished any such
suspicion against the priests, he would not have asked for their
others, that the priests

perfectly imaginary.
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an alteration of the first arrangement or to the new
still less would he have commanded that the
priests who kept the door should put the money into the chest,
for this would have heen no safeguard against embezzlement.
For if the door-keepers wished to embezzle, all that they would
need to do would be to put only a part of the money into the
chest
The simple reason and occasion for giving up the first
arrangement and introducing the new arrangement with the
chest, was that the first measure had proved to be insufficient
for the accomplishment of the purpose expected by the king.
For inasmuch as the king had not assigned any definite amount
for the repairing of the temple, but had left it to the priests to
pay for the cost of the repairs out of the money that was to
be collected, one portion of which at least came to themselves,
according to the law, for their own maintenance and to provide
for the expenses of worship, it might easily happen, without the
least embezzlement on the part of the priests, that the money
collected was paid out again for the immediate necessities of
worship and their own maintenance, and that nothing remained
to pay for the building expenses.
For this reason the king
consent to

measure; and

now undertook the execution of the requisite repairs.
why the chest was provided for the money to be
collected was, first of all, that the money to be collected for the
himself

The reason

building

might be separated from the

rest of the

came in and was intended for the priests

money

that

and secondly, that
the contributions to be gathered for the building might be increased, since it might be expected that the people would give
more if the collections were made for the express purpose of
restoring the temple, than if only the legal and free-will offerings
were simply given to the priests, without any one knowing how
much would be applied to the building. And because the king
had taken the building into his own hand, as often as the chest was
full he sent his secretary to reckon the money along with the high
priest^ and hand it over to the superintendents of the building.
If we compare with this the account in the Chronicles, it
helps to confirm the view which we have obtained from an un;

—

prejudiced examination of the text as to the affair in question.

According to ver. 5 of the Chronicles, Joash had
the

priests

and Levites

Levites did not hurry."
that they

to

accelerate

This

may be

were dilatory both in the
a

the repairs

commanded
;

"

but the

understood as signifying

collection of the

money and

A
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in the devotion of a portion of their revenues to the repairing of
the temple.

not so

much

But that the king took the matter in hand

himself,

because of the dilatoriness or negligence of the

priests as because his first measure, regarded as

did not answer the purpose,

is

an expedient,

evident from the

fact

that,

according to the Chronicles, he did not content himself with
placing the chest at the entrance, but had a proclamation made
at the

same time in Judah and Jerusalem, to

Moses

for the repair of the

temple

(ver. 9)

—

offer

the tax of

evidently with no

other intention than to procure more liberal contributions.

according to ver. 10, all the chief
rejoiced thereat,

and

cast their gifts

men and

all

For,

the people

into the chest,

«.«.

they

with joy for the purpose that had been proThe
other
points of difference between the Chronicles
claimed
and our text are unimportant For instance, that they placed the
chest " at the gate of the house of Jehovah on the outside." The
n»n merely defines the expression in our text, JV3 B^Kttfaa PDJ|
*", "to the right at the entrance into the temple," more minutely,
by showing that the ark was not placed on the inner side
of the entrance into the court of the priests, but against the
This is not at variance with rarer} 7XK in
outer wall of it
ver. 10; for even apart from the account in the Chronicles,
and according to our own text, this cannot be understood as
signifying that the ark had been placed in the middle of the
court, as Thenius explains in opposition to 'VI B*tTRi33, but can
only mean at the entrance which was on the right side of the
offered their gifts

—

altar,

i.e.

at the southern entrance into the inner court

Again,

the further variation, that according to the Chronicles (ver. 1

when

the chest was

full,

an

officer of

1),

the high priest came with

the scribe (not the high priest himself), furnishes simply a more
exact definition of our account, in which the high priest

is

named; just as, according to ver. 10, the high priest took the
chest and bored a hole in the lid, which no intelligent commentator would understand as signifying that the high priest did it
with his own hand. But there is a real difference between
vers. 14 and 15 of our text and ver. 14 of the Chronicles,
though the solution of this suggests itself at once on a closer
inspection of the words.
According to our account, there were
no golden or silver vessels, basons, knives, bowls, etc., made with
the money that was brought in, but it was given for the repairing of the house.

In the Chronicles, on the contrary,
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17, 18.

when they had finished the repairs, they brought
the remnant of the money to the king and Jehoiada, and he (the
king) used it for vessels for the house of the Lord, for vessels of
stated that "

the service,"

But

etc.

if

we

take proper notice of

DWM

here,

any contradiction,
since the words of our text affirm nothing more than that none
of the money that came in was applied to the making of vessels
of worship so long as the repairing of the building went on
What took place afterwards is not stated in our account, which
this we learn from the Chronicles.
is limited to the main fact
Ver. 15. No return was required of the inspectors as'to the
money handed over to them, because they were convinced of
there is no ground for saying that there

is

;

—

their honesty.

—

Ver.

16.

The money obtained from

trespass-

and sin-offerings was not brought into the house of
Jehovah, i.e. was not applied to the repairing of the temple, but
was left for the priests. In the case of the trespass-offering
compensation had to be made for the earthly debt according to
the valuation of the priest, with the addition of a fifth in money
and this was assigned to the priests not only in the case of a
?VD committed against Jehovah, but also when a neighbour had
been injured in his property, if he had died in the meantime
On the other hand, in the
(see at Lev. v. 1 6 and Num. v. 9).
case of the sin-offerings the priests received no money according
to the law.
Most of the commentators therefore assume, that
those who lived at a distance had sent money to the priests,
that they might offer sin-offerings with it, and what money was
over they had retained for themselves. But there is not the
slightest trace of any such custom, which is quite at variance
with the idea of the sin-offering. It may probably have become
a customary thing in the course of time, for those who presented
offerings

these offerings to compensate the officiating priest for his trouble

by a

free-will gift.

Vers.

17 and

18.

against Jerusalem,

is

The

brief account of HazaeTs campaign
completed by 2 Chron. xxiv. 23, 24.

Hazael had gone down along the coast
(see ch.
also,

xiii. 3),

and

had

after

defeating Israel

making war upon Judah
taken Gath, which Eehoboam had fortified
for the purpose of

He then set his face, i.e. determined, to
8).
advance to Jerusalem ; and Joash took the temple treasures,
etc.
According to the Chronicles, he sent an army against
Judah and Jerusalem, which destroyed all the princes of the
(2 Chron. xL
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much booty

nation and sent

to the king to Damascus, as the

small army of the Syrians had smitten the very large army of

To

Judah.

protect Jerusalem, after this defeat,

from being

taken by the Syrians, Joash sent all the treasures of the temple
and palace to Hazael, and so purchased the 'withdrawal of the
Syrians.

In

this

way

the two brief accounts of the

war may

be both reconciled and explained; whereas the opinion,

still

two passages treat of different
The Philistian city
wars, has no tenable ground to rest upon.
of Goth (see the Comm. on Josh. xiii. 3) appears to have belonged at that time to the kingdom of Judah, so that the Gathites were not among the Philistines who made an incursion into
Judah in the reign of Joram along with the Arabian tribes of
And it is impossible to deterthe south (2 Chron. xxL 16).
mine when Gath was wrested from the Syrians again ; probably
repeated

by Thenius,

that the

in the time of Joash the son of Jehoahaz of Israel, as he re-

covered from the Syrians all the

cities which they had taken
under Jehoahaz (ch. Tiii 25), and even
smote Amaziah the king of Judaea at Bethshemesh and took
him prisoner (ch. xiv. 13; 2 Chron. xxv. 21 sqq.). "All the
consecrated things, which Jehoshaphat, Joram, and Ahaziah had

from the

Israelites

consecrated,

and

his

own consecrated things,"

himself had consecrated.
is

The

i.e.

what he (Joash)

existence of such temple treasures

not at variance either with the previous account of the repairing
would not use the consecrated offerings for

of the temple, for Joash

the restoration of the temple, as the current revenue of the temple

was

sufficient for the purpose, or

it is

stated that Athaliah

rrfrp

rva to the Baals (see

with 2 Chron. xxiv.

7,

where
,

and her sons had applied all the ?fji>
at ch xii. 5, p. 367); for even if we are

by the sons of Athaliah not bastard sons (Ewald,
but the brethren of Joram whom the Philistines and Arabians had carried off, Ahaziah and Joram, although
they both of them served Baal, may, from political considerations, have now and then made consecrated gifts to the temple,

to understand

Gesch. iii p. 582),

if

only in a passing

fit

of religious fear.

Vers. 19-21. Conspiracy against Joash.

—Not

long after the

who had left Joash, according to
with many wounds, his servants formed a

departure of the Syrians,

2 Chron. xxiv. 25,

him and slew him upon his bed in the house
which goeth down to Silla. This description of tbe

conspiracy against
Millo,

locality is perfectly obscure for us.

The

conjecture that tfosrva
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which is so frequently
15 and 2 Sam. v. 9), is pre-

castle of Millo

Kings

ix.

cluded by the fact that this castle is always called tf^en (with
vbo is regarded by many as an abbreviation of
the article),
n? ?9» " which goes down by the road " and Thenius supposes
i

is to the road which ran diagonally through
the city from the Joppa gate to the Haram-area, corresponding
to the present David's road.
Others regard MpD as the proper
name of a place in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. It is im-

that the reference

possible to get any certain meaning out of it, unless we alter
the text according to arbitrary assumptions, as Thenius has done.
The conspirators were Jozachar the son of Shimeath, and Jehoza-

bad the son

of Slwmer, according to ver. 21
but according to
the Chronicles (ver. 26), they were Zdbad the son of Shimeath
the Ammonitess, and Jehozabad the son of Shimrith the Moabitess.

a
"9p\

is

The

;

names is perfectly obvious. "J?J
and this is the contracted form of
in the second : son of Shomer according
o

identity of the

first

copyist's error for ~o\,

The

difference

to our text, and son of the Shimrith according to the Chronicles,

has probably

a^so arisen

from a

slip of the pen, since 1DB?

might

by the dropping out of the n from the defectively written mow, although it is also possible that Shomer
may be the name of the grandfather. Joash was buried with
his fathers in the city of David; but according to ver. 25 of
the Chronicles he was not buried in the graves of the kings.
The two statements are not irreconcilable ; and there may be
good historical ground for the account in the Chronicles, as
easily be occasioned

Bertheau acknowledges with perfect
picion which has been cast

upon

it

justice, in spite of the sus-

by Thenius.

AND JOASH, KINGS OF
DEATH OF ELISHA.

CHAP. Xin. BEIGNS OF JEHOAHAZ

ISRAEL.

—

Reign of Jehoahaz.
Jehu was followed by
Jehoahaz his son, " in the twenty -third year of Joash of Judah."
Vers. 1-9.

This synchronistic statement is not only at variance with ver.
If
10, but cannot be very well reconciled with ch. xii. 1.
Jehoahaz began to reign in the twenty-third year of Joash king
of Judah, and reigned seventeen years, his son cannot have followed him after his death in the thirty-seventh year of Joash of
Judah, as is stated in ver. 10, for there are only fourteen years

and possibly a few months between the twenty-third and

thirty-
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he ascended the throne

at

the commencement of the twenty-third year of the reign

of

seventh years of Joash

;

and even

if

Joash and died at the end of the thirty-seventh, they could only
Moreover,
be reckoned as fifteen and not as seventeen years.
according to ch xiL 1, Joash of Judah began to reign in the
seventh year of Jehu, and therefore Athaliah, who ascended the
throne at the same time as Jehu, reigned fully six years. If,
therefore, the first year of Joash of Judah coincides with the
seventh year of Jehu, the twenty-eighth year of Jehu must correspond to the twenty-second year of Joash of Judah ; and in

Joash not only did Jehu

this year of

die,

but his son Jehoahaz

Consequently we must substitute the
ascended the throne.
twenty-second year of Joash, or perhaps, still more correctly,
1
the twenty-first year (Josephus), for the twenty-third.

If Jehu

died in the earliest months of the twenty-eighth year of his
reign, so that

two months,

he only reigned twenty-seven years and one or
and his son's ascent of the throne might

his death

On the other hand, Thenius, who follows des Vignoles and Winer, not only
defends the correctness of the account " in the twenty-third year of Joash,"
because it agrees with the twenty -eight years' reign of Jehu (ch. x. 86), but
also holds fast the seventeen years' duration of the reign of Jehoahaz on
1

account of its agreement with ch. xiv. 1 ; for 6 years (Athaliah) + 40 years
(Joash) = 46 years, and 28 years (Jehu) + 17 years (Jehoahaz) = 45 years ; so
that, as is there affirmed, Amaziah the son of Joash ascended the throne in
the second year of Joash the son of Jehoahaz. Bat to arrive at this result

he assumes that there
thirty-seventh year

is

to the edit Aldina of the

shown above

an error in

we ought

LXX. But

in the text, the

ver. 10,

namely, that instead of

the

to read the thirty-ninth year there, according

apart from the fact that, as

datum "in the twenty-third year

we

of

hare

Joash"

does not harmonize with the twenty-eight years' reign of Jehu, this solution
is overthrown by the circumstance that, in order to obtain
agreement between ver. 1 and ver. 14, Thenius reckons the years of the
reigns not only of Athaliah and Joash, but also of Jehu and Jehoahaz, as fall
years (the former 16 + 40, the latter 28 + 17) ; whereas, in order to bring
the datum in ver. 1 (in the twenty-third year of Joash) into harmony with
the emendation proposed in ver. 10 (in the thirty-ninth year of Joash), he
reckons the length of the reign of Jehoahaz as only sixteen years (instead of
seventeen). For example, if Jehoahaz reigned seventeen years, supposing
that he ascended the throne in the twenty-third year of Joash of Judah, be
died in the fortieth year of Joash (not the thirty-ninth), and his son began to
In that case Amaziah would have begun to reign in
reign the same year.
the first year of Jehoash of Israel, and not in the second, as is stated in ch.
xiv. 1.
The reading of the LXX. (ed. Aid. ver. 10), " in the thirty-ninth
year," is therefore nothing but a mistaken emendation resorted to for the
purpose of removing a discrepancy, but of no critical value.

of the difference
this

—
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even in the closing months of the twenty-first year of the
reign of Joash of Judah.
And from the twenty-first to the
fall

may have reigned sixteen years and a few months, and his reign be described as
lasting seventeen years.
Vers. 2, 3. As Jehoahaz trod in the
footsteps of his forefathers and continued the sin of Jeroboam
(the worship of the calves), the Lord punished Israel during his
reign even more than in that of his predecessor.
The longer
and the more obstinately the sin was continued, the more severe
did the punishment become. He gave them (the Israelites) into
the power of the Syrian king Hazael and his son Benhadad
Bwra, • the whole time," sc. of the reign of Jehoahaz (vid.
ver. 22)
not of the reigns of Hazael and Benhadad, as Thenius
supposes in direct opposition to vers. 24 and 25. According to
ver. 7, the Syrians so far destroyed the Israelitish army, that only
fifty horsemen, ten war-chariots, and ten thousand foot soldiers
were left Vers. 4 sqq. In this oppression Jehoahaz prayed
to the Lord ('" "SB n^n as in 1 Kings xiii. 6) ; and the Lord
heard this prayer, because He saw their oppression at the hands
of the Syrians, and gave Israel a saviour, so that they came out
from the power of the Syrians and dwelt in their booths again,
as before, i.e. were able to live peaceably again in their houses,
without being driven off and led away by the foe. The saviour,
jre'to, was neither an angel, nor the prophet Elisha, nor guidam
t ducibus Joasi, as some of the earlier commentators supposed,
nor a victory obtained by Jehoahaz over the Syrians, nor merely
Jeroboam (Thenius) ; but the Lord gave them the saviour in
the two successors of Jehoahaz, in the kings Jehoash and Jeroboam, the former of whom wrested from the Syrians all the
cities that had been conquered by them under his father (ver.
thirty-seventh year of Joash, Jehoahaz

—

;

—

25), while the latter restored the ancient boundaries of Israel
(cluxiv. 25).

According to

vers.

22-25, the oppression by the

Syrians lasted as long as Jehoahaz lived

;

but after his death

the Lord had compassion upon Israel, and after the death of
Hazael,

when

his son

Benhadad had become king, Jehoash reall the Israelitish cities that had been

covered from Benhadad

taken by the Syrians.
sion

It is obvious from this, that the oppres-

which Benhadad the son

according to ver. 3,
so that it

falls

of Hazael inflicted

upon

Israel,

within the period of his father's reign,

was not as king, but as commander-in-chief under his
he oppressed Israel, and therefore he is not even

father, that
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called king in ver. 3.

KINGS.

—

Ver. 6. " Only they departed not," etc, is
and must be expressed thus : " although

inserted as a parenthesis

—

Ver. 7. " For

they departed not from the sin of Jeroboam."
0?) he had not left,"
gave them a saviour,

etc.,
.

.

.

furnishes the ground for ver. 5

:

God

although they did not desist from the

had been brought to the last exJehoahaz people (D}>, people
of war), only fifty horsemen, etc.
For 'onn instead of K'?™!
The suffix aa in ver. 6 refers
(ver. 6), see at 1 Kings xxi. 21.

sin of Jeroboam, ... for Israel

tremity

;

He

(Jehovah) had

to nkijsn, just as that in

left to

niBD in

ver.

2 (see at ch.

iii.

3).

"

And

even the Asherah was (still) standing at Samaria," probably
from the time of Ahab downwards (1 Kings xvi 33), since
Jehu is not said to have destroyed it (ch x. 26 sqq.). 'W ODfen,
" and had made them like dust for trampling upon,"
an expression denoting utter destruction.
Vers. 8 and 9. Close of the
reign of Jehoahaz.
Jehoahaz had probably shown his might in
the war with the Syrians, although he had been overcome.

—

—

—

Reign .of Jehoash or Joash of Israel. On
commencement of his reign see at ver. 1. He also walked

Vers. 10-13.

the

in the sins of Jeroboam (compare ver. 11 with vers. 2 and 6).

The war with Amaziah referred to in ver. 12 is related in the
history of this king in ch xiv. 8-14
and the close of the reign
of Joash is also recorded there (vers. 15 and 16) with the stand;

And

ing formula.

even here

it

ought not to be introduced

till

the end of the chapter, instead of in vers. 12 and 13, inasmuch

of Elisha's

which follow relate several things belonging to the
But as they are connected with the termination
life, it was quite admissible to wind up the reign of

Joash with

ver. 13.

as the verses

reign of Joash.

14-21. Illness and Death of the Prophet Elisha.
When Elisha was taken ill with the sickness of
which he was to die, king Joash visited him and wept over his
face, i.c. bending over the sick man as he lay, and exclaimed, " My
father, my father! the chariot of Israel and horsemen thereof!"
just as Elisha had mourned over the departure of Elijah (ch

—

ii.

Vers.

Ver. 14.

12).

This lamentation of the king at the approaching death

of the prophet shows that Joash

And on

knew how

to value his labours.

account of this faith which was manifested in his recog-

nition of the prophet's worth, the Lord gave the king another

gracious assurance through the dying Elisha, which was confirmed
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15
and

Vers.

.

.

.

stretch the bow.

i.e.

sqq.
let

He

—

"Take

said

thy hand pass

then placed his

hands upon the king's hands, as a sign that the power which was
to

be given to the bow-shot came from the Lord through the

He

mediation of the prophet

window towards the
"

and

east

then directed him to open the
adding as he shot off the

shoot,

An

arrow of salvation from the Lord, and an arrow of
and thou wilt smite the Syrians at
Aphek (see at 1 Kings xx. 26) to destruction." The arrow that
was shot off was to be a symbol of the help of the Lord against
the Syrians to their destruction.
This promise the king was
then to appropriate to himself through an act of his own
Elisha

arrow

:

salvation against the Syrians

;

him (ver. 18) to " take the arrows ;" and when
had taken them, said nyiK yn, « strike to the earth," i.e. shoot
the arrows to the ground, not " smite the earth with the bundle
of arrows " (Thenius), which neither agrees with the shooting of
the first arrow, nor admits of a grammatical vindication; for
ran, when used of an arrow, signifies to shoot and to strike with
the arrow shot off, i.e. to wound or to kill (cf. ch. ix. 24,
1 Kings xxii. 34).
The shooting of the arrows to the earth was
" And the
intended to symbolize the overthrow of the Syrians.
king shot three times, and then stood (still)," i.e. left off shooting.
Ver. 19. Elisha was angry at this, and said: " Thou shouldst
shoot five or six times, thou wouldst then have smitten the
Syrians to destruction; but now thou wilt smite them three
Tllsn?
times."
it was to shoot, i.e. thou shouldst shoot
compare Ewald, § 237, c; and for n'?"? '?, then hadst thou smitten,
vid. Ewald, § 358, a.
As the king was told that the arrow
shot off signified a victory over the Syrians, he ought to have

therefore directed

he

:

—

;

:

shot off all the arrows, to secure a complete victory over them.

When,

therefore, he left off after shooting only three times, this
was a sign that he was wanting in the proper zeal for obtaining
the divine promise, i.e. in true faith in the omnipotence of God
1
to fulfil His promise.
Elisha was angry at this weakness of

the king's faith,

and

told

him

that

by leaving

off so

soon he had

deprived himself of a perfect victory over the Syrians.

" When the king

—Vers. 20,

upon the power of the kings of Syria, since he
thought that it was enough if he struck
the earth three times, fearing that the prophecy might not be fulfilled if he
should strike more blows upon the ground." Cleiucus.
1

had not implicit

reflected

faith in Elisha, he
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21. Elisha then died at a great age.
Elijah to be a prophet in the reign of

KINGS.

As he had been called by
Ahab and did not die till

that of Joash, and forty-one years elapsed between the year

Ahab

died and the

commencement

have held his prophetical

office for at least fifty years,

attained the age of eighty.

"

that

of the reign of Joash, he must

And

and have

they buried him

just as

marauding bands of Moabites entered the land. And it came
to pass, that at the burial of a man they saw the marauding
bands coming, and placed the dead man in the greatest haste in
the grave of Elisha," for the purpose of escaping from the enemy

But when the (dead) man touched the bones of Elisha, he came
and rose up upon his feet 'W 3Kto nvw is a circumstantial clause.
The difficult expression njtf K3, " a year
had come," can only have the meaning given by the LXX. and
Chald. " when a yeaf had come," and evidently indicates that

to life again,

:

the burial of Elisha occurred at the time

when

the yearly return-

ing bands of Moabitish marauders invaded the land.

Gramm.

Ewald

(Krit.

528) would therefore read ttfa, a corning of the year,
in which case the words would be grammatically subordinate to
the main clause. Luther renders it " the same year," in ipso anno,
after the Vulgate and Syriac, as if the reading had been tw ^2.
on, they, the people who had just buried a man.
&7Q n0^
2l?_ *|Vn: and the man went and
threw, but placed hastily.
touched,

p.

yg}.

serves as a pictorial delineation of the thought,

that as soon as the dead

came

to

life,

vj

is

man

touched the bones of Elisha he

not only applied to the motion of inanimate

but also to the gradual progress of any transaction. The
conjecture of Thenius and Hitzig, wH, " and they went away," is
quite unsuitable.
The earlier Israelites did not bury their dead
in coffins, but wrapped them in linen cloths and laid them in
objects,

tombs hewn out of the rock. The tomb was then covered with
a stone, which could easily be removed. The dead man, who
was placed thus hurriedly in the tomb which had been opened,
might therefore easily come into contact with the bones of

The design of this miracle of the restoration of the
dead man to life was not to show how even in the grave Elisha
surpassed his master Elijah in miraculous power (Ephr. Syr. and
Elisha.

but to impress the seal of divine attestation upon the
prophecy of the dying prophet concerning the victory of Joasa
others),

over the Syrians (Wisd.
bore witness that

13, 14), since the Lord thereby
not the God of the dead, but of the

xlviii.

He was
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and that His spirit was raised above death and corruptibility.
The opinion that the dead man was restored to life again
in a natural manner, through the violent shaking occasioned by
the fall, or through the coolness of the tomb, needs no refutation.
Vers. 22-25. The prophecy which Elisha uttered before his
death is here followed immediately by the account of its fulfilment, and to this end the oppression of the Israelites by Hazael
is mentioned once more, together with that turn of affairs which
took place through the compassion of God after the death of
Hazael and in the reign of his son Benhadad KD? is a pluperfect " Hazael had oppressed " (for the fact itself compare
vers. 4 and 7).
For the sake of the covenant made with the
patriarchs the Lord turned again to the Israelites, and would
not destroy them, and did not cast them away from His face *W
row (" till now "), as was the case afterwards, but delivered them
from the threatening destruction through the death of Hazael.
For in the reign of his son and successor Benhadad, Joash the
son of Jehoahaz took from him again (3B^ is to be connected
with njw) the cities which he (Hazael) had taken from Jehoahaz
in the war.
These cities which Hazael had wrested from
Jehoahaz were on this side of the Jordan, for Hazael had conquered all Gilead in the time of Jehu (ch. x. 32, 33). Joash
recovered the former from Benhadad, whilst his son Jeroboam
living,

—

:

reconquered Gilead also (see at ch xiv. 25).
CHAP. XIV. REIGNS OF AMAZIAH OF JUDAH,

AND JEROBOAM

H.

OF

ISRAEL.

Vers. 1-22.

—

Eeign of Amaziah of Judah (cf. 2 Chron. xxv.).
and spirit of his reign, and his victory over
Ver. 1. Amaziah began to reign in the second

Vers. 1-7. Length

the JEdomites.

—

year of Joash of

Israel.

Now

as Joash of Israel ascended the

throne, according to ch. xiiL 1 0, in the thirty-seventh year of Joash

of Judah, the latter cannot have reigned thirty-nine full years,

which might be reckoned as forty (ch. xii. 1), according to the
186 sq. of reckoning the current years
as complete years, if the commencement of his reign took place a
month or two before Nisan, and his death occurred a month or two
after, without its being necessary to assume a regency.
Vers. 2,
3. Amaziah reigned twenty-nine years in the same theocratical

principle mentioned at p.

—

spirit as his father Joash, only not like his ancestor

David,

according to the correct explanation in 2 Chron. xxv.
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with a/& 33? (see at 1 Kings xi 4), since Amaziah, like his
father Joash (see at ch. xii. 3), fell into idolatry in the closing
years of his reign (cf. 2 Chron. xxv. 14 sqq).
Only the high
Vers. 5, 6. After establishing
places were not taken away, etc.
his own government, he punished the murderers of his father

—

—

law in Deut xxiv. 16, he did
was commonly the custom in the
East in ancient times, and may very frequently have been done
The Chethib TWDt% is correct, and the Keri no'
in Israel as well
Ver. 7.
is an unnecessary alteration made after Deuteronomy.
The brief account of the defeat of the Edomites in the Salt
Valley and of the taking of the city of Sda is completed by
According to the latter, Amaziah sought
2 Chron. xxv. 6-16.
to strengthen his own considerable army by the addition of
100,000 Israelitish mercenaries; but at the exhortation of a
prophet he sent the hired Israelites away again, at which they
were so enraged, that on their way home they plundered several
of the cities of Judah and put many men to death
The Edomites had revolted from Judah in the reign of Joram (ch viii.
20 sqq.); Amaziah now sought to re-establish his rule over
them, in which he was so far successful, that he completely
defeated them, slaying 10,000 in the battle and then taking
their capital, so that his successor Uzziah was also able to incorporate the Edomitish port of Elath in his own kingdom once
more (ver. 22). On the Salt Valley (rhsrpi for nferrtw in the
Chronicles), a marshy salt plain in the south of the Dead Sea,
see at 2 Sam. viii. 13.
According to ver. 12 of the Chronicles,
in addition to the 10,000 who were slain in battle, 10,000
Edomites were taken prisoners and cast headlong alive from the

with death

;

but, according to the

not slay their children

also, as

—

top of a rock.

V?D«? (the rock) with the article, because the epithet
founded upon the peculiar nature of the city, was probably
the capital of the Edomites, called by the Greeks 17 Ilerpa, and
bore this name from its situation and the mode in which it was
built, since it was erected in a valley surrounded by rocks, and
that in such a manner that the houses were partly hewn in the
natural rock.
Of this commercial city, which was still flourishis

ing in the

first

centuries of the Christian era, splendid ruins

have been preserved in a valley on the eastern side of the ghor
which runs down to the Elanitic Gulf, about two days' journey
from the southern extremity of the Dead Sea, on the east of
Mount Hot, to which the Crusaders gave the name of vallis
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Mbysi, and which the Arabs still call Wady Mum. (see Robinson,
Pal. ii. pp. 512 sqq., and for the history of this city, pp. 574
sqq., and Hitter's Erdkunde, xiv. pp. 1103 sqq.).
Vers. 8—14. War with Joash of Israel.
Ver. 8. Amaziah

—

then sent a challenge to the Israelitish king Joash to go to
war with him. The outward reason for this was no doubt the
hostile acts that had been performed by the Israelitish troops,
which had been hired for the war with Edora and then sent
back again (2 Chron. xxv. 13). But the inward ground was
the pride which had crept upon Amaziah in consequence of his
victory over the Edomites, and had so far carried him away,
that he not only forgot the Lord his God, to whom he was
indebted for this victory, and brought to Jerusalem the gods of
the Edomites which he had taken in the war and worshipped
them, and silenced with threats the prophet who condemned
this idolatry (2 Chron. xxv. 14 sqq.), but in his proud reliance
upon his own power challenged the Israelitish king to war.
Vers. 9, 10. Jehoash (Joash) answered his insolent challenge,
" Come, we will see one another face to face," ie. measure swords
with one another in war, with a similar fable to that with which
Jotham had once instructed his fellow-citizens (Judg. ix. 8 sqq).
" The thorn-bush on Lebanon asked the cedar on Lebanon for its
daughter as a wife for his son, and beasts of the field went by

and trampled down the thorn-bush"

This fable

is,

of course,

not to be interpreted literally, as though Amaziah were the
thorn-bush, and Jehoash the cedar, and the wild beasts the
warriors ; but the thorn-bush putting itself upon an equality with
the cedar is a figurative representation of a proud man overrating his strength, and the desire expressed to the cedar of a
wish surpassing the bounds of one's condition so that Thenius
is not warranted in inferring from this that Amaziah had in his
;

mind the subjugation of Israel to Judah again. The trampling
down of the thom-bush by a wild beast is only meant to set
forth the sudden overthrow and destruction which may come
unexpectedly upon the proud
plans.

Ver.

10

man

in the midst of his daring

The

contains the application of the parable.

Edom

thy
has made thee high-minded.
hast
highheart has lifted thee up, equivalent to, thou
become
minded. I???, "be honoured," i.e. be content with the fame
victory over

13? INfco

:

thou hast acquired at Edom, " and stay at home." Wherefore
rgr}'}, to engage in
8houldst thou meddle with misfortune ?
<
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conflict or war.

whom he

Misfortune

wanted to fight

attention to this warning.

—

is

thought of as an enemy, with

Vers. 11, 12.

But Amaziah

A battle was fought

paid no

at Beth-shemeA

(Ain-Shems, on the border of Judah and Dan, see at Josh

xv.

10) ; Judah was smitten by Israel, so that every one fled to his
Ver. 13. Jehoash took king Amaziah prisoner, and then
home.
came to Jerusalem, and had four hundred cubits of the wall

—

broken down at the gate of Ephxaim to the corner gate, and
then returned to Samaria with the treasures of the palace and
The Chethib 1K31 is to be pointed
temple, and with hostages.
ilCM, the vowel i being placed after K, as in several other cases
There is no ground for altering vwa] after
(see Ewald, § 18, b).
the Chronicles (Thenius), although the reading in the Chronicles

For if Jehoash took Amazing prisoner
Beth-shemesh and then came to Jerusalem, he no doubt
brought his prisoner with him, for Amaziah remained king and
reigned for fifteen years after the death of Jehoash (ver. 17).
The JSphraim gate, which is generally supposed to be the same
as the gate of Benjamin (Jer. xxxvii 13, xxxviii 7 Zech. xiv.
10 ; compare Neh, viii. 16, xii 3 9),. stood in the middle of the
north wall of Jerusalem, through which the road to Benjamin
and Ephraim ran and the corner gate was at the north-western
corner of the same wall, as we may see from Jer. xxxL 38 and
Zech xiv. 10. If, then, Jehoash had four hundred cubits of the
wall thrown down at the gate Ephraim to the corner gate, the
distance between the two gates was not more than four hundred
cubits, which applies to the northern wall of Zion, but not to
the second wall, which defended the lower city towards the
north, and must have been longer, and which, according to
2 Chron. xxxii. 5, was probably built for the first time by Hezekiah (vtd. Krafft, Topographie v. Jerus. pp. 117 sqq.). Jehoash
destroyed this portion of the Zion wall, that the city might be
left defenceless, as Jerusalem could be most easily taken on the
1
level northern side.
The treasures of the temple and palace,
which Jehoash took away, cannot, according to ch. xii. 19, have
elucidates the thought.
at

;

;

—

1 Thenius takes
a different Tiew.
According to the description which
Joaephus gives of this event (Ant. ix. 9, 3), he assumes that Jehoash had the
four hundred cubits of the city wall thrown down, that he might get a mag-

and the invading army ; and he endeavouis to
support this assumption by stating that the space between the Ephraim gate
and the corner gate was much more than four hundred cubits. But this
nificent gate (?) for himself
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been very considerable.

hostages

it.

release

rfaijMnn "oa, sons of the citizenships,

(obsides, Vulg.).

He took

hostages in return for the

of Amaziah, as pledges that he would keep the peace.

Vers.
of the

383

15-22.

15-17. The

repetition of the notice concerning the

reign of Joash, together with the formula from ch.

end
Tiii

12 and 13, may probably be explained from the fact, that in
annals of the kings of Israel it stood after the account of the

the

war between Jehoash and Amaziah
the circumstance that the
here,

name

This

may be

inferred from

of Joash is spelt invariably eWft;

whereas in the closing notices in

ch. xiii.

12 and 13 we

have the later form bW', the one which was no doubt adopted

But he might be induced to give
more as he found them in his original sources,
from the statement in ver. 17, that Amaziah outlived Jehoash

by the author of our books.
these notices once

years, seeing therein a manifestation of the grace of God,
who would not destroy Amaziah notwithstanding his pride, but
delivered him, through the death of his victor, from further in-

fifteen

juries at

As Amaziah ascended

his hands.

the throne in the

and before
war with Israel made war upon the Edomites and overcame
them, the war with Israel can only fall in the closing years of
Jehoash, and this king cannot very long have survived his

second year of the sixteen years' reign of Jehoash,
his

triumph over the king of Judah.
Vers.
ziah,

18—22. Conspiracy

against Amaziah.

—

Ver. 19.

like his father Joash, did not die a natural death.

AmaThey

made a conspiracy against him at Jerusalem, and he fled to
Lachish, whither murderers were sent after him, who slew him
there.
The earlier commentators sought for the cause of this
conspiracy in the unfortunate result of the war with Jehoash
but this conjecture is at variance with the circumstance that the
conspiracy did not break out till fifteen years or more after that
event.
It is true that in 2 Chron. xxv. 27 we read " from the
time that Amaziah departed from the Lord, they formed a conspiracy against him " but even this statement cannot be understood in any other way than that Amaziah's apostasy gave
occasion for discontent, which eventually led to a conspiracy.
;

upon an assumption which cannot be sustained, namely,
by Hezekiah (2 Chron. xzxii. 5) was already in
existence in the time of Amaziah, and that the gates mentioned were in this
*alL The subjective view of the matter in Josephus has no more worth than
that of a simple conjecture.
assertion is based

that the second wall built
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For his apostasy began with the introduction of Edomitish
deities into

Jerusalem after the defeat of the Edomites, and

war with Jehoash, in the first part of his
whereas the conspiracy cannot possibly have lasted fifteen

therefore before the
reign,

years or more before

it

came

Zachish, in the low-

to a head.

lands of Judah, has probably been preserved in the ruins of Urn.
Lahis (see at Josh x. 3).
Ver. 20. " They lifted him upon the

—

upon the hearse
harnessed, and brought him

horses,"

i.e.

to

which the king's horses had been
where he was buried

to Jerusalem,

—

Ver. 21. All the people
with his fathers, i.e. in the royal tomb.
of Judah, i.e. the whole nation, not the whole of the men of
war (Thenius), thereupon made his son Azariali (Uzziah) king,
who was only sixteen years old. nntg or ^W. is the name

given to this king here and ch. xv.

1, 6, 8,

17, 23, and 27, and

whereas in ch xv. 13, 30, 32, 34, 2 Chron.
xxvi. 1, 3, 11, etc., and also Isa L 1, vi. 1, Hos. L 1, Amos i.
This
1, and Zech. xiv. 5, he is called nn» or inj»p (Uzziah).
1 Chron.

iii.

12

;

name is too constant to be attributable to a
Even the conjecture that Azariah adopted the
name Uzziah as king, or that it was given to him by the soldiers
after a successful campaign (Thenius), does not explain the use

variation in the
copyist's error.

names in our historical books. We must rather
assume that the two names, which are related in meaning,
were used promiscuously, nnijj signifies " in Jehovah is help ;
n ?^> " whose strength is Jehovah"
This is favoured by the
circumstance adduced by Bertheau, that among the descendants of Kohath we also find an Uzziah who bears the name
Azariah (1 Chron. vi. 9 and 21), and similarly among the
descendants of Heman an Uzziel with the name Azarel (1 Chron.
xxv. 4 and 18).
Ver. 22. Immediately after his ascent of the
throne, Uzziah built, i.e. fortified, Math, the Idumaean port (see
It is
at 1 Kings ix. 26), and restored it to Judah again.
evident from this that Uzziah completed the renewed subjugaThe position in
tion of Edom which his father had begun.
which this notice stands, immediately after his ascent of the
throne and before the account of the duration and character of
his reign, may be explained in all probability from the importance
of the work itself, which not only distinguished the commenceof the two

—

ment

Of his reign, but also gave evidence of its power.

Vers. 23-29.

Reign of Jeroboam

n.

op Israel.
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23-29.

the

son of Joash (Jehoash)

ascended the throne in the fifteenth year of Amaziah, agrees

which Amaziah outlived Jehoash
Amaziah reigned twenty-nine years. On the

with ver. 17, according to
fifteen

other

years, since

hand, the forty-one years' duration of his reign does not

with the statement in ch. xv. 8, that his son Zachariah did
become king till the thirty-eighth year of Azariah (Uzziah)
and therefore Thenius proposes to alter the number 41 into 51,
Ewaldinto 53.
For further remarks, see ch. xv. 8. Jeroboam
also adhered firmly to the image-worship of his ancestors, but he
raised his kingdom again to great power.
Ver. 25. He brought
back (pP&O), i.e. restored, the boundary of Israel from towards
Hamath in the north, to the point to which the kingdom extended in the time of Solomon (1 Kings viiL 65), to the sea
of the Arabah (the present Ghor), i.e. to the Dead Sea (compare
Deut iii. 17, and iv. 49, from which this designation of the

agree

not

—

southern border of the
ing to

prophet Jonah,"

the

kingdom

of the ten tribes arose), " accord-

the word of the Lord, which

who had

He had

spoken through

probably used this designation

which was borrowed from the Penin the announcement which he made. The extent of
the kingdom of Israel in the reign of Jeroboam is defined
in the same manner in Amos vi. 14, but instead of »Enjj ? D'
of

the southern boundary,

tateuch,

i

the

nf)J£!

?™

is

mentioned,

i.e.

Wady el
Moab and Edom

in all probability the

which formed the boundary between
which we may see that Jeroboam had also subjugated the
Moabites to his kingdom, which is not only rendered probable
by ch iii 6 sqq., but is also implied in the words that he
restored the former boundary of the kingdom of Israel.
On the
prophet Jonah, the son of Amittai, see the Gomm. on Jon. i. 1.
Ahsy,

from

—

Gath-Mepher, in the tribe of Zebulun,

is

Meshed, to the north of Nazareth (see at

the present village of

Josh

xix. 1 3).

—

Vers.

The higher ground for this strengthening of Israel in
the time of Jeroboam was to be found in the compassion of
God.
The Lord saw the great oppression and helpless condition
26, 27.

of Israel,

He
the

and had not yet pronounced the decree of rejection.
1KD rnb without
Jeroboam,

therefore sent help through
article,

signifies

and governed by

very

bitter,

«tjo

'fe* '}«
(see Ewald, § 293, a),
having taken the meaning of "V}D.

This is the explanation adopted in all the ancient versions,
also

by Dietrich in

Ges. Lex.

and

'W ">«y DDK], verbatim from Deut.

SB
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show that the kingdom of

KINGS.

Israel

had been brought
by Moses;

to the utmost extremity of distress predicted there

was necessary that the Lord should interpose with His
His people were not utterly to perish. 1|1 to : He had
not yet spoken, £«. had not yet uttered the decree of rejection
through the mouth of a prophet. To blot out the name under
the heavens is an abbreviated expression for : among the nations
who dwelt under the heavens. Vers. 28, 29. Of the rest of the
history of Jeroboam we have nothing more than an intimation
that he brought back Damascus and Hamath of Judah to Israel,
ITIWI7 is a perii.e. subjugated it again to the kingdom of Israel.
phrastic form for the genitive, as proper names do not admit of any
form of the construct state, and in this case the simple genitive
would not have answered so well to the fact For the meaning
is " whatever in the two kingdoms of Damascus and Hamath
had formerly belonged to Judah in the times of David and
Solomon."
By Damascus and Hamath we are not to understand
the cities, but the kingdoms ; for not only did the city of Hamath
never belong to the kingdom of Israel, but it was situated outside the boundaries laid down by Moses for Israel (see at Num.
xxxiv. 8).
It cannot, therefore, have been re-conquered pw)
by Jeroboam. It was different with the city of Damascus,
which David had conquered and even Solomon had not permanently lost (see at 1 Kings xl 24).
Consequently in the
Ver.
case of Damascus the capital is included in the kingdom.
29. As Jeroboam reigned forty-one years, his death occurred in
If, then, his son did not
the twenty-seventh year of Uzziah.
and

it

help, if

—

:

—

begin to reign

till

the thirty-eighth year of Uzziah, as

is stated

in ch. xv. 8, he cannot have come to the throne immediately
after his father's death (see at ch. xv. 8).

CHAP. XV. REIGHS OF AZARIAH OF JUDAH, ZACHABIAH, SHALLUM,

MENAHEM, PEKAHIAH, AND PEKAH OF ISEAEL, AND JOTHAM OF
JUDAH.
Vers. 1-7.

Reign of Azabiah (Uzziah) of Judah

—The

(cf.

2

statement that " in the twenty-seventh year
of Jeroboam Azariah began to reign" is at variance with ch.
xiv. 2, 16, 17, and 23.
If, for example, Azariah ascended the
Chron. xxvL).

throne in the fifteenth year of Joash of Israel, and with his

twenty-nine years' reign outlived Joash fifteen years (ch. xiv. 2,
17) ; if, moreover, Jeroboam followed his father Joash in the
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1-7.

(ch. xiv. 23),

and Amaziah died in

year of Jeroboam ; Azariah (Uzziah) must have become king in the fifteenth year of Jeroboam, since, according to
the fifteenth

21, the people made him king after the murder of his
which precludes the supposition of an interregnum. Consequently the datum " in the twenty-seventh year " can only have
ch. xiv.

father,

crept into

with

(15)

year."

—

»

(27),

and we must therefore read

" in the fifteenth

Vers. 2 sqq. Beside the general characteristics of Uzziah's

fifty-two

not

the text through the confounding of the numerals id

years' reign,

a single

2 Chron.

which are given in the standing formula,

special act is mentioned, although, according to

xxvi.,

and prosperity

;

he raised

his

kingdom

to great earthly

power

probably for no other reason than because his

had exerted no permanent influence upon the development of the kingdom of Judah, but all the useful fruits of
his reign were destroyed again by the ungodly Ahaz.
Uzziah
did what was right in the eyes of the Lord, as his father Amaziah
had done.
For as the latter was unfaithful to the Lord in the
enterprises

closing
as

years of his reign, so did Uzziah seek

God only

so long

who was experienced in divine visions, remained
and God gave success to his enterprises, so that during

Zechariah,

alive,

this

time he carried on successful wars against the Philistines

Aid Arabians, fortified the walls of Jerusalem with strong towers,
built

watch-towers in the desert, and constructed cisterns for
and supply of his numerous nodes, promoted

the protection

and vine-growing, and organized a numerous and
army (2 Chron. xxvi. 5-15). But the great
power to which he thereby attained produced such haughtiness, that he wanted to make himself high priest in his kingdom
after the manner of the heathen kings, and usurping the sacred
functions, which belonged according to the law to the Levitical
priests alone, to offer incense in the temple, for which he was
punished with leprosy upon the spot (ver. 5 compared with
2 Chron. xxvi 16 sqq.).
The king's leprosy is described in our
'" PM^ Jehovah smote
account also as a punishment from God.
him, and he became leproua
presupposes
an act of guilt,
This

agriculture

well-furnished

:

and confirms the fuller account of this guilt given in the Chronicles,

which Thenius, following the example of De Wette and

Winer, could only call in question on the erroneous assumption
" that the powerful king wanted to restore the regal high-priesthood exercised by David and Solomon."
Oehler (Herzog's Cycl.)
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has already shown that such an opinion

is

perfectly " groundless,"

nowhere stated that David and Solomon performed
with their own hands the functions assigned in the law to the
priests in connection with the offering of sacrifice, as the cosince it is

operation of the priests is not precluded in connection with the
sacrifices presented
iii 4, etc.).

live in

by these kings

—Uzziah

(2 Sam. vi 17, and 1 Kings
being afflicted with leprosy, was obliged to

a separate house, and appoint his son Jotham as president

of the royal house to judge the people,
ministration of the kingdom.
is

—The

time

i.e.

to conduct the ad-

when this event occurred

not stated either in our account or in the Chronicles. But
punishment from God cannot have fallen upon him before

this

the last ten years of his fifty-two years' reign, because his

who was

only twenty-five years old

when

his father died

son,
(ver.

33, and 2 Chron. xxvii. 1), undertook the administration of the
the kingdom at once, and therefore must have been at

affairs of

least fifteen years old.

and

others, after the

A'B'Bnn n'a ia taken by Winer, Gesenius,
example of Iken, to signify nosocondum,

an infirmary or lazar-house, in accordance with the verb ifjg.,
jceit,

II.

debilis, imbecillis fv/U.

But

this

meaning cannot be

traced

in Hebrew, where ^fin is used in no other sense than free,
at liberty, manumissus.

Aquila

is correct, ot*o?

set

Consequently the rendering adopted by
iheudeplas

;

and the explanation given by

who lived there were
who were sent away from human society, or perhaps more
correctly, those who were released from the world and its privileges
and duties, or cut off from intercourse with God and man Ver. 7.
Kimchi of

this epithet

is,

that the persons

those

—

When

Uzziah died, he was buried with his fathers in the city of
David, but because he died of leprosy, not in the royal family
tomb, but, as the Chronicles (ver. 23) add to complete the account,
" in the burial-field of the kings " so that he was probably
buried in the earth according to our mode.
His son Jotham
did not become king till after Uzziah's death, as he had not been
regent, but only the administrator of the affairs of the kingdom
;

during his father's leprosy.
Vers. 8-12.

Reign of Zachakiah of Israel.

—

Ver.

8. " In

the thirty-eighth year of Uzziah, Zachariah the son of Jeroboam

became king over

Israel six months."

As Jeroboam

died in the

twenty-seventh year of Uzziah, according to our remarks on
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is an interregnum of eleven years between his
and the ascent of the throne by his son, as almost all the
chronologists since the time of Usher have assumed.
It is true
that this interregnum may be set aside by assuming that Jero-

29, there

jriv.

death

boam reigned fifty-one or fifty-three years instead of forty-one,
without the synchronism being altered in consequence.
But as
it is not very probable that the numeral letters 23 or 33 should
be confounded with KD, and as the conflict for the possession of
the throne, which we meet with after the very brief reign of
Zachariah, when taken in connection with various allusions in
the prophecies of Hosea, rather favours the idea that the anarchy
broke out immediately after the death of Jeroboam, we regard
the
tion

assumption of an interregnum as resting on a better foundathan the removal of the chronological discrepancy by an

alteration of the
in the

text

—

Vers. 9 sqq.

Zachariah also persevered

sin of his fathers in connection with the calf-worship

the word of the Lord pronounced upon Jehu

therefore

was fulfilled in him.
spiracy
before

and put him

(ch. x. 30)
Shallum the son of Jabesh formed a con-

to death byp?P,, before people,

the eyes of alL1

brought to repentance

As

Israel

would not

and to return

i.e.

openly

suffer itself to

to the Lord, its

be

God and

King,

by

Joash

and Jeroboam, any more than by the severe judgments

the manifestations of divine grace in the times of

preceded them, and the earnest admonitions of the prophets
and Amos; the judgment of rejection could not fail

that

Hosea

upon the nation, which so basely
and covenant-faithfulness of
the kingdom hasten with rapid steps

eventually to burst forth

despised the grace, long-suffering,
God.

We

therefore see

towards its destruction after the death of Jeroboam.

In the
between the death of Jeroboam and the conquest
of Samaria by Shalmaneser anarchy prevailed twice, in all for
the space of twenty years, and six kings followed one another,
only one of whom, viz. Menahem, died a natural death, so as to
be succeeded by his son upon the throne.
The other five were
dethroned and murdered by rebels, so that, as Witsius has truly
8aid, with the murder of Zachariah not only was the declaration of Hosea (L 4) fulfilled, " I visit the blood-guiltiness of
Jezreel upon the house of Jehu," but also the parallel utterance,
" and I destroy the kingdom of the house of Israel," since the
sixty-two years

1

Ewald

{Gach.

iii.

in the

most marvellous manner has made DJT^3p into a king

p. 598).
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with Zachariah.

much
august name of

successors of Zachariah were not so

"For the

kings as robbers and

kings, who lost 'with
tyrants, unworthy of the
ignominy the tyranny which they had wickedly acquired, and as
wickedly exercised" Wrrsius, AacafyvK p. 320.

—

—

13-16. Eeign ov Shaixum. Shallum reigned only a
month (D'onTV, as in Deut xxi. 13 see at Gen. tti't 14).
Menahem the son of Gadi then made war upon him from
Tirzah and by him he was smitten and slain Menahem must
Vers.

full

;

;

have been a general or the commander-in-chief, as Josephus
i.e. Thapaffirms. As soon as he became king he smote Tiphsach,
sacus on the Euphrates, which has long since entirely disappeared,
probably to be sought for in the neighbourhood of the present
Jtakka, by the ford of el ffamman, the north-eastern border city
of the Israelitiah kingdom in the time of Solomon (1 Kings
y. 4), which came into the possession of the kingdom of Israel
again when the ancient boundaries were restored by Jeroboam n.
(ch. xiv. 25 and 28), but which had probably revolted again
during the anarchy which arose after the death of Jeroboam,
" and all that were therein, and the territory thereof, from Tirzah
because they opened not (to him), therefore he smote it, and had
does not mean
them that were with child ripped up."
that Menahem laid the land or district waste from Tirzah to
Tiphsach, but is to be taken in connection with "3! in this
sense: he smote Tiphsach proceeding from Tirzah, etc.
The
position of this notice, namely, immediately after the account of
the usurpation of the throne by Menahem and before the history
of his reign, is analogous to that concerning Elath in the case
of Uzziah (ch. xiv. 22), and, like the latter, is to be accounted
for from the fact that the expedition of Menahem against
Tiphsach formed the commencement of his reign, and as we
may infer from ver. 19, became very eventful not only for his
own reign, but also for the kingdom of Israel generally. The
reason why he proceeded from Tirzah against Tiphsach, was no
doubt that it was in Tirzah, the present Tallusa, which was only
three hours to the east of Samaria (see at 1 Kings xiv. 17),
that the army of which Menahem was commander was posted,
so that he had probably gone to Samaria with only a small body
of men to overthrow Shallum, the murderer of Zachariah and
usurper of the throne, and to make himself king.
It is possible

—

wwp
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army commanded by Menahem had already been

that the

col-

march against the city of Tiphsach, which
had revolted from Israel when Shallum seized upon the throne
by the murder of Zachariah ; so that after Menahem had removed the usurper, he carried out at once the campaign already
resolved upon, and having taken Tiphsach, punished it most
cruelly for its revolt
On the cruel custom of ripping up the
women with child, i.e. of cutting open their wombs, see ch.
viii 12, Amos i 13, and Hos. xiv. 1.
Tiphsach, Thapsacus,
appears to have been a strong fortress ; and from its situation
on the western bank of the Euphrates, at the termination of
the great trade-road from Egypt, Phoenicia, and Syria to Mesopotamia and the kingdoms of Inner Asia (Movers, Phoniz.
ii. 2, pp.
164,165; and Bitter, JErdkunde, x. pp. 1114-15),
the possession of it was of great importance to the kingdom
lected in Tirzah to

of Israel.

Vers.

1

—

17-22. Reign of Menahem. Menahem's reign lasted
and resembled that of his pre-

ten full years (see at ver. 23),

1

is no foundation for the view propounded by Ewald (Gesch. in. p.
Simeon (Hosea, pp. 20, 21), Thenius, and many others, that Tiphsach
was a city between Tirzah and Samaria, which Menahem laid waste on his march
from Tirzah to Samaria to dethrone Shallum for it rests upon nothing more
than the perfectly unwarrantable and un grammatical combination of !"IY"iriO
with rr^najTIK, " its boundaries toward Tirzah " (Sims.), and upon the two

There

599),

;

(1) that the great distance of rWinD from ny prethe rendering " going out from Tirzah ;" and (2) that Menahem was
not the man to be able to conquer Thapsacus on the Euphrates. But there
is no foundation for the latter assertion, as we have no standard by which to
estimate the strength and bravery of the Israelitish army commanded by
Menahem. And the first objection falls to the ground with the correct rendering of nyind viz. " proceeding from Tirzah," which is preferred even by
Ewald and Thenius. With this rendering, the words by no means affirm
that Menahem smote Tiphsach from Tirzah on the way to Samaria.
This is
merely an inference drawn from ver. 13, according to which Menahem went
from Tirzah to Samaria to overthrow Shallum. But this inference is open to
the following objections (1) that it is very improbable that there was a
strong fortress between Tirzah and Samaria, which Menahem was obliged to
take on his march before he could overthrow the usurper in the capital of
the kingdom
and (2) that the name Tiphsach, trajectus, ford, is by no
means a suitable one for a city situated on the mountains between Tirzah
and Samaria, and therefore, in order to carry out the hypothesis in question,

worthless objections

:

cludes

:

;

Thenius proposes to alter Tiphsach into 1'appuach, without any

critical

warrant for so doing.
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decessors in its attitude towards God.

In ver 18, the

expres-

inasmuch as no
of time occurs in connection with the usual
in this chapter (cf. vers. 24 and 28) or else-

sion W?' "«> (all his days) is a very strange one,

such definition
formula, either

where

(cf.

ch.

iii.

3, x.

31,

xiii. 2,

11,

etc.).

The LXX.

have

we
R3
ngB
'D'a
came,
(in the days of Pekah
compare ver. 29,
might possibly be regarded as the original readetc.), K3
ing, from which a copyist's error K3 W£"/3 arose, after which
VD^>3 was connected with the preceding clause.
Ver. 19. In
the time of Menahem, Pul king of Assyria invaded the land,
and Menahem gave hi™ 1000 talents of silver more than two
" that his hands
and a half millions of thalers (£375,000)
might be with him, to confirm the kingdom in his hand." These
words are understood by the majority of commentators from the
time of Ephraem Syrus, when taken in connection with Hos. v. 13,
as signifying that Menahem invited Pul, that he might establish
his government with his assistance.
But the words of Hosea,
" Ephraim goes to the Assyrian," sc. to seek for help (ch v. 13,
cf. vii. 1 1 and viii. 9), are far too general to be taken as referring
specially to Menahem; and the assumption that Menahem invited
Pul into the land is opposed by the words in the verse before us,
" Pul came over the land."
Even the further statement that
Menahem gave to Pul 1000 talents of silver when he came into
the land, that he might help him to establish his government,
presupposes at the most that a party opposed to Menahem had
invited the Assyrians, to overthrow the usurper. At any rate, we
may imagine, in perfect harmony with the words of our account,
that Pul marched against Israel of his own accord, possibly induced to do so by Menahem's expedition against Thapsacus, and
that his coming was simply turned to account as a good opportunity for disputing Menahem's possession of the throne he had
usurped, so that Menahem, by paying the tribute mentioned, persuaded the Assyrian to withdraw, that he might deprive the
opposing party of the Assyrian support, and thereby establish his
own rule. Ver. 20. To collect the requisite amount, Menahem
imposed upon all persons of property a tax of fifty shekels each.
Ktf with ?V, he caused to arise, i.e. made a collection.
#P m
1*>
xii
N£,
causative
a
sense, from
to arise, to be paid (ch.
instead of this, hi

tom

r)fiepai<;

avrov (in his days).

If

W|

—
—

—

?'0 Tj3|

1

Sam

:

not warriors, but

ix. 1.

men

of property, as in Buth

1IJK e*s6, for the individual

Pul was
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king of Assyria
pared the

way

who invaded

for the

the kingdom of Israel and pre-

conquest of this kingdom by his succes-

and

for the extension of the Assyrian power as far as
According to the thorough investigation made by Marc
Niebuhr (Gesch. Assurs u. Babels, pp. 128 sqq), Pul, whose

sors,

Egypt.
v.

name has not yet been discovered upon the Assyrian monuments, was the last king of Nineveh of the family of the Derketades, who still ruled over Babylon according to Berosus, and
the last

king but one of this dynasty. 1

Vers. 23-26. Reign of Pekahiah.— Pekahiah the son of
Menahem began to reign " in the fiftieth year of Uzziah." As
Menahem had begun to reign in the thirty-ninth year of Uzziah

must have died in the forty-ninth
become king
some months must have elapsed between

and reigned ten years, he
year of
till

the

Uzziah ; and

the fiftieth year,

death of

therefore, if his son did not

Menahem and

Pekahiah's ascent of the throne,

probably because, in the existing disorganization of the kingdom,
the possession of the

throne by the latter was opposed.

hiah reigned in the spirit of his predecessors,
years,

Pekabut only for two

as his aide-de-camp (&'?&, see at 2 Sam. xxiii. 8) Pekah

him and slew him in the citadel (tfB"]K, see at
Kings xvi 8) of the king's palace, with Argob and Aryeh.
Argob and Aryeh were not fellow-conspirators of Pekah, who
helped to slay the king, but principes Pekachjce, as Seb. Schmidt
expresses it, probably aides-de-camp of Pekahiah, who were
conspired against
1

slain

by the

take the

'w n»Bfen (
ites"

1

(i.e.

It is

conspirators

when defending their

king.

We

must

words in this sense on account of what follows teyi
" and with him (Pekah) were fifty men of the Gilead:

they helped him).

The

Gileadites probably belonged

true that some trace of his expedition has been found in the

monu-

an inscription has been deciphered with tolerable certainty,
itating that king Minikhimmi of Samirina (Menahem of Shomron or Samaria)
paid tribute to an Assyrian king.
But the name of this Assyrian king is not
determined with certainty, as Rawlinson and Oppert read it Tiglat-palassar,
and suppose Tiglath-pileser to be intended whereas M. v. Niebuhr (p. 132,
note 1) imagines it to be the full name of Pul, since no Assyrian king ever
bad a name of one syllable like Pul as his official name, and even before that
Hiocks had detected in the name Minikhimmi the king Menahem who had to
purchase the friendship of the Assyrian ruler Pul with 1000 talents of silver.
(Comp. J. Brandis, ilber d. Alitor. Gewinn aut der Enbafferung der astyr.
ments, since

;

luchrifien, Berl. 1856, p. 60.)
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to the king's body-guard, and were under the
aides-de-camp of Pekah.

command

of the

—

Pekah the son of Kemaliah
During his reign the Assyrian king

Vers. 27-31. Beign or Pekah.
1

reigned twenty years.

Tiglath-pileser came, and after conquering the fortified cities
round Lake Merom took possession of Gilead and Galilee, namely
the whole land of Naphtali, and led the inhabitants captive
"
xvi ^ >
or 9^? n^» c
Tiglath-pileser pot^B n
to Assyria.
"iDtote or ioAb n£n, 1 Chron. v. 26, and 2 Chron. xxviii. 20;

^

^

l

QeyXadfatKaaap or 0a\r/a8<pe\Kcurdp, LXX.; written Tiglai-pdon the Assyrian monuments, and interpreted by Gesenius and others " ruler of the Tigris," although the
latsira or Tiglat-palatsar

reading of the

name upon the monuments

is still

uncertain, and

the explanation given a very uncertain one, since Tiglat or Tilgat is hardy identical with Diglath= Tigris, but is probably a

name

of the goddess Derketo, Atergatis), was, according to

M.

v.

Niebuhr (pp. 156, 157), the last king of the Derkdade dynasty,
who, when the Medes and Babylonians threw off the Assyrian
supremacy after the death of Pul, attempted to restore and
2
His expedition against Israel
extend the ancient dominion.
1

As

this is apparently at variance not only with ver. 30, according to

which Pekah was slain in the twentieth year of Jotham, i.e. in the fourth
year of Abaz, but also with ch. xvii. 1, according to which Hosea the
murderer of Pekah became king in the twelfth year of Ahaz and reigned
nine years, Ewald has added yETIl after D'lB'JJ without any hesitation, and
lengthened Pekah's reign to twenty-nine years, whereas Thenius proposes to

twenty into thirty. But
30 or with ch.

we do

not thereby obtain an actual agreement
that in both these passages Thenius
is obliged to make further alterations in the text
For instance, if Pekah had
reigned for thirty years from the fifty-second or closing year of Uzziah's reign,
alter

either with ver.

xvii. 1, so

Hosea would have ascended the throne in the fourteenth year of Ahaz, supposing that he really became king immediately after the murder of Pekah, and
not in the twelfth, as is stated in ch. xvii. 1
It is only with a reign of twentyeight years and a few months (one year of Uzziah, sixteen of Jotham, and
eleven of Ahaz), which might be called twenty-nine years, that the commence.

ment of Hosea's

reign could fall in the twelfth year of Ahaz. But the discrepancy with ver. 30, that Hosea conspired against Pekah and slew him in
the twentieth year of Jotham, is not removed thereby. For further remarks
see at ver. 30 and ch. xvii. 1.
9
M. Duncker (Gesch. da Alterthums, i. pp. 658, 659) also assumes that
the dynasty changed with the overthrow of the Derketades, but he places
it considerably earlier, about the year 900 or 950 B.C., because on the
one hand Niebuhr's reasons for his view cannot be sustained, and on the
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according to ver. 29 and ch. xvi 9, in the closing years
Pekah, when Ahaz had come to the throne in Judah. The
enumeration of his conquests in the kingdom of Israel commences
with the most important cities, probably the leading fortificaThen follow the districts of which he took possession,
tions.
and the inhabitants of which he led into captivity.
The cities
mentioned are Ijon, probably the present Ayun on the northeastern edge of the Merj Ayun
Abel-Beth-Maacah, the present
AMI el Kamh, on the north-west of Lake Huleh (see at 1 Kings
xv. 20) ; Janoach, which must not be confounded with the
Janocha mentioned in Josh xvi 6, 7, on the border of Ephraim
and Manasseh, but is to be sought for in Galilee or the tribeterritory of Naphtali, and has not yet been discovered
Kedesh,
on the mountains to the west of Lake Huleh, which has been
preserved as an insignificant village under the ancient name
(see at Josh xii. 22)
Hazor, in the same region, but not
yet traced with certainty (see at Josh. xi. 1).
Gilead is the
whole of the land to the east of theJbrdan, the territory of
the tribes of Eeuben, Gad, and half-Manasseh (1 Chron. v. 26),
which had only been wrested from the Syrians again a short
time before by Jeroboam n., and restored to Israel (ch xiv.
25, compared with ch. x. 33).
tbfyp (the feminine form of
'/l?, see Ewald, § 173, A) is more precisely defined by the
apposition " all the land of Naphtali " (see at 1 Kings ix. 11).
In the place of ht^k, " to the land of Assyria," the different

falls,

of

;

;

;

—

which the captives were transported are given in
For further remarks on this point see at ch. xvii
Ver. 30. Pekah met with his death in a conspiracy organby Hosea the son of Elah, who made himself king " in the

regions to

1 Chron. v. 26.
6.

—

ized

twentieth year of Jotham."
this

chronological datum, as

(ver.

33),

and Ahaz began

There

is

something very strange in

Jotham only reigned sixteen years
to reign in the seventeenth year of

hand there are distinct indications that the change in the reigning
must have taken place about this time: viz. 1. in the ruins of
the southern city of Nineveh, at Ealah, where we find the remains of the
palaces of two rulers, who sat upon the throne of Assyria between the years
900 and 830, whereas the castles of Ninos and his descendants must undoubtedly hare stood in the northern city, in Nineveh 2. in the circumstance that from the time mentioned the Assyrian kingdom advanced with
fresh warlike strength and in a fresh direction, which would agree with the
change in the dynasty. Which of these two assumptions is the correct one,
cannot yet be decided in the present state of the researches on this subject.

other

family

;

—
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Pekah (ck xvi. 1) ; so that Pekah's death would fall in the fourth
The reason for this striking statement can only
be found, as Usher has shown (Chronol. soar. p. 80), in the fact

year of Ahaz.

that nothing has yet been said about Jotham's successor Ahaz,

because the reign of Jotham himself

is

not mentioned

till

vers.

1

32

sqq.

Vers.

—

32-38. Reign of Jotham of Judah (c£ 2 Chron. xxvii.).
" In the second year of Pekah Jotham began to
This agrees with the statement in ver. 27, that Pekah

Ver. 32.

reign."

became king in the last year of Uzziah, supposing that it ocJotham's sixteen
curred at the commencement of the year.
years therefore came to a close in the seventeenth year of
Pekah's reign (ch. xvi. 1).
His reign was like that of his father
Uzziah (compare vers. 34, 35 with vers. 3, 4), except, as is
added in Chron. ver. 2, that he did not force himself into the
temple of the Lord, as Uzziah had done (2 Chron. xxvi 16).
1

e.g.

Other attempts to solve this difficulty are cither arbitrary and precarious,
the conjectures of the earlier chronologists quoted by Winer (R. W. t. v.

Jotham), or forced, like the notion of Vaihinger in Herzog's Cycl.
that the words
case the

datum

(art.

Jotham),

CXttb are t° b* eliminated as an interpolation, in which
" in the twentieth year " becomes perfectly enigmatical ; and

rwiPp

again the assertion of Hitzig (Comm.

z.

Jesoj. pp. 72, 73), that instead of

Jotham, we should read " in the twentieth year of
Ahaz the son of Jotham," which could only be consistently carried out by
altering the text of not less than seven passages (viz. ver. 33, ch. xvi. 1, and
2, 17 ; 2 Chron. xxvii. 1 and 8, and xxviii. 1) ; and lastly, the assumption of
Thenius, that the words from rue>3 to iTty have crept into the text through
a double mistake of the copyist and an arbitrary alteration of what had been

in the twentieth year of

thus falsely written, which

is

much

too complicated to appear at all credible,

it probable had been more
For the first reason, viz. that the
statement in what year of the contemporaneous ruler a king came to the
throne is always first given when the history of this king commences, is
disproved by ch. i. 17 the second, that the name of the king by the year
of whose reign the accession of another is defined is. invariably introduced
with the epithet king of Judah or king of Israel, is shown by ch. xii. 2 and
xvi. 1 to be not in accordance with fact ; and the third, that this very king
is never described by the introduction of his father's name, as he is here,
except where the intention is to prevent misunderstanding, as in ch. xiv.

even

if

the reasons which are supposed to render

forcible

and correct than they

really are.

;

1, 23,
is

or in the case of usurpers without ancestors (ver. 32, xvi. 1

also incorrect in its first portion, for in the case of

there

was no misunderstanding

Amaziah

and

23
and even in the case of Joash
would have been quite sufficient

to prevent,

in ch. xiv. 1 the epithet king of Israel

15),

in ch. xiv.

to guard against any misunderstanding.
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All that is mentioned of his enterprises in the account before us
is that he built the upper gate of the house of Jehovah, that is to
The
say, that he restored it, or perhaps added to its beauty.
upper gate, according to Ezek ix. 2 compared with ch. viii. 3, 5,
14 and 16, is the gate at the north side of the inner or upper
court, where all the sacrifices were slaughtered, according to
We also find from 2 Chron. xxvii. 3 sqq. that
Ezek. xl 38-43.
he built against the wall of Ophel, and several cities in the
mountains of Judah, and castles and towers in the forests, and
subdued the Ammonites, so that they paid him tribute for three
Jotham carried on with great vigour, therefore, the work
years.
which his father had began, to increase the material prosperity
Ver. 37. In those days the Lord began to send
of his subjects.
It is evident from the position of this
against Judah Bezin, etc.
verse at the close of the account of Jotham, that the incursions
of the allied Syrians and Israelites into Judah under the command of Bezin and Pekah commenced in the closing years of
Jotham, so that these foes appeared before Jerusalem at the very
beginning of the reign of Ahaz.
It is true that the Syrians had
been subjugated by Jeroboam II. (ch. xiv. 28); but in the
anarchical condition of the Israelitish kingdom after his death,
they had no doubt recovered their independence. They must
also have been overcome by the Assyrians under Pul, for he
could never have marched against Israel without having first of
But as the power of the Assyrians was
all conquered Syria
greatly weakened for a time by the falling away of the Medes
and Babylonians, the Syrians hod taken advantage of this weakness to refuse the payment of tribute to Assyria, and had formed
an alliance with Pekah of Israel to conquer Judah, and thereby
to strengthen their power so as to be able to offer a successful
But
resistance to any attack from the side of the Euphrates.
as ch. xvi. 6 sqq. and ch. xvii show, it was otherwise decreed in

—

—

—

the counsels of the Lord.
CHAP. XVI. REIGN OF KING AHAZ OF JUDAH.

Ahaz a most eventful change took place m
Under the vigorous
reigns of Uzziah and Jotham, by whom the earthly prosperity of
the kiugdom had been studiously advanced, there had been, as

With

the reign of

the development of the kingdom of Judah.

we may
from

see from the prophecies of Isaiah, chs. ii-vi.,

this time, a prevalence of

luxury and

which date
un-

self-security, of
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among the upper classes,
Under Ahaz
open apostasy from the Lord for this weak

righteousness and forgetfulness of God,

in consequence of the increase of their wealth.
these sins grew into

;

and unprincipled ruler trod in the steps of the kings of Israel,
and introduced image-worship and idolatrous practices of every
kind, and at length went so far in his ungodliness as to shut up
the doors of the porch of the temple and suspend the templeworship prescribed by the law altogether.
The punishment
followed this apostasy without delay.
The allied Syrians and
completely defeated the Judaeans, slew more than a
hundred thousand men and led away a much larger number of
prisoners, and then advanced to Jerusalem to put an end to the
Israelites

kingdom of Judah by the conquest of the capital
tress, instead of

In

this dis-

who promised him
Ahaz sought help from

seeking help from the Lord,

deliverance through the prophet Isaiah,
Tiglath-pileser the king of Assyria,

who came and

delivered

him

from the oppression of Rezin and Fekah by the conquest of
Damascus, Galilee, and the Israelitish land to the east of the
Jordan, but who then oppressed him himself, so that Ahaz was
obliged to purchase the friendship of this conqueror by sending
him all the treasures of the temple and palace. In the chapter
before us we have first of all the general characteristics of the
idolatry of Ahaz (vera 2-4), then a summary account of his
oppression by Rezin and Pekah, and his seeking help from the
king of Assyria (vers. 5- 9), and lastly a description of the erection of a heathen altar in the court of the temple on the site
of the brazen altar of burnt-offering, and of other acts of demolition performed upon the older sacred objects in the templecourt (vers. 10-18).
The parallel account in 2 Chron. xxviii.

—

supplies

many

Vers. 1-4.

additions to the facts recorded here.

On

the time mentioned, " in the seventeenth year

of Fekah Ahaz became king," see at ch. xv. 32. The datum
" twenty years old " is a striking one, even if we compare with

As Ahaz reigned only sixteen years, and at his
HezeHah became king at the age of twenty-five
(ch xviii 2), Ahaz must have begotten him in the eleventh

it ch. xviii. 2.

death his son
years

year of his age.
It is true that in southern lands this is neither
impossible nor unknown, 1 but in the case of the kings of Judah
1 In the East
they marry girls of nine or ten years of age to boys of twelve
or thirteen (Volney, Reise, ii. p. 860). Among the Indians husbands of ten

years of age and wires of eight are mentioned (Thevenot, Reiten,
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1-4.

would be without analogy. The reading found in the LXX.,
and Arab, at 2 Chron. xxviii. 1, and also in certain codd.,
viz. five and twenty instead of twenty, may therefore be a preAccording to this, Hezekiah, like Ahaz, was born
ferable one.
it

Syr.,

in his father's sixteenth year.

way

—

Ver. 3.

"Ahaz walked

in the

added by way of
explanation in 2 Chron. xxviii. 2, " and also made molten images
This refers, primarily, simply to the worship of
to the Baals."
Jehovah under the image of a calf, which they had invented
for this was the way in which all the kings of Israel walked.
At the same time, in ch. viii. 18 the same formula is so used- of
Joram king of Judah as to include the worship of Baal by the
dynasty of Ahab. Consequently in the verse before us also the
way of the kings of Israel includes the worship of Baal, which is
" He even made his
especially mentioned in the Chronicles.
son pass through the fire," i.e. offered him in sacrifice to Moloch
in the valley of Benhmnom (see at ch. xxiii. 10), after the
abominations of the nations, whom Jehovah had cast out before
Instead of to we have the plural Vja in 2- Chron.
Israel.
xxviii. 3, and in ver. 16 TBta '?», kings of Assnur, instead of
"Wk T\>o, although only one, viz. Tiglath-pileser, is spoken of.
This repeated use of the plural shows very plainly that it is to
be understood rhetorically, as expressing the thought in the most
general manner, since the number was of less importance than
1
So far as the fact is concerned, we have here the first
the fact
of the kings of Israel," to which there

is

—

instance of an actual Moloch-sacrifice

among

one performed by slaying and burning.

the Israelites,

i.e.

of

For although the phrase

and 165). In Abyssinia boys of twelve and even ten years old marry (Ruppell,
ii. p. 59).
Among the Jews in Tiberias, mothers of eleven years
age and fathers of thirteen are not uncommon (Burckh. Syrien, p. 570)
and Lynch saw a wife there, who to all appearance was a mere child about
ten years of age, who had been married two years already. In the epist.
ad N. Carbonelli, from Hieronymi epist. ad Vitalem, 132, and in an ancient
glosta, Bochart has also cited examples of one boy of ten years and another
of nine, qui nutricem suam gravidavit, together with several other cases of a
similar kind from later writers. Cf. Bocharti Opp. I (Geogr. sacr.) p. 920,
ad. Lngd. 1692.
1 The Greeks and Romans also use the plural instead of the singular in their
rhetorical style of writing, especially when a father, a mother, or a son is
spoken of. Cf. Cic. de prov. con$. xiv. 85 si ad jucundissimos liberos, si ad
clarissimum generum redire properaret, where Julia, the only daughter of
Caesar, and the wife of Pompey the Great, is referred to
and for other examples see Caspari, dtr Syr. Ephraimit. Krieg, p. 41.

Abessynien,
of

:

;
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does not in itself denote the slaying and burn-

ing of the children as Moloch-sacrifices, but primarily affirms

nothing more than the simple passing through

fire,

a kind

of feb-

ruation or baptism of fire (see at Lev. xviii. 21) ; such passages as
Ezek. xvi. 21 and Jer. viL 31, where sacrificing in the valley of

Benhinnom

is called

slaying and burning the children,

distinctly that in the verse before us

as signifying actual sacrificing,

i.e.

Bwa TDgn

is

show most

to be taken

the burning of the children

slain in sacrifice to Moloch, and, as the

emphatic

BXi

indicates,

that this kind of idolatrous worship, which had never been

heard of before in Judah and
In the Chronicles, therefore,
"

1

?a 3,

was introduced by Ahaz. 1

Israel,
"|,

?}!£

is

correctly explained

"he burned;" though we cannot

infer

from

by

this that

always a mere conjecture for Tton, as Geiger does
The offering of his son
(Urschrift u. Uebers. der Bibel, p. 305).

"',

?.??

is

Moloch took place, in all probability, during the severe
Ahaz by the Syrians, and was intended to appease
the wrath of the gods, as was done by the king of the Moabites
in similar circumstances (eh. iii. 27).
In ver. 4 the idolatry
for

oppression of

—

"

had occurred among the Israelites before the time of Ahaz,
its abominations would certainly not have been passed over by the biblical
writers, who so frequently mention other forms of idolatry." These are the
correct words of Movers (Phoniz. i. p. 65), who only errs in the fact that on
the one hand he supposes the origin of human sacrifices in the time of Ahaz
to have been inwardly connected with the appearance of the Assyrians, and
traces them to the acquaintance of the Israelites with the Assyrian fire-deities
Adraiumelech and Anammelech (ch. xvii. 31), and on the other hand gives this
1

If this idolatry

" cause to pass through the fire for Moloch," which
used to denote the sacrificing of children " the burning of children was
regarded as a passage, whereby, after the separation of the impure and earthly
explanation of the phrase,
is

:

dross of the body, the children attained to union with the deity " (p. 329). To
this J. G. Muller has correctly replied (in Herzog's Cyclop.} : •' This mystic,

human sacrifices is not the ancient and original
view of genuine heathenism. It is no more the view of Hither Asia than the
Mexican view (i.e. the one which lay at the foundation of the custom of the
ancient Mexicans, of passing the new-born boy four times through the fire).
The Phoenician myths, which Movers (p. 329) quotes in support of his view,
refer to the offering of human sacrifices in worship, and the moral view is a
later addition belonging to Hellenism. The sacrifices were rather given to the
gods as food, as is evident from innumerable passages (compare the primitive
religions of America), and they have no moral aim, but are intended to reward
or bribe the gods with costly presents, either because of calamities that have
already passed, or because of those that are anticipated with alarm ; and, as
Movers himself admits (p. 301), to make atonement for ceremonial Bins, i.e. to
pantheistic, moralizing view of

follow smaller sacrifices

by those of

greater value."
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is

described in the standing formulae as sacrificing upon high

and hills, etc., as in 1 Kings xiv. 23. The templeworship prescribed by the law could easily be continued along
with this idolatry, since polytheism did not exclude the worship
places

It was not till the closing years of his reign that
of Jehovah.
Ahaz went so far as to close the temple-hall, and thereby suspend the temple-worship (2 Chron. xxviii. 24) in any case it
was not till after the alterations described in vers. 11 sqq. as
having been made in the temple.
Vers. 5-9. Of the war which the allied Syrians and Israelites waged upon Ahaz, only the principal fact is mentioned in
ver. 5, namely, that the enemy marched to Jerusalem to war,
but were not able to make war upon the city, i.e. to conquer it
and in ver. 6 we have a brief notice of the capture of the port
of Elath by the Syrians.
We find ver. 5 again, with very
;

trifling alterations, in Isa. vii. 1 at

the head of the prophecy, in

which the prophet promises the king the help of God and predicts that the plans of his enemies will fail

According to

this,

the allied kings intended to take Judah, to dethrone Ahaz, and

We

to instal a vassal king, viz. the son of Tabeel.

learn

still

which had already begun, according
to ch. xv. 37, in the closing years of Jotham, from 2 Chron.
xxviii 5-15 ; namely, that the two kings inflicted great defeats
upon Ahaz, and carried off many prisoners and a large amount

more concerning

this war,

of booty, but that the Israelites set their prisoners at liberty
again,

by the

direction of the prophet Oded,

and clothing them, sent them back

and

after feeding

to their brethren

It is

now

generally admitted that these statements are not at variance

with our account

(as Ges.,

be easily reconciled with

Winer, and others maintain), but can
1
it, and simply serve to complete it.

The only questions in dispute are, whether the two accounts
refer to two different campaigns, or merely to two different
events in the same campaign, and whether the battles to which
the Chronicles allude are to be placed before or after the siege
of Jerusalem mentioned in our text.

The

first

question cannot

be absolutely decided, since there are no decisive arguments to
1

Compare C. P. Caspari's article on the Syro-Ephraimitiah war in the
Jotham and Ahaz (Unh-ers. Progr. von Christiania, 1849), where
the different views concerning the relation between the two accounts are f ally

reigns of

discussed,

and the objections to the

credibility of the account given in tho

Chronicles most conclusively answered.

20
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be found in favour of either the one supposition or the other ;
and even " the one strong argument" which Caspari finds in
Isa. vii. 6 against the idea of two campaigns is not conclusive.

For

if

the design which the prophet there attributes to the

allied kings, "

we

will

make a breach

in Judah,"

i.e.

storm his

and conquer them, does obviously presuppose, that at the time when the enemy spake or thought in
this manner, Judah was still standing uninjured and unconquered, and therefore the battles mentioned in 2 Chron. xxviii
5, 6 cannot yet have been fought ; it by no means follows from
the connection between Isa vii 6 and ver. 1 (of the same
chapter) that ver. 6 refers to plans which the enemy had only
fortresses

and

his passes

just formed at the time

when

Isaiah spoke (ch. vii

4

sqq.).

On

simply describing the plans which the
enemy devised and pursued, and which they had no doubt
formed from the very commencement of the war, and now that
the contrary, Isaiah

is

they were marching against Jerusalem, hoped to attain by the
All that we can assume as certain is,
conquest of the capital

war lasted longer than a year, since the invasion of
Judah by these foes had already commenced before the death,
of Jotham, and that the greater battles (2 Chron. xxviii 5, 6)
were not fought till the time of Ahaz, and it was not till his

that the

reign that the

enemy advanced to

regard to the second question,

it

the siege of Jerusalem.

cannot be at

all

the battles mentioned preceded the advance of the

—With

doubtful that

enemy

to the

and therefore our account merely mentions
the last and principal event of the war, and that the enemy
was compelled to retreat from Jerusalem by the fact that the
king of Assyria, Tiglath-pileser, whom Ahaz had called to his
help, marched against Syria and compelled Eezin to hurry
back to the defence of his kingdom.
It is more difficult to
front of Jerusalem,

—

by the Syrians
The expression nja
K'nn merely assigns it in a perfectly general manner to the
period of the war.
The supposition of Thenius, that it did not
take place till after the siege of Jerusalem had been relinquished, and that Eezin, after the failure of his attempt to take
Jerusalem, that he might not have come altogether in vain,
inarched away from Jerusalem round the southern point of the
Dead Sea and conquered Elath, is impossible, because he would
never have left his own kingdom in such a defenceless state to
arrange the account of the capture of Elath
(ver.

6)

among

the events of this war.
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We

must therefore place the taking
the advancing Assyrians.
march
Bezin
before
his
against Jerusalem, though
of Elath by

we

still

Ahaz

:

leave it undecided how Eezin conducted the war against
whether by advancing along the country to the east of

the Jordan, defeating the Judaeans there (2 Chron. xxviii. 5),
and then pressing forward to Elath and conquering that city,

while Fekah made a simultaneous incursion into Judah from
the north and smote Ahaz, so that it was not till after the

conquest of Elath that Bezin entered the land from the south,
and there joined Pekah for a common attack upon Jerusalem, as

by advancing into Judah along
with Pekah at the very outset, and after he had defeated the
army of Ahaz in a great battle, sending a detachment of his
own army to Idumaea, to wrest that land from Judah and
Caspari supposes

;

or whether

conquer Elath, while he marched with the rest of his forces in
combination with Pekah against Jerusalem.
" Bezin brought
Elath to Aram and drove the Jews out of Elath, and Aramaeans
does not
came to Elath and dwelt therein to this day."
mean " to lead back " here, but literally to turn, to bring to a
person for Elath had never belonged to Aram before this, but
was an Edomitish city, so that even if we were to read DftN for
tn», y'Vn could not mean to bring back.
But there is no
BftW
ffw6
(Cler.,
Mich., Ew.,
into
ground whatever for altering
variance
with
Then., and others), whereas the form D1K is at
exchange
of i
such an alteration through the assumption of an
BVw
D'W
is never written defective
except in
and 1, because
There are also no sufficient reasons for altering
Ezek. xxv. 14.
D^vw is merely a Syriac form for
B*pi">t«l into D'DViW (Keri)
DnpnK with the dull Syriac «-sound, several examples of which
form occur in this very chapter, e.g. D'Eripn for D^pjjn ver. 7,
PfeWi for pfef^ ver. 10, and ni^K for iVk ver. 6,
whereas
trtiK, with additions, is only written plene twice in the ancient
books, and that in the Chronicles, where the scriptio plena is
generally preferred (2 Chron. xxv. 14 and xxviii 17), but
is always written defective (D'DIK).
Moreover the statement
that " O'DHN (Edomites, not the Edomites) came thither," etc.,
would be very inappropriate, since Edomites certainly lived in
this Idumaean city in perfect security, even while it was under
Judaean government. And there would be no sense in the
expression "the Edomites dwelt there to this day," since the
Edomites remained in their own land to the time of the captivity.

—

3^

;

;

—
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As soon as Eezin
All this is applicable to Aramceans alone.
had conquered this important seaport town, it was a very natural
thing to establish an Aramaean colony there, which obtained
possession of the trade of the town, and remained there till the
time when the annals of the kings were composed (for it is to
this that the expression njn ttfvriy refers),

dom

even after the king-

of Eezin had long been destroyed

by the Assyrians, since
Elath and the Aramaeans settled there were not affected by
1
that blow.
As soon as the Edomites had been released by
Rezin from the control of Judah, to which they had been
brought back by Amaziah and Uzziah (ch. xiv. 7, 22), they
began plundering Judah again (2 Chron. xxviii. 17) ; and even
the Philistines took possession of several cities in the lowland, to avenge themselves for the humiliation they

tained at the hand of Uzziah (2 Chron. xxviii. 18).

had

—

sus-

Ver.

7.

In this distress Ahaz turned to Tiglath-pileser, without regard-

4

ing either the word of Isaiah in ch. vii
salvation, or

sqq.,

which promised

the prophet's warning against an alliance with

by sending the gold and silver which were found
and palace, purchased his assistance against Eezin and Pekah.
Whether this occurred immediately after the invasion of the land by the allied kings, or not
till after they had defeated the Judsean army and advanced

Assyria, and

in the treasures of the temple

against Jerusalem,

it is

impossible to discover either from this

verse or from 2 Chron. xxviii. 16

;

by the

but probably

with which

it

was

after

and
Ewald, § 151,6. Ver. 9.
Tiglath-pileser then marched against Damascus, took the city,
slew Eezin, and led the inhabitants away to Kir, as Amos had
I'i?, Kir, from which, according to
prophesied (Amos i. 3-5).
Amos ix. 7, the Aramaeans had emigrated to Syria, is no doubt
the

viii.

first

great victory gained

—On

agree.

foe,

D'oip for D*oiJ see

Isa. vii.

—

Kur (Kvpos, Kvppoi), which taking its
Armenia, unites with the Araxes and flows into the
Caspian Sea, although from the length of the river Kur it is
impossible to define precisely the locality in which they were
a district by the river
rise in

1
If we only observe that D'DVIK has not the article, and therefore the
words merely indicate the march of an Aramsean colony to Elath, it is evident
that D^DHX would be unsuitable ; for when the D'Tirp had been driven from
the city which the Syrians had conquered, it was certainly not some Edomites but the Edomites who took possession again.
Hence Winer, Caspari, and

others are quite right in deciding that

D'OYW

is

the only correct reading.
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and the statement of Josephus (Ant. ix. 13, 3), that the
Damascenes were transported eh ttjv aim MyZiav, is somewhat
indefinite, and moreover has hardly been derived from early
placed

;

historical sources (see

M.

v.

Niebuhr, Oesch. Assurs,

p.

158).

Nothing is said here concerning Tiglath-pileser's invasion of
the kingdom of Israel, because this has already been mentioned
at ch. xv. 29 in the history of Pekah.
Vers. 10-18. Ahaz paid Tiglath-pileser a visit In Damascus,
" to present to him his thanks and congratulations, and possibly
also to prevent a visit from Tiglath-pileser to himself, which
would not have been very welcome" (Thenius). The form P^ov
neither to be altered into pfef! nor regarded as a copyist's

is

error for Pfyp?l, as we have several words in this chapter that
are formed with the dull Syriac w-sound.
The visit of Ahaz

to Damascus

is simply mentioned on account of what follows,
namely, that Ahaz saw an altar there, which pleased him so

much

that he sent a picture and model of

all the

workmanship

thereof,"

i.e.

its

it

" according to

style of architecture, to

and had an altar made like
upon which, on his return to Jerusalem, he
ordered all the burnt-offerings, meat-offerings, and drink-offerThe allusion here is to the offerings
ings to be presented
which he commanded to be presented for his prosperous return
to Jerusalem.
Vers. 14 sqq. Soon after this Ahaz went still
further, and had " the copper altar before Jehovah," i.e. the altar
of burnt-offering in the midst of the court before the entrance
into the Holy Place, removed " from the front of the (temple-)
house, from (the spot) between the altar (the new one built by
Urijah) and the house of Jehovah (i.e. the temple-house), and
a^pn does not mean
placed at the north side of the altar."
Urijah the priest

(see Isa. viii. 2),

for the temple,

it

—

removit, caused to be taken away, but admaoit, and is properly

to be connected with
ink |nn

is

'on *T£7J>, notwithstanding the fact that

inserted between for the sake of greater clearness, as

Maurer has already poiuted
with

out.

1

On

nattpn in the construct state, see

the use of the article

Ewald,

§

290,

d.

—

Ver.

1

There is nothing in the text to support the view of Thenius, that Urijah
the brazen altar of burnt-offeriDg erected by Solomon moved farther forwards, nearer to the temple- house, and the new one put in its place, whence
it was afterwards shifted by Ahaz and the new one moved a little farther to
the south, that is to say, that he placed the two altars close to one another,

had

so that they

now

occupied the centre of the court.

i

\
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that the daily morning and evening

and the

special offerings of the king

people,

should be presented upon the new altar, and thereby put a stop
to the use of the Solomonian altar, " about which he would
The Chethlb Winn is not to be altered ; the pron.
consider."
suff.

stands before the noun, as is frequently the case in

the

The new altar is called "the
probably because it was somewhat larger than that
speech

diffuse popular

more

great altar,"

:
used for the burning of the sacrifices.
not merely the meat-offering offered in the erening, but the whole of the evening sacrifice, consisting of a
burnt-offering and a meat-offering, as in 1 Kings xviii. 29, 36.
" will be to me for deliberation,"
igab
o the brazen altar

lt?j?n

of Solomon.

nruo

3")tfn

is

Vnw

and then make further arrangements.
In the opinion of
Ahaz, the altar which had been built after the model of that
of Damascus was not to be an idolatrous altar, but an altar of
Jehovah.
The reason for this arbitrary removal of the altar of
Solomon, which had been sanctified by the Lord Himself at the
dedication of the temple by fire from heaven, was, in all probability, chiefly that the Damascene altar pleased Ahaz better;
and the innovation was a sin against Jehovah, inasmuch as God
Himself had prescribed the form for His sanctuary (cf. Ex. xxv.
40, xxvi. 30 ; 1 Chron. xxviii. 19), so that any altar planned
by man and built according to a heathen model was practically
The account of this altar is
the same as an idolatrous altar.
omitted from the Chronicles but in ver. 23 we have this statei.e.

On

I will reflect

upon

it,

in this sense see Prov. xx. 25.

"ij??

—

;

ment

instead

:

"

who smote him,
them

;

Ahaz

offered sacrifice to the

saying,

I will sacrifice

they were the ruin of

gods of Damascus,

The gods of the kings of Aram helped
to them that they may help me and
him and of all Israel." Thenius and
:

Bertheau find in this account an alteration of our account
the copying of the Damascene altar introduced

by the

of

chronicler

as favouring his design, namely, to give as glaring a description
as possible of the ungodliness of Ahaz.

For even

if

But they

are mistaken.

the notice in the Chronicles had really sprung from

this alone, the chronicler

would have been able from the

point of the Mosaic law to designate the offering of

upon the

stand-

sacrifice

model of an idolatrous Syrian
But it is a question whether
these gods.

altar built after the

altar as sacrificing to

the chronicler had in his

mind merely

the sacrifices
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upon that altar in the temple-court, and not rather sacrifices
which Ahaz offered upon some bamah to the gods of Syria,
when he was defeated and oppressed by the Syrians, for the
purpose of procuring their assistance.
As Ahaz offered his
son in sacrifice to Moloch according to ver. 3, he might just as
well have offered sacrifice to the gods of the Syrians.
Vers.
17, 18. Ahaz also laid his hand upon the other costly vessels

—

He broke off the panels of ,the
Solomonian stands, which were ornamented with artistic carving, and removed the basins from the stands, and took the
brazen sea from the brazen oxen upon which they stood, and
placed it upon a stone pavement. The \ before "i l3n~nt« can only
have crept into the text through a copyist's error, and the
singular must be taken distributively : he removed from them
tM3K nmno (without the
(the stands) every single basin.
article) is not the stone pavement of the court of the temple,
of the court of the temple.

but a pedestal made of stones (JSatm \i6lvq, LXX.) for the
brazen sea
The reason why, or the object with which Ahaz
mutilated these sacred vessels, is not given.
The opinion expressed by Ewald, Thenius, and others, that Ahaz made a present to Tiglath-pileser with the artistically wrought panels of
the stands, the basins, and the oxen of the brazen sea, is not

only improbable in itself, since you would naturally suppose
if Ahaz had wished to make a " valuable and very welcome present" to the Assyrian king, he would have chosen
some perfect stands with their basins for this purpose, and not
merely the panels and basins ; but it has not the smallest support in the biblical text,
on the contrary, it has the context
that

—

against it

For, in the

been sent to

first

named had

place, if the objects

would

have been
mentioned, as well as the sending of the temple and palace
Tiglath-pileser, this

certainly

treasures.
And, again, the mutilation of these vessels is placed
between the erection of the new altar which was constructed
after the Damascene model, and other measures which Ahaz
adopted as a protection against the king of Assyria (ver. 18).
Now if Ahaz, on his return from visiting Tiglath-pileser at
Damascus, had thought it necessary to send another valuable
present to that king in order to secure his permanent friendship, he would hardly have adopted the measures described

which they had

—

"The covered

Sabbath-stand,

built in the house (temple),

and the outer

in the next verse.

Ver. 18.
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removed) into the house

of Jehovah before the king of Assyria."

from

raBfa ijd*d (Keri jJWD,

1?D, to cover) is no doubt a covered place, stand or hall

in the court of the temple, to be used

by the king whenever he

visited the temple with his retinue on the Sabbath or on feastdays ; and " the outer entrance of the king " is probably the
special ascent into the temple for the king

mentioned in 1 Kings

In what the removal of it consisted it
x. 5.
determine, from the want of information as to
racter.
rrirv

According to Ewald (Gesch.

JV3 means, "

he altered (these

is

impossible to

its original

cha-

621) and Thenius, 3?"
places), i.e. he robbed them
iii.

p.

This is quite
of their ornaments, in the house of Jehovah."
For even if njrp n*a could mean " in the house of
arbitrary.

spn does not mean to disfigure,
In ch. xxiii. 34 and
name,
signifies
to
alter
the
not to disfigure it
xxiv. 17 it
"
"WB>N
\)BD,
fear
of
king
1J?D
for
the
of Assyria," cannot
Again,

Jehovah " in
and still less

this connection,

" to deprive of ornaments."

connection, " to

make presents to the king of
explanation,
with
this
which is grammatically
Assyria."
namely, that Ahaz sent
the
inference
drawn
from
it,
impossible,
of
the
king's
stand
and
king's
ascent to the king
the ornaments
with
vessels
mentioned
the
in ver. 17, also
of Assyria along
If the alterations which Ahaz made in
falls to the ground.
the stands and the brazen sea had any close connection with
his relation to Tiglath-pileser, which cannot be proved, Ahaz
must have been impelled by fear to make them, not that he
might send them as presents to him, but that he might hide
mean, in

this

And

them from him
xxviii. 20,

if he came to Jerusalem, to which 2 Chron.
21 seems to refer.
It is also perfectly conceivable,

as Zullich {Die Chemibimwagen, p. 56) conjectures, that

merely broke

off the panels

Ahaz

from the stands and removed the
that he might use these artistic

oxen from the brazen sea,
works to decorate some other place, possibly his palace.
Whether these artistic works were restored or not at the time
of Hezekiah's reformation or in that of Josiah, we have no
All that can be gathered from ch. xxv.
accounts to show.
xxvii. 19, is, that the stands and the
Iii
and
Jer.
17,
13, 14,
brazen sea were still in existence in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, and that on the destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldaeans they were broken in pieces and carried away to Babylonia
The brazen oxen are also specially mentioned in Jer.
as brass.
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liL 20, which is not the case in the parallel passage 2 Kings
xxv. 13 though this does not warrant the conclusion that they
were no longer in existence at that time. Vers. 19, 20. ConAccording to 2 Chron. xxviii. 27,
clusion of the reign of Ahaz.
he was buried in the city of David, but not in the sepulchres
of the kings.
;

—

CHAP. XVn. REIGN OF HOSHEA AND DESTRUCTION OF THE KINGDOM
OF ISRAEL.
THE PEOPLE CARRIED AWAY TO ASSYRIA AND

MEDIA

TRANSPORTATION OF HEATHEN COLONISTS TO SAMARIA.

Vers. 1-6. Reign of Hoshea King of Israel.
the twelfth year of Ahaz began Hoshea to reign.

—

Ver. 1. In

As Hoshea

conspired against Fekah, according to ch. xv. 30, in the fourth

year of Ahaz, and after murdering him made himself king,
whereas according to the verse before us it was not till the
twelfth year of Ahaz that he really became king, his possession
of the throne must have been contested for eight years.
The
earlier commentators and almost all the chronologists have
therefore justly assumed that there was an eight years' anarchy
between the death of Pekah and the commencement of Hoshea's
reign.

This assumption merits the preference above

all

the

attempts made to remove the discrepancy by alterations of the
text, since there is nothing at all surprising in the existence of

anarchy at a time when the kingdom was in a state of the
Hoshea reigned nine
greatest inward disturbance and decay.
years, and " did that which was evil in the eyes of Jehovah,
though not like the kings of Israel before him " (ver. 2). We are
not told in what Hoshea was better than his predecessors, nor
can it be determined with any certainty, although the assumption
that he allowed his subjects to visit the temple at Jerusalem is
a very probable one, inasmuch as, according to 2 Chron. xxx.
1
sqq., Hezekiah invited to the feast of the Passover, held at
Jerusalem, the Israelites from Ephraim and Manasseh as far as
to Zebulun, and some individuals from these tribes accepted his
invitation.
But although Hoshea was better than his predecessors, the judgment of destruction burst upon the sinful kingdom and people in his reign, because he had not truly turned
to the Lord
a fact which has been frequently repeated in the
1

;

history of the world, namely, that the last rulers of a decaying

kingdom have not been

so

bad

as their forefathers.

"

God
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accustomed to defer the punishment of the elders in the greatness of His long-suffering, to see whether their descendants will
come to repentance ; but if this be not the case, although they
may not be so bad, the anger of God proceeds at length to visit
Seb. Schmidt.
Ver. 3. " Against
iniquity (cf. Ex. xx. 5)."

—

him came up Salmanasar king of Assyria, and Hoshea became
subject to him and rendered him tribute " ("TOD, as in 1 Kings
"'DWDpE', Xaka^avaaaap (LXX.), Salmanasar, according
v. 1).
to the more recent researches respecting Assyria, is not only the
same person as the Shalman mentioned in Hos. i 14, but the
same as the Sargon of Isa. xx. 1, whose name is spelt Sargina
upon the monuments, and who is described in the inscriptions
on his palace at Khorsabad as ruler over many subjugated
among which Samirina (Samaria ?) also occurs (tid.
Brandis Hb. d. Oewinn, pp. 48 sqq. and 53 ; M. v. Niebuhr,
GescTi. Ass. pp. 129, 130 ; and M. Duncker, Cksck. das Alterth. L

lands,

pp.

687

sqq.).

The occasion

of this expedition of Salmanasar

appears to have been simply the endeavour to continue the con-

There is no ground
whatever for Maurer's assumption, that he had been asked to
come to the help of a rival of Hoshea and the opinion that he
came because Hoshea had refused the tribute which had been
paid to Assyria from the time of Menahem downwards, is at
quests of his predecessor Tiglath-pileser.

;

variance with the fact that in ch. xv. 29 Tiglath-pileser is
simply said to have taken a portion of the territory of Israel
but there is no allusion to any payment of tribute or feudal
obligation on the part of Fekah.

make king Hoshea
the commencement

subject

and

Salmanasar was the first
This took place

tributary.

to

at

of Hoshea's reign, as is evident from the

Hoshea paid the

and in the
any further payment Ver. 4
The king of Assyria found a conspiracy in Hoshea ; for he had
sent messengers to So the king of Egypt, and did not pay the
The Egyptian
tribute to the king of Assyria, as year by year.
king triD, So, possibly to be pronounced niD, Seveh, is no doubt
one of the two Shebeks of the twenty-fifth dynasty, belonging to
the Ethiopian tribe but whether he was the second king of
this dynasty, Sabataka (Brugsch, hist. cCEgypte, i p. 244), the
Sevechus of Manetho, who is said to have ascended the throne,
fact that

tribute for several years,

sixth year of his reign refused

—

;

according to Wilkinson, in the year 728, as Vitringa
p.

318), Gesenius, Ewald, and others suppose, or the
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of this Ethiopian dynasty, Sabako the father of Sevechus,

the opinion of Usher and Marsham,

is

whom M.

which
Niebuhr
693) have

v.

(Gesch. pp. 458 sqq. and 463) and M. Duncker (L p.
followed in recent times, cannot possibly be decided in the

Egyptological research. 1

—

As soon as Salmanasar received intelligence of the conduct of Hoshea,
which is called "IP?, conspiracy, as being rebellion against
his acknowledged superior, he had him arrested and put into
prison in chains, and then overran the whole land, advanced
against Samaria and besieged that city for three years, and
captured it in the ninth year of Hoshea.
These words are
present

not to

state

of

be understood

as

signifying that

taken prisoner before the siege of Samaria

Hoshea had been
and thrown into

because in that case it is impossible to see how Salmanasar could have obtained possession of his person 3 We
must rather assume, as many commentators have done, from E.
prison,

ben Gersom down

the

Maurer and Thenius, that it was not
Hoshea fell into
hands of the Assyrians and was cast into a prison so that

the

explanation to be given of the introduction of this circum-

Levi
till

1

to

the conquest of his capital Samaria that

;

true that H. Duncker says, " Synchronism gives Sabakon, who
from 726 to 714 " but he observes in the note at pp. 713 sqq. that

It is

reigned

;

Egyptian chronology has only been firmly established as far back as the
commencement of the reign of Psammetichus at the beginning of the year 664
B.C., that the length of the preceding dodekarchy is differently given by
Diodorns Sic. and Manetho, and that the date at which Tarakos (Tirhaka),
who succeeded Sevechus, ascended the throne is so very differently defined,
that it is impossible for the present to come to any certain conclusion on the
matter.
Compare with this what M. v. Niebuhr (pp. 458 sqq.) adduces in
proof of the difficulty of determining the commencement aud length of the
reign of Tirhaka, and the manner in which he proposes to solve the difficulties
that arise from this in relation to the synchronism between the Egyptian and
the

the Biblical chronology.
2

The supposition of the older commentators, that Hoshea fought a battle

was taken prisoner in that
not only very improbable, because this would hardly be passed over
in our account, but has very little probability in itself.
For " it is more probable that Hoshea betook himself to Samaria when threatened by the hostile
army, and relied upon the help of the Egyptians, than that he went to meet
Salmanasar and fought with him in the open field " (Maurer). There is still
lets probability in
Ewald's view (Gesch. iii. p. 611), that "Salmanasar
marched with unexpected rapidity against Hoshea, summoned him before
him that he might hear his defence, and then, when he came, took him prisoner,
and threw him into prison in chains, probably into a prison on the border of the

with Salmanasar before the siege of Samaria, and
battle, is
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stance before the siege

the historian

first

and conquest of Samaria must

be, that

of all related the eventual result of Hoshea's

Hoshea himself was conand then proceeded to describe in greater detail the
course of the affair in relation to his kingdom and capital. This
does not necessitate our giving to the word vnsjw the meaning
" he assigned him a limit " (Thenius) but we may adhere to
the meaning which has been philologically established, namely,
rebellion against Salmanasar so far as

cerned,

;

arrest or incarcerate (Jer. xxxiii. 1, xxxvi. 5, etc.).

be given thus

:

" he overran, that

The three years of the

is

jV$

may

to say, the entire land"

were not full years, for,
began in the seventh year of
Hoshea, and the city was taken in the ninth year, although it
Ver. 6. The ninth year of
is also given there as three years.
Hoshea corresponds to the sixth year of Hezekiab and the year
722 or 721 B.C., in which the kingdom of the ten tribes was
siege of Samaria

according to ch. xviii 9, 10,

it

—

destroyed.

Ver. 6b.

The

Israelites carried into exile.

—

After the taking of

Samaria, Salmanasar led Israel into captivity to Assyria, and

who were led away dwelling-places in Chalacli
and on the Chabor, or the river Gozan, and in cities of Media.
According to these clear words of the text, the places to which
the ten tribes were banished are not to be sought for in Meson?n is neither
potamia, but in provinces of Assyria and Media,
the city of n?3 built by Nimrod (Gen. x. 11), nor the Cholwan
of Abulfeda and the Syriac writers, a city five days' journey to
the north of Bagdad, from which the district bordering on the
assigned to those

Zagrus probably received the name of Xahtovhi*} or KaXuvfrx,
but the province KaXa^vrj of Strabo (xL 8, 4
14, 12, and
xvi 1, 1), called KaXaKimj by Ptolemreus (vi 1), on the eastern
side of the Tigris near Adiabene, to the north of Nineveh on
;

the border of Armenia,

potamia

(Ezek.

i.

3,

"fan is not the ">33 in
iii

15,

etc.),

which

Upper Meso-

flows

into

the

land ;" to -which he adds this explanatory remark " there is no other way in
which we can understand the brief words in ch. xvii. 4 as compared with ch.
xviii. 9-11.
For if Hoshea had defended himself to the utmost, Salmanasar would not hare had him arrested and incarcerated afterwards, but would
have put him to death at once, as was the case with the king of Damascus.'
But Hoshea would certainly not have been so infatuated, after breaking
away from Assyria and forming an alliance with So of Egypt, as to go st
a simple summons from Salmanasar and present himBelf before him, since he
could certainly have expected nothing but death or imprisonment as the result
:

.

.

.

1
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and

(flarchemish),

(Chabur)

by the

is

*->^

called

t

(Chebar)

or

(Chabur)

by Abulfeda and Edrisi, Xafioopa? by Ptolemseus,
by Strabo and others, as Michaelis, Gesenius,

t

Syriac

writers,

»«jU-

'Afioppas (Aboras)

Winer, and even Hitter assume

Gozan"

is

;

for

not decisive in favour of

" river

the epithet

this,

of

since Oozan is not

necessarily to be identified with the district of Gauzanitis,

now

Kaushan, situated between the rivers of Chaboraa and Saokorcts,
and mentioned in FtoL v. 18, 4, inasmuch as Strabo (xvi 1, 1,
p. 736) also mentions a province called Xatyivn above Nineveh
towards Armenia, between Calachene and Adidbene.
Here in
northern Assyria we also find both a mountain called Xaftdbpa?,
according to PtoL vi 1, on the boundary of Assyria and Media,
and the river Chabor, called by Yakut in the Moshtarik ,»jU.
*

t

'.

..._*\ \\

(Khabur

Chasanice), to distinguish it

from the Meso-

potamian Chdboras or Chebar. According to Marasz. i. pp. 333
sq., and Yakut, Mosht. p. 150, this Khabur springs from the
mountains of the land of Zauzan, ^jjj, i.e. of the land between
the mountains of Armenia, Adserbeidjan, Diarbekr, and Mosul
(Marasz. i

p.

522), and

a tributary of the Tigris.

taking

its rise

in the

is

frequently mentioned in Assemani as

name Khabur,
neighbourhood of the upper Zdb near
It still bears the ancient

Amadijeh, and emptying itself into the Tigris a few hours below
Jezirah (cf. Wichelhaus, pp. 471, 472 ; Asah. Grant, Die Nestorianer, v. Preiswerk, pp. 110 sqq. ; and Bitter, Erdk. ix. pp. 716
and 1030). This is the river that we are to understand by "fan.

a question in dispute, whether the following words #3 ">nj
" by the Chabor the river of Gozan,"
are to be taken by themselves as indicating a peculiar district

It is

are in apposition to "fana
or

:

by the river Gozan." Now, however the absence of the prep. 3,
and even of the copula 1, on the one hand, and the words of
Yakut, " Khabur, a river of Chasania," on the other, may seem
to favour the former view, we must decide in favour of the latter,
"

for

the simple reason that in 1 Chron.

from iton by

torn.

v.

The absence of the

26

IJiJ

"inj is

separated

preposition a or of the

1 before 'i "VJ3 in the passage before us may be accounted
from the assumption that the first two names, in Chaluh and
on the Khabur, are more closely connected, and also the two
which follow, " on the river Gozan and in the cities of Media."

copula
for
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river Gozan or of Gozan is therefore distinct from "fan
(Khobar), and to be songht for in the district in which Tao-

The

tfxvin,

ated.

the city of Media mentioned

In

by PtoL (vi

the river which

all probability it is

is

2),

was

situ-

called KisU

(the red) Ozan at the present day, the Mardos of the Greeks,
which takes its rise to the south-east of the Lake Urumiah and
flows into the Caspian Sea, and which is supposed to have
formed the northern boundary of Media.1 The last locality
mentioned agrees with this, viz. " and in the cities of Media," in
which Thenius proposes to read YVf, mountains, after the LXX,

instead of

*}£, cities,

though without the least necessity.

Vers. 7-23. The causes which occasioned this catastrophe.

the account of the destruction of the kingdom of the ten

and of the transportation of

its

—To

tribes,

inhabitants into exile in Assyria,

the prophetic historian appends a review of the causes which
led to this termination of the greater portion of the covenantnation, and finds them in the obstinate apostasy of Israel
from the Lord its God, and in its incorrigible adherence to
idolatry.
Ver. 7. *? WJ, " and it came to pass when " (not
because, or that)
compare Gen vi. 1, xxvi. 8, xxvii. 1, xliv.
The apodosis does not
24, Ex. L 21, Judg. L 28, vi 7, etc.
follow till ver. 18, as vers. 7-17 simply contain a further explanation of Israel's sin.
To show the magnitude of the sin,
:

the writer recalls to

mind the

great benefit conferred in the

redemption from Egypt, whereby the Lord had laid His people
The words
under strong obligation to adhere faithfully to Him
refer to the first

commandment

(Ex. xx. 2, 3

;

Deut v.

6, 7).

It

1
The explanation given in the text of the geographical names, receives some
confirmation from the Jewish tradition, which describes northern Assyria, and
indeed the mountainous region or the district on the border of Assyria and

Media towards Armenia, as the place to which the ten tribes were banished
(yid. Wichelhaus ut sup. pp. 474 sqq.).
Not only Ewald (Gesch. iii. p. 612),
but also M. v. Niebuhr (Gesch. Ass. p. 159), has decided in favour of this
view the latter with this remark " According to the present state of the investigations, Chalah and Chabor are no doubt to be sought for on the slope of
the Gordysean mountains in the Ealacbene of Strabo, the Ealakine of Ptolemseus, and on the tributary of the Tigris, which is still called Chabur, thereThe Yudhi mountains in this region possibly
fore quite close to Nineveh.
bear this name with some allusion to the colony." But with reference to the
river Gozan, Niebuhr is doubtful whether we are to understand by this the
Kisil Ozan or the waters in the district of Gauzanitis by the Khebar, and gives
the preference to the latter as the simpler of the two, though it is difficult to
see in what respect it is simpler than the other.
;

:
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is from this that the " fearing of other gods " is taken, whereas
nine T nnnt? recall Ex. xviii. 10. Ver. 8. The apostasy of
Israel manifested itself in two directions 1. in their walking
in. the statutes of the nations who were cut off from before
them, instead of in the statutes of Jehovah, as God had

—

:

commanded
and for the

Lev. xviii 4, 5, and

(cf.

26, xx. 22, 23,

etc.

which occurs re~\f&
e.g. ch. xvi 3, xxL
2, and 1 Kings
26
Deut.
and
xxi.
compare
xi.
23
and xviii. 12);
xiv. 24
their
2.
in
walking
in
the
statutes
which
the kings of
and
the
the
worship
of
calves.
it
Israel had made, i.e.
*^f "i^K
evident
from
the
parallel
passage,
ver.
that
the subject
196,
is
here stands before the relative. Ver. 9. onT] 'tfBrm « they
covered words which were not right concerning Jehovah their
God," i.e. they sought to conceal the true nature of Jehovah by
This is the explanaarbitrary perversions of the word of God.
correctly
given
by
Hengstenberg
(Dissert,
vol i. p. 210,
tion

formula 'vn
books
in
our
peatedly

trtan,

cfr'tin

—

:

—

:

whereas the interpretation proposed by Thenius, " they
with
things which were not right against Jehovah," is as
trifled
variance
with the usage of the language as that of
much at
Gesenius (thes. p. 505), perfide egerunt res ... in Jehovam, since

trans!)

;

KBn with

^V simply

means

to cover over a thing

(cf. Isa. iv.

5).

This covering of words over Jehovah showed itself in the fact
that they built rrioa (altars on high places), and by worshipping

God

own invention concealed the nature of the
made Jehovah like the idols. " In all their
from the tower of the watchmen to the fortified city."

in

ways of

their

revealed God, and
cities,

Bnyhi inaD

is

a tower built

for the protection of the flocks

in

the steppes (2 Chron. xxvi. 10), and is mentioned here as the
smallest and most solitary place of human abode in antithesis
fortified city.
Such bamoth were the houses of
high places and altars built for the golden calves at Bethel and
Dan, beside which no others are mentioned by name in the
history of the kingdom of the ten tribes, which restricts itself
to the principal facts, although there certainly must have been

to the large and

others.

—

Ver. 10.

They

asherim on every high

set

up

for themselves

monuments and

—a practice condemned in 1 Kings

hill, etc.,

In this descriphad in his mind
but also Judah, as is evident from ver.
against Israel and Judah through His

xiv. 16, 23, as early as the time of Jeroboam.

tion of their idolatry, the historian, however,

not only the ten
13, " Jehovah

tribes,

testified
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from

also

ver.

19.

—

Ver.

"And

11.

burned

incense there upon all the high places, like the nations which

Jehovah drove out before them." rwn, lit. to lead into exile,
is applied here to the expulsion and destruction of the Canaanites, with special reference to the banishment of the Israelites.
Ver. 12. They served the clods, i.e. worshipped clods or
masses of stone as gods (Dv5?, see at 1 Kings xv. 1 2), notwithstanding the command of God in Ex. xx. 3 sqq., xxiii. 13, Lev.
Vers. 13 sqq. And the Lord was not satisfied
xxvi. 1, etc.
with the prohibitions of the law, but bore witness against the
idolatry and image-worship of Israel and Judah through all
His prophets, who exhorted them to turn from their evil way
and obey His commandments. But it was all in vain ; they
were stiff-necked like their fathers. Judah is mentioned as

—

—

well as Israel, although the historian

is

simply describing the

causes of Israel's rejection to indicate beforehand that Judah

was already preparing the same
plainly expressed in vers.

because he

is

fate for itself, as is still

more

19, 20; not, as Thenius supposes,

speaking here of that which took place before the

division of the kingdom.

The

CJietMb ntrrio

WSrba

is

not to

K^s

(Houbig, Then., Ew. § 156, e), but after
through all His prophets, every seer,"
the LXX. nTh-fe warfe,
so that '"WT53 is in apposition to W3J"?3, and serves to bring
out the meaning with greater force, so as to express the idea,
" prophets of every kind, that the Lord had sent."
This reading is more rhetorical than the other, and is recommended by

be read

nth"i>3i

<•

the fact that in what follows the copula

1

is

omitted before

on rhetorical grounds. *U1 ,fin?E' "iK^Nl " and according
to what I demanded of you through my servants the prophets."
To the law of Moses there was added the divine warning through
DffijrnK «?'jv has sprung from Deut x. 1 6. The
the prophets.
'rtpn also

:

stiff-necked fathers are the Israelites in the time of Moses.

Ver.

1 5. "

as in Jer.

They followed vanity and became vain
ii.

5.

A

:

"

verbatim

description of the worthlessness of their

and aim with regard to the most important thing,
God Whatever man sets before him
as the object of his life apart from God is bin (c£ Deut xxxii.
21) and idolatry, and leads to worthlessness, to spiritual and
moral corruption (Rom. i. 21).
"And (walked) after the
nations who surrounded them," i.e. the heathen living near
them.
The concluding words of the verse have the ring of
whole

life

namely, their relation to
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Vera. 16 and 17. The climax of their apostasy
"
They made themselves molten images, two (golden) calves
(1 Kings xii. 28), -which are called '"ODD after Ex. xxxii. 4, 8,
and Deut. ix. 12, 16, " and Asherah," i.e. idols of Astarte (for
the fact, see 1 Kings xvi. 33), "and worshipped all the host of
Lev. xviii. 3.

"

—

and served Baal " in the time
The worshipping
of Ahab and his family (1 Kings xvi 32).
of all the host of heaven is not specially mentioned in the
history of the kingdom of the ten tribes, but occurs first of all
in Judah in the time of Manasseh (ch. xxi. 3).
The fact that
the host of heaven is mentioned between Asherah and Baal
shows that the historian refers to the Baal and Astarte worship,
and has borrowed the expression from Deut. iv. 19 and xvii. 3,
to show the character of this worship, since both Baal and
The first half of ver.
Astarte were deities of a sidereal nature.
17 reste upon Deut. xviii. 10, where the worship of Moloch is
forbidden along with soothsaying and augury.
There is no allusion to this worship in the history of the kingdom of the ten
tribes, although it certainly existed in the time of Ahab.
The

heaven (sun, moon, and

stars),

second half of ver. 1 7 also refers to the conduct of
1

Kings xxi. 20).
God, so that

of

the tribe

(i.e.

—Vers. 18

Ahab (see

at

sqq. This conduct excited the anger

He removed them from

His

face,

and only

left

the kingdom) of Judah (see above, p. 179), although

Judah also did not keep the commandments of the Lord and
walked in the statutes of Israel, and therefore had deserved
Ver. 1 9 contains a parenthesis occasioned by Dat? pi

rejection.
'ui

are

(ver.

18b).

The

statutes of Israel in

which Judah walked

not merely the worship of Baal under the

Ahab

dynasty,

and Ahaz (according to
ch. viii. 18, 27, and xvL 3), but also the worship on the high
places and worship of idols, which were practised under many
of the kings of Judah.
Ver. 20. DK03 is a continuation of
n '',1?¥
l
TC in ver. 18, but so that what follows also refers to the
parenthesis in ver. 19.
"Then the Lord rejected all the seed
of Israel," not merely the ten tribes, but all the nation, and
Ds?D differs
humbled them till He thrust them from His face.
from TO8D w?&n.
The latter denotes driving into exile the
former, simply that kind of rejection which consisted in chastisement and deliverance into the hand of plunderers, that is to say,
penal judgments by which the Lord sought to lead Israel and
Judah to turn to Him and to His commandments, and to preserve
so as to

refer only to Joram, Ahaziah,

—

f

t

;

SD
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them from being driven among the heathen.

14—Ver.

Judg. ii

21. 'W

)nj3 '3 :

"for

He

jnj as in

(Jehovah) rent

Israel

from the house of David" This view is apparently more correct
than that Israel rent the kingdom from the house of David, not
only because it presupposes too harsh an ellipsis to supply
nabearrriK, but also because we never meet with the thought
that Israel rent the kingdom from the house of David, and in
1 Kings xi 31 it is simply stated that Jehovah rent the kingdom from Solomon ; and to this our verse refers, whilst the
The ? is
following words "Ul tt»J»n recall 1 Kings xii. 20.
explanatory
the Lord delivered up His people to the plunderers, for He rent Israel from the house of David as a punishment for the idolatry of Solomon, and the Israelites made
Jeroboam king, who turned Israel away from Jehovah, etc.
m,
The Chethib vm is to be read vn$, the HiphU of «n
" he caused to depart away from the Lord."
The Keri nrj,
HiphU of rnj, he drove away, turned from the Lord (cf. Deut
Vers.
xiii. 1 1), is not unusual, but it is an unnecessary gloss.
22, 23. The sons of Israel (the ten tribes) walked in all the
sins of Jeroboam, till the Lord removed them from His face,
:

=

—

thrust them out of the land of the Lord, as He had threatened
them through all His prophets, namely, from the time of Jeroboam onwards (compare 1 Kings xiv. 15, 16, and also Hos. L
The
6, ix. 16, Amos iii. 11, 12, v. 27, Isa, xxviii. etc.).

banishment to Assyria (see ver. 6) lasted
1
till the time when our books were written.
1

As

the

Hebrew

"

unto this day,"

ie.

German

bis, is not always used in an exclusive
from what lies behind the terminus ad
by no means follows from the words, " the Lord rejected
"iy,

like the

sense, but is frequently abstracted
quern mentioned,

it

Israel

day," that the ten tribes returned to their

.

.

the time

.

to this

when our books were

own country

after

written, viz. about the middle of the sixth

B.C.
And it is just as impossible to prove the opposite view, which
very widely spread, namely, that they are living as a body in banishment
even at the present day. It is well known how often the long-lost ten tribes
have been discovered, in the numerous Jewish communities of southern
Arabia, in India, more especially in Malabar, in China, Turkistan, and Cashmir, or in Afghanistan (see Ritter's Erdkunde, x. p. 246), and even in America
itself ; and now Dr. Asahel Grant (Die Nestorianer oder die zekn Stdmme)

century
is

them in the independent Nestorians and the Jews
whereas others, such as Witsius (Aix«0i/X. c. ir. sqq.),

thinks that he has found
living

among them

;

D. Michaelis (de exsilio decern tribuum, coram, iii.), and last of all Robinson
work quoted by Ritter, I. c. p. 245 (The Nestorians, etc, New York,
1841), have endeavoured to prove that the ten tribes became partly mixed

J.

in the
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—

Vers. 24-41. The Samaritans and their Worship.
After
the transportation of the Israelites, the king of Assyria brought
colonists from different provinces of his kingdom into the cities
of Samaria.
The king of Assyria is not Salmanasar, for it is
evident from ver. 25 that a considerable period intervened be-

tween the carrying away of the

Israelites

colonists into the depopulated land.

and the sending of

It is true that Salmanasar

only is mentioned in what precedes, but the section vers. 24-41
is not so closely connected with the first portion of the chapter,
that the same king of Assyria must necessarily be spoken of in
both According to Ezra iv. 2, it was Esarhaddon who removed
the heathen settlers to Samaria.
It is true that the attempt has
been made to reconcile this with the assumption that the king
up with

the Judseans daring the Babylonian captivity, and partly attached
themselves to the exiles who were led back to Palestine by Zerubbabel and
Ezra ; that a portion again became broken tip at a still later period by mixing
with the rest of the Jews, who were scattered throughout all the world after
the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, and a further portion a long time ago
by conversion to Christianity, so that every attempt to discover the remnants
of the ten tribes anywhere must be altogether futile. This view is in general
the correct one, though its supporters have mixed up the sound arguments

with many that are untenable. For example, the predictions quoted by Ritter
(p. 250), probably after Robinson (viz. Jer. 1. 4, 5, 17, 19, and Ezek. xxxvii.
11 sqq.), and also the prophetic declarations cited by Witsius (v. §§ 11-14

Mic ii. 12, Jer. iii. 12,- xxx. 3, 4, xxxiii. 7, 8), prove very
because for the most part they refer to Messianic times and are to be
understood spiritually. So much, however, may certainly be gathered from
the books of Daniel, Ezra, Nebemiah, and Esther, that the Judseans whom
viz. Isa. xiv. 1,
little,

Nebuchadnezzar carried away captive were not all placed in the province of
Babylonia, but were also dispersed in the different districts that constituted
first the Assyrian, then the Chaldsean, and afterwards the Persian empire on
the other side of the Euphrates, so that with the cessation of that division
which had been so strictly maintained to suit the policy of the Israelitish
kings, the ancient separation would also disappear, and their common mournful lot of dispersion among the heathen would of necessity bring about a
closer union among all the descendants of Jacob just as we find that the
kings of Persia knew of no difference between Jews and Israelites, and in the
time of Xerxes the grand vizier Hainan wanted to exterminate all the Jews
Moreover, the edict of
(not the Judseans merely, but all the Hebrews).
Cyrus (Ezra i. 1-4), " who among you of all his people," and that of Artaxerxes (Ezra vii. 13), " whoever in my kingdom is willing of the people of
Israel" gave permission to all the Israelites of the twelve tribes to return
to Palestine. And who could maintain with any show of reason, that no one
belonging to the ten tribes availed himself of this permission ? And though
Grant argues, on the other side, that with regard to the 60,000 whom Cyrus
sent away to their home it is expressly stated that they were of those "whom
;
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of Assyria mentioned in our verse

is

Salmanasar, by the conjec-

was settled there by
by Esarhaddon; and it has also been
expedition Esarhaddon carried away the

ture that one portion of these colonists

Salmanasar,

another

assumed that in this
remnant of the ten tribes, namely, all who had fled into the
mountains and inaccessible corners of the land, and to some
extent also in Judaea, during Salmanasar's invasion, and had

last

then collected together in the land again after the Assyrians had

withdrawn.

But there

is

not the smallest intimation anywhere

of a second transplantation of heathen colonists to Samaria, any

more than of a second removal of the remnant of the Israelites
who were left behind in the land after the time of Salmanasar.
The prediction in Isa. vii. 8, that in sixty-five years more
Nebuchadnezzar had carried away into Babylon" (Ezra ii. 1), with which ch.
i. 5 may also be compared., " then rose up the heads of the tribes of Judah
and Benjamin, and the priests and Levites, etc. ; " these words apply to the
majority of those who returned, and undoubtedly prove that the ten tribes
as such did not return to Palestine, but they by no means prove that a considerable number of members of the remaining tribes may not have attached
themselves to the large number of citizens of the kingdom of Judah
returned.

And

who

not only Lightfoot (Hor. hebr. in Ep. 1 ad Cor. Addenda ad

ii. p. 929) and Witsins (p. 346), but the Rabbins long before them
Olam rab. c. 29, p. 86, have inferred from the fact that the number
of persons and families given separately in Ezra ii. only amounts to 30,360,
whereas in ver. 64 the total number of persons who returned is said to have

c.

14, Opp.

in Seder

been 42,360 heads, besides 7337 men-servants and maid-servants, that this
excess above the families of Judah, Benjamin, and Levi, who are mentioned
by name, may have come from the ten tribes. Moreover, those who returned
did regard themselves as the representatives of the twelve tribes ; for at the
dedication of the new temple (Ezra vi. 17) they offered " sin-offerings for
all Israel, according to the number of the twelve tribes."
And those who
returned with Ezra did the same. As a thanksgiving for their safe return to
their fatherland, they offered in sacrifice " twelve oxen for all Israel, ninetysix rams, seventy-seven sheep, and twelve he-goats for a sin-offering, all as a
burnt-offering for Jehovah " (Ezra viii. 35). There is no doubt that the over-

whelming majority of those who returned with Zerubbabel and Ezra belonged
which may be explained very
simply from the fact, that as they had been a much shorter time in exile, they
had retained a much stronger longing for the home given by the Lord to their
Bat that
fathers than the tribes that were carried away 180 years before.
they also followed in great numbers at a future time, after those who had
returned before had risen to a state of greater ecclesiastical and civil
prosperity in their own home, is an inference that must be drawn from the
fact that in the time of Christ and His apostles, Galilee, and in part also
Persea, was very densely populated by Israelites and this population cannot
be traced back either to the Jews who returned to Jerusalem and Judaea
to the tribes of Judah, Benjamin, and Levi

;

;
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Ephraim was
people, even

to be destroyed, so that it

if it referred to

colonists to Samaria

would be no longer a

the transplantation of the heathen

by Esarhaddon,

as Usher, Hengstenberg, and

others suppose, would by no means necessitate the carrying

of the

last

remnant of the

by

Israelites

this king,

away

but simply the

occupation of the land by heathen settlers, with whom the last
remains of the Ephraimites intermingled, so that Ephraim ceased
As long as the land of Israel was merely laid
to be a people.
waste and deprived of the greater portion of its Israelitish population, there always remained the possibility that the exiles
might one day return to their native land and once more form
one people with those who were left behind, and so long might
Israel be still regarded as a nation just as the Judseans, when
;

under Zerubbabel and Ezra, or to the small number of Israelites who were
left behind in the land when the Assyrian deportation took place.
On the
other hand, even the arguments adduced by Grant in support of his view,

we have not the slightest historical evidence that the ten tribes
ever left Assyria again, (2) that on the return from the Babylonian captivity
they did not come back with the rest, prove as argumenta a sikntio but very
little, and lose their force still more if the assumptions upon which they are
based namely, that the ten tribes who were transported to Assyria and Media

viz. (1) that

—

intercourse whatever with the Jews who were led away to Babylon,
bat kept themselves unmixed and quite apart from the Judaeans, and that as
they did not return with Zerubbabel and Ezra, they did not return to their
native land at any later period are, as we have shown above, untenable. Consequently the further arguments of Grant, (3) that according to Josepbus
(Ant. xi. 5, 2) the ten tribes were still in the land of their captivity in the
first century, and according to Jerome (Comm. on the Prophets) in the fifth
and (4) that in the present day they are still in the country of the ancient
Assyrians, since the Nestorians, both according to their own statement and
according to the testimony of the Jews there, are Beni Yisrael, and that of
the ten tribes, and are also proved to be Israelites by many of the customs and
usages which they have preserved (Die Nestor, pp. 113 sqq.) prove nothing
more than that there may still be descendants of the Israelites who were
banished thither among the Jews and Nestorians living in northern Assyria
by the Uramiah-lake, and by no means that the Jews living there are the unmixed descendants of the ten tribes. The statements made by the Jews lose
all their importance from the fact, that Jews of other lands maintain just the
same concerning themselves. And the Mosaic manners and customs of the
Nestorians prove nothing more than that they are of Jewish origin.- In
general, the Israelites and Jews who have come into heathen lands from tho
time of Salmanasar and Nebuchadnezzar onwards, and have settled there,
have become so mixed up with the Jews who were scattered in all quarters
of the globe from the time of Alexander the Great, and more especially since
the destruction of the Jewish state by the Romans, that the last traces of the
old division into tribes have entirely disappeared.

had no

—

;
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in exile in Babylon, did not cease to be a people, because they

looked forward with certain hope to a return to their fatherland

But after heathen colonists
a banishment of seventy years.
had been transplanted into the land, with whom the remainder
of the Israelites who were left in the land became fused, so
that there arose a mixed Samaritan people of a predominantly
heathen character, it was impossible to speak any longer of a
This transplantation
people of Ephraim in the land of Israel.
after

of colonists out of Babel, Cutha,

etc.,

into the cities of Samaria

might therefore be regarded as the point of time at which the
nation of Ephraim was entirely dissolved, without any removal
of the last remnant of the Israelites having taken place. We
must indeed assume this if the ten tribes were, deported to the
very last man, and the Samaritans were in their origin a purely
heathen people without any admixture of Israelitish blood, as
Hengstenberg assumes and has endeavoured to prove. But the
very opposite of this is unmistakeably apparent from 2 Chron.
xxxiv. 6, 9, according to which there were not a few Israelites
left in

the depopulated land in the time of Josiah.

Kalkar, Die Samariianer ein Misehvolk, in Pelt's
beiten,

iii.

3, pp.

24

the Assyrian king
object to "52

may

sqq.).

—We

who brought

(Compare

iheol.

Mitar-

therefore regard Esarhaddon as

The

the colonists to Samaria.

be supplied from the context, more

especially

from 3B*lf which follows.
He brought inhabitants from Babd,
the
from
country,
not
the
city of Babylon, from Cuthah, etc
i.e.
The situation of Cuthah or Cuth (ver. 30) cannot be determined
with certainty.
M. v. Niebuhr (Gesch. p. 166) follows Josephus,

who speaks of the Cuthseans in Ant. ix. 14, 3, and x. 9, 7, as a
people dwelling in Persia and Media, and identifies them with
the Kossmans, Kissiam, Khushiya, Chuzi, who lived to the northeast of Susa, in the north-eastern portion of the present Khusistan;

%
(thes. p. 674); Eosenmiiller (oiW. AUhk
D. Michaelis (Supplem. ad Lex. hebr. p. 1255)

whereas Gesenius
p.

29), and

J.

i-

have decided in favour of the Cutha Qj»£b °* .J*^)

m

*^e

Babylonian Irak, in the neighbourhood of the Nahr Maica, in
may also be adduced, that, according to
a communication from Spiegel (in the Auslande, 1864, No. 46,
support of which the fact

1089), Cutha, a town not mentioned elsewhere, was situated
by the wall in the north-east of Babylon, probably on the spot
where the hill Ohaimir with its ruins stands. The greater
p.
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number of colonists appear to have come from Cutha, because
the Samaritans are called B*no by the Eabbins.
KJV, Awa, is
almost always, and probably with correctness, regarded as being
the same place as the

niy (Ivvah)

mentioned in

34 and

ch. xviii.

xix. 13, as the conjecture naturally suggests itself to every one

that the Avvceans removed to Samaria by Esarhaddon were inhabitants of the kingdom of
king, and the form njy

Awa

destroyed by the Assyrian

probably simply connected with the

is

appellative explanation given to the

As Iwah

placed by the side of

Awa

13,

xix.

is

word by the Masoretes.
in ch xviii 34 and

Henah

can hardly be any other than the country of

Anah and the Clutbur
Samath
is
Epiphania
on the Orontes
p. 167).
Kings viii. 65 and Num. xiii. 21. Sepharvaim is no

Hebtk, situated on the Euphrates between

(ML

v.

Niebuhr,

see at 1

doubt the Sippara (2nr<j>dpa) of Ptolem. (v. 18, 7), the southernmost city of Mesopotamia on the Euphrates, above the Nahr
Malca, the 'HXtovwoXt? ev Hiirrrdpourw or Stmrapt)t>&v

iroKii,

which Berosus and Abydenus mention (in Euseb. Prcepar. evang.
ix. 12 and 41, and Chronic. Armen. i. pp. 33, 36, 49, 55) as belonging to the time of the

flood.

—

tf"ip'B>

:

time in

this is the first

which the name is evidently applied to the kingdom of Samaria.
Vers. 25-28. In the earliest period of their settlement in the
cities of Samaria the new settlers were visited by lions, which
may have multiplied greatly during the time that the land was
lying waste.
The settlers regarded this as a punishment from

—

Jehovah,

i.e.

from the deity of the land,

whom

they did not

worship, and therefore asked the king of Assyria for a priest to

teach them the right,

i.e.

the proper, worship of the

God

of the

whereupon the king sent them one of the priests who had
been carried away, and he took up his abode in Bethel, and
instructed the people in the worship of Jehovah
The author
of our books also looked upon the lions as sent by Jehovah as a
punishment, according to Lev. xxvi 22, because the new settlers
n^Kn the lions which had taken up their
did not fear Him.
ov «eh ajn that they (the priest with his comabode there,
panions) went away and dwelt there.
There is no need thereland

;

:

:

fore to alter the plural into the singular.

The

priest

king was of course an
he was one of those who had

sent by the Assyrian

Israelitish priest of the calves, for

been carried away and settled in Bethel, the chief seat of Jeroboam's image -worship, and he also taught the colonists to
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fear or worship

Jehovah

after the

KINGS.

manner of the

land.

This

explains the state of divine worship in the land as described in
"

Every separate nation ('ia *i J see Ewald, § 3 1 3 a)
own gods, and set them up in the houses of
the high places (ntoan rra see at 1 Kings xii. 31, and for the
singular »va, Ewald, § 270, c) which the Samaritans (O'JiDfr'n not
the colonists sent thither by Esarhaddon, but the former inhabitants of the kingdom of Israel, who are so called from the capital
Samaria) had made (built) every nation in the cities where
Ver. 30. The people of Babel made themselves
they dwelt."

vers. 2 9 sqq.

made

,

:

itself its

:

;

—

nfaa nteD, daughters' booths.

Selden (de Dvis Syr. ii

(Relig. der Babyl. pp. 74, 75),

and others understand by these the

7),

Miinter

temples consecrated to Mylitta or Astarte, the xafiapeu, or covered
little

(Herod, i. 199); but
297) has very properly objected to this,

carriages, or tents for prostitution

Beyer (Addit. ad

Seld. p.

that according to the context the reference is to idols or objects

up in the ntoa iva. It is
more natural to suppose that small tent-temples are meant>
which were set up as idols in the houses of the high places
along with the images which they contained, since according to
ch. xxiii. 7 women wove Q'na, little temples, for the Asherah,
and Ezekiel speaks of patch-work Bamoth, i.e. of small temples
made of cloth. It is possible, however, that there is more truth
than is generally supposed in the view held by the Babbins,
that nfoa lisp signifies an image of the " hen," or rather the
of idolatrous worship, which were set

constellation of " the clucking-hen " (Gluckhenne), the Pleiades,

simulacrum gallince ccdestis in signo Tauri nidulantis, as a symbolum Veneris ccdestis, as the other idols are all connected with
animal symbolism.
In any case the explanation given by
Movers, involucra scu secreta mulierum, female lingams, which
were handed by the hierodulse to their paramours instead of the
Mylitta-money (JPhdniz. i. p. 596), is to be rejected, because it is
at variance with the usage of speech and the context, and because
the existence of female lingams has first of all to be proved.
For the different views, see Ges. thes. p. 952, and Leyrer in
Herzog*s Cycl.
The Cuthseans made themselves as a god, /f)?,
Ncrgal, i.e., according to Winer, Gesenius, Stuhr, and others, the
planet Mars, which the Zabians call ^v-*!-3 Nerig, as the god of

—

,

war (Codex Nasar.

i.

212, 224), the Arabs

iw

_<,

Mirrig ; where-

as older commentators identified Ncrgal with the sun-god Bel,
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light, and ??, a fountain = fountain
and Beyer, Add. pp. 301 sqq.). But these
views are both of them very uncertain. According to the
Rabbins (Bashi, B. Salomo, Kimchi), Nergal was represented
as & cock.
This statement, which is ridiculed by Gesenius,
Winer, and Thenius, is proved to be correct by the Assyrian
monuments, which contain a number of animal deities, and
among them the cock standing upon an altar, and also upon a
gem a priest praying in front of a cock (see Layard's Nineveh).

deriving the name from "M,
of light (Selden, ii

8,

The pugnacious cock

is

found generally in the ancient ethnical

religions in frequent connection with the gods of

Miiller in Herzog's Cycl).

people

of

war

Hamath, was worshipped, according

to

rabbinical

statements, under the figure of a bald he-goat (see Selden,

The

J. G.

(cf.

NB'tw, Ashima, the god of the

suggested combination of the

name with

ii.

9).

the Phcenician

deity Esmun, the Persian Asuman, and the Zendic acrrmno, i.c.
heaven, is very uncertain.
Ver. 31. Of the idols of the Av-

—

l.c, Nibchaz
from n?3), and Tartak that
of an ass.
Gesenius regards Tartak as a demon of the lower
regions, because in Pehlwi tar
thaJch signifies deep darkness
or hero of darkness, and Nibchaz as an evil demon, the TK33 of
the Zabians, whom Norberg in his Onomast. cod. Nasar. p. 100,

vceans, according to rabbinical accounts in Selden,

had the form of a dog

(T"3?, latrator,

—

describes as horrendus rex infemalis: posito ipsius throno
telluris,

i.e.

lucis et caliginis confinium, sed

pedibus svhstrato, according to Codex Ada/mi, ii 50,

With

12.

lin.

regard to the gods of the Sepharvites, Adramnultch and

Anammelech,
to

ad

imo acherontis /undo

them

it is

evident from the offering of children in sacrifice

The name ^fT]K,
37 and Isa xxxvii.
from the Semitic ">1K as meaning

that they were related to Moloch.

which occurs as a personal name
38, has been explained either

in ch. xix.

" glorious king," or from the Persian jj\, jj\, in which case

means

" fire-king,"

Isaiah, ii p. 347).

sarum,

p. 1

supposed to refer to the sun (see Ges. on,
*V??5? is supposed by Hyde (de relig. vett. Per-

and

is

3 1) to be the group of stars called Cepheus, which goes

by the name of

" the

shepherd and flock

in the Oriental astrognosis,

the Arabic Jki
pp.

it

=

;*fcf.

and in

"

and

this case

D3JJ

" the herd-stars "

might answer to

Movers, on the other hand {Phoniz. i

410, 411), regards them as two names of the same

deity,
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double-shaped Moloch, and reads the ChetMb Dnao
singular DflBDri bs, the god of Sepharvaim.

rbtt

as the

This double god,

according to his explanation, was a sun-being, because Sephar-

vaim, of which he was woTuovxps,

may

is

designated by Berosus as a

but there is something
;
very precarious in the further assumption, that " Adar-Mdech is
This

city of the sun.

to

be correct

be regarded as the sun's fire, and indeed, since Adar is Mars,
is so far to be thought of as a destructive being," and

that he

that

Anammdech is

a contraction of tfx f V, oculus Molechi, signiaccording to which Ad;

fying the ever-watchful eye of Saturn

rammdech

is to

be regarded as the solar Mars, Anammdech as the

The explanations given by Hitzig

(on Isa. p. 437)
Monatsnamen, pp. 1 8 7, 1 8 8) are extremely doubtVer. 32. In addition to these idols, Jehovah also was worful
shipped in temples of the high places, according to the instrucffl
tions of the Israelitish priest sent by the king of Assyria,
D'KT " and they were (also) worshipping Jehovah, and made
themselves priests of the mass of the people" (DnVXipo as in
1 Kings xii 31). Dfv tffcty WW " and they (the priests) were preVer.
paring them (sacrifices) in the houses of the high places."
33 sums up by way of conclusion the description of the various
solar Saturn.

and Benfey

—

(die

:

:

—

kinds of worship.
Vers. 34-41. This

mixed mltus, composed of the worship of
and the worship of Jehovah, they retained till the time
when the books of the Kings were written. " Unto this day
tnWfnn D'DBBipn c^ ^jy
they do after the former customs."
be the religious usages and ordinances which were introduced
at the settlement of the new inhabitants, and which are deThe prophetic historian observes still
scribed in vers. 28-33.
further, that " they fear not Jehovah, and do not acoording to
their statutes and their rights, nor according to the law and
commandment which the Lord had laid down for the sons of
idols

Jacob, to

whom He

xviii. 31),

i.e.

gave the name of Israel" (see 1 Kings
Drfpn and DDSfD,

according to the Mosaic law.

" their statutes and their right," stands in antithesis to irtuw

nworn which Jehovah gave to the children of Israel.
If, then,
the clause, " they do not according to their statutes and their
right," is

not to contain a glaring contradiction to the previous

assertion, "

unto this day they do after their first (former)
understand by D|?BE*pi DHpn the statutes and
the right of the ten tribes, i.e. the worship of Jehovah under

rights,"

we must
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the symbols of the calves, and
the expression " their statutes

must explain the inexactness of
and their right" from the fact
that the historian was thinking of the Israelites who had been
left behind in the land, or of the remnant of the Israelitish
population that had become mixed up with the heathen settlers
(ch. xxiii. 19, 20
2 Chron. xxxiv. 6, 9, 33).
The meaning
of the verse is therefore evidently the following
The inhabitants of Samaria retain to this day the cvitus composed of the
worship of idols and of Jehovah under the form of an image,
and do not worship Jehovah either after the manner of the ten
;

:

Mosaic law. Their
an amalgamation of the Jehovah image-worship and

tribes or according to the precepts of the

worship

is

—

heathen idolatry (cf. ver. 41).
To indicate the character of
worship still more clearly, and hold it up as a complete
breach of the covenant and as utter apostasy from Jehovah,
of

this

more fully, in vers. 35-39, bow
and emphatically the people of Israel had been prohibited from worshipping other gods, and urged to worship
Jehovah alone, who had redeemed Israel out of Egypt and
exalted it into His own nation.
For ver. 35 compare Ex. xx. 5
for ver. 36, the exposition of ver. 7, also Ex. xxxii. 11, vi 6,
xx. 23 ; Deut. iv. 34, v. 15, etc.
In ver. 37 the committal
of the thorah to writing is presupposed.
For ver. 39, see Deut.
xiii 5, xxiii. 15, etc.
Ver. 40. They did not hearken, howthe historian describes still

earnestly

—

ever (the subject

is,

of course, the ten tribes), but they (the

descendants of the Israelites

who remained

in the land) do

tfE'tnri EBB^e is their manner' of
former manner.
worshipping God, which was a mixture of idolatry and of the
image-worship of Jehovah, as in ver. 34.
In ver. 41 this is

after their

—

repeated once

more, and the whole of these reflections are

brought to a close with the additional statement, that their
children

and grandchildren do the same

to this day.

—In

the

period following the Babylonian captivity the Samaritans re-

by the adoption of the Mosaic
book of the law were converted to monotheism.
For the later

linquished actual idolatry, and
history of the Samaritans, of

whom a

small handful have been

preserved to the present day in the ancient Sichem, the pre-

m

sent Nablus, see Theod. GuiL Joh. Juynboll, commentarii
hu&oriam gentis Samaritanas, Lugd. Bat. 1846, 4, and H. Petertoann,

Samaria and

the Samaritans, in Herzog's Cycl.
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OF THE KINGDOM OF JDDAH FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF THE KINGDOM OF THE TEN TRIBES TO THE

III.— HISTORY

BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY.
Chaps, xvm.-xxv.

At the time when the kingdom of the ten tribes was destroyed,
Judah found itself in a state of dependence upon the imperial
power of Assyria, into which it had been brought by the unBut three years before the expedition
godly policy of Ahaz.
of Salmanasar against Samaria, the pious Hezekiah had ascended
the throne of his ancestor David in Jerusalem, and had set cm
foot with strength and zeal the healing of Judah's wounds, by
exterminating idolatry and by restoring the legal worship of
Jehovah.
As Hezekiah was devoted to the Lord his God with
undivided heart and trusted firmly in Him, the Lord also acknowledged him and his undertakings. When Sennacherib had
overrun Judah with a powerful army after the revolt of Hezekiah, and had summoned the capital to surrender, the Lord
heard the prayer of His faithful servant Hezekiah and saved

Judah and Jerusalem from the threatening destruction by the
miraculous destruction of the forces of the proud Sennacherib
(ch. xviii. and xix.), whereby the power of Assyria was so
weakened that Judah had no longer much more to fear from it,
although it did chastise Manasseh (2 Chron. xxxiii. 11 sqq.).
Nevertheless this deliverance, through and in the time of Hezekiah, was merely a postponement of the judgment with which
Judah had been threatened by the prophets (Isaiah and Micah),
of the destruction of the kingdom and the banishment of its
inhabitants.
Apostasy from the living God and moral corruption had struck such deep and firm roots in the nation, that the

outwardly suppressed by Hezekiah, broke out again
openly immediately after his death ; and that in a still stronger
degree, since his son and successor Manasseh not only restored
idolatry,

the abominations of idolatry which his father had rooted out,
but even built altars to idols in the courts of the temple of
Jehovah, and filled Jerusalem with innocent blood from one
all

end to the other
sins, so that

(ch. xxi.),

and thereby

filled

up the measure of

the Lord had to announce through His prophets to

the godless king and people His decree to destroy Jerusalem and
cast out the remaining portion of the people of

His inheritance
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among

show the severity of His judgments
in the fact that Manasseh was led away captive by the officers
of the Assyrian king.
And even though Manasseh himself
renounced all gross idolatry and restored the legal worship in
the temple after his release and return to Jerusalem, as the
result of this chastisement, this alteration in the king's mind
exerted no lasting influence upon the people generally, and was
completely neutralized by his successor Amon, who did not

walk
idols.

the heathen, and to

in the

In

way
this

of Jehovah, but merely worshipped his father's
state

of things even the God-fearing Josiah,

with

all the stringency

more

especially after the discovery of the book of the law, was

with which he exterminated idolatry,

unable to effect any "true change of heart or sincere conversion
of the people to their God, and could only wipe out the outward signs and traces of idolatry, and establish the external
supremacy of the worship of Jehovah. The people, with their
carnal security, imagined that they had done quite enough for
God by restoring the outward and legal form of worship, and that
they were now quite sure of the divine protection and did not
hearken to the voice of the prophets, who predicted the speedy
coming of the judgments of God. Josiah had warded off the
bursting forth of these judgments for thirty years, through his
humiliation before God and the reforms which he introduced
but towards the end of his reign the Lord began to put away
Judah from before His face for the sake of Manasseh's sins, and
to reject the city which He had chosen that His name might
dwell there (ch. xxii-xxiii. 27). Necho king of Egypt advanced
to extend his sway to the Euphrates and overthrow the Assyrian empire.
Josiah marched to meet him, for the purpose of
preventing the extension of his power into Syria
A battle was
was
defeated,
Josiah fell
fought at Megiddo, the Judsean army
in the battle, and with him the last hope of the sinking state (ch.
xxiii. 29, 30
2 Chron xxxv. 23, 24).
In Jerusalem Jehoahaz
after
was made king by the people but
a reign of three months
Eiblah
in the land of Hamath,
he was taken prisoner by Necho at
died.
Eliakim,
the elder son
and led away to Egypt, where he
vassal-king
Egyptian
in
of Josiah, was appointed by Necho as
devoted
was
to
Jerusalem, under the name of Jehoiakim.
He
idolatry, and through his love of show (Jer. xxii. 13 sqq.) still
further ruined the kingdom, which was already exhausted by
the tribute to be paid to Egypt.
In the fourth year of his
;

;

;
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reign Pharaoh-Necho succumbed at Carchemish to the Chaldaean

power, which was rising under Nebuchadnezzar upon the ruins
of the Assyrian kingdom.

At

the same time Jeremiah pro-

claimed to the incorrigible nation, that the Lord of Sabaoth

would deliver Judah with all the surrounding nations into the
hand of His servant Nebuchadnezzar, that the land of Judah
would be laid waste and the people serve the king of Babylon
seventy years (Jer. xxv.).
Nebuchadnezzar appeared in Judah
immediately afterwards to follow up his victory over Necho,
took Jerusalem, made Jehoiakim his subject, and carried away
Daniel, with many of the leading young men, to Babylon (ch.
xxiv. 1).
But after some years Jehoiakim revolted ; whereupon
Nebuchadnezzar sent fresh troops against Jerusalem to besiege
the city, and after defeating Jehoiachin, who had in the meantime followed his father upon the throne, led away into captivity to Babylon, along

warriors,

craftsmen,

with the kernel of the nation, nobles,

and smiths, and

upon the throne

set

Mattaniah, the only remaining son of Josiah, under the
of Zedekiah (ch xxiv.

2-1 7).

But when he

name
an

also formed

with Pharaoh-Hophra in the ninth year of his reign,
and revolted from the king of Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar advanced immediately with all his forces, besieged Jerusalem, and
having taken the city and destroyed it, put an end to the kingdom of Judah by slaying Zedekiah and his sons, and carrying
away all the people that were left, with the exception of a very
small remnant of cultivators of the soil (ch xxiv. 18-xxv. 26),
a hundred and thirty-four years after the destruction of the
alliance

kingdom of the ten

CHAP.

tribes.

XVm. REIGN OF KING HEZEKIAH. SENNACHEEIB INVADES
JTTDAH AND THREATENS JERUSALEM.

Vers. 1-8. Length
1, 2.

1

and

—

character of HezeMdh's reign}

In the third year of Hoshea of

Israel,

Vers.

Hezekiah became

On

comparing the account of Hezekiah's reign given in our books (ch.
with that in 2 Chron. xxix.-xxxii., the different plans of these
two historical works are at once apparent. The prophetic author of our
books first of all describes quite briefly the character of the king's reign
(ch. xviii. 1-8), and then gives an elaborate description of the invasion of
Judah by Sennacherib and of his attempt to get Jerusalem into his power,
together with the destruction of the proud Assyrian force and Sennacherib's
xviii.-xx.)
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twenty-five years old.

corresponded to the seventh and ninth of Hoshea
his

first

Accord-

9 and 10, the fourth and sixth years of Hezekiah
;

consequently

year apparently ran parallel to the fourth of Hoshea, so

ix. 1 3, 1) represents him as having ascended
But there is
the throne in the fourth year of Hoshea's reign.
no necessity for this alteration. If we assume that the commencement of his reign took place towards the close of the third

that Josephus {Aid.

year of Hoshea, the fourth and sixth years of his reign coincided for the most part with the sixth and ninth years of
Hoshea's reign.
The name n>i?tn or wijprn (vers. 9, 13, etc.) is
given in its complete form VTjptrp, " whom Jehovah strengthens,"
in 2 Chron. xxix. sqq. and Isa. i. 1 and njpwij in Hos. i 1 and
Mic. i. 1.
On his age when he ascended the throne, see the
Coram, on ch. xvi. 2. The name of his mother, ^K, is a strongly
Vers. 3 sqq. As
contracted form of "*?« (2 Chron. xxix. 1).
ruler Hezekiah walked in the footsteps of his ancestor David.
He removed the high places and the other objects of idolatrous
worship, trusted in Jehovah, and adhered firmly to Him without
wavering therefore the Lord made all his undertakings prosper,
rtoan, ntajran and '"nt?Kn (see at 1 Kings xiv. 23) embrace all
the objects of idolatrous worship, which had been introduced
;

—

;

into Jerusalem

and Judah in the reigns of the former kings,

hasty return to Nineveh and death (ch. xviii. 18-19, 37) ; and, finally, he also
a circumstantial account of Hezekiah's illness and recovery, and also of
the arrival of the Babylonian embassy in Jerusalem, and of Hezekiah's congives

duct on that occasion (ch. xx.).
his chief attention

The

chronicler,

on the other hand, has fixed

religious reformation carried out

upon the

by Hezekiah,

and therefore first of all describes most elaborately the purification of the
temple from all idolatrous abominations, the restoration of the Jehovahcultus and the feast of passover, to which Hezekiah invited all the people,
not only the subjects of his own kingdom, but the remnant of the ten tribes
and then simply gives in ch. xxxii. the most
also (2 Chron. xxix-xxxi.)
summary account of the attack made by Sennacherib upon Jerusalem and
the destruction of his army, of the sickness and recovery of Hezekiah, and
of his great riches, the Babylonian embassy being touched upon in only
;

most casual manner. The historical character of the elaborate accounts
given in the Chronicles of Hezekiah's reform of worship and his celebration

the

of the passover, which Theuius follows De Wette and Gramberg in throwing
doubt upon, has been most successfully defended by Bertheau as well as
others.—On the disputed question, in what year of Hezekiah's reign the
solemn passover instituted by him fell, see the thorough discussion of it by
C. P. Caspari (Beitrr. x. Einleit. in d. B. Jesaia, pp. 109 sqq.), and our Commentary on the Chronicles, which has yet to appear.
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and more

especially in that of Ahaz.

=

used in a collective sense

KINGS.

The singular rntHCT

D v)?'Nn (2 Chron xxxi.

is

The

1).

is specially mentioned is the brazen serpent
which Moses made in the wilderness (Num. xxi. 8, 9), and
which the people with their leaning to idolatry had turned in
the course of time into an object of idolatrous worship.
The
words, " to this day were the children of Israel burning incense
to it," do not mean that this took place without interruption
from the time of Moses down to that of Hezekiah, but simply,
that it occurred at intervals, and that the idolatry carried on

only other idol that

with this idol lasted

the time of Hezekiah, namely,

till

till

this

king broke in pieces the brazen serpent, because of the idolatry
that was associated with it.
For further remarks on the meaning of this symbol, see the Comm. on Num. xxi. 8, 9.
The
people called (N7P3, one called) this serpent V?®™, i.e. a brazen
This epithet does not involve anything contemptuous,
thing.
as the earlier commentators supposed, nor the idea of " BrassVer. 5. The verdict, " after him was none like
god" (Ewald).

—

him among
dence in

all

God

the kings of Judah," refers to Hezekiah's confi-

(noa), in

which he had no equal, whereas in the

case of Josiah his conscientious adherence to the Mosaic
is

extolled in the

same words

(ch.

xxiii 25)

;

so that there

law
no

is

ground for saying that there is a contradiction between our verse
and ch xxiii 25 (Thenius). Ver. 6. wa pa'P: he adhered faithfully to Jehovah (p^n as in 1 Kings xL 2), and departed not
from Him, i.e. he never gave himself up to idolatry.
Ver. 7.
The Lord therefore gave him success in all his undertakings
(T'Sfe'Ti, see at 1 Kings ii. 3), and even in his rebellion against
the king of Assyria, whom he no longer served, i.e. to whom he
paid no more tribute.
It was through Ahaz that Judah had
been brought into dependence upon Assyria; and Hezekiah released himself from this, by refusing to pay any more tribute,
probably after the departure of Salmanasar from Palestine, and

—

'

—

possibly not
fore

till

after the death of that king.

made war upon Hezekiah

again (see vers. 13
tines to Gaza,

men

and

sqq.).

ch

Judah

to

himself

Ver. 8. Hezekiah smote the Philis-

their territory

to the fortified city,

greatest (see at

—

Sennacherib there-

to subjugate

i.e.

xvii. 9).

all

from the tower of the watch-

the towns from the least to the

He

thus chastised these enemies

Judah in the time of Ahaz, wrested from
which they had taken at that time (2 Chron.

for their invasion of

them the

cities
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and

laid waste all their country to Gaza,

the most southerly of the chief
xiii.

i.e.

Ghuzzch,

cities of Philistia (see at Josh.

This probably took place after the defeat of Sen2 Chron. xxxii. 22, 23).

3).

nacherib

433

13-87.

(cf.

9-12 the destruction of the kingdom of the ten
by Salmanasar, which has already been related according
to the annals of the kingdom of Israel in ch. xvii 3-6, is
related once more according to the annals of the kingdom of
Judah, in which this catastrophe is also introduced as an event
that was memorable in relation to all the covenant-nation.
Vers. 1 3—3 7. Sennacherib invades Judah and threatens Jerusalem}
Sennacherib, 3nroD (Sancheribh), Xewa^plp, (LXX.),
Xevaxtfpifttx; (Joseph), HavayapifHos (Herodot.), whose name has
not yet been deciphered with certainty upon the Assyrian
monuments or clearly explained (see J. Brandis uber den histor.
Gewinn aus der JSntzifferung der assyr. Inschriften, pp. 103 sqq.,
In

vers.

tribes

—

and M. v. Niebuhr, Gesch. Assurs, p. 37), was the successor of
Salmanasar (Sargina according to the monuments).
He is
called fiaaikeii? 'Apafilcov re xal 'Acavpuov by Herodotus (ii.
He
141), and reigned, according to Berosus, eighteen years.
took all the fortified cities in Judah (o?'Bnv with the masculine
suffix instead of the feminine: cf. Ewald, § 184, c).
The ^a,
all, is not to be pressed
for, beside the strongly fortified capital
Jerusalem, he had not yet taken the fortified cities of Lachish
and Libnah (ver. 1 7 and ch. xix. 8) at the time, when, according
to vers. 14 sqq., he sent a division of his army against Jerusalem, and summoned Hezekiah to surrender that city. According to Herodotus (I.e.), the real object of his campaign was
Egypt, which is also apparent from ch. xix. 24, and is confirmed
by Isa. x. 24 j for which reason Tirhaka marched against him
;

M. v. Niebuhr, Gesch. Assurs, pp. 171, 172).
14 sqq. On the report of Sennacherib's approach, Hezekiah made provision at once for the safety of Jerusalem.
He
(ch. xix. 8; cf.

Vers.

had the
1

city fortified

more

strongly,

and the fountain of the

We

have a parallel and elaborate account of this campaign of Sennacherib and bis defeat (cb. xviii. 13-xix. 37), and also of Hezekiah 'a sickness
and recovery and the arrival of the Babylonian embassy in Jerusalem (cb.
xx. 1-19), in Isa. xxxvi.-xxxix., and a brief extract, with certain not unimportant supplements, in 2 Chron. xxxii. These three narratives, as is now
generally admitted, are drawn independently of one another from a collection
of the prophecies of Isaiah, which was received into the annals of the kingdom (2 Chron. xxxii. 82), and serve to confirm and complete one another.

2E
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upper Gihon and the brook near the city stopped up (see at
ver. 1 7), to cut off the supply of water from the besiegers, as is
stated in 2 Chron. xxxiL 2-8, and confirmed by Isa. xxii 8-11.
In the meantime Sennacherib had pressed forward to Zaehisk,
i.e.

Um

Lakis, in the plain of Judah, on the south-west of Jeru-

salem, seven hours to the west of Eleutheropolis on the road

to

Egypt

so that Hezekiah, having doubts

as

to the possibility of a successful resistance, sent ambassadors

to

(see at Josh. x. 3)

;

and promised to pay him as much tribute
The confession
as he might demand if he would withdraw.
" I have sinned" is not to be pressed, inasmuch as it was forced
from Hezekiah by the pressure of distress.
Since Asshur had
made Judah tributary by faithless conduct on the part of Tiglathpileser towards Ahaz, there was nothing really wrong in the
shaking off of this yoke by the refusal to pay any further
tribute.
But Hezekiah certainly did wrong, when, after taking
the first step, he was alarmed at the disastrous consequences,
and sought to purchase once more the peace which he himself
had broken, by a fresh submission and renewal of the payment
This false step on the part of the pious king, which
of tribute.
arose from a temporary weakness of faith, was nevertheless
turned into a blessing through the pride of Sennacherib and
the covenant-faithfulness of the Lord towards him and his
kingdom.
Sennacherib demanded the enormous sum of three
hundred talents of silver and thirty talents of gold (more than
two and a half million thalers, or £375,000) ; and Hezekiah
not only gave him all the gold and silver found in the treasures
of the temple and palace, but had the gold plates with which
he had covered the doors and doorposts of the temple (2 Chron.
xxix. 3) removed, to send them to the king of Assyria, rtstte},
negotiate with him,

lit the supports,

i.e.

the posts, of the doors.

These negotiations with Sennacherib on the part of Hezekiah
are passed over both in the book of Isaiah and also in the
Chronicles, because they had no further influence upon the
future progress of the war.
Vers. 17 sqq. For though Sennacherib did indeed take the money, he did not depart, as he
had no doubt promised, but, emboldened still further by this
submissiveness, sent a detachment of his army against Jerusalem, and summoned Hezekiah to surrender the capital " He
sent Tartan, Eabsaris, and Kabshakeh."
Eabshakeh only is
mentioned in Isaiah, as the chief speaker in the negotiations

—
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6 and

24

allusion is

Tartan had no doubt the

evidently

to the other two.

chief

since he is not only mentioned first here, but

Isa. xx. 1.
The
names are probably only official names, or titles of the
offices held by the persons mentioned
For onD'an means

conducted the siege of Ashdod, according to
three

princeps eunuehorum,

by Hitzig on

plained

and

iptSQ"!

chief cup-bearer,

1 as derived

Isa. xx.

JBTn is ex-

from the Persian

Ji Jj, Tdr-tan, " high person or vertex of the body," and in
Jer.

;
xxxix. 3 as " body-guard " but this

two

is

hardly correct, as

These generals took up their
station with their army "at the conduit of the upper pool,
which ran by the road of the fuller's field," i.e. the conduit
which flowed from the upper pool according to 2 Chron xxxii
30, the basin of the upper Gihon (Birket el Mamilla)
into the
lower pool {Birket et Sultan see at 1 Kings i. 33).
According
the other

titles are Semitic.

—

—

:

3, this conduit

was in existence

The " end "

it

as early as the time
probably the locality in which
the conduit began at the upper pool or Gihon, or where it first

to Isa.

"vii.

Ahaz.

of

issued
into

from

of

is

This conduit which led from the upper Gihon
is called in 2 Chron. xxxii. 30 " the

it.

the lower, and which

outflow of the upper Gihon,"

ducted the water downwards,
into

the city of David

;

Hezekiah stopped up, and con-

i.e.

underground, towards the west

that is to say, he conducted the water

upper Gihon, which had previously flowed along the

of the

western side of the city outside the wall into the lower Gihon

and so away down the valley of Ben-hinnom, into the city itself
by means of a subterranean channel,1 that he might retain this
water for the use of the city in the event of a siege of Jerusalem,

and keep
lected

it from the besiegers.
This water was probably colin the cistern (n 3"]2n) which Hezekiah made, i.e. ordered

be constructed (ch. xx. 20), or the reservoir " between the two
walls for'the waters of the old pool," mentioned in Isa. xxii. 11,
i.e. most probably the reservoir
still existing at some distance
to

of the Joppa gate on the western side of the road
which leads to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the so-called
to the east

" pool of Hezekiah,"
1

which the natives

We may get some idea of

call Birket el

JIamman,

the works connected with this aqueduct from

the description of the " sealed fountain " of the Solomon's pool at

m TobJer,

Topogr.

v.

Jents.

ii.

Ain Saleh

pp. 857 sqq., Dritte Wanderung.
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" Bathing-pool," because it supplies a bath in the neighbourhood,
or B.

el

Batrak, " Patriarch's pool " (see Robinson, Pal. L

and Fresh Researches

sqq.), since this is still fed

(see E. G.

44

pp.

—

Ver.

487,

by a conduit from the MamUla

Schultz, Jerusalem, p. 31,

sqq.).i

p.

into the Topography of Jerusalem,, pp. Ill

18.

and Tobler,

Hezekiah considered

beneath

it

pool

Denkblatter,
his

dignity to negotiate personally with the generals of Sennacherib.

He

sent three of his leading ministers out to the front of the

Eliakim the son of Hilkiah, the captain of the castle,
only received the appointment to this office a short
time before in Shebna's place (Isa. xxii. 20, 21); Shebna,whow&s
still secretary of state (iBb
see at 2 Sam. viiL 17); and Joatk
the son of Asaph, the chancellor p'SH? see at 2 Sam. viii 16).
Rabskakeh made a speech to these three (vers. 19-25), in
which he tried to show that Hezekiah' s confidence that he would
be able to resist the might of the king of Assyria was perfectly
vain, since neither Egypt (ver. 21), nor his God (ver. 22), nor
Ver. 19.
his forces (ver. 23), would be able to defend him
" The great king ." the Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian kings
all assumed this title (cf. Ezek xxvi 7
Dan. ii 37), because
city

:

who had

:

:

—

;

1

The

identity of the il313,

which Hezekiah constructed

as a reservoir for

the overflow of the upper Gihon that was conducted into the city (ch. xx.
20), with the present " pool of Hezekiah " is indeed very probable, bat Dot

For in very recent times, on digging the foundation for the
Evangelical church built on the northern slope of Zion, they lighted upon a

quite certain.

was partly cut in the rock, and,
where this was not the case, built in level layers and coated within with a
hard cement about an inch thick and covered with large stones (Robinson,
New Inquiries as to the Topography of Jerusalem, p. US, and Btbl Res.
p. 318), and which might possibly be connected with the channel made by
Hezekiah to conduct the water of the upper Gihon into the city, although
this channel does not open into the pool of Hezekiah, and the walls, some
remains of which are still preserved, may belong to a later age. The arguments adduced by Thenius in support of the assumption that the "lower "or
" old pool " mentioned in Isa. xxii. 9 and 11 is different from the lower
Gihon-pool, and to be sought for in the Tyropoeon, are inconclusive.
It by no means follows from the expression, " which lies "by the row
large well-preserved arched channel, which

of the fuller's field,"

that there

i.e.

by the road which runs past the

was another upper pool

in Jerusalem beside

the

fuller's field,

upper

pool

but this additional clause simply serves to define more precisely
the spot by the conduit mentioned where the Assyrian army took its stand;
and it by no means follows from the words of Isa. xxii. 11, " a gathering of
waters have ye made between the two walls for the waters of the old pool,
that this gathering of waters was made in the Tyropoeon, and that this "old
(Gihon)

;
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kings of conquered lands were subject to them as vassals (see
" What is this confidence that thou cherishest ?
at Isa. x. 8).

how vain or worthless is this
sayest ... it is only a lip-word

i.e.

battle;"
is

i.e.

if

only Djnab

from the

.

:

.

Ver. 20. "

Thou

counsel and might for

thou speakest of counsel and might for battle, that
a word that merely comes from the lips, not
:>

i.e. a foolish and
Job xi. 2).—J?")*?? is to
the more original of the

heart, the seat of the understanding,

be preferred

thou

.

—

!

~\y\

inconsiderate saying

two.

confidence

(cf.

Prov. xiv.

23

to the 'J?"!?? of Isaiah as

nny, now,

sc.

we

will see on

didst rebel against me.

—

;

whom thou didst rely, when
On Egypt ? " that broken

Ver. 21.

reed, which runs into the hand of any one
it (thinking it whole),

and pierces

it

who would

through."

This

upon
which

lean

figure,

is repeated in Ezek. xxix. 6, 7, is so far suitably chosen, that the

Nile, representing Egypt,

is

rich in reeds.

What Kabshakeh

8a3rs of Egypt here, Isaiah had already earnestly impressed upon

his people (Isa xxx. 3—5), to warn them against trusting in the

support of Egypt, from which one party in the nation expected
help against Assyria.
Ver. 22. Hezekiah (and Judah) had a
stronger ground of confidence in Jehovah his God.
Even this

—

pool," as distinguished from the lower pool (ver. 9), was an upper pool, which
was above the king's pool mentioned in Neh. iii. 15. For even if DVlDnn p2

occurs in ch. xxv. 4, Jer. xxxii. 4, lii. 7, in connection with a locality on
the south-east side of the city, the Old Testament says nothing about two
pools in the Tyropoaon at the south-east corner of Jerusalem, but simply
mentions a fountain gate, which probably derived its name from the present

fountain of the Virgin, and the king's pool, also called Shektch in Neh. ii. 14,
iii. 15, which was no doubt fed from that fountain like the present Siloam,
and watered the royal gardens. (Compare Rob. Pat i. pp. 565 sqq., and

MM. Res. p. 189, and Tobler, Die Siloah-quelle u. der Oelberg, pp. 1 sqq.).
The two walls, between which Hezekiah placed the reservoir, may very well
be the northern wall of Zion and the one which surrounded the lower city
(Acra) on the north-west, according to which the words in Isa. xxii. 11
suit the " pool of Hezekiah."
Again, Hezekiah did not
wait till the departure of Sennacherib before he built this conduit, which is
also mentioned in Wisd. xlviii. 17, as Knobel supposes (on Isa. xxii. 11), but
he made it when he first invaded Judah, before the appearance of the Assyrian
troops in front of Jerusalem, when he made the defensive preparations noticed
at ver. 14, as is evident from 2 Chron. xxxii. 3, 4, compared with ver. 30,
since the stopping up of the fountain outside the city, to withdraw the water
from the Assyrians, is expressly mentioned in vers. 3, 4 among the measures
of defence ; and in the concluding notices concerning Hezekiah in ch. xx. 20,
and 2 Chron. xxxii. 30, there is also a brief allusion to this work, without
any precise indication of the time when he had executed it.

would admirably
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Eabshakeh

tried to shake, availing himself very skilfully,

from
which Hezelriah had

his heathen point of view, of the reform

made

in the worship, and representing the abolition of the altars
on the high places as an infringement upon the reverence that
ought to be shown to God " And if ye say, We trust in Jehovah
our God, (I say :) is it not He whose high places and altars
Hezekiah has taken away, and has said to Judah and Jerusalem,
Ye shall worship before this altar (in the temple) in Jerusalem ?"
Instead of VtDtin '3, according to which Eabshakeh turned to the
deputies, we have in Isa. vii. 7 "MM<n •a, according to which the
npkn is prewords are addressed to Hezekiah, as in ver. 20.
ferred by Thenius, Knobel, and others, because in what follows
But the very cirHezekiah is addressed in the third person.
cumstance that vupkn is apparently more suitable favours the
originality of iw<n, according to which the king is still addressed
in the person of his ambassadors, and Eabshakeh only speaks
directly to the ambassadors when this argument is answered.
The attack upon the confidence which the Judoeans placed in
their God commences with KV! Vfbn,
The opinion of Thenius,
that the second clause of the verse is a continuation of the words
supposed to be spoken by the Judaeans who trusted in God, and
that the apodosis does not follow

till ver.

23,

is

quite a mistake.

The ambassadors of Hezekiah could not regard the high places
and idolatrous altars that had been abolished as altars of Jehovah and the apodosis could not commence with nnjn. Vers.
23, 24. Still less could Hezekiah rely upon his military re-

—

;

w 3*i*4"Vi enter, I pray thee, (into contest) with my
and I will give thee 2000 horses, if thou canst set the
horsemen upon them.
The meaning, of course, is not that
Hezekiah could not raise 2000 soldiers in all, but that he could
not produce so many men who were able to fight as horsemen.
" How then wilt thou turn back a single one of the smallest lieusources,

:

lord,

tenants of

my lord ?"

means generally

to turn

'^B \3BTik anrn, to

repulse a person's face,

away a person with

his petition (1

Kings

*tntt ring is one pasha;
16, 17), here to repulse an assailant
although "inK, which is grammatically subordinate to nna, is in
ii.

the construct state, that the genitives which follow may be connra
nected (for this subordination of 1HK see Ewald, § 286, a),
(see at 1

Kings

x. 1 5), lit

under-vicegerent,

i.e.

administrator of

a province under a satrap, in military states also a subordinate*
officer.

nrparn

;

and so (with thy military

force so small) thou
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Egypt

trastest in

are concerned.

—

'til

Ver.

ssro, so far as war-chariots

and horsemen

25. After Rabshakeh had thus, as he

imagined, taken away every ground of confidence from Hezekiah,
he added still farther, that the Assyrian king himself had also
not come without Jehovah, hut had been summoned by Him to
effect the destruction of Judah.
It is possible that some report

may have reached his
had

Lord, and these he used for his
fwri Dipen,

in

who

ears of the predictions of the prophets,

represented the Assyrian invasion as a judgment from the
against this place,

—

own

purposes.

Jerusalem,

i.e.

a reading which owes

Instead of by

we have

nritn

J^wj

?j>

simply to the endeavour to bring the two clauses into exact conformity to one another.
Vers. 26-37. It was very conceivable that Rabshakeh's
Isaiah,

its origin

make an impression upon the people the amHezekiah therefore interrupted him with the
request that he would speak to them in Aramaean, as they
understood that language, and not in Jewish, on account of the
WJK was the lanpeople who were standing upon the wall
also in the proprobably
Syria,
Babylonia,
and
guage spoken in
vince of Assyria, and may possibly have been Rabshakeh's
mother-tongue, even if the court language of the Assyrian kings
was an Aryan dialect. With the close affinity between the
Aramaean and the Hebrew, the latter could not be unknown to
Rabshakeh, so that he made use of it, just as the Aramaean
language was intelligible to the ministers of Hezekiah, whereas
boasting might
bassadors

;

of

.

the people in Jerusalem understood only TtnMT[ t Jewish,

Hebrew language spoken in the kingdom
dent from the

last clause of

of Judah.

i.e.

the

It is evi-

the verse that the negotiations were

carried on in the neighbourhood of the city wall of Jerusalem.

—

Ver. 27. But Rabshakeh

rejected this proposal with the

scornful remark, that his commission was not to speak to
Hezekiah and his ambassadors only, but rather to the people

upon the wall

Tp*

The

variation of the preposition s$ and

thy lord (Hezekiah), and

to, to

:

Y&

chief speaker), is avoided in the text of Isaiah.

used for
to

or

at.

W in

to thee (Eliakim as
?J?

is

frequently

in the later usage of the language, in the sense of
In the words "who sit upon the wall to eat their

!>K,

dung and drink their urine," Rabshakeh points to the horrors
which a siege of Jerusalem would entail upon the inhabitants.
For DPinn = BfTWn, excrementa sua, and BrWB', wrinas mas, the
Masoretes have substituted the euphemisms &£$fr, going forth,
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W, water of their

feet.

—

KINGS.

Vers.

28

sqq. TtojW

:

not, lie

stood up, raised himself (Ges.), or came forward (Then), but he
stationed himself, assumed an attitude calculated for effect, and
spoke to the people with a loud voice in the Jewish language,
telling them to listen to the king of Assyria and not to be led
astray by Hezekiah, i.e. to be persuaded to defend the city any

Hezekiah nor Jehovah could defend them
K'BlpN
from the might of Sennacherib.
let not Hezekiah
deceive you, sc. by pretending to be able to defend or save Jerusalem.
In f"WD, " out of his (the Assyrian's) hand," the speaker
ceases to speak in the name of his king.
On the construction
of the passive ?D|f> with t'Vn-nK, see Ewald, § 277, d, although
in the instance before us he proposes to expunge the MM after
Vers. 31 sqq. " Make peace with me and come
Isa. xxxvi. 15.
out to me (sc. out of your walls, i.e. surrender to me), and ye
shall eat every one his vine, ... till I come and bring you into
."
fl3T3 is used here to signify
a land like your own land
peace as the concentration of weal and blessing.
The imperative '?3W expresses the consequence of what goes before (yid.
Ewald, § 347, b).
To eat his vine and fig-tree and to drink
the water of his well is a figure denoting the quiet and undisturbed enjoyment of the fruits of his own possessions (cf. 1
Kings v. 5). Even in the event of their yielding, the Assyrian
would transport the Jewish people into another land, according
longer, since neither

:

—

.

.

to the standing custom of Asiatic conquerors in ancient times
(for proofs see
'

make

Hengstenberg,

De

rebus Tyriis, pp. 51, 52).

To

the people contented with this thought, the boaster pro-

mised that the king of Assyria would carry them into a land
which was quite as fruitful and glorious as the land of Canaan.
The description of it as a land with corn and new wine, etc.,

W

recalls the picture of the land of
xxxiii. 28.

JVT is

Canaan in Deut viii 8 and

the olive-tree which yields good

oil,

in

from the wild olivertree. 'w vrn and ye shall live
and not die, i.e. no harm shall befall you from me (Thenius).
distinction

-.

—

This passage is abridged in Isa. xxxvi. 17.
Vers. 33 sqq.
Even Jehovah could not deliver them any more than Hezekiah
As a proof of this, Rabshakeh enumerated a number of cities and
lands which the king of Assyria had conquered, without their
" Where
gods' being able to offer any resistance to his power.
are the gods of

Samaria out of

Hamath, etc., that they might have delivered
hand ? " Instead of ^Jtn '3 we have 'si '?,

my
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and that they might have, which loosens the connection somewhat more between this clause and the preceding one, and makes
more independent "Where are they?" is equivalent to
they are gone, have perished (cf. ch. xix. 1 8) and " that they
might have delivered " is equivalent to they have not delivered.
The subject to tan '3 is DJiin vfiw, which includes the God of
it

;

Samaria.

with his

Sennacherib regards himself as being as

it

were one

representative of the might of

predecessors, as the

Assyria, so that he attributes to himself the conquests of

and

lands which his ancestors had made.

enumerated in

24

The

34 have been mentioned

ver.

as conquered territories, from which

cities

cities

and lands

already in ch. xvii.
colonists

had been

transplanted to Samaria, with the exception of Arpad and Sena.
*IB"U«,

which

mentioned in

is also

19, xxxvii. 13, and Jer.

was

ch. xix. 13, Isa. x. 9, xxxvi.

23, in connection with

Hamath,
and

certainly situated in the neighbourhood of that city,

still exists, so far as the

of

xlix.

name

concerned, in the large village

is

oU/» Ar/dd (mentioned by Maraszid, i 47), in northern

Syria in the district of Azdz, which was seven hours to the
north of Haleb, according to Abulf. Tab. Syr. ed. KoUer, p. 23,
and Niebuhr, Seise, ii. p. 414 (see Eoediger, Addenda ad Ges.
VVi, Hena, which is also combined with 'Iwah in
thes. p. 112).

ch

xix.

13 and

Isa. xxxvii.

13,

is

probably the city of

&U, Ana,

W

is most likely
on the Euphrates, mentioned by Abulf., and
The names rojn JWn are omitted
the same as KJ? in ch xvii 24.
from the text of Isaiah in consequence of the abridgment of
Ver. 35 contains the conclusion drawn
Rabshakeh's address.
from the facte already adduced " which of all the gods of the

—

:

lands are they

who have

delivered their land out of

my

hand,

that Jehovah should deliver Jerusalem out of my hand ? " i.e.
as not one of the gods of the lands named have been able to
rescue bis land from Assyria, Jehovah also will not be able to

defend Jerusalem.
at this address

—

("

Vers. 36, 3 V. The people were quite silent
the people," BV?, to whom Kabshakeh had

wished to address himself)
to

make any

;

for

-

Hezekiah had forbidden them

answer, not only to prevent Eabshakeh from say-

ing anything further, but that the ambassadors of Sennacherib
might be left in complete uncertainty as to the impression made

by

their words.

The deputies of Hezekiah returned

to the
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king with their clothes rent as a sign of grief at the words of
the Assyrian, by which not only Hezekiah, bat still more
Jehovah, had been blasphemed, and reported what they had

heard

CHAP. XIX. JERUSALEM DELIVERED.

DESTRUCTION OF THE ASSY(Compare Isa.
RIAN ARMY AND DEATH OF SENNACHERIB.
xxxvii.)

When

Hezekiah had heard from his counsellors
the report of Eabshakeh's words, he rent his clothes with honor
at his daring mockery of the living God (ver. 4), put on mourning clothes as a sign of the trouble of his soul and went into
the temple, and at the same time sent 'RliaTrim and Shebna with
the oldest of the priests in mourning costume to the prophet
Isaiah, to entreat him to intercede with the Lord in these
1
desperate circumstances.
The order of the words Isaiah the
prophet, the son of Amoz, is unusual (cf. ch. xiv. 25, xx. 1
1 Kings xvL 7, etc.), and is therefore altered in Isaiah into
Vers. 1-4.

:

—

Amoz, the prophet. Ver.
and of chastisement, and of rejection is

Isaiah the son of
tress,

nyw

3.

"

A day of

this day."

dis-

n,

??

w

:

contemptuous treatment, or reof
jection
the people on the part of God (compare PP,> Deut
the divine chastisement

:

" For children have
19, Jer. xiv. 21, Lam ii. 6).
the
birth,
there
not
strength
to bring forth"
come to
and
is
xxxii.

A figure

denoting extreme danger, the most desperate circumIf the

stances.

forth the child

both the

woman

in travail has not strength to bring
which has come to the mouth of the womb,

of the child and that of the mother are exposed

life

to the greatest danger

and

;

this

was the condition of the people
xiii. 13).
For ""i? instead

here (see the similar figure in Hos.

—

4

Perhaps Jehovah thy
of Tinhf see Ges. § 69, 2 Anm.
Ver.
God will hear the blasphemies of the living God on the part of
PDE*

Rabshakeh.

and in

:

hear, equivalent to observe, take notice

this case punish.

the gods of the heathen,

xviL 26, 36).
*T}rb,

as

if it

rnSn\

is

V? OVOi*

who

:

the living God, in contrast

are only lifeless idols

(cf.

of,

to

1 Sam.

not to be taken in connection with

stood for n'aifi^ «

and to scoi,i

^th

words" (Luth,

1 " Bat
the most wise ling did not meet his blasphemies with weapons,
but with prayer, and tears, and sackcloth, -and entreated the prophet Isaiah
to be his ambassador." Theodorkt.
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is a per/, rd. or a progressive perfect (Ewald,
and the continuation of J"?B*. "and will chastise
(punish, sc. him) for the words which He has heard." 'en nttfcw
"therefore lift up prayer (to heaven) for the (still) existing
remnant, sc. of the people of God ;" nearly all Judah having
come into the power of Sennacherib since the carrying away of
etc.),

§ 234,

but

a),

:

;

the ten

tribes.

Vers.

5-7.

Isaiah replied with this comforting promise

Hezekiah was not
Assyrian king

;

to be afraid of the blasphemous words of the
the Lord would frighten hi™ with a report, so

that he would return to his

him

cause

young men

to fall

own

by the sword.

of the Assyrian king,

to the officials of Assyria.

"

land,
'K

is

w?

and there would

a derogatory epithet applied

Behold, I put a spirit into him,

so that he shall hear a report and return into his
n^nos?

He

nyj, the servants or

own

land."

does not refer to the report of the destruction of his

army

(ver. 35), as Thenius supposes, for Sennacherib did not
hear of this through the medium of an army, but was with the

army himself
the Lord

;

at the time

it refers

when

it

to the report

was smitten by the angel of
mentioned in ver. 9.
For

even if he made one last attempt to secure the surrender of
Jerusalem immediately upon hearing this report, yet after the
failure of this attempt to shake the firmness of Hezekiah his
courage must have failed him, and the thought of return must

have suggested itself, so that this was only accelerated by the
blow which fell upon the army. For, as 0. v. Gerlach has correctly observed, " the destruction of the army would hardly
have produced any decisive effect without the approach of
Tirhakah, since the great power of the Assyrian king, especially
in relation to the small kingdom of Judah, was not broken
thereby.
But at the prayer of the king the Lord added this
miracle to the other, which His providence had already brought
to pass.
For the fulfilment of the prophecy of Sennacherib's

—

death, see ver. 37.
Vers. 8-13. In the meantime Kabshakeh had returned to his
king at Libnah (see at ch. viii 22), to which he had gone from
Ver. 9.
Lachish, probably after having taken that fortress.
There Sennacherib heard that Tirhakah was advancing to make

—

war

against him.

Tirhakah, Bapcucd (LXX.), king of Cush,

the Tapaicos of Manetho, the successor of Sevechus (Shebek

is

u.),

the third king of the twenty-fifth (Ethiopian) dynasty, described
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by Strabo (xv. 687), who calls him Teapicwv, as a great conHis name is spelt Takalqa or Taharqo upon the monuments, and on the Pylon of the great temple at Medinet-Abu
he is represented in the form of a king, cutting down enemies
of conquered lands (Egypt, Syria, and Tepopa, an unknown
queror.

land) before the god

—

Ammon

(see Brugsch, hid. dWgypte,

i.

pp.

On hearing the report of the advance of Tirhakah,
244, 245).1
Sennacherib sent ambassadors again to Hezekiah with a letter
(ver. 14), in which he summoned him once more to give up his
confidence in his God, and his assurance that Jerusalem would
not be delivered into the hands of the king of Assyria, since
the gods of no other nation had been able to save their lands
and cities from the kings of Assyria who had preceded him.
The letter contained nothing more, therefore, than a repetition of
the arguments already adduced by Babshakeh (ch. xviii. 19 sqq.),
though a larger number of the lands conquered by the Assyrians
are given, for the purpose of strengthening the impression in-

tended to be made upon Hezekiah of the irresistible character
of the Assyrian arms.
To offer a successful resistance to Tir-

—

hakah and overcome him, Sennacherib wanted above all things
a firm footing in Judah and for this the possession of Jerusalem was of the greatest importance, since it would both cover
his back and secure his retreat.
Fortifications like Lachish
and Libnah could be quickly taken by a violent assault But
;

1
According to Jul. Afrio. (in Syncell. i. p. 139, ed. Dind.) he reigned
eighteen years, according to Euseb. (in Syncell. p. 140) twenty years. Both
statements are incorrect ; for, according to an Apis-stele published by

Mariette, the birth of

chos

may

fell in

an Apis who died in the twentieth year of Psammeti-

the twenty-sixth year of Tirhakah, so that the reign of Tirhakah

be supposed to have lasted tweuty-eight years (see Brugsch,

But the

I.e.

p. 247).

chronological conclusions respecting the date of his reign are very

uncertain.

"Whereas M.

v.

Niebuhr (Gesch. Ass. p. 72)

fixes his expedition

710 B.C., and the
commencement of his reign over Egypt in 45 ter. Nab., i.e. 702 B.C.,
and assumes that he marched against Sennacherib before he was king of
Egypt, which is apparently favoured by the epithet king of Cosh, not of
Egypt Brugsch (I.e. p. 292) has given the year 693 B.C. as the commencement of his reign. It is obvious that this statement is irreconcilable
against Sennacherib in the thirty-seventh

ter.

Nab.,

i.e.

;

with the 0. T. chronology, since the fourteenth year of Hezekiah, in -which
Sennacherib invaded Judah, corresponds to the year 714 or 713 B.C. These
diversities simply confirm our remark (p. 411), that the chronological data
as to the kings of Egypt before Fsammetichus cannot lay any claim to historical certainty. For an attempt to solve this discrepancy see M. v. Niebuhr,
pp. 458 sqq.
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it

was very

different

with Jerusalem.

before Samaria for three years before he

Salmanasar had stood
to conquer it

was able

and Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem for two years before
the city was starved out and it was possible to take it (ch. xxv.
1 sqq.).
But as Tirhakah was approaching, Sennacherib had
no time now for so tedious a siege. He therefore endeavoured
to induce Hezekiah to surrender the city quietly by a boastful
description of his

we have
which

is

own

Instead of rpfH

power.

in Isaiah nbeh yoe>9, "

when he heard

3'fJ?

this

(ver. 9),

he

probably the more original, and indicates that

sent;'

when

Sennacherib received the intelligence he sent at once (Drechsler).
Ver. 10. 1t?B>>_ i>K « let not thy God deceive thee," i.e. do not

—

:

allow yourself to be deceived by your confidence in your God.
ibto, to say, i.e. to think or believe, that Jerusalem will not be
etc.
To shatter this confidence, Sennacherib reminds
him of the deeds of the Assyrian kings. Donnn^, to ban them,
i.e. by smiting them with the ban.
The verb QV)J]0 *s cnosen

given,

with emphasis, to express the unsparing destruction. ??jn rinsi:
and thou shouldst be saved ? a question implying a strong
negative.

—

them?"

—

Ver. 12. "

Dnk

Have the gods

of the nations delivered

not a pronoun used in anticipation of the
object, which follows in 'ui \fii (Thenius), but refers to nfonKrrSa
is

in ver. 11, a specification of which

is

given in the following

enumeration
Gozan may be the province of Gauzanitis in
Mesopotamia, but it may just as well be the country of Gauzania
on the other side of the Tigris (see at ch. xvii. 6). The combination with Haran does not force us to the first assumption,
Haran.
since the list is not a geographical but a historical one.
(Charan), i.e. the Carrw of the Greeks and Komans, where
Abraham'3 father Terah died, a place in northern Mesopotamia
(see at Gen xL 31), is probably not merely the city here,
Bczeph (l^n), the
but the country in which the city stood.
Arabic

XiU>i»

cities of this

a very widespread name, since Jakut gives nine

name

in his Geographical Lexicon,

is

probably the

most celebrated of the cities of that name, the Busapha of Syria,
called 'Pijadtpa in PtoL v. 1 5, in Palmyrene, on the road from Eacca
to Emesa, a day's journey from the Euphrates (cf. Ges. Thes. p.
1308).
"The sons of Eden, which (were) in Telassar," were eviBy JV>
dently a tribe whose chief settlement was in Telassar.
we might understand the rjjrn,3 of Amos i. 5, a city in a pleasant

—
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still

p.

KINGS.

by Ptoi

66, and

v.

Schubert, Beige,

iii.

366),

p.

cover Telassar in the neighbourhood, and

15), since there is

(v.

a village called Ehden in that locality

(cf.

if

if

Burckhardt, Syr.

we

could only dis-

the village of

Ehden

could be identified with IlapaSeuros and the Eden of the Bible,
as is
p.

done even by Gesenius on Burckhardt,

195

;

but

this

Ehden

be associated with

is spelt

!"$ (see

Bob.

p.

492, and Thes.

&b\ in Arabic,

Bibl. Res. pp.

and

is

not to

More-

586, 587).

over the Thclsecc near Damascus (in the Itih. Ant. p. 196, ed.
There
Wess.) is too unlike Telassar to come into consideration.
is

more to be

said in favour of the identification of our

T}}>

with

mentioned in Ezek. xxvii. 23
along with Haran and Calneh as an important place for trade,
although its position cannot be more certainly denned; and
the Assyrian Eden, which

is

neither the comparison with the tract of land

called

^ sv^

Maadon, which Assemani (Bibliofh. or. iL p. 224) places in
Mesopotamia, towards the Tigris, in the present province of
Diarbekr (Ges., Win.), nor the conjecture of Knobel that the
tribe-name Eden may very probably have been preserved in the
large but very dilapidated village of

Adana

or Adna, some dis-

tance to the north of Bagdad (Ker Porter, Journey, iL p. 355,

and

Bitter,

bability.

Erdk.

Wi,

ix. p.

493), can be established as even a pro-

Telassar, is also quite

unknown.

The name

applies very well to Thelser on the eastern side of the Tigris
(Tab. Pent. xi. c), where even the later Targums on Gen. x. 12
have placed it, interpreting Nimrod's Besen by "iwrj, IDS?",
though Knobel opposes this on the ground that a place in
Assyria proper is unsuitable in such a passage as this, where
the Assyrian feats of war outside Assyria itself are enumerated.
Movers (Ph&niz. ii 3, p. 251) conjectures that the place referred to

Thelassar in Terodon, a leading emporium for Arabian wares
on the Persian Gulf, and supposes that Terodon has sprung from
Teledon with the Persian pronunciation of the 7f\, which is very
frequent in the names of Mesopotamian cities.
This conjecture
ia at any rate a more natural one than that of Knobel on Isa.
xxxvii 1 2, that the place mentioned in Assemani (Bib. or. iii 2,
is

P'

870).

-ai -

aj Jj, Tel on the

sent Bagdad,

is

intended.

Szarszar, to the west of the pre-

—With

regard to the places

named

ver. 13, see at ch. xviii. 34.
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14-19.

—

14—19. Hezekiah's prayer. Ver. 14. Hezekiah took
read it, went into the temple and spread it out before
the
Jehovah, to lay open its contents before God.
The contents of
10-13
vers.
letter
are
given
in
in
the
the
form of the message
which the ambassadors delivered to Hezekiah from their king,
because the ambassadors communicated to Hezekiah by word of
mouth the essential contents of the writing which they conveyed, and simply handed him the letter as a confirmation of
D^M, like litterce, means a letter; hence the
their words.
Vers.

letter,

singular suffix attached to infe^M, whereas in the case of Dwnp'i,
•which stands nearer, the suffix follows the

number

noun

of the

to which it refers. The spreading out of the letter before God
was an embodiment of the wish, which sprang from a child-like
and believing trust, that the Lord would notice and punish that
defiance of the living God which it contained.
What Hezekiah
action
he
meant by this
expressed in the following prayer.
Ver. 15. In opposition to the delusion of the Assyrians, he
describes Jehovah, the

God

of Israel, as the only

God

of all

the kingdoms of the earth, since He was the Creator of heaven
and earth. D^anan ae* (see at 1 Sam. iv. 4 and Ex xxv.

22) indicates the covenant-relation into which Jehovah, the
almighty Creator and Ruler of the whole world, had entered to-

wards Israel

As

the covenant

God who was enthroned above

the cherubim the Lord was bound to help His people,

Him

if

they

and
with faith in the time
the
world
entreated His assistance and as the only God of all
He had the power to help. In Isaiah, ni»*3X, which is very rare
in historical prose, but very common in prophetical addresses, is
added to the name <^\, and thus Jehovah at the very outset is
addressed as the God of the universe. On the meaning of ^KSX,
turned* to

of their distress

;

wn nm, see 2 Sam. vii. 28 and
The
Ver. 16.
accumulation of the words,
" bow down Thine ear, Jehovah, and hear open, Jehovah, Thine
eyes and see, and hear the words," eta, indicates the earnestness and importunity of the prayer.
The plural T?.1? by the
side of the singular V]* is the correct reading, since the
expression " to incline the ear" is constantly met with (Ps.
xvii. 6, xxxL 3, xlv. 1 1, etc.) ; and even in the plural, " incline
ye your ear " (Ps. lxxviii. 1 Isa. Iv. 3), and on the other hand
"to open the eyes" (Job xxvii. 19; Prov. xx. 13; Zech.
see at 1 Sam. i 3.

1 Kings

xviii. 39.

—

On

D-rfyw

;

;

xii

4

;

Dan. ix 1 8), because a

man

always opens both eyes
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to see anything, whereas he turns one ear to a person speaking.
The T\vy of Isaiah is also plural, though written defec-.

Masora has already observed. The suffix in ^n^e?,
wanting in Isaiah, belongs to "lEfaj, and refers with this
the speech which Sennacherib
to ^JTJ in the sense of speech
had made in his letter. Vers. 17, 18. After the challenge, to
observe the blasphemies of Sennacherib; Hezekiah mentions the
fact that the Assyrians have really devastated all lands, and therefore that it is not without ground that they boast of their mighty
power but he finds the explanation of this in the impotence
and nothingness of the gods of the heathen. DJDN, truly, indeed
the kings of Asshur have devastated the nations and their
Instead of this we find in Isaiah " they have devastated
land.
"
which is evidently the more
all lands and their (own) land
difficult and also the more original reading, and has been altered
in our account, because the thought that the Assyrians had de-

tively, as the

which

is

:

—

;

—

—

vastated their

:

own land by making war upon

other lands, that

and thereby laid it waste, was not
easy to understand. " And have cast their gods into the fire, for
they are not gods, but works of human hands, wood and stone,
and have thus destroyed them." Hezekiah does not mention
this as a sign of the recklessness of the Assyrians (Knobel), but,
because Sennacherib had boasted that the gods of no nation
had been able to resist him (vers. 12, 13), to put this fact in
the right light, and attach thereto the prayer that Jehovah, by
granting deliverance, would make known to all the kingdoms of
Instead of
we have in
the earth that He alone was God.
Isaiah tfnji, the inf. absol. ; in this connection the more difficult
and more genuine reading. This also applies to the omission
of D'hpk (ver. 196) in Isa. xxxviL 20, since the use of Jehovah
as a predicate, " that Thou alone art Jehovah," is very rare, and
has therefore been misunderstood even by Gesenius.
By the
introduction of Elohim, the thought " that Thou Jehovah art
is to say,

had depopulated

it

WW

God

alone "

is simplified.

—

20-34. The divine promise.
Vers. 20, 21. When
Hezekiah had prayed, the prophet Isaiah received a divine reVers.

velation with regard to the hearing of this prayer,
sent,

i.e.

caused to be handed over, to the king.

which he

'nyoe? (ver. 21)

omitted in Isaiah, so that 'Hi ri75>Bnn "IK'S is to be taken in
the sense of " with regard to that which thou hast prayed to
is

me," whilst

,

J??DB>

(I

have heard) elucidates the thought and
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The word of the Lord announced
to the king, (1) the shameful retreat of Sennacherib as a just

simplifies the construction.

retribution for bis

xxxvii 22-29)

;

mockery of the living God

(vers.

21-28;

Isa.

(2) the confirmation of this assurance through

the indication of a sign by which Hezekiah was to recognise
the deliverance of Jerusalem, (vers. 29-31 ; Isa. xxxvii. 30-32),
and through the distinct promise, that the Assyrian would
neither come into the city nor besiege

32-34;

it,

because the Lord was

In the first
xxxvii 33-35).
part the words are addressed with poetic vivacity directly to
Sennacherib, and scourge bis haughty boastings by pointing to
the ridicule and scorn which would follow him on his departure
sheltering it (vers.

from the

land.

—

Isa.

"The

Ver. 21.

virgin daughter Zion despises

head behind thee."
are not to understand the inhabitants of Zion, or of Jerusalem, as though na
stood for D'?3 or *J3 (Ges., Hitzig, and others) but the city
itself with its inhabitants is pictorially personified as a daughter
and virgin, and the construct state ji'V^a is to be taken, like
Wis "ins, as in apposition " daughter Zion," not daughter of
Zion (vid. Ges. § 116, 5 ; Ewald, § 287, e). Even in the case
of Jwia the construct state expresses simply the relation of
apposition.
Zion is called a " virgin " as being an inviolable
city to the Assyrians, i.e. one which they cannot conquer.
Shaking the head is a gesture denoting derision and pleasure
"Behind
at another's misfortune (cf. Ps. xxii. 8, cix. 25, etc).
thee," i.e. after thee as thou goest away, is placed first as a pictorial feature for the sake of emphasis.
Vers. 22, 23. This
derision falls upon the Assyrian; for having blasphemed the
Lord God by his foolish boasting about bis irresistible power.
" Whom hast thou despised and blasphemed, and against whom
hast thou lifted up the voice ? and thou liftest up thine eyes
thee, the daughter Jerusalem shakes the

By

daughter Zion, daughter Jerusalem,

we

;

:

—

against the Holy

One

of Israel."

Lifting

up the

voice refers to

the tone of threatening assumption, in which Eabshakeh and

Sennacherib had spoken.

Lifting

up the eyes on

the heavens, signifies simply looking up to the sky
.26),

not " directing proud looks against God"

is DfrD

(Ges.).

high,

i.e.

to

(cf. Isa. xl.

Still less

to be taken adverbially in the sense of haughtily, as

Thenius and Knobel suppose. The bad sense of proud arrogance lies in the words which follow, " against the Holy One
of Israel," or in the case of Isaiah, where ?k stands for bv, in the

2J
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context, viz. the parallelism of the members.

God

is

called the

Holy One of Israel as He who manifests His holiness in and
upon Israel. This title of the Deity is one of the peculiarities
of Isaiah's range of thought, although

41

(Ps. lxxviii.

;

see at Isa, i 4).

it

originated with

Asaph

This insult to the holy

God

had said through his
servants (vers. 23, 24): "With my chariots upon chariots I
have ascended the height of the mountains, the uttermost part
consisted in the fact that Sennacherib

of Lebanon, so that I felled the tallness of its cedars, the choice

and came to the shelter of its border, to the
I have dug and drunk strange water, so
I dried up all the rivers of Egypt with the sole of my feet"
words put into the mouth of the Assyrian are expressive of
feeling which underlay all his blasphemies (Drechsler).
two verses are kept quite uniform, the second hemistich in

of its cypresses,

forest of its orchard.

that

The
the

The

both cases expressing the result of the
the Assyrian intended

still

first,

that is to say,

what

further to perform after having

is stated in the first hemistich
When he
has ascended the heights of Lebanon, he devastates the glorious

accomplished what

Consequently in ver. 24 the drying
to be taken as the result of the
digging of wells in the parched desert ; in other words, it is to
be interpreted as descriptive of the devastation of Egypt, whose
whole fertility depended upon its being watered by the Nile
and its canals. We cannot therefore take these verses exactly
as Drechsler does ; that is to say, we cannot assume that the
mountain.

trees of the

up

of the Nile of

Assyrian

what he

is

Egypt

is

speaking in the

(not!

first

hemistichs of both verses of

necessarily Sennacherib himself, but one of his

predecessors) has actually performed.

For even

if

the ascent

of the uttermost heights of Lebanon had been performed by one
of the kings of Assyria, there is no historical evidence what-

ever that Sennacherib or one of his predecessors had already
forced his

way

into

Egypt

The words

are therefore to

be

understood in a figurative sense, as an individualizing picture
of the conquests which the Assyrians had already accomplished,

and those which they were still intending to effect ; and this
assumption does not necessarily exhibit Sennacherib "as a
mere braggart, who boastfully heaps up in ridiculous hyperbole

an enumeration of the things which he means to perform''
(Drechsler).
For if the Assyrian had not ascended with the
whole multitude of his war-chariots to the loftiest summits of
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Lebanon had set
might
very well represent his forcing his way into Canaan as an
ascent of the lofty peaks of this mountain range.
Lebanon is
mentioned, partly as a range of mountains that was quite inaccessible to war-chariots, and partly as the northern defence of
the land of Canaan, through the conquest of which one made
himself lord of the land.
And so far as Lebanon is used
synecdochically for the land of which it formed the defence,
the hewing down of its cedars and cypresses, those glorious
Lebanon, to

fell its cedars,

and

its

cypresses,

no bounds

to his plans of conquest, so that Sennacherib

witnesses

of

the

creation

of the whole land, with all

of

human

The

hands.

of
its

God, denotes the devastation
glorious works of nature and

chief strength of the early Asiatic

conquerors consisted in the multitude of their war-chariots

:

they are therefore brought into consideration simply as signs of
vast military resources the fact that they could only be used
on level ground being therefore disregarded. The ChetMb aan
;

*33">,

"

my

chariots

upon

numerable multitude of
host of locusts (Nab.

chariots," is

used poetically for an in-

chariots, as 'ate ais for

iii.

17),

and

is

more

an innumerable

original than the

4
Keri '331 a !, the multitude of my chariots, which simply follows Isaiah.
The " height of the mountains " is more precisely
denned by the emphatic faa? V?3")!, the uttermost sides, i.e.
the loftiest heights, of Lebanon, just as "ria yi3V in Isa. xiv. 1

and Ezek.

xxxii.

23

are the uttermost depths of SheoL

noip

Ms most select or finest
which Isaiah has the more usual Di"if>
top, " the height of his end," is the loftiest point of Lebanon on
which a man can rest, not a lodging built on the highest point
i?D"i3 ij£, the forest of his
of Lebanon (Cler., Vitr., Eos.).
orchard, i.e. the forest resembling an orchard.
The reference is
to the celebrated cedar-forest between the loftiest peaks of
Lebanon at the village of Bjerreh (see at 1 Kings v. 20).

*T&

h* 8 tallest cedars,

cypresses.

Ver.

24

n*p

jipo,

vsha

"rirnp,

for

refers to the

intended conquest of

Egypt

Just as

Lebanon could not stop the expeditions of the Assyrians, or
keep them back from the conquest of the land of Canaan, so
the desert of et Tih, which separated Egypt from Asia, notwithstanding its want of water (cf. Herod, iii. 5 ; Bob. Pal. i p. 262),
was no hindrance to him, which could prevent his forcing his
way through it and laying Egypt waste. The digging of water
is, of course, not merely " a reopening of the wells that had
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been choked with rubbish, and the
covered

up

cisterns

enemy "

before the approaching

Dn

digging of wells in the waterless desert
is

that had been

(Thenius), but the
DM?, strange water,

not merely water belonging to others, but water not belong-

ing to this soil (Drechsler),

which had none

water supplied by a region

i.e.

By

at other times.

the perfects the thing

is

represented as already done, as exposed to no doubt whatever

we must

bear in mind, however, that the desert of et Tih

expressly named, but the expression
terms,

that

we may

is

assume that

also

not

is

couched in such general
it

includes

what

the

Assyrian had really effected in his expeditions through similar

The drying up

regions.

of the rivers with the soles of the feet

a hyperbolical expression denoting the omnipotence with

is

which the Assyrian

rules over the earth.
Just as he digs
water in the desert where no water is to be had, so does he
1
*$& are the arms
annihilate it where mighty rivers exist.

and canals of the

Year,

i.e.

of the Nila

"riXD,

a rhetorical
6

epithet for Egypt, used not only here, but also in Isa. xix.

and Mic.

vii.

—

12.

Vers.

25

To

sqq.

this foolish boasting the

prophet opposes the divine purpose which had been formed long

which the Assyrian, without knowing it
it, had acted simply as the
instrument of the Lord, who had given him the power to destroy, but who would soon restrain his ranting against Him, the
Ver. 25. " Hast thou not heard ?
true God
Long ago have
I done this, from the days of olden time have I formed it
ago,

and according

to

or being willing to acknowledge

—

Now

have I brought it to pass, that fortified cities should be to
be destroyed into waste heaps." Ver. 26. "And their inhabitants, short of hand, were dismayed and put to shame
they
were herb of the field and green of the turf, grass of the roofs
;

and blighted corn before the stalk." Ver. 27. "And thy sitting
and thy going out and thy coming I know, and thy raging
Ver. 28. " Because of thy raging against me and
against me."
thy safety, which rise up into my ears, I put my ring into thy
1

Compare the

similar boasting of Alarich, already quoted

by

earlier

com-

mentators, in Claudian, dt bello Geth. v. 526 sqq.

cum
Obsequiis naiura meis

?

cesserit

omnia

subsidere nostri*

Sub pedibus monies, arescere vidimus amnes.
T. 682. Fregi Alpes, galtis

Padum

viclricibus hausi.
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to the Assyrian, of

whom
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and bring thee back by the
The words are still addressed

the Lord inquires whether he does

know

that the destructive deeds performed by him had been
" Hast thou not heard ?" namely,
determined very long before.

not

what follows, what the Lord had long ago made known through
His prophets in Judah (cf. Isa. vii. 7-9, xvi 17-20, viii. 1-4
and 7, etc.). tfTJ!??, from distant time have I done it, etc.,
refers to the divine ordering and governing of the events of the
universe, which God has purposed and established from the very
beginning of time.
The pronoun iWK, and the suffixes attached
to iJ'WW and Wlk'ar^ do not refer with vague generality to the
substance of vers. 23 and 24, i.e. to the boastings of the Assyrians
quoted there (Drechsler), but to Pftitmb 'nra, i.e. to the conquests
and devastations which the Assyrian had really effected. The
\ before rwfflp introduces the apodosis, as is frequently the case
wn
after a preceding definition of time (cf. Ges. § 155, a).
iwnb, "that it may be to destroy" (^<f>, a contraction of
Tfos&b, Keri and Isaiah, from T\m see Ewald, § 73, c, and 245, b),
according to a turn which is very
i.e. that it shall be destroyed,
common in Isaiah, like "ijn? iWi} it is to burn = it shall be burned
The ren(cf. Isa. v. 5, vi. 13, xliv. 15, and Ewald, § 237, c).
dering given by Ges., Knob., Then., and others, "that thou
mayest be for destruction," is at variance with this usage.

—

Ver. 26

is closely

with the
attached

connected, so far as the sense

last clause of ver.
:

"

and

25, but in form

is

it is

concerned,

only loosely

their inhabitants were," instead of " that their

inhabitants might be."

"V

n*^

to offer a successful resistance

—They

;

(cf.

f short hand,

Num. xL

i.e.

without power

23, and Isa

1.

2, lix. 1).

were herbage of the field, etc., just as perishable as the
herbage, grass, etc., which quickly fade away (cf. Ps. xxxvii. 2, xc
The grass of the roofs fades still more quickly,
5, 6 ; Isa. xl 6).
because it cannot strike deep roots (cf. Ps. cxxix 6).
Blighted
corn before the stalk, i.e. corn which is blighted and withered
In Isaiah we have '"•O'lB'
up, before it shoots up into a stalk.
instead of HB'iB', with a change of the labials, probably for the
purpose of preserving an assonance with >iDj?, which must not
The thought in the two verses
therefore be altered into noiB*.
is this

:

The Assyrian does not owe

his victories

and conquests
God had

to his irresistible might, but purely to the fact that

long ago resolved to deliver the nations into his hands, so that
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was possible to overcome them without their being able to
This the Assyrian had not perceived, but
offer any resistance.
in his daring pride had exalted himself above the living God.
This conduct of his the Lord was well acquainted with, and
Sitting and going out and
He would humble him for it
denote
all
the
actions
of
a
man, like sitting down and
coming
it

up in

rising
find

Ps. cxxxix, 2.

Instead of rising up,

going out and coming in

cxxi. 8).

1M"Vin,

(cf.

Deut

we

xxviii.

generally

6 and Ps.

thy raging, commotio furibunda, gum ex ira

We must repeat \P_ before
n?y
'M*?
is
taken
in a relative sense : on
and
to
be
1??$?
gKtf
account of thy self-security, which has come to my ears.
is the security of the ungodly which springs from the feeling of
great superiority in power.
The figurative words, " I put my
ring into thy nose," are taken from the custom of restraining
wild animals, such as lions (Ezek. six. 4) and other wild beasts
(Ezek. xxix. 4 and Isa xxx. 28), in this manner.
For " the
bridle in the lips " of ungovernable horses, see Ps. xxxii. 9.
To
lead a person back by the way by which he had come, i.e. to
lead him back disappointed, without having reached the goal
nascitur mperbice mixta (Vitr.).
;

that he set before him.

To confirm what he had said, the prophet gave to Hezekiah a
29 sqq.) " Eat this year what groweth in the fallow,
and in the second year what groweth wild, and in the third
year sow and reap and plant vineyards, and eat the fruit theresign (vers.

:

That the words are not addressed to the lHng of Assyria
from their contents.
This sudden change in the person addressed may be explained
from the fact that from ver. 29 the words contain a perfectly
fresh train of thought
For rfKn iWtf see Ex. iii 12, 1 Sam.
ii 34 and xiv. 10
also Jer. xliv. 29.
In all these passages
niK, arj/xelov, is not a (supernatural) wonder, a nfito as in 1 Kings
xiii. 3, but consists simply in the prediction of natural events,
which serve as credentials to a prediction, whereas in Isa vii.
14 and xxxviii. 7 a miracle is given as an rriM. The inf. abs.
ifaK is not used for the pret. (Gea, Then., and others), but for
"ijtfn, the (present) year.
the imperf. or fut. " one will eat"
fVBD signifies the corn which springs up and grows from the
grains that have been shaken out the previous year (Lev. xxv.
t^riD (in Isa.
is explained by Abulw. as signify5, 1 1).
ing the corn which springs up again from the roots of what has
of."

as in ver. 28, but to Hezekiah, is evident

;

:

W)
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of the

word

is

uncertain, so that

it

ja impossible to decide which of the two forms is the original

For the

compare the evidence adduced in the
two or
The signs menthree harvests can be reaped from one sowing.
tioned do not enable us to determine with certainty how long
the Assyrians were in the land.
All that can be clearly gathered
from the words, " in this and the following year will they live
upon that which has sprung up without any sowing," is that for
two years, i.e. in two successive autumns, the fields could not be
cultivated because the enemy had occupied the land and laid it
waste.
But whether the occupation lasted two years, or only a
year and a little over, depends upon the time of the year at
one.

Comm. on

•

fact itself

Lev. xxv.

7,

that in Palestine and other lands

—

which the Assyrians entered the

Judah

If the invasion of

land.

took place in autumn, shortly before the time for sowing, and
the miraculous destruction of the Assyrian forces occurred a
year after about the same time, the sowing of two successive
years would be prevented, and the population of Judah would
be compelled to live for two years upon what had sprung up
without sowing. Consequently both the prophecy of Isaiah and
the fulfilment recorded in vers. 35, 36 would fall in the autumn,
when the Assyrians had ruled for a whole year in the land ; so
that the prophet was able to say in this year and in the second
inas(i.e. the next) will they eat after-growth and wild growth
much as when he said this, the first year had not quite expired.
Even if the overthrow of the Assyrians took place immediately
afterwards (cf. ver. 35), with the extent to which they had
:

;

carried out the desolation of the land,

many

of the inhabitants

having been slain or taken prisoners, and many others having
been put to flight, it would be utterly impossible in the same
year to cultivate the

fields

and sow them, and the people would

be obliged to live in the second or following year upon what

when

had grown wild, until the harvest of the second

year,

land could be properly cultivated, or rather

the third year,

till

when it could be reaped again. 1
The sign is followed in vers. 30, 31 by the
1

There

is

no

the

distinct promise

necessity, therefore, to explain the sign here given, either

by

the assumption of a sabbatical year, with or without a year of jubilee following, or

by supposing

that the Assyrians did not depart immediately after the

oatastrophe described in yer. 85, but remained

till

an expedition into Egypt, or indeed by any other

after they

artificial

had attempted

hypothesis.
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of the deliverance of

Judah and Jerusalem,

"And

uses the sign itself as a type.

for

which Isaiah

the remnant that is

escaped of the house of Judah will again strike roots

down-

upwards ; for from Jerusalem will go forth
a remnant, and that which is escaped from Mount Zion; the
t5n# «|D*, to add roots. i.e. to
zeal of Jehovah will do this."
The meaning is, that Judah will not succumb
strike fresh roots.
The remnant of the nation that has escaped
to this judgment.
from destruction by the Assyrians will once more grow and
flourish vigorously
for from Jerusalem will a rescued remnant
'io\!?B denotes those who have escaped destruction by
go forth.
The deliverance was
the judgment (cf. Isa. iv. 2, x. 20, etc.).
wards and bear

fruit

;

attached to Jerusalem or to

Mount

Zion, not so

much because

the power of the Assyrians was to be destroyed before the gates
of Jerusalem, as because of the greater importance which Jeru-

Mount

salem and

Zion, as the centre of the

kingdom of God,

the seat of the God-King, possessed in relation to the covenant3, it

was thence that the

Messianic salvation was also to proceed.

This deliverance is

nation, so that, according to Isa.

ii.

traced to the zeal of the Lord on behalf of His people
against His foes (see at Ex. xx.

and

coming of the
Messiah in Isa. ix. 6 to establish an everlasting kingdom of
The deliverance of Judah out of the
peace and righteousness.
power of Asshur was a prelude and type of the deliverance of
the people of God by the Messiah out of the power of all that

was ungodly.
in ver. 1 5

—In

;

The

rritax of Isaiah is

though here

32—34

vers.

5),

omitted after

rrin»,

just as

by the Masora as Keri.
concludes by announcing that Sen-

it is

Isaiah

like the

supplied

nacherib will not come to Jerusalem, nor even shoot at the city
it, but will return disappointed, because the Lord
and save the city for the sake of His promise.
of the whole prophecy is introduced with ?5< there-

and besiege
will defend

The

result

fore,

because this

what

:

is

how

the matter stands, viz. as explained in

*!«?"'?, with regard to the king, as in ver. 20.
he will not attack it with a shield," le. will not
advance with shields to make an attack upon it.
DIP with a
It only occurs here in a
double accusative, as in Ps. xxi. 4.
hostile sense
to come against, as in Ps. xviii. 19, i.e. to advance
against a city, to storm it.
The four clauses of the verse stand
in a graduated relation to one another not to take, not even to
shoot at and attack, yea, not even to besiege the city, will he

precedes.

}3D n3OTj?; *6, "

:

:
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In ver. 33a we have ver. 286 taken up again, and ver. 32a
336 for the purpose of strengthening the promise. Instead of aa Kto we have in Isaiah aa t*a " by which he
has come." The perfect is actually more exact, and the imperfect may be explained from the fact that Sennacherib was at
that very time advancing against Jerusalem.
In ver. 34 we
have 5>K 'rtS! instead of the ^? 'ntel of Isaiah ; ^P is more correct
than ?K. " For my sake," as Hezekiah had prayed in ver. 19 ;
and " for my servant David's sake," because Jehovah, as the unchangeably true One, must fulfil the promise which He gave to
David (see at 1 Kings xi. 13).
Vers. 35-37. The fulfilment of the divine promise.
Ver. 35.
" It came to pass in that night, that the angel of the Lord went
out and smote in the army of the Assyrian 185,000 men; and
when they (those that were left, including the king) rose up in
the morning, behold there were they all (i.e. all who had perished)
dead corpses," i.e. they had died in their sleep. D'no is added
wnn nypa is in all probato strengthen D^JB lifeless corpses,
come.

is repeated in ver.

:

—

:

bility the night following the

day on which Isaiah had

to Hezekiah the deliverance of Jerusalem.

army was posted
it is

at the time

when

not stated, since the account

Where

foretold

the Assyrian

this terrible stroke fell
is restricted to

upon

the principal

One portion of it was probably still before Jerusalem the
remainder were either in front of Libnah (ver. 8), or marching
against Jerusalem.
From the fact that Sennacherib's second

fact

;

embassy (vers. 9 sqq.) was not accompanied by a body of troops,
by no means follows that the large army which had come
with the first embassy (ch. xviii. 17) had withdrawn again, or
had even removed to Libnah on the return of Eabshakeh to
his king (ch. xix. 8).
The very opposite may be inferred with
much greater justice from ch. xix. 32. And the smiting of
185,000 men by an angel of the Lord by no means presupposes
that the whole of Sennacherib's army was concentrated at one
spot.
The blow could certainly fall upon the Assyrians wherThe " angel of the
ever they were standing or were encamped.
Lord " is the same angel that smote as n'riefen the first-born of
Egypt (Ex. xii 23, compared with vers. 12 and 13), and inflicted the pestilence upon Israel after the numbering of the
The last passage
people by David (2 Sam. xxiv. 15, 16).
it

renders the conjecture a very probable one, that the slaving of

the Assyrians was also effected by a terrible pestilence.
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number of the persons

— 185,000

slain

—so immensely surpasses the

-

KINGS.

effects

in a single night

even of the most

plagues, that this fact cannot he interpreted naturally

;

terrible

and the

deniers of miracle have therefore felt obliged to do violence to
it was " the
same night " or the number of the slain a mythical exaggera1
tion.
Ver. 36. This divine judgment compelled Sennacherib
to retreat without delay, and to return to Nineveh, as Isaiah,
28 and 32, had predicted. The heaping up of the verbs: "he
decamped, departed, and returned," expresses the hurry of the
march home, ^^a 3B>3, " he sate, i.e. remained, in Nineveh,"
implies not merely that Sennacherib lived for some time after
his return, but also that he did not undertake any fresh expediOn Nineveh see at Gen. x. 11. Yer. 37
tion against Judah.
contains an account of Sennacherib's death.
When he was
worshipping in the temple of his god Nisroch, his sons Adrammelech and Sharezer slew him, and fled into the land of Ararat,
and his son Esarhaddon became king in his stead. With regard

the text, and to pronounce either the statement that

—

—

seems to be firmly established is that
he was an eagle-deity, and represented by the eagle- or vultureheaded human figure with wings, which is frequently depicted
upon the Assyrian monuments, " not only in colossal proportions
upon the walls and watching the portals of the rooms, but also
constantly in the groups upon the embroidered robes.
When it
to *ptM> Nisroch, all that

1

The

assertion of Thenius, that vera. 35-37 are

source from cb.

xviii.

borrowed from a

different

13-19, 34 and xx. 1-19, rests upon purely arbitrary

suppositions and groundless assumptions, and is only made in the interest of
the mythical interpretation of the miracle. And his conclusion, that " since

the catastrophe was evidently (?) occasioned by the sudden breaking out of a
pestilence, the scene of it was no doubt the pestilential Egypt," is just as un-

—

as if Egypt were the only land in which a pestilence could suddenly
have broken out. The account given by Herodotus (ii. 141), that on the
prayer of king Sethon, a priest of Vulcan, the deity promised him victory over
the great advancing army of Sennacherib, and that during the night mice
spread among the enemy (i.e. in the Assyrian camp at Pelusium), and ate up
the quivers and bows, and the leather straps of the shields, so that the next
morning they were obliged to flee without their weapons, and many were cat
down, is simply a legendary imitation of our account, i.e. an Egyptian variation
of the defeat of Sennacherib in Judah. The eating up of the Assyrian weapons
by mice is merely the explanation given to Herodotus by the Egyptian priests
of the hieroglyphical legend on the standing figure of Sethos at Memphis, from
which we cannot even gather the historical fact that Sennacherib really advanced as far as Pelusium.

founded,

—
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35-87.

we see it constantly fighting with
other mythical animals, such as human-headed oxen or lions
and in these conflicts it always appears to be victorious," from

is introduced in this way,

which we may

infer that it

(see Layard's Nineveh

and

was a type of the supreme deity
Remains).
The eagle was wor-

its

shipped as a god by the Arabs (Pococke, Specim, pp. 94, 199),

was regarded as sacred to Melkarth by the Phoenicians {Nonntis,
Dionys. xL 495, 528), and, according to a statement of Philo,
Bybl. (in Euseb. Prazpar. evang. i. 10), that Zoroaster taught that
the supreme deity was represented with an eagle's head, it was
also a symbol of Ormuzd among the Persians; consequently
Movers (Phdniz. i. pp. 68, 506, 50*7) regards Nisroch as the
supreme deity of the Assyrians. It is not improbable that it
was also connected with the constellation of the eagle (see
Jdeler, Ursprung der Stemnamen, p. 416).
On the other hand,
the current interpretation of the name from *«o (rco, Chald.
j»mj, Arab.), eagle, vulture,

with the Persian adjective termination

ok or aeh, is very doubtful, not merely on account of the D in T^W,
but chiefly because this name does not occur in Assyrian, but
simply Asar, Assar, and Asardk as the name of a deity which is
met with in many Assyrian proper names. The last is also adopted
by the LXX., who {ed. Aldin. Compl.) have rendered TpDJ by 'A<rapa-x in Isaiah, and Eaop&x {cod. Vatic.) in 2 Kings, by the side of
which the various readings Meaep&x in our text {cod. Vat.) and
Natrapdx in Isaiah are evidently secondary readings emended
from the Hebrew, since Josephus {Ant. x. 1, 5) has the form
'Apaaicfc, which is merely somewhat " Graecized."
The meaning
of these names is still in obscurity, even if there should be some
foundation for the assumption that Assar belongs to the same
root as the name of the people and land, Asshur.
The connec-%
tion between the form Nisroch and Asarak is also still obscure.
Compare the collection which J. G. Muller has made of the
different conjectures concerning this deity in the Art. Nisroch in

—

Herzog's Cycl.
Adrammelcch, according to ch. xvii. 31, was
the name of a deity of Sepharvaim, which was here borne by the
king's son.

*»*$">?',

was probably

also

Sharezer, is said to

borrowed from a

mean

deity.

" prince of fire,"

vaa

(Isa.) is

and
wanting

in our text, but is supplied by the Masora in the Keri.
The
" land of Ararat " was a portion of the high land of Armenia

according to Moses

v.

Chorene, the central portion of

it

with
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(see at

Gen. viii 4).

The

confirmed by Alex. Polyhistor, or

Armen. L p. 43), who simply
names, however, a son Ardumusanus as having committed the
murder, and merely mentions a second Asordanius as viceroy of
1
The identity of the latter with Esarhaddon is beyond
Babylon.

rather Berosus (in Euseb. Chron.

all

The name

doubt

fan

**???,

Esar-cha-don, consisting of two

parts with the guttural inserted, the usual termination in

As-

'AaopSdv in the LXX.,
probably formed from 'Aaep-x-8ovo<rop by

syrian and Babylonian, Assar-ach,

—

is spelt

SaxepSovo? in Tobit
a transposition of the letters, by Josephus 'AaaapaxpSSas, by
Berosus (in the armeni Euseb) Asordanes, by Abyden. ibid.

Canon

Axerdis, in the

10 mutilated

—

Ptol. 'AaapdBtvoi,

and

into i??DK, Osnappar (Chald.),

lastly in Ezra iv.
and in the LXX.

upon the Assyrian monuments, according to Oppert,
(cf. M. v. Niebuhr, Qeseh. Ass. p. 38).
The
length of his reign is uncertain.
The statements of Berosus,
that he was first of all viceroy of Babylon, and then for eight
years king of Assyria, and that of the Canon Ptol., that he
'Aaraevcufxip

;

Assur-akh-iddin

reigned for thirteen years in Babylon, are decidedly incorrect.

41) conjectures that he
work Ueber den histor.
M. v. Niebuhr
Gewinn, pp. 73, 74, he suggests seventeen years.
(ut sup. p. 77), on the other hand, reckons his reign at twenty-

Brandis (Berum Assyr. tempora emend,

p.

reigned twenty-eight years, but in his

four years.

CHAP. XX. HEZEKIAH'S ILLNESS

BALADAN'S EMBASSY.

AND RECOVERY. MERODACH
DEATH OF HEZEKIAH.

Vers. 1-11. Hezekiah's Illness

and Kecovery.

—Compare
—

the parallel account in Isa. xxxviii. with Hezekiah's psalm of

thanksgiving for his recovery (vers. 9-20 of Isaiah).
Ver. 1.
" In those days was Hezekiah sick unto death."
By the expression " in those days " the illness of Hezekiah is merely
assigned in a general

previously described.
1

With regard

manner
That

it

to the

same time as the events

did not occur after the departure

Abydenus in Euseb. L e. p. 53, that
who was slain by his son Adrameies,
who again was murdered by his brother Axerdis, and its connection with
Berosus and the biblical account, see M. v. Niebuhr, Geschichte Assurs, pp.
361 sqq. Nergilus is probably the same person as Sharezer, and Axerdis as
to the statement of

Sennacherib was followed by Nergilus,

Esarhaddon.
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of the

commencement of the invasion

of

in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's reign,

is

Assyrians, but at the

Sennacherib,

i.e.

evident from ver. 6, namely, both from the fact that in answer
to his prayer fifteen years more of life were promised him, and
that he nevertheless reigned only twenty-nine years (ch. xviii.
2), and also from the fact that God promised to deliver him
out of the hand of the Assyrians and to defend Jerusalem.
The widespread notion that his sickness was an attack of plague,
and was connected with the pestilence which had broken out
in the Assyrian camp, is thereby deprived of its chief support,
apart from the fact that the epithet pnt5> (ver. 7), which is
applied to the sickness, does not indicate pestilence.

then called upon him to set his house in order, 1JV27
thy house in order, lit command or order with regard
house, not declare thy

(last) will

Isaiah

W

:

to

set

thy

to thy family' (Ges., Knob.),

for nrx is construed with the aecus. pert, in the sense of

comsynonymous with ?£
" For thou wilt die and not live ;" i.e. thy

manding anything, whereas here
(2 Sam. xvii 23).
sickness

God.

is

to death, namely, without the miraculous help of

Sickness to death in the very prime of

was then in the

men

p is

fortieth year of his age)

(Hezekiah

life

appeared to the godly

Hezekiah was therefore greatly agitated by this announcement, and
sought for consolation and help in prayer. He turned his face
to the wall, sc. of the room, not of the temple (Chald.). i.e. away
from those who were standing round, to be able to pray more
of the Old Testament a sign of divine displeasure.

—

In his prayer he appealed to his walking
before the Lord in truth and with a thoroughly devoted heart,
and to his acting in a manner that was well-pleasing to God, in
perfect accordance with the legal standpoint of the Old Testament, which demanded of the godly righteousness of life according to the law. This did not imply by any means a self-righteous
trust in his own virtue; for walking before God with a thoroughly
" And Hezekiah
devoted heart was impossible without faith
wept violently," not merely at the fact that he was to die without having an heir to the throne, since Manasseh was not born
till three years afterwards (Joseph, Ephr. Syr., etc.), but also
because he was to die in the very midst of his life, since God

collectedly.

Ver.

3.

had promised long

life to

the righteous.

—

Vers.

4

sqq. This

Isaiah
prayer of the godly king was answered immediately.
had not gone out of the midst of the city, when the word of
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the Lord came to

him

to his

life,

and that

to return to the king,

him

the Lord -would cure

He would

city, ie.

the central portion of the city,

which the royal

court,

tell

him

that

him from the power
nabwn fty, the middle
namely, the Zion city,

also deliver

of the Assyrians and defend Jerusalem.

in

and

in three days and add fifteen years

citadel stood

The Keri

'nn

"ran,

the central

not of the temple, hut of the royal citadel, which

adopted in

the ancient versions,

all

interpretation of the

x

"•'?

is

is

nothing more than an

as denoting the royal castle, after the

The

assurance added to the
on the third day thou wilt
go into the house of the Lord," was intended as a pledge to the
king of the promised cure. The announcement that God would
add fifteen years to his life is not put into the prophet's mouth
ex eventu (Enbhel and others) ; for the opinion that distinct
statements as to time are at variance with the nature of prophecy is merely hased upon an a priori denial of the supernatural character of prophecy.
The words, " and I will deliver
thee out of the hand of the Assyrians," imply most distinctly
that the Assyrian had only occupied the land and threatened
Jerusalem, and had not yet withdrawn. The explanation given
by Vitringa and others, that the words contain simply a promise
of deliverance out of the hand of the oppressor for the next
fifteen years, puts a meaning into them which they do not contain, as is clearly shown by Isa. xxxvii. 20, where this thought
'W Tproy TrtMl as
is expressed in a totally different manner.

analogy of ch.

25.

promise " I will heal thee,"

distinct

viz.

"

:

in ch. xix. 34, where the prophet repeated this divine promise
in consequence of the attempt of Sennacherib to get Jerusalem
into his power.
laid

upon the

again).

It is

—

Ver.

7.

Isaiah ordered a

lump of

figs to

be

and Hezekiah recovered (VM : he revived
of course assumed as self-evident, that Isaiah
boil,

returned to the king in consequence of a divine revelation, and

communicated to him the word of the Lord which he had
1
on^n TOT} is a mass consisting of compressed figs,

received.
1

The account

is still

more abridged in the

precise time of the prayer is omitted

;

text of Isaiah.

in ver. 5 the words,

In ver. 4 the

" behold, I
the Lord ;"

will

and
care thee, on the third day thou shalt go into the house of
in ver. 6 the words, " for mine own sake and my servant David's sake."

The four verses 8-11, which

much

treat of the miraculous signs, are also very

and vers. 7 and 8 of our text are
contracted in Isaiah (vers. 7 and 8)
only given at the close of Hezekiah's psalm of praise in that of Isaiah (vers.
;

21 and 22).
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ancients were in the habit of applying, according to

testimonies (see Celsii Hierdb.

ii.

p.

373), in the case of

plague-boils and abscesses of other kinds, because the

fig

Bia^opel

and ulcera aperzt (Plin.), and which is still
used for softening ulcers. JW, an abscess, is never used in
connection with plague or plague-boils, but only to denote the
abscesses caused by leprosy (Job ii. 7, 8), and other abscesses
of an inflammatory kind (Ex. ix 9 sqq.). In the case of Hezekiah it is probably a carbuncle that is intended.
After the allusion to the cure and recovery of Hezekiah, we
have an account in vers. 8 sqq. of the sign by which Isaiah

<ric\i)pia<:

(Dioscor.)

confirmed the promise given to the king of the prolongation of
In the order of time the contents of ver. 7 follow
his life.
ver. 11, since the prophet in all probability first of all disclosed

him the sign, and
remedy and had it applied. At the
same time, it is also quite possible that he first of all directed
the lump of figs to be laid upon the boil, and then made known
In
to him the divine promise, and guaranteed it by the sign.
this case Wj merely anticipates the order of events.
The sign
which Isaiah gave to the king, at his request, consisted in the
miraculous movement of the shadow backward upon the sunl^n " the shadow is gone ten degrees,
dial of Ahaz.
Ver. 9.
if it should go back ten degrees ?" The rendering, visne unibram
solarii decern gradibus progredi an
. . repredi, which
Maurer
still gives after the Vulgate, vis an ut ascendat .
. an id rever-

the divine promise to the king, and then gave
after that appointed the

^

—

:

.

.

with the perfect j)?n,
and is merely a conjecture founded upon the answer of Heze1
According to this answer, " it is easy for the shadow
kiah.
to decline (i.e. to go farther down) ten degrees no (sc. that shall
not be a sign to me), but if the shadow turn ten degrees backward," Isaiah seems to have given the king a choice as to the
sign, namely, whether the shadow should go ten degrees forward
But this does not necessarily follow from the
or backward.
words quoted. Hezekiah may have understood the prophet's
words 'U> i»xn !pri hypothetically " has the shadow gone (ad^
vanced) ten degrees, whether it should," etc. ; and may have

tatur, cannot be grammatically reconciled

;

:

i

Hitag and Knobel -would

any proofs that the

inf.

therefore read ^*>n, though without furnishing

aba. is used for the future in the first clause of a

double question, especially if the n interrog.
upon the verbal idea.

is

wanting, and there

is

no

special emphasis
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replied, the

advance of the shadow would not be a sure sign to
Ver. 11. Isaiah then prayed to
its going back

—

him, but only

the Lord, and the Lord " turned back the shadow (caused

it

to go

had gone down, on the sunirw Wjtt cannot be undial of Ahaz, ten degrees backward."
derstood, as it has been by the LXX., Joseph, Syr., as referring
to a flight of steps at the palace of Ahaz, which was so arranged
that the shadow of an object standing near indicated the hours,
but is no doubt a gnomon, a sun-dial which Ahaz may have
received from Babylonia, where sun-dials were discovered (Herod,
Nothing further can be inferred from the words with
ii. 109).
regard to its construction, since the ancients had different kinds
of sun-dials (cf. Martini Abhandlung von den Sonnenuhren der
Alien, Lpz. 1777).
The word WJH?, steps in the literal sense,
is transferred to the scala, which the shadow had to traverse both
up and down upon the disk of the sun-dial, and is used both
to denote the separate degrees of this sccda, and also for the
back) upon the sun-dial, where

sum-total of these sccda,

i.e.

it

for the sun-dial itself, without there

being any necessity to assume that
erected

it

upon an elevated place with

was an

obelisk-like pillar

steps running round it

(Knobel), or a long portable scale of twice ten steps with a

gnomon (Gumpach,

Alttestl.

Studien, pp.

follows from the descent of the

shadow

181

is

sqq.).

All that

that the dial of the

gnomon was placed in a vertical direction and the fact that
the shadow went ten degrees down or backward, simply presupposes that the gnomon had at least twenty degrees, and there;

fore that the degrees indicated smaller portions of time than

hours.

If,

then, it is stated in ver. 86 of Isaiah that the sun

went back ten degrees, whereas the going back of the shadow
had been previously mentioned in agreement with our text, it
is self-evident that the sun stands for the shining of the sun
which was visible upon the dial-plate, and which made the
shadow recede. We are not, of course, to suppose that the sun
in the sky and the shadow on the sun-dial went back at the
same time, as Knobel assumes. So far as the miracle is concerned, the words of the text do not require that we should
assume that the sun receded, or the rotation of the earth was
reversed, as Eph. Syr. and others supposed, but simply affirm
that there was a miraculous movement backward of the shadow
upon the dial which might be accounted for from a miraculous
refraction

of the rays of the

sun, effected

by God
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met with in the
This miraculous sign was selected

prophet's prayer, of -which slight analoga are

ordinary course of nature.
as

a significant one in

extension of
of

1

God

life

itself, to confirm the promise of a fresh
which had heen given to Hezekiah by the grace

in opposition to the natural course of things.

movement

The

shadow upon the sun-dial indicated
that Hezekiah's life, which had already arrived at its close by
natural means, was to be put back by a miracle of divine omnipotence, so that it might continue for another series of years.
Vers. 12—19. The Babylonian embassy, and Hezekiah's imretrograde

prudence

(cf.

of the

Isa. xxxix.).

—

Ver. 12. "

At

that time Berodach

Baladan, king of Babel, sent a letter and a present to Hezekiah,
because he had heard that Hezekiah was sick"
By twin njn
the arrival of these ambassadors is merely assigned in the most

general manner to the period following Hezekiah's recovery.

But from the object of

their mission, it is evident that they did

till after the overthrow and departure
and therefore at least half a year after Hezekiah's recovery.
The ostensible reason given is, that Berodach
Baladan had heard of Hezekiah's illness, and therefore sent to
congratulate him on his recovery but in 2 Chron. ttyi'i' 31 the
further reason is mentioned, that he wished to inquire concerning
the miracle upon the sun-dial
But, as Josephus has shown, the
true object, no doubt, was to make sure of Hezekiah's friendship

not arrive in Jerusalem
of Sennacherib,

;

in anticipation of his intended revolt from the Assyrian rule.
Berodach Baladan, for Merodach Baladan (Isa.), with the labial
changed, is the same person as the Marodach Baladan who
reigned in Babylon for six months, according to Alex. Polyhistor,
or rather Berosus (Euseb. Chron. armen. L pp. 42, 43), and was
slain by Mibus, and also the same as the Mardokempad who
reigned, according to the Can. Ptol., from 26 to 38 cer. Nab.,
The first part of the name, TT»,
ie. from 721 to 709 B.C.
occurs in Jer. L 2 in connection with Bel as the name of a

Babylonian idol

;

and the whole name

is

found on a cylinder

1 As, for example, the phenomenon quoted by several commentators, which
was observed at Metz in Lothringen in the year 1703 by the prior of the
convent there, P. Romuald, and other persons, viz. that the shadow of a sondial went back an hour and a half. The natural explanation of the miracle
which is given by Thenins, who attributes it to an eclipse of the sun, needs
no refutation. For the different opinions of the earlier theologians, see
Carpzov, Apparat. crit. p. 351 sqq.

—

—

2G
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(in the British

Museum) which
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contains the

of Sennacherib against Babylon and Media,

first

expeditions

and upon the

in-

Khorsabad spelt either Merodak-pcd-dscma, (according to Brandis, Ueber der Gewinn, pp. 44 and 53) or Marduk bed
1
Instead of W?v 'a we have V?m
iddin (according to Oppert).
in Isaiah, which is not so clear, though it is probably more
original ; whereas the clause in Isaiah, Ptrm rpn 'a, " that he had
been sick and had become strengthened, i.e. well again," is simply
an elucidation of the vp?W? wn '? of our text, in which the
recovery is implied in the pluperfect "had been sick"
In
ver. 13 W?vty is apparently a copyist's error for netw of Isaiah,
which many of the codd. and ancient versions have even in our
text.
At the same time, the construction of M?K» with ?J? is also
Qnyg, concerning them, i.e. the ambasfound in ch. xxii. 13.
sadors who had brought the letter and the present.
In his
delight at the honour paid to him by this embassy, HezeMah
showed the ambassadors all his treasure-house, the silver, and
the gold, and the spices, and the costly oil, and all his arsenal,
The literal meaning of nbl ira is probably spice-house
etc.
(Aquila, Symm., Vulg.), nbJ being a contraction of JMfcM in Gen.
xxxvii 25, whereas the derivation suggested from the Arabic
•
Hi
1 c-. farsit, irrvplevit locum, is much more wide of the mark.
^ »
scriptions at

—

—

-

The house received its name from the
which it was really intended, although
storing of silver

and

gold,

spices for the storing of
it

aitsn jot? is

was

also

according to the Eabbins and Movers (PhOniz. iii
valuable balsam oil
for olive oil,

used for the

not fine olive

oil,

but,

227), the
which was obtained in the royal gardens

which was obtained in

all Judaea,

p.

was not

stored

in the treasure-chambers along with gold, silver, and perfumes,
but in special storehouses (1 Chron. xxvii 28). towOB"toa, in

dominion,
govern or control
all his

i.e.

in all the district which he

—The

was

able to

existence of such treasures, of which,

according to ver. 17, the ancestors of Hezekiah had collected a

very large

store, at so short

a period after the departure of the

Assyrians, is not at variance with
1

Compare 1L

ch

xviii 15, 16, according

;
and with regard to the
which many have called in question
the identity of Merodach Baladan either with the Marudach-Baladm of
Berosos or with the Mardokempad of the Can. PtoL, see the discussion of
this point at pp. 75 sqq.

v. Niebuhr,

chronological differences,

Gesch. Ass. p. 40

on account

of
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which Hezekiah had sent to Sennacherib all the silver in his
and even the gold plate upon the temple doors. For,
in the first place, it is not stated that there was much silver and
gold in the treasure-house, but the silver and gold are simply
to

treasuries,

mentioned along with the spices and, secondly, Hezekiah may
have kept back from Sennacherib many a valuable piece of
silver or gold, and have taken off the gold plate from the temple
doors, to show the ambassadors of Sennacherib, who came to
receive the money demanded as compensation, that he was not
in a condition to give anything more.
Moreover a great deal
;

may have

flowed into the treasuries since the payment of that

tribute, partly

many

xrrii. 23),

the

from the presents which Hezekiah received from

quarters after the overthrow of Sennacherib (2 Chron.

camp

and partly from the booty that had been collected in

of the Assyrians after their hurried departure.

And

which the ancestors of Hezekiah had collected (ver. 17) may not have consisted of gold and silver
exactly, but of different jewels and objects of art, which could
not be applied to the payment of the tribute, demanded by
Sennacherib.
And, lastly, " we must not overlook the fact,
that it answered the purpose of the reporter to crowd together
as much as possible, in order to show how anxious Hezekiah
was to bring out and exhibit everything whatever that could
contribute to the folly" (Drechsler). Hezekiah evidently wanted
to show all his glory, because the arrival of the Babylonian
ambassadors had flattered his vanity.
Vers. 14 sqq. Isaiah
therefore announced to him the word of the Lord, that all his
treasures Would one day be carried to Babel, and some even of
his sons' would serve as chamberlains in the palace of the king
The sin of vanity was to be punished by the carryof BabeL
Isaiah did not
ing away of that of which his heart was proud.
go to Hezekiah by bis own impulse, but by the direction of
His inquiries " What have these men said, and whence
God.
do they come to thee ?" were simply intended to lead the king
to give expression to the thoughts of his heart. In the answer,
" From a distant land have they come, from Babel," his vanity
at the great honour that had been paid him comes clearly to
light.
Ver. 18. The words, " of thy sons, which shall proceed
from thee, which thou shalt beget," do not necessarily refer to
actual sons, but only to lineal descendants.
The Chethib njf,
" will one take," is to be preferred to the Vti£ of Isaiah and the
again, the treasures

—

:

—
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Keri, as being the

more

For the fulfilment of

B'P^O, chamberlains,

difficult reading.

courtiers, not necessarily eunuchs, as in

this threat see

1 Sam.

Dan.

i.

viii.

2 sqq.

15,

—

etc.

Ver. 19.

part of Hezekiah's reply, "

Good is the word of Jehovah,
an expression of submission to the
will of the Lord, like Eli's answer in 1 Sam. iii. 18 (cf. 1 Kings
x
the second part, which the repetition of ">otto shows
ii 38, 42)
to have been spoken after a pause, and which was not addressed
The

first

which thou hast spoken,"

is

;

directly to Isaiah, " Is it not so

is it

(i.e.

not purely goodness),
"
(during my life) ?

my days

if

there are to be peace and truth in

is

a candid acknowledgment of the grace and truth of the Lord.*

KWi

is

used, as is frequently the case, in the sense of a lively

Instead of ax iron

affirmation.

will be peace

and

truth,"

we have

by which

in Isaiah

the

fact,

is

" for there

this clause is attached

clearly to the first declaration as a reason for it

the Lord

'3,

:

more

the word of

good, for the Lord proves His goodness and truth in

He will not inflict the merited punishment in my
" Peace and truth" are connected as in Jer. xxxiii. 6.

that

lifetime.

HON does not mean continuance

—

human

(Ges.), security (Knobel),

but

which preserves peace, and observes a tacit treaty (Hitzig), but the faithfulness of God, which preserves the promised grace to the

fides, faithfulness,

not

faithfulness, however,

humble.

—

20 and 21. Close of Hezekiah's reign. On the basin
and the aqueduct constructed by him, see at ch. xviiL 17.

Vers.
(nana)

CHAP.

XXL BEIGNS OF MANASSEH AND AMON.

Eeign of Manasseh (cf. 2 Chron. xxxiii 1-20).
Manasseh was twelve years old when he began to
reign, so that he was not born till after Hezekiah's dangerous
illness (ch. xx. 1 sqq.).
Vers. 2 sqq. Having begun to reign at
this early age, he did not choose his father's ways, but set up the

—

Vers. 1-18.

Ver.

1.

—

idolatry of his father
1

Ahab

" He calls that good in which

from

Him who

again, since the godless party in the

it is

right to acquiesce, as having proceeded

does nothing but what

just, but tempered
punishment."— Clemcus.
> " He praises the moderation of the divine decree, because when God, in
accordance with His justice, might have brought this calamity upon him in
his own person, for His mercy's sake He was willing to spare him and to

with the greatest goodness, even

put

off

the evil to

is

when He

not only most

inflicts

a future day."— Vitringa.
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whose head chiefs, priests, and (false) prophets stood,
and who would not hearken to the law of the Lord, and in the
time of Hezekiah had sought help against Assyria not from
Jehovah, but from the Egyptians (Isa. xxviii 7, 14 sqq., xxx.
9 sqq.), had obtained control of the young and inexperienced
king, and had persuaded him to introduce idolatry again.
On
Ver. 3. ja?_ 3?$, « he built
ver. 2 cf. ch. viii 18 and xvi 3.
again" the high places, which Hezekiah had destroyed (ch xviii.
4), erected altars for Baal and an Asherah, like Ahab of Israel
(1 Kings xvi 32, 33).
^y?^} is the image of Asherah men-

nation, at

—

tioned in ver. 7, whereas in the Chronicles the thought is geneTo these two kinds of
ralized by the plurals Dy^f? and rf"Kwn.
idolatry, the idolatrous bamotli

and the

(true) Baal-

and Asherah-

worship, Manasseh added as a third kind the worship of
host of heaven, which had not occurred

among

all

the

the Israelites before

the Assyrian era, and was probably of Assyrian or Chaldaean
origin.

This worship differed from the Syrophoenician star-

moon were worshipped under the
and Astarte as the bearers of the male and female
powers of nature, and was pure star-worship, based upon the
worship, in which sun and

names

of Baal

idea of the unchangeableness of the stars in contradistinction to

the perishableness of everything earthly, according to which the
were worshipped not merely as the originators of all rise

stars

in nature, but also as the leaders and regulators of
This
sublunary things (see Movers, Phdniz. i. pp. 65 and 161).
star-worship was a later development of the primary star-worship

and decay

of Ssabism, in which the stars were"worshipped without any image,
in the open air or upon the housetops, by simple contemplation,
the oldest and comparatively the purest form of the deification
of nature, to which the earlier Arabians and the worshippers
of the sun among the Ssabians (Zabians) were addicted (cf.
Delitzsch on Job xxxi 26, 27), and which is mentioned and forbidden in Deut. iv. 19 and xvii 3. In this later form the sun
sacred chariots and horses as among the Persians (ch. xxiii.
1 1), and incense was offered to the stars, with the face turned
towards the east, upon altars which were built either upon

had

housetops, as in the case of the Nabatseans (Strabo, xvi. 784), or
within the limits of the temple in the two courts (cf. Ezek viii

16, also ch. xxi 5, xxiii. 12, and 2 Chron. xxxiii 5, Jer. xix. 13,
Zeph. i 5). This burning of incense took place not merely to the
sun and moon, but also to the signs of the zodiac and to all the
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host of heaven, i.e. to

all

KINGS.

the stars (ch. Torn. 5);

by which we are no

doubt to understand that the sun, moon, planets and other stars,
were worshipped in conjunction with the zodiac, and with this

were connected astrology, augury, and the casting of
1

as in the case of the later so-called Chaldseans.

nativities,

This star-wor-

more minutely described in vers. 4 and 5. The two
The nn?jO fja* of ver. 4 is resumed in '3TD J3^ in ver. 5, and the ** f^aa of ver. 4 is more
" In the
minutely defined in the n n'a rriixn 'RB^a of ver. 5.
two courts " not merely in the outer court, but even in the
court of the priests, which was set apart for the worship of
Jehovah Ver. 6. He also offered his son in sacrifice to Moloch,
like Ahaz (ch. xvL 3), in the valley of Benhinnom (Chron. cf.
ch. xxiii. 10), and practised soothsaying and witchcraft of
On vro\ jriy see Deut. xviii 10 and Lev. xix. 26.
every kind.
aiK nfev, he made, i.e. appointed, put into office, a " necromancer
and wise people" (cf. Lev. xix. 31 and Deut xviii 11). Ver.

ship

is

verses are closely connected.
'

:

—

—

Yea, he even placed the image of Asherah in the temple,

7.

i.e.

In the description of his idolatry, which
advances gradatim, this is introduced as the very worst crime.
According to the express declaration of the Lord to David
(2 Sam. vii 13) and Solomon (1 Kings ix. 3 compared with
ch. viii. 16), the temple was to serve as the dwelling-place of
His name. Ver. 8. The word of the Lord, " I will no more
make the foot of Israel to move out of the land which I gave to
their fathers," refers to the promise in 2 Sam. vii 10: "I will
appoint my people a place, that they may dwell in a place of
their own, and be stirred up no more," which had been fulfilled
by the building of the temple as the seat of the name of the

in the

Holy

Place.

—

manner indicated in pp. 85 sqq. The lasting fulwas made to rest upon the condition of Israel's faithful adherence to the commandments of God
(cf. 1 Kings ix. 6 sqq.).
Ver. 9. This condition was not observed
Lord, in the

filment of this promise, however,

—

Movers (PhSniz. i. p. 65) correctly observes, that " in all the books of th«
Old Testament which are written before the Assyrian period there is no trace
of any (?) star-tcor$hip ; not that the Phoenician (Canaanitish) gods had not
also a sidereal significance, bat because this element was only a subordinate
one, and the expressions, sun, moon, and stars, and all the host of heaven,
which are not met with before, become for the first time common now,"
although his proofs of the difference between the Assyrian star-worship
and the Phoenician and Babylonian image-worship stand greatly in need of
1

critical sifting.
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Manasseh seduced them, so that they did more
whom Jehovah had destroyed before
them.
Vers. 10-15. The Lord therefore announced through the
prophets, to the rebellious and idolatrous nation, the destruction
of Jerusalem and the deliverance of Judah into the hands of its
enemies; but, as is added in 2 Ghron. xxxiii. 10, they paid no
heed to them. The prophets who foretold this terrible judgment
Israelites

;

evil than the Canaanites,

—

are not named.

According to 2 Chron. xxxiii. 18, their utterHabakkuk was
ances were entered in the annals of the kings.
probably one of them, since he (Hab. i. 5) predicted the Ohaldaean judgment as a fact which excited astonishment and appeared
incredible.

The Amorites are mentioned

in ver. 1 1 instar omnium

as the supporters of the Canaanitish ungodliness, as in 1 Kings
xxi 26, etc. The phrase, " that whosoever heareth it, both his

—

may

such a judgment as has never been
heard of before, and excites alarm and horror (cf. 1 Sam. iii. 11
and Jer. xix. 3). The Ken ayefe* is a correction, to bring the pronom. stuff, into conformity with the noun njn so far as the gender
is concerned, whereas in the ChetMb VJfDfe* the masculine suffix
is used in the place of the feminine, as is frequently the case.
Ver. 13. "I stretch over Jerusalem the measure of Samaria,
and the plummet of the house of Ahab.'1 The measure (1£) and
the plummet (TDfotfo, lit. a level) were applied to what was
being built (Zech. i 16), and also to what was being made level
with the ground, ie. completely thrown down (Amos viL 7).
From this sprang the figurative expressions, measure of desolaThe measure
tion and plummet of devastation (Isa. xxxiv. 11).
of Samaria therefore denotes the measure which was applied to
the destruction of Samaria, and the plummet of the house of
Ahab denotes the extermination of the royal house of Ahab.
The meaning is I shall destroy Jerusalem as I have destroyed
Samaria, and exterminate its inhabitants like the house of Ahab.
In the second hemistich the same thing is expressed, if possible,
" I wipe away Jerusalem as one wipes the
still more strongly
dish, and (having) wiped (it), turns it upon its upper side (??\??)."
The wiping of a dish that has been used, and the turning over
of the dish wiped, so as not to leave a single drop in it, are a
figurative representation of the complete destruction of Jerusalem
ears

tingle," denotes

—

—

:

:

and the utter extermination of

its inhabitants.

—

Ver. 14.

With

the destruction of Jerusalem the Lord forsakes the people of His
possession,

and gives

it

up

to its enemies for a prey

and spoiL
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Judah

:

is called

KINGS.

the remnant of the people of God's

inheritance with a reference to the rejection and leading away
of the ten tribes, which have already taken place.
On nDtraa ta
see Isa.

To

22, Jer. xxx. 16.

xlii.

announcement of the judgment there is appended in
2 Chron. xxxiii. 11 sqq. the statement, that Jehovah caused
Manasseh the king to be taken prisoner by the generals of the
king of Assyria and led away to Babylon in chains ; and that
when he humbled himself before God there, and made supplication to Him, He brought him back to Jerusalem and placed him
upon his throne again whereupon Manasseh fortified the walls
this

;

of Jerusalem

still further,

removed the

placed garrisons in the fortified

cities,

from the temple, abolished from the city the
idolatrous altars erected in Jerusalem and upon the templemountain, restored the altar of Jehovah, and commanded the
people to

idol

offer sacrifice

upon

it.

—This incident

is

omitted in our

book, because the conversion of Manasseh was not followed

any

lasting results so far as the

kingdom was concerned

;

by
the

abolition of outward idolatry in Jerusalem did not lead to the

conversion of the people, and after the death of Manasseh even
the idolatrous abominations that had been abolished were restored

—

by Amon. 1

Ver. 1 6. Manasseh also sinned grievously

by shed-

with it
from one edge to the other, see at ch. x. 21. This statement has been paraphrased by Josephus thus {Ant. x. 3, 1)
Manasseh slew irdira? o/tw? tow? hucalovs tow? iv tor 'E/3pawi$,
and did not spare even the prophets, with the additional clause,
which exaggerates the thing koX rovreov Be Ttvo? Kaff r/fiipav
direa-ipa^e, ware at/tan peiadai rh IepocroKvfia}
Vers. 17, 18.
Manasseh was buried " in the garden of his house, in the garden
of Uzza."
"His house" cannot be the royal palace -built by
Solomon, because the garden is also called the garden of TJzza,
ding innocent blood

nw

till

Jerusalem was quite

ns,

:

'

1

filled

The

historical truth of these accounts,

—

which Rosenmiiller, Winer, and

s

Hitzig called in question after the example of Gramberg, has been defended

by Ewald, Bertheau, and even by Thenius and the latest attack which has
been made upon it by Graf in the theol. Studien u. Krit. 1859, iiL, has been
met by E. Gerlach in the same magazine of 1861. For further remarks see
the Commentary on the Chronicles.
* The widespread Jewish and Christian legend, that Manasseh put to death
the prophet Isaiah, and indeed had him sawn in sunder, to which there is an
allusion in Heb. xi. 87, also belongs here.
(See Delitzsch, Comm. on Isaiah,
;

p. 5.)
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its

former possessor.

" His house "

must therefore have been a summer palace belonging

to

Ma-

nasseh, the situation of which, however, it is impossible to deter-

mine more

precisely.

The arguments adduced by Thenius in
it was situated upon Ophel, opposite to

support of the view that

Robinson (Pal. i. p. 394) conjecUzza was upon Zion The name KW
occurs again in 2 Sam. vi 8, 1 Chron. viii. 7, Ezra ii. 49,

Zion, are perfectly untenable.
tures that the garden of
(fjtf)

and Neh.

vii.

51.

Vera 19-26. Reign of Amon (c£ 2 Chron. xxxiii 21-25).
reigned only two years, and that in the spirit of his
The city
father, that is to say, worshipping all his idols.
of Jotbah, from which his mother sprang, was, according to
Jerome (in the Onom. s. v. Jethaba), urbs antiqua Judcece ; but

—Amon

—

24

His servants conwhereupon the
;
people of the land, i.e. the population of Judah (H^t Dl?
rnvp DP, 2 Chron. xxvi 1), put the conspirators to death and
made Josiah the son of Amon king, when he was only eight
Ver. 26. Amon was buried " in his grave in the
years old
garden of Uzza," i.e. in the grave which he had had made in the
He had progarden of Uzza by the side of his father's grave.
"Giv,
one buried him.
bably resided in this palace of his father.

it is

not further known.

spired against

Vers. 23,

him and slew him

in his palace

=

—

CHAP. XXH. l-XXHI.

80.

BEIGN OF KING JOSIAH.

After a brief account of the length and spirit of the reign
of the pious Josiah (vers. 1 and 2), we have a closely connected narrative, in ver. 3-xxiii. 24, of what he did for the
restoration of the true worship of Jehovah and the extermination of idolatry
is

;

and the whole of the reform

effected

placed in the eighteenth year of his reign, because

this year that the

book of the law was

it

by him
was in

discovered,, through

which the reformation of worship was
It is evident that it was the historian's intention to combine
together everything that Josiah did to this end, so as to form
one grand picture, from the circumstance that he has not
merely placed the chronological datum, " it came to pass in the
eighteenth year of king Josiah," at the beginning, but has
If we run over the
repeated it at the close (ch. xxiii 23).
carried to completion.
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—

which are brought before tts in this section, the
3-7) the discovery of the
book of the law; the reading of the book to the king; the inquiry
made of the prophetess Huldah, and her prophecy (vers. 8-20);
the reading of the law to the assembled people in the temple,
with the renewal of the covenant (ch. xxiii. 1-3) ; the eradication of idolatry not only from Jerusalem and Judah, but from
Bethel also, and all the cities of Samaria (vers. 4-20) ; and,
lastly, the passover (vers. 21-23),
there is hardly any need to
remark, that all this cannot have taken place in the one eighteenth year of his reign, even if, with Usher (Annates ad am.
3381), we were to place the solemn passover at the close of the
eighteenth year of Josiah's reign, which is hardly suitable, and
by no means follows from the circumstance that the chronological datum, "in the eighteenth year," stands at the commencement of the complete account of the reform of worship
introduced by that king.
For we may clearly infer that the
Several facts

repairing of the temple (ch. xxii.

;

—

several details of this account are not arranged chronologically,

but according to the subject-matter, and that the historian has
embraced the efforts of Josiah to restore the legal worship of
Jehovah, which spread over several years, under the one point
of view of a discovery of the law,

and therefore within the

eighteenth year of his reign, from the fact that he introduces

the account of the repairing of the temple (ch. xxii. 3—7) in

a

and makes it subordinate to the account of the
discovery of the book of the law, and indeed only mentions it
in a general manner, because -it led to the finding of the book

period

by

itself,

It is true that the other facts are attached to
one another in the narrative by Vav amsec ; but, on a closer
inspection of the several details, there cannot be any doubt

of the law.

whatever that the intention
chronological order.

commenced

much

The

is

not to arrange them in their

repairing of the temple

must have

before the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign, inas-

as in that year, in

which the incident occurred which led

to the discovery of the book of the law (ch. xxii 3—7), not

only were the builders occupied with the repairs of the temple,
but money had been brought by all the people to the house of

God

to carry

on

this work,

and had been collected by the

who kept the door. Moreover, from the very nature of
the case, we cannot conceive of the restoration of the temple,
Levites

that

had

fallen to decay, without the

removal of the idolatrous
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abominations found in the temple.
And the assumption is an
equally inconceivable one, that all the people entered into covenant with the Lord (ch. xxiii. 3), before any commencement
had been made towards the abolition of the prevailing idolatry,
or that the pious king had the book of the law read in the
temple and entered into covenant with the Lord, so long as the

Ashera was standing in the temple and the idolatrous altars
erected by Manasseh in the courts, together with the horses

and

chariots dedicated to the sun.

If the conclusion of a

covenant in consequence of the public reading of the book
of the law was to be an act in accordance with the law, the
public memorials of idolatry must be destroyed at all events
in the neighbourhood of the temple. And is it likely that
the king, who had been so deeply moved by the curses of
the law, would have undertaken so solemn a transaction in
sight of the idolatrous altars and other abominations of idolatry
in the house of Jehovah, and not rather have seen that this
would be only a daring insult to Jehovah ? These reasons are
quite sufficient to prove that the extermination of idolatry had
commenced before the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign, and
had simply been carried out with greater zeal throughout the
whole kingdom after the discovery of the book of the law.
This view of our account is simply confirmed by a comparison with the parallel history in 2 Chron. xxxiv. and xxxv.
According to 2 Chron. xxxiv. 3 sqq., Josiah began to seek the
God of his father David in the eighth year of his reign, when
he was still a youth, that is to say, not more than sixteen years
old, and in the twelfth year of his reign began to purify Judah
and Jerusalem from idolatry and, according to vers. 8 sqq., in
the eighteenth year of his reign, at the purification of the land
and temple, and the renovation of the temple, the book of the
law was found by the high priest, and handed over to the king
and read before him (vers. 8-28), after which the renewal of
the covenant took place, and all the abominations of idolatry
that still remained in the land were swept away (vers. 29-33),
and, lastly, a solemn passover was celebrated, of which we
have an elaborate account in ch. xxxv. 1-19. Consequently
the account given in the Chronicles is, on the whole, arranged
with greater chronological precision, although even there, after
the commencement of the extermination of idolatry has been
;

mentioned,

we have a

brief

and comprehensive statement of
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that Josiah did to accomplish that result

;

so that after the re-

newal of the covenant (ch. xxxiv. 33) we have nothing more
than a passing allusion, hy way of summary, to the complete
abolition of the abominations of idolatry throughout the whole
land
Vers. 1 and 2. Length and spirit of Josidk's reign.
Josiah
(for the name, see at 1 Kings xiii. 2), like Hezekiah, trode once
more in the footsteps of his pious forefather David, adhering
with the greatest constancy to the law of the Lord. He reigned
thirty-one years.
As a child he had probably received a pious
training from his mother and when he had ascended the throne,
after the early death of his godless father, he was under the
guidance of pious men who were faithfully devoted to the law
of the Lord, and who turned his heart to the God of their fathers,
as was the case with Joash in ch. xii 3, although there is no
allusion to guardianship.
His mother Jedidah, the daughter of
Adaiah, was of Boscath, a city in the plain of Judah, of which

—

;

nothing further is known (see at Josh. xv. 39).
The description of his character, " he turned not aside to the right hand

from that which was right in the eyes of
Deut v. 29, xvii. 11, 20, and xxviii.
14, and expresses an unwavering adherence to the law of the

and to the
the Lord,

left," se.

is

based upon

Lord.
Vers. 3—8. Bepairing of the temple, and discovery of the booh
When Josiah sent
of the law (cf. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 8-18).
Shaphan the secretary of state poto, see at 2 Sam. viii 1 7) into

—

the temple, in the eighteenth year of his reign, with instructions
to Hilkiah the high priest to

pay to the builders the money which

collected from the people for repairing the temple by
the Levites who kept the door, Hilkiah said to Shaphan, " I have

had been

Vers. 3-8 form a long period
came to pass in the eighteenth year
the king had sent Shaphan," etc., does not
of king Josiah
follow till ver. 8 " that Hilkiah said," etc.
The principal fact
which the historian wished to relate, was the discovery of the
book of the law; and the repairing of the temple is simply
mentioned because it was when Shaphan was sent to Hilkiah
about the payment of the money to the builders that the high

found the book of the law."

The apodosis

to 'Ui

—

W,

" it

:

priest informed the king's secretary of state of the discovery of

the book of the law in the temple, and handed it over to him
i$en r£e>, in ver. 3, forms the commencement

to take to the king.
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chap. xxii. a-a

minor clauses inserted within the principal clause, and
" the king had sent Shaphan," etc.
it
According to 2 Chron. xxxiv. 8, the king had deputed not only Shaphan
the state-secretary, but also Maaseiah the governor of the city
and Joach the chancellor, because the repairing of the temple
was not a private affair of the king and the high priest, but concerned the city generally, and indeed the whole kingdom.
In
vers. 4, 5 there follows the charge given by the king to Shaphan
" Go up to HilMah the high priest, that he may make up the
money, . . and hand it over to the workmen appointed over the
house of Jehovah," etc. D?!, from DOR, Hiphil, signifies to finish
or set right, i.e. not pay out (Ges., Dietr.), but make it up for
the purpose of paying out, namely, collect it from the door£W}!
keepers, count it, and bind it up in bags (see ch. xii. 11).
is therefore quite appropriate here, and there is no alteration of
the text required. The door-keepers had probably put the money
in a chest placed at the entrance, as was the case at the repairing of the temple in the time of Joash (ch. xii. 10).
In ver. 5
the Keri von* is a bad alteration of the Chethib fun*, " and give
naxpon "Vfi might
(it) into the hand," which is perfectly correct,
denote both the masters and the workmen (builders), and is
therefore defined more precisely first of all by '** n*aa DnjJBtsn,
"who had the oversight at the house of Jehovah," i.e. the masters
"
or inspectors of the building, and secondly by '** nna ^*?, who
were (occupied) at the house of Jehovah, whilst in the Chronicles
'* '3
D'bfo "i^te.
The Keri '** n*3 is an alterait is explained by
n*33 D**!iJBO is justified
ver.
whereas
combination
tion after
the
9,
Tpen
ace.
and
c.
pers.
3 rei in Jer. xL 5.
by the construction of
ttrw
The masters are the subject to
; they were to pay the money
as it was wanted, either to the workmen, or for the purchase of
materials for repairing the dilapidations, as is more precisely
defined in ver. 6.
Compare ch. xii 12, 13 ; and for ver. 7
compare ch. xii. 16. The names of the masters or inspectors are
given in 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12.
The execution of the king's comto the

subordinate to

:

.

,

—

not specially mentioned, that the parenthesis may not
be spun out any further. Ver. 8. Hilkiah the high priest (cf.
1 Chron. v. 39) said, " I have found the book of the law in the

mand

is

—

rntan ibd, the book of the law (not a lawhouse of Jehovah."
book or a roll of laws), cannot mean anything else, either grammatically or historically, than the Mosaic book of the law (the

Pentateuch), which

is

so designated, as is generally admitted,
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and Nehemiah.1

The
book of the law in the temple presupposes that
the copy deposited there had come to light. But it by no means
follows from this, that before its discovery there were no copies
The book of the law
in the hands of the priests and prophets.
2
that was found was simply the temple copy, deposited, according to Deut. xzxi 26, by the side of the ark of the covenant,
which had been lost under the idolatrous kings Manasseh and
Amon, and came to light again now that the temple was being
repaired.
We cannot learn, either from the account before us,
or from the words of the Chronicles (ch. xxxiv. 14), " when they
were taking out the money brought into the house of Jehovah,
Hillriah found the book of the law of the Lord," in what part
of the temple it had hitherto lain ; and this is of no importance
in the Chronicles, and the books of Ezra
finding of the

so far as the principal object of the history is concerned.

Even

the words of the Chronicles simply point out the occasion on

which the book was discovered, and do not

affirm that it

had

Theniua has correctly observed, that " the expression shows very clearly,
is to something already known, not to anything that had
come to light for the first time ;" but he is greatly mistaken when, notwith1

that the allusion

we are to understand by this is merely
a collection of the commandments and ordinances of Moses, which, had been
worked up in the Pentateuch, and more especially in Deuteronomy. For
there is not the smallest proof whatever that any such collection of commandments and ordinances of Moses, or, as Bertheau supposes, the collection of
Mosaio law contained in the three middle books of the Pentateuch, or Deuteronomy ch. i.-xxviii. (according to Vaihinger, Beuss, and others), was ever
called minn 1SD, or that any such portions had had an independent existence, and had been deposited in the temple.
These hypotheses are simply
bound up with the attacks made upon the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, and ought to be given up, since De Wette, the great leader of the
attack upon the genuineness of the Pentateuch, in § 162a of the later
editions of his Introduction to the Old Testament, admits that the account
before as contains the first certain trace of the existence of our present Pentateuch. The only loophole left to modern criticism, therefore, is that Hilkiah
forged the book of the law discovered by him under the name of Moses,
conclusion which can only be arrived at by distorting the words of the text in
the most arbitrary manner, turning find " into " forge," but which is obliged
standing this, he supposes that what

—

'

'

either to ignore or forcibly to set aside all the historical evidence of the pre-

vious existence of the whole of the Pentateuch, including Deuteronomy.
2

Whether the

from the

original written

HWD T3

by Moses' own hand,

as Grotius inferred

of the Chronicles, or a later copy of this,

is a very superHavernick says, " even in the latter case it was to be
regarded just in the same light as the autograph, having just the same
claims, since the temple repaired by Josiah was the temple of Solomon still."

fluous question

;

for, as
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been lying in one of the treasure-chambers of the temple, as
The expression vwii£I does not imply that
Josephns says.
Shaphan read the whole book through immediately.
Vers. 9-14. The reading of the book of the law to the king,

—

made of the 'prophetess Hvidah concerning it.
Shaphan informed the king of the execution
of his command, he also told him that Tnilrinh had given him a
ywn, to bring an answer,
book, and read it to the king,

and

the inquiry

Vers. 9, 10.

When

w

to give a report as to a commission that has been received.
VJnn, they poured out the money, i.e. out of the chest in which
w*?JP3, "

he read it to the king,"
by to tfip\ " he read
That mmp* does not signify that the whole was read,
therein."
is evident from a comparison of ch, xxiii 2, where the reading
,
Which passages or
of the whole is expressed by '0 !>3T-'?.
sections Shaphan read by himself (ver. 8), and which he read to
To the king
the king, it is impossible to determine exactly.
he most likely read, among other things, the threats and curses
of the law against those who transgressed it (Deut. xxviii), and
possibly also Lev. xxvi, because the reading made such an impression upon him, that in his anguish of soul he rent his clothes.
Nor is it possible to decide anything with certainty, as to whether
the king had hitherto been altogether unacquainted with the
book of the law, and had merely a traditional knowledge of the
law itself, or whether he had already had a copy of the law, but
had not yet read it through, or had not read it with proper attention, which accounted for the passages that were read to him
now making so« deep and alarming an impression upon him.
It is a well-known experience, that even books which have
been read may, under peculiar circumstances, produce an imBut in all probapression such as has not been made before.
bility Josiah had not had in his possession any copy of the law,
or even read it till now ; although the thorough acquaintance
with the law, which all the prophets display, places the existence of the Pentateuch in prophetical circles beyond the reach of
doubt.
Ver. 11. In his alarm at the words of the book of the law
that had been read to him, Josiah rent his clothes, and sent a deputation to the prophetess Huldah, to make inquiry of Jehovah
through her concerning the things which he had heard from the

it

was

collected, into bags.

is simplified

in the Chronicles (ver. 18)

—

law.

kam

The deputation

consisted of the high priest Hilkiah, Ahi-

the supporter of Jeremiah

(Jer.

xxvi 24) and the father of
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Gedaliah the governor

(oh.

xxv. 22

;

Jer. xxxix. 14, eta),

Achbor

the son of Michaiah, Shaphan the state-secretary (ver. 3), and
Asahiah the servant (ie. an officer) of the king.
Ver. 13.
From the commission, " Inquire ye of Jehovah for me and for

—

the people and for all Judah

(i.e.

the whole kingdom) concerning

the words of this book of the law that has been found, for great
is

the wrath of the Lord which has been kindled against us,

because our fathers have not heard

.

.

.,"

we may

infer that the

commandments of
God in Lev. xxvi, Deut xxviii, and other passages, had been
'Tto vrn means to inquire the will of the
read to the king.
Lord, what He has determined concerning the king, his people,
and the kingdom. 7S Vov signifies here to hearken to anything,
?? 2ns, to preto observe it, for which ?K is used elsewhere.
curses of the law

upon the

scribe for performance.
priate, since the

U vJ>,

despisers of the

" prescribed for us," is quite appro-

law was not only given

—

to the fathers to obey,

but also to the existing generation, a fact which Thenius has
overlooked with his conjecture V&. To render the king's alarm
and his fear of severe judgments from God intelligible, there is
no need for the far-fetched and extremely precarious hypothesis,
that just at that time the Scythians had invaded and devastated

the land.

—

Ver. 14. Nothing further

is

known

of the prophetess

mentioned here. All that we can infer
from the fact that the king sent to her is, that she was highly
distinguished on account of her prophetical gifts, and that none
of the prophets of renown, such as Jeremiah and Zephaniah,
Her father Shallum was
were at that time in Jerusalem.

Huldah than what

is

keeper of the clothes,

i.e.

superintendent over either the priests'

dresses that were kept in the temple (according to the Rabbins

and Wits, de proph.
are written nnpin

Jerusalem

in.

his Miscell. ss.i. p. 356, ed. 3), or the

The names of

king's wardrobe.

fuifBa, " in the

and Drnn
Huldah lived at

his ancestors rnpri

and nnon in the Chronicles.

second part" or district of the city,

in the lower city, upon the hill "Aicpa (Rob. Pal. i p. 391),
which is called TOBfein in Zeph. i. 10, and ri:Bt> iyn in Neh. xi
i.e.

9,

and a\\rj

iro\t<t

in Joseph. Ant. xv. 11, 5.

Vers. 15-20. The reply of
confirmed the fear expressed

HvMah
by

the prophetess.

—Huldah

Josiah, that the wrath of the

Lord was kindled against Jerusalem and its inhabitants on
account of their idolatry, and proclaimed first of all (vers. 16, 17),
that the Lord would bring upon Jerusalem and its inhabitants
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the punishments with which the rebellious and idolaters are

threatened in the book of the law; and secondly (vers. 18-20),

on account of his sincere repentance
and humiliation in the sight of God, he would not live to see
the predicted calamities, but would be gathered to his fathers
The first part of her announcement applies " to the
in peace.
man who has sent you to me" (ver. 15), the second "to the
to the king himself, that

king of Judah, who has sent to inquire of the Lord " (ver. 18).
" The man" who had sent to her was indeed also the king but
;

Huldah

intentionally

made use

of the general expression " the

man," etc., to indicate that the word announced to him applied
not merely to the king, but to every one who would hearken
to the word, whereas the second portion of her reply had refertripsn, in vers. 16, 19, and 20,
ence to the king alone.
In ver. 16, V?.?T''?
is Jerusalem as the capital of the kingdom.
iBBri is an explanatory apposition to njn.
Ver. 17. "With
all the work of their hands," i.e. with the idols which they
have made for themselves (cf. 1 Kings xvL 7). The last clause
in ver. 18, "the words which thou hast heard," is not to be connected with the preceding one, " thus saith the Lord," and b$ or
to be supplied ; but it belongs to the following sentence, and
as for the words, which thou
is placed at the head absolutely
because thy heart has become soft, i.e. in dehast heard
spair at the punishment with which the sinners are threatened
(cf. Deut xx. 3 ; Isa. vii. 4), and thou hast humbled thyself,
when thou didst hear, etc. ; therefore, behold, I will gather thee
f B^p nfti?, " that they (the city and inhato thy fathers, etc
These words,
bitants) may become a desolation and curse."
which are often used by the prophets, but which are not found
connected like this except in Jer. xliv. 22, rest upon Lev. xxvi
and Deut xxviiL, and show that these passages had been read
Ver. 20. To gather to
to the king out of the book of the law.
his fathers means merely to let him die, and is generally
applied to a peaceful death upon a sick-bed, like the synonymous phrase, to lie with one's fathers ; but it is also applied to
a violent death by being slain in battle (1 Kings xxii. 40 and
34), so that there is no difficulty in reconciling this comforting
assurance with the slaving of Josiah in battle (ch. xxiii. 29).
owa, in peace, i.e. without living to witness the devastation of
Jerusalem, as is evident from the words, " thine eyes will not

W

j>

—

:

—

see,"

etc

2H
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Ch.

xxiii.

1-30. Instead of resting content -with the

fact

he was promised deliverance from the approaching judgment, Josiah did everything that was in his power to lead the
whole nation to true conversion to the Lord, and thereby avert
that

as far as possible the threatened curse of rejection, since the

Lord in His word had promised forgiveness and mercy to the

He

penitent.

gathered together the elders of the

therefore

and went with them, with the

nation,

priests

and prophets and

the assembled people, into the temple, and there had the book
'

of the law read to those

who were

assembled, and concluded a

covenant with the Lord, into which the people also entered.
After this he had all the remnants of idolatry eradicated, not

only in Jerusalem and Judah, but also in Bethel and the other
cities of

Samaria, and directed the people to strengthen them-

selves in their covenant fidelity towards the Lord

temple,

and

—

by the

celebra-

Vers. 1-3. Beading of the law in the
renewal of the covenant (cf. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 29—32).

tion of a solemn passover.

Beside the priests, Josiah also gathered together the prophets,
including perhaps Jeremiah and Zedekiah, that he might carry

out the solemn conclusion of the covenant with their co-operaevident from Jer. i-zL, that they might then

tion, and, as is

undertake the task, by their impressive preaching in Jerusalem

and the

cities

of Judah, of making the people conscious of the

which they had so recently
undertaken (see Oehler in Herzog's Cycl.).
Instead of the
prophets, the Levites are mentioned in the Chronicles, probably
only because the\Levites are mentioned along with the priests
K"ip5, he read, i.e. had it read
in other cases of a similar kind.
for the duty of reading the law in the temple devolved upon
earnestness of the covenant duties

,

the priests as the keepers of the law (Deut. xxxi 9 sqq.).
3. The king stood *neyn hy, as in ch. xi 14
For 'W ifon

Ver.

see ch. xi 17.

the Lord, that

Jw?,

His commandments
all the

not

i.e.

is to say,

he bound himself solemnly to walk after
in his walk to follow the Lord

(see at 1

Kings

ii.

3).

—

0*133

.

and keep
.

.

*rtDj?5,

people entered into the covenant (Luther and others)

perstiiii,

stood firm, continued in the covenant

(Maurer,

Ges.), which would be at variance with Jer. xi 9, 10, xxv. 3
sqq., and other utterances of the prophets.
Vers. 4-20.
The eradication of idolatry. According to
2 Chron. xxxiv. 3-7, this had already begun, and was simply
continued and carried to completion after the renewal of the

—
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—

Vers. 4-14. In Jerusalem and Judah.
Ver. 4.
The king commanded the high priest and the other priests, and
the Levites who kept the door, to remove from the temple
everything that had been made for Baal and Asherah, and to
burn it in the valley of Kidron. wetol yns, sacerdotes secundi
ordvnis (Vulg., Luth, etc.), are the common priests as distin-

covenant.

-rt"un jnbri, the high priest
The Eabbins are
wrong in their explanation vicarii mmmi sacerdotis, according
to which Thenius would alter the text and read VP for 'Jna.

guished from

1?D l?'^! the keepers of the threshold, are the Levites whose
duty it was to watch the temple, as in ch. xxii. 4 (c£ 1 Ghron.
Dy?iT73

xxiii. 5).

(piles

Zeug, Luth),

i.e.

all

the apparatus, con-

and other things, that had been provided
Josiah had these things
for the worship of Baal and Astarte.
burned, according to the law in Deut vii. 25, and that outside
Jerusalem in the fields of the Kidron valley. The pfjp nto je>
(fields of Eidron) are probably to be sought for to the north-east
of Jerusalem, where the Kidron valley is broader than between
the city and the Mount of Olives, and spreads out into a basin of
considerable size, which is now cultivated and contains planta" And
tions of olive and other fruit-trees (Bob. Pal. i. p. 405).
he had their dust carried to Bethel," i.e. the ashes of the wooden
objects which were burned, and the dust of those of stone and
metal which were ground to powder, to defile the idolatrous
place of worship at Bethel as the chief seat of idolatry and false
sisting of altars, idols,

,

worship.

—

Ver. 5. "

He

abolished the high priests."

x

also mentioned in Hos.

5 and Zeph.

i.

4

:

D*">d» are

they were not

idolatrous priests or prophets of Baal, but priests whom the kings

of Judah had appointed to offer incense upon the altars of the
high places for they are distinguished from the idolatrous priests,
In Hos. x. 5
or those who burnt incense to Baal, the sun, etc.
the priests appointed in connection with the golden calf at
Bethel are called Dnoa and in Zeph L 4 the ones are not
;

;

exclusively idolatrous priests, but such as did service sometimes

who had been degraded into a Baal, and sometimes
Now as Cfir})) who burnt incense upon high places
mentioned in ver. 8, we must understand by the onoa

for Jehovah,

to actual idols.

are also

non-Levitical priests, and by the onns in ver. 8 Levitical priests

who were
primary

devoted to the worship on the high places.

signifies the priest,

1D3

The

In Syriac the word
in Hebrew spurious priests, probably from

signification of

is

disputed.
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ids in the sense of to bring together, or complete, as the performers of sacrifice, like epStov, the sacrificer (Dietr.) ; whereas
the connection suggested

by Hitzig

(on

ZepL) with i^, to he

unbelieving, in the opposite sense of the religious, is very far-

and does not answer either to the Hebrew or the Syriac
The singular TOpJ} is striking, inasmuch as if
the imperf. e. Vav rd. were a continuation of WU, we should
expect the plural, " and who had burnt incense,"- as it is given
The LXX., Vulg., and Syr. have rendered "»?$£,
in the Chaldee.
from which it??)? has probably arisen by a mistake in copying.
In the following clause, " and those who had burnt incense to
Baal, to the sun and to the moon," etc., Baal is mentioned as the
deity worshipped in the sun, the moon, and the stars (see at
TO, synonymous with rf"WD in Job xxxviii. 32,
ch. xxi 3).

fetched,

1
use of the word.

mean
moon * but

does not

the twenty-eight naxatra, or Indian stations of

the

the twelve signs or constellations of the zodiac,

which were regarded by the Arabs as mendzil,

i.e.

station-houses,

in which the sun took up its abode in succession when describing the circuit of the year (cf. Ges. Thes. p. 869, and Delitzsch

—

=

on Job xxxviii 32). Ver. 6. The image of Asherah (rn«p*tn
?DB, ch. xxi 3, 7), which Manasseh placed in the temple and
then removed after his return from Babylon (2 Chron. xxxiii
15), but which Amon had replaced, Josiah ordered to be burned
and ground to powder in the valley of Kidron, and the dust to
be thrown upon the graves of the common people.
P*JJ?, from

'Kfi

PI", to make fine, to crush, refers to the metal covering of the
image (see at Ex. xxxii 10). Asa had already had an idol
burned in the Kidron valley (1 Kings xv. 13), and Hezekiah
had ordered the idolatrous abominations to be taken out of the
city and carried thither (2 Chron xxix. 16) ; so that the valley
had already been defiled. There was a burial-place there for
D]|n ya, ie. the common people (cf. Jer. xxvi 23), who had no
graves of their own, just as at the present day the burial-ground
1

In any case the derivation from *UD3, to be black (Ges. Thes. p. 693), and
by Fiirst from vi occultandi magicasque, h. e. arcana* et

the explanation given

reconducts arte* exercendi,
i.

diss. 12, are
1 According

and others given

in Iken's Dissertalt. theoL pktioL

quite untenable.

to A. Weber, Die vedischtn Nachrichten von den naxatra, in

the Abhandlungen der BerL Acad. d. Wiss. 1860 and 1861.

Compare, on the

other hand, Steinschneider, Heir. Bibliographic, 1861, No. 22, pp.
his article in the Deuttch. morgld. Zeitschrift, 1864, p. 118 sqq.
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of the Jews there lies to the north of Kefr Silwdn.
Josiah
ordered the ashes to be cast upon these graves, probably in
order to defile them as the graves of idolaters.
D'ttn^n,

—

Ver. 7. 'n?

the houses (places of abode) of the paramours (for

Ovnpn

see at 1 Kings xiv. 24), were probably only tents or
which were erected in the court of the temple for the
paramours to dwell in, and in which there were also women
who wove tent-temples (D'M) for Asherah (see at ch. xvii. 30).1
Ver. 8. All the (Levitical) priests he sent for from the cities
of Judah to Jerusalem, and denied the altars of the high places,
upon which they had offered incense, from Geba to Beersheba, i.e.
throughout the whole kingdom. Geba, the present Jeba, about three
hours to the north of Jerusalem (see at Josh xviii 24), was the
northern frontier of the kingdom of Judah, and Beersheba (Birseba : see the Comm. on Gen xxi. 31) the southern frontier of
Canaan. It is evident from ver. 9 that DOnS are Levitical priests.

huts,

—

He

ordered them to come to Jerusalem, that they might not

carry on illegal worship any longer in the cities of Judah.

He

then commanded that the unlawful high places should be denied
throughout the whole land, for the purpose of suppressing this
worship altogether.
He also destroyed ""the altars of the high
places at the gates, (both that) which was at the entrance of the
gate of Joshua the governor of the city, (and also that) which
was at the left of every one (entering) by the city gate." The
two clauses beginning with "itw contain a more precise description of Q'ly?'- niea.
The gate of Joshua the governor of the
city is not mentioned anywhere else, but it was probably near
to his home, i.e. near the citadel of the city ; but whether it
was the future gate of Gennath, as Thenius supposes, or some
This also applies to the
other, it is impossible to determine.
opinion that Tpn ^¥?> is the valley gate or Joppa gate (Thenius)
as being the gate of greatest traffic ; for the traffic through the
northern or Ephraim gate was certainly not
B^K, at the left of every one,
1

se.

going into the

less.

city.

t>iKDip~?p

—

Ver.

On this

p. 686)

:

tiros esse

9.

worship Movers has the following among other remarks (Phoii.
" The mutilated Gallus (BHp) fancies that he is a woman : negant
.

.

.

mulierts se volunt credi (Finnic.).

He

lives in close

i.

se

intimacy

with the women, and they again are drawn towards the Galli by peculiar
affection."
He also expresses a conjecture " that the women of Jerusalem
gave themselves up in honour of the goddess in the tents of the Galli which
were pitched in the temple circle, on which account the 3^3 *W1D went to
the temple treasury."
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"

Only the

priests of the high places did not sacrifice,

....

but ate unleavened bread in the midst of their brethren." The
l|K is connected with ver. 8 : Josiah did not allow the priests,
whom he had brought out of the cities of Judah to Jerusalem,
to offer sacrifice

perform the

them

upon the

altar of

sacrificial service of

" to eat that

Jehovah in the temple, i& to
the law, though he did allow

which was unleavened,"

ie. to eat

of the

intended for the priests (Lev. vL 9, 10 and
were
not allowed to consume this at a holy
22); only they
place, but simply in the midst of their brethren, it at home in
sacred altar-gifts

They were thus placed on a par with priests who
the family.
were rendered incapable of service on account of a bodily defect
Ver. 10. He also defiled the place of sacri(Lev. xxi. 17-22).
fice in the valley of Benhinnom, for the purpose of exterminatMoloch's place of sacrifice is called
ing the worship of Moloch.
nsfon, as an object of abhorrence, or one to be spat at (nah:
Job xvii 6), from tpn, to spit, or spit out (c£ Boediger in Gea,
1
thes. p. 1497, where the other explanations are exploded).
On
Bne
or
JBen-Hinnom,
south
side
Mount
Zion,
the valley
at the
of

—

see at

Josh

xv.

8.—Ver.

11.

He

dedicated to the sun, and burned

As

the horses were only cleared

chariots were burned,

Dm

we

cleared

up the
away

away

the horses

chariots of the sun.

(13^5), whereas the
have not to think of images of horses

which were
kept for the worship of the sun.
Horses
were regarded as sacred to the sun by many nations, viz. the
(Selden, de

given to the sun,

Syr. ii 8), but of living horses,
ie.

Armenians, Persians, Massageto, Ethiopians, and Greeks, and
were sacrificed to it (for proofs Bee Bochart, Hieroz. i. lib. ii
c 10) ; and there is no doubt that the Israelites received this
worship first of all from Upper Asia, along with the actual sun"
worship, possibly through the Assyrians. " The kings of Judah
are Ahaz, Manasseh, and Amon.
These horses were hardly
kept to be offered to the sun in sacrifice (Bochart and others),
but, as we must infer from the " chariots of the sun," were used
for processions in connection with the worship of the sun, probably, according to the
1

Jerome (oa

Jer. vii.

unanimous opinion of the Babbins,

31) says : Thophkt, qum

ttt in watte

to

jWiomm £*>*,

amount atqm memorosus, hodieque hortorum prxbet delieiat.
From the name GMmxom the
Rabbins formed the name r»«jr»«, Gtktnno (Matt v. 32, 29, etc), with special
reference to the children burnt here to Moloch, to signify hell and hell-fin.
ilium locum tignifieat, qui SiloS fontibus irrigator tt ttt
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The

'
definition M

the coming into the house of Jehovah,"
into the temple,

is

dependent upon

i.e.

W3

tfciD,

" from

near the entrance

WO, "they had

given (placed)

the horses of the sun near the temple entrance," ns^o-ps, « in
<>£ does not mean at the cell, i.e.
the cell of Nethanmelech."
in the stable by the cell (Thenius), because the ellipsis is too

and the cells built in the court of the temple were intended not merely as dwelling-places for the priests and persons
engaged in the service, but also as a depot for the provisions
and vessels belonging to the temple (Neb., x. 38 sqq. ; 1 Chron.
One of these depots was arranged and used as a stable
ix. 26).
for the sacred horses.
This cell, which derived its name from
Nethanmelech, a chamberlain (D^D), of whom nothing further
is known, possibly the builder or founder of it, was O^p.B?, in
BVT}' B, the plural of ">}"», is no doubt identical
the FKarvars.
"lats
with
in 1 Chron xxvi. 18.
This was the name given to a
harsh,

|

building at the western or hinder side of the outer temple-court

by the gate Shalleket at the ascending road, i.e. the road which
up from the city standing in the west into the court of the
temple (1 Chron xxvi. 16 and 18).
The meaning of the word
"WD is uncertain Gesenius (thes. p. 1 1 23) explains it by porticus,

led

after the Persian A.

;,

summer-house, an open kiosk.

Bbttcher

on the other hand, supposes it to be " a separate
spot resembling a suburb," because in the Talmud pna signifies
suburbia, loca urbi vicinia.
Ver. 12. The altars built upon the
roof of the aliyah of Ahaz were dedicated to the host of heaven
(Zeph. i. 5 ; Jer. xix. 13, xxxii. 29), and certainly built by Ahaz
and inasmuch as Hezekiah had undoubtedly removed them when
he reformed the worship, they had been restored by Manasseh
and Amon, so that by " the kings of Judah " we are to under(Proben, p. 347),

—

stand these three kings as in ver. 11.

We are unable

to deter-

mine where the f$i{, the upper chamber, of Ahaz really was.
But since the things spoken of both before and afterwards are
the objects of idolatry found in the temple, this aliyah was probably also an upper room of one of the buildings in the court of
the temple (Thenius), possibly at the gate, which Ahaz had built
when he removed the outer entrance of the king into the temple
(ch. xvi 18), since, according to Jer. xxxv. 4, the buildings at
The altars built by Manasseh in
the gate had upper stories.
the two courts of the temple (see ch. xxi 5) Joaiah destroyed,
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DBto fJJ}f " and crushed them to powder from thence," and cast
)*»', not from JD, to run, but
their dust into the Kidron valley.

from

YYl, to

by Thenius

pound or crush to pieces. The alteration proposed
fw, he caused to run and threw he had them

removed with
because

=

into

all speed, is

impossible to see

it is

away

hurried the clearing
JTJ, to
yru, to

pound

or grind

why

Josiah should merely have

of the dust of these altars, whereas

to powder,

was not superfluous after
was to be

destroy, but really necessary, if the dust

thrown into the Kidron.
in ver.

not only arbitrary, but unsuitable,

—

6.

Vers.

P £ is

13, 14.

T

The

substantially equivalent to

P^J?

places of sacrifice built by

Solomon upon the southern height of the Mount of Olives (see
at 1 Kings xL 7) Josiah defiled, reducing to ruins the monuments, cutting down the Asherah idols, and filling their places
with human bones, which polluted a place, according to Num.
xix. 16.
Ver. 14 gives a more precise definition of KB? in ver.
13 in the form of a simple addition (with Vav cop.), rwwtopn,
mountain of destruction (not unctionis=nii&&i, Rashi and Cler.),
the southern peak of the Mount of Olives, called in the tradition of the Church mons offensionis or scandali (see at 1 Kings
xi. 7).
For rtaxo and an$x see at 1 Kings xiv. 23. B^P?
are the places where the Mazzeboth and Asherim stood by the
altars that were dedicated to Baal and Astarte, so that by defiling them the altar-places were also defiled.
Vers. 15-20. Extermination of idolatry in Bethel and the
is

cities

sible,

—

In order to suppress idolatry as far as posof Samaria.
Josiah did not rest satisfied with the extermination of it in

own kingdom Judah, but also destroyed the temples of the
high places and altars and idols in the land of the former kinghis

dom

of the ten tribes, slew all the priests of the high places

that were there, and burned their bones
destroyed, in order to defile the
is

ground

upon the high places
The warrant for this

not to be found, as Hess supposes, in the fact that Josiah,

vassal of the king of Assyria, had a certain limited power

may have looked upon them
own territority, a power which

as

over

these districts, and

as being in a

certain sense his

the Assyrians

may have allowed him the more readily, because they were sure
of his fidelity in relation to Egypt
For we cannot infer that
Josiah was a vassal of the Assyrians from the imprisonment
and release of Manasseh by the king of Assyria, nor is there any
historical evidence whatever to prove it.
The only reason that
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can have induced Josiah to do this, must have been that after
the dissolution of the kingdom of the ten tribes he regarded
himself as the king of the whole of the covenant-nation, and
availed himself of the approaching or existing dissolution of the

Assyian empire to secure the friendship of the Israelites who
were left behind in the kingdom of the ten tribes, to reconcile
them to his government, and to win them over to his attempt
and there is no necessity whatever to assume, as
to reform
Thenius does, that he asked permission to do so of the newly
For against this assumption may be
arisen ruler Nabopolassar.
adduced not only the improbability that Nabopolassar would
give him any such permission, but still more the circumstance
that at a still earlier period, even before Nabopolassar became
king of Babylon, Josiah had had taxes collected of the inhabitants of the kingdom of Israel for the repairing of the temple
(2 Chron. xxxiv. 9), from which we may see that the Israelites
who were left behind in the land were favourably disposed towards his reforms, and were inclined to attach themselves in
religious matters to Judah (just as, indeed, even the Samaritans
were willing after the captivity to take part in the building of
the temple, Ezra iv. 2 sqq.), which the Assyrians at that time
Ver. 1 5. " Also the
were no longer in a condition to prevent.
altar at Bethel, the high place which Jeroboam had made
It is grammatithis altar also and the high place he destroyed."
cally impossible to take roan as an accusative of place (Thenius)
it is in apposition to najen, serving to define it more precisely
the altar at Bethel, namely the high place ; for which we have
By the appositional
afterwards the altar and the high place.
.loan the altar at Bethel is described as an illegal place of wor" He burned the noa," %.e. the buildings of this sanctuary,
ship.
ground to powder everything that was made of stone or metal,
This is implied in what
i.e. both the altar and the idol there.
follows : " and burned Asherah," i.e. a wooden idol of Astarte
found there, according to which there would no doubt be also
an idol of Baal, a naxo of stone. The golden calf, which had
formerly been set up at Bethel, may, as Hos. x. 5, 6 seems to
imply, have been removed by the Assyrians, and, after the
settlement of heathen colonists in the land, have been supplanted
by idols of Baal and Astarte (cf. ch. xvii 29). Vers. 16 sqq.
In order to desecrate this idolatrous site for all time, Josiah had
human bones taken out of the graves that were to be found upon
;

—

—
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upon the altar, whereby the prophecy
by the prophet who came out
of Judah concerning this idolatrous place of worship was fulfilled;
but he spared the tomb of that prophet himself (cf. 1 Kings Tiii
26—32). The mountain upon which Josiah saw the graves was
a mountain at Bethel, which was visible from the bamah destroyed.
?% a sepulchral monument, probably a stone erected
upon the grave. *&WZ " so they rescued (from burning) his
bones (the bones of the prophet who had come from Judah), together with tiie bones of the prophet who had come from
Samaria," i.e. of the old prophet who sprang from the kingdom of
tta
the ten tribes and had come to Bethel (1 Kings Tiii. 11).
piOPD in antithesis to irwro N3 denotes simply descent from the
the mountain, and burned

uttered in the reign of Jeroboam

,

'•

—

land of Samaria.1

Vers. 19, 20. All the houses of the high

places that were in the (other) cities of Samaria Josiah also

destroyed in the same

way

as that at Bethel, and offered

up the

upon the altars, ie. slew them upon
the altars on which they had offered sacrifice, and burned men's
bones upon them (the altars) to defile them. The severity of
priests of the high places

the procedure towards these priests of the high places, as contrasted with the

manner in which the

priests of the high places

in Judah were treated (vers. 8 and 9), may be explained partly
from the fact that the Israelitish priests of the high places were

not Levitical

priests,

but chiefly from the fact that they were

really idolatrous priests.

21-23. The passover is very briefly noticed in our
and is described as such an one as had not taken place
since the days of the judges.
Ver. 21 simply mentions the
appointment of this festival on the part of the king, and the
Vers.

account,

execution of the king's

command

has to be supplied.

Ver.

contains a remark concerning the character of the passover.

22
In

2 Chron. xxxv. 1—19 we have a very elaborate description of
it.
What distinguished this passover above every other was,
(1) that " all the nation," not merely Judah and Benjamin, but
1
Vera. 1 6-18 are neither an interpolation of the editor, i.e. of the author of
our books of Kings (Staehelin), nor an interpolation from a supplement to
the account in 1 King* xiii. 1-82 (Thenius). The correspondence between
the D31 in ver. 15 and the Ml in ver. 18 does not require this assumption ; and
the pretended discrepancy, that after Josiah had already reduced the altar to
ruins (ver. 15) he could not possibly defile it by burning human bones upon
it (rer. 16), is removed by the very natural solution, that rottsn in ver. 16

does not mean the altar itself, but the site of the altar that had been destroyed.
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tribes,

took part in

it, or,

as it is

expressed in 2 Chron. xxxv. 18, "all Judah and Israel;" (2)
that it was kept in strict accordance with the precepts of the
Mosaic book of the law, whereas in the passover instituted by

Hezekiah there were necessarily many points of deviation from
the precepts of the law, more especially in the fact that the feast

had to be transferred from the

first

month, which was the legal

had not yet purinumbers and the people had not
yet gathered together at Jerusalem, and also that even then a
number of the people had inevitably been allowed to eat the
passover without the previous purification required by the law
time, to the second month, because the priests

fied themselves in sufficient

(2 Chron. xxx. 2, 3, 17-20). This is implied in the words, " for
there was not holden such a passover since the days of the

judges and

all

the kings of Israel and Judah."

That this remark

does not preclude the holding of earlier passovers, as Thenius
follows De Wette in supposing, without taking any notice of the

was correctly maintained by the earlier
Thus Clericus observes " I should have supposed that what the sacred writer meant to say was, that during
the times of the kings no passover had ever been kept so strictly
refutations of this opinion,

commentators.

:

Before this, even
by every one, according to ail the Mosaic laws.
under the pious kings, they seem to have followed custom rather
than the very words of the law ; and since this was the case,
many things were necessarily changed and neglected." Instead
of " since the days of the judges who judged Israel," we find
in 2 Chron. xxxv. 18, " since the days of Samuel the prophet,"
who is well known to have closed the period of the judges.

—

Vers. 24—30. Conclusion of Josiah' s reign.
Ver. 24. As Josiah
had the passover kept in perfect accordance with the precepts
of the law, so did he also exterminate the necromancers, the
teraphim and all the abominations of idolatry, throughout all
Judah and Jerusalem, to set up the words of the law in the
book of the law that had been found, ie. to carry them out and
bring them into force.
For niakn and twjwi see at ch. xxi. 6.
bvvi, penates, domestic gods, which were worshipped as the
authors of earthly prosperity and as oracular deities (see at Gen.
xxxi. 19). tity* and D^tf, connected together, as in Dent xxix.
16, as a contemptuous description of idols in general
In ver.

—

25 the account

of the efforts

made by Josiah

to restore the true

worship of Jehovah closes with a general verdict concerning his
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true piety.

See the remarks on this point at ch. xviii 5.
He
all his heart, etc. : there is en evident

turned to Jehovah with
allusion here to

Deut

vi. 5.

Compare with

this the sentence

of the prophet Jeremiah concerning his reign (Jer. xxii. 15, 16).

—

Ver. 26. Nevertheless the Lord turned not from the great

His wrath, wherewith He had burned against
Judah on account of all the provocations " with which MaWith this sentence, in which ^K
nasseh had provoked Him."
ax? to forms an unmistakeable word-play upon '** >K 3B* "lips, the
historian introduces the account not merely of the end of
Josiah's reign, but also of the destruction of the kingdom of
Manasseh is mentioned here and at ch. xadv. 3 and
Judah.
Jer. xv. 4 as the person who, by his idolatry and his unrighteousness, with which he provoked God to anger, had brought
upon Judah and Jerusalem the unavoidable judgment of rejection.
It is true that Josiah had exterminated outward and gross
idolatry throughout the land by his sincere conversion to the
Lord, and by his zeal for the restoration of the lawful worship
of Jehovah, and had persuaded the people to enter into covenant
with its God once more but a thorough conversion of the people
For, as Clericus
to the Lord he had not been able to effect.
has correctly observed, " although the king was most religious,
and the people obeyed him through fear, yet for all that the
mind of the people was not changed, as is evident enough from
the reproaches of Jeremiah, Zephaniah, and other prophets, who
prophesied about that time and a little after."
With regard to
fierceness of

;

compare especially the first ten chapters of Jeremiah,
which contain a rtsumU of his labours in the reign of Josiah, and
bear witness to the deep inward apostasy of the people from the
Lord, not only before and during Josiah's reform of worship, but
this point

As

also afterwards.

the

Holy One of

Israel, therefore,

God

could not forgive any more, but was obliged to bring upon the
people and kingdom, after the death of Josiah, the judgment

—

already foretold to Manasseh himself (ch xxi

12 sqq.). Ver.
The Lord said I will also put away Judah (in the same
manner as Israel cf. ch. xvii. 20, 23) from my face, eta *HMfa
expresses the divine decree, which was announced to the people
by the prophets, especially Jeremiah and Zephaniah. Vers. 29
and 30 compare 2 Chron. xxxv. 20-24 The predicted catastrophe was brought to pass by the expedition of Necho the king
" In his days (i.e. towards the end
of Egypt against Assyria.
27.

:

:

—

:
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of Josiab's reign) Pharaoh Necho the king of

Egypt went up

against the king of Asshur to the river Euphrates."

Necho (nbi
2 Chron. xxxv. 20, Jer. xlvi 2 ; called Nexacb by Josephus, Manetho in Jul Afric, and Euseb., after the LXX. and
Ne*«S? by Herod, ii 158, 159, iv. 42, and Diod. Sic. i. 33
according to Brugsch, hist. cPEg. i p. 252, tfekaou) was, accordor

taJ,

;

;

ing to Man., the sixth king of the twenty-sixth (Saitic) dynasty,
the second Pharaoh of that name, the son of Psammetichus

and grandson of Necho I. and, according
celebrated for a canal which he proposed
;

to connect the Nile with the

Eed

to Herodotus,

I.

he was

to have cut in order

Sea, as well as for the circum-

navigation of Africa (compare Brugsch,

I.e.,

according to

whom

he reigned from 611 to 595 B.C.).
Whether "the king of
Asshur" against whom Necho marched was the last ruler of the
Assyrian empire, Asardanjpal (Sardanapal), Saracus according to
the monuments (see Brandis, Ueber den Oewinn, p. 55 ; M. v.
Niebuhr, Gesch. Assurs, pp. 110 sqq. and 192), or the existing

which had already fallen, Nabowho put an end to the Assyrian
monarchy in alliance with the Medes by the conquest and
destruction of Nineveh, and founded the Chaldsean or Babyruler of the Assyrian empire

polassar the king of Babylon,

lonian empire, it

is

impossible to determine, because the year in

which Nineveh was taken cannot be exactly decided, and all that
is certain is that Nineveh had fallen before the battle of CarCompare M. v. Niebuhr, Gesch.
chemish in the year 606 B.C.
King Josiah went against
Assurs, pp. 109 sqq. and 203, 204.
the Egyptian, and " he (Necho) slew him at Megiddo when he
saw him," i.e. caught sight of him. This extremely brief notice

—

of the death of Josiah

is

Necho sent ambassadors

explained thus in the Chronicles
to Josiah,

that

:

when he was taking the

field

against him, with an appeal that he would not fight against him,

because his only intention was to

make war upon Asshur, but

that Josiah did not allow himself to be diverted from his purpose,

and fought a

battle

with Necho in the valley of Megiddo,

in which he was mortally

wounded by the

archers.

What

in-

duced Josiah to oppose with force of arms the advance of the
Egyptian to the Euphrates, notwithstanding the assurance of
Necho that he had no wish to fight against Judah, is neither
to be sought for in the fact that Josiah was dependent upon
Babylon, which is at variance with history, nor in the fact that
the kingdom of Judah had taken possession of all the territory of
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the ancient inheritance of Israel, and Josiah was endeavouring
to restore all the ancient glory of the house of

surrounding nations (Ewald, Gesch.

David over the

707), but solely in
Josiah's conviction that Judah could not remain neutral in the
iii

p.

war which had broken out between Egypt and Babylon, and in
the hope that by attacking Necho, and frustrating his expedition
to the Euphrates, he might be able to avert great distress

from

own land and kingdom.1

his

This battle
calls
dol,

is also

the place where

mentioned by Herodotus (ii 159) ; but he
it was fought MwySoXov, ie. neither Mig-

which was twelve Soman miles

to the south of

Pelusium

(Forbiger, Hdb. d. alten Geogr. ii p. 695), nor (he perfectly

apocryphal Magdala or Migdal Zebaiah mentioned by the Tal-

mudists (Reland, Pal p. 898, 899), as Movers supposes.
We
might rather think with Ewald (Gesch. iii p. 708) of the present

a northern source of the
Kishon, and regard this as the place where the Egyptian camp
Mejdel, to the south-east of Acca, at

was pitched, whereas

Israel stood to the east of

it,

at the

Rummane, at Hadad-Rimmon in the valley of
Megiddo, as Ewald assumes (Gesch. iii p. 708).
But even this
combination is overthrown by the fact that Rummane, which
place

still

lies to

called

el Mejdel at the distance of a mile and threeon the southern edge of the plain of Buttauf,

the east of

quarters (geogr.),

cannot possibly be the Hadad-Rimmon mentioned in Zech. xii
11, where king Josiah died after he had been wounded in the
battle.

For since Megiddo

is identical

with the

Boman

Legio,

the present Lejim, as Robinson has proved (see at Josh, xii 21),
and as is generally admitted even by C. v. Baumer {Pal. p. 447,
note, ed. 4),

Hadad-Rimmon must be

RUmmuni (Rvmmane), which

the same as the village of

is three-quarters

of an hour to the

Niebuhr (Gesch. Ass. p. 864) also calls Josiah's enterprise " a perNineveh was falling (if not already fallen), and the
Syrian princes, both those who had remained independent, like Josiah, and
also the vassals of Asshur, might hope that, after the fall of Nineveh, they
would succeed in releasing Syria from every foreign yoke. How wellfounded this hope was, is evident from the strenuous exertions which Nabukudrussur was afterwards obliged to make, in order to effect the complete
1

M.

v.

fectly correct policy.

subjugation of Syria.
It was therefore necessary to hinder at any price the
settlement of the Egyptians now. Even though Necho assured Josiah that

he was not marching

against him (2 Chron. xxxv. 21), Josiah knew that
once the Egyptians were lords of Ccele-Syria, his independence would be
gone."
if
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south of Lejun, where the Scottish missionaries in the year 1839
found many ancient wells and other traces of Israelitdsh times
(V*. de Velde, E. i p. 267; Memoir, pp. 333, 334).
But this Rummane is four geographical miles distant from d Mejdel, and Megiddo three and a half, so that the battle fought at Megiddo
cannot take its name from el Mejdel, which is more than three
miles off. The Magdolon of Herodotus can only arise from some
confusion between it and Megiddo, which was a very easy thing
with the Greek pronunciation MwyeS&w, without there being any
necessity to assume that Herodotus was thinking of the Egyptian
Migdol, which is called Magdolo in the Itin. Ant. p. 171 (cf.
Brugsch, Oeogr. Inschriften cUttigypt. Denkmaler, i pp. 261, 262).
If, then, Josiah went to Megiddo in the plain of Esdrelom to
meet the king of Egypt, and fell in with him there, there can
be no doubt that Necho came by sea to Palestine and landed
1
at Acco, as des Vignoles (Chronol. ii. p. 427) assumed.
For
if the Egyptian army had marched by land through the plain
of Philistia, Josiah would certainly have gone thither to meet
it, and not have allowed it to advance into the plain of Megiddo
without fighting a battle.
Ver. 30. The brief statement, " his
servants carried him dead from Megiddo and brought him to
Jerusalem," is given with more minuteness in the Chronicles
his servants took him, the severely wounded king, by his own

—

:

1

This

ships

:

is

favoured by the account in Herodotus

rfiiifut at

«<

M

rii fiopntu tctTi&mti .

.

.

(ii. 159), that Necho built
ml ii It t$> ApafHp x&irp
'

mare mittendas. Bahr)—xai ramf/ei rt
i%pan i» rp Horn' teal tupoitii x«f« i N««5f <rv/if}*ha» i» TActyliht? ivlxmt ;
from which we may infer that Necho carried his troops by sea to Palestine,
and then fought the battle on the land M. v. Niebuhr (Gesch. p. 365) also
finds it very improbable that Necho used his fleet in this wax ; but he does
not think it very credible " that be embarked his whole army, instead of
marching them by the land route so often taken by the Egyptian army, the
key of which, viz. the land of the Philistines, was at least partially subject
to him," because the o^xeiiis (ships of burden) required for the transport of
a large army were hardly to be obtained in sufficient numbers in Egypt. But
this difficulty, which rests upon mere conjecture, is neutralized by the fact,
which M. Duncker (Gesch. i. p. 618) also adduces in support of the voyage
by sea, namely, that the decisive battle with the Jews was fought to the
north-west of Jerusalem, and when the Jews were defeated, the way to
Jerusalem stood open for their retreat. Movers (PhSniz. ii. 1, p. 420), who
also imagines that Necho advanced with a large land-army towards the
frontier of Palestine, has therefore transferred the battle to Magdolo on the
Egyptian frontier but he does this by means of the most arbitrary interpre(triremes in teptentrionale et austraU

;

tation of the account given

by Herodotus.
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command, from his chariot to his second chariot, and drove him
Where he died
to Jerusalem, and he died and was buried, etc.
the Chronicles do not affirm ; the occurrence of nen after the
words " they brought him to Jerusalem," does not prove that
he did not die till he reached Jerusalem. If we compare Zech.
xii. 11, where the prophet draws a parallel between the lamentation at the death of the Messiah and the lamentation of Hadad-

Rimmon

in the valley of Megiddo, as the deepest lamentation

of the people in the olden time, with the account given in
2 Chron. xxxv. 25 of the lamentation of the whole nation at the

death of Josiah, there can hardly be any doubt that Josiah died
on the way to Jerusalem at Hadad-Rimmon, the present Sum-

mane, to the south of Lejun (see above), and was taken to Jerusalem dead.
He was followed on the throne by his younger
son Jehoahaz, whom the people (H?? D?> as in ch. xxi. 24)

—

anointed king, passing over the elder, Eliakim, probably because

they regarded him as the more able man.

chap. xxin. 8i-xxrv. n. eeigns of the kings jehoahaz,

JEHOIAKIM, AND JEHOIACHIN.
Vers.

—

31-35. Reign of Jehoahaz

(cf.

2 Chron. xxxvi. 1-4).

Jehoahaz, called significantly by Jeremiah (xxii. 1 1) Shallum,
i.e. " to whom it is requited," reigned only three months, and did
evil in the eyes of the

Lord as

people (or the popular party),

all his fathers

who had

had done.

preferred

him

The
to his

upon him, as we
may judge from Jer. xxii 10-12, and seem to have expected that
his strength and energy would serve to avert the danger which
threatened the kingdom on the part of Necho.
Ezekiel (ch xix.
3) compares him to a young lion which learned to catch the
prey and devoured men, but, as soon as the nations heard of
him, was taken in their pit and led by nose-rings to Egypt, and

elder brother, had apparently set great hopes

thus attributes to him the character of a tyrant disposed to acts
of violence

;

and Josephus accordingly (Ant.

—

x. 5, 2)

describes

him as atre/S^s teal fjuapbs rov rpovov. Ver. 33. " Pharaoh
Necho put him in fetters (irnpsw) at Riblah in the land of
Hamath, when he had become king at Jerusalem." In 2 Chron.
xxxvi. 3 we have, instead of this, " the king of Egypt deposed
him (Vr?D ) at Jerusalem." The Masoretes have substituted as
Keri spot?, '* away from being king," or " that he might be no
,

1
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longer king," in the place of vt?3, and Thenius and Bertheau
prefer the former, because the

LXX. have

tov

fir) /3a<ri\evew not
but they ought not
to have appealed to the Chronicles, inasmuch as the T.YY have
not rendered the Hebrew text there, but have simply repeated

in our text only, but in the Chronicles also

;

the words from the text of the book of Kings.

The Keri

is

nothing more than an emendation explaining the sense, which

LXX. have

also followed.
The two texts are not contrabut simply complete each other for, as Clericus has
correctly observed, " Jehoahaz would of course be removed from
Jerusalem before he was cast into chains ; and there was nothing
to prevent his being dethroned at Jerusalem before he was taken

the

dictory,

to Riblah."

:

We

are not told in

what way Necho succeeded in

getting Jehoahaz into his power, so as to put

The assumption of

him in chains

D. Michaelis and others, that
his elder brother Eliakim, being dissatisfied with the choice of
Jehoahaz as king, had recourse to Necho at Riblah, in the hope
of getting possession of his father's kingdom through his instrumentality, is precluded by the fact that Jehoahaz would certainly
not have been so foolish as to appear before the enemy of his
country at a mere summons from Pharaoh, who was at Riblah,
and allow him to depose him, when he was perfectly safe in
Jerusalem, where the will of the people had raised him to the
throne.
If Necho wanted to interfere with the internal affairs
kingdom
the
of Judah, it would never have done for him to
of
proceed beyond Palestine to Syria after the victory at Megiddo,
without having first deposed Jehoahaz, who had been raised to
at Riblah.

J.

the throne at Jerusalem without any regard to his will.
course of events was therefore prpbably the following

:

The

After the

Necho intended to continue his march to the
Euphrates; but on hearing that Jehoahaz had ascended the throne,
and possibly also in consequence of complaints which Eliakim

victory at Megiddo,

had made to him on that account, he ordered a division of his
army to march against Jerusalem, and while the main army was
marching slowly to Riblah, he had Jerusalem taken, king Jehoahaz dethroned, the land laid under

tribute,

Eliakim appointed

and the deposed Jehoahaz brought to his
headquarters at Riblah, then put into chains and transported to
Egypt ; so that the statement in 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3, " he deposed
him at Jerusalem," is to be taken quite literally, even if Necho
did not come to Jerusalem in proprid persond, but simply effected
king as his

vassal,

21
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Jtiblak has
been preserved in the miserable village of Bible, from ten to
twelve hours to the S.S.W. of Hums (Emesa) by the river el

this through the

Ahsy

of one of his generals.

(Orontes), in a large fruitful plain of the northern portion

which was very well adapted to serve as the
camping ground of Neoho's army as well as of that of Nebuchadnezzar (ch. xxv. 6, 20, 21), not only because it furnished the
most abundant supply of food and fodder, but also on account of
its situation on the great caravan-road from Palestine by Damascus, Emesa, and Hamath to Thapsacus and Garchemish on the
In the
Euphrates (cf. Rob. Bibl. Res. pp. 542-546 and 641).
payment imposed upon the land by Necho, one talent of gold
(c. 25,000 thalers: £3750) does not seem to bear any correct
proportion to 100 talents of silver (c. 250,000 thalers, or
£37,500), and consequently the LXX. have 100 talents of gold,
the Syr. and Arab. 10 talents; and Thenius supposes this to
have been the original reading, and explains the leading in the
text from the dropping out of a * (=10), though without reflecting that as a rule the number 10 would require the plural
Dnaa.
Ver. 34. From the words " Necho made KliaTrim the son
of the Bekaa,

—

—

1 Ewald (Gesch. iii.
p. 720) also observes, that " Necho himself may have
been in Jerusalem at the time for the purpose of installing his vassal :" this,
he says, " is indicated by the brief words in 2 Kings xxiii. 33, 34, and nothing
can be found to say against it in other historical sources ; " though he assumes
that Jehoahaz had allowed himself to be enticed by Necho to go to Riblah into
the Egyptian camp, where he was craftily put into chains, and soon carried off
as a prisoner to Egypt. We should hare a confirmation of the taking of
Jerusalem by Necho in the account given by Herodotus (ii. 169) : /t«rt) ii t*»
(**}Ci» (t.e. after the battle at Megiddo) Kaivri» rfai» tin IvpiiK iavoa* fttym%»» <<X<, if any evidence could be brought to establish the opinion that by
Kmivri: we are to understand Jerusalem. But although what Herodotus says
(iii. 5) concerning Kilurii does not apply to any other city of Palestine so well
as to Jerusalem, the use of the name Kilurti for Jerusalem has not yet been
sufficiently explained, since it cannot come from nBTtp, the holy city, because
the b> of this word does not pass into n in any Semitic dialect, and the explanation recently attempted by Bottcher (iV. ex. Krit. Aehrenlese, ii. pp. 119 sqq.)
from the Aramaean Winn, the renewed city (new-town), is based upon many
very questionable conjectures. At the same time so much is certain, that the
view which Hitzig has revived (de Cadyii urbe Herod. Gott. 1829, p. 11, and
Urgeschichte der Philister, pp. 96 sqq.), and which is now the prevalent one,
viz. that KaZtnii is Gaza, is exposed to some well-founded objections, even
after what Stark {Gaza, pp. 218 sqq.) has adduced in its favour.
The description which Herodotus gives (iii. 6) of the land-road to Egypt : » wi *•«/*nt ftixft oZpu» t£» Kaiwr/Of ro'Tuof, j fari 2vp*> run UtiKmfrrifiu) MAf^wm*

—
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of Josiah king in the place of his father Josiah," it follows that
the king of Egypt did not acknowledge the feign of Jehoahaz,

because he had been installed by the people without his consent
" And changed his name into Jehoiakim."
The alteration of
the name was a sign of dependence.
In ancient times princes
were accustomed to give new names to the persons whom they
took into their service, and masters to give new names to thenslaves (cf. Gen. xli. 45, Ezra v. 14, Dan. i 7, and Havernick
on the last passage). But while these names were generally
borrowed from heathen deities, Eliakim, and at a later period
Mattaniah (xxiv. 1*7), received genuine Israelitish names, Jehoiakim, i.e. " Jehovah will set up," and Zidkiyaku, i.e. " righteousness of Jehovah ;" from which we may infer that Necho and
Nebuchadnezzar did not treat the vassal kings installed by them

—

them to choose the new
and simply confirmed them as a sign of
Eliakim altered his name into Jehoiakim, i.e.

exactly as their slaves, but allowed

names

for themselves,

their supremacy.

El (God) into Jehovah, to set the allusion to the establishment
of the kingdom, which is implied in the name, in a still more
definite relation to Jehovah the covenant God, who had promised
to establish the seed of David (2 Sam. vii. 14), possibly with an
aixo 3< Kccivries, iovon; xi'ktQf (a(

TWl/TDf T«i iffx-opt*

t«

M

sftol ooKfsi) 'SapZiaii

6etKamiK

P&M'

ov 5roAA£ tXaacotos, dr:o
'

'1>I»W0H TtoKi&i i<m Tdv ApetjiloV does

not apply to Gaza, because there were no commercial towns on the sea-coast
between the district of Gasa and the town of Yenysus (the present Khan
Yunai) ; but between the district of Jerusalem and the town of Yenysus there
were the Philistian cities Ashkelon and Gaza, which Herodotus might call
tftiroptct rov 'Apafilov, whereas the comparison made between the size of
Kadytis and that of Sardes points rather to Jerusalem than to Gaza. Still
less can the datum in Jer. xlrii. 1, " before Pharaoh smote Gaza," be adduced

™

in support of Gaza. If we bear in mind that Jeremiah's prophecy (ch. xlvii.)
was not uttered before the fourth year of Jehoiakim's reign, and therefore

that Pharaoh had not smitten Gaza at that time, supposing that this Pharaoh
was really Necho, it cannot have been till after his defeat at Carcbemish that

Necho took Gaza on his return fiome. Ewald, Hitzig, and Graf assume that
was the case but, as M. v. Niebuhr has correctly observed, it has " every
military probability " against it, and even the incredibility that " a rooted
Oriental army in its retreat, which it evidently accomplished in one continuous
march, notwithstanding the fact that on its line of march there were the
strongest positions, on the Orontes, Lebanon, etc., at which it might have
halted, should have taken the city upon its flight." And, lastly, the name
Kaivrif does not answer to the name Gaza, even though the latter was spelt
Oazatu in early Egyptian (Brugsch, Geograph. Inschr. ii. p. 82), since the v

this

;

(y) of the second syllable

still

remains unexplained.
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intentional opposition to the humiliation with which the royal

house of David was threatened by Jeremiah and other prophets.
" But Jehoahaz he had taken (npb, like ng» in ch. xxiv. 1
2),

—
and he came
—In

ver. 35,

—

Egypt and died there "

when, we are not told.
even before the account of Jehoiakim's reign, we

to

have fuller particulars respecting the payment of the tribute
which Necho imposed upon the land (ver. 33), because it was
* The gold and
the condition on which he was appointed king.
silver Jehoiakim gave to Pharaoh ; yet (^R? = but in order to
rjuse it) he valued (T"!$J as in Lev. xxvii. 8) the land, to give

—

the

money

command;

according to Pharaoh's

of every one

according to his valuation, he exacted the silver and gold of the

population of the land, to give-

it

to Pharaoh Necho."

i?M, to

exact tribute, is construed with a double accusative, and B^K
tan»3 placed first for the sake of emphasis, as an explanatory
apposition to p.?" Q Tn*.
7. Eeign of Jehoiakim (cf. 2 Chron.
Jehoiakim reigned eleven years in the spirit of
Jerehis ungodly forefathers (compare ver. 37 with ver. 32).
miah represents him (ch. xxii. 13 sqq.) as a bad prince, who

Ver. 36-ch. xxiv.

xxxvi 5-8).

—

enriched himself

by the unjust oppression

of his people, "

whose
and

eyes and heart were directed upon nothing but upon gain,

upon innocent blood to shed it, and upon oppression and violence
Joseto do them" (compare ch xxiv. 4 and Jer. xxvi. 22, 23).
phus therefore describes him as rr/p <pv<riv aSueos xal xcueovpyoi,
xal (iqre irpb? Beov Sato?, p,^re
5, 2).

The town

of

not mentioned anywhere
identical with
ix.

7r/3o«

avOpanrovs hrieiitfc (Ant. x.

Rumah, from which

Aruma

else,

but

it

his mother sprang, is

has been supposed to be

in the neighbourhood of

Shechem (Judg.

41).

" In his days Nebuchadnezzar, the king
and Jehoiakim became subject to him three
"*M"D33, Nebuchadyears, then he revolted from him again."
nezzar, or TOoraaj, Nebuchadrezzar (Jer. xxi 2, 7, xxii. 25, etc),

Ch. xxiv. ver.

of Babel,

came up

1.
;

Naj3oiq(p8ov6<Top (LXX.), NafiovxpSovoaopos (Beros. in Jos.

c.

Ap. i 20, 21), NafioicoSpoaopos (Strabo, xv. 1, 6), upon the
Persian arrow-headed inscriptions at Bisutun Nabhukudracara
(according to Oppert, composed of the name of God, Nabhu
(Nebo), the Arabic kadr, power, and zar or sar, prince), and in
still other forms (for the different forms of the name see M. v.
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Niebuhr's Geseh. pp. 41, 42).
He was the son of Nabopolassar,
the founder of the Chaldaean monarchy, and reigned, according
to Berosus (Jos.

l.c),

Alex. Polyh. (Eusebii Chron. arm.

i.

pp. 44,

45), and the Canon of PtoL, forty-three years, from 605 to
b.c.
With regard to his first campaign against Jerusalem,

562
it is

6, that " against

him (Jehoiakim)
came up Nebuchadnezzar, and bound him with brass chains, to
carry him (to^n£) to Babylon ;" and in Dan. i. 1, 2, that " in
the year three of the reign of Jehoiakim, Nebuchadnezzar came
against Jerusalem and besieged it and the Lord gave Jehoiakim,
stated in 2 Chron. xxxvi.

;

the king of Judah, into his hand, and a portion of the holy
vessels, and he brought them (the vessels) into the land of
Shinar, into the house of his god," etc.

admits that

all three

expedition against Jehoiakim and the

by

Bertheau (on Chr.)

passages relate to Nebuchadnezzar's

first

taking of Jerusalem
the king of Babylon, and rejects the alteration of ta'pfal?, " to
first

him to Babylon" (Chi*.), into iir^yayev ainov (LXX.), for
which Thenius decides in his prejudice in favour of the LXX.

lead

He

has also correctly observed, that the chronicler intentionally
\ because he did not intend to speak

selected the infinitive with

of the actual transportation of Jehoiakim to Babylon

The

text, "

Jehoiakim became servant (*>3£) to him," i.e.
subject to him, simply affirm that he became tributary, not that
he was led away. And in the book of Daniel also there is
nothing about, the leading away of Jehoiakim to Babylon.

words of our

Whilst, therefore, the three accounts agree in the main with one
another, and supply one another's deficiencies, so that

we

learn

that Jehoiakim was taken prisoner at the capture of Jerusalem
and put in chains to be led away, but that, inasmuch as he submitted to Nebuchadnezzar and vowed fidehty, he was not taken

away, but
lon

;

left

upon the throne

as vassal of the king of

Baby-

the statement in the book of Daniel concerning the time

when this event occurred, which is neither contained in our
account nor in the Chronicles, presents a difficulty when compared with Jer. xxv. and xlvi. 2, and different attempts, some
of them very constrained, have been made to remove it. According to Jer. xlvi. 2, Nebuchadnezzar smote Necho the king of
Egypt

at Carchemish, on the Euphrates, in the fourth year of

This year is not only called the first year of Nebuchadnezzar in Jer. xxv. 1, but is represented by the prophet as
the turning-point of the kingdom of Judah by the announce-

Jehoiakim.
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ment that the Lord would bring His servant Nebuchadnezzar
upon Judah and its inhabitants, and also upon all the nations
dwelling round about, that he would devastate Judah, and that
these nations would serve the king of Babylon seventy years
(Jer. xxv. 9-11).
Consequently not only the defeat of Necho
at Carchemish, but also the coming of Nebuchadnezzar to Judah,
fell in the fourth year of Jehoiakhn, and not in the third
To
remove this discrepancy, some have proposed that the time mentioned, " in the fourth year of Jehoiakim" (Jer. xlvi 2), should

be understood as relating, not to the year of the battle at Carchemish, but to the time of the prophecy of Jeremiah against
Egypt contained in ch. xlvi., and that Jer. xxv. should also be
explained as follows, that in this chapter the prophet

is

not an-

by Nebuchadnezzar, but
is proclaiming a year after this the destruction of Jerusalem and
the devastation of the whole land, or a total judgment upon
nouncing the

first

capture of Jerusalem

Jerusalem and the rest of the nations mentioned there (M. v.
Nieb. Quack, pp. 86, 87, 371). But this explanation is founded
upon the erroneous assumption, that Jer. xlvi. 3-12 does not
contain a prediction of the catastrophe awaiting Egypt, but a

what has already taken place there and it is only
manner that it can be brought into harmony
with the contents of Jer. xxv. 1 We must rather take " the year
picture of

;

in a very forced

three of the reign of Jehoiakim" (Dan.

i.

terminus a quo of Nebuchadnezzar's coming,
the statement thus

:

1)

as the extreme

i.e.

must understand

that in the year referred to Nebuchadnezzar

commenced the expedition against Judah, and smote Necho at
Carchemish at the commencement of the fourth year of Jehoiakim (Jer. xlvi. 2), and then, following up this victory, took
Jerusalem in the same year, and made Jehoiakim tributary, and
at the same time carried off to Babylon a portion of the sacred
vessels, and some young men of royal blood as hostages, one of
whom was Daniel (2 Chron. xxxvi. 7 Dan. i 2 sqq.). The fast
mentioned in Jer. xxxvi. 9, which took place in the fifth year
;

1 Still

less tenable is

the view of Hofmann, renewed

by

Ziindel (Krii.

B. Daniel, p. 25), that Nebachadnenar
conquered Jerusalem in the third year of Jehoiakim, and that it was not till
the following, or fourth year, that he defeated the Egyptian army at Carchemish, because so long as Pharaoh Necho stood with his army by or in
Carchemish, on the Euphrates, Nebuchadnezzar could not possibly attempt to
Unterss.

pass

it

iih.

d. Abfassungszeit des

so as to effect a inarch upon Jerusalem.
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of Jehoiakim, cannot be adduced in disproof of this

;

for extra-

ordinary fast-days were not only appointed for the purpose of
averting great threatening dangers, but also after severe calamities which had fallen upon the land or people, to expiate His

wrath by humiliation before God, and to invoke the divine compassion to remove the judgment that had fallen upon them. The
objection, that the godless king would hardly have thought of
renewing the remembrance of a divine judgment by a day of
repentance and prayer, but would rather have desired to avoid
everything that could

make

the people despair,

ground, with the erroneous assumption upon which

to the

falls
it is

founded,

by the fast-day Jehoiakim simply intended to renew the
remembrance of the judgment which had burst upon Jerusalem,
whereas he rather desired by outward humiliation before God
to secure the help of God to enable him to throw off the Ghaldsean yoke, and arouse in the people a religious enthusiasm for
that

war against

their oppressors.

—

Further information concerning

this first expedition of Nebuchadnezzar is supplied

of Berosus, which Josephus (Ant. x. 11, and

by the account

Ap. i 19) has
preserved from the third book of his Chaldsean history, namely,
that

when Nabopolassar

e.

received intelligence of the revolt of

whom

he had placed over Egypt, Code-Syria, and
Phoenicia, because he was no longer able on account of age to
bear the hardships of war, he placed a portion of his army in
the hands of his youthful son Nebuchadnezzar and sent him
against the satrap. Nebuchadnezzar defeated him in battle, and
established his power over that country again.
In the meantime Nabopolassar fell sick and died in Babylon and as soon as
the tidings reached Nebuchadnezzar, he hastened through the
desert to Babylon with a small number of attendants, and
the satrap

;

directed his

army

to follow slowly after regulating the affairs

of Egypt and the rest of the country, and to bring with
prisoners
tribes,
is

from

the Jews,

Syrians,

and with the heavily-armed

it

the

and Egyptian
So much, at any rate,

Phoenicians,
troops.

evident from this account, after deducting the motive assigned

which is given from a Chaldsean
be taken as a historical fact, that even
death Nebuchadnezzar had not only smitten
had also conquered Judah and penetrated

for the war,

may

Egypt

And

point of view, and
before his father's

the Egyptians, but
to the borders of

there is no discrepancy between the statement of

Berosus, that Nebuchadnezzar

was not yet

king,

and the
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that in the biblical books he

is called king proleptically, because
he marched against Judah with kingly authority.
Vers. 2-7. To punish Jehoiakim's rebellion, Jehovah sent
hosts of Chaldseans, Aramaeans, Moabites, and Ammonites against
him and against Judah to destroy it (ft'atfnp). Nebuchadnezzar
was probably too much occupied with other matters relating to
his kingdom, during the earliest years of his reign after his
father's death, to be able to proceed at once against Jehoiakim
and punish him for his revolt. 1 He may also have thought it
a matter of too little importance for him to go himself, as there
was not much reason to be afraid of Egypt since its first defeat
He therefore merely sent such
(cf M. v. Niebuhr, p. 375).
troops against him as were in the neighbourhood of Judah at
the time.
The tribes mentioned along with the Chaldseans were
probably all subject to Nebuchadnezzar, so tbat they attacked
Judah at his command in combination with the Chaldeean tribes
left upon the frontier.
How much they effected is not distinctly
stated ; but it is evident that they were not able to take Jerusalem, from the fact that after the death of Jehoiakim his son
was able to ascend the throne (ver. 6). The sending of these
troops is ascribed to Jehovah, who, as the supreme controller of
the fate of the covenant-nation, punished Jehoiakim for his
rebellion.
For, after the Lord had given Judah into the hands
of the Chaldseans as a punishment for its apostasy from Him,
" Accordall revolt from them was rebellion against the Lord.
ing to the word of Jehovah, which He spake by His servants
the prophets," viz. Isaiah, Micah, Habakkuk, Jeremiah, and
" only according to the mouth
others.
Vers. 3, 4. '* 'B"^? 1*
(command) of Jehovah did this take place against Judah," i.e.
for no other reason than because the Lord had determined to
put away Judah from before His face because of Manasseh's sins
(cf ch. xxL 12-16, and xxiii. 27).
"And Jehovah would not

—

—

:

1
Compare the remarks of M. v. Niebuhr on this point (Gesck. pp. 208,
209) and his summary at p. 209 : " Nebuchadnezzar had enough to do in
Babylon and the eastern half of his kingdom, to complete the organization of
the new kingdom, to make the military roads to the western half of the kingdom along the narrow valley of the Euphrates and through the desert, and

them and provide them with watering stations and every other
damages of the Scythian hordes and the long contest
with Nineveh, to restore the shattered authority, and to bring Arabs and
mountain-tribes to order. All this was more important than a somewhat
more rapid termination of the Egyptian war and the pacification of Syria."
also to fortify

requisite, to repair the
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even if the greatest intercessors, Moses and Samuel,
had come before Him (Jer. xv. 1 sqq.), because the measure of
the sins was full, so that God was obliged to punish according
We must repeat 3 from the precedto His holy righteousness.
forgive,"

ing words before 'psn ot.

—

Ver. 6. " Jehoiakim lay

down

to (fell

asleep with) his fathers, and Jehoiachin his son became king in

That

his stead."

this statement is not in contradiction to the
" Jehoiakim shall be buried like an
:

prophecies of Jer. xxii. 19
ass, carried

salem," and

away and cast out far away from the gates of JeruxxxvL 30 "no son of his shall sit upon the throne
:

of David, and his body shall
to the cold

by

night," is

lie

exposed to the heat by day and

now generally admitted,

as it has already

D. Michaelis and Winer. But the solution proposed
v. Niebuhr (Gesch. p. 376) is not
by Michaelis, Winer, and
sufficient, namely, that at the conquest of Jerusalem, which took
place three months after the death of Jehoiakim, his bones were
taken out of the grave, either by the victors out of revenge for
his rebellion, or by the fury of the people, and cast out before
the city gate ; for Jeremiah expressly predicts that he shall have
no funeral and no burial whatever. We must therefore assume
that he was slain in a battle fought with the troops sent against
him, and was not buried at all an assumption which is not at
variance with the words, " he laid himself down to his fathers,"
since this formula does not necessarily indicate a peaceful death
by sickness, but is also applied to king Ahab, who was slain in
1
And even
battle (1 Kings xxii. 40, cf. 2 Kings xxii 20).
though his son Jehoiachin ascended the throne after his father's
death and maintained his position for three months against the
Chaldseans, until at length he fell into their hands and was
carried away alive to Babylon, the prophet might very truly debeen by

J.

M

;

—

scribe this short reign as not sitting

—

upon the throne of David

To the death of Jehoiakim there is
Graf on Jer. xxii. 19).
appended the notice in ver. 7, that the king of Egypt did not go
out of his own land any more, because the king of Babylon had
taken away everything that had belonged to the king of Egypt,
(cf.

1
The supposition of Ewald (Gesch. iii. p. 783), that Jehoiakim was enticed
out of the capital by a stratagem of the enemy, and taken prisoner, and because he made a furious resistance was hurried off in a scuffle and mercilessly
slaughtered, is at variance with the fact that, according to ver. 10, it was not
till after his death that the army of the enemy advanced to the front of Jeru-

salem and commenced the siege.
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The purpose
from the brook of Egypt to the river Euphrates.
of this notice is to indicate, on the one hand, what attitude
Necho, whose march to the Euphrates was previously mentioned,
had assumed on the conquest of Judah by the Chaldseans, and
on the other hand, that under these circumstances a successful
on the part of Judah was not

resistance to the Chaldseans

moment
Vers.

or

T?^

to be thought

8-17

for

a

of.

2 Chron. xxxvi. 9 and 10). Jehoiachin, p?"?
t.e. he whom Jehovah fortifies, called VTOS*.
16, 1*7, and Jer. xxvii. 20, xxviii 4, etc., and

(cf.

(Ezek. L 2),

in 1 Chron. iii
vnsa in Jer. inni 24, 28, xxxvii. 1, probably according to the
popular twisting and contraction of the name Jehoiachin, was
eighteen years old

when he ascended

the throne (the eight years

and reigned three

of the Chronicles are a slip of the pen),

months,

or,

according to the more precise statement of the

Chronicles, three

months and ten days, in the

Ezekiel (xix. 5-7) describes

him not only

spirit of his father.

as a

young

lion,

who

learned to prey and devoured men, like Jehoahaz, but also
affirms of
i.e.

him

that he

knew

their (the deceased men's)

ravished them, and destroyed their

—

cities,

that

widows,

is to say,

he

did not confine his deeds of violence to individuals, but extended

behind by those whom he had murdered,
and possessions ; and nothing is affirmed
in Jer. xxiL 24 and 28 respecting his character at variance with
this.
His mother Nekushta was a daughter of Elnathan, a
ruler of the people, or prince, from Jerusalem (Jer. xxvi. 22,

them

to all that

was

left

viz. to their families

xxxvi. 12, 25).

had come

—

Ver. 10.

"At

the turn of the year,"

i.e.

i.e. when Jehoiachin
2 Chron. xxxvi. 10, " at

that time,"

to the throne, or, according to

in the spring (see at 1 Kings xx. 22),

the servants (generals) of Nebuchadnezzar marched against Jeru-

was besieged. The Keri TO( is substantially
an unnecessary alteration of the ChetMb nTjj, since
the verb when it precedes the subject is not unfrequently used
in the singular, though before a plural subject (cf. Ewald, § 316,
a).
The '33 nay are different from the onvw of ver. 2. As the
troops sent against Jehoiakim had not been able to conquer
Judah, especially Jerusalem, Nebuchadnezzar sent his generals
with an army against Jerusalem, to besiege the city and take it
Ver. 11. During the siege he came himself to punish Jehoiakim' s revolt in the person of his successor.
Ver. 12. Then
Jehoiachin went out to the king of Babylon to yield himself up
salem, and the city
correct,

—

but

is

—
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to him, because he perceived the impossibility of holding the
city

any longer against the

besiegers,

and probably hoped

to

secure the favour of Nebuchadnezzar, and perhaps to retain the

throne as his vassal

by a voluntary submission. Nebuchadshow favour any more, as he had done

nezzar, however, did not

to Jehoiakim at the

first

taking of Jerusalem, but treated Jehoia-

made him

prisoner, and led him away to Babywith his mother, his wives (ver. 15), his princes and
his chamberlains, as Jeremiah had prophesied (ch. xxii. 24 sqq.),

chin as a rebel,

lon, along

in the eighth year of his (Nebuchadnezzar's) reign.

The

refer-

ence to the king's mother in vers. 12 and 15 is not to be
explained on the ground that she still acted as guardian over
the king, who was not yet of age (J. D. Mich), but from the

which she occupied in the kingdom as JT?a*n
(Jer. xxix. 2
see at 1 Kings xiv. 21).
The eighth year of the
reign of Nebuchadnezzar is reckoned from the time when his
father had transferred to him the chief command over the army
to make war upon Necho, according to which his first year
coincides with the fourth year of Jehoiakim (Jer. xxv. 1).
As
Nebuchadnezzar acted as king, so far as the Jews were concerned,
from that time forward, although he conducted the war by cominfluential position
:

mand

of his father, this

is

always reckoned as the point of time

which his reign commenced, both in our books and also in
Jeremiah (cf. ch. xxv. 8 ; Jer. xxxii 1). According to this calat

culation, his reign lasted forty-four years, viz. the eight years

of Jehoiakim

ment, as

is

and the

thirty-six years of Jehoiachin's imprison-

evident from ch. xxv. 27.

nezzar thereupon, that is to say,

—

Ver. 13.

when he had

Nebuchad-

forced his

way

into the city, plundered the treasures of the temple

and palace,
and broke the gold off the vessels which Solomon had made in
the temple of Jehovah.
ftp, to cut off, break off, as in ch. xvi
Nebuchadnezzar had already
1 7, ie. to bear off the gold plates.
taken a portion of the golden vessels of the temple away with
him at the first taking of Jerusalem in the fourth year of Jehoia-

kim, and had placed them in the temple of his god at Babylon
(2 Chron. xxxvi. 7 Dan. i. 2).' They were no doubt the smaller
;

—

vessels of solid gold,

—which Cyrus

basins, scoops, goblets, knives, tongs, eta,

delivered

up again

to the

to their native land (Ezra i 7 sqq.).

Jews on

their return

This time he took the

gold off the larger vessels, which were simply plated with that
metal, such as the altar of burnt-offering, the table of shew-bread
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and ark of the covenant, and carried it away as booty, so that
on the third conquest of Jerusalem, in the time of Zedekiah,
beside a few gold and silver basins and scoops (ch. xxv. 1 5) there
were only the large brazen vessels of the court remaining (ch.
13-17 Jer. xxvii. 18 sqq.). The words, " as Jehovah had
spoken," refer to ch xx. 17 and Isa. xxxix. 6, and to the sayings
Vers. 14-16.
of other prophets, such as Jer. xv. 13, xvii. 3, etc.
Beside these treasures, he carried away captive to Babylon the
cream of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, not only the most
affluent, but, as is evident from Jer. xxiv., the best portion in
In ver. 14 the number of those who were
a moral respect

xxv.

;

—

carried off is simply given in a general form, according to

sum-total, as 10,000; and then in vers. 15 and
"

are more minutely specified.

All Jerusalem "

the population of Jerusalem, which

16 the

is

is first of all

its

details

the whole of

divided into

and then more precisely defined by the
clause, "nothing was left except the common people," and
reduced to the cream of the citizens.
The king, queen-mother,
and king's wives being passed over and mentioned for the first
time in the special list in ver. 15, there are noticed here Dnfern-ja
and ttvi ^33 73, who form the first of the leading classes. By
are meant, according to ver. 15, the D*?'"!?, chamberthe
lains, i.e. the officials of the king's court in general, and by ^J*

two leading

classes,

D^

H?

^e Dttghty

") all the heads of the tribes and
were found in Jerusalem ; and under
the last the priests and prophets, who were also carried away,
according to Jer. xxix 1, with Ezekiel among them (Ezek i 1),
1

»

("

01>

the land

families of the nation that

are included as the spiritual heads of the people.
The ??nn niai
are called 7rv\ 'wi? in ver. 16 ; their number was 7000.
The

persons intended are not warriors, but

men

of property, as in

ch

The second class of those who were carried away consisted of Vhnrpa t all the workers in stone, metal, and wood, that
is to say, masons, smiths, and carpenters
and "wan, the locksmiths, including probably not actual locksmiths only, but makers
of weapons also.
There is no need for any serious refutation of
the marvellous explanation given of "UDO by Hitzig (on Jer.
xxiv. 1), who derives it from DD and ">i, and supposes it to
be an epithet applied to the remnant of the Canaanites, who had
been made into tributary labourers, although it has been adopted
by Thenius and Graf, who make them into artisans of the foreign
socagers.
P^-o? nH=H'S ?"n (cn sxv *2), the poor people
xv. 20.

;

i

^

-

-
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of the land/i.e. the lower portion of the population of Jerusalem,

whom Nebuchadnezzar did not fear any rebellion, because
they possessed nothing (Jer. xxxix. 10), ie. neither property
(money nor other possessions), nor strength and ability to
from

organize a revolt

nor6p

The

antithesis

to these is formed

by the

men, who were in a
condition to originate and carry on a war; for this category
includes all who were carried away, not merely the thousand
workmen, but also the seven thousand Vrtfi 'bok, and the king's
officers and the chiefs of the nation, whose number amounted to
two thousand, since the total number of the exiles was ten thouThere is no special allusion to warriors or military, because
sand.
in the struggle for the rescue of the capital and the kingdom from
destruction every man who could bear arms performed military
service, so that the distinction between warriors and non-warriors
was swept away, and the actual warriors are swallowed up in the
«yjj

0*^3?, the strong or powerful

Babel is the country of Babylonia, or rather the
Babylonian empire. Ver. 1 7. Over the lower classes of the people
who had been left behind Nebuchadnezzar placed the paternal
uncle of the king, who had been led away, viz. Mattaniah, and
made him king under the name of Zedekiah. He was the
youngest son of Josiah (Jer. i 3, xxxvii. 1) ; was only ten years
old when his father died, and twenty-one years old when he
ascended the throne ; and as the uncle of Jehoiachin, who being
only a youth of eighteen could not have a son capable of reign-

ten thousand.

ing,

had the

we have
relation.

—

first

claim to the throne.

in 2 Chron. xxxvi.

On

10

the change in the

The name *nJ?W,

Instead of

ViM, his uncle,

vnit, his brother, ie. his

name

nearest

see at ch. v-*™

34.

he who has Jehovah's righteousness, was
probably chosen by Mattaniah in the hope that through him or
in his reign the Lord would create the righteousness promised
to His people.
%.e.

80. REIGN OF ZEDEKIAH, DESTRUCTION OP
JERUSALEM AND THE KINGDOM OF JUDAH, AND FATE OF THE
1
PEOPLE LEFT BEHDJTD, AND OF KING JEHOIACHIN.

CHAP. XXIV. 18-XXV.

18-20. Length and spirit of Zedekiah's reign (cf. Jer.
ZedeMah's mother Ha1-3, and 2 Chron xxxvi 11-13).

Vers.
lii.
1

To

—

this section the historical appendix to the

famishes a

parallel,

which agrees with

it

boot of Jeremiah (Jer. lii.)
most part word for word,

for the
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Jeremiah of libnah, was also the mother of
31) consequently he was his own brother
and the half-brother of Jehoiakim, whose mother was named
Zehidah (ch. xxiii 36). His reign lasted eleven years, and in
its attitude towards the Lord exactly resembled that of his
brother Jehoiakim, except that Zedekiah does not appear to have
According
possessed so much energy for that which was evil
to Jer. xxxviii 5 and 24 sqq., he was weak in character, and
completely governed by the great men of his kingdom, having
But, like
no power or courage whatever to offer resistance.
them, he did not hearken to the words of the Lord through
Jeremiah (Jer. xxxvii 2), or, as it Ja expressed in 2 Chron.
xxxvi 12, " he did not humble himself before Jeremiah the
prophet, who spake to him out of the mouth of the Lord."
Ver. 20. " for because of the wrath of the Lord it happened
The subject to fwn is to
concerning Judah and Jerusalem."
be taken from what precedes, viz. Zedekiah's doing evil, or that
such a God-resisting man as Zedekiah became king. " Not that
it was of God that Zedekiah was wicked, but that Zedekiah, a
man (if we believe Brentius, in loc.) simple, dependent upon
counsellors, yet at the same time despising the word of God
and impenitent (2 Chron. xxxvi 12, 13), became king, so as
mital, daughter of

Jehoahaz

(ch. xxiii

;

On
to be the cause of Jerusalem's destruction" (Seb. Schm.).
" And Zedekiah
'«l \abvn ny cf. ver. 3, and oh. xvii. 18, 23.
rebelled against the king of Babel," who, according to 2 Chron,

xxxvi

1 3,

had made him swear by God,

to

whom

he was bound

omitting oiily the short account of the murder of Gedaliah and of the flight
of the people to Egypt (vera. 22-26), and adding instead a computation of
the number of the people who were led away to Babel by Nebuchadnezzar

Apart from the less important variations, which have arisen in
part simply from copyists' errors, we have in Jer. lii. 18, and especially in

(vers. 28-30).

21 and 22, by no means unimportant notices concerning the vessels of
pillars, which
do not occur anywhere in our books. It is evident from this that our text was
not derived from Jer. lii. (Havernick), and that Jer. lii. was not borrowed
from our books of Kings and appended to the book of Jeremiah's prophecies
(Ros., Maur., Ew., Graf). On the contrary, the two accounts are simply
brief extracts from one common and more elaborate history of the later times
of the kingdom of Judah, possibly composed by Jeremiah or Baruch, analogous
to the two extracts from the history of Hezekiah in 2 Kings xviii.-xx. and
Isa. xxxvi.-xxxix.
More minute accounts of this space of time are given
in the historical portions of the prophecies of Jeremiah (ch. xxxixu-xliv.),
which form an explanatory commentary to the section before us.

vers.

the temple, especially concerning the ornaments of the brazen

—
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This breach of covenant and frivolous

fealty.

violation of his oath Ezekiel also condemns in sharp words

(Ezek xvii 13

a grievous sin against the Lord.

Zedekiah also appears from the very first to have had no intention
of keeping the oath of fealty which he took to the king of Babel
with very great uprightness. For only a short time after he was
installed as king he despatched an embassy to Babel (Jer. xxix.
3),

sqq.), as

which, judging from the contents of the letter to the exiles

that Jeremiah gave to the ambassadors to take with them, can

hardly have been sent with any other object than to obtain from
the king of Babel the return of those who had been carried

away. Then in the fourth year of his reign he himself made
a journey to Babel (Jer. xli 59), evidently to investigate the
circumstances upon the spot, and to ensure the king of Babel of

And

in the fifth month of the same year, probably
from Babel, ambassadors of the Moabites, Ammonites, Tyrians, and Sidonians came to Jerusalem to make an
alliance with him for throwing off the Chakkean yoke (Jer.
Zedekiah also had recourse to Egypt, where the enxxvii. 3).
terprising Pharaoh ffophra (Apries) had ascended the throne
and then, in spite of the warnings of Jeremiah, trusting to the
help of Egypt, revolted from the king of Babel, probably at a
time when Nebuchadnezzar (according to the combinations of M.
v. Nieb, which are open to question however) was engaged in
a war with Media.
Ch. zxv. 1-7. Siege and conquest of Jerusalem; Zedekiah
his fidelity.

after his return

taken prisoner

—

and

away

led

to

Babel

(cf.

Jer. lii

4-11 and

1— 7).

Ver. 1. In the ninth year of the reign of Zedeon the tenth day of the tenth month, Nebuchadnezzar
marched with all his forces against Jerusalem and commenced
the siege (cf. Jer. xxxix 1), after he had taken all the rest of the
fortified cities of the land, with the exception of Lachish and
Azekah, which were besieged at the same time as Jerusalem
(Jer. xxxiv. 7).
On the very same day the commencement of
the siege of Jerusalem was revealed to the prophet Ezekiel in

xxxix.

kiah,

"And

his exile (Ezek. xxiv. 1).

siege-towers round about"

in Jeremiah

does not

(lii.

mean

4) and Ezekiel
either

a

whose

they built against

it

(the city)

which only occurs here and

(iv.

2, xvii. 1 7, xxi. 2 7, xxvi. 8),

line of circumvallation (J. D.

Hitzig), or the outermost

(Thenius,

RTJ,

Mich,

enclosure constructed of palisades

assertion that P?* is always mentioned as the
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by Ezek xvii 17 and xxL
and that in a collective sense : watch-towers or
siege-towers (cf. Ges. thes. p. 330, and Havernick on Ezek. iv.
2).
Ver. 2. " And the city was besieged till the eleventh year
of king Zedekiah," in which the northern wall of the city was
broken through on the ninth day of the fourth month (ver. 3).
That Jerusalem could sustain a siege of this duration, namely
eighteen months, shows what the strength of the fortifications
must have been. Moreover the siege was interrupted for a short

first

work

of the besiegers is refuted

27), but a watch,

—

time,

when

the approach of the Egyptian king

pelled the Chaldaeans to

march

to

Hophra com-

meet him and drive him back,

which they appear to have succeeded in doing without a battle
(cf. Jer. xxxvii 5 sqq., Ezek xvii. 7).
Vers. 3, 4. Trusting
partly to the help of the Egyptians and partly to the strength
of Jerusalem, Zedekiah paid no attention to the repeated entreaties of Jeremiah, that he would save himself wiih his capital
and people from the destruction which was otherwise inevitable,
by submitting to the Chaldaeans (cf. Jer. xxi. 37 and 38), but
allowed things to reach their worst, until the famine became so
intense, that inhuman horrors were perpetrated (cf. Lam. ii.
20, 21, iv. 9, 10), and eventually a breach was made in the city
wall on the ninth day of the fourth month.
The statement of
the month is omitted in our text, where the words T?"!|J B^n?

—

(Jer.

lii.

6,

cf.

xxxix. 2) have fallen out before nytpria (ver. 3,

commencement) through the oversight of a copyist The overwhelming extent of the famine is mentioned, not " because the
people were thereby rendered quite unfit to offer any further
resistance" (Seb. Schm.), but as a proof of the truth of the
prophetic announcements (Lev. xxvi 29 ; Deut xxviii 53-57
Jer. xv. 2, xxvii 13 ; Ezek. iv. 16, 17).
H?\! D? are the com-

mon

From

people in Jerusalem, or the citizens of the capital

the more minute account of the entrance of the
city in Jer. xxxix.

enemy

into the

3-5 we learn that the Chaldaeans made a

breach in the northern or outer wall of the lower

city,

i.e.

the

HezeMah and Manasseh (2 Chron. xxxii.
and forced their way into the lower city ('"Wfon,

second wall, built by
5, xxxiii, 14),

xxii. 14), so that their generals

took their stand at the gate of

the centre, which was in the wall that separated the lower city

from the upper city upon Zion, and formed the passage from
the one to the other.
When Zedekiah saw them here, he fled
by night with the soldiers out of the city, through the gate
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between the two walls at or above the king's garden, on the road
to the plain of the Jordan, while the Chaldaeans were round
city.
In ver. 4 a faulty text has come down to us.
is omitted, if not
In the clause nDrron SIWJ031 the verb
even more, namely Tljn ]b ««ro vny, " fled and went out of the
And if we compare Jer. xxxix. 4, it is evident that
city."
'on
'gbtoai still more has dropped out, not merely v*"],
before
which must have stood in the text, since according to ver. 5 the
king was among the fugitives but most probably the whole
l^o vijpra dnt -ieta W, since the words 'on 'i**"^
clause
have no real connection with what precedes, and cannot form a

about the

*W

;

WW

circumstantial clause so far as the sense is concerned.
The
" gate between the two walls, which (was) at or over (??) the
king's garden," was a gate at the
is

mouth

of the Tyropoeon, that

to say, at the south-eastern corner of the city of Zion;

according to Neh.
Siloah,

By

i.e.

at the

iii.

for,

15, the king's garden was at the pool of

mouth

of the Tyropoeon (see Bob. Pal.

this defile, therefore, the approach to the city

ii.

142).

was barred by

wall, the inner one running from Zion to the Ophel,
whilst the outer one, at some distance off, connecte'd the Zion
wall with the outer surrounding wall of the Ophel, and most

a double

probably enclosed the king's garden.

The

subject to 1?3 is

nfen, -which has dropped out before 'on 'i**"^.

lowland

nyign

valley on both sides of the Jordan (see at Deut.

i.

is

the

1).

As the Chaldaeans were encamped around the city, the
immediately discovered.
was
The Chaldsean army purflight
him,
and
overtook
him
in
the
steppes
of Jericho, whilst his
sued
army
was
dispersed,
all
which
Ezekiel
of
had foreseen in
own
the Spirit (Ezek xii. 3 sqq.). Vtv ni3"i}> are that portion of the
plain of the Jordan which formed the country round Jericho
Ver. 6. Zedekiah having been seized by
(see at Josh iv. 13).
Chaldaeans,
was taken to the king of Babel in the Chaldaean
the
headquarters at Biblah (see at ch. xxiii. 33), and was there put
upon his trial According to ver. 1, Nebuchadnezzar had comVer.

5.

—

menced

the siege of Jerusalem in person

sibly not

till

after the

Egyptians

;

but afterwards, pos-

who came

to relieve the

had been repulsed, he transferred the continuance
besieged
siege,
which was a prolonged one, to his generals, and
the
of
Biblah,
to
to conduct the operations of the whole camretired
'^"n^ ODCi? 13^ to conduct judicial profrom
thence,
paign
with
any
one,
ie. to hear and judge him.
For this
ceedings
city

2K
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Jeremiah constantly uses the plural D'OBBto, not only in ch. lii.
9 and xxxix. 5, but also in ch i 16 and iv. 12.
Ver. 7. The
punishment pronounced upon Zedekiah was the merited reward
of the breach of his oath, and his hardening himself against the
counsel of the Lord which was announced to him by Jeremiah

—

during the siege, that he should save not only his own life, but
also Jerusalem from destruction, by a voluntary submission to
the Chaldseans, whereas by obstinate resistance he would bring

an ignominious destruction upon himself, his family, the city,
and the whole people (Jer. xxxviii 17 sqq., xxxii 5, xxxiv. 3
His sons, who, though not mentioned in ver. 4, had fled
sqq.).
with him and had been taken, and (according to Jer. lii. 10 and
xxxix. 6) all the nobles (princes) of Judah, sc. those who had
He himself was
fled with the king, were slain before his eyes.
then blinded, and led away to Babel, chained with double chains
of brass, and kept a prisoner there till his death (Jer. lii. 11)
so that, as Ezekiel (xiL 13) had prophesied, he came to Babel,
but did not see the land, and died there. Blinding by pricking
out the eyes was a common punishment for princes among the
Babylonians and Persians (of. Herod, vii 18, and Brisson, de
;

regio Pers. princip. p. 589).

brazen

fetters for the

the same

BW'rc, double brazen chains, are
feet.
Samson was treated in

hands and

manner by the

xvi 21).
and the temple.
The
lii. 12-27, and xxxix.

Philistines (Judg.

Vers. 8-21. Destruction of Jerusalem
people carried

8-1 0).

—In

away

to

Babel (c£ Jer.

this section

we have

first

a general account of the

destruction of the temple and city (vers. 8-10), and of the

away

and 12), and then a more
what was done with the metal vessels
of the temple (vers. 13-17), and how the spiritual and secular
leaders of the people who had been taken prisoners were treated
Vers. 8-10. The destruction of Jerusalem, by
(vers. 18-21).
the burning of the temple, of the king's palace, and of all the
larger buildings, and by throwing down the walls, was effected
by Nebuzaradan, the chief of the body-guard of Nebuchadnezzar,
on the seventh day of the fifth month in the nineteenth year
Instead of the seventh day we
of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar.
have the tenth in Jer. lii 1 2.
This difference might be reconciled, as proposed by earlier commentators, on the assumption
that the burning of the city lasted several days, commencing on
the seventh and ending on the tenth
But since there are
carrying

of the people (vers. 11

particular description of

—
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met with afterwards (vers. 17 and 19) in the
statement of numbers, which can only be accounted for from
similar differences

we must assume that
Which of the two dates is

the substitution of similar numeral letters,
there is a change of this kind here.

the correct one

it is

impossible to determine.

The circumstance

that the later Jews kept the ninth as a fast-day cannot be

regarded as decisive evidence in favour of the date given in

Jeremiah, as Thenius supposes
the fasting of the

fifth

month

;

is

for in Zech. vii. 3

and

mentioned, but no day

viii

is

19

given

and though in the Talmudic times the ninth day of the month
began to be kept as a fast-day, this was not merely in remembrance of the Chaldsean destruction of Jerusalem, but of the
Roman also, and of three other calamities which had befallen
the nation (see the statement of the Gemara on this subject in
Iightfoot, Opp. ii. p. 139, ed. Leusden, and in Kohler on Zech
vii. 3), from which we see that the Gemarists in the most unhistorical manner grouped together different calamitous events
The nineteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar
in one single day.
corresponds to the eleventh of Zedekiah (see at ch. xxiv.
Nebuzaradan is not mentioned in Jer. xxxix. 3 among
12).
the Chaldaean generals
that he

who

forced their

must have been ordered

way

into the city, so

to Jerusalem

by Nebuchad-

nezzar after the taking of the city and the condemnation of

Zedekiah, to carry out the destruction of the

away

of the people,

city,

the carrying

and the appointment of a deputy-governor

over those who were left behind in the land. This explains in a
very simple manner how a month could intervene between their
forcing their way into the city, at all events into the lower city,
and the burning of it to the ground, without there being any
necessity to assume, with Thenius, that the city of Zion held
out for a month, which
reason that the fighting

is

by no means

men had

fled

probable, for the simple
with Zedekiah and had

=

Q'naD-an
D'naisri ib in Gen.
been scattered in their flight.
xxxvii 36, xxxix. 1, was with the Babylonians, as with the
Egyptians, the chief of the king's body-guard, whose duty it
was to execute the sentences of death (see at Gen. xxxvii. 36).
D'naon answers to the wan of the Israelites (2 Sam. viii. 18,
«tc.).
In Jer. lii 12 we have l£o \>d!> *tp» instead of "fyo nap,
without the "HPK, which is rarely omitted in prose, and wefrva
instead of tbvtv
he came into Jerusalem, not he forced a way
:

into the real Jerusalem (Thenius).

The meaning

is

not altered
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these two variations.

house," T ^3*73 ntt

is

Ver. 9.

By

KINGS.

the words, " every great

more minutely defined

:

not all the houses

to the very last, but simply all the large houses he burned to the

Very

together with the temple and the royal palaces.
The
used one portion of the dwelling-houses for their stay in

last,

victors

He then had all the walls of the city destroyed.
In Jeremiah bh is omitted before nWn, as not being required for
the sense and also the ntt before D'TOD 3T}, which is indispensable
to the sense, and has fallen out through a copyist* a oversight
Vers. 11, 12. The rest of the people he led away, both those
who had been left behind in the city and the deserters who had
gone over to the Chaldeans, and the remnant of the multitude
florin "W, for which we have flown
in Jer. lii. 15, has been
interpreted in various ways.
As flDK signifies an artist or artificer in Prov. viii 30, and oyn mv has just preceded it, we might
Jerusalem.

;

w

be disposed to give the preference to the reading flown, as Hitzig

and Graf have done, and understand by it the remnant of the
artisans, who were called ">?.Dorn ennn in ch. xxiv. 14, 16.
But
this view is precluded by Jer. xxxix. 9, where we find B^n vp
D^KC^n instead of flown -ijv or flonn \ These words cannot be
set aside

by the

arbitrary assumption that they crept into the

text through a copyist's error

for the assertion that they con-

;

tain a purposeless repetition is a piece of dogmatical criticism,

inasmuch as there is a distinction drawn in Jer. xxxix. 9 between Tya Dnran Dyn tjt and onnmn Dpn -uv. Consequently
flDNn is simply another form for flonn (n and k being interchanged) in the sense of a mass of people, and we have simply
the choice left between two interpretations.
Either oyn *UV
TPa DnNB'an means the fighting people left in the city, as distinguished from the deserters who had fled to the Chaldaeans,
florin
and floxn
hi Jer. lii. 15, or DnKB'srj Dyn mv in Jer.
xxxix. 9, the rest of the inhabitants of Jerusalem ; or 0?n "W
Tya 'mn is the people left in Jerusalem (warriors and nonwarriors), and florin inj the rest of the population of the land

w

=

outside Jerusalem.

The

latter is probably the preferable view,

not only because full justice
clause,

but also because

is

it is

thereby done to

"i\?3

in the

first

evident from the exception men-

tioned in ver. 12 that the deportation was not confined to the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, but extended to the population of the

whole land.

The

" poor people,"

whom

he allowed

to

in the land as vine-dressers and husbandmen, were the
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people, or people without property, not merely in Jerusalem,

=

H

but throughout the whole land,
r™!? "W
H??" ? n (ch.
rfeno
rimo : the
Instead
of
have
in
Jeremiah
-we
xxiv. 14).
"
in
an
abstract
sense,
the
used
poverty,"
ie.
the lower
plural
people, " the poor

who had

of the Chethib at?}) from

nothing" (Jer. xxxix. 10).

3tf, seeuit,

Instead

Ktri has

aravit, the

—

Q^

13-17.
The brazen vessels of the temple were broken in pieces, and
the brass, and smaller vessels of brass, silver, and gold, were
carried away.
Compare Jer. lii 17—23, where several other
points are mentioned that have been passed over in the account
before us.
The pillars of brass (see 1 Kings vii 15 sqq), the
stands (see 1 Kings vii 27 sqq.), and the brazen sea (1 Kings
vii 23 sqq.), were broken in pieces, because it would have been
from

a?},

in the same sense, after Jer. lii 16.

carry these colossal things

difficult to

them

Vers.

away without breaking

On

the smaller vessels used in the worship (ver. 14)
In Jer. lii 18 n^nreri are also mentioned.
Bee 1 Kings vii 40.
up.

Ver.

15

only

rtfnntpn

is

abridged

and

different things are

HD3

.

.

.

ant, "

still

rtp^l©'!'

more in contrast with

Jer.

lii.

19, and

are mentioned, whereas in Jeremiah six

enumerated beside the candlesticks.

what was of gold,

gold,

the captain of the guard took away,"

what was of
is

To

IB'K

silver, silver,

a comprehensive descrip-

appended a
16 concerning the quantity of the brass of the
large vessels, which was so great that it could not be weighed
and in ver. 17 a supplementary notice respecting the artistic
work of the two pillars of brass. 'Ul Dnrayn is placed at the
tion of the objects carried away.

remark in

this there is

ver.

head absolutely as for the pillars, etc., the brass of all these
vessels was not to be weighed.
In Jer. lii 20, along with the
brazen sea, the twelve brazen oxen under it are mentioned and
:

;

in the description of the pillars of brass (vera
are several points alluded to

21

sqq.) there

which are omitted in our books,

not only here, but also in 1 Kings vii 1 6 sqq. For the fact itself
see the explanation given at pp. 97-103.
The omission of the
twelve oxen in so condensed an account as that contained in our
text does not warrant the inference that these words in Jeremiah

made by a later copyist, since the assumpAhaz sent the brazen oxen to king Tiglath-pileser cannot be proved from ch. xvi 17 (see p. 407).
Instead of vhf
HBK we must read nbK Bton, five cubits, according to Jer. lii 22
and 1 Kings vii 16. The roatwr^jr at the end of the verse is

are a spurious addition
tion that
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it stands quite alone, and when connected
with 'W npK3l does not appear to yield any appropriate sense,
as the second pillar was like the first not merely with regard to

very striking, since

the trellis-work, but in its form and size throughout

same time,

it

is

especial prominence to the similarity of the

reference to this one point alone.

The

24-27).

men

sixty

At the

possible that the historian intended to give

—

Vers.

two

pillars

18-21

principal officers of the temple and city,

of the population of the land,

with

(c£ Jer. lii

who were taken

and

at the

destruction of Jerusalem, Nebuzaradan sent to his king at Biblah,

where they were put to death.

Seraiah, the high priest, is the

grandfather or great-grandfather of Ezra the scribe (Ezra vii 1
Zephaniah, a priest of the second rank (IDS
1 Chron. v. 40).
rueta

in Jer. roeran

;

Vp

:

see at ch.

xxiii, 4), is

probably the

same person as the son of Maaseiah, who took a prominent place
among the priests, according to Jer. xxi 1, xxix. 25 sqq., and
xxxvii 3.
The "three keepers of the threshold" are probably
the three superintendents of the Levites, whose duty it was
to keep guard over the temple, and therefore were among the
principal officers of the sanctuary.

from the

—

Ver. 19.

civil authorities of the city,

chamberlain
Instead of

(p*)0),

TpB nw

From

the city, ie.

Nebuzaradan took a king's

who was commander of the men of war.
we find in Jer. lii. 25 'B .Tn tBtt, who

-iew

had been commander, with an allusion to the fact that his
official function had terminated when the city was conquered.
" And Jive (according to Jeremiah seven) men of those who saw
the king's face," i.e. who belonged to the king's immediate circle,
de intimis consiliariis regis, and " the scribe of the commanderin-chief,

or

who

by

it,

who

raised the people of the land for military service,"

Although *)Bbn has the article, which is
omitted in Jeremiah, the following words tuxn ib are governed
§

enrolled them.

or connected with

290,

d).

K3J?n

*ifc>

is

it

in the construct state (Ewald,

the commander-in-chief of tie whole of

the military forces, and 'ui "ayon a more precise definition of
"iBbn, and not of Mitn i^t which needed no such definition.
"

And

city."

sixty

men

of the land-population

They were probably some

rural districts, or they

may have

who were found

in the

men

of the

of the prominent

taken a leading part in tha

defence of the city, and therefore were executed in Biblah, and

—

The account of
the destruction of the kingdom of Judah closes with fnyr> bn
not merely deported with the rest of the people.
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in ver. 21, " thus was Judah carried

away out of

its

own land ;"

and in vera. 22-26 there follows merely a brief notice of those
who had been left behind in the land, in the place of which we
find in Jer. lii. 28—40 a detailed account of the number of
those

who were

carried away.

Vers. 22-26.
assassination, and

Installation of

Oedaliah the governor.

—
—

His

Much fuller
of the people to Egypt.
accounts have been handed down to us in Jer. xL-xliv. of the
the flight

events which are but briefly indicated here.

Over the remnant of the people

left in

Vers. 22, 23.

the land Nebuchadnezzar

who topk up his abode
Ahikam, who had interested
himself on behalf of the prophet Jeremiah and saved his life (Jer.
xxvi 24), and the grandson of Shaphan, a man of whom nothing
more is known (see at ch. xxii 12), had his home in Jerusalem,
and, as we may infer from his attitude towards Jeremiah, had
probably secured the confidence of the Chaldseans at the siege and
conquest of Jerusalem by his upright conduct, and by what he
did to induce the people to submit to the judgment inflicted by
God so that Nebuchadnezzar entrusted him with the oversight
men, women,
of those who were left behind in the land
children, poor people, and even a few princesses and courtofficials, whom they had not thought it necessary or worth while
to carry away (Jer. xL 7, xli 10, 16), ie. he made him governor
Mizpah is the present Nebi Samwil, two
of the conquered land.
hours to the north-west of Jerusalem (see at Josh xviii. 26).
On hearing of Gedaliah's appointment as governor, there came to
him " all the captains of the several divisions of the army and
their men," ie. those portions of the army which had been scattered
at the flight of the king (ver. 5), and which had escaped from the
Chaldseans, and, as it is expressed in Jer. xl 7, had dispersed
Instead of BTJ^ro
themselves " in the field," i.e. about the land
we have in Jer. xl 7 the clearer expression Divebw, « and their
our text receives its more precise definimen," whilst EWbOTj
tion from the previous word D vJDp- Of the military commanders
the following are mentioned by name Ishmael, etc. (the ) before
-"Hyp?*, is explic., " and indeed Ishmael ").
Ishmael, son of
Elishama,
probably
of the king's
Mattaniah and grandson of
12
and
of
secretary mentioned in Jer. xxxvi
royal blood.
20,
Nothing further is known about the other names. We simply
learn from Jer. xL 13 sqq. that Johanan had warned Gedaliah
placed Gedaliah as governor of the land,
in Mizpah.

Gedaliah, the son of

—

;

m

:
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against the treachery of Ishmael, and that

when Gedaliah

was

by Ishmael, having disregarded the warning, he pat himself at the head of the people and marched with them to Egypt,
notwithstanding the dissuasions of Jeremiah (Jer. xli 15 sqq.).
Instead of " Johanan the son of Kareah," we have in Jer. xL 8
" Johanan and Jonathan the sons of Kareah ;" hut it is uncer-

slain

inM has

tain whether

previous

t?

^

1

crept into the text of Jeremiah from the
merely through a mistake, and this mistake has

brought with it the alteration of ?3 into '?3 (Ewald), or whether
jruta has dropped out of our text through an oversight, and this
omission has occasioned the alteration of
Graf, etc).

The former supposition

stance that in Jer.

Kareah alone

is

xl.

is

'33

into

favoured

by

p

(Thenius,

the circum-

13, xli 11, 16, Johanan the son of
In Jer. xL 8 'B?P vim (ChetMb 1W)

mentioned.

it was not
who sprang from Netophah, but Ophai whose sons were

stands before 'ncban, according to which

Seraiah
military

He was called Netophathite because he sprang
commanders.
from Netopha in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem (Neh. vii 26
Ezra ii. 22), the identity of which with Beit Nettif is by no
means probable (see at 2 Sam. xxiii 28). The name *"$!£. ' 9
in Jeremiah he was the son of the Maachathite,
written
i.e. his father sprang from the Syrian district of Maacah in the
Ver. 24.
neighbourhood of the Hermon (see at Deut. iii 14).
As these men were afraid of the vengeance of the Chaldseans
because they had fought against them, Gedaliah assured them

VW

;

—

on oath that they had nothing to fear from them if they would
dwell peaceably in the land, be submissive to the king of Babel,
and cultivate the land (cf. Jer. xl 9 and 10). " Servants of
the Ghaldees " are Chaldean officials who were subordinate to
Ver. 25. In the seventh month, it.
the governor Gedaliah.
hardly two months after the destruction of Jerusalem, came
Ishmael with ten men to Gedaliah at Mizpah, and murdered
him together with the Jews and Chaldseans, whom he had with
him as soldiers to do his bidding and for his protection This

—

occurred, according to Jer. xli 1 sqq.,

when Gedaliah had

re-

them hospitably and had invited them to eat with him.
Ishmael was instigated to commit this murder by the Anunon-

ceived

king Baalis, and Gedaliah had previously been made
acquainted with the intended crime and put upon his guard by

itish

Johanan, but had put no faith in the information (Jer. xL
13-16).
Ver. 26. After Ishmael had performed this deed, and

—
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had also treacherously murdered a number of men, who had
come to the temple with a sacrifice from Shechem, Shiloh, and
Samaria, he took the Jews who were at Mizpah prisoners, with
some kings' daughters among them, intending to take them
over to the Ammonites but as soon as bis deed became known,
he was pursued by Johanan and the Test of the military chiefs
and was overtaken at Gibeon, whereupon those who had been
led away by him went over to Johanan, so that he was only
able to make his escape with eight men and get away to the
Ammonites (Jer. xli 4-1 5). Johanan then went with the rest
of the military commanders and the people whom he had
brought back into the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, with the
intention of fleeing to Egypt for fear of the Chaldseans.
There
they did indeed have recourse to the prophet Jeremiah, to
inquire of him the word of the Lord ; but they did not allow
themselves to be diverted from their intention by the word of
the Lord which he announced to them, that if they remained in
the land they need not fear anything from the king of Babel,
but if they went to Egypt they should all perish there with
sword, hunger, and pestilence, or by the prediction that the
Lord would also deliver Pharaoh Hophra into the hand of
Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. xlii). They went to Egypt notwithstanding, taking the prophet himself with them, and settled in
different cities of Egypt, where they gave themselves up to
idolatry, and did not suffer themselves to be drawn away from
it even by the severe judgments which the prophet Jeremiah
predicted as sure to fall upon them (Jer. xliii and xliv.).
In
the verse before us we have simply a brief allusion to the
" Because they were afraid
eventual result of the whole affair.
of the Chaldeans," namely, that they might possibly take vengeance upon them for the murder of the governor.
Vera. 27-30. Jekoiachin delivered from prison, and exalted to
royal honours (cl Jer. lii. 31-34).
In the thirty-seventh year
after his deportation Jehoiachin was taken out of prison by
tofo nse'a, in the
Evil-merodach when he came to the throne,
year of his becoming king, probably immediately after he had
ascended the throne, for it was no doubt an act of grace at the
B^vriK Kiw, to lift up a person's
commencement of his reign.
head, ie. to release him from prison and exalt him to civil
honours and dignities (cf. Gen. xL 13).
On the coincidence of
the thirty-seventh year of Jehoiachin's imprisonment and the
;

—
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commencement

of the reign of Evil-merodach see the remarks

Instead of the 27th day of the month, the 25th
given in Jeremiah, again through the substitution of similar

at ch. xxiv. 12.
is

numeral

letters (see at ver. 8).

MapdaSax

or EviaXnaptohex

Evil-merodach :

(LXX.)

;

Tt^

*&$.,

EvtaX
a

'iXkoapooSa/Mx;, possibly

copyist's error for 'IXfuipooScucoi, in the Can. Ptol,

and in other

forms also: see M. v. Nieb. Gesch. A$&. p. 42, and Ges. thes. p.
41 ; compounded from the name of the Babylonian god Mero-

dach (see at

12) and the prefix Evil, which has not yet

ch. xx.

been explained with

He

certainty.

ing to Berosus in Jos.

c Ap.

reigned two years, accord-

i 20, and the Can. Ptol.; and

according to the verdict of Berosus, trpotrrhi t&v irpary/uLTwv

and was murdered by his brother-in-law
The statement in Jos. Ant. x 11, 2, to the effect

avo/Mo? xal ao-ehyok
Neriglissor.

;

that he reigned eighteen years, and that of Alex. Polyh. in Euseb.

Chron. arm. i p. 45, that he reigned twelve years, are evidently
Ver. 28. " He spake kindly to him (cf. Jer. xii. 6), and

false.

—

set his throne above the throne of the kings

in Babel"

This

not to be understood

is

that he assigned

him a

(Hitzig, Thenius),

but figuratively:

(Eos.).

The

" kings

loftier

who were with him

literally, as signifying

throne than the other kings
loco honestiore

eum habuit
who were

with him" were dethroned kings,

kept at the court like Jehoiachin to add to its splendour, just
as Cyrus kept the conquered Croesus by his side (Herod. L 88).
Vers. 29, 30. " And he (Jehoiachin) changed his prison garments," i.c. took them off and put other regal clothing on (cf.

—

Gen.

xli.

42).

"

And

ate continually before

him

all his life,"

Moreover a daily
ration of food was supplied to him by the king for the maintenance of his retainers, who formed his little court The 'Pp?
v>n of ver. 30, upon which Thenius throws suspicion without
any reason, refers to Jehoiachin like that in ver. 29 ; for the historian intended to show how Jehoiachin had fared from the day
of his elevation to the end of his life.
At the same time, we
cannot infer from this with any certainty that Jehoiachin died
for the favour shown to him might be
before Evil-merodach
continued by Evil-merodach's successor.
We cannot make any
safe conjecture as to the motives which induced Evil-merodach
to pardon Jehoiachin and confer this distinction upon him.
The higher ground of this joyful termination of his imprisonLe. ate at

the king's table

(cf.

2 Sam.

ix. 7).

;

ment lay in the

gracious decree of God, that the seed of David,
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though severely chastised for its apostasy from the Lord, should
At the same
not he utterly rejected (2 Sam. vii. 14, 15).
time, this event was also intended as a comforting sign to the
•whole of the captive people, that the Lord would one day put
an end to their banishment, if they would acknowledge that it
was a well-merited punishment for their sins that they had
been driven away from before His face, and would turn again
to the Lord their God with all their heart

THE END.
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;

;

PETER OF ALEXANDRIA;

Clement on Virginity, and Fragments.

TERTULLIAN, Volume

Second.

APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS

;

ACTS AND REVELATIONS,

curious Apocryphal Writings of the

first

comprising

all

the very

Three Centuries.

FIFTH YEAR.
TERTULLIAN, Volume Third (completion).
CLEMENTINE HOMILTEB; APOSTOLICAL CONSTITUTIONS. In One Volume.
ARNOBIUS.
DIONYSIUS; GREGORY THAUMATURGUS ; SYRIAN FRAGMENTS. In One
Volume.

SIXTH YEAR.
LACTANTIU3. Two Volumes.
ORIGEN, Volume Second (completion).
EARLY LITURGIES AND REMAINING FRAGMENTS.
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EDITED BY THE REV. MARCUS DODS, M.A.

M

ESSRS.

CLARE

hare much pleasure

of Translations of the Writings of St.

m

publishing the

THE 'CITY OF
In

first issue

AuouSTUtt

GOD,'

Two Volumes.

Translated by the Rev. Marcus Dods, M.A.
They

believe this will prove not the least valuable of their various

and no pains will be spared to make it so. The Editor has secured
a most competent staff of Translators, and every care is being taken to
Series,

secure not only accuracy but elegance.

The Works
tion to the

•

of St. Augustine to be included in the Series are (in addiCitt of Goo') :

All the Treatises in the Pelagian,
in the Donatist Controverst.

and the four leading Treatises

The Treatises against Faubtus the Maniehaan ; on Christian
Doctrine; the Trinity; the Harmony or the Evangelists; the
Sermon on the Mount.
Lectures on the Gospel of St. John, the Confessions, a
Selection from the Letters, the Retractations, the Soliloquies,
and Selections from the Practical Treatises.

Also, the

All these works are of first-rate importance, and only a small proportion
them have yet appeared in an English dress. The Sermons and the
Commentaries on the Psalms having been already given by the Oxford
Translators, it is not intended, at least in the first instance, to publish
them.

of

The Series will include a Life of St. Augustine, by Robert Rainy,
D.D., Professor of Church History, New College, Edinburgh.
The Series will probably extend to Sixteen or Eighteen Volumes. The
Publishers will be glad to receive the Names of Subscribers as early as
possible.

Subscription : Four Volumes for a Guinea, payable in advance, as in the
case of the Ante-Nicene Series (24s. when not paid in advance).
It is understood that Subscribers are bound to take at least the books of
the first two years.
Each Volume will be sold separately at (on an
average) 10s. 6d. each volume.

The second Issue will be ready in a few months, and will probably comThe Volume on the Donatist Controversy, translated by the Rev.
J.
Kino, Vicar of St. Peter's in the East, Oxford; and the First
Volume of the Treatises in the Pelagian Controversy, translated by
Rev. Peter Holmes, D.D., Rural Dean, eta, Plymouth.
prise

:

R

—

They trust the Subscribers to the Ante-Nicene Library will continue
their Subscription to this Series, and they hope to be favoured with an
early remittance of the Subscription.
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